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FISCAL YEAR 1986 SEQUESTER ORDER--THE
BALANCED BUDGET AND EMERGENCY DEFI.
CIT CONTROL ACT OF 1985

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 22, 1986

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON THE BUDGET,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:08 p.m., in room SD-

608, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Pete V. Domenici (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Domenici, Armstrong, Boschwitz, Andrews,
Symms, Grassley, Kasten, Quayle, Gorton, Chiles, Hollings, John-
ston, Sasser, Metzenbaum, Riegle, Moynihan, Exon, and Lauten-
berg.

Staff present: Stephen Bell, staff director; Bill Hoagland, deputy
staff director; and Sue Nelson, senior analyst for budget review.

For the minority: Richard N. Brandon, staff director; John
Hilley, senior economist; and Alan Cohen, senior economist.

Chairman Dommci. All right. Could we have order. We just
have a couple of hour-today for all three witnesses and I would
like very much to get started.

I understand that the OMB Director is detained, but should be
here shortly. Is Rudy Penner here? Is he detained also? It looks
like the only one here is the referee. Is that right? All the rest of
the people came, Senator Chiles, because they think we are going
to give them some relief today from Gramm-Rudman. I hope they
understand that we cannot do that.

I wonder if the staff can find out where Mr. Penner is. Well, why
don't we get ready for the witnesses. We have one here. Let me
start by setting the agenda and by making some brief opening re-
marks.

First of all, before I start, could I just say to Senator Chiles, who
is back with us, that we are delighted with the success of his sur-
gery and his return to excellent health. From what I am told, you
are better than ever, and I hope that means you are going to take
it easy on us, even though you are feeling strong and healthy.

I hope this is a good year for all of us, and I hope that what you
have told me about the state of your health is not only true today
but true for a long time. [Applause.]

Senator CiLEs. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appreci-
ate those remarks, and I appreciate my colleagues' response. All
your thoughts and prayers were very helpful to me.

(1)
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I want to say, in addition to my health improving, I know that
your health is going to improve as well.

Chairman DOMENICI. Who is that? Me?
Senator CHILES. You, yes. My understanding is we are going to be

able to retire your electric smoke trapper now that you have quit
smoking. He had to buy that thing a year ago so that we could
breathe.

We can start reducing the deficit right now by selling off the two
batteries that run your machine, and get right on the path of
maybe bypassing Gramm-Rudman-Hollings with an effective plan
to chop the deficit.

Chairman DOMENICI. All right. Thank you very much. I hope
that this 8 or 9 weeks without cigarettes does not make me more
unbearable as your chairman than I have been in the past.

Senator LAUTENBERG. That is impossible.
Chairman DOMENICI. That is impossible. You heard who said

that, the most junior member, who gets to talk in committee and
even gets to offer amendments that are considered seriously, and
he is already complaining. [Laughter.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN DOMENICI
First, I want to welcome our witnesses. I understand that the

OMB Director will be here shortly.
He is detained because of the inability of his automobile to make

it here without some interference. Apparently, some people would
like him to be detained, but that is being handled, and he ought to
be here, shortly.

I know that the three witnesses have had very busy schedules.
OMB, in addition to doing the Gramm-Rudman work, has been
working on the new budget.

CBO completes its annual report, which is no little job, and in
addition has completed the work required by the Gramm-Rudman-
Hollings bill.

And so, for starters, let me say on behalf of the committee, that
we are grateful for you finding the time to come here, and your
willingness to appear at this very busy time in your schedules.

As soon as the Director of OMB arrives, we have arranged that
he will testify first, and that he will answer questions first, so as to
accommodate to his schedule. One of the Senators indicated that
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings has sequestered the OMB Director's car.
Is that what you were saying? That is apparently why he is not
here.

I think you all know that while we have been in recess they have
been preparing the sequestration report. You all have the report
before you.

NEW PROCEDURES ESTABLISHED

I think everyone is aware that under that Balanced Budget and
Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1986, a new set of procedures was
established.

Those new procedures require that CBO and OMB prepare a
report estimating the amount by which the projected deficit ex-
ceeds the maximum deficit amount for that particular year.
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The amounts and percentages by which various budgetary re-
sources must be reduced, to eliminate any deficit excess are dis-
cussed in that report.

The new law requires that a joint CBO-OMB report be sent to
the Comptroller General who is charged with reviewing the joint
report, for accuracy, and for resolving any disputes between the
two agencies that were identified in their report.

The Comptroller's final report is sent to the President and be-
comes the basis for the sequester order that the President issues.
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings wasted no time in setting these new pro-
cedures in place. For the current year, the joint CBO-OMB report
was to be transmitted to GAO on January 15. The GAO was to
complete its review and send it's report to the President by Janu-
ary 21. Despite tremendous time constraints, all three organiza-
tions have met their time schedules, an example I hope Congress
can follow as we proceed through this year's work.

The Comptroller's report was issued yesterday, and it will serve
as the final sequester order for this fiscal year, when issued by the
President on February 1.

We have asked the witnesses to review their reports with us. I
am sorry that the members did not have the report sooner, but as I
indicated, the final report by GAO was only finished yesterday.

We asked the witnesses to testify before us as to any disagree-
ments that they had, and describe how those disagreements were
resolved.

We are also interested in conceptual issues that OMB and CBO
identified in applying the new law. These would include the issue
concerning the Washington Metropolitan Area Transportation Au-
thority, which I understand was forwarded to GAO for a final deci-
sion.

While it is not for me to determine how others view this hearing,
from my standpoint, I hope that we would discuss technical mat-
ters and not fiscal policy matters. The OMB Director will be back
before this committee on the 4th day of next month, and that will
be a rather extensive hearing. He will have issued the budget for
the President that day, or the day before, and I understand that
Dr. Penner will be before this committee on the 18th day of Febru-
ary.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CHO AND OMB ARE FEW

As a final note, I would just state something for the record. I
hope my colleagues were as impressed as I was by the few differ-
ences between CBO and OMB on technical matters.

Disputes have arisen before Congress and the administration on
scorekeeping issues in the past. The fact that CBO and OMB were
so close on such things as deficit estimates, size of the overall se-
questered pot, and percentage sequesters, gives me some reassur-
ance that this law could be implemented.

I again thank the two Director and the Comptroller and I note
that the OMB Director Miller is here.

Dr. Miller, we have indicated that you will proceed first, after
Senator Chiles' opening remarks and then the Senators will ask
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questions of you before the other two witnesses because of time
constraints that you have.

We are sorry that you had a delay and we hope that it was not
too difficult for you to get here. There is a big crowd here, but I
understand there was a crowd elsewhere, also.

Dr. MILLER. We were caught in a demonstration, Mr. Chairman.
I thank the committee's indulgence.

Chairman DOMENICI. And the demonstration was not directed at
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings, is that right?

Dr. MmLuz. No, I did not mention who I was.
Chairman DOMENCI. You did not tell them who you were. All

right. [Laughter.]
All right. Senator Chiles, will you proceed, please.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHILES
Senator CHILES. Mr. Chairman, I want to join with you in con-

gratulating the Office of Management and Budget, together with
the Congressional Budget Office for the way in which they worked
together, and the minimum differences which they came up with.

Certainly everybody had been led to believe that this was going
to be much tougher. I know this only worked because people at
every level, but especially at the technical level, worked very hard
and very close together. So I think they ought to be congratulated
on that.

I have been reading some reports from well-placed administra-
tion sources, some of whom might be in this room, that we are on
the road to privitization and a sale of American assets. With all
these premier showings in town before the release of the budget, I
want to spend just a few minutes looking back at the road that
brought us here.

If you remember, back in 1981 we put in place big spending cuts,
a bigger tax cut, and a big buildup in our military spending, all of
which was supposed to produce a balanced budget.

Things did not go according to plan. In 1982, we were faced with
something called a "midcourse correction." The reason was that
the deficit seemed to be larger than the administration had predict-
ed, and we needed to make some adjustments.

Then in 1983, with the deficit still climbing, we started hearing
that the way to approach it was something called a "downpay-
ment" on the deficit.

It was argued that we could do a little now and the rest the next
year. In 1984, we were in the Rose Garden, finding out that the"wait-for-next-year" would have to wait for the year after that. In
1985, we learned about the sequester after the oak tree fell on the
budget compromise.

Every year we have had a partial response and a larger deficit.
We always seem to come up with a new slogan to patch over the
gaps in our absence of will.

Now, with a $220 billion deficit having poked through those gaps,
half-measures and evasions just are not going to work anymore.

Gramm-Rudman-Hollings is a guillotine we have designed, to
force ourselves into dealing with the deficit. When the plan was
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put together, we thought we would be facing deficits on the order
of $190 billion.

Now, we find that we are approaching $220 billion, and if we
allow these so-called automatic cuts to trigger in, it could chop the
heads off both the military and the domestic spending.

GUMPTION NOW OR GUILLOTINE LATER

It seems to me that we have got two broad choices. First, we can
wait till the end, doing things halfway, the way we have done them
in the past. That would produce a scramble to try to avert the
train wreck just before it happens.

Or we can start now, working as Republicans and Democrats in
Congress, with the White House, try to work out a budget that is
based on reason, good will, and a determination to get the job done.
We hope the administration will be equally willing to listen to
what the Congress is going to have to say in the weeks ahead. I
guess it comes down to gumption now, or the guillotine later.

Mr. Chairman, I think maybe Senator Sasser wanted to have just
a short opening statement for a minute or so, if that would be per-
missible.

Chairman DOMENICI. All right. I would like very much to ask
that we forgo opening statements, since we do want to hear how
these three rather independent agencies got this order into shape
so quickly. You may use your time for whatever statements you
might have in addition to your questions to the witnesses.

But nonetheless, at your request, I will let Senator Sasser have
some opening remarks if he cares to.

Senator SASSER. In view of the chairman's statement I will yield
until my time comes around, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman DOMENICI. I greatly appreciate that and incidentally, I
will follow the rule in terms of time of arrival as the order in
which you will present your questions or your opening statements.
I have the sequence here, and Senator Grassley will be next, and
Senator Johnston after that.

Welcome, Dr. Miller. I know this is your first appearance before
the committee. You have been working on two or three fronts. We
would appreciate hearing from you today with reference to the se-
questration activities of your office to this point and on technical
problems and difficulties that may have arisen as you attempted to
interpret and apply the law.

Would you proceed, please.

STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES C. MILLER !11, DIRECTOR, OFFICE
OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

Dr. MILLER. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee. I am
glad to be here today to discuss the Balanced Budget and Emergen-
cy Deficit Control Act known as Gramm-Rudman-Hollings, and in
signing this act into law, President Reagan stated that passage was
a dramatic step, but only a first step.

However, it strongly signifies a joint commitment by the Presi-
dent and Congress to control Federal spending and eliminate the
deficit by 1990.
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I am here today to discuss OMB's role in implementing the Act,
specifically, how we went about preparing the joint OMB/CBO
report submitted to the Comptroller General on January 15; how
we are carrying out the sequestration for fiscal year 1986; and how
we view any technical problems that may have developed in the
process.

STATUTORY PROCEDURES

The act, as I indicated, known as Gramm-Rudman-Hollings, es-
tablishes a maximum deficit amount for fiscal year 1986 of $171.9
billion.

If the estimated deficit exceeds that maximum amount, an auto-
matic spending reduction procedure is triggered. Gramm-Rudman-
Hollings capped the excess deficit at $11.7 billion for fiscal year
1986, even though, as you know, the estimated deficit was much
higher-$220.5 billion, to be exact. In subsequent years, spending
reductions in the full amount of the excess deficit will be required,
should sequestration occur.

The first step in the fiscal year 1986 sequestration process was
preparation- of a joint report by the-Directors of OMB and CBO.
That report presented estimated base levels of total revenues and
outlays for the fiscal year; set forth OMB and CBO economic as-
sumptions, including rates of real economic growth; stated the
amount by which the projected deficit exceeds the maximum deficit
amount; and described the calculated amounts and percentages by
which various budgetary resources must be sequestered or reduced
to eliminate the $11.7 billion in outlays for the fiscal year.

These amounts were calculated by budget accounts for nonde-
fense programs, and by account, andthen by the further detail of
programproject, or activity for defense programs.

Where OMB and CBO disagreed on any point, the law required
that our differences be averaged.

The joint OMB/CBO report was concurrently submitted to the
Comptroller General and published in the Federal Register and so
given to Members of Congress.

The Comptroller General reviewed the report and yesterday
issued his own report, addressing the same issues.

On February 1 of this year, President Reagan will issue a final
sequestration order for fiscal year 1986, based on the Comptroller
General's report. Unless there is significant action by Congress in
the interim, that order will take effect on March 1.

Between the issuance of the order and its effective date, the
amounts for sequestration are, by law, withheld from expenditure.
OMB will implement this provision of the act by issuing appropri-
ate apportionments to executive branch agencies, making available
only the reduced spending authority.

PREPARATION OF THE OMB/CBO REPORT

Now before I describe in more detail the procedures by which-
OMB and CBO produced their joint report, I want to express my
appreciation to the staffs of both agencies for their exemplary ef-
forts in preparing a document-as you indicated, Mr. Chairman, so
complicated, this quickly.
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Shortly after the act was passed, CBO Director Rudy Penner and
I agreed that our staffs would begin meeting immediately to plan
how to implement the act, and to exchange the information neces-
sary to facilitate that process.

We also agreed that we would make information produced in this
process available to the staff of GAO, so that Comptroller General
Bowsher would have as much advance preparation as possible to
perform his statutory obligations in the short time permitted.

These arrangemnlnts resulted in' a most cooperative working rela-
tionship. Although many of the conceptual budget issues were diffi-
cult and novel, OMB and CBO reached agreement on all interpre-
tive issues involving the sequestration process, except one of fairly
minor consequence, not to the recipients but overall. I shall discuss
that later.

OMB and CBO first estimated revenues, outlays, and the deficit
for fiscal year 1986 in accordance with the requirements of the act.

The estimates assumed that current laws continued unchanged
for revenues and entitlements; that fiscal year 1986 appropriations,
including the continuing resolution, were available; and that expir-
ing provisions would terminate as scheduled.

The OMB and CBO deficit estimates were remarkably similar, as
pointed out. Only $800 million apart in a deficit of over $220 bil-
lion.

Averaging the two numbers produced a final deficit estimate of
$220.5 billion, well above the $171.9 billion target deficit and above
the $191.9 billion level that triggers the maximum $20 billion se-
quester on an annual basis.

Accordingly, Gramm-Rudman-Hollings required CBO and OMB
to contemplate the elimination of some $11.7 billion in outlays,
one-half from defense and the other half from nondefense pro-
grams.

OMB and CBO next calculated the budget base from which the
reductions would be made. Approximately $241 billion in estimated
outlays for nondefense programs is associated with budgetary re-
sources that may be sequestered under the act. Some $49 billion of
these expenditures are associated with programs with automatic
spending increases, for which reductions are limited to the amount
of the cost-of-living adjustment.

Another $87 billion is associated with programs for which the act
contains special rules limiting reductions. After allowing for these
special provisions and averaging the OMB, and CBO estimates, we
calculated that a uniform percentage reduction of 4.3 percent had
to be applied to the remaining $105 billion in eligible nondefense
programs to produce the necessary spending reductions.

For defense programs, the President decided to exempt from se-
questration some $61.1 billion from certain military personnel ac-
counts.

After this and other adjustments, some $109 billion of estimated
fiscal year 1986 outlays were associated with budgetary resources
subject to across-the-board reductions.

After making appropriate adjustments and averaging the OMB
and CBO figures, we concluded that a 4.9-percent uniform reduc-
tion was necessary to obtain the required savings.

& M I
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OMB and CBO then applied the respective percentage reductions
for all nondefense and defense programs to each budget account
within those areas and calculated the required spending reduc-
tions. For defense programs, the two agencies also calculated the
amount by which each program, project or activity must be re-
duced. Although OMB and CBO did not agree completely as to the
estimated outlays from individual budget accounts, our estimates
in every case were similar, and the average did not differ signifi-
cantly from the estimate of either agency.

There was only one conceptual point on which OMB and CBO
were unable to agree, and that is whether Department of Transpor-
tation interest payments for Washington Metropolitan Area Tran-
sit Authority bonds are subject to sequestration.

OMB agreed with CBO that this appropriation ought not to be
sequestered, but we-that is, OMB-believed this outcome was not
permitted by the language of the act.

These funds constituted such a minute portion, however, of the
total eligible nondefense budget base, that resolution of this issue
was of no consequence to the amounts to be sequestered from other
programs.

TECHNICAL PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED

Now I've just described the process by which CBO and OMB pro-
duced their joint report. From a procedural point of view, the act
proved to be workable, although the short time period available to
perform the necessary tasks placed an enormous burden on our
staff.

In response to the committee's request for a description of techni-
cal problems that emerged during the implementation process, I
should now like to raise several points.

The first point concerns offsetting collections from non-Federal
sources. Dr. Penner's statement, I understand, reviews the discus-
sions that took place on this issue.

In OMB's judgment, the act instructs us not to reduce these col-
lections but does require that payments financed by them be sub-
ject to sequestration.

CBO, initially, at least, held a contrary view, but in the end, CBO
agreed with OMB's interpretation.

The second technical problem involves the identification of ac-
counts subject to the act. Gramm-Rudman-Hollings defines "ac-
counts" as either items for which appropriations are made in ap-
propriations acts, or, otherwise, items with designated account
codes in the appendix to the President's fiscal year 1986 budget.

As it happens, that is not a comprehensive definition of "budget
accounts," primarily because the nonjoint items in the legislative
branch are not identified in the appendix with account numbers.

To the extent these items have permanent appropriations, they
are excluded by default from coverage of the act, even though this
seems to be an unintended result.

The third technical problem relates to the Panama Canal Com-
mission. One of the anomalies of our budget process is that any
profit from the operations of the canal accrue to Panama, not to
the United States. As a result, the savings from sequestering,
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which we believe is required by the act, benefit Panama, not the
United States.

The fourth technical problem relates to the Federal Reserve
Board. With the exception of Social Security, Gramm-Rudman-Hol-
lings placed off-budget accounts on-budget.

We, CBO, and GAO all agreed that the language did not appear
to apply to the Federal Reserve Board, or to the banks, even
though if that had been the intent, we would have expected consid-
erable discussion of such a controversial issue in the act's legisla-
tive history.

The fifth technical problem relates to the foreign military sales
credit. Neither we nor CBO sequestered any budgetary resources
from this fund. However, OMB considers it to be an exception that
could be questioned, since it is not included in the list of explicit
exemptions for similar accounts.

The sixth-problem relates to revenue collections for Puerto Rico,
Guam, and the Virgin Islands. There are a number of instances in
which funds appear in the Federal budget as an incidental matter
for convenience of administration, rather than as a means of re-
source allocation.

In most cases Congress recognized these situations and exempted
the accounts from sequestration. It did not do so for the above-men-
tioned revenue collection accounts, and we felt obliged, under the
law, to subject them to sequestration.

The seventh, and last technical problem, relates to the require-
ment that outlay reductions be made uniformly at the program,
project, or activity level, as defined by Congress.

One difficulty was avoided when Congress enacted definitions of"program, project, or activity" in the continuing resolution, there-
fore, avoiding a direct challenge on this point under the Supreme
Court's decision in INS v. Chadha. That was a decision involving
the legislative veto.

ANOTHER PROBLEM CREATED

That provision in the continuing resolution created another prob-
lem, however, because Congress defined "program, project or activi-
ty" so narrowly, that in some areas it is difficult, if not impossible,
for us to comply.

The Agriculture Department, for example, is required to calcu-
late the outlay reductions separately for each of 13,000 county of-
fices, because each was defined as a separate program, project, or
activity, even though the offices may involve only a storefront with
three or four Federal employees.

Not only is this very difficult to accomplish, it becomes very diffi-
cult for agencies to manage programs, if Congress insists on such
detailed micromanagement.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee-
Chairman DOMEICI. I might mention to you, Dr. Miller, that we

really tried to make that one very tight. We did not know it would
be 1,300. We did not want much discretion, so we did not give you
much on that, but we could have done a little better. That seems a
little tight, but it did work. That is what we intended.

I
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Dr. MIun. Well, I understand the Agriculture Department is
still putting together the 13,000 reports.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I
would like to reiterate what I have stated publicly during the last
weeks about the effects of the sequestration order.

It is my belief that these outlay reductions can be implemented
without disrupting agency programs, or requiring reductions in
force.

If unexpected problems should develop, we will seek reprogram-
ming authority, as needed.

Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, that completes
my statement. At this point I shall be happy to respond to any
questions you might have. Thank you.

Chairman DomzNici. Thank you very much. I have some ques-
tions, but I think what I am going to do is start down the list and
take mine at some other point in the hearing.

So, Senator Grassley, are you prepared to proceed?
Senator GRAssuIZ. I have no questions of Dr. Miller. However, I

have questions of Mr. Penner.
Chairman DoMENIci. Fine. I am always tolerant, Senator. Will

you require twice the time because you have yielded this time,
or-

Senator GRAwSLzy. Maybe not twice the time but maybe an extra
minute.

Chairman Domm-ci. Oh, all right. Senator Chiles, would you
like to proceed now, or do you want to proceed to Senator John-
ston?

Senator Cmuz. I will let Senator Johnston question.
Chairman DoMrncI. Senator Johnston.
Senator JOHNSTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Welcome to the

committee, Dr. Miller.
Dr. Miller, less than 2 weeks after the President signed the

Gramm-Rudman-Hollings bill, with great fanfare, a letter was writ-
ten to the President of the Senate, Mr. Bush, by Ed Meese, the At-
torney General, stating in effect that this bill was unconstitutional,
at least what I regard as the central mechanism which provides for
sequestration. This letter states, ýBut even if it is declared uncon-
stitutional"-as Mr. Meese would have it be declared unconstitu-
tional-"there resides alternative power within the bill which
would in effect allow the budget process to go forward."

BILL CONTAINS SAVINGS CLAUSE
I want to know, do you find in this bill alternate procedures

equal in dignity, or effectiveness, to the sequestration order, and if
so, what are they, and how do they differ from the present powers
contained in the Budget Act as amended?

Dr. Mu.zit. Senator Johnston, the Attorney General took issue
with the question of whether the participation of the Comptroller-
General was constitutional, because as you know, the role of the
Comptroller General in Gramm-Rudman, is in a sense to order the
President to in turn issue an order.
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It has been the position of the Attorney General that the Comp-
troller General is an officer of the legislative branch of Govern-
ment, rather than the executive branch of Government.

Senator JOHNSTON. I understand that position, I have read the
brief, but my question is from a machinery standpoint, a decision
declaring the current mechanism unconstitutional takes away se-
questration, and therefore-

Dr. MILLER. In my opinion, that is incorrect, Senator.
Senator JOHNSTON. You could proceed with sequestration?
Dr. MILLIER. Yes; under my interpretation of Gramm-Rudman, as

passed, should the participation of the Comptroller General be
found unconstitutional, there is a savings clause which would have

a joint resolution of Congress-that is, an ordinary law-signed by
the President, replace the role of the Comptroller General. Then
the joint report of OMB and CBO would be issued to the Congress
and to the President, rather than to the Comptroller General.

Senator JOHNSTON. Well, what I mean is, the sequestration
would have to be carried out by joint resolution?

Dr. MILLER. My understanding is the joint resolution's purpose
would be only that of determining what the deficit would be, and
the rates of growth, for purposes, as you know, depending on the
rates of growth, there could be certain provisions of Gramm-
Rudman that could be waived.

But that joint resolution would only go to the question of the pro-
jection for the future, not whether there should be sequestration.

I realize, of course, that should there be inaction by Congress,
that the effect might well be to delay or refuse sequestration.

Senator JOHNSTON. Yes; it seems to me that that is a basic prob-
lem. In other words, under the present law, if you have got a ma-
jority vote of both Houses of Congress, you can do whatever you
want to do to the budget.

So, if you take away that provision that Mr. Meese says to take
away, then you are left in effect with the same requirement of joint
action by the Congress as we had before Gramm-Rudman.

Dr. Miller--
Dr. MILLER. Well, Senator, as you know, or as you may know, we

shared views with Members of Congress who were drafting the leg-
islation on our concern, and the President did indicate, in signing
the law, certain reservations about the constitutionality of those
provisions.

There might have been more effective ways of dealing with it
such as just leaving--

SAVINGS FROM RECONCILIATION

Senator JOHNSTONLet me pass on to another matter if I may.
On reconciliation, do you concur with what I Understand to be the
current CBO view that reconciliation would save about $8 billion
the first year, and $21 billion over 3 years?

Dr. MILLER. That is a new number for me, Senator. My under-
standing is that the CBO estimates were much higher than that,
but they were predicated on assumptions that go back to the first
of the last calendar year.
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Senator JOHNSTON. Well, what would be your estimate? Do you
have an estimate?

Dr. MILLRm. Our estimates of the effects of-reconciliation and
again, it depends on the House version or the Senate version, are
much more on the order of $20 billion, rather than the $60 or $80
billion for the 3 years that have been advertised.

Senator JOHNSTON. Yes. I understand their new numbers are $21
billion for 3 years and $8 billion the first year.

Dr. Mum.x That is much more in line with the estimates that
we have generated.

Senator JOHNSTON. Now Dr. Miller, as you know, the price of oil
has dropped precipitously. Last year, the Armed Services Commit-
tee criticized the Defense Department for padding its energy ac-
counts, and, in fact, used funds from those accounts as a means to
find a lot of extra money to avoid some cuts in other programs.

Now do we know how much is spent on fuel in the Department
of Defense, collectively, and therefore, how much would be saved if
you can assume that the average price of oil from here on out, for
the rest of the year, would be, say, $20 a barrel instead of that
which it was-

Dr. MilLmE. I do not have those figures with me, Senator. I would
be glad to provide them for the record, if you would like.

Senator JOHNSTON. Yes. I would appreciate that very much.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by

OMB:]
The Department of Defense budget contains $6 billion for the purchase of petrole-

um products. This amount reflects OMB's guidance to assume crude oil prices of
$25.16 per barrel in 1986 and $24.08 per barrel in 1987.

If crude oil prices dropped to $20.00 per barrel for the last half of FY 1986 and
stayed at that level throughout FY 1987, we estimate that Defense would save $50
million in FY 1986 and $800 million in FY 1987.

OIL IMPORT FEE NOT FAVORED

Senator JoHNsroN. With this drop in the price of oil, would the
administration be willing to reconsider its views on an oil import
fee, or, if we could call it an oil user fee, if you want to?

Dr. MimLZ. I do not think so, Senator. The President has, I
think, spoken fairly clearly on that.

Senator JOHNsTON. All right. Could we get, when you are fur-
nishing things to the committee, could we get a State-by-State
breakdown in the reductions caused by Gramm-Rudman in all ac-
counts, not just revenuesharing, but in each one of the accounts, so
that we can-

Dr. MILLR. We will provide you-let me say first, Senator, I am
trying to be helpful. The people who might have access to that in-
fc.-nation are working extraordinarily long hours right now trying
to produce the budget.

Wen the budget has been produced, then perhaps we will have
more leisure time to look at these issues. It may not be possible, in
all cases, to provide the accounts by State, but we will provide you
what we can.

[The following was subsequently supplied for the -record by
-OMB:]
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For a number of technical reasons, it is not possible to develop State-by-State esti-
mates of the effect of the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings sequester with an acceptable
degree of accuracy. For example:

The FY 1986 sequester process began well after the start of the fiscal year and
otherwise sequesterable funds within some accounts had been obligated and expend-
ed before the sequester order was issued. An extensive, time-consuming survey of
the agencies would be required to determine the State-by-State initial impact of the
order. Arbitrary allocation factors will not produce reliable estimates.

The regional impact of some types of spending depends upon decisions that will
not be made until later and that cannot be forecast with certainty. This is particu-
larly true of competitively awarded contracts and grants.

The data sources containing State-by-state distributions of Federal activity, on
which estimates of the regional impact of sequester would have to be based, are re-
lated directly or indirectly to obligations. Obligations data cannot always be trans-
lated in any simple way to new budget authority or outlays, which are the primary
sequester data. Thisis particularly true for data pertaining to a single year.

The Gramm-Rudman-Hollinp sequester, like a rescission, reduces the funds avail-
able for an account and, wi the account, program, projects, or activity. It does
not change an• of the existing rules of program administration, such as reprogram-
-ming. It entirely possible and proper, therefore, that the pcetsequester allocation
"of resources within an account will change to reflect changed circumstances. In such
cases, the effect of sequester could be far outweiged by the effects of other factors.

There are special difficulties associated with the State-by-State effect of sequestra-
tion on defense procurement. For these contracts, data are not available on second-
ary or tertiary contracts even before sequestration. Moreover, State by State seques-
tration data would have to be developed for each of hundreds of programs, projects,
and activities. Such an effort would be extraordinarily complex.

For Federal civilian and military employees, the sequestration will also be carried
out by the hundreds of programs, projects, and activities in accordance with the law.
Information on the State-by-State location of Federal civilian and military employ-
ees in each of these activities is not available, and collecting such data would be
very burdensome.

The Office of Management and Budget does prepare each year, primarily for the
benefit of State governments, the Budget Information for States (BIB) report, which
contains State-by-State distributions of obligations for major Federal formula grant
programs. The data contained in the BIS report consistent with tCe FY 1987 budget
are post-sequester. In addition, the Census Bureau produces a report covering State-
by-State estimates for all Federal grants to States, and a more comprehensive
report, Federal Expenditures by State, which covers most Federal expenditures. FY
1986 data from these sources will not be available for another year, but the State-
by-State percentage distributions shown in the latest of these reports are probably
close to what theFY 1986 distributions will be.

The Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act requires that the automatic spending reduc-
tion-4.9 percent for sequesterable defense funds and 4.3 percent for sequesterable
nondefense funds in FY 1986-be applied uniformly by account and, within ac-
counts, by program, project, or activity. This requirement is being carried out faith-
fully by the agencies, so I can assure you that no discretionary action is being taken
that would favor one State relative to another. I am confident that the residents of
all States are benefiting from the increased economic activity that seems clearly at-
tributable to passage of the Act.

Senator JOHNSTON. One final question. What is the view of the
administration toward the role of the President under article H as
Commander-in-Chief?

Are there any situations under which the President, under arti-
cle II, as Commander-in-Chief, in your view, could disregard seques-
tration?

Dr. MIUZR. Well, I am not a lawyer, and I do not speak on legal
matters for the President, so I think I would defer to those wno
would.

However, I would say that I have heard no discussion of that con-
tingency around the White House.

Senator JOHNSrON. Thank you, Dr. Miller. Thank you, Mr. Chair-
man.
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Chairman Domzmiw. Thank you, Senator. Senator Andrews.
Senator AiRmwws. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Miller, it is good to have you here. I am kind of concerned,

though, about this Gramm-Rudman thing. It started out sort of like
what my friend Senator Hollings and I put together as an across-
the-board freeze.

Later on, when it finally emerged, I could not recognize my own
child, so I voted against the Gramm-Rudman proponents.

In the final analysis, it claimed failure as the basis for its suc-
cess; claimed failure as the need for Gramm-Rudman; failure of the
congressional and Presidential will; failure of the congressional
budget process; failure of the appropriations process; failure of the
constitutional doctrine of the separation of powers.

And for one who believes in the strength and ultimate triumph
of all of the above, with the possible exception of the budgetary
process, I find Gramm-Rudman to be, quite simply, wrongheaded.

You must admit that failure is certainly a unique basis for legis-
lation that, if ever fully implemented, could radicalize and polarize
this Nation to a degree never quite seen before.

Gramm-Rudman is "flat earth" political and economic policy. It
gives the President and the Congress the legal authority to make
sunbeams out of cucumbers, I suppose, but it does not allow them
to make either good public or fiscal policy.

Galbraith once said that "Politics is not the art of the possible, it
consists in choosing between the disastrous and the impossible."

GRAMM-RUDMAN IMPOSSIBLY DISASTROUS

Gramm-Rudman eliminates the choice. It is simply impossibly
disastrous. We find this in such things as transportation, where we
argued our way through a budget cut in FAA and Coast Guard
that was mandated to us.

We made the cut to get under the budget limitation. We had to
restore it in the CR, and we did restore it, over the objections of
several of you who wanted to keep those figures down. Now we find
two things have happened. Last week, under Gramm-Rudman, we
are getting a further cut order of $1.8 billion. We would have to
take $200 million out of FAA.

This morning, I was told at the White House that we have got a
supplemental request to increase FAA. Which do we go along with?

nbow do we know where we are supposed to go? Do you, Jim, hold
forth as telling us we should cut the FAA? Or does the President's
request to increase it in a supplemental have precedent?

Dr. MIuiz. Well, let me say first, Senator, we have a very large
budget deficit and we have had it for several years, and it
seems-

Senator ANDnws. No one knows that better than we do on this
committee.

Dr. MnRum. It seems intractable. Gramm-Rudmmn consists of a
compact between the President and Congress to reduce that level
of deficit down.

The budget the President will submit in a few weeks carries out
his side of the bargain. He will propose a budget that meets those
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targets, and we are carrying out our part of the bargain right here
in issuing the sequester orler.

Now your point, I think, is correct, inasmuch as sequester does,
has lowered certain accounts, and there is a possibility that some
emergencies might be dealt with by means of a supplemental. But I
have not approved any supplemental for the FAA or anyone else at
this point.

Senator ANDREWS. OK. Well, then that rumor I got this morning
was wrong. But let's take a look at another thing, briefly.

Dr. MnxuR. I think, by the way, that could be handled in differ-
ent ways.

REDUCTIONS IN SPENDING AUTHORITY FOR USER FEES

Senator ANDREWS. But the result of reductions in spending au-
thority for user fees is also in this, and that is patently absurd.

For example, the Federal Grain Inspection Service is 85-percent
funded by user fees. The Gramm-Rudman order cuts these user
fees, and it saves no appropriated funds. It just cuts the level of
service.

We do exactly the same thing under Gramm-Rudman in Customs
Service's user fees, which are also 85 to 90 percent of the total
funding for that program.

Dr. MILzR. Could I ask, Senator, for a clarification. My under-
standing is the law does not allow us to reduce those offsetting-col-
lections, but our interpretation was the use of those moneys, that
then once they are collected their treatment is a budgetary re-
source and they are subject to sequestration.

Senator ANDREws. As I understand it, and I have been told, is
that it does not allow you to cut back the collections but you man-
date a cutback in the people doing the service.

Dr. MxuJmt. That is true.
Senator ANwzws. And if you mandate a cutback in the people

doing the service, the collections, it follows, will be less.
Dr. Mnju•. That is not our interpretation of the law. That may

be a policy choice that you would make, but that is not the inter-
pretation of the law-

Senator ANDREWS. Well, nonetheless, Jim, aren't you mandating
a cutback in the number of personnel in the grain inspection serv-
ice, in the customs inspection service?

Dr. MniL•. We are mandating it subject to my checking these
particular accounts, whether they do fall in the base or not; if they
are in the base they will be cut back, even though the user fees
would not be cut back.

That is our interpretation of the law-
Senator ANDRnws. Even though they are-
Dr. MILLE= [continuing]. And they would be cut by account. It is

not necessarily the number of people that would be cut back. It
would be 4.3 percent of the amotut m the account.

Senator ANwzwws. But as we interpret it-and[ that is why we
would like the answer-you are asking a cutback in the personnel
in these services, even though what they do is totally funded by the
user fees.

m E I I M 0 I I
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This, to me, looks wrongheaded, and I would hope we could take
another look at it. We have a couple of-

Dr. Mmum. Senator, I am just following the law. That is what
we interpret the law to require.

Senator ANDxiws. Jim, I am not speaking against you. My ini-
tial premise was that this law is wrongheaded and impossible to
administer, and possibly disastrous, as I did to pick a phrase out of
Galbraith, and I think you have added to that. Thanks, Mr. Chair-
man.

Chairman Doumaci. Senator Moynihan.--
Senator MoYmHAN. I welcome you also, Dr. Miller.
Dr. Miumu. Thank you.

PRELIMINARY UTIMATES FOR 1987 DEFICITS

Senator MoYNi'AN. Could I just look ahead one bit and ask if
you-do you have any preliminary estimates of what you think the
deficit for 1987 will be?

Dr. Mniu. Yes, sir; I do.
Senator Moymum. You do. Will you share them?
Dr. MnLL. Close to $200 billion on current services; above $190

billion.
Senator MOYNHAN. Yes; well, in your very good testimony here,

you make the point that as you look through this legislation, with
respect to the nondefense programs, you found $105 billion that
you could apply sequestration to.

And then, on the defense side, $109 billion. A total of $214 billion
could be sequestered, which is a little bit less than a quarter of the
budget. And you only had to take $11.9 billion out of that $214 bil-
lion. If you have to take $60 billion the next time, will it still come
out of about $214 billion?

Dr. miL . There would be, subject to the fact that the rules for
defense are different in 1987 than they are in 1986. The Presi-
dent-my understanding of Gramm-Rudman-the President does
not have the authority in 1987, to exempt the military personnel
account.

Also, there is flexibility, that the Defense Department does not
-have with respect to--

Senator MoYNmmN. So you do contemplate a cut in that area of
the budget available to you, of upward of 25 percent?

Dr. Mnjxz- I am not sure I understand, Senator.
Senator MoYNIHAN. Well, if you take $60-
Dr. MAuz. The base for defense may be larger than $109 billion.
Senator MoYNmHAN. Yes; but if you take $60 billion out of some-

thing less than $800 billion, you have taken more than 20 percent.
I mean, these are big cuts.

Dr. Mnijm Yes; if they are sequestered. But the point is that if
Congress-

Senator MoYmmm. If they are sequestered?
Dr. Mniua If it is sequestered. I think though that-
Senator MovNumn. Could I just ask you two other quick things

here?
Dr. Miumt. Yes.

N 0 0
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REDUMTIONS WOULD BR COUNTERPRODUCTIVE

Senator MoYNmAN. When you proposed the reductions in the In-
ternal Revenue Service, was there any estimate from the Internal
Revenue Service about what that would mean in lost tax collec-
tions?

Dr. Miuu. Yes; there was a feeling on the part of the Internal
Revenue Service that this would be counterproductive inasmuch,
with respect to revenue, looking only at revenue inasmuch as the
savings from the reduction in the number of IRS agents and audi-
tors would not be as great as the reduction in the revenue, because
of not policing the accounts quite as carefully.

Senator MOYNHAN. Would it be fair to estimate that in IRS it is
thought that we may lose as much as $1 billion in tax collections as
a result of this sequestration?

Dr. M•uim. I do not know the specific figures. There is always a-
question, Senator, as you probably well know. What is the optimal
number of auditors?

Do you want to go to the point that you have one auditor for
every dollar and transfer-

Senator MOYNIAN. We, right now, have the lowest ratio of au-
diting in the postwar history of the country, I believe, and you nod
in agreement, sir?

Dr. MImR. I do not know that for a fact. I take that, surely,
yes-

Senator MoYmHAN. That is our Finance Committee who tells us
that.

Dr. MuLm. Right.
Senator Moy. HAN. We are not here to harass you, you are doing

a very good job. We gave you this bill. Could you ask IRS for an
estimate, in their judgment, their best professional judgment, of
what the loss in funds for auditors will mean in the loss of taxes
otherwise that would be collected.

Dr. Mnu•z. I think they provided that information without our
asking. As you know-I do not recollect what it is.

Senator MOYNHAN. Well, will you send it along,
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by

OMB:]
The IRS plans to apply the $157 million sequester in arewm that will not affect

revenue generating programs or returns proceeding activities.
However, if the requested supplemented of $840 million is not funded, resources

will be redirected from revenue-generated programs to the critical area of process-
ing tax returns and responding to taxpayers inquiries during the filing season. En.
suring a smooth 1986 filing season is the top priority for the A ron, even if
it means a low in revenues.

If the supplemental is not funded, the estimated low in revenues is about $1 bil-
lion in 1986.

Dr. Mnum. In the law, there is a request for a specific study
along these lines, as I recollect.

Senator MoyvmAN. But would you send the committee-
Dr. Mnum. I will send you whatever I can.

FOREIGN MILITARY SALES CREDIT

Senator MOYNmAN. And one last thing, Mr. Chairman. In your
statement, sir, you say of the technical problems you ran into, one
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was the foreign military sales credit, which you say that you did
not sequester, or you did not rind that you could do that.

That is in your testimony. But in the Federal Register, you have
got us down here as sequestering $223 million in foreign military
sales. That is on page 17.

Dr. Mnu. I understand that this is foreign military sales
credit. I understand it is a different account from what you are
reading, but I will be glad to answer that in more detail, in writ-
inMg, if I could.

Senator MOYNIAN. I would appreciate that very much. Thank
you. Welcome, again.

[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by
0MB:]

Two separate accounts are being discussed. The Foreign Military Sales Trust
Fund (FMSTF), budget identification number 11-8242-0-7-155, is not subject to se-
questration under Gramm-Rudman-Hollings. Consisting of no administrative or op-
eat'n xpense, the account is specifically exempted from reduction under Section
2 55(4)F oef the A ct.

The Foreign Military Sales Credit (FMSCR) program, budget account number 04-
09-1082-x-1-152-A, 11-1082, consists of appropriated funds and is aquestrable
under Gramm-Rudman-Hollings. The reduction required in 1986 for this account is
$223,170,00.

Dr. Mmum. Thank you, Senator.
Chairman DoMzNicI. Thank you, Senator. Senator Boschwitz.

POT WILL BE BIGGER NEXT YEAR

Senator BoscHwrrz. Dr. Miller, I would point out also to my
friend from New York, Senator Moynihan, that next year, the pot
will be made a little bit bigger. Not only because certain defense
items will not be exempt from sequestration, but I presume that
other programs-outlays from prior year appropriations and other
prior legal obligations-will decrease as we get further into the
Gramm-Rudman bill. Of course impacted programs such as Medi-
care, will be subject to a diffe -type -oftreduction or impact in
the second year, and thereafter, than some of the other programs.

I might say that I very respectfully disagree with some of the
comments of my friend from North Dakota. He voted-against the
Gramm-Rudman bill. I voted for it.

Several years ago I introduced something I called the fair play
budget, which was also in a way somewhat mindless because it was
across-the-board. It said that the Federal Government had experi-
enced over a 25-year period increases in revenues of about 9½ per-
cent a year. The spending side of course was going up faster. Since
we seemed to have difficulty in disciplining ourselves, I suggested,
4 or 5 years ago when the budget deficit was at $50 billion, that all
programs rise, but that they rise at 5 percent, regardless of the
rate of inflation. I later changed it to 0.4 percent and then the rev-
enues would simply catch up.

And now, revenues have fallen so far behind that a stronger
tonic is needed, and so I voted for Gramm-Rudman with consider-
able enthusiasm as a matter of fact.

I might say that enthusiasm is shared by my constituency. I have
been back to Minnesota and talked to a number of people about
this, and all kinds of folks expressed concerns about their individ-
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ual programs. But when given an option between saving or increas-
ing ever aspect or every penny in their program or having a
meaningful bill that would bring about a planned and orderly re-
duction of the deficit, the heads nodded throughout the audience.
Not a single person came out and said to me that Gramm-Rudman
is something that should not have been done.

So that while perhaps it is a little mindless-if I had a 535
person board of directors in my business we would never get any-
thing done whether-but I felt that Gramm-Rudman was probably
the only approach that would lead us out of the morass of these
extraordinary budget deficits.

And as I say, it is not a great deal different than my so-called
fair play budget that treated absolutely everything the same.

Senator ANDREWS. Rudy, you are always right at some point, and
you were right at the point you wanted to do it, across the board.
That is what we started doing. This did not go across-the-board; it
just addressed one-quarter of the budget.

Senator BoSCwrrz. More of the budget will be addressed next
year, less of it will be exempt. Prior year obligations and prior year
appropriations will get smaller so the pot will continue to grow.

I supported including everything in the pot, even Social Security,
and joined Senator Boren to introduce an amendment to that effect
on the floor.

OUTLAY ESTIMATE CONSIDERABLY HIGHER

Dr. Miller, in your estimates on outlays for this coming year, I
note that the outlay estimate is considerably higher than the out-
lays in the budget resolutions passed by this committee.

As I recall, the budget resolutions was about $965 billion. But I
see that the estimates for outlays for fiscal 1986 are just a shade
under $1 trillion. Indeed, the agreement between OMB and CBO,
where, you were very, very close, was $996.5 billion.

What drove this figure up by about $30 billion?
Dr. MITIuI±R. I do not have those figures at my fingertips. Partly

vis-a-vis the CBR, the performance of the economy has not been
quite as predicted, which has reduced outlays slightly.

Second, we do have incorporated in these estimates-
Senator Boeciwrrz. Wouldn't the economic projections, the lack

of fulfillment to those things be reflected more in revenue?
Dr. MIELL. It would be reflected more in revenue but it is re-

flected some in outlays as well.
Third, we have observed that the spendout rate in the Defense

Department has been slightly above what we had anticipated, what
was incorporated in the CBR, as you may recollect.

The Congress adopted levels for defense that were not necessari-
ly consistent. Since one set of budget authority numbers were used
with a different set of outlay numbers.

Also, we have had the farm bill which has shifted some CCC pay-
ments into 1986 from 1987. So, those are among the reasons why
our estimate of outlays for fical year 1986 would be above your es-
timate in the congressional budget resolution.

I will be glad to give you a breakdown, in writing, if you would
like.
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Senator Boscmwrrz. If you could, subject to the same restraints
that you suggested before, I would like to see those increases. De-
fense has spent out a little slower, as I believe my friend from Flor-
ida has mentioned a little earlier.

[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by

The following table shows the difference between the resolution estimate of
outlays for 1986 and the 0MB estimate in the January 15th report to the
Comptroller General. The economic assumptions for the 1987 Budget show lower
inflation, unemployment, and interest rates for 1986 than the assumptions of
the 1986 Budget on which the resolution was based. This reduces outlays by
$3.8 billion. Other changes since the resolution add to outlays. Outlays
for defense increased due to a technical reestimate of the appropriate
spendout rate. New crop forecasts and the Farm Bill increased outlays forthe Comodity Credit-Corporation by over $7 billion. Additionally, $10
billion in entitlement, user fee or offsetting receipt savings called for in
the reconciliation instructions have not been achieved. Other changes
including debt service added $10.0 billion to outlays.

RESOLUTION COMPARED TO CURRENT ESTIMATES
(1986 outlays in billions of dollars)

Resolution ........................ 967.6
Economic assumptions ........... -3.8
Defense ........................ 3.8
CCC ....................... 7.3
Reconciliation ................. 10.0
Appropriations and other....... 10.0

Subtotal ............... 27.3

January 15th estimate ............. 994.9

REVENUE OUTLAYS LOWER

Senator BoscfwrrA. I see that my time has expired, but were
your estimates of revenues, also higher or lower than-

Dr. MULU. Revenue outlays would be lower because the per-
formance of the economy was not as good as the assumptions that
underlie the congressional budget resolution figures of last August,
which, in fairness, I would point out, are the same as the economic
assumptions that were contained in the President's 1986 budget.

Senator Boscwrrm. I appreciate those.
Dr. muu. Yes.
Chairman DoNmmci. Thank you, Senator Boschwitz. Might I say

at this time, that while these are not OMB's numbers, I do have an
explanation of the deficit increase, which is prepared by the major-
ity staff of this committee. I will ask the staff to make some addi-
tional copies and then I will make it a part of the record.

It will note, in response to that question Senator Boschwitz, that
revenues are lower than we anticipated. We have not get the sav-
ings in reconciliation; that is part of the increase in the deficit.

Defense outlays are up. We estimated them at the lowest when
we accepted the outlay number, but they are beginning to spend
out faster.
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So more will be spent for the BA allowed. There are four or five
other items, the largest of which is increased costs for agriculture
programs.

Senator BOSCHWTrZ. What is the total, Mr. Chairman?
Chairman DoMmNici. I have the combination of all of them, not

just the outlays and our estimate is the same, $220.5 billion. We
will make these estimates available and I will make them a part of
the record.

[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]
Senate Budget Committee staff estimate-E-planation of defwit increasefiscal year 198r

Billion.

Deficit in budget resolution ............................................................................. ......... $171.9
Policy changes ................................................................................................. 24.0

Resolution revenue assumptions not achieved ........................ 2.3
Spending reconciliation not achieved (except farm bill) .................. 7.7
Farm bill excess over resolution assumptions ............................................ 7.4
Excess of appropriations over resolution assumptions ........................................... 1.0
Other unrealized policy savings, net .......................................................................... 4.4
Debt service on policy changes .................................................................................... 1.2

Econom ic changes ............................................................................................... 6.9

R evenue loss .................................................................................................................... 13.0
O utlay reductions ........................................................................................................... - 6.4
Debt service on econom ic changes .............................................................................. 0.3

Technical changes .............................................................................................. 17.7

Revenue reduction ......................................................................................................... 3.3
Defense outlay increase ................................................................................................ 8.0
Agricultural program s increase .................................................................................. 5.5
Debt service on technical changes .............................................................................. 0.9

Total increase in deficit ..................................................................................... 48.6

Deficit in Gram m-Rudman base ...................................................................... 220.5

Chairman DOMENICI. Senator Exon, you are next.
Senator EXON. Thank you very much Dr. Miller, welcome. I ap-

preciated your opening statement and I appreciate, very much, the
fact that you and the other agencies have come together. If
Gramm-Rudman accomplishes nothing else, it will receive part of
the credit for getting these two agencies together that have been
miles apart for a long, long time.

So, maybe Gramm-Rudman is not as bad as I think it is. But I
am going to violate what the chairman requested by getting into
specifics with regard to agriculture, because it is so critical.

You know the depression that we have in the farm belt today.
And farmers right now are planting in the south, and they are
planting plantings further north. There are some things about
Gramm-Rudman that are simply not understood and I am not sure
that the agencies of Government understand what is happening in
this area.

Maybe you can clarify one or two of these. It would be a big help
to people that are trying to plant out there, and are under extreme
adverse situations.

If you are familiar that when the President signed the farm bill,
he said, at least the people who are producing food have the right
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to know what the Government program is and we want to imple-
ment it. The Secretary of Agriculture promptly came forth with his
rather devastating lowering of the loan rates, which I thought was
too low, but he had that authority and he has done it.

GRAM-RUDAMUN HAVING DEVASTATING ZFFWT
Now, Gramm-Rudman is taking over and it is having a further

devastating effect, not only on prices, but also on planting.
Here is my question or two. I can understand why the Agricul-

ture Department is required to take out 4.3 percent. We are not
going to argue about that. I think I understand that.

And with regard to deficiency payments, you know, the differ-
ence between the loan and the target price, Ican understand that
when the farmer comes in and signs up, he is goig to say, this is a
deficiency payment that you would have received, but it will be re-
duced by 4.3 percent, because the deficiency payments are an
outlay under the budgetary process

I do not understand, and I wonder if the Department of Agricul-
ture does, and if you can help clarify this-the Department of Agri-
culture is saying that also applies, not just to deficiency payments,
but also the commodity loan programs, the nonrecourse loans. So
we can get specific and so that you will know what I am talking
about, the Secretary reduced to a $1.92 the nonrecourse loan on
corn, for example. The Ag Department, today, I suggest, backed up
by your Department i saying, but when that farmer comes in and
signs up for this program for commodity loans, then $1.92 per
bushel for corn will be reduced by 4.3 percent, which mathemati-
cally, as I understand, calculates out to $1.84 per bushel for corn.

Here is my question that I want to ask, how in the world did you
come up with that? I can understand the 4.3-percent reduction on
the advance on deficiencies. But I do not understand how a loan is
the same as a deficiency payment?

I do not understand why you are proposing to reduce the loans
given for a bushel of corn, and if you are reducing the loans, evi-
dently you have taken the 4.3 percent against the $1.92 figure,
which assumes that the corn put up as guaranteeing the loan is es-
sentially worthless.

Can you explain that to me?
Dr. MmLm. I am told that this is quite clear in the language of

Gramm-Rudman.
Senator EXON. Well, I do not think that is a very satisfactory

answer
By whose interpretation, I would ask?
Dr. MILLER. You are not asking me to violate the law, are you?
Senator EXON. Oh, I would never do that, sir.
Dr. MIuzR. Let me read you section 251 here. It says sequestra-

tions and reductions under the remaining nondefense program
shall be applied on a uniform percentage basis so as to reduce new
budget authority, new loan guarantee commitments, new direct
loan obligations, obligation limitations and spending authorities,
defined in section 401(cX2) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974
to the extent necessary to achieve any further required outlay re-
ductions.
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Senator ExoN. Well, assuming that your interpretation of that is
right, which I am not assuming at this time, my point is that you
are reducing from a $1.92 to a $1.84 which is 4.3 percent of the
$1.92.

Should you not only be reducing that by 4.3 percent of the differ-
ence between those two figures, rather than against the full $1.92?

You are assuming with that kind of a calculation, I hope that
you will understand, that the corn put up as collateral is totally
worthless.

Dr. MLLER. Let me just give you a legal reading of that, if I
could?

Senator ExoN. Let me ask another question on deficiency, well,
my time is up. I will wait for the second round if I have one.

Thank you, Dr. Miller.
Dr. MILuR. Thank you, sir.
Senator ARMSTRONG [presiding]. Senator Kasten is next.

CLEAR POLICY TO REDUCE SPENDING

Senator KAmTN. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Director Miller, I think that we are at a real turning point in the

history of our budget and I am pleased to have you before us, here
today. The Congress has acted, and I personally support that
action. I voted for it and I was an original cosponsor of Gramm-
Rudman. And I think that despite some of the discussions that we
have had here and in the press, I predict today that the outcome of
legal challenges about the procedure and that we have identified in
spite of any legal challenges, a clear policy to reduce spending.

I do not know how the court challenges are going to work them-
selves out. I think that Gramm-Rudman will survive in the courts.
But nevertheless, if a court challenge were to be successful, I think
that Congress with a quick le islative action would fix that defi-
ciency. And I think that even if we did not fix that deficiency, that
we are locked in because we voted essentially for the numbers of
$171.9 billion deficit; for $144 billion deficit, going on down to a
zero deficit, a balanced budget, in 1991.

So, whether we do it through Gramm-Rudman, through seques-
tration, through what we do here in the Budget Committee, or
working back and forth with the administration, I think that we
have got these targets and I believe that we owe it to the American
people to make the budget reductions which we have agreed on.

I do agree with you-we do, in effect, have a contract, and that
contract goes beyond the legal challenges. I think also that what
we are doing here today, has the widespread support of the people
all across America, across Wisconsin, in terms of making these re-
ductions.

MARKET RESPONDS POSITIVELY TO GRAMM-RUDMAN

Now, we have heard an awful lot of discussion about the nega-
tive impacts of Gramm-Rudman. Lots of stories about programs
that are going to be cut, benefits that are going to be reduced. I
wonder if you could try to help us in just the couple of minutes
that I have got-what will be the actual benefit of Gramm-Rudman
to an average family? Let us take an average family in Wisconsin,
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as we see these benefits and these different support programs
under question?

But at the same time, as we see a Federal budget racheted down?
Dr. Mza.zm. Well, I think if you look at what is coming up in

terms of reducing the deficit by say, $50 billion, you are looking at
something like $600 for every family in America. The reduction of
the deficit, I think, is very important because otherwise, it poses a
threat to our continued economic expansion. You have had a very
fine recovery and expansion and that may well be threatened by
continuation of such high deficits. You need to get them down, not
that we are really in e business of trying to maximize the stock
market in some way, but I think the fact that the market, the
stock market responded very positively when Congress agreed to
Gramm-Rudman is evidence that they believe that, the way that I
would translate it, is that the real rate of interest would come
down some.

Senator KAsEN. Could you express that in terms of not, the
stock market so much, but jobs, the cost of a cart of groceries,
home mortgages, other kinds of things that the average family
would be affected-what would be left in the banking account at
the end of the month?

Dr. M-ia. Well, if the real rate of interest were to fall, we
would find that mortgage rates would fall; payments for families
for a home would fall; quantity demanded of investment would go
up and that will create Jobs, that will create additional economic
activity. It will create additional sales.

I do not have at my fingertips a quantification of those particu-
lar effects, but they are quite substantial. I do not think that there
is any question, but that the viability and the vitality and the con-
tinued expanion of our economy hinges upon our doing something
responsible about the deficit. As I testified for my confirmation, I
think it would be wrong to attempt some precipitous overnight
cure of the deficit problem, as in trying to eliminate the deficit to-
morrow, through increasing taxes or something like that,. But to
get the deficit down over a period of several years-4 or 5 years,

-seems to me the most-prudent course to follow, and it is one that I
think is going to have the maximum effect, positive effect on our
economy, and the opportumities for all Americans.

Senator KArmT. Let me in just the couple of seconds that I have
remaining, switch subjects for a second.

IRAMM-RtMMAN DOES NOT APPLY TO FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS
It is my understanding that the Federal financial institution reg-

ulatory agencies, instead of the Federal Deposit Insurance Funds,
we are talking about the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation,
Federal Insurance -Savings and Loan Corporation, the National
Credit Union share insurance funds, except for those, are subject to
budget reduction provisions under Gramm-Rudman.

Is that, in fact, the case? My question is, How is this justified be-
cause no tax dollars are used to support the funding of these agen-
cies?

Dr. Mna, . Senator, I raised this earlier. All three agencies
agree that thelanguage did not appear to apply to the Federal Re-
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serve Board or the banks, even though, if that had been the intent,
we thought that there might be legislative language to that effect.

Senator KAsrum. Let me at a later time, follow up on this ques-
tion, because I do not understand how there is no effect on tax dol-
lars without tax dollar support. And it would seem to me that that
would be difficult to justify. But we will follow that up at a later
time.

Dr. Mnu.w. I understand that the administrative expenses were
se••qestered.

nator KAmruN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ARNMSRONG. Senator Lautenberg is next.
Senator LAtrru ]Rmo. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Miller, I was interested in your presentation. I would have to

tell you that I do not envy you and your earliest assignments as
the new Director. We have had a chance today to explore some of
Gramm-Rudman at work. I thought it was an ill-conceived plan, I
voted against it, arid I am "Gramm" glad I did vote against it.But, like others of my colleagues here, I think it is essential that
we reduce the deficit, that we get our hands on our fiscal policy
and our fiscal condition.

I got my book on the sequestering orders, with a bunch of pages
upside down and backwards, and I thought that was a pretty clear
reflection of what Gramm-Rudman was about. Gramm-Rudman
cuts will impose hardships on many Americans. At the same time,
Gramm-Rudman cuts $140 million in funding for the Internal Rev-
enue Service, which will further hamper our ability to collect reve-
nue due and owing the Government. Treasury estimates that $90
billion in taxes is going uncollected each year.

NO REPROGRAMMNoG REQUUBM APPROVED
We can argue about that figure, but I assume that Treasury

cannot be Off by more than a small percentage. Collecting a part of
that would help relieve the burden considerably for each member
of our society.

As we look at what is ahead, Dr. Miller, I wondered whether you
had any views on what, if any, reprogramming of funds we might
expect? Will there be an effort to move funding from one project or
program to another in order to cope with the across-the-board cuts?
I understand that is under discussion now.

Do you have any feel for reprogramming requests that we might
be facing?

Dr. MnuZR. I do not have a precise number at this point. I have
approved no reprogramming est.. I doubt that we have very
many. I really doubt that we 2ll have very many reprogramming
requests, in excess of those that we ordinarily experience during
the year. I mean, as the fiscal year winds on, agencies find that
certain kinds of accounts are bereft of funds and others are fat, de-
pendinq on how they carry out their policies, and there are repro-
grmming requests.

But for the specific purpose of meeting Gramm-Rudman, short-
falls, I do not anticipate-I surely, personally am not going to look
upon reprogram i requests approval very approvingly. We are
going to make the belt tightening cuts. We are going to meet the

- U
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Gramm-Rudman reductions with minimal disruption. But should
there be real problems of some kind, that I do not know about
today, we may handle it with reprogramming. But again, I do not
expect the extent of reprogramming to be truly unusual.

Senator LAUTENBERo. The reprogramming process would not
differ from normal.

Dr. MILLER. We have a process for that, that is all.
Senator LAUTmEBERO. Right, but there is not a normal repro-

gramming schedule each year. I mean, otherwise--
Dr. Mium. Reprogramming, my understanding is handled on an

ad hoc basis.
Senator LAUTENBERG. Right, so additional reprogramming will be

handled ad hoc, if it happens at all?
Dr. MiLLz. Right.
It usually happens later in the fiscal year.
Senator LAUTEBERG. Yes.

SUPPLEMENTAL FOR IRS POSSIBLE

Mr. Miller, the Wall Street Journal reported that the adminis-
tration might be sending up, or will be sending up a revised supple-
mental for IRS. Are you aware of anything of that nature?

Dr. MILR. I saw the story and I was dismayed because a discus-
sion had been underway for some time about a supplemental for
IRS on the question of auditors and IRS agents for reasons having
to do, among other things, trying to avoid the problems that we
had faced with the examiners a year or so ago, with returns being
delayed unusually--some refunds and processing problems. That
had been along a separate track.

It was not for the purpose, as I read, contrary to the report in
the Wall Street Journal, it was not for the purpose of making up
for the Gramm-Rudman question.

Senator LAUTEBERG. So you do not indicate that a supplemental
for IRS or any other particular function is contemplated at this
time?

Dr. Mn•u. Yes, I do.
Senator LAUTENBERG. You do?
Dr. MtuZR. Yes.
Senator LAUrTNBERO. Where might that be directed?
Do we have a second, Mr. Chairman?
Chairman DoMzNici. I did not hear the question.
Senator LAUTZNBERo. The question was whether Dr. Miller had

knowledge of some supplemental requests that might be coming
along? And he said that he did.

Chairman DoMENiCi. And what was it you wanted?
Senator LAUTZNBZRO. I wanted to know what the substance of

that supplemental would be. Do you know?
Dr. AMai . I have not approved it yet, and my people are work-

ing on it, but I only know they are working with Treasury on this
and I only understand the broad dimensions of it, but it was on a
track before Gramm-Rudman.

But again, it would probably relate to a portfolio of activities by
the Internal Revenue Service, not just to auditors or just to agents.

51-722 - 93 -- 2

0
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Senator LAUTNE=Go. All right. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Dr. Miller.

Dr. Mn.u.m It would not be a lot of money.
Chairman DoMmc. Thank you very much.
Senator Gorton.
Senator GORTON. Mr. Miller, as this year proceeds, you are not

likely to garner a great deal of praise. I want to say to you now,
how very favorably impressed I have been with your first couple of
months in this office. It seems to me that you and your two col-
leagues, the two other witnesses that will appear before us today,
have done remarkably well under tight time constraints in meeting
the requirements of Gramm-Rudman-Ho"lings, and in fact, how few
very difficult questions and requests for change you have made of
Us.

You certainly began your career in this position in a first-rate
fashion.

Dr. Mnua. Thank you.
Senator GORTON.In simply getting the three of your entities so

close together on some of these estimates so that we can avoid
some of the bitter and often destructive debate we have had in this
committee is a signal accomplishment for which you deserve
praise.

I want to follow up on Senator Lautenberg's question. Maybe I
am missing something entirely, but even after this $11.7 billion se-
quester, thebudgetdeficit for fiscal year 1986 will be much in
excess of what we had determined it should be.

REQUEST WOULD HAVE POSITIVE REVENUE IMPACT

How can you ask the Congress for a supplemental appropriation
of 1986 funds, which will automatically at its first dollar increase
the deficit above the legal amount further?

Dr. Mnum. Well, let me say, one of the things that we want to
do is to maintain the integrity of our tax system. But beyond that,
in a very narrow framework back to the kinds of questions that
predicated Senator Moynihan's question, vis-a-vis the budget defi-
cit, the hiring of these additional, some of these additional people

-would mean the increased collection of receipts, so that it would
not have a negative impact on the deficit.

Senator GORON. OX so you feel that you can legally make a
supplemental budget request for an activity which will have a
direct and positive revenue impact?

Dr. Mnu. Very good question.
No, no, I am not nearly so clever as that, Lenator Gorton. As you

may or may not know, 1986 does not require 1-for-1 offset for sup-
plementals, 1987 and beyond do.

That is0my understanding of the law, and I may be incorrect
Senator .ORoN. All right.
So, for this year, at least, you have the authority to ask for a

supplemental or w ever purpose-
Dr. MuZmL Yes.
Senator GorTON [continuing]. Even though it would increase the

deficit and would be invalid in future years?
Dr. NMuzj. Right.

m 1 0U m o -o
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My understanding, if I read correctly Gramm-Rudman, for 1987
and beyond though, that the scenario that you were asking me,
namely, could you go up for an IRS increase in IRS agents and off-
set that from a receipt, the answer is no, because you have to do
the 1-to-i offsets on outlays.

Senator GORTON. Thank you.

NOT ALL CONTRIBUTED FUNDS EXEMPT

This second question is more technical. I understand that in
framing the budgetary base for the sequester order, both the CBO
and 0MB exempted spending from contributed funds. I am told, for
example, that spending in the rivers and harbors contributed funds
account, which comes from voluntary contributions from localities
toward the financing or Corps of Engineer water projects was fully
exempted.

Yet, on the other hand, money which NASA collects in its shut-
tle account, from the private companies that pay for the use of the
shuttles, and which seem to be contributed funds, are not exempt-
ed, as I understand it.

Can you explain the rationale for the distinction in the treat-
ment of these two seemingly quite similar activities?

Dr. MniuR. As you know, the act says that the following budget
accounts and activities shall be exempt activities, and this lists ac-
tivities resulting from private donations, bequests or voluntary con-
tributions to the government.

Now, as why NASA contributions were not exempt, I do not
know. I would have to-

Senator GORTON. Payment for services rather than voluntary
contributions, is that the distinction that you are attempting to
make?

Dr. MnILE. I understand that there are very few contributions,
that the NASA moneys are offsetting receipts. I would like to get
back to you in writing on that, if I could, Senator?

Senator-ORToN. OK.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by

OMB:]
The Government-wide policy in implementing the 1986 sequester is that the use of

offsetting collections from non-Federal sources is asquestrable, for sequestrable pro-
grams. The law explicitly states that collections shall not be reduced; the policy does
not violate that provision. Typically, when collections are received by an agency and
then used to finance programs of the agency, budgetary obligations are incurred.
These obligations are by definition a type of budgetary resource and therefore are
part of the sequestrable base of resources.

The policy was confirmed by GAO before it was applied by OMB and CBO, and
applies to NASA as well as any other Federal program with non-Federal collections.

Senator GORTON. One other question of a more or less technical
nature, under a sequester order, Gramm-Rudman-Hollings requires
an across the board sequester of all accounts unless they are specif-
ically exempted. This means cuts in a number of programs which
have permanent appropriations which operate without annual
limits. The larger of those might well be the Postal Service.

How do you go about enforcing cuts of that nature?
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Dr. Mnum. Well, I am apprised that there are some discussions
among lawyers going forward on this very point. We anticipate
that they will abide by the law.

But what the lawyers conclude, I do not know what to tell you.
We will get back to you when the lawyers conclude their discus-
sions. - --

Senator GORTON. Thank you, Dr. Miller.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by

0MB:]
For programs with permanent appropriations we first determined what portion is

exempt from sequestration and what portion is used in a way that is sequestrable
(for example, administrative expenses).

In the case of the postal service, it was determined that $1.2 billion is for adminis-
trative expenses and is therefore sequestrable in 1986.

It is up to each agency to enforce the automatic reductions (4.3 percent for seques-
trable nondefense funds in FY 1986) required under Gramm-Rudman-Hollings. This
requirement is being carried out faithfully.

Chairman DoMmZC. Senator Sasser.
Senator SAssmI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. M~uZR. I want to welcome you before the committee today

and I expect we will be seeing a lot of you before the committee in
the coming months, and have, I hope, some very productive ex-
changes.

Mr. Chairman, before I begin, I want to commend and congratu-
late you on the excellent article that appeared yesterday in the
Washington Post. I thought that article was insightful and very ac-
curate in detailing how we got to the present situation and I want
to pledge to you today, my support so that we will not have to live
through that dismal scenario that you discussed at the end of your
article. I would also like to say a word here for Gramm-Rudman-
Hollings.

Clearly Gramm-Rudman-Hollings is not the most desirable in-
strument nor would it be my instrument of choice, in trying to do
something about the budget deficit. But it does, I think, force all
parties to come to the table, including the President, and I think
that is its saving grace. I think it does force us, at long last, to face
up to the consequences of a continually accumulating deficit. So,
while it is not a perfect instrument and it is unfortunate that we
had to come to this point, we did and here we are.

PRIVATIZATION CONCEPT TO BE USED

Now, Dr. Miller, there have been numerous articles and increas-
ingly speculation lately, which comment on the proposals that will
be contained in the President's budget, which he will submit to
Congress in early February. This speculation, indeed, what I sus-
pect may be some leaks, suggests that the President's 1987 budget
will involve extensive use of the concept of privatization.

And I assume that there is nothing in Gramm-Rudman that
would prevent the administration from using privatization, that is
sale of certain Government assets, to try to reduce the deficit in
order to meet the Gramm-Rudman deficit requirements. Is that the
way you interpret it?

Dr. M.ij. Yes, sir.
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Senator SAsszR. In other words, if the Federal Government
wished to sell off an asset and realized gains from the sale of that
asset, that could be applied to reducing the deficit in Gramm-
Rudman?

Dr. muz. Yes, sir.
Senator SAssim. Just as a spending cut or a revenue increase

could be?
Dr. MmIu. Yes, sir.
Senator SAzjss. All right, sir.
Can you tell us, Dr. Miller, what programs or what assets might

be included in the President's definition of privatization?
Dr. Miuzmi. No, sir.
Senator SA~sn. Are you going to give us that information at a

later date?
Dr. Miuzii. Yes, sir.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by

0MB:]
Over the past 50 years, the Government has expanded without any clear criteria

for determining which activities it should undertake and which it should not. At the
present time the Government is enggedin many activities that are similar to, or
even the same as, those provided by- private sector. This year's budget proposes
to return the following activities to the private sector:.

The administration is proposing to sell the Power Marketing Administrations
(Bonneville, Alaska, Southeastern, Southwestern, and Western Area), the Naval Pe-
troleum Reserves (Elk Hills, California, and Teapot Dome, Wyoming), and General
Services Administration (GSA) surplus property.

The administration is proposing to terminate Federal subsidies to Amtrak and for
land remote sensing satellite (LANDSAT).

The administration is proposing to change the Federal Housing Administration
OHA) single-family mortgage insurance program, and to develop plans for selling
FHA to the private sector; to charge insurance companies for services offered by the
Federal Crop Insurance Corporation (FCIC), and phase out Federal subsidies for
crop insurance; and to privatize the provision of political risk insurance by the
Overseas Private Insurance Corporation.

The administration is proposing to convert from new housing construction subsi.
dies to a housing voucher approach, and give the parents of children who partici-
pate in federally supported compensatory education programs the option to receive
an education voucher which could be used to help pay for the education that best
meets the child's needs.

The administration proposes substituting an interest rate subsidy program for the
Export-Import Bank (EX-IM direct loan program.

Chairman Doim Ci. You should since it is in your budget.
Do you not think so, Senator?
Senator SAsasR. I think he ought to. I suspect he will.
Dr. Miller, how much can be raised, in your view, by moving in

the direction of privatization?
Dr. MnIZR. Senator, I, with your indulgence, would be more

than happy to discuss that at a later date, when we do discuss the
1987 budget I think to speculate about those issues right now,
might communicate information or might be imputed to apply to
the 1987 budget in ways that I simply want to avoid.

Senator SzsszR. Well, let me just ask you this question. I think
that you probably can answer it. Do you think that the move
toward privatization will be a substantial portion of the adminis-
tration's efforts to compl with the Gramm-Rudman deficit reduc-
tion requirements in the 1987 budget?

Dr. MIUZe. It will not go without notice, Senator, but it will not
comprise the majority of the savings, by any length.

I
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MOTIVATIONS FOR PRIVATIZATION

Senator SAsseR. Well, is this movement toward privatization mo-
tivated primarily by the economic considerations that is, to realize
the funds from the sale of the assets, or is it motivated primarily
by philosophical considerations where in the philosophy determines
that there are certain things that government ought not to be
doing and let us get the Federal Government out of that and sell
off this asset and realize a gain from it?

Dr. Mn..u. Well, I am reluctant because it is premature to talk
about the 1987 budget.

But on the generic issue, let me address that. Ordinarily, there
would be two motivations for the so-called privatization. One is a
philosophical cut, as you say.

Some people would say, well, this is the kind of activity that does
not belong in government or the Federal Government. It ought to
belong in the private sector.

Second; there is a broad literature which scholars have reviewed,
the effectiveness of government enterprises and many times found
enterprises that, comparable enterprises in the private sector and
compared the two and almost invariably concluded that those
same, or the analogous enterprise in the private sector performed
better, responded better to consumers than the enterprise as consti-
tuted in" the Federal Government.

The reason mainly being related to the set of incentives. So, one
could say, either a philosophical reason or trying to achieve the
best use of those resources would justify privatization.

But, as you well know, Senator, 1986 and 1987 and perhaps a few
years beyond that, we need the money and privatization, that adds
a third dimension or really a third rationale for privatization.

Senator SAsszR. Well, my time is up.
One final question. I would like to argue this point at some

length, but I know I cannot, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Miller, with regard to the Tennessee Valley Authority is that

on your list of projects to be sold?
Chairman DoMmzcl. Privatized.
Dr. Mnum. Senator, I wish very much to respond, I do not wish

to be evasive, but the dimensions of the President's budget will
become, the precise dimensions of the President's budget will
become known when he issues it on February 4.

Senator SASSm. Well, as we used to say in the courtroom, Mr.
Chairman, he does not deny it.

Thank you.
Chairman Do~muici Let me just say, Dr. Miller, that I do not

think we will press the issue. I understand that you will appear
before this committee on the 4th as one of your first congressional
appearances with reference to the budget. And I assume that Sena-
tor Sasser and others, who are interested in the scope of privatiza-
tion, will certainly know the details in advance so thatyou can be
questioned with reference to privatization at that time.
--Let me just raise another question before I go on to the next Sen-
ator.
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NEUTRAL SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPkIATIONS
You indicated that with reference to supplemental appr0opria-

tions that the administration, was of the opinion that while in
1987, supplemental appropriations would not be in order if they ex-
ceeded the maximum deficit, that this restriction did not apply in
1986?

Is that your opinion?
Dr. M•,zR. That is my understandin.
Chairman DoMzNici. And you got tat opinion from your law-

yers, perhaps?
Dr. MiLu•. That is what I recollect. They may have told me

something else and I remembered it wrong. Let me see if I can
check it.

Chairman DoMmici. I am not talking now about a point of order
because you have already exceeded the deficit, which is an old law.

It seems to me that under the new one, there is no year stated. It
says, with reference to that, it shall be neutral in terms of outlays
with refernce to a budget. It does not say 1987. Maybe you all can
check that.

At least let me say that I think that it is the case. If you do not
mind checking it further and stating your opinion for the record, I
would appreciate it. I do not want to leave you with the idea that
you may be able to send one up here and have us tell you it must
be neutral. I think that we have to get it answered.

Dr. MuLm. Let me just say, first, I may be incorrect on that.
The second thing, we may ask, we may propose offsets as well.

Chairman DoMmici. You may have to.
Dr. MIULR. Whether we have to or not, we may do it anyway.
Chairman DoMENxCi. All right, I just wanted to clarify that.
Senator SASSER. Well, we think that you have to.
Chairman DOMENiCi. That is your interpretation?
Dr. MxLL=m. You may be correct.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by

0MB:]
Supplemental appropriations for 1987 that exceed the maximum deficit amount

must be offset, so that the result would be deficit neutral.
- It is our understanding that this does not apply to 1986, although it is likely that
offsets would be proposed.

Chairman DOMENiCi. Let me proceed then, to the next Senator.
As I remember, Senator Riegle was next.

Senator RIEG.& Mr. Chairman, I think that is right, although I
do not know that Senator Chiles has yet asked a question.

Chairman DoMENici. He understands that he can proceed at any
time.

Senator RituLS. Very good, thank you.

LINE DRAWN AGAINST TAX INCREASES

Let me ask you this, Dr. Miller, in reading today's newspapers, it
was reported that in a meeting yesterday that the President had
with Republican congressional leaders, that the President drew the
line against any tax increases and said, defense spending increases
are essential and when Larry Speakes was questioned about this,
he said and the quote that is in the paper is, that if anybody doubts
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that, well, they are wrong and the President says that he is going
to prove it.

Is that an accurate reflection of the President's view, in so far, as
you understand it, as the Budget Director?

Dr. MniZR. I was there. Without commenting on specific words
that the President said in a private meeting with the Republican
House and Senate leadership, which I think would probably be in-
appropriate, I would say that it accurately conveys his views. -

Senator RJZGLz. So, I am not asking you to say this in advance of
the budget document, coming out on the 4th of February, but I
assume then, and everybody is working on the operating assump-
tion that there will be no tax increase in that, consistent with what
the President said yesterday that the defense increase is going to
continue to be advocated.

I take it that that is a reasonable expectation, is that right?
Dr. Mnami. Yes, indeed.
Senator RmGLZ. Now, later on, down in the same story, our own

chairman of this committee is quoted, Senator Domenici is quoted,
as saying, that it cannot work that way. In fact, you have read the
article, so that I will not restate it all, but Senator Domenici--is
quoted to this effect, that he predicted a compromise saying,
"There will be defense coming down a little bit, some revenues, do-
mestic reform, and we will get to $144 billion"-which is, of course,
the deficit target. Asked if he had been encouraged by the Presi-
dent to accept a compromise, expect a compromise, he said, "No, he
did not, but it will happen."

So, obviously the chairman of the committee and the President,
at least as of yesterday and presumably today, are yery much of
different points of view on this, as it is a matter of public record.

And you, in fact, just confirmed with respect to where the Presi-
dent is.

I want to relate that to your colloquy with Senator Moynihan,
where you were talking about, for the coming fiscal year, in terms
of getting down to the $144 billion target. That we are going to
have to take something on the order of $55 or $60 billion, roughly,
out somehow, in order to get from roughly $200 billion deficit down
to the $144 billion deficit as the law requires.

And you recall that discussion with Senator Moynihan?
Dr. M znaR. Yes; I do not think that I confirmed those figures

precisely, but-
Senator R=mLz. Well, are you comfortable with that estimate or

would you like to revise it? I would like to use a number that you
think is more accurate.

Dr. AML . I think that lawyers have a term, arguendo, ar-
guendo, choose a number.

Senator RuGLz. Well, it is more than $50 billion, presumably to
get down to the $144 billion. We have got to do a lot of cutting.

Dr. MuLlE. I would be happy to assume your figure of $60 bil-
lion.

Senator RmoLz. All right, well, let us say that it is $50 or $60
billion, it is in that range.

Dr. Muza Yes, sir.

I M
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OOVIRNMMNT WOULD BB LIQUIDATE

Senator RmoLz. Now, if the President holds to his view, no reve-
nue increases and the defense buildup has to continue, then we are
not going to be able to get to the package deal of the kind that Sen-
ator Domenici has talked about, and we are in the same impasse
that we have been in and then we are back in sequestration. That
is the outcome if there is not some sort of agreed-to package. We
all know that.

Now as you were talking about sequestration, which most people
hope tiat we do not get to, but we are about to get to it for the
current fiscal year, we are about to see it happen. ¶f that happens
we have to take out the $50 to $60 billion with sequestration and
that comes out according to the Gramm-Rudman formula, and it
comes out roughly half and half, defense nondefense, from the
totals that are in your statement of about 1214 billion as the base.
It seems to me that if we take out, if sequestration is what is gomg
to happen in 1987, and if the same impasse holds into 1988, and
beyond, it seems to me that in order to get down to the balanced
budget or to take out the bites in the following years, we are going
to have to, under sequestration, take them out of the same remain-
ing pot, defense and nondefense money.

And in rough numbers, basically what happens, if ou take that
through to the end-if you go out to the balanced budget out in
1991, and the impasse remains, or at least it remains as long as
Mr. Reagan is President-you are on a track where you are basi-
cally going to do away with all of that part of government. That
defense would disappear and nondefense would disappear in terms
of those areas that are now reachable by Gramm-Rudman and you
know, interest on the debt would presumably continue to be paid,
but in effect, you basically liquidate the rest of the Government.
Sort of the same way you are talking about the fire sale on assets
that apantly is going to show up in the new budget.

And Iam just wondering, you know, if we are going to go down
that route. I am not sure that the public yet understands that
those are the consequences of what happens if these automatic cuts
continue, as they are about to start, for fiscal 1986, if they continue
into 1987, 1988 and 1989, based on this impasse on not being able to
put some other kind of a package together. Is that not effectively
going to eliminate, you know, those two categories of government
as we generally define them? -

I mean, would they not in effect, disappear?
Dr. Mmuzim. Well, Senator those are a string of ifs, that I just do

not believe that Congress will see happen.
I do not believe that Congress would see the national defense

ripped apart.
Senator RmuL.z. I would hope not.
Dr. Mmuz•. I do not believe that Congress would see others, and

the domestic areas that are subject to sequestration, ripped apart.
So, I do not believe that we will have the series of sequesters that
you hypothesize. a

Senator RmEQz. Yes, but that requires a big if on your part. And
the if, i your response is, and that is, f the Congress and the
President somehow come up with a package.
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But earlier you said, you are bound by the law, and the way the
law reads today, is. that not what the law, according to Gramm-
Rudman, would mandate, absent some kind of a new answer?

Dr. M t . Well, at any point in time, you have got to have au-
thority and appropriations for any program. But those kinds of pro-
grams that are subject to yeekry appropriation, they run out at the
end of the year, there has &o be some congressional action. Are
they-is Congress going to restore the budget authority, or is it
going to start at the level of budget authority reflected in the se-
questration?

I do not know. I would presume the former, not the latter, in
which case, this series of sequesters, the set of assumptions would
fall, the conclusions would fall, it seems to me.

AX wVIL FALL WITHOUT A PACKAGE

Senator RiuLo. Well, here is the bind that you are in and we
are all in together and that is that the law of the land now re-
quires that we hit these absolute deficit targets in each of these fol-
lowing years. And there is really no leeway and there is the auto-
matic ax that falls in terms of the sequestration. If we cannot work
out a package deal, which the President esterday said no to, and
the chairman and the committee would like to see, if we stay in
that impasse, where we have been now for 5 years, exactly what
you have just said, what no one wants to see, and what the law
requires will happen. In other words, in fact, by law, if you were
still the Budget Director, will you not be mandated to come in here
and tell us how to make the cuts? Well, assuming that we are into
sequestration, will you not have to help carry out those automatic
cuts, if sequestration takes effect in 1987, 1988; will you not have to
do that? Are you not bound by the law to do that?

Dr. Mnuiu Well, I would surely share some views about the
matter with you, but what I am saying, Senator, is I believe that
your conclusion is based on an unrealistic set of assumptions.

Let me
Senator Rnuiz. But that is what the law says. In other words,

absent some new policy, is that not what the law, Gramm-Rudman,
now mandates?

That is what will happen automatically by law, if there is not a
compromise found?

Dr. Mnijm. No, sir.
If I could be allowed just a moment to explain. Even, let us

assume that we enter, we go through all of 1986, and we even enter
in 1937 with a continuing resolution, that is based on current serv-
ices, and then we sequester $60 or $50 billion, your assumptV.'n,
and then we arrive at the end of the fiscal year 1987 and go into
fiscal year 1988, well for these accounts that are subject to seques-
ter, at the end of 1987, there would not be an appropriations meas-
ure, unless Congress had passed something.

Unless the President had signed something, unless Congress had
pasdsomething and overridden the President's veto, and I do not
think that Congress would responsibly push an appropriations
measure for these sequesterable accounts that was down that far. I
just do not believe that would happen.
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Senator RuLiz. Well, I am just not sure how we are going to end
up doing the appropriations.

Chairman DOMENfIC. Senator, your time is just about up.

MORZ BANK AME NEEDED

Senator RmuLz. I thank the chairman. If I may, just in 80 sec-
onds, say that I share the concern that others have expressed par-
ticularly with the FDIC and with the IRS, if we are going to be cut-
ting-I am concerned about bank examinations, with a lot of banks
in trouble I do not think that we ought to be laying off bank exam-
iners. I think that we are going to need additional ones and I
would hope that as a responsible matter, that we would see some
leadership not just from here, which we will try to give, but from
your side as well on that.

Chairman DoIm cI. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Hollings.
Senator HoLLmGS. YesLthank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Miller, let me join also not just in the welcome but in compli-

menting you on the outstanding job that you have done.
You appear, to me, to be a David Stockman with one set of

books. You are just as smart as Stockman. I have never found any-
body as clever as he was.

And as a result, that is why we are here. There is an old story
about Uncle Earl, it is a long tale, about a lie. And well, we started
off this time last year with just that, a lie. We had a split vote
right straight down the middle of this committee, to not use your
figures because no one trusted OMB. We played that charade
throughout the year until August and we lied in August by the
tune of x billion.

We knew it at the time. I have served 10 years on this commit-
tee, and also as the chairman, and there are few things I have re-
gretted during that time as much as having to vote against that
budget in August. But I had to because we had just .jne into a
charade with everybody using these false figures.

That is why we are caught up in this so-called cut here in Febru-
ary-because we knew we were really not telling the truth back in
August.

In that live of thought, there is no reason to think that the 4.3-
percent cut means we are going to drop planes out of skies, or
eliminate the Customs Service, or pull the plug out of law enforce-
ment.

FRZE WOULD HAVE MADE CUT UNNECESSARY

The truth is that I have not gotten the exact figures, but the
$105 billion from which you are going to have to cut 4.3 percent
actually reflects a 4-percent increase made back in August for this
1986 fiscal year.

So, if we had gone along with the freeze that my distinguish hed
colleague from North Dakota and I both sponsored, we would not
have to have that 4.3 percent cut. Do you see what I mean?

It is when you come back and cut from the increases that all of a
sudden the planes are going to fall out of the sky. The truth is that
we have tried now for 4 years to hold the line on spending, an
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effort that has had substantial bipartisan support. And I am confi-
dent that we will not have that constitutional question about
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings to deal with if you continue on and give
us a similar budget here in- 1987. With the true figures, I would notmind transferring this authority to OMB and get by that particular
executive branch constitutional hurdle.

But the reason fo,' it, is because of that office of yours and your
predecessor. We knew that he was smarter than we were, and
therein was our dilemma.

Now, let me congratulate Senator Domenici. He has laid out the
record, in '"is Washington Post article, and he has sort of set a
scene whereby shalom, we can have Lce and we can develop an
environment to get this thing to work or, alternatively, we can go
back to planes falling out of the sky and the end of the farm pro-
gram and everything else.

Now, the truth is that we have to address revenues. I want to
give the President a chance. We all know his position on revenues.
Since I said that I did not see how you could possibly cut the deficit
without revenues, in the debates all last fall, the question has been
of a confrontational nature. The President and the Congress are
going after each other in a game of chicken-who is going to rec-
ommend taxes first?

Mr. Miller, we recommended those revenues, in a proposal in De-
cember, in those debates. I outlined a freeze budget again for the
1987. Look at it. If you put an oil import fee, a minimum corporate
tax, or if you freeze tax expenditures, you can still give an infla-
tionary increase to defense and you would not have to cut all of
these programs. It is not all that difficult and we will be proposing
such a plan-I hope in a bipartisan fashion, not just here in the
Senate, but in the House and the Senate. We should do this no
later than the end of February or the first part of March, so that
we will not have to wait for the catastrophe, the train wreck, or
thepolitical game of "I told you so."

Gramm-Rudman-Holhngs comes only as a result of our not doing
the )ob, of our trying to fool the American people. Congress voe
for it, because we knew that we could do exactly what the Gover-
nors are doing back in the State capitals balancing their budgets.

Two weeks ago, the State of South Carolina discovered it had
overestimated the revenues back in July. So, the Governor of South
Carolina made a 2-percent cut across the board. That same proce-
dure applies in 42 other State capitals. If it can fly in Columbia,
SC, why not in Washington, DC?

That is all that we are doing.

TRUE REVENUES NEEDED

On the matter of revenues, look at those figures now and do not
play a game. If you have integrity you will have our trust and we
can work together.

The fiscal year 1987 budget will reach $1 trillion. It is $200 bil-
lion for Social Security; it is $200 billion for interest on the debt,
that is $400 billion; it is $100 billion for health; that is $500 billion;
it is $800 billion for defense; that is $800 billion and we are run-
ning at a $220 billion deficit, so you can just eliminate everything
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else; you do not have to just cut TVA or sell it or whatever else. I
mean just eliminate the rest of Government and you have still got
a $220 billion deficit. So, you are looking at the need for some kind
of revenues and not any nominal gains from something like user
fees. We need some true revenues and a minimum corporate tax,
some kind of oil import fee.

We thoroughly compliment you because you have worked around
the clock. And in fairness to you, I acknowledge that you raised the
constitutional question about CBO that Sunday afternoon when we
were over on the Senate Chamber side. We were using solely CBO
and you raised the constitutional question. You raised it before we
even passed the amendment in the Senate. And it is a real ques-
tion.

We think that we have corrected that, with the best of the con-
stitutional opinion by saying that CBO and OMB recommend to an
executive branch appointee; namely, the Comptroller General.

I am already over my time, but there are a lot of other things to
get into the record, to clarify some of this thinking, but I do com-
pliment the Director of 0MB and I compliment our distinguishedchairman.

I think that if we can start off at the pace and attitude that Sen-
ator Domenici set in that particular article, we can get this job
done. Yes, we did it for Social Security because we increased the
taxes for Social Security. And now, anybody else who wants a
COLA, I will be glad to increase their taxes and give it back to
them, that is all that we did. J

And do not start all of that pressure that they are giving us,
around here about what we cut. We have not cut anything. We are
paying the bills, instituting. truth in budget an p la g the game
of truth or consequences. Either we begin start tel the truth
to the American people about this budget or we are going to pay
for the consequences with Gramm-Rudman-Hollings.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman DOlmo c. Thank you, Senator Hollings.
I have kind of a wrapup for myself here, but do any other Sena-

tors want to ask any additional questions?
Yes, Senator Grassley.

COMMODrTY ClRDrr CORPORATION

Senator GRASLzY. I want to visit with you about Congressman
Smith's amendment in regard to the Commodity Credit Corpora-
tion.

This amendment, I think, I do not know exactly what it said, but
implicit in it was any contract signed by March 1, with the ASCS
farm program would be honored and not affected by Gramm-
Rudman.

Now, the USDA has evidently decided that there would be nosignup until starting March 1. I want to know whether there has
been any communication with OMB and USDA on that March 1
date?

What is behind the March I date? Is it an honest to goodness im-
possibility on the part of USDA to get the farm program operation-
al before March -1
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Or, is there some sort of subterfuge to see that no farmers have

their program under contract with USDA and then there is a
larger share of Gramm-Rudman for domestic programs being paid
for by agriculture?

It is my understanding that 20 percent of all the domestic sav-
ings inm Gramm-Rudman will come from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture.

Dr. Mculz Well, I cannot comment on that figure. I do not
know what the approp.-iate figure is.

As to the March 1 date, I do not know whether there has been
communication between OMB and the Department of Agriculture
on this or not. I will find out and to the extent that I can, I will let
you know.

Senator G3Assi. Do you have anybody here that specializes in
agriculture, someone who you could confer with to respond to my
question?

Dr. Mnuzm No; not here.
Chairman DoMmmc. Can you get the answer, Mr. Director, and

furnish it to the committee, so that the Senator will have a re-
sponse?

Dr. muu I will be glad to.
We will have it soon.
Chairman DoMimCi. Yes, please.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by

0MB:]
Gramm-Rudman requires the Commodity Credit Corporation to treat all partici-

pan in a given crop year equally. Given the clear statement within the Conference
report that commodity programs receive the same treatment as other government
agencies, compliance was scheduled to begin with the 1986 crop..d.U.D

The timing of program announcement is a separate matter. BiothOMB a0M UBDA
have attempted to expedite these decisions as much as possible to gIve farmers more
information upon which to base crop decisions. The 1985 Farm Bili is a complex
piece of legislation that did not take final form until late last year. Ensuring the
most efficient, cost-effective program possible has taken much time and effort. How-
ever, I can assure you that we have and will continue to make announcements as
soon as possible

Senator ExoN. Deficiency payments will be paid out as I under-
stand it over a period of months and the total deficiency payments
for the crop year 1986, very likely will go over into fiscal year 1987.

I ask this question, under that kind of a s(enario, would a
farmer, is a farmer running the risk of having part of his 1986 defi-
ciency payment sequestered once by 1986 action and a s&cond se-
questering by the next fiscal year 1987 action?

Dr. Mruu. I doubt it, but I will be glad to give you a later re-
sponse on that.

Senator EXON. Than& you, Doctor-
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by

OMB:] -
Section 256(J) of Gramm-Rudman requires the OCC to treat all products within a

given crop year equally. C•C outlays are sequestered on a crop year rather than a
scal year therefore all cash payments from the 1986 crop will receive an

equal 4. reduction even if they are not made until fiscal a1 . On the same
principle, all cash payments from the 1987 crop year will fall under the 1987 seques-
ter order should thlere be one.

Chairman Dommc. Thank you very much.

M m m I
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Senator Johnston.

DEULTE MAJOR PARTS OF RECONCILIATION PACKAGE

Senator JoHNSTON. Dr. Miller, on reconciliation has been re-
ferred back to the committee, and I do not know whether it is
going to be possible to get that committee going or not in view of
the threat of a veto from the White House.

Is the White House still implacably opposed to reconciliation or
is some compromise possible, and if so, along what kind of frame-
work?

Dr. MuILmL. The reconciliation measures that were before the
House and the Senate were unacceptable to the President.

There are several major issues that I communicated over a
number of occasions that stand in the way of a reconciliation meas-
ure that is acceptable to the President. I think there are reasons to
talk about some of these issues, but mainly it is a matter of, I
think, deleting some major parts of the reconciliation package.

As the President has indicated, he views, he is very much in
favor of reconciliation but wishes this to be a time of saving money
rather than introducing policy changes that might not stand on
their own feet.

Senator JOHNSTON. Well, specifically with respect to 48() are you
talking about deleting 8(g) altogether, or are you talking about
compromising with respect to

Dr. M ,um. I would be willing to look at any ideas that you
might have, obviously, this is a matter that has been in the courts
and needs to be resolved in some way, but the 8(g) provision that
was in the earlier legislation was not acceptable.

Senator JOHNSTON. Well, do you plan to use 8(V) revenues in your
budget in fiscal 1987, if we do not do it in reconciliation?

Dr. Mmum. I would reserve, Senator, with your permission, jud-
ment on that, or answering that until the budget, the President s
budget appears.

Senator JOHNSTON. Well, I would suggest to you that you prob-
ably will and I think that issue and other issues ought really to be
resolved mi reconciliation and I think that there are frameworks
for resolving those issues.

I mean sooner or later you are going to have to face up to them
and I hope that, I wish that we could do it sooner rather than
later.

Dr. MmLuz. I agree with that. I do not think that we would be in
a position of simply holding back reconciliation in order to make
the 1987 numbers look good. That would not be our policy.

QUICK ACTION CONTEMPLATED ON RECONCILIATION

Senator JOHNSTON. Well, as you know, we would have to get
moving pretty fast on reconciliation. I think that some kind of
signal ought to be given by the White House to go or not to go and
if so, according to whatever your mntrix is.

Chairman Doimc. Might I answer-that please?
Senator, we have conferred with the White House on it and basi-

cally all the controversial issues except 8(g) are in the jurisdiction
of the Finance Committee and the Ways and Means Committee.

I
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The distin hed chairmen here and over on the House side, are
aware of the controversies and the White House's position and are
contemplating further action. The reference of the 8(g) back to the
appropriate committee, which is Energy for starters on this side,
will bedone very soon. They are talking with the chairmen of the
respective committees and I have been talking to the chairmen
asking that they please move quickly because we will lose the rec-
onciliation bill if we do not.

I believe that is a fair statement of where we are at at this point.
Senator JomImN. OK, thank you.
Chairman DoNm•c. Let me say this, Senator Symms has some

written questions and we are going to submit them with other
questions and you can answer them.I

I want to make three observations and then I will not ask any
questions.

ACCOUNTS QUBWEMWD

I had three generic questions about the process but I will ask
them of the other two witnesses because I understand that with
reference to programs like NASA and space shuttle launches
where you have private communication firms paying we have se-
questration of the account. And that goes for a number of pro-
grams, such as uranium enrichment, Customs processing, patent
and trademark, and meat and poultry inspection, where the out-
side pays in, yet we have sequestered the account, in terms of per-
haps restrinin the service, yet receiving the same amount of
money from the private sector.

There is another-the FDIC issue and as I understand, that too,
is generic, everybody is treated the same. And you all have come
up with an approach where the administrative costs are being se-
questered in spite of the fact that all of the money comes from out-
side. But it was either do it that way for all or a few would be
treated differently because they were appropriated.

But we will need some testimony from the others on that and if
it is not totally to the satisfaction of the committee, we will ask
you to answer those questions so that we will understand the issue.

It could be corrected if Congress desires. Perhaps the result is
not what we want now, but nonetheless, I think that it is pretty
clear that it is what we intended.

[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by
OMB:]

Gramm-Rudman-Hollins instructs us to exclude offetting collections from non-
Federal sources from the seoestrawe base However, payments financed by these
collectionsare included in sequestrable base for squetrable programs. CBO
and GAO concur with this approach. Typically, when collections are received by an
agency and then used to finance programs of the agency, budgetary obligations are
incurred. These obligations are by definition a type of budgetary resource and there-
fore are part of the sequestrable bane.

Section 26(b) of Gramm-Rtudman.Holig require that Federal administrative
expenses for sexemptporm and porm subject to special rules be included in
the -e--trbl baneofoutas

I See written questions to Dr. Miller and the reponhes. p. 1071.
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Chairman DoMmNci. Last, by way of observation, let me say that
I firmly believe that when you consider the thousands of accounts
with very, very different .approaches to funding our Government,
everything from pure entitlements to forward funded programs
that are appropriated, that the staff that serviced the conferees
from the House and Senate did a marvelous job and in turn, the
conferees approved a pretty good bill. There are very few discrep-
ancies in terms of serious concerns and most of those are generic.
But when you consider the amount of money involved, it is not
very much and frankly, I do not think that it could have been han-
dled any better.

Let me also compliment the GAO. I think they have done a won-
derful job and I do believe the law is going to be held constitutional
on that point, the point of whether the GAO is executive or legisla-
tive. I do feel that if it is not, there is an expeditious way for Con-
gress to handle it. It might be cumbersome but I think that it could
get done.

IQUEUATION INTENDED TO BE TOUGH

With reference to taxes, I just want to make one point. Clearly
you represent the President. I am not the President, but we aregoing to try our very best to give your budget atfull hearing, and I
have told you that many times..We are not here to shoot it down,
but what we are here for.isto attempt to reach a budget and a
process and an accommodation that will reduce this deficit in an
orderly manner down to $144 billion. Nobody who voted for
Gramm-Rudman thinks that the sequestration atmay occur in
August is orderly. It was not intended to be, it was not intended to
be good policy. It was intended to be tough, onerous, rather arbi-
trary but to have a constitutional way to diminish the outlays of
this Government in a reasonsable manner in a sort of "or else"
sort of approach.

I believe that while it is in that respect, Draconian, it clearly
serves a purpose. Everybody in the Nation understands what is
going to happen if we do not reduce the deficit ourselves.

For those who think that if Gramm-Rudman was ever carried
out and brought into play, the sky would fall in, let me tell you
that I have concluded that that is absolutely ridiculous. Anybody
that thinks that would have to conclude that the only way that
their program would be funded, including the defense of our coun-
try, is if we have deficit spending and to have it in an exorbitant
manner and I think that is a ridiculous approach. Our country
should approve those things that we need and pay for them. And
for one to assume that there will be no environmental protection
or defense unless you have deficits is absolutely ridiculous.

My last observation has to do with taxes and since you are an
economist, I will share it with you, I really have a lot of difficulty
understanding the rationale that says, $25 or $80 billion in taxes,
new taxes, judiciously enacted, will destroy the economy, but tax
reform that switches $150 million in new taxes to business-new,
in the sense that they were not there yesterday and they will be
there 2 years from now-is perfectly fine. I do not expect an
answer, I just want you to know that I do not think that is very
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logical and I think that there is no empirical evidence that says
that it is.

So, I am not terribly worried about saying that there will have to
be new revenues because I think that tax reform is a dramatic im-
position of new taxes where they do not currently exist. In the
macro sense, one could argue that it is neutral but I think in the
practical economic sense, it is far from neutral.

Now, unless there are other questions, we are going to thank
you.

Senator MOYNmAN. Mr. Chairman, one technical.
Chairman DOMENICI. Sure, one technical question.

REVENUE COLECON

Senator MOYmHAN. If I could say, Dr. Miller, in the sixth techni-
cal problem that you identified, had to do with revenue collections
for Puerto Rico, Guam, and the Virgin Islands, and that is a con-
tinuing concern of the Finance Committee, as you could imagine.

Could I ask that you give us a note on what is involved and what
you would recommend?

Dr. M-j.R. OK, I would be glad to.
Chairman DommiC. Thank you.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by

OMB:]
The Internal Revenue Service account "Ipternal Revenue Collections for Puerto

Rico" is a depository for IRS-collected excise taxes on behalf of Puerto Rico. Excise
taxes collected under the Internal Revenue laws of the United States on articles
produced in Puerto Rico and either transported to the United States or consumed
on the island are paid to Puerto Rico.

The Customs Service, "Miscellaneous Permanent Appropriations" account oper-
ates in nearly the same manner. Customs duties, taxes and fees are collected in
Puerto Rico and deposited in this account. After administrative expenses are paid
for, the remaining amounts are transferred to the Treasurer of Puerto Rico.

The Department of the Interior "Payments to the United States Territories,
Fiscal Assistance" account provides remittance to Guam and the Virgin Islands of
certain revenues collected by the Internal Revenue Service (Public Law 95-348).
Excise taxes, collected primarily on rum exports, are returned to the Virgin Islands.
Guam is paid income tax collections of mainland personnel on Guam. Estimated
payments are made in advance for the following fiscal year.

These accounts are, essentially, pass-through accounts where excise taxes are col-
lected on behalf of the respective Governments and then returned to the Govern-
ments. In 1986 under the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings legislation, the IRS account will
be reduced by $10.535 million, the Customs Service account will be reduced by
$4.515 million, and the Guam and Virgin Islands payment account will be reduced
by $2.580.

As noted in the prepared testimony, Congress did not except any of these revenue-
collection accounts from sequestration. As a result, the Office of Management and
Budget followed the law and subjected each account to sequestration.

Senator HoLLuGs. Could you elaborate on what you would rec-
ommend on any of those points, any and all of them?

Chairman DOMENICI. If you were to make amendments in the
legislation?

Senator MoYNmAN. Yes, sir.
Senator HOLLNGS. Yes; or whatever action you think would be

necessary.
Chairman DOMENIcI. Could we do it this way and satisfy the Sen-

ators? If, in fAct, you think that an amendment would be necessary
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to fix something, tell us that, and if you see a problem, and give us
your views---

Senator MOYnLUAN. He has identified seven specific problems, so
he told us.

Chairman DoMInci. Tell us whether you think that they ought
to becorrectedandiff so, how?

Is that a fair question to you?
Senator MoY~mAN. Yes; but let me say, if I could follow up on

the point that you made earlier, one of the points that you made
earlier. I, too, have found that the process has gone amazingly
smoothly without anything like the glitches that one might have
anticipated in legislation as comprehensive as this.

Chairman DoiWZc. I would have to compliment the process,
the people who were involved in the process putting this togeth-
er, as well as my own people and those at CBO and GAO.

Frankly, the world would not fall apart ff no changes were made
at all. I am reluctant to suggest specific changes for concern thatsomeone might conclude that we believe, or the administration be-
lieves, that Gramm-Rudman is somehow fatally flawed. That is not
the case.

I think it is an important, appropriate remedy to an ongoing
problem, and I think that It will work and work well.

Senator RzmuL Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Doimci. Yes, Senator.
Senator RxuoL I will be very brief, but I want to raise one more

item and that isI want to first of all, quote the last paragraph of
your op-ed piece in the Washington Post, whichIwould liketo in-
clude in its entirety at the end of my comment here.'

But you conclude that by saying that if the Nation's leadership
fails to agree by late spring on some sort of a compromise here on
the budget, especially a year charged with important elections,
the mechanism of Gramm-Rudman-Hollingwill take effect. To
allow that to happen would be a national and even an internation-
al tragedy. AndIagree with that exactly.

The problem is, today as we sit here, we are starting with thesame impasse on putting that package together that we had last
year and the year before that produced Gramm-Rudman.

TIMETABLNAUIRRIDING A BULKZF

Now, here is what the timetable looks like and there has been no
discussion of this yet, here today. We are going to get the budget
from you in 13 days. And after we receive that budget we have got
70 days, which is 83 days from today, now, these are calendar days,
by which the Congress hasto complete action on the budget resolu-
tion. That is April-15, and that means that we have got to find a
way to take the $50 to $60 billion out of the deficit, whether it is
all with spending cuts, as the President has said, and presume bly
in that budget document is some kind of a package which the
budget chairman and others, Hollings, and so forth, are recom-
mending.

I See the Ghosts of Deficit Foiever, p. 142.
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Then-it is like riding a bullet in terms of this timetable-the
Congress has never ever met a timetable as swift as this one in
terms of the magnitude of the decisions that have to he made. Not
only do we have to have that whole package together and agreed
on between the House and the Senate by April 15, but then, we
have got 67 days after that, which is 150 calen days after today,
to enact the reconciliation bill, which is actually going to affect all
of the cuts in terms of actually bringing the numbers where they
are supposed to be and then 15 days, after that, 160 days from
today, the House has to pass all the appropriations bills, and that
is by June 80, 1986. I cannot remember the last time-I have been
here 19 years-that the House passed all the appropriations bills
ever, let alone by a date like June 80.

So, we are talkingabout here, riding a bullet in terms of the
timetable in a way that is hard for me to imagine. So, when you
say, there have been no glitches yet, it seems to me that there is a
whole big set of glitches that are immediately in front of us. And
.my point in raising it is this, I agree with Senator Hoings that it
is essential that the numbers be honest and that we have a rela-
tionship based on that kind of trust, in order to get something to-
gether here, but if the process of putting the package together is
not just as honest as the numbers, then the whole thing is not
going to work.

BUDGET SUMMIT NEEDED

And I think that those who have been suggesting that a budget
summit of some kind is needed, are right. If the President stays
frozen in his posture of yesterday and today, which you have con-
firmed here, and you are hearing from Senator Domenici and
others on this side of the aisle that we are going to have to work
out some different arrangement that is at odds with what he says,
we have got between now and A pril 15 to get started and I think
that we are going to need that budget summit meetng. I do not
think that we can go through the normal process and get there in
time. And I am just stating that from the point of view of some
years of service on this committee, but I would ask you as a budget
director to think about it yourself. Because if we are working with
an unrealistic process that is not going to get this package together
on the timetable that the law now requires, I mean we are all sad-
dled by the same law, it seems to me at some point, you may have
the obligation to say to the President, something that he may not
wantto hear and maybe it is timetohave that kind of a meet
so that wd can actually get this job done within these very confined
timetables which, you know, are brand new.

I mean we have set timetables upon ourselves by law, that are
just unimaginably difficult if we are going to try to do it with the
same old game of here is a budget, everybody says that it is DOA
and then weeks passby before we really get down to the hard bar-
gaining. I could hope that we could have a meeting of the kind that
I am describing a week from now, 2 weeks from now, shortly after
the budget comes out so that we can really have a realistic chance
of hitting these timetables.

Chairman DoIiicNTcI Thank yo" very much-
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Now, we are going to have testimony from the Director of CBO
and the Comptroller General.

Chairman DoMmmc. Dr. Penner, we wanted to welcome you offi-
cially before we started, but you weren't here, and so I welcome
you now again.

I don't think there's any need to do anything of a preliminary
nature with reference to you, Dr. Penner. You've appeared here a
number of times. As far as the Comptroller General, Mr. Bowsher,
you've been here before, but in a much different capacity.

And let me just say on behalf of the committee that we welcome
you both.

Dr. Penner, we are aware of your written remarks. They'll be
made a part of the record. We hope you will summarize your testi-
mony, and the same applies to you, Mr. Bowsher. We do have a few
questions, but we'll make both of your statements part of the
record, and we'll start with you, Dr. Penner, and then proceed to
you Mr. Bowsher, and then we'll have questions of either or both of
you.

You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF DR. RUDOLPH G. PENNER, DIRECTOR,
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE

Dr. Pxm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It's a pleasure to be here
today. I would like to reiterate what Dr. Jim Miller said about the
working relationship between OMB and CBO in completing this
very difficult project.

I think the two staffs worked together magnificently. They
worked extremely hard, and deserve our thanks for that. I would
also like to thank Mr. Bowsher. We would have liked to get infor-
mation to him sooner, but sometimes that just wasn't possible.

Mr. Chairman, just as the OMB and CBO numbers paralleled
each other very closely this time, I think that the statements of Dr.
Miller and mine parallel each other very closely. I don't think I
will take your time repeating what he said. There are a few points
about ambiguities and possible aberrations in the law, however,
which were not discussed and which I raise at the end of my state-
ment.

But having made that point, why don't I just take your questions
on the whole statement?

Chairman DoMmc. Thank you, I really appreciate that.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Penner follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. RUDOLPH G. PENNER, DIRECTOR,

CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to have the opportunity to testify on our

experience in implementing the provisions of the Balanced Budget and

Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 (P.L. 99-177)-or, more briefly, the

Balanced Budget Act. My statement this afternoon will cover three areas:

o The highlights of the joint CBO/OMB sequestration report to the

Comptroller General;

o A description of the process by which the joint report was

prepared; and

0 A discussion of some conceptual issues and technical problems

we encountered in our work.

3OINT CBO/OMB SEQUESTRATION REPORT

The Balanced Budget Act establishes an automatic spending reduction

procedure If the federal deficit is estimated by OMB, CBO and GAO to

exceed certain specified amounts. The maximum deficit amounts decrease

each year from $171.9 billion for fiscal year 1986 to zero for 1991. Any

necessary spending reductions are to be accomplished through the seques-

tration of budgetary resources. Except for trust and special funds, this

involves permanently cancelling new budget authority and other spending

authority to obligate and expend funds. For 1986, the outlay reduction is
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llrr.ited by the Act to a maximum of $11.7 billion, regardless of the amount

of the excess deficit. In later years, the amount of possible outlay

reductions is not limited.

The first step in the sequestration process is a joint report by the

Directors of CBO and OMB to the Comptroller General that estimates

budget base levels and calculates the amounts of budgetary resources to be

sequestered. Our report for 1986 was delivered on January 13, as required

by the Act. It was also published In the Federal Register on that date.

The CBO/OMB report covers 418 pages, most of which are budget

account listings. There is a 20-page summary at the beginning of the report

that we have also printed separately and distributed to Members of the

Committee. This summary provides a good description of our sequestration

calculations, and I would like to go through a number of its tables quickly to

highlight the major features.

Base Level Budget Estimates

Table I of our report summary shows the CBO and OMB base level estimates

for 1986. Our deficit estimates are remarkably close-within $800 million

of each other. The average of the two deficit estimates is $220.3 billion,

which exceeds the $171.9 billion maximum deficit amount by $48.6 billion.

This is far more than enough to invoke the full amount of the $11.7 billion

spending reduction established by the Balanced Budget Act.
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TABLE 1. BUDGET BASE LEVELS FOR 1986
(In billions of dollars)

Budget OMB CBO
Aggregates Estimates Estimates Average

Revenues 774.9 777.2 776.0
Outlays 994.9 998.0 996.5
Deficit 220.1 220.9 220.5

SOURCES: Congressional Budget Office and Office of Management and
Budget.

The CBO base level deficit estimate is $220.9 billion, which is

$26.2 billion higher than the $194.6 billion deficit estimate we made last

November for the conference committee on H.3. Res. 372. The November

estimate was based on our August economic forecast, tax and spending laws

in effect at that time, and 1985 appropriation levels. Our latest deficit

estimate is based on a new economic forecast, tax and spending laws as of

January 10, 1986, and 1986 appropriation levels.

Approximately $10 billion of the higher CBO deficit estimate

can be attributed to changes In our economic forecast for 1986. These

changes result in somewhat lower revenues and a very slight change In net

Interest costs. The remaining $16 billion increase can be attributed to

Congressional legislative actions and to technical reestimates of spending.

The largest change in outlay estimates is for agriculture programs, primarily

CCC farm price support programs (+$10.0 billion). The farm bill passed in

December added $2 billion to $3 billion to estimated 1986 outlays, and lower
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farm commodity prices have le'i to a sharp upward revision In our spending
T

estimates by $7 billion to $8 blllioi,. The other major change in our outlay

estimates is for national defense programs (+$7.7 billion). The 1986

appropriation level is somewhat higher than for 1985, which adds roughly

$4 billion in outlays. The rest is a technical reestimate based on the faster

spending rates for defense programs that have occurred since 3uly.

Economic Assumptions

"Table 2 of the report shows the latest CBO and OMB economic assumptions

for fiscal year 1986. As would be expected from the closeness of our budget

estimates, our economic assumptions for the major variables are quite

similar.

TABLE 2. ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS (Fiscal Year 1986)

Economic Variable OMB CBO

Gross National Product:
Current dollars (in billions of dollars) 4,209 4,192
Percent change, year over year 6.9 6.5
Constant (1982) dollars (in billions of dollars) 3,675 3,658
Percent change, year over year 3.5 3.0

GNP Implicit Price Deflator
(percent change, year over year) 3.3 3.4

CPI-W (percent change,
year over year) 3.3 3.3

Civilian Unemployment Rate (percent,
fiscal year average) 6.9 6.9

Interest Rates (fiscal year average)
91-day Treasury bills 7.3 6.9
10-year Treasury notes 9.2 9.2

Management andSOURCES: Congressional Budget Office and Office of
Budget.
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The Balanced Budget Act requires CBO and OMB to include in our

joint report real economic growth rates for each quarter of the relevant

fiscal year, and the last two quarters of the preceding fiscal year. Our

projections for fiscal year 1986 and the last two quarters of fiscal year 1985

are provided in Table 3 of the report. If either CBO or OMB project real

economic growth to be less than zero for any two consecutive quarters, or if

the Department of Commerce reports actual real growth to be less than

1 percent for two consecutive quarters, many of the provisions of the Act

could be suspended by the Congress, including a sequestration order if it

has not already gone Into effect. As you can see in Table 3, however, both

CBO and OMB are projecting real growth in the 3 percent to 4 percent

range, and actual growth for the last two quarters as reported by the

Department of Commerce has been above 1 percent.

TABLE 3. REAL ECONOMIC GROWTH RATES BY QUARTER
(In percents, annual rates)

FY 1985 Actuala/ FY 1986 Estimates

Apr-Jun Jul-Sep Oct-Dec Jan-Mar Apr-Jun Jul-Sep
1985 1985 1985 1986 1986 1986

OMB 1.1 3.0 4.2 4.0 4.0 4.0
CBO 1.1 3.0 3.2 a/ 3.5 3.3 3.4

SOURCES: Congressional Budget Office and Office of Management and

Budget.

a. As reported by the Department of Commerce (December 20, 1985).
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Sequesterable Resources

Table 4 of the report summary provides further detail on the CBO and OMB

base level outlay estimates for 1986. This table shows that a relatively

small portion of 1986 outlays will be affected by the sequestration of

budgetary resources. About $110 billion of estimated 1986 outlays for

defense programs, or 40 percent of total defense spending, are associated

with budgetary resources subject to an across-the-board percentage

reduction. The special 1986 exemption for military personnel accounts

made by the President removed more than $60 billion in outlays from the

sequesterable portion.

About $240 billion, or one-third of estimated outlays for nondefense

programs, is associated with sequesterable budgetary resources. Nearly

$30 billion are for programs with automatic spending increases, primarily

military and federal civilian employee retirement and disability programs.

For these programs, the amount of spending reduction required by the Act is

limited to the cost-of-living adjustments, which were generally 3.1 percent

for 1986.

Another $87 billion in nondefense outlays are associated with certain

special rule programs, of which the largest Is Medicaie. The Act also limits

the extent of spending reductions for these programs; for example,

I percent for Medicare in 1986 and not more than 2 percent in future years.

Only slightly more than $100 billion in 1986 nondefense outlays-about
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TABLE 4. BASE LEVEL OUTLAY
(In billions of dollars)

ESTIMATES FOR 1986

OMB CBO
Category Estimates Estimates Average

Defense Programs I/
Subject to across-the-board

reduction 106.2 112.4 109.3
Other b/ 164.7 162.1 163.4

Subtotal, defense programs 270.9 274.6 272.8

Nondefense Programs
Programs with automatic

spending increases c/ 48.9 48.4 48.6
Certain special rule programs d/ 87.0 87.1 87.1
Subject to across-the-board

reduction 104.3 106.1 105.2
Major exempt programs

Social security and
railroad retirement tier 1 202.6 202.0 202.3

Net interest 137.9 136.9 137.4
Earned income tax credit 1.3 1.3 1.3
Low-income programs e/ 60.9 61.1 61.0
Veterans compensation and pensions 14.3 14.3 14.3
State unemployment benefits 18.2 18. 1 18.2
Offsetting receipts -50.2 -50.5 -50.4

Other f/ 98.8 98.7 98.8
Subtotal, nondefense programs 724.0 723.4 723.7

Total 994.9 998.0 996.5

SOURCES: Congressional Budget Office
Budget.

and Office of Management and

a. Budget function 050 excluding FEMA programs.
b. Outlays from obligated balances and the portion of military personnel

accounts exempted by the President for 1986.
c. Primarily federal employee retirement and disability programs.-
d. Guaranteed student loans, foster care and adoption assistance,

medicare, veterans medical care, community health, migrant health,
and Indian health.

e. AFDC, child nutrition, medicaid, food stamps, SSI, and WIC.
f. Outlays from prior-year appropriations, certain prior legal obligations,

and small exempt programs.
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13 percent-are associated with budgetary resources subject to an across-

tho-board percentage reduction. Over $380 billion-or more than one-half

of total estimated outlays for nondefense programs-are entirely exempt

from sequestration by the Act. As shown by Table 4, these exempt outlays

are mostly Social Security benefits and net Interest costs.

Sequestration Calculations

Table 3 of the report summary provides the major elements of our

sequestration calculations. Although the sequestration actually applies to

new budget authority and other spending authority, the calculations use

outlay estimates to determine the amount of sequestration.

The first step is to divide the amount of required deficit reduction-

$11.7 billion for 1986-into two halves. One-half-$3,830 million--is

assigned to defense programs (budget accounts in function 030) and the

other half to nondefense programs.

Second, the total amount of outlay savings from eliminating automatic

spending increases is calculated. One-half of the resulting savings for

indexed retirement and disability programs are applied to the required

reduction in defense programs and one-half to nondefense programs. This

amounts to an estimated $994 million for 1986, so that $497 million is

subtracted from the $3,830 million required reduction for both defense and

nondefense programs.
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TABLE. SEQUESTRATION CALCULATIONS FOR 1986

(Outlays in millions of dollars)

Category OMB CBO Average

Defense Programs:
Total required reductions 3,830 ,580 ,5S50
Estimated savings from

automatic spending Increases:
Indexed retirement programs a/ 496 497 497

Amount remaining to be obtained
from uniform percentage
reductions of budget resources 5,334 5,353 3,353

Estimated outlays associated with
sequesterable budget resources 106,223 112,446 109,335

Uniform reduction percentage -5.0 4.8 4.9

Nondefense Programs:
Total required reductions 5,850 3,850 5,850
Estimated savings from

automatic spending increases:
Indexed retirement programs 496 497 497
Other indexed programs 45 45 43

Estimated savings from the
application of special rules:

Guaranteed student loans 10 10 10
Foster care and adoption

assistance 5 5 5
Medicare 300 300 300
Other health programs 82 83 82

Amount remaining to be
obtained from uniform percentage
reductions of budget resources 4,912 4,911 4,912

Estimated outlays associated with
sequesterable budget resources b/ 114,444 115,080 114,762

Uniform reduction percentage 4.3 4.3 4.3

SOURCES: Congressional Budget Office and Office of Management and
Budget.

a. These retirement programs are not included in the national defense
function of the budget; most are included in the income security
function.

b. Includes estimated 1987 outlays for the Commodity Credit Corporation
(CCC) that can be affected by a 1986 sequester (see discussion of special
rule for the CCC). The OMB estimate is $10,093 million, the CBO
estimate Is $8,940 million, and the average is $9,518 million.
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Various additional calculations are made for nondefense programs.

These include the savings that can be obtained by eliminating automatic

spending Increases in three other specific programs--the National Wool Act,

the special milk program, and vocational rehabilitation grants. Also

included are savings that are to be obtained by applying special rules for

guaranteed student loans, foster care and adoption assistance, Medicare, and

certain health programs. These estimated savings amount to another

$442 million, which is also subtracted from the $3,8S0 million required

reduction in nondefense outlays.

This leaves $5,353 million for defense programs and $4,912 million for

nondefense programs to be obtained by an across-the-board uniform per-

centage reduction in budgetary resources. The uniform percentages are

calculated by dividing these dollar amounts by total estimated 1986 outlays

associated with sequesterable budgetary resources. For defense programs,

the sequesterable outlay base is $109.3 billion. For nondefense programs,

the base is $114.8 billion, which includes $9.3 billion of 1987 outlays for

farm price support programs that can be affected by the 1986 sequestration.

The resulting percentages are 4.9 percent for defense programs, and

4.3 percent for nondefense programs. These percentages are then applied to

the new budget authority and other spending authority in the sequester base.

Had the President not exempted the bulk of the military personnel

accounts from sequestration, the uniform percentage reduction for defense
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programs would have been 3.1 percent. Similarly, had the Balanced Budget

Act not limited the maximum 1986 deficit reduction to $11.7 billion, so that

the full $48.6 billion excess deficit would have to be removed, the uniform

reduction percentages would have been 21.8 percent for defense programs

(assuming the exemption of the military personnel accounts) and

20.3 percent for nondefense programs.

I

The required reductions In spending authority of various types are

summarized in Tables 7, 8, and 9 in the report. The required reductions in

more than 800 separate budget accounts, and in 4,000 defense programs,

projects, and activities are itemized in the Federal Register. For defense

programs in function 050, the required reduction In spending authority (new

budget authority and unobligated balances) amounts to $13.8 billion to

achieve outlay savings of $3.4 billion. This defense outlay reduction is lower

than one-half of the $11.7 billion required reduction because the savings

from eliminating automatic spending increases for federal retirement

programs-including military retirement-are counted in the income security

function and are shown In the nondefense savings table.

For nondefense programs, the required reduction in spending authority

is $10.5 billion, $1.6 billion In direct loan obligations, and $7.3 million in new

loan guarantee commitments. These reductions are estimated to produce

$6.3 billion in outlay savings, including $0.4 billion in estimated 1987 outlay

savings for Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) programs. In most
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TABLE 7. DEFENSE PROGRAM SEQUESTRATIONS FOR 1986
(In billions of dollars)

Spending Estimated
Function 050 Authority a/ Outlays

Department of Defense-Military:
Military personnel 0.2 0.2
Operation and maintenance 3.9 2.9
Procurement 6.6 0.9
Research, development, test,

and evaluation 1.9 0.9
Military construction 0.5 0.1
Family housing and other 0.2 0.1

Subtotal, DoD 13.3 5.J

Atomic energy defense activities 0.4 0.2
Other defense-related activities b/ 0.1 c/

Total 13.8 5.4

SOURCES: Congressional Budget Office and
Budget. -

Office of Management and

a. Includes new budget authority for 1986 and unobligated balances from
budget authority provided in previous years.

b. Includes the function 050 portion of Federal Emergency Management
Agency budget accounts which are reduced at the same rate as
nondefense programs.

c. Less than $50 million.

51-722 - 93 - 3
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TABLE 8. NONDEFENSE PROGRAM SEQUESTRATIONS FOR 1986
(in billions of dollars)

Spending Direct Loan Loan Estimated
Function Authority a/ Obligations Guarantees Outlays

International affairs 0.9 0.3 0.5 0.9
General science, space

and technology 0.- - 0.3
Energy 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1
Natural resources and

environment 046 b/ -0.

Agriculture 0.9 0.7 0.3 1.0 s/
Commerce and housing

credit 0.2 0.2 9.7 0.2
Transportation 1.9 /l0.4
Community and regional

development 0.2 0.1 bI 0.1
Education, training, employ-

ment, and social services 1.2 b/ -0.

Health 0.5 S_ - 0.3
Medicare 0.4 - -

Income security 1.8 $b - 1.3
Social security 0.1 - - 0.1
Veterans benefit; and

services 0.2 b/ 0.5 0.2
Administration of justice 0.3 - - 0.3
General government 0.3 - - 0.3
General purpose- fiscal

assistance 0.3 - - 0.2

Total 10.9 1.6 7.3 6.3

SOURCES: Congressional
Budget.

Budget Office and Office of Management and

a. Includes new budget authority, obligation limitations, and other spending
authority for 1986.

b. Less than $90 million.

c. Includes $0.4 billion in estimated 1987 outlay savings for Commodity
Credit Corporation (CCC) programs (see discussion of special rule for
CCC).
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TABLE 9. SEQUESTRATIONS FOR 1986 BY AGENCY
(in billions of dollars)

Spending Direct Loan Loan Estimated
Department or Other Unit Authority a/ Obligations Guarantees Outlays

Legislative Branch
The judiciary
Executive Office of

the President
Funds appropriated to

the President
Agriculture
Commerce
Defense-Military
Defense-Civil
Education
Energy
Health and Human Services
Housing and Urban

Development
Interior
3ustlce
Labor
State
Transportation
Treasury
Environmental Protection

Agency
General Services

Administration
National Aeronautics and

Space Administration
Office of Personnel

Management
Small Business

Administration
Veterans Administration
Other Independent agencies

Total

0.1b/

0.6
1.3
0.1

13.3
0.6
0.7
0.6
1.3

0.7
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.1
1.8
0.4

0.1

0.3
1.1b/

b/
b/
b/

w

b/k-/

_b/

0.1

0.3

0.6

k/
0.2
0.4

24.3

0.1

0.1

1.6

-- 0.1-- b/

-- _b/

b/ 0.3
0.5 1.3 c/

-b- 0.1
-5.1

- 0.3
- 0.2
- 0.3
- 1.0

0.2
-- 0.1
-- 0.2
--- 0.1

0.4
-- 0.4

--- b/

-- 0.2

- 0.6

0.2 b/
0.5 0.2
0.5 0.3
7.3 11.7

SOURCES: Congressional
Budget.

Budget Office and Office of Management and

a. Includes new budget authority for 1986, unobligated balances from
budget authority provided in previous years (Defense-Military and other
function 050 programs and certain administrative costs), obligation
limitations for and other spending authority for 1986.

b. Less than $50 million.
c. Includes $0.4 billion in estimated 1987 outlay savings for Commodity

Credit Corporation (CCC) programs (see discussion of special rule for
CCC).
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instances, additional outlay savings will be gained in 1987 and later fiscal

years as the result of eliminating the 1986 cost-of-living adjustments and

cancelling 1986 budget authority. We did not calculate these outlay savings

for our report to the Comptroller General, but a rough CBO estimate for the

1987 savings is $7 billion to $8 billion.

CBO/OMB WORK EFFORT

The joint CBO/OMB work on the report went very smoothly. A tremendous

amount of work was accomplished In a very short time period with no major

disruptions as a result of an excellent cooperative working relationship. I join

OMB Director Miller in expressing my appreciation for the- outstanding

professional job done by both agency staffs. I also want to thank the

Assistant Secretary for Comptroller of the Defense Department and his staff

for the cooperation they gave us and the work that they did in preparing the

defense program, project, and activity detail for the CBO/OMB sequestration

report.

We started meeting with OMB staff before Christmas to discuss a few

conceptual issues that arose in applying the Balanced Budget Act to certain

budget accounts. Most of the provisions of the new Act were sufficiently

clear for us to Implement, but we did have some relatively minor problems.

Although the Act directs us to average our differences where we could not

reach agreement on various budget estimates, this clearly made no sense for

conceptual differences. Accordingly, we worked diligently to eliminate any
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differences that derived from different interpretations of how to apply the

various provisions of the Act. We concluded that It was less important to

eliminate any differences that resulted from different technical estimates

because, In these cases, averaging made sense. An average of two

different technical estimates in most instances would be as good as either of

the two agency estimates.

Each agency prepared its own estimates of sequesterable budgetary

resources for 1986 and associated outlays. We then combined these two sets

of estimates on the OMB computer system and examined the differences.

After considerable discussion between the two agency staffs, we were able

to narrow our differences to the point where an average would produce an

acceptable result.

To assist the General Accounting Office (GAO) in fulfWlng their

"responsibilities under the .Act, we shared our calculations with them several

days In advance of the January 1 reporting date. After January 13,

we brought to GAO's attention several Items that we discovered we had

treated in an inconsistent manner or had overlooked. Throughout the period,

we have also had a good cooperative working relationship with GAO.

SOME CONCEPTUAL ISSUES

By the report date, only one conceptual Issue was left unresolved by

CBO/OMB staff. There was, however, another Issue where a large number of
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budget accounts were involved, and which, therefore, had to be resolved

before we completed the report. CBO sought a preliminary ruling from the

General Accounting Office before agreeing to OMB's proposed solution.

This case concerned programs and activities that are fully or partially

financed by user fees or other offsetting collections from nonfederal sources

that are credited to budget accounts.

Offsetting Collections irtmn Nonfederal Sources

The issue was whether the sequestration should be applied to the gross level

of program activity, regardless of the source of financing, or only to that

por don financed by annual appropriations. An example of a program partially

financed by offsetting collections is the Patent and Trademark Officep which

in 1985 had total spending of $200 million and offsetting collections from the

public of $107 million.

We were advised that GAO agreed with OMB that all activities financed

by offsetting collections from nonfederal sources would be sequesterable

under the revised definition of spendin-g authority in the Congressional Budget

Act of 1974 contained in section 401(cX2). This definition covers so-called

backdoor spending authority that is not subject to the annual review of the

appropriations process, such as certain permanent appropriation, The

Balanced Budget Act requires the sequestration of this type of spending

authority for nondefense programs, but not for defense programs. Thus, the

sequestration was applied to the gross level of program activity.
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WMATA Interest Payments

The other conceptual Issue that the staffs were not able to resolve concerned

a $31.7 million appropriation for Interest payments to be made to the

Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA). As authorized Iy

law, the Secretary of Transportation agreed several years ago to pay two-

thirds of the principal and Interest due on $997 million In borrowing by

WMATA. Although these payments were not explicitly exempted by the Act,

CBO regarded them as nonsequesterable because of a previous federal

guarantee of the WMATA bonds by the Secretary of Transportation. OMB

agreed that the appropriation ought not to be sequestered, but did not believe

this outcome was permitted by the Balanced Budget Act. This issue was left

to the Comptroller General to resolve. In the meantime, we averaged the

results of the two different positions, even though the result is not consistent

with either of our views. The Comptroller General in his report yesterday

agreed with CBO that the WMATA interest payment for 1986 ;s not

sequesterable.

Administrative Expenses

One of 'the more difficult areas In which to apply the Act was administrative

expenses for programs otherwise exempt or covered by a special rule. The

Act clearly requires sequestering the administrative expenses of all federal

programs (unless these expenses were specifically exempted), including those

that are self-supporting. In many cases, these administrative expenses were

clearly Identified in budget accounts, either by the title of the account, an
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appropriation limitation, or by expenses covered by object classes--Il (per-

sonnel compensation) through 26 (supplies and materials). In a few instances,

however, this approach would have had the effect of negating the exemption

or special rule, such as for the Postal Service, veterans' medical care, several

power marketing administrations, and the Tqnnessee Valley Authority. In

these cases, the estimate of administrative expenses was developed jointly

with OMB and was intended to reflect only what could be called overhead

expenses.

We had also included as sequesterable certain nondefense admin-

istrative expenses that are financed by unobligated balances. We believed

the section In the Balanced Budget Act had the effect of overriding other

provisions, but I understand that the Comptroller General has concluded

otherwise. This is a good Illustration of one area of the Act that Is not

entirely clear and could be changed in any technical corrections bill.

Reappropriatlons

An example of a conceptual Issue that was resolved by the CBO and OMB

staffs concerned the scoring of reappropriations. These involved actions of

the Congress to continue the availability of obligational authority that has or

would have otherwise expired. C(BO scores reappropriations as budget

authority in the year for which the availability is extended. OMB scores

appropriations as budget authority in the fiscal year in which the reappro-

priation action is included, regardless of when the authority would otherwise

expire. A number of reappropriations for nondefense programs were Included
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In the 1983 Supplemental Appropriation Act. CBO scored these as new

budget authority for 1986, which is sequesterable. OMB and the agencies,

however, scored these as 1985 authority and treat these as unobligated

balances In 1986, which are not sequesterable for nondefense programs.

Applying the CBO scoring method would have required a change of OMB and

agency accounting practices, which could not be done in the time available.

Therefore, CBO agreed with the OMB approach for the purposes of Imple-

menting the Balanced Budget Act, although we will continue to use our

convention for scoring appropriation bills against Congressional budget

resolutions.

Names and Numbers

A problem that we encountered in interpreting the Act concerned the use of

program names and budget account numbers in the sections that exempted

certain Items from sequestration or defined automatic spending Increase

programs. Essentially, we had a problem answering two questions. First,

when the numbered budget account contains activities In addition to the

named program, do those activities also qualify for special treatment?

Second, In the case of Indexed programs, are nonlndexed activities included In

a referenced budget account protected from sequestration by virtue of

section 233(f)?

After some deliberation, we concluded that the answer generally was

"no" to both questions, that the program names and budget accounts were

meant to serve as pointers or clues as to which programs were to be given
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special treatment and did not involve any significance beyond this. It would

have been better, of course, for the Act to include specific statutory

citations to the affected programs, but there probably was not enough time

to do this in the drafting of H.3. Res. 372.

Some Anomalies

As we prepared our sequestration calculations, some anomalies appeared that

the Congress may wish to consider for a technical corrections bill in addition

to the issues and problems I have already described. One anomaly concerns

the operations of the Panama Canal Commission. The Commission collects

tolls from ships using the Canal, which are deposited in the Treasury and

scored as offsetting receipts in function 400 (transportation programs). To

operate the Canal, the Commission receives an annual appropriation, based

on an estimate of incoming receipts. According to the Panama Canal Treaty,

any excess of revenues over expenditures is to be paid to Panama. Thus, the

sequestration of operating funds will have the effect of enriching Panama and

will not help reduce the federal deficit.

Another anomaly concerns unemployment benefits for railroad workers.

The Balanced Budget Act specifically exempts regular state unemployment

benefits, the state share of extended unemployment benefits, and benefits

paid to former federal employees and former members of the armed services.

At the same time, it is silent with respect to ralfroad worker unemployment

benefits. These benefits, therefore, were presumed to be sequesterable,
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which is probably an unintended result. Unfortunately, we found no statutory

justification for not appying the uniform reduction percentage to these

benefits.

Although unobligated balances in defense programs are sequesterable,

they are not sequesterable In nondefense programs. I discussed earlier how

we were unable to apply CBOs scoring convention for reappropriations to

nondefense programs, which had the effect of reducing the amount of

sequesterable spending authority for 1986, at least from CBO(s scoring base.

Other possible new spending authority that escaped sequestration involves the

transfer of unobligated balances in nondefense budget accounts to other

accounts for the purpose of financing new or different programs. An example

of this is the transfer In 1986 of $400 million of unoblIgated balances from

the Synfuels Corporation to the Department of Energy for the purpose of

funding a new clean coal technology program. Since this transfer does not

involve new budget authority in 1986, it could not be sequestered.

Another anomaly arises from the definition of a budget account in the

Act. For items not provided in appropriation bills, an account is to be found

by looking in the Appendix to the President's budget. By tradition, however,

certain Legislative Branch accounts do not appear in the Appendix, such as

compensation of Membe.s of the House and the Senate and several revolving

funds for restaurants, barber shops, and other activities. Consequently, these

accounts escaped sequestration. This result may have been intended, at least
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for Member compensation, given the Act's prohibition against reducing rates

of pay for federal employees under a sequester order.

Federal Reserve System

One of the changes made by the Balanced Budget Act was to bring on budget

certain federal entities that formerly were off-budget, such as the Federal

Financing Bank, the Postal Service fund, and strategic petroleum reserve

purchases. We considered whether this change also affected the Federal

Reserve System, at least the Board of Governors. We concluded that It did

not, as Director Miller has testified, largely because there was no legislative

history to support its inclusion.

CONCLUSION

The issues and problems I have described are relatively minor when viewed in

the context of administering a law as complex as the Balanced Budget and

Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985. This is not to say that we had an

easy time In preparing our joint sequestration report. Rather, the Act was

sufficiently clear In most Instances to allow us to work out the details of the

report with a minimum of difficulty. Objections about the results of our

calculations are more likely to involve specific provisions of the Act than our

application of these provisions to various budget accounts.
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Chairman DoMzmNc. Mr. Bowsher.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES A. BOWSHER, COMPTROLLER
GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

Mr. Bowsum. Mr Chairman, I think I can summarize ours very
quickly. As you're aware, we received a joint report from OMB and
CBO. I might again thank them for their cooperation in getting
material to us even before the official report. We then reviewed
those accounts in the joint report. We came up with one significant
change in the defense area involving $6.8 billion of transfer author-
ity which had not been moved out of the appropriations or the pro-
curement accounts that they were in. We decided that that amount
was subject to sequester like every other account, and we made
that adjustment.

We looked very carefully at the spending rates of the different
appropriations at the Defense Department. There was a difference
in the O&M appropriations between CBO and OMB. We decided
that we would accept the average, because we thought that both
approaches appeared reasonable and we didn't have any data on
spending rates that would have been better.

The changes we made on the civilian side netted out to only
bout $ mion, and there detailed in our report. So, on balance,

we verified pretty much what the other two organizations had
done, and we did not change the 4.9- and the 4.8-percent reduc-
tions.

We, too, have a few changes to suggest which are at the end of
our statement.

We'd be happy to answer any questions.
Chairman DOlmrc. We'll make your statement a part of the

record.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bowsher follows:]
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UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20548

TESTIMONY OF

CHARLES A. BOWSHER

COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

BEFORE THE

COMMITTEE ON THE BUDGET

UNITED STATES SENATE

ON

IMPLEMENTATION

OP THE

BALANCED BUDGET AND EMERGENCY

DEFICIT CONTROL ACT OF 1985

Mr Chairman and Members of the Committees

I am pleased to appear before the Committee to discuss our

experience this year in the first implementation of the Balanced

Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985.

I am accompanied this afternoon by Mr. Harry Havens,

Assistant Comptroller General, Mr. James Hinchman, Deputy General

Counsel of GAO, and Dr. Lawrence Thompson, Chief Economist of

GAO.
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We issued our report on January 21, as required by theAct,

since January 20 was a legal holiday. I would like to offer a

copy of the report for the, record. Copies have been provided to

you, Mr. Chairman, and to the other members of the Committee.

We changed a number of accounts, 18 for defense programs and

38 for non-defense. However, these changes were not sufficient in

the aggregate to alter the general percentage reductions of

4.9 percent for defense and 4.3 percent for non-defense programs,

as contained in the report we received from OMB and CBO.

The principal change in defense programs was to add to the

sequester base about $6.3 billion of unobligated balances

available for transfer. The effect of this addition is to

increase the amount of the sequester by $309 million, with

associated outlays of $45 million.

In non-defense programs, there were a variety of changes in

both directions. Unlike defense programs, there is no way to

represent the change in the sequester base or in the amount of the

sequester by single figures because various sorts of--budgetary --

resources were affected and they cannot be added. However, the

change in the outlays associated with the sequester is quite

small--a net increase of about $3 million--and that is indicative

of the size of the changes we made.

Attached to my statement is a listing of the accounts where

we made changes, showing the amount of each change. Each of these

changes is explained in Appendix A of our report, in a narrative

accompanying the table which shows the change being made. We
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would be happy to discuss any of them about which you or the other

Members of the Committee may have question.

The first year implementation of the Act has been

accomplished successfully to this point.

As with any first time effort of this sort, a few

complications arose which it was necessary to resolve. The

significant ones which came to our attention are listed in an

attachment. We would be happy to discuss any of those which you

would like to pursue.

We would like to point out, however, that this year's process

is not yet complete. The President has not yet issued his order,

and the operating departments and agencies have not yet fully

implemented the required reductions. Thus, additional

complications may arise before the process is complete. As we

become aware of them, such as in our required review of compliance

with the Act, for which our report is to be issued on April 1, we

will be bringing them to your attention.

In conclusion, I would like to thank OMB and CBO for the

cooperation we received.

That completes my prepared statement, Mr. Chairman. My

colleagues and I will be pleased to respond to any questions which

you or other Members of the Committee may have.
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Summary of GAO Changes
(in millions of dollars)

GAO Changes In
Part I -Defense Program

Accounts Sequester Associated Associated
"se Outlays SequeMr Outlays

Aircraft Procurement. Navy 551.3 49.1 27.0 2.4

Weapons Procurement, Navy 15.0 1.6 0.7 0.1

Shipbuilding and Conversion 1,999.3 124.6 98.0 6.1
Navy

Other Procurement. Navy 276.5 29.7 13.5 1.5

Aircraft Procurement, Army 117.9 17.7 5.8 0.9

Missile Procurement, Army 66.5 4.8 3.3 0.2

Other Procurement. Army 257.5 20.6 12.6 1.0

Procurement of Weapons 590.3 26.4 28.9 1.3
and Tracked Combat
Vehicles, Army

Procurement of Ammunition, 178.1 48.1 8.7 2.4
Army

Procurement, Marine Corps 47.7 4.6 2.3 0.2

Aircraft Procurement, 1,110.4 76.2 54.4 3.7
Air Force

Missile Procurement, Air 82.8 19.7 4.1 1.0
Force

Other Procurement, Air Force 347.5 165.7 17.0 8.1

Procurement, Defense 36.0 9.2 1.8 0.5
Agencies

RDT&E. Defense Agencies 82.0 37.9 4.0 1.9

RDT&E, Navy 188.0 96.3 9.2 4.7

RDT&E, Army 96.1 49.3 4.7 2.4

RDT&E, Air Force 264.0 128.0 12.9 6.3

Tot..... Par I I I III I I6,0 .0 . 309. 44III .6
Total, Part I 6,306-9 909.5 309.0 44.6
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Summary of GAO Changes (continued) ATUC1I

(in millions of dollars)

Part II- Non-Defense GO Onges in

Program Accounts Sequester Associated Associad
gas* Outlays Sequester Outlays

Aaencv for International

and Other
Credit Guaranty
Programs

Unobligated
Balances - Admin. -6.0 -4.5 -0.3 -0.2

Overseas Private
I n vest m ent524Rorrat io n

overseas Private
Investment Corp.

Unobligated
Balances -Admin. -12.4 -11.8 -0.5 -0.5

Department of Aariculture

Farmers Home Administra-
tion

Agricultural Credit
Insurance Fund

Obligation
Imitation 75.8 75.8 3.3 3.3

Rural Housing
Insurance Fund

Obligation
Limitation 56.0 56.0 2.4 2.4

Department of Commerce

General Administration
Salaries and Expenses

-4.6 -4.6
Unobligated

Balances - Admin. -0.2 -0.2
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Summary of GAO Changes (continued) AIACiI

(in millions of dollars)

GAO Chaqnge n
Part II - Non-Defense

Program Accounts Sequester Assocatd Asocted
Urn Outlys Sequester Outlays

Department of Commerce

Nainaljlanic n

.6minisr n
Ferai Financing
Fund, Fishing Vessels

Unobligated
Balances - Admin.

Fishing Vessel andGear Damage
Compensation Fund

Unobligated
Balances- Admin.

Fishermen's
Contingency Fund

Unobligated
Balances - Admin.

•Wokng Capital Fund

Budget Authority

Unobligated
Balances - Admin.

-1.3

-0.2

-0.1

2.1

-1.3

-0.2

-0.1

1.6

-0.1

*t

-0.1

0.1 0.5

-3.4 -3.4 • 0.1 -0.1
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Summary of GAO Changes (continued) ATME24W 1

(in millions of dollars)

GAO Changes In
Part II - Non-Defense

Program Accounts Sequester Associated Associated
Base Outlays Sequester Outlays

Department of Education
Office of Postseconcdary

Ecation
College Housing Loans

Unobligated
Balances - Admin. -4.1 -1.2 -0.2 -0.1

Department of Enerag
Eneray Productio n

Altenative Fuels
Production

Unobligated
Balances - Admin. -0.2 -0.2 *

Administration
"d-Reraticon and
Maintenance, South-
eastern Power
Administration

Unobligated
Balances - Admin. -1.0 -0.9 *

lSartment of Health andHuman Services.

Alcohol. Drua Abuse. and
Mental Health Admin-
istration

Federal Subsidy for
St. Elizabeth's
Hospital

401 (C) Authority -
Off. Collections -2S.0 -2S.0 -1.1 -1.1
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A1WAMW 1
Summary of GAO Changes (continued)

(in millions of dollars)

"GAO Changes in
Part II- Non-Defense

Program Accounts Sequester Associated Associated
Base Outlays Sequester Outlays

Department of Health and
Human Services

Social Security
Administration

Child Support Enforce-
ment

Unobligated
Balances -Admin. -1.2 -1.2 -0.1 -0.1

Federal Old Age and
Survivors Insurance
Trust Fund

Unobligated
Balances- Admin. -121.3 -40.0 -5.2 -1.7

Department of Housing and
an Development

GovermentNational

management and-
Liquidating Functions-
Fund

Unobligated
Balances - Admin. -1.0 -1.0

Rehabilitation Loan
Fund

Unobligated
Balances - Admin. -19.7 .19.7 -0.8 -0.8

Department of Justice

Office 9f Justice Prforams
Justice Assistance

Unobligated
Balances -Admin. -0.1 -0.1-3.4 -0.4
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ATMIMM 1

Summary of GAO Changes (continued)
(in millions of dollars)

GAO Changes In

Part II - Non-Defense
Program Accounts Sequester Associated Associated

Base Outlays Sequestr Outlays

Department of Treasury

Financial Management
Service

ergy Security
Reserve

Unobligated
Balances - Admin. -3.0 -3.0 -0.1 -0.1

united States Customsservice
Miscellaneous
Permanent Appropri-
ations

Budget Authority 105.0 4.5
Obligation Limita-
tion -20.4 -0.9

Outlays 84.6 3.3
Internal Revenue Service

internal RNvenuCollections Tor Puerto

Rico

Budget Authority 245.0 245.0 10.5 10.5

Assessment Funds

401(C) Authority 23.9 1.0
401(C) Authority
Off.Coll. 9.4 0.4
Outlays 32.7 1.4

Environmental Protection

Hazardous Substance
Response Trust Fund

Unobligated
Balances -Admin. -39.5 -33.9 -1.7 -1.5
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Summary of GAO Changes (continued)
(in millions of dollars)

GAO Changes In
Part II- Non-Defense

Program Accounts Sequester Associated Associated
Base Outlays Sequester Outlays

Small Business Administra-
tion

Salaries and Expenses

Unobligated
Balances - Admin. -90.0 -90.0 -3.9 -3.9

White House
Conference on Small
Business

Unobligated
Balances -Admin. -1.0 -1.0 * *

District of Columbia

Federal Payment to
the District of
Columbia

Budget Authority -39.6 -39.6 -8.5 -8.5

Transitional Payment
for St. Elizabeth's
Hospital

Budget Authonity" 25.0 25.0 1.1 1.0

Criminal Justice
Initiative -

Budget Authority 13.9 13.9 0.6 0.6

Student Dropout
Prevention Initiative

Budget Authority 0.2 0.2
Job Training
Initiative

Budget Authority 0.5 0.S
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ATMIE 1
Summary of GAO Changes (continued)

(in millions of dollars)

"AO Changes In
Part II- Non-Defense

Program Accounts Sequesw Assodated Associated
Ban Outlays Sequester Outlays

District of Columbia

Court Study

Budget Authority 0.1 0.1 * *

Wera Mos Insranc

Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation

41C) AuthorityOff. Coil• 8.2 8.2 0.4 0.4

Ot-her Independent Aaencles

Other Historica and

ChrhColu umbus
Quincentennary
Jubilee Commission

Unobligated
Balances - Admin. -0.2 -0.2 * *

13a nn uthorit
Inees ayments

Budget Authority 25.8 25.8 -1.1 -1.1

oN ional Endowmentf rp Woho A rt s.
Grants and
Administration

Unobligated
Balances - Admin. -0.2
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Summary of GAO Changes (continued)

(in millions of dollars)

Part II- Non-Dfense GA Chang In

Program Accounts Seuester Assocat Assodlad
case Outlays SeqUester Outlays

Other Indeoendent Aaencies

IF~tw-aukee Railroad
Restructuring, Admin.

Unobligated
Balances - Admin. -0.2 *

Cormoration for Public
BroldcastinPublic Broadcasting

Fund

Budget Authority 159.5 159.5 0 0

Totals, Part Ii

Budget Authority 537.4 7.3

401(C) Authority 23.9 1.0

401 (C) Authority-
Off. Coll. -7.5 -0.3

Obligation Umitation 111.3 4.8

Unobligated Balances-
Admin. -312.9 -13.4

Outlays 445.5 3.3

', Amounts less than $50,000
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Attachment 2

Matters for Consideration

A. Statutory changes for consideration

We noted 5 instances in which the outcome of applying the
rules does not appear to be consistent with the general approach
taken with regard to other programs.

1. Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority

The Act requires a reduction in the annual appropriations
to meet the Government's obligation to pay part of the
debt service on Washington Metropolitan Area Transit
Authority bonds. if the Government's failure to make its
full payment led to a default on the bonds, the
Government would still have to pay because the Federal
Government has guaranteed the bonds. We believe it would
be reasonable to exempt this program.

2. Federal Annuitant Health Insurance

The Act does not exempt the appropriation for the Federal
share of Federal retirees' health insurance premiums from
reduction even though the Act provides for no change in
the health insurance program for Federal employees. We
believe it would be reasonable to exempt this program.

3. Railroad Unemployment Insurance

Payment of unemployment insurance compensation by the
Railroad Retirement Board from the Pederal -nemployment
Trust Fund is not exempt from reduction under the Act,
even though payments of regular unemployment compensation
by States from that fund are exempt. We believe it would
be reasonable to treat railroad unemployment the same as
regular unemployment compensation.

4. Panama Canal

Because of prior Treaty obligations, the savings
resulting from administrative cost reductions of the
Panama Canal Commission accrue to the benefit of the
Republic of Panama rather than to the United States
Government.

5. Nine Worker exemption

Section 256(i) and section 25701)(A) of the Act are
redundant. Both have the effect of. limiting reductions
in disability benefits under the Federal mine Safety and
Health Act to the reduction or elimination of automatic
spending increases.
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3. Treatment of Dinsgepancils between
roram names and account a1st|g

in at least tmeo accounts exempted by section 255(h)o a
relatively small amount it appropriated for a program that, though
similar in purpose to the oxenpted program, Is not the program
named in the Act. These are the adult categorical amounts
contained In the Assistance Payments (Aid to families with
Dependent Children) Account (75-0412-0-1-609) and the commodity
supplemental food program contained in the Feeding Program for
Women, Infants and Children (WIC) Account (12-3510-0-1-605).

C. Definition of Account

Public Law 97-177 defines an account as 'an item for which
appropriations are made in any appropriation Act.' it is not
entirely clearly what constitutes an item* in an appropriation.
For example, the District of Columbia appropriation act includes
eight specified amounts under six separate headings. it is not
clear whether this constitutes one, six, or eight accounts.

D. Administrative expenses funded
from unobligated balances

Section 256(b) of the Act requires reduction of administrative
expenses even In otherwise exempt accounts. However# prior year
unobligated balances of non-defense agencies are not Included in
the sequesterable base as defined for those agencies. It li,
therefore, not entirely clear whether administrative expenses
funded from non-defense unobligated balances should be reduced.

a. offsettine collections

Section 251 of the Act includes within the sequesterable base
for non-defense-agencies spending authority.' spending authority
is-in turn defined, under another provision of the Act, to include
authority 'to make payments by the United States (including loans,
grants, and payments from revolving funds) *** the budget authority
for which is not provided in advance by appropriation acts.' There
is some uncertainty an to whether this language includes offsetting
collections credited to an account.

T. OT2'3R lSSoos

1. Scorekeeoing

There is a need to assure the consistent application of
conventions concerning the treatment of some of the less common
types of budgetary traisiactions. This involves such things as
reappropriations, obligation limitations, and offsetting
collections, where inconsistent application of the conventions
could produce Inconsistent results.
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2. Timing of economic assumptions

Economic assumptions were largely irrelevant to this year's
sequestration determination because the maximum permissible
sequestrations would have occured under most plausible sets of
assumptions. In the future years, variations in economic
assumptions will produce variations in sequestration results. The
current process provides no statutory mechanism for separating
those estimating differences attributable to economic assumptions
from the other estimating differences or for agreeing in advance to
a common set of economic assumptions.

3. Timing of data sharin@

OHS and C8O's sharing with GAO of preliminary data, in compat-
ible machine-readable form in most cases, facilitated GAO's
process. tt will be especially important for this cooperation to
continue in the future when GAO will have one day less to make its
determinations.

4. *Program" versus "Administrative*

XxPenses.
Some programs were exempt while the administrative expenses

the administrative expenses of the Postal Service are notj and pay-
ments from the Social Security Trust Fund to beneficiaries are
exempt while the administrative expenses of the Social Security
Administration are not. There was some difficulty in distinguish-
ing- between- pEw-ogwram -and---administrativo-eexpenss. -- -These
difficulties were overcome, but the Congress may wish to review the
results and refine the legislation if the results are not what was
expected.

S. Outlay estimating

Different agencies use different methodologies and a variety
of data bases in estimating outlays and in particular spend-out
rates. These produce different estimates. We sometimes found it
difficult to distinguish between differences which resulted from
different methodologies from those which reflected different
program assumptions.
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NO SPNMAL OTAFl? Z WiCJZ•cIZ

Chairman DoMmci. Mr. Bowsher, let me ask you this: Not that
I want to beef up your office, because I'm hopne this Is the last
time you'll have to do this, because I think Congres ought to do
the work and we ought not have a sequestration again.

Nonetheless, this was a different undertaking for you. Do you
have any special staff deficiencies that you noted in working with
°Mr w No; we really did have staff that could do the job.

We asked some people from the outside to come in as consultants-
to check some of our thinkinjin the defense area and the economic
assumptions area. We would probably do that again in August If
we repeat this process We might hire one or two people, but that
would be as part of our normal processes. So, in summary, we don't
expect to need any additional resources.

Senator HoumGs. That's good.
Chairman Domci. Senator Grassley, I recall earlier in the

afternoon you wanted to inquire of GAN. They're here now. Are
you prepared to go at this time?

-- n-a--tSenaorYaTesY-I-am, and, Mr. Chairman, as you might
expect, rm-omewhat interested in the defense budget and particu-
larly because 50 percent of the savings must come from the defense
budget.

I want to be sure that we're dealing with solid ures, so I would
like to v•eew some figures with you that would address these con-
ceres tIat I have about the defense budget. Now, it would appear
to me, based on data that I have received from the Department of
Defense-let me make that very clear, from the Department of De-
fense-that the following has occurred with the defense budget,
and I have five points:

One, that about $5.5 billion of unobligated authority is unac-
counted for, two, that there* is a growing disparitbetween what
DOD thinks it can spend versus what it can actually obligate;
three, that there is so much money available to DOD that they
cannot obligate all of the available authority; four, that there is so
much money in the defense budget that obligations are made ineffi-
ciently just so that the funds will escape sequester, and five, the
defense outlay savig of $5.8 billion may not be real savings, but
mav be amer savin.

Now, would like to have you allow me to indicate how I arrived
at these tentative conclusions. First, the Department of Defense es-
timated last year that Its unobligated balances for fiscal year 1985
would total 51.6 billion. In order to calculate actual figures, I
took the total available authority of $427.1 billion and then sub-
tracted from it the sum of the 12 monthly obligations for the fiscal
year 1985, which appear in DOJYs FAD Table No. 746.

Now that came out, then, at $358.2 billion, and that leaves $68.9
billion of unused funds, which is $17.8 billion more than originally
estimated.

Now, of course, DOD says that it returned $1.8 billion of that to
the Treasury, so you have to subtract that, and that leaves $67 bil-
lion.
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But DOD's records show only $61.5 billion of that $67 billion In
unobligated balances. So, the first of three questions, which quite
frankly I ought to ask twether, How do we account for themisiug
$5.5 billion, or the difference between the $67 billion that the table
shoWs, and the $61.5 billion that DOD claims?

And can we also say from the data that there is a grow.,n dis-
Parity between estimated and actual obligations and would this in-
icate an inability of the Department of Defense to spend the

money that it hs

UNOBLGATID BALANCE ON Tl Ri

Mr. Bowms Senator, let me see if I can answer those questions
the way you asked them. There's no question that the unobligated
balancesare on the rise over at Defense. It generally is an indica-
tion that they are getting more money than they can spend, or ob-
ligate as fast as they would hope. Thus, I think the trend in unobli-
gated balances that you have cited is correct.

There is an additional problem as well. Under the Gramm-
Rudman process, there is an incentive to obligate before all con-
tracts have been priced out. There .are dangexs associated with the
early obligation of contracts and this probably needs to be watched
asthVMS 0noli~

But 1 think that the Con•ress did nail down the defense manag-
ers by limiting their flexibility. The Gramm-Rudman cuts are

spreacross individual PPA line items which is below the appro-
--priation account level. Thus, most of the accounts are going to have

to take the 4.9-percent hit, unless they are offset by a lot of repro-
gramming actions.

Senator Gausszv. Now, if you did, I missed it. What about the
$5.5 billion?

Mr. Bowmm. I can't give you an answer on that right off the
bat. We can explore that and come back with an answer.

[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by GAO:]
I pne to Senator Graleys inquiry about the accounting for unobl.lited

alances in the Department of Defense, GAO staff met twice with senior DOD offi
cials and ce reviewed their principal budg•t and accounting reports, the FAD
table. The body of this response and the attce table explain the discrepancyb
tween the $67.1 billion in unobligated balances which Senator Grasmeey calculated
from earlier versions of them same FAD docment. and the $61.5 in unobligate
balances offcily rep by the DOD.

Before covering this r-econcliation In detail, it is important to note that the DOD
has a variety of accounting and budgting - ' Beause defnitandles
may vary b"e these m, it on to obtain consistent financial
S recouIs for the departmentA oaws whole. These inconsistencies explain much Of the

5.5 billion discrepancy. The lack of an integrat4ted financial management system for
W =the federal gement (including DOD) is a major co n of GAO..The complexity
of the urrt arrangement sometimes makes it difficult for even a skMi auditor
to determine the answers to fundamental financial questions. The GAO wil contin-
ue to work toward reoncin these stemn rambling their inonistnies
and s n the proee of financial management both In the DOD and i te
entire federal goverment.

In order to facilitate the reconciliation of the miming $5.5 billion, this response
b ly eats the method used by Senator Grmsley to arrive at an estimate of
$67.1 billion for DOD unobligated balances and then compares this estimate to
DODI' calculatio of unobligate balances of $61.5 billion. A table summarizing this

ecoAnl•t is attaed.
In order to arrive at an estmate of DOW* unoblgtod b Senator GrasOnle

first subtraed the sum of all of DOD's monthly ob tionsforFY 1985 (8. bil-
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lion) from the total available authority for obligation reported In an early FY 1986
FAD table ($427.1 biion). As a second step he then subtracted the amount ofs law
ing authority ($1.8 billion) to arrive at an estimated unobligated balance, of $.bIillion.

GAO recalculated DODDs end of fiscal year unobligated balance levels using Infor-
mation presented in FAD table number 788/87. These end of year figures are recon-
ciled to the Joint Financial Statement of the U.S. Treasury and are subject to verifl-
cation by the Office of Manaoment and Bud

Additionally, GAO staff met with DOD officially to verify the accuracy of Its re-
calculations and achieve an understanding of the disparity among the financial
management systems which influence the reporting of this information. The
amounts discussed below were taken from DOD swnumary records without verifica.
tion by GAO.

Total Availability Authority (TAA) for Obligation during a fiscal year is com-
prised of (1) unobligated balances brought forward, (2) now budget authority, (8) re-
coveries from prior obligations, and (4) reimbursable orders. DOD reports year end
TAA of $425.4 billion, a difference of $1.7 billion from Senator Grassley's figure of
$421.1 billion. According to DOD officials, TAA cannot be known exactly until the
end of the fiscal year. Any TAA fgure published du the fiscal year are only
estimates. Appmroimately $1.2 billion of the $1.7 billion diference between the two
TAA figures is a result of the difference between the FY 1985 supplemental appro-
priation request of $2.164 billion which was fMly reflected in the original TAA esti-
mate and the final amount of budgetary authority received from this request of
$950 million. The remaining $600 million difference is attributed to: changes in the
reimbursable program where estimated income fell short of projection changes in
contract authority within the revolving stock fuids, changes in the actual rate of
recoveries estimated earlier in the year, and required payments to the Federal Fl-

Tn7Direct and Reimburoble Obligations are reported by DOD at $861.7 billion
for the end of FY 1986, an increase of $8.5 billion above Senator Graseley's figure of
$868.2 billion. The $85 billion= difference is comprised of $0.19 billion in trust fund
obligations, $1.77 billion due to adjusments for recovers, and $1.58 billion in pay-
ments to the Federal Fnancing Bank' (7B).

Lapsed Authority was reported by DOD at $22 billion for FY 1985, an Increase of
$400 million over amount of $1.8 billion used by Senator Gramsley. The difference is
due to lamsin contract authority within the Revolving and Management Fund Ac-
Counts. Inf 1985 the Marine Corps Stock Fund lapsed $20 million, the Air Force
Stock Fund lapsed $160- million and the Navy Industrial Stock Fund lapsed $220
million.

RE NATION OF UNOBUGATED BLNE TOTALS FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF DEWE AS OF
SEPTEMBER 30, 1985

T W .. -....... ....... 1421.1 4254

Lftam 0 I~ssas ________ 1A.8 '2

UMMbd k-•. W1.1 61.5

MmW a Hammrad o uto am i*m* do b
-fm 461 buft ad Nouio FmA ad (4) .buo" o fts k dW pie ope o VWms

WAA "Mb aS SWS# Oft ft Md % h ft oft0*6 0 1 SP RAN b
49WO~si iss WW) "W a* a"i Wau adiI mmi it ="& V Cd

Senator GUNWmzr. OK. Let me move ahead, then, because there
is another point I would like to make which would lead to a ques-
tion.

-I
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UNUME FlNM

DOD cut $18.8 billion to- m•ke up the $6.4 billion in otlay sa-
ings. But if there is $17.8 billion in unused funds, isn't it true that
forany outlay savings at all to materialize, more .han $17.3 billion
in budget authority would have to be cut, and doesn't that mean
the outlay savings that DOD came up with may really be just
paper savings, and not ra at all?

Mr. Bowsim No; I don't think so.
Senator Ga -siz. OK, then go into some detail on that. We

don't disagree with the prems.e, though, that I come up with that
if they sayn they have $17.8 billion n inunused funds-if they were
poing to save that-they would have to have a lot more that would
" itm in BA.

Mr. Bowsm Well, the amount of budget authority that must
be given up in an account with a slow spend out rate, like ship.
building which has a percent spend out in the first year, is much
greater than in an account that has a faster spend out rate like
OM, Navy with a 70-percent first year spend out rate.

Senator GRASSLE. But there's no asociated savings from unused
funds?

Mr. Bowemm. Unused funds are a slightly different issue. If you
did not have the cuts tied down by accounts, then there would have
been the possibility of taking all the cuts from these unused funds.
But the fact is, that you have required that quts be done account
by account. They would need to reprogram in order to use the
excess funds for Gramm-Rudman cuts. That is an area that I'll
have to look at. But it doesn't mean that they're going to get a free
ride.

Senator G asz. OK. But they can't take the $18.8 billion out
-of that>$17.8 billion con they?

Mr. Bowsnu. No; every year Ihey will give up a certain amount
of the funds that they have not yet Obligated.

But you've got these cuts tied down by the PPA's and by the ac-
counts so they just can't move those big sums in total. That's the
difference.

Senator GRAnY. But we would agree that if they take that
$13.8 billion out of the $17.8 billion they haven't saved a doggoned
penny.

MW. Bowsamu Well, if they did that they would not be giving up
anything that they would have been spending. That's right.

Senator GRABY. Now, there are an additional two points that I
would like to make, and this will be it, Mr. Chairman.Iask you to
help us, Mr. Bowsher, to help me to look into this-if there s any-
body else on the committee interested, too. The two are related.

UNPEICID ORDmS GOING UP

First, if you analyze the obligation pattern of the last 4 months
of fiscal year 1985, and compare it to the recent historical average,
it appears there is a genuine attempt to push money out the door,
so tose despite thi attempt to obligate unobligated balances
are still climbing very dramatically. Now, related to this point is
the possible consequence that money is being obligated ineffciently
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and we'll continue this practice under Gramm-Rudman in an at-
tempt to avoid sequestering.

What could happen is that money could be obligated to contracts
whose negotiations are unfinished, which would remove price con-
straints from those contracts. You've touched on that already. And
in effect It could become a windfall for the contractors, could it
not?

Mr. BowsHn. I think that's a danger. The use of unpriced orders
has Increased. Unpriced orders were $24 billion in fiscal-year 1984,
and they were up to about $27 billion at the end of fa year 1985.
We always worry when we see increased use of unpriced orders, be-
cause an unpriced order means that you've gone to contract with-
out having it fully defined. In other words, you may have an un-
-.. priced letter-contract-and i use-could -create a danger that subse-
quently there will be inefficient contract negotiation and inefficient
contract administration. There Is no question about it.

Senator GRAswZy. Well, I'd like to suggest to you that that's
where I could use your help, because I would say that this may
have occurred in December in the rush to obligate before Gramm-
Rudman would take effect.

Now, you're a former DOD budget analyst, and I hope that you
can provide us with some answers to any legitimate discrepancies,
not only the ones that I pointed out, but some that you might be
aware of.

I think your office has had an excellent track record in finding
such discrepancies, and I would like to officially request that you
would assist Congress in this regard on these points that I've
raised, plus probably some more that I'll be raising in the very
near future.

Mr. Bowsou. We'd be pleased to do it, Senator, and I might
point out that the use of unpriced orders is one of five areas where
we are heavily involved in auditing the defense contracting com-
munity. We issued reports as recently as November and December,
and we're going to continue to do so.

Senator GRAsszy. Mr. Chairman, it's my understanding that
Secretary Weinberger will be up here in 2 weeks on a tentative
schedule. Could we have this information before he would appear?

Mr. Bowsau. We'd be pleased to provide you any information
we have on the unpriced orders.

[The following was subsequently supplied by GAO for the record:]
As part of an ongoing review of unpriced contracts, GAO provided the following

information to Senator William Roth on December 20, 1985.

51-722 - 93 - 4
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UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20

""081)M E"VfITY AN

The Honorable William V. Roth, Jr. 20
Chairman, Committee on

Governmental Affairs
United States Senate

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Zn response to your and Chairman Jack Brooks' requests that
we increase our contract pricing work we conducted a broad
survey at 10 major defense firms to identify systemic problems
that may adversely impact DOD's ability to negotiate fair and
reasonable contract prices. we identified a number of issues we
believe merit additional attention. One of those Issues
concerns DOD's use of unpriced contracts. An unpriced contract
authorizes work prior to agreement on price. In a September 12,
1985, briefing your staff expressed interest In having GAO
assess defense contracting officers' use of unpriced contracts.
Accordingly, we initiated work at five major defense contractors
in mid-October. We briefed your staff on December 6, 1985, on
the results of our initial efforts. Enclosure I contains the
information we discussed with your staff on that date.

Information we have developed along with problems identi-
fied by previous GAO and Service audit agency reports raises
concern about DOD's use of unpriced contracts. The value of
unpriced contracts is the highest in DOD's history-about $27
billion at the end of fiscal year 1985. And, more important,
contract prices are not being negotiated in a timely manner.
The latter condition (1) places the government in an unfavorable
negotiating position, (2) shifts the cost risk from the
contractor to the government, #.nd (3) reduces contractor
incentive to control costs.

We will continue our work at the 5 selected contractors
and examine the conditions that have caused the large backlog of
unpriced contracts to determine whether DOD is obtaining fair
and reasonable contract prices. If you have any questions
please call Paul Math on 275-4587.

Sincerely yours,

a)
Prank C. Conahan
Director

Enclosure
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IMCrOSURS I RNCLOSURE I

PRBLI•INRY DATA DMVRLOPD DURING
G'O SURVM Y OF UNPRICED COWTACM

TI ON (CODN 396605)

BACKGROUND

Firm pricing at the time of contract placement is the
policy of the Department of Defense. The fundamental
objective of that policy is the achievement of fair and
reasonable contract prices. However# conditions of urgency
or insufficient time may dictate delay in final pricing
until after contract placement. In such situations,
definitization (meaning agreement on all terms and
conditions, including price) must occur at the earliest
possible date.

Unpriced contracts are awarded without firm prices.
Unpriced contractual actions are used by government buying
activities to obtain spare parts and services, implement
engineering changes, initiate manufacturing, and modify
existing agreements.

Four commonly used unpriced contractual instruments are
described below.

*Basic Ordering Agreements. .13asic ordering agreements
are used to expedite acquisitions when specific items,
quantities, and prices are not known at the time the
agreements are executed, but past experience or future
plans indicate a substantial need for the items or
services. Basic ordering agreements themselves are not
contract they are written understandings executed
between contracting activities and contractors. Orders
issued under basic ordering agreements become binding
contracts when accepted by both parties. Orders can be
issued either priced or unpriced. Priced orders are fully
negotiated and issued with firm prices. Unpriced orders
are issued with estimated or ceiling prices which cannot
be exceeded by contractors without prior approval. In
effect, unpriced orders authorize contractors to start
work and incur costs before the negotiation and
price-setting process is completed.

*Onpriced Change Orders. These are changes or
modifications to existing contracts. The use of change
orders under fixed-price contracts can result in opening
up the price and delivery schedule of the contract. The
price of a change order should be negotiated prior to its
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execution if practical. If time does not permit
negotiation of a price, at least a maximum or ceiling
price should be negotiated.

"Letter contracts. A letter contract is a written
preliminary contractual instrument that authorizes the
contractor to begin immediately manufacturing supplies or
performing services.

"*Provisioned item order. A provisioned item order
means an unpriced order issued under a contract which sets
forth the Government's requirements for provisioned
items. provisioned items include spare parts and support
equipment.

DOD'8 08E OF UNPRICED CONTRACTS

The following chart shows that the use of unpriced
contracts has increased in recent years in the Navy and the Air

Force but declined in the Army.

UNPRICED CONTRACTS BY SERVICES
($BILLIONS)

SERVICE 1984 1985

ARMY $ 5.2 $ 3.2

NAVY 7.8 10.7

AIR FORCE 10.8 12.9

TOTAL $23.8 $26.8
1
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iWIPtICROCOINTRACTS

- ENCLOSURE I

BY TYPE ($ billions)

Air Force198__.A ef

Letter contracts

Contract modifi-
cations

Basic ordering
agreements

Provisioning item
orders

Other

$2.4

2.8

$3.1 $2.1 $3.0 $1.3 $ .6

2.7 1.2 1.5 .3 .3

3.1 3.6 14.5
2.2 3.2

.3

6.2 2.3 2.0

.3

Total $10.8 $12.9 $7.8 $10.7 $3.9a $2.9a
-mmm -mmm -mmm - -mm

aDoes not reconcile with growth chart because only selected
buying activities were included in this analysis while the
chart includes all Army unpriced contracts.

YEAR EMD 0S OF WOPRICED CONTRACTS

major Army
growth

Our preliminary work indicates that a number of Navy and Air
Force buying activities issued a large amount of unpriced contracts
during the'last quarter of the fiscal year.

We found that the Navy's Aviation Supply Office in
Philadelphia issued 8,000 unpriced actions during fiscal year
1985 with a value of $2.8 billion. Of that total, 2,000 actions
valued at $1.2 billion were processed in the fourth quarter.

The following chart shows the value of unpriced contracts issued
by quarter during fiscal years 1984 and 1985 by the Air Force Systems
Command (AFSC) and Air Force Logistics Command (APLC). There was a
significant increase in the last quarter of both years, except for
APSC in fiscal year 1984.

[ Lt Ct 1U sh P 1 .4 $4 S 1 tio Is

=us• I I is 13 is 1.a 0 0 4 a

T9__4Nov•' Army1984_ 198._.4 ... BY._.•
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STATUS OF U1PRICID COMTRAC& AT SELCWTED
OTRACTOS (A of1 9/30/&S)

General Electric (Evendale)

INC (San Jose)

McDonnell Douglas (St. Louis)

Texas Instruments (Dallas)

Westinghouse (Baltimore)

Total

value
(0 millions)

$ 235

- 42

1,557

793

1,r120

$3r 747

AGING OF UNPRICUD COM"RACTS AT
SELECTD CONTACTORS

Unpriced contracts should be definitized (meaning reaching
agreement on all terms and conditions, including price) at the
earliest possible date. Service regulations generally recognize
a period of 180 days for definitising unpriced actions. By
aging the unpriced contract inventory at 5 selected contractor
locations# GAO found that a substantial dollar amount had not
been definitized within the 180-day limit. Forty-five percent
of the unpriced contracts had not been definitized a year (360
days) or more after the contract had been placed.

AGED VALUE OF UNPRICED CONTRACTS ($ MILLIONS)

Days since order placed

Total <180 181-360 361-540 >540

General Electric

FMC

McDonnell Douglas

Texas Instruments

Westinghouse

Total

$ 235 $ 93

42

1,557

793

7

319

579

1,120 574

$3,747 $1,572
ttm -

$ 21

12

190

11

247

$481

$ 88

10

409

$ 33

13

639

99 104

192 107

$798 $896

Number of
actions

228

40

1,950

170

531

2,919

- I
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ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I

PROBLEM IDENTIFIED DURING PRIOR AUDITS

On September 18, 1985, we issued a report (NSIAD-85-155)
dealing with the purchase of F-16 support equipment from General
Dynamics. GAO found that the Air Force's use of an unpriced
contract modification without timely price negotiations resulted
in excessive prices for many of the items purchased. The
service audit agencies--Army Audit Agency, Naval Audit Service,
and Air Force Audit Agency--have issued several reports dealing
with unpriced contracts. Listed below are some of the problems
that have been associated with the use of unpriced contracts.

-- Excess profit rates. Fixed-price profit rates have been
allowed on contracts that were virtually complete when
negotiations took place. In such cases the contractors'
costs were known, and in essence, the situation had
resulted in a cost-type contract. The profit rate for
cost-type contracts is normally lower than for
fixed-price contracts.

-- Unpriced contracting has become routine rather than for
unusual or urgent situations.

-- Untimely negotiati,)n/definitization.

-- Use of unpriced actions did not appear justified.

-- Late definitization reduces/eliminates contractors'
risk normally associated with fixed price contracts.
Risk is shifted to government.

-- Orders priced after items delivered to government.

-- No incentive for contractor to control costs.

DOD I8 CONCERNED

During a meeting held on November 7, 1985, DOD officials
expressed concern about the growing number and dollar value of
unpriced contracts. The value of unpriced contracts is the
highest in DOD's history and there is an upward trend. Because
of the concern within DOD, the Air Force and Navy have
established goals to reduce both the number and value of
unpriced contracts issued as well as the number and value of
unpriced contracts on hand. The Navy wants to reduce the nuonber
of unpriced contracts issued in fiscal year 1986 by 20 percent
and the outstanding dollar value by 30 percent compared to the
end of fiscal year 1985 numbers. The Air Force wants the dollar
value of unpriced actions issued in fiscal year 1986 to
be no more than 10 percent of the total dollars obligated by the
Air Force in fiscal year 1986 and the dollar value of unpriced
contracts on hand at the end of fiscal year 1986 to be no more
than So percent of the amount on hand at the end of fiscal year
1985.
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Senator GRAsumz. And one further thing, Mr. Chairman. I'll ad-
dress you, because I'm finished with my questions. If in fact, like
because of some sort of subterfuge, you know, the Commodity
Credit Corp. would be affected by $18 billion, we're talking about
real solid dollars there that are really going to be cut. If we don't
observe this defense budget as closely as we can, and police it as
closely as we should, and use the abilities like those that are in the
General Accounting Office, and probably in our own staffs to a con-
siderable extent, we could be doaling with a lot of phantom dollars
in the defense budget so that there s no cuts accomplished at all.

And that's what I hope now with Gramm-Rudman, that the 50-
percent guideline, that that indeed ends up beinMg a real 50 percent.

Chairman DoMmNci. We had clearly intended it as we worked on
the law, and we expect everybody to abide by the rules. We hope
we didn't draw the statute such that thare wouldn't be any real
savings from any major part of this Government, defense or other-
wise.

Senator Moynihan.

8EUESTERE MONEYS WILL COME FROM ONE-QUARTER OF BUDGET
Senator MoYNHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to

pursue a little bit the line of inquiry I had with the Director of the
Office of Management and Budget.

And that's to get some feel for what is it that you're going to
have to take the uestered $60 billion or so out of if it comes to
sequestering in f year 1987. And Dr. Miller gave us the num-
bers that you found, in this budget, the current one, $105 billion in
domestic-nondefense programs, and $109 billion in defense.

Together that's just roughly 20 percent of the budget, and then
he mentioned that the President had exempted from sequestration
$61 billion in military personnel accounts. I suppose that simply
means manpower.

Well, you put that back in, and you have about a quarter of the
budget. I assume that next year you're going to send us a budget
that will be under $1 trillion. Isn't that what you're required to do?
Do you have any judgment on that?

Dr. PmNER. Fortunately, we don't have to send you a budget.
We will, however be sending you a baseline. I suspect that baseline
will creep above 41 trillion, but I can't be sure at the moment.

Senator MoYNmHAN. Creep above. So the prospect if it were to
come to that sequestration moment, you're going to be taking the
moneys required .to •et down to $144 billion out of about one-quar-
ter of the budget, isn t that right?

Dr. PeNuu. These are very crude estimates, Senator. But we
have roughly estimated about $110 billion in the nondefense area,
and about $1 65 billion in the defense area

Senator MOYNIHN. Yes; I found about $275 billion. And that is
likely to be about one-quarter of the budget.

Dr.- Pmm A little more, yes.
Senator MoYNmAN. A little more. You think you'll go up to a

trillion fifty or something like that?
Dr. PzN~m. We have just barely started our work.
Senator MoYNmUIm. You don't have it.
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And that $260 or $270 billion of $275 gets very close to a 25-per-
cent cut, does it not?

Dr. Pmmm. We've calculated that, too. Again I don't want to
imply the right number will be $60 billion. But if for some reason
it turned out to be, that it would imply about an 18-percent cut for
defense programs, and about 25 percent for the nondefense pro-
grams.

Senator MoYNmAN. That's what I've been trying to estimate.
Chairman Douwnci. Senator, would you yield for a clarification?
Senator MoYNmHAN. Sure.
Chairman DoMxmNc. Is that outlays, all those percentages and

those numbers?
_ Dr. PzNmm Those are the percentages that would be applied to
budgetary resources. To determine these percentages, the outlay
base would be on the order of $275 billion.

Chairman DoMmNci. Thank you very much.
Senator MoYNHAN. I guess we reilly have to start talking out-

lays, if we're talking deficits, don't we?
Mr. BOWSHMu. Absolutely.
Dr. PWLU. Yes.
Senator MOYNHAN. Now, this is your number. It seems to me an

honest number. Of course, it's honest if you give it to us. I mean
it's a number you can honestly say you've got some reason to sup-
port; you put it ether with some measure of confidence.

We re talking, if we go to that sequestering procedure in fiscal
year 1987 of a 25-percent cut in the nondefense portion, and an 18-
percent cut in defense.

I think, Mr. Chairman, those are the numbers we've been talking
about.

Chairman DoEmNc. Without revenue.
Senator MoYNHAN. Without revenues, yes. Obviously without

revenues.

THNGS AE USENSITIVE TO SEQUESE

Dr. Pzm . I should perhaps emphasize, Senator, how extraordi-
narily sensitive the sequester amount is- to things like the economic
forecast, and legislation.

Senator MoYNHAN. Like the interest rates and the growth rates.
Dr. Poomm. A 1-percent error in forecasting outlays, for exam-

ple, would be about $10 billion. That translates into about a 5-per-
cent error in forecasting the deficit, if it is around $200 billion.
Furthermore, if ' right that the sequestered amount will be
$50 billion to $ billion, that's almost a 20-percent change in the
percentage reduction you need. So the thing multiplies.

Senator MOYNIAN. Wait until we get through with tax reform.
I thank you very much. I think that's the range we are dealing

with. Mr. Bowsher, would that be about your estimate?
Mr. Bowumm. Yes. I think you're in the ballpark.
Senator MoY•H.N. Thank you both.
Mr. Chairman, might I say that the next time I think It should

be their turn first. [Laughter..
Chairman Docmtuc. 1 don't know if we'll ever have it this way

again.
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Senator Hollings, I think you're next.
Senator Houmos. Well, on that point, Senator, let's elaborate

and find out. Mr. Penner, does that 18 percent on defense and 25
percent on nondefen-s envision an increase of $75 billion in reve-
nues from 1986 to 1987. I think CBO estimates that, does it not?

Dr. PzmN. As I said, Senator, we are really just beinning our
work on estimating revenues and outlays for fiscal year 1987 under
a new economic forecast. I think anything that I said about that
could probably be misleading right now.

Senator Houmos. I just don't want to be misled about the 18
and the 25 percent. In other words, the figure that you were giving
Senator Moynihan and the committee contemplates no new reve-
nue increase from 1986 to 1987.

Dr. Pwmmw. The figure I gave was just a purely hypothetical se-
quester amount.

Senator HOumaa Just to sequester without-
Dr. PaNN. If ou go back .to our August report, just to give you

an idea of the orders of magnitude, at that time the revenues went
up about $68 billion between 1986 and 1987. But that was a differ-
ent economic projection than we will be coming out with.

RtIvNUm INCLUDED IN SEQIMffATION FIUOU

Senator Hounmic. So would you amend those percentages in the
light of that $68 billion or not? I'm not trying to catch you; I'm
trying to make sure we've included revenues in that 18 and 25 se-
questration figures.

Dr. Pam . Well, sir, let me repeat: I just took the $60 billion as
an example. In fact, it was Senator Moynihan's number

Senator Houwms. I'd take the same figure.
Dr. Penner All right.
Senator Houwma But does it include the revenues? That's all I

want to know.
Dr. Pmntm. That is the excess deficit amount. Yes, sir.
Senator ljomomo. That's the excess deficit amount over and

above some $68 billion or $70 billion or whatever the revenues are?
Dr. Pnmvm That is correct.
Senator Hou ao& Good. I just wanted to make sure It included

that big increase in revenues, because that came out in the debate
when we were having this thing.

Let me compliment you and Mr. Bowsher. Mr. Bowuher, I'm glad
to speak to a member of the executive branch. [Laughter.]

If they find you belong to me, I want you to draw me up a
budget.bur. tlo~ws OK.

Senator Houma&. But both of you all are really professionals--
and this committee and the entire operation. There's no question
that Gramm, Rudman, and Hollins never contemplated the im-
mensity of this exercise. And the more we went down that road,
the latter part of Sptember, October, November, December, the
more we had the help of your two offices, and als of Mr. Miller of
OMB. And due to that profesionalim we were able to make some
order out of chaos. Andl do thank you, Dr. Penner, particularly for
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costing out our budget that was proposed, because that was done invery short order, and had to be given as estimatesI've found, Dr. Penner, that CBO is-and I look at the group of

44 economic forecasters-better than Chase Econometrics, Data Re-
sources, just go right down, Wharton's, and all the rest. You've got
a better track record in the Congressional Budget Office than all
the 44. And I think that ought to be said on the record, and I do
appreciate your work and compliment you.

CONTRACT PENALTY CLAUSE
Mr. Bowsher, with respect to looking at those figures on defense,

look also at the penalty clauses now. Our Navy friends are pretty
astute. Contemplating that they might have to cancel, they put in
these extravagant penalty clauses, so they can say, wait a minute,
we don't have to cancel that contract in order to comply with the
sequestration.

That's another as you said, danger to- be watched. If you don't
mind, in addition to unpriced orders, let's look at penalty clauses.

- Mr. Bowsum. Yes; we're going to be looking at penalty clauses,
and termination costs. Also I think one thing we have to be watch-
ing is whether there's a rush to multiyear contracting over and
above what the Congress has approved.-I think there is going to be
some efforts--and its only natural, by some program people to try
to do things that get ther program somewhat outside the cutting
game.

Senator HoLuNca. Right. Let's don't start a game. Let's try to
start a discipline here. If we ever develop the discipline: you won't
ever hear of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings again, which is our desire.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

BUDGET OGNU LEWAY FOR ERROR
Chairman DoMmNci. Senator Exon. Senator, before you proceed

and before Senator Mqynihan leaves, let me say I believe this state-
ment belongs in the dialog that you had with reference to possible
difficulties we will have If our economic projections are not accu-
rate.

The act does give us some leeway for error. I think we fixed it at
$10 billion so that in each of the years If, we can have $10 billion;
plus and still come within the mandate of the law.

Mr. Boweum. That's correct.
Chairman Doumuc. We settled on that. At $144 billion, we can

be at $154 billion when we take that snapshot.
Senator MoYuuAN. Mr. Chairman, may I make one caveat,

though. If Senator Hollings keeps telling the GAO how much
better their economic for are than DRI, and CBO, do you
think they're going to continue to work for one third the pay those
people get? [Laughter.]

Senator Houw:s. All these folks are getting low pay.Senator LAUTEsEo. Also, if you don t mind, there's a company
"called ADP that has an economic forecasting service called Tbwns
& Greenspan, Mr. Holliens.

Chairman, DmzcL Do you have some interest in that?
Senator LATENUEO. Not any more.
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Chairman Donmacz. I see. All right.
Senator Houcwa. On that point, there's a Mr. Mike Dlngpman-

he was head of Signa Corporation. Theyve just merged with Allied.
I had dinner with him. He was in charge of the Grace Commission
on Government employees, and employees and their character and
their abilities. And he said, 'Yeah, the assistant secretaries, under-
secretaries, he wouldn't hire any of them." He said when they got
down to you folks, directors, G0-19'., 18's, 17's, he said private in-
dustry would pay them three and five times more. And that's why
we see them come here and move on to something else.

Senator MobmmxN. That's a fact.
Chairman Donmza. Senator Exon.
Senator EXON. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. Let me join

my colleagues in welcoming you and I know you will be back fre-
quently, and we appreciate your forthcoming attitude very, very
much.

I have been listening with keen interest and I hope that you
heard the question that I asked the previous witness, and it was
about agriculture, and the more I hear of what is going to happen
to agriculture in this, I probably should be elated that agriculture
is only taking a 4.8 sequestering under the present plan.

Agriculture is somewhere between 2 and 8 percent of the total
Federal budget, and there was a general conception that when this
mess that we are in got going, that it was going to be kind of across
the board.

It seems to me that it is anything but across the board, and I
have also listened, Dr. Penner, to your Indication that-these are
not your words, but it went through my mind, "We ain't seen noth-
ing yet."

CUT WnL PAML ON COMMODn WAN PROGRAM

If I am concerned about a 4.8-percent reduction to match about a
$12 billion 1986 cut, I take it from the figures that you have been
giving here-and correct me if I am wrong--when we are looking
at about $60 billion next year, that Is going to be about five times
the cut and is going to fall, once gain, on the Commodity Loan
Program. Because as you know, in the agricult sector, the Food
Stamps, and the Women, Infant and Children Programs are hurt,
and Is it true that If a farmer is planting out there today, after
sweating out and not being happy with the farm program that we
pasewith a great deal of pain, he had better do some fuing,
that if sequesterin would set in next year, that that $1.92 loan
price per bushel for corn, that has dropped to $1.84 here, and if it
is another 25 percent next year-my arithmetic serves me-that 75Spercent next ear--
percent of that is about $1.88 per bushel.

It could be, with that additnal $60 billion squetering In 1987.
Are those figures baically accurate?

Dr. PzmomL Well, it would take a very large cut. The only foot-
note I would add is that the Department of Agriculture has some
freedom in just how they choose to administer the cut that they
take. But if they take it in terms of the loan rate, then, I trust your
arithmetic, sir.
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Senator EXON. Well, I would simply poit out that the Congress,
in its lack of wisdom, gave the Department of Agriculture great
latitude, and we saw what action they took.

As we all know, the administration was su posedly ust about
the total of $52 billion, that the Agriculture m, (nmodity
Program, was going to cost for the next 8 years.

It looks to me like that regardless of what the agricultural 5-year
program, or 8-year program entails, it is going to be rather easy for
the administration to use Gramm.Rudman to make massive reduc-
tions in what was spelled out to the contrary in the agricultural
bill.

And the point you are making is that if the present course of
action is maintained, we could see that corn figure at, loan rate
figure at about $1-if It is about 25--I assume that commodity
prices fall within that 25percent category that you explained in
answer to the question, I believe, by Senator Grassley, or someone.

You were tAl about the different categories, and-
Dr. PzNMu. Yes; the Community Credit Corporation programs

fall in that nondefense category.

STUDENT WAs IN SPECIAL CATGoRY
Senator EXON. All right. See if you can clarify this, either one of

you can clarify this. This is my last question.
I pointed out earlier that I could understand a sequestering on a

basic outlay such as the deficiency payments--spending money on
defense, spending money on salaries. Those are outlays and It is
gone.

When we get into the commodity programs, of course these are
loan programs, and history has shown that a high percentage of
those have been paid back.

I take it, though, that agriculture is not protected even on its
loans, under the commodity pr . As spelled out, in answer to
the questions that I asked er.

What other loans are exempted? I understand, for example, that
student loans would not receive the cuts that the Commodity LoanProgram has forced upon it by sequestering. Is that right?

Student loans are treated differently than commodity loans to
farmers?

Dr. Pmnixm As a general rule, there is an attempt in the legisla-
tion to sequester any kind of so-called budgetary resource, whether
it is lending authority, guarantee authority, or new budget author-
ity.

There are certain limited areas where there are either exemp-
tions or what we have come to call special rules. The student loan
is one program that fits into the special rule category, and that is
really because of the nature of its structure.

It s very hard to think of what a 4.3-percent across-the-board cut
might mean for that program. Therefore, we were given special in-
structions as to how much the origination fee paid by the student
had to be raised, and how much the interest rate subsidy to the
banks could be lowered. I think within the great population of loan
programs, however, that one is very much an exception, rather
than the rule, as to how it was treated.
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Senator ExoN. I have -a followup question. I saw Senator Bosch-
witz, you were shaking your head when I said that. What about a
loan that the Government makes on a home? Is that affected the
WAr anim agricultural commodity loan is?

Dr. Pzi . The gross loan limits, where they exist, are taken
down.

Senator ExoN. And Small Business Administration?
Dr. PwNN. It would be the total amount they can obligat. But

they have quite a bit of choice in how they choose to adminiter
that, just as I said the Department of Agriculture has with the
commodity loan.

Senator EXON. With the commodity loan. Thank you both, very
much.

Chairman DomNIc. Senator Lautenberg.
Senator LAummnmo. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate

the opportunity to catch up with these two distingUhed witnZesse.
On other occasions, I have noted their high degree of professional-
ism Mr. Penner, and Mr. Bowsher, you have both done an admira-
ble job.

TIMATZD $90 BILLION OF UNCOLLBCTE TAX•

Do either of you have any cause to disagree with the Treasury
estimate about the amount of uncollected taxes each year? An esti-
mated $90 billion was for 1985.

Dr. Paviu Obviously Senator, that is a very difficult number
to get at, by definition, since it does involve illegal activity and so-
aled hidden or underground economy. Therefore, I think you

have to take any estimate of that with a grain of salt, although
that in no way demeans their efforts to narrow it down as closely
as they can.

Senator LAuTDmBER. Mr. Bowsher, do you have any
Mr. Bowsumu. Our 3pople have done work in that area and by

and large they think that number is in the ballpark.
Senator LAUTEmNEO. OK. Well, now, we are to be cutting

$140 million from the IRS budget altogether, $3 million specifical-
ly from returns proceming. We know what has already happened.
The administraWive chaos at the IRS facility in Philadelphia is an
example of the problem that developed even before these cuts.

We. are fl going to be cuttng $84 million out of the Customs
Service which includes a significant amount of collection activity.

M~r. ELiu Yes.

CUTS COUMDIAR ABnIY OF AoGCnI TO WORK
Senator LAuTzNma. Then there are other agencies whose work

results in net revenue gain for the Federal Government. The Secu-
rities and Exchag mmisson collects more in fees and other
payments than it spends.

These cuts are go ng to impair the ability of these agencies to
work reasonably e entl, to do their job.

I ask each of you about the effects of the cuts in your own de-
partments. Will they have a negative effect or are the cuts so de
minimum that it does not matter?
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Mr. Bowsnu. Oh, we will have to cut back on some things, no
doubt about that.

Senator LAUTEmN-G. Are your people generally taking it easy
now? I mean, is there lots of spare time around so that every-

bodir. BowsER. This is not a good time to ask that question, Sena-
tor.

Senator LAUTENmmE. I am trying to make my point with a
degree of irony here. As a former businessman, I would have to tell
you, that if it were my business and I had 90 billion dollars' worth
of receivables out there, I would sure not fire the collection depart-
ment, I can tell you that, because that is no way to ensure that you
are going to be in business the year after, or in subsequent year.

Dr. Penner, while I was out of the room, did you-or did I muss
it-did you forecast what the deficit might be for 1987?

Dr. Pmnmt. No, sir; we have just begun work on that now so I
could not even speculate on that.

Senator LAUTrzN9mto. No hipshooting at all? Mr. Bowsher?
Mr. BowSmm. No; we do not estimate. We leave that to CBO.
Senator LAuTENBERG. That is what I thought.
Do you have any reason-and I do not want to ask you to say

anything that you do not feel comfortable with. Do you have any
reason to think that Mr. Miller's estimate of close to $200 billion,
over $190 billion, could be significantly off the mark?

Dr. PzNNE. Right now I do not. But if you had asked me 4
weeks ago, I might have been $25 billion off in the estimate we fi-
nally came up with for 1986. Again, these are just very highly vola-
tile numbers.

AGRICULTURE ACCOUNTS FOR LARGEST CHANGE IN ESTIMATE

Senator LAUTzNBERO. Well, what caused the change, in your
view, in these last several weeks here?

Dr. P=NNR. Let's go back to November, when for the purposes of
the conference, we provided $194.6 billion as our estimate of the
deficit. Usually, when there is such a big change, it is because of
errors in macroeconomic forecasting. That was not the case this
time.

Our forecast is very similar to what it was before. It has deterio-
rated a little but in terms of our estimate of money income, but
that accounts only for about $10 billion of the $26.2 billion change.
The remaining $16 billion can be attributed to legislative actions,
and to technical reestimates of spending. The largest change goes
back to agriculture, which has gone up $10 billion. The farm bill
that was passed was more expensive than current law for 1986. We
were opera "tinunder current law for the November estimate. It
was $2 to $3 bion higher than current law.

The deterioration in farm prices, though, is the major cause.
That caused a $7 to $8 billion increase in spending. There is also a
change in our outlay estimate for national defense. That has gone
up almost $8 billion. If you remember, in the Balanced Budget Act
baseline, when you do not have an. enacted fu.ll-year appropriation,
you go back to last year's appropritions, which I what we did in
November. The new appropriation adds about $4 billion and the
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rest of the $8 billion is the result of the Pentagon spending the
money faster than we expected them to.

Senator LA=Ntmm o. Mr. Chairman, if you will Indulge me for
just a brief moment and I will finish this up.

Chairman Doimvu. Sure.
Senator LAUrueNE.o. In response to Senator Moynihan's ques-

tion, Mr. Penner, I think I heard the number 18-percent reduction
possible in military next year, and 25 percent in nondefense.

At what point do resources become so inadequate, so that we
question whether we can meet our different responsibilities? If an,
18-percent defense cut would be devastating, a percent nonde-
fense cut would be terminal.

What do you see as the way around this, now that we are on this
glidepath?

Dr. Pzxm. I think the whole intent of the legislation is to push
forward numbers of that sort, with the oal of provoking a differ-
ent kind of budget plan, a different kinof approach to the prob-
lem. I think that no one would like to see a sequestration go into
effect at those levels.

Senator LAU•TnEBRo. This is the cold shower after a bad night
out. It is a brutal awakening. I thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I
thank both these witnesses for the informative testimony they
have supplied us with.

Chairman DoimsC. I thank you for your patience today. I have
five questions but I believe I am going to submit them to you and
let you answer them. I think perhaps a week is adequate on our
part; if it takes you that long, that is all right with me.I

I would answer the distinguished Senator from New Jersey with
reference to running a business. He is right. Many of us are quite
sure that our Government will never be run as a business, and I
assume you are reaffirming that conclusion the longer you are
here.

But, you know, the IRS issue is an interesting one because I do
not think we can handle Gramm-Rudman in that manner, unless
one were to say 'You're going to treat IRS the same also, or you're
not going to get a deficit reduction package of $85 or $40 billion."

Now obviously, if you do not want the Gramm-Rudman ap-
proach, clearly, your question taken in isolation is absolutely right;
we should not do that.

But when we are confronted with either '"ou take that or you
don't get the rest," obviously, we have to analyze whether it is
worth not having Gram-.Rudman.

FIRST DEFICIT REDUCTION SUQUERATION A TRIAL

On the other hand, it appears to me that this first deficit reduc-
tion sequestration was really kind of a trial run. It is small, com-
pared to what we are facing by way of deficit reduction in fiscal
year 1987 but it gives us all a pretty good glimpse of the arbitrari-
ness of a W60 billion cut with everything included.

a &e wittm qumtion to Dr. PNew and the respomheu p. 119.
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It was not intended by very many people to be carried out. I
think you have heard that today from a number of people who
worked very hard on it.

It was meant to be used only if the leadership of Congress and
the White House could not find an alternative. I think that is the
wa you just described It, Dr. Penner.

Least now there is a serious penalty that will be imposed, if
we do not get our heads together and exercise the leadership and
get rid of the gridlock that has existed around here.

Senator LA.T1711R;O. Mr. Chairman, I have always been opposed
to the death penalty.

Chairman Dommmc. And I have been kind of for it so I guess I
should stick with Gramm-Rudman.

PRIORITIES BEING AVOIDED

Senator LAUTENmo. Seriously, in response, exactly what you at-
tribute to be a primary asset of the Gramm-Rudman technique, I
think is the weakness. We avoid setting priorities. We had a recon-
ciliation bill. You worked very hard in this committee to get it. It
was a proposal that would have saved some important funds out
there.

There are two sides to any financial statement-you have ex-
penditures and you have revenue. No one's putting forth a tax in-
crease, at least here, as the way to solve the problem, but we ought
to get the money that is owed us. The Gramm-Rudman cut makes
that more difficult.

And to me that is the essential oil that keeps this machinery
going. You can not have an external defense system operating
unless you have the resources to attract, recruit and train people,
and to buy up-to-date equipment.

So, to me, a terrible result of this legislation is that we avoid the
need to prioritize. Perhaps, the cold shower will awaken some
other approach, but the one that we have taken so far, I think, Mr.
Chairman-with all due respect to my colleagues who voted for
it-I think it was the wrong way to go.

I see it as an abdication of responsibility. That is one Senator's
opinion; that is all.

Chairman DoMmmC. Let me again thank both of you, and your
staff, and particularly the staff of CBO. As we went through the
conference we needed your assistance and I do not think I have
had a chance, publicly, to thank you and them for all their work.
We stand in recess until the Chair calls another meeting.

[Whereupon, at 5:18 p.m., the committee was recess, subject to
the call of the Chair.]
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WRITTEN COMMITTEE QUESTIONS TO OMB DIRECTOR
MILLER AND THE RESPONSES

R1,SPONSES TO QUESTIONS

OF

JAKES C. MILLER III

BEFORE THE

SENATE BUDGET COMMITTEE

JANUARY 22, 1986

Question 1. Grama-Rudman exempts certain programs, including

Social Security and many poverty programs. Clearly,

by exempting these, the rest of the budget will be

forced to make up the difference when the
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sequestering order is given. What is the difference

between the percentage of across the board cuts

needed with these exemptions# as opposed to without

them?

Answer The Act exempts a large number of programs from the

sequestration process. For illustrative purposes.

we have attempted to add the estimated 1! 1986

outlays for Social Security and the majot exempt

domestic programs to the sequestrable base, and have

assumed that the programs subject to special

sequestration rules remain subject to those rules.

As a rough approximation, this arp.poach produces a

domestic base (current base plus the exempted

programs) of $412 billion, and thus the

sequestration percentage necessary to realize

one-half of the outlay reductions from domestic

programs would be 1.2 percent.
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Question 2. Gram-Rudman will not effect every state and region

of the country identically. Because of different

economic, geographic, demographic and other factors,

each state depends to a different degree on each of

the Federal programs which are to be cut (assuming a

sequester is needed). Idaho -- and many other

Western states -- do not rely as heavily as other

states on the federally-assisted poverty programs

which are exempted from cuts, and rely to a greater

degree on those programs which will be cut (program

in the Interior, Agriculture, Commerce and

Transportation Departments, for instance). Taking

this into account, and considering the large number

of Federally-owned acres in Idaho -- and other

Western states, how much of a difference will there

be between Gram-Rudman's effect on Idaho and the

West and its effect on the more populous eastern
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states?

Answer

Question 3.

We are unable to answer this question. There are

approximately 850 budget accounts subject to

sequestration and several thousand Oprograms,

projects and activities* from which the outlay

reductions must be taken in a uniform manner. In

order to answer the question, we would have to have a

breakdown of the impact of the reductions by State

for each account and PPA. We do not have suah

information.

How will this difference be affected by the

re-inclusion of Social Security and the other

exempted programs in the Gramm-Rudman sequestering

procedure?

As noted in response to Question 20 we do not haveAnswer
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the ability to determine the effects of the

sequestration on a state-by-state basis. Therefore,

we cannot answer this question.

Meat Processing Question:

Question 4. Under Grama-Rudman, the USDA might have to furlough

employees at the Department's Food Safety and

Inspection Service. The meat and poultry businesses

cannot operate unless inspectors are present in

their plants. It would appear that, if these

employees are furloughed, the number of inspectors

available to carry out the mandate of the Federal

Meat Inspection Act and the PoultryInspection Act __

will be reduced. How is this shortage to be

handled? Will inspection regulations be relaxed --

thereby lessening the public's health protection, or

will businesses be forced to close or limit their

I
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hours of business to accommodate the shortage of

Inspectors?

Answer We are working with the Department of Agriculture to

review the impact of the FY 1986 sequestration order

on the Food Safety and Inspection Service and

determine how the required outlay reduction can best

be accomplished to minimize inconvenience to meat

and poultry firms.

We have not reached a final decision concerning how

the outlay reductions will be accomplished for this

program. But I can assure the Committee that the

inspection standards will not be relaxed as result

of the passage of the Act and that the Department is

exploring every avenue to prevent reduction in the

hours or other disruptions of the normal business

operations of the firms subject to FSIS inspection.
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Question 5. Are there other public safety agencies in similar

situations?

We are unaware of any public safety program whose

ability to protect the public fully will be

adversely affected by the required outlay reductions

during FY 1986. Concerns about the application of

the Act to such agencies in PY 1987 and beyond serve

to emphasize the importance of Congress's taking

timely action to reduce the deficit below the target

amounts and thus avoid the need for application of

the uniform across-the-board outlay reductions the

Act otherwise would require.

Question 6. In 1982, Congress passed the Surface Transportation

Assistance Act which included a 5-cent per gallon

increase in the Federal tax on gasoline (bringing
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the total tax to 9-cents per gallon). President

Reagan and many members of Congress, including this

Senator, supported the tax increase and promoted it

among our constitutents with the understanding that

those new revenues would be used to build and

maintain the Nation's Federal-aid highway system.

Under Gramm-Rudman, the highway program will be

reduced in FY 86 and a more significant reduction is

anticipated for FT 87. It appears likely that

beginning in FY 87, our highway spending authority

under Grama-Rudman will be reduced to the point that

we're collecting significantly more revenue from the

gasoline tax than we're allowed to spend on

highways.

Do you support the inclusion of the Highway Trust

Fund and other Trust-Fund accounts in the deficit

reduction measures required under Gramm-Rudman?
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What effect do you believe such actions may have

with regard to the Adminstration's endorsement of

the user fee concept? Won't people be reluctant to

support a user fee if they know that expenditures

from a user fee-funded count may be limited in

order to make the deficit appear to be something lea

than it actually is?

Answer In enacting the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act, Congress

carefully selected those trust fund accounts that

would be exempt from sequestration and those

accounts, including the Highway Trust Fund, that

would be subject to sequesteration. I agree with

the conclusion Congress reached in December that

this fund should be included in the sequestration

base.

The Act expressly made the use of offsetting
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collections and receipts subject to sequestration,

whether they are paid into a trust fund or other

accounts. I believe this treatment was appropriate.

Under the Act# user fees will continue to be paid

into the Highway Trust Fund* will remain in the

Fund, and thus will be available only to support the

functions authorized by the organic legislation that

established the Fund. The sequestration applies to

the annual obligation limit of the Fund, and thus

has the effet of postponing by some small amount the

use of the receipts in the Fund. The purpose of the

user-fee funded accounts therefore will be fully

preserved. Our legislative and budget proposals

would fully utilize the user fee revenues for

1987-1990 and would not, as may be implied, result

in collections that exceed outlays.

Question 7. Senator Kassebaum has introduced legislation, S.,
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1979, to exempt the FAA Trust Fund from the

Gram-Rudman deficit reduction requirements. Do you

support this legislation?

Answer

Question B.

Although the Administration has not formally taken a

position on Senator Kassebaum's proposal, I would

-anticipate that our position would be consistent

with the letter that we sent to Congress during the

debates on Graam-Rudman-Hollings, in which we

strongly opposed efforts in the House of

Representatives to exclude the FAA Trust Fund from

the sequestrable base.

If we find that Gramr-Rudman budget restraints limit

significantly our ability to spend the highway

revenues we collect, would you support a reduction

in gasoline taxes which would allow the states to

raise the revenues they would no longer receive from
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the Federal government?

Answer

Question 9.

I would oppose this proposal. Ae noted above,

sequestration only postpones the use at these funds.

Moreover, since 1963, the Highway Trust Fund has

beon headed toward and then entered a deficit

position, because budget authority has exceeded user

fee revenues, often by substantial amounts. Within

the last few days, the Administration has submitted

to Congress proposed legislation that would make

expenditures from the trust fund deficit-neutrals

that Is, anuual trust fund spending would be set at

the level of estimated annual revenues.

Do you have any Intention of recommending that

interest paid on the cash balance In the Highway

Trust Fund be diverted to the General fund or any

account other than the Highway Trust Fund?

As a review of our FY 1987 budget proposal

demonstrates, the Administration has no Intention of

recommending such an approach.
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WRIFEN COMMITTEE- QUESTIONS TO CBO DIRECTOR
PENNERAND THE RESPONSES

Accounts With No Outlay Reductions

Questions

The report to GAO notes that in a few instances, the uniform
percentage reduction of budgetary resources would not produce any
outlay savings this year or in any future years.

1. Would you please explain this problem further and cite
some of the major examples?

2. Do you believe that it is consistent with Congressional
intent that these programs be spared any outlay reduction in
FY 1986?

3. In the future, how might we insure that outlays for all
programs be reduced by a uniform percentage, unless
specifically exempted?

Answer

We identified certain accounts which have more in budgetary
resources than they can reasonably be expected to obligate in FY
1986. These are programs for which Congress has "over-
appropriated," providing more in budget authority or higher
loan limits than needed. In these cases, a 4.3 percent cut in
budgetary resources would not affect FY 1986 outlays.

For example, the public housing operating subsidy -account in
function 600 has $1.5 billion in budget authority available in FY
1986. But HUD expects to obligate only $1.3 billion. Reducing
new budgetary resources by 4.3 percent would still leave this
program with more than it needs for FY 86 obligations and therefore
would not affect outlays. This also occurred in some loan
programs. where Congress has established a limitation that is
higher than expected activity.

To achieve a 4.3 percent reduction in FY 1986 outlays for these
programs, either the budgetary resources would have to be cut by
more than this amount, or CBO and OMB estimates of program levels
would have to be substituted for those provided by the Congress.
Neither of these options is permitted by P.L. 99-177.
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Contributed Funds ExeutIon
QuastiC~

1. I understand that in defining the budgetary base for the
sequester order, COO and OMB exempted spending from contributed
t.. I am told, for example, that spending in the "Rivers
and Harbors Contributed Funds* account, which Is funded fromvoluntary contributions from localities towards the financing
of Corps of enginess' water projects, was fully exempted in
your report. Please explain your rationale for exempting this
account.

2. How much of the budgetary resource base did you exempt as
contributed funds?

3. An analogous situation to the Corps of Engineers contributed
funds arises in NASA's Shuttle account where private companies
pay costs associated with launching satellites. I understand
that COO and 01W did not exempt spending related to these
contributions. Please explain your rationale for not exempting
this account, particularly in light of the Corps' exemption.

Answer

Under the "voluntary contributions" exemption provided in Section255(g)(1) of P.L. 99-177, we did not sequester resources in a
number of accounts where nonfrdera1 entities "contribute" funds
for use by the federal government for their specific benefit--for
example, Rivers and Harbors. Contributed Funds of the Corps ofEngineers, the Reclamation Trust Funds of the Bureau of
Reclamation, and Kiscellaneous Contributed Funds of the Soil
Conservation Service.

We considered these slightly different in nature from user feescharged for launching satellites, for obtaining patents, etc.--in
that the contributed funds accounts serve as a conduit for thevoluntary expenditures of nonfederal funds, while the others
represent generalized user fees. c

The accounts exempted did not constitute a large portion of the
budgetary resource base. Approximately $910 million in new budget
authority was exempted in 28 budget accounts.

Insurance Funds

Questions

Some people have raised questions about the treatment of insurance
funds, like FDIC and FSLIC, under Ora m-Rudman. Although the act
exempts prior legal obligations, Congress clearly intended toimpose spending reductions, beyond administrative expenses, on
these programs.
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1. CBO and (MB estimated an $8 million reduction for the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation. Does this represent a
reduction in total spending authority (other than prior legal
obligations) or is it based on more narrowly defined
administrative expenses?

2. CBO and ONB estimated a $1 million cut for the Federal Home
Loan Bank Board and the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance
Corporation, which I understand is based on a limit on
administrative expenses already enacted. Why is the reduction
for FSLIC and the Bank Board based on this obligation limit
alone and not on total spending? Is this consistent with the
treatment of FDIC?

3. In the case of these insurance funds, how have you defined
"prior legal obligations"? Does it include only payment of
insurance claims or have you defined the term more broadly to
include other operations of these agencies?

Answer

Prior legal obligations were defined to encompass all activities
of the agencies associated with financial institutions that have
already failed. as well as loans, cash contributions, and other
activities aimed at avoiding failures of problem institutions.
Once an institution is federally insured (even if it becomes
insured after the "snapshot" date), it is considered a prior legal
obligation.

All expenses of the thrift insurance agencies--FDIC, FSLIC.
Federal Home Loan Bank Board, National Credit Union share
insurance--and of the Comptroller of the Currency were considered
sequesterable, except for those resulting from prior legal
obligations. (Some errors in this regard in our report were
corrected in the GAO report.) Such expenses were represented by
the limitation on administrative expenses of the FSLIC and the
Federal Home Loan Bank BWard, and by estimates of the corresponding
expenses of the other agencies.

Government Payment for Annuitants, Employees Health Benefits

Questions

My question concerns the funds appropriated to cover the federal
government's share of retired federal employee's health benefits.
As you know, this is a separate account, amounting to $1.6 billion
in FY 1986. These funds are appropriated into the Employee's
Health Benefits Fund, a revolving fund in OPH used to pay employee
health insurance premiums for all federal employees and annuitants.

1. This appropriation, therefore, is an intragovernmental
transfer used to pay a legally binding obligation of the
federal government to its employees and retirees. As such,
can you explain why this account was sequestered?
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2. Do you believe that, in keeping with the general policy of
exempting intragovernmental transfers, this account should
have been exempted?

3. I would appreciate it if you could provide the Committee with
information on whether this reduction will affect the payment
of the federal share of annuitant health insurance and
whether there will be an increase in an annuitant's premium?

Answer

These payments were not excluded from sequester by the Balanced
Budget Act. The government payment for annuitants is an
appropriated account and is not an "intragovernmental fund."

On the other hand, the Act specifically excludes from sequester a
number of appropriated accounts that make payments to other funds.
If the intent is not to reduce the government subsidy for
annuitant's health insurance, this account should have been
included on the list of exempt accounts.

The sequestered amount of the government payment for annuitants in
1986 should not result in either an increase in annuitant's
premiums or a reduction in benefits. Unobligated balances carried
forward from 1985 are sufficient to avoid any 1986 reductions.

In 1987 and beyond, the Office of Personnel Management could
reduce benefits if required by the sequestration of funds. The
annuitant's share of premiums could not be increased without
legislation.

Treatment of Spendina Related to Certain Offsetting Collections

I understand that questions have been raised about sequestering
certain types of federal spending that represent work done for the
public for which the public reimburses the federal government.

A good example of this would be where a NASA space shuttle launches
a telecommunications satellite for a private communications firm.
Another example would be where the Department of Energy enriches
uranium for a private utility. In these cases, the private entity
Pays the government for the services rendered and those payments
are available for use by the federal agency performing the work.
There are, of course other examples that might be cited.

As I understand it, both the CBO/ONB report and the GAO report
assume that federal spending for such purposes is sequesterable.
I understand that 0B and CBO differed on this issue and submitted
the question to GAO at an early stage so that a single approach
could be reflected in their joint report. Therefore, I assume our
three witnesses are very familiar with this issue. I have several
questions.
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2u21110n

What is the approximate total size of spending of this kind that
has been included in the sequesterable base and what is the amount
proposed for sequester?

Approximately $1.3 billion in budgetary resources was involved in
the issue of offsetting collections from nontederal sources. A
4.3 percent sequester would reduce this amount by $58 million.

Quasti~

Is it possible to maintain the pre-sequester level of payments
from the public for these services if the federal spending for
them is reduced by a sequester order? Are there any differences
in this regard among the various activities involved?

It Is likely that the 4.3 percent sequester for 1986 will not
materially affect the level of payments fram the public.
Sequesters of larger amounts, however, or continued reductions in
federal program levels, presumably would lead to lower payments
from the public.

Question

If payments from the public for these services are reduced by an
amount approximately equal to the sequester reduction, what is the
effect on the deficit?

It would offset the reduction in federal spending, so that no

deficit reductions would be made.

Question

Can you furnish the Committee a list of the activities of this
kind that you have included in your sequester base, together with
the amount of sequester proposed in each case and your Judgment in
each instance as to (a) whether the level of collections from the
public would have to be reduced in line with the sequester cut, or
(b) whether the collections could be maintained at pre-sequester
levels even in the face of a sequester cut.

Answer

A list of budget accounts and the amount of sequesterable spending-
financed by offsetting collections from your federal sources is
attached. It is likely that no reductions in collections from the
public will result from the 4.3 percent sequester in 1986.
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Question

Are there instances where Federal law requires a level of service
for which the public pays that would be difficult to maintain in
the face of a sequester order? (e.s. meat and poultry ipspection)

Answer

Not that we are aware of for FY 1986.

Question

Based on the analysis you have done, do you have any recommenda-
tions on how we should treat spending of this kind?

Answe:

We are not aware that the conferees on H.J. Res. 372 specifically
considered the Issue of whether federal spending that is financed
by offsetting collections from the public should be subject to
sequester. It could be argued that spending financed by such
collections are not part of the deficit problem and, therefore,
should not be sequestered. On the other hand, it could be argued
that all federal spending, regardless of how It it financed,
should be subject to sequester. This is a matter for the Congress
to decide.
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Sequesterable Outlays from Offsetting Collections
From Nonfederal Sources. Fiscal Year 1986

(in thousands of dollars)

Budt Accoun-t Amount

Ltaw01attye BUrmah

Library at Congress
Salaries and expenses

(01-25-0101 -X-1-503-A; 03-0101) 4.128

Funds Appropriated to the President

Peace Corpe operating expenses
(04-18-0100 -X-1-151-A; 11-0100) 500

Inter-American Foundation
(04-22-4031 -X-3-151-A; 11-4031) 16.000

Doeper t o0 Awculture

Agricultural Research Service
(05-18-1400 -X-1-352-A; 12-1400) 2,000

Extension Service
(05-27-0502 -X-1-352-A; 12-0502) 625

Statistical Reporting Service
Salaries and expenses

(05-33-1801 -X-1-352-A; 12-1801) 1,060

Office of International Cooperation & Development
Salaries and expenses

(05-53-3200 -X-1-352-A; 12-3200) 665

Agricultural Stabilization & Conservation Service
Salaries and expenses

(05-60-3300 -X-1-351-A; 12-3300) 34,266

Farmers Home Administration
Rural development insurance fund

(05-75-4155 -X-3.452-A, 12-4155) 412

Soil Conservation Service
Conservation Operations

(05-78-1o00 -X-1-302-A; 12-100) 13,927

Resource conservation and development
(05-78-1010 -X-1-302-A; 12-1010) 1,983

Watershed planning
(05-78-1066 -X-1-301-A; 12-1066) 750
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Du•t Account Awoun

River besin surveys end investigations
(05-78-1069 -x-1-30-As 12-1069) 328

Watershed and flood prevention operations
(05-78-1072 -X-1-301-A; 12-1072) 8.020

Animal end Plant Health Inspection Service
Salaries and expenses

(05-79-1600 -X-1-352-A; 12-1600) 8.860

Federal Orain Inspection Service
Inspection and weighing services

(05-80-4050 -X-3-352-A 124050) 36.856
Agricultural Nirketing Service
Marketing services

(051-2500 -X-1-352-A; 12-2500) 28.450

Milk market orders esment fund
(05-81-012 -X-8-351-A; 12-8412) 33.610

Food Safety and npecqton Service
Salaries and expenses

(0543-3700 -X-1-51-A; 12-3700) 39.100

Forest Service
Construction

(05-96-1103 -X-1-302-A; 12-1103) 2.110

Forest research
(05-96-1101 -x-1-302.A; 12-11011) 496

State and private forestry
(05-96-1105 -X-I-3o2-A; 12-1105) 228

Forest service permant appropriations
(05-96-9922 -X-2-302-A; 12-9922) 1

-e - mit of Agriculture
-gn Total 213.72
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Bureau of the C4esus
Salaries aid expenses

("6-O-Oa01 -X-1-376-A; 13-0401) 12,000

Economic and Statistical Analysis
Salaries and expenses

(06-06-1500 -X-1-376-A; 13-1500) 382

Intentional, Trade Aduinistration
Operations end administration

(06-25-1250 -X--376-Al 13-1250) 9,242

United States Tr@vel and Tourism Administration
Salaries and expenmm

(06-0-0700 -X-1-376-A; 13-0700) 935

National Oceanic end Atmospheric Administration
Operations, research, end facilities

(0648-1450 -X-1-306-A; 13-1450) 11,213

Coastal r 4 impet tfmd
(06-•48315 -X-3-452-A; 13-4315) 8,000

Patent end Traark Office
Salaries and expenses

(06-51-1006 -x-1-376-A; 13-1006) 119,486

-artment o Commrce
SToal 161258

Dspertmit of Detense-2i1vil

Corps of bgineers-Civil
Mood control, Mississippi River And tributaries

(08-10-3112 -X-1-301-A: 96-3112) 400

General Investigations
(08-10-3121 -X-1-301-As 96-3121) 60

Construction, -eera
(08-10-3122 -X-1-301-As 96-3122) 723

Operation and maintenance, geeral
(08-10-3123 -X-1-301-Al 96-3123) 5,833
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Budget Account mon

Soldiers' and Airmen's Home
Operation and maintenance

(08-20-8931 -X-7-705-A; 84-8931) 144

Dpt It of Defense-Civil
Agency Total71

De ment of Bealth and Human Services

Food and Drug Administration
Revolving fund for certification and other services

(09-10-4309 -X-3-554-A; 75-4309) 2,624

Health Resources and Services
Health resources and services (health care services)

(09-15-0350 -X-1-551-A: 75-0350) 150

Centers for Disease Control
Disease control (Health care services)

(09-20-0943 -X-1-551-A; 75-0943) 1,100

National Institutes of Health
National Cancer Institute (Health research)

(09-25-0849 -X-1-552-A: 75-0849) 10

National Institute of Neurological & Communicative Disorders
(09-25-0886 -X-1-552-A; 75-0886) 12

Alcohol. Drug Abuse. & Mental Health Administration
Federal subsidy for St. Elizabeths Hospital

(09-30-1300 -X-1-551-A; 75-1300) 42.827

Office of Assistant Secretary for Health
Public health service management (Health care services)

(09-37-1101 -X-1-551-A; 75-1101) 310

Social Security Administration
Assistance payments program

(09-60-0412 -X-1-609-A; 75-0412) 103

Child support enforcement
(09-60-0430 -X-1-609-A; 75-0430) 61

Department of Bealth and Human Services
Agency Total 47,197

Department of Housing and Urban Development

Housing Programs
Rental housing assistance fund

(25-02-4041 -X-3-6O4-A; 86-4041) 2,500

I
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unmt Account •

Dar~ut @t the Interior

Bureau of Land NaWnmet
Nsnasmsnt oa lands and resources

(10-04-1109 -X-1-302-Al 14-1109) 4,000

Duresu oa Reclmation
Construction program

(10-10-0684 -X-1-301-As 14-0684) 110

Lower Colorado River basin developmsnt fund
(10-1041079 -X-3-301-As 14-4079) 100,290

Upper Coloredo River basin fund
(10-10-401 -X-3-301-Al 14-4081) 28,799

Genra investigations
(10-10-5060 -X-2-301-At 14-5060) 80

Operation ad maintenance
(10-10-504 -X-2-301-Ag 14-50) 11,173

Geological survey
Surveys, investigations and research

(10-12-o0 -X-1-306-A; 14-004) 82,38

Dureu oat Mines

(10-14-4053 -X-3-306-A; 14-403) 1,600

(10-18-1611 -X-1-303-A; 14-1611) 4,475

National Park Service
Operation oa the national park system

(10-24-1036 -X-1-303-A; 14-1036) 3,500

Construction
(10-24-1O39 -X-1-303-A; 14-1039) 8.600

Burea of Indian Aftairs
Operation oa Indian program (Area and rqegonal development)

(10-76-2100 -X-l-452-A; 14-2100) 1,000

Road construction
(10-76-234 -X-1-452-A; 14-2364) 1,000

Department oa the Interior
A-awW 71otal 247.012
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Outset Account Amount

Deatet of Justice

Legal Activities
Fees and expenses of witnesses

(11-05-0311 -X-1-752-A; 15-0311) 50

Salaries and expenses, United States Marshals Service
(11-05-0324 -X-1-752-A; 15-0324) 577

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Salaries and expenses

(11-10-0200 -X-1-751-A; 15-0200) 11,790

Drug Enforcement Administration
Salaries and expenses

(11-12-1100 -X-1-751-A; 15-1100) 850

Immigration and Naturalization Service
Salaries and expenses

(11-15-1217 -X-1-751-A; 15-1217) 14,354

Federal Prison System
Salaries and expenses

(11-20-1060 -X-1-753-A; 15-1060) 9,465

Deptmaent of Justice .&

Agency Total 37,086

Department of State

Administration of Foreign Affairs
Acquisition and maintenance of buildings abroad

(14-05-0535 -X-1-153-A; 19-0535) 7,500

International Organizations and Conferences
Contributions to international organizations

(14-10-1126 -X-1-153-A; 19-1126) 3,886

Departmet of State
Agency Total 11,386

Damt of Transportation

Saint Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation
(21-40-4089 -X-3-403-A; 69-4089) 13.000
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Budt Account Amou

Department of the Treasury

United States Customs Service
Salaries and expenses

(15-15-0602 -X-1-751-A; 20-0602) 67s705

Bureau of the Mint
Salaries and expenses

(15-25-1616 -X-1-803-A; 20-1616) 100,691

Departamt of the Treasury
Agnc Total1639

&ayfruatal- Protection Agency
Salaries and expenses

(20-00-0200 -X-1-304-A; 68-0200) 8w0

Revolving ftmd for certification 4nd other services
(20-00-4311 -X-3-3O4-A; 68-4311) 650

Hazardous substance response trust fund
(20-00-8145 -X-7-304-A; 20-8145) 9o261

bvima mtal- Protection Agency
Ap.-Ay Total 12.711

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Research and program management

(26-00-0103 -X-1-250-A; 80-0103) 14,000

Space Plight, Control, and Data Comm.
(26-00-010 -X-1-250-A; 80-01O5) 127,3OO

Research and development
(26-0O-0108 -X-1-250-A; 80-0108)) 40.694

National Aeronautics and Adm•instration
Agency Total 181.994

Office of Personnel Maa -et
Revolving fund

(27-00-4571 -X-4-805-A; 24-4571) 1,378
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Veterans Adminitration

Canteen service revolving fund
(29-0W-4014 -X-3-705-A; 36-4014) 188.461

Special therapeutic and rehabilitation activities fund
(29-00-4048 -X-3-703-A; 36-4048) 2,325

Veterans A±unistration- Thtal 190.786

other utwAgencies

National Archives and Records Administration
National archives trust fund

(31-26-8436 -X-8-804-A; 88-8436) 7,675

Pennsylvania Avenue Development Corporation
Land acquisition and development fund

(32-08-4084 -X-3-451-A; 42-4084) 25,000

Other. ndeped t Agencies
Aenc7 Thtal 32.675

TOTAL 1,346,917
Uuuummmmm
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WRITTEN COMMITTEE QUESTIONS TO COMPTROLLER
GENERAL BOWSHER AND THE RESPONSES

ACCOUNTS WITH NO OUTLAY REDUCTION

The report to GAO notes that in a few instances, the uniform
percentage reduction of budgetary resources would not produce any
outlay savings this year or in any future years.

Question

1. Would you please explain this problem further and cite
some of the major examples?

Answer

1. The application of a uniform percentage sequester to
budgetary resources does not immediately reduce outlays
in some accounts. These are accounts with large prior
year unexpended balances, low outlay rates from new
resources, or more riew resources than they can use. In
most cases, however, there would be outlay reductions
resulting from the sequester in subsequent years.

Also, accounts whose budgetary resources are authorized
loan guarantee levels, or which have more resources
than they can use, could experience a sequester in
those resources with little or no projected effect on
outlays even in future years.

The number of non-defense accounts in the OMB/CBO
report with sequestered budgetary resources but no
reported outlay cut for fiscal year 1986 are relatively
few--l5 in all.

The largest ones are:

-- HUD's, "Payments for Operation of Low Income Housing
Projects" (86-0163-0-l-604), budget authority
sequester of $52.1 million.

-- Funds to the President, "Multilateral Assistance
Contribution to the International Devslopment
Association " (11-G073-0-1-151), budget authority
sequester of $30.1 million.

-- Funds to the President, "Contribution to the African
Development Fund" (11-0079-0-1-151), budget authority
sequester of $2.7 million.
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Question

2. Do you believe that it is consistent with Congressional
intent that these programs be spared any outlay
reduction in FY 1986?

Answer

2. The Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act
of 1985 establishes a process for eliminating annual
budget deficits over the next five years. The statute
contemplates doing this by applying uniform percentage
reductions to sequesterable budgetary resources. The
sequesters for fiscal year 1986 are intended to achieve
the required overall reductions in outlays for that
year. As discussed above, this will not result in an
immediate outlay reduction in some individual accounts.
In most of these accounts, this year's sequester will
result in outlay reductions in future years.

Question

3. In the future, how might we insure that outlays for all
programs be reduced by a uniform percentage, unless
specifically exempted?

Answer

3. Under the Act, budget resources, not outlays, are
subject to the uniform percentage sequesters. The Act
could be amended to require uniform reductions on
outlays. However, this would result in a major change
in the conceptual basis of the statute.
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CONTRIBUTED FUNDS EXEMPTION

Question

"1. I understand that in defining the budgetary base for
the sequester order, CRO and OMB exempted spending from
contributed funds. I am told, for example, that
spending in the "Rivers and Harbors Contributed Funds"
account, which is funded from voluntary contributions
from localities towards the financing of Corps of
Engineers' water projects, was fully exempted in your
report. Please explain your rationale for exempting
this account.

Answer

1. Section 255(g)(1) of the Act specifically exempts from
reduction activities resulting from private donations,
bequests, or "voluntary contributions." OMB and CBO
considered this account to fall within the latter
category, and we had no reason to disagree with that
determination.

Question

2. How much of the budgetary resource base did you exempt
as contributed funds?

Answer

2. Neither the OMB/CBO report nor backup material provided
to GAO systematically identified the specific amount of
budgetary resources considered to be exempt under the
voluntary contributions exemption.

Question

3. An analogous situation to the Corps of Engineers
contributed funds arises in NASA's Shuttle account
where private companies pay costs associated with

- launching satellites. I understand that CBO and OMB
did not exempt spending related to these contributions.
Please explain your rationale for not exempting this
account, particularly in light of the Corps' exemption.

Answer

3. The Space Shuttle operations program provides launch
services for domestic, commerical missions on a
reimbursable basis. Such reimbursements are treated in
the budget as offsetting collections from non-federal
sources credited to the NASA Space Flight, Control and
Data Communications account. In contrast, non-federal
cash contributions to authorized federal rivers and
harbors projects are treated in the budget as
"dontributed funds," made available for expenditure
under permanent indefinite appropriations. The
application of Public Law 99-177 to the accounts, both
by the OMB/CBO report and by GAO, was consistent with
this budgetary treatment.

M I 0
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GOVERNMENT PAYMENT FOR ANNUITANTS,
EMPLOYEES HEALTH BENEFITS

My question concerns the funds appropriated to cover the federal
government's share of retired federal employee's health benefits.
As you know, this is a separate account, amounting to $1.6
billion in FY 1986. These funds are appropriated into the
Employee's Health Benefits Fund, a revolving fund in OPM used to
pay employee health insurance premiums for all federal employees
and annuitants.

Question

1. This appropriation, therefore, is an intragovernmental
transfer used to pay a legally binding obligation of
the federal government to its employees and retirees.
As such, can you explain why this account was
sequestered?

Answer

1. The OPM budget account "Government Payment for
Annuitants, Employees Health Benefits" (24-0286-0-1-
551) is not, itself, an intragovernmental fund--i.e.,
it is not an account that is funded by transfers of
funds from other budget accounts. It is funded
annually by its own appropriation of monies from the
Treasury's general fund. It therefore does not qualify
as an exempt intragovernmental fund. Sequestration of
its budgetary resources does not involve a "double
hit," as would be the case in sequestering the federal
funds of an intragovernmental fund.

Question

2. Do you believe that, in keeping with the general policy
of exempting intragovernmental transfers, this account
should have been exempted?

Answer

2. Perhaps this account should have been exempted, but not
because of the general policy of exempting intra-
governmental funds. This is -ot an intragovernmental
fund. The Congress may have inadvertantly omitted the
account from the list of exempt accounts and activities
in section 255(g)(1) of Public Law 99-177. Other
accounts with similar activities--for example, OPM's
"Payment to Civil Service Retirement and Disability
Fund"--were placed on the exempt list.

Question

3. I would appreciate it if you could provide the
Committee with information on whether this reduction
will affect the payment of the federal share of
annuitant health insurance and whether there will be an
increase in an annuitant's premium?

Answer

3. Whether the federal government can absorb this
sequester and sustain its share of annuitant health
insurance depends upon the size of the existing
reserves held by the insurance carriers and by the
federal government in its "Employees Health Benefits
Fund" (24-8440-0-8-551), and the availability of those
reserves for offsetting the sequester.
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INSURAMCI FUNDS

Some people have raised questions about the treatment of
insurance funds, like FDIC and FSLIC, under Gramm-Rudman.
Although the act exempts prior legal obligations, Congress
clearly intended to impose spending reductions, beyond
administrative expenses on these programs.

Question

1. CBO and OMB estimated an *8 million reduction for the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. Does this
represent a reduction in total spending authority
(other than prior legal obligations) or is it based on
more narrowly defined administrative expenses?

Answer

1. The OMB/CBO reduction was a reduction in total spending
authority for other than prior legal obligations. In
its actions on the OMB/CBO report, GAO added $351
thousand to the sequester for the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation (FDIC). GAO's report stated,
"Our revision adds administrative amounts funded by
offsetting collections from non-federal sources."

Question

2. CBO and OMB estimated a $1 million cut for the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board and the Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation, which I understand is based on a
limit on administrative expenses already enacted. Why
is the reduction for FSLIC and the Bank Board based on
this obligation limit alone and not on total spending?
Is this consistent with the treatment of FDIC?

Answer

2. Unlike FDIC, the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance
Corporation (FSLIC), operates under an annual
appropriation act limitation on administrative
expenses. OHB and CBO used this limitation for fiscal
year 1986 as the sequesterable base of FSLIC. GAO did
not change the amount.

Concerning the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, OMB and
CBO used the appropriation act limitation on the
Board's fiscal year 1986 administrative expenses as the
sequesterable base. This meant that the Board's
entire, on-budget resources were included in the base
and subject to a sequester. GAO did not change this
treatment.

)
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Question

3. In the case of these insurance funds, how have you
defined "prior legal obligations?" Does it include
only payment of insurance claims or have you defined
the term more broadly to include other operations of
these agencies?

Answer

3. GAO did not interpret "prior legal obligations"
narrowly to include only the payment of insurance
claims. The same approach was followed by OMB and CRO.
A narrow approach could run the risk of sequestering
amounts that are so closely tied to prior legal
obligations as to involve a sequesters in practical
effect, upon those obligations. We elected to follow a
prudent course to protect thi integrity of these
insurance activities.

We intend to study our treatment of PDIC and FSLIC in
consultation with OHS and CRO in order to insure
consistent and proper treatment of these accounts in
the event that there is another sequester order under
the Act.

S.... •J
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TREATMENT Of SPENDING RELATED TO
CERTAIN OFFSETTING COLLECTIONS

I understand that questions have been raised about sequestering
certain types of federal spending that represent work done for
the public for which the public reimburses the federal
government.

A good example of this would be where a NASA space shuttle
launches a telecommunications satellite for a private
communications firm. Another example would be where the
Department of Energy enriches uranium for a private utility. In
these cases, the private entity pays the government for the
services rendered and those payments are available for use by the
federal agency performing the work. There are, of course, other
examples that might be cited.

As I understand it, both the CO/O1 report and the GAO report
assume that federal spending for such purposes is sequesterable.
I understand that 3MB and CBO differed on this issue and
submitted the question to GAO at an early stage so that a single
approach could be reflected in their joint report. Therefore, I
assume our three witnesses are very familiar with this issue. I
have several questions.

Question

1. What is the approximate total size of spending of this
kind that has been included in the sequesterable base
and what is the amount proposed for sequester?

Answer

1. The ONB/CBO report identified $1,434,432,000 (average
of O0M and CBO amounts) in -total spending of this kind
as in the sequesterable base, entailing a sequester of
$61,681,609. GAO added another $60,367,609 in off-
setting collections spending to the base, entailing
added sequesters totaling $2,596,#00.

Question

2. Is it possible to maintain the pre-aequester level of
payments from the-public for these services if the
federal spending for them is reduced by a sequester
order? Are there any differences in this regard among
the various activities involved?

Answer

2. There are differences in this regard among various
activities. In somp federal programs that receive
offsetting collections, the collections levels are not
dependent, at least in any direct way, upon a level of
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federal spending. Collections from users of federal
land ia an example. Cuts in spending would not likely
result in reduced collections.

In other cases, there is a closer relationship between
the level of spending and reimbursable collections.
The meat and poultry inspection reimbursable program of
the Department of Agriculture is an example. There,
the level of collections received is a direct function
of the number of special inspections performed by
federal employees. Fewer inspections would mean fever
collections. However, even in such a case, a sequester
applied against the relevant budget account would not
necessarily result in fever inspections and fever
collections. It might be possible to absorb the
reduction in resources through improved efficiency of
operations or reductions in non-reimbursable
activities.

Question

3. If payments from the public for these services are
reduced by an amount approximately equal to the
sequester reduction, vhat is the effect on the deficit?

Answer

3. There would be no effect on the deficit. However, as
discussed above, it would be possible in many cases to
absorb the spending cuts in a manner that does not
cause a reduction in collections. In such cases, the
effect would be to reduce the deficit.

Question

4. Can you furnish the Committee a list of the activities
of this kind that you have included in your sequester
base, together with the amount of sequester proposed in
each case and your Judgment in each instance as to (a)
whether the level of collections from the public would
have to be reduced in line with the sequester cut, or
(b) whether the collections could be maintained at pre-
sequester levels even in the face of a sequester cut.

S. .. . ... . . .. iml I I II II I III . . ... . . . .
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Answer

4. Additional time and research would be required to
identify and analyze accounts where reduced spending
would result in reduced collections of approximately
equal size.

Question

S. Are there instances where federal law requires a level
of service for which the public pays that would be
difficult to maintain in the face of a sequester order?
(e.g., meat and poultry inspection)

Answer

5. Further analysis would be required to assess the impact
of sequesters upon levels of service provided the
public,

Question

6. Based on the analysis you have done, do you have any
recommendations on how we should treat spending of this
kind?

Answer

6. Not at this time. The reimbursable activities of the
federal government are quite varied, and involve a wide
spectrum of legal and financial arrangements. Any
recommendations should be based upon a careful study of
these programs.

h ... . . . . I . . . . . II I
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(By Paet V. Domwn"
In less than three weeks the automatic spaiding cuts of Gramm-Rudman-Holllnp

will be triggered unless a court challenge to the new law succeeds. The papers will
be filled with the confusion of fedral agfenclesm4ylng to ftlil the law and the out-
rage of those program beelalare w -h - their activities Before the
coming public panic cmmes us, we should review where we am, how we got hem,
and whre d'm aleMy toand up inour d with te nfc .

As a prelude, I should note that I am extremely opdtL The the nations eo
nomic potentiaL We have solved problems of the destrat We have created
millions of job for Baby Bnmd ted w rker. We have embarked on a new era of t ntre
preneourship and risTh dfingpe I Incomes. A leanness and quickness c ohrtiua
the private sector.

eonfrontin th nation. may borrow from Dckecall upon
Bhm ghost. to lead us on our budget odysey. the ghost. of budget pat, present and
yet to come.

1. LUDOWN PAST

Our Ghost of Budgets Pad coojures up a scene of candidate Ronald Reagan speak-
ing in Chicago in Septmber 1980. He explains in some detail his four-part plan for
the economy and t fdelbudget: 1) a 10 percent &-rm s-U - rd tax cut for in-
dividuals in each of the next three years to increm take-home pay and the dismal
national savings rate; 2) nmjor c in the corporate tax code aimed at reviving
the staggering American econmy 8)an all-out attack on waste, fraud and abuse in
government spending, upled pemanent shrinking of the goverment's pro-
grams. directed at saving tons of billion of dollars a year; and 4) a major increase

T'he , almly explains that the increase in defense spending will be
affordr " because h oter policies will yield a combination of new revenues to

the government (from ecmic w and lees domestic spending (from a shrink-igof federal domestic programs.Our ghost next takes us to March 10 1981. The president releases the details of

his 198 budget, which replaces the budget of former president Jimmy Carter. The
budget is try revolutionary. It calls for domestic spending cuts In fiscal year 1982
alone of $67 billion. Between FY 1981 and FY 198K9 the domestic cuts would total
$476 billion.On top of unprecedented domestic spending restraint, the prs nt fulfills his
second major cam promise by requesting the l single defense increase in
the nations histoy or FY 198,tiM ices woul reach nearly $29 billion and
would push defense spning from the FY 1980 level of $148 billion to $226 billion
injust two years-an eae of 55 percent.

he budget also keepthe president's promise on taxes. It requests individual and
a1te tax CtU of 54 billion in FYlWand $718 billion thn-uogh F 1M6.

Aoeall, our ghost toit to the line In the president's budget that shows that If
all his policies were flml Implmntdthe federal budget would be balanced by IY
1984 and would be rwanlnga $28 bilon surplus by 1986

Two major point. overalookeds by' many in that first, fateful budget will come back
to haunt th nation. l'rst almost $75býillion In domestic cuts wrar for achiev-
Ing a balanced budget In 1984 are not itemised and "will be identified ,later.0
Second, the economic pr"'ectonm underlying the budget asmumo real growth In the
economy almost double the historical aveV for thel 12 years (4.6 percent pro-
jected compared to 2.5 pe t actual for thi 1972-84 t frame).

Finally, our Ghost of Budget Pa takes us to the private erence room of the
Senate majority leader, Howard Bake- In early sprn of 1981. In the room for an
extrorinr meeting is the presidentA who has leftth White House and journeyed
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to the Hill. The president leans across the table and tells the 12 Republican mem-
bers of the Senate Budget Committee that he will not support a bipartisan attempt
in that committee to free cosWt.living adjustment. for Social security recipients
as part of a deficit-reduction plan. He asks them to join his opposing efrt. In front
of the senators Is a sheet showing savings from a one-year frees1 on the COLAs--
$88 billion over five years and more than $24 billion in the year 1986 alone.The sentor. relentThey go back to committee and vote against the move to
frees. COLAs Social Security, although larger than all domestic non-entitlement

p n p ogrmput together, is protected in future budget battles; it comprises
ost percent of the non-interest spending in the federal budget

9. SUDONI Palo1T

Our Ghost of Budgets Present arrives, looking weary and battered. He has
watched three years of congresional deadlock; the deficits for the flrst four years of
the Reagan administrton have amounted to more than all the deficits accumulat.
ed by all other president. in the nation's lifetime. America is amassing debtcorpo-
rate, individuals and governmental-at a record pace.

Yet, no perceptible crisis is at hand. Unemployment has subsided below the 7 per-
cent mark, inflation and interest rates are down and dropping further the economy
is perking along at about the historical average growtlL 2.5 to 8 percent annually.
Everyn thnk the deficit may be a pr=lm butth political will to twackmlaenft
head-on is fading. The short-ermz pano policies tha would relycut deficit. over-
whelins the short-term gain of voigto retain Congress' favorite programs.

Our Ghost of Budget. Present reveals an internal con-gres-onal staff memo show-
ing that despite public display. of budget-cutting enthusiasm, Congress has allowed

lag spending increases since FY 1980.an increase of $182 billion (99 percent) in
naioa defense- $169 billion in new spending for domestic entitlement porm
(an increase of 6A percent), driven by new Social Security increases; and an addition-
al $26 billion in domestic, discretionaz spending (a 17 percent hike).

It turns out that many of the "cuts were measured from baselines that assumed
growth, so even with a cut there was frequently an actual increase in dollars. The
memo also shows that revenues have dropped off from those original FY 1982 prei-
dential projtions by about $150 billion in FY 1986. Moreover, the gros national
product forecast by that FY 1982 budget fell short of reality by $2.4 trillion for FY
1982-86. Almost nothing is affordablei any more, in the sense that word was used
way back in September 1980.

Even worse, the restraint in spending that has occurred ha spared programs that
stress present consumption (pensions are a prime example) and hamtur programs
that strm investment in the future (research in nondefense scientific areas, basic
phyical infrastructure, education).

ntooerest payment. on this debt arem20 billion annually and are the fastestgrw
ing element of federal pending. This means that Amer the ic
commitment to the ftmre that needs to be made in order to evz.ure the unparalleled
prosperity to which all other indicators point

we now move to February 1985. The president has emerged from his reelection
campaign with one of the most overwhelming victories in America's history. Unde-
toedra deficit-fighter. in the adiita ionnd in Congress conspire to make one
last fight toge deficit. under control.

The preient's budget asks once apin for large domestc spending cuto, $180 bil-
lion over three years, with the elimination of more than a don mjor dometprograms as-te cent e the he plan. The bud also asks for a 0 billion in-

crese n dfene spending for FY1986 alone, and rjecJt. tax Increases. It project. a
deficit of $144 billion in FY 1988, twice as high as any defict in the non-Rtesgan era,
but a substantial move toward what economist. are now calling "structural budget
balance

The ghost now tas us to a dramatic moment. It is May 9. well past mi dngt.
The Senate has concluded debate on an unprceene deficit reduction packed, In-
cororating Social Security COLA froeme and w rminatintseveralprogam t not
o will meet the president deficit reductionYgMfinwil yield sub.

stn Iay loWer defict. by FY 1988.
The vote now stands, at 49-4 against the pro osa.Sn. Pete Wilson of Caliornia

arrives from a hospital, where he underwent emerge~lncy appendectomy surgery ea-
lier. Against doctor's rcmedtoshehas come to teSenate in a whelhar
an intravenous tube in his arm, to vote.He votes for the proposal. With the vote 49-
49, Vice President George Buash, in his capacity sa president of the Sntevts for
it. It Passes, W049.

- -m
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Although only a few mupect it at the time, that moment in the Senate chamber
will be the high point for defict cutting for the year. Our Ghost of Budget Present

spe over a troubled smnmer. The budget finally hammered out between House
and Senate falls short m version, in la pert bemuse the prei-
dent finally in Security OOLAi His decsion dooms any

Congress finds it impamible to am almost any significant bills. Appropriations
bills fail to move. A rahMig is an autumn vote to extend the fend debt the
government has run u Ssmeramm, Rudman and Hollings conceive a new deficit.
cutting m and attach it to the debt limit bill.

Our ghost now takes us to December 1985. Congress sends the president a farm
bill that casts an estimated $50 billion during the next three years, about double
what the president requested in his FY 196 budget of nine months earlier. Con-
grew finds it difficult to comply with even the watered-down budget it passed just
four months earlier. Congress staggers through a chaos of short-term continuing ap-
propriations and shorttrm debt tnsion-, all of which threaten to shut down the

germent.
Finally, Congrew pases more msnding bills, postpones action on a multibillion-

dollar deficit reduction meaar that the adminisrtion threatens to veto, and
heads home. The president signs the farm bill into law. He signs all of the speding
bills, even though they contain in the aggregate about $4 billion more In domestic

~jednthanah wanted and about $0 'billion leon for defense. He signs the
fi' a-Hollings bilL

Within a fortnight, the Justic Depmrtmet announces that It will Join in attack-
ing the constitutionality of Gramm-Rudman-Ho no The president asks for $4 bil.
lion more spending for the Commodity Credit Corporation, sending up his formal
equet Dec. 28. A that began with high hopes for deficit reduction flules into

the winter rain of utter failure Our Ghost of Budget. Present decides to become a
consultant to corporaonm on the impact of Gramm-Rudman-Holllngs.

$. 3UDGEU T" TO COMm

Our Ghost of Budget. Yet to Come offers us a choice. First he takes us to Febru-
ary 1986. The president and Congress have been given the size of the automatic cut
order (called a sequester order) mandated by the Grammi-Rudman-Hollings bill for
FY 1986. It will take a total of $11.7 billion from federal outlays, equally split be-
tween defense and nomdense program.

This leaves ds -e spndins in March 1986 about $40 billion less than the prei-
dent's original request for the year. Nondefense programs will be cut in some cases
below led year's level. Senators up for reflection later in the year are besieged byinteret grup hit by the seuse.
interestigrouny hit In the m to what may be necessary later in the year.

Ou dawv et that show deficit. of more than $205 bil-
lion t y1987, a NU~ $6 billion over the Grm-Bda-HI lgstret of $14
billion. The president Vpreent. his budget in early February. I contains a request
for $20 billion more in defene smpedang. It teminatescores of federal
through direct cuts and ptain- ideas u- t reject. new taxes. It is kept alive by
Congres mostly asa - for repudiastion

Her our ghost present two scemarios. Sadly, one is more likely than the other.
The first scenario is the hope of numoy of us who voted for Gramm-Rudman-Hol-

Scomprehensive compromise on te deficit. It goes like thi:
1LteMarch UK8& the president and Congress, unable to coeup with a bud4-get'.

for the 1987 year, agree to a "MGrand Summit" on- the budget. Tax reform -ln in
the Senate are teporarily laid aside in order to focus on deficit reduction.

2) April 198I& After weeks of Congress and the president agree on a
hori def cutting a Includp tal reforms and reductions in
domestic spedin& a slwin ofthe defense buildup, and new revenue.

8)Myand June 198&Cngnpie new lawe ----ting the "summit"
agemnsndblsta are consistent wi it.

4) August 1 9 ~ ~ lBde fieand the Office of Maagmetand
update and conclude that because of peieta

BIUIEat eft of Grammn-Raudman.Holllngs will indeed
be met.

) ThM stock market surg, inter rates drop, and the economy takes off. Amer-
ica mom into the future.
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But that scensaro may be unlikely for many reasons, so our cost provides a
second scenario feared by many f us who ar familir with the is of both the

1) Late March I. The president's budget has been rejected in all quarters. Con.
grms trie to devise its own budget and fails. The president vigorously pursues his
tax reform plan in the Seate, opposing any taz increase within the plan.

2) April and Mar 1986: the Snat, with 80 members wa7 primary rsulta
that will select ther opponents In the November elections, is stymied. Tax reform is
stalled, the budget cannot move, and appropriations billss ait some resolution of
the deadlock The House puts oIY action, climnIt cannot act until some initiative
is taken by either the president or the Senate.

8) June 1986: Th supreme court rules Oramm-Rudman-Holzinp constitutional.
4) Summer 1986: As the stock and bond market and most of the rest of the world

watch, America's gMorment is nearly paralyzed. The size of the amounts needed
to meet the $144 billion deficit target prohibit action: $80 billion from defense and
from nondefense spending translate into as much as $75 billion in budget authority
from defense spending (or almost oneo4urth of all new spending authority for de-
fense) and about $46 billion from nondefense K! (or about one-third of all
now budget authority in the apppriated, I accounts).

5) September 1986: GrmmmRudman-Holling in the amount of a $60 billion se-
egoes into effect, causin grave concern among America's Western Allies.

Most Senat. campaigns are now in the post.Labor Day 'W' period. Group that
participate In federal domestic erogrms, specially teachers and health profession-
al, decnd on Washington in urge number. Many sate governments begin to lay
off large numbers of employees to try to compensate for cuts in state and local ad.

6) October 1986: One month before the 1966 federal elections, the president de-
cides that his position as commanderin-chief ompels him not to sign the final se-
quester order because it would violate his cath of office to defend the nation's secu-
rity. Alrmdy more than 100 lawsuits have been filed against the Gramm-Rudman-

d4 tbyptenialprogram beneficiaries. -M'J
7) faced with an un e ted uproar, coupled with

the plummeting stock aMW n market, tries to devise way to cope with the new
crisis. Everyone attempts to find a way to get out from under the new law. Someone
su~sts that we need a budget forecast that shown a recesion sometime in the next
four quarters. The Paesn who makes the suggestion is widely applauded as a
enius and oon the Oramnm-Rudman-Holling bill is suspended.
8) November 1986: Hug numbers of incumbent senators and representatives of

both parties are deleted at the polls, saddled with explaining their position on
Gramm-Rudman-Holings Our Ghot of Budget Yet to Come concludes this gloomy
scenario by revealing an internal staff memo that shows deficits will be $200 billion or
more as far as the aye can am.

I conclude this little budget journey through time by saying that the concept
behind the second scenario is a reil possibility if both the president and C9onr
refus to compromise an major deficit-reduction options. The amount of d;&Tt r0-
duction needed to meet the Grammm-Rudman-Hollinge targets, or to make any real
dent in deficit regardless of any law, is very la

If the nation's leadership falls to ar by the late spring, p In a year
charged with important elections, the mechanmn- of Gramm-Rudman-Holins will
take effect To allow that to happen would be a national, and even international
tr-.
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IMPACT OF THE GRAMM-RUDMAN-HOLLINGS
LAW

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 18, 1986

Housu op REPRESENTATIVE,
LEGISLATON AND NATiONAL SCURmTY SuncoMMrrz

Or THz COMMIfE ON GovERNmENT OPERATIONS,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:15 a.m., in room
2154, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Jack Brooks (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Jack Brooks, Frank Horton, Jim
Saxton, and Joseph J. DioGuardi.

Full committee staff present: William M. Jones, general counsel;
Donna Fossum, Robert H. Brink and Robert S. Richard, profession.
al staff members; Stephen M. Daniels, minority staff direco and
counsel; and Alexander B. Cook, minority professional staff, Com-
mittee on Government Operations.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN BROOKS
Mr. BPaoo. The subcommittee will come to order.
The he being held today and tomorrow have been called to

ezamie the impact, to date, of the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings law
and explore its anticipated consequences in the coming months.

The law was a 52-page amendment to the 7-line debt ceiling bill
last fall. Its objective was to force the Federal Government to bal-
ance its budget by 1991.

To achieve a balanced budget within 6 years, the law set declin-
"ing maximum limits for the Federal deficit for each fiscal year.
Should these maximum Federal deficits be exceeded by more than
$10 billion in any one year, the law established a mechanism for
cutting the funds of certain Federal programs in an amount equal
to the excess deficit.

At the outset of this hearing, let me make it clear that the pur-
pose of our bemi here today is not to second-guess the Supreme
Court while it is deliberating the constitutionality of Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings or the budget committees working on the budget
resolution. In addition, we are not trying to determine if a legisla-
tivere is e ecessary to address problems raised by any possible
Supreme Court decision.

Regardless of the Supreme Court decision and the outcome of
any budget resolution negotiations, the fact is that Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings is in place. Unless the House and Senate have
completed action on all 13 appropriations bills within the next 60

(1)
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days and their combined total results in a deficit of less than $154
billion, we will have'a second--even larger-round of sequestration
cuts barreling down the pike at us.

In February of this year, Gramm-Rudman-Hollings triggered 11.7
billion dollars' worth of budget cuts. This has meant that most Fed.
eral executive, legislative, and judicial branch agencies have had to
cut their expenditures by between 4 and 10 percent in the past 4
months.

How these sequestration cuts have affected the ability of Federal
agencies to fulfill their missions and serve the public is one of the
focuses of these hea s. The other is an attempt to assess the
impact that Gramm-Rudman-Holings is likely to have on the Fed-
eral Government in the next few months.

Today and tomorrow, we will hear from two of the key people
involved in the implementation of this law. From their testimony,
we will learn whether there is likely to be a second round of se-
questration cuts in October and how large these cuts might be. In
addition, we will explore what effect more budget cuts might have
on the ability of Federal agencies to function.

Our only witness this morning is the distinguished and able
Charles A. "Chuck" Bowsher, Comptroller General of the United
States. He is accompanied by Special Assistant Milton J. Socolar
and Assistant Comptroller General Har Havens.

We thank you for being with us and your prepared statement
will be made a part of the record. I will, at this time, recognize the
minority leader of this subcommittee and this full committee, the
distinguished Member from New York, Mr. Frank Horton.

Mr. HORTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to join with you in welcoming the Comptroller General

and Mr. Socolar and Mr. Havens and their staff to this hearing.
The Gramm-Rudman-Hollings bill is a very important bill and it

has made some major changes in the budgeting and operations of
the Federal agencies-and I might say, parenthetically, the legisla-
tive branch of the Government. Many people do not realize that we
had to take a cut also. Some Members, myself included, have had
to cut back on personnel.

Our committee, as a matter of fact, has also been affected by it
and all committees have been affected by those reductions in the
1986 budget.

I am concerned about the next round of cuts that might come up.
I hope we can arrive at a budget that can be acceptable to the
House and the Senate and the administration so we do not have to
go through sequestration because, in my judgment, sequestration-
which is the meat ax approach-is the worst thing we can do. It
cuts right across the board and it hurts the military, domestic pro-
grams, and the legislature. It can be devastating.

So it is very important for us to find out about these matters.
We have been through one budget cycle in which the Gramm-

Rudman bill has had some effect and we are about to head into an-
other one in which the law may have significantly more impact. I
go around and talk to people who work or various agencies, and I
hear Gramm-Rudman blamed for everything under the Sun. I
think that, in some instances, this is being carried too far. I think
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it is time we started separating fact from fiction by askingthe ex-
perts exactly what implementation of this law is accomplishing.

I commend you, Mr. Chairman, for doing that by having, the
Comptroller General here today and the Director of the Congres-
sional Budget Office here tomorrow to discuss with us the impact
of the law. I hope we can continue this discussion by scheduling
testimony from the Director of the OMB and appropriate executive
agency officials in the near future.

I also join in welcoming Mr. Bowsher and members of his staff. I
have the highest regard and respect for the General Accounting
Office and I hope that the imminent Supreme Court decision re-
garding Gramm-Rudman is not going to be along the lines that the
news media have suggested because it would really create some
major problems, as far as the GAO and its work is concerned.

That is all speculative, and I hope that does not come to pass.
But if it does, we probably are going to have to look into that and
see what needs to be done in order to correct the problems that
might be brought on as a result of that decision.

Sowe look forward to your testimony and thank you for appear-
ing and for the work that you have done in this matter.

Thank you.
Mr. BROOKS. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from New

Jersey, Mr. Saxton.
Mr. SAXTON. Mr. Chairman, I would like to commend you for

taking the initiative in calling for these hearings today and tomor-
row. I cannot think of anything that we should be keeping our eye
on more than the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings law that a great major-
ity of both Houses voted for. It certainly is the law that has the
most dramatic effect on everything we do in Congress and on life
in America. And for good or bad, the American public is going to
be affected by it and it is certainly our obligation.

I commend you for seeing that as clearly as I think I do, to make
sure that we keep our eye on this on a day-to-day basis. I think
these hearings are very essential in that regard.

So I look forward to hearing the testimony of Mr. Bowsher and
others during the next couple of days and thank you very much.

Mr. BRooKS. Thank you, Mr. Saxton, for your contribution. Do
you need more time?

Mr. SAXTON. I am fie, thank you.
Mr.-BRoos. Mr. DioGuardi.
Mr. DioGumwi. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I, too, commend you for holding these hearings. It is very clear,

at least in my district, and I think from the rest of the polling
being done, that the deficit is the No. 1 issue in this country. I
never thought, in my mind, that Gramm-Rudman would be synony-
mous with automatic across-the-board cuts. I think the political
process has done a lot of injuries to what should be called the Defi-
cit Reduction Act.

Mr. Chairman, the Gramm-Rudman bill, as I see it, is nothing
more than a strategic plan, a 5-year strategic plan. Forget about
these across-the-board cuts. The public now knows that we need to
get our arms around the deficit. All the Deficit Reduction Act says
is that by 1991 we are going to ratchet down the annual deficit to
zero.
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Let us say the deficit is $200 billion in round terms, this year.
Next year we want to see it at 144, the year after that at 108, then
72, so that by 1991, we do not have an annual deficit. Does that
mean we have paid off the debt? No.

We are adding to the debt. In fact, we are going to slip to $3 tril-
lion whether we like it or not, because next year we add 160, and
the year after that, 120. And if we do not get our arms around this
deficit once and for all, estimates are-and Mr. Bowsher will prob-
ably confirm this-that by 1991, interest alone-not the payment
of principal-interest alone will amount to 40 cents on the dollar of
every dollar of revenue collected.

What is going to happen to programs, then, when literally 40
cents of every revenue dollar has to go to pay the interest, and a
lot of it is going to foreigners who are investing in our Treasury
bills?

And by the way, interest is probably the most regressive tax of
all, because it is paid to the people who can afford to buy bonds,
and it literally comes out of the mouths of poor people-those who
do not have the best lobbyists.

So I would say that in the spirit of what I see from the public
polls that I take and are being taken in the country, we do need
Gramm-Rudman to work. But whether or not the automatic cuts
are unconstitutional or not-and they may well be unconstitution-
al-I think we have got to make sure that we do not kill what I see
here as a great concept. This is probably the first time that this
body has come up with a strategic plan for 5 years. Usually, we do
so much reacting here, robbing Peter to pay Paul, going year to
year.

So I, too, want to commend you for the hearings but I hope, in
the process, we do not confuse the issue of automatic cuts, which
are just the enforcement mechanism, with the need to have this
bill. The public deserves to have a balanced budget by 1991.

And I look forward to Mr. Bowsher's testimony as well-a fellow
CPA. Thank you.

Mr. Bnooxs. Thank you, Mr. DioGuardi. I think that it is going
to be interesting in September. Mr. DioGuardi's enthusiasm and
dedication to a balanced budget is obvious. You can imagine how
excited the Members are going to be in the latter part of August
when the Members may find it necessary to replace GAO in
making the cuts. I do not know if we have got enough microphones
down there for them all to be explaining how dedicated they are.
They are probably going to have an opportunity to do so, however,
if the Supreme Court rules as anticipated on this bill. Before we
proceed, I would like to say that we are going to have OMB and the
other agencies appear at a hearing in July, so that we can get the
complete picture of the impact of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings.

General, please proceed.
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STATEMENT OF CHARLES A. BOWSHER, COMPTROLLER GENER-
AL OF THE UNITED STATES, ACCOMPANIED BY MILTON J. SO-
COLAR, SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL,
AND HARRY S. HAVENS, ASSISTANT COMPTROLLER GENERAL
Mr. BOWSHER. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I

am pleased to appear before the committee again on the Balanced
Budget. and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985. Once before, in
October 1985, I testified before you on this subject. That was before
the enactment of the bill.

At that time I expressed concerns about the bill and also noted
that it would be difficult to anticipate the effects of the bill, if en-
acted, upon the capacity of the Government to deliver services and
other benefits.

While some questions have been resolved in the first year of the
act'si implementation, many questions still remain. This is because
the first year's events were limited in important ways, making
1986 a somewhat incomplete model of what we may expect. Let me
address 1986 procedural and programmatic matters and discuss
what may happen for fiscal year 1987.

We think that the procedures worked rather well for 1986. There
were four major reporting dates for fiscal year 1986. On January
15, the Directors of OMB and CBO provided their joint report on
economic assumptions and proposed sequester amounts. Six days
later, on January 21, I responded with my report to the President
and the Congress. On February 1, the President issued his seques-
ter order an on March 31, 1986, 1 issued my compliance report to
the President and the Congress.

Now for fiscal year 1987 and the remaining fiscal years, the pro-
cedure currently envisioned will involve two stages. In the first
stage, the initial OMB/CB. report is issued August 20, 1986. On
the 25th, 5 days later, the initial GAO report is issued. On Septem-
ber 2, the initial sequester order of the President is issued.

Then you have the second stage of reports and the will entail a
schedule such as this: On October 6, a revised OMB/CBO report is
produced; on October 10, a revised GAO report; and on October 15,
a final sequester order by the President. And then finally, on No-
vember 15, 1986, the GAO compliance report is to be issued.

Now if I could, I would like to talk about the fall back procedure.
If the act's regular reporting procedures were to be invalidated,
then the following substitute steps would have to take place: Upon
invalidation, there would automatically be established a Tempo-
rary Joint Committee on Deficit Reduction composed of the entire
membership of the Budget Committees in the House of Representa-
tives and the Senate.

The August and October 1986 joint OMB/CBO reports would be
transmitted to the Joint Committee rather than to the Comptroller
General. No later than 5 days after receiving a joint OMB/CBO
report, the Joint Committee would report to each House of the
Congress a joint resolution setting forth the contents of the OMB/
CBO report.

Within 5 days of receiving the joint resolution, each House would
take a final vote on the passage of the joint resolution. If the joint
resolution passes, it would then be transmitted to the President for
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signature. Enactment would lead to the sequesters set forth in the
joint resolution.

Now, whichever set of procedures are used for 1987, several un-
certainties will be present which did not exist in 1986. When OMB,
CBO, and GAO made their reports for 1986, most agencies had re-
ceived their regular appropriations for the year. This simplified the
task of calculating the base of available budgetary resources.

Looking ahead to the reports for 1987, there is the distinct likeli-
hood that many of the regular appropriations bills will not have
been enacted prior to the reports. The act anticipates such a possi-
bility. It provides that, in such an eventuality, and in the absence
of full-year continuing resolutions, the calculations for the August
and October reports will be based upon prior year appropriations
in the case of regularly appropriated accounts, or current law in
the case of entitlement and other accounts.

Calculations based upon prior year appropriations, current law,
or continuing resolutions could produce larger or smaller seques-
ters than would be warranted later, upon the enactment of the reg-
ular legislation for 1987.

Another uncertainty is created by the absence of a sequester cap
for 1987. The $11.7 billion cap for 1986 resulted in the relatively
small budget cuts of 4.3 percent for nondefense accounts, and 4.9
percent for defense accounts. The cap also had the effect of mini-
mizing the importance of alternative economic assumptions for
fiscal year 1986.

We carefully examined the economic assumptions proposed by
OMB and CBO. However, we concluded that, because of the cap,
any reasonable economic assumptions that we might adopt would
not affect the required reductions for 1986. Therefore, we did not
develop an independent set of economic assumptions.

Now this will change for fiscal year 1987. With no statutory limit
on the sequester total, varying the economic assumptions would
almost certainly alter the size of any sequester. We therefore may
expect much more debate and controversy in the next cycle about
which assumptions are the most realistic.

In short, the conclusions of the OMB, CBO, and GAO reports will
be more unpredictable than was in the case of 1986. I should add
that this uncertainty would be compounded if a major tax struc-
ture revision is enacted.

Now you asked us, Mr. Chairman, to address the effects of the
act upon governmental programs in fiscal year 1986 and the possi-
ble effects in fiscal year 1987. We have not performed detailed
audit work on this subject, and therefore, I can only offer my im-
pressions. These are based upon what we sense is happening in theGovernment and some conversations my staff have had with offi-
cials in several agencies.

By and large, it appears that the agencies were able to cope with
the 1986 cuts with a minimum of disruption in services and bene-
fits provided to the public. I would characterize the agencies' ac-
tions as 'belt-tightening." As we did at GAO, they undertook to
postpone some procurements, restrict travel and training, initiate
some hiring freezes, and pursue other economies in administrative
and program, operations. rome agencies plan to furlough employees
for short periods unless additional funding is provided.

51-722 - 93 - 6
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For the most part, the actions restricting program operations
were marginal, entailing only slightly reduced levels of services
and benefits. Typically, actions were taken t"sow down or reduce
somewhat the approvals of grants-in-aid and loans. Cost-sharing
formulas were revised. In personnel-intensive operations, service
levels were somewhat reduced as hiring freezes and various admin-
istrative economies led to lessened field activities-that is, fewer
inspections, less technical assistance, et cetera.

Turning to possibilities for 1987, I think that the effects of a
second cycle of cutbacks could be more serious. It is hard to make
predictions at this time, because we cannot say what the budget
base will be from which the cuts will be made or the amount of the
cutbacks; however, agency officials tell us that another round of
cuts, reducing budget levels 7 or 8 percent below the postsequester
1986 levels, would significantly affect programs.

At these cutback levels, some agencies would find it difficult to
avoid furloughs or even RIF's. Grants and loans would continue to
be reduced, and in the opinion of most officials, the required reduc-
tion in service levels would definitely be felt.

The decline in service levels would have the most obvious impact
in the safety, security, and fiscal areas that have been hard pressed
in recent years by workload requirements. Among others, it ap-
pears that this might include the operations of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service, the Customs Service, the Federal Avia-
tion Administration, the Federal Prison System, the Drug Enforce-
ment Administration, the Coast Guard, and the Internal Revenue
Service.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I hope the procedures for 1987, al-
though more complicated in many ways, can be handled as well as
they were for 1986. And predicting the effects of another round of
cuts on Federal programs and the delivery of services and benefits
to the public, we really will have to wait until we know the size of
any sequester that may be required.

This concludes my prepared remarks, Mr. Chairman and mem-
bers of the committee. I'd be very glad to answer any of your ques-
tions.

[Mr. Bowsher's prepared statement follows:]
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UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20548

FOR RELEASE ON DELIVERY
EXPECTED AT 10:00 A.M.
JUNE 18, 1986

TESTIMONY OF

CHARLES A. BOWSHER

COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

BEFORE THE

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

ON

THE BALANCED BUDGET AND EMERGENCY DEFICIT

CONTROL ACT OF 1985

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am pleased to appear before the Committee again on the

Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985. Once

before, in October 1985, r testified before you on this subject.

That was before enactment of the bill. At that time I expressed

concerns about the bill, and also noted that it would be

difficult to anticipate the effects of the bill, if enacted, upon

the capacity of the governMent to deliver services and other

benefits.
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While some questions have been resolved in the first year of

the Act's implementation, many. questions still remain. This is

because the first year's events were limited in important ways,

making 1986 a somewhat incomplete model of what we may expect.

Let me address 1986 procedural and programmatic matters, and

discuss what may happen for fiscal year 1987.

PROCEDURAL MATTERS

We think that the procedures worked rather smoothly for

1986. There were four major reporting dates for fiscal year

1986:

-- On January 15, 1986, the directors of OMB and CBO provided

their joint report on economic assumptions and proposed

sequester amounts.

-- Six days later, on January 21, I responded with my report

to the President and the Congress.

-- On February l the President issued his sequester order.

-- On March 31, 1986, I issued my compliance report to the

President and the Congress.

For fiscal year 1987 and the remaining fiscal years the

procedure currently envisaged will involve two stages. The

initial set of (M'B, CBO, and GAO reports will be:

-- On August 20, 1986, the initial OMB/CBO report.

-- On August 25, the initial GAO report.

-- And on September 2, the initial sequester order of the

President.

The second series of reports will entail:
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-- On October 6, 1986, a revised OMB/CBO report.

-- On October 10, a revised GAO report.

-- On October 15, a final sequester order by the President.

-- And finally, on November 15, 1986, the GAO compliance

report.

?he "fall-back" procedure

If the Act's regular reporting procedures were to be

Invalidated# the following substitute steps would take place:

-- Upon invalidation, there would automatically be estab-

lished a Temporary Joint Committee on Deficit Reduction,

composed of the entire membership of the Budget committees

of the House of Representatives and the Senate.

-- The August and October 1986 joint OMB/CBO reports would be

transmitted to this joint committee rather than to the

Comptroller General.

-- No later than 5 days after receiving a joint OMB/CBO

report, the Joint Committee would report to each house of

the Congress a joint resolution setting forth the contents

of the OMB/CBO report.

-- Within 5 days of receiving the joint resolution, each

house would take a final vote on passage of the joint

resolution.

-- If the joint resolution passes, it would then be transmit-

ted to the President for signature. Enactment would lead

to the sequesters set forth in the joint resolution.
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Uncertainties for 1987

Whichever set of procedures are used for 1987 several

uncertainties will be present which did not exist in 1986. When

OMB, CBO, and GAO made their reports for 1986# most agencies had

received their regular appropriations for the year. This

simplified the task of calculating the base of available budge-

tary resources.

Looking ahead to the reports for 1987, there is the distinct

likelihood that many of the regular appropriations bills will not

have been enacted prior to the reports. The Act anticipates such

a possibility. It provides that, in such an eventuality, and in

the absence of full-year continuing resolutions, the calculations

for the August and October reports will be based upon the prior

year's appropriations in the case of regularly-appropriated

accounts, or current law in the case of entitlement and other

accounts.

Calculations based upon prior year appropriations, current

law, or continuing resolutions could produce larger or smaller

sequesters than would be warranted later upon the enactment of

regular legislation for 1987.

Another uncertainty is created by the absence of a sequester

cap for 1987. The $11.7 billion cap for 1986 resulted in the

relatively small budget cuts of 4.3 percent of non-defense

accounts, and 4.9 percent for defense accounts. The cap also had

the effect of minimizing the importance of alternative economic

assumptions for fiscal year 1986. We carefully examined the
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economic assumptions proposed by OMB and CBO. However, we

concluded that, because of the cap, any reasonable economic

assumptions that we might adopt would not affect the required

reductions for 1986. Therefore, we did not develop an indepen-

dent set of economic assumptions.

This will change for fiscal year 1987. With no statutory

limit on the sequester total, varying the economic assumptions

would almost certainly alter the size of any sequester. We

therefore may expect much more debate and controversy in the next

cycle about which assumptions are the most realistic.

In short the conclusions of the OMB, CBO, and GAO reports

will be more unpredictable than was the case in 1986. I should

add that this uncertainty would be compounded if a major tax

structure revision is enacted.

PROGRAMMATIC EFFECTS

You asked us, Mr. Chairman, to address the effects of the

Act upon governmental programs in fiscal year 1986, and the

possible effects in fiscal year 1.8 We have not performed

detailed audit work on this subject, and therefore I can only

offer my impressions. These are based upon what we sense is

happening in the government, and some conversations my staff have

had with officials in several agencies.

The experience in fiscal year 1986

By and large, it appears that the agencies were able to cope

with the 1986 cuts with a minimum of disruption in services and

benefits provided to the public. I would characterize the
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agencies' actions as "belt-tightening." As we did at GAO, they

undertook to postpone procurements, restrict travel and training,

initiate hiring freezes, and pursue other economies in adminis-

trative and program operations. Some agencies plan to furlough

employees for short periods, unless additional funding is

provided.

For the most part, the actions restricting program opera-

tions were marginal, entailing only slightly reduced levels of

services and benefits. Typically, actions were taken to slow

down or reduce somewhat the approvals of grants-in-aid and loans.

Cost-sharing formulas were revised. In personnel-intensive

operations, service levels were somewhat reduced as hiring

freezes and various administrative economies led to lessened

field activities--that is, fewer inspections, less technical

assistance, etc. Some user fees also were increased.

Possible effects in fiscal year 1987

Turning to possibilities for 1987, I think that the effects

of a second cycle of cutbacks could be more serious. It is hard

to make predictions at this time because we cannot say what the

budget base will be from which the cutbacks will be made, or the

amount of the cutbacks.

However, agency officials tell us that another round of cuts

reducing budget levels 7 to 8 percent below the post-sequester

1986 levels would significantly affect programs. At these

cutback levels, some agencies would find it difficult to avoid

furloughs or even RIFS. Grants and loans would continue to be
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reduced, and, in the opinion of most officials, the required

reduction in service levels would definitely be felt.

The decline in service levels would have the most obvious

impact in the safety, security, and fiscal areas that have been

hard-pressed in recent years by workload requirements. Among

others, it appears that this might include the operations of the

Immigration and Naturalization Service, the Customs Service, the

Federal Aviation Administration, the Federal Prison System, the

Drug Enforcement Administration, the Coast Guard, and the

Internal Revenue Service.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I hope the procedures for 1987,

though more complicated in many ways, can be handled as well as

they were for 1986. In predicting the effects of another round

of cuts on federal programs and the delivery of services and

benefits to the public, we really will have to wait until we know

the size of any sequester that may be required.

This concludes my prepared remarks Mr. Chairman and Members

of the Committee. I would be glad to answer your questions.
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PROC-R)DBS-AND DATES
GRANM-RUDKAN-HOLLINGS

- EVENT

• CBO AND OMB SUBMIT
INITIAL REPORT TO
COMPTROLLER GENERAL

. COMPTROLLER GENERAL SUBMITS
INITIAL REPORT TO THE
PRESIDENT

". PRESIDENT ISSUES
INITIAL ORDER
(SEPT. 1 IS LABOR DAY)

" PRESIDENT REPORTS TO COMPTROLLER
GENERAL THE EXISTING DEFENSE
CONTRACTS HE PROPOSES TO
TERMINATE OR MODIFY

" COMPTROLLER GENERAL CERTIFIES
HIS ABILITY (OR INABILITY) TO VERIFY
SAVINGS FROM TERMINATION OR
MODIFICATION OF DEFENSE CONTRACTS

"* INITIAL ORDER TAKES INTERIM EFFECT

"* CBO AND OMB ISSUE REVISED REPORT
TO COMPTROLLER GENERAL
(OCTOBER 5 IS SUNDAY)

"* COMPTROLLER GENERAL ISSUES
REVISED REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT

"• PRESIDENT ISSUES FINAL ORDER

"* FINAL ORDER TAKES EFFECT

"* COMPTROLLER GENERAL ISSUES
COMPLIANCE REPORT

DATE

AUGUST 20

AUGUST 25

SEPTEMBER 2

SEPTEMBER 5

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER 1

30

OCTOBER 6

OCTOBER 10

OCTOBER 15

OCTOBER 15

NOVEMBER 15
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PROCEDURES AND DATES
FALLBACK PROCEDURE

EVENT

CBO AND OMB SUBMIT INITIAL REPORT
TO TEMPORARY JOINT COMMITTEE
ON DEFICIT REDUCTION

COMMITTEE REPORTS JOINT
RESOLUTION SETTING FORTH THE
CONTENTS OF DIRECTORS REPORT

" HOUSE AND SENATE VOTE ON
FINAL PASSAGE OF
JOINT RESOLUTION

" PRESIDENT SIGNS RESOLUTION
AND ISSUES
INITIAL ORDER

"* INITIAL ORDER TAKES INTERIM EFFECT

"* CBO AND 0MB ISSUE REVISED REPORT
TO TEMPORARY JOINT COMMITTEE ON
DEFICIT REDUCTION (OCT. 5 IS SUNDAY)

" COMMITTEE REPORTS REVISED
JOINT RESOLUTION

" HOUSE AND SENATE VOTE ON FINAL PASSAGE
OF REVISED JOINT RESOLUTION

"* PRESIDENT SIGNS RESOLUTION &

ISSUES FINAL ORDER

"* FINAL ORDER TAKES EFFECT

"* COMPTROLLER GENERAL
ISSUES COMPLIANCE
REPORT

DATE

AUGUST 20

FIVE DAYS AFTER
REPORT IS
RECEIVED

FIVE DAYS AFTER
RESOLUTION IS
REPORTED

SEPTEMBER 2

OCTOBER 1

OCTOBER 6

FIVE DAYS AFTER RECEIPT
OF REVISED REPORT

FIVE DAYS AFTER
RESOLUTION IS
REPORTED

OCTOBER 15

OCTOBER 15

NOVEMBER 15
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Mr. Bnoous. Gentlemen, we have a vote coming up, so before we
start on questions, we will go and make that vote.

So that you can think about it, the first question I'm going to ask
you is what will happen if the Comptroller General's role in
Gramm-Rudman is found to be unconstitutional, as I've always
maintained it is and as the Supreme Court may rule?

We'll be right back. We will stand in recess until we make our
vote.

[Recess taken']
r. ROOKS. The committee will reconvene.

General, what do you think will happen if the Comptroller Gen-
eral's role is found to be unconstitutional?

Mr. Bowsnua. Well, I think at that time you go to the fallback
position, Mr. Chairman. If you look over here on the charts [See
end of prepared statement.] you start a process that goes something
like this. CBO and OMB are going to submit their reports to this
Temporary Joint Committee on Deficit Reduction on August 20.

Now one of the problems is that that's when the Congress is sup-
posed to be on recess, but that's------ .

Mr. BROOKS. Well, that's important to me. Congress doesn't
recess until Augut 15, and my children go back to school before
the September ,so I have the possibility of 8 or 9 days with my
children, when they're on vacation and Congress is not in session.

Mr. BowsHzR. Then the committee has 5 days after the report is
received to put together their joint resolution. Then they send that
to the House and Senate, and they have 5 days to vote on it. The
President has, according to the schedule, up until-September 2 to
sign that joint resolution. And so that's the first stage.

Now, if I could complicate it, though, just a little more by saying
that the Treasury has already asked the congressional leaders to
think in terms of a debt ceiling increase in August-in other
words, before you leave. So what you could easily have here is, if
the Court takes us out, you could have a vote on °he 1986 sequester
amount, the $11.7 that will have to be possibly processed. You will
have maybe a debt ceiling-

Mr. BRooKS. You mean, if that is held to be in question?
Mr. BOWSHER. Yes. In other words, if the lower court--
Mr. BROOKS. Congress might have to reaffirm the 1986 sequester?
Mr. BOWSHER.If some semblance of the lower court's decision

was upheld, then the Congress would have to vote the 1986 seques-
ter amount.

Mr. BROOKS. Once more?
Mr. BoWsHER. Once more.
Mr. BROOKS. Oh, well, that's real good.
Mr. BowsmR. And then you have the debt ceiling legislation

that you might have to handle in this time.
Mr. BROOKS. What would they go for this time, do you think?
Mr. BOWSHzR. I have no idea. I have no idea what they'll be

going for.
Mr. BROOKS. We're not lowering that debt ceiling; we're going to

be raising it.
Mr. BOWSHER. Oh, yes.
Mr. BROOKS. The recommendation is coming down from the ad-

ministration?
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Mr. BOWSHIR. Yes, yes.
Mr. BRoOKS. They'll want more money to borrow.
Mr. BOWSHER. Yes.
Mr. BRooKs. All right.
Mr. BoWSHER. All right. OK, then you go into the second phase.

But actually in September you're also going to probably be facing a
continuing resolution, so you've got to consider that you're going to
have a major vote on just getting the continuing resolution into the
process, you might say. And we don't know how many appropria-
tion bills will be passed or not passed at that stage. But right now
it doesn't look like too many bills are going to be passed or enacted
by that time.

Mr. BROOKs. Well, what do you think about the budget resolution
that is still in conference?

Mr. BoWsHER. The budget resolution is still in conference, and
I'm assuming that that will get it resolved, but I'm not sure.

OK. Then we go to October for the second phase, where the ini-
tial order takes interim effect on October 1, but the CBO and OMB
issues a revised report to this Temporary Joint Committee on Octo-
ber 6. The committee then has 5 days to report their revised joint
resolution; and then 5 days later the House and Senate are sup-
posed to vote that revised joint resolution; and then on October 15
the President signs the resolution and issues the final order, and
that final order is to take effect on October 15, which is a half
month after the fiscal year has started.

Now we come along and issue a compliance report on November
15.

But I think what you can see from this fallback position is that
the Congress has to take quite a few actions, including the other
things I raised, in the 4-week periods after they return from the
July 4th recess and after the Labor Day recess. So you've got two 4-
week periods probably there with some major budgetary financial
votes coming, and Gramm-Rudman is a major part of it. But you've
t ot the other major parts, too, that will be voted at that time, or

ave to be voted at that time.
Mr. BROOKS. In your opinion, is a sequestration process likely to

proceed even if the Supreme Court finds your role in the triggering
mechanism unconstitutional?

Mr. BOWSHER. Well, it will proceed if the Congress votes it. In
other words, one of the problems is that you're coming back to the
same issues. In other words, the debate on whether to cut defense
or nondefense issues and the debate on whether to raise taxes will
come right back in; whereas, if the Comptroller General was in the
process, those issues would not have to be resurfaced and revoted
on. I think that is one of the things that is going to make it diffi-
cult, depending on the size of the sequester.

If it's a small number, I wouldn't be surprised that it could go
forward. If it's a large number, and we won't know until we get
these August reports, why then it seems to me that it forces you
right back into the debates that the Congress and the President
have had difficulty coming to element on.

Mr. BROOKS. Well, this is probably a good time-August and Sep-
tember and October before the election-to resolve those issues.
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Congress had thought it would adjourn, you know, the first part
of October, because many of the Members have Republican and
Democratic opposition, and both sides want to go home. Gramm-
Rudman may interfere with those campaigns when you have to
come up here and vote.

It's going to be a fascinating fall.
What problems do you foresee with the schedule set forth in the

fallback procedure in Gramm-Rudman-Hollings should the Comp-
troller General's role in the triggering mechanism be declared un-
constitutional?

Mr. Bows5H. Well, the main problem, I think, is the tight
timing. In other words, you've got to make these decisions in these
5-day incremental periods. AsIsaid if that number gets too large,
why then you're back trying to resolve some very big issues that
have not been able to be resolved in some very short time periods.

Mr. BRooKs. What incentives, General, are there to complete
action on the appropriations bills, if it means that the Federal
agencies would take double cuts as a result of the Gramm-Rudman-
Hollings sequestration?

Mr. Bow.mm. Well, one of the things when the-GrammrnRudman
process was being debated last fall and being reviewed at the begin-
ning of this congressional session was whether this would help the
regular budget process, and get earlier decisions; namely, get to
where you've got appropriationspassed and within the budget reso-
lutions which were within the Gramm-Rudnman targets. Although
the President's budget came in and both Budget Committees are
talking about budget resolutions within those targets, we really
haven t got an appropriations passed. It would appear to me, from
just watching the process and talking to people on the Hill and in
the agencies, that there's a great reluctance in passing appropria-
tions because of the very issue you raise--and that is, they feel
they're going to get double cut.

They're going to come through a tough appropriation, and
Gramm-Rudman is going to come through and cut them again. So
they'd rather wait and see what, as one chairman of a committee
explained to me, what the Gramm-Rudman ballgame is. Are we
going to have a sequester?

If you remember also-I think this is important-in December
when you passed Gramm-Rudman and the first target figure of
$171 billion for fiscal year 1986 was determined, people-and I
mean people in OMB and CBO-were saying that the deficit was
going to be $191 billion. That's how we got to the 11.7, because
what they did was take seven-twelfths starting with March 1, and
said, "We're going to cut seven-twelfths of that $20 billion."

Mr. BRooKs. Right, right.
Mr. Bowsmm. But then in January-
Mr. BRooKs. You'd take a full cut at it.
Mr. Bowsimm. Yes. But in January when we got the forecast

from CBO and OMB, we were up to the $210, $220 billion estimates
for fiscal year 1986. So really what we have done in fiscal 1986 is
cut $11 billion out of really about $30 to $40 billion of what we
thought the deficit was above or where the Congress and the Presi-
dent said they wanted to be, there at $171 billion.
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But then the thing that happened was that the estimates came
in for fiscal year 1987 very favorably. In other words, the computer
models showed that, although things had deteriorated for 1986,
things were looking good for 1987, primarily because the models
were taking in the drop of interest rates and the drop in oil prices.
They were coming out with estimates showing that the deficit for
fiscal 1987 might not be nearly as we think, and we might not even
have to sequester. I mean, there were those kind of discussions.

I think that hurt the process myself. In other words, I think a lot
of people began.to believe that, if we don't have to sequester, we
don't have to make, in 1987, tough program budget decisions. And
maybe this thing isn't as bad as we thought it was.

And so, that's been a lot of the thinking here in the spring. But
now it seems to me that the economic forecast, from what I'm hear-
ing, is not going to look as good for fiscal year 1987 as those Janu-
ary numbers. But we don't know until we see the numbers.

But I think the size of your sequester amount is a big factor in
how well the process is going to work. If it's a small number, I
think it might work. If it's a larger number, I think you might
have a lot of difficia1ty•_ ..

Mr. B ROKs. Well, what do they think that the budget deficit will
be now? What's the current estimate?

Mr. BOWSHER. What I'm just hearing is that the January num-
bers don't look quite as favorable now. And so I don't have a
number, and I don't think we'll really have much of a feel until we
get that first step up there, that August--

Mr. BROOKS. The August 15 snapshot?
Mr. BOWSHER. Yes, yes.
Mr. SAXToN. Mr. Chairman, would you yield for just one moment

on this point?
Mr. BROOKS. Yes, Mr. Saxton.
Mr. SAXTON. On the fiscal year 1986 deficit, what will happen if

we are not at or near the $171.9 billion deficit?
Mr. BOWSHER. Nothing. In other words, it's now estimated over

at the White House, the last figure I read, which was in the papers
a couple weeks ago, it's a $212 billion estimate for fiscal year 1986.
Now that's after you've sequestered the $11.7 billion. So what
you're really ending up with in 1986 is averylarge-deficit, even
though you've had the first year of the process, because the process
was capped at 11.7.

But it doesn't change it. In other words, the year unfolds as it is
going to unfold, but you took 11.7 out with the first Gramm-
Rudman cuts.

Now the question is, the big question is, what impact is that
goinq to have on 1987? Some of those cuts that you made in 1986roll into 1987 and should also help. That was another reason why
the 1987 estimates in January looked better. People thought that
the cuts being made in 1986 would roll in, and some of them will,
no question about it.

But the big question will be now, what is the forecast for 1987?---
And we just don't know at this point.

Mr. BROOKS. What he is pointing out is that the $11 billion cut
was just a drop in--the-bucket when compared to the real deficit
above $171 billion, which was the limit set by Gramm-Rudman. In-
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stead of taking about a $30 billion cut in the 1986 budget, we
agreed, the President agreed and Congress acquiesced, that we
would take an $11.7 billion cut.

Now it is still up in the air as to what that August 15 snapshot
will be.

Mr. HORTON. On that same point, the cap was $11.7 billion.
Mr. BRooms. Arbitrary.
Mr. HORTON. Arbitrary. If there had been no cap, how much

would the sequestration have amounted to?
Mr. Bowsmm. Well, it would have been $30 to $40 billion. Then,

if you said we can only do seven-twelfths of it because we are that
far into the year, you would have taken seven-twelfths of that
figure. You see, the deficit flows on you. What it means is you just
got started late in that fiscal year, so you just can't get the
amount-

Mr. HORTON. Iwas trying to establish the magnitude of the prob-
lem.

Mr. BRooKs. It would be about $28 billion.
Mr. Bowsmm. Right.
Mr.-HowroN. In other words, everybody that was hit with a share

of the $11.7 billion cut, and we thought that was pretty drastic, in-
stead of $11.7, it would have been closer to--

Mr. Bowsim. Another way to look at it is that the cut would
have probably been doubled at least on everybody.

Mr. DioGuAmi. Mr. Chairman, can I ask a question on that?
Mr. BRooKs. Let me finish this question. You noted in your state-

ment that the February sequestration cut resulted mostly in belt
tightening by Federal agencies. How much room in most agencies
is there to continue belt tightening procedures?

Mr. Bowsnm. The impression we have is that, if you get another
sequester order in that 4-percent range, there is probably some
room for belt tightening and not drastic cutbacks. If you go much
above that, then you are starting to cut into the real program and
into the real strength of these organizations.

As I said in my statement, you might have to go to RIF's and
furloughs and things like that.

I think you can take the first wave out of an organizAttoit by the
belt tightening methods. I think as you get into the second and
third year, then what you have to do is generally reduce the size of
the organization or reduce the size of the program or look at it
more on that kind of a basis.

Mr. BRooKs. Would continued implementation of Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings make the Federal Government run more effi-
ciently and more economically?

Mr. Bowsm. No; as I sai a year ago, I think the big virtue in
the Gramm-Rudman process is that it starts you down the road of
getting on top of these Federal deficits. I think that is important. I
think running it at $200 billion or more a year is just too much.
We are building up too much of a debt and too much of an interest
payment in the future. ,

If you do it across the board for 5 straight years, it seems to me
that you will do a fair amount of damage to the efficiency of the
Government operations and that some of the programs will be
hurt. There is just no question. Hardly anyone would cut any oper-
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ating organization or any operating program across the board. The
big thing is to go find the areas that should be cut, should be elimi-
nated, if you are going to bring the size of Government down. The
idea that everybody takes an equal hit is a way to get there, but it
doesn't add to the efficiency long term. I think we will have ineffi-
ciency.

Mr. BROOKS. General, although we don't know what that August
15 snapshot will be, the expenditures for 1987 have been pretty
much in line with those in 1986. The deficit for fiscal 1987 could
probably be in ballpark figures between $160 billion to $200 billion.
That would result in a sequestration under the act of between $16
and $56 billion.

Would you give us your opinion as to the impact of a sequestra-
tion at the three different levels? What the impact of a $15 billion
cut sequestration would be, what the impact of a $25 billion and a
$30 billion sequestration would be on Federal programs?

Mr. BOWSHER. I think a $15 billion cut would be pretty close to
what we had in 1986. I think most agencies could accommodate
that and could cut back and not do much damage. I think to go to
the next level-

Mr. HORTON. Would you yield right there? There would be a cu-
mulative effect. You would have cuts of $4.3 billion plus $4.3 bil-
lion, let's say, so you have $8.6 billion cut in one calendar year. If
ou only had one sequestration, that would be one thing. If you
ave two, it has a cumulative effect. I just wonder whether you

wouldn't want to revise your answer on that.
Mr. BOWSHER. There is no question, Congressman Horton, that

the cumulative effect makes it tougher. Like our own situation at
GAO. We put a freeze on hiring immediately in February. We cut
back on our training, our traveling, and everything like that. If we
had to take another percentage cut of about the same, what we
would have to do is continue that freeze. We might have to go to a
selective early out of some of our people, and we would still have to
cut back on training and traveling.

The second year is a little tougher than the first year. What I am
saying is we probably can live with that and still give you the basic
GAO that you have known. If you go up to the next level, which is
your question, we might have to go to RIF's. That makes you con-
centrate on that for a year rather than doing your job.

If you went to the top level, you are probably going to end up
with a GAO that is 20 percent less than the size the GAO has been
for the last 10 years.

Mr. BaOOKS. That is not the top that is conceivable. That is just
$30 billion.

Mr. BOWSHER. I thought you went from $16 to $30 to $50 or $60
billion. I was thinking about the $50 to $60 billion.

Mr. BROOKS. Yes; I was asking for a cut on $15, $25, or $30 bil-
lion.

Mr. BOWSHER. If you get up into the $40 to $60 billion cut, you
have to really reduce the size of Government and reduce the size of
programs to pull that off. As I said a year ago, you are forced to do
it with expenditure dollars, and expenditure dollars have to go
very low to get those kind of numbers; you have to go at your oper-
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ating accounts, which are your annual appropriations, and that is

r. BROOKS. On the supplemental appropriations bill that is now
in conference, it has funds in it for a number of programs such as
the FAA, the Coast Guard, IRS, Customs, Judiciary. In your opin-
ion, is this essentially a rescue mission to save these programs
from the recent sequestration cut?

Mr. BOWSHER. It's partially that but it is also a rescue mission to
rescue them a bit from some of the other cuts that took place over
a cumulative 3- or 4-year period. IRS is a good illustration. The
numbers they have in the supplemental bill are quite a bit higher
than what they were cut in the sequester order.

I think there is no question that what they have done is look at a
few of these agencies, like the FAA and IRS, where people are
truly concerned that the operation continue in a mode that is going
to be able to operate, you might say, successfully, and they have
gone back with requests that they feel they need to keep those
places going. In the case of the IRS, it is even more than the se-
tquester amount. It goes back to the cuts that were put forward in
te 3 or 4 years ahead of that.

Mr. BROOKS. How would the sequestration that might take place
for fiscal year 1987 differ from the one that they put into place for
1986?

Mr. BOWSHER. The big difference on the sequester there is in the
defense area. Secretary Weinberger requested and the Congress
went along with him, an exception on his military personnel. He
wanted to protect the force levels of the Armed Forces. That excep-
tion was put in the 1986 process. It is not in the 1987 through 1991
process. Those appropriations would have to take an equal hit
along with all the other appropriations.

There are a few more changes like that. That is the major one.
Mr. BROOKS. Thank you. Mr. Horton.
Mr. HORTON. Thank yQu, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Bowsher, with regard to the present exercise between the

two Budget Committees, the House passed a budget and the Senate
passed a budget and they are in conference now as you know. The
President sent up a budget which was within the Gramm-Rudman
deficit limit of $144 billion. It was on target. That was rejected by
both the Senate Finance Committee and the House, the House by
recorded vote.

What is necessary in order for the sequestration to be avoided for
1987 with the budget operation? I am asking how do we avoid all
this sequestration, whether it is fallback or under Gramm-Rudman
as it is now. What do we have to do?

Mr. BOWSHER. It requires a substantial leveling off or somewhat
of a reduction in the buildup of the defense budget. That would be
one of the major components. It seems to me you would have to cut
back on some of the domestic programs a bit. I think you might
have to consider what7-some of ihe Senate Republican leaders are
urging. They are raising the issue of whether you need some reve-
nue enhancements.

If you would get everything that the President had provided, like
the privatization sales, you would possibly do it. But a lot of those
don't seem to be going through, so every one that doesn't go
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through, you have to take even more program away or you have to
come in with some new revenues.

Mr. HORTON. I appreciate your answer on that. That basically is
the substance. In other words, you are addressing your remarks to
the substantive as of it.

Mr. BoWsHIR. •e•s.
Mr. HORTON. My question is directed more toward the procedure.

Let's awume that the House and Senate agree on a budget that is
$144 or $134 billion but it is under the $144 billion target deficit.
What is required from the President and the administration in
order to avoid sequestration? -

Mr. BOWSHzR. What is required is that you would get the budget
resolution passed. Everybody agreed to come in at the $144 billion.
Then, if you got the appropriations passed that lined up with the
budget resolution, you would be in good shape with onebigcaveat.
When these forecasts come in, will they agree that, with that base
of programs that has been passed, that the now current forecast of
revenues and expenditures will still keep you below the $154 bil-
lion?

In other words, what you have is a $10 billion cushion. If every-
body agrees and the budget resolution and the appropriations say
$144 billion is what we have aimed at and we have done it, you
still have to pass the hurdle of the economic forecasts that willbe
coming in, to say yes, the revenues, current economic forecasts, we
think they will come in at that mark. Then they say that is below
$154 billion.

Mr. HORTON. In order to do that, you have pointed out we have
to adopt appropriations bills.

Mr. BOWSHER. Either that or a full year continuing resolution
that would achieve it.

Mr. HORTON. If we haven't done that or if the President were to
veto appropriations bills or a continuing resolution, then there
would not be any way for us to avoid it. Is that correct?

Mr. BowsHzR. That's correct.
Mr. HAves. If I might amplify, under those circumstances, we

go back to the procedure of estimating the outlays on the basis of
the 1986 postsequester funding level. The issue then would become
whether the revenues for 1987 under the new economic assump-
tions were sufficient to bring the deficit, given that outlay assump-
tion base, down to the $154 trigger level. At this point, I don t
think we would be in a position to speculate. It would be difficult, I
think, under those circumstances to avoid sequester.

Mr. HORTON. They keep talking in the budget conference about
the need to have the President approve this and approve that. His
approval is necessary because of the appropriations bills that would
havd to follow. Is that correct?

Mr. HAvWs. The appropriations and assumed revenue increases
that are in both resolutions.

Mr. HORTON. With regard to the time, let's assume we are under
the fallback procedure. We would have this Temporary Joint Com-
mittee on Deficit Reduction, which as you point out is to be made
up of the two Budget Committees of the House and the Senate. You
went through some sort of an exercise in order to arrive at the
1986 sequestration.
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I am also interested, assuming you would be involved in the proc-
ess for the 1987 budget, in establishing how much time is involved.
I want to relate that to what the Temporary Joint Committee could
do. You are one agency and you have an agency head. In essence,
one person can make a decision. You have all your staff and that
sort of thing, but you make a decision.

When you have two Budget Committees made up of large num-
bers of people, that Budget Committee has to come out with a joint
resolution. That resolution has to be passed by the House and
Senate, and be ined by the President, which I think is cumber-
some, complicate and it just doesn't seem that it would be work-
able.

But I am thinking in terms of the amount of time that you would
have to put into your exercise, or would have to put in if you are
involved in 1987, vis-a-vis the Joint Committee action and effort
notwithstanding all the other problems that they have, in going
through the legislative process.

Mr. BOWSHER. Let me explain what we did in 1986, and I think
that will give you a good feel. And that is that as soon as we knew
we had this role, after legislation was passed, we met in December
with the Director of OMB, the Director of CBO, and our top staffs.
And we told them what we needed to do our role. And they agreed
that they thought they could provide that to us.

We met with people like the Comptroller of the Defense Depart-
ment. We said we would be looking at spend-out rates and various
things like that. We wanted to warn them right up front what we
would be looking at and what we would need, as far as informa-
tion. And as we went into January, we started working on some of
that data, as they could provide it to us, long before we got the two
official reports you might say.

Then we worked night and day for those 5 days. In fact, we
really had 6 days. In fact, the last night I went home at 11 o'clock
at night and Milt worked all night, and I came back and started
reading the report at 7 o'clock in the morning. And Harry was in
charge of the whole thing.

But we really put in quite an effort to get that report out. And as
you say, we could sit right there and make decisions pretty fast. A
lot depends on what kind of a report you get from CBO and OMB
because if they send you a report where they are in total agree-
ment, that is one report. If they send you a report that says we are
in general agreement, but here are a list of issues that we do not
agree on, then you give to the Joint Committee a list of issues that
have to get resolved.

And we did not have too many of those in 1986. I think CBO and
OMB were anxious to come into agreement and not turn over to
GAO too many issues. But those issues that did surface required
some legal work.

Now in addition, in 1987 of course, you are going to have that
one big issue that we did not have in 1986 and that is-what is the
economic assumptions and therefore what is that revenue estimate,
expenditures, and the deficit? Because of the cap in 1986, we had a
much easier job of it than what we are going to have or they are
going to have when that report comes in for fiscal year 1987.
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Mr. HORTON. Let me ask you another question for clarification.
You have already pointed out that with a cap of $11.7 billion that
that was not adequate to make the goal for 1986. Does any of that
excess, that rtion that was not satisfied, if you will, carry over
into the 198r? Is that added to the deficit that we have to reduce,
or does that just stand there and add to the deficit but it does not
have to be ten care of in the 1987 sequestration?

Mr. BoWSHER. Yes; it does not flow quite to where you say this
$30 billion is; but the truth of the matter is, if you did not take
actions to get it down-which we did not in 1986, we only took ac-
tions to get it down by $11.7-then it is influenced by that because
the size of the Government flows into the next fiscal year based on
only a $11.7 sequestered amount.

Mr. HORTON. So there is some indirect cumulative impact?
Mr. BoWSHR. Yes, there is.
Mr. HORTON. Which has impact on what we do? -_

Mr. BoWSHER. Yes.
Mr. HORTON. Would you recommend additional accounts be ex-

empted from the Gramm-Rudman automatic cut?
'Mr. BOWSHER. No; we think that there are some agencies who

have raised some issues that the Congress might want to consider,
but we decided that we would not make any recommendations to
the Congress, whether they were in or out, based on any of those
things.

Mr. HORTON. What special problems would you foresee in carry-
ing out your responsibilities, if you are in the pictures, if Congress
ends up with a continuing resolution, which includes several affect-
ed agencies' appropriations?

Mr. BowsHER. Well, the continuing resolution-if it was a full
year resolution, it would not be too bad. But you know, in recent
years, we have been going for partial continuing-for instance, a
continuing resolution until December 1 or until January 1.

If that happens, then that does not count as the base and so you
have to go back to the 1986 base. And as Harry pointed out here a
few minutes ago, that is probably not the best base from which to
be working the 1987 sequestering process. But that is what the law
requires and that is what you would have to go back to.

That is why I pointed out early that, not only does the Congress
have to face the Gramm-Rudman process, they have to face the
debt limitation and the continuing resolution issues. And the con-
tinuing resolution is a major issue as to whether the Congress is
willing to vote a continuing resolution for the full year or not. Be-
cause only if it is for the full year does it then serve as the base.

Mr. HORTON. One further question-based on your expertise in
this-and I realize that no one has a great deal of expertise be-
cause we have not been through this other than in fiscal 1986, but
lased on your expertise and all the work that you have done, look-
ing at the entire picture, what would be your educated guess as to
whether we will or will not have to have sequestration for 1987?

I realize that a lot of factors go into this.
Mr. BOWsHER. This is sheer speculation now.
Mr. HORTON. Sheer speculation. I understand. You will not be

held to it.
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Mr. BOWSHER. I would think you are going to have to have some
S estering in 1987.
ir. HORTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BRooKs. Mr. Saxton, the gentleman from New Jersey.
Mr. SAXTON. Mr. Bowsher, we have become aware recently-and

perhaps not so recently, that regardless of what we do in some
areas that outlays will continue to increase, particularly in the
area of defense where we have made long-term obligations to spend
certain moneys on certain acquisitions and projects.

Gramm-Rudman requires that both outlays and new budget au-
thority come within the deficit limit. Does this pose any particular
problem, in terms of what we are really expecting in these areas
where we have made these obligations?

Mr. BOWSHER. The Gramm-Rudman process really puts the em-
phasis on the expenditure dollars and then the outlay-whatever
the expenditure dollar that is sequestered. The outlay then is cal-
culated and is taken away from the agency. So your point is well
taken, that the expenditure spend out drives the problem, to a cer-
tain extent. And what you are seeing now is that the expenditures
are spending out faster, at defense, because of the big buildup of 3
or 4 years of obligation authority that was given to the defense pro-
gram.

I suspect that we are loing to see that for about 2 years, maybe
even 3. Therefore it wilt just make it more difficult for the Con-
gress and the President to achieve the Gramm-Rudman targets be-
cause of that situation and because the targets are in expenditure
terms.

Mr. SAXTON. Does that mean that new authority would have to
be somewhat lower because of increased outlays?

Mr. BOWSHER. It means that you would probably have to seques-
ter more because of the increased outlays, yes.

Mr. SAXTON. Thank you.
Mr. BROOKS. Mr. DioGuardi.
Mr. DIoGUARDI. If you were a Congressman, Mr. Bowsher, would

you have voted for Gramm-Rudman?
Mr. BOWSHR. If I was a Congressman would I have voted for

Gramm-Rudman? I do not think I should really answer that ques-
tion.

Mr. IkoGUARUi. This is pure speculation, but I know his experi-
ence because his experience is very much like mine in an account-ing firm. -Mr. BoWSHER. Yes; I do not think I should explain how I would

have voted if I were a Congressman because that is not my role.
What I have often said is that I see the main virtue of Gramm-
Rudman. And that is that it gets us going with some kind of a plan
to get the total budget deficit down. And it is important to do that.

The main worry and the weakness of Gramm-Rudman is the-
very one that the chairman and Congressman Horton and others
have raised. And that is, is it the most efficient way to do it and do
we end up with a Government that can operate well and be effi-
cient? And I say no, I do not think it does.

In other words, you are giving up efficiency and good Govern-
ment operations for the bigger goal, maybe, of getting the deficit
down. And the one question I raised-I think last fall-and I con-
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tinue to wonder, and that is, is it a good process to do for 5 straight
years, as is presently law? And I am not sure that it would be. But
that is my main concern.

Mr. DioGUARmD. Well, could you see a better option? For in-
stance, in thinking about all the options that we could bring to
bear on reducing the deficit-and I think there is consensus across
this country that we must reduce the deficit-do you see an option
that is better than the Gramm-Rudman option?

Mr. BOWSHER. I have always thought that a better option would
be to take a longer term view, if you could politically-and you
people have to judge because you are running for the elected of-
fices-and to put it more on the obligation authority. In other
words, choking down on the program of the future, which will
eventually give you the lower expenditures but does not force you
to do it on expenditure totals in a current fiscal year, you might

In other words, by putting that emphasis on expenditure dollar
goals, you are forcing short-term, 1-year actions to meet those goals
which might not be where you want to get to at the end of 5 years,
if you looked at the overall operations of Government. But it does
not do it quite as fast as what the Gramm-Rudman process forces
you to do.

Mr. DIoGuamw. So we probably ought to refine the process. But
the ultimate goal of deficit reduction, I think, is important.

Mr. BOWSHER. I would think after you go through the 1987 proc-
ess, I think it might be worth looking at, myself.

Mr. DioGuARm. Just one question on the numbers themselves.
When you talked about 1987, were you assuming an increase in the
defense budget in your qualitative judgment on 1987. What as-
sumptions were you usingm?

Mr. BowsiiR. As I said, that was pure speculation and I was just
kind of assuming that the expenditures in defense are spending out
faster and therefore you are going to have an increase in those ex-
penditures with the existing dollars that are in the pipeline. And I
do not see a major reduction there, but I was not assuming a big
increase either, Joe, in the defense area.

Mr. DIoGuUwi. Thank you.
Mr. BRooKS. I want to thank you for being here today, you and

your staff. This concludes today's hearings on the impact of the
Gramm-Rudman-Holfings law. I really appreciate your coming
down and contributing your thoughts on this matter.

I want to repeat that the purpose of today's and tomorrow's hear-
go is not to second guess teSupreme Court or preempt the

Budget Committee on the budget resolution, but to examine the
impact to date of the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings law and its antici-
pated consequences in the coming months.

It is clear, from what we have heard, that regardless of any ac-
tions forthcoming from the Supreme Court, by the House or the
Senate Budget Committees, we are going to face a major sequestra-
tion in October. Consequtntly, we could have a fascinating August,
September, and October. That is aside from the campaigns.

This hearing is adjourned until 10 a.m. in the morning when we
will hear from Rudolph Penner, Director of the Congressional
Budget Office.
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Thank you and good day.
[Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene at 10 a.m., Thursday, June 19, 1986.]
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IMPACT OF THE GRAMM-RUDMAN-HOLLINGS
LAW

THURSDAY, JUNE 19, 1986

HousE oF REPRESENTATIVES,
LEGISAIoN AND NATIONAL SECURITY SUBCOMMITTEE

or THE COMMrrrEE ON GOVERNMENT OPEnATIONS,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:38 a.m., in room
2154, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Jack Brooks (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Jack Brooks, Stephen L. Neal, Frank
Horton, and Joseph J. DioGuardi.

Full committee staff present: William M. Jones, general counsel;
Robert H. Brink, Donna Fossum, and Robert S. Richard, profession-
al staff members; Marilyn Jarvis, clerk; Stephen M. Daniels, mi-
nority staff director and counsel; and Alexander B. Cook, minority
professional staff, Committee on Government Operations.

Mr. BROOKS. This morning, we continue to examine the impact of
the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings law. Yesterday, Comptroller General
Chuck Bowsher testified that the fiscal year 1986 sequestration
cuts made pursuant to the provisions of this law resulted mostly in
"belt-tightening" by Federal agencies. This has meant that the
agencies have postponed procurements, and restricted travel and
training, and frozen hiring. Some also expect to furlough employees
for a time before the end of September.

Comptroller General Bowsher further noted that the Federal
agencies that appear to have suffered the most under the first
round of sequestration cuts were those agencies charged with en-
suring the health and safety of our citizens. Among those Federal
agencies are the FAA, the Customs, the DEA, the Federal Prison
System, and the Coast Guard. The operations of the IRS have also
been adversely affected by Gramm-Rudman-Hollings.

This morning we will explore the likelihood that another round
of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings sequestration cuts are going to occur,
and examine what their likely effect will be.

Our witness this morning is a very able and qualified man, Ru-
dolph G. Penner, Director of the Congressional Budget Office. We
appreciate- your appearing before us- today. We look forward to
your statement. Please proceed.

Mr. HORTON. Mr. Chairman, I just want to ask unanimous con-
sent to put my statement in the record at this point. And I join you
in welcoming Mr. Penner here this morning. He has been before

(31)
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our committee before; has a very responsible job and a very respon-
sible position with regard to this Gramm-Rudman process.

He is held in high regard on both sides of the aisle, and we cer-
tainly do want to welcome you to the committee, and we look for-
ward to your testimony on this very important, controversial, diffi-
cult, complex issue. Thank you.

Mr. PENNER. Thank you.
Mr. BRooKs. Without objection, so ordered. And the gentleman is

recognized.
[Mr. Horton's statement follows:]
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STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE FRANK HORTON

MR. CHAIRMAN, I AM VERY GLAD THAT WE HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY

TODAY TO CONTINUE OUR HEARINGS INTO THE EFFECTS OF THE GRAMM-RUDMAN

LAW ON THE OPERATIONS OF OUR GOVERNMENT. TODAY, AS YESTERDAY, WE

HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO HEAR FROM ONE OF THE IMPORTANT PARTICIPANTS

IN THE PROCEDURE ESTABLISHED UNDER THAT BILL.

UNDER GRAMM-RUDMAN, THE CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE IS

RESPONSIBLE, ALONG WITH 01B, FOR EVALUATING THE FEDERAL BUDGET AND

DETERMINING WHETHER THE NEXT FISCAL YEAR WILL PRODUCE A DEFICIT

BEYOND ESTABLISHED LIMITS. THE REPORTS FROM THESE TWO AGENCIES

FORM THE BASIS FOR THE GAO REPORT SETTING OUT THE EXTENT OF ANY

SEQUESTRATION ORDER.

NR.,-PENNER, I WOULD LIKE TO JOIN THE CHAIRMAN FN WELCOMING . .

YOU HERE TODAY. YESTERDAY, AS YOU KNOW,,WE HEARD FROM THE

COMPTROLLER GENERAL ON HIS VIEW OF THE GRAMM-RUDMAN PROCEDURES. HE

PAINTED A PICTURE OF THE LAW AS ACHIEVING LOWER BUDGET DEFICITS AT

THE COST OF DECREASED EFFICIENCY IN GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS. WE LOOK

FORWARD TO HEARING YOUR COMMENTS THIS MORNING. - HOPE THAT

INCLUDED AMONG THEM WILL BE YOUR ANALYSIS OF MR. BOWSHER'S

HYPOTHESIS.
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STATEMENT OF RUDOLPH G. PENNER, DIRECTOR,
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE

Mr. PENNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a great pleasure to
be here to discuss the Balanced Budget Act with you.

I believe that yesterday the Comptroller General laid out the
basic procedures for you, so I will just skip over that part of my
testimony. There is a chart over here that lists the key dates, and a
similar chart appears on page 3 of my testimony.

Starting on page 4 of the testimony, we describe an illustrative
sequestration based on several very important assumptions. First

- of all, we make no change in either our February economic forecast
or in the technical assumptions that we used in February. Obvious-
ly, some changes are likely when we make our August report. Fur-
ther, this illustration reflects legislation enacted since the Febru-
ary forecast but assumes no new legislation affecting the budget
between now and August 15. Or putting the matter another way,
in our annual report of last February, we gave you an illustrative
sequestration for 1987. All we have done in this new illustration is
to adjust the February numbers for legislation passed since then.

It is also very important to emphasize that the sequestration
amount in August depends not just on our report, but rather on an
average of OMB and CBO estimates. Or, if the GAO remains in the
picture next August, they can choose either of our estimates, or use
entirely new ones that they would construct.

The last important point to make in evaluating our numbers
here is-that our assumptions essentially assume that there are no
approriations legislation passed before August 15.

Under those circumstances the law is very precise in directing us
to go back to the 1986 appropriation levels and use them as our
base for the calculation and for calculating the percentage
amounts. In other words, the law-does not allow us to adjust the
base in any way for inflation. It is equivalent to a nominal freeze
with regard to-

Mr. BaOOKS. What about continuing resolutions?
Mr. PENNER. Anything less than a 12-month continuing resolu-

tion must be ignored. But if we have a full 12-month continuing
resolution, we would take that into account.

Well, let me start reading my statement where we get to the
actual numbers.

The major elements of the calculations for the illustrative 1987
sequestration are shown in table 2 on page 8. Although the seques-
tration actually applies to new budget authority and other spend-
ing authority, the calculations use outlay estimates to determine
the amount of the sequestration.

The first step is to divide the amount of the estimated excess def-
icit, which would be $16.6 billion in our illustration, into two
halves. One half-$8.- billion-is assigned to defense -programs,
and the other half to nondefense programs.

Second, the total amount of outlay savings from eliminating
automatic spending increases is calculated. One-half of those sav-
ings for indexed retirement and disability programs is applied to
the required reductions in defense programs, and one-half to non-
defense. Under our February economic assumptions, this amounts
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to an estimated $1.2 billion for 1987, so that $0.6 billion is subtract-
ed from the $8.3 billion required outlay reduction for both defense
and nondefense programs.

Various additional calculations have to be made for nondefense
programs, including the savings that can be obtained by eliminat-
ing the automatic spending increases in three programs-the Na-
tional Wool Act, Special Milk Program, and vocational rehabilita-
tion grants. Also included are savings to be obtained by applying
certain special rules for guaranteed student loans, foster care and
adoption assistance, Medicare, and veterans health programs.
These estimated savings amount to another $1.5 billion, which is
also subtracted from the required $8.3 billion in nondefense out-
laTs leaves $7.7 billion for defense programs and $6.2 billion for

nondefense programs to be obtained by across-the-board, uniform
percentage reductions in budgetary resources. The uniform per-
centages are calculated by dividing these dollar amounts by total
estimated 1987 outlays associated with sequestrable budgetary re-
sources. For defense programs, the sequestrable base is estimated
to be $173 billion. For nondefense programs, the equivalent base is
$109.6 billion-lower than for defense programs because a large

-pa .. tr f1 0 neense spending is either exempt from sequestration
or limited by special rules. The resulting sequestration percentages
are 4.5 percent for defense and 5.7 percent for nondefense. These
percentages are then applied to the new budget authority and
other spending authority in the sequestration base,

The seqýuestration base levels and sequestration calculations are
very sensitive to changes in economic assumptions- and-other-fac.-.
tors. It is not unusual these days for budget deficit estimates to
change by tens of billions of dollars within a 6-month period be-

- -. cause of revised economic forecasts and other factors. For example,
lower real growth and taxable income projections can result in sig-
nificantly reduced revenue estimates.

If you turn to table 3 on page 11 of my testimony, Mr. Chairman, -

you can see how important this effect is. For example, suppose the
excess deficit calculation went from $20 to $30 billion because of a
change in our revenue estimate. A $10 billion change in our rev.-
nue estimate would be a little over 1 percent-not m-c-h of a
change. But because only, roughly speaking, a quarter of the

--.budget-beai'he6-ull brunt of sequestration, you can see how, be-
cause of that small change in our deficit estimate, the sequestra-
tion percentage changes by quite a lot-in this case from 5.4 per-
cent in defense to 8.3 percent, or for nondefense from 7.3 to 11.8
percent.

Thus, the way the sequestration is structured tends to really
magnify the effect of any adustment to our estimates.

Looking at the impact of the sequestration of this sort of magni-
tude, a 1987 sequestration of 4.5 percent for defense programs and

. ..7 percent for nondefense programs would be much more severe
than these percentages imply. First, in my illustration, these reduc-
tions would be on top of the 1986 sequestrations of 4.9 percent for
defense and 4.3 percent for nondefense programs. Therefore, you
should look at it as though you combine these two sequestrations,
and they imply reductions from the original appropriation levels
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epa: s in 1986 of 9.2 percent for defense and 9.8 percent for nonde-
fense programs. Second, the reduction in real terms would be even
greater because, as I said before, we would not be allowed in these
circumstances to adjust for inflation in any way.

The postsequestration budget levels for 1987 are shown in table 4
in comparison to- 1986 scorekeeping- levyels and 1987 CBO b-eline. _

projections -and sequestration-base-levels.-Total- outlays for 1987
would be limited to $990 billion under our illustrative sequestra-
tion, only $10 billion more than the outlays estimated for 1986-
roughly a 1 percent increase. Defense outlays would be held to
about the 1986 estimated level, while nondefense outlays would rise
by only $5 billion.

To achieve these results, new budget authority for the national
defense function would be reduced to $276 billion through seques-
tration, more than $10 billion below the amount available in 1986
and more than $40 billion below the level requested by the Presi-
dent for 1987. Furthermore, the resulting program mix would be
very different from that proposed by the & ent.Asomandato-
ry increases in Social Security outlays and other entitlement pro-
grams would have to be almost completely offset by decreases in
other nondefense programs.

Additional details on the illustrative 1987 sequestration for de-
fense programs are shown in Table 5. Although the impact would
vary from program to program, it would not be much different
from the impact of the 1986 sequestration except for military per-
sonnel accounts, which would be especially hard hit.

The military personnel accounts were almost totally exempt
from sequestratili "1ir1986; -but would not be exempt under the law
in 1987. They would be hit harder than other defense accounts' in
1987 because the sertina point for the reduction would be from an

-Alredy-ain pay raise and retirement
costs, the 1986 appropriations for military personnel provided
access to unobligated balances in the procurement accounts in lieu
of new budget authority. Consequently, 1986 new budget authority
in the military personnel accounts is about 7 percent-or $5 bil-
lion-lower than actual costs. Reducing the 1986 budget authority
level by another 4.5 percent under our illustrative sequestration
would reduce available resources 11 percent below the level needed
to support current manpower strengths. This could translate into a
reduction of 350,000 or more active and reserve personnel as a
result of the 1987 sequestration.

Regardless of the outcome of the Supreme Court decision, the se-
questration procedures for 1987 will begin in August when CBO -

and OMB release their initial budget estimates. The CBO estimates
presented today are illustrative only and are subject to significant
change over the next 2 months as a result of legislative actions, re-
visions to the underlying assumptions, and other factors.

While our illustrative 1987 sequestration involves relatively low
across-the-board percentage cuts in spending programs, the impact
would be quite severe, especially for military personnel, since the
cuts would be applied to 1986 postsequestration appropriation
levels for most programs.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[Mr. Penner's prepared statement follows:]
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Statement of
Rudolph G. Penner

Director
Congressional Budget Office

before the
Subcommittee on Legislation and National Security

Committee on Government Operations
U.S. House of Representatives

June 19, 1986

This statement is not avail-
- -able-for-publIc -release -until~

It lsdellvered at 10:00 amm.(EDT), Thursday, June 19,
1986.
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Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to have the opportunity to discuss the

sequestration procedures under the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit

Control Act of 1985 (P.L. 99-177)-or more briefly, the Balanced Budget

Act. My statement this morning will cover two areas:

o The sequestration procedures for fiscal year 1987 that will begin

In August; and

o Some Illustrative sequestration calculations for 1987.

SEQUESTRATION PROCEDURES

The Balanced Budget Act establishes steadily declining deficit targets after

1986, culminating In a balanced budget In fiscal year 1991. The deficit

target for 1987 Is $144 billion. Unless the Congress acts to reduce the

deficit to within $10 billion of this level before the start of the fiscal year,

the $144 billion deficit target would be achieved by sequestering budgetary

resources. The act provides a $10 billion leeway for 1987 through 1990, but

none for 1991. Except for trust and special funds, sequestration Involves

permanently canceling new budget authority and other spending authority to

obligate and expend funds.

The deficit estimates used to Implement the act are provided by the

Congressional Budget Office (CBO), the Office of Management and Budget

(OMB), and the General Accounting Office (GAO). Although the automatic

spending reduction provision of the act has been ruled unconstitutional by a
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federal district court and this ruling may be upheld by the Supreme Court,

the sequestration of budgetary resources to achieve the deficit targets

would remain an option to be used by the Corigres under alternative

procedures.

The first step In the sequestration process for 1987 will be a joint

report by the Directors of CBO and OMB on August 20 that estimates

budget base levels as of August l13, and calculates the amounts of budgetary

resources to be sequestered if the deficit is greater than $154 billion. The

joint Directors' report, which must be printed In the Federal Relisterf wil

be made either to the Comptroller General or to a special joint committee

of the Congress, depending upon the decision of the Supreme Court

regarding the role of GAO in the sequestration process.

The next steps In the sequestration timetable are laid out graphically

in Figure 1.- If GAO remains in the process, the Balanced Budget Act sets

forth a-detalled-wheule 6f 0vents with specific dates. In the event that

the GAO role is invalidated, the act sets forth an alternative procedure in

which the Congress would vote on future sequestrations that would then be

subject to Presidential approval. Under either set of procedures, the role of

CBO and OMB remains the same. Our major tasks are to prepare two

reports, one in August and the other in October. The October report is to

reflect any Congressional action on the 1987 budget taken during September

that would affect the August deficit estimates and sequestration calcula-

tions.

51-722 - 93 - 7
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FIGURE 1. SEQUESTRATION TIMETABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR 1987

Balanced Budget Act Procedure Alternative Failback Procedure

Aug.15 - Snapshot of deficit Aug. IS- Snapshot of defclit by CDO
by COO and OMB and OMB

Aug. 20 - CBO/OMB report Aug. 20- CDO/OMB report sent to
mnt to GAO the Colpen

Aug. 2 - GAO report to the - Temporary Joint Committee
President on Deficit Reduction re-

pwb Joint resolution within
Sept. !- Presdential order Is ive das

- Nowe and Senate vote on
Oct 1 - Prm isi order Joint resolution within five

takes effect days

Oct 6 - CBOIOMB ne re-- President approves Joint re-
vised report to GAO solution and Issues seques-- u n coa- trtkmorde-to Oct.ý - CBO/OM lu revised re-

Oct. 10- GAO hemm revised part to the Congres
tept to te Prod-
det - votes on nquw-

OctLPse- 16t a and s-
order Is kened Oa n s

sues revisedseesato
INov. 15- .AO eopla- e. a - oder
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We have already begun to work with OMB to prepare for our

August 20 report. This work Involves the discussion of a few conceptual

issues in defining the budget base for the August 15 "snapshot" in the event

that the Congress does not complete action on the appropriation bills and

other legislation affecting the 1987 budget. It also Includes the review of

the sequestration calculations as they affect specific budget accounts, and

the coordination of our computer data systems so that we can exchange and

compare budget estimates quickly. This Joint work effort is going very

smoothly, as It did last December and January when we produced the 1986

sequestration report.

ILLUSTRATIVE SEQUESTRATION FOR 1987

In our annual report to the Budget Committees last February, we gave a

preview of the CBO budget estimates and sequestration calculations for

1987. This preview used our February economic forecast and technical

estimating assumptions and was based on the laws In place at that time.

Since then, the Congress has passed several measteres that affect the budget

outlook for 1987, the'most Important of which is the Consolidated Omnibus

Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 (COBRA).

For today's testimony, we have updated our February estimates for

enacted legislation but have left unchanged the economic and technical

assumptions. These assumptions will be updated later for the August

Directors' report, and there also may be additional budgetary legislation

that is enacted before August 13. Thus, the numbers that are presented
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today most certainly wig change between now and August, and these

changes could be significant. In addition, the August report will use the

average of CBO and OMB estimates of key amounts, which will result In

further changes to the sequestration calculations used here for Ilustrative

purposes.

Budget Base Levels for 1987

The budget base levels of federal revenues and outlays determine the size of

the excess deficit and, thus, the amount by which spending must be reduced

through sequestration. The Balanced Budget Act contains a number of

Instructions for measuring the budget base. The revenue level In the budget

base Is to be estimated on the assumption that current tax laws continue

unchanged, and that expiring provisions will terminate as scheduled except

for excise taxes dedicated to a trust fund, which are to be extended at

current rates.

The outlay level for entitlements or permanent appropriations Is also

to assume continuation of current law and termination of expiring

provisions, except for Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) price-support

programs, which are to be extended at current rates. For-annual discre-

tionary appropriations, the outlay base estimates are to Include enacted

appropriation levels. If appropriations for the fiscal year have not been

enacted by the "snapshot" date, the outlay base estimates are to assume

appropriations equal to those in force for the previous year with no

adjustments for Inflation. Thus, for the upcoming August 20 report, we will

use 1986 postsequestration appropriation levels for discretionary spending
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programs unless any 1987 appropriations are enacted by August 15. If only a

short-term continuing resolution is enacted by October 1, we will continue

to use the 1986 appropriations, adjusted for the 1986 sequestration, for the

budget base estimates for the October) report.

The latest CBO estimates of the 1987 budget base levels are shown in

Table 1. These estimates assume that no appropriations for 1987 are

enacted by August 15. Table 1 also shows our latest scorekeeping estimates

for 1986 and updated baseline budget projections for 1987. I would like to

make three comments about the budget estimates shown in Table 1. First,

the outlay reduction for 1986 was limited by the Oalanced Budget Act to a

maximum of $11.7 billion, regardless of the amount of the excess deficit. In

1987 and later years, the amount of possible outlay reductions is not limited.

TABLE 1. CBO BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1986 AND 1987 (By fiscal year,
In billions of dollars)

1986 1987 1987
Current CBO Sequester
Level a/ Baseline b/ Base b/

Revenues ----- 778.3 846.4 846.4
Outlays 980.3 1,018.6 1,007.0
Deficit 201.8 172.2 160.6
Balanced Budget Act

Deficit Target 171.9 144.0 144.0

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office.

a. CBO scorekeeping estimates.
b. CBO February projections updated only

action.
for Congressional legislative
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Second, under our February economic and technical baseline assump-

tions, revenues will grow faster than outlays. As a result, the 1987 deficit

will be smaller than Is estimated for 1986. The updated CBO baseline

projection for the 1987 deficit Is $172 billion, about $30 billion lower than

our latest scorekeeping estimate for the 1986 deficit.

Third, the sequestration base deficit estimate for 1987 of $161 billion

is lower than our baseline projection by over $10 billion. This difference is

because we must exclude from our sequestration calculations the various

discretionary inflation and other adjustments that we make for our baseline

projections to keep program levels constant in real terms. While we can

take account of Inflation and other factors in our CBO baseline budget

projections, we cannot do so for our sequestration base estimates. As will

be made clear later, this will have a major impact for a possible 1987

sequestration for the defense budget.

Sequestration Calculations

The major elements of the calculations for the Illustrative 1987 sequestra-

tion are shown in Table 2. Although the sequestration actually applies to

new budget authority and other spending authority, the calculations use

outlay estimates to determine the amount of sequestration.

The first step is to divide the amount of estimated excess deficit-

$16.6 billion In our illustration-into two halves. One-half--$8.3 billion--
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Is assigned to defense programs (budget accounts In function 050) and the

other half to nondefense programs.

Second, the total amount of outlay savings from eliminating auto-

matic spending Increases is calculated. One-half of the resulting savings for

indexed retirement and disability programs is applied to the required

TABLE 2. ILLUSTRATIVE SEQUESTRATION CALCULATIONS FOR 1987
(In billions of dollars)

Budget Base Estimates a/
Revenues 846.4
Outlays 1,007.0
Deficit 160.6
Balanced Budget Act deficit target 144.0
Excess deficit 16.6

Sequestration Calculations

Defense Nondefense

Total required outlay reductions 8.3 8.3
Savings from eliminating

automatic spending increases 0.6 0.6
Savings under special rules -- 1.5
Remaining reduction required 7.7 6.2

Sequestration outlay base 173.0 109.6

Uniform sequestration percentage b/ 4.5 5.7

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office.

a. February CBO estimates updated only for Congressional legislative
action.

b. Remaining required reductions divided by the sequester outlay base.
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reductions In defense programs and one-half to nondefense programs. Under

our February economic assumj.tions, this amounts to an estimated $1.2

billion for 1987, so that $0.6 billion is subtracted from the $8.3 billion

required outlay reduction for both defense and nondefense programs.

Various additional calculations are made for nondefense programs,

Including the savings that can be obtained by eliminating automatic spending

increases in three programs-the National Wool Act, the special milk program,

and vocational rehabilitation grants. Also Included are savings to be obtained

by applying certain special rules for guaranteed student loans, foster care

and adoption assistance, Medicare, and veterans health programs. These

estimated savings amount to another $1.5 billion, which is also subtracted

from the required $8.3 billion in nondefense outlays.

This leaves $7.7 billion for defense programs and $6.2 billion for

nondefense programs to be obtained by across-the-board uniform percentage

reductions in budgetary resources. The uniform percentages are calculated

by dividing these dollar amounts by total estimated 1987 outlays associated

with sequestrable budgetary resources. For defense programs, the seques-

trable outlay base is estimated to be $173.0 billion. For nondefense programs,

the equivalent base is $109.6 billion-lower than for defense programs because

a large portion of nondefense spending is either exempt from sequestration

or is limited by special rules. The resulting sequestration percentpvz , are

4.3 percent for defense programs, and 5.7 percent for nondefense programs.

These percentages are then applied to the new budget authority and other

spending authority in the sequestration base.
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Sensitivity of Sequestration Calculations

The sequestration base levels and sequestration calculations are very

sensitive to changes In economic assumptions and other factors. It is not

unusual these days for budget deficit estimates to change by tens of billions

of dollars within a six-month period because of revised economic forecasts

and other factors. For example, lower real growth and taxable income

projections can result in significantly reduced revenues estimates.

Similarly, lower farm commodity prices can result in sharply higher spending

estimates for CCC outlays. Also, reestimates on the order of $3 billion to

$;4 billion are not uncommon for defense outlays because of changes In

spending rates observed In monthly Treasury statements.

For each $10 billion increase in the excess deficit, the uniform seque;

tration percentage for defense programs is Increased by about 3 percentage

points, and for nondefense programs by about 4.3 percentage points, as

shown In-Table 3. For example, If the August deficit estimate for 1987 Is

$174 billion instead of $161 billion because of such factors as lower revenues

and higher farm price supports, which would not change the sequestration

base by very much, the sequestration percentages would rise to 8.3 percent

for defense programs and 11.8 percent for nondefense programs.

1987 Sequestration Impact

A 1987 sequestration of 4.3 percent for defense programs and 3.7 percent

for nondefense programs would be much more severe than these percentages

Imply. First, in my illustration, these reductions would be on top of the
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1986 sequestrations of 4.9 percent for defense programs and 4.3 percent for

nondefense programs. Combining the two sequestrations, they Imply

reductions from 1986 appropriation levels of 9.2 percent for defense

programs and 9.8 percent for nondefense programs. Second, the reduction In

real terms would be even greater because of the loss of any adjustments for

inflation In 1W87.

The postiequetration budget levels for 1987 are shown In Table 4 in

comparison to 1986 scorekeeping levels and 1987 CBO baseline projections

TABLE 3. SEQUESTRATION PERCENTAGE REDUCTIONS UNDER
ALTERNATIVE BASE LEVEL DEFICIT ESTIMATES FOR 1987
(In billions of dollars)

Sequestration Percentage

Base Level Excess Defense Nondefense
Deficit Deficit Programs Programs

1"94 0 14.1 20.9
184 40 11.2 16.4
174 30 8.3 11.8
1" 20 3.4 7.3
154 10

SOURCEs Congressional Budget Office.

a. Assunes no changes, in the sequestration outlay base for defense and
nondufense programs from those shown in Table 1, and no changes
In the savings from eliminating automatic spending Increases and from
applyiqn special rules for Medicare and other programs.

b. There would be no sequestration in 1987 If the base-level deficit does
not exceed the deficit target by more than $10 billion.
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and sequestration base levels. Total outlays for 1987 would be limited to

$990 billion under our Illustrative sequestration, only $10 billion more than

estimated for 1986. Defense outlays would be held to about the 1986

estimated level, while nondefense outlays would rise by only $5 billion. To

achieve these results, new budget authority for the national defense

function would be reduced to $276M bllon through sequestration, more than

TABLE 4. EFFECTS OF THE ILLUSTRATIVE 1917 SEQUESTRATION (in
billions of dollars)

1986 1987 1987 1987
Current CBO Sequester Post
Level Baseline Base Sequester

National Defense 4/
Budget authority 286.8 300.9 289.2 276.2
Outlays 269.5 284.0 276.5 268.7

Nondefense Programs k/
"getauthority 669.5 707.5 698.8 689.0

6uuays 610.0 626.8 623.2 614.8

Net Interest and Undistributed
Offsetting Receipts q/

get authority 100.S 107.8 ,07.4, 106.7100.S 107.8 107.4, 106.7
Total

Budgetauthority IO57.1 1,116.2 1,095.3 1,071.8
Outlays 980.3 1,018.6 1,007.0 990.2

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office.

a. Budget function 00.
b. Budet functions 150 through 8 50 and 920.
C. Budget functions900 and 950.

mill-I ......
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$10 billion below the amount available In 1986 and more than $40 billion

below the level requested by the President for 1987. Furthermore, the

reaulting program mix would be very different from that proposed by the

President. Also, mandatory Increases In Social Security outlays and other

entitlement programs would have to be almost completely offset by

decreases in other nondefense programs.

Additional details on the illustrative 1987 sequestration for defense

programs are shown In Table ,. Although the Impact would vary from

program to program, It would not be much different from the Impact of the

1986 sequestration except for the military personnel accounts, which would

be especially hard hit.

The military personnel accounts were almost totally exempt from

sequestration in 1986, but would not be exempt In 1987. They would be hit

harder than other defense accounts In 1987 because the starting point for

the reduction would be from an already depressed level. To fund certain pay

raise and retirement costs, the 1986 appropriations for military personnel

provided access to unobligated balances In the procurement accounts In lieu

of new budget authority. Consequently, 1986 new budget authority In the

military personnel accounts are about 7 percent (or $3 billion) lower than

actual costs. Reducing the 1986 budget authority level by another 4.5

percent under our illustrative sequestration would reduce available

resources 11 percent below the level needed to support current manpower

strengths. This could translate Into a reduction of 330,000 or more active

and reserve service personnel as a result of a 1987 sequestration.

la I Ill~
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CONCLUSION
Regardless of the outcome of the Supreme Court decision, the sequestration

procedures for 1987 wIll begin In August when CBO and OMB release their

Initial budget estimates. The CBO estimates presented today are Illustra-

tive only and are subject to significant change over the next two months as

TABLE S. ILLUSTRATIVE 1987 SEQUESTRATION
PROGRAMS (In billions of dollars)

FOR DEFENSE

198 1987 1987 1987
Current CBO Sequester Post
Level Baseline Base Sequester

Department of Defense-Mlitary
Military personnel

Budet authority 67.7 74.9 70.3 67.1outlays 71.7 74.3 69.6 "6.6
Operation and maintenance

Budget authority 74.8 77.6 75.4 72.0
Outlays 74.1 76.1 74.2 71.6

Procurement
Buat authority 93.3 96.8 93.3 89.1

ys 78.1 85.0 84.6 83.8
RDT&E

bdifet authority 33.6 34.4 33.6 32.1
ys 30.3 32.2 31.8 30.9

All other DoD
Budet authority 9.7 9.3 8.9 8.5

ys 7.8 8.6 8.5 8.3

Other National Defense
Budget authority 7.7 7.9 7.7 7.4
Outlays 7.4 7.8 7.8 7.5

Total
Budget authority 286.8 300.9 289.2 276.2
Outlays 269.5 284.0 276.5 268.7

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office.
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the result of legislative actions, revisions to the underlying economic

assumptions, and other factors. While our illustrative 1987 sequestration

involves relatively low across-the-board percentage cuts in spending

programs, the impact would be quite severe, especially for military

personnel, since the cuts would be applied to 1986 postsequestration

appropriation levels for mist programs.

Mr. Bnooxs. Thank you, Mr. Penner.
In CBO's February report on the Economic and Budget Outlook,

you note that a slight change in economic assumptions used to
project economic growth could change the projected deficit estimate
by as much as $69 billion. Your figures at the time had a projected
range of deficits from a low of $138 billion to a high of $208 billion.
This variation could mean that we might avoid a sequestration al-
together in fiscal year 1987, or we might be forced to sequester $64
billion. If you skew the economic indicators just a little bit, you can
change the whole impact of the ultimate numbers. I would like
your professional view of just how accurate economic indicators
are, how sensitive they are to such things as falling oil prices,
rising unemployment, and the very significant change in the GNP
figures from 3.7 in the first quarter, as estimated by the adminis-
tration, to 2.9 as reflected by the facts in today's newspaper. That's
a big svitch. It's a lot of points. And so I wish you'd discuss that
with us from a professional standpoint, because most people don't
understand it, and it's very critical to the ultimate sequestration
number. You start little, but you end up way big.

Mr. Pxzmu. You're absolutely right, Mr. Chairman, that the
numbers are extremely sensitive to errors in the forecast. The
numbers you cited, I feel fairly confident, take a range that would
be very, very hard to violate. Wen we chose the high path and the
low path that you cited there, we were really looking at extremes
that bound even the remotest possibilities.

Perhaps you can get a better sense, though, of more likely
changes by considering how much individual variables affect the
'estimate.

In reviewing our forecasting record, our average forecast of year-
over-year growth-say, the February forecast for the year you are
in-is just a little bit more than 1 percent. If a 1-percent error in
our real growth estimate were to persist right from where we made
the forecast through the end of fiscal year 1987, the deficit would
be affected by $19 billion.

Interest rates are very important because of the huge public
debt, and, of course, are very hard to forecast. You can't make
much money on most forecasters' forecasts of interest rates. There, 41
an error of 1 percentage point would change the 1987 totals by
about $9 billion.

The budget used to be very sensitive to the inflation forecast. It
isn't so much anymore because we've indexed the tax system now,
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and, by debating defense in real growth terms, we, in a sense, have
indexed it as well. So that is not as important as it used to be. But
the real growth and the interest rates are very crucial to the even-
tual outcome.

Mr. BRooKs. When you mention those changes, I think everybody
ought to be aware of this fact. They should keep in mind that this
1986 budget cut was $11.7 billion, and you're talking about swings
of $9 and $16 billion with just minute changes in the forecasts.

Mr. PENNER. That's correct, sir.
Mr. BRooKs. The figures cited in your statement are based on the

economic projections that were made last February. What kind of
changes do you expect in these figures by the time you have thatAugust 15 snapshot?Mr. PENER. It's very hard for me to reply to that question right

now, Mr. Chairman, because we have just--
Mr. BRooKs. But it's already June.
Mr. PENNER. It's already June, yes, sir, but we have just initiated

our staff work in preparing the new forecast. It can be said that
since our last forecast, we have had good news on interest rates
and inflation, which have been coming below our February fore-
cast, so that will save some money on the outlay side.

On the other hand, real growth and-because inflation is lower-
the growth of the money value of GNP are also lower, and that will
lose some money on the revenue side.

But it would not be very productive for me to speculate right
now as to how all of that Will wash when we come to our forecast
in August, because the final result of that, of course, is not so de-
pendent on what has happened so far, but rather on what we actu-
ally forecast for fiscal year 1987.

Mr. BROOKS. Now, Mr. Penner, you said your estimate of the defi-
cit in February would roughly be $162 billion. Would you say that
it's going to be lower in 2 months, or do you think it might tend to
be higher in 2 months?

Mr. PENNER. I would rather not say, because speculation could be
very destructive at this point without having any facts to back me
up, especially with the budget conference going on right now.

I don't think it's going to be a lot better. I think I can say that
with some assurance.

Mr. BROOKS. You don't think oil prices are going to go up to $20
a barrel?

Mr. PENNER. No, nothing like that. I mean, we're just--
Mr. BROOKS. GNP is not going to 4 or anything like that?
Mr. PENNER. We're just debating at this point. In fact, that's the

first step in our forecast-to try and decide what we are going to
assume about individual-what we call exogenous-variables like
ofi prices and exchange rates.

Mr. BROOKS. Now what happens if the Comptroller General's role
in the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings trigger mechanism is declared un-
constitutional?

Mr. PENNER. Well, then, from our personal point of view, our me-
chanical task remains precisely the same as it was under the origi-
nal concept of the law. The only difference is that instead of OMB
and CBO sending a report tote Comptroller General, we send it
to a specially convened joint committee of the Congress. That com-

__ -W
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mittee must put our report on the floor of the respective bodies
within 5 days. It must be unchanged, and then it must be voted
into law to make it clearly constitutional.

Mr. HORTON. Would you yield just a minute and let me ask a
question right at that point?

Suppose they don't? Suppose they don't report a resolution and
suppose there's no action. Then does sequestration still occur?

Mr. Pamou. Well, I think the way the law is written, sir, there
is no fallback to the fallback; that is to say, if things do not work
according to the way the law envisions them to work, the situation
becomes a little murky.

I assume, however, that under those circumstances any appro-
priation or other bill that would seem to violate targets would still

subject to the various points of order that are enumerated in thelaw. But as I say, it gets gray at that point.
Mr. BRO You did not write this?
Mr. Pamom. The law? We kibitzed, I guess is the best way to putit.

Mr. BRooKS. So, obviously, there are no penalties if the specially
convened Temporary Joint Committee on Deficit Reduction fails to
report a resolution. They do not shoot them. They do not do any-
thing to them. And they may not report a resolution. And if they
do report a resolution, the House may well not vote on it 5 days
after they report it on the 25th day, theoretically, of August. I do
not believe you can get a quorum of Members here on the 25th day
of August unless you call upon the Pinkerton Agency, the CIA, the
FBI, and the U.S. Marine Corps.

Mr. HORTON. Plus the Air Force.
Mr. BRooKs. To fly them back after they found them. I-do not

believe there is any way Congress is going to vote on it on the 25th
day of August.

Have got 10 wonderful vacation days with my children before
they have to go back to school around- the first of September. Be-
cause Congress is not supposed to get out until the 16th of August,
Members are not going to be back here on the 25th.

So Congress may not vote on it until the 2d of September and
there is no necessity that they vote for or against it. Congress could
kill it. If they kill it, then there will be no sequestration because
the President can only act upon receipt of the resolution. And
then, if he gets the resolution on the 25th, theoretically, he was
going to act on September 2. And then, in October, we might begin
.sequestering al over again.

But there is no penalty that results for the failure of any of these
things to happen. And, Mr. Penner, as you have commented to me
beforehand, Gramm-Rudman was all drawn up on a theory that it
would all happen just like the law says, that you will take your
snapshot on the 15th. On the 20th you send your report down and
your counterparts at OMB do the same thing. The Joint Budget
Committees get together, theoretically on that date, and they start
work. Five days from the 20th of August they produce a resolution
that combines or departs from the recommendations made by you
and your counterpart. And then Congress, 5 days later, is supposed
to vote on that.
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I will bet you a good bit of money that it is not going to happen
just like they said because they did not have enough sense when
they wrote it.

Mr. HORTON. Mr..Chairman, just assuming that they did-
Mr. BRooKs. That is a personal view.
Mr..HoRToN Well I agree with you on that and I assure that

there is not going to be any session on the 25th.
But let us assume that we did everything and Congress passed a

resolution and it went down to the President. He would have to act
on it. If he vetoed it, it would have the same effect as though we
did not act, would it not?

Mr. BRooKs. That is riqht.
Mr. PaNmmw. That is right, unless the veto is overridden. That is

'N¶r. BRooKs. We are back to square one, then.
It is going to be a wonderfulAugust and a wonderful September

and if we get through that, then you have October when the proc.-
ess starts all over again-taking another snapshot and revising it.
And then the committees have a revised resolution.

And we act on that on about the 15th of October. I am sure we
all want to come back from campaigning and vote on that one. It
will be *ut a delight and a pleasure to come back.

Mr. Neal, what do you think about that?
Mr. NAi. Well, my question is along somewhat different lines, if

I may.
Mr. BRooKs. All right. Go ahead.
Mr. Nw.. It seems to me that it looks like the House and Senateare 0oing to be pretty reasonable in meeting the Gramm-Rudman-

Hollings deficit reduction target, defense spending to grow by no
more than the rate of inflation, and pretty much freezing domestic
programs and raising a little taxes.

The House and Senate seem to be pretty much in agreement on
that approach, with just a few differences on some of the details.
The President, of course, is absolutely irrelevant to the process. I
mean, nothing that he has presented represents a serious attempt
to deal with the problem.

But since the budget resolution is a document of the Congress
and does not require Presidential approval, just leave him out of
the picture for a while.

I guess my question is twofold. Do you agree that it looks like the
House and Senate are going to meet those deficit reduction targets?
And the other part of my question is this: This year, even with all
of the many problems that the chairman has pointed out, we
should be able to meet our budget targets.

The problem I have is with the following year..The economy is
certainly soft and we will have already held the line on defense,
cut significantly into domestic programs and raised a little taxes. It
just seems to me that the outyears look even more difficult.

Mr. PzNNE. The House and Senate budget resolutions are a #en-
eral matter, based on our economic and technical assumptions
which-you may remember-are somewhat more pessimistic than
OMB's of February..So if the Congress were to translate all of the
policy decisions in either resolution into law, then the question be-
comes whether the economy or the economic forecast has changed
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sufficiently to push the deficit number beyond the magic $154 bil-
lion. The law built this $10 billion margin of error into the esti-
mates.

In terms of future years, I think as a general rule you can say
that the more you can do this year, the much easier it makes
future years because-just for one thing-you get a very substan-
tial saving on interest on the debt in the future, the earlier you
reduce the deficit.

To go beyond that a little bit, I think it is clear that this is the
most difficult year because you are having to go from a deficit that
we estimate at-now, again according to our February assump-
tions-at roughly $202 billion for 1986 all the way down to $144 bil-
lion in subsequent years, the changes are $36 billion a year.

Mr. NEAL. Well, does it look to you like-I know you have al-
ready said this, and I did not hear it clearly-does it look to you
like there is the likelihood that economic assumptions will change
significantly enough to throw a real monkey wrench into what the
House and Senate appear to be agreeing upon?

Mr. PENNER. You-did not hear clearly because I did not say it
clearly. It is just impossible for me to speculate on that at this
moment because we have literally just started our forecasting proc-
ess, just within the last few days.

So we really have not made many of the crucial decisions.
Mr. NEAL. When will you know?
Mr. PENNER. I should add, too, of course, as I said in my testimo-

ny, that the outcome does not depend just on CBO's forecast. Re-
gardless of what we forecast, OMB may forecast something else
and you take the average. But our current plan would be to pro-
ceed with what we call our economic and budget update, which we
normally release early in August. We have done that for years,
even before Gramm-Rudman.

That update will give you an early warning as to what might be
coming out on August 20, to give you a little more time in there.
Now I will not guarantee that changes will not occur between the
two dates. There could be some changes. But I think at that point
they would be quite minor.

OMB is scheduled, in the law, to -make their equivalent report on
July 15, so you should get some notion of what they are thinking at
that time. With those two reports you will get some pretty good in-
formation as to how this situation is evolving somewhat earlier
than August 20.

Mr. NEAL. Just one quick closing question. We have roughly-fol-
lowing the economic policies that we have-roughly doubled the
national debt since 1981. That is, we have added roughly $1 trillion
to the debt. Is that about the right figure?

Mr. PENNER. Rounding to the nearest trillion, yes.
Mr. NsAL. The interest on that portion of the national debt, I am

guessing that the rate would average about 10 percent and the
annual expenditure attributable to that new debt is about $100 bil-
lion a year. Is that roughly correct?

Mr. PENNER. The interest rates right now are a little lower, and
we refinance about half the debt every year, so the interest bill re-
sponds very quickly to interest rates. In 1985, the interest bill was
$129.4 billion.
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Mr. NwAL And of that, how much would you attribute to this
new trillion dollars' worth of debt?

Mr. Pamt. I would have to go back and figure that out, sir, be-
cause interest rates and a lot of other factors have been changing.
Ten years before, in 1975-

Mr. N .AL Well, would you just supply that for me when you get
a chance? It looks to me like we have added a permanent expendi-
ture of almost $100 billion a year that is nonproductive, has no
purpose, and represents all the welfare payments put together
times two.

Mr. Pmm. To give you some historical figures, in 1980 the
number was $52.5 billion. In 1975, it was $28.2 billion. So, in the 10
years since 1975, we have added about $100 billion in annual net
interest oosts. I will go back and give you some more information,
but interest rates play some role.

[The information follows:]
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Net interest has grown faster than any other major budget category
since 1980. As shown below, annual outlays for net interest more
than doubled from about $53 billion in 1980 to an estimated $139
billion in 1986. During the same period, the debt held by the
public also more than doubled: from $715 billion at the end of 1980
to about $1,720 billion at the end of 1986. (Debt held by the
public represents cumulative borrowing to finance deficits, and
excludes debt issued to the federal government itself--mainly the
more than $300 billion held by federal government trust funds.)

FEDERAL OV 00 NET INTEREST AND DEBT, FISCAL YEARS 1980-1986
(in billions-o°fdollars)

Net Debt Hold by Public
Year Interest (End of fiscal year)

1980 53 715
1981 69 794
1982 85 929
1983 90 1,142
1984 111 1.313
1985 129 1,510
19860'a/ 139 1,720

a. Projected.
SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office.

The government's interest costs have increased sharply for two
reasons: high interest rates and the growth of the debt. Interest
outlays have grown faster than the debt itself, because interest
rates during the first half of the 1980s far exceeded historical
levels. At the moment, the average effective interest rate on
the government's outstanding marketable debt--at about 10 percent--
is one and a half percentage points above its level at the start of
1980. but almost three percentage points below its peak in
aid-1982.

As the table shows, annual interest costs grew by about $86
billion--from $53 billion in 1980 to $139 billion in 1986--during
the past six years. Any breakdown of this growth is arbitrary, but
CBO estimates that approximately $26 billion of this increase may
be attributed to the high interest rates that prevailed during this
period. (Not only did the Treasury have to pay higher rates on the
existing debt as it came due for refinancing, but these higher

* A A A I,
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payments themselves led to additional borrowing.) rhe
Increase of 80 billion or so is attributable primarily to the
growth in debt since 1980 that occurred for other reasons.
including the de 1981-192 recessionaend the federal government's
tax and spending policies. At the use t"s. the government each
yea has received higher interest income, foro le, an loans to
participants In federal credit progress.

Policy chuiges enacted since 1981 have Increased the government's
borrowing needs and led to highr interest costs. Tax cuts and
defense spending Increases, in the aggregate, have not been offset
by nondefense spending cuts. Federal debt and interest costs,
though, would have icreasd even with the continuation of pro-1981
policies. COD has estimated that approximately $30 billion of the
$139 billion in net interest outlays this year result from policy
change since 1981.
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Mr. BRoon. Thank you, Mr. Neal.
In monitoring those Federal agency accounts, have you noticed

any effects in the February sequestration for fiscal 1986?
Mr. PoNN . We, of course, being much smaller do not get into

the agencies very much, so all we have to go on are the aggregate
numbers of how the outlays are going. And we really have not, yet,
picked up much effect of the original sequestration.

Mr. BRooKS. I have got some questions for you that I will submit
to you in writing.

r. HoRON. Mr. Chairman, I have, too, and I will submit my
questions and you can submit your answers in writing. Thank you.

[Mr. Penner's submissions to additional questions of Mr. Brooks
and Mr. Horton follow:]
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Additional Questions from Mr. Brooks for Mr. Penner

Question I
What will happen If the February sequestration is Invalidated by the
Supreme Court?

Answer
-Unless the Courts ruling calls for a different result, if the sequestra-

tion is to remain In effect, It would have to be ratified by the Congress and
approved by the President. Presumably, the fallback procedure could be
used to accomplish this. The CBO/OMB Directors' January 1 report could
be submitted to the Congress, and the Temporary 3oint Committee on
Deficit Reduction could send this report to each House in the form of a Joint
resolution. This joint resolution would then have to be passed by both
Houses and signed by the President.

That process would not ratify the actual sequestration, because the
Comptroller General made a number of changes to the CBO/OMB Directors'
report In his January 21 report to the President. Some of these changes
were made at our request to correct Inadvertent errors. Another change
was made to resolve a conceptual difference between CBO and OMB. I
believe that these and other changes made by GAO should be allowed to
stands Therefore, I think a better procedure would be to ratify the
President's February 1 sequestration order, rather than to go back to the
CBO/OM :January I J sequestration report.
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Question 2

What would happen if the February sequestration was invalidated by
the Supreme Court and not subsequently ratified by Congress?

Answer

Unless the Court's ruling provides otherwise, at least the following
would happen. First, the cancellation of 1986 budgetary resources would be
reversed. This would mean that costl-of-llvlng adjustments that were
sequestered would be reinstated retroactively and that other funds could
now be obligated.

Second the March 1 sequestration would turn out to be a temporary
deferral of spending actions, and probably would cause some reduction in
1986 outlays. But 1987 outlays would be higher, because some spending
would slip over to the next year.

Third, the 1986 base for our August sequestration report would be
higher, resulting In a larger deficit estimate and a greater potential
sequestration for 1987. We have not made any precise estimates of how this
would affect our 1987 sequestration calculations, but I would guess that It
could raise our 1987 deficit estimate by as much as $10 billion. As I pointed
ouflin my prepared statement, each $10 billion Increase In the excess deficit
translates roughly into an Incres of 3 percentage points In the sequestra-
tIon of defense programs and an Increase of 4.5 percentage points In the
sequestration of nondefense programs.
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QuestIon 3

In your monitoring of Federal agencies' accounts, have you noticed
any difference In spend-out rates as a result of the February
sequestration?

Answer

Because of the uncertainty that surrounds outlay estimates, It Is not
possible to ascertain the exact effects of the sequestration. As of now, we
have only two months of actual data after the sequestration took effect, and
It Is therefore too early to clearly discern any effects of the sequestration.
The outlay reductions may become apparent later In the fiscal year.
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Question 4
Did you encounter any difficulties in implementing Gramm-Rudman-
Hollings for the Fiscal Year 1986 sequestration?

Answer

Our greatest difficulty was the shortness of time in which to do our
work. We had only one month in which to prepare our January 13 report,
and It came at the time when OMB was already very busy on the 1987
budget and we were working on our annual report to the Budget Com-
mittees.

Most of the provisions of the new law were sufficiently clear for us
to implement, but we did have some relatively minor problems. Although
the law directs us to average our differences where we could not reach
agreement on various budget estimates, this clearly made no sense for
conceptual differences. Accordingly, we worked diligently to eliminate any
differences that derived from different Interpretations of Gramm-Rudman-
Hollings. We concluded that it was less Important to eliminate any
differences that resulted from different technical estimates because, In
these cases, averaging made sense. An average of two different unbiased
technical estimates in most instances would be as good as either of the two
agency estimates.

By the January 13 report date, only one conceptual Issue was left
unresolved. This concerned a $31.7 million appropriation for interest
payments to be made to the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit
Authority (WMATA). We discussed this Issue in our report to the Comp-
troller General and, In effect, invited him to cast the deciding vote. In this
instance, the Comptroller General agreed with CBO that this appropriation
was not sequestrable.

In an earlier instance, however, GAO sided with OMB on the
sequestration of spending that was financed in whole or In part by offsetting
collections such as user fees from nonfederal sources. An example of a
program partially financed by offsetting collections is the Patent and
Trademark Office, which in 1985 had total spending of $200 million and
offsetting collections from the public of $107 million. We thought that the
sequestration should apply only to that portion of spending financed by
annual appropriations, but OMB believed the sequestration should be applied
to the gross level of program activity. About 70 accounts with total
spending of around $1., billion were involved, so we sought the GAO's
opinion in advance to resolve the issue. In all others instances, we were able
to resolve any conceptual differences with OMB on our own, and GAO
agreed with our decisions in almost all Instances.
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Question

What problems do you foresee with the Implementation of Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings for Fiscal Year 1987?

Answer

We have been working with OMB staff for several weeks In prep-
aration for our August report. Some new conceptual Issues have been
Identified regarding the definition of the budget base. One Issue Involves
appropriated entitlements, such as Medicaid, assistance payments, Supple-
mental Security Income, child nutrition, and veterans' compensation and
pensions. If the 1987 appropriations for these entitlements are not enacted
by August 15, should our sequester estimates be based on the 1986
appropriation levels or on our current law estimates for 1987? There are
some ambiguities In the law that lead OMB staff to conclude the estimates
should be based on the 1986 appropriation levels whereas we believe the
correct Interpretation Is to use our current law estimates.

Another Issue Involves federal pay Increases for 1987. We believe
that our 1987 budget estimates should Include the estimated cost of pay
raises proposed by the President, but OMB staff believe a strict reading of
the law precludes this result.

If the GAO role Is Invalidated by the Supreme Court, and If we are
unable to resolve these differences by August 13, then we will average our
differences and It will be left to the Congress to decide which agency Is
correct. I understand, however, that the special joint committee that
receives our report may not be able to make changes In our calculations to
resolve any conceptual differences. If so, then one problem that I foresee
will be how to resolve conceptual differences between OMB and CBO if
GAO Is removed from the process.

Another problem I foresee is the little time we will have available to
make our estimates for both the August and October reports If the Congress
Is busy passing legislation right up to the time of our "snapshot" dates. If
there are a lot of spending bills passed In August or In September, we will
have to work hard to keep our data bases current. Also, because of time
lags between the Congress's passing bills and the President's signing them, it
is possible that our "snapshots" will not capture the latest Congressional
action since we can only Include enacted legislation In our estimates. For
example, the Congress could pass legislation at the end of September that
would avoid a sequestration, but the bills might not be signed Into law until
after October S. That would pose a serious problem for us all.

Finally, to the extent that any part of the government Is operating
after September 30, 1986, on the basis of a non-full-year continuing
resolution (CR)p there are bound to be unanswered questions about how
sequestration would work, unless those questions are answered In the CR
itself or In other enacted legislation.
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Question 6

Have you noticed any unusual policy proposals that seem to be
designed to circumvent the provisions of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings?

Answer

Putting constraints on spending usually leads to lots of proposals for
evading these constraints through creative accounting or other means.
These constraints have existed for several years now, so these proposals may
have been made even If Gramm-Rudman-Hollings was not enacted.

One area of the budget that Is particularly ripe for this type of
evasion Is federal credit programs, where the federal government serves as
a lender or as a guarantor of private lending. In our cash-based budget
accounting, direct loans are scored as outlays when loans are disbursed, and
loan repayments are scored as offsetting collections or negative outlays.
Loan guarantees, however, do not show up in the budget accounts at all
except for the collection of guarantee fees or payments on loan defaults.
Thus, one way to lower budget exposure, and possibly get a short-term
favorable budget Impact, is to transform direct loan programs Into loan
guarantee programs. The President's budget for 1987 Included such a
proposal for the Export-Import Bank, which we concluded was not a change
in substance but only a change in form.

Another way to take advantage of our budget accounting conventions
for credit programs Is to sell loan assets, usually with a 100 percent federal
guarantee to the purchaser. The sale of assets Is usually scored as an
offsetting collection, which lowers net outlays and the deficit. A good case
can be made, however, that loan asset sales with 100 percent federal
guarantees are really a form of borrowing and should not be recorded In the
budget books as an offsetting collection.

The most recent example of budgetary evasion Is the Administration's
oposal to recapitalize the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation
SLIC). This proposal goes to great lengths to disguise federal borrowing in

such a way that It could be confused with an offsetting collection in the
budget and thereby used to neutralize Increased spending by FSLIC.
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Question 7

What effect has the February sequestration had on the operations of
CBO?

Answer

To achieve the $726,000 reduction mandated by Public Law 99-177,
we took actions In several spending categories. We reduced what is called
Other Services by $653,000. This reduction Includes $191,000 from com-
mercial ADP timesharing, $317,000 from interagency ADP timesharing, and
$143.,000 from systems, data, and model development funds. The savings
were achieved primarily by transferring applications from mainframe com-
puters to microcomputers, processing more jobs overnight, and postponing
maintenance and development activities. These cuts constitute 90 percent
of our total reduction.

In addition, ADP software purchases were reduced by $20,000 by
postponing upgrades; equipment purchases were cut by $18,000, reducing
planned microcomputer and word processing replacements and upgrades; and
the semester Intern program was reduced by four positions, resulting in a
savings of $50,000.

As an offset, the printing budget was Increased by $15,000 to provide
some relief from the additional printing costs of $80,000 required for the
sequestration reports In fiscal year 1986.
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Questions by Mr. Horton for Mr. Penner

Question I

As we move Into the first full-year cycle of the Gramm-Rudman
process, do you feel comfortable with the procedures you are expected
to follow under this law?

Answer

Although we encountered some issues and problems In preparing the
January sequestration report for 1936, they were relatively minor when
viewed In the context of admirdstering a law as complex as the Balanced
Budget act. This Is not to say that we had an easy time In preparing our
joint report with OMB. Rather, the act is sufficiently clear in most
instances to allow us to work out the details of the report with a minimum
of difficulty. Objections to the results of our calculations are more likely to
focus on specific provisions of the act than on our application of these
provisions to various budget accounts.
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Question 2

On what spending estimates will you base your deficit projections if,as Is likely, the Congress has not enacted all 13 appropriations billsby mid-August? How will you then compile information for yourAugust 13th "mapshot" of the FY 87 budget/deficit figures?
Answer

The Balanced Budget Act Is quite specific on this matter. Entitle-ment spending for 1987 Is assumed to follow current law; that is, 1986spending will be adjusted for economic factors, demographic changes, andestimated automatic spending increases. If discretionary appropriations for1987 have not been enacted by the "snapshot" date, our spending estimatesare to be based on the 1986 appropriations with no adjustments for inflation.We Interpret this to mean their postseqmetration 19"~ appropriation levels.Any 1981 appropriations that are enacted by August 15 will be Included Inour spending estimates.

I
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Question 3

Have you analyzed the Impact of Gramm-Rudman on various indi-
vidual agencies? Has its impact been relatively even among affected
agencies? Are you aware of any agencies that have complained that
essential services have had to be curtailed or eliminated as a result
of Gramm-Rudman? If so, please provide details.

Answer

We have not made any detailed analyses of the impact of the 1986
sequestration on individual agencies. My general impression is that in most
instances the agencies were able to absorb the 1986 reductions with
minimum disruption in essential services. Some disruptions have occurred,
however. For example, federal courts apparently have run out of funds to
pay jury fees, which Is causing a postponement of some trials. Also, there
has been some disruption in the housing programs of the Veterans Admin-
istration and Federal Housing Administration because of program limits
resulting from the 1986 sequestration. The Congress has had to deal with
these problems through special legislative measures.
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Question 4

Would you recommend that any additional accounts be exempted
from the Gramm-Rudman automatic cuts?

Answer

We would not, as a matter of policy, make any such recommen-
dations. This is a matter for the Congress to decide.

One area where we had a conceptual difference with OMB in our
3anuary report may have to be addressed by the Congress. This involves
interest payments to the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority
(WMATA). Both CBO and OMB agree that the WMATA appropriation ought
not to be sequestered, for reasons discussed in our 3anuary report. OMB,
however, does not believe this outcome is permitted by the language of the
Balanced Budget Act because it is not included among the budget accounts
specifically mentioned in the act in Section 23*(X2). CBO, on the other
hand, believes the account can be exempt under the act. The Comptroller
General resolved the issue for the 196 sequestration by agreeing with CBO,
but In such a way that it could become an Issue again for a possible W957
sequestration. If the GAO role is invalidated by the Supreme Court, then
the issue may have to be resolved by the Congress.

There were other areas where the results, though required by the
language of the act, may not have been intended by the Congress. For
example, sequestration of Panama Canal Commission resources does not
decrease the deficit; rather, it simply leads to a higher payment to the
government of Panama. Also, while there was an apparent intention to
exempt all unemployment insurance benefit payments from sequestration,
the language used did not in fact exempt such payments to unemployed
railroad workers.

CBO, OMB, and GAO have all been criticized by some Members for
their 1956 sequestration treatment of offsetting collections from nonfederal
sources, loans under certain VA life insurance policies, and medical
payments for on-the-job Injuries of federal workers. Some of these Issues
are the subject of pending litigation.

51-722 - 93 - 8
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Questions

Gramm-Rudman requires that both outlays and new budget authority
come within the deficit limit. How does this affect the ultimate
level of cuts required? Does this pose special problems for any
particular agencies?

Answer

The estimated levels of federal revenues and outlays determine the
size of the deficit and, thus, the ultimate level of cuts required to meet the
deficit targets under the Balanced Budget Act. New budget authority is not
Involved in the deficit calculation. It is Involved, however, In the seques-
tration process because the only way that outlays can be cut Is by reducing
new budget authority and other spending authority. Outlay estimates are
used to determine the amount of sequestration to be achieved through the
elimination of certain cost-of-living adjustments, the application of several
special rules, and the uniform reduction of budgetary resources in seques-
trable accounts. The uniform percentage reduction is applied equally to all
sequestrable budget authority and other spending authority amounts. The
sequestered budget authority Is then cancelled, or deferred in the case of
trust funds and special funds. The amount of budget authority sequest,-ed
is about twice the amount of needed outlay reductions In a fiscal year
because of time lags between the use of budget authority In making
contracts and other obligations and the issuance of checks to pay for goods
and services.
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Question 6

How has Gramm-Rudman affected the defense budget? What
specific defense accounts have been reduced? How does the total
defense reduction relate to the non-defense budget reduction?

Answer

One-half of the sequestration is applied to defense programs and the
other half to nondefense programs, as specified by the Balanced Budget Act.
For the 1986 sequestration, the President was allowed to exempt the
military personnel accounts and selected programs, projects, and activities
(PPAs) within budget accounts. The President chose to use this authority
for most of the funds in the military personnel budget accounts, and for a
small number of PPAs within other budget accounts. The exemption of
PPAs, however, had to be made up by deeper cuts of other PPAs within each
account. This flexibility is not permitted by the Balanced Budget Act for
1987 and future years.

Aside from the military personnel accounts, all defense accounts
were reduced by 4.9 percent under the 1986 sequestration. The actual dollar
amounts involved are detailed In the joint CBO/OMB report to the Comp-
troller General, which was printed in the Federal Repister for January i5,
1986.

m I I
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Question 7

Since the defense budget authority covers multi-year projects, and
outlays for those projects are often small at first but larger in later
years, Is defense particularly affected by the Gramm-Rudman
requirement that outlays and budget authority both come within
deficit limits?

Answer

The relationship between budget authority and outlays for the seques-
tration year is taken Into account in estimating the base for sequestrable
outlays. Sequestrable outlays are not the total fiscal year outlays for each
budget account, but only those outlays that will result from new budget
authority and other spending authority provided for the sequestration year.
Outlays from previous years' appropriations are excluded from the calcula-
tions except in defense programs, where outlays from unobligated balances
left over from previous appropriations are included. Thus, in general,
defense Is not particularly affected because it has budget authority that
covers multiyear projects.

Defense programs, however, were particularly affected by the 1986
sequestration because of the exemption authorized for the military
personnel accounts. The exemption had the effect of reducing the base for
sequestrable budget outlays, and thereby raised the percentage reduction for
nonexempt defense programs by almost two percentage points. Had the
military personnel accounts not been exempted, the sequestration per-
centage for defense programs would have been about 3 percent instead of
4.9 percent. The 1986 sequestration percentage for nondefense programs
was 4.3 percent, lower than for defense programs.

For 1987, however, the situation will be reversed because the
military personnel accounts cannot be exempted by the President. There-
fore, the sequestration percentage for defense programs will be lower than
for nondefense programs, as shown in our illustrative 1987 sequestration.

Question 8 was not included in the questions submitted to
Mr. Penner
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Question 9

What special problems do you foresee In fulfilling your respon-
sibilities under Gramm-Rudman If Congress ends up with a continuingresolution which Includes several affected agency appropriations?

Answer

The act provides for two CBO/OMB "budget snapshots," the first asof August 15 and the second on or about October I taking account ofIntervening legislation. For both snapshots, If a full-year appropriation hasnot been enacted, we are to assume 1986 postsequestration spending levelsIn calculating the deficit and any resulting sequestration percentages.Unless the actual continuing resolution tracked exactly with the levels usedfor the October 1 snapshot, there would necessarily be some error In thesequestration percentage. The act gives no explicit directions how to
proceed In such a case.
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Question 10

Yesterday, the Comptroller General testified:

"With no statutory limit on the sequester total (for FY 87),
varying the economic assumptions would almost certainly alter
the size of any sequester."

Do you agree? What basic economic assumptions would you make In
developing your report under Gramm-Rudman? Did your assumptions
differ during the 1986 cycle from those used by either OMB or GAO?

Answer

It certainly is true that changes in economic assumptions can result
In significant changes in budget deficit estimates. For example, if we
change our forecast for real economic growth by one percentage point, the
estimated budget deficit for 1987 could change by as much as $19 billion.
Similarly, a one percentage-point change In interest rates could result in a
$9 billion change in our deficit estimate.

In making our budget estimates, we have to make a forecast for a
large number of economic variables, including real economic growth,
inflation, unemployment, taxable Incomes, and interest rates. We usually do
have differences with OMB on particular economic variables in our forecasts,
which may have offsetting effects for our budget estimates. For 1986, for
example, we had some differences with OMB on our economic assumptions,
but our deficit estimates were within $1 billion in our Joint report to GAO.

For the 1986 sequestration, GAO did not have to make Its own
economic forecast because the differences between the CBO and OMB
forecasts were quite small and because the amount of the sequestration was
limited. This may not be the case for 1987, however.

I
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Question 1I

On page 7, you testify that your February economic and technical
baseline assumptions Indicate that revenues will grow faster than
outlays, resulting In a 1987 deficit smaller than that estimated for
1986. On what did you base your assumptions? Are these assump-
tions still true today? If not, how have they changed? This morning's
Washintton Post, on page one, reports that the economy grew much
more slowly In the first quarter than previously estimated. How does
this affect your outlook for FY 1987?

Answer

The economic assumptions that we are using for our budget estimatesare discussed in detail In our February annual report to the Budget
Committees. I would refer you specifically to Chapter I of this report,
which is titled The Economic and BudIet Outlook: Fiscal Years 1987-1991.

Since we prepared this report, it is apparent that the economy is not
performing exactly as we forecast. For example, real growth has been
lower than expected. Inflation and Interest rates are also lower than
projected, and the unemployment rate Is somewhat higher. How all this will
affect our fiscal year 1987 budget estimates will not be known until we
make a new forecast for our August economic and budget update report and
the August sequestration report. We have just begun work on a new
economic forecast, and it will be several weeks before we have any idea
what Impact a new forecast will have for the 1987 budget.
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Question 12

You indicate, on page 7, that you can take account of Inflation and
other factors In your baseline budget projections, but you cannot do
so for your sequestration base estimates. Does this affect the
accuracy of your predictions? Should this restriction be changed?

Answer

This restriction becomes a factor only when appropriations for the
next fiscal year have not been enacted. In this case, the law directs us to
use the previous year's appropriation levels for our calculations. Adding an
adjustment for inflation may or may not help improve the accuracy of the
budget estimates, depending upon what the Congress eventually does on the
appropriation bills. In the past, adding an inflation adjustment factor would
have improved the accuracy of the budget estimates. Now, however, with
the declining deficit targets under the Balanced Budget Act and the general
policy of restricting spending growth, an inflation adjustment factor could
make the estimates less accurate.

In any event, it may not matter. Adding an inflation factor would
Increase our spending and deficit estimates, which would result in a larger
sequestration to reach the deficit targets mandated by the Balanced Budget
Act. In other words, it would just raise the starting point for the
sequestration, but the same result would be obtained in the end.
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Question 13

What are your current projections on the effect on revenues of the
various tax bills in Congress-both the House-passed version, and the
version reported out of the Senate Finance Committee?

Answer

The estimated revenue effects of
following table.

Estimated Revenue Effects of H.R. 3838
(By fiscal year, in billions of dollars)

the two tax bills are shown in the

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

H.R. 3838, as passed
by the House 7.4 -1.1 -3.5 -0.9 7.4 N.A.

H.R. 3838, as reported
in the Senate 7.4 23.3 -18.6 -16.9 4.2 16.0

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office and 3oint Committee on Taxation.

NOTE: N.A. a not available.

Both bills also affect budget outlays, so the net effects on the deficit differ
from the revenue effects shown above.
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Mr. BRoS. These pst 2 days we have received testimony from
two of the key players in the lementation of Gramm-Rudman-
Hollings concerning the impact this law. It is clear that this law
has already had a profound effect on the way the Federal Govern-
ment does business. It is also clear that it could unleash an unprec-
edented wave of funding cuts this coming October.

When Gramm-Rudman-Hollings was enacted last December we
could only speculate as to its impact. Today we are starting to ac-
uire real details as to what it has done and what it is likely to do.

me of what we are learning is most disturbing. For example,
among the agencies whose service delivery has been hurt the most
by Gramm-Rudman-Hollings cuts have been those directly respon-
sible for enforcing the Nation's laws and collecting its taxes. Just
thumb through the supplemental appropriations bill that is cur-
rently in conference if you want to see a list of agencies hurting
from last February's sequestration cuts.

Sixty days from tomorrow economic forecast reports will be
issued byCBO and OMB that will begin the sequestration cycle for
fiscal year 1987. Odds are very high that we could be facing a se-
questration of $20 billion or more come October. That means that
Federal agencies will have to absorb cuts of between 15 and 20 per-
cent in a period of just 19 months.

Within the next few days the Supreme Court is expected to rule
on the constitutionality of key provisions of the act. Regardless of
the outcome of this decision, the essence of Gramm-Rudman-Hol-
lings will remain in effect.

As the full force of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings becomes more visi-
ble, we can see the potential hazard posed by this scheme. There
is a real danger that the law's rigid mechanical formula, driven by
wildly volatile and extermely speculative economic forecasts and
assumptions, could force changes in Governmet programs that will
impair the Federal Government's ability to carry out its most basic
functions, such as assuring the safety of our food supply, arrestingand prosecuting criminals, and even providing for our national de
fense, as the lead of the Congressinal Budget Office suggested
today. These are serious questions that Congress, the President,
and the Nation will have to face in the next 60 to 90 days.

I would ask unanimous consent that the staff be permitted to
make technical and conforming c!h in the oversight report apl
proved by this subcommittee early this morning.

This hearing is adjourned, subject to the call of the Chair.
We thank you.
[Whereupon, at 11:16 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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IMPACT OF GRAMM-RUDMAN-HOLLINGS LAW

WEDNESDAY, JULY 23, 1986

Housx oF RERPRENTATIws,
LEGISLATION AND NATIONAL SECURIY SUBCOMMIMrE

Or ili Comwrrrzx ON GovzmzMxw OPITnONs,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:40 a.m., in room
2154, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Jack Brooks (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Jack Brooks, Stephen L. Neal, Frank
Horton, Jim Saxton, Joseph J. DioGuardi, and Thomas D. (Tom)
DeLy.

Full committee staff present: William M. Jones, general counsel;
Robert H. Brink, Donna Fossum, and Robert S. Richard, profession-
al staff members; Marilyn Jarvis, clerk; Stephen M. Daniels, mi-
nority staff director and counsel; and Alexander B. Cook, minority
professional staff, Committee on Government Operations.

Mr. Baoons. The subcommittee will come to order.
Today we will continue our examination of the Gramm-Rudman-

Hollings Law by taking an indepth look at the economic indicatorstkhat play a maor role in the activation of this law's trigger mecha-
nism.

The condition of the Nation's economy is without a doubt one of
the most popular topics of the day. Wie there is not a lack of
opinions regarding the state of our economy there is definitely a
lack of agreement among the opinions..The Mffice of Management
and Budget and the Council of Economic Advisers state that the
economy is strong and that we have nothing to worry about.
Others suggest that the economy is not doing so well and hint at
the possibility of a recession.

Thi& morning, several of the Nation's leading independent eco-
nomic forecasters will give us their assessment of the current con-
dition of our economy. We will hear their predictions as to what
the Federal deficit for fiscal years 1986 and 1987 are likely to be. In
addition, we will learn what events are likely to affect the manner
in which the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Law may come into play in
the next few weeks.

Before I introduce the witnesses who I will introduce all at one
time and present as a panel, I will recognize the ranking Republi-
can Mr. Horton.

Mr. HoRToN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I understand you had a
nice evening last n*ht, were roasted and one of the nice-things
was that they call you Sweet Old brooks. I do not know what
that stands or but there was a good picture of you in the paper.

(81)
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Mr. Chairman, we continue today our inquiry into the effect that
the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings law will have on the workings of the
Federal Government. Last month we heard from the Comptroller
General of the United States and Director of the Congressional
Budget Office on this subject. Both of them warned that the Feder-
al budget deficit, it is likely, would be so substantial in fiscal year
1987 that sequestration would be triggered by Gramm-Rudman.

Agency budgets will be cut across the board with direct effects on
programs and indirect effects on the economy as well. And I might
say parenthetically, that also includes Congress.

Today we are fortunate to have as our witnesses a group of dis-
tinguished economists. Because economic projections will have a
direct impact on the actual level of sequestration and consequently
on how well agencies are able to perform their missions and how
well the economy will function, the testimony that we are going to
hear this morning will be very important to us.

It is especially timely because a recent Supreme Court opinion
requires Congress itself to become involved in the evaluation of the
projection, so we will have even greater reason than before to un-
derstand how these projections are made.

And I know that tomorrow we are going to hear from the head of
the Office of Management and Budget,-Mr. Miller; And I noticed in
the paper this morning that the Senate is interested in requiring
that the OMB be given the authority to act as the final agency
prior to sequestration and that Mr. Miller is interested in having
some discretion as to making those kind of assumptions. So I think
it is going to be very important to hear what he has to say with
regard to those discretionary items that he is interested in.

This is also a very important hearing and will certainly help us
understand better what the calculations are that will be involved
with regard to the possibility of sequestration later this year. So I
am looking forward to the testimony of the witnesses.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BROOKS. Mr. Saxton.
Mr. SAXTON. Mr. Chairman, I am very pleased to be here this

morning to be able to take part in these hearings. I would like to
commend you for calling on these particular witnesses specifically,
because I cannot think of anything that is more important for
Members of Congress to know and understand than the effect of
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings on our activities in Congress, as well as
their ideas as to what effect this entire process may have on the
economy.

Nothing that we do in Congress, nothing that we will be involved
in over the, next year and into the future, will escape the fiscal im-
plications of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings. So I think today's hearing
is very, very important. I look forward to hearing how possible tax
changes might affect us in Congress, in terms of our policymaking
ability as well as the economy.

And as well, I am very interested in understanding from the wit-
nesses what we might do in order to deal with the situation that
we have found ourselves dealing with through the vehicle of
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings.
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So Mr. Chairman, once again I would like to say that I appreci-
ate, very much, the opportunity to be here this morning and thank
you for calling these hearings.

Mr. Baoou. Thank you, Mr. Saxton.
Our first witness will be Lawrence Chimerine. He is the chair-

man and the chief economist at Chase Econometrics. He has been
president of the Monetary Policy Forum and chairman of the Eco-
nomics Planning Council. Prior to joining Chase, he was manager
of the U.S. Economic Research and Forecasting for IBM Corp., one
of the institutions in this Nation which is interested in economic
facts.

Our next witness will be Joseph Duncan, corporate economist
and chief statistician for Dun & Bradstreet Corp. He served as the
U.S. Representative to the United Nations' Statistical Mission, of
which he was chairman in 1981. Prior to joining Dun & Bradstreet,
he was the chief statistician for the Office of Information and Reg-
ulatory Affairs-inthe Office of Management and Budget, where he
was responsible for national statistical policy.

Our final panelist will be Donald Straszheim, president and chief
economist of Merrill Lynch Economics, Inc. Prior to joining Merrill
Lynch, he was chief domestic economist for Wharton Econometric's
and chief economist for Weyerhaeuser Co., one of the great paper
and lumber operations in this country. He has also served on the
board of directors of the National Association of Business Econo-mists. We are delighted to see you.

We appreciate you being here, all of you. We think the condition
of our economy is a significant and important topic that needs to
be discussed. The people of this country need to realize exactly
what the situation is and how best to cope with it. Most of them
have no foggy idea of what that deficit is going to be and what is
likely to happen when CBO and OMB take their snapshots on
August 15.

My conscious is clear, I want you to know. I did not vote for
Gramm-Rudman. I said there should be a slow reduction of the def-
icit, but that nobody could actually balance the budget. The allega-
tion that one politician could balance the budget was an outright
lie and stupid. Nobody could balance it without disrupting the
entire country, especially in only a year or two. That was a joke.

The best they could do was aim the deficit down, which seems to
be what most of the economists are now beginning to think is a
wiser policy than the arbitrary, deep cuts Gramm-Rudman requires
starting at $144 billion for fiscal year 1987's deficit.

So first we call on Mr. Chimerine. We are delighted to have you
here, sir.

STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE CHIMERINE, CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF
ECONOMIST, CHASE ECONOMETRICS

Mr. CmizwNz. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am de-
lighted to be here.

I believe you have copies of my prepared testimony.
Mr. BROOKs. We have copies of all the statements now.
Mr. CmmM u. And they will be in the record, I assume.
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Mr. BROoKS. Without objection, your entire statement is placed
in the record. We appreciate your comments at this point.

Mr. CHIMERINE. Thank you. What I will try to do, Mr. Chairman,
"is briefly summarize my statement and really focus on four areas.
First, try to review where the economy is right now and cut
through some of the misconceptions that f think you were alluding
to in your earlier remarks, about the state of the economy. Second,
my best shot as to where we are likely to go over the next yea or
two. Third, what the implications are for the budget deficit, partic-
ularly for fiscal year 1987. And fourth, my suggestions about what
you might do about Gramm-Rudman and budget policy in general
during this period.

So those will be the areas I will try to concentrate on.
Let me begin by reviewing where we have been and where we

are now because-I think, Mr. Chairman, it is very difficult to look
ahead with any degree of confidence unless we first understand
what is happening. And I think to do so, you first have to recognize
that we have had an extremely unusual recovery period since the
second of those two back to back recessions ended at the end of
1982. We are now in the fourth year of economic recovery. My
arithmetic is failing me but I guess it is 43 months or 44 months,
which makes this a very long recovery.

But nonetheless, in my judgment, I think the health of the econ-
omy has been vastly overstated by many for a number of reasons.
First of all, there have been two separate and distinct parts to this
recovery period. There was the first stage, which really took place
in 1983 and the first half of 1984, when the economy grew very,
very rapidly. And there has been the stage ever since then;
namely, the last 2 years since the early summer months of 1984,
when we have slipped down to extremely slow growth.

Measured by GNP, we have had average growth of only a little
bit more than 2 percent for the last 2 years, which in my judgment
is very inadequate, very sluggish, particularly in view of the fact
that we did not complete the recovery process during the earlier 18
months.

Many people forget the fact that because of those two back to
back severe recessions, the economy was tremendously depressed
when this recovery process began. So 18 months of even very
strong growth was not adequate to get us back to an acceptable
level of economic activity, because of how low the starting point
was. It was almost as if we fell down a 20-foot hole. We may have
crawled back up 5 or 10 feet during that first 18-month period, but
we still have a long way to go.

And unfortunately, during the last 2 years, we have made only
marginal additional progress toward-completing the recovery proc-
ess.

As a result, many measures of economic performance are still
very poor and by our earlier standards, pre-1980, would be consid-
ered completely unacceptable. Unemployment would be a good ex-
ample. It has been almost steady at about 7 percent for the last 2
years. Prior to 1980, 7 percent unemployment would have been con-
sidered outrageous in this country. And in fact, we never had 7
percent unemployment during the entire postwar period except for
a few months during the 1974-75 recession.
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I think you can make the same argument with many, many
other measures of economic performance. On an overall basis, the
macroeconomic performance has been OK, but it certainly has not
been great. One reason is that we have had very sluggish addition-
al growth for the last couple of years.

Second, the pattern has been very uneven, as you well know Mr.
Chairman, because the area you represent is one of those not doing
particularly well right now. If you go to Wall Street and ask people
about their perception of the economy, they will tell you it is terrif-
ic. If you ask a mortgage baner, he will gay the same thin

But if you go to Moline, IL, or Houston, TX, or a whole batch of
other places I can cite, they will tell you what recovery? We are in
a recession or a depression. It has been a very uneven pattern. And
one of the problems is, while the economy as a whole has recov-
ered, at least partially and may be OK, specific industries and re-
gions are not. Some of them are doing much better than average.
Many of them are doing much worse than average. As a result, we
still have large pockets-many large pockets-of extreme economic
weakness around the United States.

And I think this has been neglected by many people as well.
As of. right now you cited the second quarter GNP, Mr. Chair-

man. No matter which statistic I can cite, it is clear that at best
the economy is still in this period of very slow growth that we have
had for 2 years now. If anything, it has deteriorated somewhat
during the last 3 or 4 months. And if I had to pick one word, I
would say the economy is essentially stagnant. And the GNP
number, the declines in industrial production, weak orders, and
other statistics can confirm what is happening.

In addition, the feedback we get from clients is consistent with
that because I think the economic statistics right now are not all
that reliable.

So at best the economy has stagnated. There is no evidence at
all, no sign of any turnaround or acceleration in economic activity.

How could this be, despite the fact we have had a number of
what seem to be apparently favorable developments which led a
nwimber of forecasters as recently as 6 months ago to predict major
acceleration and economic growth in 1986, and in some cases an
economic boom?

We have had sharp declines in interest rates, in oil prices, in the
U.S. dollar and foreign exchange markets, a big boom in the stock
market. This led a number of people to predict a major accelera-
tion in the economy. And as I said a moment ago, not only has it
not happened, but if anything we may have gone a little bit in the
other direction. Why?

I think, Mr. Chairman, there are essentially three reasons. First
of all, when you look at it carefully, the stimulus that the economy
is getting and will get from those developments that I have just
cited has.been vastly exaggerated and overrated, in my judgment.
They will help the economy a little bit but no where near as much
as some had expected, and therefore will not be able to produce an
economic boom.

Second, some of the benefits are slower in coming than had been
expected by some. And third, a lot of people have neglected the fact
that there are other factors that affect the economy, many of

i m
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which are negative right now and therefore are offsetting some of
whatever modest added growth we may be getting from those fa-
vorable factors.

Let me quickly take you through the arguments, because it is
very relevant for where we go from now on. Let me start with in-
terest rates, which have come down sharply. Long-term rates-in
fact, long-term Treasurys-are almost half of what they were 2
years ago, in the summer of 1984. Surely this must be terrific for
the economy.

Well, I do not think so, Mr. Chairman, because first of all I think
the decline in interest rates, to a great extent, reflects the weak-
ness in the economy. The weakness is bringing interest rates down.

Second, real interest rates were so high when this period of de-
cline began, that for many types of decisions they are still extreme-
ly high, still outside the range at which they tend to stimulate or
impact decisions. And a perfect example would be industrial com-
panies, companies that are considering inventory decisions or cap-
ital spending decisions.

Seven or eight percent interest rates look low compared with 14,
but when you take into account that there has been no inflation in
the industrial sector-in fact, deflation-real interest rates for in-
dustrial companies are still close to all time high levels. They
cannot raise prices. And for them, therefore, an 8- or 9-percent in-
terest rate is still a prohibitive number. And as a result, they are
still cutting their inventories. They are cutting back on their cap-
ital spending plans.

You cannot just focus on nominal interest rates. You have to
look at interest rates relative to the profitability of various invest-
ments and decisions. Those are being held down by inflation and,
as a result, interest rates are still too high to positively impact the
industrial sector.

Third, you also have to take into account underlying conditions.
We are now in the fourth year of a recovery. The economy is over-
burdened with debt. People are reluctant to add additional debt.
That is the way lower interest rates are supposed to stimulate the
economy, by encouraging you to borrow more. We have overcapa-
city and overbuilding.

Take a builder in Houston, TX. I do not think another drop in
interest rates right now would be sufficient-another percentage
point or so-to encourage him to go out and build another empty
office building.

So when you take into account the underlying conditions of high
debt, overcapacity and overbuilding, the effect of declining interest
rates is limited.

Mr. BRooKS. Yesterday, the Houston Chronicle announced that
the unemployment rate in Harris County, Houston, TX, was 12
percent.

Mr. CHIMERINE. I am aware of that, Mr. Chairman. And I will
get to oil prices in a moment. But I think that to some extent the

ed is pus thing on a string and people are exaggerating the impact
that lower interest rates will have on the economy. The only no-
ticeable impact has been on single family housing.

And while that is helpful, it is not going to create a boom. And
in fact, I would put it the other way. If we had not had a decline in
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interest rates, we would probably be in a recession right now. We
need lower interest rates just to stay in the same place.

Let us talk about oil prices. And I think the basic conclusion is
the same, as you are imploring, Mr. Chairman. This country is a
major producer of oil. And in fact, the dominant impact, therefore,
of a decline of import prices on the economy comes from the reduc-
tion in the price of imported oil. The decline in the price of domes-
tic oil results in a transfer away from the oil industry to other con-
sumers in other industries.

There is a plus impact there and a minus impact. While it is not
a perfect offset, on a net basis, the economy does not get a lot of
stimulus from the decline in domestically produced oil prices. It
gets it from imports. And as you know, until recently-we just do
not import that much oil any more.

Imports relative to GNP of oil are less than half of what they
were 12 or 13 years ago because we use less oil, we produce more of
our own, we have become less energy dependent. And as a result,
the favorable effect of oil price declines on the economy as a whole
will be less than the negative effects in the seventies when oil
prices rose.

It will be a small plus for the economy as whole, a big negative
for the Southwest, a small plus most other places. But when you
combine the two together, we are not talking about several per-
centage points of added GNP. We are not talking about the equiva-
lent of a $60 or $70 billion tax cut that I keep reading about. On a
net basis, it is more like an injection of $15 to $20 bill ion of stimu-
lus to the economy, which is helpful, but again fairly small in rela-
tion to the size of the economy and just not big enough to create an
economic boom.

What about the dollar? Surely that should be helping the econo-
my. We are all painfully aware of the trade deficit. I think every-
one on the panel is aware of what is happening in trade. We have
seen no improvement yet, for a lot of reasons. First, the dollar was
so grossly overvalued that in the early stages in the decline of the
dollar, all we saw was a decline in those enormous profit margins
that foreign companies were earning in U.S. markets. And I can
cite you a number of examples.

I will give you one in particular. Until about 6 months ago, the
Japanese sold 20 percent of the cars the reduced in Japan in the
United States. They made 85 percent of their worldwide profits on
those sales. Because once they gained a competitive advantage, as
the dollar kept strengthening, they did not have to pass that on
further in terms of lowering their dollar prices in U.S. markets.
They just fattened their profit margins.

It meant that we needed a sharp decline in the dollar to first
erode those profits before we are going to get any price increases.
We have begun to see those now, but it will take time to work
through the economy.

Second, there are a whole batch of other countries whose curren-
cies are still enormously undervalued relative to the dollar. Korea,
Taiwan, Canada for example. And our trade deficit is continuing to
worsen with those countries.

People have gotten accustomed to using imports. Our export
markets are very sluggish because of weak domestic demand in
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other countries. OPEC is cutting back because of the squeeze on
their oil revenues.

What I am saying is that at this point the trade deficit has not
improved. It was premature to expect any improvement by now, as
I will get to in a moment. The best we can see is a modest turn-
aroundlater this year, and primarily in 1987.

Mr. SAXTON. Mr. Chairman, may I interrupt the witness and just
ask one real short question?

Mr. BRooKs. We are going to try to hear all the statements first
and then we can ask questions.

Mr. SAXTON. I understand, but on this point, I am told that the
decline in the dollar oftentimes-as I think you are suggesting--
takes a good deal of time to take hold and for us to notice any sig-
nificant change in the trade deficit. Now that, I am told, is a histor-
ical perspective that has been shown to be true over time.

Do you agree with that? And if so-
Mr. CHiMzRNE. I agree with that, but I do not think that gets at

the main issue. The main issue, in my judgment, is that when you
measure it properly against all currencies, the dollar has declined
on a trade-weighted average by less than 10 percent.

We read about the-
Mr. BROOKS. Less than what?
Mr. CHIMERINE. Excuse me?
Mr. BROOKS. Less than 10 percent?
Mr. CHIMERINE. Yes. Because again, there are a lot of countries

that we trade extensively with where the dollar has not declined.
Second, some of that decline has not shown up in import prices for
reasons I have mentioned earlier. And what is relevant is relative
prices, not the decline in the dollar.

Mr. SAXTON. I appreciate what you are saying, but I think if you
project what you are saying into the future, at some point down
the road, as has been shown to be true in history as well, that it
will make a difference in our trade deficit and it will make a differ-
ence in our economy given the assumption that the dollar will con-
tinue to decline.

Mr. CHIMERINE. It will make some difference. But as I said a
moment ago, I still believe that because of the limited decline in
the dollar and the other things we have talked about, even when
you take those lags into effect, the turnaround in the trade defi-
cit-when it begins-will be very, very slow and gradual.

But I agree with your int. I think the trade deficit will im-
prove, particularly in 1987. It will help the economy. But again, I
think the impact will be fairly modest.

Let me, very briefly, make one comment about the stock market
and then I am going to have to speed up the pace, because I will
try to conclude within a few minutes.

A lot of people twe the market as an indicator of future economic
growth, and I may be completely wrong, but in my judgment, the
recent performance of the stock market represents one of those pe-
riods in our history when the performance of the economy and the
stock market are at odds.

In my judgment, the stock market has done very well in part be-
cause the economy has been very weak, because the weak economy
has brought interest rates down and because much of the liquidity
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that the Fed is pumping into the economy is going into financial
assets. Many companies do not have viable alternative invest-
ments. As a result, they would rather buy up their own stock or
somebody else's than build a new factory when they have all this
excess capacity.

So I do not think you can conclude that because the stock market
is strong that the economy has been strong or is about to strength-
en. If anything, the relationship has recently been inverse.

Where do we go from here? Well, I do not have to go through the
same arguments I just made. I think you can add to the points I
have just made the extremely weak outlook for capital spending:
Most companies are cutting their spending plan because o overca-
pacity, because of soft markets, because of soft profits, high real in-
terest rates, cutbacks in the energy sector and so forth. Outside of
single family housing, construction is beginning to decline very
rapidly in most parts of the United States and will continue to de-
cline because of overbuilding.

Government spending cutbacks, both at the Federal, State, and
municipal levels, will hold back economic growth for a while. Tax
reform is probably a small negative. It is creating uncertainty in
the short term. Wages and salaries are not growing rapidly and
consumers have high debt and low savings. This will slow the
growth in consumer spending.

What I am saying is that, in the absence of any turnaround in
trade, there is no chance of any acceleration in economic growth.
At best, we will stay in this sort of a 2-percent growth environment
we are now in and, as I mentioned earlier, I think we will see a
small improvement in trade and that might take us from a 1½- to
2-percent growth plateau or range to maybe 2½ percent.

For the next 18 months, the best that I can see for economic
growth in the United States is somewhere in the 2½-percent per
year range. And I think the risks are predominantly on the down
side. It may take longer to get the turnaround in trade. Tax reform
may have more of a short-term negative effect on the economy,
consumers may retrench, particularly if unemployment starts
edging up. All of these could cause slower growth.

I have a hard time finding any arguments that would suggest
"much faster economic growth during the next 18 months. So I fore-
cast slow growth, at best, with very sizable downward risks.

Let me, very briefly, talk about the implications for the deficit
and then what I would suggest you do about Gramm-Rudman,
using the most polite language I can find.

I think there is no argument any more that the deficit in the
current year will be probably around $215 billion. They may actu-
ally revise the deficit, after the fact, because if the investment tax
credit is repealed as part of tax reform, retroactively, there will be
added corporate tax liabilities this year.

The key question, of course, that you are interested in is fiscal
1987. And I will arrive at a number in pieces, and let me very
quickly take you through it. If you take the 2½-percent economic
growth that I expect, and build in no budget cuts or tax changes,
including assuming revenue neutral tax reform in the first year-
the deficit would be close to $200 billion again next year.
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If you then add in the recent congressional budget resolution,
which allegedly cuts $30 billion in spending next year-calculated
properly, it is more like $20 bilion-you would get down to $180
billion. And then I would add in an understatement on agricultural
programs, spending, and a few other adjustments.

I think right now my best estimate of the expected deficit for the
next fiscal year is somewhere in the $185 to $190 billion range,
even factoring in what was done in the most recent budget resolu-
tion.

Now it seems to me that if we tried to achieve the current
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings target for fiscal year 1987, which is $144
billion, we would need upward of $40 billion worth of spending cuts
or tax increases. That would be an unmitigated disaster for the
short-term economic outlook.

In fact, the problem g back to one of the major flaws in
Gramm-Rudman, which I t you pointed out, Mr. Chairman,
and several of us pointed out a year or two ago. Namely, the big-
gest mistake that can be made is to make additional budget cuts to
offset the increased budget deficit that results from less than de-
sired or less than forecast economic growth. That completely re-
verses the process of the automatic stabilizers that we built into
our budget structure, which have served this country very, very
well during the past 40 years.

It would be an utter mistake to make additional cuts of that
magnitude, which sgto to me that you really have three or four
choices. First, repes Gram -Rudman. Second, ignore it. Third,
raise the target to something more realistic. In the current circum-
stance with very slow economic growth at best taking place, and
with the risk of recession, the most you would want to cut the defi-
cit next year to would be in the $180 to $185 billion range. So you
could raise the target to that level.

Or fourth, if none of those three happen-even though I do not
like to see this kind of deception being employed-I would, if the
law stays on the books with the current target, I would strongly
suggest using an extremely optimistic economic forecast for next
year, maybe 4 percent or even more, so that your projected deficit
would be much lower than what I am suggesting and closer to thetar et.

Ithe economy falls short of that and if the deficit turns out to
be bigger, you will have to live with that because any attempt to
offset that would probably produce a recession in the near term. Of
course, that would create a problem for you in 1988, if you do not
modify that Gramm-Rudman target, but that gets back to my earli-
er point about dramatically changing Gramm-Rudman or repealing
it.

But my main point, Mr. Chairman, is that it would be a serious
mistake, to implement the total of 50 or 60 billion dollars' worth of
legitimate spending cuts or tax increases necessary to achieve the
Grm-Rudan target for 1987. This would probably turn what
now appears to be slow economic growth and a very soft economy
into an outright recession.

Thank you.
[Mr. Chimerine's prepared statement follows:]
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My name is Lawrence Chimerine and I am the Chairman and Chief Economist of Chase Econo-
metrics. I appreciate the opportunity to testify before the Legislation and National Security
Congressional Subcommittee on the current state of the economy, expected Federal deficits,
and how the provisions of the Gramm-Rudman-Hoillngs legislation will interact with the United
States economy.

In sump my views are as follows, W The slow and erratic economic growth that
begwn in mid-1998 is continuing - If anything, the economy has actually deterlo-
rated somewhat In recent months. Most significantly, there is no sign whatsoever
of any acceleration in economic activity. (b The economy has remained relative-
ly weak despite optimistic forecasts because the stimulative impact of lower oil
prices, declines in interest rates, qn the weaker dollar have been less in magni-
tude and later in coming than many had expected, and because many other
underlying forces are somewhat unfavorable. (c) At best, only a modest pickup in
economic activity can be expected later this year. Furthermore, the risks are
predominantly on the down side - either the absence of any turnaround In trade
and/or some retrenchment in consumer spending would prevent any pickup at all,
and could actually lead to a mild recession. cd) The outlook for 1937 is clouded
with uncertainties related to tax reform and deficit reduction. The most likely
outcome is a continuation of very modest economic growth at best, with the risks
continuing to be predominantly on the down side. Again, even modest growth will
require a substantial improvement in the trade deficit. C) The Federal budget
deficit outlook remains poor - I expect the deficit to be ciose to $220 billion in
the current year, and approximately $190 billion in FY87, unless additional
spending cuts and/or tax increases are adopted. (f)The options currently available
to policymakers am limited as a result of the relative Ineffectiveness of monetary
policy at this point In the business cycie, and by the need to reduce enormous
budget deficits for long-term economic stability. I would suggest, however, a far
more gradual approach to reducing the deficit than implied by the current
Gramm-Rudman-Holllngs (GRH) targets a further easing In monetary policy, and
adoption of a tax reform package that would be less unfavorable for the short
term.

Lawrence Chimerine Chase Econometrics
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Current Econoixc Stustion
The recovery which began near the end of 1982 Is now more than three and one-half years old -
this makes this recovery period one of the longest on record. However, the health of the
economy has nonetheless been overstated because of a lack of understanding of many aspects of

the recent economic situation. Then Inlude the following:

I. There have been two very distinctly different parts of the recovery period. The first
eighteen months (or all of the 1983 and the first half of 1934) was characterized by extremely
rapid growth (over 7% at an annual rate as measured by real GNP). However, the two year
period since that time has witnessed a dramatic deceleration in the rate of growth to an
extremely sluggish 2% rate-this is well below the historical average* so that only marginal
additional progress at best has been made toward completing the recovery process. This is best

illustrated by the fact that unemployment, capacity utl zatlon and other measures of economic
performance have shown no additional Improvement tnce mld-1984. And, because of the
dramatic slowdown since mid-l984, growth during this recovery In total is now below the rate
experience In most other postwar recovery periods.

2. This period of extremely slow growth has taken place even though the level of
economic conditions has not been satisfactory. This reflects the fact that the 1981-82 recession
followed closely on the heels of a previous recesion, so that economic conditions were
extremely depressed when this recovery period began. Therefore, virtually ad measures of
economic performance are still unacceptable. For example, the 7% unemployment rate that has
prevailed during the last two years is obviously a significant improvement compared to the near
11% rate of late 19$2, but it is sill much higher than at anytime In the postwar period prior to
the 1990s with the exception of a few months during the 1974-75 recession.

3 The performance of the economy during the past several years has been highly uneven,
with many sectors still mired In recesuionary conditions. This has created major Industry and
geographic differences which are causing severe hardship In many area.

In suns the performance of the economy In recent years, at least with respect to real economic
growth, has been vastly overstated - the recovery In total has not been particularly strong and
is far from complete we have experienced only marginal additional progress in completing the
recovery process during the put two years and the economy is still operating at highly
unsatisfactory levels by historical standards.

Lawrence Chimerine Chase Econometrics
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Despite numerous forecasts that a major pickup was likely during 116, based an declines In
Interest rate, the dollar and oil prices, as well as low Inventory/salee ratios and other
apparently favorable factor% the economy remains mired In this process of slow and erratic
growth referred to abov& If anything, the economy appears to have completely stagnated In
recent months, even though It now appArs that economic growth (as measured by GNP) was
still conee to 2% In the first half. Pis GNP during the first half has been bolstered by strong
growth in real consumption expenditures, which may actually be overstating the strength in
cnumer spending. This reflects (a) a weaker pattern for chain store sales than has been
indicated by the retail ales repot 00 a temporary spurt In auto sales due to the latest round
of low Interest rate finance (c) a sharp increase in expenditures for brokerage commissions
and other financial transactions which are more related to saving and investment than to
ongoing consumer spending, and (C4 the likelihood that recent price indexes are understating
inflation and thus exaggerating real expendltures. Purthermore gains in w and salaries
have decelerated further from the already sluggish rate during most of 1983 - this Implies that
once the favorable effects of lower oil and food pric have passed, real wages will flatten out
again The dramatic slowdown in income growth, especially wages and salaries, Is perhaps the
most sl•gnlficant development that has taken place In recent years. It reflects not only
continued downward pressure on wages in many industries, but a significant shift in the Job mix
away from high-paying hlghpvl clvlty occupations and Indutries into thoe with
significantly lower wages. This is critical because in the longer run, Income growth is by Tar

--- the wast important determinant of consumer spending and thus living standards. And, unles
the recent spending date are revised downward, it appears that most of the added purchasing
power from lower oil prices has already been spent because the saving rate is now only slightly
above where it was at the start of the yer. Consumer spending is also Ieldy to be held down by
the reluctance of consumers to Increae their already high debt burdens further despite lower
interest rates - higher delinquency rates may also came credit grantors to be more catouso In
extending credit to cmnmws. Se@=d the GNP data re inconsistent with ot economic
data (especlaily industrial production) which indcae a much more slm•h picture. This Is
reinforced by still declin commodity prices, by the weakn In wae income and profit, and
by weak loan demnmd ThIrd, orders renmaned very weak In 3une and reports from the field
indicate little or no Improvement thus far In 3dy. The weakness is relatively widepread, with
only appliances &W commercial aircraft having experienced any meaingfud incraeM - bac.-
lop we thus si relatively low In most industries.

Lawrence Chimerimn Chase, E coomme21s31dy 23, 1906
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The sluggishness has continued despite numerous forecasts that a major acceleration would take
place during 196 because of declines in interest rates, the dollar, and oil prices, and other
apparently favorable factors. However, the economy has not picked up for the following
reasons

1. The sharp decline In Interest rates that has occurred since late 198C has had only a
small stimulative effect on the economy thus far, since reaidnterest rates were extraordinarily
high when thus declines began (so that the early portion of the decline had little effect on
economic activity). Thus, in effect, rate declines were necessary Just to keep the economy In
the same place, and In great part have been caused by the weak economy. The only noticeable
effect of the decline in rates thus far has been on the housing Industry - real interest rates for
industriaI companies ae still so high that there has been virtually no impact of recent declines
in nominal rates on capital spending plans or on Inventory policies. The Impact of declining
interest rates is also being Limited by the age of the recovery, the winding down of previously
available pent-up demands, and already high debt burdens, which have reduced the willingness of
both corporations and households to incur additional debt. Thus, the Fed is in great part pushing
on a string.

2. The economy has not yet experienced any significant benefits from the sharp decline In
the value of the dollar. First, the decline which took place during 1983 had little or no effect
on U.S. competitiveness in world markets, since It primarily squeezed what had been enormous
profit margins of foreign companies selling In U.S. markets. Only in the last few months have
prices of imported products begun to rise - as is well known, it will take many months before
these price changes begin to affect real trade flows. While these prices increases will even-
tually slow Import penetration somewhat, the impact will be limited by the fact that many
imported goods have no domestically produced counterparts, by the perception that some have
higher quality than comparable domestically produced products, and by the Increased familiarity
of American citizens with foreign produced goods. Second, recent increases In imports, and
softness in exports, to some extent reflect the impact of earlier oursourcing decisions as many
new overseas plants become fully operational. Third, the U.S. trade deficit with Canada, Latin
America and the developing countries in the Far East, continues to grow, in part because of
weak economic conditions and debt problems in some of those countries, and in part because the
currencies of most of those countries have not appreciated relative to the U.S. dollar. Fouth,
the sharp decline in the price of oil has caused cutbacks in U.S. oil production - this Is already
beginning to lead to increases in the volume of Imported oil. Furthermore, most OPEC

Lawrence Chimerine Chase Econometrics
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countries and other major oil exporters are beginning to slow their Imports from the United

States and other countries because of the Impact of declining oil prices on their already poor
current account positions. Finally, domestic demand Is still weak In much of Europe and 3apan.

3. The stimulative Impact of lower oil prices on the economy will be modesto at best. In
great part, this reflects the fact that the United States Is a large prodcuer of oil (we produce

about 70% of our own needs, so that the main benefit to the United States economy of

declining oil prices comes from a decline In the price of Imported oil. However, oil Imports

relative to GNP have fallen sharply since the early 1970s (by more than 30%), reflecting the
fact that we consume far loes energy relative to the size of the economy than we did then, that

oil now constitutes a smaller fraction of our total energy consumption than at that time, and
that we produce a larger fraction of our Internal needs ourselves. The negative effects of lower

domestic oil prices on profits In the oil Industry is already causing sharp cutbacks In
employment, and In exploration and other Investment (by $12 - $15 billion). These represent

very sizable offsets to the gains to consumers, and profits to oil users, that will result from

lower domestic oil prices. Furthermore, because of already large curti.t account deficits, most

OPEC countries will reduce their Imports of military and manufactured goods from the United
States and other countries, which will offset part of the favorable effects of the lower cost of

Imported oil (as mentioned earlier).

4. In my view, the stock market boom In late 1983 and early 1986 does not reflect either
current or expected economic strength - ln fact, the rise In stock prices Is more accurately a

sign of weakness, since It largely reflects the sharp decline in Interest rates, which In turn is a

direct result of the sluggish economy. in effect, what has happened is that the substantial

Increase in liquidity that has been pumped into the economy by the Federal Reserve has gone
Into financial assets rather than fixed assets, reflecting the lack of viable fixed Investments due

in part to overcapacity, overbulding etc. Thus, many companies have found It more attractive
to buy up their own stock, or someone elses, rather than making Investments in plant and

equipment. Furthermore, the sharp Increase In the value of financial assets held by consumers
is also vastly overrated as an economic stimulant, since (a) ownership of financial assets Is

concentrated among relatively high Income families with a relatively low marginal propensity to
consumer (b) most Individuals cannot gain access to these funds because they are tied up in

pension accounts; and (c) many of those who have experienced capital gains have roiled them

over rather than used them to finance consumption. In addition, household debt has risen

dramatigally during this period, with a far more widespread distribution across the population.

Lawrence Chimerine Chase Econometrics
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S. Many forecasters had predicted an Inventory-led acceleration In economic growth In

1986, reflecting the relatively low inventory/sales ratios which prevailed at the end of 1983.

However, Inventory/sales ratios have not been low because goods have been jumping off the
shelves - they have been deliberately reduced by manufacturers and retailers because oft We)
extremely high real Interest rates; (b) large excess capacity; (c) relatively short lead times; (cd)
the still declining prices of many finished goods and commodities, and the uncertain price
outlook; (e) the uncertain sales outlook; and Wf weakness in profits. The downsizing of desired

inventory levels has In fact continued during 1986, so that at best, Inventories are a neutral to
somewhat negative factor In the economic situation.

6. Some forecasters also predicted a surge In the economy as a result of sharp increases in
the basic money supply during the last 16 months. However, there is currently almost no
relationship between MI and economic activity, reflecting: (a) continued Increases in import
penetration, which increases the demand for credit and the money supply without Increasing
domestic output; (b) declining interest rates, which have reduced the opportunity costs of

holding interest free or low interest deposits; and (c) concerns regarding the safety of deposits
at various thrifts and other financial institutions, which has caused a shift of savings into MI
types of deposits.

The current economic situation can be summarized as follows: most of manufacturing is

experiencing mild recessionary conditions, agriculture and eneg..y are experiencing more severe
recessionary conditions, and the housing and financial sectors appear relatively strong. And
there is little or no meaningful evidence that any pickup In overall activity is on the horizon.

Major ForeCast Assu•ptions
The outlook for the remainder of this year and 1987 will be affected by a number of key policy
and other assumptions

1. Deficit Reductaom The deficit outlook remains very uncertain. The "status quo"
deficit outlook is not as favorable as earlier government reports suggested, reflecting the still
high cost of farm programs, the likelihood that defense spending will exceed current targets
unless appropriations are cut back further, the fact that tax revenues are lagging behind

expectations because of weaker-than-expected economic growth, and because the decline In oil

prices is actually worsening the deficit somewhat. The Congressional budget resolution for 1987
also substantially understates the likely deficit for these reasons. I assume that about $25

Lawrence Chimerine Chase Econometrics
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billion Of spondIN cuts (mostly In defense proSrams) will be adopted. The alternatives of much
larger budget actions (either through the budget process or through automatic spending cuts), or

even smaller cuts, stil cannot be ruled out, however - either would have a significantly dif-
Serent Inmpact on economic activity In 1987. (The budget situation wil be discussed further

below.)

2. Tax Reumn While the impact of tax reform on the economy will depend on the
provisions of the final bll, Including the specific tax code changes, tax rates, effective dates
and grandfatherlng provisions, It seems quite dear that tax reform could significantly depress
the economy In the short run. This reflects the followlnp (a) It will likely change the tax
structure very dramatically - many corporations (and Individuals) would find a very sharp
change In their tax liabilities and/or, In the demand for their products. This Is likely to cause
some caution In mading many new commitments, although some may be accelerated (I.e.,
taking of capital gain) to beat unfavorable changes In the tax code. CM The bill will probably
raise taes In the short term, primarily because many of the base-broadenin changes would
become effective January 1, 1"37 (with some such as the elimination of the Investment tax
credit, retroactive to sometime In 1986), while the rate reductions could become effective on
3uly 1, 1987. W€) The changes will dramatically weaken the tax advantages for many types of
construction, as weil as the incentives for investment. Since these sectors of the economy are
already quite we, changing the tax provisions so sharply wil cause new activity In those
sectors to decline even further. (dl The Owinnors In the business sector (W4e. those which
benefit from the reduction in corporate tax ratOla)-re generally less capital lntensve than the
likely Oloeors - It will probably take longer for them to Implement new programs than for
those who are hurt to cut back (this Is similar to the timing problems now being experienced as
a result of oil price declines .

The eca•omnc impact of tax reform will also depend on whether It Is effectively coordinated
with deficit reduction - I am assuming that the Increase In revenues In 1987 which could result
from tax reform will be used to help reduce the budget deficit. If In fact the tax reform bill
does raIse taxes significantly In 1987 on top of other tax Increases and spending cuts which are
designed to achdeve the GRH deficit target, the combined effect would be an extremely
restrictive fiscal policy that could drIamatically weaken the economy In late 1986 and/or 1937.

3. Interest Rates. I believe that rates will move lower during the rest of the year, with
the Fed adopting at least one more easing move as the economic statistics stay soft during the
remainder of the summer.

Lawrence Chimerine Chase Econometrics
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4. Oil Prim. Spot crude oil prices have moved up significantly during the last several
days due to, a small. pickup In demand, reflecting fuel substitution and higher gasoline
consumption CW continued declines In oil Inventorlesl and (c) cutbacks In production In the
United States and some other countries. While crude prices are likely to remain extremely
volatUe, I believe that oil prices wWi eventually stabilize in the mid- to upper teens - this ex-
pectation is in part based on the assumption that a production sharing agreement will be
reached among the OPEC countries - so that most of the effect of lower ol prices on refined
product pricesp real Incomes, etc., has already taken place.

The Outlook for the Second Half of 1986 & I"?
The factors discussed earlier will continue to hold down economic growth during the second half
of this year, as will the followings

1. Capital spending will not contribute significantly to economic growth - this is
indicated by recent plant and equipment surveys, appropriation rates, orders, etc. The sluggish-
ness in capital spending reflects (a) unusually low capacity utilization rates at this stage of the
economic expansion, so that there is very little capacity-oriented spending taking place; (b) the
downward trend which is now developing In construction of office buildings, hotels, and other
commercial structures, reflecting high and rising vacancy rates; (c) continued cutbacks In
exploration and other capital expenditures by the energy Industry; (d) little or no growth In
or•ers and sales; and (e) the uncertainties being created by tax reform which Is slowing the
commitment process. In addition, still high real interest rates for industrial companies and
weak profits and cash flow have kept the financial environment for capital spending somewhat
unfavorable.

2. The housing boom Is now peaking. Single-family housing starts are likely to edge down
during the remainder of the year, since mortgage rates have.4t least temporarily bottomed out
(and have actually risen somewhat in response to strong demand for refinancing); the
demographics are becoming less favorable; housing prices are rising more sharply, undermining
affordability somewhat; the bubble created earlier as many families jumped into the market is
subsiding; and Income growth is sluggish. Multifamily housing starts will likely drop off even
more sharply, reflectinZ less availability of tax-exempt financing extremely high vacancy rates
(especially In the condominium market and the Impact of tax reform. Thus, at least the direct
contribution of housing construction to GNP growth will taper off after the next several
months.

Lawrence ChImerine Chase Econometrics
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3. Government spendln wit' trow very slowly at best. Cutacks at the Federal level,
resulting from deflcit-reduction progranu, and at many state and municipal governments, In
repowe to tighter budget condtions, will hold-growth lnItotal government expenditures in real
terms to less the a 2.04% annual raew duringU the rest of tlfe year.

Tb., the cutbacks that are now developing In commercial construction, continued weak capital
spndlng and sower growth In consumer spending In response to anemic Income growth, low
savings and high debt burdens, will hold down domestic final demand. Furthermore, as
mentioned ewler, It Is unlikely that any inventory building will take place. Thus, It is now
dew that even a modest pickup In economic growth during the remainder of this yew will
require an Improvement In the trade deficit, both to directly stimulate production as well as to
help speed up Income inl. While a sustainable decline has not yet beSun, Increasing reports of
rising export orders, continued delays In new outsourcing and foreign investment plans by U.S.
companies, and Increases in the prices of many Imported goods in recent months, continue to
sugest that some Improvement will in fact occur later this year. The turnaround In the deficit
will be very gradual however, in view of still extremely sluggish domestic demand In 3apan and
most European countries; the sti highly overvalued dollar relative to the currencies of most
LDCs ikey increases In the volume of Imported oil; and lower exports to many oil producing
countries.

On balance therefore, while I believe that the second half of the year will be somewhat
surnger than the first halft, reflecting an Improvement In the trade deficit# the pickup wi not
begin until late summer. It should be noted that even with an Improvement In the trade deficit,
economic growth during the second half will only be In the 2.5% to 3.0% range still

unacceptably low In view of the large amount of Idle resources throughout the economy.
Furthermore, most of the risks appear to be on the downside - these Include the possibility that
the trade deficit will remain at current or even higher levels In real terms; that consumers
begin to retrench In view of the low savings and high debt burdens that currently prevail; and
that the anticipated effects of tax reform are greater than now expected

The outlook for the economy In 1987 will be primarily determined by the foilowingp

L. The lagged effects of changes in exchange rates will have an increasingly favorable
effect on the trde deficit as we move through 1987. Thus, trade will make a significant
contribution to economic growth on an annual basis for the first time since the early 19f0s
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2 Declines In real Interest rates which will take place during the second half of this year

will have at least a modestly favorable effect on Investment during 1987. These declines will

result from an assumed additional round of Fed easing later this summer (Including an expected
reduction In Ohe discount rate), as well as the modest acceleration In Inflation we expect.

Then factors wUI, however, be at least partially offset by the negative short-term effects of
tax reform and defidt reduction (as discussed earlier). Thus, economic growth Is likely to

continue In the 2.3% range, although the outlook will remain somewhat uncertain until fiscal
policy Issues are resolved. I view the risks again to be predominantly on the downside In 1987,

so even slower growth is a distinct possibility.

Tab&e I summarizes my forecast for the key economic Indicators for this periods

Tal e I
Forecast Sunmary Talde

(percent change)

1983 19"4 198$5 196 1917

Real GNP -2.5 6.5 2.2 21 2.M
Industrial Production 5.9 11.6 2.2 0.4 3.0

Real Consumption 4.4 4.4 3.3 3.3 2.7
Real Fixed Investment -1.8 19.5 9.7 -1.0 0.0

Consumer Price Index 3.2 4.3 3. L 2.0 3.3
GNP Deflator 3.7 4.2 3.3 2.W 3.2

Pre-Tax Profits =9 13.9 -3.2 0.0 12.2
Unemployment Rate (S) 9.6 7.5 7.2 7.1 7.1

Prime Rate (M) 10.8 12.0 9.9 8.2 U U
Auto Sales (mUllon) 9.2 10.4 11.1 10.8 10.7
Housing Starts (mIL) 1.? 1.77 1.74 1.87 1.68

It should be noted that the quarterly GNP pattern is likely to be extremely volatile

during the rest of this year and 198?, reflecting erratic movements In the trade deficit$

Lawrence Chlmerine Chase econometrics
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the precise timing of auto production cutbacks and incentive programs; the anticipatory

and actual impacts of tax reform; the timing of budget cuts and/or tax lncreseq and the

impact of possible revisions to earlier data. However, while GNP nd/or other Indicators

may rise sharply In any one quarter, a sustained economic boom during the remainder of

198 and I"? Is extremely unlikely, as discussed earlier. At best, very modest growth

on average will take place, with a number of downward risks that could keep the

economy even more sluglsh - as mentioned earlier, these Include the posdbility that

the turnaround In trade will be weaker (and/or, come later) than now expected, that

budget cuts and/or tax reform will be even more restrictive In the short term, or that

consumers will attempt to rebuild savings (and cut debt) more quicldy.

Why Such Slow Growth?

In my Judgment, the extremely slow growth of the last two years, and that still to come, re-

flects the policy errors of recent year, primarily budget policies. These have been responsible

for the high real interest rates, overvalued dollar, and Imbalances and distortions which have

cussed the dramatic slowdown In economic growth. In fact, despite the sharp decline In nominal

Interest rates In recent years, real interest rat remain extremely high (especially in relation

to the Industrial deflation that has taken place) furthermore, virtually ali of the decline In

rates has occurred during periods of super growth. Because of the enormous Federal deficits,

which re causing sharp increases In the Federal De•/GNP ratio Interes rates have actually

risen each time the economy has picked up during this period. In additiOn, overvalued dollar

directly reflects the upward pressure of budget deficits an U.S. intres mus. In effect, budget

deficits have Produced large trade deficits because of-the need to attract foreign capital In

order to help flnmce them. Furthermore, as pointed out erlier, the Impact of declines In the

dollar which e now taking place will not be as dramatic as the Impact of the rise In the dollar

in earlier years because of the asymewical relationships aredy dbcused, and because the log

Lawrence Chimerine Chase Econ3o mics
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period during which the dollar was overvalued produced numerous decislou (including shifting of

production overseas by-many companies) which may never be reversed& The recovery In the last

several years has also In great part been financed by an explosion In debt In alU sectors of the

economy, and has benefitted from the commercial construction boom - these factors are uwsus-

tamable, and thus not only cannot continue to perpetuate economic growth, but ae now con-

tributing to the slowdown In the economy. Finally, the enormous Imbalances in the system are

not conducive to strong economic growth because the extreme weakness In some sectors (such

as manufacturing and agriculture) are now dragging down other sectors of the economy, and as

discussed earlier, are causing a dramatic slowdown In income growth.

The Deficit Outlook and GRH

The Federal budget deficit continues to worsen despite some apparently favorable developments

- hlgher-than-projected defense and agricultural spending, along with weaker-than-expected

revenues due to slow economic growth are primarily responsible. Thus, even with the first

round of QRH cuts, the unified deficit for the current fiscal yea? will be In the $213 to $220

billion range. (A lower figure may be eventually reported because the retroactive elimination

of the Investment tax credit will generate higher corporate tax liabilities In 1986.) In my view,

a reflstic estimate of the FY8? deficit is now near $190 billion when the 1917 budget resolution

Ais adjusted for continued siower-than-expected growth, and more realistic estimates of

agricultural and other spending. It is thus now apparent that larger spending cuts andor tax

Increases than pollcymakers previously expected wili be necessary to achieve the GRH target

for FY87. However, the GRH approach Is very dangerous in the current environment, because it

would cause additional spending cuts to compensate for the added deficit catued by slower

economic growth - this would only slow the economy further, and in effect, would circumvent

the automatic stabilizers that have served the economy so well for many years. Furthermore,

many of the spending cuts In the budget resolution represent accounting changes which are

Lawrence Chimerine Chase Econometrics
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-Ikely to widen the deficit in future years Deficits beyond FYI? will also be increasd It tax

ref orm becomes integrated Into thi budget process, because the likely bulg In tax revenues

reulting from tax reform In FY8? will be reversed In succeeding years. Finallyo It wil be df-

flcult so find additional poUtically and socially acceptlspending cuts In future years. Tihu,

dzable tax Inreases will almost certainly be necessary if the deficit Is to be reduced further In

the outer years.

Pracy Sqmestlmu
In my Judgment, there is very little that economic policymakers can do to help speed the econ-

omy in the near terq this reflem the followingP :a As Implied earlier, the Federal Reserve Is

essntially pushing on a string because of the already high debt burdened excess capacity and

overbuilding which charactrize the economy. This limits the impact of declines in Interest

rates on economic growth at this point In the cycie. The Feds flexibility has also been reduced

by the explosion In money growth In recent years. CW It Is essential that deficits be reduced on

a long-trm basis to reverse the current upward trend In the Fedral Debt/GNP ratio. If that

trend Is not reversed, It will ma continued high real Interest rates on a long-term bas s ad"or

a continued ovwvalued dollar and thus poor competitiveness in world markets, an/or a pickup

in Inflation later In thi decade - any or all of these would cause long-term economic stagna-

tion Furthermore, lower deficits are also necessary to slow the explosion in invest payments,

which will foed on Itself and produce even higher deficits in the outer years f It Is not

stopped. Pinmy, lower deficts are necsary to prevent a sharp Increase in the tax burden on

future generations. Thus, for all of these reasonsI It woulhomt be practical to cut taxes andor

rain spend to stimulate the economy In the short term - thus, fiscal policy must be at lest

somewhat remstictive in the ineartem

Lawrence Chlmerluw Chase Econometrics
July 23, 19
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While economic policy cannot lead to faster economic growth, It Is nonetheless essential that

some policy actions be taken to prevent the economy from sliding Into a serious recession.

These actions Include the following: Wa I strongly recommend sizable additional reductions in

Interest rates - such declines should help to prevent further deterioration In capital spending

and may bolster confidence somewhat, thus generating at least a small amount of added stimu-

lus. W Because of the poor short-term deficit outlook, the target for PY87 In the GRH

legislation should be raised - otherwise, at least $50 billion worth of spending cuts and/or tax

Increases will be necessary to achieve the target. Cuts of that magnitude would Imply a tro-

mendously restrictive fisal policy which would have a severely depressing effect on the economy

In the short term. I would suggest cuts of less than one-half that amount at most. In effect,

the Administration and the Congress missed a golden opportunity to cut the deficits In earlier

years when the economy was growing more rapidly - a more realistic approach in the current

circumstance would be to aim for deficit reduction of approximately $20 billion per year, with

the aim of reducing the deficit to about $100 bilon by the early 1I 0s. I also strongly believe

that any reductions In expenditures should be accomplished by converting many current entitle-

ment programs Into meanw-tested programs, rather than implementing across-the-board spend-

ing cuts. In addition, some tax Increases will eventually be necessary - I urge that regressive

tax Increases be avoided In view of the dramatic shift In the distribution of Income and In the

distribution of the tax burden which has already taken place In recent years. (c) As mentioned

eerUlier, tax reform is already causing some commitments to be postponed, and the anticipatory

and actual dampening effects of tax reform may continue to hold down economic growth later

this year and In 1987. I believe that these effects cc€,dd be minimized If the following were

implemented: ) Some of the major changes, such as the elimination of the investment tax

credit and the changes In tax rates, should be phased-ln over several years rather than all at

once. I) Grandfathering of existing provisions to reduce the risk of sizable losses on currently

held assets should-be cons•d•eqred, JR) The, ffqtlv doto.s uld be changed so ast*avold a

pubstantial tax Increase in 1987.

Lawrence Chimerine Chas Econometrics
3Mdy 23, 1986
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Mr- BRooKS. Thank you very much.
And now we will hear from Joe Duncan, from Dun & Bradstreet.

Mr. Duncan.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH W. DUNCAN, CORPORATE ECONOMIST
AND CHIEF STATISTICIAN, THE DUN & BRADSTREET CORP.

Mr. DUNCAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I, too, am honored to be here today to talk about the extremely

critical issues of our Nation's economy, as well as the important de-
cisions that you in Congress are faced with at the moment.

I, too, would like to submit my statement for the record and will
just summarize some points.

Mr. BRooKs. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. DUNCAN. Anytime you bring three economists before your

committee, you will get three different views. I have a slightly dif-
ferent outlook for 1987 than Mr. Chimerine. I forecast a 4-percent
growth rate for the year, a view which is significantly more opti-
mistic.

But I do not want to talk about the difference in economic out-
looks. Instead, I would like to discuss with you why economists
have such different views of the economy. I'd also like to discuss
what that means for the process of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
where, in fact, there are very important interactions between
budget decisions, tax reform, and economic performance.

This morning's Wall Street Journal set a very nice tone for my
comments in a story that evaluated the new GNP statistics re-
leased yesterday. In the last paragraph, Carl Brunner, an econo-
mist at the University of Rochester-who is quite well known in
the Nation--stated, "Short-run forecasting is a dicey business. The
best bet is to wait 5 years until the data have been totally revised."

There is a great amount of insight in that statement. There is
also a chart-and I would hope the committee would reprint the
chart in tht Wall Street Journal this morning, which shows that if
you go back just six quarters, our view of economic history was
changed by the revisions.

[Chart was not available for printing.]
Mr. DUNCAN. Just to put it very, very simply, the fourth quarter

of 1984, which was previously up relative to the surrounding quar-
ters, is now down. The first quarter of 1985, which was previously
down, is now up. The second quarter has moved from up to down,
et cetera. Now my point is, for economists, budget analysts, and
others the view of the trend of the economy has now been reversed.
Our assumptions about an improving economy or a weakening
economy would be totally different.

As a matter of fact, growth in the second quarter of 1986, which
just came out, is 1.1 percent. But if you followed the historical pat-
tern of statistical revisions, it may turn out to be a strong quarter,
giving us a totally different outlook later on.

For the year 1985 as a whole, incidentally, the growth was ele-
vated to 2.7 percent annual growth in real terms from 2.2. The
number in my testimony is 2.2 because I did not have the revised
historical record, which illustrates part of the background.
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But I would like to go one step further. The reasons there are
revisions in economic statistics, of course, is that Government gets
much more information over time. But in addition to that, I would
submit that we are not fully measuring some of the things that are
happening in our economic system.

At Dun & Bradstreet, we collect a variety of statistics from busi-
ness. I have noted several of them in my testimony. Let me just
highlight one of them.

We do a survey every quarter among businessmen which asks
them what their sense of the economy is. Do they expect their own
particular business to have, for example, higher sales next quarter
than they had a year ago? If you trace the expectations of business-
men with the business cycle, it is basically a very good coincident
indicator. It explains the tone of the economy quite well and, in
fact, is therefore useful in looking at the immediate outlook.

Our current survey of expectations says businessmen remain
very optimistic. They are nearly as optimistic as they were last
year, although not quite as optimistic as they were at the begin-
ning of the recovery from the recession.

But there is also another story in those statistics. If you look at
the sweep of the data from 1960 to present, you will find that today
is duplicated in only one other period, and that was 1967. What is
happening is business expectations are remaining high, but actual
business performance-also as reported by the people in the same
surveys-is falling behind those expectations.

So there is an unsettled feeling among businessmen about the
future, as they watch their order books which are not growing as
much as they had hoped that they might.

[See chart in prepared statement.]
r. DUNCAN. I want to come back to why that is happening

later.
A second area of statistics that I would like to draw your atten-

tion to is not from Dun & Bradstreet. It is from the University of
Michigan. And these statistics relate to the optimism level of the
average consumer.

As I am sure you know, consumer optimism today is near all
time high levels. It has been fluctuating on a month-to-month
basis, but it is really the highest it has been at this point in a busi-
ness cycle in the history of that survey. So we have then two opti-
mistic groups. Basically businessmen are fairly optimistic, when
you look at them broadly, and the consumers are optimistic. And
yet we find many economists and others more pessimistic.

My suggestion is that part of that-if we come to the business-
men--can be explained. Much of our economic data are based on
big business, as opposed to smaller business. Our data at Dun &
Bradstreet look at the smaller businesses. I am sure you are aware,
Mr. Chairman, that in the last couple of years three-quarters of
new jobs have been generated by companies with fewer than 500
employees in total.

Mr. Bnoois. Fewer than how many?
Mr. DUNCAN. Fewer than 500. Our survey for 1986 suggests that

one-third of the new jobs that will be created this year will be in
companies whose total employment is less than 20.

H U U U - U U - - - N -
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Many surveys-for example, the Census Bureau Survey of New
Orders and Shipments-do not collect data from companies with
fewer than 100 employees. So some of our Nation's economic statis-
tics are not looking at where the current source of growth is in our
economy.

We also look at new business starts and new incorporations.
They are up dramatically this year, saying that businessmen are
optimistic at the small scale, because they are starting new compa-
nies and starting new enterprises. They are hiring people and cre-
ating income for those employees.

Over the last 12 months, we have added 3 million new jobs in the
economy. That is not an indicator of a weak or soft economy, al-
though our GNP in that period has been very soft.

What I would like to talk about is why are we having such a dif-
ficult time understanding the economic outlook an d what that
means for Gramm-Rudman-Hollings, which requires very specific
forecasts, both of the economy as well as of the deficit. There are a
lot of issues and I am only going to highlight four of them very,
very quickly.

Today we are in, from the U.S. point of view, a very open or
world economy. Our economic outlook is very much influenced, for
example, by growth in other countries and their impact on both ex-
ports and imports. Part of the recovery in our net exports, that was
expected for this year, was predicated on the basis that our exports
would pick up as the rest of the world accelerated its economic
growth. That has not happened. Export growth has been conse-
quently weak.

Second, the flow and development now of the world financial
market ties our monetary system very much to other nations and
loosens our control over total market exchange rates. And there-
fore, what we do with our money supply may not.have quite the
impact it used to, in a more closed economic system, especially
when other countries are using our currency locally because they
do not trust their own. The number of dollars, in physical terms, in
circulation in other countries I think is grossly misstated.

Along with the fact that our economy is now tied to the world
economy in a much more intimate way, there are indeed major
structural shifts. Most of our statistics, for economic purposes, are
focused on manufacturing activities, with some agriculture, con-
struction and mining thrown in.

But our economy is increasingly focused, particularly in terms of
jobs, on services. And in fact, the Department of Commerce recent-
ly explained some revisions on the grounds it misestimated the
spending on services in earlier quarters. Of course, service compa-
nies are primarily small firms.

Third, at the world economy level-which, of course, affects the
United States-this is an era of rapid communications. Develop-
ments are translated throughout the world much more quickly.
Problems in one area, elections in one country, begin to get inter-
preted by these world financial markets. And the lags that we are
so used to, in economic systems, are quite different.

And then finally, I would suggest that, as economists, we are
probably faced with very much outdated theory, unable to under-
stand, for example, the role of the services economy as a multiplier
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in the economic system. This makes all of the models suspect. And
while we all have numbers today, those numbers are a byproduct
of our assumptions.

Now let me focus on Gramm-Rudman-Hollings. Gramm-Rudman-
Hollings requires several specific forecasts of the deficit and of
course there are certain trigger points in terms of whether the defi-
cit will be within the targets in the bill. What I would like to sug-
gest to you today is that the art of forecasting is so weak that we
have built a decision process on a very soft basis.

Let me illustrate in terms of my own forecast. For me to make a
forecast to get to 4 percent, I have to make assumptions about
what you and the Congress will do. I have assumed that you will go
a step or two beyond what Mr. Chimerine proposed, probably cut
defense spending more than is in the current statement, and the
President will perhaps be required to go along with that. Since
there are long lags in defense procurement, it will not have an im-
mediate impact on strategic strength.

In fact, by the time we get to the end of this process for the cur-
rent round of decisionmaking, which is in October prior to the elec-
tions, the congressional plans will say that the $144 billion target
will be met. So, in my own forecast, I've assumed that.

But then I have made a second assumption that the economy, as
measured today, looks soft to the tax reform people-who are disas-
sociated, of course, from the budget people in the current process
because they are supposed to be revenue neutral. And it is the tax
reform people who will decide, in their wisdom, to make everything
effective January 1 so that the stimulus aspects will be available as
soon as possible.

Now when I run my model-and please understand I do not trust
models-but nevertheless, when I run my model as though I were
making the decisions for Gramm-Rudman-Hollings, that takes my
$144 billion deficit target back up to about $168 billion because
there are some revenue losses by delaying the benefits until July 1.

Now once again, the committees are supposed to work that all
out and there ma be, in fact, a paper solution. But let me now
bring up what I think is the most important aspect. My sense of
why the economy has slowed is that because of rapid communica-
tions, business people and consumers do indeed pay attention to
what is happening in Washington.

I know there are many skeptics about that, but the point is we
have moved-in the last 6 months-from an arena in which most
citizens and most businessmen felt tax reform was going nowhere.
They thought the President rescued a bill in the House for proce-
dural purposes, but because the Senate proposal was so different,
there would be gridlock and consequently no real action in the cur-
rentyerToday's headlines and rhetoric lead to a totally different view.

People now perceive that there will be tax reform, although they
do not know what it will-be. .

Now what is the impact on decisionmaking? The impact on deci-
sionmaking is that people say I will defer my decision until I know
what the ground rules are.

So I submit that part of the sluggish outlook for capital spending
is attributable to uncertainty about what the rules will be for eva -
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uating those investments. And even consumers are cautious before
they make long-term commitments, other than housing, because
they are not sure what their situation will be.

If you believe this interpretation of what is going on, let me put
it in first-quarter 1987 terms. Assuming we have a January 1 effec-
tive date for tax reform, the question psychologically becomes how
will people respond to the new bill? Now, I can build for you two
scenarios. One is that, because the details of the bill will be known
early, people will loosen their pocketbooks in the first quarter of
the year and that we will have a capital-spending boom.

But I can also make another assumption, which is that the shar-
pies that analyze these bills will find new ways to shift spending
from areas that are protected today into areas that will be relative-
ly protected under the new law. And that, as a consequence, there
will be less investment or spending in areas that will be more
heavily taxed. And therefore, the revenue estimates made, in writ-
ing the bill, will be wrong because behavior will have changed very
quickly.

Both of those are plausible assumptions. I am not sure which one
is right and I do not think anybody would know the answer to that
either. But my point is that when you address Gramm-Rudman-
Hollings and make assumptions-(a), about the Federal deficit; and
then (b), about tax reform-those assumptions will be out of date
within 6 months and the behavior will be different.

And that is the difficulty that I think you face in procedural
terms.

I happen to be a suporter of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings in a very
peculiar sort of way. As a citizen, I have been very struck by the
fact that every budget submitted under the Budget Reform Act of
1974, until 1985, regardless of administration party, as well as
every CBO forecast, said we will grow our way out of this year's
pending deficit.

Mr. BROOK. What was the cutoff date you used?
Mr. DUNCAN. The first 5-year forecast that did not show us grow-

ing out of the deficit was the 1985 budget. In 1985, as you recall,
both the administration and the Congress-the Congressional
Budget Office-saw soaring budget deficits. In fact, CBO as you
may recall, saw the deficit growing to over $300 billion.

That was the background for Gramm-Rudman-Hollings. People
had not been able to make decisions in the congressional commit-
tees to actually make the cuts or tax increases as required. And
consequently we have deluded ourselves for much of a decade.

I think there is some benefit to having the pressure of Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings, but my preference would be to leave that pres-
sure on you and the Congress for a year or two and then to repeal
it, because I do not think it is realistic, as you move out beyond
fiscal 1988.

I would submit, however, that whatever is done about fiscal 1987
will prove wrong because (a), the data which we make our decisions
on are quite weak; and (b), because we cannot really forecast the
response of both the business and the consumer; and (c), because
the world conditions are beyond our control.

I look forward to -a-discussion of these points with you, Mr.
Chairman. Thank you.

[Mr. Duncan's prepared statement follows:]
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The Economic Outlook and Grammm-Rudman-Hollings

Prepared for the
House Government Operations Committee

0ul••y 23, 1986

Presented by Joseph W. Duncan
Chief Economist, The Dun & Bradstreet Corp,

Znx± c~Qn

Xr. Chairman, Committee -u- rs- -f 61-,eL-w
participants, I am honored to have been invited to
testify1 on the important issues of the general
condition of the national economy and the relationship
between the economic outlook and critical Congressional
actions on fiscal policy.

The subject of these hearings is very complex. The
economic outlook will be determined, in part, by
decisions made by the C in the next few months-
decisions 'about tax reform, federal spendng, and
general tax policy. Equally i ortant, the pattern of
economic aovit will determine the level of tax
revenues, the needs for certain ex dt s, and the
trigges for actions rqred, by Gramnm-Rudman-Dollings.
I would like to point ou that the economic outlook
which I am preening to you today is based on a set of
asum tions regarding future Congressional actions. A
signiiant deviation from the assumed actions
iscussed here would, of course, have an impact on the

ecomomi O forecast presentd in this tetmn. Given
thi, *my testimony will inploy the following
qin order to break into this complicated issue.

First, I will briefly outline my key asummptions about
ongressional actions in the next few weeks. Those ,

assumptions condition my outlook for economic trends in
the next few quarters. Second, I villa cite data from
Dun & Bradstreet that character the current state of
the domestic economy. M general economic outlook
follows fro interp tion of those statistics and
other information. Third, X will briefly review the
implications for Gram-Ruadman-Uollings and the
in actions between tax reform and deficit reduction.
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Finally, I will conclude with some suggestions about
the crucial role of Nexpectations" on the evolving
outlook.

First, however, lot ae highlight my most important
points about the interaction of economic trends and
Congressional decisions.

Interaction. of 0ax Reform and Deficit Reduction

Xn the forecast that I present today there is a
difficult dilemma from the point of view of Graam-
Rudman-Hollings. A basic assumption of my forecast (as
ovUtLined below) is that the effective dates for both
tax reductions and new taxes will be January 1, 1987--
a move dictated in part by the fact that the economy is
already sluggish and is unlikely to regain strength
until the stimulus of the improved tax policy is in
effect. However, moving up the effective date for the
tax reductions also costs revenue and the deficit
becomes wider.

Current procedures call for estimates in October. if
the Tax Reform bill is signed by Labor Day-the current

-tampet. date-this negative revenue impact. will be
anticipated to some extent. However, since most
revenue forecasts assume that the chages occur in a
static world it Is likely that the true impact of the
early effective dates will not be anticipated
correctly. For e pl, th early availability of the
tax benefits could stimulate the economy more than
anticipated, which would yield higher revenue than
projected. Altratively, early definition of the
ground rules could redirect investment and consumption
from tax base areas, resulting In lower revenue than
frecast. h could lead to significant errors in
definig the targets for Gramm-Rudman-Hollings.
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The Eanomcla Outoo1 k

Current economic statistics indicate that the pace of
activity in the domestic economy is sluggish. For
example, recently released statistics show the
following pattern:

Variable 4th Q-85 1st Q-86 2nd Q-S6

Gross National
]Product 2.10 3.6% 1.1t

TFinal Sales to
Domestic
Purhasekrs 4.74 -1.8$ 5.5%

Zxpenditures 1.7% 3.*6% 5.9%

The pattern Is significantly belov the growth rate of
4% that was called for the loeon=La Reuort of the
kaulufntat the beginning of the year. Of great

Is the tact that tfe economic indicators
show any significant evidence of strength.

Dun A Drad at Daua

Despite sign of weakne, it is important to note that
several indicators of economic activity that ve collect
at fte Dun & Eradstreet Corporation suggest som
imo n underlying rengths. For example, quarterly

of the vis of business owners show that their
rema q•:!"ese about the future of tho economy
remut hlg', espocalay since the current business
cycle has been on a positive track for three and one-
half years.

Chart simarizes data from the Dun A iradutrt
Ana -la nation a . You vill note that

sIne-speople's expectations generally coincide with
econowsts' view of business ayles. Of particular
iortance to the current discusion is the
"rMieatonship between business epectations and their
actual experieae. Cuently, actual performance is
falling significantly below expecd peromance, a
pattern e h ergiI1ed in late 1984 and persisted
thro e beginning of thMs year. fhe only other
time When actual performance lagged execations
significantly during a business expansion m we In 1967
and early 1968, 5his leads to my view tt while we
have the potential for sustained economic growth that
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can equal the record ot the 1960's, lags in performance
are threatening that potential.

Other indicators from Dun & Bradstreet statistics have
not shown any significant deterioration in the economy.
For example, business failures in the first six months
of 1986 vere up 8.10 copared to 9.6% for all of 1985.
Clearly there are some difficulties in particular
"setors with mining and services being the areas with
the greatest increases in business failures. The trend
in mining is attributable to difficulties with
petrolesum exqploration and drilling. in contrast, the

- trend in services is attributable to the sharp growth
in new business activity in the service sector in
recent years.

Development of new firms Is measured by the Dun &
Bradstreet series on business starts. For the first
six months of 1986 business starts vere up 6.4%, vith
nearly 15% growth in finance, insurance and real estate
and 9% in services. Earlier, services were growing
more rapidly; however, the large number of new
competitors in slowing down the formation of new
companies In the sector.

Another Indicator of neow business activity is data on
new incorporation. While some nev incorporation
represent legal activities to create tax shelters and
to l•mt liab iity, they have historically been an
indicator of the creation of new enterprises. Dun &
Sradstreet' series on new incorporations showed an
increase of 5.3% in 1985 and an increase of 8.7% in the
first four months of 1986.

This surge in entrepreneurial activity is the backbone
of current s n of the U.S. economy. Our surveys
show that nearly two-thirds of the jobs added in the
economy are in firms whose total employment in all
locations is less than 100 employes. Our most recant
suvey of the employment outlook (January 1986)

idicated that approximately 3 mIllion new jobs would
be added in the U.S. economy in 1986. it is
particularly interesting to note that despite the
weaknesses shown by other economic indicators, the
Bureau ot Labor Statistics data for June show that we
have created 3 million new jobs in thetpast 12 months.
Finally, with respect to Dun & Bradstreet data, I would
call your attention to building permite--a leading
indAcator of future construction--which were up a
strong 10% in 1985, despite difficulties in some areas
with high vacancy rates.

A-
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The final economic indicator that I will call to your
attention is the Consumer Sentiment SurvMM published by
the University of Michigan. The consumer, like the
busi people discussed above, remains strongly
optimistic about the current health of the economy and
the future outlook. The most recent data from the
Consumer 6entiment Surve are from the month of June,
1986. The Inde stands at 99.3, very close to the
record level of 101 reported for the month of March,,
1964, at the beginning of the current business cycle
recovery.

A recent release (July 18, 1986) from the University of
Michigan survey R Arch Center noted:

"X1n the second quarter 1986 survey, the Index of
CSentimaent was 96.8, up from 95.5 in the first
quarter and 91.1 at the close of 1985. During the past
thirteen quarters-the Index has remained in the
relatively narrow range of 91.1 to 99.5, the longest
period of such high levels since the aid 19609s.
Favorable attitudes toward buying conditions for homes
vere held by 85 percent of all families in the second
quarter 1986 survey, the highest proportion everrecorded. •

This viev of current economic conditions is somewhat
mixed. Our mjor macro inditors are sluggish, yet
ther is evidence that business and consumer confidence
remains strong.

Uneertaln Abou!t Yav Reform

Nov do ve explain this dichotomy? I think that the
most important new factor in economic behavior is the

unce tai that has been generated bythe prset
for significant tax reform. Earlier this year, few
analysts believed that tax reform could be achieved in
the political environment of 1986. while the President
wes given credit for' rescuing the tax reform movement
in the House of Represontatives, it appeared that
political pressure were pulling in such divense
directions th a political consensus could not amgoe.
Given the keticism about tax reform, many m s
and businesses began making decisions as though nothing
wa going to happen.

The emergence of the dramatic proposal from the Senate
Finance Committee changed both the outlook of the
analysts and the public mood. Today, many are awaiting
final proposals before current purchases are completed

" • .. .. .. . IIII I .. ... ...
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and future investments are decided. It is uncertainty
about the shape of tax reform combined with a sense of
high probability that tax reform will occur that has
dampened current economic performance.

In fact, a recent Dun A Bradstreet survey (May 1986) of
-- 5,000-U.S. firms showed that most of the nation's

business leaders believe that the proposed Senate tax
bill would help the overall economy, but they are less
optimistic about its impact on their specific
businesses. Among the businesses surveyed by D&B,
62.4% said the current Senate tax proposal would be
good for the economy, while 51.14 said it would be good
for their businesses.

Assumptions about the Economic Outlook

The outlook for coming quarters, therefore, must
recognize the current sluggishness and estimate the
strength of future demand, especially in the investment
area. My forecast involves the following key
assumptions:

1. The effective dates of tax reform will be
moved up to January 1, 1987. This action will be a
result of the widespread recognition of the current
sluggish state of the economy. A delay to July would
simply prolong sluggishness.

2. *My fiscal forecast is that the Gramm-Ruduan-
Hollings targets will be net. We will return to this
point later in this testimony.

3. The stimulus of lower oil prices will be
positive for the next several quarters, but the
transaction price for long-term oil contracts will
drift upward toward $18 per barrel.

4. The dollar will not decline significantly
further, although there will be up and down movements
of plus or minus 104 from current levels.

Based upon these assumptions I project the pattern of
economic activity for 1987 and 1988 which is shown on

the following page?
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Forecast of Gross National Product
(Dollar Amounts in Billions)

Gross National Product
Current Dollars

Annual Rate
of ChUane (%)*

Gross National Product
1982 Dollars

Annual Rate
of Change (%)*

GNP Deflator (1982-100)

GNP Inflation, Annual
Rate of Change (%)*

Consumption Exqpediture

Annual Nate
of Change (%)*

Business Fixed
Investment

AnnulI Nate
of Change (%)*

Residential Fixed
Investment

Annual Rate
of Chamne ()*

Government

Annual Nate
of Change (*)*

Chg. in Bus Inventories

Net Exports

Actual
1984 1935

3774.7 3988.6

6.5

3492.0

11.0

108.1

4.2

2239.8

4.4

430.2

19.5

168.3

13.2

675.9

4.3

62.6

-65.0

5.7

3570.0

2.2

111.7

3.3

2313.0

3.3

472.1

9.7

Forecast
1986 1987 1983

4201.5 4498.5 4803.9

5.3

3673.6

2.9

11494

2.1

2403.8

3.6

464.0

-0.5

7.1 6.8

3820.6 3923.2

4.0 2.7

117.8 122.5

3.5 4.2

2477.7 2539.0

3.4 2.5

486.3 504.1

3.5 3.7

171.2 190.8 193.3 189.3

1.7

716.4

6.0

5.7

-108.4

9.1

731.3

1.5

17.1

-133.4

3.4

738.2

1.6

41.6

-2.0

743.4

0.7

35.7

-116.4 -88.4

*seasonally adjusted

fuly 1986 - Zconomic Analysis Department
The Dun & Bradstreet Corporation

Note: Does not reflect July historical revisions.
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Gramm-'Rudman-Hollings

From the point of view of these hearings the key
question is, Will the Grams-Rudman-Hollings targets be
met? Alternatively, the question is, What are the
probabilities that economic growth and/or lack of
Congressional resolve operate to generate a deficit
greater than that of the target of $144 billion
specified for fiscal 1987?

In recognition of the uncertainties of making accurate
revenue and spending estimates, Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
permitted a $10 billion error in achieving the $144
billion target. Current estimates for fiscal 1987
suggest that the deficit will be larger than projected
earlier this year. One current rule of thumb is that a
decline of Iti n the rate of real economic growth would
increase the deficit by $20 billion. While that is a
rough estimate it is important to note that a decline
in growth of only one half of one percent would cause
the $10 billion error permitted by Gramm-Rudman-
Hollings.

Econometric estimates, of course, suffer from the
limitation that they do not provide for specific
Congressional action. Triggering of the automatic
provisions of-Graum-Rudman-Hollings would require a
lack of budget reduction action by the Congress. Given
that most members ran on a deficit reduction platform
in 1984, it seems to me politically risky for Congress
to "walk away from the issue." Thus, in the current
political environment , it appears unlikely that the
deficit forecast to be presented by October 5 (the
deadline for Grama-Rudman-iollings) will exceed the
$154 billion target.

A second feature of Gram-Rudman-Rollings is the fact
that if ONB or CEO would generate a forecast of two or
more consecutive quarters of negative economic growth,
the automatic spending cuts would be eliminated. Given
the pros-pects- of tax reform and expected stimulus from
tax reform, it seems to me unlikely that an economic
forecast would be generated by either OBN or CEO that
offered immediate prospects of a recession in fiscal
1987.
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Mr. BROOKS. Well, we thank you. Right now we will go and vote
on the rule and come back and hear from Mr. Straszheim.

Thank you very much. Recess for a moment.
[Recess taken.]
Mr. BROOKS. The subcommittee will come to order.
Mr. Straszheim, we are delighted to have you here. You may pro-

ceed, sir. We will accept your full statement, for the record and you
may proceed.

STATEMENT OF DONALD STRASZHEIM, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF
ECONOMIST, MERRILL LYNCH ECONOMICS, INC.

Mr. STRmzHmM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The text of that written statement is self-explanatory. I would

like to put these remarks into some broader context and elaborate
on a few of the exhibits which are attached to that statement.

I would like to start with one basic point which is that the U.S.
economy is not in equilibrium, not even close. We have a $200 bl-
lion budget deficit fully 4 years into recovery which I do not believe
Gramm--Rudman-Hollings is going -to resolve. We have a $150 bil-
lion foreign trade deficit, in round numbers, and we have now
become very much more dependent on foreign capital inflows from
abroad.

These are the elements of trouble. They are the elements of ad-
justment. They are the elements of imbalance. They are not the
chapters in a story that ends with "they lived happily ever after."

Now that does not mean that the economy is quickly falling into
recession. We, in fact, do not believe that the evidence is conclusive
on that point, at all, as yet. But this is very much a mixed picture.
There is much to be pleased with, about our economic performance
in the last few years. The inflation rate is way down. Interest rates
are way down. Oil prices are way down.

However, we have these other fundamental imbalances and they
are not to be minimized.

The emerging shortrun situation, we believe, is not heartening
for the remainder of 1986. We have recently reduced our economics
forecast for the remainder of this year. We believe that the weak
sectors in the economy-agriculture, energy, commercial construc-
tion-are increasingly contaminating the strong sectors. Our view
is below the consensus, but there are a variety of areas in which
there are problems that I want to say something further about.

First of all, plant and equipment spending is dead in the water.
The utilization rate is about 78 percent, which is low, and headed
down. Tax reform, while it very well may be a plus in the long run,
we believe will be a minus to business capital spending for the rest
of this year because of the investment tax credit repeal and other
business tax changes.

The housing and auto sectors have driven the economy over the
last year or two. But even if they were to simply stay flat at a high
level, that would yield no contribution to further growth. Inventory
behavior, on the part of business, we believe will be cautious, not
aggressive.

The bottom line of all of this is demand, in total, is likely to be
modest and increasingly we see that demand being met by imports,
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not by domestic economic activity. The result is a beleaguered man-
ufacturing sector that will remain beleaguered. And to understand
that more fully, let me say something about exhibit A and exhibit
B in the prepared statement.

Exhibit A shows the trade-weighted value of the dollar as calcu-
lated by the Federal Reserve Board. And it shows the dollar down
a long ways over the last 16 months. Many people are reading
these statistics very optimistically. We believe, in the short run,
that optimism is misplaced.

The reason for that is shown in exhibit B. The first column in
exhibit B shows the Federal Reserve Board's trade weighted dollar.
What you see there is that Japan and Canada are about 20 percent
of the index and the old European block is about the other 80 per-
cent.

Those trade weights are calculated using 1972 to 1976 trade
flows, fully 10 years old.

Now the question we asked ourselves is as follows: If you are in-
terested in attempting to determine the extent to which the falling
dollar will help U.S. manufacturers in terms of reduced import
competition, you should determine the extent to which the dollar
has fallen using trade weights generated from the countries from
which we now currently import.

So we looked up the 25 largest import source countries and we
listed them on the import basis column on exhibit B. Similarly, if
you are interested in the extent to which the falling dollar will
help U.S. manufacturers export, you ought to calculate the change
in the dollar according to where U.S. manufacturers really export
to. We did that as well, and those export destination countries are
shown in the right hand column of exhibit B called export basis.

The result of those calculations then is shown on the bottom of
exhibit B, in the small table called trade weighted dollar. From
February 1985 through June 1986, the Fed trade weights show the
dollar down about 28 percent. However, on an import weight basis,
the dollar is down only 7 percent. And on an export weight basis, it
is down only 2 percent.

There is good news and bad news in those numbers. The good
news is if you have been concerned about the declining dollar yield-
ing imported inflation, do not be so concerned because the dollar
really is not down very far, on a relevant basis.

The bad news is if you have been all that optimistic that the fall-
ing dollar was going to help out the beleaguered manufacturing
sector, do not be so optimistic because the dollar is, in fact, not
down very far at all.

Mr. Chairman, this issue is dynamite. The strategy to simply
wait and argue that the falling dollar is going to bail out U.S. man-
ufacturing, I do not believe is going to work. It is going to be a long
wait indeed. Yes, the falling dollar will help, but it is going to be a
very long wait.

Now with that point having been made--
Mr. NzAL. May I--
Mr. BRooKs. We are going to try to hear all the statements first,

and then ask questions.
Mr. Nw.. OK.
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Mr. STRA5ZHEIM. I would be delighted to answer questions about
this, or other aspects of my testimony shortly, Mr. Chairman.

Now let me shift to the fiscal issues because they are not inde-
pendent, but are closely related to these issues, with respect to
trade and the problems in that portion of our economy. And if you
could turn to exhibit C (see prepared statement), I want to go
through some numbers here which I think are instructive for all of
us to keep in mind.

This curious looking table shows the economic assumptions made
by our Presidents over the last decade. I draw three conclusions
from this table. The first conclusion is if I look at the first and
second year's forecast made by any of our Presidents over the last
decade and compare them to what actually happened, they are not
too bad. Some are a little high and some are a little low, but they
are not too bad.

The second conclusion is if I look at the "out-year" assumptions
which our Presidents have made and which are built into the
budget-that is, the 3d, 4th, 5th, and 6th years in any of these peri-
ods-they all say it is going to be blue sky forever.

And the third observation is if you look at the actual row across
the bottom of the table, the economy goes up and down. Sometimes
we have recession, sometimes we have recovery, but the economy
goes up and down. This last observation violates the out-year as-
sumption that our economic performance will be blue sky forever.

Now the reason that is important is shown on exhibit D (see pre-
pared statement). This is not a partisan issue, not Republican or

mocratic. The economic estimates that are built into the budget
have been too routinely optimistic. And I suspect we are doing it
again.

The dash line on exhibit D shows the actual Federal budget defi-
cit over the last decade. The small lines that angle up and to the
right with a date behind them show the budget estimates made by
our Presidents over this last decade.

Now I am a forecaster and I make errors and I always will. But I
like those errors to have two characteristics. I like them, first of
all, to be small. And second, I like them to be randomly distribut-
ed. And these are not either.

Because we imbed in our budget calculations economic assump-
tions that are routinely too optimistic, the budget falls short year
after year. We indicate, especially in the out-years, a robust econo-
my and a budget deficit that will fall and fall a lot. This improve-
ment has not materalized. And it is crystal clear to us that we are,
in fact, doing that again, as well.

We do not believe that bringing the budget-to balance by fiscal
1991, as is embodied in Gramm-Rudman-Hollings, is a doable prop-
osition. We have assumed, in our analysis, that tax reform will be
passed this fall and we have assumed the individual features will
be effective January 1, 1987, not January 1 and July 1 in a stag-
gered fashion as has been suggested by some.

But no sooner will the ink be dry on that legislation than we be-
lieve we will begin to again wonder about fiscal policy and about
whether or not we should attempt to use it one way or another for
countercyclical purposes.
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Our estimates of the unified budget deficit in fiscal 1986 are
about $224 billion. And for fiscal 1987 about $200 billion. As a prac-
tical matter, we do not believe that the $144 billion Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings target is attainable.

The problem with all of this is we will then be between the pro-
vorbial rock and a hard place. We will have just passed the largest
tax reform legislation in 50 years. The deficit will be $200 billion in
round numbers. It will take a courageous Congress to say the defi-
cit is $200 billion, the economy is staggering. Let us cut taxes, raise
spending, make the deficit $250 billion and get this economy
moving again.

The implication is that if fiscal policy is not characterized as par-
alyzed, it will be characterized at least as constrained. What that
further implies is if there is not all that much practical room on
the fiscal side, the countercyclical burden will all rest with mone-
tary policy and that will be different. And I oinotkiwh-ow it
will work. But it will be different.

Let me just close by saying, Mr. Chairman, I think you have
hard choices in front of you. Gramm-Rudman-Hollings is a step for-
ward in the sense that it reflects the Congress' effort to attempt to
get the deficit down in one way or another.

In many ways, I would argue, Gramm-Rudman-Hollings is an
effort by the Congress to tie its own hands in a way in which it
cannot untie them in the future, and that is not a logical possibili-
ty for a legislative body. As conditions change, you are going to
want to change policy in the future, and I see no reason why that
should not be done, assessing the information that is available at
the time.

We need a fiscal policy, not just a fiscal result.
Let me end there, Mr. Chairman, and I would be happy to try to

answer any questions.
[Mr. Straszheim's prepared statement follows:]
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We have slgnhlcanly reduced our economic forecast for the second

half of 198• Though the decline In Interest rates and oil prices earlier

this year will continue to pay benefits, the iong-awalted second4-aLf

rebound Is not likely to materialize. Instead, we believe that the

economy will slip sideways, with real GNP growth In the last two

quarters of 1986 In the vicinity of +1.0% and -1.0% respectively. We do

not as yet believe conditions are so weak as to anticipate a full-fledged

reesin

The co-existing very strong and very weak areas portray an

unusually uneven economy. IncreasingIy, the weak spots In the economy

are contaminating the strong spots. Consumer soendlng and housing can

no longer carry the economy forward. I Is sinking, with

capacity utilization at 78% and headed lower. The problems of

commercial construction, agrIculture, energy and the other extractive

Industries are ncrany troublesome. Plant andequipment spending Is

dead In the water, while Improvement on the trade front will be slow In

coming.

Lack of economic growth Is bad for corporate earnings, which will

show little, If any, Improvement in 198& But Interest rates will fail

choppi•y-due to both the weak economy and further Fed easing.

The consensus view remains for a consierble pick-up in the second

hal. However, It is our sense that Ow consensus view Is becoming more

pessimistic, with more downward movement to come. Neither our

forecast-nor others of which we are aware in the forecasting
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malnstream--atlsles the technical €ie'lnltlon of recession, the

shorthand version of which Is two successive, quarters of a negative

growth rate.

Pollowing are comments about conditions In the various sectors as

well as comments on other particular Issues.

CONMUMPES

Consume spending will be markedly weaker lo the second half of

19 than In the fhs half, as households will be strained by sluggish

Income growth an high debt. Purchases are likely to rise at no more

than a IJS annual rat, perhaps even edging down. That compares to

- ~Q~L&J~lcremIn the first halt.

The levelin off of Income growth during the last couple of months

WMll begin to-read consumer spending In the second half of the year.

And, ret after-t Inome will grow very little during the remainder of
this year.

HOUSING

. .... lng starts are likely t6 weaken somewhat during the second

half, but sti come In at a rapect rate-not under 1.75 mllon.

Multi.-famUy starts are expected'to suffer from the double negatives of

"a er-WMM and tan reftm Even If housing activity did not

detweiate at all-but rather stayed flat at a high level-4ousing would

cnrbutenaft toreegrowh
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PLANT AND EQUIPMENT SPENDING

Businem cApIt spelnn was not strong In the first half an wil be

down ssnally In the second ht In both structure and equipment.

Commercial construct Is paylng the price for over-buidlndn whUe aso

being hit in the short run by tax ireorm. There are many negatIves in

the Ienveistn envirnmem t Copo•• t cah flow Is suterlng t

redormg mems a business tax-hil;, ajid capcit mutilation in

aftrg a at 7 -heit wloer.

Captl spndin has cdUpmd In theoU oisctor, "ad Is weakening In

the reut of Ma as we. Mawy service Indwutres that are tIed

to the health of the industrial economy-ike fima tmrsportatlon,

communictIon ad business services--re abo lky to trim their

INVENTORIES

Buslnes wil become even more cautious In Its Inventory poUcy as

tweakn in t economy spre building wlU notr

c6nued M athI at all to growt

CORPORATE EARNINGS

A sddways economy wll take Its toll an corporate eaning in the

secon hal of te yer. For 19" as a whle, S&P 300 earning per dWe

We lkely to be inuitial- flat with 10, while Natim Income

ACCounU aftwe-Ux corporate profts may be down as much as 10oo

Cne a di oe between SdP 30 erig and NIA poilts

account for this mnly large dsreac.
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INTEREST RATES
Interest rams are likely to tail significantly further during the

remainder of the yeat both In response to the weak economy Itself and
as a result of additional monetary policy ease from the Federal Reserve.
Another discount rate cut Is expected as the weakness In the economy
becomes apparent. The yield on 13-week Treasury Bills Is likely to fail
toward 5.is, with the yield on the 30-year Treasury Bond falling under
7.0%.

FOREIGN TRADE AND THE DOLLAR
The dollar will continue to decline against the currencies of most

other Industrialized na i th the big exception of Canada. We
anticipate af~all to about 150 3apanese Yen and 2.10 German Marks by
aubunmu

The trade statistics have done poorly so far this year-and are
expected to remain sour during the second half despite the dollar decline
over the last year. Th key fctor frustrating the Improvement on trade
Is the fact that the dollar Is down relatvel Dynt e g~taI~I----
months aainat the currencies of a host of countries that are increasingly

IoratU.S. trading partners.

P CAPO -.Y- A--TH Z DEFICIT
Our forca anfum that major tx•e ý le to will be

enacte late this summer, rsolving this area of uncertainty and
spittng the di nce betwan the House and Senate bills. However,
no sooner will the in be'dry on thIs legislation than the economy-s
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trjble will trigger debate on a possible fsca policy response. Under

the circumstances-& still lame deficit and a new version of

.. Gramm-9udman-4tis difficult to Imagine a major counter-cyclical

Initiative.

Furthermore, the economy's performance Is likely to fail below the

assumptions that probably will be incorporated Into federal budget

estimates made by both the Adminstration and the Congressional Budget

Office. By our ptlmatesp the reiit-wltbe a fiscal 1937budget deficit

of nearly $200 bilikon-almost as high as fiscal 1986's deficit anticipated

to exceed $200 bllion--utterly confounding Intentions to reduce the

deficit to $144 billon as specified by the Gramm-Rudman leglation.
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ExSbAt b

FM 2las8
CMW obm
Geraw no.
Japan 13.6
Frame 13.1
24gland 11.9

Caneda 9.1
taly 9.0
,therlands 86.3

2161,0m 6.8

Tome H.2

Zvort 3la Export, Deale

Japan 23.5
Canada n.6
0emany 6.9
NIxio 6.3
Taiwan 5.8

l,,and S.1
South Kooe 3.5
Italy 3.8
ifmes - 3.2
long MSon 2.9
Irasil 2.6

Singpore 1.4
ietholands 1.8

Sweden 1.8
Chift •1.8
Aitzerland 1.2
Bleigh. 102
Australia 1.0
Spa"n 0.9
ildia 0.8

S. A 0.8LYT
So Af" 4

Denmark

Canada 26.8
Japan 12.7
Ma3eio 7.6
MRgl and 6.3
Germany 5.1

Prames 3.8
South eaIe 3.3
Australia 3.0
Neigh. 2.8
T"aiwe 2.6
It aly 2.6
Saudi Arabia 2.5
china 2.2.
Siappore 1.9
Venezuela 1.9
Brazil 1.6
son g oeg 1.6
Tasral 1.8
Spain 1.4
Rgpt 1.3
'abtse-And 1.3Sweden 1.12

note:
le. MF: RhaltLateral average trade shares 197-76.
2. Zoorta3 NaW ad e Imort swh I rs, i957. Th ese

25 ee0tries anr 65 Of total U.S. Imports.
3. Exports: Nohdae eport share, 1985. M•The

25 countries are 8S of total U.S. exports.

M Isport Export
I~ma vogt WAt

Aoinal 1960 - February 1985

february 1S - June 1986

+8..0 *.6.7 .4."0

.. 8.1 -7.I .*.3

Note: Percent auange in the dollar using Fm trade weight.,
Import weights by country of origin, and export weight. by
emuitry of destination.)

.......... apW Mu Donald H. fteaswm
M1N 4yoo PfedhUS OW CWa 611ml
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Mr. Boown. Do you think that interest rates could go down to
four where the real interest would be three?

Mr. SrTAszmum. It is hard for us, Mr. Chairman, to see interest
rates going down that far. And this discussion about real interest
rate, in recent years, is very relevant. One of the reasons we be-
lieve that real interest rates have remained very high is precisely
this fiscal difficulty that we are in.

People in the markets realize that we have an utterly unprece-
dented situation. Four years into a recovery with the public sector
still demanding $200 billion a year, is one of the elements keeping
real interest rates high. It implies that while we may get further
interest rate declines, they will not be great and it is not at all ob-
vious how much improvement in the economy we would get, even if
we got an additional I percentage point or maybe even 2 percent-
age points decline in interest rates.

Mr. Baoou. Mr. Chimerine?
Mr. C rmx Yes, sir.
Mr. Baoosm. How sensitive is the Federal deficit, in your judg-

ment, to general economic growth?
Mr. Cmwmw. Well, it sounds like a simple question, but I will

Oy the role of an economist and give you a complicated answer,
of Chairman, and say it depends. It obviously depends on how

much of that gets channeled into profits versus other kinds of
income because the tax rates are different.

On balance, if the economy would be 1 percent higher next year
than what we are forecasting under a normal situation, that would
reduce the deficit by approximately $15 billion.

Mr. Baoou. I have some questions for all of you that I will
submit to you for the record, if I may.

S(NoaL-To 
expedite the printing of this transcript, the additional

questions and answers for Mr. Chimerine and Mr. Straszheim from
Mr. Brooks were not included in the printed record. When re-
Qeived, they will be placed in the committee's file on this hearing.
The responses from Mr. Duncan to Mr. Brooks' questions follow:]
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RESPONSES OF JOSEPH W. DUNCAN TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY CHAIRMAN BROOKS

For Hr. Brooks

1. Q. What impact does the federal deficit have on the general
economy of the nation?

A. The federal deficit must be funded. Thus, it represents
a demand on the resources of capital markets. In the
economist's world--all things being equal--an increase in
the deficit creates an increase in the demand for
capital, yielding higher interest rates.

Obviously, all things do not remain equal. Hence, the
ability of capital markets to meet the demands created by
the federal deficit is the result of capital flows

"*determined by other factors. During the last several
years, this exceptionally large federal deficit has been
accommodated from a variety of sources. For example, in
the calendar year 1983, many state and local governments
floated bond issues to beat the deadline for registration
on tax-free bonds. Since these funding were in
anticipation of future needs, state and local governments
were significant purchasers of treasury bonds, thereby
helping to fund the federal deficit.

2. Q. How do the actions of the Federal Reserve affect the
federal deficit?

A. Federal reserve. policy is important since its decisions
- .... on -ucti-vaablis as -required reserves a"t-disoount rate

influence the f~ow of funds into capital markets.

3. 0. How accurate are economic forecasts and what factors are
most likely' to affect them in a significant way?

A. Economic forecasts in general are useful for indicating
the tone m of the economy. However, they are not useful
for making point estimates of such individual components
as consumer spending, or rates of growth on a quarterly
basis. Many factors influence the behavior of the
economy, Including economic developments in other
nations# swings in consumer and business expectational
and specific events such as the impact of weather on
crops, the decisions of OPEC about production policy, and
the actions of the LDC governments concerning trade and
debt refinancing.
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Since economic forecasts are the result of numerous
assumptions about such details, it is not surprising that
many assumptions prove to be in error, causing the
consequent forecast to be in error.

A little-noted problem vith economic forecasts is the
weakness of the preliminary data upon which many are
based. Not only are the initial estimates revised but
every year there is an annual revision of prior-year data
and every five years there Is a change in the benchmark
for the entire series. Those data revisions have the
impact of recalibrating the models as well as revealing
different patterns than were initially assumed. Hence,
forecasts rarely moot the actual numbers published
several years later.

4. Q. What Is likely to happen it the economy does not pick up
soon and vw experience a sizable Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
sequestration cut in October?

A. A sizable Gramm-Rudman-Hollingbo sequestration cut would
be very detrimental because it would be an
across-the-board cut. This means that essential
activities would pay the same penalty as nonessential
activities. Appropriate action in response to an
economic slowdown would be selective cuts designed to
avoid the across-the-board cuts that-would otherwise
occur*,

C-71-. 01 - 1^l
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Mr. Bnoou. Mr. Duncan, if the world economy splits into a re-
cession, how will this affect the United States?

Mr. DUNcAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
That actually is, I think, the most troublesome part of the longer

term economic outlook. I was a little bit more optimistic, in domes-
tic terms, than my colleagues at the table. But I think from the
point of view of the long-term development in the United States,
the sluggish world economy is indeed the achilles heel of the U.S.
economy.

Let me come back to your real interest rate question a moment.
One reason real interest rates have remained high is because the
risks involved in various portfolios are very high. That is the loans
that are outstanding to weak sectors like agriculture and petrole-
um, as well as to the less developed countries, are a part of a weak
banking portfolio.

Well, high real interest rates over the last 3 years in particular,
have permitted the banking system as a whole to rebuild its re-
serves somewhat, but it has a long way to go. Now the problem, to
get to your question, is if we were to have a world level decline in
volume of world trade or even a moderate recession, that disables
the earning capacity of the less developed countries, as well as the
earning capacity of the trading countries, because exports would
decline.

Both of those would begin to unravel the banking system and
that would, I think, have very serious international prospects.

I mentioned in my statement that we are now a world economy.
If you look at business decisionmaking, it is being done on a global
basis. We have trading sectors, groups of countries like the
Common Market, looking at their self-4nterests more internally.
There are indeed strong protectionist moves around the world, and
this will be a serious problem for rebuilding world trade to the
levels that we experiencedsay prior to 1978.

Mr. Bnoos. Mr. StephNenaNl.
Mr. NzAx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Straszheim, I did not understand your chart fully, your ex-

hibit B. I have been reading that the value of the dollar, relative to
the yen, is at the lowest point since World War II or something
like that. And that has led me to think that that might improve
our trade balance with Japan. It looks to me like you are showing
a very low relative change, but the change in the dollar versus the
yen has been very dramatic.

Mr. n aYe, n.Co. Let me try to explain
these. I can do a bit better ob of te.

It is true that the dollar is down a long way against the Japanese
yen, and a long way against the German mark, and a long way
against a few other currencies. Something like 40 percent against
the yen, which you referred to in pacular.

But the key is looking at the change in the dollar relative to a
whole host of currencies, because we increasingly import from
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Korea, Singapore, Canada, Mexico, the other
Latin American countries and so forth.

Mr. Nw.., Now they peg their currencies to the dollar, in many
cases, I believe?
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Mr. 8raszm. Yes, sir, and that is precisely one of the key
Io mits that I hoped would come out of this session today. When you
ook at the Federal Reserve trade-weighted column in exhibit B,

the extreme left, you see that Japan's importance and Canada's im-
portance Is substantial in those old calculations. But when you look
at where we now are, in trading, you find a whole host of other
countries-many of whom do peg their currencies to ours-are in.
creasingly important.

And then when you look at the bottom row, on the trade-weight-
ed dollar-you find the tellin point. That is, from February 1985
through June 1986, the period in which the dollar has generally
been falling. It is down a long ways against the yen and the mark
and others. And on that Fed trade-weighted basis, FRB basis, it isdown 28 percent, not all that far below the 40 percent in Japan
and Germany, for example.

But that is not the right way to think of the dollar, in terms of
its impact in the heartland of America, in U.S. manufacturing. The
key is calculating it according to where we really import from, and
where we really export to. And on that basis, it is only down 7 per-
cent or down 2 percent.

If you are a U.S. manufacturer who competes with Japan.. Pu
are indeed going to be much better off. But more and more United
States manufacturers compete with imports from Korea, Hong
Kong, Taiwan, Brazil, and on and on.

Mr. Nzw. Well, this suggests-as you said very clearly-that we
cannot reasonably expect an enormous reduction in this ongoing
trade deficit. What would help in this area, in your opinion?

Mr. SnAszzwM. Well, the first thing I would say is we do not
believe the benefits will flow-4uickly. But they will ultimately flow
as the dollar continues to decline. We will do better against the
Japanese, against the Germans, and a few others, but it will take a
very long period of time and eventually I suspect the dollar will de-
cline against some of these other currencies. And when that- hap-
pens, with the lag, we will start to see improvement.

But the basic point is this is going to be a very long, slow process
and we are going to be disappointed in terms of our progress on
trade, just as we have been disappointed year after year in terms of
our progress on the Federal budget deficit.

Mr. NzA.L And you do not really have a suggestion for improving
that situation?

Mr. SmAaszmim. No, I do not have a specific suggestion, other
than to say that markets do work and-as the dollar declines, there
will be this improvement. Our exports will become more competi-
tive. Imports will be leas competitive. But it will take time.

Mr. N• Do our other panelists pretty much agree with what
has been said here?

Mr. Crami. I agree, Congressman, as I said earlier, that the
progress will be slow. And if I can give you a numerical example to
lustrate the point that I made earlier and now Don Straszheim is
making. It is not unreasonable to expect that within a year or two
the current $50 billion trade deficit with Japan might fall to $80 or
$35 billion.
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I do not think it will fall more than that because, while the yen
has appreciated dramatically, Japanese prices in United States
markets have not risen all that much.

But the problem is that our overall deficit this year in trade will
be something like $160 or $170 billion. We will probably sm a $15
billion improvement with the Japanese, but some of that is going
to be offset as our deficit continues to worsen with Korea, Taiwan,
Hong Kong, et al.

Overall, therefore, maybe we will get $10 billion tops, per year,
improvement in the overall trade deficit. We will also get some im-
provement with Europe., So if you have $15 billion with Japan and
we get another $15 billion improvement with Europe, and then
offset that by the continued erosion with the other countries, on an
overall basis you are not improving that large trade deficit very
rapidly.

The next key issue we are going tý have to address in this coun-
try is what to do about the currencies, vvs-a-vis these other coun-
tries that we have just talked about. We cannot allow them to be
tied to the dollar forever and see our trade deficit continue to dete-
riorate forever against those countries.

Second, I think we ought to pursue more vigrous action against
countries who violate the trade laws. It will oiy make a small con-
tribution to improving the deficit, but we should do it.

Third, I think we have to consider more relief for industries and
individuals who are being hurt by trade problems in the United
States. It seems to me these are the three new areas that have not
really been explored as aggressively as they should be.

Mr. Nzu yo Thank u, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BooxS. Thank you so much.
I have one more question for you, Mr. Straszheim. Do you consid-

er the recent bankruptcy of LTV, the second largest producer of
steel in the Nation, to be an isolated incident or the harbinger ofU*%V to come?

Mr. Amm . Mr. Chairman, I am not an expert on the steel
industry, so I could not say anything other than that my hunch is
it is an isolated incident; However, to the extent that the trade
problems that I have elaborated on just previously are part of the
problem with that particular industry and company, it may be not
an isolated incident but there may be other difficulties to come.

But I must defer. I do not know that particular industry, that
company's situation. I could not really speak beyond that.

Mr. Bnoou8. Mr. Horton.
Mr. HoRTON. Mr. Chairman, I have some questions that I would

like to submit to the panel, as a whole and perhaps they could
answer them in wri so as to not take up the time now. And
then I have some specific questions for Mr. Chimerine, which I will
present to you and perhaps you-could answer them in writing.

Mr. C u mu. Sure.
Mr. Baooxs. Without objection, so ordered.
(NoT--To expedite the printing of this transcript, the additional

questions and answers for Mr. Strszheim from Mr. Horton were
not included in the printed record. When received, they will be
laced in the committee's file on this hearing. The responses from

Fr2 Chimerne and Mr. Duncan to Mr. Horton's questions follow.]
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Questomn for Dr. ChImerine
I) 3netm Milet, Director ad OMS, was recently quoted as blaminghigher deficits partly on

lower Inflation then originally anticipate. You tate (p.6, (d)) that recent price indeed
V1re de tn tion Do yOu aree iS M Mr. Miller?

Sinlion In the recent peat ho been lower thn what the \
Adoilm -atlom and most rIMte forecasters have e-pected-In the
sirt n^, this does hold do• ta revenue and Increase the deficit
over wht would have occurred with higher Infation. However, in
my judnent thisI Isa rather wmal flctor In the current deficitPowe- g e have been w v r. tlwmbeý -d
eco n ,w and a a harp idestatsement of expenditures for

What do you meas the acta Inflation rae now?
As d now lnAsan is varyingcal-ddrey by sector-for example
Inflationithe service sector Is•In the 4 U% " s rang whileommodt pionuws wre actually falling In many cae&. On average,

however-Iwould put the overall, Inflation rae for the economy as a
whole ae currently In the 2@ to 3.0% rang% and It is liely torise

.ewat once oil prices stop decining.
2) I lower Interestraeswill noetencourageconmuaners to spend more (p. 3),how do you fede•

this could be ccomplished?
The factor lanpactilng consumer spendu~inis the growth In

I 1 mentioned In my tetimony, personal Incomew Ingeneralg
and ,aes and salaries In perticular, we growin very slowly. This
will eventually cue a shrp ,deceleration In comnumer spenn
epeclly In view ad the low raving rate and high debt burdens
currently in place, In my jud~met, the only way for co•mumer
!pen ing t* ben oev In the period ahead Is If tlame growt

eat, -which would only te place If manutactur
em •,pomnentstablilbes and booi to rise In r espons to atnarond
In the tra deficit.

3) WhoiI s your bais for sayinglGNP data is inconsistent with other economic data (p. V? Do
you suggest any other set df data to more accurately m.esure total economic output?

My point regarding GNP data is largely that the economy was not as
strong a0 firs-qusrter GNP sqU , primarily because the National
Income Accouts Indicate a rapd rise in consumer spe&d, which I
believe Is bsln overstated-in particular, It is Inconsistent with
retail sales activity.

4) You pon out native upecto of the recent fail In oil prices 1p. Ph 03) Would an Increse
in current oil plce% say back to the 1984 levels, have overall positive effects on our
economy?

I do not believe that an Increase in oil prices b*: to the levels of
1934 would have an overall positive effect on the economy, though It
would benefit the Southwest. My main point, however, is that the
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Response to Congressman Horton
Page Two

declines In oil prices will not be a very large stimulant to the
economy, and secondly that there are sizable risks Inherent In
further declined In oil prices because they would add to the financial
stra which already exist In th system.

3) You state that the stock market Is really a sign of weakness (p. 5). Could you explain the
bsI ot your concludan? lWht would a decline In stock values at ts time represent?

In regard to the stock mark other than innecdotal evidence I have
no conclusive evidence to support my view that the stock market has
In fact benefitted from the sluggish emconmy which now prevails.
Many comn ides have been purchaing their own stock instead of
using those funds for capital invesnent-this has helped to help

Ur P stc prices' but It has held back the reel economy.
'mo It seei der that lower Interest mtes have had a

favorale effect an the stock market by reducing the return on
alternatve Investmenu, and by lncreaing the current value of
expected fuu eani ua I mentioned In my testimony, I xbeieve
recat declne In Interest mtes are at leat In part a direct result
of the weak economy.

6) It Interest rans continue to slide lower, would you still feel the housing boom has
peaked? Would this be true If your recommendation that Interest rates be greatly reduced
were Implment?

I believe It will take some additional declines in Interest rates just
to maIntain the current level of housing activity; otherwise housing
will taper off However, a very sharp decline in rates (such as a
decline in motgSage rates to, say, 9%) could in fact cause housing
activity to remain at peak levels or increase slightly further. It
should be noted tat there Is only a limited demand for housing
bond an population aw demographic characteristics, so that lower
and lower Interes rates cannot push up housing activity on a
sustained besi".

Genera Questions
I) What effect on the economy do you rs"ee If (economic) conditions remain the same as

they are now and Congress cuts Ped•ql spending to reach the $14 billion deflct level?
As I mentioned in my testimony, any effort to cut spending by a
sufficient magnituce to reach the $144 billion Gramm-Rudman
deficit tget for FYp, assuming that realistic assumptions were
used in projecting the deficIt, would produce an enormously
restrictive policy in the short urn, which would exert considerable
additional downward pressure an an already sluggish economy-.
complete stagnation or even a mild recession could result.
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Response to Congressman Horton
Page Three

2) Based on your evaluation of the overall economy at this time, what actions re necessary#
in economic twrms to amure that r h the $14& billion deficit gol will do dunage our
goverywnant progrwns and our economy during the next-fical yew?

1 belese the only action would be to ignoaethe $14 billion deficit
target. There Is no waY to'prevent some negative short-term

ects on the economy as well as to severely damage some existing
progms, If serious efforts to reach the $14 bMillon €deicit target
are in fact made, and f ealisti economic assumptions are uedin
the prnoes.

3) How do you foresee the new tax bill affectihl PYS? revenues? The economy in PFY8?
It Is difflcult to make a good estimate about how the next new tax
bill TAll effect PYr? revenues until the final provisions are
determined It will depend heavily upon the effects of thoee various
provislons. However, both theSenate and the House bills would have
raied revenues somewhat In PYP. With respect to the economy, I
believe fth the tax reform bill that will likely emerge will have a
modest nertdveImpet on the economy later this year and in 1987,

flocttngthelilihood that It will hit already weak Investment and
con~oa very hard. In addition, because the changes In the tax
code will be sO large there may be a fairly long period during which
commitments may be delayed a the new law is being assessed.
Finally, many of the winners of tax reform are likely to Increase
their expenditures gradually over time, while many of the losers will
cut beck more quickly.

4) Do you believe that Increasing revenues would be an appropriate way of reducing the
budget deficit?

I see no acceptable way of achieving even a modest downward trend
In the Pedeabudget deficit In the years ahead without at least
some modest Increase in revenues, especially If the reluctance of
Congress and the Administration toward cutting entitlement
programs remains In place. In my view, many of the other domestic
program have already been cut enough or even too much, and It
appear that further cuts In the defense budget will be difficult to
achieve. Thus, some revenue Increases will be necessary.

a) What form of revenue enhancement woutd most effectively reduce the deficit without
hurting the economy?

In my Judgment, I believe that the added revenues that must be
nased should come from income taxes and should be done in a way
that will not make the tax structure even less regressive thfin we
have already done during the last several years. The ideal way to
accomplish this would be to combine deficit reduction with tax
reform, so that tax rates are set at such a level so that some
Incremental revenues will be produced during the years ahead.
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Response to Congressman Horton
Page Four

b) What. In your judment, Is the appropriate mix of spending cuts and revenue Increases for
bringing down the deficit to levels which are sanctioned by Gramm-Rudman?

I believe that on a long-term bashs at lst one-third of any defidt
reductions will have to come on the revenue side, even If we strive
for a tret oCC,$100 b~lon budget defcit by 1I.. f in fact• a
balmad bAlp by ll remains the goal, as much as one-half or
more at future changes will have to be on the revere side.

Today's New York Times repo that the economy grw last quarter at an annual rate of 1.19.
What sapM steps you sugges to stimulate the economy, thereby increasing revenues,
but avoiding Inlation?

As I mentioned In my testimony, economic policy Irslimited at this
point In twmsof providing additional stimulus to the economy. In
partidcar, I would advise against tax cuts or spending increases
became these would further widn the deficit in the short term, and
make our long-term problems even more sevem Thus thInk the
-oprate l rlee of both fiscal and monetary policy In the short

term would be avoid making the economic situation worso-I thn
the way fa this is by cutting Interest rates further and by
lmting the of deficit reduction In the short term. The
eaingof moetar policy Is necessary because without ev lower
interest rates, the ecxnoy might slackten off further.
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RESPONSES OF JOSEPH W. DUNCA-TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED Bv MR. HORTON

FOr Xr. ro2ton

1. Q. As you know, Graum-Rudman calls for a deficit in FY 87
not to exceed $144 billion. What effect on the economy
do you foresee it conditions remain the same an they are
nov and Congress auts federal spending to reach the $144
billion deficit level?

A. Ky economic forecast assumes that Congress cuts special
spending to reach the $144 billion deficit level. I do
not see any negative effects on economic health if the
Gran-Rudman-Hollings target is mnt. However, failure
to approach the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings target for fiscal
1987 could be detrimental to long term expectations
concerning the ability of the United states to brings
its fiscal condition under control.

2. Q. Based on your evaluation of the overall economy at this
time, what actions are necessary, in economic terms, to
ensure that reaching the $144 billion deficit goal will
not do damage to our government programs and our economy
during the next fiscal year?

A. Across-the-board cuts would be harmful to government
programs because those auts would be undertaken
regardless of current social and economic priorities.
The best procedure to achieve the $144 billion deficit
target is to Implement selective cuts in programs which
are viewed as nonessential. Further, the Defense

tmen' substantial available budget authority
ao o r defense cuts in ratmauhIaanhnh.a
ainaumLmainnA wihtout dramatically altering the nation's
strategic position. Further, Congress should reevaluate
the propasition that government prog-rams should not be
touched. eo formula for cost ot living incases minus
one or two rcentage points would makeOa major
oontribution to bringing the fiscal policy Into line.

3. 0. Bow do you foresee the new tax-bill affecting:

a) Fiscal Year 1967 revenues?

b) the economy In IT 87?

A. My muqtions concerning the now tax bill are
iden:tiied In my testimony. UndrWm assumption.
fiscal 1967 revenes would be reduced and the economy
would be stiinmlated.
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4. 0. Do you believe that increasing revenues would be an
appropriate vay of reducing the budget deficit?

a) it so, what torn of revenue enhancement vould nost
effectively reduce the deficit without hurting the
economy?

b) What, in your judgment, is the appropriate six of
spending cuts and revenue increases for bringing
down the deficit to levels which are sanctioned by
Oramm-Rudman?

A. The federal deficit is largely a product of the growing
share of our national product being devoted to
government spending. increasing revenue simply
Ilstitutionalises excess spending. Consequently, I do
not believe that Increasing revenue is an appropriate
strategy for reducing the budget deficit. Rather,
spending cuts are necessary. My suggestion concerning
spending cute are identified in question three.

5. Q. Today'e MHw York TimS reports that the economy grey
last quarter at an annual rate of 1.10. What specific
steps would you suggest to stimulate the economy,
thereby increasing revenues, but avoiding inflation?

A. I do not believe that the economy requires stimulus.
As noted in my testimony I believe part of the sluggish
behavior of the economy is a statistical by-product of
the continuing trade deficit--an area in which I expect
to see improve later this year. The strength of the
economy is better indicated by final sales to domestic
producers which, .as noted in the table on page 3 in my
testimony, Increased from negative 1.86 in the first
quarter to positive 5.5s in the second quarter. Thus,
while the economy is not in a boom pattern, it is
steadily advancing.
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Mr. HoRToN. I do have a couple of questions that I wanted to
ask. The first one In for the panel. Do you believe that increasing
revenues would be an appropriateway for us to reduce the bdget
deficit? Would it be timely now?

Mr. m I do not think it is possible to make sufficient
reduction, in the budget deficit on a long-term basis without some
revenue Increass. My feeling--as I mentioned earier--in view of
the current state of the economy, is that it would be more realistic
to go for a target of a $100 billion deficit by 1991, instead of zero. A
zero deficit would be too rapid a reduction, given the current weak
state of the economy.

Given what I view as the legitimate role of government in this
country, I do not think it is possible to reach that $100 billion level
of deficit without some revenue increases.

From a timn standpoint, I would minimize any tax increases
this year. I would try to implement them when the economy shows
more strength and more vigor; nonetheless, at some point over the
next several years at least some modest tax increases will be neces-
sary.

Mr. HORTON. Yes.
Mr. DUNCAN. Mr. Horton, I would generally concur with Mr. Chi-

merine's view as to the targets. And I would Just add to that that I
think realistically it is politically not feasible at this time to in-
crease taxes, for a variety of reasons, one of which is the congres-
sional elections this fall.

But I would prefer to see the impact of the design of tax reform.
I can certainly see the p respects if tax reform takes some of the
shapes that are particularly outlined in the Senate bill that, in
fact, the result of that may be some tax base broadenmg that will
actually increase revenues beyond the kinds of assumptions being
made now.

As I said, I do not think our models are good enough to tell us
what that will be, but we have had some experience with the 1981
tax reform bill that showed some gains that were unanticipated.

Mr. CmMwwzL Can I follow up with one additional comment:
My own personal view is that the logical way to do this is to com-
bine deficit reduction with tax reform and structure tax reform in
such a way that it will provide a modest amount of additional reve-
nues on an ongoing basis.

I do not think there is anything magical about 15 and 27 percent
as the tax rates, for example. Why cannot we have 16 and 28or 17
and 29? We still broaden the tax base. We still lower tax rates dra-
matically. But at the same time, we generate some modest addi-
tional revenues to help reduce the deficit. To me, that is the logical
way to do it.

Mr. Sm ~szmii. Mr. Horton, I would just say a couple of thing.I would also agree that there is no reason why inherently tax
reform has to be revenue neutral. There is no reason why you
cannot raise or lower taxes in a countercyclical sense, if you think
that is the right thin to do, and also adjust the Tax Code to pro-
vide greater tax equity, tax simmpification, and so forth. This is not
the road that Congress has gone down and as a consequence, at the
moment, that is more an academic position than it is practical.

I - - - - - -U - - I
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The remainder of this year, I think in not the time to raise taxes.
We have an economy that is ping to be slipping sideways in the
res of 1986ind to raise taxes to reduce the dc Just runs the
risk of converting a slow growth period into something even worse.

Mr. HoaloN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank all ofyou for your appearance and your testimo-

ny. Thank you very muh.
Mr. Bhoox. Mr. DeLay.
Mr. DzLAv. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Boy, I could do this all day long. Unfortunately, I have got three

meetings going on at the same time, and I know your time con-
straints. It is unfortunate that we cannot continue this discussion.

I Ask unanimou consent, Mr. Clhirman, that I have the opportu-
nity to place this tatment in the record.

Mr. Bzoou. Without objection.
[Mr. DeLay's opening statement follows:]
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STATEMENTT OF HR. DELAY)

HR. CHAIRMAN, I COMMEND YOU FOR HOLDING THESE IMPORTANT

HEARINGS TO DISCUSS AND REVIEW THE VITALLY IMPORTANT TRIGGER

MECHANISM UNDER GRAMM-RUDMAN. As WE LOOK AT OPTIONS TO REPLACE

THE SEQUESTER PROCESS RULED UNCONSTITUTIONAL, WE MUST KEEP IN

MIND THE PLEDGE WE MADE THE AMERICAN PEOPLE -- OUR CONSTITUENTS,

AND FULFILL, WITHOUT COMPROMISE, THAT PROMISE. IT SEEMS TO ME

THAT CONGRESS COULD NOT FIND A WAY TO CONTROL SPENDING UNTIL THE

6RAmN-RUDMAN DEFICIT CONTROL MEASURE WAS CREATED. THE FIRST OF

ITS KIND. AN UNPRECEDENTED VEHICLE-THAT ASSISTS CONGRESS IN

CUTTING THE LOOMING FEDERAL DEFICIT WHICH CONSTANTLY THREATENS

THE INTEGRITY OF OUR ECONOMY. IT*S UNFORTUNATE THAT IT TOOK

LEGISLATION THAT LITERALLY FORCES US TO CUT SPENDING TO FINALLY

DO WHAT THE AMERICAN PEOPLE HAVE SENT US HERE TO DO AND TO DO

WHAT THE CONSTITUTION CHARGES US TO DO.

SOME WOULD HAVE US BELIEVE THAT THERE IS ONLY ONE CULPRIT

CAUSING THE DEFICIT -- THAT CULPRIT BEING DEFENSE SPENDING. BUT

I KNOW THAT THE AMERICAN PEOPLE -- I KNOW THAT MY CONSTITUENTS

KNOW THE TRUE STORY. SPENDING FOR SOCIAL PROGRAMS HAS RISEN TO

MORE THAN $700 BILLION DOLLARS. IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT WE ACT ON

SPENDING LEGISLATION WITH THE GRAMM RUDMAN TARGETS AS OUR GOAL.

I FIRMLY BELIEVE IT IS FULLY WITHIN OUR REALM TO MAKE THE NEEDED

CUTS AND REFORMS WITHOUT 'DROPPING OUR GUARD' OR RAISING TAXES.

I I r II . . .ipe =
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THERE HAVE BEEN NUMEROUS PROPOSALS TO ELIMINATE WASTEFUL AND

UNNECESSARY PROGRAMS....BUT HAS CONGRESS FOUND THE WILL TO DO

THIS?--- OF COURSE NOT. IF CONGRESS FINDS THE WILL, THE AMERICAN

PEOPLE AND AMERICAN BUSINESSES WILL FIND CONFIDENCE IN THE

CONGRESS AND THE ECONOMY. THANK YOU ONCE AGAIN, MR. CHAIRMAN,

FOR HOLDING THESE HEARINGS SO THAT WE CAN GET A BETTER IDEA OF

THE OPTIONS WE WILL BE PRESENTED WITH TO CUT SPENDING IN ORDER TO

REDUCE OUR HORENDOUS FEDERAL DEFICIT.
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Mr. DWAY. Thank you.
I know that time is getting short, so I do not want toget Into a

very lengthy discusIon. i just, In my own simple Texasm
need to clarify some things, especially what you said Mr. Chimer-
ine.

Did I hear you correctly to say that Government spending is
not-huge Government spending is not-detrimental to the econo-
my, that it does not affect the economy?

Mr. .C w z. No; I did not say that. I would like to see Gov-
ernment spending as low as possible, consistent with the needs of
pxsviding certain services to the population, including maintaining
a reasonable defense posture and providing for a safety net in van-
ous ways. So I am not for excessive Government spending.

All I am saying is that, in some areas, we have cut back as much
as we want to go or should go. Second, the administration seems
intent on having a large military buildup, some of which has been
cut dramatically already by Congress. And third, there is a com-
plete unwillingness by lte Congress and the administration to ad-
dress the real areas, which can be cut and should be cut, namely
the entitlement programs.

I would like to see most of the entitlement programs made
means-tes*d programs.

But thepointI am making is that, if we decide we want to spend
for these thing, we have got to pay for them. It is ludicrous to be-
lieve we can keep spending and spending and building defense and
maintaining Social Security and doing all of these things and not
pay for them. And the way out that has been used in the last 3 or 4
years, as Don pointed out, are these ridiculously optimistic assump-
tions that the economy will bail us out-which anybody who can do
arithmetic should have known was not going to happen.

If we want to spend what we are spending, we have to pay for it.
If we want to cut what we are spending, let us cut it. But we
cannot have it both was

Mr. DuLAY. Well,b I think that may be a good point in your state-
ment that the decision to cut spending is important as you just said
and the decision to raise revenue as well. Is not Gramm-Rudman-
Hollings a decision to cut spending?

Mr. RWZ. It is a decision to cut spending, but in my judg-
ment there are two major flaws. First, I do not think equal, across
the board, spending cuts-particularly when you have taken Social
Security out of the picture-is the appropriate way to set priorities
on the spending side.

Second, I do not think it is appropriate to make additional spend-
"rag cuts in these programs if the economy underperforms in theshort run and makes the deficit larger, because that will have an
anticyclical impact that could make the economy worse and devas-
tate some of these programs exactly at the time we need them.
Some of these programs are most needed when the economy is
weak.

So I have no objection, Congressman, about cutting spending, if
that is the direction we want to go as a country. But I donotthink
Gramm-Rudman is the right tool by which to cut spending.

Mr. DILAv. Priorities in spending are really not a function of ec-
onomics, are they?
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Mr. CHMmUNE. I agree with-you completely.
Mr. DzLAY. So acrow-the-board cuts, and tell me where I am

wrong-acrose-the-board cuts are necessary especially in light of
the fact that for years Congress has not chosen to appoint itself to
control its own spending.

Mr. C. Again, Congressman, I would disagree because I
think some programs are more important than others. Some have
more fat-than others. And I would make another point.

I think you are being very hard on yourself, because in truth,
there have been sizable budget cuts during the last several years.
Unfortunately, the cost of the military and of the exploding inter-
est on the national debt because of these unrealistic deficit predic-
tions have, in effect, offset those spending cuts.

If you look at nondefense discretionary spending, particularly if
you take out the entitlement programs, there have been major cuts
during the past several years. So the problem is that I do not think
the full problem was faced up to several years ago. We used opti-
mistic economic assumptions to show future deficit reductions in-
stead of making additional cuts or raising taxes when we should
have. And now we have gotten ourselves in a severe mess.

And again, I do not think equal, across-the-board, cuts in all pro-
grams is the-way to make rational spending decisions.

Mr. DELAY. I will have to give up.
Mr. BRooKs. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from North

Carolina, Mr. Neal.
Mr. Nwi. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Did you all say that the general consensus for growth next year

was about 2 percent? I know, Mr. Duncan, your projection is
higher. But is it true that the consensus opinion is about 2 percent?

Mr. DUNCAN. Mr. Congressman, there is a survey of economists
that is widely cited that includes about 51 economists. It is the
Blue Chip Survey. And if you go through the Blue Chi Survey,
two things have happened. One, the median and averago gave both
declined as some of the more optimistic forecasters have trimmed
back their estimates and the more pessimistic ones have become
more pessimistic.

But if you look inside the 51, you find really two camps. You find
a group that is generally more optimistic and a group that is very
pessimistic. So there is a divided outlook. I do not think there is a
powerful consensus as to exactly where the economy is going.

Mr. NzAL. So I guess you are saying there are two consensus?
Mr. C. I think, Congressman, that if you averaged the

pessimistic with the optimistic you still fall far short of the 4-per-
cent number that is being used-or at least was used-in the
budget calculations. Somewhat better than we have recently expe-
rienced, I guess would be a good way to put it.

Mr. Nz. If I can, another quick question.
Mr. Chimeuine, you said some like you do not think that we

can continue to aow Asian and other countries to peg their cur-
rencies to the dollar. How do we stop them? We cannot dictate
their own fiscal policies can we?

Mr. Canmunu. Well, you are right. It cannot be done unilateral-
ly. It is going to have to involve bilateral discussions between us
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and those countries. And the real nub of the problem, Congress-
man, is that we are competing with 12 cents an hour labor.

Mr. Nzw. Right. That is a different question, though.
Mr. CWnammz. No, it relates to it because exchange rates, in

theory, are supposed to reflect those differences. It was not as seri-
ous a problem 10 or 15 years ago because these countries did not
"possess mass production techniques. They were way behind in tech-
nology. But with the globalization of the economic environment
and with shifting our own production over there, we are giving
them the mass production techniques and the technology.

And given the enormous difference in labor costs between the
United States and many of those countries, there is an enormous
imbalance in exchange rates. And yes, I think it can only be ad-
dressed on a bilateral basis. But if it does not change, we will see a
continued widening of the deficit with Korea and these other coun-
tries, repeating our. own experience with Japan over the last 10
years. All we are going to be doing is shifting our trade problems to
different countries.

And the time to start looking at what we can do about it is now,
before we start reaching $50 billion trade deficits with those coun-
tries.

Mr. Nzw. I am not quite certain you can do what you are sug-
gesting. You cannot negotiate their wage rates up and we certainly
are not going to reduce ours. You cannot negotiate-I guess what
you are suggesting are changes in their fiscal policy?

Mr. C. No, I think it is partly a policy issue, partly a
pegged exchange rate issue.

Mr. NzAL. You want to go to managed exchange rates?
Mr. -_ They are managed now. I want to go to managed

exchange rates at different rates.
Mr. Nw..• Well, they are managed now by the marketplace areth~yntrsn~ tia.r . many of those countries they are fixed. Those

currencies do not float, in many cases, the same way-
Mr. Nwz. They are pegged to the dollar.
Mr. Clmumum That is correct.
Mr. NzA.. But at a cost to the economy. I mean the only way

they4an do-that ultimately is to be willing to do whatever it takes
on Aeir fiscal side to accomplish that, which often means huge
deficits in their fiscal accounts and so on.
,;Mr. ACPIPEI z. In some cases.
"Mr. Booxs. Let me give you an example. The fixed rate of ex-

change in a given country might be 10 to I and the black market
rate might be 100 to 1. That means that they are not floating it.
They are filing the rate.

7r. NwA. No, that means that the market is making a-
Mr. Bsooxs. And it costs us a piece of our life.
Mr. CHMERN. Congressman, it is a very complex issue. You are
h to point it out and I did not mean to oversimplify it earlier.

am saying is if current exchange rates continue as they are
with those countries, our trade deficit is going to worsen dramati-
cally. And whether we wait for the marketplace to do something
about it or whether we ask them or put pressure on them to
change their domestic policies or directly intervene in exchange
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markets or pursue any other options, I think now is the time to
start looking at those options.

f wr. SaA sm. Mr. Con, if I could add to that. I think
this discussion points out that the problem is not merely a bilateral
problem and if, in fact, we argue that the key problem for United
States trade is Japan, I think we are missing the point.

Increasingly what we will see is the trade shifting, as Mr. Chi-
merine has suggested and simply a migration from the problem
being Japan in theearly 1980's to Korea in the 1990's or Taiwan or
wherever. And that is going to be a fundamental issue which will
face the Congress for a long, long period of time because their
wages are so much lower.

Wages, as a share of national income, are between two-thirds and
three-fourths of total national income in virtually every country in
the world, rich or poor, developed or undeveloped. And as a conse-
quence, as their wages remain low relative to ours, we will have
this continued problem.

Mr. Nzw, You want to wrap it up. That is fine.
I certainly appreciate you all being here.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Baooue. DioGuardi has arrived. You have one question.
Mr. IkoGuAmI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate even one

question.
Mr. BRooxs. He is an economist, a statistician.
Mr. DIoGuAmI. No, I am not, I am a certified public accountant.

There are not many of us around here in the legislative branch.
And that is the question I want to direct to Mr. Chimerine because
I have read your testimony and I see that you are concerned about
the rachet-down effect ol Gramm-Rudman, that because of the de-
teriorating signs that you see, it may be that although Gramm-
Rudman will work, that it may be too fast.

I want to pose a different question to you. You are dealing with a
concept. Are you sure that, in all of your economic planning, you
are dealing with the right data base? My biggest concern is the
lack of quality of reporting mechanisms I see here. An accounting
system is being used that tells me that half of economic reality is
really off the books around here. Have you ever thought of that?

Mr. Cm~imui. Yes; no more than five or six times a day.
There is no question that the economic data are not completely

reliable. In my judgment, they are less reliable now than they used
to be. And as a result, I am not going to insult-you by telling you
that GNP next quarter will be this and the quarter after will be
that-we cannot measure GNP well on a quarterly basis, for rea-
sons you are obviously alluding to.

But one thing I am pretty confident of, over the last year or two,
is that the general trend that is being exhibited by the data we
have is fairly accurate, because I get the same kind of information
directly from the companies out there. Second, I believe that right
now, it is quite weak.

And third, a look at the underlying fundamentals tells me that
we are looking at modest economic growth, and that it is going to
be very, very tough, to have the sustained 4 percent plus real
growth that the budget keeps assuming. We should have learned
that lesson already, but we may not have.
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Your point about the quality\of the data is well taken, but I am
not sure it invalidates the general observations we have made.

Mr. DIoGuAIwt. OK, Mr. Chairman. That means we have got to
change it and I do have a bill, as you know, called the Federal Fi-
nancial Management Improvement Act 1986, to change the ac-
counting systems here, so that we take the Government off this
cash basis, which is disguising economic reality.

Mr.C mHumu. Yes, that is true, but you are still going to get a
very large deficit by historical standards and you are still going to
fdthat Federal borrowing, relative to available savings and rela-
tive to new credit being generated, is enormous.

Mr. DkoGUADi. I agree with you. It probably will be worse than
we are seeing right now. But I say we have got to see it in order to
plan for it.

Mr. BRooKs. Thank you very much, Mr. DioGuardi.
This morning, gentleman, we have heard some rather unsettling

news as to the precarious situation of our Nation's economy.
Nobody can say for certain that we are headed into a recession, but
it is apparent that many are holding their breath in dreaded antici-
pation of a slowing down. At the very least, the economic signs
point toward sluggish growth in the near term.

The one thing that people are willing to say is that this year's
Federal deficit is likely to be one of the biggest deficits, if not the
biggest, this Nation has ever seen. And this is after $11.7 billion
were, cut out of the Federal budget in March pursuant to a Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings sequestration order. To make matters worse, the
prospects for reducing next year's Federal deficit do not look much
better.

As we enter the first full year of operating under the provisions
of Gramm-Rudmati-Hollings, it is obvious that the law is based on
an unstable technical foundation. As the witnesses made clear this
morning, economic forecasts are not precision tools that can be
used to lock in on Federal deficits. The best they can do is give us
an idea of what is likely to happen and, as we learned today, they
do not paint a very pretty picture of what is in store for the Nation
in the months to come.

This hearing is adjourned. But prior to that, I want to say that I
have been delighted and much impressed with the outstanding tes-
timony of the panel. I am deeply grateful to your coming down
here and making a contribution to what, hopefully, will be the be-
minning a realization of the facts facing the Congress and the
American people, so we can then decide how to proceed.

Thank you very much. -
[Whereupon, at 11:88 am., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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Mu4 for Non-Defense Agencies (sa questionnaire sent to 000 with different percentEu sor questions 4 and 5--were S.4 and 8.3 Instead of 7.3 and 11.8)

QUESTIONNAIRE O0 GRAM-RUDMN-HOLLINGS IMPACT

1. Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (include
title and account number) for which you are responsible and
identify the dollar amount and percentage of reduction that
occurred for each as a result of the FNbruary/Narch 1986
sequestration.

2. Please identify any of the budget accounts listed above that
were subsequently provided with additional funding as a result of
reprogramming, transfers, supplemental appropriations, or other
actions. Provide the dollar amount of the additional funding.

3. Please specify which of the following actions you found it
necessary to take to accommodate any reductions in funding
resulting from the sequestration. Answer sub-questions "a"
through "i" for your overall department/agency. Answer sub-
questions "J" through "I" for each of your principal sub-
department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than FTN's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency_ _ _ _ __ _ _

a)____delay procurements:
I).n__.noncapital acquisitions: I delayed

total $ amount_
II)_capital acquisitions: # delayed

total $ amount;_________
b). restrict travel: total $ amount

% of total travel budget
c) restrict training: total $ amount

% of total training budget
d)__._freeze hiring: duration in months

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition

# & % of permanent employees
reduced

# & % of temporary employees
reduced

*-& % of other employeesreduced_____
e) furlough: I of days____ ____

# of people affected
% of workforce involved

f) rif: # of people affected
% of workforce involved

g)-retire early: 0 of people affeoted Sof workforce involved .......
h)__ delay maintenance and repairs: # of projects

total $ amount_
i)____ close field locations

(specify where):
J )__ reduce service to the pulic (specify component and

program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each):

S) inspections: amt. & I reduced_
UI)-audits: amt. & 4 reduced

III)-technical assistance: amt. treuced
IV)W other (specify) : amt. & % reduiae___

k) reduce benefits available to the public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

I ) rantas amt. & S reduced
1I) loans: amt. & % reduced_____

III)- other (specify) : amt. A % reduced_
1). raise user fees (specify component, program, and amount

of increase in each): _ _ _ _ _
m)__ other (provide details):s _
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4. Assuming a goverment-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of
820 billion which oould reduce your funding by about 7.3 percent
below Fiscal Year 1986 funding levels after adjustment for Groaw-
Rudman-Hollings sequestration and subsequent supplemental, how
would the operations of your departmentlgen7c be affected,?
Please specify the estimated do lar amount of the
deptment/agency-wido reduction which you would experience. In
addition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find it necessary to take under such conditions. Answer sub-
questions *ta through "I" for ,your overall department/agency.
Answer sub-questions OJ through "1" for each of your principal
sub-department/agancy components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than Mn's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide nd/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency_ _ __ _
Estimated amount of reduction

a)_d__delay procurementst
I) noncapital acquisitions: # delayed

total $ amount___
II) capital acquisitionst I delayed

total $ amount
b)_____restrict travel: total S amount

0 of total travel budget_
c) restrict training: total $ amount

0 of total train nin get___
d)_ freeze hiring: duration in months

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition

I & S of permanent employees
reduced

a & % of temporary employees
reduced

# a I of other employees
reduced

e).___ furlough: I of days
# of peopIeffted
I of workforce involved

f) rif: # of people affected
% of workforce involved

g)_.___retire early: I of people affected
% of workforce involve-&-

h)_ delay maintnance and repairs: I of projectstotal $ amount
) c._.jlose field locations

(speaify where):
J)... reduce service to the public (specify component and

program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each)$

IL) -... nationss: ant. & % reduced
---- , ant. G I reduced

111)----tecnical aseistanoe: t am od7TT- uced
IV) their specify ) : ant. & % reduced

k) reduce ]fite available to tEMpublc (specify m oment
and Program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

tat ant. a 1 reduced
1z)--c oanhe mat. G % reduced "
1) (specify) " mt. s 1% reduced

1) raise-s fees (specify component, program, an amoun
Of Increase in eah):_

m). other (provide details):
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-3-.

S. Assuming a govornment-wid. sequester In Fiscal Year 1987 of
$30 billion which could reduce your funding by about 11.8 percent
below Fiscal Year 1986 funding levels after adjustment for Gram-
Rdan-Hollings sequestration and subsequent lIoetals, how
would the operations of your department/agency be affected?
Please specify the estimated dollar amount of the
department/agency-wide reduction which you would experience. In
addition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find it necessary to take under such conditions. Answer sub-
questions "aW through "i" for your overall department/agency.
Answer sub-questions ¶"J through "I" for each of your principal
sub-department/agency cmponents. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than MT3's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency_ _ _ _ _ _

Istimated amount of reduction

a) delay procurements."-'- ).noncapital acquisitionet # delayed
total $ amount .

U1) capital acquisitions: I delayed_, _
total $ amount

b)___restrict travel: total S amount
S of total travel budget_

c)_._ restrict traLnings total $ amount
% of total training budget

d) freeze hiring: duration in months
if not affecting whole agency, specify the

components affected
resultant reduction in workforce

because of attrition
* & S of permanent employees

reduced_
a I of temporary employees
reduced
a£ S of other emsoyees
reduced_

e)..__furlough: # of days
# of people affected
0 of workforce involved

f) rif: I of people affected
% of workforce involved........

g). retire early: I of people affected
I of workforce invol vd

h)_.__delay maintenance and repairs: I of proJocts
total S amount

i). _close field locations
(specify where):

J)__.reduce service to the public (specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each):

I) inspections: ant. S % reduced_
XX)" audits amt. S % reduced

UXX)----technlcal assistance: ant. I S reduced
IV) other (specify) : ant. G S reducdi____

k) redus6-ie--Mnef its available to the public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

X) grants: ant. & S reduced
1) loans: amt. & % reduced_____

III)=other (specify) , ant. 1 7 reduced_
1).___raise user fees (specify component, program, and amount

of increase in each):_
m)___._other (provide details) :
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JUL '9,

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
OFFICC OF N1 5CACMARV

WASHINGTON. 0 C 10259

r n1y 4 1986

RECEIVED

Honorable Jack Brooks ,; 0' d
Chairman, Committee on

eGovernment Operations HOUSE COMM.TT$F ON
U.S. House of Representatlves GOVLP.i*.%'Et.T CpERATIONS
Washington, D.C. 20513

Dear W. Cheirmans

In response to your request of June 26, w asked each Individual agency within
the Department of Agriculture to complete your questionnaire. Enclosed Is a
consolidation of the agencies* reports on the impact of GrammRudman-Hol I ings
reductions for 1986 and 197. hny USDA programs took a 4.3 percent
cut as a result of the February/lMrch sequestration order. This reduction aes
absorbed by delaying procurements, restricting travel and training, and reducing
benefits available to the public. Hiring freezes, furloughs, or RIF's were
Imposed In only a few agencies.

The Ewrgency Supplmental (P.L. 99-349, approved July 2, 1986) provided
additional funding for many of our programs. These are listed by accounts on
the enclosed table.

Your request also asked for Information on the potential Impact of 1967
sequesters at possible 7.3% and 11.8% levels. This Information Is also
attached.

If you need additional Information or clarification, you may contact
Steve Dewhurst, USIDA Budget Officer on 447-3323.

Sin~

PETER C. ar'"
CO.wty Sac-ratary

Enclosure
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United States Department of Agriculture
Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985

(Budget Authority in Thousands of Dollars)

Agency/Account

Agricultural Research Service:
Agricultural Research Service
Buildings and Facilities
Trust Funds ........................

Total, A8,
Cooperative State Research Service .. ,..
Extension Service . .......... ,....,....
National Agricultural Library ..........

Agricultural Stab. & Conser. Services
Agricultural Cunsrvatlon Program ....
Emergency Conservation Program .......
Forestry Incentives Program ... ,......
Water Bank Program .......... ,........
Rural Clean Water Program ......... ,..
Dairy Indemnity Program ,e...........
Salaries and Expenses o.......s.... ..

Total, ASCS .................... ...
Foreign Agricultural Service , .........
Office of Inter. Cooperation & Devel.:

Office of Inter* Cooperation & Devel..
Scientific Activities Overseas o......
Trust Funds so......s.o.s.............

Total, OICD ...... .................
Commodity Credit Corporation ...........
P.L. 480

Soil Conservation Service:
Conservation Operations . ...........
River Basin Surveys & Investigations *
Watershed Planning . ..... .@...,....s
Watershed & Flood Prevention Operation
Great Plains Conservation Program ....
Resource Conservation & Development ..
Trust Funds .........................

Total, SCS

Account Sequester
Number Order

121400
121401
128214

Additional"Funding

-21,494
-271

0

-21,765
121500 -12,534 5,000
120502 -14,738
120300 -485

123315 -8,121
123316 0 5,000
123336 -534
123320 -376
123337 0
123314 -4 9,000
123300 -1,473 71,598

-10,508 85,598
122900 -3,571

123200 -232
121404 -128
128232 0

-360
124336 -823,126
122274 -55,864

121000 -15,620
121069 -637
121066 -381
121072 -9,920 36,700
122268 -920
121010 -1,125
128210 0

-28,603 36,700
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Pep 2
AgencylAccount

Farmer Hows Administration:
Agricultural Credit Insurance Fund so*
Rural Housing Insurance Fund .........
Rural Development Insurance Fund .....
Rural Housing for Ptwstic farm Labor
Very-Low Income Housing Repair Grants
Mutual & Self-Help Housing o*...o..o.
Rural Water & Waste Dispoal Grants ..
Rural Comunity Fire Protection Grants
Klicellaneous Expiring Approriations •
Rural Housing Preservation Grants *...
Compensation for Construction Defects
Self-Help Housing Land Develop. Fund
Rural Rental Assistance Payments ..ooo
Salaries & Expenses ..................

Total, PF&A .......................
Rural Electrification Administration:

Salaries & Expenses ... ,...,00.......0
REMTI-Heimbursement for Losses .......
Rural glec. & Tale. Revolving Fund ...
Rural Telephone lank-Capital Stock .
Rural Telephone Bank ................
Rural Coamunication Development Fund .

Total, REA oeeeeeeeeeeeoeeeeeeeeee
Office of Rural Developsent Policy .....
Federal Crop Insurance Corporation:

Administrative & Operating Expenses
Federal Crop Insurance Corp. Fund ..
Subscription to Capital Stock *.......

Total, FCIC o,,,.oeo..,,,,,.oo,

Food and Nutrition Servicet
Food Stamp Program ....... .... 64. .
Nutrition Assistance for Puerto Rico .
Child Nutrition Programs ...o.00000000
Special Milk Progra .m......60......
Food Prg. for Women, Infants, Children
CoM ndity Supplemental Food Program so
Needy Family Program .... .........
Nutrition Program for Elderly ........
Food Program Administration .........

Total, FNS o.., ., .....
Section 32 .*...eo...........o..........
Temporary Emergency Food Assistance Prg.
Human Nutrition Information Service ....

Account Sequester
Number Order

124140
124141
124155
122004
122064
122006
122066
122067
129912
122070
122071
124222
122002
122001

-65,446
-49,914
-18,290

-427
-534
-342

-4,915
-139

0
-860

-32
0
0

-16,041

Additional
funding

-3,000

2,000

1,0000

-156,940 0

123100 -1,325
123101 0
124230 0
123102 -1,290
124231 -7,955
124142 0

-101,570
120801 0

122707 -9,418
124085 0
122708 0

-9,418

123505 -2,568
123550 0
123539 -144
123502 0
123510 -86
123512 0
123503 -2,426
123503 -5,690 8,500
123508 -3,526

125209
123635
123501

-149640
-16,199
-2,137

-580

8,500

2,437
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Page 3
A8ency/Account

Federal Grain Inspection Service
Animal & Plant Health Inspection Service:

Salaries and Expenses ................
Buildings and Facilities .............
Trusts Funds ooo........ o.oe..o.ee...

Total, APHIS
Food Safety and Inspection Service:

Salaries and Expenses...,.....o..o....
Trust Funds *..e.. ...................

Total, FSIS ..*.....................
Agricultural Marketing Service:

marketing Services ... 00.....6000
Payments to States & Possessions 0..0.
Perishable Agri. Comodities Act Fund
Trust Funds .... *.....................

Total, AIMS .......... 0....0........
Agricultural Cooperative Service .......
Office of Transportation ...............
Packers & Stockyards Administration ....

Economic Research Service:
Economic Research Service ...........
Trust Funds .........................

Total, 31IS...o........ ........ 0.

Statistical Reporting Service:
Statistical Reporting Service ........
Trust Fundsoo0..*oo.o..*o00.......0..

Total, USIS .... *.0000...00.........
Vorld ASricultural Outlook Board .......

Office of the Secretary ................
Departmental Adainlstration e.... .... .
Rental Paymnts .... .... ..............
Building 0j rations ........... . .....
Advisory Comlttaes ......... 0....
Office of budget and Program Analysis..
Office of Goversmsntal 4 Public Affairs
Office of the Inspector General ........
Office of the General Counsel ..........
Working Capital Fundr ..... 00490606000
Gifts A Bequests-Trust Funds ...........

Total, Excluding Forest Service ........

Account Sequester
Number Order

122400

Additional
Funding

-301

121600 -13o519 11,100
121601 -182
129971 -100

-13,801 11,100

123700 -15,569 3,700
128137 -35

-15,604 3,700

122500 -1,371
122501 -42
125070 -144
129972 -3,189

-4,746
123000 -201
122800 -105
122600 -393 80

121701 -1,982

128227 0

-1,982

121801 -2,525
128218 0

-2v525
122100 -72

120115 -248
120120 -662
120117 -2,262
120117 -784
120118 -57
120120 -162
120130 -330
120900 -1,999
122300 -678
124609 0
128203 0

-1,228,950 153,115
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Pap 4
Agency/Account

Forest Service:
Forest ResdArch oo..ooo.ooooeo.ooo*.oo
State & Private Forestry ...o.........
National Forest Systm ......... ,.....
Construction .o.e.......eeeee.eeee.
Land Acquisition ....... o.........
Special Accounts
permanent funds .............. o...

Trust Funds .............. ,......o

Total# VS

TOTAL .. O....O..OO...O................

F1 Activity:
Farmrs Rosm Adinsltration:
ALM?

RD"F

Total, fAA, MF Activity 000006

Totaq FF o Activity oooo&oooooooooo

TOM*L UmD

Account Sequester Additional
Number Order Funding

121104
121105
121106
121103

-5,398
-2,476

-45,077
-9,568
-1,210

-416
-16,106

"6,489

361
165,700

1,700
4,436

"-6,742 171,997

"-1,315,692 3259112

127103 -83,420
124141 -49,000
127105 -679

-133,099
127002 -1,462

-134,561

-1,450,253 325,112

51-722 - 93 - 11
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S. Asaag a 9mummemt-vwLde sequester In Fiscal Year 1987 of
$30 Mili wich ovum a *oe r f bng A botet 11.8 percent
below iosa Tha 196 Aar", le atr jusImI for Orsm-
ai-Us g _sequestratioa an anad ube t ., bow
would the eoI am youMv I d -7 Wae
diltiom plea e-•s ated do , Zn

tLi, peasie ecif Whivch of the tolloving yeI" would
find it meessaoi to tae der such mnditions. * hamr sub-S=stim , " through 'L for. mi overall i.perit/smr.

~~ 1~"I for eah f ya p~ricpal
W me pertinent qWstiee In

taims t & &a"& A~b Ofpeup1e involved rather than M's.,
Attach aiitiml sheets of ra Wherever You find it soessary
to provide 'm I. tillhons)

DePaUUtalagmmcr Ovemrtment of Arlculture

EstImated -s of z.L - $4,476.S

acquisitio"s
JJ),.,.pnptal acquisitionss d

b)_..z.....rentxiot travels total S mnt .il..i
0 of total travez ludgt.

c)_j.restriLt training, total $ ammo•nt ......
0 of total traiLnLn Dwibgt

d)_L_-fresee hizings duration in months 31
if not affecting wJbo sO=i specify the

omomnents affect"_ Sa a2spe 2. question 4
resultant. reduction in wowkrorce

because of attrition:
a 4 of permanent "Oloyees

reduced* 6, 300
1 a I a temporary employee o

reftducedbne
** ~ ~ ' 8 .00 52%0 41-1of ther employees ".eo z

el f._urlough: I of day S-4S
*of maaa*fa 35,600• ~I) of mow]. ac ,€,m • S.

f)_!_rita of pecplo aftected.2 53...
0 of mwforkoze ""vL~i~~g) it .retire early: # fS dol af ect

?A • fr rce invol~d .
hJ,.~delay maintenance and repairs: # atpof et isn

i)lL.._oloee fLeld locations
(specify where):I 0g--ai" ltnt dtri

pror and give amount and percent of reduction In
ecabc,

Z...inspectics, a&mt. G % reduced 4. . _
ZZ "-udital mst. a b rduo0 L......fII.

ZIIU echioa agsistame: mt. A ~md$44.3
-spei(speciy) a , tn. Itt ,

.r id iv munt and percent of reduction

mt.. G % " "I'M
inI) other A WD reducedJL7j,3

l) 1 ise uer tees (C l mosent, Sprogra, a mount
of Increase each) a

)...other (Provide details) . 1,o.,

bduce Contractual Services, research, printing publications, notices, program reviews.
Cooperative -g somnts.
Reduce relocation trensfers, overhead costs, reduction In omissions to WA & administrative
expense reiabursemnt to NPCI companies.
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DEPAMMEr OF EONATi

Effect of FY 1986 Sequester on Salaries and Expenses

The Department of Education established an operating principle that basic
operations should be maintained, employees should be protected as much as
possible, and discretionary spending should be curtailed. The following
bullets conform as closely as possible to question 3, sub-qu9stions "a"
through W'.

o Procurements planned for automatic data processing services were cut by
$5 million, or approximately 12 percent.

o Travel was cut by approximately $1 million, or about 30 percent.

o Training was cut by $600 thousand, or 66 percent.

o Hiring was not frozen, although tight employment ceilings were issued
to allow managers sane flexibility while providing incentives for
reductions related to productivity improvements.

o No one was furloughed, and no furlough is anticipated as of now.

o No budget-driven reductions-in-force have occurred or are planned.

o Approximately 80 people will take advantage of voluntary# early-out
retirement this year through the discontinuation of service method
approved by OPM. However, most of these retiremnts will occur
so late in the fiscal year that any budget savings will be minimal.

o Maintenance and repair budgets were held to the most necessary expenses.

o No field locations or regional offices were closed.

o Basic services to the public are provided through implementing the
programs authorized by the Congress. All legal responsibilities
were fulfilled.

o User fees were not raised, but we continued to provide copies of
most Department documents and materials through the Government
Printing Office which charges for them. The only other fee we
have is a program-related origination fee for the Guaranteed Student
Loan program. The Gramm-ftiman-Hollings legislation increased it
by one half of one percent for each loan, which amounts to $12.50
for a maximum loan of $2,500.
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"U*OARTUWETOPNOL0WNOMC URv4 W~OM4
•aLy 16, m6

RECEIVED
.11112406

HOUSE COW.1ffITU ON

Keaoreble Jack Brooaks )VEMEH1TOPERAM68
CherMat, Condttee on

a*Ier-at Operations
souse of Isproseutativee
Vashington, DC 20515

beer Kre. MiLrmn

ts respoSe to your letter of June 26, 1966. addressed to
Secretary Pierce, we hes coqpleted the question"nre you enclosed
on the Lqipct of Granw-Radma-Solltae on Oepartmaetal operations.
The questionmeire is enclosed with this letter.

Albert J. Klima,, the Departmental lludit Officer. can answer
say further questions you may have. Kr. liman canhe reached on
755-72960

Sincerely,

Donald J. 4au. Jr#
Deputy Assistot Secretary

&IG~clue
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QUSTZOIMAISRZ O GONRAII-RU-NW-NOLLIMG IMPACT

1. Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (include
title and account number) for which you are responsible and
identify the dnllar amount and percentage of reduction that
occurred for each as a result of the rebruary/March 1956
sequestration. (The list is attached)

2. Please identify any of the budget accounts listed above that
were subsequently provided with additional funfingas a result of
reprogramming, transfers supplemental appropriations, or other
aQtio.ls. Provide the dollar amount of the additional funding.
(The lit is attached)
3. Please specify which of the following actions you found it
necessary to take to accommodate any reductions in funding
resulting from the sequestration. Answer sub-questions "a"
through "il for your overall department/agency. Answer sub-
questions "J" through "1 for each of your pricpal sub-
department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than MT3's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the Information requested.

Department/agency U.s. Deoartmnt of Rn..inj. .and! hn. Development

)_._delay procurements
1)_.Jnoncapital acquLsitLons: I delayed__gLa&

total $ amountflnjgjo
U1)_capital acquisitions: I delayed

total $ amount
b)_..restrict travel: total $ amountsl.,.flfl.

% of total travel bdget OJ.
c)_&._restrict trainings total $ amount S156.902

0 of total trainiJng b et 2&-st
d)_..Lfreeze hiring: duration In months: I UM

If not affecting wholeagey, specify the
components affected

resultant reduction In workforce
because of attrition:

# S of permanent employeesreduced 522 A-61
I G 0 of temporary employeesreduced ;17 41.0t

a % of otfoer odsLO2ee
o )._._urlough s I of days rfts 0 22

# of pworoe a

f) rIf, I of people atfetf d a"% of workforce involved
g)__r tLre early I of people afftaod_ a

0 of vorkforce Involved a
h) delay maintenance and repairs: I of projedci.8.......L---- " .total $ mm t.9. ,-

1) else field oat.4 Ons
(specify where): 0

J)__ Oduce service to the public (specify component and
program and give amount sad percent of reduction in

•4h)i 8f"ee AttachedD 0
2) .insec•:oMs: mt. I. S reduced

III) a ants, nit. a % reduced
zzI)=techncal assistance: amt-7Fre~ced
IV) --d-otber (specify) I mit. s t reauee __

i)L...uts ava867o heiuc (specift Cponent
sannd give mont and percent of reduction
In 060h)' *es Attacbed"

)___grant$, M.It reduced_12) joanst mt. streduapd.
_._ )r (provider ja s) reduced_

1) rais~euser fees (Spvcfy comcnn~t.rogr, and410 amount
of Incrase each):____________

m)_other (provide details):___________
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4. rnMent-ide sequester in iscal Year 196? of
$20 blliAon wthic could reduce your funding by about 7.3 percent
below Fascal Year 1986 funding levels after adjustment for Grame-
nodan-sollings sequestration and subseqet supplementale, bow
would the operation of your deartument/ra"gc be affected?
Pleai specL e estimated dolar amount of the
asurtmen t/agency-vide reduction which You would exprince. In
ftton , Plede specify which of the following act•cin you would
find it noeessary to tax* under uach ondtions. Ansmr sub-
questions waf through i1 for your overall department/agency
Answer sub-questions wJ' through *"1 for each Of Your prinia
sub-department/agenc M eet. Anmee petnent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involve rather than MIS.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessa
to provide and/or exlain all the Lnfonation requested.

Depatfrtenmgt/agency .. Department of UruoinI and Urban Development
Budget Authority vould be reduced

gstLmated amount of reduction by *1.045 million,.
(Seettcd Shee)
a)..__*•Y PrC•W*ASa)).....apomnts -- "sLtions I dola

total $ •t
Uz)-p..apital aocquisitionst I delaved

b). r"stct travel: total $ mount
? of total trave 1 t

o) •restrLt training: total $ amount
0 of total trAM3~FTQejt_ ___

d). freeze hiring, duration in months
if not affecting Wr!5g specify the

resultant reductio in workforo
because of attrition:

I & 0 Of Permanent eSNPleS"S, ,sd d

* 4% Of tsqrary imIOOeSS
reduced

* % of oi-W "1hees

o) furlough: I of days
# Of peopTe U!GooF"d
0 of ;0-workforc inov .

f) rLfs I of p afte
S of yr orce L

g)_ ro.etire euly: I of people lted
0 Of Woror**einvolM

h) delay maintenance and repair*: I ofpiJI

1).cloee field locations

S )redue service to the public (specify component and
progrem and gqi int and Percent of reduction in

- each): 8 8e Attached' _______

inspeti•ons s mt. , educed

ZxIz)=.technioa assist•• an e:

IV__S Mt! , it. M

k) )--etub¢ (,sp-"r) , M. stt
32) mut. G 0 reduacedr.E...qIede___

1) rais user fees I(T Compomt, progam. and mouMt
m) ot increa dtaeaht ), , _m).__othsr (pnwido de~taIA) t
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5. Assuming a-govermient-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of
$30 billion which could reduce your funding by about 11.3 percent
below Fiscal Year 1936 funding levels after adjustment for Grasm-
Rudman-Hollings sequestration and subsequent suplementals, how
would the operations of your dspartment/agency be affected?
Please specify the estimated dollar amount of the
department/agency-wide reduction which you would experience. in
addition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find it necessary to take under such conditions. *Answer sub-
questions "a" through "i" for .your overall department/agency.
Answer sub-questions "J" through "I" for each of your principal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than Ml's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency -S,. -Deortaent of Housina and urban Development
Budget Authority would be reduced

Estimated amount of educationn by Si -as sdllion.
(See Attached Sheets)

a)____delay procurements:
l)__noncapital acquisitions: I delayed

total $ amount,,
l)_____capital acquisitions: I delayed_

total $ amount
b) restrict travel: total $ amount

% of total travel budget
C) restrict training: total $ amount

I of total training budget
d) freeze hiring: duration in months

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

I & % of permanent employees
reduced
% % of temporary employees

reduced
# % of other employees

reduced_
e) furlough: I of days

I of people affected
% of workforce involved_

f) rif: I of people affected
% of workforce involved

g) retire early: I of people affected
% of workforce involve _ed _

h)__ delay maintenance and repairs: I of proJects_
total $ amount

i) close field locations
(specify where)t:

J )_ reduce service to the public (specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each):

1) inspections: amt. G % reduced_
IX) audits: amt. A % reduced

XXX)-technical assistance: am-t. £ reduced
XV) other (specify) : ant. & % 0 euced _

k) reduc*Snefits available to the public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each)s

X) grants: amt. £ % reduced
XI) oans: amt. & % reduced_ __
XX) other (specify) t amt. a' t reduced.___

1) raise user fees (specify component, program, and amount
of increase in each):

m)_ other (provide details):
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Attachment to Oramy-ludman-Hollings Questionnaire

Question #3. subquestions J-l There was undoubtedly eso reduction In
service to the public and an public benefits en a result of VT 1986
sequestration of BUD funds. But the reduction Ie difficult to quantify,
beyond the level of detail specified for each program account In the aunrer to
question fl. here sequestration reduced available funds for entitleueut
grants, for example, the number of Srants vas not reduced but the funding for
each grant van reduced In the sase percentage as funding for the whole account
was reduced.

In addition to the required sequestration, Departmental operations were
also affected by other funding constraints: rescission and deferral
proposals, policy determinations, and market demand for our program all
affected program delivery, nearly simultaneously. We did not attempt to track
the exclusive effects of the sequestrations on program operations.

us(jtions 94 and S. all subquestlons: Under either of these assumptions for
sequestering In FT 1957, we would clearly have to take more drastic steps to
reduce our administrative costs and to cut back on program activity to a much
greater extent than ve did In 1986. It is not possible at this time to say
precisely what those step might be, except to presume that the effects would
be exacerbated ti proportion to the increase In sequestratiou, and that we
would be required to spread the effects equally to all sequestered programs.

All estimates are preliminary.

As you know, the President has mubmitted a budget for FT 1987 that
sought to make additional sequestrations unnecessary.
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United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

WASHINGTON, D.C 2=40

JUL

Honorable Jack Brooks R E C E I V E D
Chairman, Coittea on

Government Operations
Douse of Representatives ' 986
Washington, D.C. 20515 HOUSE- COM•.flI EE ON

Dear Mr. Chairman: GOVERNMENT OIEPATIONS

Thank you for your letter of June 26 to Secretary Hodsl requesting
information on the effect of the 3alanced Budget and Emergency Deficit
Control Act of 1985 (P.L. 99-177).

The enclosed document provides the answer to your first question, and we
should be able to answer your second question within the next week. With
respect to question three, it is necessary to consult with the Department's
field units to obtain a sativfactory reply. I would anticipate a response
to you by the end of July.

The Department is not now prepared to answer questions four and five. The
Supreme Court's recent decision in Bowsher v. Svnar makes the nature and
level of FT 1987 budget reductions entirely speculative at this time.
Moreover, the percentage reductions contemplated by your questions would
require detailed policy decisions of the type that could only occur over
several months when FT 1987 appropriations levels are known.

Please contact me (343-6182) or Tony Itteilag (343-5308), the Department's
Budget Director, if you would like to discuss this further.

Sincerely,

As a nt Secretary - Policy,
ZB~udget and CAdministration

SOclosure o4_ rep•,4ei Cre.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LAION
MICOlNWY OF LA0

wAinielemm •

July 11, 1986

RECEIVED
The• Honorable Jack Brooks W

CoIntte an Goverinmat Operations egUS' COM.ITTEE ON
souse of itepreentatLves
Washjinton, D.C. 20515 GOVERME.IT o?-ATONS

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This to a partial response to your letter of June 26 in which you
request information about the impact of the 1986 Gramm-Rudman-
Nollings sequestration process on the Department of Labor, as vell
as anticipated impacts of the Fiscal Year 1917 process.

The detail contained in Question 3 pertaining to 1966 effects vwil
require same time to adequately address, particularly as regards
specific classes of expenditure. In addition, ye are presently
working with the Office of Managment and Budget to establish the
baseline figures on vhich to base the 1987 snapshot of the budget
deficit. We expect to be completed soon, but we are unable to
fully address Questions 4 and S regarding 1967 impact until we have
finished our york on the baseline. For these reasons, ve are unable
to mieet your request for return of the information by July 11.

We are able to provide answers to Questions 1 and 2, regarding over-
all impact of the FPebruary/Mach 1966 sequestration. These ansvers
are found in Inclosures 1 and 2.

It is our estimate that the remaining data vwii be available within
three weeks. I hope that this mets vith your approval.

Very truly yours,

WILLWA N. a)

moswoc
Suclosures not repveoJvA 6teo,.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

WASII1NGTON

RECEIVED
ASSTANT UCREARnY

July 14, 1986 .11111486

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON
GOVERNMENT OPERATION

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is in response to your June 26, 1986 letter to
Secretary Baker requesting information regarding the impact of
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings (G-R-H) on the Department of Treasury.

Your letter requested information regarding the impact of G-R-H
for NY 1986, as well as questionnaires proposing two hypothetical
funding reductions for TY 1987. Enclosed are responses to your
questions regarding FY 1986.

Enclosure 1 provides the Committee with the Department's
transmittal to the Speaker of the House on the G-R-H reductions
by account. Enclosure 2 is information on supplemental funding
received by the Department for FY 1986. Enclosure 3 includes
the detailed G-R-H reduction justification materials, by account,
that we provided to the Appropriations Committee as part of our
FY 1987 Budget Submission.

However, since the information you requested for FY 1987 is not
readily available and is based on two hypothetical situations, we
will require additional time to respond to this aspect of your
request. We anticipate that this additional information will be
provided to the Committee by July 21, 1986.

If your staff has questions regarding the Department's response,
please call Stephen R. Colgate, Director, Office of Finance at
566-2825.

oerely,

fo/.~Vi~cleHudsoný
Assistant Secretary
(Legislative Affai'.s)

The Honorable Jack Brooks
Chairman
Committee on Government Operat'ons
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Enclosures

a
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
WA04INGTON

ASSiSTANT SUCRITANS

February 1, 1986

Dear Mr. Speaker:

On behalf of Secretary Baker, and at the direction of the
President, I am transmitting the Program# Project, and
Activity Detail for the Department of the Treasury required
under P.L. 99-177.

Sincerely,

.aohiý4.v. Roge-rst?
Assistant Secretary

of the Treasury (Kanagement)

The Honorable Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr.
Speaker of the House

of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Enclosures

0
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Page 1 of 1

PROGRAM, PROJECT, ACTIVITY DETAIL
($0o0)

Agency

Account Title:

Account ID Code:

Source:

Department of the Treasury

Departmental Offices, Salaries and
Expenses

15-05-0101-X-1-803-A; 20-0101

P.L. 99-190

Account Title

Salaries and Expenses

Budgetary Resources
Bass Sequester

54,274 2,334

No programs, projects, or activities
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Page I of I

PROGRAM, PROJCTr ACTIVITY DETAIL(o00o)

Agency

Account Title:

Account ID Code:

Source:

Department of the Treasury

Deartmental Offices, International
Affairs

15-05-0171-X-1-803-:i 20-0101

P.L. 99-190

Account Title

International Affairs

Bud24tary 965ouroes,base S equester

22#442 965

No programs# projects, or activities
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Page I of 1

PROGRAM, PROJECTS ACTIVITY DETAIL
($U00)

Department of the Treasury, Office
of Revenue Sharinq

Account Title:

Account ID Code:

Source:

Office of Revenue Sharing,

Salaries and Expenses

15-07-0107-X-1-851-A; 20-0107

Public Law 99-160

Account Title

Salaries and Expenses

nu4qetary Resources
Base Sequester

7,714- 332

No programs, projects, or activities

Agency:
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Page 1 of 1

PROGRAM, PROJECT, ACTIVITY DETAIL
($000)

Department of the Treasury,
Office of Revenue Sharing

Account Title:

Account ID Code:

Source:

Office of Revenue Sharing,
State and Local Government Fiscal Fund
Assistance Trust Fund

15-07-8111-X-7-851-A; 20-811

Public Law 99-160

Account Title

State and Local Government Fiscal
Fund Assistant Trust Fund

Budgetary ResourcesBas__e Sequester

4,185,000 179r955

No programs, projects, or activities

Agency:

8,
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Page 1 of I

PROGRANt PROJECT# ACTIVITY DETAIL
(U000)

Agency$

Account Titles

Account ID Codes

Source:

Department of the Treasury,
Bureau of Engraving and Printing

Bureau of Engraving and Printing
Bureau of Engraving and Printing Fund

15-20-4502-X-4-803-A; 20-4502

House Report 99-450

Account Title

Administrative Expenses

Obligation Limitation'
Base Sequester

- 36,491 1,570

Per pages 343-344 of House Report 99-450, the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing is exempt from the definition of
"program, project, and activity' under section 255(g)(1) of
Public Law 99-177.

* Revolving fund without obligation limitation.
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Page 1 of 1

PROGRAM, PROJECT ACTIVITY DETAIL
($060)

Agency

Account Titles

Account ID Code:

Source:

Department of the Treasury

U.S. Mint, Salaries and Expenses

15-25-1616-X-1-803-A; 20-1616

P.L. 99-190

Account Title

Salaries and Expenses

SO programs, project, or activities

Budetary Resources
Base Sequester

46o,500 2,,000
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Page I of I

PMiGAh31 PROJECT ACTIVITY DAIL
($000)

Agency

Account Title:

Account ID Cod*:

Sources

Department of the Treasury

U.S. Mint, Offsetting Collections

lS-2S-1616-X-1-803-As 20-1616

Account Title

Offsetting Collections

Budgetary Resourcee

100,691 4,330

no program, projects, or activities
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Page I of 1

PROGRAM, PROJECT, ACTIVITY DETAIL
(o000)

Agency:

Account Title:

Account ID Code:

Source:

Bureau of the Public Dept and
Savings Bonds Division

Administering the Public Debt

15-35-0560-X-1-803-A; 20-0560

Senate Report 99-133; House Report
99-210; Conference Report 99-349;
P.L. 99-190

Account Title

Administering the Public Debt

Budgetary Resources
Base 19equester

195,225 8,395

No programs, projects, or activities
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Page I of 1

PWBANr PWZ)CTr ACTIVITY DETAIL
(0o00)

Agency

Account Titles

Account ID Code:

source:

Department of the Treasury,
U.S. Customs Service

U.S. Customs Service
Salaries and Expenses

1$-15-0602-X-1-751-A, 20-0602

P.L. 99-190

Account Title

Salaries and Zxpenses

Reimbursable program (401(c)
Authority Offsetting Collections)

TOTAL

Budetary Resource8Bas__•o Sequester

7170000 30*831

67,705

784,705

2.911
33,742

go programs, projects, or activities
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Page I of I

PROGRAM, PROJECT ACTIVITY DETAIL
($000)

Agency:

Account Title:

Account ID Code:

Sources

U.S. Customs Service

Operations and Maintenance, Air
nterdicton Proqram

15-15-0604-X-1-751-Al 20-0604

House Report 99-210, Senate Report 99-133

Account Title

Operations and Maintenance,
Air Interdiction Program 75,000 3,225

go programs, projects, or activities

Budgetary IlesourcesB~as__e, 8esgster
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Page. I of_

PaoGmA, M.POECT, ACTIVzTY DETAIL
(9000)

Agency:

Account Title:

Account ID Code:

sources

U.S. Customs service

bliscellaneous Permanent Appropriations

15-15-9922-X-2-852-As 20-9922

Appendix, Budqet of the United States
Government, Fiscal Year 1986

Account Title

Miscellaneous Permanent
Appropriations

Budgetary ResourcesSas__* sequester

105,000 4,515

so programs, projects, or activities
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PROGRAM, PROJECT ACTIVITY DETAIL
(4000)

U.S. Customs Service

Account Title:

Account ID Codes

Source:

Refunds, Transfers, and Expenses7
Unclaimed, Abandoned and Seized Goods

15-15-8789-X-7-803-Au 20-8789

Appendix, Budget of the United States
Government, Fiscal Year 1986

Account Title

Refunds, Transfers, and Expenses;
Unclaimed* Abandoned and Seized Goods

Budgetary Resources
N•s__.e Sequester

2,886 124

No programs, projects, or activities

Agency:
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Page I o f 1

PROGRAM. PROJECTe ACTIVITY DETAIL
(0000)

Agency:

Account Titles

Account ID Code:

Sources

U.S. Customs Service

Customs Forfeiture Fund

15-15-5693-X-2-803-A: 20-5693

House Report 99-210 -

Account Title

Customs Forfeiture Fund

Budgetary Resources
Base sequester
0"000 344

no programs# projects, or activities
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Page 1 of 1

PROGRAM, PROJECT ACTIVITY DETAIL
($0o0)

Agency:

Account Title:

Account ID Code:

Source:

Department of the Treasury

U.S. Secret Service, Salaries and
Expenses

15-55-1408-X-1-751-A; 20-1408

P.L. 99-190

Account Title

Salaries and Expenses

Bud2etary Resources
Base Sequeeter

294,000 12s,642

no programs, projects, or activities
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Page 1 of I

PROGRAM, PROJECT ACTIVITY DETAIL
' 0000)

Agency:

Account Title:

Account ID Code:

Source:

Department of the Treasury, Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
Salaries and Expenses

15-12-1000-X-1-751-A; 20-1000

P.L. 99-190

Account Title

Federal Alcohol Administration Act

All other

TOTAL

Budgetary
Base

15,000

159v212

174,212

No programs, projects, or activities

51-722 - 93 - 12

Resources
Sequester

645

6,846

7,491
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Page I of 1

PROGRAM, PROJECTS ACTIVITY DETAIL
($oUo)

Agency:

Account Title:

Account ID Code:

Source:

Federal Financing Bank

Federal Financing Bank

15-11-4521-X-4-803-A; 20-4521

AppendixI Budgetof the United States
Government, Fiscal Year 1986

Account Title

Federal Financing Bank,
Administrative Expenses

Budgetary Resources
Base Sequester

2,000 86

No programs, projects, or activities
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Page 1 of 1

PROGRAM, PROJeCTC ACTIVITY DETAIL
10000)

Agency$

Account Titles

Account ID Codes

Source:

Financial Management Service

Salaries and Expenses

15-10-1801-X-1-803-A; 20-1801

Senate Report 99-1331 House Report
9-20 Appropriation conference

Report 99-349: H.R. 3036

Account Title

Financial Management Service,
Salaries and Expenses

Budgetary Resources
Base Sequester

.244,621

So programs, projects, or activities

10,519
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Page I of 1

PROGRAM, PROJECT ACTIVITY DETAIL
($00o)

Agency:

Account Title:

Account ID Code:

Source:

Department of the Treasury

IRS Salaries and Expenses

15-45-0911-X-803-A

House Reports 99-210 and 99-349: Senate
Report 99-133; U... 3036

Account Title

Salaries and Expenses

Budgetary Resources
Base S44este2
94#000 40,042

No programs, projects, or activities
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Page I of 1

PROGRAM PROJECTr ACTIVITY DETAIL(00001

Agency: Department of the Treasury

Account Title: IRS Processing Tax Returns

Account ID Code: 15-45-0912-X-1-803-A

source: House Reports 99-210 and 99-349,
Senate Report 99-133: H.R. 3036

Budgetary Resources
Account Title Base Sequester

Processing Tax Returns 1,065,000 45#795

no programs, projects, or activities
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Page 1 of 1

PROGRAM, PROJECT& ACTIVITY DETAIL
($000)

Agency

Account Titles

Account ID Code:

Source:

Department of the Treasury

IRS Examinations and Appeals

15-45-0913-X-1-803-A

House Reports 99-210 and 99-349: Senate
Report 99-133: H.R. 3036

Account Title

Examinations and Appeals

Budgetary Resources
Base eester

1,419,451 61,036

No programs, projects, or activities
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Page 1 of I

PROGRAM, PROJECT( ACTIVITY DETAIL
($060)

Agency:

Account Title:

Account ID Code:

Source:

Department of the Treasury

IRS Investigation,, Collection, and
Taxpayer Service

15-45-0914-X-1-803-A

House Reports 99-210 and 99-349; Senate
Report 99-133; H.R. 3036

Account Title

Tax Counseling for the Elderly

Investigation, Collection and
Taxpayer Service

TOTAL

Budgetary Resources
Base Sequester

2,200 95

1,062,125

1,064,325

45,671

45,766
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Page 1 of 1

PROGRAM, PROJECT ACTIVITY DETAIL(U000)

Department of the Treasury

Account Titles

Account ID Codes

Source:

Account Title

Internal Revenue Collections for
Puerto Rico

15-45-5737-X-2-852-A

House Reportq 99-210 and 99-349:
Senate Report 99-133: fl.R. 3036

Budgetary Resources
Base Sequester

Internal Revenue Collections for
Puerto Rico

No programs, projects, or activities

Agency

245,000 10,535
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Page 1 of 1

PROGRAM, PROJECT. ACTIVITY DETAIL
"(00b0)

Agency:

Account Title:

Account ID Code:

Sources

Federal Law Enforcement Training Center

Salaries and Expenses

15-08-0104-X-1-751-A; 20-0104

Senate Report 99-133: House Report
99-210; Conference Report 99-349;
P.L. 99-190

Account Title

Salaries and Expenses

Dormitory Construction

TOTAL

Budgetary Resources
Base Sequester

17,.803 766

6,000 258

23,803 1,024
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Page I of I

PROGRAM, PROJECT, ACTIVITY DETAIL
(o000)

Agency:

Account Title:

Account ID Code:

Source

Account Title

Assessment Funds

Department of the Treasury

Comptroller of the Currency,
Assessment Funds --

15-57-8413-X-8-376A; 20-8413

H.R. 99-450

Obligation Limitation*
Base Sequester

198,200 8,522

* Revolving fund without obligation limitation.
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WASHINGTON, D.C 205M

J0aly 11. 19"6

Honorable Jack Brooks
Chairman
Committee. on Government Operations
Us 8. House of Representatives
2157 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, 0. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Attached is our Agency's response to your
on the effect of Gram-Rudwan-flollingo on
fiscal years 1986 and 1987.

RECEIVED

HousM CoMuTTE ONeoMMMM 'l"OP1•1oN

request for information
our operations for

We have attempted to answer your questionnaire as completely and
accurately as possible, amplifying our responses as necessary on
additional sheets. Because our Agency's operations are fairly
unique in the Federal Goverment, with VrSTA volunteers directly
supported from headquarters and with grants supporting the efforts
of community-based volunteers in several other programs, the Impact
of the statute has been difficult to assess with the indicators
provided in your questionnaire. However@, we feel that the ampli-
fication provided in the attachments will assist in explaining
the Impact of Gramm-Rudman-iollings on our activities.

tf you have any further questions about the attached materials,
please contact the Agency's Budget Officer, Lowell B. oenebach, Jr.j,
at 634-9137.

Sincerelyy,

Donna N. Alvarado

Attachnents.

FOSTR GRANDOARENT PROGRKA * YOUNG VOLUROM Of TICW4en * SEN O W NAON PROGRAM
RATOi SNOI P V•UNTMEER POGR *O * O OF VOLLUM UMSON0 * VOLU•T MUG UK WOM FNOGRAM

VIETNAMWTERA6L* ADOMW PROGRAM * NATIONAL OPITKW S ~O ISMARMIN

* a#
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QU3S•TMOSAIU ON GRAIM.-UDI4AN-UOLLINlGS IMPACT

1. Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (Include
title and account number) for which you are responsible and
identify the dollar amount and percentage of reduction that
occurred for each as a result ofeth rebruary/Narch 1986
sequestration. (See attachment.)

2. Please Identify any of the budget accounts listed above that
wear subsequently provided with additional funding as a result of
reprogramming, transfers, supplemental appropriations, or other
actions. Provide the dollar amount of the additonal funding. (see attach

3. Please specify which of the following actions you found it
necessary to take to accommodate any reductions in funding
resulting ftc. the sequestration. Answer sub-questlons- au
through *i2 for your overall department/age%. Answer sub-
questions '"J" through 010 for each of your principal sub-
department/agency opponents. Answer pertinent questions in
term of the actual number of people involved rather thah Ml's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the Information requested.

Department/agency - - -ZruK .

a) delay procurements:"- 1 ... jiocpital acquisitionst I delayed___
total 8 amount

22)_ capital acquisitions I delayed_ __
total $ amount_

b)_.jL.rOstrict travels total $ amountsaa coo
'of total travel. iDU ,

o)_.jLrestrict training* total $ amountoltalnGn
% of total train g budget &i.js

d)_Afreeze hiring: duration In months ahnent)
If not affecting lieagency, specify the

components affected_ ____
resultant reduction in workforce

because of attrition
I & S of permanent employees

reduced 161 3.31
*& I of temporary employees

. reduced1Lj _27.30
a 0 of other employees

e)_ furlough: I of days_________
I of pol f e t

e of wo ore to vo .........
f)__rif: 0 of people affected

It of workforce involved
g)_ retire early* : of p•oplOaeof ect0 of workforce AnV"ClWK •
h)_ delay maintenance and repairs: I of projectes_"total $ amount_____
i)_ _clos field locations

(specify where):__
J).j reduce service to the public (specify component and

program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each)s

I Inspetions: amt. I % reduced
I)•-audits, amt. & I reduced 73.5%

. I)..._technical assistance: amt. t duced 0; 39.7
h) .IVr) -other itpsoifZ) t mnt. & 0 redue..._

k)_ c--- nifits available to the pub~lio (specify cempoen
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each) s

X).j •rants: amt. a % reduced A.-A.-L.n 4.3%
) -eans: amnt. a % reduced

I~)..other (specify)s t.."T&' reduced____
_) _rais user fees (specify caompoent, program, and amount

of increae an eah):m)___other (provide details):____________
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Attachment to page I

GUESTrONNATRE ON GRAMN-NID N M-BOLL TOO8 IMPACT

1. Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (include title
and account number) for which you are responsible and identify
the dollar amount and percentage of reduction that occurred for
each as a result of the February/March 1986 sequestration.

ACTION's budget account (number 44-0103-0-506) is titled
0Operating Expenses, Domestic Programs.* The February/March
1986 sequestration percentage was 4.3, applied equally to all
activities, and resulted in a reduction in available funds of
$6,505,000.

2. Please identify any of the budget accounts listed above that
were subsequently provided with additional as a result of
reprogramming, transfers, supplemental appropriations, or
other actions. Provide the dollar amount of the additional
funding.

No additional funding has been made available to our account.

Notes to accompany question 3:

(c) Reductions in training affect ACTION staff, project sponsors
and supervisors, and volunteers. The break-out of the reduc-
tion is as follows:

Vol unteer, sponsor,
grantee staff -$1,040,000 (40.1t)

ACTION staff - 35,000 (51.0t)
Total -"1,75,000 (41.1•)

(d) The Agency has instituted a case-by-case review of hiring
requests rather than an across-the-board freeze this review
process has been in place throughout the fiscal year.

(j) (IM) The reduction affects audits of both closed and continuing
grants conducted under contract by local CPA firms. Also
affected are audits conducted by Agency staff through
reductions in funds available for travel and per diem.

(CTM Technical assistance provided by ACTION headquarters and
field staff to grantees is affected by reductions in funds
available for travel. Travel cuts also restrict the tech-
nical assistance provided by headquarters staff to Agency
staff in regional and state offices.

Mk) (T) While we have had to reduce the funds available for grants
in all of our programs (see below), we have been able to
retain volunteer numbers through (a) the use by granteeb
of carry-over funds from FY 1985, (b) reductions in costs
not directly related to support of volunteers (brochures,
recognition events), and (c) reductions in the amount-per-
grant for our Voluntary Citizen Participation and Volunteer
Demonstration Programs.
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Attachment to page 1 - 2

CUESTTONNATRE ON GRAMM-IMJD IM-ROLL TNG 8 IMPACT

(k) (T) Reductions in grant funds by programs

VTSTA
Service-Learning

Programs
Voluntary Citizen Parti-

cipation and Volunteer
Demonstration

Retired Senior
Volunteer Program

Poster Grandparent
Program

Senior Companion
Program

-$ 209,000

- 64,000

- 1,009,000

"- 2,373,000

- 869,o000

Total -$4 ,524,000

t..

-14.9t

- 7.0%

- 3.4%

- 4.20

- 4.93

- 4.3%
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4. "ASming a goverament-vide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of
$20 billion which oould reduce your funding by about 7.3 percent
below Fiscal Year 1956 funding levels after adjustment for Ora=-
ludman-Hollings sequestration and subsnt supplementals, bow
would the operations of your department/agency be affected?
Pleats specify the estimated dollar amount of the
department/agency-wide reduction which you would experience. In
addition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find It necessary to take under such conditions. , Answer sub-
questions *a" through 010 foryour overall department/agency.
Answer sub-uestion J through 1 for each of your principal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual amber of people involved father than Mn's.
Attach additional sheets of peper wherever you find It necessary
to provide and/or explain :lM the Information requesteW.

Department/agenc -AaCT0" n
Estimated mommt of reducton -10,569,086

a) delay procurements:
Z) poncapital acquisitions: I delayed

total $ amount
II)_.apital acquLsitions, # delayed

total $ amount
b) x restrict travel$ toa $ amount455 ,000

0 Of total traviI budget 90t
o) x restrict trailing: total $ amount$#27.000..

lbof total trn budget. 80 ..
d).jLfreeze hLring: duration in months 12

If not affecting wh agency, specify the
csponets affected ---

resultant reduction In workforce
because of attrition:

a £ I of permanent employees
reduced i, j. na

* & l of teworary employees
reducod St A•&.o

ft of other employes
reduced- .• Ljj00(student aides)

Of Xofurlou gehtdf 437
0 of work~orce involiM 29.71k

f). rLf, I of people affected
0 of Workforoe invol_..... .

g)W-1-retire early I of peole affected 5
- of vorktorce Involvod TV.3T

h)_ delay maintenance and repairs: I of projects____
total $amount_____

i) close field locations
S -- A who re):__ ___PA)...reduce s•ec: to the pFblic (specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each):

I)......nspec ons met. G % reduced_______
zU)__J.audts: met. s it rducedsoo.1oo, 6%o
ZU1)X -teonical assistance: amt. a oe j 1r0.00: 40%

V) other specifyy) ant. & I reduced
k) X reIt---vn iiets avacic •mpnent

and Vroym and give mount and percent of reduction

I)._....._granO&ass m. mt I , reuced$7.46eOOO: 7.3&

ot-- oer (specify) .... .. _ h .. . A reduced_
1) orai User fees component, program, and amount

oInra e i ach):_____________
m)_other provided detalsA):___________
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Attachment to page 2

QUIESTrONNAIRE ON GRAMN-MiDNAN-ROLLTNGS IMPACT

Notes to accompany responses on page 21

(c) The break-out of the reduction in training by the group affected
is as follows$

Volunteer, sponsor,
grantee staff -$1,174,000 (79.5t)

ACTTO0N staff - 33,000 (100.00)
Total -C1,207,000 (80.0)

Wd) The figures in this response assume that the case-by-case review
of staffing requirements currently used at ACTION is replaced by
a total hiring freeze. We have been directed in reports issued
by the Appropriations Committees to maintain a full complement of
staff in our field offices and to keep all state and regional
offices open. With a full freeze on hiring, we would probably by,
unable to maintain a fully-staffed field structure.

(e) A furlough of any more than 22 days (one work-month) would create
significant problems in providing required suppport to volunteers
and project sponsors in the fields the adverse affect would be
greatest in the areas of VTSTA payroll and grant processing and
would also have a significant impact on staff payroll and on the
scheduling of payments in accordance with the Prompt Payment Act.
The affected staff includes everyone except the Agency's Presi-
dential appointees (who are exempt from furlough) and those who
are counted in (g), below.

Cf) Reduction-in-force (RTF) is not considered a viable option because
of the costs associated with terminating and relocating employees
and with retained-rate pay. Savings realized from RIP are not
usually realized until the following year.

(g) The savings represent the net difference of the salaries of
potential retirees and lump sun leave payments due them. The
assumption is that the retirement option would be acted upon in
the first quarter of FY 1987 and that all those eligible to retire,
both with and without *early out' authority, would do so.

(j) (TT) A reduction of 500 in audits is considered very drastic,
especially since timely audits can result in savings of
current year funds or recovery of prior year funds to be
returned to the Treasury.

(TTC ) Technical assistance to grantee staff and project sponsors
is critical to the effectiveness of volunteers in their
communities. Trouble-shooting'by technical staff from
headquarters to field offices often resolves problems that
could potentially have an adverse impact on financial and
program management and on program development.
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Attachment to page 2 - 2

OuITfOHNATR3B ON GRAN-NBDUNA-ROLL NIGS IMPACT

(k) (M) While we were able to maintain volunteer levels in FY 1986
through the actions described in the attachment to page 1
(response to 3. k) I)), reductions belov the PF 1986 level
of grant funding in F! 1987 would result in reductions of
volunteers as well since vs would already have used all of
the non-volunteer related resources to absorb the iPY 1986
reductions. Funding reductions by program would be as
followst

VTSTA
Service-Learning

programs
Voluntary Citizen Parti-

cipation and Volunteer
Demonstration

Retired Senior Volunteer
Program (RSVP)

Poster Grandparent
Program (MOP)

Senior Companion
Program (SCP)

Total

As a consequence of these
be affected as follows

VISTA
Service-Learning

Programs
RSVP
FOP

-$ 87,000

- 62,000

- 126,000

- 2,063,000

- 3,903"000

"- 1,227,000

-$7,468,000

- 7.36

- 7.36

- 7.36

- 7.36

- 7.36

-7.3t
- 7.36

reductions, programs would

- 172 volunteer service years

- 1,200 school-age volunteers
- 26,070 volunteers
- 1,235 volunteer service years

(affecting about 4 400
children with special
needs)

- 300 volunteer service years
(affecting approximately
1#300 frail elderly)

51-722 - 93 - 13
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S. Assuming a government-vide sequester In fiscal Year 1387 of$30 billion which could reduce your $unding about 11.8 percentbelow Fiscal Year 1935 funding uevea after t:justment for Gramm-Euban-uollings sequestration and subsequent sulementals, how
would the operations of your dep.sament agency be affectedr.lCzac cpeo lfy the estLimted dolla amount of theet ent/aey de reduction which you would siperience. in
addition, please specifywhichof the folown a ons you wouldfind It necessary to saob condition. Answer sub-questions Oaw through *I for your overall depa-tmentagency.
Ans -quger -J- through . 1" foe coh of your priaal
sub-departmeat/ag.eacy Asawents..Answer pertinent questions interms of the actual nuer of people Involved rather than rJ's.
Attach additional aheitUof ae r rver you find it necessary
to provide and/or esp information requeted.
Department/agency_ -n - -

sUtmated amount of reduction s1n7aA-Mi

a).delar procurments:
1)-ncnoapItal acquisItionst I delayed

total al o Ui$
2t)-mvcaital acquisitions: I delae

b) X restrict travels total $ amountS5I2.0
g of total trave LbdetS

a)____restrict training: total $ m $nt61,3 M, 0I5
I of to a il brdaget 900d) x freeze hiriwg: durtion In months ..

if not affecting whole agency# specify theoone effe Ot d ---
resutant reduction in ýokfoi

because of attrition:, & •Jmeen emloyees
& £ I of t~moraz employees
redu cedSJaq* £ I of ot~iIM I ees

Se 1000 (student aides)
e).j-urlough: I of days

f) rift oI people after te .o f o r'o oe" -o l ii. . i i..t
gp L"-ro*-o oearlys 6 of Vpeople atfo d ,0

0 of W=force Invol;R LU..
h), delay mi.ntenance and repairs, • of pro jStu

tbtal $ smounrýi). close field locations
(speaLt wbere)_

x pz....educ service to the pulc (specify component amd
program and give amount and percent of reduction In
each):I

1) ams, mt.ot. r A reducedll)Tsud~tsmuat. I I reduced Jlslooi! 7511
)T ioa11.111-al assistance mt. & M 4 310 01A_ ZVJ -- oiiiii-SpeoLf) I m t. 0 1, rl h Wek)- x ,Reo-T s evcjl2blom(po)nt

,androarmA give mmmt "n percent of reduction

Smt. & _ -- aredeme4 t..EI, reduced
1)..... rise user fees(iciyooetprgand mE........ of isncresec em62ach):____________ SIMC

ml), othmr providee detais),_ _ _ _ _ _
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0U8MIGMEAIRC €I 0GINN-JJNM-6OLLIGS IMPACT

Notes to scoompany responses on page.3t

(o) The break-out of the reduction in training by the group affected
is as follows$

Volunteer e sponsors
granted staff

ACTION staff
Total

"-$1,324,000
- 3,00

( 39.t)
(100.01)
( 90.00)

Responses to (d), (Me, (f), and (g) are based on the sam assumptions
as in the attachment to page 2.

(j) (IT) and (TIT)
A reduction of 753 in audit* and 600 in technical assistance
would seriously jeopardiss the Agency.s ability to carry
out Its oversight and financial management responsibilities.

(k) (I) Grant reductions by program would be as follows

VrSTA
Service-Learning

Programs
Voluntary Citisen Parti-

cipation and Volunteer
Demonstration Programs

RSVP

Total

"-S 140,000

- 100,000

" 103,000
"- 3,335,000
- $,309,000
- 1.904.000

-$12 ,071,000

Consequent reductions in program levels would bee

VISTA
Sorvice-"earning Programs
RSVPFO p

- 279 volunteer service years
- 2,000 school-age volunteer.
- 43,442 voluntpers
- 1,997 volunteer service years

(affecting about 7,200
children)

- 615 volunteer service years
(affecting approxi-
Sately 2,200 frail
elderly)

Iven with the reductions in travel and staff levels, a
reduction of 11.86 in this activity (from the 1J 196S level
of $24,224,000 to 021,369,0001 would make responsible admin-
istration of our programs virtually I-possible. Most recent
estimates, including the reductions noted above, place the
Agency's minimum program administration requirement (for
personnel oempnsation, building rent, telecommunications
and postage, and residual travel) at $20,491,000, which would
leave $675,000 for timesharing, equipment rental and mainten-
an*e, and other day-to-day requirements.

-110.6

-11.80

-11.80
-11.*8
-11.60

-11.86
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MM STATr COhM ON ON MAL RIGHTS
10MI~MMO 04C OWl

RECEIVED

S2;- W

HOUSE COMIMT.EE OfN July 14, 1986
GOVERNMEt|T OPIPATIOt4S

Dear Mr. Chairsant

Chairman Pendleton has asked me to respond to your letter of
June 26, 1986, regarding the effect of (rana-Ruduan-Hollings on
the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. The enclosed
questionnaire is submitted as requested.

The Commission is, and historically has been, a labor-intensive
agency 701 of our costs are for personnel, another 201 fixed
overhead. Discretionary amounts are limited to only 10t of our
budget request. However, in order to cut costs during FY 1986,
we have imposed a freeze on hiring new personnel with limited
exceptions on a case-by-case basis* We have cut our managers'
stated requirements in overtime pay by 75% and have cut by
lesser amounts their travel, supply, and equipment
allocations. We also have reduced our space utilization by
consolidating our Washington# D.C.. regional office with
headquarter-s.

In the event of the further reductions, as indicated in the
second and third copies of the questionnaire, the Commission,
because it is a labor-intensive agency, would have to look at
additional wayo to reduce personnel costs. Consolidation of
regional office.*, and reductions-in-force, as well as
furloughs, would be primary considerations. The information
provided consists of estimates only, based on current data.

Very truly yours.

J. Al Lathan, Jr.

Encl., (1)

The Honorable Jack Brooks
Chairman, Comitte on Government Operations
2157 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington& D.C. 20515

OAM
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Qu mSY axIRZ am xAMSE-Wa OK-NmOLuu DIPACJ

1. Please pro.-.. "' :. the Mudget accounts (Include
title and account number) for which you are responsible and
identify the dollar amount and percentage of reduction that
occurred for each as a result of the February/March 1306
sequestration. CemmAission on Civil Rights 5-1900-0-1-751

$529,000 4.30
2. Please Identify any of the budget accounts listed above that
were subsequently trovided with additional funding a" a result of
reprogramming, transfers supplemental appropriations, or other
actions. Provide the dollar unount of the additional funding. W/A

3. Please specify which of the following actions you found it
necessary to take to accommodate anyreductions in funding
resulting fee4 the sequestration. Answ sub-questions "a"
through "I" for your overall departmont/agenoy. Answer sub-
questions 'j" through "I" for each of your principal sub-
department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people Involved rather than 135's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find It necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agencyU Conission Cirl RAht/n

a) u delay procurements:SI) X noncapital acquisitions # delayed ... pmn parts
total $ amount 2.000

!X)JIA•capital acquisitions: # delayedtotal S amount_____
b)__L_restrict travels total s amount total

? of total travel dgat 4t.3
c) _ restrict training: total S amount 1L.000

% of total tradnni djgdjet•js
d)_.A__freeze hiring: duration in months

if not affecting : d e agency, specify the
components affected -Vim by g e9

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

I & % of permanent employees
reduced io ai.sakts.LI

# & I of temporary employees
reduced

I & % of other employeesreduced______
e) x furlough: I of days )initially 12 days

I of people affected )est. down to sero
% of workforce involved I

f)._.gjrif, I of people affected
% of workforce involved

g)N/A retire early: # of people affected
% of workforce involveR

h) _/Adelay maintenance and repairs: I of pl'ojects_
total S amount

i) a close field locations consolidated D.C. regional office vkJhhead-
(specify where):quarters to save space costs

J )jLreduce service to the public (specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each):

1)_ Lnspections: ant. & 3 reduced
Z _) audits, imt. G % reduced_ _

IX)= echnical assistance amt. & a reduced
IV) other (specify) : mant. a % reduced

k)_YJA reduce benefits available to the public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

I)._ grants, aet. L % reduced
II) loans: ant. & V redWb'0""

III) other (specify) _ , amt. A I reduced
l)_kLraise user fees (specify component, program, and amount

of increase in each):
m) Z other (provide details): reduce publication costs.

UD4te- from monthly to bimonthly, Neow erspectives - issues delayed;
ipment purchases delayed.
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4. Assuming a g"cvrnment-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of
$20 billion which could reduce your funding by about 7.3 percent
below Fiscal Year 19g86 funding levels after adjustment for Granm-
Rudman-Hollings sequestration and subsequent supplementals, how
would the operations of your department/agency be affected?
please specify the estimated dollar amount of the
department/agency-wide reduction which you would experience. In
addition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find it necessary to take under such conditions. "Answer sub-
questions "a" through "1" for your overall depatment/agency.
Answer sub-questions "J" through "lI for each of your principal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than MT's.
Attach additd ;nal sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency-S ComissLon oa Civil jRghts'

Estimated amount of reduction $8 5 9 , 0 0 0

a) _delay procurements:
X).noncapital acquisitions: I delayed_

total $ amount _
II)____capital acquisitions: I delayed

total $ amgunnt t
b) ____restrict travel: total $ amount

% of total traeel budget,
c) restrict training: total $ amount_ _

% of total training budget
d).f__, reeze hiring: duration in months

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected

resultant reduction in vorkf orce
because of attrition:

A I % of permanent employees
reduced

A I of temprary employees
reduced__ __

# a % of other employees

e) x furlough: I of days reduced____, Its possible that a
# of people affected )fulough wm he to be
S of workforce involved . )`oIlderd.

f) x rif: I of people affected 22
S- of workforce involved 11

g)___retire early: I of people affected
% of worktorce involved-

h)____delay maintenance and repairs: # of projects__
"total S amount

i) x close field locations
(specify where)s consolidate 10 regions

J)____.reduce service to the public (specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each):

I )..inspections: ant. & % reduced
XX) audits: ant. a % reduced
XXX)= technical assistance am".&tfreduced

IV) other (specify) . ant. & % reuced._._._k) red6 -mefits available o public (specify ccmponent
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each)t

I) grants: ant. & % reduced
XX) loans: amt. A t reduced_ __

III) -other (specify) . t at. G& % reduced___
1)_ raise-user fees (specify compoeaua.u, v.wvLm O...a .

of increase in each)t
m)__other (provide details):s_. __ ___ ___

* The majority of the reductions shown under question , 3 stand and cannot
be cut furt•or. Therefore, we have placed an "IV only on items where
further cuts can be made.
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5. Assuming a government-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of
$30 billion which could reduce your funding by about 11.6 percent
below Fiscal Year 1986 funding levels after adjustment for orams-
Rudman-Hollings sequestration and subsequent supplementals, how
would the operations of your department/agency be affected?
Please specify the estimated dollar amount of the
department/agency-wide reduction which you would experience. in
addition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find it necessary to take under such conditions. Answer sub-
questions "a" through "i" for your overall department/agency.
Answer sub-questions "J" through "1" for each of your principal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than FTM's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agencyUS Commission on Civil Rights"

Estimated amount of reduction $1,389,000

a).....delay procurements:
I)n____noncapital acquisitions: I delayed

total $ amount
II) .--. _.capital acquisitions: I delayed

total $ amouz't
b) restrict travel: total $ amount

% of total travel budget
c) restrict training: total $ amount

S of total training budget
d) freeze hiring: duration in months

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

* & t of permanent employees
reduced

# & 4 of temporary employees
reduced

# a S of other employees
reduced

e) x furlough: # of days 3
0 of people affetd 168
% of woreIfrofse olved loot - after RIF

f)_.L_..rif: t of people affected d
% of workforce involvvd6.

g)_retire early: I of people affected
% of workforce involved

h) delay maintenance and repairs: 1 of projects_

Total 
$ amount

i) x close field locations
(specify where): consolidate 10 regions

j)___reduce service to the public (specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each):

I) inspections: amt. & P reduced
II) audits: amt. S % reduced _

111) technical assistance: amt. £ Pg reduced
IV) other (specify) t amt. & % reu~ced

k) reducI-einefits available to the public (specify compon-en•t
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

I) grants: amt. S P reduced
I!)= loans: amt. G P reduced_ _

U)-) other (specify) : AmV. 4 i edund
1)--raise user fees specifici component, program, and amou-t-

of increase in each):
m)____.other (provide details):

*The majority of the reductions shown under question 3 stand and cannot
be cut further. Therefore, we have placed an OX" only on items where
further cuts can be made.
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co1-O1-TY FUTUfM TRADING COWNllM
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of the cft an the Omuboilc's budget have been med. by t*e kcutsiv Director.
Actual dsolstrn regading the Mpomee to take to ambLe rew eotins viii have
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Direcitv, at 24-3350.

oino.rely,
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gJetionaire on Grm I- ibn-illings .Ewct

1 Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (include title and account
number) for which you are responible and identify the dollar amountand
percentage of reduction that occurred for each as a result of the february/
March 1986 sequestration.

Oitmdity 1 tures Trading Cmmission.

It alyiation Code-95-1400-0-l-376.

PT 1986 reductions $1,257,000 (4.3%).

2. Please identifyanmy of the budget accounts listed abve that vere subsequently
provided vith additional funding as a result of reprogramming, transfters,

s m aw Clu I gtio., oc other actions. Provide the dollar ounmt
ofteadditional =Ing-

Question 2 in not aplcble to the C .M 1 additional funding wa

provided.

3. Pleasespecify %icb b of the following actions you found it necessary to
take to aoommdate a reductions In funding resulting from the aequestra-
tion. nswer sub-question "a" through i fory au overall- dapartut/
agency. Asnmr subquestions "J" through 010 for each of your principal

- kyeut con!y a --mp to. himer pertinent qusticuw in term of
the actual nuiir of people involved rather than IiW's. Attach additional
sheets of ppr whervem you find it necessary to provide adr/or saplain
all the Informaiontrequested.

SPresident's ft 1998 budget request faor the mission w- $27,#91,000.

In anticipation ot the Congre qs ocpriating this mount, the ommision,

in J•auary 195, met Its 1r1998 operating plan at the President's requested

leel, whicd reired a reduction of 40 staff-year (7..%) from the msmuion's

71 1I9 staff-yesr lewl. refr , beginning in JanmaryI 9e6, the Comission

intituted a mdifi edhiUring freemen in an effort to begin FT 196 at the

staff-year leveltWeb couMl be funded under the President's budget request.

As a remit of thisnanLm oth frreams, the O mission w pe pare to

qwate at a level of $27 ,96.000 at the tin the Congrm qrgmgviated en

If18 bUd90C t •c the OmiSso of $29•,240,000. The goesuamt sequstration
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redwmd theamlastona bget by 4.3a cc $1#2",000 to $27,#3,000.

2bareforse the mission's a•'In scth hiring reenm in T 1985 allied it

to qptrate in It 196 at the pos-essptat~in level of $27,93,000 vithwt

further rsc ticm.

A reaw otn af 40 staff-ymhtas• resulted in lowstime being devoted to

all of the 0mm~isin'a gram. Botmwe, it Is diffLcult to quantity

the reductin In service to the publi. to addition, it should be noted

that %ile the Oaiuecn did calm service fetweslightly In 1P 336,

those fees do not offset the 'kission' budget reoarmata, sinom they

are deposited to the gmeral fud of the U.S. fcoeawy.

4. Issuing a goveat Iwide squester in Miscal Yo 1987 of $20 billion
whic could edao u • fading by about 7.3 percent belowFlic• Year 19o

wiiglevels af tar adtitment foc Ocamoi-Maool-'3'ngs sequestration wAi
.taena Z Luwian hwlw, bce would the operations a tyou M d 001tm1t/a 14y
tqocify thin e t dollar mounted oserx t/
ageacide r iftieby ou valued eqerimcoe. Zn addition, please

ipcfy aaida softnoliing action yawould gird it necsseary to take
widet mkwdic dit. hinow VAtIMM we m at wig fc r ayu overall,
d- -ar 9M13" AhMinM 401 inti" NJ* th~rGOug"is f ou oryour

mb % /mywmauato. nowtperttnent questions in
tems of the acalnum be of people Innlved rather then M's. Atach

itioml bwta of ppe rever you find it mo n scary to provide ad/oc
eqax]in allthe lnlcctlaa .

The C Mwould be forcd to postpone cc ncel at leost $2#474,000 in

r aids a od ds. ditlonally, at least $156,000 (244) oa the agency's

travel reqairnts a ,d $96000 (60o) of its training reuiremnts wald ot

be mt. Dependet uon pulomaent, levels at the time of budget tnalilation,

the =would lgo a -nation of furlough aid hiring f roem tactics to

make up a drtfal ot $1,752,000 rmaining aft•r the autos*ntiand cuts.

a dMMe full-tim s-1tstaff would be affected, alltlocary staff

would he released.
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5. A"Oa" a goverinnt-wide sequheter in Piacal Yur 1987 of $30 billion which
could reduce your funding by about 11.8 percent belcw Fiscal Year 196 funding
levels after adjýun-t foc Grga mden-Ibllings sequestration and sulsequent

•t h, how iould the operations of your depsr-nt/agui be affected?
F•lemesspecify the ostizated dollar amnt of the depotmnt/agec-ide reduc-
ticn, which you ild eierieneo. In addition, plow specify Weib of the
following action ycu waul find it necessary to take under such conditions.
Anwer subguestin *am through 1 fot your overall departnt/agency.
Answer sub-questiamn Oj through 1" for each of ywur principal sub-dpartUmt/
agencyP m , - A pertinent questions in term of the actual nutder
of people invored rather than M's. Attach additional sheets of,aercver you find it necessary to provide 4l/or explain all the information
requested.

A total of $1,259,000 in additional reductions would be necessary under

this scenario acpared to the scenario in item 4 above. To achieve

this goal, the omission waold probably apply significantly sore stringent

hiring restrictions alang with a significantly more intense furlough program.

On average the CmiLssion pays out approximately $75,000 a day in salary

and benefits at current staffing levels. A full staff-year, on average,

currently costs the Cnisalon about $40,000 in comesation and benefits.

Ibe actual six of reductions that would be necessary cannot be quantified

at this ties but would depend on the resignation rate and residual eqaloysent

by function. At nsjc reduction levels, wm added savings would accrue

in the utilLty, travel and purchased service area.
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U.S. C;NSUILI'R PROOUCT SAFETY COMIASSIN3

SVAMN3GTON. COr 2007

July 14, 1986

RECEIVED
The Honorable Jack Brooks
Chairman
Comittee on Government Operations O T O
U.S. House of Represgntatives OUSE COMMOTTEOfl
2167 Rayburn House Office Building GOV MEtIT OPERAT1ONS
Washington* D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Brooks:

This is in response to your letter of June 26, 1986 regarding the
Impact of the Bramm-Rudeanm-ollings legislation on the Consmer Product
Safety Commission (CPSC). The answers to your specific questions are
included below and In Attachment A. The answers are speculative and should
be considered a first approximation based on staff estimates, since the
Comission has made no decision on funding plans at the lower levels
identified for 1967. The staff response assumes that the Comission will
approach 1987 reductions In a manner similar to their 1986 actions.

Answers to specific questions are as follows:

1. CPSC is comprised of only one budget account, Salaries and
Expenses, account -- 'er 61-01004--1-554. The 1986 appropriation
of $36,000,000 was reduced by a sequestration of $1,548,000, or
4.3%. We are presently operating at a level of $34,452,000.

2. No additional funding has been provided to this account.

3. Preliminary staff estimates of overall agency effects are shown
in Items a through I In Attacheent A. The rmtining items
concerning reduced service or benefits to the public are
difficult to quantify at this time. The Comission's principal
objective is to reduce unreasonable risks to the public from
unsafe products.
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The Honorable Jack Brooks
Pap 2

4-6. Reductions of the magnitude described in question 4 would be
challenging but would not prevent the Comission from carrying
out Its mission effectively. It would remain to be determine
whether the sam could be anticipated with reductions as
described in question S.

If we can provide additional Information, please let us know. Or
if you need further clarification of the figures Included in this
response, Thoms W. uorr, Jr., Deputy Executive Director, at 492-6560
could provide an ismediate answer.

Sincerely,

EW rd D. Harrill
Director of Congressional Relations
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ATTACONT A

OUtzOMMAru CK ItMUI-RDD1M-BOL ZNsPAC'

1. Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (include
title and account vnier) for which you are r sibl a
identify the dolla mount am percentage of reductio that
occurred for each as a result of the Ftebtluarz1Maoh 1986
sequestration.

2. Please identify anr of the budget accounts listed above that
Were su prov •idd with aditional fmn as a result of
reprogr=mLn, transfers euppitl apruriatio&I, or other
actions, Provide the dolla t o te a = t= on-al funding.

3. Mlase specify which of the following actions ycu found it
necessary to take to acommate da reductions in funding
resulting from the seuetato. Answe sub-questions "a"
through "i for your overall dpartm/etageno. Answer sub-
questions wj through O1l for each of your principal sub-

er t/agen . Answer pertinent questions in
term of the actual mber of people involved rather than IME's.
Attach additional sheets Of ever you find it necessary
to provide and/or eplain informatLon requested.

Department/ageny Coy n* Pout Saftt Co-tsston

a)_ dellas pa uinrements:
1)- X n)c capital acqulLstons: I delayed_ _

total $ inut

b) x restrLct travel: total $ mount S a0.0n0
% of total t.t....

o) _ restrict training: total $ muntSS.00
% of total tr t.8.42

d) I ftseea hiring: duration in mnthsJa
(restricted) if not affecting vhole agency, specify the

copu onents affected etf re a ,w¢•
r•ultant reduction in

because of attrtions
I & S of permanent sploes,

reduced 1242.45

"6=14of te~sraff emloyees
A %1 of other!yee

.Jref 5 st4 8et sids//2.6(
0) furlough: S of day

I*of p o U 4 ~ _ _
% Of wroronInvl _____

f) rLft of people affected
%of wcrkforoe invol~~

g) retiLre early I of affetad-"'-"- % of vos•lrce ,nv*IW
h) _delay n a mn c and repair, #s of pro:jec3 -

) close field locationsMount
(specify )_eda ) _ _ _ _J) reduce service to the public (specify component and
program and give m tm-- and percent of reduction in
each):

Z).ea t4s mit. &G reduced
ZZ) ,rants mt. & % reduced

K!?) tehia asisane a TTRuced

k. r --- LGo its a .l to (spe ICify
andpr~s and give smut and percent Of reduction

U -rats at. &£1 reduced_____
M" oan:int. & I reduced______

ZZ)-'oter (specify) : Mt. S % reduced
1). rais user fee (seciy t, p•ogr, and amout

of increase in each): ____m). other (provide detaills
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4. Assuming a government-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of
$20 billion which could reduce your funding by about 7.3 percent
below Fiscal Year 1986 funding levels after adjustment for Gramm-
Rudman-Nollings sequestration and subsequent supplementals, how
would the operations of your deparmentagency be affected?
Please specify the estimated dollar amount of the
department/agency-wide reduction which you would experience. Zn
addition, please specify which of the following actions you Would
find it necessary to take under such conditions. Answer sub-
questions "al through "i" for ,your overall department/agency.
Answer sub-questions "j" through "1" for each of your principal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than in's.
Attach additional sheets of per wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain allthe information requested.

Department/agency Consumr Product Safety Comlsston

Estimated amount of reduction 2,51O5,000

a) I delay procurementst
-- "- ) noncapital acquisitions: I delayed 23

total $ amount lMso
__) _ capital acquisitions: I delayed____

total $ amount_ _
b) x restrict travel: total $ amount $66.00

1 of total travel get 9.4%
o) x restrict training total $ amount $10,000

% of total training budget 15.2l
d) X freeze hirings duration In months 12

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected entire agency

resultant reduction in wocrkforce
because of attrition:

S & S of permanent employees
reduced 13/2.6%
a & % of temporary employees
reduced 52?7.81
% & ' of other employees

reduced
e) furlough: I of days

0 of people affected
t of workforce Involved... .....

f) rif: # of people affected
"% of workforce invol ved,

g).__retire early I of people affected
S of workforce involved

h)_.__ delay maintenance and repairs: # of projects
total $ amount_

i)____ýclose field locations
(specify where):t

J)_._ reduce service to the public (specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each)s

X) inspections: amt. G % reduced_
Ul)- audLts: smt. a S rqduced___ ....

ZUZ)- technical assistance:sat. £ ' reduced
MV) other (specify) samt. & % reduced_____

k) reduce 7baefits available to the public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

X) grants: amt. & t reduced
XX) -loans: sat. & ' reduced

IXX) other (specify) . amt.' S reduced
1) raise--user fees (specify component, program, and amount

of increase in each):
m) other (provide details):__
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S. Assming a governmnt-vide sequester in fiscal Year 1987 of
830 blJtin hiLh moou1 redo "ur fiLng by about 11.6 percent
below irsol Year 1966 futuing levels aftar ajustet for Grin-
3man-Iolli sequesutrtlon ad sabeeoa= wuita, how
UPld the ýatio ayofur "a"atno r

ad.tiaon pd~lease 8beoi[ 1 A of thpe follinr int ga yma neoulda
find it necsssary to Udr ac ouwitiona. Aftwor sub-

a tro~ ' fr yar Overall Mssra/a:
maboqwasti _-A - ahn Pil tor eac of F~r PC a

aub-dspersetwaein o ~In. Answr pertluast, question in
trofthe actua Mmer of people mnlaved rather than 1=1s.

Attach ad~ticaul Osheet c(ape I ownve yI= fiM it seoessary
to pro-t aM/or eplan t imfomatiom regqested.

Demartmt,/9agewy ftnnwPsdntSi ms

,stirated inmt of6 066

a)_.L.apooarLt&1 aciplais , |

caL....,spital acquistions: 6 lafje_ .. _
b) X restrict travels total S filntlo

4) 1 freese hiring: duration in moths I
if not affecting AMagencyops•pcity the

resultant ruton in in oroe
because of attrition:

e). furlough of"d off

f)Ex._rift ! of seaLo ected M .

I fbukaof uorkforoe inle
atoa .ism

i) clos field locatin(specify tre) ___ _ _ .
j) ._reduce service to tbe pnbl.lc (speciy coopomen anMpo0 and gixve m petofru ni

9I )..r L~ect, at: 0 aftoe
each):I c

), i . ' S
;OMassistae 5 .I p fr -- tandpora and vive amut and percent of reduction i

Mono,...rats mt. aI 0 eomoooo

ZZI~ (sPMLaassistace)___o

use fees aicf lb n. rgr
off iremeah.______

m) other (providedeil)__________
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YVM CHAIRMAN OF TH9
COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVIS91N

WA*"INoTO"

July 11, 1986 RECEIVED

' 1 : 1986
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON

woRMmrr OPERATIONS

Dear Mr, Chairman.

This is in response to your letter of June 26, 1986,
concerning the impact of the Gram-Rudman-Hollings Act.
Enclosed is a copy of your questionnaire vith my responses
noted.

If you have any questions, please contact Elizabeth
Kaminski. Her telephone number is 395-5107.

Sincerely,

Beryl W.

The Honorable Jack Brooks
Chairman
Coimmttee on Government Operations
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515
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1, List of Budget Accounts (in thousands of dollars)

Pre-Gramm- Reduction Percent of
Rudman-Nollinal After thusus) Reduction

11.1 salaries -- Full-time 1#273 1.272
11.2 Positions - Other than

full time 26 _ 3
11.5 Other Personnel Camp. 55 45
11.8 Special Service Payments 210 200

12.0 Benefits 164 167
I781,72 7 T11

21.0 Travel 26 20
23.1 SLUC 185 165
23.2 Cocm., Utils., and Rent 95 S5 10 is
24,0 Printing 75 65 10 30
2SO Other Services 90 70 20 22
26.0 Supplies 30 25 5 16
31.0 Equipment 70 17 53 75

2. Budget Accounts Subsequently Provided vith Additional Funding

None
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QITOIARZn ON GAISIN-RUKIN-HOLLIQGS IMPACT

1. Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (include
title and account number) for which you are responsible and
Identify the dollar amount and percentage of reduction that
occurred for each as a result of the February/March 1986
sequestration.

2. Please identify any of the budget accounts listed above that
were subsequently provided with additional funding as a result of
reprogramming, transfers, supplemental appropriations, or other
actions. Provide the dollar amount of the additional funding.

3. Please specify which of the following actions you found it
necessary to take to accommodate any reductions in funding
resulting from the sequestration. Answer sub-questions "a"
through Oil for your overall department/agency. Answer sub-
questions O" through "V1 for each of your principal sub-
department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than FTU's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the Information requested.

Department/agency Council of Ec=auj1c Advisers

a) -__delay procurements:
).j..Lnoncapital acquisitions: I delayed 25

total $ amount -.r ..
II) .L..capital acquisitions: # delayed 11

total $ amount]53,0
b) -- restrict travel: total $ amount

% of total travel budget,,
c) -- restrict training: total $ amount

%a of total training budget
d) freeze hiring: duration in months 1

if not affecting woiei agency, specify the
components affected 4

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

% 'a of permanent employees
reduced --

# & S of temporary employees
reduced -
% & ' of other employees

reduced, -
e)__- furlough: # of days

I of people affected
% of workforce invole ........

f) -_-rif: I of people affected
% of workforce involVed

g)_ retire early: s of people affected Sof vorkforce involved
h) -- delay maintenance and repairs: # of projects

total $ amount_____

i) -- close field locations

(specify where)t:
J )--___.._reduce service to the public (specify component and

program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each)l:
_) inspections: sat. & S reduced

V -) audits: amt. & % reduced
II )Iec schnical assistance: amt. S S reduced
IXV) other (specify) : sat. & % reduced__

k)__- redui•ge--nef its availabliet-otER public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

1) grants: ant. & Sa reduced
III)- loans: I at. a % reduced

Ilz)o____ther (specify)_ . Et=.t reduced____
1) raise user fees (specify component, program, and amount

of increase in each):
n) -_ other (provide details):
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4. Asmming a government-vide sequester in Fiscal Year 1367 of
820 billion which could reduce ur fund' y about 7.3 percent
below Fiscal Tear 1986 fund levels after adjutment for Gramm-
tudman-follings sequestration and subsequent supplementals bow

Would th operations of your department/agency be affected
Please specify the estimated dollar mount of the
eret/agency-wide reduction which you wuald experien . In

addItion, pleae specify which of the following actions you would
find It necessary to tas under uch oondtions. Answer sub-
questions "a" through '1" for .your overall department/agency.
Answer sub-questions "J" through '1' for each of your principal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than MTZ's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the Lnformation requested.

Departmet/agen9cy 91 Uo ee Ovlare

Nstimated mount of reduction $161,000

a) ' delay procurements:
"")_-)--_noncapital acquisitions: I dealamd

total a t -i
UI)_..L...cpital acquisitions: dl"---total Mount " '-

b) -- restrict travel: total S amount
% of total travel b _dg __.

c) - restriat training: total $ mount
% of total traiing •j et

6) u freeze hiring: duration in months it..
if not affecting wvi Uageincy, specify the

components affected
resultant reduction in workforce

because of attrition:
£& % of permanent employees

reduced 3-92
6 % of temporary employees

reduced -
6 s of other ymploesreduced .

e)_-__furloughs I of days
I of peop affected
% of wor force* involve,

f)_-__rLf: I of people affected
% of workforce involved

g)_. -- retire early: 6 of people affected
% of vorkforce invola

h) -- delay maintenance and repairs: I of projects
total S amount

i)_.-__close field locations
(specify where):

J ).-- reduce service to the public (specify component and
progrm and give amount and percent of reduction in
each):

I)ins~pectitons: amt. £ S reduced
ZZ) udits: amt. & % rqduced

IU1)-technical assistance: aet'. £ S reduced
XV) other (specify) : amt. G % r c__

k) -- redue-nefits available to the public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):I

1)_grantss amt. £ S reduced
11) loans: ant. reS reduced

- II)- other (specify) t amt. reduced
1) raise user fees (specify component, program, and amount

of nc r ase in "ea.,__
m)_ -_other (provide details):___________
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5. Assuming a government-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of
$30 billion which oould reduce your funding by about 11.8 percent
below Fiscal Year 1986 funding levels after adjustment for Gramm-
Rudian-Nollings sequestration an4 subsequent supplementals, how
would the operations of your department/agency be affected?
Please specify the estimated dollar amount of the
department/agency-wide reduction which you would experience. Zn
addition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find it necessary to take under such conditions. Answer sub-
questions "am through "i* for .your overall department/agency.
Answer sub-questions "j" through "I" for each of your principal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
term of the actual number of people involved rather than MTE's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

DeparOn•mt/agny__ Council of Scoseic Advisers

Istimated amount of reduction $260,000

a) s delay procurements:
I-__-_noncapital acquisitions: I delayed_

total $ amount;
l)...__!capital acquisitions: I delayed 2

total $ amountO
b) - restrict travel: total $ amount

% of total travel budget
) --__.restrict training: total $ amount

f r % of total training bidget
d)_ freeze hiing: duration in months A2

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

a & S of permanent employees
reduced _ - 151
G & % of temporary employees
reduced_ __
G % of other employees
reduced___-__

e) -_furlough: # of days
# of people affected
S of workforce in,)olved_ _

f). rift 9 of people affected
% of workforce Involved

g) retire early: # of people aifclt*I
S of workforce involved ....

h)-- delay maintenance and repairs: I of projects
total $ amount

i) -- close field locations
(specify where):

j)_-- reduce service to the public (specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each)t

I) inspections: ant. G % reduced______
)'---audits: ant. & S reduced

1Z)- t ehical assistance: ant. r ruced
IV)- other (specify) a mt. & % reduced..._

k) -- r;duced efits available to the public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
In eacht

Z) grants, smt. a S reduced
X) - loans: amt. & % reduced_ _

U1)-other (specify)L_ : mt . S I reduced
1) rai~s ser fees (specify component, program, and amount

of Increase inz ach) :
m)_- other (provide detaLi)
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(&) UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20460

OffICE OF
ADMW9ITATIMNAM RSOJiMctS

MANAGEMENT

Honorable Jack Brooks RE C E IV Er D
Chairman, Coittee

on Government Operations
House of Representatives " 1 • 198
Washington, D.C. 20515 HOUSE COMMITTEE O

Dear Mr. Chairman GOVER.•,'ME..:T OPERATIONS

Thank you for your inquiry of June 26, 1986, regarding the
impact of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act
of 1985 (Gram-Rudman-Hollings), on the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (EPA).

As you know, in FY 1986, EPA, as well as other Federal
non-defense agencies, were required to apply a 4.3 percent reduc-
tion to its appropriation accounts as a result of the February/
March sequestration order.

In response to your first question, I have included an
analysis (Attachment I) that identifies, by program element, the
effect of the President's sequestration order on the amounts
appropriated for EPA operating programs in FY 1986. The reduc-
tions for the Operating Programs, Superfund, and Construction
Grants are indicated in the table below.

Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Reductions
($ in thousands)

1986 1986
Enacted Post GRH Difference

Operating Programs $1,490,176 $1,426,097 -$64,079

Superfund 900,000 861,300 -38,700

Construction Grants 600,000 574,200 -25,800

As the analysis indicates, we applied a uniform 4.3 percent
reduction to all of our accounts. The attached analysis also
provides a comparison of the estimates to EPA's operating plan
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as of July 1, 1986. The difference between. our operating totals
after Gramm-Rudman-Hollings (GRH) and the July 1, 1986 estimates
are the cumulative reprogramming that have occurred since the
beginning of the fiscal year.

I must point out# however, that in most cases these
reprogrammings do not reflect program managers' attempts to
diminish the effects of GRB mandated reductions. Most of the
reprogramming* reflect changes in program direction which
required a shift of resources or adjustments to more accurately
reflect actual activity. Since we do not require program managers
to specifically identify reprogrammings that offset GRH reductions,
we cannot determine with any certainty what reprogramming amounts
directly alleviate or offset GRE reductions.

With regard to your second question, concerning increases
in budget accounts, none of EPA's appropriations have been
subsequently increased. All of the adjustments indicated in
Attachment I are below the account level, and are within the
reprogramming guidance provided by the Appropriations Committees.
The recently enacted FY 1986 Supplemental Appropriations Act,
however, did shift $3.0 million from the Research and Development
Appropriation to the Salaries and Expenses Appropriation. This
transfer is not reflected in Attachment I because the necessary
apportionment has not yet been completed.

Since EPA did not centrally impose the 4.3 percent GRI
reduction below the program element level or require program
managers to specifically identify or track actions to reverse
GRE reductions, we cannot determine the impact it has had on
items a, b, c, h, j, and k, in question number three. By closely
managing the use of EPA's workyears we have also been able to
avoid taking actions, such as those identified in items d, e, f,
g, and i, to meet the requirements of GRE.

In addition, SPA has not raised any of the fees it currently
charges in order to offset GRE reductions. We are pursuing a
strategy that will institute a foes system for some EPA activities.
These fees are not necessarily intended to counteract the effects
of GRE, but instead, will help offset the cost of operating EPA
programs.

As submitted to Congress, the President's 1987 Budget Request
includes funding levels *that have precluded us from forecasting
the impact GRE may have on EPA. Overall, the President's 1987
Budget Request to Congress stays within the deficit target estab-
lished in GRH. Furthermore, the recently approved-udget Resolu-
tion also stays below the $144 billion deficit level specified
by GRE. Given these two facts, at this time, I believe it is
too early to predict the impact GRH may have on our VT 1987
budget. Therefore I cannot reasonably respond to questions four
and five.
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Again, thank you for your interest in EPA's programs. I
vould be happy to respond to any further questions you may have.
If your staff has any questions on the material we have submitted
please feel free to call Mark Hague on 382-4213. He vill be
happy to provide assistance.

Sincerely,

Howard N. Messner
Assistant Administrator

for Administvation and
Resources Panagement

Nnclosures

I ,
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m•M mW A A RY

Hr. Jack Brooks
Chairman
Cimittee on Government 0pera
2157 Rayburn House Office Bui
washington, D. C. 20615

Dear Sir:

Off MONOWAb~fAfZM

July 17,1966os

OI
MORS Q"'rj,ý

As requested in your letter of June 26 1906 to John lohn, attached is
Oour questionnaire on the UVact of the SrA-Rud2An-Hollin p legislation on the

Expor-Import lank. If there are any questions, please call me at 566-837.

ours truly,

Jams K. Hass
Treasurer-Control ler

Attacheents
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Questionnaire on Orim-Rudman-Hollings Impact

1. Export-Import Bank of the United States
Budget Account: 83-4027-0-3-155

(S Thousands)

Direct Loans
Guarantees & Insurance
Administrative Expenses

Original
LIMitation

S 1,110,000
12,000,000

18,357

ORH
Limitation

$ 1,062,270
11,484,000

17,568

Amount of Percent
Reduction Reduction

$ 47,730
616,000

789

4.3%
4.3%
4.3%

2. None of the above accounts were subsequently provided with additional
funding.
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QU3STICSOIUIRZ Off GRNU-RUW-UOLLNG ZIWCT

1. Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (include
title and account number) for which you are responsible and
Identify the dollar amount and percentage of reduction that
occurred for each as a result of the February/Uarch 1986
sequestration.

2. Please identify any of the budget accounts listed above that
were subsequently provided with additional funding as a result of
reprogramming, transfers supplemental appropriations, or other
actions. Provide the dollar amount of the additional funding.

3. Please specify which of the following actions you found it
necessary to take to accommodate any reductions in funding
resulting from the sequestration. Answer sub-questions "a"
through "i" for your overall department/agency. Answer sub-
questions "j" through "-I for each of your principal sub-
department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than Mn's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the Lnformation requested.

Department/agency Eport-lm~ort lank of the y*S.

a) delay procurements,
I) noncapital acquisitions: # delayed

total $ amount _ .
II)_ capital acquisitions: I delayed

total $ amount
b)_jrestrict travels total $ amount 1QO.ooo

% of total travel budget 252
e) x restrict training: total $ amount.ooo

% of total training budget
d) I freeze hiring: duration in months L

if not affecting whowioagency, specify the
components affected

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

I & % of permanent employees
reduced 1? - 5. I1

a& of temporary eloyees
reduced 3- 30.el
G S of other employees
reduced 3 - 21. A

a) furloughs I of days
I of people!Iriaeted
% of workforce involved

f) rift I of people affect ct
% of workforce involved

g) retire early: I of people affected
% of workforce involved

h)____delay maintenance and repairs I of projects
total $ amount_

i) close field locations
(specify where):_

J)___reduce service to the public (specify component and
program and give -mat nmd percent of reduction in
each):,

I) inspetions: ant. a t reduced_ _
ll)" auditst amt. & % reduced_ _

III)- technLcal assistance: amt. & t reduced
IV) other (specify) I amt. & % r • __

k) I redu-ce bmwfits availablietotE public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

I) grants, ant. I t reduced
11)-aloan t amt. Ga reduced 4&-71 -,joo - 4.32

-II rnte Seiy)WgL@1&t. A reducedfS16.0 M114o10
1) raise user fees (specify component, program, and amount

of Increase in each):
m)_o___ther (provide details) :
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4. Aswini* a goveriment-wLde sequester In Piscal Toea 1967 of
620 biLlion Which oou3d red=, funding by about 7.3 percent
below Fiscal Year 1966 funding after Jutent for Gremo-
Mmban-UoUmo ge pequetration and subsequent suemlta", bow
would the opeation of o r depm at/mgen y afote
lese sp the ea't/mated =o amount of theepamz M Fat/gN Imy,-wde reduotiou wuich yom wouM eseiLenoe. In

O46tiOe, Mpl eof wih of the fooIng actiMs you would
ftid It momeeary to under such condition. •ear sub-
queto"a thwou 1 for our overall deartment/Saer.
Mower sub-questions thrwo *ls for eah oh Tow
u eaI et ny omoinnts. Inin r pertinent questions in

te of the actual er of peple involved rather than m's.
Attach additional sheet. of wherzevr you find it asoessary
to prLovde end/aor ln l Informozation requested.

DeParmnt/ag-n&t -m f 1- .-£
i.181 mJ .S - AdmialstrstIve apemna

eatimated ammut of duVAmO40 h ?am

a .delay o ur ss asitteG

UZ) .apital aoquisitions. I d l y d

b)__ retrLat travels total $ amount
I of total trav, z _____.

o) retreat training total S amount
0 of total trairmwet_____

d). frees. hirings duration In months
if not affecting wA ageny, specify the

mpo•n affect
resultant reduation in Work3oroe

becsause-of attriLtLons
# &r% perianent employee

£& S of tN3oray emplorees
reduced

£& % of other amye

W)-1-tur~loug. I of days.8
O Of poploe footed9 of votkforoe involvI• , '".

f)__rit s of people ffected"?A-- tOf wor oxce Involved.
g) retite early. gof people affead

9 of wmfortoe Involved
h)..delxy mitnceand repairs. 0 of ptojecta______

total S amont_______
i) cloee field locations

-"- (specif - 3) s
j)edOe ebegvioe to the pubLLc (specify conenMt "nd

rnand give amount and percent of reduction in

Zl_.__.....Jnspeion. mt. a % reduced_
n uto •amt. a 9 rqduoed

assistanoes. an Tt.ruoed
IV _ nte ( aIt. & S rrio

a a-WER-jblic(specify ocuponen
MAn prýa MAn givo amount and Percent of reduction

ZL.....aIs ant. a 11 .- 'Mztbe, We st ee- me .4.%zxZ)-..---oans ~r_ (pafr) .eduoeda .Laa• rauoej,., 4  //m

1) iai co fal (r o% mm Ogra, and amount 7.•
of incrVaMemS each) _ _ _ _ _ _

m) other (provide details)t___________
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S. Assin•g a government-vid. sequester in fiscal Year 1987 of
$30 billion which could reduce or fndi by shout 11.0 percent
below Fisoal Year 1964 aundJ eve1 after adjustment for Grasm-
3utdemn-eoJJOll sequestraticLana mAbdant supplemental, how
would the operations of your do =wtV4t/g"awr be affected?
Plese spe cfy the estimated amount ofrthe
depa~rtaent/ageyie ]reduction which you d experience. in
addition, please specify which of the follo=ing aUcio nsyou would
find It necessary to tax* under such conditions. •-Answer sub-
questions "a" through "1" for ,your overall department/agncy.
Answersub-questions "" through 010 for each of your principal
sub-department/agency opponents. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual mmber of people Lavolved rather than M's.
Attach additional shoots of pa per wherever you find It necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency , ort-Ion Iak of thi U.S.
2.073 11oi1 - Adulatratlye Itlapowe

estimated amount of reduction 121541 4lE.Ij-. - -L- ?rolr"
1,*35.1 mli1too - Otreatee t Iaewrace ?olr

a) delar Procuremients t
- X)- ___ n_ apitalacquisitionst delayed,total $ $ummt

UZ)_capital aoquisitionss I delayedtotal 8 aib~nt
b)_ restrict travels total $ amount_______ --

9 of total travel dge't.
o)_ restrict trainings total amount

I of total traij udget
d)_ freeze hiring: duration in months

if not affecting Issaiency, specify the
opponents affected _ _

resultant reduction in worhforce
because of attrition

A I of permanent employees
reduced
% of temorary employees

reduced___________
e) I furlough. I of days ..az ....

Sof po~1~i
of v=zorkforce i lV"--

f). rlf: I of people affected
0 of vorkforce Involved

g).retire early. I of people afTteatE
I of vororce involved

h) delay maintenance and repaLrss I of proJect_"-"t ot~al mu~ni________

i)_ close field locations
(specI y where)_ _ _ _ _ _

J)_...reduce service to the public (specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each) _

Z) inpec ons a:t. 9 reduced
ZZ) a taJt-amt.,AI reduced

U!r) technical assistance: ant.m TIfuced,
Iv)-----other (specf), -at. erdue

)k) x redu jnefits avaiA•blet b6publlc (specif•y cmonent
an•d and give amount and percent of reduction

l)____u I met. &I reduced12 u.& re~d j~ eejm1mlt
121)To l spo1'maatý fi.IIrea-usced1. 355, 1 &to,,.

1) raise user fees (specify ompnent, program and amount 11.8
of increase in each), _ _ _ _ _ _

m)_ other (provide details) __________
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FEDERAL CO CATIOM CM MM
Isablqem, 0. C. m4

JUL 00 MN
o,1cg or
MANAGING OMUCTeR

RECEIVED

Honorable Jack Brooks
U.S. House of Representatives QIOUSE cOMM.TT6EON
Committee on Goverment Operations NMtrM OPERATIONS
2157 Rayburn Souse Office BuLlding
Vashington, DC 20515

Dear Congreesmsn Brooksta

This it ,, response to your letter to Chairsman Foler dated June 26, 1986.

fnclosed is the federal Comunications commission's questLonn-are on various
petss of Gram-budne-Uollings. For additional Information or
clarification, please contact Marilyn J. McDermett, 632-5316.

Sincerely.

A -A

"EWa"rd J Kinkel

Ma8agin& Director

Enclosure
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•SIr'N1=111111 M1 gl~-.- idl-llJN ]~~

~~1Wvm m in -m-uouMzus ZWAC?

1. PleSo provide a list of a11 the budget accustom (Lae"do title Oad
accouat Aor) for Which you are respeuble mo ideea"y the dollar met
md percestagO of reduetiou thet occurred for eac as a result of the
Vrue7rarck IMS eoquestratiot.

Ue lrd&ml - aaa•m QMda (M ) ONmO udOI to O*at

ioemat Utla: Salma mod nopas
Ameum XP Coes 9S-ftU0401*-l-76-f 27-0100

r 2,em ag d behtimas 4.

2. Please idest my of the bvudet ecc¢ata listed above the: vt
sboI-queutly provided witb edditimel fedmibg a result of reprogomriag.
tamnfers. Supplemental eppropriatiome. or other actioes. Provide the
dollar smeet of the edditiseel fuedieg.

3. nlame specify wUb of the foflguvLe actions you found it ace•s•ry to
tak to aeceomdate my reduticue In f=61% resultig free the
eeqvestretLs. Aeuver stb-quwtice *a through iLO for your overall
depaenmetqegmy. Amer sub-qtuesos "J through 10 for eab of your
primcpal s*-4p t/ýey coepousets. Amswer portlaeut question io
tem of the actual nuer of people involved rather them T'es. Attach
edditiso @e s t# of paper Wheevr you find it ooesry to provide mdOr
emplai- all the •aomstoe reueted.

Doeprtmst/Ag0eay j- j 0 mmm
a) - L.de procurremtsea)nmapitaL acquigitious: 0 delayed

total mm:_t
I).J.._capital acquitious: # delayed mte$ 2he 105

dageured -t% h1/Techniaald l u~esd met 9Nhd

is eet bw but in bre• t.
total $ invet ~a-Ma (d2.40

b) ]Jrestriat travl: total $ m•mt
a of total travl budget 1

a) JLmtrt ta~uagitotal $ amm:s
l of total tai m NtoZt

d) _JLfreee hiring: dourlati In mother sme iPartial heis'"
fum far fiMt 4 msthal

toad hirin fte a mew.)
resultmt reductiou In Workforce

because of atritLe:
*& 2 of peresst mylp]oyees

roduceidJmaJM podetjs to yanm
a £ of- temorary mL0ye40redue d j (

* £3of other eploye
redued

e) .Jfurloug: 9 of das nJ o e m psejeted
* of pai-eep -ted 2 R1# h dope Men all
2 of weUGIfor isalo1¶u emplayes" (smart Co-

edmm**). "m emo
aeu thn -ollfe
•tritimd , us bellom

f) ____r d0 of peopeb affeced .--.

3 of wetefore ilaw" _l _
g) ___retire early ef PeWple aliecLted -- me et

3 of wezhforee IuveleU - appuo by 6L
h) jdlay aitesmom amd repair. 9 of ,ro1ý . I

total$ em:___
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0Lw mnt ett .1 tsbeltts el neh) a

1) "-impos1u, m.. G I , Ges ___-
II) _'. _m ita me. £ 3 rdedee

in) ___tnshumd olsitiams awt-. reduced
IT) -otbr (,opof) I mt. &3 rei,

n w dm se & 6smt* sposUifmlly Awe attrMssmei. id 66m amd .1.6. in dii seidmi 3~Ampineanm mlaws at Sm me 61*66 mido
66se ad oulS1 ad~tm gmmý weiftioinOVAO~

am Ahudsmlsm al ftwias preps (Uisamig) m
alw - disn to 166 2m .1 .

k) __;__ae bemits .,65l61. to thu plLe (aranty eoest mad
pI sn ald give msint sod poseat of asedvtlse in .osoh

1) ..._..pimt ,ant. 3 redued
U1) ____l amt. G I rednood -

III) =thur (speat) ___* me-.- £3 Tsi"si___
1) __rsi ser fees (Speuiy empoemt. pesmn. -ad Sa of Lo•rers

a) _____opthu (proviM details) a:~oitAs 21 MX lmeirwled
ew al M9eG VU 7bn , 1S. . Us gi o.
tbe v 6 to ly $Ml= ad aslme
dhu angle" (on"id 12.s) by Ws Smoo.

- - a-
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(Cuedesed)

4. Assumalg a s Owemt-sdue sequecter Ia Fs al Tear 1? of $20 billU
suich could reduce ywueadifg by about 7.3 Percent baler Fieal Toer 1w
funding leels after dJusmt far anm-das-Mallips sequestretieo sad
subooquet supejtao ho bee would the operetions ol your departmmt/aSemey
be affortedl Ploeso spocify the estimated dollar icest of the
deper t/~i t redscti whIch • ad eperience. b eadditiam,
pleeos spoeify whicb of the following actie• yen wold fliad it uessaor•y to
take r ede such eafditi~es. sr sub-queniem we tbetahb mO for yout
eorenl dopercmsat/agucy, Meeot *-quwstioSj o thmaeb 1al for seeb of
yeur principal k-dspermtseemy ecmpeenmst Lamorer Pertinaet questions
is toms of the actual member ot people involved rather thi anM's. Attach
edditiomal shesta of paper whereer yo fled it eceseeary to provide ed/or
explein all the Lfe0tiomte requested.

Departaeet/A4macy Fedeal SENO

astilated amet of raduc ti•as •f .i

a) .. ..delarProeurnmton

1I).Jcapltal sequisitis: * d .delayed....._ e -

will defer mot AD/Ihahalmalsptmeat npuasam mmt
im wet mom, but La Ismdm.
total Si ammt fa8a.t (GM)

b) ..JL. reottict travel: total $ incut O
S of total travel s bdot-I

) _restrict ttraaissa total•S smouet __ 5TheTo0• 0 m•et
•esut•s eto eliamadtre
Is tug sa icrmt. so fat.
"Sind "will besi e
eritmal as Stanf s ai msriab.

I of total traiLuia budget
d) -J.freeae hiriet duration La Ismths (hartial12*Nfs I dS 3)

recultat reduction La Wrklferee
beamnie of attritima (Start yome o170)

4 3 of permant employeesreducdf.... j5La

6 2of temporary apaloes
reducedoCA I

S&se l t evr employps
reduced___

a) tj-frloush: * of daysJ t Oo3aed* of people afe~I .I. IbetS $ Cdaeiemer)

2 of workforceoLEV olsved~3
f) J rif 1 0 of people affected

S2oatworhmorce LwolseTJlf...
6) -Lretiro early 0of people affected m 1= Will request

2 of workforce Involved - anthority fr92 Cm
h) dlay atesaoe sad repairs, of proJecto

totally $ ,onat
i) ... close field locations

(specify where) sj~kvM uma
J) I reduce service toathe public (specify cemposet ad program mand

give mount and percent of reductiom Ln Iecbh)
I) __mlpectiot. &mt. I6 reduced

II ___idite: mt. 612eue
XXX) -- tucheial asitaMee mtT reduced
M) __other (specity). I mt. 61reduced
ios Altheugh w e t pseify the -et mmta ad

redestimmis me sw do mo w as i e attitm will fuinem. ew
do kIaew t mot prm• will be impeatd by the low of staff.

wlu be em mr Ls•ee. eadits, toomiaal , m mitaoe sad
duhratmOf bsWieS*(lieneimp) w isbeiMpeate.
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k) _____ed.. bominii smULl6* to the 11.i ("~Lty comoest ie
gS sand Lw sm t nd pmtemt of teduetiom Le .om)

I) Iu Mt. & 2 teiomeed _

U) I....: me. &2 reduced
1) i) ____o,,Ir iera. I WeIdd __--
1) g mot h (oprit4 e;immt. proprm, ed mom of lncresse

a) ___ot providee dotaI M bGet the mm
Il Iy IJ1UMf pouddh..i Wfon 1.720) by the ad
se t6 omi pe. MG&e 61jun~me swoi hme. to be mmi
to d Omimis's m~vLtim.

- a-
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qUR OsMamO• on GmhIU-N-l lOTLU nuAc
(continued)

S. Asmming a goverememt-wide equeeter Lh fiscal Tear 1967 of 830 billion
which could reduce ynt funding by about 11.8 percent balmw Fiscal Year 1966
fonding levels aoter adjustment for Qracm-Sndaaa-Rollige sequestration fad
subsequent suppiemental. would the operations of your department/assency
be afifectedt ?ee specify the estimated dollar eount of the
department/agency-wide reduction which you would amperLeme. In addition.
pleoa. specify which of the following action. you would find it necessary to
take under such conditions. Answer eub-quastions "as through 01 for your
overall departmeat/egemcy. Answer sb-questionJsJO through al for each of
your principal sub-department/agaacy components. Answer pertinent questions
In terms of the actual number of people Involved rather than r/M's. Attach
additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary to provide and/or
mp&•in all the information requested.

Department/Agency hder@t 4 COMA0n

2ltinated amount of reduction 10.660.230

a) __I delay procurement.t
I) nonapital acquisitions: delayed__

total amount
1I) _.capital acquisitions: 9 delayed - =US TheI =

,i defer met DP/ITacebical
Equipment purchase -xact 0
is met kns, but in nsredi .
total 8 amount 1,760.000 (691)

b) I restrict travel: total 8 amount OW,
2 of total travel budget 36

c) ______retrict troLning: totaled mount U : thB e I CC Mc ot
centimen to elimate training
in this Sevrit. Is fact,
training wl becom me
critical a staff eise shrieks.

I of total training budget -

d) I frees hiring: duration in months 12 (Partials ap"lace 1 of 3)
resultant reduction in workforce

because of attrition: (Start year: 1,720)
# 42of permanent employees

reduced 96 (52)
& •I of temporary employees

reduced 2 (51M)1 & I of other employees
reduced

a) j__furlough: # of days 1.5
# of people affected 1.715 (All but 5 Ciniaiomers)
X of workforce Lnvolved 99.71

f) I.. rif: t of people affected 280
2 of workforce Involved 16.32

8) I__ retire early: # of people affected _ NO ICC will request
9 of workforce involved __authority from 01M.

h) delay maintenance and rapaira: 0 of projects
total $ amount

i) I close field locations
(specify where):sThhiswM lrlquir further nalysi

J) I. reduce service to the public (specify component and program and
live amount and percent of reduction in eacb):

1) inspections: et. & reduced
1I) _ audits: eat. & r reduced

111) _-_technical assistance: eant.- reduced__
IV) other specifyy) : t nt. & I reduced
OW: Alt-h--• w e camot specify the eact amnts and Z
reductions since we do not kn where attritioe will com fromwe
do know that moat progress will be impacted by the In" of ataff.
There wl• beo fmesr Lspectios.o . dite,. technical •sistenoesod
Authorizatiom of Service (liensnia) wM be impacted.
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h) _____~.m.bomifts .,eii~i. to tbe public (.p"Lfy COMPOt .ini
mo-- giv as mot ad Percent of redutLim La oefh)I

) _g__mte mt. & viniud ____
X) amsm em. 3 9 ,A ..

in) __t. Cpeaf) Im... . t, e ___I

1) eI w few specifyy emeort. prooms sd mmat of Lacres,is emew I
,,) ___t ea (pse•d de btel.•), •d i.smaue m •id ,eime the. 1W

.0~ qvwL pos4 itions Cf um 1,720) by the M
- yim pd n. moder djustmmo VSd be wt be me

to do O~MaBLOR' mattion. Ia Ewe. a 6 is 1
motudw dt ju M4 fmotions mu be • med.1i.

-I-
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FEDERAL OEPOST INSURANCE CORPORATION. wealw. e.C. 26423

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN

Honoaleit .•ac. Brooks
Chal'
Cow,' t tee "o. Governmnnt Operations
House of Representatives
Kashlngtun. D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for your June 26.
questionnaire on the Gram-Rudma"l
opportunity to briefly) reiterate
Impact on FDIC.

July 11. 1986

RECEIVED

I'll 11 W86

HOUSE COMJ.ITrTEE ON
GOVEMrr ONMEN nOS

1986 letter
Holling Act
ime if our

requesting completion 4.•'GRH"). Ne want to take 't'
concerns over GRi's 3oserse

FDIC Is experiencing a period of unparalleled growth due to the largest number
of bank failures since the Great Depression, a trend we expect to continue at
least through 1987. Such an environment calls for stringent regulatory
oversight to detect and hopefully reduce the number of anticipated bank
failures. In addition, the administration of the Increased volume of assets
acquired from failed banks has severely Impacted our organization.

The computed reductions as set fort
followed, would reduce, our supervisory
Increased Incidence of bank failures.
examinations should be Increased. which

i n the attached questionnaire, If
activities and thus contribute to an
I feel the frequeicv of tne rDIC's

will require additional' perso.r .

I am enclosing a copy of my June 17. 1986 Housp Bankirg S,•.jb'wt'ee testimony
which describes In more detail my concerns In this area. (t&4 repen4eci he.e)

Should you have any questions regarding our response to the questionnaire, you
may contact Stanley 3. Poling. Director. Division of Accounting and Corporate
Services at (202) 898-6944.

Sincerely.

L. William Seidman
Chairman

Enclosures
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QUZ•8MO(AR Oil GAS-IUtN -DOLLZKGS IlACT

1. Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (Include
title and account number) for which you are responsible and
identify the dollar amount and percentage of reduction that
occurred for each as a result of the February/March 1986
sequestration.

2. Please Identify any of the budget accounts listed above that
were subsequently provided with additional fundrng as a result of
reprogramuLng, transfers, supplemental appropriations, or other
actions. Provide the dollar amount of the additional funding.

3. Please specify which of the following actions you found it
necessary to take to accommodate any reductions in funding
resulting from the sequestration. Answer sub-questions "an
through fin for your overall department/agency. Answer sub-

aestions "J through .l1 for each of your principal sub-
department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people Involved rather than FTE's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find It necessary
to provide and/or explain all the Information requested.

Department/agencyFederal Duposit Insurance Corporation

a)fesdelay procurement,
K)_j....oncapta&l acquisitionst # delayed 7

total $ amount S0.11
KI)_Vcsoapital acquisLtions: 0 delayed

total $ ao
b) nes restrict travels total $ mount, 2.S .

% of total travel budget 91
o). ps restrict training: total $ amount nt.6m

% of total traLnLng Widget III
d).•.•L.freeze hirings duration in months 5 Months PArtial freeze

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

0 £ % of permanent employees
reduced

0£ Si of temporary employees
reduced

.... 0£ A S of other e oyeesreduced______
e)no furloughed 0 of days_________

I of people affected
% of waorkforce Involved_

f)no rif: of people affected
% of workforce involved

,).M.n retire early: I of people afietd .
% of workforce involved _

h) 7es delay maintenance and repairss I of projects 7total S amount 1T.
). close field locations

(specify where): _ _ _ __ _ _
I) no reduce service to the public (specify component and

program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each) I

1) -Inspections: sat. £ % reduced
Kx) auditst amt. S 1 reduced_ _

11K) technical assLstances amt. & V reduced
•V)- other (specify) s amt. £ It reduced

k)m.._redu nefits available to the public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each :

K) grants:s m &t. I reduced
1K)= loans: amt. I t reduced

UIK) other (specify) _ amt. & t reduced___
l)noraise user fees (specify component, program, and amount

of increase in each):
m)nLjother (provide details)t a1.39 of rdixtions In various xonse

cptepirngs not addressedtcb.) overtime ,shipping, printing, etc.)

M
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4. Asunming a g 1vermse-wide seueter in fiscal ear 1987 of$20 billion Which could reduce yrfund about 7.3 percent
below Fiscal Year 1986 funding =eedafter ajustment for Gram-
nuoin-Uollies I ostrati l and buseeq ent suppleentals, how
would the rations of Tour deartment/ag y be affected?
Please pecify the estimated dollar amount of thedprtment/agency-wide reduction which you would e lroence. In

ien sM ; SpecyWcktt of the"foo 4n o you wouldin~d itineo~sary to take under such o -ax.•Afmeer sub-.
questions" through i for .your overall deoartment/agency.
Answer sub-quesUtons js through "Uh for each of your principal
sub-departuent/agelcy coS Fnents. Aniwer pertinent questioning
terns of the actual umber of people involved rather than fM's.
Attach additional sebets of paper vberever you find it necessaryto provide and/or plain a1l the information requested.

vepartment/agency Federal Deposit Z'surlnce Corporetien
astLmated mount of reduction $1S-N (Total budget rounuing - $190 N)

a)2!Ldelay procurementsit

zX)c.....apLtal acquisitio nsi delarad

b) Ys " ratrLct, txavelt total S mounet1.
t of totja travel5budget 5.5% cut beyond present cuts

o) )e restx•ct trading total $ smountto extentofIn 6 cuts (0.5 N)
"- of total traei"I budget 11I

d) mEs.freesx hirings duration in Monthusb!eap!te frŽs!drT 0Tu-I-
if not affecting whole-agency, specify the

cosPonents affete_________
resultant reduction In wworfoe

because of attrition,
# 0 of permanet ant oe0reduoed18 total attrition by 10-1-67
# Itof tonforary mmloyees

reduced
&0O f"otftr e aes

e) Y" furloughs I6aofdays.

IA of worhforce Linveql®r J 1 non-liquidatIon personnel
ft no rLif gIof people affected

I of worforce Invl
9) _0 retiLre early. Iof Ioo tleaf...

h)......-delay mneac and repairas.1o pro et

i n_ alosoe field locations

• , zv)--ot wher se0!) , itst rd•.
j) 1o redue to the public (specify ocv(nnent and

k)Ma 50 ed.fmei

212)_ tcnic", ass. stan tk) P eaher deLin(specify
amd ~md givemon and percent of reduction

IsMt. &I

l).21m...raiseUser foss (aveolft 1 fof incroe ase11eac1) ~I In IUMM
i)-&noether (provide details).___________
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S. Assming a goverment-vide sequester In Fiscal Tear 1937 of
$30 bilLion which could reduce yrf funding by about 11.6 percent
below Frscal Toea 1336 funding levels after adjustment for Gram-
tudman-moLqIngs sequestration and o ut supplementals, how

would the operations of your dGperment/agen0y be affected?
Please specify the estimated donar amount of the
departnt/agency-wide reduction which you would xerience. in
addition, please speeLtr which of the following actions you would

iLnd it necessary to take unde such condition. Answer sub-
questions ga" through 010 for your overall department/agency.
Answer sub-questions Oj through 0"1 for each of your principal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
term of the actual umber of people Involved rather than 313's.
Attach additional • hMets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Departm*nt/agency Federal WPhosMt lssuhnce Car~orotIoN

Istimated.amouant of reductioN im x Imacei ..1.-t l-- 4 a $184 N)

a),"_.delayt proorurmmeJtaI) mnL cap~t acquisitions: I dela edam

1Z). capitall acquisitions: 1 delayed . _

"total mount
b) _Y_ restrict travel: total S monDt 5 2 . N

Ib of total travel SuOget, -*LsXWUO present cuts
OrfL...restrict training: total $ amount cuscoat. ($0.6 N)

d))'sfreere hiring: duration iAn month s e t frezeom 1-1t
If not affecting o a Speciy theomeoneat affeteremstant reduction in wojor oo

because of attrition:

•& t of orer mipioye S

redumced

e)} 1 furlough: I of days 19
I ot ueoo1;G af#-Ioo•03A5
0 of w orOe intolVG jU~dat1on personnel

f .. m...rif I# of people affected
F of workforce nvol

g) M retir* early: I of pope af"'"" t o----rxorce Invol.ved,'"

h)j delay maintenance and re•p ,ixs I Of p _oeo3m_..
total S amount_______

A) no aloee field locations
(specify where):

)__._reduce service to the public (specify component and
iAve amount and percent of reduction in'7o~t 16beek ss• exaira t (

21)-a-•dts,- eat. s I reduced
lxz)--tpchmioal assistance: mat. l S Vued
IV)' other (speciy) I mat. a % reduce._

k) no reduoe--c ifits avalli•i r oU he public (specify cimponpii
and -rOram and give mount and percent of reduction
I._grant, at. & each

If)--oans, mt. a I redued •
, 1)"--other (specaify) __ _ c . reduced_____

1) )" rais~e user fees (specifyr c•aoezlon .prt ram--ld amount.
of Ameras.u An each): t'*5'e or •uamestgS._iai:l+lliport loeinars and

m)•e.oter providede details):, .... 5• Y ... ... II..
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON DC 2463

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN July 15, 1986

The Honorable Jack Brooks R C EC I V E D
Chairman
Committee pn Government Operations I'v 1 19-
United States House of Representatives
2157 Rayburn House Office Building HOUSE COMMITTEE ON
Washington, D. C. 20515 GOVErNMEtIT OPERATIONS

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Enclosed is the Federal Election Commission's response to the June 26
questionnaire concerning the Impact of Gramm-Rudman-HolUngs. I have attached
the Commission's revised FY 1986 Management Plan (Attachment A), which details
how the FEC cealt with Gramm-Rudman-HolUngs in FY 1986. As this document
relates, the most salient Impact was the curtailment of the level of detail of
information coded and data entered into our computerized disclosure data base.
The reductions also-significantly impacted upon our Informational and filer assis-
tance programs, as well as the overall quality of administrative support for
Commission operations across-the-board.

For FY 198?, the Commission staff has prepared possible impacts of the
proposed 7.3 percent and 11.8 percent sequesters on Commission operations.
However, a final Commission decision by at least four of our six members
would be required to Implement any of the necessary reductions in service
and/or operations. Accordingly, the responses to these questions should be
viewed as possible scenarios, none of which have been formally proposed to,
or adopted by, the Commission.

A review of the possible scenarios leaves little doubt that the Impact of
such seq uesters would be most harmful to the Commission's operations. The
ability of the Commission to successfully perform its mission would be severely
damaged at these proposed funding levels. The use of the FY 1986 post
Gramm-Rudman-Holllngs- funding level as a base is particularly damaging to the
Commission, because it reflects the fact that accounts in the Treasury, Postal,
and General Government appropriation did not have the proposed, but never
enacted, 5 percent pay cut funds restored-prior to the sequestration order.
Therefore, the FEC and all other agencies In the appropriation received a
double cut in FY 1986.

Any questions regarding the responses can be directed to John O'Brien,
the Director of Planning and Management at the FEC. His number is 376-5297.

Sincerely,

Chairman

Enclosures
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QUESTIONNAIRE ON ORAMM-RUDMAN-1IOLLINGS IMPACT

1. See Attachment B

2. No supplemental or other additions

3. d. See Attachment A
J. See Attachment A
1. See Attachment A
m. See Attachment A

The FY 1986 reductions required a cutback in service to the public and
to those filing under the provisions of the Federal Election Campaign Act
(FECA).

4. a. Funding of Clearinghouse projects (procurements), was delayed in
FY 1986. Additional reductions could further delay if not kill any work on the
electronic Voting Systems Standards Project.

d. e. a f. Figures show result of sole use of each option to cover
reductions. Final result could be a mix of the options.

J. a 1. The FY 1986 reductions eliminated the FEC state computer access
program for state elections offices. Continuation of the reductions would eliminate
any effort to revive this program. The cuts In the disclosure and informational
programs in FY 1986 would deepen in FY 1987. This includes assistance to
filers in complying with the FECA. Fees would be required for publications
and brochures which are now free.
5. a. At this level, the Clearinghouse would most likely be eliminated from
all operations: no projects, staff, etc.

d. e. a f. Same as 4, above.

J. 1. a m. At this level, almost all outreach and informational programs
would be totally eliminated. This level of funding could require the FECA to
charge filers for copies of the FECA and FEC Regulations, as well as all other
publications. No outreach efforts would be funded; all technical assistance
would be responsive in nature only. --

Furthermore, at this level the Commission would most likely eliminate or at
best severely reduce its internal enforcement and reports review programs.
Enforcement would be limited to responding to complaints filed externally and
enforcing the presidential funding program.
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g zinAzu mN Gmm-aAK -HOuxLUM ZIWACT

1. Pleas, provide a list of all the budget accounts (include
title and account number) for which you are responsible and
identify the dolar amount and percentage, of reduction that
o re for each as a rest ofi the ebruary/Mlarc 1986
sequastration. 4w 4,ý .
2. Please identify any of the budget accounts listed above that
were y prLded with additional funding as a result of
reprogs , transfers supplement roprLatons, or other
actions. Provi d the2doilar Amount ot tdditional funding.

3. Please specify which of the following actions you found it
necessary to take to aommodate any reductions in funding
resulting from the sequestration. Answer sub-questions "a"
through win for your overall department/agency. Answer sub-
questions 'j" through l1 for each of your pr-incpa sb
epartment/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in

terms of the actual number of people involved rather than M's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

bepar /agec j Ce & ((6
a) __delay epre••ment'if )P% Min pital acquisitions I delayed

total $ amountq*ACwI/.
.Z)2,.-capital acquisLtions: I delayed

kl $ amountV'-retrict travel: total $ amountf-irder of total travel budget -7:Y-

c)__I'-<striLct training: total $ amount f2Z ee
__jeffr hir ings duration in months -Ct*4d).kies of total tra i / t 71 /

if not affecting vhe , specify the
r- £ x4 A4Dt components awfwLeid

r -Of resultant reduction in vorkforce
,,, ~because of attrition:

& S % of permanent employeesreducd / - g A.

~, ~ 4,~ ~ I& S of tampoyary emloyees
reduedJ....i*"',

# G 0 of oul;z emloyees

e) N A furloughs I of days reduoed_.U..I
I of peleai1ffctd
% of workforce involved _

f) . ... rif: I of people affected
% of workforce Lnvolv .

gj.Lretire early: # of people affected
S of workforce invol _ _ _

h)•._delay maintenance and repairs: I of projects .i

total S moun$
i) _&A. close field locations

i- (specify where "A.
J1) £' reduce service to the public (specify component and

program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each) I

I),yi4pspetions& ant. G S reduced...#
ZZ)Aauditai ant. .I reduced ..
UK)IIcal assistance -•nt. M % reduced

IV) ~thr(specify) s amt. & S r~ ý ýk)~~r c benefits available to teU public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

a)_. nt mt. S reduced_____
12)-s-mt. S % reduced .o,

1-- (specify) i at . 1i % reduced
. r fees (i component, proa, and amo
-- of increase each), .

m) V other (provide details) s
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4. Assuming a government-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of
$20 billion which could reduce your funding by about 7.3 percent
below Fiscal Year 1986 funding levels after adjustment for Oramm-
Rudman-Hollings sequestration and subsequent supplementals, how
would the operations of your department/agoncy be affected?
Please specify the estimated dollar amount of the
department/agency-wide reduction which you would experience. In
addition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find it necessary to take under such conditions. Answer sub-
question. "a" through "i" for your overall department/agency.
Answer sub-question. "J" through "1" for each of your principal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than FTS's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency __ 6I( -
Estimated amount of reduction S,°
a)__Vdelay progrements:

X) V noncapital acquisitions: I delayed 3
total $ amount f l" -

)_.__capital acquisitions: # delayed_________
, -totl $ amount

b) _restrict travel: total $ amount .f2*11
% of total travel budýget 27'/

c) "~restrict training: total $ amount, 61 *
1 of total trani budget 2'*"

d):2 freeze hiring: duration in months ?... L2AZzo22
if not affecting whole d ge~ny 'spqsjfy the

components affected 4,--o- 7 ff
resultant reduction in workforce

because of attrition:
# & S of permanent employeesreduced 1-7 '1 '/-.,

SI & % of temporary employees
reduced

0 & %of other employees

e) furlough: j of days /8 redUCed

9 of people affected 71-C
%- of workforce involved to& 11/

f)__' rif: I of people affected '_ -a
S" of workforce involved /aiJi

g~~.retire early: # of people af footed
I" delay 9% of workforce invol _*_____

h)___del_ maintenance and repairs: # of projects t' a-3total $ amount iij• ....

L) P.A. close field locations

.7 (specify where):__
Ji ) :reduce service to the public (specify component and

program and give amount and percent of reduction in
tach):

-I) Anspection.s amt. & 9 reduced_
)Z)±Lauditc: amt. a % reduced________
1U21 echnical assistance: amt, & S reduced m.

XV) --- w-,oer (specify) : amt. G reduced%
k)__4 reduoenefits available to the public (specify component

and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each)t

1) grants: amt. & % reduced
-) loanst amt. G % reduced'___ _

KU)M other (specify) . amt. £ 9 reduced_____
1)__ raise user fees (specify component, program, and amount

of increase in each): % .'
m) V/other (provide details): i.- ,- /
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S. Asuming a governient-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of$30 billion which could reduce your funding by about 11.8 percentbelow Fiscal Year 1986 funding levels after adjustment for Gram-

-udoan-ollings sequestration and subsequent suppleme ntals, howwould the operationsof your deprtment/agency be affected?
Pleas specify te estimated dollar mount of thedepa nt/ag ide reduction which you would experience. Inaddition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find It necessary to take under such cditions.• Answer sub-questions "a through NiL for .your overall department/agency.
Answer sUb-questions *j" through 010 for each of your principalsub-department/agency coonents. Answer pertinent questions in
term of the actual number of people Involved rather than MI's.Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

D5Dartmnt/aana I~CC

Zstimated amount, of reduction-L.4i.3 '?7q

nocpia acquisitions: I delayed 3
total $ amountMjZIeZ)_capiltal acquisitions: # delayed
ta1 amount_____b) V restrict travel: total $ amount a. . _ of total trave ~get J7 f*

__J ' restrict training: total $ amount 2
S of total tr I budget 27 %d)_Zfreeze hiring: duration in months f 7-,

if not affecting wo a a l specliyter" m~~~cmponents al O tr- f

"resultant reduction in workXforce
because of attritLon:

*A %of permaxwnt employees
reduced M ft.4 %
% 1 t of temporary employees

reduced
I & of other employees

e)_. .furlough: # of days r
# of peopeffetd 2.15
, of wor re in, olnve /* ,f)__Lfrift t of people affected 4 .

,v A. of workforce involved /T~.
g9)_"AretiLre early: I of people affected

t of workforce involve
h) del maintenance and repairs: I of projects o

t total $ amount77 J4ow

S(specifywhere) _t
___reduce serv to the public (specify component and

program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each) I

z)•. _., -svaLonsat mt. G % reduced
It_._ ttan._ reduced

hIII ethical assistance amETT-fR2uced ixoc e~* 1--eR :(specifj) I ant. & I
Jiv.-A- redioe Mienefits available to tE pubLc (specify componentand progr• and give amount and pecnt of reduction

Z)o____othr(pe): _mt. A _ reduccdeIt) um: mit. S treduoelk •z " zz | '- - • (-J;,O ) I m t. a % reduced
M rsisi user to"8 (•• I z~et tn o

.-- '• X• .In ehxwonn ..-. ;.Program M - o

Mn__!: otber (provide details)t . ... ..

w• •a r FDepartment
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AGENDA DOCUMENT #86-13 ATTACHMENT A

-.y
FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

S2o ?? 27 A 9 :35

MEMORANDUM

TO: THE COMMISSI

FROMt JOHN C. SU A ,
STAFF DIRE 0

SUBJECT: PISCAM, 1986 BUI ET REDUCTIONS AND
AMENDMENTS 0 OUR '86 MANAGEMENT PLAN

DATE: JANUARY 249.1 f86

Over the past two weeks, the Finance Committee has met repeatedly in extended
sessions to assess the Impact of the automatic cuts Imposed by the
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act, debate alternative approaches to adapt to those
reductions, and to devise a rational recommendation for consideration by the Commission.
What follows Is a brief recounting of those meetings.

SUMMARY OF THE CUTS

In addition to the 4.3% reduction in budget authority flowing from the operation of
the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act, this agency also took a 3% cut in its personnel
compensation budget under the false assumption that there was to be a government-wide
pay cut this year. We share this distinction of taking two cuts with other agencies
covered by the Treasury-Postal Appropriation. The delay in our relocation from 1325 K to
"999 E has saved us some funds, but an amount-inadequate to offset either of the two
reductions, much less their combined Impact.

Compounding the problem is the fact that we are already one third into the fiscal
year; leaving us only two thirds of a year to absorb the reductions. Notwithstanding the
fact that our SLUC (Rent) payments for the first quarter were at the old (1323 K) rates,
that there was a delay in relocating the Commission and that our first quarter staffing
was, as planned, roughly eleven under celfing, we expended almost the full quarter of the
amount authorized under the year-long Continuing Resolution.

AGENDA ITE:,:Fr itiv E3 . t
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Third, to the extent that we would have to reduce the personnel budget, we sought
to achieve those cuts by means other than reduction-In-force or furlough. Since our
non-personnel expenses comprise only 30% of our budget, It was clear the cuts would
reach our personnel compensation budget. Rather than compound the impact of the cuts
by either RIP or furlough, which entail additional costs, we first sought to restrain or
freeze hiring in those programs not expressly mandated by law. This latter grgund-rule
tended to narrow the focus to our disclosure program since our cyclical hiring for the '86
election In Data Systems and Public Disclosure has not yet begun. As mentioned earlier,
we purposely held down staffing In the first quarter of the fiscal year In order to sustain a
major staffing up of lower level employees as we approached election day. The attached
graph indicates how we would have expended our staff-year ceiling per our original
management plan.

RECOMMENDATION1S

The attached revised management plan outlines in dollars within object class where
the Finance Committee believes the cuts should be sustained. Beyond a drastic
across-the-board cut In all non-personnel expense categories, the Committee addressed
specific activities within the several divisions of the Commission In keeping with the
aforementioned criteria.

In dollar terms, we propose making up the $621,000 shortfall by taking $226,000 out
of our personnel compensation budget and $35g,000 from non-personnel expenses. Within
the latter, roughly $21J,000 will come from contract authority and some $130,000 from
general support Items such as travel, supplies, training, and the like.

Our first step Is to freeze employment at our current level of 234; a full eleven
staff years under our full-time-equivalent (WTE) ceiling of 243. We will not, as planned,
hire the temporary coders in the Data Division, and will fill vacancies in other Divisions
only on an as-justified, cae-by-cmn basis. The bulk of the cut absorbed within the
personnel compensation budget wil therefore be borne by Data Systems.

The $130,000 reduction in general support will be borne equally throughout the
Commission. Detals are provided in the attached charts. The major focus of these
reductions was on the Travel, Trainlig, Printing Publications, Postage, Supplies,
Equipment Purchases and Administrative Expenses object classes. As a result, the
outreach programs workshops, printed publications, as well a mass mailings, will be
spilfcantly curtailed.

The general Impact will be felt by all offices. training is frozen; incentive awards
are eliminated; supply purchase reduced; and only essential equipment will be purchased
or replaced on a strict priority basis. The planned cyclical replacement of worn and old
equipment has been abandoned for PY 1986.

$62,.500 of the reduction in contract authority will be achieved by deferring the
award of our contract to update our g g as Law publication and reducing the
amount of the absentee voting contract. We als propose cancelling our court reporter
service contract.
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The effect of the reductions in Data will be as follows:
- Timeliness

"Th "median frame required for data entry could double.

-Accuracy

Th accuracy of detailed information will be reduced
because a less expensive method of data entry will be
used.

- Comletene
Reduced availability of detailed information.

- Remaining Data Available
Committee contributions to candidates
Independent expenditure activity
Communication costs filings (Packwood)

Cutting back our automated disclosure program is a radical action; however, It Is
consistent with the ground-rules we established for ourselves.

- This activity Is not expressly mandated by law. The statutory
mandate to index and compile the Information within the
reports Is, in gross terms, satisfied by our Pass I entry.

- This activity could be fully restored for the '88 election
cycle. Unfortunate as loosing portions of our '36 cycle data
bans may be, we can resume capturing the eliminated
itemized information at a later date with minimum start-up
costs. This, of course, assumes future funding so permits.

- The additional staff who would have been assigned this work
have not yet been hired. We are just at that point in our
cyclic hiring where we would start bringing on coders for the
waves of information flowing In on the '86 cycle. It is far
less expensive, both in economic and human terms, to not
hire rather than to fire. If we do not hire the personnel who
would be assigned Pass IMI data related duties, we can hire
against at least some of the future vacancies elsewhere in
the Commission.

The Finance Committee seriously considered eliminating all Itemlzed disclosure
information from the data base, retaining only the summary information now captured
under Pass I.

Our data processing staff however, have requested the opportunity to attempt to
salvage PAC activity and Communication Costs without the contract and temporary
employee resources normally available for this work. No guarantees were tendered by
staff nor imposed by the Finance Committee on this attempt.
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REVISED MANAGEMENT PLAN FY 1986

ORIGINAL
AUWAL

REVISED
ANNUAL
MWT

DIFFERENCE

SALARIES & OMITS 8..07.000 8.372.627 -234.373

OVERTIME 20.000 28.344 8.344
WITNESSES 5.000 4,892 -108
CASH AWADS 20.000 20.000 0
UNEMPLOYMENT 10.000 10,000 0

TOTAL PERSONNEL .662000 8,,435,863 -226,137

TRAVEL
MOTOR POOL
TRANS. OF THINGS
GSA SPACE
COMMERCIAL SPACE
EOUIPPIENT RENTAL
PRINTING
MICROFIUL PRINTS
TRAINING
ADMIN. EXPENSES
SUPPORT CONTRACTS

ADP CONTRACT
DATA ENTRY
C. HOUSE
OTHER

SUPPLIES & MATERIALS
PUBLICATIONS
TELEPHONE-LOCAL
LONG DISTANCE TOLLS
TELEGRAPH
POSTAGE
TELEPHONE INTERCITY
RECURRING SERVICES
NON-RCURRING SERVICES
EQJVIENT PURCHASES

LAPSE

RESERVE

TOTAL NON-PERSONNEL

764.000
84.000
95.000
0

160.84

1.603
1.542.000

20.000
233.000
267.086

40.500
27.955
73.732

943,000
683.000
15,000
32.500
0

150.000
69.437

127.500
3.500
1.139

118.000
197.000
51.500

1.500
59.500

0
0

d BOA~ 08

105.748
5.200
1.603

1.305.000
20.000

243.000
239.586

40.500
4.955

6a.569
730.500

481.000
-- -69.000

-62.500
0

125.000
60.337

127.500
3.500
1,139

100.000
197,000
51.500

1.500
30,000

0
0

~, Ix.,

ITD1AL cm'mussuau 12758000 I I~~ROB~ne0 - orni

IANAGEHENT PLAN
F? 1966

ANALYSIS 1/24/66

-55.100
0
0

-237.000
0

10.000
-27.500

0
-23.000

-5.163
-212.500

-25.000
-9.100

0
0
0

-18.000
0
0
0

-29.500

0
0

I,_'1 I~lA OHM an si 11 Is -A,% I

1 7m am It ý non -s"m nwmI TA COI ý SIGN
i

1 l// Snnnl

I
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RTACHMENT B

pops Iof I

PWARAfl PROJECT. ACTIVITY DETAIL
(s000)

home: Febtrel Eletlso Commdulos

AmeSU Title: klerlw and onxnmm

AMFA-10Iso*: 30-65-1 600-X- 1-606-A: 95-1600

,turce: N.R. 3036 Comfrrome balert and P.L. 99-190

omusetery Rbourm
Prurm. mroieet. etlvltu feN Swmter

12,433 535

IZo455 555

1. Selerte ead expeam

T"tl
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Federal Emergency Management Agency
Washington, D.C. 20472

jj L 151FARECEIVED

The Honorable Jack Brooks
Committee on Government Operations "' 1 .
2157 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515 HOUSE COMMITTEE ON

GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS
Dear Congressman Brookes

The Director has asked me -to respond to your request for information on the
effects of Graham-Rudman-Sollings (G-R-H) reductions to the Agency's programs.

The enclosed table provides the Agency's budget accounts affected by
Grabat-Rudman-Uollings. It also shows dollar amounts and percentage of
reduction in the G-R-H sequestration and amounts received from supplemental
appropriations.

Where possible, we have provided the data requested in your questionnaire.
However, there are peculiarities in lUMA's appropriations that require
explanation.

With respect to data requested for VT 1986, 136A has operated under two
continuing resolutions and, finally, under appropriations that contained
substantial funding reductions prior to the 0-R-U sequestrations. This has
created a situation where we find it difficult to differentiate between
actions necessitated by "-- reductions and those required as a result of
general reductions to our FT 1986 appropriations.

Reductions to ]teA's IT 1987 appropriations of the magnitude identified in
your questionnaire would necessitate a major review of the delivery of the
Agency's programs which could result in the elimination of or a drastic
reduction to some programs in order to maintain programs of higher priority.
However, since this review has not yet taken place, a percentage reduction to
all programs has been assumed in responding to your questionnaire.

if you have any questions concerning this information, plea.se contact Steve
Springmann of my staff on 646-3800.

Sincerely,

SWilliam P. W. Jones
Controller

Attachments
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QUESTZOIWAIRS ON R= -RUIA-HOLLINGS IMPACT

1. Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (include
title and account number) for which you are responsible and
identify the dollar amount and percentage of reduction that
occurred for each as a result of the February/March 1986
sequestration.

2. Please identify any of the budget accounts listed above that
were subsequently provided with additional funding as a result of
reprogramming, transfers, supplemental appropriations, or other
actions. Provide the dollar amount of the additional funding.

3. Please specify which of the following actions you found it
necessary to take to accommodate any reductions in funding
resulting from the sequestration. Answer sub-questions "a"
through "i" for your overall department/agency. Answer sub-
questions "J" through "I" for each of your principal sub-
department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than FTE's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency Vederal Fhersncv KAnaumant nLASaC

a)_.delay procurements:
)_ noncapitall acquisitions: I delayed Unknown

total $ aimountR05.00
II) capital acquisitions: 0 delayedMWngg_

total $ amount 8.068.000
b) restrict travel: total $ amount 1,72P.000

% of total travel budget 341
c) restrict training: total $ ount

I of total tra nfngbgdoet 83X
d) 1/ freeze hiring: duration in months

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

* & G of permanent employees
reduced 67 poo. - 32

* & S of temporary employees
reduced -
S & 9 of other employees

reduced --
e) furlough: I of days -

I of people affected -
4 of workforce involved

f) rife I of people affected -
Sof workforce involved

g) retire early: 0 of people affected --
I. of workforce involved

h) _,delay maintenance and repairs: - of project_
total $ amount

i)__close field locations
(specify where)s:_ _ _ _

J)___.reduce service to the public (specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each)s:

I)- tispeatmots sat. GS reduced --
U1)- audts: mt. £ A reduced -

III) technical assistant amt. & I reduced
IV) other (specify) -- sIamt. & t4 red d-

k)._reduce )n-fits available to the public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each0:

2).3/grantee smt . 0reduced$7.j6.000-n 4.5X
I1) loans: at. 5 .t reduced

IU)_•otrer (specify) 7 imt. a % reduced_ .$.5o000- 2.62
1) _raise user fees (specify component, program, and amountof Increase in each):
)._other (provide details): -
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4. Assuming a goveriment-wLde sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of
$20 billion whLch could reduce your funding by about 7.3 percent
below Fiscal Year 1986 funding levels after adjustment for Orams-
Rudman-Hollings sequestration and subsequent supplementals, how
would the operations of your depaortnt/agency be affected?
Please specify the estimated dollar amount of the
department/agency-wide reduction which you would experience. in
addition, please specify which of the followAng actions you would
find it necessary to take under such conditions. -Answer sub-
questions "al through "i" for your overall department/agency.
Answer sub-questions "N1 through "I" for each of your principal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual nmber of people involved rather than MTE's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the Information requested.

Department/agency federal hrteaocv masammamt Agency

Estimated amount of reduction #56.352.000

a)____delay procurements:
X) noncapital acquisitions: 9 delayed unknown

total $ amountJ1L.Loog
I) capital acquisitions: I delayed gawo"m

total $ amount$1o1,105.000
b) restrict travel: total $ amount

% of total travel budget
o) restrict training: total $ amount

% of total trauhfng udet_ . ........
d) freeze hiring: duration In months 12

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected_-

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

I & % of permanent employees
reduced_120 5.9x

* & I of temporary employees
reduced -

# & % of other employees
reduced -_

e)___furlough: I of days it-il
I of people affected
9 of workforce involved 10Ox

f)____rif: # of people affected 0-100
% of workforce involved 02 - 4.9

g)r___ retire early 0 of people affected 0-100
I of workforce Lnvolveio - ..

h)l' delay maintenance and repairs: I of pro ects
total $ amount

i)__._..lose field locations
(specify where):

J)r____educe service to the public (specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each):

2) AnspectLons: ant. A S reduced -
1) audits: ant. G S reduced -

1XI)- techncal assistance amt. A % reduced -
MV) - oher (specify) : ant. & S redu-ced--

k).___ reduce benefits available tu the public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

X)UL/grants, amt. & I reduced $34.242.000 - 7.6K
11) loans: ant. & G reduced "

l1Z) other (specify) _ s ant. S I reduced --
1)_ ralse user fees (specify component, program, and amount

of increase in each)s -
m).___other (provide details):
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S. Assuming a government-wid. sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of
$30 billion which could reduce your funding by about 11.8 percent
below Fiscal Year 1986 funding levels after adjustment for Gre=-
Rudman-Hollings sequestration and subsequent supplementals, how
would the operations of your departmsnt/agenoy be affected?
Please specify the estimated dollar amount of the
department/agency-wide reduction which you would experience. Xn
addition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find it necessary to take under such conditions. * Answer sub-
questions "a" through "1" for .your overall department/agency.
Answer sub-questions "J" through "1" for each of your principal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than FMI's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency Federal Keerienc, K&ueMeUt ASecy,

Estimated amount of reduction $91,164,000

a)._ delay procurements:
V)_noncapital acquisitions: I delayed.m.kagn.

total $ amcuntjojj.A•ooo
UX). capital acquisitions: I delayed unt1 .

total $ amout $1,786,000
b)___restrict travel: total $ amount

S of total travel budget
c)____ restrict training: total $ amount

% of total training budget
d) freeze hiring: duration in months 12

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected -

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

% & % of permanent employees
reduced 120 - 5.9Z

0 & of temporary employees
reduced -

# a % of other employees
reduced -_

e)___furlough: # of days P7-31..
I of people saffiutOd 1 050
S of workforce indol4od 410

f) r___.if: I of people affected 0-100
S of workforce involved 01- 4.9Z

g) retire early: I of people affected o-10
I of workforce involved 01 -4. 9

h) _2' delay maintenance and repairs: I of projects
total S amount_

i). close field locations
(specify where):

|)___.reduce service to the public (specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each):

Z)iAspections, ant. G % reduced -
UZ) audt mt. a 11 reduced -

ZXU)t*cWdcal assistance: aEt.1 £ . reduced -
IV) other (specify) I ant. & 11 reduced --

k) reduinfits-availsble to the public specifyy component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
i each):

X)jUgrants: aint. G It reduced.3•9.- 12.61
U1) loans: ant. A % reduced

iUi)_= oter (specify) : amt. a it reduced -
)._ raise user fees (specify component, program, and amo-un

of increase in each): --
)._cther (provide details): -
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1/ Estimate only. It Is difficult to determine attrition
attributable to "-R-H reductions as opposed to general reductions
imposed in the 1986 appropriation. FEI4A was in a hiring freeze
from January, 1995 until June, 1986. The freeze was maintained
after a "arch 31 reduction in force associated with the general
reductions in order to offset the 9-R-H reductions. The freeze
was lifted to enable hiring for critical vacancies for programs
decimated by attrition.

zI These data arm included as part of the noncapital acquisitions in
section 3a.

3/ The number of grants has remained constant. However, the amounts
issued per grant have been reduced.

J/ e.g., temporary housing to disaster victims.
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Federal Home Loan Bank Board f l~ll e ftlt..I&W.
ft" , ta m "* $"No S

f"Md Hams LAM Mmgsp -
FgitW UmW WW Lam hummes Cmwh

July 11, 1986

The Honorable Jack Brooks
Chairman
Committee on Government Operations
U.S. House of Representatives
2157 yRaburn House Office Building
Wash ngton, D.C. 20515

Dear Hr. Chairman:

RECEIVED

1-11 I ! 18i
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON

GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

Enclosed is the Federal Hoe Loan Bank Board's response to your June 26,
1986 request for information of the Gram-Rudman-Hollings Act on this
agency which includes the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation
(FSLIC) Fund.

The FY 1986 reduction had minimal impact upon the FSLIC because of the
Office of Management and Budget's initial interpretation of the Corpora-
tion's administrative expenses subject to sequestration. Accordingly, the
enclosed questionnaire was completed with the assumption that the FY 1986
definition of FSLIC's sequestrable base would apply in any future year's
sequestration. Should, howeverthe sequestrable base of the FSLIC Fund be
defined in the future to include areas previously considered "nonadminis-
trative expenses,. there could be a very serious impact on the FSLIC's
default prevention and liquidation activities.

I can be reached at 377-6173 if any additional information is needed.

Sincerely,

Budget Officer

Enclosures
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MUOTIONNAIRR ON GIAIM-RUDMAJI-HOLLINGS IMPACT

1. Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (include
title and account number) for which you are responsible and
identify the dollar amount and percentage of reduction that
occurred for each as a result of the February/Harch 1986
sequestration.

2. Please identify any of the:budget accounts listed above that
were subsequently provided with additional funding as a result of
reprogramuing, transfers, supplemental appropriations, or other
actions. Provide the dollar .mount of the additional funding.

3. Please specify which of the following actions you found it
necessary to take to accoumodate any reductions in funding
resulting from the sequestration. Answer sub-questions "a"
through "i" for your overall department/agency. Answer sub-
questions Wj" through "I" for each of your principal sub-
department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than MT's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to pzovide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency ____E 1i :n.c a.R h m• a .a *_e.•a.'.* Fund

a)__Jdelay procurements:
)_L._nonoapital acquisitions: # delayed P

total $ amountIII$0.O0
IX)____capital acquisitions: I delayed

total $ amount
b). ! restrict travel: total $ amount $140,000

% of total travel 133
a) I restrict training: total $ amount :4,u0,0

S of total training budget 3%
d)__.__freeze hiring: duration in months

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

# & % of permanent employees
reduced_

# & I of temporary employees
reduced

# & S of other employees
reduced_

e)___furlough: # of days
# of people affected
% of workforce involved

f)_i___rf: I of people affected
% of workforce involved .....

g)__._retire early: I of people affected
S of workforce involved

h)____delay maintenance and repairs: # of projects
total $ amount

)_ locse field locationa
(specify where)t:__

J)..._._reduce service to the public specifyy component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each),

I)_ipspections: amt. & % reduced
ZJ) audits: ant. & I reduced_ _

III)=technical assistance ant. & S reduced
IV) other (specify) , ant. & S reduced

k)___reduce *enefita available to the public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each) I

I) J grantsa ant. A % redueducm"_InI oo see Enclosure 1
11) loans: ant. G S reduced
II) -otber (speoAi y• amt. 6 5 reduced

1) ra-se -user fees (specify component, program, and amount
of increase In each)_

m)____other (provide details):
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4. Assuming a goverment-wide sequester in Piacal Year 1987 of
$20 billion which could reduce your funding by about 7.3 percent
below Fiscal Year 1986 funding levels after adJustment for Orasm-
Rudman-HollLngs sequestration and subseqent supplemental, how
would the operations of your depatment/agonay be affected?
Please specify the estimated dollar amount of the
department/agency-wide reduction which you would experLence. in
addition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find it necessary to take under such conditions. Answer sub-
questions "a* through WiN for your overall department/agency.
Answer sub-questions "J" through "I* for each of your princpal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than MT3's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency FidetalJ [&mn RLan" k fLard - aval..ýng Fund

Estimated amount of reduction I? 260 . M

a)d____elay procurementst
1).nonapital acquisitLonss # delayed_

total $ amount
rl)____capital acquLsitLons: # delayed

total $ amount_
b) X restrict travel: total $ amount_2f00.O00

% of total travel bdget 2S%
c)__I__rastrict training: total $ ameunt$O.000

% of total training budget SO
d)__Xfreeze hLring: duration in months 4

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

G % 8 of permanent employees
reduced 14 ftj )
a & % of temporary employees
reduced
% & of other employees

reduced
e)____furlough: # of days_______

# of people affected
I of workforce involve _

f) rif: 0 of people affected
S of workforce involved

g). retire early: # of people affected
S of workforce involve

h)____delay maintenance and repairs:. # of projects.
total $ amount_ _ _

i)_____close field locations
(specify where):t

J)I___reduce service to the public (specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each)t

1) inspectionst amt. & % reduced
x)--audit"s: ant. A I reduced_ _

XUI)=tehnical assistance : amt. r reduced
IV) other (specify) a amt. & S redu-ce

k) X redu*nceM fits available to Ehepublio (specify component
and pro•ga and give amount and prcet of reduction
in each): ren freuto

X) .__F tants sat. I I reduced lM.S: . 0.000 see
XI) loa=s: ant. & I reduced _ Enclosure I
XXZ)= other (specify) : sat. & 1 reduced1),. ralse user fees (specify cmponent, program, and amount

of increase in each):
m__other (provide details):
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S. Assuming a government-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of$30 billion which could reduce your funding by about 11.8 percentbelow Fiscal Year 1986 funding levels after adjustment for Grams-Rudman-Hollings sequestration and subseent supplementals, howwould the operations of your department/ragency be affected?Please specify the estimated dollar amount of thedepartment/agency-wide reduction which you would experience. Inaddition, please specify which of the following actions you wouldfind it necessary to take under such conditions. Answer sub-questions "a" through "., foryour overall department/agency.Answer sub-questions "J" through "1" for each of your principalsub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions interms of the actual number of people involved rather than FM's.Attach additional shoots of paper wherever you find it necessaryto provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agencY Federal Ham Loan Bank b _ard - Dvolving Fund

Estimated amount of reduction #3.800.000

a). delay procurements:
I)_ noncapital acquisitions: # delayed

total $ amountII)_ capital acquisitions: I delayed
total $ amountb) restrict travel: total $ amount

t of total travel u g Antc) _.restrict training: total $ amount .0B.e
% of total training budget jvd) __ freeze hiring: duration in months -

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

# &-%-of permanent employees
reduced 36 (T52)

I & 6 of temporary employees
reduced 9 76%)

# & % of other emp oyees
reduced

e)_ furlough: 9 of days
* of people fectld
t of vorkforce in~ol __df)_ rif: I of people affected

% of workforce involved
g)_ retire early: 9 of people affected

t of workforce involvedh) .delay maintenance and repairs: # of projects
total $ amounti) c_ lose field locations

(specify where):
J)_reduce service to the public (specify component and

program and give amount and percent of reduction ineach):
I)inspectionst amt. G % reducedIX)-audits: amt. £ 6 reduced -

IZz)_ tchnical assistant: am•t. & t reducedk) . other specify ) amt. & I reauced_k)_L roue ~nofits av8 blm to th puba]lic (specify componentand program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

) aJgr nts: ant. a k reduced1"11 OSl8000 see Enclosure IX)-.loans: amt. £ 6 reduced____
I.I) other (spef.y) a nut. £ 6 reduced1_) _raise user fees (sec ify component, program, and amounFof increase in eh):_ _)..other (provide details) s _ _.
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Enclosure I

QUESTIONNAIRE ON GRA/44-RUDNAN-HOLLINGS IMPACT

1. The Federal Home Loan Bank Board has two budget accounts. The amount
sequestered from each during Fy 86 is as follows:

Account Account 0 $Cut % Cut

Federal Home Loan Bank
Board Revolving Fund 82-4035-0-3-371 $1,156,000 4.3%

Federal Savings & Loan
Insurance Corporation 82-4037-0-3-371 62,000 4.3%

Total $1,218,000 4.3%
.mumuuuU "was

2. The Federal Home Loan Bank Board Revolving Fund was subsequently pro-
vided a $3,429,000 increase with the enactment of the Urgent Supple-
mental Appropriations Bill, 1986; H.R. 4515.

3. The FSLIC is a sub-agency component. No reductions are contemplated
in the sub-questions "JO through '10 categories for the FSLIC Fund.
Accordingly, per instructions, separate questionnaire sheets for this
sub-agency account are not provided. However, potential Fy 87 reduc-
tions in FSLIC's administrative staffing, travel, and training are
included in the overall agency totals reported in Enclosure 2.

4. The $200,000 reduction in grants in Question 3k of Enclosure 2 relates
to economic analyses and studies, most of which are awarded by the
agency as grants to universities and similar academic institutions.
These studies often produce important background information to sup-
port the Bank Board's or other government initiatives by evaluating
the economic impact of such actions upon the thrift savings industry.
Examples of such studies in the past include analyses of the financial
impact of tax law changes and risk-based deposit insurance premiums
upon Federally-insured thrift savings institutions.
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S UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY

WASHINGTON, .044M

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN

The Honorable Jack Brooks
Chairman
Committee on Government Operations
U.S. House of Representatives
2157 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the
Committee on Government Operations' questionnaire regarding
the present and future impact of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
budget reductions on the Federal Labor Relations Authority.
The information being provided for FY 1986 reductions
represents actual steps taken by the Agency. The F! 1987
data is, of course, only a projection of actions which would
have to be taken to meet these significant reductions should
the President's budget request before Congress not be passed
as proposed.

If additional information or clarification is necessary
please contact Mark A. Aglio, Comptroller, at (202) 382-0724
for assistance.

Sincerely#

"J ry L. Calhoun

Enclosure
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QUESTIOIZIAXRB CM GRAMO-RUNDWA-HOLLUNGS IMPACT

1. Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (include
title and account number) for which you are responsible and
identify the dollar amount and percentage of reduction that
occurred for each as a result of the February/March 1986
sequestration. biarii and vq a - 54-0100-0-1-O0S

bgusstrt•i of *734,000 or 4.31
2. Please identify any of the budget accounts listed above that
were subsequently provided with additional funding as a result of
reprogramsing, transfers, supplemental appropriations, or other
actions. Provide the dollar Amount of the additional funding.

1 tSV04CA
3. Please specify which of the following actions you found it
necessary to take to accommodate any reductions in funding
resulting from the sequestration. Answer sub-questions "a"
through "I* for your overall department/agency. Answer sub-
questions "J" through "1" for each of your principal sub-
department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than FTE's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency _ ?Im . U.14.aa.t .&..ir--,.-

a)____ delay procurements:
X)_. oncapital acquisitions: I delayed

total $ amount
XX) capital acquisitions: I delayed

total $ 'amount;_
b) x restrict travel: total $ amount A1sffl

% of total travel budget 23.31
o)-X-restrict training: total $ amount 636,W

- % of total training budget 60t"d) x freeze hiring: duration in months j2
If not affecting whole agency, specify the

components affected j•..4 .
resultant reduction in ioforce"

because of attrition:
a % of permanent employees
reduced

* & S of temporary employees
reduced A (am)

& S of other employees

e) furlough: I of days
I of peoplearfeced
I of workforce invole

f) ._.rXif: I of people affected
0 of workforce involved

g)._re re early: I of people affected
S of workforce involved

h) de__lay maintenance and repairs: # of projects
total $ amount

i)____lose field locations
(specify where):__

J) x reduce service to the public (specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each): 0

)ip 1spections: smt. A S reduced
I) audits: amt. & S reduced

XXX) ehnical assistances amt. & I reduced
_xv) .other (specify) _mtacbe, mt. & S reuced

k)_.reduce-b- fits available -to the-public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):
grantsnt: atn. a I reduced

XX) Ioans: ant. & % reduced
XXX)"other (specify) : amt. & I reduced

_).raise user fees (specify co nent, program, and amount
of Increase In each):

m)_o___other (provide details):__

0 1 I l l l . . . .
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4. Assuming a government-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of
$20 billion which could reduce your funding by about 7.3 percent
below Fiscal Year 1986 funding levels after adjustment for Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings sequestration and subsequent supplementals, how
would the operations of your department/agency be affected?
Please specify the estimated dollar amount of the
department/agency-wide reduction which you would experience. In
addition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find it necessary to take under such conditions. -Answer sub-
questiqns "a" through "i" for your overall department/agency.
Answer sub-questions "J" through "1" for each of your principal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
term of the actual number of people involved rather than FTE'a.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency Federal w miginmmAm , ts

Estimated amount of reduction si.926.opo

a)___d_.elay procurements:
I) noncapital acquisitions: I delayed

total $ amount
II)c___..apital acquisitions: I delayed

total $ amount
b) x restrict travel: total $ amount s3o0-nn

% of total travel budget_ 42
o) x restrict training: total $ amount 14ftnL.

I of total training budget 67%
d) x freeze hiring: duration in months_ __

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

# & % of permanent employees
reduced so.l.djj

# & % of temporary employees
reduced 4 (sot1

# & % of other employees
reduced 2 (66,5J 1

e) furlough: # of days
J of people affected
% of wakurLue ___volved

f)____rif: # of people affected
% of workforce involved

g)___..retire early: I of people affected
% of workforce involved_ _

h)d____elay maintenance and repairs: # of projects
total $ amount______

i) x close field locations

(specify where): ghj1aa.'ib yA .- 1A 1ri-a
J) x_ reduce service to the public (specify component and

program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each):

I) inspections: amt. & % reduced
)-) audits: amt, & S reduced_ _

III)- technical assistance: amt. & S- reduced
IV) x other (specify) _qPax*b- amt. & I reduced

k) reduce benefits available to the public (specify compon-ent
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

I) grants: amt. & % reduced
II) loans: amt. & % reduced_

III) other (specify) ________ amt. £ % reduced
1) raise user fees (specify component, program, and amount

of increase in each):_ _ _ _ _ _
m)__jL.,other (provide details): See attaw1
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5. Assuming a government-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of
$30 billion which could reduce your funding by about 11.8 percent
below Fiscal Year 1986 funding levels after adjustment for Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings sequestration and subsequent supplemental, how
would the operations of your department/agency be affected?
Please specify the estimated dollar amount of the
department/agency-wide reduction which you would experience. In
addition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find it necessary to take under such conditions. 'Answer sub-
questions "a" through "i" for ,your overall department/agency.
Answer sub-questions "J" through "1" for each of your principal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than FMB's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it neces.Iary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency Fm r~ i miW 62M".. ku

Estimated amount of reduction $2,661.000

a)__.__delay procurements:
1)_._ noncapital acquisitions: I delayed

total $ amount
II)___capital acquisitions: I delayed

total $ amount
b) x restrict travels total $ amount t

%. of total travel budget 45.5t
c)L restrict training: total $ amount $40.000

% of total training budget 671
d) x freeze hiring: duration in months 11

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

A & S of permanent employees
reduced _0 #lTLZA

A & % of temporary employees
"reduced 4 tansi

# & % of other employees
reduced 2 (66.51)

e)_..Lfurlough: I of days j .

I of people affected M adI .
% of workforce in¶olved04 9" .

f)___rif: # of people affected
% of workforce involved

g).r____etire early: I of people affected
% of workforce involved

h)____.delay maintenance and repairs: # of projects
total $ amount

L)_.Lclose field locations
(specify where):-no tn . Mb lnlt heg. w, ph.l~...im% .Li £ e]

j )j reduce service to the public (specify component" and
program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each):

X) inspections amt. & S reduced_
XI)-auditst amt. & % reduced_____

UZI) technical assistance: amt. & 9. reduced
IV)--x.-other (specify) amt. & % reduced

k)____reduice--b-nefits available the public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

I ) grants: amt. & 9 reduced
I)-- ioanss ant. & a reduced_

zil)- other (specify) t amt. & 9. reduced__
1)___= raise-user fees (specify component, program, and amount

of increase in each):
m)_._Lother (provide details)s:_ _ _ _ _
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Attachment to Gramm-Rudman Questionnaire
Federal Labor Relations Authority

Item 3j.

The Federal Service Impasses Panel has indicated that it
held approximately IS (25M) fever mediation conferences and
arbitration hearings. Delays of I to 2 weeks in Panel
Decisions and Orders were also indicated.

Item 41.

The Office of the General Counsel will conduct 867 or
17% fever investigations.

The Federal Service Impasses Panel will hold
approximately 30 (SO) fever mediation conferences and
arbitration hearings and resolve 14 (80) fever disputes.
Quality of dispute resolution vould further decline due to
increased reliance on written submissions. Increase in
declination of jurisdiction in closed cases causing
increased filings with FLRA (ULP and negotiability).

Item 4m.

The Office of the General Counsel will experience an
increase in delays in investigations of 120 days. This will
increase backlog by 100%.

Item S.

At the reduced level the Authority's case intake will
exceed decision issuance levels, thus creating a backlog
situation.

The Office of the General Counsel will conduct 2,040 or
40% fever investigations.

The Panel will hold approximately 30 (50%) fever
mediation conferences and arbitration hearings, hold only 3
meetings of the Panel, and resolve 27 (15%) fewer disputes.
Quality of dispute resolution would decline even further due
to reliance on written submissions. Further increase in
declination of jurisdiction in close cases causing increased
filings with FLRA (UTLP and negotiability).

Item Sm.

Investigations will be delayed by an additional 270 days
with a resulting increase in backlog of 400%.



Itbaul ftrittmt Commission
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RECEIVED

"1 f 198,

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON
GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

The Honorable Jack Brooks
Chairman
Committee on Government Operations
U.S. House of Representatives
Rayburn House Office Building
Washington# DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairmans

In response to your letter of June
forward to you a copy of a completed
Rudman-Hollings Impact" for the Federal

26, 1986# I am pleased to
"Questionnaire on Gramm-

Maritime Commission.

If you have any questions concerning the information on the
questionnaire# please contact Mr. Fred Trutkoff, Director, Office
of Budget and Financial Management on 523-5770.

Sincerelyp

Chairman

Enclosure
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MQ MMT MUI.Z CH G•AM-RUDKAK-HOLLMICS IMPACT?

1. Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (include
title and account number) for which you are responsible and
identify the dollar amount and percentage of reduction that
occurred for each as a result of the February/Narch 1986
sequestration. Salaries and Expenses 65-0100-0-1-403; $510,000 4.31 reductton

2. ]Please identify any of the budget accounts listed above that
were subsequently provided with additional funding as a result of
reprogramming, transfers, supplemental appropriations, or other
actions. Provide the dollar amount of the additional funding.

Not Applicable
3. Please specify which of Ul-iifollcviig actions you found it
necessary to take to accommodate any reductions in funding
resulting from the sequestration. Answer sub-questions "a"
through "i" for your overall department/agency. Answer sub-
questions "J" through "I" for each of your principal sub-
department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than m's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency Federal Mritime COMIsston

a) X delay procurementst
1) Xpnoncapital acquisitions: I delayed,

total $ amounqllO0
1X)c _apital acquisitions: # delayed

total $ amount,_
b) _ restrict travel: total S amount $10,000

S of total travel budget
0) X restrict training: total $ amount $10

% of total training budget_,,
d) X freeze hiring: duration in months 3

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition,

I a % of pa maneg employees
reduced_____

* & % of temporary employees
reduced
% 6 of other empal~es

e)_.urlough: I of dayes

SriXf: s I of people affected
% of workforce Anvol v

g) retire early: I of people affeed
% of workforce invol _

h)_d_.Oelay maintenance and repairs: I of projectsto~tl $ amount_____
i)__close field locations

(specify where):_________________
3•) , reduce service to the public (specify component andF program and give amount and percent of reduction in

each):
1) _ipspections, ant. & % reduced

U1)- audits: ant. G % reduced_
1U) technical assistance: st. & I reduced
V)- other (specify) I amt. & % reduced

k) _reduýN Aef its available to the public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
In each)&

I) . O__grants: ant. A 6 reduced
U) loans: sat. & % reduced_
IUI)=the (specify) _ amt. & 0 reduced

1) rais user fees (specify coonent, program, and amount
of increase in each):._

n)_ other (provide details)t:__
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4. Assuming a government-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of
$20 billion which could reduce your funding by about 7.3 percent
below Fiscal Year 1986 funding levels after adjustment for Greem-
Rudman-Hollings sequestration and subsequent supplementals, how
would the operations of your de tent agency be affected?
Please specify the estimated do lar amount of the
department/agency-wide reduction which you would experience. In
addition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find it necessary to take under such conditions. Answer sub-
questions "a" through "i" for your overall department/apency.
Answer sub-questions "J" through "1" for each of your principal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than MT3's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain allothe information requested.

Department/agency Federal Nrttlms Comisslan

Estimated amount of reduction S30.000

a) XL delay procurements:
I) __. noncapital acquisitions: # delayed 8

total $ aMouinitS 3 60.
lI).c____apital acquisitions: # delayed

total $ amount
b) X restrict travel: total $ amount 10.000.

"" of total travel budget
c) X restrict training: total $ amount 20.000"

% of total training budget
d) X___freeze hiring: duration in months 3

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

# & % of permanent employees
reduced 4 21

G I. of temporary employees
reduced

# & % of other employees
reduced

e) X furlough: # of days 16
J of people affected V2
% of workforce involved 97.71

f)___ rif: I of people affected
% of workforce involved _ _

g). retire early: I of people affected
% of workforce involved . ..._.

h)__. delay maintenance and repairs: # of projects .
total $ tmounlt OQ ,

i)_ close field locations
(specify where):s_ _

J ) L.reduce service to the pUlic (specify component and
"program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each):

I)_JL-inspections: ant. £. reducedA fit
IU )__Laudits * amt. & % reduced ______

III) X technical assistance: ant. A I reduced. .
IV)- other (specify) p•ubhlc I .t 6 red r ed•_i1h

k) redu•-inefits available to the public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

I) ,grants: ant. £ t reduced
)-) loans: ant. £ t reduced

III)= other (specify) I at. &'% reduced___
1) raise-"user fees (specify component, program, and amount

of increase in each):_
m)jX other (provide details): - er ati-hra
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4(m)

The Commission would be unable to collect and analyze

Information regarding the impact of the Shipping Act of 1984 on

the international shipping industry. This could delay or reduce

the value of our report to the Advisory Commission on Conferences

in Ocean Shipping due in 1990; a systems design and development

phase for the automated tariff filing and information system

would be curtailed; the Commission will curtail efforts to

develop an effective surveillance and enforcement program; the

shipping industry regulated by the Commission would suffer due to

the lack of a quick means of adjudicating disputes; backlogs of

tariffs and agreements would be exacerbated; and, resurgence of

malpractices could occur resulting in higher costs to some

shippers. In addition, the Commission's regulatory

responsibilities would be curtailed.
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5. Assuming a government-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of
$30 billion which could reduce your funding by about 11.8 percent
below Fiscal Year 1986 funding levels after adjustment for Granm-
Rudman-Hollings sequestration and subsequent supplementals, how
would the operations of your department/agency be affected?
Please specify the estimated dollar amount of the
department/agency-wide reduction which you would experience. In
addition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find it necessary to take under such conditions. Answer sub-
questions "a" through "i" for your overall department/agency.
Answer sub-questions "j" through "1" for each of your principal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than FTE's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency Federal Maritime Umuisisnn

Estimated amount of reduction $1.340.000

a)_.__.delay procurements:
I)J noncapital acquisitions: I delayed

total $ amountC38-.000
ll)_ !capital acquisitions: # delayed 10

total $ amount.35000
b).X restrict travel: total $ amountJ•i_

% of total travel budget
c) X _restrict training: total $ amount $30,000

% of total training budget
d) X freeze hiring: duration in months 6

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected

resultant ie-7uction in wo-rkforce
because of attrition:

S % t of permanent employees
reduced 8 .....
% £ t of temporary employees

reduced
# A S of other employees

reduced
e __furlough: # of days 23

# of people affected 209
% of workforce inJolved-i9?.7

f)___ _rif: # of people affected
% of workforce involved,,

g)r___ etire early: I of people affected
% of workforce involved_

h)__L.delay maintenance and repairs: # of projects 2
total $ amount 14n.g

i). close field locations
(specify where)s:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

J).L.reduce service to the public (specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each)t

1) X inspections: amt. £ t reduced 11%
1:) X audits: ant. S % reduced ,8Z,

IXI)---tochnical assistance: ant. & V reduced 11%
IV)_j._other (specify) 'T Public : amt. A % reduced 5%

k). reducehinefits available to the public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

I) grants: amt. & t reduced
U1) loans: amt. & t reduced____

IlU) =other (specify) __ . ant. & % reduced
1) raise user fees (specify component, program, and amount

of increase in each):_
m) I other (provide detaLls): see attached
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FEDERAL MEDIATION AND NCILUATIoN sEricE
uIm4FTmTA"M GOVWRMEMT

WAMINNGTOK 06C. MW7

July 11, 1986 JUL 111986

The Honorable Jack Brooks RECEIVED
Chairman, Cmmittee on Government Operations
House of Representatives MID
2157 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, 0. C. 20515 HOUSE COMt.iI - ON

Dear Mr. Chairman: GOVERNiME:T OPCPlA IONS

Enclosed is the response of the Federal Mediation and Conciliation

Service (FNCS) to your Comittee's questionnaire on the impact of Gram-Rudmn-

Hollings.

The executive staff of FMCS has had extensive discussions about the

effects of a second sequestration of funds. We have enclosed a Bulletin that

describes what would occur. (See Attachment A)

If you have questions, please contact:

Nary P. Durkin, Budget Officer
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service
2100 K Street, N. W.
Washington, 0. C. 20427
(202) 6s3-5209

Enclosures
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QUESTIOMNAIRE ON GRANN-RUDMAN-HOLLINGS IMPACT

1. Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (include title and account
number) for which you are responsible and identify the dollar amount and per-
centage of reduction that occurred for each as a result of the February/March
1986 sequestration.

See Attachment S, The percentage cut was 4.31 for each.

2. Please identify any of the budget accounts listed above that were subse-
I uently provided with additional funding as a result of reprogramming. trans-
fers. supplemental appropriations, or other actions. Provide the dollar amount
Of the additional funding.

While no additional funding has been provided to date. there may be a need
to request reprogr'i!!ng of Labor-Management Cooperation IProject funds into
the -ail other- category before the end of FY 1985.

3. Please specify which of the following actions you found it necessary to take
to accommodate any reductions in funding resulting from the sequestration. Answer
sub-questions Mao through si" for your overall department/agency. Answer sub-
quostions *J" through 1* for each of your principal sub-department/agency com-
ponents. Answer pertinent questions in terms of the actual number of people
involved rather than FTEs. Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find
it necessary to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service

a) X delay procurements:
I) X noncapital acquisitions: 0 delayed Reduced ac uisition of

pamhlieTsisupplies. and subscriptions. This was accomlii1Iid by utili-
zingolder pamphets tat donot reflect current agency organ za on and

rgon& adresses: by completely depleti-ng certain supply items* and by
cutin subscri ons o certain newsa rs an trade ma izines. (These
publications are used By FMS personnel to monitor current developments
in labor-mnagement relations.)S total $ amount 517.O00 or,141

II) X capital acquisitions: * delayed Reduced furniture and equip-
ment ac-qu-sition. All funds allocated for furniture and equipmnt in FT 86
were for miniml replacement of existing items.

total 5 amount $50.000 or 67%
b) X restrict travel: total S amount $235000. While this was the target

auction for travel, there has beenetrei fu meet ng e arget.
it is now estimated that 10-111 will be reduced in 1986.

S of total travel budget ZiZ
c) X restrict training: total S amount $7 000

% of total tratint4 buget 331
d) X freeze hiring: duration in months 8 1/2 months

if not affecting whole -agency, specify the components
affected --

resultant reduction inwrkforce because of attrition:
# and % of permanent employees reduced

approximately 16 positions or 41
Sand 1 of temporary employees reduced

2 positions and almost 1001
* and 1 of other employees redRuced N/A
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e) _ furlough: 0 of days
0 of people affected
i of workforce Involved--_----

f) rif: I of people affected
"11 of woroforce Involvil

g) retire early: I of peole afflectel
S of wo force involved _

h) X delay maintenance and repairs: I of projects ducked office repairs and
moving expenses. This reduction delayed or cancelled non-critical offl-e
repairs and non-critical office moves. ........ .or .~~~~~-a l I....... .. . $ o nt 19.000 or 36%

AI) X close field locations (specify wheree: WhPil no stations were closed,
mediators are now working out of their hns"w in salt
Lake City and Great FallS.

J) I reduce service to the public (specify component and program and give amount
and perdent of reduction in each):

i) X Inspections: amount aned1 rud 00 r29 rantt rcipient
on-ste Inspections canceaed)11) audits: am oun t and 11 reduced

I1!) - technical assistance: amount 'and I rdcod
IV) m-other (specify) -- , Prevent;ive mediation asis-lstn-ce'1o the labor-

manasoment community was reduced. Preventive mediation cases
were reduced from 1,o00 to 350 or 151.

-- Turnaround time for submission of arbitration panels to labor-
management parties was increased , thus causing delays in the
arbitration process. -

k) I reduce benefits available to the public (specify component and program and
give mount and percent of reduction in each):

|) X grants: amount and S reduced 543,000 or 4.3%
II) - loans: amount.and % reduced

tiI) "----other (specify) : amount and' reduced
I) raise user fees (specify camponant Program, and amount of increase in each):
m) -I other (provide details): Reduced funds for Boards and Panels; turned back
Of fTc-asace In Nti onal Office (Ssace reduced by 151); turned back one official car*,
eliminated all but Ofergenc OVertime: eliminated monetary awards for all but FMS

oee00yS (U 4 us amoeesare Inell l efor awardl 'reduced rep cton"nM~ DY#au or M an reuce Auoa te date processing fund or
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4. Assuming a government-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of $20 billion which
could reduce your funding by about 7.3 percent below Fiscal Year 1986 funding levels
after adjustment for Grow-Rudman-Hollings sequestration and subsequent supplementals,
how would the operations of your department/agency be affected? Please specify the
estimated dollar amount of the department/agency-wide reduction which you would ex-
perience. In addition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find it necessary to take under such conditions. Answer sub-questions *a" through
"*i for your overall departeent/agency. Answer sub-questions "J" through 010 for
each of your principal sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions
in terms of the actual number of people involved rather than FTE's. Attach addi-
tional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary t7 provide and/or explain all
the information requested.

Department/agency Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service

Estimated amount of reduction $1.634,000.

a) X delay procurements: Because of drastically reduced level in '866 there is
little or nothing left to cut.

I) X- noncapital acquisitions: I delayed Subscription services will be
reduc-eTdelow final FY 86 levels. This will further reduce newspapers and
trade publications.

total S amount $2,000 or 20% of remaning
Subscription funds

11) _ capital acquisitions: # delayed No further reduction below FY 86
levels-can be accomplished. Money now budgeted to this category is only
for replacement of existing furniture &and equipment.

total 1 amount
b) X restrict travel: Because of drastically reduced level in '56, there is little

or nothing left to cut without reducing program activities even further.
total I mount M 0000
I of- total travel bug 1%

c) X restrict training: total S amount $4.000 below 1986 revise--dlevel
1I of total training budget 29%. leaving only 510,000 for

the year
d) X freeze hiring: duration In months 12 months

if not affecting whole agency, specify the components affected --
resultant reduction in workforce because of attrition:

0 and 11 of permanent employees reduced 16 "ployees or 4%
0 and 1 of temporary employees reduced no more to reduce
* and % of other employees reduced N/A

e) X furlough: 0 of days 7-10 days
0 of people affected 310-320
% of workforce involved 1S.

f) X rif: # of people affected 28
% of workforce involvecT---I

g) X retire early: 0 of people affected -10
I of workforce involved 2 "

h) _ delay maintenance and repairs: 0 of projects
total $ amount

I) X close field locations (specify where): With a reduction of 33 mediators-•FIS field mediator workforce would be 15% below the staffing level Just -
tried by anticipated'"orklfoud. This would und.oubtRU~ force us to a deh~l~lOni

On closing a number of field stations -- probibjy six "or sevens. in ch losing
of these stations would be complicated by a lack of funds to transfer pr,--
sonnel. resulting in a necessity to retain employees at their present oca-
M-ons who would be more urgently needed at other locations.
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J) X reduce service to the public (specifiy component and program and give mount"and percent of reduction in each):
inspections: ovount and % reduced
audidtsl: amount and 1 reducedilt technical assistance: amount iTPI7UcWVI other (specify): Widh, 3 fer mediators LS31-F.-Mijon) andreducWlFravel funds, there wil Ibe a drog in di sjite , aldi" assistance*It aIs It, d INC t9 ecre90 e a ld 0I approxINtely 1550

Preventive mediation assistance would be virtually eliminated. The c¢ns-q,%I S or thlS Change are lot lls ve Sri'rous. Ossa on or STT-LJOr alrt ol this work mm. reSUt in€ostly rmnure strikes.
Sk) X reduce benefits available to the public (specify component and program andgiv amount and percent of reduction in each):I X grants: aunt and % reduced S70,000 or ;.35

i l loans: amount and % reduced _____
I = other (specify) ____ _: mount and 1 reduced1) -- raise user fees (specify components program, and amot of increase inueach):) there (provide details): Would have to re Beards and Panels fundsa turn bak more office 1e 0 0 no national crrice LiS more than there'uced IN 1le .
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5. Assuming a government-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of $30 billion which
would reduce your funding by about 11.8 percent below Fiscal Year 1986 funding levels
after adjustment for Gram.Rudman-Hollings sequestration and subsequent supplements,
how would the operations of your department/agency be affected? Please specify the
estimated dollar amount of the department/agency-iide which you would experience.
In addition, please specify which of the following actions you would find it neces-
sary to take under such conditions. Answer sub-questions a 'through "1" for your
overall department/agency. Answer sub-questions "J* through '1" for each of your
principal sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in terms of
the actual number of people involved rather than FTEs. Attach additional sheets of
paper wherever you find it necessary to provide and/or explain all the information
requested.

Department/agency Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service

Estimated amount of reduction $2.642,000.

a) X delay procurements: Because of reduced level in '86, there would be little
left to cut.
1 -X noncapital acquisitions: 0 delayed Subscription services will be

reduce7-below final FY 86 levels. This will further reduce newspapers and
trade publications.

total S amount $2.000 or 201 of remaining
subscription funds

11) _ capital acquisitions: 0 delayed No further reduction of FY 86
level scan be accomplished; and money now budgeted to this category is-only
for replacement of existing furniture and equipment.

total S amount__________

b) X restrict travel:
total $ amount $300,000 or more
% of total travel budget 30% or more

c) X restrict training: total S amount $4,000 be-ow 1986 revised level
I of total training budget 291. leaving only $10.000

Sfor the ear
d) X freeze hiring: duration in months 12 months

if not affecting whole agency, specify the components affected
resultant reduction in workforce because of attrition:

0 and 1 permanent employees reduced 16 employees or 4%
9 and I of temporary employees reduced no more to reduce
0 and S of other employees reduced N/A

e) X furlough: 0 of days 20 days
9 of people a feated 310-320
I of workforce Involved 100%

f) X rif: # of people affected 28
S of workforce involveld-'

•g) X retire early: 0 of people af '-ected 5-10
I of workforce involvir;--2

h) - delay maintenance and repairs: 0 of projects
total S amount

I) X close field locations (specify where): With a reduction of 33 mediators,
FMCS field mediator workforce would be 15% below the staffing level Justi-
Vied by anticipated workload. This would undoubtedly force us to a decision
n cloiga numbr of field stations -- probab y six or seven. The closing

of these stations would be complicated by a lack of funds to transfer person-
nel resulting in a necessity to retain employees at their present locations
who Would be more urgently needed at other locations,
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J) X reduce service tO the public (specify Component and program and give amount
and percent of reduction In each):

1 - inspections: mount and S reduce
---- " audits: mount and S reduced

11) technical assistance: amount and % reducedIV F other (specify:With reduction of 33 oýI iOz .a • r e t c r d c nt r a e u d _ _v al n e x t e ns iv e f u r l o , o r
al Moostee wl ! I I W &- luctloni disut m"1|Of Workload

Preventive madiation would be eliminated. The consequences of thisc e are eItatlly ver7 serious. Cessation or aII or a major
Part of th0s work-my result In COStly futurO strikes.

k) X reduce benefits available to the public (specify component and program"and give mount and percent of reduction in each):I X g!rnts: amount and s reduced $113,000 or 11.8%II _ lans: mount and 1 reduced: ...
.lit) _ other (specify): : mount and S reduced1) __ raise user fees (specify component, program, and mount of increaseIn"-

each):
S) X other (provide detailS): Would have to reduce Boards and Panels fundsand turn &k more office space in tin National Offce moSS mre than then l, .....ve

0
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,jI'T I P, ,1 IJ
SUBJECT: Budget Outlook for FY 87 86-BUL-55S

IN.

June 19, 1986
TO: AlIl Employees Dte:

I,.

FROM: Kay McMurray
Director

We have just completed two days of Intensive discussions and planning
for the FY 87 budget. Our planning has been based on the expectation that the
Gram-Rudman-Hollings Act will trigger more budget cuts. I think it is
Important that each of you understands the severity of the program and
personnel reductions that we may be facing.

First, it needs to be clear that we are planning to meet an antici-
pated 9% cut from our current level of funding. If Gram-Rudman-Hollings
cuts are less than 9% the reductions can be adjusted to accommodate a better
financial situation.

The following impacts were discussed and determined to be our likely
course of action when, and if, Gram-Rudman-Hollings does kick in at the 9%
level.

* Slash Odiscretionary" spending (funding in these areas currently
comprises only 24% of our budget.)

- Give up more space in the National Office.

- Eliminate the National Seminar.

- Cut National Office travel by at least 2.

- Cut way back on spending for supplies, AV equipment,
furniture purchases, and ADP services.

- Severely restrict Internal and external training.
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Reduce salary and benefit costs (this area currently
comprises 74% of our budget).

- Reuest early out retirement authority for all eligible
and interested mployees.

- AcDept requests from all eligible employees who are willing
to retire.

- Conduct a RIF In both NO and the field including clerical,
administrative, professional and mediator positions.
Approximately 25-30 positions would be eliminated.

- Furlough all remaining employees for several non-
consecutive days.

- Accept request for voluntary LWOP.

RiFing beyond 26-30 positions does not save any money In FY 87 and
only further reduces the ability of this agency to accomplish its mission
next year, or In future years. Retirements, and early retirements, of
eligible employees do save money if they occur early in the fiscal year.
Retirements can also reduce the number of positions that must be RIFed if
there are sufficient numbers of retirements.

It is qv fervent hope that we will not be brought to the extreme
measures I have outlined above. We will have a clearer picture of the
FY 87 Gra-Rudman-nHollIngs targets on or about August 20, and we will
advise you on specific actions after that date. I present this informa-
tion not to scare anyone, nor to start ruors, but rather, to honestly
advise you of what may be a very serious situation.
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Attachment B

PROGRAM, PROJECT, ACTIVITY DETAIL
"MuUU

Agency: Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service

Account Title: Salaries and Expenses

Account ID code: 30-76-O100-X-1-505-A; 93-0100

Source: House Report 99-289

Obligation Limitation
Program, project, activity Uase Seguester

1. Labor-Management Cooperation Project 1,160 50

2. All other 22,234 956

3.

4.

S.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

T1 ,006TOTAL
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FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

July 11, 1986

The Honorable Jack Brooks
Chairman
Committee on Government Operations
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairmen:

Enclosed are the Federal Trade Comission responses to yourquestionnaire regarding the impact of the Granm-Rudman-Hollings
legislation. Specifically, our responses represent a bestestimate of the type and level of actions required to implement
budget reductions of 7.3 percent and 11.8 percent respectively inFV 1987. While we would follow the same general approach used to
accoodate the FY 1986 reductions, the magnitude of theseassumed reductions for 1T 1987 would require much more severeactions, i.e., furloughs, reductions-in-force, office closings,or some combination ol these.

While the actual strategy the Comission would approve for
the implementation of budget cuts would depend entirely on thesise and timing of those cuts, these exhibits are indicative ofthe actions we would have to take under the assumed scenarios.

Sincerely,

Daniel Oliver
Chairman

Enclosures

51-722 - 93 - 16
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QUIWSTOMIAIU ON GAMI-RUDKWI-HOLLkIUGS IMPACTT

2. Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (include
title and account number) for which you are responsible and
Identify the dollar amount and percentage of reduction that
occurred for each a a result of the VebruarylNaroh 1986
sequestration. (egg ATTACHIMUN A)

2. Please identify any of the budget accounts listed above that
were subsequently provided with additional funding as a -result of
reprograming, transfers supplemental appropriations, or other
actions. Provide the dollar amount of the additional funding.

(833 ATTACHNRT A)
3. ]Please specify which of the following actions you found it
necessary to take to accommodate any reductions in funding
resulting from the sequestration. Answer sub-questions "a"
through "i" for your overall department/agenal, Answer sub-
qu s "J" through "1" for each of your pr J pal sub-
departmelnt/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than IrT Is.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you fiLd it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the Information requested.

Department/agenay FDAl TRADE COHMISSXO .

•Y_1_Yes delay procurementas
-Z)_.Uenoncapital acquisitions: I delayed "

(Contracts) total $ amount-ls. 000
1X)__jes oapita2 acquisitionss o2 dels$ MA 0

total $ amount$ . QMO0.
_.b) restriot travels total $ amount $75.000

% of total travel budget a2
.)__es restrict training, total $ amount $34,000

e eof total training budget 302
"d)_j0_efree_ * h__ings duration in months 11 flntirg Agency)

If not affecting whole agency, speoiy the
components affected

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

G % of permanent employees
reduced 1231 11.1Ioa % of temporary employs
reduced' IL, 16.01

% & of other employees

e_!_~*5furoughs j"6 iiJSa - educd.......L.
I of people aa-1eoeaed 12,250 (1O of Agency)
% of workforce involved_ _ _

f) No rift I of people affected
eqe €ommentA of workforce invo'Lvd

g) Or"=' early: of people aff!otO(ALoncy requested authority from
. of workforce rivolved. OPE ut request was denied.)

[h) so.elay maintenance and repairs: # of proiJctsa _
total $ amount_ _

Si)} No.close field locations
(specify where s

.)..Lo reduce service to the public (specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each): 1

Z) inspection: amt. & t
}-) AUdLts: amt. & V reduced

XXX)'t-c-ni- al assLatances amt. & % r e'a"ed
ZV)- there (specify) f amt. & % r __u _

k) No- redueiea uefitS available to public (specify component
and pnrram and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

)___.grantas amt. a % reduced__
XX) loans: amt. G i reduced_ _
UIx) other (specify) , amt. 6 ' reduced____

user fees specifyy component, program and amount
of increase in each),

-- O). her... (provide details) i 1adi/ 00uId ...
.Wier miscellaneous accounts, $70,000.

* -3.1 In addition a decision to reprogram funds of $325,000 to purchase
ADP equipment was delayed.
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attachment A

Response to Oustion 1. Pag e

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) receives a single appro-
priation each year for *Salaries and Expenses.* In fiscal 1986
the FTC was appropriated $65,500,000 in account number
2901001376. This appropriation was reduced by 4.3 percent or
$2,817,000 as a result of the February 1986 sequestration.

Menponse to Question 2, Page 1

No action was taken to restore any portion of the $2,617,000
sequestration.
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4. Assuming a government-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1967 of
$20 billion &ich oould reduce your funding by about 7.3 percent
below Fiscal teat 1986 funding levels after adjustment for Grams-
Rudman-Hollings sequestration and subsequent supplementals, how
would the operations of your department/agen4 be affected?
Please specify the estimated dollar amount of the
department/agency-wide reduction which you would eXperience. ' In
addition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find it necessary to take under such conditions. Answer sub-
questions "a* through "i" for .your overall department/agency.
Answer sub-questions "j" through "1" for each of your principal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than MTs.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agenoy_ FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

Estimated amount of reduction $4,576,000 (7.3% x 62,683,000)

a) Y__sdelay procurements:
1) Yes noncapital acquisitions: # delayed j

(Contracts) total $ amounth.nnU n
XI)_XOe8capital acquisitions: # delayed /AL_..

' total .$ amount $33.000
b) Yes restrict travels total $ amount $66.000

. of total travel]7budget 7.3s
c) Yes restrict training total $ amount 6,0000

4 of total training budget 7.3 ,
d)_2__freeze hiring: duration in monthslL

if not affecting wholeagency, specify the
components affected

resultant reduction In workforce
because of attrition:

I & % of permanent employees
reduced 10St 10Io & t of temporary employees
reduced 3: 10%
a & 4 of other employeesreduced ti/A

e) Ygaafurloughs I of days r "
# of Peoopieaffected A.100 approx.
P of wor orce Involvedflo _x

f) Yes rife I of people affected 80
4 of workforce involved .k

g) res-retire early I of people af ected
"%- of workforce involve 2S

hi NO delay maintenance and repairs: I of projectstotal $ amount_____

i)_.Y close field locations
(specify where): _ _ _ _ _ _ _

j) 1/ reduce service to the public (specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each)s

I) .__n•sectionst amt. & 4 reduced
U1) audits: amt. & % reduced
Ur)- technical assistances amt. & % reduced
IZV) other (specify) i amt. & % reaz;a_ _

k)_L-/ redu-*-"nf its available to the public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each)s

I).grants at. a m t reduced
U1) loans amt. 1 1 reduced_ _

1/ ) =-other (specify) -__ amt. a % reduced
1) -L raise user fees (specify component, program, and amount

of increase in each)s
u) Yes other (provide details): suppliess,•;Z5000

V All of these options would be carefully considered by the
Commission given the size of this hypothetical reduction.
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S. Assuming a government-vide soeqester in Fiscal year 1987 of$30 billion which could reduce your fundi b about 11.3 percent
below Fiscal Year 19s6 f undlng oiter adjustment for rasms-
Rudean-Nollings sequestration and subsequent supplementals, how
would the operations of your dearmeneet/agency be affected?
Pieu" specify the estimated dollar amount of the
dcmanwbsnt/agencrlowids reduatinn which you would experience. Zn
addition, please apecjfy which of the following actions you would
find it necessary to tak under such conditions. , Answer sub-
questions "a" through "i" for ,your overall department/agenay.
Answer sub-questions "ju through "1" for each of your principal
sub-department/agency compnonets. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than Mit's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.
Department/agency __EDERA&L .?RA SgCONNIBs

Estimated amount of reduction $7o397.000 (11.6t x 62,683,000)

a) Yea delay procurementsts"-)..- ) o~ncnapital acquoiLtions:s delayed /
(Contracts).l total * maountltffjI 0

IU)_L*e capital acquisitions: I delayed N/A
-- total,$ 10 aroU ' V.3,000

b)1._..restriat travels total $ amount $106,00 .........
% of total travel •"•gpt 11.8 ,

c)l"s restrict training: total $ amount $,f
% of total tr I budgetll.St

d)yes freeze hirings duration in months 12
if not affecting whole agency, specify the

components affected
resultant reduction in workforce

because of attrition:
A & % of permanent employees
reduced 0lst lot

I & % of temporary employees.
reduced 31 1l0
a % I of other employees

e).•..s furloughs I of days s
I of people affected 1,100
' of workorce inMol-v4L -uuI

f) esi£rif a I of people affected 2oo
% of vorkforce involved in&

"g)...es retire eacklys I of people affected 20
% of workforce Involvod _t"

h) o delay maintenance and repairs I qf piOJit _

1) 1/ close field locations
(specify whoree)_ __ __ __ __1) 1 reduce service to the public (specify comPOnent A
p ,graw and give amount and percent of reduction in

Z) inspections: ant. & % reduced
x) -- a-udits:. amt. G % reduc e d '

ZIZ)-- cal assistance: amn 7t. T' ued
xv) ote (speGciy) I ant. & 4 reu-Ced F .

k)Y r eduae fiJ.aV. llaa le""IeNFpublic (specifY component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction

X) .grantse amt. & 0 reduced
ZZ)-loans: et. s t reduced Z .•

1,, x o-) their (spciy) , .=•. reducedV raiso user fees (specify coonentp program# and amont1.=X of increase in each):____________
l)_ ~_ti hh, (provide detals•U): sunc '' .a'nnn

JI/A of these options would be carefully considered by the
esaLon given the size of this hypothetical reduction.
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July 10, 1986

i onRECEIVED
Honorable Jack Brooks, ChairmanCommittee on Government Operations ploll l•r. -
House of Representatives
2157 Rayburn House Office Building OM COMLMflS ON
Washington, DC 20515 0OVMEtT OPFMATlOtIS

Dear Chairman Brooks:

I attach the completed questionnaire on Gramm-Rudman-
Hollings Impact on behalf of the Foreign Claims Settlement
Commission. I suspect the Information will have little of
statistical value for two reasons: The Commission is a small
agency and operates on a very limited budget so that relatively
small amounts of money create distorted percentage changes. For
example, but one attorney's position represents 13% of our 1987
personnel costs. One employee's decision to shift medical
coverage may cause a 2% percent shift in our entire personnel
benefits budget.

The second factor is that due to decreasing workload, the
Commission, Irrespective of Sramm-Rudman-Hollings, Is reducing
staff, space, and Its budget In fiscal year 19,7. The reduction
of three positions (30% of the Commission's staff) has required
the Inclusion of substantial RIF benefits. In anticipation of
sequestration, we are advancing the termination date of one
employee by seven weeks which has no budget Impact for FY 1986,
but will reduce severance benefits tn FY 1987.

Sincerely,

Bohdan A. Futey

Chairman

Attachments
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QUBTIOOAIARZ Oki GRA•O-RUDS&-HOLLUIGS IMPACT

1. Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (include
title and account number) for whicyo are zesponsible and
identify the dollar amount and percentage of reduction that
occurred for each as a result of the February/March 1986
sequestration.

2. Please identify any of the budget accounts listed above that
were subsequently provided with additional funding as a result of
reprogramming, transfers, supplemental appropriations, or other
actions. Provide the dollar amount of the additional funding.

3. Please specify which of the following actions you found it
necessary to take to accommodate any reductions in funding
resulting from the sequestration. Answer sub-questions "a"
through "i" for your overall department/agency. Answer sub-
questions "J" through "1" for each of your principal sub-
department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than FTE's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency noreicm Claim Settleort umgim

a)__._delay procurements:
I)___.noncapital acquisitions: 9 delayed

total $ amount
IX)_._.capital acquisitions: I delayed

total $ amount
b)Z restrict travel: total $ amount ,4JIM ,

% of total travel budget 26%
o) restrict training: total $ amount

% of total training budget
d) x freeze hiring: duration in months 7

if not affecting while agency, specify the
components affected

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

# & % of permanent employees
reduced 16% (iLncluig cre fulltim shifted

# & % of temporary employees to part-tins)
reduced

* & S of other employees
reduced

e) furlough: # of days
# of people- affected
% of workforce involved

f) rif: # of people affected
% of workforce involved

g) retire early: # of people affected
% of workforce involved ___

h) delay maintenance and repairs: # of projects
total $ amount

i) close field locations
(specify where):

_)r__.educe service to the public (specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each)s:

* I inspectionsns: amt. & % reduced
11) audits: amt. a % reduced_ _

IL)-technical assistance: amt. £ t reduced
IV)- other (specify) t amt. G % r :euced

k) reduce benefits available to the public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each) :
-)9grants: amt. £ P reduced

U1) loans: amt. & S reduced
U) - other (specify) : ant. & S reduced_

1) raise user fees (specify component, program, and amount
of increase In each):_

m) o.._ther (provide details)t:
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4. Assuming a government-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1967 of620 billion which could reduce .four funding I ab .3 percentbelow ical ear 195 funding evels te jusment for at&-ludman-Iollings sequestration and lubeeATnt supplemental bowwould the prtans of your deprent/agency be affected;please spec the estimated do amount of thedearuet/agency-wide. reduction Which you would expemrience. InA itioni pleas specify which of the following actions you wouldfind it necessary to take under much coaditi =ns. *Answer sub-questions wal through i1 for your overall department/agnyAnswer sub-questions *1' throdifi "1" for each of your principalsub-department/agenay components. Answer pertinent questions interm. of the actual number of people involved rather than M's.Attach additional sheets of paper wherever y,. find It necessaryto provide and/or explaLn all the Information requested.
Department/agency abMLn Claim aetmmat Oxmiami
Estimated mount of reduction -!.SM

a).___.lay procurements sa))noneapital acquis•tions: I delayed

total S amountU}).capital acquisitionas I delayed
total $ &aMo-unb)_..jLrestrIct travels total $ aount-ia

I of total travel 2ao) x._restrict training: total $ mountj1 .ooo
0 of total trMaining'Sbidjtd)_freeze hiring: duration in months -aIf not affecting whole agency, specify thecomponents afetted

resultant reduction in waorkorcs
because of attritions

G & % of permanent employeesreduck
# & % of temporary employees

reduced
# & 0 of oUfthe Keplyees

reduced_____0) furloughs # of daysqr
I of peop~e&fef~
S of workforce invol lf).rif: I of people affected

% of workforce Involvedg). retire earlys # of people affte4
I of workforce involve a"h)_delay maintenance and repairs: I of project.

i)__close field locations
(specify where):__)..reduce service to the public (specify component andprogram and give amount and percent of reduction ineach):

_,._..aun~secast amt. & t reduced____Z1) tewoabrttn amtI. .reduced
x~r) teani"Iassistance: aREE7TTE-uced" = otheri (specify) I mt. A S reEcek) redfra eneiaits availableto public (specify Componentamd program and give amount and Percent of reductionin each):I

)--'-- r ants t mt. a reduced"________II)........l ans:at. aIII). other (specify), tamnt."t reduced1.) raise user fees (specify omonent, program, and amountof increa•e in each)I),otbr (provide details): l mtm 1In
*C - m afh111
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'S. Assuming a government-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of$30 billion which could reduce your funding by about 11.8 percent
below Fiscal Year 1986 funding levels after adjustment for Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings sequestration and subsequent supplementals, howwould the operations of your department/agency be affected?
Pleae specify the estimated dollar amount of thedepartment/agency-wide reduction which you would experience. Inaddition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find it necessary to take under such conditions. Answer sub-questions "a" through "I" foryour overall department/agency.
Answer sub-questions "J" through "1" for each of your principal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions interms of the actual number of people involved rather than F1S's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or exlain all the information requested.
Department/agency fri~cas etin .so

Intimated amount of reduction -$70,000

a)_~.._delay procurements:
Z).Z.noncapital acquisitions: I delayed jgmltm

total $ amount 1,000UI) capital acquisitions: I delayed
total $ amount

b) X__restrict travels total $ amount 2,000
% of total travel bud et 401o) X restrict training: total $ amount 11r00
S. of total training budget 1006d)__•_freeze hiring: duration in months 12

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition

# & % of permanent employees
reduced /120% (Or m f)
a & % of temporary employees
reduced
G & 0 of other ewp* es
reduced

e)_ furlought I of days
I of peoplerefleted
% of workforce involved

f)._L..rif: I of people affected I
0 of workforce involvedja

g)_.retire early: # of people affected
S of workforce invole Wh)_ delay maintenance and repairs: I of projects-total $ amount______

i) l close field locations
(specify where):_S)_ reduce service to the publo (specify component andprogram and give amount and percent of reduction in
each):

)X ainspections: sat. & S reduced
UX) audits sat. A S reduced
N)._tpohnical assistance: amE7.&'TTreuced
IV)..j....otbar (specify)S. sauto & %. redUcedjALM, 33%__redu.ce -enefits available to thapublic (specify component

and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

X)_grants: mat. & S reduced
UX) loans: amt. a S reduced_ _

UNx) other (specify) - at. & reduced
) r_rais user fees (ecify component, program, and amon-

of Incree in each):
) . other (provide detalsIn) s nWAW MW b--WWt My--- OP
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COMPTROLLER

The Honorable Jack Brooks, Chairman
committee on Government Operations
0.8. House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman.

GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES
WMMWOM DA LMW

RECEIVED
.111 14M9

HOUENW cMOmd ONERTKON
GOMENMEtrr OPERflTWM

I an enclosing the completed questionnaire on the impacts
of the Oram-RudmAn-iollings legislation as requested in your
letter of June 26, 1986. If clarification of these figures is
desired, further contact should be made vith Ms. JoAnn L. Classes
of our Budget Office on 275-4143.

i rely,

Comptroller General
of the United States

w
4a 14 ... 4%WW
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QU3STIO0IMR2 ON ORAIU-RUDMAM-HOLLflqOS II4PAC

I. Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (include
title and account number) for which you are responsible and
Identify the dollar amount and percentage of reduction that -•
occurred for each as a result of the February/March 1986
sequestration. Salarips.-id Ixpnseee" Account 05-0106-0-1-801

GAO - $12.941,000 - 4.3 percent
2. Please identify any of the budget accounts listed above that
wore subseluently provided with additional funding as a result of
reprogramnng, transfers supplemental a propriations, or other
actions. Provide the doLlar 4mdunt of the additional funding.

3. Please spec•Ty ihich of the following actions you found It
necessary to take to accommodate anyreductions in funding
resulting from the sequestration. Answer sub-questions "an
through "I" for your overall department/agency. Answer sub-
questions 0j" through "I" for each of your principal sub-.
department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than M's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the Information requested.

Department/agency aAo

a)_jUYedelay procurements:
X)...nonapital acquisitions: I delayedjlj

total $ amountJ,3L.?S000
XX)_...acapital acquisitionst I delayed 7

total $ amountsi.is3.apa
b) Yes restrict travel: total $ amount a2.850.oa

% of total travel budgettas
o) Yes restrict training: total $ amountsaoa.on

% of total training gbdet U&.
d) Yes freeze hiring: duration in months 9-

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

# A % of permanent employees
reduced 102 (20-
& I of temporary employees

reduced lgtrl3si
& of other mpl6yeesroducodA4LL(3 3t

e) o furlough: I of days
I of people affected
S of workforce invol ....

f) No rif: I of people affected
4 of workforce involvd

g)_fo retire early: I of people affected
0 of workforce Involved

h) Yes delay maintenance and repairs: # of projects Pootnote 2
total $ amountjLLs.nnn

i) No close field locations
(specify whare)s:_ __ _

D1 )oe.reduce service to the Conqris (specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction In
each): (See Footnote 3)

r) i)spections: amt. a % reduced_
UX)-auditS: amt. 9 % reduced 45.101

XIX) -- tehncal assistance: 4t., a % reduced
IV) other (specify) . amt. & S reduced'

k) Yes reduce - benefits available to the kongrevs:specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
In each):

X) grants: ant. £ 9 reduced
XI) --- ans: sat. £ 9 reduced_________
"IU ) ;jZ.other ( spciat. £ reduced_____

1) raise user foes (specify component, program, and amount
of increase in each): __

m)Yes other (provide details): see ttntmts'x
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4. Assuming a govornment-wide sequester In Fiscal Year 1987 of

20 billion which could reduce your funding by about 7.3 percent
"below Fiscal Year 1906 funding levels after adjustment for Gram-
Rudman-Hollings sequestration and subsequent supplementals, how
would the operations of your departmentiagenay be affected?
Please specify the estimated dollar amount of the
department/agency-wide reduction which you would experience. In
addition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find it necessary to take under such conditions. Answer sub-
questions "a" through "L" for your overall department/agency.
Answer sub-questions "j" through "1" for each of your principal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than FT's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the Information requested.

Department/agency .o ..

Estimated amount of reduction S21.o22.,aio

a) Yes delay procurements:
I-- - noncapitaL acquieitionst # delayed Itotal $ amioiuitijlj.ft OO

II)__.i capital acquisitions: I delayed 4
total $ amountjjjofooo ..

b)_es__restrict travels total $ amount$l19O5.OOO
% of total travel budget. 14t......

c)_L___restrict training: total $ amount
% of total training budget

d)_Yesfreeze hiring: duration in months 3 -
If not affecting ahole igeno¥, specify the

components affected
resultant reduction in workforce

because of attrition:
# & % of permanent employees

reduced 30lit)
I & S of temporary employees

reduced 0
% & of er oces

reduced_ _ ,
e)_Mg._furlough: I of days

I of people affected
0 of workforce invol __a_

f) Yes rif: I of people affected 021
% of workforce involved VLS

g)_Les retire early: I of people affected In
ir of workforce involved 2S

h) Yes delay maintenance and repairs: I of projects
total $ amount jil~eLSO..

S)__close field locations
(specify where ) :__ ______ __

ys )ea reduce service to the Csagres•espec.fy component and
program 8ar give amount and percent of reduction in
each): (see Footnote 3)

[) inspections: ant. £ 0 reduced_ _IIZ •audita,2 amt. £ reduced ziltlf _
UXK) technical assistance$ am%. & reouced
IV)' other (specify) I ant. a % rei~u-cei9

k) .. reduce efits available to Erngress (specify component
end program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

I) grants: amt. & 0 reduced_ _
II)--l oanst amt. £ reduced
III)- other (specify) t•¥ .•.n-t- •- T reducedaaI___

1)_._raise user fees specifyy component, program, and amount
of increase in each):

l.ymt._other (provide details): See Footnoe 3-
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S. Assuming a government-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1967 of
$30 billion which could reduce your funding by about 11.8 percent
below Fisaal Year 1986 funding levels after adjustment for Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings sequestration and subsequent supplementals, how
would the operations of your department/agency be affected?
Please specify the estimated dollar amount of the
department/agency-wide reduction which you would experience. In
addition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find it necessary to take under such conditions. 'Answer sub-
questions "a" through "i" for your overall department/agency.
Answer sub-questions "j" through "1" for each of your principal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than FTE's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency GAO

Estimated amount of reduction S33.981.000

a) Yes delay procurementas
1)jA noncapital acquisitions; I delayed 11

total $ amount_1L.a.OOO
L)_X..capital acquisitions: I delayed 4

total $ amout$960,000
b) 1egjrestrict travel: total $ amountt2,852.000

% of total travel budget 21%
c) o. restrict training total $ amount% of total training budget
d) Yes freeze hiring: duration in months -

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

S & t of permanent employees
reduced30jlj-

a & % of temporary employees
reduced q
% £ t of other employees

reduced90
e) No furlough: i of days

I of people affected
% of workforce inVolved

f) Yes rif a # of people affected 1. ng
S of workforce involved2I

g) Yes retire early: I of people afll td 100
t of workforce involved 21

h) Yes delay maintenance and repairs: | of projects 3
total $ amount..LjlA.,....

i) close field locations
(specify where) : _

J)_Le8 reduce service to thecongiess(specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each):

X) inspectionss amt. A % reduced
XI)-XT audits: amt. & % reduced 10DE T
IU!)- technical assistance amt. 4 % reduced
IV)-other (specify) rgnt_-s amt. reduced___

k) Yes redue-el nefits availableto thutrCoaures (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

1)_grants: amt. & S reduced
II) loans: amt. & % reduced_ __

III)--•-.-other (specify)jnnn- 3: amt. & t reduced
1) raise user fees (specify component, program, and amount

of increase in each):
m) Yes other (provide details): se& rantnnts
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1. Questions 3.,.5 (a) I and rX

The numbers of delayed acquisitions have been grouped
together where the requests for services and equipment are
of the neoe type.

2. Question 3 (h)

Kuiating projects have been maintained while all future
projects (e.g. office space modernization to handle new
technology, acquisition of additional microcomputers) have
been frozen. We are concerned that the necessity to freeze
projects, especially in the faollities area, will impact on
our ability to remove asbestos from such of our work space,
thereby prolonging the health risk of our employees.

3. Questions 3,.,5, (j) (k) &.(m)

GAO services directly support the Congress rather than the
public. Currently in many parts of GAO, 100 percent of our
workload is In response to Congressional requests. We are
finding it increasingly diffloult to provide the Congress
with timely support as attrition In areas of high
congressional Interest continues without our ability to
hire replacements. In addition, mandated outs in travel
runds are requiring us to stretch jobs out longer than
normal.
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Administrator
General Services Administration

Washington, DC 20405
July 15, 1986 RECEIVE D

19P.6
HOUSE COM•IIT'Ef ON

GOVERNMEWI OPIR"TIO/IS

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This letter responds to your June 26 request for information
on the effect of the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings law.

We are meeting current budget goals through a number of
initiatives which will improve efficiency, streamline operations,
and reduce cost. These initiatives were originally planned for
1987. They however were accelerated to enable GSA to gain full
benefit from the cost savings.

If sequestration is required in FY 87, the additional
decreases will be difficult to achieve.

We however are not yet able to address the specific impact of
a reduction of up to 11.8 percent below 1986. Because we have
already streamlined operations to such a degree, a decrease of this
magnitude would require complete reevaluation of current 4ency
programs and missions to determine if it would be prudent, or even
possible to continue them.

Savings currently planned to provide initial funding for
productivity improvements would have to be reduced substantially.
Harold Griffin, Associate Administrator for Congressional Affairs,
on 566-1250, is available to provide any further information which
may be requested by your staff.

With best wishes.

Sincerely,

Terence C. Golden

The Honorable
Jack Brooks
Chairman
Committee on Government Operations
House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Enclosure

I . . .
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QOU3YOMUAR O GRAUM-RUNOSM-UOLMG PA

1. Pleas provide a list of a11 the budget accounts (include title
and account number) for which you are responsible and identify the
dollar amount and perentage of reduction that occurred for each a"s
result of the Februaryýarch 1936 sequestration.

MOM. General Services Akdnistration (G=A) accounts and the effect
of 1986 sequestration are as follows

$(000' s;frote&
Federal buildings Fund,(23-05-4542-x-4-004-Al 47-4542) $ 301*
Federal Duldings Fund,

P31Direct Loans (23-05-7013-z-4-$04-Ag 20-4542) -
Operating expenses, redoral

Supply Service (23-10-0116-x-1-004-Ap 47-0116) 7,313
General Suply Fund (23-10-4530-z-4-804-Al 47-4530) --
apenews of Transportation Audit Contracts and Contract

Administration (23-10-5246-u-2-604-As 47-5246) --
Operating IXzpenses, Information Resources

Management Service (23-15-0900-x--1-04-Al 47-0900) 1,293
Federal Teleoommunications

rund (23-15-4333-x-4-804-At 47-4533) --
Automatic Data Processing

Fund (23-15-4541-s-4-104-Ar 47-4541) --
Consmner Infoxmation Center

Fund (23-15-4549-x-3-376-At 47-4549) 535
Operating Epenses, Federal Property Resources

Service (Defense) (23-25-0533-z-1-054-Ai 47-0533) 1,401
Operating Expenses, Federal Property Resources

Service (General) (23-25-0533-x-1-004-As 47-0533) 491
National Defense -Aftoepile

trnsato Fund (23-25-4550-x-3-054-As 47-4550) 980*
Expenses, Disposal of Surplus Real and Related

Personal Propet(23-25-5254-x-2-604-Ag 47-5254) 153
Alloae and Office Staff for

Former Presidents (23-30-0105-x-1-102-As 47-0105) 35
Expenses, Presidential

Transition (23-30-0107-x-1-002-At 47-0107) --
Office of inspector General

(23-30-0100-z-l-J04-As 47-0108) 35I
Salaries and Expenses, General Managment

and Admlnistration (23-30-0110-x-1-804-At 47-0110) 5,021
Economic opportunity Act Close-Out

Activities (23-30-0115-x-1-306-Ag 47-0115) --
Virgin Islands Corporation

Liquidation Fund (23-30-4480-z-3-804-At 47-4410) --
Working Capital Fond (23-30-4540-x-4-804-At 47-4540) --

4.3 0

4.3

4.3 0

4.3 0

4.9 1

4.3 0

4.9 %

4.3 0

4.3 0

4.3 0

4.3 1

MM I Accounts vLth no sequestration are Lntragovernmental
revolving or other funds exempt from reduction. Those marked ()
are reductions to approprLations to a fund.

2. Please identify any of the budget accounts listed above that were
subsequently provided with additional fundLng as a result of
reprogr~n~ag, transfers, supplemental appropriations, or other
actons. Provide the dollar amount of the additional funding.

AM=.B because savings could not be achieved in the uniform manner
sequestered, GSA reprogramed savings in other accounts. In
total, there was no change to post-sequester availability.

Operating Expenses, Federal
Suppy Srvic" e (23-10-0116-x-l-804-At 47-0116)

Operating EpneInformation Resources
Management Service (23-15-0900-x-1-004-As 47-0900)

Operating qpenses, ,Federal Property Resources
Service (General) (23-23-0533-x-l-804-As 47-0533)

selarLes ud Expenses, General Management
and Adminlstration (23-30-0110-x-1-O04-As 47-0110)

Of fom of Inspector
General (23-30-0100-x-1-804-As 47-0108)

+ * 10400

- 92

- 301

- 1,117

+ 190
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3. Please specify which of the following actions you found it
necessary to take to accomodate any reductions in funding resulting
from the sequestration. Answer subquestions "a" through *i* for your
overall departmsnt/agency. Answer subquestions OJO through 010 for
each of your principal sub-department/agency components. Answer
pertinent questions In terms of the actual number of people involved
rather than VIZ's. Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you
find it necessary to provide and/or explain all the information
requested.

Department/agency General Services Administration

Ongoing initiatives to increase efficiency, improve services,
streamline operationAaad reduce cost were already planned or
underway. Samr, however, were originally planned for 1967 and were
accelerated to meet 1986 reductions. Our goal has been to meet budget
constraints by achieving the most efficient and cost effective
organization possible.

a) X delay procurements
X) I noncapital acquisitions # delayed 22

total aount726.000
IX) _Lcapital acquisitions: # delayed 7

"total $ a-munt 81,200,000

b) X restrict travel: total $ amount 230,000
0 of total travel budget-5.l1

c)____.restrict training

d) _ freeze hiring: duration in months 7 months*
if not affecting whole agency, specify

components affected *
resultant reduction in workforce

because of attrition
0 a I of permanent employees
reduced 1,581 (6.70)*

* GSA had an agenaywide hiring freeze in effect through 4/30/86,
but individual freezes or selective hiring procedures remain in
effect for certain occupations and geographic locations due to
streamlining/organizational initiatives. The number of
employees reduced through attrition alone is a projection for
the full year; data are not available for temporary/other
categories of eloyment.

e) furlough

f) I rift # of people affected 300 (projected separations)
I of workforce involved_ lI.2

g)__l retire early: * of people affected 373*
0 of workforce involv1ed 2t

• Actual, through July 1, 1986; this is 130 of eligibles.

h) I delay maintenance and repairs: # of projects 7
total $ emounr€'' $1,045,000

1) I close field locations (specify where):

Customer Supply Centers in Bingham, MA; Lima, PAg Kansas City,
YAg tlarahan, L g and San Juan, PR.

Personal Property Centers in Randolph, NAg Philadelphia, PAg
Bridgeville, PAg Atlanta, G&g Chicago, XLg Kansas City, NDI St.
Louis, NOg Vt. Worth, TX; Denver (DT), COt Clearfield, U p an
Francisco, CAh bell, CAp and Portland, OR.

Supply depo;s in Denver, CO Kansas City, NOp and Auburn, WA.
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(Question 3 continued)

J)_ rodu service to the public#
X) insepetions

12)2auditet ant. a I reduced_1j&(.911j_ (Office of
Inspector General)

III) technical assistance
XV)Fothere iLvestigationst if Sa. mi(.8 I(Ofrice of Mnspector General)

consumer information catalogs 3 million
gonine. (•70,0000 41M8 (oMnsor

Information Centert

k).___ reduce benefits available to the public

1)___rai user fees

a) X others

Realigned supply management and overhead structure, and xonalized
travel and transportation management functions.

Centralized information resources management functions from 11 to
5 regions.

Consolidated accounting operations from 11 to 2 regions.
Consolidated administrative services and personnel support

functions in 6 regions into 3 regions.
Abolished a separate central office for regulatory, oversight,

and office automation responsibilities consolidated functions into
other existing organizations.

Reduced supervisory layering and administrative overhead in the
Boston, Denver, and Auburn (Seattle) regions by having the now York,
Ft. Worth, and San Francisco regions provide program direction/support
functions.

4. Assuming a government-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of $20
billion which could reduce your funding by about 7.3 percent below
Fiscal Year 1986 funding levels after adjustment for Grmm-Rudman-
follings sequestration and subsequent supplementals, how would the
operations of your department/agency be affected? Please specify the
estimated dollar amount of the department/agency-wide reduction which
you would experience. In addition, please specify which of the
following actions you would find it necessary to take under suchconditions. Answer subquestions *a* through i. for your overall
department/agency. Answer subquestions "j through 10 for each of
your principal sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent
questions in terms of the actual number of people involved rather than
FM's. Attach additional sheets of paper wborever you find it
necessary to provide and/or explain all the information reque-ited.

Department/agency General Services Administration

Estimated amount of reduction S 20.993.413

Because of ongoing streamlining and the full-year effect of 1936
management and organizational efficiencies, a 1987 level $29H below
tOtal 1986 post G-R- budget authority could be accommodated with
moderate impact if it is selectively applied (i.e., not uniformly
applied by account).

This reduction, however, would impede our ability to meet new
legislated requirements and to make investments needed to operate more
effectively. The 1987 budget included,

o $5.9 million in ADP/operating equipment to enhance the
operation and competitiveness of our paper-based supply system.

o S.7 million for new requirements under the Competition in
Contracting and Procurement Fraud Civil Penalties Acts.

o $1 million needed to enhance Inspector General audit and
investigation activities that detect/prevent fraud, waste, and abuse.
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(Question 4 continued)

o $.7 million to increase Indian Trust Accounting support
towards court-mandated levels.

o $6.3 million needed to reocmpet. our accounting support
contract (current contract expires in 1987).

o $2.4 million to expand contract transportation audits to
increase collection of overcharges (counts as budget authority, even
though costs are financed from collections)

S. Assuming a government-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of $30
billion which could reduce your funding by about 11.6 percent below
Fiscal Year 1986 funding levels after adjustment for Gram-Rudman-
Hollings sequestration and subsequent supplementals, how would the
operations of your department/agencay be affected? Please specify the
estimated dollar amount of the department/agency-wide reduction which
you would experience. In addition, please specify which of the
following actions you would find it necessary to take under such
conditions. Answer subquestions 0a0 through i10 for your overall
department/agency. Answer subquestions O. through "10 for each of
your principal sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent
questions in terms of the actual number of people involved rather than
ITS's. Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it
necessary to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency General Services Administration

estimated amount of reduction S 46,866,178

GSA is not prepared at this time to identify what action would be
necessary to meet a reduction of this magnitude.

While most of GSA's $7 billion annual operations are conducted through
revolving funds, its relatively small appropriations provide the
management, direction, and oversight needed to accomplish the program.
In the case of the Federal Supply Service, appropriations also support
all personnel engaged in supply functions.

These appropriations have already undergone extensive streamlining to
meet budget goals current 1986 post G-R-H budget authority of $397.2
million is essentially the same level as enacted in 1985. They are
also personnel-intensive (over 800 in some cases), so there are few
discretionary efforts that can be canceled or postponed to achieve
savings.

Therefore, a $47 million additional redudtion could not be
accomplished without an extensive program evaluation to determine what
functions or services to other Federal agencies would have to be
discontinued or permanently eliminated.
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RECEIVED

July 21, 1986 1.,o 28 W-0
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON

Honorable Jack Brooks, Chairman OOVEFNMEPIT OPERA'iONS
Committee on Government Operations
2157 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Jacks

The Foundation appreciates your June 26, 1986
inquiry about the impact on our program of the Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings Act. My absence from the city has
prevented an earlier reply.

The Foundation's operations are funded entirely
from the interest earned on a fully appropriated trust
fund invested in U.S. Government securities. As ex-
plained more fully below, that income is more than ample
to meet the Foundation's needs, but the Gram-Rudman-
Hollings Act nevertheless has required the Foundation
to reduce its scholarship stipends while the trust fund's
income unnecessarily accumulates.

In FY 1985, for example, the Foundation funded
$1,580,111.00 in grants to 388 eligible Truman Scholars.
Administrative expenses in connection with the above
grants, and for the identification, nomination and selec-
tion of the new Truman Scholars totalled $448,802.00.
Foundation income on U.S. securities held by the Harry S.
Truman Memorial Scholarship Trust Fund in the U.S.
Treasury totalled $3,959,419.00, almost double the Founda-
tion's total outlays.

In November, 1985, Congress amended the Harry S.
Truman Memorial Scholarship Act to increase from $5,000
to $10,000 the maximum annual stipend that the Foundation
may award each Truman Scholar. The increase permits
Truman Scholarships to more nearly meet rising educational
costs, which have more than doubled since the Act was
passed in 1974.

Last Fall, the Foundation established the maximum
stipend for each eligible Truman Scholar at $7,000 for
the 1986-87 academic year, but in the spring we had to
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Honorable Jack Brooks
July 21, 1986
Page Two

reduce that maximum from $7,000 to $6,500 to meet the
requirements of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings. The Foundation
believes that such a reduction contravenes the Congres-
sional intent,as reaffirmed in last Fall's amendment to
the Scholarship Act, to provide most recipients with full
scholarships, and does so without any impact on deficit
reduction because funds are expended for budgetary purposes
when the interest regularly is credited to the Foundation's
Trust Fund.

Thus, the net result of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings is to
require an accumulation in our trust fund of income that
the Foundation believes it was directed to award, and should
award, in scholarships to promising students who\plan careers
in public service. It needlessly restricts the Foundation's
ability to carry out this most appropriate program to
memorialize President Harry S. Truman by attracting out-
standing young people to the public service.

Enclosed is a completed questionnaires you requested.
Please call me or the Foundation's Executive Secretary,
Malcolm McCormack, if you have any questions.

ly, *

Chairman

Enclosure
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QUISTIOWNAUON 01 GRAINK-RUDHMiI-HOLLINGS IMPACT

1. Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (include
title and account number) for which you are responsible and
identify the dollar amount and percentage of reduction that
occurred for each as a result of the rebruary/Karch 1986
sequestration.

2. Please identify any of the budget accounts listed above that
were subsequently provided with additional funding as a result of
reprogramsLng, transfers, supplemental appropriations, or other
actions. Provide the dollar amount of the additional funding.

3. Please specify which of the following actions you found it
necessary to take to accommodate any reductions in funding
resulting from the sequestration. Answer sub-questions "a"
through "i" for your verall department/agency. Answer sub-
questions "j" through "1" for each of your principal sub-
department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than Mr's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency Harry S. Truman Scholarship Foundation
Identification code 95-8296-0-7-502

a) _I delay procurementst
I) NA noscapital acquisitions: I delayed

total $ amount
I)UM capital acquisitionst I delayed_

total $ amount
b) yes restrict travel: total $ amount 20C0.

% of total travel b-- ge- -12%
c) NA restrict training total $ amount

% of total training budget
d) yes freeze hiring: duration in months inde*initely

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

a & I of permanent employees
reduced

I & % of temporary employees
reduced
a & S of other employees
reduced

e)A _furlough: # of days
# of people affected
% of workforce involved

f)N_.rif: I of people affected
% of workforce involved

g)±..retire early: I of people affected
% of workforce involved

h)N delay maintenance and repairs: I of projects
total $ amount

i)_noneclose field locations
(specify where):

D)-21 reduce service to the public (• sc•si c- nonent-and
program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each):

1) MRA• inspection: ant. a 6 reduced
Ii)---ajditst ant. & % reduced

U! )0Etechnical assistance: amt t reduced
IV) other (specify) notificatio n amt. G % redoued S0,000-25%

k) Yes reduce beefits available to the public (specify component
and progam and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

1) Yes grants ant. G 6 reducd$66p£,0 -4%%
1f) E loans: ant. a 6 reduced

IUI)1 other (specify) t ant.- tI reduced
1) NA raise user fees (specify component, program, and amount

of Increase in each):
m) NA other (provide details):
Foundation newsletter (2-to-3 issues per annum: approx. circulation 3500,
to college presidents/ faculty / educational leaders / Truman Scholars,
plus program notices in educational publications and mailings to campuses.
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4. Assuming a government-wide sequester in fiscal Year 1987 of
$20 billion which could reduce your funding by about 7.3 percentbelow Fiscal Year 1906 funding levels adjustment for Gramn-
Rudman-HollingS sequestration and subs ant supplementals, how
would the operations of your deparment/agency be affected?
Please specify the estimated dollar amount of the
department/agency•-wde reduction which you would experience. In
addition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find it necessary to take under such conditions. *Answer sub-
questions "a* through OLO for .your overall department/agency.
Answer sub-questions j" through OP for each of your prnLcipal
sub-department/agency compoent. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than flu's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.
Department/agency Harry S. Truman Scholarship Foundation

Katimated amount of reduction - $183,000

a) ___delay procurements:
1) MR noncapital acquisitions: I delayed

total $ mounc ".
xx) J! capital acquiaitions: I delayed_

toal $ aMout
b)_yea restrict travel: total $ amount R.OO -s

I of total travel budget - 15.
c)_i__restrict training: total $ amount

"S of total train budget
d) y"s freeze hirLigs duration in months indefinitely"if not affecting whole agency, specify the

components affected
resultant reduction in workforce

because of attritions
# G S of permanent employees

reduced_
# & ' of temporary employees

reduced
# a I of other emplroyes

reduced_
e) _ furlough: I of days

I of people affcted
I of workforce Lnvol v__.

f)_•_rifs I of people affected
S of workfore involved

g)_" retire early: I of people afNet_
M of workforce Lnvol _ _

h)_ _dAelay maintenance and repaired: # of projects S~total $ amount
L none close field locations

(spoac.fr wbere):t_ _
j yesreduce servLoe to the pubFic (specify component and

program, aA give amount and percent of reduction in
2) m i cunsetons: sat. S S reduced
Uz)-W--dts, mt. aI. reduced

n"I-)Etechnic"l assistance: anE.i7T4-i-uced
ZV) -a the (specify) notificatip0ant. & S 0 301

k) Yes ZreduebMeS availableohe public (specify c onent
and prgmand give mount and percent of reduction
In...., t* each) " $4.2,ooo - 7W

)-m-!-- sa mut. &%S reduced
._ZZZ)- bother (specify) s mt. &"' reduced

1) . raLse user fees (spcifr cponent, program, and amount
"of Lnaroase in each):s

ms)_nother (provide details)s)_ _ _ _ _ _

* see footnote, pege I
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5. Assuming a government-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1967 of
$30 billion which could reduce your funding by about 11.8 percent
below Fiscal Year 1986 funding levels after adjustment for Gramu-
Rudman-Hollings sequestration and subsequent supplementals, how
would the operations of your department/agency be affected?
Please specify the estimated dollar amount of the
department/agency-wide reduction which you would experience. In
addition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find it necessary to take under such conditions. Answer sub-
questions "a" through "L" for your overall department/agency.
Answer sub-questions "J" through "l" for each of your principal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than FTE's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency Harry S. Truman Scholarship Foundation

Estimated amount of reduction - $295,000

a._.)Jdelay procurements:
L M--noncapital acquisitions: I delayed

total $ amount
II)_ !!..___capital acquisitions: I delayed

b) Yes restrict travel: total $ amount ttaiý0amu

_r t of total travel budget - 25%
c) restrict training: total $ amount

% of total training budget
d) Ye_ -freeze hiring: duration in'months indefinitely

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

% & ' of permanent employees
reduced

# a % of temporary employees
reduced
a % of other employees
reduced

e)M furlough: # of days
# of people affected
% of workforce inFolved

f)}_____rif: # of people affected
MR of workforce involved

g) retire early: 0 of people affected
I of workforce involved

h) I dela) maintenance and repairs: I of projects
i) none close field locations total $ amount

(specify where):
j) Yes reduce service to the public (specify component and

program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each):

x)Nh inspections: amt. & S reduced
11) MR audits: amt. & S reduced

IMX)Etechnical assistance: amt. £ ' reduced
IV) yes-other (specify)notificaticm amt. & % reduc 2;000 -35%

_)leareducebeneflts available to the public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

1) yes grants: amt. & S reduced $242,000 -12%
11) mg loans: amt. & a reduced

III)~.._other (specify) t amt. & S reduced
1) W raise user fees (specify component, program, and amount

of increase in each):
a) R_ other (provide details):

*ee footnote, page 1
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July 11, 1986

RECEIVED
Honorable Jack Brooks
U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on Government Operations l 1 4 986
2157 Rayburn House Office Building HOUSE COMMITTEE ON
Washington, DC 20515 GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

Dear Chairman Brooks:

Chairman Gradison has asked me to respond to your

request of June 26, 1986, regarding past and future impacts

of the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings law. Enclosed is the completed

questionnaire you requested. Should the Committee staff

need clarification on the information, they should contact

Mary Hogya at 275-7827.

Managing Director

Enclosure
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QUESTIONNAIRE ON GRAMM-RUDMAN-HOLLINGS IMPACT

1. Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (include
title and account number) for which you are responsible and
identify the dollar amount and percentage of reduction that
occurred for each as a result of the February/March 1986
sequestration. (See Attached.)

2. Please identify any of the budget accounts listed above that
were subsequently provided with additional funding as a result of
reprogramming, transfers, supplemental appropriations, or other
actions. Provide the dollar amount of the additional funding.

(See Attached.)
3. Please specify which of the following actions you found it
necessary to take to accommodate any reductions in funding
resulting from the sequestration. Answer sub-questions 'a"
through "i" for your overall department/agency. Answer sub-
questions "J" through "I" for each of your principal sub-
department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than FTE's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency Interstate fnuntr.A'mmimaIn•

a).aX, delay procurements:
I)_Xsnoncapital acquisitions: # delayed 3

total $ amount $157.000
II). Ye. capital acquisitions: I delayed 1

total $ amount$76.000
b)i.restrict travel: total $ amount 4ins-nnn,

% of total travel budget in-2%
c)No restrict training: total $ amount

% of total training budget
d)Yes freeze hiring: duration in months 4

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

# & % of permanent employees
reduced 44 employees, 5.40

| & % of temporary employees
reduced

I & % of other employees
reduced

e)No furlough: I of days
I of people affected
% of workforce involved

f)NO fif: I of people affected
% of workforce involved

g)jretire early: # of people affected
% of workforce involved

h)j•__delay maintenance and repairs: # of projects
total $ amount

i)lio close field locations
(specify where):

j)lo reduce service to the public (specilfy component and
*(See Attached program and give amount and percent of reduction in

paes 4. 'each):
pe 1-inspections: amt. & % reduced.
II) audits: amt. & % reduced

III) technical assistance: amt. & % reduced
IV) other (specify) : amt. 4 % reduced

k)NQ.reduce-e"Ynefits available to the public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

I)-grants: amt. & % reduced
II)- loans: amt. & 1 reduced

III)--other (specify) : amt. & I reduced
l)No raise user fees (specify component, program, and amount

of increase in each):
m)YesLother (provide details): Reduend ront.l of nffirp .. pce, 531,000,

.61
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4. Assming a govurm1at-vide sequester in fiscal Year 1987 of
$20 billion which Could reduce flur funding by about 7.3 percent
below Fiscal Year 1936 funding tvals ater adjustment for Gram-
Rudman-Nollings sequtratio.n and subsequet supplimentale, how
would the operatin of your departmnt/=agnoy be affected?
Please specify the estimated dollar amount of the
department/agenoy-wLde reduction which you would experience. In
addition, please specify whicb of the following actions you would
find it necessary to ta under such conditions..Answer sub-
questions1 throughh 1 0for your overall department/agency.
Answer sub-questLons "JO through 01 for each of your principal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual ninber of people involved rather than F's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you fLnd it necessary
to provide and/or explain alL th information requested.

Department/agenoy Interstate Commerce Comission

estimated amount of reduction $3,526,000

a).itLdelay procurments:
I).XaL~noncapital acquisitions: I delayed 2

total $ amountj$7.000
IX)_lMa capLtal acquisitions: # delayed

total S$amount_
b)_X&..restrict travel: total $ mount nGo

% of total travel-butget, in
c).wLrestrict training: total $ amountslnfbnnon .

% of total trainLng budget an&
d)Ysfreeze hirings duration in monthsxj2mkha..

if not affecting vwbdoigoicy, specify the
com -onents affected

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

! & % of permanent employees

S 5 % of temporary employees
reduced

* & 1 of other Mp•uoyeesreduced_____
e) o. furlough: I of days

# of peopeRafcteSd
P of vorkforoe involved -

f) to rif:I of people affected
% of workforce involved

g)02*o reo.re early: 8 of people affected
I of workforce involved ,_,

h) Uo delay maintenance and repairs: I of projects
nototal S amount______

i) _ close field locations
(specify where): __ _

IJ)Z.A.reduce service to the public (specify component and
*(See Attached, program and give amount and percent of reduction in

page 6.) each):
1) inspecion: nt. £ & reduced

ZZ) audits: ant. G % reduced ,
II) t n assistance: amnt. TV-reuoed

V)- oer (spcft) , amt. & G reduced
k) No redu-nas Its avts-ilaU-*ýto public (specify component

and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

2)-grant8: ant. a 1 reduced
ZZ)" loans: mt. & reduced

IzI)_o-ther (specify). _ ent. " Areduced
l)jlrase user fees (specify cu•nant, program, and amount

of increase in each):
m).HLother (provide details):'1aek1nln in .n11 ni nfi,$ space

$200* 000, 40
Freeze on• eloyee relocatioas $100,000, 100%
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S. Assuming a government-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of
$30 billion which could reduce your funding by about 11.8 percent
below Fiscal Year 1986 funding levels after adjustment for Oramu-
Rudman-Hollings sequestration and subsequent supplemental, how
would the operations of your department/agency be affected?
Please specify the estimated dollar amount of the
department/agency-wide reduction which you would experience. In
addition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find it necessary to take under such conditions. Answer sub-
questions "a" through "i" for your overall department/agency.
Answer sub-questions "j" through "1" for each of your principal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than FTE's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency Interstate Comerce Commiasion

Estimated amount of reduction $5,470,000

a) Yes delay procurements:
I) Yes noncapital acquisitions: I delayed .

total $ amount$ 7 5,000
M-)108__capital acquisitions: I delayed 1

total $ amount
b) Yes restrict travel: total $ amount $600 000

% of total travel budget 54%
c) Yes restrict training: total $ amount el50.000

% of total training budget inn&
d) Yes freeze hiring: duration in months !2

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

# & % of permanent employees
reduced 05 10.5%
A % ' of temporary employees
reduced
% & ' of other employees

reduced
e) No furlough: # of days

# of people affected
% of workforce inVolvied

f) Yes rif: I of people affected 100
% of workforce involved 12.0t

g)110 retire early: I of people affected
% of workforce involved

h) o delay maintenance and repairs: # of projects
total $ amount

i)O close field locations
(specify where):

)2yes reduce service to the public (specify component ard
*(See Attached program and give amount and percent of reduction in
pagee At e 'each):
page 7 I) inspections: amt. & ' reduced

U1)= audits: amt. & % reduced
III) technical assistance: amt. & % reduced

V)- other (specify) : amt. & % reduced
k)•• reduce benefits available to the public (specify component

and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

I)_grants: amt. £ ' reduced
IU)- loans: amt. £ ' reduced

III)_)"-_-other (specify) : amt. & ' reduced
W)No raise user fees (specify component, program, and amount

of increase in each):
m)_.__other (provide details):

Reduction in rental of office spaze $250,000, 5%
Freeze on employee relocations $100,000, 100l
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1. Interstate Commerce Commission
Salaries and Expenses Account No. 306-0100

Amount Reduced $2,072,000
Percent Reduced 4.3%

- Payments tor Direrted
Rail Service Account No. 30X-0103

Amount Reduced
Percent Reduced

2. Subsequent to the sequestration of February/Maroh 1986,
no additional funds were provided to either account.

3.4) Additional information on FY 1986 impact:

In PT 1986, the Commission has experienced
reductions in a number of workload activities, primarily in
the motor areas. These workload reductions permitted
attrition to operate without affecting service to the
public. In addition to the changes in the staffing pattern
and employment level, the Commission has made charges in the
way things are done which have resulted in productivity
Increases. There was one exception to the pattern of
workload decreases and productivity increases: the
attrition of employees in Commissioners' Offices related to
the abolishment of two seats on the Commission, as required
by law. The following table shows attrition for each
component.
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Attrition of Full-time Permanent Employees under
Oramm-Rudman-Hollings Hiring Freeze, by Bureau and Office

Bureau/Offtice

Commissioners and their offices -11

Secretary -3

General Counsel - -I

Proceedings -7

Hearings -3

Public Assistance 0

Transportation Analysis 0

Accounts -8

Traffic -3

Compliance and Consumer Assistance -8

Managing Director 0

Total -44
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4. The Commission's FY 1987 budget request asks for the
resource level needed to provide for the continuity of
regulatory functions under current legislation. Some
declines in service to the public would have to occur In
order to achieve a 7.3% cost reduction, primarily through a
hiring freeze and concomitant attrition of over 80 persons.
Areas which likely will be affected are licensing and other
proceedings, Inspections and other compliance monitoring,
and technical assistance functions. Since very few
personnel resources are planned for auditing, the Impact in
that area would be negligible. We are unable to give you
specific information on the Impact of such a reduction for
each function and agency component, because the Commission
would have to carefully weigh its priorities, assess trends
in workload and attrition, and vote on an action plan to
Implement such a sizable reduction.
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5. The Commission's PY 1987 budget request asks for the
resource level needed to provide for the continuity of
regulatory functions under current legislation. Significant
reductions in service to the public would have to occur in
order to achieve an 11.3% cost reduction; this would be
accomplished primarily through a RIP of approximately 100
persons and a hiring freeze resulting in attrition of 85
persons. It is likely that all work activities would be
affected with a total personnel reduction of 185, or 23%.
We are unable to give you specific information on the impact
of such a reduction for each function and agency component,
because the Commission would have to carefully weigh its
priorities, assess trends in workload and attrition, and
vote on an action plan to implement such a sizable
reduction.
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U.S. MERIT SYSTEMS PROTECTION BOAIQ)VrE'P- 4 .,rT:.7;* ON
Washington. D.C. 20410 " 'P.EFATlONc.

JUL. 17 16
The Honorable Jack Brooks
Chairman
Committee on Government Operations
House of Representatives
2157 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Brooks:

Enclosed are our responses to the questionnaire you sent to
us with your letter of June 26. This questionnaire was
completed on the basis that the workload of the Merit
Systems Protection Board (the Board) would remain relatively
constant in fiscal 1987. As you are aware, personnel
actions such as reduction in force and certain furlough
actions are appealable to the Board. Government-wide
reductions as contemplated by your letter would result in a
substantial increase in appeal receipts to the Board. A
supplemental appropriation might then have to be requested.

The Board has one budget account numbered 4160100, which is
entitled "Salaries and Expenses." In 1986 this account was
reduced 4.3 percent ($860,000) as a result of the
sequestration. No other changes have been made to the
account.

Please contact our Budget Officer, Douglas Wade, at 653-8976
for any further information.

Sincerely•,

Maria L. Johnson

Acting Chairman

Enclosure

51-722 - 93 - 17
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"Q•ITOIAIR• WO G3A -RU- W-HOLLflIG XA

1. Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (Include
title and account number) for which you are responsible and
identify the dollar amount and percentage of reduction that
occurred for each as a result of the Vebruary/Narch 1986
sequestration.

2. Please Identify any of the budget accounts listed above that
were subsequently provided vith additional funding as a result of
reprogrameing, transfers supplemental appropriatioZ, or other
actions. Provide the dollar amount of the additional funding.

3. Please specify which of the following actions you found it
necessary to take to accomodate any reductions in funding
resulting from the sequestration. Answer sub-questions "a"
through "I* for your overall department/agency. Answer sub-
questionsl j" through "1" for each of your principal sub-
department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people Involved rather than Mi's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency_, U.S. Merit Sstems Protection Board

a) delay procurements
"" ) noncapital acquisitions: delayed

total $Iamount-
Ul)_ c_.Rapltal acquisLtions: I delayedtotal $ amount_____

b) _restrict travels total $ amount_

% of total travel budget' ....
c) restrict training: total $ amount

% of total training budget
d)._Lfreeze hiring: duration in months 12

if not affecting whole agency. specify the
components affected _______hfewexceptions

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

% & % of permanent employees
reduced 21 6.S

0 &at of temporary employees
reducedI & % of other employees
reduced_____

e)_ .__ furlough: I of days________
B of people affected
% of workforce involved

f)r__._if s of people affected
S of workforce involved _

g)___retire early: I of people affected
I of workforce involved,

h)_ d__elay maintenance and repairs # of projects
total $ amount

)..._lose field locations
(specify where):

J)____reduce service to the public (specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each),

I)inspectiona amt. & % reduced
III audit: ant. G reduced

U!1) -technical assistance: amEt. T-7reuced
XV) other (specify) , amt. & I _reuced

k) reduce nefits available to the public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

I) _grant*: ant. & a reduced
II)I loans: amt. & % reduced_ _

11!)- other (specify) , amt. A reduced
1)._raiseuser fees (specify component, program, and amount

of increase in each):
m)____otber (provide details):

I
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4. Assuming a government-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of
$20 billion which could reduce your funding by about 7.3 percent
below Fiscal Year 1986 funding levels after adjustment for Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings sequestration and subsequent supplemsntals, how
would the operations of your dopartment/agency be affected?
Please specify the estimated dollar amount of the
department/agency-wide reduction which you would experience. In
addition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find it necessary to take under such conditions. • Answer sub-
questions "a" through "I" for your overall dopartment/agency.
Answer sub-questions "J" through "1" for each of your principal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people Involved rather than FMI's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency U.S. Merit System Protection Board

Estimated amount of reduction,,1,397,220

a)d____delay procurements:
I) noncapital acquisitions: I delayed_

total $ amount_
XZ).____c apitai acquisitions: I delayed

total $ amount
b)___erstrict travel: total $ amount

% of total travel bud mt
c) X__restrict training: total $ amount S50,0

% of total traJig budget 33%
d)__Lfreeze hiring: duration in months

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected &116 with feweauntn

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

# & I of permanent employees
reduced 55, 161

I & 0 of temporary employees
reduced

#I % of other employeesreduced______
e)_._furlough: 0 of days

# of people affieted
S of workforce Involved

f)r__if: of people affected
% of workforce involved

g)___retire early: # of people affected
% of workforce involved

h)_dolay maintenance and repairs: # of projects
total $ amount____

i).__lose field locations
(specify where)s:

I )jXreduce service to the public (specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each):

I)inpe actions: amt. A % reduced
T%) audita: amt. & % reduced

IU_) tchniocl assistance: amt. teuced
IV) othor (specify) * : amt. & I reduGO___

k)___.reduce* fits available to the public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

1) granted : amt. & t reduced
U1)7 loans: amt. a S reduced_ _

11U)=other (specify) "# amt. & ' reduced
1)_ raise user fees (specify component, program, and amount

of increase in each):
)_____other (provide detailst)_

There would bp a build-up of the case backlog which might man a longer
time required to adjudicate the appeals, thus causing government agencies
significantly greater back pay awards In cases which they lost.
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S. Assuming a goverment-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of
$30 billion which could reduce your funding by about 11.8 percent
below Fiscal Year 1986 funding levels after aujustment for Grass-
Rudman-Hollings sequestration and subsequent supplemental, how
would the operations of your dopartmentlagency be affected?
Please specify the estimated dollar amount of the
department/agency-wide reduction which you would experience. In
addition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find it necessary to take under such conditions. Answer sub-
questions "a" through i" for .your overall department/agency.
Answer sub-questions "J" through "1" for each of your principal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than Mn's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board

Estimated amount of reduction S2,162,820

a)___.delay procurements:
I)____ noncapital acquisitions: I delayed

total $ amount
Ul).. capital acquisitions: # delayed

total $ amount_
b) restrict travel: total $ amount

% of total travel budget
c)_Xrestrict training: total $ amount $ 50000

fe h g of total training budget 33 %
d)___freeze hirings duration in months ?4

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected all; with few exception

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

I & S of permanent employees
reduced 55. 161
a & I of temporary employees
reduced

I 'a of other employees
reduced_

e)_jL.furlough: # of days 14
# of people affected 414
% of workforce in)olIvd 100ii

f) ___rif: B of people affected
t of workforce involved .......

g)_retire early: I of people affectedSof workforce involved
h)d____elay maintenance and repairs: # of projects

total $ amount
i)__ close field locations

(specify where)s:
J ) -- reduce service to the public (specify component and

program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each):

1) inspections: amt. & % reduced,_
11) audits: amt. S % reduced

IK)--technical assistance: amt. reduced
IV) other (specify) : amt. S % reduced_

k)___ reducebenefits available to the public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

I) grants: amt. G % reduced_ _
U) -loans: amt. & % reduced__ _

)-----other (specify) : amt. & I reduced_____
1)__raise-user fees (specify component, program, and amount

of increase in each):
m)_o___ther (provide details)h:
* There would be a bWild.up of the case backlog which might mean a longer time

required to adjudicate the appeals, thus costing government agencies significantly
greater backpay awards In cases that they lost.
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'-NamonaAi ,v '39D 00

() RECEIVED

M,, I iý we

HOUSE C(
GOVERN.", .. .

JUL 14 MS

Honorable Jack Brooks
Chairman, Committee on Government Operations
House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman

This letter is in response to your June 26# 1986. request
concerning the P7 1986 and 17 1987 impact of the
Oranm-Rudman-Hollings legislation. Enclosed is the
completed questionnaire for the National Archives and
Records Administration. Due to the small size of the
agency, our responses to subquestions "J" through "ma are at
the agency level.

If you need additional information, please contact
Patricia Dews on 523-3035.

Sincerely,

0~N G* BURKE
Acting Archivist
of the United States

Enclosure
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OQIJSTIONNAIRU 00 GRAMI-RUDMAN-HOLLNGS IMPACT
(Dollars in 1houswnds)

,I. Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (include
title and account number) for which you are responsible and
Identify the dollar amount and percentage of reduction that
occurred for each as a result of the February/March 1986
sequestration. See attached.

2. Please Identify any of the budget accounts listed above that
were subsequently provided with additional funding as'a result of
reprograuaAng, transfers, supplemental appropriations, or other
actions. Provide the dollar amount of the additional funding.

See attached.
3. Please specify which of the following actions you found it
necessary to take to accommodate any reductions in funding
resulting from the sequestration. Answer sub-questions "a"
through "i" for your overall department/agency. Answer sub-
questions "J" through "1" for each of your principal sub-
department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than FTr's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain al the information requested.

Department/agency usi~ Are.h4.,. aM~ Randa.,.l A~ijt~t

a)__x._delay procurements: Operatins Expnses
I)__.X noncapital acquisitions: I delayed &A.

total $ amount.jhlzW.
UX).__..capital acquisitions: I delayed_0 ..

See attached for Trust~o_ total $ amount i•so0
b) X restrot travel: total amountt t20

% of total travel budget 61
c) X restrict training: total S amount U2

% of total training budget 101
4) X freeze hiring: duration in months 8 months

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected Vntire &Mc

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

I & % of pefmaeat employees
reduced 73:S4.t

# & % of temporary employees
reduced 0n
S & S of other employees

e)____furloughs I of days reduced
I of people affected
S of workforce involved "_ _

f) X__rifs I of people affected -
' of workforce involved iei,,atni

g) retire early: # of people affected
% of workforce involved

h) X delay maintenance and repairs: I of projects 20
total $ amount, 3sz

i)_ close field locations
(specify where)s:

D )..reduce service to the public (specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reductionin
each)$

I)_ ns pectionst amt. & t reduced
II) audits: a"t. A % reduced_ _

111)= tehnical assistance: amt. & t reduced
IV) other (specify) : mat. A % reauced....

k) X redu&ce-Mnefits available to the 'public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

I )..grants: amt. & ' reduced jl3.L4Jj.U
II) loans: amt. & A reduced

)__ other (specify) t "It. S% reduced
)_ raise user fees (specify component, program, and amount

of increase in each):
m).. other (provide details): aaca reclassification 935.

See attached.
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(Dollars in Thousands)
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4. Assuming a government-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of
$20 billion which could reduce your funding by about 7.3 percent
below fiscal Year 1986 funding levels after adjustment for Gra&=-
Rudman-Hollings sequestration and subsequent supplementals, how
wQuld the operations of your department/agency be affected?
Please specify the estimated dollar amount of the
department/agency-wide reduction which you would experience. In
A.idition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find it necessary to take under such conditions. Answer sub-
questions "a" through "i" for your overall department/agency.
Answer sub-questions "J" through "l" for each of your principal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than FMi's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information re-qested.

Department/agency _ti.....i LA...-4_... n b , •-',"trstion
OF. Accounts $7,081

Estimated amount of reduction Tntt M t O,,.

a) X.___delay procurements: Oneratine Expnses
I)j noncapital acquisitions% I delayed 72 •

total $ amount S716
!1)__..jcapital acquisitions: # delayed 20

See attached for Trust Pund. total $ amount ASL0
b)_X restrict travel: total $ amount $35

% of total travel budget 9t
c) x Lrestrict training: total $ amount nt

% of total trainf'ng budget 7
d) X freeze hiring: duration in months jz.,ih

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected-..--entire nzm..

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition: -

% &a of permanent employees
reduced6O: 3.6%
G % ' of temporary employees
reduced n

# & % of other employees
reduced 0

e)....xfurlough: I of'days 2
# of people a Kn
% of workforce involvedjii

f) rif: I of people affected
' of workforce involved

g) retire early: I of people affected
% of workforce involved_

h)___z-delay maintenance and repairs: I of projects Z5
total s amoun-7 3$243T

i) close field locations
(specify where):

J) reduce service to the public (specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each):

1) inspections: amt. a % reduced
)--audits: amt. & % reduced_ _

11-) technical assistance: amt. & 'a reduced_
IV)-other (specify) : amt. & % reduced__

k)____reduce benefits available to the public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

X)___Y grants: amt. S t reduced 2; .
1X) loans: amt. & ' reduced_
Ur) other (specify) : amt. a'-% reduced

1) raise user fees (specify component, program, and amount
of increase in each):

m)___Lotler (provide details): Seac reclassificatinn O2.R?
See attached for details.
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(Dollars in lwusamds)
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5. Assuming a government-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of
$30 billion which could reduce your funding by about 11.8 percent
below Fiscal Year 1986 funding levels after adjustment for Gra&M-
Rudman-Hollings sequestration and subsequent supplemental, how
would the operations of your department/agency be affected?
Please specify the estimated dollar amount of the
department/agency-wide reduction which you would experience. in
addition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find It necessary to take under such conditions. Answer sub-
questions "a" through "i" for your overall department/agency.
Answer sub-questions "j" through "1" for each of your principal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than FTE's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency M.,t,.., , nl Dwhiv ,n ,ac-.e £n~i etratiom
OE Accounts $11,446

Estimated amount of reduction Trnst Rind 1 931

a)_._delay procurements: Operating Exenses
l)J noncapital acquisitions: I delayed 16S

total $ amount 11 AAR
_)_Icapital acquisitions: I delayed An

b) aveleat• rttotalfor k total $ amount mOa_

S of total t ravel budget 2n&
c) X__restrict training total $ amount S..

% of total training bdet 25t

d)__X freeze hiring: duration in monthsA12 th
if not affecting wle agency, specify the

components affected entire agncv
resultant reduction in -wkorkrce

because of attrition:
I & % of permanent employees

reduced ha..
G % of temporary employees
reduced n
S % of other employees
reduced 0

e) X furlough: I of days s
# of people affected LOSO
S of workforce involved 68Z1

f)_._rif: I of people affected 103
S of workforce involved ra

g)_ retire early: I of people affected
% of workforce involved

h)j delay maintenance and repairs: I Qf projects 40total $ amount .2.Dht.......

i)____close field locations

(specify where):
J)___ _reduce service to the public (specify component and

program and give amount and percent of reduction In
each):

I ) Inspetions: amt. & % reduced
11) "audits: amt. & % reduced "_

I )- technical assistance: amt-i '. reduced
S V) -other (specify) : amt. & S reduced

k) __Xreduceenefits available to the public (specify compon-e-nt
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):

1) I grants: ant. & S reducedjU JJJ3
U1) loans: amt. G ' reduced

1KU) other (specify) _ -amt. 9%' reduced
1)_ raise user fees (specify component, program, and amount

of increase in each)t
m) X other (provide details): Space reclassisficatio sROU57

See attaeW for details.
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QUESTIONNAIRE ON GRAMM-RUDMAN-HOLLINGS IMPACT
National Archives and Records Administration

(Dollars in Thousands)

1. National Archives and Records Administration
Operating Expenses
Account #8860300
Reductions $4,187 4.3%

National Archives and Records Administration
Operating Expenses
National Historical Publications Grants
Account #88X0300
Reduction: $172 4.3%

National Archives Trust Fund
Trust Fund
Account #88X8436
Reduction: $330 4.3%

2. There was no additional funding provided for the
operating expenses accounts nor the trust fund account.

3. A) Delay procurements: Trust Fund
noncapital acquisitions: # delayed 33

total $ amount $330

M) Reclassification of Rented Space (-$935). The GSA
Standard Level User Charge system charges agencies
commercially equivalent rates for space rental. The cost is
determined by the type of space rented by NARA. At a few
record center locations, space was reclassified from light
industrial area to warehouse area.

4. A) Delay procurements: Trust Fund
noncapital acquisitions: # delayed 58

total $ amount $576

M) Reclassification of Rented Space (-$2,087). The GSA
Standard Level User Charge system charges agencies
commercially equivalent rates for space rental. The cost is
determined by the type of space rented by NARA. At a few
record center locations, space was reclassified from light
industrial area to warehouse area.
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5. A) Delay procurements T'rust Fund
noncapital acquisitionst 9 delayed 93

total 9 w'Gt 1231

N) Reclassification of Rented Space (-$2,087). The GSA
Standard Level User Charge system charges agencies
commercially equivalent rates for space rental. The cost is
determined by the type of space rented by 3An. At a few
record center locations, space was reclassified from light
industrial area to warehouse area.
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T ) --- NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20456

RECEIVED
July 1, 1986

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

Honorable Jack Brooks
Chairman
Committee on Government Operations
U.S. House of Representatives
2157 Rayburn House Offlie building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is In response to your request of June 26, that we complete a questionnaire
regarding the effects of Oramm-Rudman-Holllngs on NCUA.

Enclosed are our answers to question. ., 2. and 3. 1 regret that we are unable to
complete questions 4. and 5. as presented.

OMB recently informed us verbally that their original interpretation and guidance
concerning the applicability of Gramm-Rudman-HolUngs to NCUA was Incorrect. They

now believe that only NCUA's revenue, which Is derived from fees which are assessed to
credit unions, and not our expenses, would be subject to sequestration. We are waiting
for a written confirmation of this Iterpretation which they have promised.

NCUAs funds are not subject to the appropriation proce and are not allocated by the
categories contained in your questionnaire. If our funding (either revenues or expenses)
was reduced by 7.3 percent as question 4. assumes or 11.8 percent as question 5. assumes,
the NCUA Board would have to decide how to accomplish this reduction. This issue has
not yet been formally addressed. HoweverI have provided some speculation in this
regard in testimony to the House Banking Committee, which we are attaching. This
testimony onla information rqperding NCUA% three funds which I believe will
answer, In substance, questions 4. and 5. of your questionnaire. I would like to emphaize
that any Gramm-Rudman-Hollings sequestration applied to NCUA would have a severe
adverse effect on our examination and upervision program and would threaten the
ability of the Central iquidity Facility to operate; hence, undermining the safety and
soundness of the nation's credit unions.
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" -. , NATIONAL CREOfM UNON AOMNSTRATION
WAa-4W4JTON. D.C. 20I456

in the event that you require tugr cdala•i cationt plee contact our ConhtollvHerb

YoU.., on $57-1025.

With kindest pewonal rqgarb I am

RWJ:lhy
Enlosure

Te 4 iyoý lGite 4fbt ' ft,,dlee S"I AflkIAjjTifIr"Ct

13" Vin6'% keo%,s(I-ve4 l dK Tae i C8
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NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADMINISTRATION
WASHN4GTON. D.C. 20458

FEB/MARCH 1986
Sequestration

(000)

NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADMNI rAIION

QUESTION I1. Central Liquidity Facility Fund

Account ID Code 31-33-4468-x-3-371-As 25-4470

Direct Loan Limitation

D9a,

5939400

Sequester

25,516

Administrative Expenses

B8se
641

SequNeter

36

2. Operating Revolving Fund

Account ID Code 31-33-4O-x-3-371-A; 25-403

Operating -pense
Examination & Supervision
Charterinz am
Administraion of Inurance

TOTAL

Base

24,229
505

9.711

34,445

Sequester

1,042
21

418

1,461

QUMTION 2

None of these accounts required or were provided with additional funding at the
time of sequestration. The qMeny had sufficient budgetary savings to cover the
mquestration for FY66.

QUEION 3

For FY66 there were no actions required to accommodate the reductions due to
qeney oudgtary savings at the time the cuts were Imposed.
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n RTOnRL WRSHInGTon
EnDOWmEnT D.C. 20506
FOR
THE RRTS

RECEIVED

July 16. 1916
Jaly16, 986HOUSE, COMMITTEE ON

The Honorable Jack Brooks HOVERNMEtU T OPERATIONS

Chairman
Coimitt"e on Govrerntt Operations
U.S. House of Iepresemtatires
2157 Rayburn Nouse Office Building
Vashington, D.C. 20515

Dear Kr. Chairman:

This is in response to your request dated June 26, 1986 for information on the
impact of the implementation of the Grin-Rudman-follings law. We have made
the best pMssible effort to reflect the ramifications of the 0-I-8 reductions
during the current fiscal year as wll as to imagine the potential impact of
additional reductions during fiscal year 1987, even though this requires a
high degree of speculation.

It should be noted that we have filled in the questionnaire as It is laid out,
and have addressed in a simple. arithmetical fashion the questions posed. If
these speculative reductions were carried out, it would fundamentally alter
the way the agency would operate. The &IF# Indicated on pages two and three
of the questionnaire would be necessary with a 7.31 or 11.81 reduction of the
agency's sequestered 11 1986 administrative budget. Under these
circumstances, the remaining staff would not be able to support the
traditional way of operating: we would need to reconsider the gndowment's
entire process.

Our FT 1967 proposed budget of $144.9 million (with $14.9 million for agency
operations) anticipates the need for Federal deficit reduction, but achieves
these reductions in a way which provides for effective Management of our
responsibilities.

The 7.31 and 11.61 reductions during fiscal Fear 1987 will, of course, be
applied to the fiscal year'1986 budget. The following basic assumptions are
included in our computations:

The pay rate in fiscal year 1987 is the son as fiscal year 1986.
This reflects the existing law governing par rates and does ot include a
cost-of-living increase. The proposed fiscal year 1967 pay increase of
31, effective January 1987, would place added demands on the personnel
accounts.

The higher cost of the newly established Retirement System which will
become effective beginning, January 1, 1987, is included.
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The information that ye have provided ob pages two and three of your
questionnaire is hypothetically derived. For the sake of this exercise, we
have mde any assumptions but have not included all possible variables. This
has resulted in highly speculative data. The assumptions we have made are
based on the Endowment's existing structure. In the event of actual cuts, the

Agency vould need to reevaluate this approach.

If you need clarification of the attached information or require additional
data, please feel free to contact Christina Van Fossan at 682-5766.

Sincerely,

Kate L. Noere, Director
Office of Policy. Planning

Research & Budget

Enclosure
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gms• •Mzamam on MS-mUUM-A-OUM8 z
1. Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (Include
title and account wmi ) for whic you are responsible and
identify the dollar amount and percentage of du on that
occurred for ech an a result of tho rebruareylarch 1936
sequeatration. (pleas* goo attached sooet,|

2. Please ldentLfy any of the budget aoommts listed above that
were subeequently o with addtlmal fumdi a a result of
reprogramaing transfer sgplem2ntal appropriatom, or other
actions. Provide the dol6lsr mount of the additial funding.
(35Ioece see attached Shoot.)
3J peas specify which of the following actions you found it
necessary to take to aoodate any reductions in funding
result frcm the a e'uetrton. Answer sub-qestions sa
through i for your overall departmet/agent " . Anwer sub-
questions 3j" through 010 for each of your r Isub-
department/agency o=cmntws. Answr pertinent questims In
.toms of the actual muwor of people Involved rather than MU's.
Attach additional sheets of par ever you find it nmoessaty
to provide and/or plain all the informatio requested.

Department/ageny_ *Nm.i 3mha...man m, *hn Au.-

a)__Ide:Layprocuremntotaqi~to: *d l r~xdoL Z)._• •ooptgt]L acustLons, , SZaod$

11) 1 capital a•,quistions:t
b) I restrict travels total $ amount 0

0 of total tr
o) I restrict tralnings total $ mout ,

0 of total tra-n-n- -eg- ..0
d)I freeze hiring: duration In months tl. sep.. 1906

It not affecting whlagency, specify the
cscneto affected

resltant reduction in =3kfo3=
beamms of attritions

a S S of penm ent employeesr~dS0dJ,1.mln~g~pc 4. 52
I & I oft

e_) pt~furlough I of days ....... doe..
*to eUio ruimeId Of o e c afCndted Irm

I of waar oroe Involxvw2_ZW
f)_ 3A rif: I of people affected VIlA. , ,

0 of Workforce Involved NAPA
g) U!/A retire early: fpepea
h)_Sj del]a mainte ance and rear: o jeatS

i)_ !A close field locations
(specify w heirea)I 3/A

J) I reduce servLie to the publiL (spcfy cMpnont and
pcogrm and give amount aMn percent of reduction In
each):

Zj_0108tm eMt. & reduced "/A
UJ)..LAaohi•udts# mt. S reduced ....Lod.0..

112) AtPAL ca asitn e: .ItN-6
k. rodo 68f. 4to m to the public (specif oompooset

andprorinand give amut and percent of reduction

mt. A 0 r"osa i.AUjaffi 4.32
VIA CoIVIA eat. a I reduced Ia/A

l)_•rais. user tees (spec if ponment. program, and aount
Of increase n eabh): l.A

m) Iothbor (provide details)t PeklIeC Caatvaeta WI
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4. Assuming a goverrment-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of$20 billion which could reduce your funding by about 7.3 percentbelow Fiscal Year 1986 funding leesaf ter adjustment for Gramm-Rudman-Rollings sequestration and subsequent Fipplerwentals, howwould the operations of your department/agewjy be affected7_Please specify the estimated dollar amount of thedepartment/agency-wide reduction which ycou would experience. inaddition, please specify which of the following actions you wouldfind It necessary to take under such wa~ditions. ,Answer sub-questions *a" through mim for your ov'irall department/agency.Answer sub-questio__ "j through *I" for each of your principalsub-department/agecy c.mponehts. .iswer pertinent questions interms of the actual number of people involved rather than MTe's.Attach additional sheets of paper %herever you find it necessaryto provide and/or explain all the information requested.
Department/agency hetenal 30dovpe,.t for the Art.

Estimated amount of reduction_ s1i .U, .2/
a) K delay procurements

L)_J.._oncapital acquisitions, I delayed, io
total $ amountjl M90XX)__..__.&pLtal acquisitions: I delayed atotal * amount -ob)_.L_.rextrict travels total $ amount 0

0 of total travel budget oS._._restrict training total $ amount $5,000
I of total training budget Sold) L freeze hiring: duration in mohthTree net.. - Dec 196

if not affecting whole agency, specify thecomponents affected
resultant reduction in workforce

because of attrition
G I * of permanent employees
reduced i annigypen, 3.0t

AI 4a of temporary employees
reduced -S, ansToy ; 62.S5

& S of other employees
reduced 0) N_/A furloughs I of days N

I of people affected t
I of workforce involved /Af)_.L._rfrs I of people affected 22 *unloyaaa releasedS of workforce invol-va

g}_.£__retire early I of people affect -o 4/
1 of workforce involved- .44h)i /A delay maintenance and repairs I of projects X/A

J) N/A close field locations total $ amount./
(specify where), sNAJ )_.L._reduce service to the public (specify component andprogram and give amount and percent of reduction ineach)t

Z).I zLinspectionst amt. reduced 1/•
I) Zauditas amt. & rqduced3. o 17i s/li In) technical assistance,: samt. a reduced IIA -

k)_• reduce eei i ae to -public (specify componentand program and give amount and percent of reductionin ea.h;,
l)_ x rasitst amt. & I reduced$10.691•,31, 7.3ZZi).aL;oanss amt. A I reducedg/Il )..ALLother (specifY)_JEj_ , amt. G % reduced NIA1) _A__raise user fees (specify component, program, and amountof increase in each), NIAm) _ other (provide details)s Panelist Contracts 6/
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S. Asmming a goversment-wide sequester In Fiscal Year 1967 of
$30 billion eh:Lch Aould reduce rou funding about 11.6 percent
below fiscal Tear 1866 funding levels after ustment for Gras-
Rudman-NollLngs sequestration and sub ent supplmentals, bow
would the operations of your departnent/agency be affeated?
Please spec fy the estimated dolar amount of the
department/agency-vide reduction which you would iWprienoe,0 In
addtion, please speciLfwhich of the following atio n you would
fLnd it necessary to tas under sch conditions. Answer sub-
questions *a through 1 for your overall dqpartment/gn
Answer sub-questions j" through 010 for eaah of your priLncpal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions In
term of the actual number of people Involved rather than MT's.
Attach additional &heete of peper wherever you find It necessary
to provide end/or eplVaLn all the information requested.

Department/agency et tlonal Eudomvuet for the Arts

Estimated amount of reductioq$l6,707-4e4 _/

a) % delay proc rementet
-)_ýLjsosscpta .~acquisitons. I delayed 17 ,

total $ amountLJMo
UL.) .capital acquisitions I de 0

total 0 mn

b)_ restrict travels total $ aca...L.......
0 oftWWI trali IhdgT 0

b) restrict training total $ amount ,9
It of total trz budget 0

d)...freese hirings duration In months.lh ulur, n.. - Dee., 1986
if not affecting wh oa agee, specify the

ocmporenta affected
resultant reduction in worhforce

because of attrition.
* I & % of emoanet employees

I t of temporary employees
"OhM1 5 UOX612%a i t Of otbr employees

e) I/A furloughs 1, Of days.....IL..

tOf)of peopffne d
f).j..rift I of people affected..I asloveea released

0 of workforce involve43L A 31 '-",
g)_Lretiroeearlys # of pec offIti j.4/..

hjd~a oi a crc. =:invL*. -A
h)U&deaymaintenance an reais 0 of t

i) L/A Close field locations
(specify where). I U/A

J)_.reduce service to the public (specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction In

I )..jj.indetirns amt..& S r :ji.j"nd njp~ijT
j)..o.a, tes a mt. a S red •. l • reeum. .

21UZ)..Ltpchnical. assistance. m&GI rae-L-

k)....Lr --- ned available to tj imblic ( .pe cift c o
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each)t •

I ) antes eat. a % reduced?$1,o041 ,?71  11.62
Ir)"-1-1a-nS eat1. & S reduced IliA"

UII)-j-_Other (spciy mt. I it reducedELL.
l)JL.U raIse user fees (specify component, program, and mount

of increae in each): 41A
m) I other (provide detls)s PoAM1est Contracts &i
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National Endowment for the Arts
Questionnaire on Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Impact
Questions 01 and 02
July 14, 1986

1. Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (include title and
account number) for which you are responsible and identify the dollar
amount and percentage of reduction that occurred for each as a result
of the February/March 1986 sequestration.

Account Account FY 96 BA 4.3% G-R-H FY 86 Net

Title Number Enacted Reduction Budget

Grants & Administration 59-0100 $136,437,000 ($5,866,000) $130,571,000

hatching Grants

SUBTOTAL

Arts & Artifacts
Indemnity Fund

TOTAL, Arts Endowment

59-0100 $29,224,000 ($1,257,000) $27,967,000

$165,661,000 (M7,123,000) $158,538,000

59X010! $2989,000 ($13,000) $295,000

$165,959,000 ($7,136,000) $158,923,000

2. Please identify any of the budget accounts listed above that were
subsequently provided with additional funding an a result of
reprogramming, transfers, supplemental appropriations, or other
actions. Provide the dollar amount of the additional funding.

The above Identified accounts have not received any additional
funding.

j
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1. G0der the FT 19" sequestration, the bIdwet allocation for Pan
activity we reduced frm $$20,000 to 849.$000, thereby reducing
the amber of panelist workdays by 17? frM 2,18S to 2,007.

2. The Arts & Artifacts mdemity Fund is e:st frm further
reductions became it Is a eoe-time apprepriation. This it
inconsistent with the "noption that M had to make which
technically subjects all funds appropriated In Fr 196 regardless
of their rn-tim natsre se required by Im for the August 15.in1ao0 Deport.

S. The demelator assets the rsoe attrition osprieoe roughly
equivalent to FT 10G.

4. nhe early retirement figures assm that tea or bhlf of those
eligible weld retire.

S. There weld be a $3.6 million or 171l decree of sudit coverage
of A great$.

6. Is the event of a 7.31 or 11.61 sequestration In Ff 1MY, the
esery weuld sot likely reduce the budget for panelists below the
estimate for F 196. give. that the panels are at the heart of
the agency's work. The Correspondlg estimate of $493,000 Will
support an estimated 1,D90 panelist days. 1.31 less them F 19M6
ead 25.41 less them the estimted 2,490 paeolist days reflected In
the Presideat°s FT 1"07 budget suissliom.
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NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES

WAM1N6T@. D.C. m2of

July 11, 1986
RECEIVED

The Honorable Jack Brooks I'll I I
Chairman
House of Representatives HOUSE COMMITTEE ON
Committee on Government Operations GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS
2157 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, OC 20515

Dear Congressman Brooks:

Attached is the data you requested concerning the impact of
the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act on the operations of the National
Endowment for the Humanities. In completing theP questionnaire
for the impact in FY 1987, we had to make several assumptions
about the agency's future operations, particularly with respect
to personnel turnover. Hance, the answers to questions four and
five are highly speculate.

It you need further Information, please telephone our Budget
Officer, Rainey Alford, at 786-0428.

Sin cerely,

Oyn~n Chemiey~
Chairman

Attachment

I
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QUZTIGOtAINR Of GRAMIU-RUDKAM-UOIu4ms IMPACT

1. Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (include
title and account number) for which yol are responsible and
identify the dollar amount and percentage of reduction that
occurred for each as a result of the rebruary/March 1986
sequestration.

2. Please identify any of the budget accounts listed above that
were subsequently provided with additional funding as a result of
reprograming, transfers, supplemental At ropriations, or other
actions. Provide the dollar amout of the additional funding.

3. Pleas" specify which of the following actions you found it
necessary to take to accommodate any reductions in funding
resulting frcm the sequestration. Answer sub-questions "a"
through *i* for your overall department/agency. Answer sub-

setlons -j- through -I for each of your principal sub-
dpeartment/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than VTZ s.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agencyNtional ndovuent f or rhA Rumanltlen

a )_._.Ldelay procu,•meats t)..L2_nonapital acquisitions: I 'delayed 1I-

total $ sut $250,0904-$300,00C
U1)_ capital acquisitions: # delayed______

total $ amount
b)_.L_restriat travels total. $ amount 'a l-..

% of total travel budget St
c)_.__ restrict training: total $ amount

It of total trainIng budget
d). freeze hiring# duration in months

if not.affecting wIole agency, specify the
ecokonents affected"resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

A S P of permanent employees
reduced

# & 0 of temporary employees
reduced

# a 4 of other employees
f a £t t Yu~gh: i # of days reduced_

I of people affected
% of workforce involved _

f)_. rif, I of people affected
% of workforce involve

g) ___retLre early: & of people affected
P of workforce involved .....

h)....delay maintenas e and repairs: I of projectstotal $ amount
). clos field locations

(specify where):s
J)_ .reduce service to the public (specify component and

program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each):

X)i Lnspections: ant. & % reduced_
)1) audits: sat. G S reduced

1I) "technical assistance: •saiit, & reduced
IV) other (specify) t amt. & % reduc

k)._Lredu6 eSnef its available tro thepublic (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
In each),

1) I grants: isat. £ P reduced s5.66ji go0 - 4.32 fevor arants
2)l oans, sat. a n reduced

11I) other (specify) _ at. & 11 reduced
1)_raise user fees (specify component, program, and amoun

of increase in each)_
m)_ other (provide detsAls):s
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NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES
Questionnaire on Impact of Grammi-Rudman-Hollings Act

Question I t Budget Accounts

Account Title

Grants and AdminlistrLton

Matching Grants
National Capital Arts

and Cultural Affairs

Gifts and Donations
Trust Fund

Symbol

59-0200

59-0200

G-R-H Reduction
- ' So

$4,737,000 4.3x

1,225,000 4.31

SPX0201 85,000

SOX8050 ..

4.3•

Question 2: None of the budget accounts listed above was provided withadditional funding as a result of reprogramming,
transfers* supplemental appropriations, or other actions.

Question 3: item e) furlough - We are not certain at this point, butIt appears as if other actions we are taking will precludethe need to furlough employees this fiscal year.
The &,ency has been operating about 3 percent below ItsFTC ceiling for the year due to unfilled vacancies whileawaiting the appointment of a new Chairman. This resultedIn a savings of $250,000 to $300,000 In personnel costsfor the year.
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4. Asming a govorment-wid* sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of
820 billion which could reduce your funding by about 7.3 percent
below Fiscal Year 1966 funding levels after adjustment for Gram-
iudean-Nollings sequestration and subsequent supplementals, how
would the operations of your depotment/agency be affected?
Please specify the estimated dollar amount of the
department/agency-wide reduction which you would experience. In
additLon, please specify which of the following actions you would
find it necessary to tawo under such conditions. • Answer sub-
questions Raw through "i" for your overall department/agency.
Answer sub-quoi ons "JW through 0l1 for each of your principal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
term of the actual number of people involved rather than FrT's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency • national andomvuent for the m.,.anities

Estimated amount of reduction- 9.824.486

a) . delay procurements:
"- ) I noncapital acquisitions: I delayed 40-50

total $ amount-In4L0oo
U) x capital acquisitions: I delayed 3

totel $ amount $10.o00
b) restrict travel: total $ amount $30.000*

1 of total travel bUdget 252
o) I restrict training: total $ amount $l0.000.

as 1 of total trailing budget 50M
d) I freeze hirings duration in months 12

"If not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected_ _ _ _ _

resultant reduction in ;orkforce
because of attrLtion:

% £ & of permanent employees
reduced O0 le"v616 - 151
I £ 5 of temporary employees
reduced 3 employees - 151
S & of oher employeesreduced --

e) x furloughs I of days
gof people 4ffod 221

of worhforce involved I1L00Z
f) r.._ if: I of people affected

S of workforce involved
g)__rtLre early: # of people afoctoN

I of workforce Invol~d
h)_. _delay maintenance and repairst I of projects_total $ amount_____
i) . close field location nsat

(specify where):
j reduce service to the public (specify c mponent and

program and give amount and percent of reduction in
oach),

1)...inspectiomst mt. & % reduced
ZZ) adits: ant. & % reduced

S Z)"-tecnical asaitance: amt. t reduced
IV)- other (specify) i amt. a % reIQ ____

k).....L_..red fits avalab loe pblc (specify coamponnoRE
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each) _ __ _

Z)..11....jrnte: amt. & 0 reduc .3.402 - 7.32 fewer grast*
U2)1- 10.ant mt* & S reduced than IT 1986

212 ) Other (speif) I t. I reduced___
1) rais ulser fees (specify l cg osnt, program, an amount

of inrease in eah):_ _ _ _ _ _
m)__ohr (provide de ils):_

*The dollar savings would be greater were it not for the increased in
per-dies rates vhlch took effect 7/1/86.

*AiosCao. eane rate of turnover as IT 1986 and a fifty percent hiring
freeze. Fill only one in two vacated positions.
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5. Assuming a government-vide sequester In Fiscal Year 1937 of
$30 billion Which could reduce funding aboutt 11.3 percent
below Fiscal Year 1936 tun" lels after Justment for Orame-
luduan-No22llgs sequestrtiUon end sublsnt supplmmentals, how
would the operations of yra department/agency be affected?
Pleae specIfy the estimated dollaramut of the
dear ment/a cZyr-w reduction which You Would experience. in
addition, plea slec i LWhich of the following actions you would
find It necessary to under such conditions. Answer sub-
questions wan through "I" for.your overall depatment/ageny.
Ansemr sub-questions 8j" through "10 for each of your princal
sub-department/agency components. Answr pertinent questions in
term of the actual number of people Involved rather than r1s's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide an/or explain all the Information requested.
Department/agency Sttioeel sndoment fot iunnitte.

estimated mount of reduction $151880,676

a)_Ldolay prcreetasX)_jL• pt&lL acquisitionst I delayed 4a-s

total $ aUountj600O
).) I capital acquLsitionas #delayed 3

totl $ amoult 1.L0000
b) restrict travels total $ amount t30.000*

S of total travel budget .s ..
a) x restrict training total $ amount 81o.o

S of total training budget, 0Z
d) I freeze hirWingt duration in months 12

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected

resultant reduction in vorkforce
bqoause of attrition:I & % of permanent employees

reduced 5 -ann-asos - 201
# S P of tempnorary employees

reduced _tenjLyjeas - 202
I & I of other e-aployees

reduced
O)_.LfUrloUgh: I of days 2...

of Pow iaff- ted 2681
S of workforce In olv 0I0|

f)_rift I of people affected
S of workforce involved

g)_ retire earlys I of people afYEE
I of workforce Involved

h)*delay maintenance and repairs: I of projects
total $ amount_ _

i) close field locations
_.__ _ __(spy re)

) reduce service to the public (specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each):

Xl) -- -lJrlLusst ant. ret.l e due ..

IV)-ot (specify) I amt. & S reauo .__
)L.reduc*nefits available to Uhpublio (specify component

and progr• m and give amount and percent of reduction
In each).I

z) ..gants: mt. 9a % x"duced1jjj8.73j - 11.5 percent fever
I) ans t mt. & I reduced $rante than FT 1991

1z=)-oter (specify) s mt.T reduced
1)_ raise user fees (spmcif o nMent, program, and amount

of increase in each) _ __ _ __ _
). other provided details): __

Oleflects per-diom rates which took effect on 7/1/86.

**Aeume the seae rate of turnover as PT 1956, and that we would fill
Only one Is three position@ becoming vacant during the year.
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GOUTZ AUaM OW OWAM-RU- W-UDL M INPOAC

1. Please provide a list of all the budget apcounts (includetitle and account number) for which you are rospansable andiet the dollar amount and percentage of reduction thatfor each AM a xeUlt, of the Fr /ah 1986
sequestration. . fim l7Jtr ilattatiss RMMaS5.M,004s -4.30; W-42OO-O-l-gc
2. Please identir an of tO budget accounts lsted above thatware suneuen ro with additional funding A a result ofreptogn•s. sanfo, supplemental &ropriations, or otheractions* provide the .dolla miunt of additional funding.
3. Please specUVLhch of the following actions you found itnecessary t6 take to acosmodate any reductions in funding
remulting from the sequestration. Answer sub-questions maw
through i1' for your overall departme~t/agea. -Aswr sub-questions j" through 01" for each of your prLncipal sub-department/agencyr comments. Answer pertinent questions interms of the actual number of people involved rather than FTZ's.Attach additional sheets of wherever you find it necessaryto provide and/or eWan t e information requested.

s agency b a w- MhW•y lDaW

Z)J..a Xproapntsl acquisitions: # delayed .

total $ ampOEZT).X capital acquisitions: s delard $
b)_.Lrestrict travel: total $ amount D18.

S of total travel budgets.
a)_ X restrict training: total $ amount-U

_% Of total trMaiith~ijt 30.
d)kjM reeae hiring: duration in months 9

if not affecting whole ny, specify the
components affected_ ___ ___

resultant reduction in wokkorce
because of attrition:

( ams #0 ,11, & SofX rsnent employees
# & 0 of temporary employees

reduced-_
# & S of other M ees

e)-furlough: I of day s d
1 of peop le -afected0 of workforce Lnvoled

f). rif: #of pe ples f "dfeted
0 of workforce invo l

g),rtireearly: # of pepl aff~ectd
IM of& -cr-fore involve

h)_ delay maintenance and repairs: I of projects_..... .total $ amount________
i)_ close field locations

(specify where):_
J)____reduoe service to the public (specifyQo0mponent and

prgrm and give amount and percent of reduction in
z)..ispe~~ctons: eat. & S red. ue&,

XI)_ audits: amt. S % reduced
XU)-tehnical assistance amT7T•.• rced
XV)-Other (Specify) eat. & t reduce__

Ic)_redub-cne-wits available topthe-= (specify componentaqrram and give amount and percent of reduction
)____grant mt. a S reduced

IZx leans ant. a 0 reduCS4.
xII) otheGr (specify)i Zam7UIredoe......rase User fees so, .ogrm.of Increase in-ech):_

a) other (provide details)&___________
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ATV0141W - HvzM #1

d) frem hiring - (partial)

Dtwing fiscal y 1986. the Agency had.pplaed to re&ucs staff
thmo nmnl attrition and hir only in selected and needed places.
As a remlt of GQmu-3t,-Hollinpe. the Agency delayed scom hiring,
filling vacancies only uan absolutely noessary.
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4. Assuming a govornment-wide sequester in iVeaal Year 1387 of
$20 billion which could reduce your funding about 7.3 percent
below Fiscal TYo 1986 funding levels after adjustment for Orem-
Rudman-golin sequestration and subsequent supplmentalsl, bow
would the operations of your de nt/agency be affected?
Please specify the estimated dollar amount of the
department/agencywIde reduction which you would experience. in
addition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find it necessary to take under such conditions. -Answer sub-
questions eam thXog "N1 for ,your overall department/agf.
Answer sub-qmtios "ju through *1" for each of your pr n al
sub-departnt/agenay components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than Mn's.
Attach addi•tonal sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

-1/ag ency- r~iu d aai"fo

estimated amount of reduction 69.421.000

aLLdelj ~p=caLt acquisitions: I delayed
total T$i onk &

II)jxcapital acquisitions: I delayed_ .-
total $ amount.J11 ...,

b)_.jrestrict travel: tot4 $ amount 1.00.0
0 of total travel budget

o) J restrict tra•in•g: total $ amount a•m
% of total tram1ng budget f .40

d) x freeze hiring: duration in months L22
if not affecting whole agency, specify the

components affected_
resultant reduction in workforce

because of attrition:
# & % of permanent employees

reduced_&2..flL.
0 & %. of te:*orary employees

reduced. 10 16.7
G S. of other employees

reduced_
0)__X furlough: I of days 18

# of people affected
P4 of workforce involve -97W9-

f) rif: 0 of people affected
S- of workforce Involve______.m

g) retire early, I of people affected
%. of workforce involJ. _

h) X delay % tM ct and repairs: # of projects "0
total $ amounIt: II2.-f

i) close field locations
(specify where): _ _ _ _

j)_ reduce service to the ubi~c (specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction in

-eeoh)e wln tim tn
) npections: amt. S % reduced

XX)" audits: amt. & S reduced_________
XXI) technical assistance: amt. A S r educed

zV)- other (specify) a t . & %. reauced_..M
k)_..redd efits available to ath public (specify component

and program and give amount and percent of reduction
inea_)_grant amt. & %. reduced_

zI)-- .loans: amt. G S. reduced
ZXX) -other. (specify) . at. a I. reduced___

1) raise user fees (specify component, program, and amount
of increase in each):

m) Z other (provide details): ho Vr m

aN.0 32.70
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s. Assuming a government-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of
$30 billion which could reduce your funding by about 11.8 percent
belov Fiscal Year 1986 funding levels after adjustment for Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings sequestration and subsequent supplementals, how
would tie operations of your department/agency be affected?
please specify the estimated dollar amount of the
department/agenay-wide reduction which you would experience. In
addition, please specify which of the following actions you would
find it necessary to take under such conditions. "Answer sub-
questions "a" through "i" for your overall department/agency.

nstwe sub-questions "j" through "1" for each of your principal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than FTE's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

agency, Nmumal LW RMtia Doed

Estimated amount of reduction s15.223.000

a) x delay procurements: (all)
"zf)...Anoncapital acquisitions: # delayed all

total $ amount 1.000.000
x) x___capital acquisitions: # delayed all

total $ aiount M __
b)_x restrict travel: total $ amount z. 2-afoam

"S of total travel budget.Sot
o)_1_restrict training: total $ amount I378-.0

%- of total tra1KVWLjbdget 1004
d) X__freeze hiring: duration in months A2

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affected_ _ __ _

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

I &4of permanent employees
reduced 200 8.5%

A & 5 of temporary employees
reduced 10 16.74
% & t of other employee

reduced_
e)_&__furlough: # of days 26

# of people affected 2 350
4 of workforce in __olv _7

f)_ rif: # of people affected 240
%g of workforce involved ZL..0

g)j retire early: # of people afooted 00 .
I of workforce involved8.3-

h) X delay m ace and repairs: # of projects 10
------- total $ amount l00

i) close field locations(specify where):__________________

j) (Lreduce service to the public (specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each): caseimfintim•tmr• a

X) inspeqtiones amt. & % reduced_
II)" audits: amt. A reduced

Uz!)- technical assistance: aWt. £ reduced
ZV_.._Lother (specify)•M C•." amt. S reiucedWjieaf1'

k})___reduceibenefitS available to the public (specify component
and program and give amount and percent of reduction
in each):s

X) grants amt. & G reduced_ _
1)aa-oans t a. & reduced_________

IxU)__._other (specify) , , - amt. s &g reduced.
user fees (specifyf -cponent, program, and amount
"of increase i n eaeh)_

m)I. other (provide details):_-_
All. mvices In all d~sat clasesins ld beW ply uAY=&d.- WY
11sminm b d1JE U wd•d-nistmI I II, t o imelW d
be tfradd. OuNIlMV11 d 1 u0 IMtMte1 dm '.
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NATIONAL MEDIATION BOARD
WASHING@TON. 0. C. 878 R E C E IVED

O4,.,ce~~~1,1 1,,€c,*-. ~l4'10
orroce o# 104S CNWM.SA

HOUSE 0OMUME•.E ON
GOVIEP.MM~Et •=.JI'O

July 14 1906

honorable Jack Brooks
Chairman, Cmittee on

Cover ament Operations
2157 Rayburn nouse office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman

Per your request of June 26, 1986, attached Is the
questionnaire which shows the possible Impact that the
Oram-ludman-oli Lugs would have on the programs
administered by the national Nediation Board assuming a
government-wide sequester In Fiscal Year 1987.

If you require additional Information, please contact
Nary C. Priocel, Adinistrative Officer, on 523-5950.

Sincerely,

048 aI.Woods
Chairman

Attachment

CUa ps

or
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QMJSTZOMKAIaZ ON ]RAM-XUDHAK-HOLLUIGS INVACT

1. Pleae provide a list of all the budget accounts (include
title and account number) for which you are responsible and
identify the dollar amount and percentage of reduction that
occurred for each as a result of the ebruary/Mrc#_ 1936
sequestration.

2. Please identify any of the budget accounts listed above that
were subsequently provided with additional funding as a result of
reprogram"i, transfers supplemental a ropriations,_or other
actions. Provide the dollar amount of tM addLtional funding.

3. "Please specify which of the following actions you found it
necessary to take to accommodate any reductions in fudn
resulting from the sequestration. Answer sub-questions "a"
through "i" for your overall department/agency. Answer sub-
questions NJ" through "l" for each of your principal sub
dpartment/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
tem of the actual number of people involved rather than M's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessay
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency _&TIUhZ. NATIOU SOAJl

a) delay procurementst
- ) noncapital acquLsLtionst # delayed

total S a.
UI).c.__papital acquisitions: # delayed

total $ amount_
b) _jMrostrict travels total $ amount

S of total trav budet O
c) _ , restrict trainLng: total $ amount 6a000

- of total trasi•n bIuget 60:
d)._ 1 jfreeoe hirings duration in months A

if not affecting whole agency. specify the
components affected

resultant reduction in worUforco
because of attrition

G S % of permanent employees
reduced 0

G I of temporary employees
*as tof othe~!r emoesreduced o

a % of Of , ,, oe
e)__ fJurlough:0t of days

0 -of people affe cted
% of wororce in volved......

f)_riLf 0 of people affected
I of workforce no en v

g~retire early: I of People atIE
% of workforce invol~_______

h) d•lay maintenance and repaLrs: # of projects_
total S amount_ ____

L)_ close field locations
(specify where) :_ _ _ _ _ _

3 )_.reduce service to the public (specify ccmpoentan
_____-program and give amount and percent of reduction in

Z) io.ln eonws mt. a % reduced____
zU)--- its: mat. %reduced
UZ) ~technical assistance: moe
ZV)--other (speciL.)L.. _.. ./I.. tr eCudd_____

k) rodue fe fits avai't•ebtoe puDblic (ape•Lty component
and program and give mount and percent of reduction

Z_____angrntes amt. IS reduced
UZ) lanso: ,mt. % reduced

Z) othar (specify) ............. 's m t. reduced-. _
1) risei user fees (speciy component, program, -nd amount

of Increase in each)_
m)W . other (provide details):

LI Arltratvm of rslroW 8rleamtes, M203000 (9Z).
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4. Assuming a governuent-vide sequester in rLscal Year 1987 of
620 billion which could redue yo0ur fuMdg by about 7.3 percent
below Fiscal Tear 1936 funding eve after aljustuent for Grams-sudanNo0llings sequetratona and suseqet eppleentals, bow
would the operations of your do et•ntaenp y be affected?Iou 8paUr hoesJted dolla amount of-the

spartment/Avenoy-vWLd reduction Which YOU would ,rierne. In
fi ond ptleesa"y spcf which of the following a t you would

fin itneosar totax unersuch conditions. -Anver sub-questions a trouvh "L" for your overall department/ .
£ninr sub-question Or through "f&or each of you principalsu2epartment/,4Mey co et. A er pertinent questions in

of the actualmber of people involved rather tban 298.
Attach ad"isoheets of wherever you find it necessary
to provi and/o ln the information requoted.
Department/agency UZ.AAL inzaruo bia

gZatisted amiunt of reduction "1.OO

a)Agdelay~ s pormn acqiiin: ea e

ZZ)_Mopital acquisitions* I dlrd
total un

b)..-mrestrLct travel: total S amount 79.000% of. totalL ave buge sx
cj restrict tr ofag total S mon

0 of total tra1ijl biet_____
d)_Jfreeme hLring: duration in moutnt

if not affeistg holo agency, specify the
opponents afet

resultant reduction in worhforce
because of attrition:

I G I Of rmmnest emloyees

1 & 0 of teorary aiployess
reduced 0

#£ & of other-yee
reduoed ,

e)....-.Jurlouos I of 4ay
I ofpop Ni

I of worhfcRceY vl_____f)_.rift I# people affected

P4 of Workforce involV"g...__retie early I Iof peopof p

I Seo t i)fcoenvl..... iZI~..
i) close field locations tt

IteO y, h sters_ _ _
sericeto hePuUDC (specf OOePOnent AM

Jed~~grn an give amont and Percent Of reduction in
Z ;;w) T Iam :m. a 0 r o ....

w......mutss aut a 0 X.ia
1nI) technscal aesstamnee .aft* w v

mt PC - -- a( d give germ Ma .p reduction

zl)ri . Wse 8 f ne . a e p 1a

" ")_ a Wa to Xtoat PCONSM, alr~r nd soiunt
*I increase i 4ecid • Ln~eea- , U&_,,I)_.__other qweI',de deto, lel a • "''---. 5iS.---

l M4204 0I mleae pmes. swt.66 $ I)0 mt a elmda Isa Itldla1 i maml" l" ia 4 d Ibw d,1 MUIe, aes mt de 1M. $=oe.on (1=).

51-722 - 93 - 18
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"-3-
. Aemming& gWo•f.t-VLaS aeme in La csal Yoeur 1987 of

$30 billion jioh could edu& e # uAMdng by about 11. percent
MelsU Vical O e 1O& fni"n =Is atar a wdeuntnt for oram-

edmaox n se rNestratuim wad OWN t eulmentals, bow
womm the Iatiom of yo depuart-ag/e"Cyh affeteod?

•vU..L = W stmae dOA MOU" Of:ir oea tM• m l.deprtentagnc- !iI" redCucto ALic you "olAmerLaws. In
AitiS.peae wOPOIf[N.Aoh Of the tOl you moum

find Lt asmemez to under such oonditieft. *Anmor eUb-
pusi.aw OLO~ for your overall depiartment/agenoy*Mini mah-utiome S through "1 for each of your PC

aqh-depercnt/ageecd ooamoemnto. Aninmr Ipertiuset quves~tioa in
tern of the actual people "ivQled rather than frSl.
Attach addtinaMl heets of ie rever yom fnd it nesseary
to -COWt mudst eolami al the infomatiom re•meated.
Dea• t/agmc t~z•mz u

Uetlmtet ,meat of • gnuame
U"a acqui AItina

U!..~aaital acquisitions I-..,
b) 2L.9.reetcLat tzrall total $ mount a.m

I of tow tavel
ao_._Jrotriot train.•. total mount

t oi total tra~i •t
d) 1Efreee hirLag. duration In Mat" 1

f not affecting wle agmay, the
coep•sents at

reultant reuttian, In "ncre
because of attritlon.

a s Off €t1€tlo emu""olw

91000 00 at% oftbeoary a loyees

.... _. molm, of days

1 o ueom1Fl5.... .......
V).g .. detla maintnal an reaif Is o w

S, .. ' ai..cl field locatis ,

imreduc ame tm W oma
anM giVe Smt ndpeoot oe reduction in

m Z3.....mmectic.nes, ,•.: S; .... ---r. , _,,,
amfo

.LE.d..oth.r (provide-detaileD ,1b"
w. a 5 (fl; - e3 Imt. tu&i0 .

Easel~~~~ Caddo" ~e m e~a a i101 5. 20)
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July 11, 1986

RECEIVED

The Nonorable Jack Brooks ilt f | U!Ig
chairman
Committee on Government Operations HOUSE COm?.lTU of,
Bouse of Representatives GOVEMMtdT OPEJATIONS
2157 Rayburn Bouse Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear ro. Chairman

I am replying to your request of June 26, 1986, concerning
the impact of the Grain-Rudman-Uollings legislation.

Pursuant to the Rail Passenger Service Act of 1970 Amtrak is
organized and operates as a commercial corporation and keeps all
its accounting records in accordance with generally accepted
accounting practices.

Accordingly, we are unable to provide data that match the
detail of your questionnaire.

Eseever, I can address the impact of Gram-tRudman-lollings
on Amtrak's ability to perform its assigned mission. Our VT S6
appropriation was reduced by $25 million. We allocated this
reduction as follows:

S Million

Capital Projects 5.0
Maintenance of WUuipment 12.0
Maintenance of Way T9.0•

These reductions severely hamper our efforts to maintain the

high level of performance that we bold as our objective.

I hope that this information will be useful to you.

Sincerely,

W. Grahanm Claytor, Jr.
President
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON D C 20550

1' 15 - RECEIVED

HOUSE COMaItTYEE ON
Honorable Jack Brook8 GOVERNMENT CERATIONS

Chairman, Comittee on Wovernment Operations
House of Representative@
Vashingt:l, :DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chaitma

Attached £5 our resp -seto the questionnlaire on various aspects
of the ]rm-3u'ba-Hollgs legislation, which was encosed With
yourJune 26, 1986 letter to Mr. RLch Bloch, Director of the
National Science Foundation. Our response follows the
questionnaire's generalformat, along with amplification where
necessary.

Mr. Joseph Kull (357-7835) should be contacted if there is any
need for clarification.

Sincerely,

~vnroller

Attachment

U m -
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S~Oueetimmair. on Grin-Rudean-lNollinss Resect

49-100V-0--251 Itesbarc a Iela l Act. $50.2-4.1
49-0200-0-1-251 U.S. Antarctic Program 5.OSI---4.30
49-0106-0-1-251 Science & Mgs. Education 2f-j3

10141 * .065.M 43

2. Kane of the above account. received additlcx&L funding. The entLre
$65.5o was sequstered. however, thin the Research a Rtlated
Activities account there were limited reprOg-r-dii• for
mathematics, ocean sciences, spec al science and 1e1hno1og y
personnel progress, and program development and magmen or
salaries and eapense).

3. National Sciemne Foundation
a.-I. No actions wase taken for these administrative activities
because of a -reproremming within the Research and Related
Activities account which restored funds elmoet to the reNested
level of the M06K Sctivity. several pNrocremets, including the
procurement of a mainframe computer, were delayed.

J. No actions to reduce service to the public.
k. The following actions were taken to reduce benefits to the

public:

X. Grants (or contracts) were reduced as follows:
Research & Related account--$57.5 oat 4.54; U.S.
Antarctic Progrem--$5.OK or 4.30; and, Science and
Engineering • •dation--1.2K or 2.10.

11. N.A.

X11. Science and Engineering Education: Cost of education
allowance for Graduate and tin-rity Fellowshipe was reduced
by .750/fellows4p for 1500 fellowships. Reduction was
$1.2M, or 2.1*.

l. m. N.A.

4. National Science Foundation
Estimated reduction Q 7.3*: $106.5N
a.-c. Capital and non-capital procu rements, travel and training
would be delayed end/or restrioted; dollar values an not be
det at this time.

d. A hiring freeze would probably be necessary, especially for
nan-sclentific and engineering personnel, but the duration and
percent of staff affected can not be dtermind at this time.

e. No furloughs would be planned.

f. -g. MeFa and early rwremant are possible where program or
operational activities are reduced or eliminated. the
extant of staff affected can not be termined at this time.
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h. aaintenance and repaire would be reduced where possible,

although the impact can not be measured at this time.
1. N.A.

J. No reduction in service to the public, due to the natur4i of
activities.

k. Reductions in benefits to the public would as follows:

I. Grants or contracts would be reduced an follows:
Research & Related account--889.2 or 6.94; U.S. Antarctic
Program--88.0 or 7.31; and, Science and Engineering
Education (including graduate fellowships)--*3.9M or 7.30.

U1. & IlU. N.A.

1.63. N.A.

5. National Science Foundation
Estimated reduction a 11.81: 8172.1M
a.-a. Capital and non-capital procurements, travel and training
would be delayed and/or restricted; dollar values can not be
determined at this time.

d. A hiring freeze would probably be necessary, especially for
non-soientLfic and engineering personnel, but the duration and
percent of staff affected can not be determined at this time.

a. Furloughs might be required.

f.-g. RIFe end early retirements are possible where program or
operational activitLes are reduced or eliminated. The
extant of staff affected-can not be determined at this time.

h. Maintenance and repairs would be reduced where possible,
although the impact can not be measured at this time.

i. N.A.

J. No reduction In service to the public, due to the nature of
activities.

k. Reductions in benefits to the public would as follows:

1. Grants or contracts would be reduced as follows:
Research & Related account--8144.2M or 11.11; U.S.
Antarctic Program--813.0M or 11.84; and, Science and
Engineering Education (including graduate
fallcwshLpa)--S6.3M or 11.81.

U1. & Ill. N.A.

1.6&M. N.A.
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Natonal Traoportalon Say Boa5 d
Wsl•*n, D.C. MWH

July 11, 1986
Of.e of qw Chekim

RECEIVE-D
Somorable Jack Brooks
Chairman
Committeeon Goverment Operations It
aous of Representatives VA)M CO~j.ir E ON
Washington, D.C. 20515 OVERtMEtrr OPERATION

Dear Chairman Brooks:

The following is in response to your letter dated June 26, 1986,
requesting information on the impact of Orame-Rndman-Eollings reductions for
We' 1986 and 1987. The items below pertain to the numbered questions in
the questionnaire enclosed in your correspondence.

1. Below are the board's accounts and the effects of the- 1986--
sequestration.

Salaries and Sapeases 95-0310
Appropriated $22.300,000
Sequestered -*959,000
Percent Reduction 4.3X

Emergency fund 95-0311
Appropriated $-0-
Sequestered 9-0-
Percent Reduction 02

2. No additional funding was appropriated, reprogramed, or transferred to
offset the above reductions.

3. As a result of the sequestration in iT 1986, the-board's budget was
reduced by $959,000. Our 7YU level is being reduced from 338 to 324
and our year-end strength from about 336 to 306 permanent employees.
The reduction in staff is being accomplished through attrition vith
additional cuts being necessary in controllable cost areas such as
equipment, supplies, and travel.

a. Thirty percent of all noncapital acquisitions such as supplies are
being eliminated for a savings of $50,000. Procurements for capital
equipment are being reduced by 502 for a savings of $370,000.

b. Training and administrative travel is being restricted by $53,000.
This' represents 40X of the funds in the training and administrative
travel account and 4U of our overall travel funds.
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a. Training is being restricted due to the above travel limitations.

d. The Bard baa restricted hiring throughout the yoar such that
attrition will reduce the Boardl's M1 level from 33 to 324 or 42.
end of year strength will be reduced fros 338 to 306 permaumt

employees or 92. All components of the Board will be affected sad
persmeet, temporary. and other employees will all be reduced by
approAiLately the em above percentage.

a. The Board's prLima workload is accident investigations and safety
reomendatLome. We expect a reduction between 4 and 92 in these
areag.

All other item do ot apply.

4. eomineg a 7.32 sequester La It 1987, the Board's budget would be
reduced by $195M0.000. The effects of this reduction would be
siLnificant. Tn order to prevent reductions in force or furloughs the
Board would iplemeat a complete hiring freee a" wael as terminate all
temporary employes. Im addition, In order to avoid reductions in force
of permnent employees the Board would eliminate 100I of all
discretionazy fuods sukh as trainsLg, aduinistrative travel, a moves,
awards. overtime, ed equipment. Ixpeqditures for supplies, non-
accident investigation trael, wards, overtime, and promotione would
also be cut approximately in half.

s. Forty percent of all moncapital acquisitions such as eupplies would
be eliminated for a "wings of $60,000. All procurements for
capital equipment wumld be eliminated for a "wving of $370,000.

b. All training, admiLietrative, amd lMS travel would be eliminated and
other mn-accident Investigative travel reduced by 402 for a savings
of $350.000.

c. All training tuitlons would be eliminated for a savings of $170,000.

d. A full-year hiring frees" Iold be in effect which would result in a
62 113 reduction in permnat employees (324 to 306). Our year-end
strength wmU be reduced by 122 (306 to 270).

a. All temporary and ether employees would be termLuated for a saving.
of $190,000.
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Nonorable Jack Brooks
page 3

f. We muld encourage all eligible employees to retire early. The
effect of thie policy would depend m uWhat option. are available at
the time but we ate auticipating am retirements as part of our
estimtod attrLtion rate of 3 employees per month.b

S. Maintenance and repaire of our equipment, LinludinS our laboratory,
mould be kept to an absolute minimum.

h. 2Me board's primry workload is accident inveotiSations and safety
. recommndatiosue We expect a reduction between 3 and li1 In these

All otber Items do not apply.

5. ALsuing an ll.82 sequester Lu FT 1987, the Board's budget would be
reduced by 2#2521.000. The effects of thiW reduction would be
devaatating. In order to nsnaise reduction. in force the Board mould
implammt a complete hiring freeze as well as terninate all temporary
employee. In addition, the Board mould elininate 1002 of all
diecretLooary fund. ouch no promotions., training, aduinietrative
travel, 1MI nom, mards, overtime, and equipmuet. Sve with these
measures thie Board wUld still have to 11N 20 permanent employees.

a. forty percent of all nsonapital acquisitions such no supplies mould
be elinated for a aving. of $0,000. All procurement for
capital equipment wmu be elim•nated for a evain of $3709000.

b. All tratining admLnistrativeo and MU trmal muld be elHmisated sad
etber nm-ecident inmwtiatiwe traewl reduced by 402 for a earinp
of P50.000.

e. All treiaiin tuitione wmld be eliminated for a eating. of $170,000.

d. Un addition to liPing 20 permenet oqployuee, a full-year biring
fres would be in effect Uieb c ohld result is a reduction In 1M
frm 324 to 206 or 122. Pem•mnnat employee at year-end muld be
reduced Erm 106 to 230 eaployese wo 16.

e. All tmporary mad etebr a•loyuee msUld be toeuieated for a ueaing.
of $1902006.

f. ge mild eanerap all eligible empleyaou to retire ealy. the
effect of Whie policy would depend on %bat eptioe are available at
the tim bet we m astei#peti uem rmtiremento as pat of our
eatimtod attritien rets of 3 eaployoee per meth.
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nouorablo Jack reaks
page 4

o. Usiatmass. .id repair# of out equipmeate Laluding our laboratory,
would be kept to a absolute musaLun.

b. Tbe Board's priasry workload is accident iLaestiLationea safety
rcoummdatioes. We expect reoumadteions and major reports to be
reduced by about 162 sad field inveetigatice repjots to be reduced
by about a third.

All other item do sot apply.

ULacerely.

(9dA4 4
PaticiLa A. Goldnas
Acting Chairum
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UMM3DSTAME
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

IsmNOTOK .sO. u

JUL 1

The Honorable Jack Brooks, Chuiuvn
Committee on Government Operations
United States House of Representatives
Washington$ D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Enclosed is the U.S. Nuclear ultory Comission response to your June 26,
1IM questionmaire conernig Iepacts of the Grlm-Rudmem-Hollings
legislation.

Should you or your staff require additional clarification, please contact
Nr. Ronald Scroggins, Controller on 492.47M0.

Sincerely.

Executive Director for Operations

Enclosure:
As Stated

cc: fep. Frank Horton
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ENCLSURE

Question 1 Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (include title
and account number) for which you ere responsible and Identify
the dollar mount and percentage of reduction that occurred for
each as a result of the February/Narch 19M sequestration.

Answer:

Account title: Salaries and Expenses
Account number: 31X0200
Dollar reduction: $17,974,000
Percent reduction: 4.35

Question 2 Please Identify any of the budget accounts listed above that
were subsequently provided with additional funding as a result
of reprograming, transfers, supplemental appropriations, or
other actions. Provide the dollar amount of the additional
funding.

Answer:

The above budget account has not been provided with additional funding.

Iiit1ou 3 -Plea iispecify which of the following actions you found it
" necessry to take to accommodate any reductions in funding
resulting from the sequestration. Answer sub-questions a
through 0I0 for your overall department/agency. Answer
sub-questions ¶3 through 01 for each of your principal
sub-de tment/agency components. Answer pertinent questions In
tori of th actual number of people Involved rather than FTE's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find It necessary
to provide and/or explain allthe information requested.

Answer:

The primary Impact of this funding reduction was In the area of technical
support and administrative contracts. Attachment 1, the questionnaire, reflects
those Items equested. There ar3 no reductions in employment nor furloughs,
RIF's, early-cot's or hiring freeze imposed, attributable to the
Bramm-Rudman-Haollings (G-R-N) reduction. We do not believe that any benefits
available to the public were reduced as a result of the B-R-H reduction.
However, certain general services related to our regulatory mission were
Iqmacted. Attachment 2o a copy of our recent reprogramming request, addresses
these general reductions.
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Question 4 Assuming a government-wide seqnster in Fiscal Year 1067 of $20
billion which could reduce your funding by about 7.3 percent
below Fiscal Year 19M funding levels after adjustment for
bti-•gdisn-.Mollings sequestration and subsequent
supple gntals, he would the operations of your
de~rtent/e ncn be affected? Plse specify the estimated

dllar t the doI enc-wde reduction which you
would experience. In addition. please specify which of the
following actions you would find It necessary to take under such
conditions. Answer sub-questions 160 throu4 i for your
overall department/agency. Answer sub-quetFos IM through wiS
for each of your principal sub-departmOnt/agency coMPOents.
Answer pertinent questions In term of the tual number of
people Involved rather than FTE's. Attach additional sheets of
parr wherever you find It necessary to provide and/or explain
al the information requested.

Answer:

A 7.3% reduction below our Fiscal tear 166 funding would total about
$29,200,000. Such a reduction will further exacermbte a very tight resource
situation and iqact our regulatory program significantly. A reduction of this
magnitude has not yet been evaluated by either the Comeission or staff.
Therefore, we are unable to Identify the impacts of such a reduction at this
time.

Question 5 Assuming a goveniment-wide sequester In Fiscal Year 1907 of $30
billion which could reduce your funding by about 11.8 percent
below Fiscal Year 1966 funding levels after adjustment for
Gra.m-Rudasn-Hollings sequestration and subsequent
supplenntals, how would the operations of your
der rtment/agewy be affected? Please specify the estimated
dolar amount of the de.rtm=nt/agency-wide reduction which you
would experience. In addition, please specify which of the
following actions you would find it necessary to take under such
conditions. Answer sub-questions a through " for your
overall department/agency. Answer sub-questions "ig through "1l
for each of your principal sub-departmnt/agency components.
Answer pertinent questions In term of the actual n-dir of
people involved rather than FTE's. Attach additional sheets of
paper wherever you find It necessary to provide and/or explain
all the Information requested.

Answer:

An 11.61 reduction below our Fiscal Year 1966 funding would total about
$47,200,000. Our response to question 4 would also apply here.

2
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ATTACHNE:NT 1

gI•U 8OTZ WA 3 ON OIUm-RtU1KN-OLLn= IMPACT

1. Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (include
title and account mebor) for which you are responsible and
identify the dollar amount and percentage of reduction that
occurred for each a a result of the FMbruary/Narch 1986
sequestration.

2. Please identify any of the budget accounts listed above that
were subse yently provided with additional fuding a result of
reprogramming, transfers supplemental a o n, or other
actions. PtovLde the dollar amount of the additional funding.

3. Please specify which of the following actions you found it
necessary to take to acommodate any reductions in funding
resulting from the sequestration. Answer sub-questions "a"
through "LO for your overall department/agency. Answer sub-
quetions Wj through "1" for each of your principal sub-
department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than MTS's.
Attach addLtional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency Nuclear Reulatory Comfsston -

a)..L.delay procurements:
1).. .x n=oncapital acquisitions: # delayedJ100

total.S moNiuniifLj OO
ZU) capital acquiastLons: # delayed

total S amount_
b) None restrict travel: total $ amount

% of total travel budget
c) x restrict traiLnigs total $ amountSj1402o00

0 of total training budget 7%
d) N0mfreexe hLrLngs duration in months

If not affecting Ahole agency, specify the
components affected__

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

I A S of permanent employees
reduced_ _

# & I of temporary employees
reduced

6 a t of other employees
reduced

e)..hnL-furloughs I of days_____* o "~ Se affected
S o~f or~oe inw]vol_____

f)..10..rifs I of people affected
% of workforce involved

gWA..retLre early: I of people aft d
I of workforce involve

h)•m..deLay maintenac and repairs: I of proJects
total $ amount_

i, Noneclose field locations
(specify Where))

J) * reduce service to the public (spiciy acmponent and
warom and give amount and percent of reduction in
eacani:

I) ina2y•ctons: amt. & % reduced
I l-l • ts: Imt. a 0 redo4.

IZZ) =technical assLstanoe n a a t riluced
IV)" other (specify) m amt. £ % reduek)k.redue itsavaLbii to thepublic (speif c,-POVInt

and program and give amount and percent o1 reduction
in each):

_..) raats: mt. GS% reduced
221--lms mt. G % reduced __

Ill) oe (specify) I t. a % reduced
l)U .raise user fees (seiycmaponent, program, and amoE

of increase 4n ac~h):______
m) alin other (provide dealss:
•See Attachst 2
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ATTACHO4'T 2

UNWITO rAT1S
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

April 14, 1986

The lonoroble To. levill, Chairman
Subcommittee ou Eergy and Vater Development
Coamittee on Appropriations
united States Nosee of Representatives
VahSeiton, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairm•:t

The Nuclear Regulatory Comission is requesting approval
adjusting the amounts sequestered by the Balanced Budget
Control Act of 1983 (F.L. 99-177).

to reprogram,
and Emergency Deficit

The proposed reprogrming adjustments vith explanation are enclosed. Your
early consideration of the proposed reprogramaing actions is appreciated.

Sincerey.

onas M.Roberts
Acting Chairman

Enclosure:

As stated

cc: Rep. John Myers

Identical ltrs sent to attached list.

Originated: RN:Shueay

aUUESN
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Idntiol lotts aint tip

rle Nomer•ble iood J. I1orkq, chilmum
ittee - E w CumeeretIm aNO Power

Committee on an Cemrrce r
United States N of SirI uemtttives
bsatem.o, D.C. mi-s

cc: Rop. Carles in ed

ThM NMerable hisbt 0. Netfield, Chairman
Sbmintte am e ini water DevelopmentCemttee em 1gqratims
United Statesft"mte
"shmgtam, D.C. 2510

CCG Sere, a. bumett Jesmtm

TIM Hnorable Ala. Sipra. Chaiummn
Subcmittm an clmr ReulAtIom
Cemittee m anbvrmmumt aWd Pblic Works
United States Saute
Vbsintome D.C. 20510

cc: Sam. IGmry Nrt

The NoMweble Nrris I. Udall. Chairman
Subcumitte m a m er and the Environment
Cemitte ea Interior and Insular Affairs
United States House of tatives
UAsINotwm, D.C. m201

cc: Rep. nonuel LWas

w ~ ~ m
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g. t. NNLUIM RBELATMS CUISSION
I301 T 1966 -=UAUM=3q1

Devsed Chasee to aRC
so" Sequestered Setueered PlAmWd Aevised

I'emn 313/Ois , AsMtf , movat Reodgttoms uno

Neulear Rtector 63.760 6- 3.476 9, 47S - 3.000 $ 0.760
Regulatioe (O3)

Nulearf Material 40.970 - 100, - 35 - 1.740 39.230
Safety & 8afeuards(US)

Kipeetis and "0240 - 4.075 * 1Is3$ - 2,510 95.730
Infereemut (19)

Nucear IR.pSlatery 134S710 - S3.S3 - 3.2" - 0.964 123074
&""ser (3M)

.Perm Techaceal 30.290 - 1.261 + 321 - 740 29,.30
Support (PM)

Proves DirecttoS 43342 - 1,790 * 770 - 1.020 42,322
and Adeliatarat:Ses

TEAL $431,312 $-17.974 6 -0- $-17,974 $413.338

VI Th. - received iawtructiceý from M referencee 03 Bulletin Ne. W6-7) that specified
that u=s=e reducetims (4.3 pernet) against W's eppropriatieo mest be takes below the

uaccomt level to be is touliauce with the Presiden's order Inplmesting provsioss of the
Balac•ed budget and erxsamy Deficit Control Act @ 1963 (?.L. W9-177). Th•se uiifom
ramuitios are specified Is tho Above colum titled leqIugtered Amutes".

TSo vnlfos reduce -me regied in ilumsmetiug P.L. 99-177 did not provide for appropriate
usmag t evelvatioe of agey priorities. An sac, to uiniise the Impact om high priority
efforts, the M M euaducted a review of its 196 IM program and priorities. The resulte
of that review resulted in redu'time to accomodate PA.. 99-177 as shboe is the colim
titled "M Pimsed Radvatiomou. 2he specific Impacts that will result from thes reductious
are detailed on the following pagis.

rhe W is requesting represrimal" approval to chaus the amunuts sequestered under
P.L. W9-177. Ihe e, c itled C•h•aps to Sequestered Amonuts" represents the mount to be
eprov md. It Is the ast thumg hum the amut sequestered to the amomut of the pleased

reduetSe.
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-2-

-lmlnation of NM Plammed ieductios" to Imlaeet P.L. 09-1771

The major program Impacts resulting fru theue reductions ae as follows

Reduce prorm support for conducting unanticipated generic safety etud" for reactor license
applicants and for reviewing operating reactor licensing actions. About 120 fewer l4cusin
"tioes wi be cmpleted. Illnmate contract support for developing criteria and raevliewi
advamed reactor concepts In Ft M6.

Iliimate the prOgram support in developing the decOMIsiouMU8 polly for uramiun mis
thereby delayi•g VIC reviews of maticipated license sndusue applications by about cou yea.
Also, NE's ability to identify aid resolve potential long lead time hbig level waste
repository licensing issues will be reduced.
a
Reductions in program support villa delay by about six months the verification of licnse
implementatiou of euviromaental qualification of equipment; reduce Nac's ability to monitor
licensee's activities related to their vendor-suppliersl reduce NM's Aerial Measurement
Program by 23 percent; delay the procurement of replacement equipment for euviromesetal staple
analysis by about one year reduce support to smremey preparedness exercels sad annual
inspections by 20 percent; snd reduce support for inideut response studies.

in
Reductions to program support will result In several activities being cancelled or delayed.
Activities being terminated are& (1) Internatioual workshops In the area of thermal
hydraulic transients, resulting in delayed in evaluating foreign test results; (2) work to
evaluate survivability of electrical equipment during severs accidents, meaning that the
NR will sot have an Improved techei-l be for evaluating industry qualification plans$
(3) work to evaluate non-linear effects of large earthquakes on plant structures, meaning
that the uncertainty Is "smie margin estimates at operating plants will not be reduced;
(4) separate effects fission product release experiments, with the result that the edistinS
uncertainties In implementin the Sever Acldek. Policy will r Ing (5) guidance on the
effectiveness of physical security systems (0) the piot-program for severe accident
maagemut In boiling water reactors, result Sm the suspension of efforts to assess, the

Impact on accident managumen strategies ad (7) health effect. and radiation protection
wock, resulting In a significant streteh-out of the revision of 10 CYR Part 20 and a
greater relIa on IPA In smu are,-sas residual activity for decommissioning.

Activities bola delayed or reduced include: (1) reduce Semiscale Test •acluity
umatemance, resulting In so operational U. 8. Integral Tat facility for about a nine
month period; (2) defer wok on Two-Phase Plow Analyse and delay the Nuclear Plant
Analyser Progrm; (3) slo the study of the fatigue problem In steels, delaying sac fros
obt-aniln a more quantified measure of al8n8 ad certainty In the basis for vesel
requalifications ad (4) delay until PT 1"? the resolution. documentation, a
umiersetading of the extent of the HR seimsic fault In Oklahoma.
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Reduce prorm support for providing training assistance to the stat" n4 for ceeductingspecial studies of operational speriesce. This will result In ceacoling lower prioritytraM ig o0uros sad lower priority studies of operational experience. Also, som liisdtedoavings will be realized due to lover cost osteateos for trsmacriptioe "nrice contrats.

Rsductioas to program support wIll result in fewr cost studies beifg performed on proposed

me regulatioes.

larioa and least its

Tho reduction to salaries and benefits will be accomodated by a reduction in staff years
(17's) used in IT 1946. This reduction, to salaries and benefits will not require areductioe-in-force or furlough of staff in !l 1966.

£duinistrative support

The reduction, L, housebsaepiag costs will be accommodated by curtailing an/or delaying eanyactivities such sal (1) reduce the -mber of copier aechine end elinimate one cp center;(2) stretch out the security cloarsace process. (3) eliminate the purchase of mest furniture;(4) reduce the services provided by the dociumet control systemg (5) reduce guard setwices.obish will affect building saccss coutroelo (6) reduce training activiliess (7) redWc ADPtimesharing ubieh will delay the development of the corporate data network 1 (8) postponeplemed addiWt•mal office space In the rosional offices and (9) elimilate the purchase ofmeenised filln equipmest. Xa addition. som saving hae resulted frum more currentestimates of the coot of seas purchases sad activities.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WAM4MINTSO, D.C. i

OFF= Cw P900L
P MImINT POUCY

JUL 8 1986

Honorable Jack Brooks
Coml~ a Goveenwi Operations 4UECffire

U.S. House ofRepre v-;
Wadkingla ., D.C. 20513 Sov

Dear Mr, C2hlrmu

This b, In re*py to your lettr of 3une 26,,193, the Igty impact of
the Gram-Rudmw4olbW law an the Office of Fede Procurement Policy.

In response to question oe, I am IIespons for only one budget accounts Office
of Fedel Procrement Policy (Salari and xpuense). As a result of the
February/Marh tron, a ution of $70,000 or 4.3% waskupemntd.

With regard to question two, no additional fumdlng was sought or obtained.

Detailed responses to questions three through five are attached.

I hope this deta Is responsive to your request. Please call me 093-7207) If you
have questions or comments.

Sincerely,

Actin Administrator

Prociosures
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QIIffCWM Of GA UDAM-U=-O~LnW6 IMWAM

1. Plese provide a list of all the budget accounts includee
title and account umber) for which you are responsible and
identity the dollar mount and percentage of reduction that
occurredfor each as a result of the Vebruary/Naroh 1986sequestratien.

2. Please identifr ay of the budget accounts listed above that
were subsequently provided with additional funding as a result of
reprograingv, transfers supplemental appropriation, or other
actions. Provide the dollar amount of the additional funding.

3. Please specify which of the following actions you found it
necessary to take to accommodate any reductions In funding
resulting from the sequestration. Answer sub-qustiLons "a"
through i" for your overall dear t/agency. Answer sub-.-e- Oos 0j" through "1" for each of your principal sub-

p ar nt/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual umber of people involved rather than Mn's.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the Information requested.

Department/agency " ,I of Pa m• n rlley

a)...delay procurements,
X) nonapiLtl acquisitions: I delayed_ _

total $ amount_
1U)o capital acquasi•tILcas: dela&dtotal $ amount;_

b) X restrict travels total S amount 14.000
% of total travel h•udget 55t

o) restrict training: total $ amount
I of total trat jInn budget

d).._j.freese hiring: duration in months ]
If not affecting whole agency, specify the

components affected
resultant reduction in vorkforce

because of attrition:
I a ts of permanent employees

I & 0 of temporary employees
! & tof other employeessreduced 0

e)_ furlough: # of days
* of people affected
0 of workforce Involvd

f)_ rif: I of people affected
% of workforce Involved

g)...._retre early: # of people affected
t of workforce involvi_ _

h)_.dlay maintenane and repairs: I of projects
total $ amount______

i)__ lose field locations
(specify Where): _

J) reduce service to the pulic (specify component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction In
each):

Z) I eton•s amt. & 0 reduced
ZZ).-"-.ai , t at. £ 0 reduced

IzZ) t ni4c assstance: amt. red
zv)-- othe (specify) a amt. & % reduced'"

k) ... _redunefi avai1abl-*W-tMpublic (specify component
and program and give amount amd percent of reduction
In each):I

I ).___grants, amt. & % reduced_
1:) -loams, amt. & 9 reduced

III)......otbej (specly) _ mIEt. , reduced___
l)._.__raise user fees (specify coonent, program, and amount

of Inease in each)__
).. other (provide details)__
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4. Agmaming a goveranmet-vide sequester in Fiscal TYar 1937 of$20 billion which Could reduce . funding by about 7.3 erent
below visa"a ear 1o5l funding = Is r aJug nt for Gramm-
ludMn-Nlolings sequestration and uent muplemetals, how

W"Ild the operaton of your dep*mmnt/agenoy be affeatedPloeas oefrte esimlted dollar amount of the
•rsmnt/gecMyF- id- redution Which " would e lperienc. Zn

fion, itse speciftywhich of the fol• aMons you would
find it neessry to ta* under soch ,tis. Answer sub-

estions *a* through iA' for .your ovWell department lency.
Answer sbquestions "JO through "1" for each of your principal
sub-depertment/agency agents. Answer pertinent questions In
terns of the actual umber of people Involved rather than M's.
Attach additional shee o aper wherever yOu find It necessary
to provide and/or explain the information requested.
nepa- m•en/gc oUm c atdml --suwm* bLm"
Zatimated amount of reduction 12,493

a) delay procurements:
"Z)._._oncapital acquisitions: I delayed_

total $ amountU)___..opLtalo acquisitions I- dela
b) res.triot travel: total $ amount_________

0 of total travel budget
)__restrict training: total $ amount

I of totaltriLjijt_ ___
d)_jXfraese hirings duration In mow ths, L...

if not affecting whoe agency, specify the
components aft ot e4".resultant reduction An -orkfo3rc
because of attrition:

I & S of permanent employees
reduced 2-12

&* % of temporary employees
reduced 0

&I O f of r employees
reduced 0

e)_ furlough: t of days
S of peop re f lre-ed4
- of w orkforce Lvfolvod _f) rifs of leafcd

g) retire early: I of People af!TeotEW
I t o o oroe InAval,

h) delay mitentance and repairs, I ot S
I). close field locations

(Specml e )ber_)
j)_.._redue service to the pumalI (specify component and

rm and give amount and percent of reduction in
ZL___ etionst mat. & 0 reduced

ZZ)I -- dtaU, ant. G I reduced
) tehnial eSistianOe: amIT. T3rOedud

Ov).ther (specity) I ant. & S re&W _ _
k) r ----leita av"ilableo--tot-hpublic (specify ocpoment

and proora. and give amount and percent of reduction

IL)__.grants mt. G ? reduced
h1-- loas, amt. & reduced +- n e(specif) ,. m T. g reded

user fee (syi~oo t program, Mandaon

a) eter(provide details):__________
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S. LAsming a goverment-vide sequester in Fiscal Year 1937 of
$30 bliLcou which could reduce •our ding In about 11.8 percent
belay Fiscal Year 1936 funding e after tsint for Grms-
3a M-allings sequestration sandnmuent -s&.lme It a bso
would the prtimen of yordpr"n/gnveafected?

Pleae spcif theestiate dolar Oun f the
•~2 tu~st/eag y-wi de reduction which yu would experience. In
e ~tic please swmsifw t hach of the following aetion you would

ftid It neaesa o under sach conitions. Answer sub-
questLon *a through i foe .your overall deparwtent/agencyr.
Answer sub-qetiow "J" through 010 for each of your prina pal
. ... t vec o &ooneat. Answer pertinent questions in
tegus of the act number of people involved rather than M'e.
Attach additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Departmnt/agenoy W ieMEof ~jEa1MMLmu _.

3Rtiasted mount of e t 3813 ,

a)_____. proureAents,
acqus itions: # dellartotal 4__

I. M captal aoquisittLnm I delayed

b) restrict travels total$ mount
0 of total travel _ue__,

a)...L.restrict training. total $ amount Kw
0 of

dlI frees hirings duration In monthsjL..j
i. not affecting toegency, specify the

components aftf"otod
resultant reduction Ln woreor"

because of attritions
I a 0 of permanent employeesreduced..S4-U.....
, Sr tduw egmly eoployees

I a£% of I e s
reied 0

W.3 furlsough I of days.

-l_.of LferO of popv

h delay nintenae and repais of poeo•.0 Ot =ototal S amounra

L) ._ . O ee field loc i s $ s4

) rede eer e to the Via"* omponent a• n.and giveo mount .a percent of reduction in
z; i - I . lbreucd

21)St. ant. a 0o• _ e.weo

l).....ras tuerf (suif ve ioenes * perogr and mc

t!_,,.am:w8 asent..c mt.

zltam. giv at s an pVdu f efcu

oi nmase each) _ _ _

ml either (pWovide details):_ I_

0
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EXECUTIVE OMCE OF THE MESIDEr RE CEI V LL.
omcs op A AND SUDGET

WPMIUON., o.20M, ,111' 2 9g&,
HOUSE COMP.I.T.EE O1

GOVERNMaENeT Opeapok

JUL 14 1906

honorable Jack Brooks
U.S. 'douse of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Jacks

The Office of Nanagement and Budget has received and
completed the Committee on Government Operations'
questionnaire on the impact of Gramm-iudman-Hollings. Our
response is enclosed.

If there are any questions regarding ONs response to
the inquiry, please contact Mt. Darrell Johnson# Assistant
Director for Administration, at 395-7250. Please do not
hestitate to contact me whenever we may be of assistance.

a In cereIly y ou rsa.

Jamei Niller 121
Director

Enclosure
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vzMwomus iK) wzstz•OuamuX a11 GAISI-WDSEIIi-IIOLLrZUGO UIPAVCT

For ri 19"4. the Office of Naunaement and Budget (ONm)
requested a budget appropriation of 138.430#000 Inclusive of the
Presidents proposed c ut. Congressional action reduced ON's
budget request by 9,131.000 or to an appropriation level of
$37.299.000, contained In the Continuing Resolution approved in
Deneer. The Gramn-Rtudam-Sollings (0-1-8) sequester required
amS to take an additional cut @f 4.301 thus reducing ONS. budget
authority to $35@.95,143. The total cut to ONBs 1Y 1986 request
vas 92.735.000 or 7.10.

Question 2
18oa4.

Question 3

Due to the fact that the amount of the sequester became knovn
at approximately the name time as Om received Its actual It 1986
appropriations, no effort sas made to separately treat the effects
of the sequester and the cut Imposed In the Continuing Resolution.
Threfore, the figures reflected herein are based upon the total
FT 1966 cut of 7.10.

) tosI asquuistLos t" Oslajsd2
n) .. eswtal asouistiomsse do

b)-...jotrist travel$ totl $
e).._.s.,ust t tralawag. total Sd).Ioa total Otal)[S] e ~
d.J remss Uri"$ duratLosa Inmoths

it mot sffeotbw 1GE 'amr spiLft the

beusem od attrltIoas
G its jeplosess

*a ftq~gagloees44Ao•n
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*).n~tures~sof dyead
ad e a yr m two l

h)..jsla .s~ Semassd teseral 0 of W"Of -
towaL Il)..uA.slI S e4 lostiesjwhere).__________________________________

S. j i'ass to th 1 (spsiy espesa a

ax• _ve ndgive mmmtm sadt pesi ofut ~ sI(Sp.ecif-. i I#

.) - -- wt .t Ip2 oe m s00600 1" a.
dipum asd gIv :nsit .am .eree.t redUtM

sat. an % , AnoSIsn )_reandtoaot u

l).ane .jenora• r oonsion va~thf good ansatg ou-.pr~to.T

resoI er bevudstI daiesa___ am___ __ ____M__

guidanceig tha issuedi torothe ags to mine the s impcto

-leJamos•y am give Sulutd am... .... t~a

the selydaquesenthecvliaon workforce and ton-absrbthe, cuts I
dmnnrpenerlly uponsistentwithgooangnp ratc.T

reson to yLtourrequest. 8wennh-tave mae mbr ofnassumptrionse

mision s~one i a•"mtons' resuto po
ofreachn ath ngs target teassumedsinath qustion.

Speif a ny we ave assumed . & I

depending upon atrton

2)etino diceinr4pnigtavl riig ucae

3)n1 month iing fnree187seqresutir ng in l olo h

aa)ne atteritionsofi0pemaentwth eodmployemes-al prsitions To

rAeaign vacant

b) attrition of 10 temporary employees--al positions to
remain vacant

* 16R 'mt k*W USl timc rf Ic rdt' fl tiifs ot.*

-ý-' I I . -, - . - a-W"W*MWAMW k4040 APMAN *"
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4) early retirement for about halt or 23 of our eligible
employees

5) delay of maintenance and repairs depending upon attrition

6) possible Implementatiaon of a furlough for 0143's entire
staff for as Many as 5 days-implemented If we do not have
the anticipted attrition and the expected. number of early
retirements

epuartemsntaescr E.LM CE Ir m* ad 3ibt

a).deaprOcureints. a t
nZ__.... pital ciitoicnLs• I del&

total ottmo1unftJW -c.upt~al acvi Wous, It de1a•..c I/U ....
tl totl 2 mmnunb)._.eatuLct travels tdtal S moot-AM14.(f_

0 of total trav_o) _mftzLot trald, total $ _mtn

d)-ines hiring. duration in meta_ 1 L_
Lf not affecti.g geamy, specify the

ooponenta affected_
resultant reduction in wAonWozoe

because qf attritions

. &S of art employees

_. 2 ...... . ... ... . r, ."o Z. --

ua •._._urizasgeu u oz aui.__..

gl.... of peopleatcted

o W ofes IorMe _

and repairsl

iIA&.doae field location.-(o ubere_)_ ___
j)-ojeiue servio to the pubio (ispeiry opponent ani

progro ad Vivo mount and peoent of reduction, • ..-
s.nyto lass mt* a % re*uOAd

!Zto amn. S 0 k zreduce4Zn• edoLas~oa noe, aETakpuotaw
eIV s~r~iru~ (e3ci & I ~

_ ad rmand give amount aN Percent

::== mt. redued

badsiti of cip~LAi ardj~ miIto iai m be dolqed 94 ft g &ta
3d *ws m:M a* to MO= it l tg mrn as mt tt ad mVa im•t
Ibauw, os - t w*vbf o W* Ut am Atin* c

9bb~~~"s toz~l mU ed Oiqul dudk atuft
53)5

ý I
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In eader to reach the spending targets opoed in this
question, we have made the following assumpto8 a to a possible
course of action to be taken

1) delayed acquisition of capital and non-capital Item
depending upon attrition

2) no discretionary spending-travel, training, purchases

3) 12 month 1iii-ifroese resulting In

a) attrition of 80 permanent employees-all positions to
remain vacant

b) attrition of 10 temporary employees--all positions to
remain vacant#

4) early retirement for about half or 23 of our eligible
employees

5) delay maintenance and repairs depending upon attrition

6) implementation of a furlough of ONS's entire staff
for as many as 21 days, the number of days would vary
depending upon actual attrition and the number of early
retirements

7) possible implementation of a rif in place of one-half or 11
days of the furlough process

D ,le&-e/ae • t Ur 3.S t

b•rtae ttow

o)..._xestrict traiing ttal• $ amont•
4.freese hiring, duratai n oneths 1dU not • tot"• UNA,=frt

Ieof atow afUec S
resultant reduction tAowS

because of attrition1a no tf"U of I t• ww~r. espoeest h

reaatreduoe•n in-rko* 0 of
ese qcd rs1ye

*333'
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•t" ,-. "P =

suedo @out"" I a*- -A-*L fa ehv s mt*j. . •a

x) prop =0 it. s lsintagmin

_ ._ _ _ _ _ __am :,

a i.._ _leg t in t he ,h bLt is es_ .... . ..

20 •pm wadto*lmoq d n mM:knt aam* zmtnmnft adaitWabt mnatw aE, hw, mmS 1 tam 16 ad 21&pIS 61 g 4;e d tniM art t•s ta•. e ~m W k a
am* mdmwa..

lU t nayJ e a2a , ft er dmste o.afou an d ean

Aý M d gU qpof Asah lmea eshis__________
mLopthe,-t- - I E iotalmmh

ade =ad=. mU M be gm 16 gd 2 m i ýdgiz*ý k i r n f t d
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UMO ARM
OPP=O PWMONNkL MANM4AWE

-0 -I NO an$

Jay..2,.los RECEIVED

moUm COMhTnl ON

Honorable Jack Brooks
Chairman, Comittee on Government Operations
House of Represontatives
2157 Rayburn House Office Building
Vasbington, D.C. 20515

Dear Nr. Chairman:

Enclosed Is our response to your questions on the impact of P.L.
99-17?, the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Aot of
1985.

He are consolidating our regional offices to more efficiently meet
our mission requirements. Through this process, we expect to Sen-
erate savings in our 561 appropriated functions which will partially
absorb future budget reductions. Because of the lead time needed
for the consolidation; most of these savings will not be realized
until after FY 67. Cuts in the mount suggested by your question-
naire would require additional management nations described in this
response.

However, for the Health Benefits program and for the administration
ot the retirement and insurance programs reductions of the
magnitude suggested would result in a major disruption of the
"neagenent of these programs and of the services they provide. The
enclosed coamonts respond to our concerns in these areas in more
details.

If you have additional questions, you may contact Hr. Jack Prebis,
our Assistant Director for Budget and Nenagement, on 632-6161.

Constance Homer

Director

Enclosures

Ji I i l u l l ii . .. .. . .
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*S35IO PWB flU AI @3O N UGURANN-2 U-NOLLINGS NPACT

orriCe oF IP3IO3 MB A NAGEMEINET

1 - The Office of Poreounel Nanagamontso budget account are as
follows

- Solaries and Rxpeomes (24-0100-6-1-005) 066|24.000. 4.33 in-
cluding Limitation on the Transfer from trust Funds for
Administrative 8xpemmee *2.31.000. 4.3S outlays for which
are displayed in s. oFt o and I below.

- Govormment Payment for Anmuitants. wployoeso leotbh Benefits
(24-0206-0-1-651) 80*6066o000 4.3t i$ IA 66000*000. 3.93t i
outlays.

- Payment to the Civil ServiceR etirmeant and Disability Fund
(24-0240-0-1-M) exempt.

- Revolving Fund (24-4611-0-4-805) 059.000. 4.33 of payments
from offsetting collection from mon-Federal sources.

- Civil Service Rotirement and Disability Fnd (24-8135-0-7-
602) $636.14 from elimisetion of January 1086 COLA; 3.13 of
outlays$ and *1.606.000 for adnimistrative transfer.

- Eployeao Eeelth &enefit@ Fad (34-8440-2-8-551) +666.000.000
and 7.33 in outlays;e and. 386.000 for adninistrative
transfer.

- Eployoe life Insureaee Fund (24-8424-6-8-602) 044,000 for
administrative transfer.

- Retired Implore Eealth Benofits Fund (24-8445-0-8-561)
$6.000 for adainiesrativo transfer.

2 - Within the Salari"s and Expenses account, the Limitation oe the
Transform from trust funds was imoreaned by a ,02000,000 supple-
nestal. This increase is to fund work required by the mew

Federal Employees hEtirement 0Irtom Act of 1666.

A -mu - - , - - - I
I I I II III II IBmmasummumlow I
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nsweors to 4wtlmt 3

I) delm]a puttlntal
X._.aital amlsitions iI do~lav* 2

tou" I amount, WOW0
b)_ restrict travel total $ mount.Exe v

11 Of total tra 2 4" Voting lights)
)..restrict training total $ amountctota tv 6,tm Jm2.+m

d)J freeze hiring$ duration In months aft. I m e.
it not affetng vhoI agncy specify the

canponents affectA. A .u.t +
resutant eZouto'an in vowrlor

because of attrition: Thru 5130/&6
* & I of tranont Nroyoos

reduced •A...&5 % Of tonvorrr mrlee50 8 -
O) furloughl B of days IA

* of 3ecPo~oo iH.• t ,

g) retiLre ear3yt, 0 of o~ f~ou1 ;
-- ~ I Of Workfonorce InvoqLy0G ,,

h)__dra jontenVnoW ;nd repairs. WS~~oa Of amount aw

(Oseciy vheo). (I M Attffmet)e
j)rb__.zelo service to theO wibi egeponent• enaS

l$gorm an giv mosunt percent of reduction in

zp •l eu r set _+rem 4.m

az" tpeania a Ole sets

IV) ~ ~ tta otS eiy

~fit3 & bI ll p cmeWAthnt

endpr~rs ndgive amount a peren t ofreducion I
Non

e~itl aoG

l)ZL~~a ~~I mt fees rwepdot ag

Of Increase _____ ____
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SD. The current hiring freeze contains provisions for granting
exceptions for critical positions or unusual circumstances.

31. We hove initiated n action to consolidate our field structure
from 10 to 8 regions by October 1, 18. Boston. Now Yorkp St.
Loumn, Denvor and $settle ere the regions to be consolidated.
By phasing this plan in over 18 months we will minimise adverse
Impact on our employees through aggressive placement and reloca-
tion programs. This decision was made several months ago as
part of the agency's management Improvement plan.
Entitlements

gote: In the entitlement fund accounts, actions taken to
accommodate reductions in funding resulting from sequestration
do not fall into #ke categories listed on the questionnaire.
the following ltf tation is therefore provided:

Government Payment for Annuitants. In

total obligations, budget authority and outlays have been
reduced as a result of sequestration. An offeottlng Increase,
however, occurs in the END fund to finance the actual cost of
annuitant** health benefits which 0P it statutorily and con-
tractually required to pay.

nloonovees Ealth Benefit. fund

Total obligations ere reduced only by the amount of resources
sequestered for the administration of the fund ($385). The line
item for government contributions for annuitant* is increased to
account for the reduction in the payment account. These funds
are drawn from the unobligated balance otherwise available at
the end of the fiscal year.

51-722 - 93 - 19
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Answers to Question 4

Depaurtment/agency, Office of Persennel Nhemmnt

Iatimated amount of reduction 1n n Accoun t

a) delay procurements.
- ) nonoapital acquisitionst I delayed

total
2U)...._apital acquiiLtionas I delayed AL,

total $ t
b)-.._.._estrt travels total $ amount SIWS OO (Exctudes Vot tn Rights

a) rstrit , of total travel~ lox
• c)_..__restriot training total $ amount sWVo -io

0 of total tre et 40=
d)._. freeze hirings duration In m • i A , AtWacWTI

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
components affeted sW Aeccunt

resltant reduction In Vorkforce
because of attrition:

*& L of permanent eaployeas
reduced 2W0 nd 6.21

& it of temrary employeesredue z0 nmd13
& % of oir a '" andeM s

reduoed__ _______
e)_ furloughs S of days N/Aof pueop 1!e!idworkzorce ___ov___

f) rif• I of people affected N/A
"- of vorkforae involvedI.......

g) retire early. # of people affected NMIA
S of vorkforce involved _

h). delay inatenac and r pairs. 0 of projects N/Atoa $ amount
i.ooefield locationstoa$

(sp,_ fecif I (S Attahinmnt)
.serve to the public specifyy cmonent and

rm an give amount and percent of reduction in

Ianuci s amt. A 1 reduced
-!:Was: eamt a t rrduced

) technical assistance$ ,m. a m redue44 ....
IV)-other (Spec-"yI••)Ne ..

k) redue•-efits ava.labe---o----l-public (specify component
and Prooram eind give amount and percent of reduction

I) n reduced NA -I

I t % reu ed t N/A ece

1) raise user fees (speify Moen,P prgrm and amount
of increae in each). /A,

m). other (provide detaiLs) M ,_ _ _ _
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4 - A reduction af 1.8S would reduce our &U account by $10.9
illiean of which 03.9 million would be tranufqr authority,

This loeve would require a cut-ot approximetely 220 people.A
priority listing of agemey functions is currently btingreviewed. lased ON that review, those fuactioss is tho lowestpriority would be alininated.

40. A hiring freoss would have provisions for oxceptioms on a case
by case 4sls.

43. At this times we think we could absorb the reduction in questionwithout furloughing, NIFing or offering *early out' rotireomet.
however, amy of theos management actions night become Necessary

to avoid a violation of the Antideficieooy Act.

- - -4L -s eoted oarlieri wo-are- essolidating our-freioan- and phasing--
out the Boston, new York# It. Louis# Deaver and Seattle offices.
The consolidation will be completed by October 1, 1087. This
action, takes to save overhead and administrative costs, was
begun prior to the rY 85 6-2-8 sequestrations.
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t'motufs tm Thust lbnd Er Aministrative bpeme (24-0100-0-1-805)

A 7.3 redutio to our ITr 986 nmdi.8 level (6fter the Qrin-bmn-
Nbllizp sequestatzion). produces an opsrating level that is insuffictiet to

tea naw Groupa a stah yrvpnibbiltiLm In efftct
price to Juna 1906, muob low 'dwe. ispoeW by dhe uno fter l olwee Retire-
am Systoe (Fm)O. l ei pla stams lia sti l blaei developed,
it i ertai tt t pri,,mtau ow legislation will re a stii-
cantly Increased 6indlaz lfel as opposed to ae that has been ss tially reduced.

The isiremit mad I~aoce Group dam not perfom diectiaisry activities %hich
could b eliminated to realize a 7.X resucw rduction. The discreiLmary func-
tiLone Shit are pertmotud, e.g., die Gro's prjop in tegrity, quality asaurance,
nothing and debt collection activities, generate substantial outlay savings to the
RstLr mt Fund and areW' hJ- -ri~ha col"-~.~ eliminated lnass-
miuc a entitimat outlaysti a mN redctix..Af7ter all discreinart

be obtained. It cs cmoeivble that tdis reduction aold be realized by a penent
hiring freese %ida would reduce the lewel of roirint and iruance services provided
to Federal mployess and dhe public. If attritioun patterns failed to produce needed
savings fwiai* and W 1 prma cwe -s would be mployeds

Services whihd would be reduced include die fbolaloei:

" Processing claims for retirement - Applicants for retLi t benefits could wait
three sonohd or more ftor the final adjudication of their retirement claim. we
would attaqt to minimize instance of dne financial hardship with interim
estImated calculatiuns. Waiver, any complaint woul be receive the I&6.000
Individuials ide fila such claim asich year. There would also he nmierous instaices
in %hick interim popments will not be possible or will very significantly from the

- - ~earned ratirserni butiefit.

" Processing claim for refunds - Separating soployea receive refumde of their r*tire-
mont contributions within five to six odos, these time would lengthen significantly.
produacig service coplaints.

* Servicing mauiity smcoints - The acuity roll omuLate of over e million individual
accounts. Services would be diminished in such areas as effecting dawngs of address,
processing alloments, tu widtholding and health benefits enrollment duse
requIst, asering a inqtAiriea, and effecting periodic adjustments.

"Answering inquiries - Reductions In services invariably produce Inquiries and c-
i about the stata of requmeted or expected actions. With reduced staff

r, IMpoe time for o, sryo" != niee Will degrade and this situation
w mvai. d by th repeat wrrmpm ee' attributable to diminished service

leeloa. Dodh fgreeeonwloreon dene, ,dLich can be epqeted to increase dra-
maically, and r"alar inquiries will be effected.
=entirs the eitlteast program befWr the Merit Systems Protection Board

-Applicantas w as denied mny pert of a desired benefit usually request

tht their claim be remnldered and frequently appeal to HMP1. The scope and depth
of recoruideration decision doamits would be reduced as would briefs filed before
MM1. Thi could result In ma increased rate of MS1B appeals as well as reversals
by MM with antitl••et outlay..
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Answers to Qestion 3o

Department/agency _10,e I. Personnel,.n

3stimated amount of reduction 817.6 sittl•on In gM Account

a)__ delay procurements sa) I) po taI acquisitions$ I delayed

total amount
U~),.capital acquisitions I delay". ALL

b)_restrict travels total $ amount SMO00 (ERcLudes tIl hts

a)__restrict tranng: total S amount t2SOOC m .
_ ... -- totaIbtrs1 iet - .. -got-

d). freeze hiring: duration in months 1Z (Se Attc i fytt h
if not affecting vholesgiq specify the

component s affected_ _ _
resultant reduction in workforeG

because of attrition:
& & tof permanent employees
reduced 400 and SAX

& it of temporary employees

G % P of ote Ie~~e
reduced, 30 O -c~

e).furlough: I of days 5
"I of peopf e a

S of vorkorce In0olVidWJ-5.--
)gOf people afted (See AttSchment)

of vorkfore' invoVed "
g) retire of &affee people a (eepent)

S Of Corkforce involved oM..iwtu ty occurs
h) "delay mainteane and repairs: I of Prro sCt.JAWL-

total $ amount_ _
1) "_close field locations

(specify whero) (As paeviousiy stated)
S )..,.zduc service to the iMflv($Pecify ccNompoetan

program and give amou-At and percent of reduction in

I_.each$---in otoi s a &t. & A reduced None
Z2). audits: mt. & FA reduced (1,0 Aftschment'

ZZZ)'------chncal assistance, a:. & reduced ,...ZI P) b (8peOCfL)5e Attaclmt mt. G uO .. _
W -)aredujilnef its available (specify componen

ad PSOOr~ ad give amount and percent of reduction
)_.__ ns ret. educed UA

2)- mt, ant. & 4 reuoed
III)- other (specify) EA , reduced

m).t..m• srofe (speciy compnt, p a, am m
of Increase In each)l a N/

a) other (provide details):____________

/
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a - A reduction of this magnitude (11.8%) would affect agency opera-
tieso and services. Socklogs would grew. agency end public con-
plaisto would increase and we would be forced to implement a
furlough of some duration. If attrition did not occur at the
required rate a RIF would be necessary. All capital acquisi-
tions would be deferred alone with substantial reductions is
printing, supplies, travel, training snd other similar type
spending.

SF. As stated above. a DIF would have to be considered. Implements-
ties would depend o" attrition rates experienced over the next
four months.

SO. We would submit a request for surly retirement authority, if we
met the requirements, to assist in avoiding a MIF. We have no
estimate of how many personnel would elect this option if
obtained.

SJ. Service would deteriorate in both our Career Entry and retire
nest and Insurance programs. lacklogs would grow, response tine
would lengthen and Inquiries would increase (adding to the
workload and delays). Although automation has Increased our
productivity in these areas, further system enhancements could
not be developed duo to lack of funds. In addition, the FVEB
carrier audit function would be eliminated.
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Q•wt Ien i5,

""u"I a red tioin of 1a7I1.6 peFuTbelow 86 Iewla, the atitlawm ascoute
would b~e affected in IT 1967 ow"T"llasms

VIS bideet Account CMt

coewoont - hr *uutituns,
&ploy*" 1lS 3mte 24-0206-0-1-551

Mployes Hiealdh Imilef iRodI 24-640-6-551

FY 1987 - 11.82
!Redctin ($000)

Ma -101378
outlays io;

00""ay - 1,010

ftplayew Wte Inawuice ft.d

Retird ` ---e essith

Civil SOXVice Retiroome
DashILtry PAWid

?ept to Civil Son-Lo
Met~irswit & Diadulity ftusd

Outly.

244•485-04-551

M6413540-7-602

24-0200-0-1-805

-116 -11.8

Outlays - 15

Outlays -4,979
.159.787

-wt

Acta required to accomdte these rect•ioe are:

ftuwit hle mt ftr uAwuiitwst.
Reduce budget etdirity with a shbeqsint decree in the unebligated balance projected
for the d mr. oft lt in dd accomt reflect 03's stattor respaix bility
for fiorm zr the cost of the gowwermt's share of wuitante' health bneaf te wid.
theregare, cmno•t be reduced.

kloavem kusith baneits ftd
Peduce administrative Omose ($1,010).

LL1-e Iueow"c 1faid

PedUCe adblniea-ive eaMISSa. ($116)

Retired HIo e althid Denef Ste ftus

Reduce adinistrative eqm o ($15)

civil Service RtLrt & Diaubility FPnd

ftJmesadnIniatratiw myse ($4,979). Reduce program outlay by dw namt of
ewies reeultLrf f eQ . timismtg the Januy 1986 CLA (159.787).

Percent of
-!uctieo
-11.S3

- 1.83

-11.83

-1 .3• 160.S
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OVERSEAS PIMWE NVES T CORP---
.• 04v . MC . USA

COWM OP me

RECEIVED
Ju•ly 21, 1966

vri 2 5 IN9
MOUSE COMMITTEE ON

noe Honorable Jack f OOVERNME•IT OPERATIONS

Chairman
Caaitt.e on Govrnment Operations
U.S..House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairsant

Please find enclosed the questionnaire which you requested us
to complete. Te Comptroller General ruled that the OP1 .
administrative expense budget vas except from Grams-Rudman-
Holling (OM) for 1y 1966 due to a technical error by the
Office of Xmnagemaent and budget (OnS). The General Accounting
Office (0,0) determined that the GM across-the-board reduc-
tions applied to budget authority and offsetting collections,
but n to unobligated administrative expenses. onC had
Classified OP12o administrative expense budget In the third
and ineligible category. The GAO r ing is enclosed as
attachment 1.

Wi exemption did not include 01c's direct investment fund
and ivstment guaranty authority which were reduced from
$14.25 and $14;.5 million to $13.6 and $136.4 million,
respectively.

7c r' 1987, QM has proposed a reduction of OP42,s administrative
expens budget by Mt from $12.4 to $104. million. o012 has
developed" a plan to execute Its legislatively mandated programs
Within these bdget ontraints. Ie reductions have been
limited to temination -l f ei ontratul services,

m~ l~ ml amd related personnel. Decause 0O20 has
d-ev a" lea~to a 190 reduction that does not materially
affect Its core insurance and ftnanca program, reductions of a
loese amagntude, such as the 7.30 and 11.t GYM reductions

dIn yourq onnaire, Jami"a likevise not affectgPOsoowe programs

ge1s M 57TW. N. WA e WAHNINOTOK 0. C. 08537 * ?gLrx-440227 OPIC U1 & (io0 467-7000
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he Honorable Jack Brooks Page 2
chairman
Committee on Government Operations

If OPlC's direct loan tund and investment guaranty authority
vwre reduced by 7.30 or 11.6k, op0C vould be required to
reduce thes progress tram $13.6 and $136.4 mlllion to $12.6
and 126A.4 million or $12.0 and $120.3 million, respectively.

We assi that - reductions vould be st ted frm OP1,s
IT 1966 adnistrative expense budget. We have not received
detinitive guidance trom, OM to confirm this. It the OW
reductions ve"o to be subt ted frm the President's proposed
lT 1907 budget, vw vould need to revise this torn.

t your ommittee requires any additional information, please
ontac our Tr ure Ur. Travis Dungan, at 457-7160.

$incerely#
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Attachsgnt 1

in the Seouesterable Bass

In a number of accounts both GU a CM30 have included within the
soquesterable base administrative expenses financed by prior
yea unobligated balances. We have deleted theas amounts trom
the sequesterable base and fromi the amounts to be seqestred
as shown In Table A-4.

Section 256(b) of the Act states that administrative expenses
of federal e and ag e (including iet

ences) aubjet to sequestration without regard to any
e tion, n limitatiMon, or special mrule otherwias

We do not consider Section 256(b) to expend the categories of
bligtina authorities subject to reduction under a

Presdenialsequestration order. Ulese categories are clearly
delineated In the Act for no-defense accounts. They are new
budget authority, new loan guaranty gitents, new directloan obligations obligation limitationgs and sedn
authority. oiigated balances are not subject to
rquestration non-detense accounts.
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OPIC
Questiormnaft. on Graus-Rudman'ffollws

Attagbt 2

Budget accounts which were reduced under number
420-4030-X$3-151-Al 71-4030 include ($000)8

"o Direct Loan LiLitatLon 613
"o Guaranteed Loan LLitation 6,122
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@pzc
- mm

ft 1ee7 b19 ot onoots the toaloaq• tltot
Ilolee 1)"e vimtls in bangtratvo eTeninos trom

020.4 aillefm to $10 Killion In n198 a19 a7 a zxeuotios In
t1t1 t.mmý e.mnat (M) FTeam.1 tur 1 in ! 2966 toISO m Inn "70.

In Miteto, OnC has Mteimteo Its umZbtn amnd otbhs
ass'. etoal vices. 1Inl il Its Love ss.t s.nmx

1  -4 JSgbseotIOM 234(d) OW (ON) of the *vle riiste
AAFVAmWmts I at ot 1ts3).
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I. Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (inc.ude
title and account number) for which You are responsible and
identify the dollar amount And percentage of reduction that
occurred for each as a result of the Irebruary/Narch Ie06
sequestration. (See Attadm t 0).
2. Please identify any of the budget accounts listed above that

eore subsequently provided with additional funding a. a result of
rtprr ag, tra Ofers supplemIental aprop•ri1aiXo, or other
atons '~Jd the dollar mount ofI the additional fund ing
(1ee Attat t)
.11 vslase spciy which of the following, actions you. found it
necessary te take to accomodate any reductions in funding
resulting firm the sleq1Uet&rLaO. AnswVer sub-questions "*G

mo" 010 for you overa S • /Jll 4patmst Anwar~ sub-
WASrto &.16-A. "I, for eac of p~r r Llpal sub-
ag~en!e My tmon. AuWr • t g=u~on in

terms of the neer of people involved rater than Palo.
Attach additional shots of wherever you fLnd it necessary
to provWde and/or emplaln al3M Lntemaitn requested.
Departmient/agency Ovmeaseesivate Eaves~at Corporation

aM.Ldelay procurementsa
"1)..p.capital acquisitions, delat

total _Mo _UT___11l._._apLtlr• sadfLonI8 I Wovrd

b)0 resrict travels total I amount
% of total travel j _ _

o)gArestrict traaings total 6 amount
% of total tra•sw et,

d)__.freeae hLirigs duration in months
if not affecting whole agjiy, specify the

opponents affected
"reMltant reduation in workforce

because of attritions
O % of permanent employee

redued
% a t of temporary employees

redu"ed
I G I of other AseV a

e) 0.L furlo11ugh I of days
11 of WwDrfoCe invekU....

f)..±...rif a 0 of peopl affected ..t of workforce Lnvolved
g)__A..retre early, of peopl aefeSof workforce involM___. ...
h)j.._0del1ay mainta and repairs: O 0pro1ects________total S amount_____
iL)J-.o lose field loctcM ions S

( specify wmhre) ,1 0o reduce service to the p" Lc (speAfLy component and
program and give amount and percent of reduction inZ"each):

I ... ipwetonms: mt. G reduced_____
M t I .a I reduced

R221 techncl= assistance, am. &
zvl-other (specify) I at. a % _..._

k).. .reduc efAis l • •L---4*Ljp* (speolfy cOMpoAC
an progrm and give amount and percent ofrduto
in each),I

I)I_._•aa, I amt. a I reducedtzCL~ loaw, aMt. G 613,11M o•Lr 4.31
tit)jothr (specify) a. Sreduced_.1=128I0 Oor

l)._._.. raise user fees (specify cmpone, pr m, M mount 4.S
of Lreuse in each):_ _ __ __ __

W-ohr(roiedetails),____________
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4. Assming a qovernment-wide Sequester in riscal Year 1US? of$20 billion which could reduce Your funding by about ?.3 percentbelow rscal Year 1986 funding levels after Adustment for Grams-.u...n-.oll-s sequel staton and subsequent suppnlmentals, howwudthe erratio.. of your de "eruren b affected?pee ei estimated dollm moint of thearu..l ent/avenarc-v4id reduction w•hih you would experience. Zn
find It necessary to Lww undr sc mtff Anwe ouldquethroogh 04 in for your overall department/aecA swe ufb-0uestion. "J through 101 for each of your p~rie pal%.- epartmeat/agenc c met -* Answer pertinent questions interma the Actual n rof people Involved rather than M'.Atch additional sheets of pwr whrever you find i•t necessaryto Provide and/ er ai the moton requested.

Department/aency Over us P.ivatwo Inwtwt Cororsti,
Retimated moint of SM 000.00
a) 0 dolr procurements I

_total I Aon_) capital acquisitions I delayed
tota 5amount-b)...restrict travelI total S mount

% of total travFel_______O) 0 restrict tr-iin. total S m1unt
I of total trdi•I0'etd) 0 freeze hiring: duration in months

if wit affeting '~ls agency, specify theemponento affet e d
resultant reduction In wor toee

because of attrition
= %of rlso~temployee$

S% of temporary employees

e) furloughs # of days
h of vorkforce izwolveZIiiIIh7

f).a.r/t Ifo S of people arocted
t of ororm involve

g).JreTtre early 1 of people afgaect
I of =Wer 'orce inovoleiiiI"~ i~ih)•_9.elay maintenance and repairs of preoje

total S amluni)_0 close field locations. (specify where) a________________
j ).Lreduce sr ice t• t puble tpcliy component and

Igra ad gvive mount amd percent of reduction in
inecIns mt. G & %uaLU_)_____ • B,. t r oduced______

I tecnic ma .a ta reducedZZ~~l~~latlat1nce &mt.:J•0 G~• S Ib eO44
IV) other (spocLf) .- ant. & % reaUZe-1_k)_R reX u benefits avaiA)bL e ,0 public (specify component

indergamh and give ament, and percent of redUctiont
.) grant: amt. & I reduced,

it).---.loansI amt. & I-
112) Jother (specij' j mFt.areduced . L55.010orO1).J..a_8 use fees (aTpeci teAponn, program, and amount 1.,

-of increase in each):) X..other (provide deta4Is) . See AM.....
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.30
3. ASs-MLg a gove ren -t--- aequoeter In Fiscal Year 1917 of830 billion which could reduce funding about 11.3 percent:below Fiscal tear 1366 fundin CO"Is'af~ter justuene for or&=-audan-NolLngg sequestration and subsequent supplementsa, howdtI oyratios ellfeyou dearremmne/avencbe affected?V armo t r at ted do&," Ar Wot of th

~ftmswwnwoency••-wi reductioe which you would ezjerLence. Zn
ties poaespeifywhichof th olowng at1 on yo would

quetin$ asthr"oug OL fot your o~eall department/agencAnswer sub-qwestions "JO through 01- fot each of your principal
sub-apterst/agency com oet. Answer pertinent questions interus Of t &"tal n e of people involved rather tun MIs.Attach editio•l shoots of Mor wherever you find it nfeesearyto provide nd/or eXALai A& information 2fueeted.

Depertoent/agancy Overvss Prevyte •hI ves"t CSmretf
stlamated momt of reductiM 81.-44000.00

al.A " taprocurements,
Zlo..oo poaui tal acquIsitions, I delayed

total $ mount_xj._...•ital aoquiLostswe I dolaln ..

b) 0 restrict travels total mount total Mao n....
% Of total tra~Tvel iid _ec) 0 restrict tn total 8 amount

I of total tra• E et____d) 0 freeze hirLng, duration in months.-
if not affecting w !boFeigjcy, specify the

mpommentsaf-feteto dresultant rOWdtion In wrk!Itoeo
because of attritLon,

a * ofeP t nloyees
# 4 1 of tWporary employees

reducedd r!O S f the~r 091-reas

e•)_.g .furlough, # of days
# ofpep U!d
% of worJ force ino li-'

f)...J.rifs I of people affected
0 of workforoe Invoelvedg) 0 tire Mearly, # of is

h)..j.delay mainteance and repairs, I of projects_
)...0 cloee field locatLons S imout

(specify w h- e re)) _J) .3 reduce servie to the pz.ic (specIfy component anprogam Na give amount &d percent of reduction in
1)_inspection, ant. £ I

1K) audits,+ atm. S S reduced.UK)it.chni€L Massistance, 4•.o 6T eucedIV) othek (specify) m at. G I re4•caihI Godue %ofit avalab to tha~publui (specify 4oepon~nzAnid royrm and ive amount ad percent of reduction
U) ranu, amt. a-% redtced__

12I..Joeher (spect IJJat m. rediucedA I11_0_raIse user fees (speCily i FpnenA t program, and mount T-.•of L•:.-rea :~ Oah)tI)_L.etO'h41r (provide details)t __-se(e Attac~t 31. ' ..
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UNITED STATES
IsC~mInES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. OZ. 8054t
ady lot 1"6

RECEIVED

O ttee an IIIImt tin i
of € the Oad ta HOUSE COMITlTEE ON

voi5 3eyb - - fjtgves GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS
I &4Iizbu, D.C. 20515

SMrIt. OmiLmms

2h is ttW, Wd attbdimt, r rimx& te ymw smeast of fts 30, I196, forI intiaion the aAwiu* ad poetntW fu•t•t l-m-t- 4g ( -k __m-o---llg
(0-"B-) an thi borltias ad bd•ie Oision. Da, to the shrt tim kmalosdfor lepspatlan aE thiisrp-o-mr, it ws insible to mliait

fig r Em ths W: Om~Mil ag Cc morm magers. me attaicbd
%9Mt~ &41evlating to 1967 theibyren. efcts ~so the bonrd impacts

biors mdlnig to pr dir'ect: qmsm, t facts worthy cy •w
attlentialn which wini atffct them seerity ci theS C'a 1967 finencia md ~cpositimnanobt- mtadlzng the I ts ce athe a-R-B rdticm. irst, tm

IOto ýJbocb a MlzdSM $41,450,000 lams.f in waidud costs, eqpdvalent to 9staff YOWS. TIds 'meaet Is Icluded In the attada aulysis. Ihowlufd wet

Neo pti-nof at semst 3314 cot any-19 2 i ue
W requiwed in tOn Cmibum axonoii•mlA of
19s - $1,000,000

ft" Federl aaoyme atirmt ftstm costs - 1,300,000

iWa inati - 1,000,000

OafwdW dcsts &r WMatary Within grede aid
writ wad bmnefit Spume - 650,000

Awored tavl costsom tim nmely -metd
3ugings-Illm r dim rates - WON00

le s m m otm Ute (:'s 19 qmrawo is thm giv min atmo the
agencys teglated mlw mtere

Sint= 1960 auami amdbauu svm-at 135 percent,, the Wu 11 ofqpdm bw-om contracts has n 140 perents, timwbe of
lWckmrhdeajs bremic offices hs tnceased 106 percent ad tinmabuer
ct registered rqrasntatives is qp 78 percent.
Ih tie int t i e pe tiem 11, 1 a brc -mdu fir has
1ram.!e 40 For~amt.
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Ads, t -m -IMS ad 1N?,, th ats o Iawoetmt amwihes
I amm to Irmm 20 joprmt, ad the k,, at nvamtamt
skim$ 54 rA t.

fdambv l•re mr iaIsmd s to qgssthm masm I ad 2. Usq, ai to quei-
tlaw 3 tbtvugb 5 an

gistm I1 - m l a M tt m.de a -3-o amainwml orlowle, o osela
ard a"m ws. ts awunt osymb •s i 060100. 1m 19•6 owsmm1ation
I" IFu- $4,777,000 dmat f ........ ULng.s 4.3 mitto
$111O,100,00 to $106,323,000.

Oson2 - lb OixUtb diuips to 1966 £.dizi -* m~cted.

lb the emsn & of the wlded •lalm h-t5o - craoittom I co hbe
mnedi at (202)272-2150.

In so
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3101ý 1 NION l- E OfC10, 1966MPP

Me f11owig iq m tuus M tui @or -ith gs4lUw xhssta)

JWmt of rscotX*Am - $4,777,00 $12216,000 $17,003,000

b) kstetrieWstraw1s
$ iaimt . ioorooo loofooo 1lso~ooo
0 at UW" bdpgt-3.00 4%06

a) 3mntriabed training s
$ monmt . 100,000 100,0000 100j,000
0 of tainingbdgot - 330 50% 50

d) BEridg framn
6wAVtln In dtl- 12 12 12

60 260 240
---- 4i~os -36 11.56 11.50

f) RhPI
# cc ~aftfto- ura 135 240

fjo iifI AI-ra 6.9%11.50

j) Rsd sassm to. thes gmiaio

moio~ oud- 720 2,995 4t285
0*LVUoxd - 30 130 16.6%

#10 4463
FA ~.. 30 130 16.6%

-o ainscl-
Iexw10 42 63
0S&w30 130 16.64

51 xw 434
20 130 16.6%

* MISTO 3 - kimUstM166W 0-1 ~oIngs (04-") Imts.

MAM 4 - Mousts vtiai 1967 0*44 inpts of a 7.3 iat
aboim- fm m awtImagls l.aft r i- -msLatne

M3UEN 915m13- qume oW mAtial 1967 044 iqpuots 0'a 11.61 psomt-
Mhotiam frt 196 fu~in lwels aftwsstai.
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* N~.d H~iq~uu./ Ws~..D.C. U
ocalis

cm.

CgmmI'ss 10wmt opwahs 11
115? Rqfbs m. 0Now OM WOOISI wLT-TU- ON

,rh in, s.C.a Demi .ev RE PIVEDO

De bi kg MdfM w yw$ w

acm-m lw m lb SulseveSuls m.~ .la lbm ewimiw

do nors behsklbsal Tow IM?. A pwmua--w6 - Is -I'tm d fun ba
I--_-_- W" _o tu-k be them i ib Tow 10 eir 1id wamt

rdsthe mvrse the vhimo A.,do toa painutWFý fti la fodm an t*.sw
at the v. - -d- d

ot the low m. raimd.
Ve awe w~e aw qmi mui• lb numm ls lb 9iinem% pemo

- r*. 0.3I.N. fti OC INm ? &..lU
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g(rAOIUWAZIU M aM-RU=m.n -fOLLZwN IN1ACT

1, Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (include
title and amount number) for which you are responsible and
identify the dollar amount and erentage of reduction that
occurred for each as a result o the rebzuazy/uarch 196
sequestration.

2. Please identify any of the budget accounts listed above that
were subsequently provided with additional funding as a result of
raprogreeing, transfers supplemental apropriations, or other
ations. Provide the dollar mount of a tional funding.

3. Please specify which of the following actions you found it
necessary to take to accommodate any reductions in funding
resulting from the s etration. Answer sub-questions "a"
through iP for your overall department/agency. Answer sub-

t~ons throughoh 010 for each of your principal sub-
'"Partmentlagency components. Answer pertinent questions in

term of the actual number of people involved rather than IMT's.
Attach additional shoots of paper wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explain all the information requested.
Department:/agency Sel.,oiv, ,trvice 8ystem

a) 1 delay procurements,a dl__Lpronaapmt acquisLtiona, I del&
total, Tedi'ountizz",0o0

ZK)_eapital acquiAitions, # delayed -,
total _ _montb)-..restriAt travel* total $ amount i.s W

0 of total travelI jdgetar
O).-._restrict training: total $ amount U am0 of total trsA-lot b t :22
d)J][ freeze hiring: duration in months

if not affecting aEi 'Cy th&Cer
components affected CW ? clee(12,xresultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

a I of permat employees
0 & 6 of tI epor'y employees

*eduom_
S o 4 fther empl0 OfIc - 3reduo 1 0 Ite"ere ir~eOfie e-3

e)_jUjfurlough:s of days
I of pecpaf!ed
0 of workforce invoa... . .

f )..garif: I of people affected
0 of workforce invol]ed "

g).JV..retLre early: I of people affected
6 of workforce Anvo __ve_

h) _/A delay maintenance and repairs: # of projects"---

L) /Al/_eo3se field locations
(specify wtere),i

J) I reduce service to the pmblic (specify c vanent and
program end give amount and percent of reduction in
each):i

z ,mipeAtions: amt. & 6 reduced
z7"-"ito$ amt. a % reduced

lit) technical assiatanoe, .s41 •iauced
KV)F6the (Specify;il*S, P" C*At G I reiER.iMO - 25%Xk) vit redu f its avaiiato EMpublio (specify Scmone

and program and give amount and lpecn of reduction
in each):

)...amntt at. & 6 reduced_ _
2s)e- t mt. 6 6 reduced_KUz)" other (specify) " amt. 6 6 reduced

1) /xAr"a user fees (spCoof oQoUPOnt, program,nd amE
of increase each) :_

m)jother (provide details): *. A&.,.-
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,.-, mmazu - umm.uwms. •
: ,•." I~l•, im" l DrM lhm/Usem &. of a5kl ASsUmeS

blades ad awmsses Chm lb. gS060S)

Wtw.. A,,ap ItRm.

Soo Astma 110,47 Min 044 4

a- a Ote

~Ul 3. b iitaie 1agmmm a pvw1 sSn'Immv mwG•.m~aw . I IftigS. f 6 Iw Itm u

2. hspa"I A.1e.lw• sSmv oqee. Yom un-m3ae
by U ,am"" w "I.sm

he .4=o 36s 4a1 sod. ho~is. the bss wel tou tfe stas

4. awe" ismm bmms oeemw lape me. us lp S P1.o3.

S. 3.1usdao n3weeasla W ft p h 46 3. ISmOa. W4-16
g. ohdaudodh eand meo Tbaldin ~poom Saslp P16.0W.

7.0ea aee i~3 3 Uswum - MAN.0.

II
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4. AsumLng a govenuent-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of
$20 billion which ocidd reduce your funding about 7.3 percent
below Fiscal Tear 1986 funding level after justment for Gram-
Rudman-noUings sequestration and subeuent susplemental, how
would the options of your department agency be affected;
Please spooel the estimated dollar mount of the

-rtMSt/raency-wLde reduction which you would eerience. Zn
UoPes pcfy which of the fo on. you would

finad it necessaryf to take under such cnios.Answer sub-
questions Oa* through OLO for your overall department/ .
Answer sub-questions* j through "1 for each of your prLncipal
sub-department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
term of the actual number of people involved rather than MT1's.
Attach additional sheets of pap Wherever you find it necessary
to provide and/or explaLn all the information requested.

Departmnt/agency Slaiw. UvLr . |r-- . ...

Estimated amount of reduoa t t.go".aoo

a) • deILj & acuisitions: I delayed
total $ amontQ5Zoos)

ZZ)..apital acquLsLtions: S delayed
total e mon__ ......

b)._jrestrLot travel total $ amount...___
% of total trav ,,e

)__lretrLt training: t $ mount, 40000
SOf total trainLi bdget 100

d).....freese hiring: duration in months 1I
if not affecting whole igencF. specify the

opoents •aff e e
resultant reduction in tmrkfoirm

because of attrition:
I & SS 0 xelpooees
1 & 4 of temporary employees

6& _ of other e es

e).A&_r~rl&Mhs of days
e)_j/jfurloughf I of dais.~__rife of peop•eaf feredA9ui~.

g) 3 retre early e Of le Or )d"'-- I of =~~roe Jo Lnvl• l

h) )/A delay intenanc and repairs: I of pooea ..ii.------ "total $ amount
i _L Aclose fLeld locations

(specI where) : ____t_
j) WredCe service to the p133c (specfy ociponnt and

ro. Man ge mont an Percent of redution in

iZ-udit, ,smt. a % rqdwn4
zzz)-'-- uit, = L A t.Lt ~

k) .eubc(
Z).._____r•ts : mt. & _

and 2roýa and give mount Man p*erC~ educational
La )...... rente et.6

zz--=lt mt. a% reeuein 1=**W-- (spemi) v mt. 11r..
l)..jQrais user frees (aa "oify _ programs and amouif-
m)L other (Provide details): e *ts
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-matt=m on Mh A UZL30 nIaACr

quWe 4. M6 question j - Reduce Servicee o the Public

1. R1uinte an pWd return postape for the .plarnc.e propm.
Swings - $130,000.

2. Sliatuate all On (000) Telophome LUse. atianp - $139,000.

3. IliSnsto all rnoader poet cards to 18 yar old sm.
USwaip - $131.000.

qusl.4. :vk
1.

2.

3.

4.

3.

qumeti a - Otber

Sliingtoe esAtre zalgtration Impovement Progrm. Slavbg - *427.000.

21sizate all Speedia Active uty Tours for LaMvWe YbrCe
Offi•are. Sva"p S•437000.

nlituiate foumal m e ua er Trairi. swip - $167,000.

ILUAAte all oatract perm e16. Savinp $50,0000.

iatmate all overtm. SvSaiep - $72.000.
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e3Q*

AS. ui & n gerumeRt-wide sequeter Ln Ibsoal Tear 1967 ofbe0 l wis ihal coul 6d feundn -,ufundibg about 11. percent
belo FLO&I Tm 1941 f= =1 uftment for Gramm-~an-.lligs squestration and Iubsquet suplme"I s o

would the operatioms of your dopart=etjaqency etdease spefy thear mount of the
m -v reduction which you would 0erience. ZnadutLon, plese apeo" whioh of the follow Lon you uld

ZUKIt4099M c, amunersuch 'odtos Answer sub-questions was thbrzobg * foryour overall dpIirmenyt/o.Answer sub-questions j through 010 for 4aoh of your prinial
sub-epatast/agy ompoeats Anwerpertinent questions intmsof threat te of people evolved rather than flsa.Attach additional sheets of PM wherever you fnd it necessary

to provide • aor eSaLn al the information reqeted.

iepartment/ec ve e bet

stmted ammnt, of *m k_&,o
aL)_l dely procurement .

... jaonoapital acquisitions, d

Z)Z)o pital acquLstions: t

b) I restriLot travel, tot $ am! nt-ift

c)L._jestrLict t fl , of total $ t .
I of total tral bjdget j0Od)" freeue hiring, duration in nmoths 1I

if not affecting whole agency, specify the
o nent aff"t"rsutltant recon in Workforedr

because of attritions
* £& I of permanent aloye"

0 9 of tmorary employees
* £r~~TI l- (274,000)S& of ol SUIP OYG
reduced)jL.,.furloughi # of daysl31 23 P8sa-. a*E3F m)# of I "f>ti d 252

C)_ t I of of war forces o •
f Li S of peop"I affected 10 C1132W7-9 of kzorore iLnvol• .
g)j Iretire arly, I ofPoole i'olsS ..... . of w:orkoe LnvoiLV"
hi~jdelay maintenance and repairs, # of poe

i) I/Aclose field locations
(veciy _w e__) _,j)~reduce service to the public (specify component and
program and vive amount and percent of reduction in
ea•h) I

I)____ U l-cas m t.l G % redued.
ZV-i Otlr ( ). £ i •

11)-- tt mt. G 9 reduced_

_.. Zil: _ .tehnca ."sane Mt. & % !`-&~

a mt.•. t
anz o and (pvecify) .. t an recedn eductiU) K' 3Cs user fees (specify oicento programs, and amoGUEof increase inWGRU __ __ __m)j..ofthe providede detailms),Ami~i
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- m um -no

l. gg * • nr ww om '-r llnew
~n0u. -twesssls Reo IGVII to. Swm the PAU*

i. nismeate .11 pou retin potqp tot tin aqil. ?b.Um*
SIMIM - $1309000.

2. maimaate aul v1 (am) valqhem li.es. SWIa - SIMON0.

3. MLouasto all iremm post cards p 10 yewr old-
6sV - 0131,000.

qn.uo • - Other

1. 3.Red.e Imative Dmty Traem i forReo om off esn (nse0ma.
Nolsmal fard Of U...) from 4 drills Per year to 30 Pau
drill Per Youi. SwUwi M90000.

2. Ilmelaste the Rssatust~s bvrowmt Fr.gr. OsriP . #279000.
3. nulieastu allpeclel Active Dbay Tows Lw eserve Dure Ogf fles.

Swiap.- 032.000

4. BI.nlast. ell &U si. SeWvIp - $72,000.

S. ia as eltrect paroamml. SeI"p - $300.0
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UNnID P1AM AWUI CONmUOL AND IDAIMAMMT AGBCV

July of 19$6

Dear Congressmen brooks$

Please find attached the U.oo Ares Control and DiGsarSaent
Agency's reply to your questionnaire concerning the iuplementation
of the "Crau-Rudman-Rollings legtslstlono

If you have further questions you say reach no on 647-3708o

Since 70,

kdLaitst30RoverA~idmkdinistratiYv Direc tst

The Eonorabl4e
Jick lroob"
louse of Representatives
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i. Inoses provide a list ot oix %be bulges o.oe.sto (ceoiudetitle aid "oneet aUmbOr) for hbieb yoe are responsible sad
Identify tbs dollar *@mo.t end Weoeeogo of reduction tb.t
eusemd fer oeeb as a aseslt of the ftbrosrygl/erb 1996

A. Vol# Amso bntbol & tesolsmast closer
Arms •4t.ero a earma•mso 0 Astivi0ee(94e0199)
ORigBiNl no-86 Appropriottos $25.0500oO
Ssquestratio under role "-177 of 4.3X

eOvised FI-86 Appropriatinom 9349 J69

2. Pl0es Identily my of tbe bdloet 6eo6890 listed above thbt
wore sobequseotly provided with add itional Isdui as a result of
reproegrumime tfowler*,e oupplomeutol oppropriotso"as or ethro
"aeelso. Provide the dollar aount of the edditio40l fadiago

A. Rno"
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no0m-zau~mpan M -m l -u LIM8 IWM?

1. Please provide a lst of all the budget accounts (IncludeUst~ and GOOoUnt limber) trot Wd YO GM• VoLm ble and
the dollar mt sad mt emtooom.9 ter O N6 a6 resurt o tyo losr 1s

sequestration.

2. Please ideatif o the b d aomuts listed sao that
were sbemoly provided with 4aItLim" f SOg as result of
rm* griag. tMfrasers svppLe..tal srom~jations or other
actions. Provide th dollar qmout of a'* tional funding.
3. Please specify which of the follming actions you found it
necessary to take to aoommiodate anreduatIons In funding
resultisg frm the equest•atio. sub-questioms "am
through Ig for your overall dspartmentl/ey. Answer sub-q~oolon ":through0'l for each ot your pri=cpal sub-

RoVsmpomets. Anmwer pertinent question inte1m. of the actual ber of people involved rather than ie's.
Attach additional, sheets of paper wherever you find It neoessax
to provide sad/or esp03a1 al the information requested.
Departmnmt/agency U.5*s.OO~M W.oUUUW ame~

a)-l...de2.ayproaurements.adeae
ZZL.L.Oapital, acquisitions. dl

bl--,etriot travel, tot" Is smount W11O00• Of tot ttl l 14
).W._ restrIct traLasng, total $ amunt

I of total tram iuget50t,
,d)-Z~ ze Urines duration In amths

If not affecting whle agency, specify the
omonenta affected

resultant reduation in workioore
because of attrition.

a) fturlough s of dare 0. 200,000
rk Of WOI&O~

-- t of vo rkforoe is1vol4 Z£1 rif,• elof people affected ..
Iof wrkforceInvoved

g)r "tire early. # of ý'e afedH4O iii..0 of WO&orce &DY" 04Z7ff
h dela main e and repaLrs. of pCOTW3Er

total s imount___
i) colose field locatiomn

(specifyW where) ._ _ _ __ _ _ _
j) reduce service to the pueblo (specify omocnent am

progrm and give amat and percent of reduction in
II) audIot at . & % reduod

U!)-technical assnis t. i s A + . ...
Iv)-othr (specify) m st. 5 I reduce_hi reduce~n~efitst, m ava~iabl to the -ublio (specify

and promram and give mount and percent of reducion

Il).g ants. ant. a % reduced_
)--loans. mt. & S reduced________

III)-- er (speofy) I Mat. Z 0 reduced____
1)_.raie user fees (specRf oseponet, program, and mount

Iof increase in each)_
A It td (pro .i de da )ive ampgau•

MWISu gab"ad m bum~f ts mftif $200,00.
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Is -b Up IN7 of
sw am wudn abot 7.5• Ver..t

Now. twhe

MUM 1 ow5 i t aMs, I -2, -IM usot fo -.a mil-
ALmm e mor-qassthama 'S' th• 1 or sah

sub.spataut/amm • ,~mnt.e Aou•tamut. psitlasat sto... . a

mta N ad r 8e •GM s gheetsiftm wbub in yW A1 .5 It muery
to IM I•M V aor, t warAbo o

U)~j .e,,ala...S .t....

h)....e..rstrI tRaw l t1 a 01 9 mtw v&
AMW~ ~ Sub total NJ tog aiIccYe Irasop

%ANDr AWO atttiftlot

tOtas t mwu' u'r eot

the ~ raS haua of mathnoves aha ~s ns

o)._.pu~,,u, • inmmt8oo af es o&.o.

roes lt ast IeS "It Me.ONH
toepinlft Mn.i viae

net.5t. =wn , 00

total
I)inl cc.1 totl ravl o

m) e o totalwu ti.u egwo M

6)z ,U omm,- •i"$ atin ion in wato _1 Idt.. ...5

If no - m -am#l tehm tIj

ZI= eww.a off

.5oow of.. ha aeshis
mL.L...thefato Ie' stle_________ ___

4 - - mm~1009

4F I~ ASSN

I
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as*

5. Asa a swanart-vide Lastor 15 Vsal Yeer 107 of
$30 billen %I*o eoul reduce r fuandn by-about 11.6 peroant
below aoel yoIu INS fiwdag le tar saae a mustNot tor stg.
Isna-mo5i@1 Neeotratim a-d sb t b Isam•tal hw
mAN the -eaILMS of low 1r1mMt/as i eteotsd
Prifte epsoi the estimated the
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A i vin USM

Deer NCO Choice"$~

Your letter of June 26 asked for Intornation relating to the
effects of the Orm-uandod -Uol]lngs balanced budget

on the United states Infonation Agency. the
ma is to attache. Director Wick iS out of the Otyt, and

bas aked NM to act In hi steed.

We have bees engaged In plying for possible reductions for
1947 for the post sevecrl ,oths so I have an ide of the
d ge that outs of the sils that are hyp•otbesised for 190?
woulddo to V1 t. Seductions of 7.3 and 11.8 percent would
translate into reductions of *183 million (19 percent) nd $221
million (21 percent) respectively, from the Presidentsa
planned 3o?7 level. While I understand that these levels atr
only hypothetical = very roecnd that an actual
sequestration of this magnitude -- without regard to
Presidential. or Congressiosal priorities Would do a great
deal of demag to WSIA.

the final results of our ootigenoy planning for 1967
coductions are npt yet available. The data-oontained in this
document assume that a proportionate share of the hypothetical
cuts would be signed to each Ageocy element, This is not
prooleely bow these reduatloss would actually be takens but Is
the o"n acposh that we hay ben able to take on short
notion. Im fact, we Will au ocate &a actual reductions In
accordance -with the latest reading of prloritles and pcogran
needs at the 4o0olusio0 of our planning efforts.

011A ex]riesoed srious funding reductions in the late 1960's
end 1?0" -- reductions from ZIch the growth of the pest few
years has only partially allowed us to recover. in the current
world situation, it woold be nmet unfortute if we veto again
to reduce substantially the 9.8o Governent's principal
resource in the war of ideas. It Is essential that we remain
omPotitive.

e Menoerabl RECEIVED
Jack Brooks -

e•rnittee on "overo nt Operations M
muse of sepreseatatives f% Is
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WV look forward to "sing the results of your Co~sLtteeo'endeavor. This kind of careful research oan only help thenational understanding of this far-reaching legislation.
Wacm regards.

Sincerely,

ervn L. stone
Deputy Director

51-722 - 93 - 20



The Soviets have entered vigorously Into the var of Ideas, and
ace willing to spend what is needed to win. The best estimates
available indicate that the USSR spent about $2.1 billion in
1982 for activities comparable to those of USIA. (In the sane
year USIA spent $456 million.) We believe the USSR's
allocation for these purposes has'Lnaceased under the new
Soviet leadership.

The President has made the strengthenLng of USIA a high
yCLorLty. Congress has supported this effort and has provided
to own mandate for doubling exchange programs, modernizing the

Voice of Americas establishing the National Endowment for
Democracy and the Radio Marti Progranm

An effective USIA is essential to counter Soviet efforts and to
present firmly and widely AmecLcas story to the world. As
noted In the accompanying materLals, USIA's effectiveness will
be seriously Impaired by reductions of the magnitude noted. It
is within this context that this reply has been prepared.

The following Information is supplied in response to the
questLonnaire:

-- Information relatLng to questions one and two is
contained at Table 1. This Includes a List of all USIA
budget accounts, Including title and account number,
Identifying the dollar amount and percentage of
reduction that occurred for eaoh as a result of the
Vebtuary/Macch 1986 sequestratLon. The effects of all
supplemental funding is also included.

Information relatLng to question three, effect of the
1986 sequestration, is contained at Table II.

InfocmttLon relatLng to questions fouc and five.
hypothetical sequestrations for 1967 of 7.3 and 11.8
recent: below the 1986 post Gcam-Rudman-EollLngs level,

Scontained at Tables III and IV.

-- Additional Information on questions three, four, and
five is contained in notes attached to the tables.

The 1987 LnformatLon contained hereLn is presented as
reductions from the President's 1987 level. Poe
example, Table 111, 7.3 percent cut, actually represents
a reduction of 19.1 percent from the President's level.
Likewise, Table IV shows a total cut of 23.0 percent
from the PreiLdent's cequest.
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Note A

Ouestions 3(a) a 4 (a) and 5(a) - Prceurement Delays

ta usilneM- most of these reductions are
associated withu •cuba In t~he5 VO odernilation effort. rot
1966 these total $1.2 million. Other numerous small
acquisitions total-8.7millio.. .

Vot 1967# at the 7.3 percent level we would cut back on leaned
broadcast time and guard services at relay stations. These
would be augmented by cancellation of a contract vith UP, and
cancellation of leases for Radio DM8S and Radio Antilles at the
11.6 percent level.

Ca•IitaIMuIisat unt- For 19066, we delayed the construction of
a nowhigh-pojer ransmitting facility in Puerto Rico
associated with the VOA modernlzation effort that totaled $4.1
million. Other numerous small capital acquisitions totaled S.8
million. At the 7.3 percent reduction level, USIA would delay
3 major capital acquisitions totalling $13.7 million. These
are all related to the modernization of the broadcasting
facilities of the Voice of Amoricao, and Include delaying the
production of tranmMtters and generatoors, as well as delaying
acquisition of computer-aided design and drafting equipment.

Zn addition, we would delay numerous other small capital
acquisitions totalling $2.6 million. These are scattered
throughout the Agency, and represent office equipment,
furaLture, and related purchases.

At the 11.6 percent. level, delays would total $19.4 millior.
These would include all of the above, with the addition of the
production of transmitters and generators for the lotswana site
($2.6 million) -- plus pa additional deferral of monitoring
equipment (S.5 million).
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Cuestisns 4 (d - 2) and 5 (4 - 2) - ZImact on Personnel

A 7.3 percent funds reduction, applied across-the-board, would
result in the elimination of 1,201 full-time permanent
positions, consisting of 449 domestic, 234 overseas American,
And 518 foreign nationals. Under an 11.8 percent funds
reduation, the position cuts would be increased tol 1490 (464
domestic 294 overseas American, and 712 foreign national).
This would represent reductions of 12.5 and 15.5 percent,
respectively, from the 1987 planned level.

Zn order to maximize the salary savings, we would vent to
implement the personnel outs as early as possible in IT 1987.
Sovever, a personnel out of this magnitude would be difficult
to achieve, and it is extremely difficult to accurately
forecast the exact methodology that would be used.

A combination of approaches would be required. We would
continue and tighten our current hiring freeze throughout 1967
for the entire Agency and hire new personnel for only the most
critical positions. We would also propose to offer early
retirement through a discontinued service plan to all eligible
Civil Service employees. Reductions in force would also be
applied to foreign national employees and to Civil Service
employees for certain limited occupational series. General
reudtions in force in the Civil Service would be used only as
a lost resort due to their disruptive and uncontrolled nature.
Furloughs would also- probably be used as necessary to offset
severance pay, other personnel termination costs, and any other
savings shortfall. The extent to which furloughs would be
needed. cannoi-be determined at this time.

The data provided on the tables tor Items 4 (d g) and 5 (d -
g) are preliminary estimates based on projections of current
employment trends, past experience, and across-the-board
reduction lists. Further study and detailed analyses wouldhbe
required to determine final estimates of personnel cuts and th
means of achieving them.
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Note 5

-Ouestions 3(h). 4(b) and S(b)-

This category represents routine maintenance and repair
projects to USIA facilities overseas. For 1986, ve delayed 13
ptoj ats totalling $1.0 million. For 1947, delays vould total
6L.4 million. rUductiona of this magnitude in our normal
maintenance schedule would Inevitably result in greater costs
at a later date.

Oueetions 3(i). 4(i) and $(i) - Closing Field Locations

No field locations villa be closed as a result of the 1986
sequestration. For 1987, the USIA field offices shown on the
attached list would be closed at the 7.3 and 11.8 percent
reduction level*.
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muIm 5D SlAIN v I/ OSm ACI.

Potential Field Location Closings
1997 Sequestration of 7.3 Peroent

am 41umz An AL m rboo

maafsa ~aMADCIM

iZ75 AnCtrStookbolm..0....... 0 1 X1500004
Close iW0f Puieo.......,........ 0 2 1650812
Close lontreal mef Lib.......... 6 1 44,044
Restru,• .re C I•a I-n - Libraryr.. 0 4 121.372
Restructure ifleink Library.... 0 4 140.670
Iestruoture t*e Eaue Library... 0 1 62.022
Restruoture Oslo Libcary........ 0 2 661367
CIose 81ioo0ia &ibrary........... 0 5 1294035
Close An LAb. Lisbos.......o.... 0 170.196

Subtotal. Libraries & Center*,... - 0 26 1.651.133
CLU ý ow H UM nonm~x
but Asiaa •Pacific$
CLue DIvfboPhilippines. ...... 1 7 11.000
ClOse2- agoa., Tapn............. 1 0 193.000

CoseA all 6 Distrib. Outletso... 0 0 a 117000
Close auno, Iigeria.......,..,.. 1 0 270.000
Close Donala. CaaerooI.......... 1 1 229000
Close liadan. iAgeria........... 1 7 3160000
Close Lubumbshi, ! ai1......... 1 5 125.000
CIose "radunae 2i3geria.......... 6 213,000
Close0ui Wbura Srundi........ 1 4 362,000
Close Kigali# Iwanda............ 1 4 327,000
Close sangui Cnte.Afr.Rep....., -1 4 366O00

Io e ouahobott, Mauritanla.... 1 3 500,000
Close eirut, Lebanon.......... 2 11 5210000
Close lyderabad, India.......... 0 4 52,000
Close Dbabrann Saudi Arabia..... 2 2 263,000
Close Narrakeo11 Noroooo...4,... 1 5 164,000
Close Jeddah, Saudi Arabla...... 1 5 306,000
ClOse Io. India, Zndia.......... 2 35 3 539000
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SAnecican Iteobliost
Close Cordoba, Aggentine........ 1 3 249.000
Close Gusyaquil, Ecuador........ 1 4 175,000
CloseGrenada, Barbados......... 1 3 121,000
Close Maracaibo Venezuela....... 1 0 95,000
Close Salvador, Brazil.......... 1 4 260,000
Close Porto Alegre, Brauil...... 1 4 270,000

Closrieste, 1taly............ 1 2 196,193
Close Seville, Spain............ 0 1 30,000
Close Bilbao, Spain....0........ 0 1 30,000
Close Mareeliles, France... 0.*.. 0 1 43,655
Close Bordeaux, France.......... 0 1 43,655
Close Lyon, France.... ..... ..... 0 1 43,655
Close Strasbourg, France........ 0 1 43,655
Close Turin, Italy.............. 0 1 25,080
Close Oporto, Portugal.......... 0 1 19,082
Close 3reaen, Gernany........... 0 1 35,000
Close Antwerp, Selgiuu.......... 1 0 100,000
Close Unir, Turkey............. 1 6 208,021
Close Baroelona, Spain.. 0....... 1 2 174,745
Close Genoa, Italy..... ........ 1 3 219,361
Close Tbhessaloniki, Greece...... 1 6 250,705
Close Dusseldorf, Germany....... 1 2 122,169

Subtotal, Branch Posts a Offices 32 159 8,458,976

Lswa misc. Or"lCss
Close Pai, Frnce Ro......... 1 1 75,861
Close Bangkok, Thailand RIO..... 1 1 60,769
Close Monrovia, Liberia RLC..... 1 0 74,370
Close Munich, Germany Moee Bur.. 1 3 284,000
Close long Kong news Bureau.....*1 1 188,000
Close Liberia Relay Station..... 14 97 5,9284000

subtotal#, mis Offices

TOTMAS, All Field Locations

19 103 -.611o000

S1 23 16.121,109
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UNIUDTEDMSTTS InVIOMtTI• OhAGs=C

Potential Field Location Closings
1967 Sequestration --1.6 Percent

Ctr Stockhol.......... 0 1 $150,000
Close 6LOCPris................ 0 2 165,827
CloseMontreal Ref Lib.......... 0 1 440044
Restructure Copenhagen Library.. 0 4 121,372
Restructure Helsinki Library.... 0 4 140,670
Restructure The Hague Library... 0 1 62,822
Restructure Oslo Library........ 0 2 66,367
Close licosia Library........... 0 5 129,835
Close AnLib, Lisbon..........0.. 6 170,196

Subtotal, Libraries a Centers... 0 26 1,051,133

CLOSE D$PAWNNCPTS AND 0FICfS
fete& ls & papifios
closeDavao# p.1 7 211,000
Close Nagoya, Japan............. 1 8 793,000Close Chiang Kai* Thailando.... 1 5 263r000
Close * edan, Indonesia.......... 1 4 205,000
Close Christchuroh, eNv Zealand. 1 2 182,000

Close all 6 Distrib. Outlets.... 0 0 117,000
Close Ease, Nigeria............. 1 0 278,000
Close Douala, Caseroon.......... 1 1 229,000Close Ibadan, Nigeriaeoeoese... 1 7 316t000
Close Lubumbashi, Zaire......... 1 5 125,000
Close Kaduna, Nigeria* **........ 1 6 213,000
Close @ ujuabura, Durundi........ 1 4 362,000
Close Kigali, Rvanda... ........ 1 4 327,000
Close Bangui, Cent.Aft.Rap..... 1 4 366,000
Close Cotonou, #enin......... 1 5 454,000
Close rreetovn, Sierra Leone.... 1 7 495,000

MoWse ouakchott, Mauritania.... 1 3 500,000
Close Beirut, Lebanon........... 2 11 521,000
Close Hyderabad, India.......... 0 4 52,000
Close Dhahran* Saudi Arabia..... 2 2 263r000
Close Marrakech, Norooco........ 1 5 184,000
Close Jeddah, Saudi Arabia...... 1 5 3086000
Close No. India, India.......... 2 35 539,000
Close Madras, India............. 2 45 663,000
Close Lahore, Pakistan.......... .2 30 631,000

-00 - - - - -- lowww"W"
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1987 Someslcation - 1, 1 Percentstagy

Amacoen Reoubl~ost.
Close Cordoba, Argentina...*....
Close Guayaquil, Bouador........
Close Grenada, Barbados.........
Close MaracaLbo Venesuela.......
Close Salvador, #rasil..........
Close Porto Alegre, Brazil......
Close Belo B9orLsonte, Brasil....
Close Bahaas5... .......... ....
CO" ?Closter Ztaly............

Close Seville, Spaln............
Close Bilbao, SpaLn.............
Close Marsellesa, Prance........
Close Bordeaux, Pranoe ........ ..
Close Lyon, Vrance...** ... •...
Close strasbourg, Pranoe........
Close Turin, Italy........ ......
Close Oporto, Portugal..........
Close Dremen, Gerauny...........
Close Antverp, Belgium..........
Close IsaLr, Turkey.............
Close Barcelona, Spaln..........
Close Genoa, Ztaly...........•.•
Close ThesselonLkL, Greece......
Close. Dusseldorf, Germany 0......

Subtotal, Branch Posts a Offices

CLOSE MISC. OVICUS

Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close

Paris, France Io.........
Bangkok, Thailand ROO.....
Monrovia, Liberia 1-W .....
Buenos Aries, Arg. R00....
Munich, Germany News Bur..
Hong Kong News Bureau.....
Liberia Relay Station.....

Subtotal, Misc Offices..........

TOMAL,.Al1 Field Locations......

0
1
0
0
1
1

0
0
0

3
4
3
0
4
4
5
3

2

1
1
1
1
1

249,000
175,000
121,000
95,000

260,000
270,000
280,000
282,000

196,193
30,000
30,000
43,655
43,655
43,655
43,655
25,080
19,062
35,000

100,000
208,021
174,745
219,361
250,705

1 2 122*169

43 265 11,913,976

1 1 75,661
1 1 60,769
1 0 74,370
1 0 64,000
1 3 284,000
1 1 l88s,000
14 97 5,926.o00

20 103 6,695,000

63 •4 1.60.109
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I Not* •n

to
PIcts I and 11 - 1nsnOCIons and Audits - ,'he Agency's Office
Of the Inspector general conducts audits, program evaluations,and Investigative Inquiries relating to pCograms and operations
of the Agency. As a result of the 1966 sequestration 3 plannedaudits vere cancelled. Foc 19876, at the 7.3 percent level, 3
fever Inspections and 3 fever audits would be conducted. At
the 11.8 percent level, an additional 3 inspections and 3
audits would not be conducted.

aQuestions 3N 4 N) and 5(41-Reductions In Becylges to the PUbl
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ROuption 3(k). 4(k) old 5(k)-
ReU911ion1 Bn enefits tothe Publi

CatecorI - Grantw

Exchange Proqr[. - Grants in MSIA's exchange-of-persons
Programs wne reduced by 86.2 million In 1986.
These programs -- which include the prestigious lulbright
academic exchange program and the International Visitorsprograms -- would be severely affected by reductions of the

•sive contemplated for 1987. At the 7.3 percent level, ye would
eliminate $3m.7 million of these grants -- a reduction of over
25 percent from the President's requested level which included
814.6 million to continue programs funded in 1986 with balances
from prior-year appropriations principally for expanded
exchanges in Central America, A cut of this magnitude would
result in the elimination of at leait 650-youth exchange
granteess 785 international visitors and between 600 and 1,000Vulbright scholarship. The 11.8 percent level would translate
to a reduction of $45.2 million, or almost 30 percent from theplanned level for 1967. Further cuts would be required in all
exchange activities.

Prows Su orc - The Agency recruits American speakers to
explain U.8s policies and society to to overseas audiences
engages performing and fine arts groups for overseas
performances, and conducts related activities. These programswere reduced by 8.6 million in 1986, and would be reduced by
$2.3 million or approximately 320 in 1967 at both the 7.3
percent and 11.6 percent levels.

National Rndo2pnt for Denocray - MED grants were reduced by
$.$-million in 19861 and would be reduced by $4.1 million at
the 7.3 percent level and 84.9 million at the 11.8 percent
level. The Endowment feels that it Is impossible to predictexactly which programs would be affected and to what degrees
the allocation of Endowment resources depends on the receipt ofqualified proposals, and the evaluation of the effectiveness of
programs currently funded. Special priority will be given to
proposals which creatively and meaningfully address the
problems of democracy in the following critical areas: Central
America, Haiti, Chile, the Philippines, Afghanistan, Poland and
South Africa.

Zast-!eat Center - For 1986, East-West grant funds were reducedby 5.9 million* For 1987, the Center would make
across-the-board reductions totalling 81.9 million at the 7.3
Iercent level and 82.8 million at the 11.8 percent level. Asnthe case of the Endowment, it is extremely difficult to
predict the exact methodology by which the cut would be taken.
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Category III - Other

The Agency develops, produces, and operates over 35 theme
exhibit showings per year including solo exhibitions and
participation in major trade fairs and U.S. Government
exhibitions In events outside the U.S. that are sanctioned by
the Bureau of International Exhibitions. This reduction would
affect these exhibitions.

note N
Ouestion 3(m) - Other 1986 Reductions

Reductions In this category in 1986 totaled $19.2 million. The
following Is an explanation of these changes by appropriation
and major activity.

Salaries and Swaenses - 816.9 million

•)vetsels mission - Reductions In this category were applied
primarily to general operating funds and Washington-based
support for our posts overseas; and to planned enhancements of
our overseas staff, libraries, binational centers, and programs
in Central Americ&.

Voice of America - This reduction resulted in delays in the
arbbean Basin Initiativel reductions in VO's language

services; decreases in news and English language broadcastsl
audience relations; postponement of planned enhancements in
Pashto and Aserbaijanis delays in recruitment for the
modernisation efforts and for other aspects of VOR operations.

Educational &VA Culturgl Aff4irc - includes reductions in
support for the Central American Initiative# the Bicentennial
of the Constitution; English teaching materials; and other
categories.

Television and Meilm 1vicq - Includes reductions In the
planned expansion of the IOIRLDWT program, as well as
re.cactions in other aspects of the Service's operations, such
as current events coverage, the video library, and production
of films and documentaries.

Program Costdinations Pr dfctionj $nd 8unort - Reductions
vero made in all areas of support to overseas posts.

Agency Ditegion and Nanagennt - Reductions were made in all
areas of administrative support activities, such as com ercial
messenger service, overseas computer development support, and
security investigations.
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Educational and Cultural Rxchange Proo2raM $1.0 million

most of the reductions in this appropriation came from grants,as shown In Item 3(k). This 3(a) reduction of 61.0 million
represents the associated cut In the costs of administering the
exchanges,*

Radio instruction - 6.6 million

The bulk of the reduction in this appropriation resulted from a
delayed procurement, as shown in item 3(a). The remainder
affected system engineering/technical support, land rentals,
and postponement of some maintenance projects.

Radio Sroadcasting to Cuba - 6.5 million

This reduction represented cuts in all phases of the Radio
Hlarti broadcast operation including news and progress,
research, technical operations, and program direction and
administration. Broadcast hours were not affected.

Guestion 4(m) - Other 19987 Rductions

A reduction of 7.3 percent below the 1906 post
Gram-Rudman-Eollings level would required cuts in this
category totaling $89.4 million. The following is a
explanation of these changes by appropriation and major
activity.

Salaries and §xMenses - $65.5 million.

OverseSs L ei.i~os - Reductions in this category would
consist of funds associated with the elimination of 212
positions in addition to those eliminated under specific
overseas post closings as shown in Item 4(i) above
reductions in general operating funds and Washington-based
support for our posts overseas and reduced support for
binational center, -library operations German-American
Institutes, regional book program and other activities.

oigce qf .AmIca - Reductions would include a cut of 17.75
housing. VOi's daily broadcast schedule and reductions in
domestic correspondent services, audience relations
activities, home leave and transfer costs, diesel fuel
inventory, personnel services, and advertising and research.

Bducational and Cultural AffaLrs - Would include reductions
In support for Central AnerLcan institutions, in planned
library enhancements, student services, book publishing
programs, and other activities.
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educational and Cultural Smahanwe ProaacsM - $1.0 million

most of the reductions In this appropre .ion came from grants,
as shown in item 3(k). This 3(m) reduction of $1.0 million
represents the associated out In the costs of administering the
exchanges.

Radio Construction -*S.8 million

The bulk of the reduction In this appropriation resulted from a
delayed procurement, as shown In Item 3(a). The remainder
affected system engineering/technical support, land rentals,
and postponement of some maintenance projects.

RadWio roadcastina to Cuba - S. million

This reduction represented cuts in all phases of the Radio
Marti broadcast operation Including news and programs,
research, technical operations, and program direction and
administration. Broadcast hours were not affected.

Question 4(m) - Other 1987 Reductions

A reduction of 7.3 percent below the 1966 post
Gram-Rudman-Hollings level would required cuts In this
category totaling $89.4 million. The following Is a
explanation of these changes by appropriation and major
activity.

Salaries and IXoenses - $65.5 Million.

2Iues asN lJssons- Reductions in this category would
onsiLst of funds associated with the elimination of 212

positions in addition to those eliminated under specific
overseas post closings as shown In Item 4(i) above;
reductions In general operating funds and Washington-based
support for our posts overseas and reduced support for
binational center, library operations German-American
Institutes, regional book program and other activities.

yOLg o ofAmerioa -nReductions would Include a cut of 17.75
hours in roV's daily broadcast schedule and reductions in
domestic correspondent services, audience relations
activLties, home leave and transfer costs diesel fuel
Inventory, personnel services, and advertising and research.

educational and CulturalAfflairs - Would Include reductions
in support for Central American institutions, In planned
library enhancements, student services, book publishing

-programss, and other activities.
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TRelevision and. Fis, service - Reductions in this category
would slow the full Implementation of Wocldnet, the
Agency's new interactive television service, as follows$
English to Bast Asia would be delayed until l981
programming on the Spanish network to Latin America would
be cut by approx~mately 50 peroentl and final
implmeentation of our network to Europe would be delayed.

FCo2raS Coordinations Production, and Su r - Would
primarily result in a reduction In research activities.

Agency Direction and Nanageent - Would include reductions
in communications expenses and security related
activities home leave and transfer costar payments for
rents and utilities, including payments to the General
Services Administration under the Federal Building Fund
Rent Systems and reimbursements to the Department of State
for support provided to our posts overseas. Also included
are salaries and related expenses for reductions in support
personnel identified in section 4(d) above.

Nducational and Cultural Exchanges - 84.9 million

Most of the reductions in this apropriation would come from
grants, as shown in item 4(k). This 4(m) reduction of $4.9
million represents reduced administrative costs because of the
reduced grant level.

Radio construction - $16.8 million

At this funding level, the Agency would eliminate planned
transmission facilities in Central American and the Caribbeani
delay implementation of the worldwide operations center and
network control delay construction of new studios# and
effect other reductions.

Radio Broadcasting to Cuba - 82.2 million

Principal reductions would consist of funds associated with the
elimination of 31 positions the planned purchase of a backup
transmitter; and decreased security services at the Marathon,
florida, broadcasting site.

Question 5(m) - Other 1987 Reductions - 11,8 Percent

The total reduction In this category would be $111.0 million.
This is $21.6 million greater than the reductions described in
response to question 4(m) above. A u t on Q
~~an to discussed below are in Agddit4, totb thos iH~sediin

an explanation of these changes byahe following Isappropriation.
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Salaries and Ixnenses - $18.6 million.

This includes deeper reductions in almost all areas of our
overseas operations, Including direct support from Washington#
as described in 4(m) above in broadcast operations (circuits,
news services, music acquisitions, strLngers, etc.) for the
Voiae of America* cessation of VOA Interim broadcasting (until
permanent facilities are built) in Quesada and Antigua;
reductions in almost all non-PORLMM television servLcesi
further reductions In student services and book publLshLngy
and additional cuts in overall administrative support.

EducatLonal aMnd Cultural ffairs 8.7 million

Represents further reductions in costs of administering
exchange programs reduced under 5(h) above.

RadLo Construction - $1.9 million

Includes further reductions in propagation software development
and in the worldwide operations center and network control.

Radio Broadeasting to Cuba - 8.4 million

Represents across-the-board reductions in all areas of
operations.
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-, RECEIVED

wr mOuS comurrTm. ON
GOVmNMufrr0"-1OM$

UN STATE mINTENATIONALTRADE COMMISSION

July 11, 1966
momoreble Jack Brooks ...- M

~chirasu
Coittes on Government operationsa
gaited states louse 6f eproseunttives
Vassiu•gto, D.C. 20515

Dear me. *cairmas

I* response to your JuOe 26 1956. request on the effects of
@ram'duc-4olligo osequestration, we submit the following informistioe.--

The So.. Xtermstioecl Trade Coenissi•ha. isonly ou vabudget accomt, titled
"Slalries nd .Ixpemwog ideutificatiom umber 34-0100-0-1-153 *oThe balauced
•ludget cud lmergeusy Deficit Control Act of 1965. ofr cm-l3admon-lolliingS
resulted isa 1,230.000 or 4.32 reductions n the Commission's IT 1986
appropriation, sreduciug It frou 2,600t000 o $2703709000. Additional
-fuadu has neither bees requested uot provided for this fiscal year as.
"reasle of the sequestraties.

The overall plain to absorb this reduction in 1T1986 was to mintais as much
0s possible the Comi Lesoc•- le-s_ e et•e l.l- sad--Oitsocmitmmut to raise
up-to-dato with office autemtiom, uwile reducia other uompersomwsL support
costs, Savings during the first quarter of n 196 duo to Continuing
Mssolutious were applied to the redimetiee. Siue the Comissioe wuebeld at
its IT l95 lovel during this period* savings ftrm salary costs* traimieg,
travel aid..other activities we.r applied to the sequestration. Additional
roduetious werode mss in support services such as postgeo commuicatiouso
restaso, priutimSG other services cad supplies.

he nommissiom is prepare iits n 1967 cad OW IT 1Mbudgets cad baa Just
ehoaged ChalrnM. therefore, * I usot tell you hwbow sequeatrtiou in
thee years omigt be absoe-bed, other tha to say that the Comuissioe would
eoply with cay required budget reeducs..
If you ned say additisull iformtiout, plea$@ feel free to contact mu or
Richard Aruld, ou Director of VLmace cad budgets on 523-4517.

Siseerely,,

Cka~l~I,

IusloeUre
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nil p ZCUm WN MIW 011-.In 12-109,A3M DIMAM
1. loeaIe provide ast of a1l the budgt aooaunts (include
title• d account nmber) tor which ymu aare resmponmble and

ea the dolar mmt and OM 0 reductions that
feoAh " a rZeldt of the lowuuaqrNarah 196eequeitatioa.

2. leaSe identify =O f the hbudgt acuts listed above that
wrae "u&Iqent,1 roI, e4 with adiLtionalt no as a resudt of

ww rtransfw em IIntat r~it ' or other
actions. w tv the ao qin~tatofw aditional udiq

3. Please •pWes wkhLch of the following actions you found it
oesaewry to" tak to aoimodato any reductios In funding

reud from the Ans=er sub-questions "a"
thurauh 1" for low several e d n•t/• a y. Almlo sub-

p c 1throurOieo f10 fa rac o ur =prin!pl sub-
ommoirts*. Amuer pertinent qeston inSof the actual mer of people involved rather than Ia's.

Attadh additional ebats of sever wherever You, find it neoessary
to ieovide manpd/or• alltheetin requested.
Depar'tm/ag~y g~s b 9msl irde CmSaseam

Ma)n...lay promarentesu sustas

III ~~toa O5inlSUuntig5ZZ)_.__ a pita"L eogymiatio nst ,.de• • a

b)..j!.etriat travels total S% cc total tr~ 2t 42
41 Too restrict training total S M& .- 272
d)one ger hi ing meration inmths

if aot taffUe ting e -agseaiy, specify theoreuae~mts effeo te4ozo

esasmme of attrition.

# A I of t+mmoratr eTMployee

e) mme furlous of day

.~~a .. _.OVO IU(vrc~ceLvoJL•

%a of f I~oini~
h)..dela miintaeanoe t*n repaz r I 0 of' upr

tota $ mimF
m)•OIO; to m Me W

I 3!~~. e to , o speazh 1a tosmt and
7sand gvamoutand pretof reductLion

Z)....I ,s mt at S ued
KZ) t----- (mamsialn e at .s I

k) 3A/A ft ojther( -- Wjg-k 1 1at [5rdcIt__

Z) Io am. & S red uction
m) = = mto. a S reduoed...

1 ) other (seiG IqA7U reduOe&A

each),_______________.other (povide details),______________

t

I |
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THE POSTMASTER GENERAL
Wbb~ss. O0 U~4S1O

July 14, 1986

RECEIVED

"oil: 29 "
Honorable Jack Brooks HOUSE COMMITTEE ON
Chairman, Coamittee on rnment GOVERNMFNT OPERATIONS

Operation$
House of Representatives

asington.•a D.C. 20515w6143
Dear Mr. chairman

This Is in response to your June 26 letter transmitting for
Postal Service comments a questionnaire on the impact of
the Gram-r-Rudman-Mollings legislation on this agency.
Enclosed is our response to the questionnaire.

As you will -note in the enclosed camnnets, the application
of this legislation to the Postal Service differs markedly
from Its application to other Government agencies.

If you require any additional information,, 'please contact
William 2. Johnstone, Assistant Postmaster General#
Government.Relations Department, on 268-3731.

Enclosure
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THE POR MASTER GENERAL
w -- i.'

JUL 14 j8o

Honorable Jack Brooks
Chaorn# Comittee on Government

Operations
souse of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-6143

Dear Mr. Chairman

This is in response to your June 26 letter transmitting for
Postal Service camonts a questionnaire on the ipfar.t of
tha Gram-Rudman-SolLings legislation on this agency.
Unclosed is our response to the questionnaire.

As you will. note in the enclosed comments, the application
of this legislation to the Postal Service differs markedly
from its application to other Government agencies.

Xf you require any additional information, please contact
William T. Johnstone, Assistant Postmaster General,
Government Relations Department, on 268-3731.

Sincerely,

tsp4) Abut V. QY
Albert V. Casey

Enclosure
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QOUBSTIONMAJRS On GRU-RUDNAN-UOLLIMS IMPACT

1. Please provide a list of all the budget accounts (include
title and account number) for which you are responsible and
identify the dollar amount and percentage of reduction that
occurred for each as a result of the February/Naroh 1986
sequestration.

Answers

Account No. Title Reduction 0

18-1001-0-1-372 Payment to the Postal 32#164 4.3
Service Fund-Revenue
forgone

18-4020-0-3-372 Postal Service Fund 50,908 4.3*

* This amount is computed as 4.31 of Postal Service
administrative expenses as defined by the General Accounting
Office. Please see the response to question 3n.

2. Please identify any of the budget accounts listed above that
wore subsequently provided with additional funding as a
result of reprogramming, transfers, supplemental appropria-
tions, or other actions. Provide the dollar amount of the
additional funding.

Answer s

Additional funding to replace the reduction to Account No.
18-1001-0-1-372, Payment to the Postal Service Fund-Revenue

SForgone, of $32,164,000 was obtained through adjusted Postal
rates for preferred rate mailers which offset the subsidy
they would have received through the Revenue Forgone
appropriation.

Ouestions

3. Please specify which of the following actions you found it
necessary to take to accommodate any reductions in funding
resulting from the sequestration. Answer sub-questions *a*
through i for your overall department/agency. Answer sub-
questions ,jO through 010 for each of your principal sub-
department/agency components. Answer pertinent questions in
terms of the actual number of people involved rather than
FT~s. Attach additional shoots of paper wherever you find it
necessary to provide and/or explain all the information
requested.
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Departmant/agency: 8.S. Postal Service-Postal Service Fund

a)j&A delay procurements:
t) noncapital acquisitions: # delayed

total $ a nt
1I) capital acquisitions: # delayed

total I a=WEn
b) N/A restrict travel: total $ amount

0 of total tra-vel-b-udget_
C) N/A restrict training total $ amount

0 of total trainng budget
d) N/A freese hiring: duration in months

if not affecting whole agency, specify
the components affected

resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:

# & I of permanent employees
reduced

# & 0 of temporary employees
reduced

# a I of other employees
reduced

e) N/A furlough # of days
# of people affected,___
I of workforce involved

f) M/A rif: # of people affected
I of workforce involved

g) N/A retire early: # of people affected
I of workforce involved

h) N/A delay in maintenance and repairs: I of projects.....
total $ amount

i) MIAclose field locations (specify where):
J)•_ .reduce service to the public (specify component and

program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each):

I) inspections ant. & I reduced
U1) audits: ant. a I reduced ,,

III) technical assistance: satT reduced
IV) other (specify) _h-s ant. a 0 reduced

k) ,NP/A reduce benefits available to the public (specify
component and program and give amount and percent of
reduction in each):

I g rantse ant. & a reduced
U1) loans: ant. a t reduced
11) other (specify) : ant. G ' reduced

1) N/A raise user fees (specify component, program, and amountof increase in each):
a) X other (provide details):_

Section 255(g)(1) of the Balanced Budget Act recognizes the
exemption of the Postal Service Fund from any sequester
order, and the provisions dealing with administrative
expenses. section 256(b)(2), apparently recognizes that some
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self-supporting accounts are exempt. However, the Postal
Service recognizes its responsibilities under its own
balanced budget legislation, the Postal Reorganization Act.
Pursuant to the mandate under the Postal Reorganization Act
of providing efficient, economical service to the postal
customers, the Postal Service has initiated a series of
comprehensive reviews to identify major opportunities to
enhance both service and financial position. As a result of
these reviews, the Postal Service Fund financial results for
Fiscal Year 1986 will be improved by at least the $50,908,000
amount without deterioration of'service or adverse impact on
"employees.

Questions
4. Assuming a government-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of

$20 billion which could reduce your funding by about 7.3
percent below Fiscal Year 1986 funding levels after-
adjustment for Gram-Rudman-Bollings sequestration and
subsequent supplemental, how would the operations of your
department/agency be affected? Please specify the estimated
dollar amount of the department/agency-wide reduction which
you would experience. In addition, please specify which of
the following actions you would find it necessary to take
under such conditions. Answer sub-questions ma" through OIL
for your overall department/agency. Answer sub-questions "JO
through 010 for each of your principal sub-department/agency
components. Answer pertinent questions in terms of the
actual number of people involved rather than FT~s. Attach
additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary to
provide and/or explain all the information requested.

Department/agency: U.S. Postal Service

Estimated amount of reductions No estimate available

a) N/A delay procurenents:
I) noncapital acquisitions: # delayed

total $ amount
1I) capital acquisitions: # delayed

total I amount
b) A restrict travels total $ amount

I of total tra-v-r-•udget
c) A restrict training total $ amount

0 of total training budget
d) N/A freeze hiring: duration in months

if not affecting whioe agency, specify
the components affected
resultant reduction in workforce
because of attrition:
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# & 5 of permanent employees
reduced

# & % of temporary employees
reduced

0 & % of other employees
reduced

e)__VAfurlough t # of days
# of people affected
I of workforce involved_______

f) NVA rift # of people affected "
% of workforce involvo3

g).NMA retire early: # of people affected_
% of workforce involved__

h)_NILdelay in maintenance and repairs: t of projects-- ~total $ amount
i) N/A close field locations (specify where)t
J) _/A reduce service to the public (specify component and

program and give amount and percent of reduction in
each):
I)j inspections amt. & I reduced

ZI) audits* amt. & I reduced
III) 'technical assistance ami.ii reduced
IV) other (specify) : amt. & I reduced

k)LN/A reduice5bnefits available to tnhe public (specify
component and program and give amount and percent of
reduction in each):

I) rantat amt. & % reduced
II) loans: amt. & I reduced
I)) other (specify) t amt. FS reduced

1) N raise user fees (specify component, program, and amount
of increase in each):

m) X other (provide details):

Any reductions to payments to the Postal Service Fund for
Revenue Forgone would be offset by rate adjustments for
preferred rate mailers. An extension of Fiscal Year 1986
policies to Fiscal Year 1967 would dictate that the
atteinment of voluntary reductions to the Postal Service Fund
administrative expenses are dependent on overall financial
performance. It is not possible at this time to predict how
any reductions would impact the Postal Service in the future.

S. Assuming a government-wide sequester in Fiscal Year 1987 of
$30 billion which could reduce your funding by about 11.8
percent below-Fiscal Year 1966 funding levels after
adjustment for Gramm-Rudman-Kollings sequestration and
subsequent supplementals, how would the operations of your-
department/agency be affected? Please specify the estimated
dollar amount of the department/agency-wide reduction which
you would experience. In addition, please specify which of
the following actions you would find it necessary to take
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under such conditions. Answer sub-questions *a" through Si.

for your overall department/agency. Answer sub-questions 'J3
through 01 for each of your principal sub-department/agency
components. Answer pertinent questions in terms of the
actual number of people involved rather than rTEs. Attach
additional sheets of paper wherever you find it necessary to
provide and/or explain all the Information requested.

Department/agency: U.S. Postal Servioe

IstLmatsd amount of reductions No estimate available

a) ILA delay procurements:
1) .... noncapital acquisitions: * delayed

total S amount
U1) capital acquisitions: S delayed" e~ttail .......

b) . /A restrict travels total $ amount_____
0 of total trave--ludget.

0) X/A restrict tz'ainings total $ amount
I of total training budget ,

d) MIA freeo hiring: duration in months
if not affecting vhole agency, specify
the components affected

resultant reduction In vorkforce
because of attrition:

& a of permanent employees
reduced
A I S of temporary employees
reduced

# & I of other employeesreduced_____
e) jA furlough: # of days

* of people areuied
% of vorkforce involved

f)MLA6.rift s of people affected.
I of workforce Invol;od

g) A -retire early: 0 of people affoot! a
' % of workforce involve

b) XI! -delay in maintenance and repairs # oFSprojects
total s amount'

i)+ ltA close field locations (specify wbere)s__
j)J)j•reduce service to the public (specify component and

program and give amount and percent of reduction if
ach):

Z)i...Inspect Lone& .. a reduced....
UI) "' ,audits: amt. a I reduced_____

IKU) technical assistance: met.a reduced
IV) ,.',,other (specify) : mt. a S reducdG_

/-
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k) N/ Xreduce benefits available to the public (specify
component and program and give amount and percent of
reduction in each):
I) rantss aut. G I reduced

1U) loans. aut. S I reduced
11) .other (specify) : at. I S reduced

1).Y.LA .raise user fees (specify component, program, and amount
of increase in each):

m)_ X other (provide details)*_ ........

Any reductions to payments to the Postal Service fund for
Revenue Forgone would be offset by rate adjustments for
preferred rate mailers. An extension of Fiscal Year 1986
policies tQ Fiscal Year 1987 would dictate that the
attainment of voluntary reductions to the Postal Service Fund
administrative expenses are dependent on overall financial
performance. It is not possible at this time to predict how
any reductions would impact the Postal Service in the future.

51-722 - 93 - 21



Oft@ of do Wasington OC 20420

o Vourns AN*s

Administraton
RECEIVED

JUL 30 986
"Honorable Jack Brooks JUL 1
Chairman HOUSE COMMITTEE ON
ComeLttee on Government Operations GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS
Rouse of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Attached Is the Agency's initial report on the Impact of PublLo
Law 99-177 (Gram-Rudman-SollIngo) on the programs operated by
the Veterans Adminietration. This attachment, which Is in
response to your letter of June 26# 1986, discusses In detail
the 1986 Impact of sequestration on the benefit programs
(question 1, 2, and 3(k)).

As you are aware, responses of this nature must be reviewed by
the Nxecutive Sranch prior to being transmitted. It was not
possible for the Veterans A•dinistration to accumulate the

aioramation for the various benefit programs and have the
response fully coordinated prior to either the July 11, 1986 or
July IS 19066 deadlines.

The Agency is currently developing responses on the impact of
sequestration In 1986 (question I through 3) on the remaining
programs operated by the Veterans Administration. In addition,
responses are beLng prepared with regard to the Impact of a 7.3
percent (question 4) and 11.5 percent (question 5) sequestration
in 1987.

Administrator

Attachmants

"A,4mo Is I--ash to owr V"W*m "
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TRIGGER MECHANISM OF THE
GRAMM.RUDMAN-HOLLINGS ACT

HEARING
BEFORE TmE

COMMITTEE ON
GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
NRNhTY-NINTH CONGRESS

SEND SESON

JULY 24, 1986

Printed for the uae of the Committee on Government Operations

UA GOVUMET MIUG WINCE

WAMMMorON : 198
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()MM1-r ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

JACK BROOKS,
DON FUQUA, Florid
JOHN (ONYK JAL, MichipnCARDE88 COLIUNK minoi
GLENN ENGLIE1, Oklahoma
HENRY A. WAXMAN, Calio
TED WI New York
MU• SYNAR. Oklahoma
UrIWH L NEAL, North Carona
DOUG BARNARD, JA., Geori
BASNW FRANX Mhmem

TOM LNTO, California
ROBERT Z WIM, Ji., Wedt Virsnia
BARBARA DOX04 Caifornia
SANDUR M. IZIN, Michigan
MAJOR R. OWDM New York
EDOLH.US TOWNS. New York
JOHN M. UPRATT, Js., South Cauvina
JOB KOLT,4 Piuno ala2
BE ZDRMUC Abdima
GERAIW D KLZKA woodn
AIJURrT . BUSTAMANTE Tme
MATTIM 0. MARTENim Clifornia

Teze= chWmm
FRANK HORTON, New York
THOMAS N. KINDNESS, Ohio
ROBE-r S. WALKRM, Imna
WILLIAM F. (CUlNOI4 JRL, Pinnylvania
ALFRUM A. (AL) McCANDIW Calftornia
LARRY Z CRAIG, Idaho
HOWARD CQ NIELSON, Utah
JIM SAXTN, New Jown
PATRICK L SWINDAL Georia
THOMAS D. (TOM) DrLAY, Tesx
JOsm J. IaoGUARDl, Nuw Yoa
RICHARD K. ARMEY, Teas
JIM UGHTYOT, lowa
JOHN R. Mff1LR, Washaton
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JOHN X GRmThERG, Illinois
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TRIGGER MECHANISM OF GRAMM-RUDMAN.
HOLLINGS ACT

THURSDAY, JULY 24, 1986

HousZ O0 bRWUENWTATWV,
COmTFm ON GovERNmmT OPEATIONS,

Washington DC,.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m., in room

2154, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Jack Brooks (chairman
of the committee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Jack Brooks, John Conyers, Jr., Cardiss
Collins, Glenn huh, Henry A. Waxman, Ted Weiss, Mike Synar,
Stephen L Neal, Doug Barnard, Jr., Barney r Robert E. Wise,
Jr., Barbara Boxer, Sander M. Levin, Edol DhuN owns, John M.
Spratt, Jr-Joe Kolter, Gerald D. Kleczka, Frn Horton, Thomas
N. Kindness, Robert S. Walker, William F. Clinger, Jr., Alfred A.
(Al McCandless, Larry E. Craig, Howard C. Nielson, Patrick L.
Swindall, Thomas D. (Tom) DeLa , Joseph J. DioGuardi, Richard
K. Armey, Jim Lightfot, John R. Miller, and Beau Boulter.

Also present: William M. Jones, general counsel- Robert Brink
and Donna Fossum, professional staff members; Lynne Higgin-
botham and Marilyn Jarvis, staff members; Stephen M. Daniels,
minority staff director and counsel; and Alexander B. Cook, minori-
ty professional staff.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN BROOKS
Mr. Boorxs. The committee will come to order.
Today's hearing has been called to examine the trigger mecha-

nism in the Gramm-Rudman-Hollin law. Because of the extreme
difficulty of crafting an automatic deficitecutting mechanism with-
out permanently delegating core congressional responsibilities to
the =-ident, controversy has always centered on this portion of
the law.

The original r mechanism required that the Con ional
Budget nOffice ad e Office of Managment and Budget mdepend-
ently estimate the size of the deficit. It then gave the Comptroller
General the power to determine how much each Federal program
would have to be cut to meet the deficit target and direct the Presi-
dent to issue a sequestration order making these cuts. Concern
over the constitutionality of this mechanism-I said it was uncon-
stitutional the first time they ran it out and tried to beat it in the
conference-at any rate, it led to the inclusion of a fallback proce-
dure in the original law, because they even realized that they were
doing something that was cockamamie. The fallback procedure

(1)
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would require Congress to determine how much each of the Feder-
al programs would have to be cut by pmsing a joint resolution

after CBO and OMB submitted the data &t would then have to be
ed by the President.

T weeks ago the Supreme Court declared, with unbelievable
clarity, more or less, that the involvement of the Comptroller Gen-
eral in the trigger mechanism was unconstitutional. In so dong,
the Supreme Court activated the fallback procedures, which place
the burden of making the cuts squarely on the shoulders of Con-gress.

Last week proposed legislation was surfaced by the authors of
the original. Gramm-Rudman-Hollings law that would again place
the responsibility for making the budget cuts on somebody other
than the Congress. This proposal would reactivate much of the
original triwger mechanism, but give the OMB ultimate power to
determine where cuts would be made. While such a prpoal may
cure the constitutional defect in this law, it would also vest the
entire triggering power within the Executive-a move that even
many ardent supporters of the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings law op-
posed during the original debate on the bill. This goes to the dele-
gation of constitutional powers of the Congress to the Executive.

If the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings law had followed the usual
course of legi station, it would have been referred to this committee
for consideration. But because it was tacked on as an amendment
to last year's debt ceiling bill, no legislative hearings were ever
held on the original act prior to its arrival in conference. Since
Congress is again in the process of considering legislation to raise
the debt ceiling, it is possible that efforts will again be made to
bypass the normal legislative process to change the current trigger
mechanism.

Due to the importance and the urgency of this matter-the
Senate is now discussing some of these proposals-I have convened
this hearing of the full Committee on Government Operations so
that we can thoroughly examine the trigger mechanism in this law
and determine what is at stake if it is changed.

So that everyone has a chance to get the answers to their ques-
tions, I would hope that the members will restrict their questioning
to 5 minutes each, and I will now yield to the ranking Republican,
Mr. Horton.

Mr. HORTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman;--
The Gramm-Rudman-Hollings law poses many difficult problems

for our Nation's government and economy.
We all know that continued large Federal budget deficits lead to

a bigger Federal debt and an ever-increasing interest payment on
that debt. Money spent on interest cannot be spent constructively
on either defense or domestic programs. We should therefore
reduce those payments to a minimum.

On the other hand, as we have learned in Legislation and Na-tional Security Subcommittee hearings, projected fiscal year 1987
deficits could lead to substantial Gramm-Rudman sequestrations.
According to the Comptroller General and the Director of the Con-
gressional Budget Office, those budget cuts could severely hamper
the ability of Government agencies to perform their missions, in-
ciuding the legislature. According to private economists-and we
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heard some of them yesterday-the cuts could have very detrimen-
tal effects on the economy.

Gramm-Rudman-Hollings turns out to be something we can't live
without, but we can't live with, either.

This morning we turn to one Particular aspect of the law; that is,
how to make the triggering mechanism work in a way which meets
the Supreme Court's test of constitutionality. The law as already
enacted contains a permissible triggering mechanism, of course-
Congress, acting on the recommendation of a Temporary Joint
Committee, can pass a joint resolution setting the anticipated
budget deficit for the coming fiscaf-year. If that deficit is larger
than the target for the year, sequestration must take effect unless
Congress makes sufficient budget cuts by other means. I look for-
ward to hearing from our witnesses this morning and am interest-
ed as to whether, in their judgment, that mechanism is appropriate
or should be improved.

I would also like to mention at the outset my view that one- of
the alternatives which was mentioned should not receive further
consideration. And I don't think it will. There was some talk that
one option was to make the Comptroller General of the United
States subject to dismissal by the Peident and, therefore, by the
Court's logic, capable of performing executive functions like pulling
the Gramm-Rudman trigger.

While the Comptroller General has traditionally performed func-
tions which may be likened to the work of all three branches of
government, his most important mission is auditing Federal pro-
grams and agencies.. Most of his audits are performed for the Con-
gress. To make the Comptroller General subject to Presidential
control would sacrifice this critical work for a relatively minor and
short-term goal. It would clearly be a mistake. In our deliberations
on the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings trigger mechanism, we should
keep in mind the necessity of preserving the Comptroller General's
essential work for the legislative branch of the Government and we
should not make any changes-and I emphasize we should make
no changes with regard to the Comptroller General's authority and
the work that he does.

Mr. Chair, I join with you in welcoming our colleague, Hon.
Bill Gray, chairman of the Budget Committee, and also Mr.
Bowsher, and later the Director of the Office of Management and
Budget, Mr. James Miller.

Mr. BRoons. Thank yo ery mucht.Would liketosay Ithink you can quit worrying aboutthem trying to change e legal responsibility of the GAO from the
Congress to the Executive. One of the authors of this infamous bill
called me from the other body and told me the other morning that
he had had a long talk with Mr. Bowsher, he and the Senator's
running mate, an they felt that it would be a little difficult under
the circumstances to change the Comptroller General's authority,
and so theygave up on trying to do so. That is why they came up
with this new proposal.

Now I will recognize a member of this committee, the chairman
of one of our finest subcommittees, a young man from Oklahoma
who has done a good job in thisarea by handling the lawsuit along
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with others that proved the unconstitutionality of this foolish utili-
zation of the GAO. I recognize Mr. Synar from Oklahoma.

Mr. SyAR. Thank you, Jack. It was your leadership that caused
me to go that far, so I appreciate all your help, too.

Ladies and gentlemen, the Supreme Court has said in no uncer-
tain terms that Gramm-Rudman is unconstitutional. It also said
that the fallback position does pass constitutional muster. The fall-
back requires us to vote. We are willing to make those votes, as our
affirmation of the March cuts shows. Some, however, do not want
to vote which, for an elected official is like a doctor retreating from
healing the sick. Fundamentally we are elected to make those
choices, and we cannot run from them.

Next, let us not get tied up in gimmicks. Let's stay out of the
courts. The latest proposal basically would have OMB determine
where the final cuts are. First, if OMB's powers are truly limited,
as its proponents claim, then this is merely a fig leaf to the naked
unconstitutionally of the initial Gramm-Rudman statute, and we
haven't advanced an inch in getting a statute the Supreme Court
will be happy with. wu

If, on the other hand, we are giving 0MB broad authority to
decide when and how much to cut, then this Congress will do well
to remember Mr. Stockman's recent book in which he described
one of the most politicized agencies in government, in which arith-
metic and accounting were as grounded in reality as medieval al-
chemy. For Congress to turn its authority over to this agency
would be like turning the FBI over-to the Cosa Nostra.

Mr. Chairman, I am ready to vote. Let's get on with it.
Mr. BRooxs. Thank yrou very much.
Our first witness this morning is William H. Gray mI, Congress-

man from Pennsylvania, the esteemed chairman of the House
Budget Committee. We are honored to have you with us this morn-
ing, Chairman Gray, and we look forward to your testimony.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM H. GRAY III, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA, ACCOMPA-
NIED BY PATRICIA QUEALY, CHIEF COUNSEL, BUDGET COM-
MITTEE
MR. GRAY. Thank you, Chairman Brooks. And to the members of

this distinguished committee, I am delighted to have the opportuni-
ty to particpate in these hearings on the issue of Gramm-Rudman,
and the entire question of how will we deal with the trigger mecha-
nism.

First of all, let me introduce the counsel-of the Budget Commit-
tee, Ms. Pat Quealy, who is with me this morning, seated at the
table.

I believe that a copy of my testimony has been given to the com-
mittee, and each member should have a full detailed copy of that
testimony of several.pages.

Mr. BROOKS. It will-be made a part of the record in full, Mr.
Gray, and you can proceed as you see fit.

Mr. GiuAy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will not read from my testimony. Instead, Mr. Chairman, in the

interest of-time, knowing the need for questions from the members
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of the committee, and knowing that you also have other persons
testify"n today, what I will do is summarize my thoughts on sever-
al subjects: One the fiscal year 1986 sequestration after the Su-
preme Court ruling. Two, the fallback procedures for fiscal year
1987. Third, I will also comment on Gramm-Rudman 11 and how to
deal with the Court decision with regard to the trigger, what
should be our position, and then finally the issue of the economic
realities that we are facing at this time.

First of all, I think everyone knows that I was not a supporter of
Gramm-Rudman. I do not believe that we can afford to take the
"look, ma, no hands" approach to running the Government and
trying to put it on automatic pilot, and that there will be no grand
executioner, no fairy godmother or philospher king who can stand
in for us. Essentially I believe that is what the Supreme Court said,
that we cannot delegate our responsibilities to someone else.

Therefore, when that decision was made, we were faced with the
issue of dealing with the March 1, 1986, sequester of $11.7 billion.
The way we responded, Mr. Chairman, was essentially that the
Joint Commit pursuant to the backup procedure was immediate-
ly formed. It met and reported the 1986 sequester order pursuant
to the fallback provisions in Gramm-Rudman, and then the two
legislative bodies were required to vote on that sequester order.
Due to technical corrections and subsequent legislation since the
original CBO and OMB report was submitted at the beginning of
the year, both bodies were therefore required to pass a modified se-
questration order reaffirming essentially the status quo.

For many who felt it was very difficult and pamful to vote for
cuts of nearly $12 billion, we tried to point out that if we did not
restore the status quo, we would be adding about $20 billion to the
deficit in fiscal year 1987. Thus, if you did not like cutting about $5
billion and $5 billion from defense and domestic, you would be
faced with cutting an additional $10 billion out of domestic and $10
billion out of national security in 1987 as a result of the carryover
from 1986.

I think the process worked. The Joint Committee meeting lasted
less than 15 minutes. Both bodies overwhelmingly reaffirmed the
status quo and reapplied the sequester order of March 1.

Now, let me turn my attention to the fallback procedures for
fiscal yeai- 1987. On August 15, there will be a snapshot taken of
the economy and OMB and CBO will issue a joint report stating
whether or not we have achieved $144 billion deficit target with a
$10 billion cushion. I suspect that that report Will show that we
have not, simply because we have not had sufficient time to imple-
ment the 1987 budget.

However, from that sapshot and from the decisions made on the
1987 budget, we will be able to determine exactly how far over we
are in terms of the Gramm-Rudman target of $144 billion. There
will be another snapshot taken at the beginnhg of October and we
will have a very short period of time to respond to it.

When Congress reconvenes from its August recess, the Joint
Committee would then officially receive the OMB/CBO report
based upon the August 15 snapshot. The Joint Committee will then
report a joint resolution setting forth the contents of that report, as
required by Gramm-Rudman under the fallback procedures. Con-
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gress would be required to vote on the report of the Joint Commit-
tee and, if adopt it would be sent to the President for his signa-
ture.

That is a summary of the fallback procedures for fiscal year
1987. Of course, Congress could reject the Joint Committee proposal
or the President could veto it and then we would be at square one.Let me comment quickly-

Mr. BRooKs. Mr. Carmn?
Mr. GRAY. Yes.
Mr. Baoou, When the OMB and the CBO take their snapshots

on the 15th, do they not submit it to the Joint Budget Committee?
Mr. GRAY. That is correct.
Mr. Baoou. And you are required to take an average of those or

do you have some flexibility in the implementation?
Mr. GRAY. No, it will not be our responsibility to take the aver-

age. The average will be a part of the report.
Mr. Baoo6s. It will already be averaged and they submit it joint-

ly?
Mr. GiAY. Yes; it will be the Joint Committee's responsibility to

receive the reporL That report will specify what the cuts should be
based on the overage. Therefore if the report states the deficit will
be $12 billion over the $144 bgflion target OMB and CBO will have
already averaged any differences to reach that number.

The report would set forth reductions in order to comply with
Gramm-Rudman, 50 percent from defense 50 percent from domes-
tic, minus those sheltered programs in ramm-Rudman. The re-
quired amount of the cut would be shown percentagewise.

The Joint Committee would then draw up the joint resolution
with those cuts in it and then present it to the two legislative
bodies for approval. That is the way the fallback provision works.

So eventually, it would be the Members of the House and the
Senate who would vote on the sequester order.

Let me turn my attention briefly, if I might, Mr. Chairman, to
the question of Gramm-Rudman HI, as it is known which is the at-
tempt b. some to repair the trigpr mechanism that was declared
unconstitutional. The argument is that there must be an absolute
firm, hard wall of sequestration and that that is the best approach
possible and that should be done by some other mechanism, other
than the fallback procedure.

I have tremendous concerns over the Senate proposal to turn the
trigger over to OMB. If OMB is constrained by the legislation-let
me-if OMB is given this responsibility, there are some serious
questions.

First, will the roll of the OMB Director be strictly ministerial
where he just takes the report and hands it to the President? And
if so, does that raise not some constitutional questions all over
again? And if not, if it is not a ministerial role, if the OMB Director
has flexibility to shift and move funds and to change priorities-
and we already know that there have been such instances. At one
point, we lost track of about $6 llion in defense money which had
to be discovered by someone else-then will we not be handing over
the prerogatives under the Constitution given to the legislative
body•-the Congress, the House and the Senate-to set national pri-
orities?

I
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And it would seem to me this last concern is a very serious one,
i light of the bipartisan support demonstrated this year in the
budget process, Mr. Chairman and colleagues, by the House and
the Republican controlled Senate to reject the priorities of the ad-
ministration. So thus, even though botf bodies have clearly reject-
ed in the budget process this year, the priorities of the administra-tion and of the OMB Director, we might beputt'ng -back into the
0MB Director's hands the ability to reestablish those same prior-
ities that all of us bipartisanly disagreed with.

I seriously question the wisdom of that approach. And I think it
would be folly, to say the least, to follow that approach becauseagain itis looking for an easy way out. Look, Ma, no hands. I did
not do it to you. It was that nasty gentleman over there, at OMB,
named J=0 Miller.

I do not think that that is the appropriate way and I think that
those concerns have not been adequately answered for me by the
Gramm-Rudman I[ solution.

Therefore, I tend to favor very strongly, until someone can show
me a better mechanism, the fallback procedures where Members of
Congress have to do exactly what they were sent here to do. And
that is to vote, to show where they stand, and to make the hard,
painful decisions and cut out some of the rhetoric and do it.

Therefore, I tend to favor, as the trigger, not OMB's finger pull-
ing it, not someone else pulling it, but collectively the fingers of the
House and the Senate making those tough decisions. That is what
we were sent here for. And I think basically the Gramm-Rudman
H approach is a faulty one that raises serious constitutional ques-
tions, in terms of the role of the OMB Director, as well as the Con-
gress giving away its legislative authority to set priorities, particu-
rywhen we know the Congress-in the last-in this year espe-

cialy, but also last year-bipartisanly rejected the policies of the
administration.

Finally, let me conclude, Mr. Chairman and colleagues by talk-
ing about some of the economic realities we face. One of the rea-
sons why I opposed Gramm-Rudman was because of its inflexibility
in dealing with changing economic circumstances. With the hard
fixed targets, $144 billion, $109 billion, $72 billion, et cetera, there
was no real provision made for the changing moods of our econo-
my, which Congress certainly does not control.

I said that in December, when I voted against Gramm-Rudman.
And now it appears that those words are becoming a reality. In
May we announced that, as we looked at economic growth thf an-
ticipated rosy scenario was not taking place. Economic growth was
going to be very sluggish, far below even the realism of the CBO
figures that we used this year, and greatly below the OMB econom-
ic assumptions.

And as a result, there would be a loss of revenues and therefore
an increase in the deficit.

Gramm-Rudman cannot provide an answer for all of our prob-
lems because of its inflexibility in dealing with economic circum-
stances, factors beyond Congress' control. And I submit to this body
that I suspect that despite all of our hard work in developing a
budget, even if we implement every iota of that budget, because of
the failed fiscal policies that have led to sluggish economic growth,
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in essence, Mr. Chairman and colleagues, I think that there is a
very good chance that there is going to be a sequester-not because
of anything Congress did or did not do, but primarily because eco-
nomic growth has not been all that it was predicted.

And therefore, I suspect that one of the glaring faults of Gramm-
Rudman will come out. And I would hope that Members would un-
derstand the reason for any loss of revenue, the reason for seques-
ter. It will not be necessarily because of anything that the Congress
has done. It is just that we do not controlthe $3 plus trillion econo-
my and all the worldwide factors that do have an impact upon our
estimates, our assumptions, and what the deficit will be, and also
what will happen under Gramm-Rudman.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be glad to answer any of your
questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Gray follows:]
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The Honorable Willim H. Bray, III
Testimony Before the Cmmittee on government Operations

July 24. 136

I appreciate Chainmen Brooks Inviting ma to testify before the Comaittee
as ovrmmt Operations on the Impact of the recent Supreme Court decision on

Atmatic Semuestration Versus the Fall4ack Procedures

As you know I voted against fri den last yer. I believed then, a1 do now, that Congress Is elected to decide which pre s are worthy
funding d which are not. The -atonstic sequestration process that was at
the heart of Sh amm represets to M an abMicadton of congressional
reu~onsibIl*t and acutblity: it took a 8look, no andso approach. to

makng ardbudget choices. Y

In contrast, the fall-back procedure that requires Congress to vote on
b ud cts, as we did In reaffirming the 6 sequestration last wek, forces
us back into reality we oust take responsibility ater all. No philosopher
king, grand executioner, or fairy godother can stand In for us.

I believe that 1oceers of Congress should see and feel the coN9nsmeees
of their decisions. For this reasons I tend to find the fall-back position
More appropriate then an automatic trigring mchanime that tempts us to hide
behind a Wstorfu end abdicate Conrssional decislon-making. It leaves
ouch to be desire in term of settingpriorlties--hich is y Brin-lubmn
is fundamentally a bad lw--but It at least makes us accountable for our

Indeed I have sriouS concerns about theW ..irudua 'fixesS that the
bill's original sponsors re noN props8ing in air -PuvbdMW-l lings II'.
Thor would have the 06 Director repace the Comptroller ineMl a the
ultiomte grand executioner. and falyt 9 odother'. 016 end CU would estimate
the deficit end comoPt any r id cuts which would be revi led by the
Comptroller general, as U the original lw. The Cmptroller General,
then, would fomrd It to 01M for a final deternination. One sieor has said
that OW's function would be "Just a green-eyeshadn -calculation'. Another has
noted that 5 would Inevitably have same discretion in projecting the deficit
and allocating cuts.

The role of MB Is critical. If 00's role Is purely ministerial, the
constitutionality of the lw could be questioned on the sm grouds oan which
It was successfully challenged-*the role of GAO In executing te i. If.
however 0N Is not just making a'grenI -" shade' calculation then we need
to be concerned about the accuray of the estimaes and espectaly, the
direction of its policies. Past perform ce does not u;gu well. Recall the
'rosy scenario' of 131 or. more recently, the $10 billion 'mistake' In
estimating defense outlays for fiscal year 1987. Does Congress really wish to
give more pomr to an administration that apparently cares little about
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reducing the deficit and brought us S2 billion "deficits as far as tMe eye
can see- In the first place?

There are troubling Institutional questions here thatjgo to the heart of
our system of goverm;t TheW illtreat n lran aneditorln Nondayl,uly 2I. arguing that the logic of an automatc lraenRudman process Is
leading us Inexorably towards the line-iems veto. OThe emerging consensus,
they write. sl that Congress Is no longer capable of exercising, the power of
the purse..., nor does It wish to exercise that power." In Mr view, when
the rm-rdn-ua bGoldberg machine falls apart, the line-item veto *will
be the only proposal on the table."

I have no quarrel with the logic of this argument, butI do reject the
prmise-that Congress cannot do what it was elected to do. Congress can and
should exercise Its constitutional powers with respect to fiscal policy. If
we do not, those powers will be exercised by others-in the executivebranch.
As the olmnal notes, the logic of an automatic Gramm-Rudman law is the logic
of the 11-litmn veto the logic of a transfer of power from Congress to th
President. I do not favor such a transfer, nor, I believe, do most Nembers of
the Congress. But we need to understand the implications of our actions
before we rush forward to embrace a fairy godmother whose charms my rapidly
wither after November.

Let m now take a fw moments to summarize how Congress has iqplmented
the fall-back procedure for the fiscal year 1986 reductions, the possible
actions with respect to fiscal year 1967 sequestration, and some deficit
problems which 6ram-Rudnan cannot-cure.

Current Status of the Trigoering Mechanism and the SuOem Court Decision

Section 274(f) of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act
of 198Wprovides that, in the event that any of the reporting procedures under
that law are Invalidated, there Is established a Temporary Joint Cominttee on
Deficit Reduction (T1C), consisting of the entire mehership of the House and
Senate Budget Cowittees. The te _or-ary com.tte••• .•n become:- h conduit.
for transmittal of the sequestration report to the President.

As you are aware, when the Supreme Court struck down GAO's role In
calculating Bram-Rudman sequestration figures, the Ofallback procedure* was
automatically triggered. The fallbackprocedure: (1) establishes the
Temporary Joint Comitteq on Deficit Reduction, sed of the two Budget
Committees and co-ehaired by their chairmen; and (2) requires the TX to
report a Joint resolution setting forth the contents of the joint ONO/CBO
report. If passed by both Houses and signed by the President; the
Nstrations become law. The Supreme Court's decision provided that itsjudgment, restoring monies sequestered In fiscal year 1986, was stayed for a
period of not to exceed 60 days in order to permitCongress to iplement the
fallback provisions of the Act.
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Congessional Action on the Fiscal Year 196 Cuts

on July 17, 1965, the TJC at to report A Joint resolution setting forth
the contns of thm Joint COO/OI sequestration rpt of Jnsbary 1s, 196.
Pursuant to the Brai.Rudean l1, the TJC could no, and the report.
However, due to the fact that the CEO/0I report 4 Jlnuary 15 contained some
technical errors and conceptual disputes, usimn the-failback provision In Its
Wur. sense would not satisfy Congress object ve of reaffirming fiscal year

a sequestration actions. These were resoi ued by the GAO in its report of

la orde to account for technical changes made by the Seneral Accounting
Office report (which served as the basis foi the Prsident's February 1
sequestration order) and poliq changes aff, cting sequestration enacted sinceFebruary -1a separate measure outside the o*pe of the TJC's pwers-had to be
conudered. The Joint House Leadership worl~ed with the Senate Leadership to
dvsopI am approach modifying the fallback proceduress to take Into account thes tall situation caused by the tril I ,m the fallback procedures in the

d~dle of the 196 sequestration C;e. a result of those discussions, asiMple one-sentence statement reff nmng al 1 actions necessary to reinstate
the status quo was developed.

i the sa day that the TX r'eprt a resolution fulfilling its duty
under GrwRumenR,& the House adopted N.J. Res. 672, which reaffirmed the
President's sequestration order of February 1 (includingf GAO's technical
chane) and measures enacted since February 1, which aff cted that order.The Sam e passed N.J. ies. 672 by a voice vote. This shows that Congress can
act quickly in a bipartisan manner when a consensus is reached on how best to
W&ress the deficit problem.

Fiscal Year 1967 Process

Doue to the District Work Period scheduled to begin on August 15 the
timetable for the 197 sequestration process cannot follow that set forth in
the nrudean law.

CIO and 05 will take their first snapshot on August 15 to determine if
the projected deficit for fiscal year 1967 will exceed the maximum deficit
amount of $144 billion by more than $10 billion. Under the iram-Rudman

timetable, their reort will be transmitted to Congress on August 20, but
Congress willr not be In session to officially receive and refer the report to
the C. The TJC will officially receive such repot on the first day
Congress reconvenes. After receipt, the TJC Will have five calendar days to
report the Joint resolution setting forth the contents of the CEO/WI reportaond 'ress would vote on such Joint resolution within five legislative days
after Itwas reported.

- It should be noted that a problem with the 1967 report similar to the one
for 196M could arise If there are errors or omissions In the Joint report of
the Directors. Since iendments are prohibited, either by the TJC or on the
floor, any corrections or modifications would have to be addressed through
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other legislative mans. This year, we adopted a correcting resolution to the
Joint resolution to account for technical corrections and modifications.

Assuming the President signs the joint resolution, he would then issue a
sequestration order if Ity owre required based upon the CBO/0JS report.
This would occur alte the September I date on which the President is to issue
his order according-to the timetable set forth In the law.

On October 1. the Initial order takes effect. By October S, OND and CBO
issue a revised report to reflect final congressional action. If the revised
report projects a fiscal year 1967 deficit In excess of the Brm-Rudean
requirement, the sim process described above for tMe initial order would have
to he followed for the final order as wall, I.e.$ TJC action congressional
action, and presidential signature. At that point, the final order, based on
the revised report- muld be effective.

Under this tinmtable, the month of Septeber would be set aside for a
congressional response to the sequestration order. Brm-Rudan sets forth
procedures for formulation of an alternative congressional deficit reduction

plan in the Senate. In essence, the Senate budget Comittee could Initiate a
mini -reconcliation process in the Senate. The law Is silent on House
procedures, altholu It Is assumed that a House response could be coordinated

the Leadership ad the Budget Comittee.

Fixed Deficit Tarets in a Chanotn World

Irrespective of the sequestration procedures w ultimately adopt to deal
With the deficit, I went to reiterate the difficulties Inherent In budgeting
for fixed dficitt targets in a changing world.

After amoths of effort and negotiation, wa passed a budget resolution
that meets the 1967 deficit target. We did this without any help or
leadership from the Reaa administration. Indeed, the administration
thwarted congressonal efforts to restore greater long-term fiscal balance by
raising addltonal revenues. Our origiNa approach would have reduced the
deflcit further below the target of $144 billion, affording a larger margin of
error whm the August 15IS0 snapshot Is taken. However. w could not
assume revenues that the President said he would veto, so wa adopted a
resolution with a deficit of $142.6 billion, just below the target.

However passa of this resolution does not guarantee that sequestration
will not occur. It Is important that the reasons for this be understood.

First, the budget resolution Is a blueprint of tax and spending
decisions, but only a blueprint. The deficit-reduction policies must now be
Implemented through leislation designed by the appropriate coiittees, passed
by Congress. and sitgnd b the Presdent.

Second, the ON and CBO spending and deficit projections will depend upon
technical factors largely unelated to congressional spending decisions. For
Instance, In the last several yewrs annual budget outlays for agricultural
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support policies have exceeded prior estimates by as much as $12 billion
principally as a result of weather and economic conditions and there are nw
reorts of further overruns of administration estimates. In the current
fiscal year, defense ootlays are running about $5 billion or more above
earlier projections, without any Increase In spending authority, simply as a
result of the timing of actual spending by the Pentagon. Gra-Rudman makes
no allowance for spending fluctuations of this kind--fluctuations which can
raise the deficit projections by billions.

finally, and most Important, the 6ram-Rudman projections are hostages to
economic changes that cannot be accurately forecast, let alone controlled. A
normal forecasting error of one percent for the economic growth rate can throw
off the 1967 revenue and deficit projections by $15420 billion; whan
coounded with Inevitable errors In forecasting inflation and Interest rates.
the potential for error overwhelm any mid-course policy adjustments that
would be possible or wise. In this respect, Ormmm-Rudan Is inherently
flawed.* It pretends these economic fluctuations don't exist. When I opposed
6ran-Rudman last year. I characterized this as the OTinker Bell approach to
fiscal policy. Shut your eyes, clap three times, chant the magic deficit
targets, and the econoW wi11 do your bidding.

As such fiscal fantasies give way to the hard facts of economic life, we
may face se tough decisions. Inflation Is down sharply from earlier
projections. This Is good news for the economy and the Nation, but bad news
for the budget In the short tem, since revenues fall off faster than
spending. Economists have been revising down their forecasts of growth in
response to a string of Indicators of sluggish activity. The Federal Reserve
Board in its recent H inetary Policy Report to Congress revised down its growth
estimates.for 19M to 2%-3 percent. Previously it had forecast 3-A1 percent
growth. and the administration had projected 4i4% percent. The preliminary
estimate of real inP growth in the second quarter was a disappointing
1.1 percent despite lower oil prices and interest rates. This lower .r - th
suggests that the 1967 deficit which CUG and 0M6 will project in August will
belarge than now estimated In the budget resolution.

Ve my thus be faced with some very difficult choices in the coming
months, but in 4W vim that is why we wre elected to Congrss. The budget
process and the legislative proms se clear fiscel polTic

rsponibilities which must be Ct. Congress has passed a budget which sets
overall fiscal policy consistent with 08ilm Rudam. Now, we must ipIlment
specific measures consistent with that polCy. We should not allow the 6res-
Ruben sequetration procedures to be triggere because of congr essional
failure to implement the budget resolution.

However, If the budget deficit should rise simply because of low
Inflation and weakness In the U.S. and world economies-a weakness related to
earlier Irresponsible U.S. fisal policies--w need to understand that the
problm lies, not In a failed legislative process, but In the make-believe
stracu or- suck. C

Thank you very mich, W. Chairmen. That concludes ry testimony.
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Mr. BRooms. Thank you, Chairman Gray. I want to tell you that
the Legislation and National Security Subcommittee of this com-
mittee had a meeting yesterday morning and heard from the chief
economists of Chase Econometrics, Merrill Lynch, and Dun Brad-
street about the condition of our Nation's economy. And when you
all have had a good light lunch, I want you to read that testimony,
afterwards, because it points out that, in there judgment, on
August 15, if we meet every one of our budget targets, as you rec-
ommended and as you noted, Mr. Gray, there could still be a sub-
stantial shortfall. And it is not in the range of $15 to $17 billion,
but in the range of $30 to $40 billion.

So I would like you to take a look at those statements.
I have just been informed that copies of the statements of the

three economists are available in your portfolios now. I think you
will find them fascinating reading. It is going to shock you. It
means that September is going to be fascinating for the Members
of this body.

Now I have got a couple of questions for you, Mr. Gray.
What would be the likely impact of an 1987 sequestration?
Mr. GRAY. The likely impact of an 1987 sequestration? I am not

sure exactly to your meaning, but essentially what it would mean
is that the Joint Committee would have to meet-if there was no
other trigger process-report out a resolution dealing with the
overage.

It is m estimation, after having conversations with CBO, and
CBO is a Tittle more optimistic than some of the private economet-
ric forecasting agencies, that there is a potential clearly for $20 to
$25 billion, even if we are able to implement ever 0 in the 1987
budget, which I think really is a testament to the failed economic
policies that have been portrayed somehow as providing great
growth in America.

It is just not happening. So essentially what we are talking about
is the potential of a large sequestration order, as the Associate Di-
rector of CBO shared with the Budget Committee yesterday after-
noon.

Mr. BRoosS. What would that do to the agencies, if that type of a
sequestration were required? How would that affect the agencies?

Mr. GRAy. It would be a 50-50 reduction, domestic and defense,
exempting those programs that are sheltered. You are probably
looking at between 12to 15 percent across-the-board cut on every
other program.

Mr. BROOKS. Under the fallback procedure, can Congress enact
any set of cuts other than those which are the average of the cuts
reported by the Directors of OMB and CBO when they submit the
report to the Joint Committee?

Mr. GRAY. No; Gramm-Rudman prohibits the Joint Committee
from amending the sequestration report from CBO and OMB. Floor
amendments are also prohibited.

Mr. BRooKs. What alternate means does Congress have to
achieve the deficit reduction requirements of Gramm-Rudman
other than the automatic sequestration process?

Mr. GRAY. If Congress does not like the across-the-board ap-
proach of sequestration, 50-50, and let's say the 12 to 15 percent
minus the sheltered programs, then Congress can pass its regular
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budCet !egislation. We can devise a legislative vehicle such as a rec-
onciliation vehicle, which would incorporate legislation to achieve,
by making other selections and other priorities, the required reduc-
tion of whatever the specific amount would be.

Mr. BRooKS. Proposals have been made to remove funds such as
the highway trust fund, administrative funds of financial protec-
tion institutions such as the FDIC and FSLIC, and other nonappro-
priated funds from the sequestration process and to set them aside
on the grounds that they should be treated differently from budget
accounts. What would be theleffect ofwuchction iflhe were set
aside and taken off the budget?

Mr. GnAY. First, it would further reduce the base subject to se-
questration, thereby increasing the across-the-board cuts in the re-
maining areas. Additionally, there is a strong equity argument
againt-xe ptngpther popularpr c gramu-whflow n *hl--

Mr. BROOKS. Ultimately, Mr. Gray, if this scenario runs out, as I
think it will in August and September, do you think it would be
desirable to allow the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings sequestration-
order to be amended by the Temporary Joint Committee on Deficit
Reduction by permitting it to report a single nonamendable alter-
native to the currently required report of the averages of the CBO,
and OMB figures?

Mr. GRAY. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BROOKS. Maybe not this year but ultimately? Isn't that what

the next step is going to have to be?
Mr. GRAY. Yes; as was evidenced with the fiscal year 1986 reaffir-

mation of the sequester order of March 1. It may be necessary to
correct or modify for technical reasons the joint CBO/OMB report ...,.

Mr. BROOKS. D you think it would be preferable to mnakea
straightforward readjustment of the figures rather than just to
cook the early numbers?

Mr. GRAY. Yes.
Mr. BROOKS. That is one of the alternatives, as you know. You

can cook the estimates, say it is going to be a 5-percent growth rate
next year and the tooth fairy is going to come tonight, too.

Mr. GRAY. I would say that is one of the problems of the entire
process. You have put your finger on it, Mr. Chairman. What hap-
pens if the OMB/CBO report on August 15 says even if we imple-
ment everything, we are $20 billion or $30 billion over? Using the
average, if I might, between those who testified before your com-
mittee and the CBO yesterday. Let's do a little averaging here. We
will say $30 billion.

Mr. BRooKS. That would scare the hell out of everybody.
Mr. GRAY. If we have to get $30 billion and the Joint Committee

reports a sequester order and Congress passes it, $15 billion from
defense, $15 billion from domestic programs. It is sent to the Presi-
dent and he signs it and it becomes the law.

There is nothing to prevent CBO or OMB from saying to us in
January, sorry, gals and guys, we made a mistake in our estimat-
ing and averaging and as we are doing the economic-assumptions
for the fiscal year 1988 budget, it is going to be higher. Thus, even
after you implemented the sequester, you may not hit the $144 bil-
lion target come January when it is time for us to put together the
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economic assumptions which form the base for the fiscal year 1988
budget.

What could happen is you think that by implementing sequestra-
tion in October you will hit the $144 billion target, by cutting that
$80 billion, and you feel relieved. Next you say now we have to go
from $144 billion to $109 billion according to the deficit tets of
Gramm-Rudman, which are still constitutional, still legal. Then in
January-let's say CBO didn't cook the figures, Mr. Chairman, let's
say they just made a mistake.

"Mr. BRooKs. Reevaluated.
Mr. GRAY. They reevaluated and found that there were some

August discrepancies and therefore as a result they say, it is not
$144 billion now, it is $160 billion-add another $15 billion. Then
what you have to do is go from $160 billion to $109 billion. That

-- increae-f-$15-billioiwiw $16 billion i&"t-hdvWbzr~dWkof an hin that Members of Congress did, through increased
spendig beyond the budget and the sequester order, it may be be-
cause the economy pping, failing, and despite all the rhetoric
from downtown about rosy scenarios, the reality is that we don't
have strong economic growth and thus, what you will be faced with
is any mistakes made in August will come back and haunt you in
January.

Mr. BROOKS. Mr. Horton?
Mr. HoRTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to join with you

in welcoming our colleague, Mr. Gray, the chairman of the Budget
Committee. We are appreciative of your testimony on this very im-
portant matter.

This is a complicated process. I know a lot of people don't under-
- . stand it. I tWhin it is important for the Members to understand it

and the public to understand as much as they can about the proc-
ess.

I served on the conference committee last year. I recall we went
through about 2 or 3 weeks where it was just the case of testimony
after testimony, just so the Members of the House and Senate
could understand what was involved with Gramm-Rudman. It
wasn't until really the second conference and after the bill was
proposed that we could really make any sense out of it as we did.

Of course, we had the testing of the constitutinality problem.
Now we find ourselves in another situation regarding the trigger,
the trigger mechanism and what might happen.

One of the things that you were talking to Mr. Brooks about that
intrigues me is the comment you made with regard to the so-called
carryover. What you are saying is if we meet the budget require-
ment of the deficit of $144 bilhon or less, or if we do have to go
through a sequestration process of whatever amount, we still have
to face what the actual figures are going to be. If those actual fig-
ures are more than what has been provided for in the sequestra-
tion or provided for in the budget to meet the $144 billion deficit,
what you are saying there is then a carryover into the next year.

Would it be advisable to prevent tht carryover in order to try to
meet those goals? In other words, if the budget deficit were not met
by either sequestration or by the budget process, if you did not
meet that goal, just leave it hanging for that particular year and
then go to the other year without having the burden of carrying it
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over? I understand what was intended to meet the zero through the
5-year period. "

As you point out, some factors over which we have no control
could affect it. I might point out we could have favorable factors,
too, if the revenue increased, we might find ourselves in a better
situation.

Would it be helpful to restrict that carryover so it wouldn't have
to impact on the following year?

•Mr. GaaY. Mr. Horton, I don't know how you would restrict that
carryover. It wot dd become-a -part of your base for -your -budget-for-
the flowing year.

Mr. HoRiTN. It could be added to the deficit just like any other
prior to Gramm-Rudman.

Mr. GRAY. It gets carried over automatically. There is a way to
deatlw ithte-problem which you are adres . You just can't say
we are going to leave this money behind in 1986 and forget about it
in 1987 as if it never happened. It gets carried over automatically.

You can do what our colleague, Dave Obey, was suet if
you remember during the Gramm-Rudman process, which is how
do we deal with the fluctuations of the economy up or down, de-
cline or good news,higher growth than expected. The only way you
can have the carryover adjustment, Congressman Horton, is to pro-
vide for an aggregate total that moves up or down.

In other words, if the economy is bad and the deficit is going up,
not because of anything Congress is doing but just because of poor
economic growth, then instead of hittig $144 billion or $109 bil-
lion, you would say if there is $10 billion that can be attributed to
a lack of economic growth, then you slide it to $119 billion. On the
other-hand,- suppose -we-- suddenly-and-rather- p lv l yo-us_ find

neat economic growth that exceeds the CBO estimate of 8.5 and
Ups .to 5 percent and suddenly you have yourself an additional

$25 billion coming i in revenues. Then the $109 billion could be.shifted down by $2 billion.
That would b the way that you could in the process, as I under-

stand it, deal with the problem that you are suggesting, where Con-
gress is confronted with slow economic growth or high economic
growth that woidd produce either greater revenues or lower reve-
nues. The way you could adjust for that is by allowing a floating
target rather than a fixed hard target.

That concept was taken into consideration slightly by the confer-
ees on Gramm-Rudman because they didn't fix a hard $144 billion.
If you remember, they said ,$144 billion up to $154 billion. You had
a sliding range but it wasn't totally &L6 to take into consider.
ation for the problem. t e

Mr. AaMY. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. HORTON. Yes.
Mr. Aena. What margin or leeway do we have?
Mr. GRAY. $10 billion.
Mr. Aimz. Does that figure hold all the way down in each of

the targets, or does that compress as you go down to lower levels?
Mr. GaAY. The question is, Does that $1 billion hold for each of

the other targets? In other words, for the $109 billion, is there a
$10 billion safety margin?

Mr. ARMEY. Yes.

AT %
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Mr. GRAY. Yes.
Mr. AiM=. Always, at each stage, we have the $10 billion?
Mr. GyAY. You have a cushion of $10 billion. As I understand it,

that was basically the compromise to the whole issue of how do you
deal with the fluctuations.

Mr. BRoous. You know if you only go over by $9 billion, you are
free. If you go over by $11 billion, you have to sequester all $11 bil-
lion.Mr. GnAy. Mr. Chairman, _m_•ay dd,_hern ianother-prob

- lei--itwi1that-cushioi-tht should be pointed out. In 1991, you
must hit zero. Therefore, the cushion catches up with you. It may
help you in 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, but it comes due in 1991. It
was a compromise, Congressman Horton, to the question of dealing
with the fluctuations of the economy.

Mr. HoRToN. We have a rollcall. I have some other questions.
Maybe I can finish before we go.

You did indicate that you are not very happy about the Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings 1I prop . Do you feel, assuming that does not
become law, that the fallback provisions can be met by way of the
timetable that is scheduled?

Mr. GRAY. It is difficult because we have a recess in August, but
we can meet it, I believe, by the October deadline and that is the
one that really counts.

Mr.--oRToN. As I understand your testimony to Mr. Brooks, and
I wanted to ask about this, you have no discretion whatsoever with
regard to those figures. As I understand, OMB and CBO submit fig-
ures. Those figures, the average, would be presented to the Joint

-Committee .Th -Jbin t-Committ 6iW-ld-b•th e -Uff&iý -ui t-in--
mittee and the Senate Budget Committee. Is that correct?

Mr. GRAY. That is correct.
Mr. HORTON. Those figures would then be presented to that Joint

Committee which is provided for in the legislation. As I understand
it, you have no discretion. You have to take that average and
present it to the House and Senate for our votes. Is that correct?

Mr. GRAY. That is correct.
Mr. HoRToN. That would be sent down and the President would

have to sign it. Is that correct?
Mr. GRAY. Yes. That is correct.
Mr. HORTON. There is another important question I wanted to

ask. I know the reconciliation process is going on now. Do you feel
we can in the time that we have available to us before the October
date adopt a budget which will meet the $144 billion deficit target?

Mr. GRAY. Yes, I do. I think it will be -tough. It will be hard
work. There are going to be painful choices. Of course, it is not
goig to be easy. I basically feel we can. I think we have to.

Mr. HORTON. Thank you, Mr. chairman.
Mr. BRooes. Thank you. We have a vote right now. Because we

have a few more questions for you, would it be possible for you to
come back?

Mr. GRAY. I would be glad to, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BRnoos. Then we will have Mr. Charles Bowsher and his as-

sociates, Mr. Socolar and Mr. Havens. We will probably have to
come back after lunch and hear Mr. Miller.
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Right now I would like to take this opportunity to introduce Ms.
Nicholson, who is chairwoman of the Public Accounts Committee of
the Parliament of Canada sitting in the front row in a green dress.
She handles the money.[Applause.]

Mr. Baooxs• We will recess until the conclusion of this vote.[Brief recoss•]
Mr. Btoous.'The committee will reconvene, and the Chair recog-

nizes the gentlewoman from Chicago, IL.•-Mrs-. r.-Thankyou•-r•afrn.7

Let me add my welcome and appreciation to our colleague,
Chairman Gray, for appearing before us this morning. We all know
the fine job that he ast done as chairman of that Budget Commit-
tee.

One of the things that I'm very concerned about, Mr. Gray, as
you very well know, is the privilegd programs that we had l dis-
cussed some time ago. I believe you mentioned in your testimony
that those pr grams will be held as they are, even if there are
budget reductions due to sequestration; is that not correct?

Mr. GRAY. Yes, Mrs. Collins. If there is a sequester order the
programs that were shielded and protected under Gramm-Rudman
would not be affected by the cuts, as stipulated in that law.

Mrs. Couws. Now there are some 10 or 11 of those programs,*• ht?

*r¶4i. GRAY. If my memory serves me correctly, I think there are
eight that were totally exempt, and then we'had a group of others
that we put in category 1(a), and those were health programs, such
.aMedicar and ters healthwch-are-dtreate ifferently-
from the programs that would be cut.

_ _ In the second category: Mre. Crilina, knnsving of vonr nearn fnr
health issues, those p r would be limited7to a- reduction of no
more than 2 percent, no matter hat the-let's say if it was 12 per-
cent for every other prograV, they would be 2 percent.

Mrs. Co.T.s; I was wondering if there is even another level, or
perhaps within the category of f.ealth, for other programs that we
are interested in, such as food inspections andsoforth. Would
those fall within that second categorY?

Mr. GRaY. No; they do not fall within the second category. They
would be subject to the full sequester percentage.

Mrs. CouwNs. For a couple of days now, there has been a great
deal of discussion on television about the fact that there are a lot
of near misses of planes going into (OHare Airport in Chicago.

One of the things that concerns me, of-course, is that there was
much discussion about the need to have sn Increase in the number
of air traffic controllers.

Now I can't help but wonder, since the economy is down and
there is, in every likelihood, g to be a vote on sequestration,
how that is going to affet utility of us keeping our air-
planes from running into each other. Additionally, there are other
issues similar such as that. __"_..... .

The FBI, for example. We all know about the crime that all
countries have. I am wondering about- those very-important public
security measures How much will they be cut under this Gram&Rudman?
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Mr. GRAY. The two that you mention, FAA controllers as well as
the Justice Department, would receive the full percentage cut,
whatever the specification would be. If it were 12 percent, they
would receive a 12-percent reduction; if it were 15, they would re-
ceive a 15-percent reduction. They are not protected or sheltered as
the programs that I mentioned such as Social Security and those
health care programs that are in the 1(a) category. They would be

-subject to the full sequester amount percentage, whatever it would

The gentlewoman is absolutely correct. Her memory of the Con.
gress' action, and also because of her concerns, we s*gificantly in-
creased the moneys available in the fiscal year 1987 budget for
FAA controllers because of safety factors. However, it would still
be subject to the full sequestration percentage, whatever that may
be.

The same result would occur with the Justice Department. Even
though in the House-passed budget, which the gentlewoman was a
strong supporter of on both the issues of controllers and fighting
crime and drugs, we gave a significat increase to the Justice De-
partment to fight drugs since it is not protected, it would be subject
to the full sequester.

Mrs. Couws. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I have no
further questions.

Mr. Bnooza. Mr. Clinger?
Mr. Cumon. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would just like to add my words of welcome to my fellow Penn-

,sylvanian, the chairman of the Budget Committee, Mr. Gray, and
I'm sorry I was not here when you presented your testimony, Mr.
_Chairman-an&iIf this has been answered, Please tell me-but my
ue "on is, yi 7ofildi•ie.-iem rryComm-ittee reconcile

differences between projections made by OMB and CBO?
Do you have the discretion, such as I understand GAO had, to

make your own projections, or is it simply a question of averaging
the differences?

Mr. GRAY. Mr. Clinger, it is a question of averaging the differ-
ences.

Mr. CLmNGL So there is no independent discretion within the
Joint Committee to do anything with that.

Mr. GRAY. No, it is an average. And, of course, you know, one of
the concerns that some of us have is that Ms. Rosy Scenario could
reappear on the budgetary dance floor by someone saying, "Well,
our reestimate is way up here," and thus you would have one with
a much more pess0imsc viewpoint and one with a very rosy view-
point, and that pulls your average one way or another.

Mr. Cuwoz So what yo' is that some very fancy
politics could be played.

Mr. GOAY. There is a great potential for that to occur. As I point-
ed out last year when we were debating Gramm-Rudman and some

-of: th .,pre'wvoblm are o'tkiw--any VWV tlq&K~l Pride tJ wh~ ev IlJsd -___

an 0M1B Director wh~o was pessimistic about economic growth,
where we were go•ng in the economy, unless reality just hit. They
were not pesimistic ahead of time. They don't tend to want to fore-
cast and prophesy a pox upon their own house. This has nothing to
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do with the present occupant of the White House; I think it's prob-
ably been pretty true of every occupant.

Mr. CINmozx.One of the things that I have been interested in for
a long time is this question ofwhatwould be the impact If we were
to have a capital budget. As you know, under the present budget-
ary process, we have a unified budget which includes all expendi.
tures, both for operate exp and for capital investment. This
means that we show in the budget in any given year the full
amount expended for capital improvement, even though that
money is spent out over a longer period of- time and, indeed, the
worth of that long outlasts the time that it is expended, so that in
my view, at least, there is some distortion in our budget. There can
perhaps be more of a justification for borrowing money for capital
expenditures as opposed to operating expenditures.

I. wondered if the Budget Committee--and this may be anh unfair
question-Md iven any thought to whether moving toward a cap-
ital budget would help under Gramm-Rudman?

Mr. GRAY. Mr. Clinger, in the report accompanying our budget
rmolution for fiscal year 1986, there is an appendix that reflects a
capital budget. Currently, the Budgt Committee is looking at that
issue and the committee with jurisdiction over the budget process
in the House is looking at it. That's the Rules Committee.

However, there are some problems, as you well know. One, what
do you define as capital? Education? And that's where people often
get into wide disagreement as to what should be categorized as
what and where.

Second, there is no assurance that simply ging to a capital
budget will make tAe procem easier in terms ofdling with the
dieficitth we have. e dt Comittee Is looking at that.
-i net In -h dmoix of th AnlMuI yenJRR 1986 bngtbemJA d l~k
p!acI ".IL pet. And I knowv that the Rules Co mmjte.has he p Jurisdiction over the budget ptroe in .the

-House, has a task f hat is loo at the le conve to
a capital budget and how we can improve an more accurately re-
flect what's going on in terms of all the Federal accounts, spending,
and financial involvement.

Mr. CuwozL Thank you very much, Bill.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BxbooxMr. Synar?
Mr. SAx. No questions.
Mr. Bxoos. Mr. Weis?
Mr. Wmss. Thank you very much Mr. Chairman.
I do want to add my word of welcome to our distingished col-

league, the chairman'ofthe Budget Committee.
I just want to say by way of preface that I would like to think

that the Congress will consider not only how to cure the infirmities
of the Gramm-Rudman legi.tM•n, but as-to whether, in fact, it is
in the best inteet of thiW •untry to have the Gramm-Rudman
legislation on the books As far as I am concerned, it is a great
m... . to +h& wj!l-d nr. of the Nation.

=ohva tntosuch as the United States be in astrait-
jacket on mar domestic and international matters on a self-im-
Sbasis just doesn't make any sense, and the gemtlewoman

oIllinois provided some of the examples. I heardthe Sctary
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of State the other day in his testimony before the Senate talk
about how we needed to provide resources to the front-line states
bordering South Africa, and he said, "It will take money, but we
don't have it.", What do you mean we don't have it? In fact, it's in
the national security interests of the United States. How can we
not have it? Because of Gramm-Rudman.

The concern that I want to address, though, is not just that
straitjacket aspect. But you've sort of touched on the economic con-
se uences of Gramm-Rudman.

It seems to me that the people who proposed Gramm-Rudman
think that they also repealed the laws of economics when the
adopted that legislation. Here we have, got, according to the testi-
mony given to the chairman and his subcommittee the other day, a
situation where we have at least a sluggish economy and the pro-
jections are perhaps for a modest recession. Instead of thinking
about countercyclical programs to help us get out of that recession,
as is the normal course, we are talking about self-imposed massive
additional cuts which run the risk of turning that moderate reces-
sion into a major depression.

Now you had suggested, Mr. Chairman, that maybe that could be
cured býy way of the Obey provisions, but those are not part of the
legislation. Are you suggesting that before we move forward with
this bill that there may be, at the very least, some way of incorpo-
rating some of those economic concerns that were expressed by the
Obe amendments last year?7r. GRAY. I would say to the dist'inguihed gentleman from New
York, Mr. Weiss, that I would certainly support a modification that
reflects the changing moods of the economy, which Congress has no

n _an• eA.,u.and ._eie ghzno_.on ma e yg it right
now, I'm willing to bet you that by Septemnber or Oter, every
Member of this House and the Senate will want something like
that, because they will be having to vote to make reductions
through no fault of their own, not because they voted for increased
spending, but because of an economy that does not have significant

_n onomic gro~wth•AndI think that is a potential that the.Congre-
should consider.

Mr. Wziss. You had addressed, in a response to a question, I
think, from Mr. Horton earlier, that you thought that it was possi-
ble to make sufficient cuts to achieve a balance. But I assume that
that was setting aside the economic projections and the economic
adverse effects which may take place.

Would you tryto project for us what ou happening if, in
fact, the projections that CBO, as well as the private economic fore-
casters, are making come true? What does that do to your capacity
to maintain pace with the mandated cuts of Gramm-Rudman?

Mr. GRAY. Mr. Weiss, it means that I cannot maintain pace with
the targets, unless you ar going to be willing, unless the Congress
is going to be willing to make very s2009%ict changes of police y
major programs in order to come up with the money, or unless
somehow the Congress, with the consent of the President, is going
to come up with an alternative that will include revenues.

Mr. Weiss, I think one of the major problem is that we've been
living under a myth, which, you know, has gained widespread pop-

51-722 - 93 - 22
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ularity over the last few years, and that myth is that you can cut
your way out of $200 billion deficits.

Now we might have been able to cut our way out of $30, $40, and
$50 billion deficits. But $200-plus billion deficits? I don't believe it
can be done. And even if you fix these rigid targets, let me tell you
what's involved.

Unless Members of Congress want to vote to go into the Social
Security trust fund-I'm not talking about COLA's-but go into
the trust fund, which I don't think I see too much delight and ex-
citement about, that's $200 billion; unless you're willing to go
into-I'm not talking about restrain the growth of, administrative
changes, but mnjor changes in Medicare, that's $100 billion.

How many Members of Congress-Democrats, Republicans-are
prepared to really cut defense? I'm not talking about freeze it; I'm
not talking about inflation. I'm talking about a 5-percent real cut,
10, 15 percent; that's $280 billion.

And I think all of us recognize that you've got to pay your debts,
your interest on the national debt. Add about another 150.

Then how many Members of Congress, House or Senate, Demo-
crats or Republicans are prepared to go into the black lung ac-
count-not increase, but into the meat? H ow many are prepared to
go into the railroad retirement, military retirement Federal em-
ployees retirement programs-not increases, not COiA's, but the
meat?

When--you add what I just described up, you're talking about
nearly $800 billion.

What was the budget, ladies and gentlemen? The budget was
$995 billion. All you have left-all you have left for all the social
programs, all the human investment programs like education, all

-you- havw-lef-for-capita1-ivtmontlik.-trans ttion
and agriculture, is $195 billion.

If we got rid of it all tomorrow, you'd still have $85 to $45 billion
deficit according to most experts. And I don't know anybody here
who, in their right mind, believes that you're going to find 218
votes or 51 votes to get rid of it all.

______Then-thenex A%-uestion b lcfiils
Kou are going to find $40 or $50 billion out of that pot of $200 bil-
-,on next January, and then come back the following January, if

the economy does everything you hope it's going to do, and find an-
other 50, another 50, another t0 to get to the balance?-

That's basically the myth we've owed ourselves to indulge in. I
think what youve seen in the last 2 years is tremendous fiscal re-
straint by the legislative body, last year bipisan cuts in spend-
ing, which we thought was $54 billion. CBO reestimated it at $38
billion, and you ought to read the report of CBO. I know there are
a lot of people who like to walk around Capitol Hill P.o-pooing you
know, and denying the parentage of their own children and the
things that they bring into the world, but CBO said that that was a
darn good job of restraint. In fact, it was even more than the 1981-

.82 Reagan revolution cuts.
Then we came back this year, did it again. Now how much more

Can you get out of that 195? We probably can squeeze some more,
but if you think you're going to squeeze down to zero out of it,
unless you're prepared to go into defense-and I'm not talking
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about freeze-real cut-unless you're prepared to go into the Social
Security trust fund-not COLA s, but real money, $30 billion-then
I think it's going to be very, ve difficult.

Gramm-Rudman, even tho it doesn't specify that you've got
to do it all by cuts; you could do revenues or asset sales or user
fees, et cetera-but I think what we're doing is, Gramm-Rudman is
somehow based, if you listen to the authors as I've listened to them
over the last 8 months on talk shows which I've appeared with
some of them on or in audiences, basically the prime author of that
piece of legislation really still believes that you can cut your way
out of it, and I think that that is a mistaken notion.

Mr. Wmss. Well, I thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Thank
you for that very realistic assessment.

Mr. BRooKs. Mr. McCandless? The gentleman is recognized.
Mr. -McCAwLzsS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I appreciate .y ur appearing here today and I

think that you are really trying t do a job and philosophically we
may have some difference of opinion, but I respect what it is that
you have been trying to do this last year.

The problem I have i -I came fro a l Ivel of government that
had to balance the budget, so I find this never-never land of Wash-
ington a little difficult to cope with because departments would tell
us that we just cannot survive without having a certain amount of
money in the budget and that the world was going to come to an
end. It never seemed to come to an end. It seemed to bring out the
better part of the management process to get along with what they
had, but provide a higher level of service. End of editorial.

Getting back to the purpose for which we are talking here, the
sequestration proceas I understand the law, would take place or
is to -kpI - -how __ _u..I __h- oWSay-It runder- two-set~oL-
circumstances. One, as you have outlined in your comments, where
the estimated income is less than that the budgetary process used
in making its budget up and submitting it to-in this case-Con-
gress.

We have threatened sequester in order to make up the differ-
nce, hwih -gone into g tA o Tt

sequester i& based- uponi..anIA5uut._window-but, ...-.- ftg-M

does not take place-if my memory serves me right--until Septem-
ber 1?

Mr. GRAY. The actual deadline is October.
Mr. MCCANDmuSs. October 1, yes.
"Mr. GRAY. When we have got to close the window.
Mr. McCAmmss. But is there not a date between August 15 and

October 1 that something has to happen?
Mr. GRAY. There is an initial order Issued by the President on

September 1. Is that what you are referring to?
Mr. McCA"Izss. Yes, I think that is it.
Then let us make a couple of assumptions for purposes of our dis-

cussion and say all right, we have a situggish economy or whatever
you wish to call the current set of circumstances, which is not
going to produce the estimated income upon which the budget de-
rived its figures. That, then, certainly does not prevent the budget-
ary process from bemig reviited and those priorities necessary es-
tablished by those who are responsible for estblishing those prior-
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Cities for the governing body-at least the recommendations-and
then the governing body does and then submitting a revised or
modified budget to conform to the August 15 window.

Is that-
Mr. GuAY. Mr. McCandless, you are absolutely right. Gramm-

Rudman does not preclude a congressional response to avoid se-
questration, so between the snapshots and the deadline, which
would be in early October, Congress could do-as you are suggest-
ing-what we formerly used to do in the budget process, known as
a second budget resolution, where we would go back and readjust
all of the functions in order to achieve the target.

Mr. MMcCA•LSs. Now the second set of circumstances would be
only if the budgetary process were unsuccessful or unable to arrive
at a conclusion during the year in which it had its responsibility
and therefore sequestering needs to take place because the budget-
ary process was not completed. Is that correct? Those would be the
two sets of circumstances under which sequestering-woild-tike -
place?

Mr. GRAY. If we do not reduce the baseline due to legislation or
through economic factors, such as the snapshot lo and behold could
come back and tell us the economy has taken off at 5 percent and
you do not have to do anything. We are way below 144.

Those would be the two circumstances.
Mr. McCmmurm. Now the continuing resolution is the crutch by

which Congress continues to fUnction without a budget. And spAU
we did not have a budget and we had a continuing resolution, then
the continuing resolution would be the basis upon which the se-
quester would take place. Do I understand correctly?
..MrLGIIAY.-The- roductions- would-then-be from.the watmuingres-

olution, if there was a need, and if the continuing resolution as
signed into law still did not meet the target.

Mr. McCAlLzss. So separating our political philosophy or our
personal thoughts and ideas from the process itself-

Mr. GRAY. Could I interrupt the distinguished gentleman for a
momentt_

Mr. GRAY. There is; I think, a belief-and I know that you did
not state this, but I just want to make it clear, that it is not only
the continuing resolution which provides spending. There are a lot
of other programs on our books, entitlement programs, which
would also have-to-be•looked at in order to achieve tlhe target.

In other words, what I want to just simply say-and I know the
gentleman did not raise this point, but I want to just make it
clear-a continuing resolution does not provide the total answer to
what Congress is doing.

Mr. McCANumS. I understand. Then separating out the politics
of the issue, which is virtually impossible to do&-and looking at it
from an academic point of view.The Congress, through the Budget
Committee and its resources, has the ability to modify a budget
that meets the window prior to the triggering date of sequestra-
tion?
.Mr. GmAY. The gentleman is absolutely correct. Congress can pro-

vide a response to sequestration to meet the goal.
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Mr. McCAN.Lzss. One other editorial Mr. Chairman, having
spent quite a bit of time prior to the July break In my district--
which is capital intensive, as far as investments Is concerned-I
will throw this out, that there are many, many people who control
many, many billions of dollars whose position currently is to sit on
their hands and wait and see what the final tax bill is actually
going to be. And I do not know if these economists of yours brought
this up or not, but It is a very salient point in what I consider to be
the salis ess of our economy and one of the reasons for it.

hnyou, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GRAY. If I might comment, our economists in the Budget

Committee have been looking at what the potential impacts would
be once there is a final tax reform bill. We have not been able to
make any intelligent guesstmates on that, but it could have a sig-
nificant impact. t

Mr. MOCANDLMzss. We forget,-because we are so intense here, but
this all started almost 18 months oith what they referredlbAis

-Treasury g. And as we pr through these events that have
S t ranspired,a.ch person, as been affected or could be affected andtherefore, in , has withdrawn to degreehMY. o~pmdon, ere

-Mr. GRAY. I think the gentleman is absolutely right. There has
not been investment due to the unc tan of what is going to
happen on the tax side, how much that plays the sluggish econo-

m.r. Boou. Thank you. I will now recognize Mr. Synar from

Oklahoma who will ask you some questions and then we will leave
to make that vote for all of us. When we come back after the vote
we will hear from Mr. Bowsher. We are grateful to yop for coming
today, Chairman Gray. -

Mr. SYNAR. Thank yj,_Bj.fQr~commg today.... .
U-ie't-- io- uih these numbers real quick, so everybody is

very dear. There, are four parts to the budget and could you give
me the percentages for each one? Entitlements make up about 47
percent? -

Mr. GRAY. That sounds about right.
Mr. &yAR. Defense about 27 to 80?

- MEr. M-AY. That is aboright.
Mr. SYqNAg. Interest about 13 to 15?
Mr. GRAY. That is about right.
Mr. SvwAR. And nondefense discretionary about 17 to 20?
Mr. GRAY. That sounds in the ballpark.
Mr. Svtw. And what you told Mr. Weiss is in that nondefense

discretionary, where most of those cuts will have to occur, we have
*a base of around $195 billion in that category, right?

Mr. GRAY. That is about right, maybe a little less than that.
--- Mr. SYN&A. And under Gramm-Rudman we exempted about $80

"billion of that,,so we got to a $109 billion figure, right?
Mr. GRAY. The gentleman is correct. I did not mention that, but

he is absolutely right. So you would have to reduce the base by
about the exempted amount.

Mr. SYNA& So under the Gramm-Rudman formula, on a 50-50
split, if we have a $40 billion sequester, $20 billion of that $109 bil-
lion will come from domestic programs and the rest will come out
of defense, right?
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Mr. GRAY. Yes, $20 billion would come out of the defense base.
Mr. SYNAR. So what we are seeing here is that the seed corn for

the human programs and our Government are the first things to be
cut and they are not cut, they are savaged, really because of the
exemptions in other areas, such as interest, entitlements, Social Se-
curity, and other things?

Mr. GRAy. I think there would be those who would make thatjudgent.trm. SvNA. And so my final question to you is that if these types

of decisions have to be made-and as you can see from that chart,
those are hard choices-it better be us who make them on behalf of
the public versus an OMB Director who is not accountable to
anyone?

Mr. GRAUY. I would agree with you, Mr. Synar. Particularly look
at the farm economy. Look at what is happening out there in rural
agricultural America. This Congress may not want to have an

....arsth•--i-boaid-reductin atihis particular moment, to a specificpriority, whereas they might say rather than hit this program, let
u-do a double hit on this program over here, which-even though
we do not like it, it is not as critical a priority as what is happen-
ingim our farm economy.

Mr. SYNAw. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BRooKs. Gentleman, Mr. Gray, would you be willing to

answer a question from Mr. Boulter or should he submit that ques-
tion to you? And did you have a question you wanted to ask, Mr.
Wise? Then that will be the last question to you, Mr. Gray, and we
will then recess.

Mr. GRAY. Are you sure? I will be more than happy to stay.
Mr. BiooKs. Give him the question.

--Mr. BouLTx.In view of, the-time,-I just -want-to make one point,
if I may, that I consider it a privilege serving with you on the
Budget Committee and I think you know that. I believe that Con-
press should exercise its duty and I support Gramm-Rudman but it
just seems to me, when we go through a congressional budget reso-
lution, reconciliation, appropriations,-then havw awthef60-day-

- after the Ausnapshot, that are-givenall sorts-of-opportum"-
ty to do our duty. Andthe one that that process does not provide is
certaint.

And that is why I'favor some trigger. But we can-talk about that.
I do thank you.

Mr. GRAY. Let me just say to the distinguished gentleman who
does serve on the Budget Committee with distinction, that I did
agree to an earlier question that we can do our responsibility in
the time limit. My only concern about-I think the automatic brick
wall ought to be us, I guess I am saying. It is not different from
what you are saying.

You are there needs to be an automatic brick wall and I
guess the only th I am saying is who is the brick wall? And I
think it ought to be the Members of Congress because until it is
Members of Congress,. we do not have to face the reality of our de-
cisions. We do not face the consequences of- the legislation- we sup-
port because, as Mr. McCandless pointed out, I think we are all in
tavor of a balanced- budget. We may argue about how to get there,
what choices you make m order to get there,
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And my explanation to Mr. Weiss about the various ase of
the budget and trying to cut your way out was not necessarily to be
taken as being against a balanced budget or expressing that that
was the only way.

But I would agree with the gentleman, we need a wall. I just
simply say we ought to raise it ourselves.

Mr. Wis:. Would the gentleman yield?
I just want to- make one observation. We look to you not to find

the red brick wall, but the yellow brick road.
Mr. GRAY. The yellow brick road. That is a good one. I have to

keep that one in mind.
Mr. BRoocs. We thank you. We aregrateful to you again, Mr.

Gray, for your time and contribution to this hearing. We will
recess until the vote is over and come back to hear from Mr.
Bowsher.[Recess.]M.Boos. The committee wilt come to order.

Our next witness is Mr. Charles A. Bowsher, the distinguished
Comptroller General of the United States, accompanied by his Spe-
cial Assistant, Milton Socolar, and Harry Havens, Assistant Comp-
troller General.

You are a great team and we are delighted to have you. We ap-
preciate your waiting and apologize for it. We appreciate your con-
tribution to the hearing and this general effort to bring reason to
the Federal Government.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES A. BOWSHER, COMPTROLLER GENER-
AL OF THE UNITED STATES, ACCOMPANIED BY MILTON J. SO.
COLAR, SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL,

--- AND-iARRYS;-HAVENS, ASSISTANT COBM OLLER-GENERAL
Mr. BowsHzR. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Rather than read my statement, which we would like to submit

for the record, I would just summarize it here by stating that the
- 7--upreme-Courtws-decision has taken the GAO out of the Gramm-

Rudman process, as it was originally envisioned, in this automatic
trigger mechanism. We can still play the role, as we historically do,
in advising Congress and in reviewing the numbers in any way
that the congressional people wish us to do.

S...... --- Athink-that-you-are now-facing a decision here that has been dis-
cussed this morning, and that is whether to go to the fallback posi-
tion, as provided in the original legislation and as the Court provid-
ed for in their decision, or to move to a new or modified automatic
trigger-thoechariism..

The Gramm-Rudman II is a new one that has been proposed,
that we testified on yesterday in the Senate. And it would have
various features, which would include the GAO reviewing the
CBO/OMB report and reporting on it, but then passing it on over
to OMB who would really play the role that we were supposed to
play in the original legislation.

We told the Senate yesterday, and we will say the same today to
you, that we recommend the fallback position as the best way to
proceed with these issues. We recognize that the fallback position
does not have an automatic trigger mechanism in it, but we do be-

I __
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live that it would be better for the Congress to make the decisions.
Also, with the numbers that we are looking at here, on the econom-
ic forecast now, I think it would be good if the Congress saw those
numbers before making any final decision on the sequester method.
And that is our main concern.

We pointed out to the Senate yesterday that if they do go for-
ward with Gramm-Rudman II that there are a couple of technical
changes that we think need to be made. One would be that we
would not have to do all the calculations on all the accounts, the
PPA [program, project, and activity] structure, as we did in the
original legislation. It would be much more appropriate for OMB to
do that, because that goes with the final order.

At one point in time, they were thinking of having us play some
additional roles, but apparently those are now no longer bemg con-
sidered. I would like to just speak, for a moment, to the change
that was being contemplated at one time, to change the 1921 act, so
that we could remain as the automatic trigger mechanism. We
came out very strongly against that. We believe that our statutory
base ought to remain the same. It has worked for 65 years. We do
not believe that that change should be made.

And I also appreciate very much the support that we got from
the leadership, both Republican and Democratic, on this issue. And
yesterday, at the Senate hearings, why even Gramm and Rudman
said that they had heard everyone on that issue and that they were
not proposing that any more, in any way, shape, or form.

So I think, Mr. Chairman, that summarizes most of the major
issues that we have in our testimony, in our prepared statement.
And we would be prepared to take any questions that you and any
other members of the committee have.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Bowsher follows:]
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UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
ASNINGTON, D.C. 20548

FOR RELEASE ON DELIVERY
EXPECTED AT 10100 A.M.

JULY 24, 1986

TESTIMONY OF

C€ARLES A. DOESEER

COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF TEE UNITED STATES

BEFORE T5E

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

lOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

ON

TEE SUPREME COURT'S RULING IN DONSEER V. STNAR

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I an pleased to appear before the Committee to discuss the

Supreme Courts* recent decision in the case of howsher v. Synar.

As I shall describes the Immediate consequence of that ruling is

clear: because the Comptroller General is removable by Joint

resolution of the Congresse the General Accounting Office way

not carry out the budget reduction responsibilities assigned to

it under Grem-Rudmea-Vollings. The longer-term consequences

for efforts to reduce the federal deficit and for the General

Accounting Office depend to a large degree on how the Congress

chooses to respond to the decision.
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This Committee is fully aware of the many functions carried

out by GAO. Among these are the responsibilities assigned to

the agency at its creation. The Budget and Accounting Act of

1921 established GAO, with the Comptroller General as its head,

to provide the Congress with an obAective assurance that public

funds are spent properly. Under the 1921 Act, GAO was given the

authority to investigate and report on the use of public funds

by the executive departments. In addition, GAO was provided a

number of administrative powers previously held by the

Comptroller of the Treasury. These include the power to settle

all accounts of the government, to supervise the collection of

debts owed to the government, and to render binding decisions on

questions of payment submitted by disbursing officers and de-

partment heads. The 1921 Act also gave the Comptroller Oeneral

the responsibility of prescribing accounting principles and

standards for the federal government.

The drafters of the 1921 Act conferred these powers on GAO

because of their desire to ensure that such functions would be

carried out by an officer of the government whose impartiality

both the Congress and the President could rely upon. For 65

years, GAO has filled that role as the objective overseer of the

expenditure of public funds. The success of the original scheme

Is reflected in the reliance that both the Congress and the

agencies place on the thousands of legal decisions, financial

audits, and program evaluations conducted by GAO each year. It

is also reflected in the expansion of GAO's functions over the

2
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years. A£ Chief Justice Durger noted in the majority opinion in

"Bowsher v. ftnar, the Comptroller General has bone assigned a

variety of mew functions since 1021, Including the respon-

sibility of bringing suits to require the release of impounded

budget authority. membership on the Chrysler Corporation Loan

Guarantee Board and the U.S. Railway Association Board of

Directors. and the power to consider bid protests under the

Competition in Contracting Act.

The drafters of Or am-Ruduan-Eollings also recognised the

value of GAO as an Impartial decisionmaker, and chose the

Comptroller General to hold the all-important trigger mechanism

for automatic budget reductions. Although GAO had not sought

this new powers years of experience in audit and evaluation made

its staff well-equipped to carry out its responsibilities under

the act. On January 21. as required by the statute, GAO re-

ported the reductions necessary to meet the fiscal year 1986

deficit target.

The Supreme Court'e opinion addressed two principal

questions concerning GAO's role under the statute: first,

wiethtr it is permissible under the Constitution for an officer

of the United States removable by a joint resolution of the

Congress to execute the law; and second, whether the role of the

Comptroller General under Gramm-Rudnan-Eollingw constitutes

"*execution of the law in constitutional terms.* The majority

opinion, written by Chief Justice Burger, held that the

congressional removal power results in control-by the Congress

3
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that to Incompatible with the "execution of the law." The Court

also determined that the powers exer-tsed by the Comptroller

General under Gramm-Rudman-Iollings were in fact *executive" in

the constitutional sense of that term. The Court therefore

struck down the role of the Comptroller General under the

statute. Justice Stevens, in a concurring opinion in which

Justice Narshall Joined, concluded that the Comptroller General

acts as an agent of the Congress, end as such could not be

delegated the important powers assigned to his under the act,-

Two justices, White and Blackmun, issued separate dissenting

opinions.

The Supreme Court's decision hat the immediate effect of

invalidating the fiscal year 1986 budget reductions ordered by

the President on *he basis of GAO's January 21st report. The

Court stayed Its judgment for a period not to exceed 60 days, in

order to permit the Congress to act under the so-called fallback

procedures of the statute. Under those procedures, tee Congress

approved the fiscal year 1986 reduction on July 17th.

The decision also has the immediate effect of precluding

GAOSs participation in the fiscal year 1987 Gramm-Rudman-

lollings budget reduction process next month. It has been

suggested by some that the Supreme Court's 60-day stay

effectively retains all statutory provisions of Gramm-Rudman-

Hollings in effect until September 8th, and that the Comptroller

General is therefore still required to issue a sequestration

report for fiscal year 1987 on August 25th. It is clear to us,

4
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however, that the stay was intended to give the Congross a

sufficient amount of time to deal with the fiscal year 106

reductions through the legislative process, and was not other-

wine Intended to extend a statutory scheme considered to be

unconetitutioneal. Consequently@ we have mo present plans to

issue a report on August 26th.

?be longer-term effects of the Supreme Court's ruling

depend to a large degree em what action the Congrese now takes

in response. A number of alternatives have been suggested to

replace the automatic sequestration mechanism invalidated by the

Supreme Court*, Several of these would again assign a role to

SAO. We are willing to contribute in any way that the Congress

sees fit towards the important goal of deficit reduction, al-

though we would not favor any alternative which would interfere

with GAO's ability to advise and assist the Congress.

The first alternative available to the Congress& and the

one that we prefer, is to retain the procedures currently in

effect under the fullback provision of the statute. The

existing procedures ensure that the ultimate authority to

determine how budgetary resources are reduced is to be exercised

by the Congress Itself.

Another alternative would be tq create an independent board

or commission in the Executive Sranch to carry out the functions

originally assigned to the Comptroller General under the

statute. This alternative would clearly avoid the consti-

tutional problems of the original scheme, and could provide some

6
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degree of assurance of impartiality.

Other alternatives have been suggested which would keep the

Comptroller General in the automatic sequestration process, but

would essentially make his report advisory to an existing

officer of the Executive Drench. If the Congress determines it

desireable for GAO to be involved- in the process, such proposals

are acceptable to us. One of these proposals, however, would

also include a provision authorizing the Comptroller General to

bring suit to ensure that the President's order complies with

the law. After the decision in Dowsher v. Synar, Ahe

Comptroller General's authority to bring this type of action is

open to constitutional question. The provision also appears to

be inconsistent with a statutory scheme designed to place final

authority for making budget reductions in the Executive Branch.

For these reasons, we would oppose such a provision.

Finally, one alternative would reinstate GAO as the central

decisionmeaker in Oramm-Rudman-Eollings, by amending the removal

provision considered by the Supreme Court to bar his parti-

cipation in the automatic sequestration process. This approach

would amend the 1921 Budget and Accounting Act by providing that

the Comptroller General may be removed by the President. The

holder of the office would thus no longer be answerable only to

the Congress. The Comptroller General would hold the same

status as the head of every agency of the Executive Branch, each

of whom is removable by the Probident, either at will or for

cause.

6
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Making the Comptrolllr General removable by the President

would result in a fundamental change in an arrangement that has

existed for some 65 years. As I have already indicated, both

the Congress and the various agencies have viewed GAO since its

establishment under ' the 1921 Act as an Impartial and valuable

source of advice and information. ?he Congress especially has

come to rely on GAO as an indispensable aid to its oversight

requirements. The great amount of resources that the agency

devotes to audit work on behalf of congressional committees,

including this committee, testifies to the importance of GAO to

the work of the Congress. We would oppose any proposal that

might result in a change in that status.

With respect to any proposal to amend the 1921 Act, we are

concerned that the Congress, in the rush to find a quick *fix"

for Gramm-Rudman-Rollings, may choose an alternative that

achieves the unintended result of diminishing GAO's effective-

ness. We recognize that the Supreme Court's decision in Dowshor

v. Synar may also effect some of the other functions carried out

by GAO. In our view, however, legislation addressing the

broader implications of the decision for GAO should be con-

sidered only after careful study of the Court's opinion. Such

legislation should not be included in current efforts to cure

the constitutional problems of Gramm-Rudman-Iollings, or be

appended to emergency legislation such as that currently

required to increase the limit on the public debt. In sun, we

believe that any change in GAO's relationship to the Congress

7
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and to the President should only be undertaken with great

caution and full understanding of the consequences. in order to

ensure that the result is consistent with the traditional role

that the agency hae successfully filled sine* its creation.

?hat concludes my prepared remarks. Mr. Chairman and

Nembers of the Committee. I would be glad to answer your

questions.

a
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Mr. Baoons. Thank you very much. I appreciate your statement
and your contribution to this entire effort to work on the deficit. I
appreciate your support of the fallback procedure in the statute as
"a ultimate way to continue implementing Gramm-Rudman. That
is, if we want to implement it and not just add more patches and
more bandaids to it.

Do you feel that the fallback procedure is really sufficient to
enable Congress to in fact carry out its deficit reduction responsi-
bilities under that law?

Mr. Bowsmm. We think it is because the information will
become available to the Congress and it would allow the Congress
then to vote. I know there are some people who believe the Con-
gress will not vote it and that is why you need the automatic trig-
ger mechanism. I think Congress did vote the 1986 sequester. I
think it would be better if they were presented with the amount
that it might be in 1987 and voted from that.

Mr. BRooKs. What are the drawbacks to enacting legislation cor-
recting the constitutional defects of Gramm-Rudman as an amend-
ment to the debt limit bill?

Mr. Bowumm. Gramm-Rudman II?
Mr. Baooxs. Yes.
Mr. Bowsus. The problem that I think you have there is you

could well be throwing it back into the courts to be questioned. Of
course, you are passing over the role that we have been asked to
play, which does have discretionary powers to it, to OMB. I think it
is a major question that Congress must give a lot of thought to, as
to whether they want to move that much discretion over to 0MB.

Mr. Baoou. It would be utterly foolish if we were going to do
that patch work job that has been proposed which would give the
final responsibility to OMB and have them second guess everything
GAO did. There would be no finality to anything GAO did. You
would be wasting thousands of man-hours of work and effort and
energy. It is a bunch of hokum to have you do it all and then give
it to OMB to do over.

Even if they are going to give it to OMB, they shouldn't impose
on the GAO to waste your time. You have enough to do. It is a
waste of time for a major agency like the GAO. We would already
have had CBO's input and OMB and yet they want to go back and
get GAO's too. It is a foolish concept and is just a convoluted effort
to try to give some legitimacy to what is obviously an effort to turn
all the power back over to 0MB. That's where Senator Gramm is
coming from.

What problems might we anticipate if the triggering power in
Gramm-Rudman were given to an agency in the executive branch
of Government? What do you think would happen?

Mr. Bowsom. I think maybe I answered that question before on
the legal issues, the constitutionality issue, and also the fact that
they will have already have made their best estimate when they
started the process, you might say, sent it over to Congress and to
the CBO people. Therefore, you are sending it back to them and if
there have been any changes, you are not quite sure how they are
going to come out on it.
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Mr -BRooxs. What would happen if the triggering power were
vested in an independent board or commission within the executive
branch?

Mr. BOWSHzR. That's one proposal that has been thought about.
That would give you somewhat what the original Gramm-Rudman
process was trying to achieve and that is an independent group in-
stead of GAO this time, it would be like three people who would
make the final decisions. That really would be very similar to what
we had when we had the Chrysler Loan'Board or the New York
City Emergency Control Board. That is, you try to have a group of
people who can make the tough decisons, who are not in the main-
stream of the political process and not elected officials, and they
would be taking some of the heat.

I think in certain circumstances, that could be a useful device
and certainly was in those two cases. At the same time, it has to be
recognized that the elected officials are giving up a lot of their
roles and authorities under that kind of an arrangement.

Mr. BRoois. One of the options that we have for changing the
current trigger mechanism is to preserve the role of GAO as an
evaluator of the CBO and OMB report but mandate that the GAO
analysis be sent back to Congress for an up or down vote and then
transmission to the President, rather than have the GAO, as was
ruled illegal, send it to the President with a direction that he im-
plement it.

Mr. Bowsam. That was a proposal that was brought up yester-
day in the Senate by Senator Eagleton. That certainly does address
the constitutional issue. It does put us in as the fina?'reviewer and
it allows the Congress to make that final decision. I think that is a
proposal or a version of the fallback position. It would work, I
would think.

Mr. BRooKS. I wonder whether it would be worthwhile having
GAO do an evaluation if you had the CBO making a pretty objec-
tive analysis and-OMB making their objective analysis and--you
averaged the two. It seems like a lot of work for GAO.

Mr. Bowsmm. The one advantage, I think, of having us in, based
on our 1986 experience, was everyone in the system, including De-
fense and OMB, knew that the GAO was going to review the num-
bers. We met with them early on 'in December and January and
showed them what we were going to be looking at-things like the
spendout rates-and therefore, we really didn't have too many
problems when the reports came over from OMB and CBO.

Mr. Bnooxs. You spent about 6 months working on it.
Mr. Bowsmm. Two months; December and January.
Mr. BRooKs. Maybe it would work. Mr. Horton?
Mr. HORTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just want to point out

that as a result of the Supreme Court decision, you will have more
time to devote to some of these other very important matters. I
personally, if sitting in your shoes, I would be happy I am out of
this mess.

Mr. Bowsmm. I played three rounds of golf after the decision
came down. That's the most golf I have played since I took this
office.

Mr. HORTON. Thank you.
Mr. BROOKs. Mr. Weiss?
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Mr. Wmiss. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I guess I have only one question. You alluded in your statement

tothe possible economic circumstances at the time Congress is
going to have to act later this fall. Does GAO regularly undertake
to perform economic projections, based on fiscal policies adopted by
the Congress, and second, can you at this point, on the basis of the
projections that were made yesterday by a number of theeconomic
forecasting organizations, project what the effect on the overall
economy would be of the large cuts required by sequestration?

Mr. BowsHE. To answer the first part of your question, we do
not normally and historically do the economic projections or the
evaluations of projections coming from OMB or dBO. When we
were put into the Gramm-Rudman process last year, we did have
that role of reviewing their numbers. We organized our economists
and other people. We did have the talent to do that. We reviewed it
and issued our best advice in our January report.

To get ready for August, if you remember, the original lower
court decision stayed the thing and said the process should contin-
ue and be heard by the Supreme Court. We had to continue getting
ready for our August effort.

As I see the legislative efforts going on, I still have not brought
that to a halt because I don't know quite where we are going to
end up. We did have an outside economic panel of very distin-
guished experts help us in January. I had them in on Monday of
this week. They are quite unanimous in the thinking that our se-
quester will be fairly large this year unless other budgetary actions
are taken. I showed them the CBO lineup, you might say, of per-
centage cuts at different levels of excess deficits which was present-
ed to this committee about a month ago. They were pretty much of
the opinion that unless other things are accomplished through the
budgetary process, we are looking at a fairly large sequester, $80 to$50 billion.

Mr. Wmss. Can you then project as to what cuts or sequestra-
tions of that nature would mean to the economy at large?

Mr. Bowsmm. Again, using the CBO document, presented to this
committee about a month ago, at $30 billion of sequestering, the
defense programs would have to be cut 8.8 percent and the nonde-
fense, 11.8. If you move up to $40 billion, the defense programs
have to be cut 11.2 percent and nondefense, 16.4 percent. If you
move up to $50 billion, that would be at a deficit of $194 billion,
then the defense programs have to be cut at 14.4 percent and non-
defense, 20.9 percent.

Mr. Wziss. Since you already have most of that work done, I
wonder if we could ask them to, in essence, put that together into a
comprehensive report and make it available to the chairman.

Mr. Bowsii. We can't do that, Mr. Weiss, until we get the CBO
and OMB numbers at the beginning of August, which of course
isn't too far away.

Mr. Wzess. But at that point?
Mr. Bowsmm. At that point, if the congressional people asked us

to do that, any committee, of course, we would be willing.
Mr. Bnoous. We would like to have it at that point, as soon as it

is available to you. This is tVe kind of role that the GAO ought to
be playing.
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Mr. Wins. Thank you.
Mr. Baooxs. I would also ask the staff to get a copy of the state-

ments made by the chief economists of Chase Econometrics, Merrill
Lynch, and Dun & Bradstreet yesterday for you to take a peek at.
The Chase people indicated that the shortfall might be as much as
$46 billion with a total deficit of $190 billion, or perhaps a bit les.
The Merrill Lynch people said It would be $200 billon, which
would be a $56 billion shortfall. It will be a short-term disaster If
9ou sequester that much money out of the available funds in the
uget, I think.
it Is a major problem for the country and we had better start

looking at it right now. We have been looking at It here In the
committee but elsewhere there isn't much awareness of the prob.-
lem. On August 15, it is going to be a horrible shock for Congres
and for the people of this country in my judgment.

Mr. Bowsmmi Mr. Chair, if I could offer one other thing that
the committee might want to look at, to understand this whole
area. Table M-5 in the CBO/OMB report of last January lays out
for you on one page just what i subject to sequester and what
isn't. I think it is very helpful. Chairman Gray was trying to ex-
plain it. I think mi this one table you could get a very good under-
standing.

Mr. Buoou. We will do that. I will make it available to t',e
members of the committee.

[The table referred to follows:]
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TABLE Mr5. SEQUESTRATION PERCENTAGE REDUCTIONS UNDER
ALTERNATIVE BASE LEVEL DEFICIT ESTIMATES
FOR 1987 (In billions of dollars)

Seouestraton Percentag e
Base Level Excess Defense Nondefense
Deficit Deficit Programs Program

194 50 14.2 20.9
184 40 11.3 16.3
174 30 8.4 11.8
164 20 5.5 7.2
164 10 2.6 2.6

SOURCE: C ronpeesonal Budget Office.

A. Assume no changes in the sequestration outlay base for defense and nondefense
programs ft those shown in Table M-4, and no changes in the savings fom
eliminating automatic spending increase and from applying special rules for Medicare
and other program.

[as reprinted in "The Economic and Budget Outlook: Fiscal Years
1987-1991, a Report to the Senate and House Committees on the Budget--
Part I," Congressional Budget Office, February 1986, p. 95.]

-m -
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Mr. Bowosm. The only thin that you must keep in mind that
changes is in fiscal year 1986, tle Secretary of Defense was able to
arrange with the conference committee on Gramm-Rudman to ex-
clude military personnel for fiscal year 1986, but in fiscal years
1987 through 1991, there is no exclusion for that. That would be
open to the sequester numbers. Those CBO numbers that I read to
you would be based on the 1987 to 1991 ground rules.

Mr. NILSON. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. BRoos. Mr. Nielson.
Mr. NSsoN. Thank you. Chairman Gray talked this morning

about having to take the Temporary Joint Committee estimates
based on some kind of an average of 0MB and CBO. Would you be
making your own estimates of the snapshot?

Mr. Bowsmm. That was our original role.
Mr. NMusoN. Will you still do that?
Mr. Bowsmm. We will only do it if we are asked to do it by a

committee of Congress or if we are written into it in some way, in
some modified Gramm-Rudmnan process. We are out of the process
at this moment in time. We are more than willing to do it. We are
more than ifingr to assist Congress in doing that type of a review.

Mr. NiLzON. T don't know how the chairman fees about it. I
would like to see the GAO figures as well. I think the more esti-
mates we have, the better.

If in fact we do have $40 or $50 billion to sequester, how long do
you think we can keep these seven or eight programs exempted
from the cut? This is a political queston but it is also a. GAO ques-
tion because if the numbers get that large, exempting all the
health programs, Social Security, and so on from the cut, it.is going
to get more and more sticky. I wondered if you had an opinion on
that?

Mr. Bowsmm. I have an opinion along these lines, and that is
that it would not be easy to keep sequestering against this same
grup of people and excluding those programs. Pretty soon you are
going to put the FBI and the controllers out of business if you have
a couple of years of high sequester and still exclude everythingelse.

I thnk that is one of the advantages of looking at this chart I
referred to, table M-5. I think you can see very qikl that if you
are going to have- high sequester numbers -the net couple o f
yqear, it is very difficult to keep those other programs excluded and
off the table, you might say.

Mr. NaoN. If in fact the deficit is $194 billion, as you suggest-
ed, instead of the $144 billion target, what would it have been had
we not made any reductions and we had not adopted a strict
budget this time?

Mr.. Bowmh I think It would have been higher. In other words,
I think that the Gramm-Rudman process and the budgetary deci-
sions that Congress made in the past year have been very helpful
in keeping down the deficit, and it would have been higher.

Another set of number.s.kin. of interesWnif~yog think about
It. Last summer, t deficit was b estimated at about $170 il4.
lion, maybe..$179 billion. By December,.when. you piend Gramm'.
Rudman, it was be"ng~estimated at. $191. bili'w..aJWe came up with-
the $11.7 billion. By taking T s of that $20" billion difference be-
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tween $191 billion and $171 billion. By the time we actually went
through the Gramm-Rudman process in January, it had deteriorat-
ed to $220 billion. We were really taking $11.7 billion out of about
a $40 billion spread there and now as we look at the actual num-
bers or the numbers people are forecasting for fiscal year 1986, we
are back up to the $220 billion. That isafter the Gramm-Rudman
cut of $11.7 billion.

Mr. NimoN. The next sequester could be four times as bad,rougfhly..XMr.wsm.. The next sequester in 1988, I think could be quite

difficult to achieve because not only are the numbers spreading on
us but the second issue you have to keep in mind is we have had a
lot of windfall things that should have been favorable this year, the
drop in interest rates, the drop in oil prices.

Mr. NnIESON. The drop in inflation in general.
Mr. Bowsmm. Yes. A lot of the good things that have happened

to our economy. These should be working to our advantage and are
working"in this year, but it is hard to see we will get thatmany
good things moving in our direction. We might even get something
moving against us in some of those areas for the following year and
then we have to get down to $108 billion.

Mr. NInEoN. Thank you. I have no further questions.
Mr. BRooms. Thank you. Mr. Neal?
Mr. NzAu.L How much of that additional amount needed to se-

quester is a result of-well, I guess really all of it-I think I can
answer my own question. All of it is a result of changing economic
forecasting?

Mr. Bowsum. Primarily, yes. In other words-and when I say
the $194 billion, all I'm saying is-I'm not making that prediction
at all here today. What I'm just saying is that our economic ex-
perts thought it might well be up in the range when we do get the
economic forecasts, and most of it will be due to a slowdown in the
economy and therefore fewer revenues.

Now we have a couple programs that are spending out faster
than we've estimated. One is the agriculture program, and the
other is defense, which is spending out even faster. One of the rea-
sons defense is spending out and, I think, will continue to spend
out faster is there's so much obligation authority that has been
voted in the last few years for defense, that once you put that in
the checkbook, you might say, as the checks are written, why it
comes down and starts to go a little fastir-than hisioric averages
might indicate. So those are a couple pr ams that might well
keep spending well into 1987 at a prett rate-.

Mr. NwA. Let me say, I agree with what you've said this morn-
ing and what Chairman Gray said, that it would be absolutely irre-
sponsible to turn over this decisionmaking to some unelected bu-
reaucracy somewhere.

But let me ask you on another subject, if I may just for a minute.
You know, as a result of the Budget Act, a number of committees
are being required to sell off assets. Under our committee, to meet
targets we're going to have to sell some Ex-Im Bank loans and
some housing loans. It turns out that it is a very foolish, shortsight-
ed thing to do. In the firtplacethey're ingoto have to besold at
a discount. So the capital of the Ex-Im Bank, for example, will be

U
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reduced, and in future years we won't have that income stream
coming in. So because of accounting gimmicks, there will be a
minor positive impact on the budget deficit this year, but in the
outyears it's going to have a very negative impact on the deficit-
in addition to havin reduced the capital of a very much needed
organization at this time with our soaring trade deficit.

We've looked around for some way to see if we can't find a way
out of that predicament. We haven't found one.

I guess rm really asking you, would you agree that that is a
shortsighited approach to dealing with the budget deficit problem?

Mr. wsu. As you point out, Mr. Co..resan, you don't
have the accounting system and the financial ,reporting that tells
the real story there. That's something that Ive been urging for
some time-that we modernize our budget and accounting system,
so that we truly do get the right information flowing to the Con-
gress and to the decisionmakers. I think this is a good illustration
where we don't even write off the losses that you're probably going
to incur b selling some of those loans.

And so think that some of these moves that we're making are
being made because of short-term budgetary goals, and the
Gramm-Rudman process unfortunately tends to encourage that. I
think one of the things that worries me the most that has devel-
oped in the last couple of weeks here is this bailout for the FSLIC
or the savings and loan associations. It's being tailored to get it off
budget, to get it around the Gramm-Rudman process, and that's ex-
actly how New York City got into so much trouble bip there with
their balanced budget requirement. They moved the stuff from the
operating budget over to the capital budget and Just phonied up the
numbers. I think that one of the problems you have in a process
like this is that, unless you have good accounting, good financial
reporting, and good budgeting standards and someoy who can
enforce that, why lots of times you're kidding yourself long-term by
some of the moves that do help with short-term budgetary goals,
you might say.

Mr. NwAj. Well, I quite agree with you on this banking scheme.
Clearly, if there was not a need for that money to be .pid out to
deptors, there would be no need to so-called recapitalize the

Did , and it's a total gimmick to take that thing off budget.
Did the Banking Committee ask you to comment on that?Mr. Bowsiima. Yes. And initialy we said no, that we thought it

had to be on budget. CBO said the same thing. Then they redrafted
it and got around the conventions that we said were being violated.
And so now we all have to agree that it's off budget, if it's struc-
tured this way. But what I worry about i that now we've struc-
tured a program that might just buy some time and get us deeper
into the hole you might say in this area because we re really not
structuring tr e program to deal with the problem. We're structur-
ing the program to beat the system.,

And I think we need a program to help the S&L industry here.
We have issued reports -on the seriousness out there. There's no
problem with that. But I just hate to see these incentives being
built into the system to game the stem, you might say, rather
than looking at these issues and coming up with the best solutions,
which I think is the way Government should work.
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Mr. NZw Well, I quite agree with you. On that subject, do you
have a proposal that would help us do both, deal with the savings
and loan problem and result in responsible accounting?

Mr. Bowsuim Yes, we have the latter, and we have the reports
on the savings and loan industry that I think highlight the prob-
lem. We have not developed any alternative to the Treasury solu-
tion. We were only asked to comment-

Mr. NzA. You know, you're talking there about something be-
tween $12 and $30 billion, it looks to me like. This is no minor
problem.

Mr. Bowsumt This is no minor thing. You're talking about-I
think they're putting it at $15 billion. When we issued the finan-
cial report on FSLIC recently, we said it might be a little bit morethan that.

Mr. Nw.. Well, I hear the bells ringing. I guess that means I've
got to stop.

Mr. Chairman, may I just ask, would you send me what you've
got on that?

Mr. Bowsumm. Yes.
Mr. Nw.L. The full committee will be marking that up pretty

soon. Maybe there's something, we can do about it.
Mr. BaooKs. Mr. DioGuardi?
Mr. DIoGuAmRD. Mr. Chairman, that last discussion was music to

my ears. I've been talking about accounting principles, as you
know, for a long time, and I'm delighted to see someone on the
other side of the aisle now focusing on what I believe is the biggest
crisis we face here. We've got 4 system, a process, that is now based
on flawed accounting principles and flawed accounting.

We've heard the Comptroller General say that he's found 426 dif-
ferent accounting systems just in the Federal agencies that he
deals with. And it is not for this committee in this hearing to get
into it. As you know, I'm a certified public accountant. I saw this
problem coming in. I worked with Mr. Bowsher on that New York
City crisis back in 1975, and we saw the shell game that was being
played constantly to make politicans look good. This is exactly
what's happening over here with that FSLIC thing and with many
other things that were pointed out.

I have to say that the Comptroller General has done a marvelous
job in bringing this issue forward in hearings, more recently in the
other body with Senator Roth. There are several bills pending right
now. I am the sponsor of one bill, and I have brought it to the at-
tention of the chairman, called the Federal Financial Management
Improvement Act of 1986, which would deal with this issue. It can't
be dealt with in I year, it may take 10, but we've got to find a way
to get a transition period going.

I would just ask one question, dealing with another side of the
shell game that we play here. -

Do you have a position on the issue of dedicated trust funds? For
instance, we've got the highway trust funds; we've got Social Secu-
rity, and I know back in the 10s some Imart politician. rather
than raise taxes on Vietnamý decided .to. take- the.surplus from
Social Security and net it against the budget deficit; andwelrer
faced with that.

i
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But we've got these issues coming up now on the floor. What do
we do with these trust funds? Should we now bring those cash sur-
pluses into the system to make the budget deficit look lower, be-
cause we want to look better? What's your answer on that?

Mr. Bowsmm. Well, our answer on that has been that we think
that there is a good deal of value to the unified budget concept that
was adopted. At the same time, we think that sometimes you don't
see the full picture, including using these trust fund surpluses. So
that that's one of the things, as we point out in these books that
I'll send you, Mr. Congressman, that we think ought to be looked
at in the reform of the budget and accounting system, and I think
what you ought to do is try to get a breakout, a summary breakout,
that shows the components-the mjor components of the trillion
dollar budget as it unfolds-and at the same time, I think it's im-

o rtant to look at it on a unified basis, because it's the flow of the
federal Government's expenditures and income into the economy

that is important to the decisionmakers, and so I think we ought to
keep that.

I worry again when people try to go off budget, as now more and
more trust funds are trying to get off budget. It's to avoid the
Gramm-Rudman targets and being included in the Gramm-
Rudman process. So the whole Gramm-Rudman process is forcing a
lot of efforts here that I think are not good in the total budgetary
and financial management of the Federal Government.

Mr. NxAL Would the gentleman yield on that point?
Did I understand you, Mr. Bowsher, to say that you had written

a recommendation for reforming the budget process?
Mr. Bowsmm. Yes.
Mr. Nz Will you send me that also?
Mr. BowsHM. Sure.
Mr. N.AL. I take that to be in addition to what you're saying

about the recapit tion-
Mr. Bowsmm. What we have is on the overall financial manage-

ment system, which includes the budget and the accounting, and
we'll send that to you.

Mr. NwA. I'd certainly love to see it.
Mr. DIoGuAmwi. May I just comment on that? I think you should

also see another booklet that the Comptroller General puts out. It's
the consolidated financial statements of the United States of Amer-
ica. He sig it, as well-lA the--Sfretary of the Treasury. And when
you look at the debt section, instead of seeing $2 trillion, you see
$4.7 trillion if you put the books of this country on a proper ac-
counting basis.

Mr.Nw.. Well, I'm not sure that you would, actually, because
we don't add in the true asset value of our assets, do we?

Mr. DioGuAmwi. Well, they try. The fact is that you can't put all
the gold we have on the market without depressing the price of
gold. The fact is that the assets the Government has are very illiq-
uid, but all of our liabilities, both on the books and off the books,
require cash at some point. That's the legacy we're passing onto
thekids that we have, because at some point, those liabilities, the
unrecorded Civil Service pensions, military pensions, Social Securi-
ty, contingencies, guarantees, accounts payable which are not in

J
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the budget process are all going to have to be paid by our kids. It's
taxation without representation.

Mr. BROOKS. Mr. Wise, the gentleman from West Virginia?
Mr. Wisz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Bowsher, a couple of quick questions on process. You re-

freshed my memory, which was that as the House and Senate were
working on Gramm-Rudman and even after the economic projec-
tions were changing rapidly and went from-what was the figure
you used?

Mr. BowsHzR. Went from 190 in December to 220 in January.
Mr. WISE. OK. And who was it that was giving us those predic-

tions of where we were as Gramm-Rudman was being worked up?
Was that OMB?

Mr. BowsHeR. That was OMB, and then CBO was also giving you
estimates at that time.'

Mr. Wisz. OK. So all the way along, we've been looking to OMB
for our projections, am I correct in saying in the course of about 4
months, we went from-what was it-190 to 220? Actually I
thought we were below 190 at one point.

Mr. BOWsHER. You were in the summer. You were down in the
170's the previous summer.

Mr. Wmz. So we lost-or if you want to look at it-
Mr. Bowsimm. You lost $50 billion there.
Mr. WIS. OK. And that was OMB making those projections.
Mr. BowsIIR. They were, but also CBO was basically concurringin how that was moving.
Mr. W=s. OK. Now under the original Gramm-Rudman, before

you got to take some time off, as I recall-well, let me ask you-
what was your role? OMB and CBO, when they disagreed, didn't
you have an independent role? I mean, you took a look at what
they came to you with, but you had the final word?

Mr. Bowsmn. We had the final word, and we issued the final
order which the President then had no discretion to change. But it
was that part of the process that the Supreme Court has now taken
us out of, with the issue of the separation of powers.

Mr. Wisz. And under the original language or intent of the stat-
ute, when OMB and CBO brought to you their figures, did they
bring them to you separately, or did they bring them to you aver-

Mr. Bowsamu Well, both. In other words, we got three columns.
We got the OMB, the CBO, and then the average, all in the same

rWisz. OK. But then you-

Mr. Bowsmm. And then-we reviewed each of those columns, you
might say.

Mr. WisE. But you could toss the whole thing out?
Mr. Bowsiiu. That's correct.
Mr. WISE. OK. And now what we're left with is a strict averag-
MIr. Bowsmm. That's right, in the fallback procedure. In other

words, it goes to the Joint Committee, and they have to use the av-
erage.

Mr. WISE. I guess what bothers me about this process-and inci-
dentally, Mr. Chairman, I do want it on the record; I stand here as
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si an unrepentant voter for Gramm-Rudman-except that what
does concern me on this proem Is that in the averaging, before
GAO could toss the whole thing out and bring their dependent
evaluation to it, now *hat we're confronted with is OMB coming
with a strict averaesing-OMB and CBO, and as Chairman Gray
said earlier, if you've got somebody that wants to come in real high
and you've got somebody that wants to come in real low, we don't
really have any kind of realism in what's being presented to the
Congrms. So I think that's something that needs to be considered.

Mr.wB o I think, Mr. Wise, you'd concede that the OMB has
some decency in them and thatthe CBO does, and that between
them, they will have to stand on their records as economists. If one
of them comes in with a 6-percent estimate of the GNP In 1987,
everybody in the community, Congress, and the press will under-
stand that they're crazy, and they may say so. I suspect that it
would embarrass them -some. [Laughter.]

Mr. Wsm I guess if we're standing on their record as economists,
the projections change 0 billion m6 months-

Mr. Boous. Well, $0 million is not that much in this context.
Mr. Wisn Billion.
Mr. Bxoou. Oh, $50 billion is quite a change.
Mr. SnATr. Furthermore Mr. Chairman, if they come in in

August with a 6-percent GNP, there's another snapshot in Janu-
ary, Isn't there?

Mir. Baoou. There's one in October. In October, they shoot It
aga in October, the 1st of October.

Mr. SnAr. A camera with -
Mr. Baoou. Before the sequestration set up in September would

become effective, they shoot it again in October. By October 6-is
that the date?

Mr. HAVWNS. October 5 is the reporting date.
Mr. Booms. The 5th. You would catch me by a day. So it's on

the 5th, they shoot it, and the sequestration, if that doesn't prove
anything too unusual from what we've already done, then the se-
questration would become effective on October 15.

Mr. Wise, did you-
Mr. Wisi. No I was finished. Thank you.
Mr. Bxoou. You've concluded. Mr. Spratt?

M.SP r. No, sir, I have a couple of questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Baoos. I want to thank you very much. We appreciate your

being here.
M. SmATr. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Chairman, I have just a couple

of questons.
Mr.B••uOoS. Oh, he did have questions._I thought he said he

didn't.
Mr. SmTAr. Yes, I'm sor
Mr. Bowsher, thank youryor your testimony, and I read what you

had to say about rmpyaddi n Gramm-Rudman, the constitu-
tional defects, by changing the removal power. As I understand

--- your-testimony, you -fear that that might change the whole charac-
ter of y office and your a

Mr. •owsxu. Yes; and if you read the legislative history of
when GAO was created along With the Bureau of the Budget, what
the Congress was trying to do was to set up a General Accounting
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Office that was really independent, because what you'd had for
many years was interference from generally the President or the
White House into the Treasury to get the numbers. In fact, Presi-
dent Cleveland was quoted one time as saying that if he couldn't
change a certain account, he could surely change the Comptroller.

And so it was with that kind of background that Congress really
structured what I think was a very outstanding approach, and that
is, Presidential appointment, removal by joint resolution, which in-
cludes a Presidential signature, and it's worked. It's worked for 65
years, and it has allowed GAO to become a stronger and stronger
organization, serving the Congress, reviewing how things are oper-
ating, how the programs are unfolding, how the operations are in
the executive branch.

But it takes a lot of independence to do that. In other words, we
can't issue the reports that we're asked to look at and issue unless
we're independent. In fact, yesterday I got a little critical of the ac-
counting systems at the Defense Department, based at the hearing
that you were at, Congressman Spratt, and also a hearing I had
before Senator Proxmire, where they just say, "We aren't going to
change our systems and we can't tell you where all those billions
of dollars stand at tMis point in time."

Finally, Senator Rudman said, "I understand now why the
Comptroller General has to be independent." He said, "I don't
think the average person in the executive branch could have just
told us what he told us about the defense systems."

And I think it was a good illustration. That was after Senator
Nunn and Senator Stevens had pointed out how they just haven't
been able to get the numbers from Cap Weinberger in the last year
or so.

So I think that we had a pretty good illustration over there yes-
terday of why the GAO has to have a high degree of independence
to do the work that we are asked to do.

Mr. SPwATr. I completely agree with your position, your institu-
tional position, but I am concerned about other roles that you have
may be constitutionally questionable. For example, under the Com-
petition in Contracting Act, you act as an arbiter in certabidding
disputes by statute, and I don't think you would want to invite a
court challenge by expressing your opinion on your position under
that act right now. But we will have to address that before long.

- Suppose, for example, we provided that you could not be re-
moved, that you would no longer be removable by joint resolution
but by impeachment? Now, Supreme Court justices are removable,
=a %b the President and removable only by impeachment by

ouat-lirdoent -make them-an-agent-of-the-Congress.
Do you think that would satisfy the Court?

Mr. Bowsum It might satisfy the Court. We are not sure, to be
honest. It might well not on some of these roles that we are askedto ly.•INt Socolar is my deputy and former general counsel, and he

has handled much of our legal work throughout this whole process.
Why don't I ask Milt to answer, and then I would like to come
back and answer also from how we work and how I would worry
about some people mi the executive branch maybe wanting to influ-
ence our work if we changed the 1921 act.

I
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Mr. SocoiAR. I don't think it would resolve the constitutional
question. It would just engender a different constitutional question.
If we were to be or If the Comptroller General were to be subject to
removal by impeachment only, there would be a serious ti
still as to whether executive functions could be performed by such
an officer.

The Supreme Court decision dwelt on the removal clause as it
now exists in statute because that is what it was faced with, but I
don't think- from the rationale of the Court, that it would be at all
clear that that would solve the problem.

Mr. SPRATr. They would still view the Comptroller General as
primarily an agent of the Congress.

Mr. SocoAit. That is correct.
Mr. SIRA7r. I would like to see some further responsibilities

vested in your office. For example, you were saying the 1921 act
gave you the responsibility of dealing ing principles
throughout the Government. We are sorely in need of an account-
ing standards board, and I think the logical place to vest that re-
sponsibility Is inyour office. It is consistent with the 1921 act. You
have the independence and certainly the expertise to handle that.
Butquestions have been raised as to whether or not it can constitu-
tionally be given to you.

Mr. Boous. Mr. Spratt, would you yield just a moment?
Mr. SeaATr. Certaiy, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Bwooxs. I want to say that I have been in Congress 34 years,

and I guess the GAO has been working for 34 years to try to make
sense of the accounting systems, to create a unified accounting
system within Government agencies. The GAO can make a recom-
mendation on accounting and pidelines for what a proper account-
ing system should have. That is, it can set the criteria and so forth.
The have done that. But the agencies fight like tigers, and the
GAO does not own the agencies. Only if a President and the OMB,
which controls the agencies' money, have the courage and the dedi-
cation to force those agencies to have some kind of a unified, un-
derstadable accounting system will it happen.

The Defense Department is probably the biggest violator of that.
Their accounting system is designed to keep anybody from known
how they are throwing away bi of dollars. I don't know if they
know what's in their accounts, but they damn sure don't tell us or
anybody else. They may know, but I doubt if they know because it
is hard to count that much. His thumb gets tired. They used to call
him Cap The Knife when I first was here. They don't call him Cap
The Knife re, He is a ig spender.

Mr. SPw,. Mr. Bowsher is going to offer some observations, I
think, about CICA.

Mr. Bowamm. Yes; the CICA case has already been taken into
the courts, and we have been winning, right up to the appellate
court, on the conttutionality of that issue. Now the Justice Doe-
partment has been asked for a rehearing, citing the recent Gramm-

udman decision here at the Supreme Court level, so we will have
to go through the rehearing.

Our lawyers are hopeful and confident that we should win again
on that because the role is really quite different than what we
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were assigned here in the Gramm-Rudman process. But we don't
know how that will come out. We will just have to wait and see,
and I think that is the best thing to do mi that area.

The other big area, as you pointed out, that we have to take a
look at now is the roles that we have played in the comptrollership
function, some of which we took out from the Treasury in 1921,
and what Is t to the Senate yesterday and what I would
like to su to this committee today is that we takd some weeks
and month here, but not too long, to look at those. Maybe by the
time the Congress comes back in January or February, we would
have some suggestions or recommendations on how some of that
could get sorted out and also how to get a stronger, more unified
accounting system in the executive branch because in the final
analysis, as the chairman points out, they have got to do it.

In other words, we can recommend, we can design, and we can
advocate. In the final analysis, unless OMB and the President and
the heads of agencies want to have a system that works, a system
that is full disclosure, we can't force it. Although we have had
more of a statutory base since 1950 to do it, in the final analysis
they have to do it.

But I think the Gramm-Rudman issue is bringing it right up to
the surface-and that is that the deionmakers need good infor-
mation. In other words, it was one thing when we had budget sur-
pluses or lots of budget authority to pass around-back then you
could get by without a proper budget accounting-but I think today
it is making everybody's job much harder.

Mr. Sp•Trr. Thank you very much.
Mr. Bitoos. I want to thank you again, General, for your ap-

pearance today with Mr. Havens and Mr. Socolar. We are gratefulto you..We willcontinue the hearing at 3:30 this afternoon, and we

thank you again.
(Whereupon, at 1:12 p.m., the hearing was recessed, to resume at

3:30 p.m. the same day.4

ArIT OON SE0SION

Mr. BRooms. The committee will come to order.
I want to observe that the last time this committee had a hear-

of the full Government Operations Committee was in 1962. So
hearing today underscores our serious concern that we have -

for this matter.
Our next and final witness for the day is Jam_ C.Miller1.U Di,-

--- rector.of-Offico-of-Manmmn~ta ~d.But, who has an illustrious
career-in the Government behind him and perhaps ahead of him.

Your statement will be made a part of the record. Please pro-
ceed.

STATEMENT OF JAMES7C. MILLER 11, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF
MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

Mr. MnZ .Thank. you, Mr. Chairman. It is a privilege to
appear before this committee. I share your concern over the matter
before us, the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings sequester, and the prob-
lems attendant with that.
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If I could just summarize my statement for you.
Mr. BRooU. Your statement will be accepted in full for the

record.
Mr. MIuLu. Thank you.
The first point I want to make is that we have seen that agencies

of the Federal Government generally have been able to coe with
the 1986 sequester reasonably well. There has been very e in
the way of reduction in employees, owing specifically to the seques-
ter- very little reduction in services offered to the public.

The second point that I would like to make, however, is that if
there should be a sequester for fiscal year 1987, we think that the
costs would be much more severe. The initial sequester for 1986 cut
a lot of fat out, and there is not that much more fat across-the-
board in the Federal Establishment. And so we, along with most
Members of Congress, would like very much to avoid a sequester
for fiscal year 1987.

The third point I would like to make is that we have not been
able to produce the midsession review this year on July 15, and ue-
cided to delay it for two reasons:

No. 1, we needed to incorporate the effects of the urgent supple-
mental appropriations bill, and that was available only recently.
We have to go back to the agencies to get things repriced, and so
that would take us beyond the July 15 date. The second reason is
that given the uncertainties with the economy and where things
are going, we wanted to be able to incorporate or to reflect the data
that came out last Tuesday, the 22d: The growth data for the
second quarter, the revisions for the first quarter, the fourth quar-
ter of 1985 over 1984, et cetera.

The fourth point I want to make is that when we produce the
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings sequester report of August 20, it will be
based on a very different baseline than our mideession review
which we now expect to be produced the week of August 4. The
August 4 report will be based on the President's budget updated for
actions by the Congress since the February budget was released,
and also slight modifications in the President's budget to reflect, in
some part, the congressional budget resolution.

The report of Au" 20, however, will be based on the so-called
Gradison baseline. As you know, written into Gramm-Rudman-Hol-
lings is a requirement that when the OMB and the CBO issue their
reports of August 20 and October 5-or this year October 6, be-
cause the 5th falls on a Sunday-that with respect to outlays, you
have to incorporate the 1986 figures for those accounts that are not
appropriated for a full year in 1987.

-- Tor-example,-lf-there--were- a- -continuing- resolution bof less
than a full year, you would incorporate appropriations at the 1986
level.

Since the basis for those two reports will be quite different, I
would anticipate very different estimates of the deficit and esti-
mates of outlays, and so I think it is important to bear in mind
that we will be seeing that and there are good reasons for it.

I am a little bit sensitive to charkes that some might feel that we
had been trying to manipulate the figures in some way.

The fifth point that I would like to raise is that we believe that
the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings trigger should be repaired in light of

I
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the Supreme Court's decision in Synar. As you know, the President
demurred in signing Gramm-Rudman-Holllng over the constitu-
tionality of the Comptroller General's participation in the automate
Ic sequester mechanism.

We believe that the system should be fixed, the automatic trigger
should be restored. Senators Gramm, Rudman, and Hollings have
proposed such a fix that we have analyzed and found constitution-
al, and we support.

The sixth point that I would like to make is that in addition to
repair of the automatic sequester, we would welcome from Con-
gress enhanced rescission authority for the President, or line Item
veto for the President, or moving forward to pulling out to the
States a constitutional amendment to balance the budget.

Mr. Chairman, that is all I have in the way of a prepared state-
ment. I would be glad to respond to your questions at this time.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Miller follows:]

51-722 - 93 - 23
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Committees I an
pleased to appear before you to discuss the Balanced Budget
and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985t the Gramm-
Ruduan-Hollings (G-R-H) Act. My testimony today deals vith
the impact of G-R-H to date and the outlook for the future
in light of the recent Supreme Court decision.

In holding that the Comptroller General's role in the
Act's sequester process was unconstitutional, the Supreme
Court left unaffected the Act's deficit reduction targets.
The Administration remains committed to meeting these goals.
The Court also stayed its order throu h September Sth to
permit Congress to Implement the fallback provisions of the
law and to decide whether to affirm the sequestration then
in effect for FT 1986. I an very pleased Congress acted
promptly in the affirmative, and I anticipate the
President's signing the joint resolution as soon as it
reaches his desk.

As you know, G-R-H limited the sine of the outlay
sequester in FY 1986 to $11.7 billion. Under the
President's order of last February, non-defense programs
subject to sequestration were reduced by 4.3 percent. The
across-the-board cut for defense programs vas 4.9 percent.
in furtherance of the Act's provisions, we issued guidance
to the agencies urging them to minimize the impact of the
sequester on the civilian workforce and to absorb the cuts
in a manner generally consistent with good management
practices. Rost agencies were able to achieve these goals
with little difficulty.
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A number of agencies, including the Department of
Defense and the LI brary of Congress, had difficulty -- in
major part because they were cut more by the regular
appropriations bills than by the sequester. But such cases
were fairly isolated. For example, last Nay, One Informally
surveyed major agencies to ascertain the 11kely effects of
sequestration on the Federal civilian workforce (including
the civilian portion of the Department of Defense). Out of
about 2,120,000 in total FTN civilian employment, excluding
the Postal Service G-R-H and other factors were expected to
lead to about S,006 fewer FTN's for the year, with almost
all reductions accommodated through attr ition; hardly any
(less than 100) FTZ reductions were expected to be the
result of compulsory reductions-in-force (RMFs).

Earlier this month, we undertook another informal
survey and found that, with rare exception, the total
deductions are now estimated to be considerably lower -- in
largo measure because of additional funding for key
initiatives contained in the *recently-enacted Urgent
Supplemental. Although the number of RsFs remained the
same, the total number of planned furloughs due to 0-R-H has
declined by 80 percent.

While it now seems clear that agencies were able to
absorb the FY 1966 sequester without ma or disruptions --
not only to personnel but in terms of the services and other
benefits provided -- it should be noted that a further
sequester for FY 1987 Of any magnitude would have much more
serious consequences. Thus, the Administration believes it
Is essential for Congress to enact spending legislation that
achieves the $144 billion deficit target for FY 1987 through
targeted cuts and reforms without sacrificing our national
defense or raising taxes.

Currently we are in the process of updating the
Adminstrationts budget and plan to issue a revised deficit
estinate early next month. However, I should tell you that
It is becoming increasingly clear that recent economic
developments and other factors have made it more difficult
to meet the FY 1987 deficit target than either the
Administration or Congress anticipated just a few months
ago. On the other hand, we do believe that it Is possible
to hold the line on the deficit without jeopardizing our
national defense capability or raising taxes. The revised
deficit estimate based on modifications In the President's

-- -- -budget-that-we-will--issue- next-month-v-tl- h--c~rd-11 -

the 0-R-I target of $144 billion for rY 1987.

Of course, the report just mentioned Is the mid-Session
Review, which was due to be released on July -Sth.
Unfortunately, as in recent years, we were not able to meet
the July 15th date* This year there were two major reasons

-2-
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for delay. First, we needed to incorporate the effects of
the recently-enacted Urgent 8upplemental# and it simply
wasn't possible to accomplish this in the time provided.
Second# as you know, we are experiencing considerable
uncertainty right now over the pace and direction of
economic activity, so it seemed highly propitious for the
Kid-Session Review to reflect the government's second
(calendar-year) quarter 1986 preliminary growth figures# due
out on July 22nd. Thus. we expect to publish the
Mid-Session Review the first of next month.

Now, let me turn my attention to the G-a-U report due
on August 20th, and I want to stress at the outset that, hy
law, it will reflect different assumptions than the
mi-Session Review. Thus, there is every reason to
anticipate that its projection of the FY 1987 deficit will
be different than the one contained in the Mid-Session
Review. I wish to stress this point because I an very
sensitive to the confusion that may well be generated when
we release two different deficit estimates so close
together.

The major assumptions required by the G-R-H report of
August 20th are as follows

-- For receipts, we must assume continuation of
current law; excise taxes dedicated to trust funds
are assumed extended at current levels.

For appropriated programs, we must assume enacted
FY 1987 levels. For those accounts where Congress
has not enacted full-year appropriations for FY
1987, we must assume a continuation of levels
appropriated for FY 1986.

-- For programs that are not appropriated, such as
social security and offsetting receipts, we must
assume continuation of current law.

•4...

These rules, then, are used to develop what is known as the
"oradison-baseline," after Congressman Bill Oradison, who
sponsored this solution to problems attendant with
forecas t ing likely Congressional action on receipts andappropriations.

As you now, under G-R-H our report of August 20th is
submitted along with a similar report by the Congressional
Budget Office (CBO). Not surprisingly, because so many
conceptual issues have to be resolved in applying the
Gradison baseline, there may well be slight differences
between the two agencies. in principle, we tend to read the
Act as written whereas CaO tends more towards gleaning the
Act'i-Lntent. Nevertheless, it is my hope that we can
resolve all the conceptual differences before the joint
report Is published on August 20th.

-3-
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In all likelihood, both OHS and COO will conclude intheir reports of August 20th that the PY 1987 deficit willexceed $154 billion, thus Indicating that a sequester will--be necessary unless Congress acts. Then, of course, 03 andCO0 viii submit another joint report on October 6th,reflecting the sane baseline rules but also reflecting anyinterim Congressional sction that affects the deficit.
Let me address one final issue. Senators Orams, ludmanand Hollings have proposed to anend 0-1-8 by placingultimate responsibility for the estimates with the Directorof the Office of Management and Budget. Specifically, theirproposal would continue to have O1M and CIO report to GAO.Sut rather than have GAO issue the final report to thePresident, GAO would now report to OB. ORB would thenreport to the President and to Congress,.and thePresidential order would be based on the final o0e report.

We support efforts to improve G-1-3. The promise thislaw nade to the American people must be fullfilled.
As we understand the proposed amendment, it wouldcorrect the constitutional problem the Supreme Court found.The final report would be issued by an official serving atthe pleasure of the President,# the Director of O3B.Moreover, the Director would not be legally required to uselegislative branch numbers in his finsa report, either byaveraging or otherwise. however, he or she would be subjectto the same constraints the Comptroller General was under inthe original version of 0-1-i.

Ir. Chairman and Members of the Committee: thatcompletes my statement. Now I shall be happy to address
your questions.

-4-
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Mr. Baoou. You stated it very candidly, Mr. Miller, but we have
a couple of questions. Now that we are o rating under the fall-
back procedure of the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings, as we have for the
revalidation of the $11.7 billion sequestration, do you think that
this process is adequate? Or do you desire to see something else
that is mandatory in its place?

Mr. Mnzu•. I really think that we ought to have the trigger, be-
cause-

Mr. BRooKs. You mean a changed trigger. This is a trigger.
Mr. Mniuz. Yes, sir, I'm sorry. We ought to have a truly auto-

matic and certain trigger that would be of the type that was origi-
nally written in with the GAO, presuming it were constitutional,
or the type that so-called Gramm-Rudman-Holiins HII envisions.
Just to be candid, Mr. Chairman, I am of the opInion that if it
turned out, in the OMB-CBO report to Congress of October 5, that
the sequester were going to be more than $20 billion, I doubt that
there would be a sequester. The reason being--without trying to
seem partisan about it or as between branches of Government-
either Congress would not provide a joint resolution or the Presi-
dent would veto a joint resolution. I'm not saying he would; I think
he would sign a joint resolution of sequester. But I just do not be-
lieve that there would be a sequester if the amount of the sequester
were $20 billion or more. If it were less than $10 billion, of course,
there would not be a sequester because-

Mr. Booxs. I understand.
Mr. Mmu [.continuing]. Of the $154 billion trigger. And given

that, it is my opinion that it is much more likely the Congress than
the President will orchestrate a reduction in the deficit to avoid a
sequester, if there is an automatic sequester mechanism.

Mr. BRooKs. Mr. Miller, it is my feeling right now from the testi-
mony we have heard from economists, you, and from the GAO, as
well as from the reports that I have read, that even if Congress
stays within the budget that we now have calling for the $144 bi1•
lion deficit, passes all the appropriations bills, as we are rapidly
making progress in sodoing right now, and gets the Senate to pass
them and the conferences are resolved, we will not really meet the
deficit target. I think that is a possible albeit a difficult thing to do.
We are working toward that, so that hopefully by August 15, Con-

-.peaAn d- the Republicans and the
Democrats, will have m-etj-the $14 n b! de-fci target. But on
August 15 when the take the new snapshot, our budget resolution
may not meet the $144 billion target because of a sluggish or stag-
nate economy.

But now you are in the process of assessing the general economic
condition of the Nation, of which there are varying reports as to its
deterioration or growth. The growth rate for the second quarter
was-the GNP-was 1.1, and maybe it will average for the year at
2 plus. That is a far cry from 3 or 4 percent predicted earlier. It
makes a lot of difference in the budget. You know that. Now that
you're in the process of assessing that, where do you think the real
deficit for 1987 is likely to be, based on the numbers with which
you are now familiar?

Mr. Mnz'r. Mr. Chairman, let me say that we are in the process
of making those kinds of estimates, and the numbers change. If you
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have a change of $10 billion in a trillion dollar outlay, that's only 1
percent, so you don't have to be more than 1 or 2 percent off or
have a 1- or 2-percent change and make a big difference between
the deficit and the target of $144 billion.

I think it is likely today, if we were to estimate the CBR [con-
tinuing budget resolution , it would come in $10 or $20 billion
above 144 billion.

Mr. BRoos. $10 or $20 billion?
Mr. M .ux& Yes. Keep in mind-
Mr. BRoocs. I understand it is not an exact science.
Mr. MAb.•. Let me just point out, if I could, Mr. Chairman, last

year we had a CBR of $172 billion, but, yet, even after the $11.7
billion sequester last January, we are looking at a deficit, of $215,
$220 billion.

Mr. BRoolc. I agree. Now the Chase Econometrics people-Mr.
Chimerine was in yesterday and testified that he thought the defi-
cit would be in the range of $180 to $190 billion. That would be a
$36 to $46 billion deficit above $144 billion.

The Merrill Lynch people, Mr. Straszheim said that he thought it
would be $220 billion for this year. I think that there is a general
consensus on that ballpark figure. He also said for 1987 he thought
it would be $200 billion, which would be a $56 billion sequestration
cut.
.Mr. Bowsher testified this morning, as you know, and he did not

give us an exact figure, but he thought it would be in excess of $25
billion. I believe that was the gist of what his systems had turned
up.

So I am just wondering, under the fallback, you and CBO make
forecasts, of the deficit send them to the Joint Committee of Con-
gress, and a sequestration for x dollars is required, do you think
that we might have another sequestration on October 6?

Mr. MnuzR. Well, I think----
Mr. BRooKs. You know what I'm saying, if these numbers, as

sensitive as they are, change from August 15 to October 6-and
they will change, I would think. Those numbers don't stay static,
they will change some.

Mr. M T.u. Yes, sir.
Mr. BRooKs. Do you think we could have another sequestration

October 6?

the snapshot on Auqust 15, that we're $20 billion over, and let's
suppose in the interim that Con and the President work to-
ether and reduce the deficit by $20 billion, so we go back to $144
billion. I think in that event it would be unlikely that b October 6
our report of October 6 would then show us over $154 billion. So I
think it's unlikely you would have a $10 billion escalation in the
deficit in that short a period of time. But it could happen.

Mr. Bnoou It could?
Mr. Mnum Yes, sir.
Mr. Baoos. Proposals have been made to remove funds, such as

the .high.y trust flm.d, the administrative funds for financial pro-
tection institutions, like the FDIC and the FSLIC, and other nonal-
propriated funds from the sequestration process on the grounds
that they should be treated differently from regular budget ac-
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counts. What would be the effect of such action? What do you
think of this?

Mr. MujIMz. Well, most of the funds that you've identified techni-
cally do not count against the deficit. They are basically user
charges funded by the user'of the services, so that would not have
an effect on the deficit. We have indicated we do not Oppose those
kinds-of changes. However we have had some substantial disagree-
ments with some of these agencies because they feel that they
shouldn't be subject to Gramm-Rudman-Hollings. Both CBO and
OMB and, in addition, GAO have ruled that the plain language of
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings does include them. So we have a lied
the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings sequester of 1986 to them as well.

Mr. BROOKS. You do not think that it is inequitable to include
them?

Mr. Mn.uz. Well, I do not think-
Mr. BROOKS. I am not asking for a political judgment, I am just

asking for a bookkeeping judgment.
Mr. MAbu . There is an argument of inequity there, that it is

inequitable to include them, because they are independently fi-
nanced and technically do not-if I understood your question cor-
rectly-do not affect the deficit. And we have indicated informally,
to Members of Congress who have inquired, that we would not
ovpose an amendment which excised them from Gramm-Rudman-

llings.
But again, what we are required to do in our report-what we,

CBO and GAO, have been required to do in our report is carry out
the law as it is written. 4

Mr. BRooKS. As written, not as you would like to have it.
Mr. MiuLmL. That is right.
Mr. BROOKS. All right.
In January the OMB predicted that the percentage of growth in

the GNP for fiscal year 1986 would be 3.5 percent. On Tuesday, the
GNP for the first three-quarters of fiscal year 1986 was estimated
at 2.3 percent. And the GNP for the second quarter of calendar
year 1986, came in at 1.1, which are harder figures to deal with.
How do you account for that discrepancy? Realizing that a point's
difference means a whole lot in this field.

Mr. BROOKS. And you know that.
Mr. MILLER. Part of the problem is that we had something of a

mixed blessing. For your part of the country, maybe-it-was -not-a
mixed blessing, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. BROOKS. It was not a blessing at all. Oil prices went down.
Inflation is down. Interest rates are down. The Fed's funds are 6
percent. All of them should have helped the economy, but they did
not seem to help too much.

Mr. MIuziE. Let me tell you what happened, I believe. What you
had, with the falling oil prices, is a change that is going to have a
larger effect on economic growth.

Mr. BRooKS. A lag effect.
Mr. MuLLER. A lagged effect.
Mr. BROOKS. You mean it will be a while before it hits?
Mr. Muzng. It will be a while before you feel it.
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Mr. BRooKs. We feel it now. Unemployment in Harris County is
12 percent. Jefferson County, 15 percent.

Mr. mu. Exactly. What you do in the falling oil prices is you
feel the cost right away, in terms of the unemployment, in terms of
the reallocation.

Mr. BRooKs. Drop in profits.
Mr. Miu.z. Yes; you feel that right away, and that has had a

depressing effect on economic growth.
Mr. BROOKS. Very depressed.
Mr. Mnum. But in the longer run, after you move out of this,

you make the changes, you make the adjustments, it means that
that economic-

Mr. BROOKS. Will you tell me what kind of adjustments they can
make, because I talked to people last night, at 8 o'clock, in Beau-
mont TX, who asked "What can we do abut this, Mr. Brooks? We
are all starving to death. Lots of our people are not working. They
have run out of their unemployment insurance and they need jobs.
How long is this thing going to run?"

How do they make a readjustment?
Mr. MnIL. Well, it's like any other area which experiences de-

ressed demand. As time goes on, people find other occupations,
opportunities elsewhere. Economic activity in the locale

to specialize in other things. And as you point out, it takes a wile
for this to adjust.

On the other hand, the decisions for expansion that will be made
based on lower real prices of oil begin to show up in the economy
in economic activity, a little later. So for that reason, the lower oil
prices are having a slight depressive effect, I believe, in 1986 and a
stimulative effect in 1987 and beyond.

Mr. BRooKs. And what happens in 1988?
Mr. Minu. I think it will a stimulative effect.
Mr. BROOKS. What if we do not have that oil production in the

United States, which is going down right now, and we are import-
ing more and more oil from the OPEC countries, maybe up to 38,
39, almost 40 percent. What if we are dependent to that extent on
foreign production? What if they decide that they will just put the
squeme on us and run oil prices back up? That stimulated effect
wll be zip and it will take us a long time, another year, to get back

---intoprdutWoo. YOU CYC4 thtccestar oer
Now this is how I feel. This is not a scenario that I dreamed up.

This is what some of the oil people also feel, that it is just written
on the wall. It is just a matter of time before oil prices--when the
American production goes down and we are more at the mercy of
foreign producers than we ever have been-that they will then put
the screws to us.

I mean, they just say well, we do not_ have quite so much oil so it
-is a littlem-o•repenave now.

Mr. Mnua. I think what you point out is one reason we ought to
enunciate, as a government, very clearly that we would not inter-
vene and cap prices if there were a cutoff of oil.

Mr. BROOKS. Not intervene andT--
Mr. mu. And cap prices if there were a cutoff of foreign oil.

Let me explain why. I.think to the extent that-some expect there
to be a cutoff of imported oil, this -provides for.them the incentive

:49
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to maintain the excess capacity and the ease of getting back in pro-
duction, should that happen. But that incentive is there only to the
extent they might rightfully expect the Government not to jump in
and intervene and allocate on its own and suppress prices.

So I think it very important-and I would be willing to work
with you, Mr. Chairman, on this-that somehow we could enun-
ciate a policy, and stick with it, that if there were a shortfall, that
the prices would rise and allocate that short supply. And that pro-
vides incentive to maintain the excess capacity, so as to ease any
shortfall that might be experienced.

Mr. BRooKs. A lot of Members in the House would like to see a
$5 import tax on oil, which right now would not be disastrous to
the consumers and would be a vast benefit to the marginal and
stripper oil well production in the country, some of which we are
losing permanently.

You know they do not open up a lO-barrel-a-day well now. You
do not go in and open it up.

Mr. MiLLE. I know.
Mr. BRooms. You know, if you cap that, you kiss it goodbye for-

ever, because you cannot afford to drill it and hope for a maximum
of 10 barrels a day.

I would like to put in the record the OMB predictions for GNP
and the deficit over the years from tables that I think are accurate.

[The information follows:]
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161

COMPARISON OF OHS AND C80
FORECASTS OF ECONOMIC GROWTH WITH ACTUAL WP

ONS
Forecast

5.3

6.7

0.2

1.1

-0.6

3.3

4.7

5.2

6.2

C80
Forecast

5.4

2.1

-0.1

1.8*

-0.9

3.1

4.0

4.8*

6.3*

avg. 1.151 pt. off actual avg. 0.98% pts. off actual

*old-.pont of range

Sourmcs ftowcm 1 ar Sevo•hve, Eooqirm Divjo.

[as reprinted in the text of "The Balanced Budget
and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985," hearing
before the Legislation and National Security
Subcommittee, House Committee on Government
Operations, October 17, 1985, p. 161.]

1934

1983

1981

1980

1979

1978

1977

1976

Actual
UmP

6.8

3.7

-2.1

2.5

-0.3

2.8

6.0

5.5

5.4
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164

CWAIUSON OF FIGURES ON ANNUAL DEFICITS
(In Billions)

pIresidnt's
hidget

n1$0.40
188.90

91.50

1.900
M.OD

60.60

57.75

43.00

51.90

1st BudgetResolution

$181.20

169.90

103.90

37.65

+0.20

23.00

50.90

64.66

50.80

68.82.

2rid Budget

$181.20

169.90

103.90

37.65

27.40

29.80

38.80

61.25

50.60

74.10

Actual

$222.20 est.
185.30

195.40

110.60

57.90

69.60

27.70

48.80

44.90

66.40

Soucsznoe Conzeesion.3 FazdarcService# Govermeint Divisi~ongderived from

[as reprinted in the text of "The Balanced Budget
and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985," hearing
before the Legislation and National Security
Subcommittee, House Committee on Government
Operations, October 17, 1985, p. 164.]

198s

1984

1983

1982

1981

1600

1979

1978

1977

1976
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Mr. Bxoos. What effort have you made to assess the impact of
the 1986 sequestration on individual agencies or the potential ef-
fects of a seuestration in 1987? You have touched on 1986 and
thought they 'ai•re •tty well. What do you think about 1987?

Mr. MILiL I think it would be a rather severe impact. A seques-
tration of any sizable magnitude, for example, for the Defense De-
partment would mean the discharge of thousands upon thousands
of servicemen--discharging thousands upon thousands of service-
men.

Mr. Baoox. We are going to have to go vote and then come
back. We will not be long, but we have to make this vote.

Mr. HORTON. I will not be able to come back, but I Just wanted to-
piggyback on that, if you would yield.

Mr. Bxoous. I will.
Mr. HORTON. It seems to me that if we have another sequestra-

tion in the calendar year 1987, that we are going to have a devas-
tating effect on the Government. I am particularly concerned about
the defense, because it Is going to hit pretty hard. I was going to
ask you to comment on it, but I do not think we have time now.

But you could probably put a comment in the record for us on it.
I would like to have you comment on what you think we can do so
that we can avoid that sequestration. I know it is drastic, but I
think both the executive and the legislative are going to have to sit
down and really make some hard decisions, maybe harder than we
have ever made.

But I think sequestration for the 1987 budget, the latter part of
this year, the second sequestration, could be so devastating that we
ought to do everything we can to avoid it. I do not know whether
you agree with that or not-

Mr. Mi.um. I agree with that.
Mr. HORToN. I assume you do. And perhaps you could put some

thoughts in the record for us on that particular concern that I
have.

Mr. Mnuu. I will.
Mr. BRooKs. We will go vote and come back. We will not be too

much longer, honest.
Mr. Mz.wm. Yes, sir.

M.ooKs. The committee will reconvene.
The chair recognizes the gentleman from Detroit, MI, Mr. Con-

yers.-M w as. -Thaik y-ou,Mr. Chaiia.nI -6ompliment the Chair

on the importance and timeliness of these particular hearings. I
am .leased that 'the witness could be with us today.

Mr. Miller, could you ex plami or at least give us your reason for
why you think that reliability could be vested in OMB in terms of
this important triggering role, given OMB's past track record of
cooking up figures, to be perfectly blunt.

Mr. MUii. OK, Mr. Conyers, let me see if I can respond to that,
and my response will have several facets.

No. 1, we believe, reading the Synar opinion by the Supreme
Court, that only someone who serves at the pleasure of the Presi-
dent could undertake this automatic sequester responsibility, so
that would mean that it could be any official serving at the pleas-
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ure of the President. A reason for the OMB Director would be that
that is his or her job--to deal with the budget, to make estimates
of the deficit, estimates of revenues.

As to the question of whether the Congress has responded favor-
ably or unfavorably to the budget, first I would indicate that it is
the President's budget, not OM's budget. OMB I view as the arm
of the President in developing options for the President and carry-
ing out the mandate of the President and the decisions of the Presi-
dent on the budget, rnd helping fill in the blanks, so to speak.

The additional point that I want to make in response to your
question, Mr. Conyers, is that the responsibility that would be
given to OMB under Gramm-Rudman-Hollings II is a fairly narrow
technical one, and that is to project or forecast growth rates, inter-
est rates, unemployment rates, etc., and crank this through to de-
termine expected revenues. Also to look on the outlay side where
interest rates would certainly affect debt service, where unemploy-
ment rates would affect some of the entitlement programs-to look
at what Congress has appropriated with respect to discretionary ac-
counts. And, to make estimates of the deficit.

So the role of the 0MB in terms of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings I
is not to produce a proposal for Congress to react to but simply to
carry out the technical b of estimating the deficit.

Mr. CoNyms. So the President's budget that was rejected in both
houses was not in any way to be attributed to OMB policies or its
reputation. I find that a very strange response. I thought the Presi-
dent had the OMB prepare the budget for him. Now you are telling
me that the President prepared the budget and you just supplied
the details.

Mr. MnuaLu Well, I think, Mr. Conyers, if you will recall what I
described, it is the President's budget. I truly look at the budget as
the President's budget. The President sets parameters and prior-
ities. We do fill in the blanks for him working with the other agen-
cies. So we do have a role in preparation of the President's budget
and also explaining it to Congress and advocating it on the Hill.

But, as I indicated, the role envisioned under Gramm-Rudman-
Hollings II for OMB is not that of making a proposal but of esti-
mating, projecting, or forecasting a deficit.

Mr. CoNYm. Well, what I am trying to figure out is what objec-
tions you have to the fallback provision that is already in the bill.

Mr. Mnam. There is no constitutional objection to it. It's clearly
constitutional. I think, however-just as Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
is a mechanism which enforces some discipline on the political
process to produce a deficit that is going to be sloping downward,
be reduced year by year over a period of 4 or 5 years-I think the
automatic sequester device, the truly automatic part, is more likely
to generate that kind of response on the part of Congress and the
President than if we simply rely on the fallback mechanism.

Mr. CoNym. So you can live with the fallback mechanism.
Mr. Mnuz& Wel we would prefer to have a fix such as Gramm-

Rudman-Hollings If, and/or enhanced rescission authority or line
item veto or balanced budget amendment to the Constitution, but
we see no constitutional problems with the existing fallback mech-
anism.
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Mr. Comma. And what are your thoughts about getting the line
item veto?

Mr. Mnuza. Well, we would yery much hope that the Senate
would pass Senator Mattingly's version of the line item veto and
the House would similarly act to affirm that proposal.

Mr. CoNYmma. Do you think that we should question the ability of
OMB to make these economic projections? We have had some
pretty sharp surprises and some rather large disappointments,
even recently. We now are looking at what some term an economic
disaster because of the underestimation of the growth picture, so
that what we could end up with now are some cuts- that would
have to take place even though we met what we originally thought
were goig to be the operational guidelines.

Aren't you responsible for that? .
Mr. MiuZR. No more so than, I think, anyone else who engages

in the forecasting business. Forecasting is an inexact science. 1f you
were to plot out the forecasts of the various firm that do this for a
living, and you can easily do that from a publication entitled "Blue
Chip Economic Forecast," you would see that from one quarter to
the next, the forecasts tend to change in response to the receipt of
economic data that portends parameters for the future, or changes
in those parameters for the future.

So keep in mind what we are looking at Congressman Conyers,
is something on the order of $10 or $20 billion in a trillion dollar
outlay picture, so even $20 billion is only 2-percent difference. The
$20 billion is a lot of money, more money than I will ever see, but
in terms of the total, it is not. If you were 1 percent off one way on
receipts, and you are 1 percent off the other way on outlays, you
would be $20 billion off on the total deficit.

We do the best we can. There is innately, inherently in the proc-
ess of making forecasts an error. We try to minimize that error but
it can never go away. As evidence that it is somewhat of an inexact
science, I am sure if you had asked, probably did ask each of those
economists that you interviewed yesterday, they gave you slightly
different numbers.

Mr. ComYa. What do you think of ignoring the provisions of
Gramm-Rudman-Holln for the coming fscal year as a way to
ease out of what lookslike a disaster if this economy continues to
slow? We are running into sequestration notwithstanding the Con-
gress' best efforts.

Mr. MiTnz. I think that we need to redouble the efforts to avoid
sequestration. I would prefer doing that rather than essentially
abandoning the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings strictures.

Mr. Comma. What about raising the 144 to a more realistic
figure?

Mr. Mniuz. I still think that that is a gbod target, an achievable
tar et, one we should endeavor to meet.

r. CoNYma. Finally, I remember you said that you were sensi-
tive to charges that there was a little figure cooking over at OMB.
Now, your predecessor got $1 million for writing a book explaining
how it was done with some precision. Am I to disregard my former
colleague from Michigan?

Mr.Mnumu. Congressman Conyers, I just really wouldn't want to
comment on my predecessor's book. I would just urge you to consid-
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er that I have had a long career in the profession of economics and
I have certain standards of professionalism to meet, and my col-
leagues would not abide, I think, any manipulation of the data in
order to give a certain reading on the question of the deficit esti-
mate.

Mr. Colym. You say he wouldn't?
Mr. MxLUt . No.
Mr. CoNym. OK.
By October 1981, political reality had nearly overtaken the Reagan Revolution.

Now economic reality would come crashing in too in the form of recession and the
massive invalidation of rosy scenario, but the true magnitude of the deficit should
not have remained hidden so long. We hadn't been the victims of a sudden and un-
exp&cted economic earthquake. Instead, we had deceived ourselves nearly from the
beginninq and had subsequently covered up the forecast debate when it urgently
needed airing.

Now, that seems to put your previous statement in some ques-
tion. This is what he wrote the book about. I don't know if you
have had the opportunity.

Mr. MIuLa. Yes, I read the book.
Mr. CoNym. The book was about cooking up figures for the Gov-

ernment and the Congress and how it was deliberately done. Now
you tell me that your predecessor wouldn't do that.

Mr. MnuLm. No, Sir. I pursefully indicated that I would not
speak to the case of my predecessor. I think he should speak for
himself on that. I was speaking of myself when I made the com-
ments.

Mr. CoNYu. OK. I am trying to get you to see this from the
part of an innocent Member of Congress who would like to believe
in OMB. Now, you didn't write the book and you weren't there
then, you were in another part of the Government, but OMB has a
reputation that isn't so nice in some quarters, unfortunately.

As your predecessor explained to us, they cooked figures regular-
ly. He got paid $1 million for telling us about it. I mean I don't
have to remind you of this, do I? So to come over here and ask me
to trust you to put together figures, not cook them but to put to-
gether figures that will help us through this dilemma that has
taken us to the Supreme Court once, has GAO poised touring an-
other suit against the whole shooting match, sort of stretches even
my generous nature in terms of credibility.

I think we have got a very bij" problem, and -to suggest that be-
cause you are a new head and it is a new ball game doesn't really
change the nature of the way OMB operates. I quote a colleague in
the other body:* "The last 6 years have seen a study in startling ag-
grandizing of OMB's power. OMB exerts strict control over execu-
tive agency budgets, over personnel strength, and can edit or block
testimony before Congress by Cabinet and agency heads." We know
a lot about that.

"It can classify budget information as top secret." We know a lot
about that. "It once forced delays in a regulation mandated by Con-
gress, and it is far from a neutral accounting firm." So we have got
some problems. We like you, we are impressed with you, at least I
am, but that has nothing to do with this organization of which you
are the Director.
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I think it would be disastrous for us to give this back where your
figures are so far off where we are back in the hole again, and we
have just started Gramm-Rudman. This thing could go crashing
down the tubes. You are saying we have got an improper instru-
ment, so if you guys work real diligently, we can avoid the incredi-
ble ramifications of sequestration. Sorry, we've got the wrong num-
bers. Economic forecasting is imprecise. This to me is a good reason
for delaying it or reconsidering it entirely.

That was an invitation for you to make a comment about it.
Mr. MnILR. I think, Congressman Conyers, that you are correct

in that it is not as precise a science as it might be. The chairman,
or maybe it was Mr. Horton, asked me whether it would be possible
for there to be a change between the August 15 snapshot and the
report of October 6. I said it was possible-unlikely to be as much
as $10 billion-but it is conceivable there could be economic
changes.

I can sympathize with the frustration you must feel in that these
numbers come in at different levels through the year. All I can tell
you, Congressman, is that we just do the best we can. I can assure
you this: That any number that is the product of a Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings effort in terms of producing a report will go
through my hands personally. It is not just the institution that pro-
duces the figures. I have final say-so over what they show.

Mr. BRooKS. Mr. Miller, you want to have certainty in your cut
and you are reluctant to rely on the fallback procedure in the bill.
I know it is not because you don't trust Congress to do it or the
President to sign it when he gets it. Why do you think we can
achieve certainty in a deficit reduction, regardless of who does the
final numbers, whether you do them yourself personally, if the
whole process is based on highly speculative economic forecasts
which are not an exact science, which change from day to day and
have drastic effects on that Federal deficit?

Mr. Mnumi. Well, you know, inherent in just going after a target
is the fact that actions you take on revenues or expenses may not
be sufficient, and that is because the deficit is not only a function
of what you do in the Congress and what the President does in re-
sponse, but what the economy does. If you are going to choose a
target, if you are going to say we would like to get the. budget down
by x billion dollars or we would like to have the deficit at y billion
dollars, you have this problem no matter who makes the estimates.

Mr. BROOKS. You are saying anybody can shoot for the target?
Mr. MnaLzR. Yes. Inherent in shooting for a target is the target is

going to change a bit.
Or, what you have to do to hit the target may change as time

goes on.
Mr. BRooKs. I really don't understand why you feel that if the

OMB made a shot and the CBO made one and put them together
why that wouldn't give us about as good a number as you could
get, given the technical ability of the econometrics to produce a
number. I would say it is a good sample. I would live with that
sample.

Mr. Mnm. That is a good sample. The problem is we are
coming up against the Constitution.

Mr. BROOKS. That won't affect the Constitution.
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Mr. MILLER. The Constitution would restrain-my reading of the
Synar opinion--

Mr. BRooKS. Not the fallback position.
Mr. Miuis. Excuse me, no. The fallback position is perfectly

constitutional.
Mr. BRooKS. We have the CBO and the OMB make the deficit

estimates, draw up the order, and send it to Congress. The Joint
Committee would have no authority to change it. It would then be
reported to Congress. I think it would pass. Some people wouldn't
vote for it but I think it would pass and go to the President. I think
he would sign it. He wouldn't like it either, I wouldn't either, but I
think he would sign it. We will have to live with that program
until we can change the law.

Mr. MiLLR. That is constitutional.
Mr. BROOKS. That's the way it goes. I didn't vote for it. I can't

stand it. It has so many cats and dogs in it. I thought it was uncon-
stitutional in the first place. That's why everybody knew it was un-
constitutional. That's why they carefully crafted a fallback proce-
dure.

Mr. MJLmI=. That's exactly right.
Mr. BROOKS. We ought to stay with it and not switch around,

fancy it up and try to sell people on another idea. Why don't we
just stay with the fallback? You all voted for that and you liked it.

Mr. Miuz•. You were one of the lone voices of reason on the
question of legislative veto. You were the one who said it was un-
constitutional.

Mr. BROOKS. I remember. I am glad you do. They thought I was
crazy.

Mr. MILLER. You were proven correct.
Mr. BROOKS. John Conyers said he knew I was right.
Mr. MILLER. He, too, was proven correct. I believe there is a con-

stitutional fix for Gramm-Rudman-Hollings that would reapply an
automatic trigger and for reasons I expressed earlier, I think a
truly automatic trigger would be more likely to result in a substan-
tial deficit decline over the years than would relying on the cur-
rent fallback mechanism.

Mr. BROOKS. One of the other reasons for not doing this is be-
cause there is no point to it. If we are going to have OMB and CBO
make their estimates and then we give it to GAO to evaluate under
the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings II deal, and then bring it back to
OMB for final decisions, it doesn't make any difference what
anyone else says, we might just as well take the OMB number and
the CBO number, put them together, and send them to the Army
or six other economists to evaluate and then get them back.
Nobody would care. We are going to use the two we have or an ad-
justment of the two.

I think we have that option under the fallback. I think we ought
to do that and not try to change this thing. The public is never
going to understand this latest proposal. Jut face the issue and do
it. I'm willing to look it right in the teeth even though it isn't going
to be pretty.

Mr. Nielson.
Mr. NzmSON. Thank you.
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Mr. Miller, you mentioned what you are going to do on August 4
based on the President's budget and whatever congressional action
has been taken in that time and again on August 20 or 22, based
on the Gradison baseline. Why do we have to have both? Is that in
the law?

Mr. MziLL. Yes.
Mr. NIjLSON. Is there any ood reason for having both?
Mr. MILLER. I think that the concern was that if you didn't have

the so-called Gradison baseline, then it would leave too much dis-
cretion to OMB and CBO to estimate what Congress was likely to
do in the event they did not have appropriations for the coming
year.

Mr. NuLSoN. Since Gramm-Rudman is temporary, at least out of
commission, could you skip one of them and do a better job on the
second one if you didn't have to do the-first one?

Mr. MiLuxz. I think we really need to do all three reports.
Mr. NIELSON. I can see the October 1 and August 20. I cannot see

any justification for August 4 if you in your own testimony say it is
going to be considerably different than the August 20. Aren t you
increasing the lack of credibility Mr. Conyers mentioned, if you
have two, which knowingly are different from each other?

Mr. MILLR. Again, all three are required by law. We are trying
to respond to the law.

Mr. NIEsoN. You are pretending that law is still intact?
Mr. MnIuE. The law is still intact. The Synar opinion by the Su-

preme Court did not touch those provisions of law at all.
Mr. BRooKs. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. NIELSON. I would be happy to yield to the chairman.
Mr. BRooKs. I thank my distinguished friend.
I fought this thing from the time it came out from underneath a

rock. The belief was that the October 6 snapshot was never really
going to be very drastic. It was the hope that the August 15 snap-
shot and possible sequestration order would still be effective in Oc-
tober. That was a fail-safe position because it is possible and we
would hope it is true, that the economy would burgeon in Septem-
ber or the first of October and we would do much better. If this
happened, it might negate the necessity of a sequestration.

That is why you have that second look. Also, if it goes up drasti-
cally or substantially changing the figure, you might have to make
an adjustment in the sequestration order. Hopefully not, though. It
doesn t *o into effect until October 15. That is a pretty quick se-
questration.

Mr. NnmSON. You said we should repair the trigger rather than
go to a fallback position. Just how would you repair the trigger?

Mr. MULE.. There is a proposal by Senators Gramm, Rudman,
and Hollings that very briefly takes the original language and
shoehorns the OMB between the GAO and the President. Under
this provision, OMB and CBO would make a joint report to the
Comptroller General, who would make certain modifications in the
report that he or she believed were warranted and then would tuz-a
it over to OMB. OMB would then have the discretion-and, in fact,
in order to be constitutional, would have to have--freedom to make
whatever modifications he or she thought were warranted in the
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Comptroller General's report, and then that report would form the
basis for the President's sequester.

OMB would have to explain any differences between the final
numbers that OMB adopted and the Comptroller General's num-
bers.

Mr. NumsoN. I am going to read a few statements from other
witnesses this morning. I would like you to respond as briefly as
possible, five words or less, as to whether you agree or disagree. I
have a lot of questions.

The automatic sequestration process, which is the heart of
Gramm-Rudman, represents an abdication of congressional respon-
sibility and accountability.

Mr. Mium. I disagree.
Mr. NmLsoN. I find the fallback position more appropriate than

an automatic trier mechanism that attempts to hide behind a
subterfuge and a congressional decisionmaking.

Mr. M.m I disagree.
Mr. NwaoN. It leaves much to be desired in terms of setting pri-

orities but it at least makes us feel more accountable for our ac-
tions.

Mr. M.uu. Which?
Mr. NmLsON. The automatic triggering.
Mr. ML•m I agree.
Mr. NnsoN. One sponsor said OMB's function would be just a

rn eyeshade calculation. Another has noted OMB would inevita-
bly have some discretion in projecting the deficit allocating cuts.

h those two roles would youmplay if we did repair the trig-
ger to come into the action?

Mr. Mumz. Some of both. We would have to have discretion but
our purpose would be a very narrow technical one of making esti-
mates.

Mr. NunwN. How much discretion?
Mr. M.um. Again, to be constitutional, we could not be bound

by the numbers developed by the legislative branch of Government
meaning both CBO and GAO. Again, as a practical matter, I would
look at the Comptroller General's report as something of prima
facie evidence of what the numbers should be and in my own mind
I would need to "jufy any variance from those numbers that I
would choose in the report to the President.

Mr. NELSON. Contrary to some of the statements made this
morning and later this afternoon about how bad the Gramm-
Rudman Act is, let me simply say for the record that had we not
had the Gramm-Rudmuan bill, flawed as it may be, the President
would not have come in with as tight a budget as he did. Congress
would not have agreed, both Houses and both parties, on a number.
I believe it has accomplished some good even though parts were de-
clared unconstitutional, and even though it is goi to cause some
problems later on. For what that is worth, I think itdid have a
positive effect on the actions of the Congress.

That doesn't mean I endorse every aspect of it. I am a little dis-
turbed about the fact that you say you might have little discretion
on how these cuts will be made. My main objection to the whole
process was the fact that the House added eight areas of the budget
we couldn't touch. I have always felt the pain should be shared
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throughout the system, including Social Security. I know I am in
the minority. It is a terrible thing for me to say. I still feel that if
you have a $40 or $50 billion sequester this fall, people are going to
have to come to that conclusion. We are going to have to leave ev-
erything open for cutbacks; otherwise, the whole thing will fall like
a deck of cards.

I will close with that statement, Mr. Chairman, unless you would
like to comment on that.

Mr. Baooxs. Mr. Neal.
Mr. NIAL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Miller, I believe it was this morning or yesterday, the Comp-

troller General testified that he thought we would face, when we
took that August 15 snapshot of the economy, $30 to $50 billion
more in deficit than would be allowable under Gramm-Rudman.

Mr. Mn.xz. I think that number is a little high. It will be the
Gradison baseline on the August 15 date.

Mr. NzAj. I don't know. We have also heard testimony that the
economy will go at 4 percent and so on. No one can perfectly pre-
dict the future in economics or any other field.-I noticed from your
statement that you say it is possible to hold the line on the deficit
without jeopardizing our national defense capability or raising
taxes. I know that is consistent with other administration state-
ments.

Let's say that we come to the August 15 date and it is a very
large number, let's say it is -between $30 and $50 billion. Are you
prepared to take half of that out of defense? Would that be sensible

Mr. Mnuz. No. I would propose instead that we do things to
avoid a sequester in a way-

Mr. NE.L What would you suggest?
Mr. Mnjuz. I would begin by cataloging the savings that are in-

corporated in the President's budget submitted in February that
have not yet been adopted by Congress.

Mr. Nwi.. The President's budget only got 12 votes on the floor
of the House. I asked you what you would do. I don't think the
Congress would go along with that. It didn't before, it got only 12
votes.

Let's say that we get to that point, it is a big number, $30 to $50
billion, and we haven't for one reason or another dealt with this
and we do go to a sequestration process and we turn it over to you.
Under the law, you have to take half of it out of defense and half
of it out of the social programs. Are you prepared to do that?

Mr. MILLRu. If the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings 1 bill were passed
and enacted into law-and this is altogether hypothetical-but if it
were the result of our report that the deficit exceeded the $144 bil-
lion target for fiscal year 1987 by $30 to $50 billion, my report to
the President, upon which he would have to base the sequester
order, would take half from defense; yes. I would have no discre-
tion in that part of it.

Mr. NzEj. You understand that you would not?
Mr. Mnuz. Yes. The only discretion OMB has under this is in

the parameters it chooses that determine its estimate of the deficit
and even that, as I indicated, is a very public process. There would
be CBO, OMB, GAO reports before that time. I would have to justi-
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differences between my figures and those of the ComptrollerGeneral.
That is the only discretion OMB would have, the number-the

estimate of the deficit. The estimate of the difference between the
$144 billion and the deficit. Once that is determined, there really
is "'t any discretion, with the slight caveat that we have gone
through the process in 1986, as you know, of a number of areas in
which we made specific interpretations of the law as in the ques-
tion of some of the financial institutions that you asked me about,
Mr. Chairman. We resolved all of those, and I don't think there is
anything left in that area to resolve.

The only discretion OMB would have is the deficit estimate.
After that, it is all automatic.

Mr. NA.. You would have the discretion within the defense area
to make choices. You could cut salaries and raise strategic-

Mr. Miuwz. No. There was a flexibility accorded defense in the
1986 sequester that is not available in 1987.

Mr. NzAi. It has to be across the board?
Mr. M•=ut. It has to be account by account. That is the law.
Mr. NwM. On a different subject, Iwas not here for your testimo-

ny but I understand you also argued for a line-item veto authority.
I am troubled by that. I understand it is claimed that the Matting-
ly proposal somehow gets around what I believe would otherwise be
a constitutional prohibition against that, since the Constitution en-
visions that spending decisions are originated in the House of Rep-
resentatives and so on.

Beyond that, what troubles me is the basic idea behind it. It
m•mn to me it would shift an enormous amount of power from the
people's House of this country to the executive branch. I see very
little difference between that and the idea of a dictatorship, where
all power lies in the executive branch.

fne branch of the Government already has enormous power,
clearly the most powerful branch of Government, and was then
given all power over spending, it is hard for me to see what role
would be left for Congress.

And I have trouble seeing what would differentiate that situation
from one of these military dictatorships or some of the others that
existed throughout history around the world.

Mr. Miza•. If I might respond to that, the key difference, of
course, is that the President is subject to a tribunal of election
every 4 years as a dictator would not be. .

Mr. Nzw. Well, Mr. Pinochet, they say, is subject to an election
every now and then. But if he does not like it he just says we will
put off the elections another 8 or 10 years.

Mr. Mi.za. Well, granting the President line item veto would
not void the constitutional requirement that the President stand
for election every 4 years.

Second-
Mr. NzAL. Let me stop you there, just if I may. Is the idea

though that since he stands for election every 4 years that during
that 4-year period that you think he ought to have allpower?

Mr. Mtii. No, I have not advanced that notion, .Co .an.
You asked me, I thought, a rather carefully circm question
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with respect to line item veto. I would not extrapolate power over
legislative veto to absolute power within the 4 years in office.

As you know, a President is bounded in quite substantial ways
beyond the question of power over appropriations. My understand-
ing is the Justice Department has researched the question of con-
stitutionality of the line-item veto quite thoroughly and concluded
that the Mattingly bill does contain a constitutionally acceptable
provision in it.

Mr. NzAw Because it is temporary, I believe. Is that not-
Mr. Mmuxa. I do not think so. But the question is, I think,

whether a line item veto would improve our budgeting process
without disturbing the basic tension among the.branches of Gov-
ernment that I think the Founmding Fathers envisioned. And I be-
lieve the answer is yes, that it would improve without violating
those basic tensions.

Mr. Nzwt. I guess my question is just a little bit different. I
would, I guess, grant that a dictatorship can be more efficient or
that certainly if there is only one person making all the decisions,
that it can reduce tension among the branches and so on. But I
guess my question is a little bit broader, and I am serious.

It would seem to me that this would really upset the balance of
powers very dramatically and would give engrmous-perhaps dicta-
torial powers is too strong a statement. I do not know. It almost
seems that way to me because if you control the purse strings you
control almost everything in this country. It is the one power
really that the Congress has. It is the main power that the Con-
gress has.

And if you turn that over to the executive branch, it would seem
to me that you would almost complete-I guess Congressmen could
dress up in tuxedos and go to parties or something, but what else
would they do?

Mr. MUL•. Congressman, in the same spirit of scholastic en-
deavor, in which I am sure you have raised this question, let me
respond the following way. I think it is probably the fact that the
budget tends to occupy Con men's and Senators' time more
than anything else, but I think the legislature does engage in many
other activities in addition to budgeting.

The second point I would raise is that-I cannot remember exact-
ly but a ve number of-in fact, I think a majority of State
Governors-have line item veto authority. The President often re-
calls the days of his governorship in Calffornia, where he had line
item veto authority. And I do not think, as a result of this line
item veto authority, there has been an imbalance in the tripartheid
branches of government in the State governments, among the judi-
cial, legislative, and executive branches in the State governments.

I think it is not nearly as large a shift of authority as you char-
acterized earlier.

Mr. BouLm. May I interrupt just for one second, just to say it is
46 Governors who have that authority.

Mr. Nzw.. On that point, you know the Governors of States deal
with a very limited area of responsibility. They have the State
highway patrol, education, a few other things, and that is about it.
Here we are dealing with almost everything imaginable. I some-
times get the feeling that the President and his strong supporters
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would like to see the Federal Government provide a national de-
fense and nothing else.

And if that is true, then the President could essentially veto ev-
erything else. Just say we will have a national defense and shut
down the rest of Government. There would not be anything, it
seems to me, that-with a line item veto that the Congress could do
about it.

Mr. Miuza. Congressman, having observed this President close
at hand and having been critically involved in preparation of his
budget, I can assure you that he believes that there is a broader
role for Government than that.

Mr. Nw.L Let us say some other President then. Maybe not this
one.

Mr. Miuza. But that would be something subject to the choice,
put to the voters, in the form of essentially a referendum. If a
President were to have line item veto, I should imagine that how
he would exercise that line item veto would be of critical impor-
tance to the electorate, in determining their choice for President.

Mr. NwAL. Well, it seems very extreme to me, but I appreciate
your comments.

Mr. BRooxs. Thank you.
Mr. Armey, the gentleman from Dallas, TX.
Mr. Aamw. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I too would like to express my appreciation to you

for holding these hearings. I am concerned about this whole area. I
happen to support Gramm-Rudman, not because it is the best ap-
proach, but the only one we were able to obtain.

I would also like to join my colleague from Michigan in express-
ing my personal regard for you, as well as my admiration for your
work in the agency.

But I can go one further, because I am-as you know-a profes-
sional economist and from the great State of Texas as well. I am
acutely aware of the fact that the best economics department in
the State of Texas is at our great institution, Texas A&M. I am one
Texan who does not tell Aggie jokes. And in fact, I might mention
that Texas A&M is one of the top-ranked economics departments in
the Nation and I have a great deal of admiration for them.

I am bringing myself here to a point. You may recall that Mr.
Stockman was not a professional economist. You and I are profes-
sional economists. We suffered through the rigors of graduate
school. We understand what we were doing in our formative years,
making something of us that we would be the rest of our lives.

And I believe I have seen in your work, and see in your person,
something I like to believe I see in myself, which is a burning
desire to always have what Professor Samuelson once said was the
only coin worth having

Mr. MlUm. In his Presidential address, yes.
Mr. ARui. Well, the praise of your colleagues.
Mr. MiuM. Right.
Mr. Amuxy. And you get that only if you are accurate, scientific,

-and sober, which I have found you to be. So I really believe that
-your professional credentials and the respect with which you are

S held by the profession makes it possible for me to quickly come to
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the conclusion that you do not need to have the albatross of David
Stockman around your neck. And I, for one, will not see that there.

I have heard some things that I have heard before, that I would
like to clear up. I think it is highly irregular, in the history of leg-
islation in this country, for the President's budget to be put to a
straight up-and-down vote on the floor of the House. As I under-
stand, the President's budget is a recommendation to the Congress
and that every President's budget is brought to the Congress,
where within the context of the Congress' responsibility to initiate
spending, the budget recommendations of the President are mas-
saged, modified, and changed as Congress sees fit.

it quite accurate to say that no President's budget was passed
as it was presented by a Congress. To my knowledge, only one
President and on one occasion ever had his budget put to a straight
up-and-down vote in the Congress.

Mr. Miuzm. My understanding is that no President, in the histo-
ry of our Nation, has ever had a budget adopted without change.

Mr. Aimzy. So that we should not-I think-make too bi a
thing of the fact that the President's budget was not accept in
full by the House.

As you know, 46 Governors do have the line item veto. It seems
to work well. I might also point out that even in political forecast-
ing, we consider ourselves quite accurate within a 5-percent margin
of error and the margins of errors that professional economists
must necessarily endure, as all forecasters must endure.

Mr. MxhLL. Well, you know yourself. You put together an econo-
metric model. You have all sorts of independent variables and you
have a disturbance term at the end. It has zero mean, but it has a
variance. And that variance, multiplied through the model, may
give you a 1-percent error.

Mr. ARMzy. Let me ask you about something else that I contin-
ually hear. I continually hear about the disaster of our curreit
American economy. If I take an expression that was very popular
in the late 1970's called the misery index, I should think that our
current economy is doing quite well.

Would you agree with that?
Mr. MiLuzR. i agree with that. The misery index has been cut in

half or more.
Mr. ARMzy. What is the technical definition of a recession?
Mr. MILLm. Well, two or more quarters with a negative growth

is usually sufficient to identify-as determined by the National
Bureau of Economic Research-is the conventional definition.

Mr. ARMEY. And I understand all the current disaster talk sur-
rounds a decline in growth to 1 percent?

Mr. MILLzR. Yes. And keep in mind, that is the preliminary
figure. As you know, there is a fairly wide range in the subsequent
corrections. The figure that just came out, for the first quarter of
calendar year 1986, was 3.8. And that was a correction against 2.9,
which itself was a correction for the preliminary number which
was 3.7, I believe.

The constant or the real GNP average over the past several
years has been-for the preliminary number-has been 1.7, some-
thing approximating a standard deviation. Two-thirds of the revi-
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sion to that number have fallen between minus 1.2 and plus 2.8. So
there may well be-the subsequent number may well change.

Mr. ARMEy. Of course, when we are talking about $1 trillion, $2
trillion, or whatever, that's relatively minor and frankly--from a
scientific point of view-acceptable deviation or error does trans-
late into several billions within the context of Gramm-Rudman.

Mr. Mummy. Big bucks.
Mr. ARMaY. I have two questions. One, I happen to believe that

the fallback position is not only acceptable but commensurate with
what responsibilities the people of this Nation have a right to
expect their Congress to bear. And I, for one, am perfectly willing
to accept that fallback position. I find it difficult to understand
why it is not acceptable to you or why you would prefer something
different.

Mr. MiLuz. Congressman, it is just my feeling that the automat-
ic provision means that it is more likely that Congress and the
President will come together and agree to reduce the deficit over
time. With the automatic feature, there is essentially no out. With
the fallback mechanism, there is an out.

And as a technical matter-not what I am predicting-but as a
technical matter, Congress may simply refuse or fail to produce a
joint resolution of sequester or the President might refuse to sign it
or to veto-that is to veto a sequester. I do not believe he would. I
believe he would sign it.

But there is the problem of an out. And given that there are
those outs, I think it is less likely that there would be a resolution
for doing something about the deficit.

Mr. ARMEY. Wouldn't that require the Members of Congress indi-
vidually or the President individually to simply deny reality in the
face of open public awareness?

Mr. Miu.m.I. I think that there would be considerable protest,
considerable response on the part of the electorate, to which the
Congressmen and at least a third of the Senators this year, in fact
a third of the Senators this year would be beholden, but it would
be less automatic. I mean, there is an escape hatch for the fallback
position that does not exist for the automatic trigger.

Mr. BOULTER. Isn't it a-matter of certainty that we are talking
about? In other words, if we have a congressional budget resolu-
tion, we have a reconciliation process, we have an appropriation
process, we have the snapshot in August and 45 days between that
snapshot and the order of October, and we still can't get anything
done, where is the certainty to the process?

I agree with what you are sang that people expect us to do our
job, but we don't seem to be able to do our job, and it lacks certain-
ty under this procedure. Bill Gray says when we come to October
and we need that 15-percent reduction or whatever it is, that he
would like to prioritize it. And remember, I introduced a resolution
like that last year. But it doesn't get you anywhere. It doesn't get
certainty.

Mr. ARMzY. I understand the risks involved, but I believe that
the Members will quite accurately perceive the political risks as
greater.

One final question, Mr. Chairman.
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I am concerned about the pending tax reform legislation, and inra rticular the double time line. As I am sure you may know, the
osses of deductions go into effect in Jan.uar. They reduce rates in

July. Wouldn't that quite possibly precipitate in the short run a
significant loss of revenue that could for this first go-round, quite
frankly, confound the Gramm-Rudman proposal?

Mr. Mniz. If you were to move up the date of the introduction
of the lower rates to January, the same time the loss of the deduc-
tions under the current system, there would be a hit, but my un-
derstanding is the calculations by the Senate Budget Committee of
the Senate bill had a balloon or a bubble of about $23 billion in
1987, as just a technical matter.

So if you moved it up, you would just about eliminate that $23
billion.

Mr. Baoois. Moving it to when?
Mr. HMm. The Senate bill is written so that you lose the deduc-

tions at the beginning of the year but you gain the lower personal
rates at the end of June. If you move them up, the lower personal
rates, to the beginning of the year, my understanding is it is about
$23 to $25 billion lost revenue. On the other hand, the estimate
had been for about a $23 billion bubble vis-a-vis current services
revenues for fiscal year 1987, so you would essentially go back to
current services.

Now, the question would be then that you would overall not be
revenue neutral. In fact, the tax bill would be a loser over the 5-
year period.

Mr. Aimzy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Again, I want to express my personal regard for you individually

and for your work.
Mr. Miuza Thank you.
Mr. BRooxs. Thank you, Mr. Armey.
The gentleman from Oklahoma, Mr. Glenn English.
Mr. ENGLuB. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I was rather intrigued listening to the discussion between the

professional economists with regard to the situation that faces us,
and it seemed rather sterile, this discussion.

Mr. M-.za. Now, wait a minute. This is the nicest thing any-bod has ever said.
Mr. A y. I can only make a plea that I did my degree at Okla-

homa, not A&M.
Mr. ENGLSH. I appreciate that, but in the discussion, it is almost

as if it is automatic-these are figures out here that no one really
has any control over, these things are happening, we are kind of
bystanders-but that is not the case. Certainly in our economy the
question of the size of the deficit, all of these factors are deter-
muied in large part-not totally, but in large part-by our Govern-
ment, and certainly by the philosophy that that Government fol-
lows.

The chairman earlier referred to the oil situation, the oil import
fee, and certainly my State of Oklahoma is hurt as bad, some
might even say worse than the State of Texas. Louisiana is in the
same*shape. A lot of that has to do with Government policy, the
policy of the Government in Saudi Arabia, who decided that they
are going to break their competitors, drive down the market price

:"• "-• re, J!! jm! _ I -- mT"
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until they create enough pain that their OPEC allies will agree to
quit cheating. That is Government imposed.

When we look to our own Government to respond to this chal-
lenge, this threat by another government against a major segment
of our economy, we hear that it is the philosophy of our Govern.
ment to not get involved, to stand aside.

That brings to mind a year ago, whenever Treasury-I first came
out of the Treasury Department, which was going to do away with
intangible drilling cost deductions, the depletion allowance, and the
Deputy Secretary of the Treasury happened to be an Oklahoman
from Tulsa, OK, and a number of my independent oil and gas pro-ducers came to Washington to meet with him and talk about what
this was going towdo, tit was going to mean, how it was going
to destroy the economy of the State of Oklahoma and the South-
west, what it was going to mean as far as energy independence was
concerned.

The response that these off and gas producers got was that it was
the policy of this administration that if you can produce oil cheap-
er in Saudi Arabia than you can produce it in Oklahoma, then you
guys in Oklahoma ought to be in some other business.

Now, the question I want to ask you is, is that, in fact, a true
representation of the philosophy; and second, is it not true that the
difficulties that we have got in the oil and gas business, the lack of
revenue coming in, the lack of tax revenue, and certainly the same
type of problem in agriculture-and I could make the same ca
and the same type of philosophical approach is being made in agri-
culture-but do those not have a great bearing over what the grossnational product of this Nation is going to be, and does it not havea great bearing with regard to what the size of this deficit is going
to be?

Mr. MILUm. Let me answer those questions seriatim in reverse
order. I think yes, as a general principle it is the position of thisadministration that supply and demand should determine which
products are produced by whom. If there is an opportunity for U.S.
consumers to purchase from abroad products more cheaply pror
duced than could be produced at home, they should have a right to
do that.

We do have compassion, however, and concern about transitional
effects with respect to the oil industry, with respect to farming and

r other industries that are adversely impacted by events.
* The second part of my answer goes to the question of the effects
on the gross national product of actions of other governments. You
are entirely correct. From time to time actions taken by foreign
governments can have an impact on the U.S. gross national prod.!
uct. Trade barriers erected by foreign governments restrict the
ability of U.S. producers to sell abroad, and as you know, Clayton
Yeutter and Mac Baldrige and others in the administration are
working very hard to make sure that those barriers are lowered or
eliminated.

There have been so-called unfair trading practices that we have
taken issue with by importers, or exporters from foreign countries
to the United States.

u I W I
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So my answer is that you are absolutely correct that actions of
foreign governments can have an impact on U.S. aggregate eco-
nomic activity.

Mr. ENGLmH. I want to make certain that I am perfectly clear
because I want to quote you correctly. In effect what you are tell-
ing me is that the message I have got to take back to the oil pro-
ducers in Oklahoma and the farmers in Oklahoma is that the most
help that they can expect out of this administration is transition,
that we are going to help you out of your business.

Mr. Mnu•. Well, I don't think I said exactly that because one
anticipates demand that may be low this year to rise in the follow-
ing year. We do have concern over the transitional effects, but basi-cany ours is not only a free society in terms of individual freedom
and freedom of expression, but it is free also in terms of what ac-
tions consumers can take and what opportunities they have, and if
they can purchase something more cheaply abroad, they have the
right to do so.

Mr. ENGLoSV. What happened to fairness, though? Doesn't fair-
ness have to be an ingredient? We talk about free trade. Usually
when people talk about free trade, they are talking about it being a
two-way street, talking about unimpeded trade. That means that
the governments of foreign nations are not, in effect, affecting that
trade adversely. That gets into the issue of is it fair?

Do you think it is fair for Saudi Arabia to flood the market and
drive the price down to the point that-and they have stated-they
want to put out of business oil and gas producers in Oklahoma and
Texas and Louisiana?

Do you think it is fair for our own Government to provide for-
eign countries such as Argentina with low interest loans that any
of us question will ever be paid back so that, in effect, they can sell
their products in the world market cheaper than farmers from
Oklahoma or the whole Midwest can do?

Is that fair?
Mr. hMim. Let me say on the question of fairness, arguably, (a)

I think it is fair that consumers have opportunities to purchase at
the lowest price. Second, I did indicate issues of fairness-when for-
eign governments restrain our ability to export abroad, that is
unfair, and we have taken issue vrith that. When foreign govern-
ments dump in America, that is unfair, and I have taken issue
with that.

Mr. ENGLSH. What about our own Government?
Mr. MILLum On the question of export subsidies or providing the

kinds of financial subsidies, I think the administration on a
number of occasions has taken issue with just that sort of -thing.

Mr. ENGLISH. Well, it is our Government that is doing it. We just
had a few weeks ago the Secretary of the Treasury very proud of
the fact that he was able to obtain a $350 million loan for Argenti-
na, and they were going to be able to export $1 billion more in ag-
ricultural products than what- they are doing now. Now, that un-
dercuts the price of my farmers' products. It means that my farm-
ers aren't going to be selling it. It means my farmers are going out
of business.

Now, my farthers can compete against farmers from other parts
of the world. They cannot compete against those farmers if they
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are going to have the assistance, and particularly the backing of
the Treasury or the resources of the U.S. Government backingthem up. That Is what is unfair.

Mr. Comm. Will my colleague yield?
Mr. ENGumH. I will be happy to yield to th j gentleman from

Michigan.
Mr. CONYMs. I am glad I witnessed this exchange because now I

can notify the automobile manufacturers in Detroit that the law of
supply and demand obtains at the international level, and all of
the world manufacturers of automobiles with government supports,
with government help that are already flooding 29 percent of the
auto market can Just pack it up because as long as any American
can buy any foreign car cheaper than an American car, the are
oing. to have that opportunity, which raises only one problem:

Who is going to be working to be the consumer to buy the car that
can be made cheaper everywhere in the world than in the United
States?

I thank my colleague from Oklahoma for engendering this
dialog. This is incredible.

Mr. ENUmuH. I thank the gentleman from Michigan. The only
advice that I could give him is the same advice that JIam giving my
constituents. I would suggest they all search for a MacDonald's
hamburger franchise. We are all goig to be in the hamburger
business. That seems to be about the only thing in this Nation that
appears to be productive for the future if this continues in this
trend.

I thank the Chairman.
Mr. BROOs. The gentleman from Washington, Mr. Miller.
Mr. JoHN MIuZ Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am glad we are

all still here.
Mr. Director, a question on a different aspect of the implementa-

tion of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings. I ask the question of somebody
that believes very strongly that the concept of bringing the Federal
budget into balance over 5 or 6 years is a sound one, and a good
one, and a needed one.

My question is, as I understand it, when you take these snap-
shots, you look at, on the spending side, you look at the outlays;
the actual dollars thrx are projected to be spent for this year--for
next year;, is that correct?

Mr. MajuZ Yes.
Mr. JOHN Mn.m. Look'.k at this, looking backward or forward,

is it your professional opinion that this is the best criterion, or
should the act gear itself to budget authority rather than outlays?

Mr. UMi . r think even though outlays are fraught with some
uncertainty, I think it would be better to focus on outlays. The
reason is that when you talk about the deficit, it is determined by
outlays, not by budget authority. And what it is that concerns one
about the deficit is essentially caused by outlays.

To the extent that the deficit crowds out other investments, it is
because of the outlay effect. To the degree that the Federal fiscal
deficit leads to and partly explains the trade deficit, it is the outlay
diftrence-or the shortfall between outlays and revenues--that
have the effect. So budget authority would be an indirect relation
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to what it is you are really looking at, whereas, outlays would be a
direct relation.Mr. JoHN Mnu.Lmu The reason I ask the question is that we are
working through these appropriation bills and this issue keeps
coming up. We are on the third or the fourth one in the House.
And I can see a pattern developing.

And the pattern is that when the bill comes up from the Appro-
priations Committee, it is within the budget authority guidelines of
the budget resolution. So in that sense, it is fiscally responsible.
But on the other hand, they always seem to be considerably over as
they hit the floor of the House, the outlay figure that is necessary
to meet the target.

And so we get into this. The argument is repeated, and repeated,
and repeated, and repeated. The argument given by the budget au-
thority people is, well, this is ultimately what directs spending.
And outlays are, you know, what comes from the past years, et
cetera, et cetera, et cetera.

Anyway, you are saying, if we want to get control you look at
outlays, even though you may be reflecting past years spending de-
cisions in outlays.

Mr. MuIza. Absolutely; and you know, the Senate does that. The
Senate in its 302(bYs, they hold themselves both to a restraint on
the budget authority and a restraint on outlays.

In the House, the Appropriations Committees hold themselves to
totals on budget authority, but not on outlay. I believe that it
would be best to be restrained by outlays as well.

Mr. JoHN MnILZR. Ideally, you are saying, we should hold our-
selves to both.

Mr. NMum Yes.
Mr. JoHN MumLa. Just one or two final questions. On the discre-

tion, I heard you in answer to-I believe it was Congressman Neal,
or maybe is was the chairman-say that you do not see any discre-
tion for the Office of Management and Budget when it comes to the
impementing of the cuts, if there is sequestration.

Mr That is correct.
Mr. Joim Mxuza. Do you see the discretion in coming up with

the numbers?
Mr. Mum. Yes.
Mr. JoHN Mnixz But, if I understand the process correctly, you

come up with a number, CBO comes up with a number. There is
compromising, et cetera. After that is done, is there any further
discretion for you on the numbers?

Mr. Mniza Let me play just a completely hypothetical scenario.
Suppose that CBO said the deficit shortfall is $20 billion; OMB said
it was $15 billion; GAO said it was $17 billion. I would have the
discretion to say, no, after looking at your work, CBO and GAO, I
am now convinced it is $16 billion.

I would have the discretion to say it is $16 billion. And on that
basis of my report, the President would issue the sequester. But
once the number 16 is chosen, there is no discretion. It is just arith-
metic, and multipl and dividing to go account by account.

Mr. JoHN M In the dnistration's proposal to meet the
damage from the Supreme Court decision, you are saying that the
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original language of Gramm-Rudman about taking the median
point between CBO and OMB, that in effect, that has to be altered.

Mr. MILLE. Yes.
Mr; JOHN MILLER. You are asking in your solution for you to

have the finaL-albeit, you may give great deference to CBO and
GAO and everybody else's numbers-you would have the final au-
thority on the number.

Mr. MILLER. That is what the Supreme Court said. Or someone
carrying out that function-

Mr. JOHN MILLE. And therefore-last question-when you criti-
cize the fallback provision, I assume your criticism of that would
apply to what I understand Senator Eagleton proposed, where he
suggested that GAO develop a sequestration order, submit the
report to both houses of Congress, each has 3 days to vote it up or
down without amendment with only 1 hour debate. The same criti-
cism applies?

Mr. MILLzR. Yes.
Mr. JOHN MUER. I have no further questions.
Mr. NEAL. Will the gentleman yield to me for one quick ques-

tion?
Mr. JOHN MILLER. Yes.
Mr. Nw... I meant to ask one other question, and it was this. If

we, as a result of that August 15 snapshot and slower growth in
the economy, find that we are, in fact, $40 billion over our budget
target, as required under Gramm-Rudman, do you think it would
be good policy for this country to make those $40 billion across-the-
board cuts?

Mr. MuLm. No. Again, this is completely a hypothetical case,
but if it turned out there was a $40 billion shortfall, I would much
prefer Congress and the President to establish priorities and elimi-
nate the gap, rather than go through the acros-the-board seques-
ter.

Mr. NE.L Yes, sir, I understand. You already said that and I
agree with you, by the way. But let us say for some reason or an-
other that Congress and the President cannot get together on that,
and we then fid ourselves operating under Gramm-Rudman. We
have got a $40 billion shortfall, and under law you are required to
make the across-the-board cuts.

My question now really is, would that be good economic policy
for the country?

Mr. M•uLEm. Yes, I believe it would be. As painful as it would be,
I think it would have a certain disciplining effect for the future.

You may be asking-and correct me if I am wrong-would the
fiscal effect of these cuts be so severe as to disrupt economic activi-
ty. Again, in a $4 trillion economy, a drop of spending of $40 bil-
lion--while $40 billion is a very large amount of money-I do not
think would have that perceptible an impact. It is certainly not an
impact that could not be offset by slightly more expansionary mon-
etary policy, if need be.

Mr. Nw.. What did you say? We are about a $3 trillion-
Mr. MIu.z. $4 trillion economy.
Mr. Nw•L. $4 trillion economy.
Mr. Mum. I mean, if we did that, for example, I would urge the

Fed to be more expansionary in its monetary policy than it had
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been earlier to offset this. But I do not think it would be-I think
you would have to get up into the $30, $40 billion range before you
would really need to take explicit action.

Mr. NzjL. I thank you.
Mr. BRooms. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. John Miller.
And thank you very much, Mr. Director Miller. You have been a

very forthright and candid witness.
And we have enjoyed having you.
Mr. MxLuz. Thank you. It has I measure, my honor.
Mr. Bitoons. I look forward to hearing your deficit estimates

shortly.
Mr. MuzmR. Yes, sir.
Mr. BRooKs. In the meantime, within the next few weeks, Con-

gress has got to decide whether we should give to someone else or
the power to control the Federal purse strings for the next 5

years. This is a bottom line, fundamental question we have been
discussing today from 10 a.m. this morning until 6:20 p.m. this
afternoon.

We have heard from the Comptroller General Bowsher, who used
to occupy the central position in the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings trig-
ger mechanism; from the Budget Committee Chairman Gray, who
currently occupies such a position. We have also heard from the
OMB Director Miller, who has publicly expressed his desire to
become the central player in this trigger mechanism.

While contemplating the options mentioned, we ought to keep in
mind that the whole Gramm-Rudman-Hollings deficit reduction
process is founded on economic forecasts, which are far from pre-
cise.

Last year while this law was being debated, the deficit for fiscal
year 1986 was predicted to be $192 billion. As a result, it was deter-
mined that a $2.0 billion sequestration would be adequate to reach
our target deficit figure of $172 billion. The law went into effect 5
months into the fiscal year, so a proportionate part-$11.7 billion
to be exact-of the $20 billion was actually sequestered in March.

And now, even after that sequestration, the actual deficit for
fiscal year 1986 is turning out to be on the order of $220 billion, by
general consensus. Almost $30 billion more than originally predict-
edfust a few months ago.

Wen Congress passed the fiscal year 1987 budget resolution a
few weeks ago, it met the $144 billion deficit target with some
room to spare. Since then, however, the economy has deteriorated
to a point where it now looks as if we may have to cut an addition-
al $10 or $20 billion from Federal program or risk triggering a
second round of Gramm-Rudman-Hoings sequestration cuts in Oc-
tober that could run as high as $30 or $40 billion.

I think it is increasingly clear that Congress has enacted a law
that is full of snakepits and quicksand. The Supreme Court has al-
readj saved us from ourselves once with respect to this law. We

be most remiss, in my judgment, if we again try to give
away our basic budgetary responsibilities.

The hearing is adjourned, subject to the call of the Chair.
[Whereupon, at 6:21 p.m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene

subject to the call of the Chair.]
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POSSIBLE LEGISLATIVE RESPONSES TO
BOWSHER v. SYNAR

WEDNESDAY, JULY 23, 1986

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS,

Washington, DC.
The committee met at 9:31 a.m. in room SD-342, Dirksen Senate

Office Building, Hon. William V. Roth, Jr. (chairman of the com-
mittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Roth, Stevens, Cohen, Durenberger, Rudman,
Cochran, Eagleton, Chiles, Nunn, Glenn, and Levin.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN ROTH
Chairman ROT!H. The committee will please be in order.
Last year, in recognition of chronic frustration in its deficit re-

duction efforts, Congress enacted the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings leg-
islation. Its purpose was to set in place an automatic deficit reduc-
tion mechanism that would make sure the necessary cuts would be
made if Congress was itself unable to make them.

I supported this concept initially but opposed the legislation ulti-
mately because- it did not treat all programs in an evenhanded
manner. Because of the political bias in the deficit reduction mech-
anism, I felt constrained to vote against the legislation.

Under this legislation, the Comptroller General, guided by con-
gressional mandates, reported to the President on the deficit reduc-
tioft to be made. The Supreme Court has found the Comptroller's
role in executing this law unconstitutional because Congress, by
another law, has the power to remove him.

My primary purpose in holding these hearings is to assure that
in any attempt to repair the automatic deficit reduction mecha-
nism, the essential mission of the Comptroller General is not un-
dermined. Each year, the General Accounting Office saves the tax-
payers billions of dollars by exposing fraud, waste, and inefficiency
in executive and independent agencies. It would indeed be a cruel
irony if, in the guise of preserving the deficit reduction mechanism,
we lost this money-sai Agency.

And this Agency wrou d be lost, in my opinion, if it were trans-
ferred to the executive branch in order to carry out its role under
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings.

I will not sit idly by if any attempt is made to subjugate the
Comptroller and over 5,000 employees at GAO to the executive
branch in which GAO sits in daily judgment.

(1)
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My purpose here is not merely to oppose. The Supreme Court de-
cision raises serious questions about many GAO functions, from its
litigation authority to police deferrals and rescissions under the
Budget Act, to its bid for protest responsibilities under the Compe-
tition in Contracting Act.

To the extent we can, we must also explore how these questions
might be resolved. Various solutions have befn offered for both the
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings question as well as the more general
GAO questions. Staff has reduced examples of the basic approaches
to writing so that witnesses today might comment on them.

The first would transfer the Comptroller's reporting responsibil-
ity under Gramm-Rudman to an existing Executive office, such as
the President or the Director of OMB.

The second would transfer those responsibilities to a new execu-
tive officer or entity. Such officer might be a newly created director
of deficit reduction, and I would point out, and I think it is an im-
portant thing to consider, that perhaps the President might be per-
suaded to appoint one Charles Bowsher to that office. In other
words, Charles Bowsher would wear two hats, one as Comptroller
General and an independent one as director of deficit reduction.

Or the new entity might be a blue ribbon bipartisan commission.
Of course, transferring the Comptroller functions to any of these
executive officers or entities would not address the more wide-
spread problems that confront GAO.

The third solution would address those problems, as well. It
would merely delete the removal authority of Congress, which the
Supreme Court found offensive, and make the Comptroller remov-
able only through the Constitutional process of impeachment and
conviction. While this approach has the virtue of addressing the
Supreme Court's objection, it does have the vice of inviting further
litigation. This risk may be worth it, since the approach would
appear to leave the nature of GAO fundamentally unchanged.

The fourth approach, Presidential removal of the Comptroller for
various causes, narrow or broad, or Presidential removal at will, I
have addressed before. Basically, I am opposed to this general ap-
proach and hope that those gathered here today might come to-see
the wisdom of other solutions.

Before we turn to our distinguished list of witnesses, I will recog-
nize other members of the committee who may wish to make a
statement. Senator Cohen?

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR COHEN
Senator COHEN. Just a brief comment, Mr. Chairman. First of all,

I was pleased to hear you say it was Gramm-Rudman and Hollings.
Now that a portion of the bill has been declared to be unconstitu-
tional, Senator Hollings 'name has resurfaced, and we call upon
him to explain the provisions. [Laughter.]

In view of the fact that we have several of our colleagues about
to testify, it is unlikely that I will be able to remain longenough to
address a couple of questions to Mr. Bowsher. There are a number
of functions, as a result of the Supreme Court decision, which have
a direct impact upon the GAO's role, and there are many, many
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functions which they appear to have lost as a result of that particu.
lar decision.

One that I am most concerned about is the Competition in Con.
tracting Act. The GAO has been involved in bid protest resolution
for the past 60 years, and 2 years ago, we codified the role of GAO
in that Competition in Contracting Act. The third circuit had ruled
it to be constitutional under a challenge by the Justice Depart-
ment. That is now up for rehearing, by petition on the part of the
Justice Department.

So I would like, at some point to address several questions to the
Comptroller General as to whether or not he sees a distinction in
the role of the GAO under the Competition in Contracting Act, and
if not, what role he foresees for the GAO in resolving bid protests
in the future.

Chairman ROH. As. I stated, we really have two problems: The
immediate question of Gramm-Rudman, which is on a timeframe of
immediate importance, but equally, if not more important, is the
question of GAO itself, which we do hope to address in some detail
today.

Senator Rudman?

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR RUDMAN
Senator RUDMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Mr.

Chairman, I have exercised my option to sit up here this morning
rather than testify, because I have never had an opportunity to get
the last word in when I have been with Senator Gramm. So I am
going to ask him some questions this morning.

Mr. Chairman, let me just simply say that your concerns and the
concerns of others about the Comptroller General's role certainly
reach sympathetic ears, and as the Chairman knows, one of several
proposals of the original sponsors of this legislation has been dis-
carded and set aside. The proposal that Senators Gramm and Hol-
lings will talk about this morning, that the three of us will intro-
duce as an amendment to the debt ceiling, will in no way change
the function of the -Comptroller General. We have discarded that
because there was, obviously, very substantive opposition to it. We
listened to that opposition.

I have gone through, as has the Comptroller, with a very studi-
ous eye towarc-what has happened to the Comptroller's office, and
I will introduce into the record this morning a document which
contains approximately seven or eight pages-of items which I think
the Comptroller and this committee would agree they no longer
can enforce. There has been a major change in the enforcement
powers of the Comptroller General under this decision, and quite
frankly; although the Comnptroller still has his audit/investigative
functions, I have great feot, as expressed by the chairman in his
opening statement, that something ought to be done to preserve
the Comptroller's enforcement powers.

Unfortunately, the only way to do that and to give him any Ex-
ecutive power whatsoever is to do what we had originally proposed
doing, that is, making the Comptroller removable by the President.
It seems to me, Mr. Chairman, that if the Congress is willing to be
satisfied with the fact that the Comptroller is going to be an audi-
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tor and an investigator and that is all, then I expect that we can
live with the Supreme Court case as it is.

But I have always felt that a number of the enforcement powers
of the Comptroller were very important. That is a subject for an-
other day and maybe for other people, but I do think it is impor-
tant that this seven-page list of powers lost to the Comptroller be
part J,' the hearing record, and I know the chairman shares that
view.

[The information referred to follows:]
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July 22, 1986

COMPTROLLER GENERAL AUTHORITIES POTENTIALLY AFFECTED BY
BOWSHER VS. SYNAR

1. Claims settlement, generally

31 USC S 3702 a. The Comptroller General shall settle "all
claims of or against the United States."

31 USC 5 3711(b) b. Only the Comptroller General can comrn
promise a claim arising from an audit
exception.

2 USC S 130c c. Investigating applications for waiver of
claims over $5C0 for erroneous payments to
Vice President, a Senator or senate
employee. Such claims may not be waived
if Comptroller General takes exception to
the account.

31 USC S 3711(b) d. Resolves doubtful claims submitted by
agencies if not over $20,000 each.

31 USC S 3711(e) e. Prescribes claims collection standards
jointly with the Attorney General.

31 USC s 3531(b)(2) f. The Comptroller General must charge appro-
priation accounts for losses and damage to
United States property attributable to
negligence of an official or agent of the
agency.

31 USC S 3526(a) 9. The Comptroller General must supervise
the recovery of all debts certified as
due to the Government.

2. Account Settlement

31 USC b 3526

31 USC 5 3526(d)

31 USC S 3526(d)

31 USC 5 3521(a)

a. The Comptroller General shall settle all
accounts of the United States Government.

6b.--The7e Wilanci certified by the Comptroller
General Is conclusive on the executive
branch of the Government.

c. The Comptroller General may change the
account within a year after settlement on
his own initiative or on the request of
an agency head. Any change he makes is
also conclusive on the executive branch.

d. With the consent of the Comptroller
General, the head of an agency (required
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48 USC S 1469

18 USC 5 4126

22 USC S 3712(c)(2)

22 USC S 3712(c)(2)
and 3751(a) as
amended by Pub.
L. No. 98-63

22 USC 2221(d)

0
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to conduct an administrative audit of
agency accounts before submitting them
to the Comptroller General) may waive
any part of the audit.

e. The Comptroller General must settle and
adjuW all disbursement accounts of appro-
priated funds to support governments of
the United States territories.

f. The Comptroller General must settle and
adjust all receipts and disbursements
from the Federal Prison Industries Fund.
No disbursements can be made from the fund
without a warrant or certificate of
settlement from the Comptroller General.

g. Panama Canal Commission.

(1) Before the Commission may receive an
appropriation for any fiscal year,
the Comptroller General must certify
the accuracy of the Department of
Defense's estimates of tolls likely
to be collected and amounts likely to
be needed.

(2) Before funds may be paid to the
Republic of Panama# pursuant to
Treaty obligations, the Comptroller
General shall determine, on the basis
of an annual validation auditt
whether payments made to the Republic
of Panama by the Commission
accurately represent excess operating
revenues over expenditures. Any
overpayment he discloses must be re-
funded by Panama or offset against
other payments due to Panama.

h. Audits under Foreign Assistance Act of
1961, as amended.

The Comptroller General must audit any
funa establ-iehed solely with United States
contributions to make grants and loans to
international organizations but which is
administered by such international organi-
zations pursuant to an agreement with the
United States. If the Comptroller General
finds that the funds are not being admin-
istered in accordance with the agreement,

-2-
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tne President is required to modify the
agreement to conform to the Comptroller
General's findings and recommendations.

i. Comptroller General reports on appro-
priation accounts. in connection with
his general audit authority, the Comp-
troller General must report on the
state of executive agency appropriation
accounts, including an appraisal of
unpaid obligations. By the 30th day
after receiving the report, the agency
must carry out what ever actions the
report shows are necessary.

3. Advance legal decisions

A disbursing or certifying official or the head of
an agency may request an advance legal decision about
the propriety of making a proposed payment or certify-
ing a particular voucher for payment. The Comptroller
General must issue the decision requested.

31 USC Such decisions are binding on the Comptroller
S 3526(b) General if an agency official makes the payment in

accordance with our advice when we settle the account
at a later time. The statute does not deal with the
reverse situation--i.e., when the agency official
ignores our advice. We might feel equally bound to
take an exception to his account. In other words, we
have contended for years that under our account settle-
ment authority, our legal decisions about improper
expenditures are equally binding on the executive
branch. That is not literally what the statute
provides, of course, but we have placed this authority
in the probable category, nevertheless.

4. Relief authorities

31 USC S 3527 a. The Comptroller General is the only
government official who can relieve a
present or former accountable officer from
liability for a physical loss of money, or
for an illegal, improper, or incorrect
payment from-his account. Except for
physical losses in accounts of disbursing
officers in the Armed Servxces, such
determinations are binding on all execu-
tive branch agencies.

- 3 -
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31 USC b 3527(c)

31 USC ) 3528(b)

31 USC b 3528(c)

b. The Comptroller General may deny relief if
he finds that the head of the agency did
not carry out diligently collection action
under procedures prescribed by the Comp-
troller General.

c. The Comptroller General may relieve
certifying officers from liability for
improperly or illegally certifying a
voucher for payment, when he finds that
certain statutory criteria have been met.

d. The Comptroller General may relieve a
certifying official from liability for
overpayments to common carriers when
certain specified conditions are met.

5. Prescribing accounting standards or procedures

31 USC S 1112
(c)(1) 0 (o)

31 USC S 3511
(a)

31 USC S 3512
(e) & Mf)

31 USC S
(c)

3513

31 USC $ 3521
(b)

31 USC s 3530

a. The Comptroller General must establish, maintain
and publish standard terms and classifications
for use in providing fiscal, budget and program
information about agency activities. Agencies are
required to use the Comptroller General's terms
and classifications when they report on their
programs to the Congress.

b. The Comptroller General shall prescribe account-
ing principles, standards, and requirements which
the head of each executive agency shall observe.

c. The Comptroller General is authorized to review,
and to approve the accounting systems of each
executive agency when he finds they conform to his
prescribed principles, standards, and require-
ments.

d. The Comptroller General shall review, and approve
the reporting and accounting system in the Depart-
ment of the Treasury when he finds that it con-
forms to his requirements.

e. The Comptroller General may prescribe the maximum
amount of a voucher that may be audited under a
statistical sampling procedure.

f. The Comptroller General may prescribe
regulations to adjust appropriation accounts
for a loss of funds attributable to account-
able officer negligence.

-4 -
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31 USC S 3522 g. Disbursing officials may submit their accounts
(a)(1) quarterly unless the Comptroller General

decides that the public interest requires more
frequent submissions.

22 USC h. Inter-American Development Bank.
b 283J-1

The Comptroller General must prescribe for the
Secretary of the Treasury the scope of and the
auditing and reporting standards which the
Executive Director of the Inter-American
Development Bank must follow.

22 USC S 2221(e) I. The Comptroller General must prepare auditing
and reporting standards in connection with his
audits of United Nations and affiliated
agencies, International Bank for Reconstruc-
tion and Development, Asian Development Bank,
and the International Atomic Energy Agency.
These standards must be incorporated in any
proposed agreement the President makes with
these entities.

47 USC 5 307
(as amended
by Pub. L.
No. 98-214)

42 USC S 300x-5
(a)

31 USC S 7501
et seq.(new)

31 USC s 6723
(a)(1)

J. Corporation for Public Broadcasting.

The Corporation may not distribute any
funds to National Public Radio unless it can
determine that NPR is Implementing a system
of financial controls and procedures recom-
mended by an independent C.P.A. (which system
the Comptroller General has determined com-
plies with generally accepted accounting
principles and which reflect prudent manage-
ment practices).

k. State audits of community health center grants
from HHS must comply with the Comptroller
General's standards for audits of government
agencies and organizations.-

1. State and local assistance programs - must be
audited in conformance with the Comptroller
General's generally accepted auditing
standards.

m. State Revenue Sharing programs - must also be
audited in conformance with the Comptroller
General's generally accepted auditing
standards.

-5 -
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31 USC s 3523 n. Records retention - the Comptroller General
(c)(1) may require agency records to be retained

under conditions and for a period of not
more than 10 years (unless the Comptroller
General and the head of the agency agree to
a longer period).

6. Participation in decision-making as member of independent
boards and commissions

Current memberships include: Railroad Accounting
Principles Board (49 USC 11161 et seq.); U.S. Railway
Association Board of Directors (45 USC 711); Technology
Assessment Advisory Council (2 USC 476); ano a board to
arbitrate disputes about prices quality, suitability etc.
of prison-made products, decisions of which are binding on
Federal agencies required to buy the products. (18 USC
4124).

7. Davis-Bacon Act Determinations

40 USC The Comptroller General is required to make Davis-Bacon
5276a-2 Act determinations about a contractor's liability for

failing to pay laborers and mechanics required level of
wages, followed by decision to debar the contractor from
participating in further Government contracts for a period
of 3 years.

8. Countersigning Warrants

31 USC The Comptroller General is required to counter-
S3323 sign warrants before the Secretary of the Treasury

may pay the various agencies their share of
appropriated funds.

9. Reasonable Price Determination

DOD The Comptroller General must determine the reason-
Authori- able price of uranium tetrafluoride (used to pro-
zation duce conventional ammunition) in order to enable
Act, Pub. the Secretary of the Army to make required certifi-
L. No. cations to the Congress, which is a prerequisite to
99-145 providing the uranium to contractors from stockpile

materials.

10. Impoundment Suits

2 USC The Comptroller General is "expressly empowered"
S 687 to bring a civil action in the United States

-6 -
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District Court for D.C. against any department,
agency, or officer to require him to make budget
authority available for obligation which, in his
view, should not have been impounded.

11. Verification Examinations of Energy Information

42 The Comptroller General has authority to issue
USC S subpoenas to produce books and records, compel
6382 attendance of witnesses, and required written
(a)(1) answers to his interrogatories in connection

with his duty to conduct verification examina-
tions of information furnished about energy
resources.

The Comptroller General may assess civil
penalties of up to $10,000 for each violation
of an order to produce information.

The Comptroller General has authority to
obtain enforcement of his subpoenas or order
in a United States District Court.

12. Certifications of Judgments, awards, and compro-
mises for payment from the judgment fund.

31 Usually this is ministerial, but the Comptroller
USC General may refuse to so certify if he finds that the

requirements of the law, both as to the underlying judg-
ment and/or a claim for interest, have not been
met.

13. Procurement Protest System under Competition in Contracting
Act.

31 USC a. Protests by contractors alleging a violation
S 3551 of procurement statutes or regulations shall
et seq. be decided by the Comptroller General within

specified time limits. The decision may con-
tain recommendations to the agency, but they
are not binding. Nevertheless, the agency is
not allowed to proceed with making its award
until the Comptroller General's decision has
been issued unless it makes a written finding
that *urgent and compelling" circumstances
will not permit the delay. It is this *wait-
ing" requirement that has been challenged
in Ameron, Inc. v. U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers et al., in the Third Circuit Court of
Appeals on constitutional grounds and is

-7-
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awaiting rehearing by the full court# in the
light of Bowsher v. Synar.

31 USC b. The Comptroller-General may determine that the
S 3554(c) solicitation for a contract or proposed award

doesn't comply with a statute or regulation
and declare the interested party to be
entitled to the costs of filing and pursuing
the protest, including attorney fees, and bid
and proposal preparation costs. Federal
agencies are required to pay such monetary
awards promptly out of available funds.

14. Form and content of information provided to Congress

31 USC The Comptroller General can require OMB ana
51113 heads of executive agencies to provide to the
(b) Congress fiscal, budget, and program informa-

tion, including summary tables and whatever
related information the Comptroller General
thinks is necessary.

-8-
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Chairman Rorm. Let me say I do have the same concern, and we
do expect to delve in some manner today into those issues. I would
say, though that I don't think there is total agreement as to what

- --the--impact- ofýth& Supreme Court decision is on each of these
issues. I think that is one of the questions that we will be wanting
to investigate with great care.

But I certainly strongly agree that this is a key problem that is
going to have to be dealt with by this committee.

Senator Cochran?

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR COCHRAN
Senator Cocmu. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I look forward to

hearing the testimony of witnesses today as we try to make sure
that our efforts to put teeth in the budget balancing process are
consistent with the constitutional requirements. I think we can ac-
complish this task, and I think it is encouraging that the Congress
quickly ratified the reductions that were made in spending of about
$11.7 billion for fiscal year 1986. That shows very clearly the com-
mitment of the Congress to deficit reduction and working our way
toward a balanced budget.

I think the Congress is going to be receptive to doing whatever
has to be done to make sure that the other parts of the new rules
and the new laws under the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings provisions
are kept in force and effect.

Let me say that one other thing worries me considerably. We
should find a way to expedite the procedures and the process by
which we arrive at a budget resolution in the Congress. I think it is
terrible that we establish target dates for action and then abandon
that timetable. This really disrupts planning at the local and State
evev and-•throughout the Federal governmentt in a very unfortu-

nate way.
I know that, in a case that I am personally familiar with because

my father is a retired superintendent of schools in Mississippi, the
State began getting some Federal assistance for some of our school
districts so that additional teachers could be hired and curricular
could be developed to help disadvantaged students. But the school
districts wouldn't know until the last minute, right before school
started, how much money they were going to get. That is happen-
ing today throughout the country. This is the failure of the Con-
gress to give clear signals as to how much the appropriations for
all these accounts will be for the next fiscal year. We get to the end
of a fiscal year, and we haven't appropriated money to begin the
new fiscal year on October 1.I think we need to do something about that, if it can be done, as
we make changes in the law here. I think we ought to try to expe-
dite the process so that we can ap ro riate on time and so thatagree on a resolution on time. Itin one way to do this is to
create a joint committee on the budget. That is provided for, I
know, as one of the fallback provisions in the Gramm-Rudman-Hol-
lingo law. Let's make that a permanent committee.

Why have a resolutions approved by each house and then a con-
ference that seems to take forever? Let's have a joint committee
report a budget resolution that is considered in each House rather
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than two committees working separately. I think that would help. I
hope the witnesses will consider that and the committee will con-
sider that.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Roah. Thank you, Senator Cochran.
Senator Chiles?

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHILES
Senator CiLzs. Mr. Chairman, I believe I am the only member

of this committee who serves on the Budget Committee, so I have
got a double-barreled desire to see us fix this and fix the Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings law. At the same time, I think it is critical that
the changes that we make are well balanced and safeguard the sep-
aration of powers.

The problem is I don't believe that we can do all these things
right now at the same time. Mr. Chairman, I think you stated it.
You think it would be a serious mistake if we took away the inde-
pendent status of the General Accounting Office, and I certainly
agree.

I think it is essential that we keep GAO both strong and inde-
pendent. The essential question is: How can we do this and at the
same time preserve the clout of the automatic sequester in the
aftermath of the Supreme Court ruling?

The Court's ruling not only altered the key provisions of Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings; it triggers the basic changes in the standing of
the General Accounting Office. The staff of the Comptroller Gener-
al has provided us with an 8-page outline that lists some 17 differ-
ent functions of GAO that is affected by the Supreme Court deci-
sion. None of those changes have anything to do with Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings. They are separate duties, but they are important
duties, and they are influenced by the outcome of the case.

So when you add up all the changes, it is clear that Congress has
a duty to make adjustments in the operation of GAO. The Agency
may not be broken, but it is certainly a different place right now,
and it is going to need some fresh guidance from the Congress. Ob-
viously, that is going to be a complex job, and it can't be done in
the short timeframe that we have before us as the Senate begins
consideration of the debt limit extension.

Without a thorough review, I don't think it is possible for Con-
gress to reach a consensus on either the substance of necessary
changes or to build a political consensus on how we should make
those changes. So I think we are left with this immediate situation.

The only way to maintain the automatic deficit reduction provi-
sions in Gramm-Rudman-Hollings is to allow the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget to draw the final executive order and sequester
rather than GAO.

I think at the same time, when we say that, I think we all realize
that that implies a tremendous shift of power to the executive
branch. GAO is independent; OMB is not. OMB does the bidding of
the White House, and that is not true because right now it is a Re-
publican White House; it has been true when it is a Democratic
White House. It is just the way that Agency is constituted, and it is
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going to be that way. They are going to follow the bidding of their
President's party.

What is especially disturbing is that GAO is distant and remote
from the legislative process and does not respond to constituent
needs expressed in the Congress. It is a gathering place of skilled
bureaucrats with analytical skills. But regardless of those skills,
they are still bureaucrats, and they are still very insulated from
front line discussions between Members of Congress and the people
who send us here to deal with the very practical problems.

Beyond these realities, the shift of such authority to OMB, I
think, also could be criticized as an improper delegation of power.
The Supreme Court didn't discuss that in the latest case, but if
OMB is given such authority of unrestricted flexibility, we could
face a new legal challenge on the basis of that delegation of power.

--- So with all those things in mind, I would propose a two-track ap-
proach to the current situation. For the short term, I think it is
clear that Congress has to act before August 15 if we want to pre-
serve the automatic provisions of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings, and it
seems to me the best course would be to put the authority for pre-
paring executive order and sequestering temporarily in the hands
of OMB. I don't think we should put it there for more than 1 year,
so that we have an opportunity to look at it again; so that we have
an opportunity to see whether there is a better way to do that.

So the short-term measure would produce two benefits. It would
get us through the uncertain weeks ahead that we have to deal
with the possibility of dealing with the sequester and preserving
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings, and it allows us to carefully monitor
OMB's performance and to watch for abuses and to gain some in-
sight into what additional changes might be necessary.

For the long run, then, Congress will have to consider whether
we can restore GAO as an impartial arbiter under Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings. If we can't, then we will have to look to decide
whether some independent agency or perhaps a new unit will'have
to be created to do the job.

What we are talking about here today is important, but the
larger question is eliminating the.Federa deficit, and that is the
whole reason behind Gramm-Rudman-Hollings.

So the public will let us haggle over the law, but I don't think
their patience is unlimited in regard to the deficit. I have heard it
argued over and over again that Gramm-Rudman-Hollings is little
more than a sophisticated smoke screen for Coneand the Presi-
dent to hide behind in an attempt to sidestep the hardship of defi-
cit reduction.

I disagree. I think it was and does remain a serious discipline
that Congress has imposed upon itself and the White House to es-
tablish ground rules which we could violate only with the most se-
rious of consequences, and I think it is just as true that the conse-
quences could be equally serious if we saved Gramm-Rudman-Hol-
lings by giving away the congressional responsibility for budget dis-
cipline.

So what we do about the law now should be an interim response,
and we should give ourselves time to deal clearly with the constitu-
tional issues without wasting time on the deficit.
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Chairman RorI. Thank you, Senator Chiles. We are pleased to
have as our first witness our good friend and colleague Pete Do-
menici, who, of course, serves as chairman of the Senate Budget
Committee. I think Senator Domenici, together with Senator
Chiles, are to be congratulated for last week having gotten through
the Senate, as the first exercise, the so-called backup fallback pro-
vision of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings. It was accomplished smoothly,
almost painlessly. I hope we will learn this morning from Mr. Do-
menici how the process works and how we can expect it to work in
the future.

Senator Domenici, welcome.

TESTIMONY OF HON. PETE V. DOMENICI, U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO

Senator DOMzNiCi. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, mem-
bers of the committee.

First of all, Mr. Chairman, I hope I don't burden this committee
for very long. I am in the same position as many of you: I am sup-
posed to be in three other committees, and I have to go to one be-
cause we are marking up the highway bill. So I am going to try to
be brief. I would ask that my prepared remarks be made a part of
the record at this point.

Chairman RonH. Without objection.
Senator DohmcJ. Mr. Chairman, let me address a few points

that have been raised by the members of your committee as they
discussed this issue, for starters. The distinguished Senator from
Mississippi raised the issue of the nature of the Budget Committee,
and let me say to him and to you, I believe this Congress wants to
do something that will really help the fiscal hangups that are here,
and they are dramatic. The people of this country can't possibly
know what we are doing. Continuing resolutions confused with
budget resolutions confused with. appropriation bills, ad naseum.

If there is one thing we ought to try to do, it is to try to have
something simple enough for the people of this country to hold us
responsible, and to seriously look at reforming the budget process.
Let me suggest to my friend, one time about 1 % years ago before
the Rules Committee of the U.S. House, without any prepared text,
I had a lot of fancy ideas about the budget process. I said maybe we
ought to have a joint committee and maybe it ought to meet every
year and represent both bodies.

But let me suggest that I changed my mind, but only in this re-
spect: If we want to do that, we ought to reform the appropriations
process dramatically. There is no reason in the world under the
Constitution that we have to appropriate every year. It would seem
to me if we want to really sendsome signals to our members and
to our people that we are organized in a way which is calculated to
get the business done, we ought to have one budget resolution that
is good for 2 years that can be modified simply about every 6
months. We ought to do away with annual appropriations and have
them once every 2 years. We ought to let Members of Congress
spend a year doing other business and a year doing the business of
the fiscal policy of the Nation.

/
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I have checked and it is my considered belief that if you look at
every appropriation bill, that about 90 percent is a repetition of the
previous years work. I see no reason why we couldn't do it all on a
2-y cycle. There is a real difficulty with a joint budget commit-
tee, probably more difficulty with the House than with the Senate.
It would have to have some real power, and it would meet early on
and decide for the Congress of the United States a joint budget.

In a sense, I say to my friend from Mississippi, it would kind of
become the up-front conference. It would do most of the work of
conferees because you would expect them to iron out the difficul-
ties and differences.

Let me suggest, however, that I don't think the House, the way it
has been handling the appropriations process, tends to want to be
as restrictive as the U.S. Senate, and we are going to run into some
serious problems this year in that regard.

Now, let me leave that quickly and suggest in my prepared re-
marks, Mr. Chairman,1addws the issue tt you just raised: Will
the fallback provision work in the future? I am here because I
think we have to fix the statute. I believe we need something like
the process that was thrown out by the Supreme Court. I know
there is a Gramm-Rudman U before us. I hope we never have to
use it again. But I do believe the chance of ever having to use the
trigger or pull the trigger is significantly related to the assurance
that there will be a sequester. And consequently, I believe you
have to find some mechanism, be it the Gramm-Rudman II, the
general outlines that Senator Chiles has given here that you might
not want to do it for 5 years right now but find a way to do it for
one year and look again, but in some way, if you want the disci-
pline, you have got to have that, in my opinion.

I don't perceive it to be Congress trying to escape its responsibil-
ity. Quite to the contrary. I believe it is a democratic way of saying
it is tough for Congress and the President to do it, and if we can
vote that on ourelves,I think it is saying to us, we must do it, and
it is giving us the extra push to do what has become almost impos-
sible -because of gridlock between the House, the Senate and the
President.

With reference to the proposal of the distinguished original spon-
sors now called Gramm-Rudman-Hollings. I, I think it is easy to
understand. When it first appeared in print, it seemed kind of com-
plicated, but it is very simple in that there are no operative words,
legislative words, that are significantly changed with reference to
responsibilities.

GAO, which is now out of the loop as a permanent submitter
of the order, does lust what it did in the past; the same legislative
mandates are on tiat body to take a look at what OMB and CBO
did, and then they are to give it due regard and to explain any
changes that they make.

Now if we stopped there, we can take a look back and see how it
worked the first time, and it seems to me that the Comptroller
General was very practical. The Comptroller General did not try,
exercising due regard in his explanation powers, to undo those
things that the other two agreed upon. It settled a few disputes,
made a few technical cnges, and I believe that model can then be
carried the next step. The next step is this: of what they propose,
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leave that intact and then put OMB back in the loop and say, when
the Comptroller General is finished, he sends his work to the OMB,
and then they, again, have the same operative words. They are
supposed to affirm it, giving due regard to it, and if they want to
make changes, they are to explain them.

If the Congress believes that the practical effect of this is that
they will conduct themselves in much the same way that the
Comptroller General did, then it seems to me there need be little
fear, and perhaps that is a good approach. But I believe it behooves
me to say that truthfully, the Comptroller General didn't have to
behave that way. The Comptroller General could have changed
things dramatically and explained them, and that would have been
the operative document going to the President of the United States
to effect the across-the-board sequester.

So I think the rub comes in, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee, in that there are some who will say it is apt not to
work the same way because the OMB does, indeed, if you want to
give it its broadest capability and powers, it has the potential, the
prospect, the power, whatever word you want to use, to substantial-
lymodify, so long as they have given due regard and give an expla-
nation.

I, myself, believe that it will probably work, even as they have
proposed it. I believe the practical effects of dramatic departures
from what had previously been agreed to by OMB and CBO would
have a very, very inhibiting effect on their conduct.

They will just have finished doing it one way, and then if they
can turn right around and, under the assumptions I have given you
of maximizing their capability, undo it all, it would seem to me
that there would be a drastic response on the part of Congress and
the American people. It would be an ordinate response to an inor-
dinate act on the part of OMB.

So I think there are some pressures to keep them in line. But I
must tell you that the argument will be made that they could,
indeed, dramatically change it, as I see it, interpreting it, and thus
put on their shoulders an in their executive capacity as represent-
ative of the President some very significant powers that -are not
there now.

If there is somebody that has a way to constitutionally fix that
and still leave them in the loop, I assume you are willing to listen
as a committee, and I assume the U.S. Senate will listen on the
floor in the next 2 to 7 days, when this issue is presented.

Let me say, I don't believe, however, to distinguish this power
that they may exercise, giving due regard to the report they are
looking at and explaining it, I don't believe that power significant-
ly changes the 50/50 split between defense and nondefense pro-
grams which is statutorily defined, nor do I think it could affect
the exempt or partially exempt items of the budget, because they
are very well defined.

I don't believe they would have the power- to substantially
change what they will cut. But I do think they would have power
to change the economic assumptions and some things that would
have an up or a down effect in a substantial way on the amount of
the deficit that they are attempting to sequester. I have spoken
with my friend, Senator Chiles, who serves as my ranking minority
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member and on your committee, and he may have concerns beyond
what I have described.

But I do believe they could, as I have described, make changes
that are outside of the parameters of what was done by them with
CBO, and by GAO, and thus there may be some concerns.

Let me close my remarks by discussing whether the fallbackpro-
vision as written in the law is apt to work in the event we neither
amend or in the event we amend and find that the amendment is
unconstitutional again. I can't say unequivocally it will or it won't,
but if you want my impression, I would put it on the side of prob-
ably won't work. You want to know where I say probably: 60 per-
cent chance it won't work.

I have given you about four amendments by way of timing that I
think ought to be changed. We have put that sequester process and
that joint committee into a very difficult position timewise, and we
ought to give them some flexibility. We also give them too much
time to report. Instead of 5 days, I suggested 1. 1 understand my
friend Senator Chiles thinks maybe 2 days. That is all right with
me. We ought to cut the time, and we ought to clearly provide for a
discharge of that committee in the event they aren't getting the
work done so that the issue comes to the floor for a vote on that
across-the-board piece of legislation called a joint resolution.

We also ought to clear up the retroactive powers, because we
may find ourselves in exactly the same position as last week. If the
new fix is declared unconstitutional, it will be after it has been car-
ried out. We don't have enough retroactive powers to cure the defi-
cient order the way it is.

Now, in addition to all that, why is it apt to not work under my
probability explanation? Frankly, I don't think you can use the
first one as an example at all. First of all, No. 1, the dollar figure
was fixed in the statute. Nobody had to make any assumptions.
You recall the House wanted to bring it all the way down to $172.9
billion. We finally convinced them that was crazy. That would have
been about a $38 billion sequester 5 months into the year. We com-
promised and took a dollar figure, so the sequester was $11.7 bil-

In the future, this activity will have to determine how much to
sequester, for one thing. That will become a subject matter for the
fallback consideration, and there is nothing that says the Congress
won't get embroiled in that. We can continue to say you can't
amend, you can't amend, and basically you can't amend until there
are enough people who want to amend, and then you will amend.
For now, they didn't want to this time, and that is pretty obvious,
but the next time, God knows.

In addition, it would appear to me that even if the fallback
m'•ht work, I believe you need the outside triggering mechanism
withthe order finally executed outside this Congress to get the .ull
effects.

I repeat, however, that I do not support that with the idea that
they will ever have to sequester. I believe we have the responsibil-
ity. If you look at the overall potential for Congress to fix the situa-
tion, I believe we will fix it ourselves, and I use that word in its
best sense. I am not talking about con jobs, finagling numbers. I
am saying we will come to our senses either sooner or later and
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avoid a sequester, but we are far more apt to do that and do it
right if we are confronted with the realities of the sequeste,:: That
is outside of our control.

I would be pleased to answer any questions you might have, Mr.
Chairman.

Chairman Rom. Thank you, Senator Domenici. I think you
pointed out very well some of the advantages and problems of the
proposed solution. I agree that where there will be considerable
concern about the role of OMB under Gramm-Rudman-Hollings II.
I suspect that is why Senator Chiles has proposed a 1-year limita-
tion on the delegation of such broad discretionary power to OMB.
Unless one supposes that the words "due regard,"' bind OMB in
principle to follow the recommendations of the GAO report, then
0MB could have great discretionary. power.

It does seem to me, and I would like your comment, that the pro-
posal you are supporting to fix the Gramm-Rudwan-Hollings law
would place 0MB in a rather ironical position. First, OMB is asked
to make its projections based on what they think to be the appro-
priate economic assumptions. We all know, of course, that there
are great differences among the economists as to where the econo-
my is going. The old saying is., if you have 10 economists, you will
have 10 different points of view, so that there are honest differ-
ences as to where the economy is going. But usually it is said that
OMB is more optimistic-thih CBO.

In any event, these OMB projections go into the joint report with
CBO. Then you ask OMB, under the proposed solution, to disregard
its own best judgment and go ahead with due regard to the GAO
report. Is that right?

Senator DOMzNIcI. Mr. Chairman, OMB had one shot at this, and
they got into a conference with CBO with very broad power to
come up with different views, different economics, different ratios
of B.A. to outlays, and they seem to have been rather reasonable.
They came out of that in good shape. They probably had differ-
ences. I don't know if they were as extreme as they may be in the
future, but they did, and they were able to resolve them, and they
did not appear to anyone, at least to my knowledge at this point, to
be trying to skew them in some way that would lend itself to a
minimal sequester, or a maximum. They came to some pretty rea-
sonable and rationale decision.

It seems to me that one might look at that and say they didn't
have to, and-tI would conclude that they probably will act reason-
ably in the future because you see, they first have to resolve their
disputes with CBO, and if they are going to take an extremeposi- ...
tion of great deviation from conventional economics or CBR, it
seems to me they will make it right up front in the first meeting
that they have with CBO.

That ]as got to be resolved under any of the options. Had
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings been constitutional, they would have had
to have done that in the first instance, too, and so I am not as wor-
ried about that as some are. I do believe it presents a political issue
on the floor because there are many who are terribly skeptical of
the issue, but frankly, I don't believe they will have much latitude.

As a matter of fact, I think they will have to exercise it in the
first go around or they will be absolutely foolish, to do it one way
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the first round and then in the second round, when they make it
final, come up with some wild things to avoid a sequester.

Chairman Ram. I suppose the economic factors were not as im-
portant in the first go around--

Senator DOMENICI. True.
Chairman RomH [continuing]. Because of the specific directions

written into the legislation.
Senator DOM ICL. The chairman is correct.
Chairman RoTH. But certainly, there is some substance to the

question that there could be a wide variance, as there have been in
the past, as to how fast the economy is going to grow. I don't say
that that is fatal, but I think that is a problem.

Senator DOMENCi. Mr. Chairman, if OMB's discretion is the big-
gest of the problems, then maybe that issue singularly, in terms of
the second go around by OMB, could be dealt with in some way
that is constitutional. I don't have it at present, but there some
maybe some way. Senator Chiles may have one.

iCharman Roam. Let me just throw out a suggestion, one possibil-
ity that I referred to. Again, I have taken no position on any of
these, but one possibility of correcting the constitutional problem
might be to create a new office and to arrive at some ad hoc or
informal agreement with the President that Chuck Bowsher, who I
think a lot of people have confidence in, would wear a second hat.
We will ask the constitutional experts what problems, if any, they
see there. Would you care to comment on that as an approach?

Senator DOlmoE c. Mr. Chairman I have heard the statement
and listened to the-thought that perhaps a new entity ought to be
created to do it. I think that we have to have this outside effective
mechanism. I think it is so important that rather than lose it, we
ought to do anything reasonable to keep it.

On the other- j-andj -F have-a- couple of-observations.-This -is so
technical in terms of budget authority to outlay ratios, economic
assumptions, spendout rates in the programs which would become
kind of an exercise in some kind of expertise, that I would surely
say if we are going to do it, let's not put some new entity in that
doesn't already have the knowledge, because we are just inviting
trouble. GAO does have the knowledge.

It may very well be that you could structure that. If you can, you
won't find any objection from the Senator. from New Mexico. I just

- don't know how you do it. You would have to borrow GAO's exper-
tise, but I don't see where that creates any constitutional issue. It
is a question of creating the office itself.

Chairman Rom. As a practical matter, such a new office could
borrow staff from GAO. It is also true that GAO, under its present
authority, was-contractiug for outside talent.

Senator DoMMICL. Yes.
Chairman Ramn. Thank you.
SenatorDMommc Thank you very much.
Chairman ROTH. Any other questions, Senator Rudman?
Senator RuDMAN. Just a very brief question to be certain that I

understand the distinguished chairman's testimony. There are
really two issues that have been involved with any discussions
leading to this proposed amendment as they relate to OMB power.

Senator DommC. Yes.

"" I .
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Senator RUDMAN. The first one has to do with estimating the size
of the deficit. The second one has to do with implementing the
order. If I understand the distinguished Budget Committee chair-
man, he is saying that there remains a chance, although slim, of
the OMB Director, after being part of the process, in making the
fimal estimate, making a deviation. That is something that the
chairman believes is not probable but possible. Do I understand the
chairman correctly?

Senator DOMENCi. I say that is, indeed, a possibility and that no
matter how small one wants to make the word possibility seem, it
becomes a political problem that you and those who are sponsors
and advocates of the reimposition of a valid triggering mechanism
have to consider.........

Senator RUDMAN. Would you like to venture a guess? Would the
Director of the OMB go? Would he make the deficit higher or
lower?

Senator DOMENiC. Well, historically, I would assume no reason
to make any change. They want to make it lower.

Senator RUDMAN. I would agree with that. One other question,
and that is the second part of my question. I want to make sure
that I understand the testimony of the chairman clearly. I believe
there is general agreement that the Congress has the absolute au-
thority to write the guidelines not only in terms of the 50/50 allo-
cation, but in terms of the Levin amendment, the program activity
language, that there would be virtually no discretion in moving the
numbers around within the cut itself, and that if we believe that
ought to be made stronger, I believe the chairman of the Budget
Committee would agree there is no constitutional problem with_
that. That is the Congress' authority.
- Senator DOMENICi. I don't believe there -are any problems with
that. Let me say, Senator, let me just give a couple of examples,
aside from economics, because I don't know that the economic as-
sumptions arethe only issue.

Let's assume advanced deficiency payments. There is a statute
on the books. This is a $4.3 billion outlay item in fiscal year 1987
that is why I bring it up. That is a big item. That is almost the
amount by which the Subcommittees on Appropriation in their
first go around exceeded the budget resolution.

Now, CBO would interpret the law as an expenditure, even
though it is discretionary, because we just did it, and they see no
reason why we won't do it again.

OMB is sitting there representing the President. They say: We
are the ones that decide that. After all, the discretion is with
whom? Our boss. We aren't going to count it.

Now they have their first go around, and they get locked up, and
CBO wins. OMB, in their ,fical report, says: No, you don't win, we
overrule you. There is a $4 billion savings item. If it comes back
into the top, for OMB to do it over again, they are going to say $4
billion, and I don't mind savings, if they are real.

The problem is that 3 month later, when you are through with
this process and Congress gets up against the deficiency payments,
they are probably going to say: If you didn't do it, Mr. President,
we are going to do it for you. There goes the $4.3 billion.
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Senator RUDMAN. I thank the chairman very much. I think the
great fear that many people have, is that the OMB Director could
sit down and somehow reallocate these cuts in a way that had a
particular slant toward what this administration wanted against
those things that it didn't want. I think that the chairman agrees
with all of us who are working on this that the way this is written,
that can't be done in any substantial way.

Senator DOMNmCi. I would respond there is a high probabilihty
that they couldn't and a very high probability that they wouldn t
as compared with the the use of possibilities in my testimony here.

Senator RUDMAN. I thank the chairman very much. If anybody
deserves a prize around this town for taking a lead in this fight, it
is the Senator from New Mexico.

Chairman Born. Senator Domenici, I think Senator Chiles has a
question.

Senator Cimzs. Do you have a minute, Pete?
Senator DOMINIC!. Let's go.
Senator CL-mlES. We are talking about possibilities now and not

necessarily probabi~ijtjee,.jeemst&.nme that there is certainly the
powerthere--the possibility is there-that if OMB wanted to they
could use a high B.A./outlay ratio for domestic programs and a low
B.A./outlay ratio for defense programs. For example, if $20 billion
in outlays were to be sequestered, OMB could assume a 1 to 1
ratio for defense and a 3 to 1 ratio for domestic programs, which
would mean you would sequester $10 billion in budget outlay in
B.A. for-defense and up to $30 billion dollars in domestic programs.
It certainly seems to me that this power is there.

Of course, whether we can or will want to restrict that is un-
clear. The power is there. You would agree with that?

Senator DOMINICi. I would agree with that, and I also say they
could-have done it this last time. That one was not governed by the
fact that we didn't need economics because the number was fixed.
The still had to decide how many billions in budget authority they
would cut in defense as mandated. They would have been over-
ruled, perhaps, by GAO, but I believe they arrived at a pretty logI-
cal conclusion.
-Senator Cirous. Under this, they would also have the power to

make the estimate of the base spending levels for programs, and
we know, of course, that can certainly affect--

Senator DOMmNCi. That is correct.
Senator CHILS [continuing]. The programs. Then, of course, the

third power they have is the using of economic assumptions. If they
wanted to assume very optimistic economic assumptions, they
could well differ from what CBO and the GAO would say would be
the economic assumptions.

Senator DOMzNIC!. Let me say, Mr. Chairman, for those of us
that have been working in this field, and some people think budg-
ets are like we do at home, that this law and our national budget
frequently borders on being esoteric. Instead of a budget, we all
knew these problems that the distinguished ranking member of the
Budget Committee said were there when we said: OMB and CBO,
you all sit down and do it. We were absolutely amazed that in a
very short period of time, they could resolve the issues that they
did.

0-
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I am not suggesting that he is wrong. The Senator is raising the
issues; he is right, and I have answered them forthrightly. But
frankly, there has to be a willingness to make this work.

Senator Cmitu. There is one other difference that I have some
concern about, and that is when they made those original differ-
ences, they knew they had GAO as the impartial arbiter. Now, if
you don't kow that you have an impartial arbiter, you have got a
different situation.

Senator DOMENICI. I agree. Thank you very much.
Chairman R(rm. Thank you, Senator Domenici.
[The prepared statement of Senator Domenici follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DOMIPNICI

Mr. Chairman, lot me start by thanking you and the distinguished members of
your committee for this opportunity to discuss with you the implications of various
proposals to change the Baanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act, orGramm-Rudman.

We are here today because the Supreme Court has declared unconsitutional the
operative provisions of the automatic sequester process. In many ways it is a sad
commentary on our modern day legislative and budget process that we are here
today having to discuss an automatic procedure affecting our country's future and
present fiscal policy. For while I support efforts to correct the errors identified by
the Court, it is my fervent hope that these automatic procedures need never be
used.

The theory underlying Gramm-Rudman is that the threat of automatic across-the-
board cuts would be so politically galvanizing as to force Congress and the President
to make prioritized cuts beforehd in order to avoid a sequester order. I believe
that putting the teeth back into sequestration by overcoming the constitutional flaw
will help to keep up that much-needed pressure. Hopefully Gramm-Rudman will
work as intended, and we will all play our parts on the budgetary stage to reduce
the deficit.

However, I have some ancillary concerns that I would like to share with you.
There is no gaatethat Congress will adoplt-socled "Gramm-Rudman 11",

- - though 1 -liop U-n ~rhrRM1W tsc an am~nd.
- m-e n adopedwill pass constitutional muster, though, again, I hope it will. If we

don't fix it, or iW the fix i held to be unconstitutional, Gramm-Rudman will contin-
ue to operate through the fallback procedures set forth in section 274(0) of the Act.

...-- As we saw last week, the fallback procedure has some serious flaws. It is intended
to provide expedited, protected consideration of legislation which provides across-
the-board sequestration. But in certain circumstances, the procedures are ill-timed,clumsy, and inap ropriate.

The major problems are the schedule, the inability of the Temporary Joint Com-
mittee to affirm a sequester that is already in place and the confusion over whether
the Temporary Joint Committee can be discharged from introduced legislation.

First let me discuss the schedule. As it currently exists, the Act provides that
OMB and CBO take their snapshot of the fiscal year 1987 deficit on August 15 and
sent it to the TJC on August 20. If the joint resolution reported by the TJC is en-
acted, the President is to issue his initial order on September 1, and it goes into
effect Octaber.LOn-October 5 OMB and CBO take their second snapshot and sent
it to the TJC. If the joint resolution is enacted, the President issues his final order
on October 15, and it is effective immediately.

The problems with this schedule are obvious. It does not mesh with the normal
August recess period. This very year, for example, Congress is not scheduled to be in
season between August 20 and September 1. In fact, we are not due to return from
the Labor Day recess this year until September 8. Even through the TJC will not
receive the OMB/CBO report until that date, and we could enact a joint resolution
shortly thereafter, there is no authority for the President to issue the initial order
on any day other than September 1. Moverover, the TJC is not scheduled-to-receive
the second OMB/CBO report until October 5, while Congress is scheduled to adjourn
sine die on October 3.

I think it would be advisable to collapse the fallback schedule significantly, and to
change what are currently specific dates to floating requirements, so that each step
takes place within -a certain length of time after the prior step, rather than on a
date certain.
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What I have in mind is this: OMB and ClO take their first snapshot on August
15. They transmit their report to the TJC on the first subsequent day that both
Houses are in session. Th TJC has one calendar day to report the joint resolution.
The chambers must vote on it within two days of session after it is reported. The
President issues his initial order within two calendar days of signing the joint reo-
lution or of our veto override. The initial order goes into effect October 1. OMB and
CBO take their second snapshot and transmit their report to the TJC on October 2.
The TJC has one calendar day to report the joint resolution. The chambers must
vote on It within one calendai day. The President issues his final order, effective
immediately, within one calendar day of enactment or veto override.

This revismd schedule will ensure that the process is completed by October 5, atthe latest. I suggest reducing the number of days for TJC action and floor consider-
ation because extended deliberation in the TJC is made unlikely because we cannot
amend the report, and because floor debate is limited to two hours in each House,
with no amendments in order.

L•-ras"e that-this-•onlmped schedule will be difficult to follow at certain stages.
But I believe it will work more efficiently, particularly in election year.

The second issue is retroactivity. We dealt with this last week. The fallback, an it
currently exist., does not take into account a situation where an order is issued pur-
suant to a mechanism which is later invalidated. Last week, the TJC faced the ques-
tion of ratifying an order that had been in effect for over four months. But the TJC
could not report a joint resolution to do this. The TJC could only report a joint reso-
lution affirming the January 15 report from OMB/CBO. However, that report did
not reflect what the February 1 order did, because of intervening changes made by
GAO. Because Congre9 desire was to ratify the status quo, including changes made
by laws enacted after February 1, we had to pne a separate concurrent resolution
which directed the enrolling clerk to change the Joint resolution in order to fulfill
our intentions

This problem may arise again if the so.called "Gramm-Rudman W" fix is enacted,
resulting in a presidential order, and the Supreme Court subsequently invalidates
the new automatic procedure.

This situation can be taken care of by providing the TJC with the authority to
report legsltio retoactively ratifying A Ja pr sietial ordr.

Anothr issue concerns the dichrg o the "TJC should a joint resolution to
affirm the Directors' report be introduced in either chamber and referred to it. In

- the Senate, such a tishr is inferred because of the deadline set for the Commit-
toe'saction. This is not the cam in the House. It seems to me that members of both
chambers should be able to further the sequester process by introducing legislation
and ensuring a discharge, so that even if the TJC is not ble to act, the flsl Con-
gres could exercise its *Ill and vote on the Joint resolution.

This problem can easily be taken care of by inserting in the statute langauge
which Specifically provides for such discharge in both chambers.

Let me conclude by saying again that I intend to do everything I can to make
sure that neither automatic sequester procedures nor the fallback need ever be used
in future yer. But since we have thes procedures, it behooves us to try to make
them work th were intended.

I thank the Committee for the effort expended in discussing theme issues. These
hearings are essential in determining the best response to the Supreme Court deci-
sion, and I commend the Committee or its foresight.

Chairman Rori. At this time we are very gl.ad to have as our
next witnesses Senator Gramm and Senator Hollings to speak to us
about legislative answers to the Supreme Court rule. I think all
members of the committee received last night the latest scoop, the
most recent copy of their propped Balanced Budget Emergency
Deficit auction Act.

So we look forward very much, Phil, to you and Fritz, to present
your_ proposal. Please pro0e.

TESTIMONY OF HON. PHIL GRAMM, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF TEXAS; AND HON. ERNEST F. HOLLINGS, U.S. SENA-
TOR FROM TUB STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA
Senator Ga xM. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for hold-

ing these hearings. We are obviously talking about a subject that is
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imo rtant. We have set out a commitment to the American people
to bring the deficit under control, to balance the Federal budget. I
think the Supreme Court's decision is reflected in the fact that
there has been a substantial reduction in the stock market. The
stock market fell by 62 points. The stock market has, in essence,
been in the doldrums since. Despite the efforts of all those whose
jobs it is to sell stock and promote optimism, the truth is that the
market reacted to the Supreme Court decision because it created
uncertaint.

I would like to try to outline briefly what the court did; what the
backup provision is; why I think there are problems with it that we
want to deal with; what our solution is, and to try to answer a few
of the points that have been--raised-;-Fll-try-too-that-in-such-a-way
as to deviate from my background as a school teacher and be brief,
so that Fritz can give us the straight scoop on it.

First of all, Mr. Chairman, the Supreme Court did not strike
down the automatic cut mechanism. The Supreme Court has ruled
against the argument that we were trying to create an improper
delegation of power. They upheld an argument that was made by
the Justice Department to both the three-judge panel and to the
Supreme Court that everything in the bill was constitutional
except the person we picked to be the certifier of the deficit, on
which the automatic triggering mechanism would be based. It's not
that there was a problem with the automatic triggering mecha-
nism, but that we chose the wrong person to do the job, because of
a then obscure-now well-known-provision of the 1921 Budget i
and Accouthting Act which gave Congress the ability to remove the
Comptroller. This created a separation of powers problem.

That puts us back to a--fallback-provisio. that was-written into
the law because we were aware, of course, in the conference on this
bill, that there was a 60-year-old constitutional dispute over the
role oftthe Comptroller General and who he worked for. .

Now, the backup provision simply has the Conrional Budget
Office Director and the Office of Management and Budget Director
meeting and reporting jointly an estimate about the state of the
economy, converting those economic estimates into a projection of
the deficit; measuring that deficit against a target set out in law.
On this basis, if the deficit exceeds the target set out in the law by
more than $10 billion, the joint report specifies that difference and
given the programs that kre subject to cuts as determined by the
parameters set out in the law, it defines what the automatic cut
order would look like.

"Ujider the original provision which was-struck down by the
Court because of separation of powers problems with-the-Comptrol-
ler General, that order was reported-mto.theCmptroller General
who, in essence, audited it and certified it. Then, If Congress had
not done the job, and if the deficit exceeded the target by $10 bil-
lion, we then, in essence, had 45 days to get on with the job of
meeting the target. Otherwise, an across-the-board cut would go
into effect automatically.

Now, under the backup provision-CBO and OMB would report
not to the Comptroller General, but to the Congress, and the Con-
gress would have a vote under highly expedited procedures: No fili-
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buster, no substitute, no motion to table, 2 hours of debate, up or
down, on certifying the deficit, defining the problem.

There obviously is a great deal of dispute about whether the
process would work. I very seldom disagree with the distinguished
chairman of the Budget Committee, but my guess, and a guess is
all that it is, as to whether Congress, having committed to the
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings bill by vast majorities in both Houses
and both parties, is that when it came right down to it, I believe we
would admit the problem existed and get on with doing it.

The problem comes from the uncertainty. Gramm-Rudman-Hol-
lings is not a perfect bill. Obviously, the people who wrote it were
not perfect, and we couldn't expect it to be. But the idea is to force
Congress to make decisions. As the distinguished members of this
committee-all of whom are more senior than I, realize that uncer-
tainty does not promote actiori.

The problem with the fallback provision, pure and simple, is that
it is a new process we have not made to work, and as a result,
there will be the tendency of both the White House and the Con-
gress to do nothing, waiting to see if Congress will, in fact, admit
that the problem exists. But oven if wo then admit the problem, we
will have delayed action, not formed a consensus and not disci-
plined the appropriations process. Then we would find ourselves
with a legislative train wreck and an economic disaster.

Our prop is a very simple proposal. There may be an infinite
number o ways of solving the problem, but we wanted to do It in
the most direct and clearly constitutional manner. We do that by
simply staying with the current process, where CBO and OMB
report jointly on their findings concern ing the deficit; that number
is certified by the General Aounting Office; it then •oes to the
Director of OMB, who, within the constraints of. due diligence, in
looking at the work that he himself has participated in, certifies
1he deficit as an officer of the executive branch of Government.

At that point, if we have not met the targets, then Congress
would have a period of time, in essence, the month of September,
to do something about the problem. The President would have the
same pressures; and itis-ii--tyi lief tha-t, inl-factI. -am cnfide-nt,-Mr.
Chairman, that within the constraints of certainty, that if we do
not do our job that there is going to be an across-the-board cut;
that within that environment of certainty, that we will do our job;
that there will not be an across-the-board cut, at least one will not
go into effect given our 80 days to do something about the problem.

We have now discussed this proposal at great length with the
Justice Department, with distlinu ~i awyersand we are confi-
dent that we have a vehicle which clearly will withstand constitu-
tional muster, and that there is really no constitutional question to
be raised about-it.;-----

Let me address very briefly this whole concer-about discretion.
Let me begin by making it clear, that we are not talking about the
setting of public policy in trying to estimate the deficit. We are
talking about a green eyeshade function. That does not mean that
there is not discretion in green eyeshade functions, bu"t it is impor-
tant to understand that the discretion is not related to public
policy.

51-722 - 93 - 25

-Mks*
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It is related to technical judgment, as to what the economy is
doing this year; what it is likely to do next year; what the inflation
rate is likely to be; how do the growth rate and inflation rate inter-
relate in terms of expenditures and in terms of revenues?

Those are technical factors, and to the extent that discretion
exists, it will exist in that area. It already exists in the process.
The Director of OMB already has discretion in terms of his input
with CBO in the initial process. From that point of view, other
than having two bites rather than one, there is no really relevant
change in the process here. A point that I think also needs to be
emphasized is that to the extent that there is technical judgment
as distinguished from discretion, that technical judgment is in de-
fining the problem; it is not in carrying out the automatic cut.

- _The law that is written as Gramm-Rudman-Hollings is very spe-
cific in terms of the division between defense and nondefense; in
terms of the application of the across-the-board cut by program
project and activity. Now, there is no ironclad guarantee, just asi
said when this bill was adopted, that we have not built a four-sidedfort that we can go to sleep in. This bill doesn't end the work; this
bill begins the work..All this bill does is give us a good wall to our
back in terms of trying to fight a very difficult battle to put the
Federal Government on a budget like everybody else, and tq
strengthen the economy.

Obviously, there are possible ways of manipulating spendout
rates that make possible the argument that if one set about trying
to manipulate the findings, that could be done. But I think the rel
evant factor here is that one is strained to come up with any rea-
sonable kinds of manipulations that would have very much impact.
To the extent that there might be a problem with the spendout
rates as raised by the distinguished ran1 member of the Budlet
Committee and the ranking member of this committee, we certain-
ly have the power in an amendment to Gramm-Rudman-Hollings II
simply to define the sequester order such that the spendout rates
that have existed historically or that existed last year will be used.
That is not a problem that raises any constitutional issue, clearly,
or one that we can't fix.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, in concluding, this new proposal, like the
first one, did not come down from Mount Sinai. It is not perfect. It
probably can be improved. We are open to suggestions, but we are
not open to the suggestion that because it is imperfect, that it is
worse than nothing;, because it is not totally foolproof or mischief-
proof, that the correct alternative is to do nothing.

To do nothing is to guarantee the perpetuation of the problem.
We have made progress. We have taken an -important step. We a-r
close to meeting the target. In my opinion, if we can reconstitute
the Gramm-Rudman-Ho] n bill, if we show due diligence in the
appropriations process, if we commit ourselves to the process, we
can make the target this yearand-I believe that that is vitally im-
portant.

One final point: I am not in favor of taking action to have a solu-
tion for only 1 year. I am certainly willing to come back and review
it, and I am willing to commit here today that if there is any rea-
sonable question raised about the process, that I will support re-
viewing it. But the one thing we need more than anything else is
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certainty, so that the capital market, so that the investment com-
munity, so that the President, so that the Congress all know what
the rules are, that they are going to be in effect unless something
better comes along between now and 1991, and that we are going to
meet the targets. That is the kind of certainty we need to achieve
what we want to do.

This bill is not an end in and of itself. It is a vehicle to try to
achieve something that has eluded us, an& that is the reimposition
of fiscal responsibility in the country and Congress.

Chairman ROH. SenatorJkllings. .-
Senator HOLIUNGS. Mr. Chairman and distinguished members, let

me first express a frustration, certainly not with this committee. It
is with tremendous pride and respect that I have for this commit-
tee that I come before you, but I am thinking in terms of national
versus local government. I can't for the life of me undetafii_-tl6e
premium we put on irresponsibilities here at the national level.

All of us have served at the local level. If you were a mayor, you
tell everybody, "Look, we have run out of money. Let's just hold
the line; keep the programs this year, and just do the same next
year, because we don't have the money." We would have a freeze.
We tried that for 4 years around here and couldn't get anywhere.

But you in the State government, you have got to maintain your
credit rating. Everybody sees you are low-rated on your bonds; it -
costs the budget even more money again, and again, and so 43
States in America have what we are all arguing about. Nuclear
power, we are going to ruin this, going to destroy education, going
to disband the army. I will never forget that guy was running all
around like a chicken with its head off, about, "We are going to
have to cut 300,000 out of the Armed Forces." It is outrageous non-
sense. We don't increase anything; we don't decrease anything. We
just say, "Let's have truth in budgeting."

What we have, in essence, here, is nothing more than, in Janu-
ary of this year, what occurred in South Carolina. Governor Reilly
got a certificate from his comptroller that he had overestimated his
revenues last July, a year ago. The textile industry, the farm econ-
omy is down, and so he ordered the Treasury to sequester 2 per-
cent, all right straight-across-the-board itheiparticular programs,
and we had at the end of June, last month, the ability to pay our
bills, maintain our credit rating, balance our budget.

That happens at the State and local level every year without all
of this national outcry about, "We are avoiding responsibility."
They know what we are doing. We are fixing. We tried intentional-
ly to paint you and me and the President all into the same corner
so we would cult tlis, charaide of pointing fingers and no one
being responsible and running $200 billion deficits.

As between Gramm-Rudman-Hollings and the Comptroller, the
Comptroller was certainly far, far and away more important to-this -
Congress. He has been a magnificent instrument, and where we
first were thinking in terms of the Comptroller, the authority to
fire him being transferred to the executive branch, we talked to
the Comptroller and everything else. We all agree that we didn't
want to get down that road at all. If one of the other had to fail-I
don't believe it is an either/or situation, I don't believe anybody
does-but if it were that kind of either/or, we want to maintain
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this Comptroller and the leadership of this committee toward
trying to hold down the cost of Government.

In that context, you folks have been a big help. We have main-
tained the discipline, and in February, March 1, we cut $11.7 bil-
lion. On a point of order, we saved $1 billion on the farm bill. On
the reconciliation, we saved another $18 billion. Both Houses have
passed a budget cutting next year's deficit $38 billion.

The chairman here was a leader on tax reform. All on the Fi-
nance Committee maintained a revenue neutrality requirement for
members that helped us pass that tax reform. Now the Finance
Committee is going forward with its reconciliation.

So we have got a marvelous kind of discipline, totally unusual
over my 20 years. I have been up here 20 years and I've never
before seen it. Now we are beginning to see it for the first-time.
Now along comes all of those running for national office and other-
wise trying to gain the favor with the special interest groups who
still misunderstand. Women, infants and children and feeding is
rotected by law of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings, not cut. The Food
tamp Program is protected by law is Gramm-Rudman, not cut.
I am a candidate now, so I know what the questions are on the

train, and I am running all over making those answers. I don't
know how I am going to end up on November 4, but I am ready for
the fight and ready to make the explanation, because the rumors
are there. It's said that we have ducked our responsibility. My dis-
tinguished colleague from Colorado said on the floor last Thursday
afternoon that, "We are ducking our responsibility, we just won t
vote the cuts."

You know what we were doing at the time? Voting the cuts;
voting the cuts. Can you imagine such a thing-outrageous non-
sense. They are playing to that screen, and that is what they carry
on the 7 o'clock news.

So let's try and help us maintain a discipline. In that light, what
we have tried our very best to do is to set limits. There are some
questions about the Comptroller that all of us are concerned about.
He has, perhaps by that decisloFM. Chairman, Ios--so-ne6 author-
ity to enforce orders, to reconcile governmental contracts, or to
order certain savings. We want to fill that gap, but we want to
leave that for Government operations and the Congress generalll.

All we want to do now is to. fix the constitutional flat tire.
got a flat tire on the way to the Supreme Court. We have got a
spare in the trunk, but there is uncertainty in jacking up the car
and putting on the spare. I can tell you right now that Senator
Gramm has emphasized we would prefer to have it fixed. There are
those who don't want it fixed. They don't want it at all. There will
be an amendment to kill Gramm-Rudman-Hollings outright. But
what we really need to do is just fix that flat tire, and in doing so,
we have found, from talking to the leadership on this* committee,
talking to them in the Senate, talking to those with respect on the
House side, in more than several meetings that we have had over
there, that if we just transferred this authority, then, from the
GAO to the Office of Management and Budget, we can do the job.

Two years ago, with Stockman, no chance. I wouldn't trust him
to do anything, I can tell you that right now. He was the worst
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charlatan I have ever seen in Government in my 35 years of serv-
ice.

Now, we have the President and a new Director of the Office of
Management and Budget. We have seen how they have treated
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings and their responsibilities thereunder in
February. With that particular precedent and with the require-
ments of the statute, with due regard to the data, the assumptions

S....an...han~tho tolo ier~we-hink we have got it pretty well locked
in. And if not, we have got 30 days to do what we want to do. If the
President wants to veto that, then there is no fiscal responsibility;
there is no discipline; there is no cutting back on the deficit, then
he can assume that responsibility.

But I don't believe he is going to act in that vein. We, the Presi-
dent and an overwhelming majority in the House and the Senate,
realize that we want something done about these deficits. This, in
my opinion, is the best way to go about doing it and fixing in that
certainty. You can't fix it in totality; you have got to have a discre-
tion with that Director of the Office and Management and Budget
to avoid questions of constitutionality.

But otherwise, let me try to answer your questions and plead
with this committee to give us a suggestion; give us an amendment,
we can change this if it needs to be changed, but so far, we have
simmered it down, I think, to the hard core. In respect to the time,
really, we will .be awfully close to the debt limit. So any suggestions
that the committee has we would welcome pretty soon, because this
thing could come up today, or later this week or next week.

Chairman Rom. Thank you, Senator Hollings and Senator
Gramm, for your proposal. Let me start out by saying that as far
as this Senator is concerned, what I am looking for is the best way
to fix the constitutional defect in the law.

Senator HOLLINGS. Right.
Chairman ROTH. So my questions are npt irnended,.to-be-hostile .

but to try to determine what ar- the strengths and weaknesses of
your proposal and others. Assuming that it is the will of Congress
to fix the law, how can we best accomplish that goal.

Let me just, for clarification purposes, Phil, point out that all the
Supreme Court decision really did was to declare that because the
Comptroller General is removable by Congress, we conferred im-
proper powers upon him as a servant of the Congress.

The Chief Justice very specifically makes it clear in a footnote
that they were not ruling on the constitutionality of other provi-
sions of theAct, including one I think Senator Chiles brought up,
the question of whether or not it violates the delegation doctrine.

So I think we have to understand that the Supreme Court has
not ruled on the constitutionality of other aspects of this particular
law.

I1 would-y to you, Senator Hollings, I am very pleased that you
agree with us that it is critically important to retain the independ-
ence of the General Accounting Office.

Senator HOLLINGS. Yes, sir.
Chairman R~rom. I welcome those remarks. The one area of con-

cern in your proposal is the one that, of course, was discussed in
some detail with Senator Domenici, and that is the discretionary
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authority that would be given to OMB as a substitute, in effect, for
the GAO.

I would have to say, Senator Gramm, that you make this role
sound merel clerical in function. There I would have respectfully
to disagree. In determining the assumptions about where the econ-
omy is going and the other factors that go into making up predic-
tions, of both revenue and spending, significant discretion is exer-
cised.

Senator GRAMM. Let me respond.
Chairman ReH. If I may just first complete my thought, then I

would be pleased to have your comments. It seems to me that it
would be a mistake to underplay the importance of that aspect of
your proposed solution; you are putting OMB-into- the-process- at
two different stages. There can be honest difference of opinion. In
the first round, it was not that important, because you built a cap
into the legislation, as you recall, so that economic assumptions
were of not of the critical importance that they will be in the
future.

But I think we all have to understand, there are great differ-
ences, great differences in good faith as to where people see this
economy going. When you say to OMB, "We are asking you to use
your best judgment at the first level when you make up your first
projectin, but later on, you are supposed to use 'due regard' for
the joint report," aren't you really trying to say, that 0MB is to
adhere to the recommendations of the joint report?

Senator GRAMM. Mr. Chairman, if I might respond, when we are
saying due regard, we mean that OMB is to look at the findings
that have been given to them. The one thing thg Sunr-mP V'-d Wow
very clear on is that an executive branch entity his to make the
final certification, and so the reality we are looking at in trying to
write a provision that will withstan constitutional scrutiny, which
is what we all wanted and have al vays intended, is that you are
going to have to have the executive branch entity that will make
the final decision.

If you want to do that, the logical one to have is someone who
knows something about the technical factors. The decisions of
clerks do not constitute irrelevant decisions. In fact, the world iUs- -
run by little elves. But a clerical decision is not a policy decision,
and that was the point I was trying to make; not that they are not
important, but that they are not policy decisions. They are clerical
decisions in terms of trying to make a judgment, make a judgment
based on a set of technical factors rather than setting out a policy
objective. I think that is a very relevant factor.

Chairman Rom. I would have to, I guess, respectfully disagree. It
seems to me that we are asking and CBO to make certain
basic assumptions, which are in no sense clerical, but am in fact a
very sophisticated type of economic projection and prediction. In
any event, it seems to me that that is the crux of the issue and
that is the reason you hear a proposal made that we have a 1-year
limitation on your solution.

I have to say that I strongly agree with you that a 1-year limita-
tion might cause us to lose a number of the benefits of Gramm-
Rudman; that we do want some certainty in the picture. So I agree
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with Senator Hollings or Senator Gramm, whoever made the com-
ment, that it would be better to try to fix it permanently if we can.

Let me just ask one more question. We have got a number of
other Senators here. One other possibility, and there are several-
time doesn't permit us to explore all of tem-but one other possi-
bility would be to create a special office, as I mentioned earlier,
and to try to get some kind of informal agreement, obviously, not
legislative, that Chuck Bowsher would wear a second hat, inde-
pendently. Do either one of you care to comment upon that as a
possible alternative?

Senator GRAMM. Go ahead.
Senator HOLLINGS. We considered that, but you come right back.

He wouldn't be in a majority in a- special commission. You might
as well go ahead and fix that responsibility.

Chairman ROam. We are not saying necessarily a commission.
You could designate one individual, create a new office and desig-
nate one individual to discharge the roles that were given the
Comptroller General. Then what I am suggesting is to try to reach
an informal agreement between the congressional leadership and
the President; that if we did this, that Charles Bowsher wear a
second hat and be that designee.

He would discharge what he did before, not as the Comptroller
General, but as an administrator in charge of deficit reduction or-
the director of deficit reduction.

Senator Ijowiss. But if he comes, in anyway, under the influ-
ence •-ifhe executive branch, you have got an overwhelming maJor-
ity of the Congress that says, "Don't, in any way, blemish his ability
to criticize the executive branch."

I can't see him assuming any of those duties. The Comptroller
General is the tool of the Congress, and I wouldn't want to compro-
mise him in any way. Back to our original observation, lAe%'s- duUnI
fool with the Comptroller General; To work him while th-Gi-ki-rni-
Ruddman-Hollings process works as another matter.

Chairman RoTH. Let me underscore, he would not be acting as
Comptroller General.

Senator HOLUNGS. I know, but you give him a second hat. But
they-are moving around under that second hat; then he would be
somewhat obligated.

Chairman Rom. He would be moonlighting. [Laughter.]
Senator HOLLINGS. He would be moonlighting.
Senator GRAMM. Mr. Chairman, if I can respond, first of all, you

are going to break the separation of powers if you mandate that
the President appoint a particular individual.

Chairman ROTH. No, no. I wanted to make clear: You are not leg-
islating. It would have to be an informal understanding.

Senator GRAMM. I guess I would Fo back to Fritz' statement, Mr.
Chairman. I would say we weren t on the way to the Supreme
Court; I would say we were on the way out of the dtaert, and we
got a flat tire. We've got a colleague from Colorado who suggests
that now we ought to blow up the car and walk. [Laughter.]

We could probably re-engineer the car and come up with a better
tire, or we might try to put wings on it and fly out. But I guess
what we are saying is that time is short, the problem is great, and
we have come up with a good, solid, four-belt steel radial that we
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think will probably get us out. We are just not sure when you get
into trying these special offices, these two hats, what is going to
happen in terms of constitutionality. Quite frankly, we want toleg-
islate what will work; we don't want to be back in the Supreme
Court.

Chairman Rom. Senator Rudman?
bSenator RUDMAN. Thank you. I have enjoyed listening to these
two colleagues of ours who are masters of th•e metaphor, to say theve , least. [LAaughter.)_.. .v .. ato.r Io....We might add that is our only chance to talk,

when you listen. [Laughter.]
Senator RUDMAN. Mr. Chairman, I don't have a question, but if I

could be allowed a brief observation, there seems to be a thread
running through some of the questions here this morning that I
would just like to address from the point of view of the Supreme
Court decision. If it wants to, the U.S. Congress, under its constitu-
tional authority, can, in fact, bind the Director of OMB to economic
assumptions; can bind him as to his discretion in doing those
things, and can set the most restrictive kinds of calculations he can
use, in, for instance, determining budget authority to budget out-
lays, as long as this is done by statute, signed by the President of
the United States. I am not sure we want to do that, but I know
that Senator Chiles and I and our staffs have been talking about
various things that he has been interested in

That is what this is all about. That point has been missed by
many people. You will not find a constitutional expert in this town
t-at will disagree with that. We have the right to do this, because
we have the constitutional authority. tlregate Ahe public debt
and t appropriate - i--tnhiars-iiitheCongress, not the Presi-
dent.

Nuw, huw fair wu wiant Lu Su in dIng that, that is a question that
_ has.been.the subject of discussion. We have not addressed that

here, but that is the fact of the matter. Let us not confuse this
issue with the problem we have had with separation of powers,which was having an unelected official, not removable by thek Prei
dent, who was able to bind the PreId mntm--doii g-something.

This Congress is paramount in the area of setting economic as-
sumptions, telling the OMB what they can and cannot take in ac-
count in the first go around or the second go around, and addition-
ally, in terms of how we restrict what they do in caps. There islittle quietion *n the mind of anybody that I have talked to that
the Congress can do that by statute, if it is signed by the President.

That is a very important point that we want to make very clear.
Because I am sure, Mr. Chairman, that by the time we get down to
debate this on the floor and over In the House of Representatives,
there will be talk about all this power we are givig to OMB. The
fact of the matter is that the way this bill was drafted, the amount
of power given to the Comptroller, and now to OMB as a substitute,
is quite limited. If we wish to type in more limitations, and I am
not sure I do, but if we do, we don't have any constitutional inhibi-
tion to doing it. I wanted to make these observation.

Chairman Romn. I think everyone agrees with your point, Sena-
tor Rudman, and there certainly are a number of limitations writ-
ten into the law.
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Senator Chiles?
Senator CHLES. I don't have any questions. I think they have

covered most of the things that I was concerned about.
Chairman ROTH. Senator Stevens?
Senator STE.VNS. Mr. Chairman, I just want to ask these gentle.

men a question. I understand we are here today to talk about
fixing the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings procedure because of the Su-
preme Court's opinion. However, I am worried about some other
issues. The House is not bound, under the changes that were made
by your amendment, to the budget resolution limits on budget au-
thority or on outlays until the conference report level. There is no
point of order in the House on the failure to comply with either
one until the conference report level. There is no point of order left
in the basic law itself against adjournment without passing the
Reconciliation Act.

The defects in the Budget Act itself are greater than the defect
that the Supreme Court put its finger on in terms of who is going
to hold the final hammer to carry out the procedure that was out-
lined by your amendment.

Why don't we fix the problems that will prevent Congress from
taking action to prevent sequestration rather than sit here and
argue about which hat the Comptroller General should wear or
who should hold that final hammer?

The Budget Act itself now, in my judgment, is not effective to
give Congress the ability to finally work out the differences be-
tween the two Houses to prevent sequestration. Why should we &
that before we worry about this other thing of who is going to fi-
nally bring about sequestration?

Senator GRAMM. Mr. Stevens, if'I might respond, having sat
through many days of conferences, it was our intention that the
same sets of rules be applied in both Houses. But as you are aware,
each body has a right to set its own rules, and it was a considerable
victory tW get the House leadership to apply the binding constraints
on the f'ial conference reports, and they absolutely refused to do it
in terms of their individual appropriation process.

Now, in my opinion, that makes their job harder than ours. It
means the don't have to make the tough choices as early as we do
since we do have binding down to the 302(b) levels ink appropnria-
tions or down t_ the subcommittee level. But they ultimately have
to achieve that in the conference report. Quite frankly, I think that
whole willingness to commit to discipline shows that they are not
yet as fully in the harnesses as we are, and I think it is also clear
that there will be a move in the Senate to strike the binding fea-
tures of the bill so far as the Senate is concerned. I am going to
vigorously oppose that.

But the truth is, what we are trying to do here is to keep the
enforcement mechanism at the end, which will allow us, despite
our inability to control the House rules, to force them to partici-
pate in the process.

Senator SbTVENS. In the final analysis, you have control of the
appropriations process, but we don't have control over the reconcil-
iation process any more by the error that was made in the final
version of the bill in knocking out the point of order against ad-
journment of either House prior to the passage of the Reoncilia-
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tion Act in its final form. Without the Reconciliation Act, seques-
tration is essuredjAlnot?

Senator GRauM. Again, I believe if you look at the-original
Budget Act itself, that we have strengthened that act in virtually
every way. We do not have as strong a bill as I would like to see
adopted, but our problem was that we had to have adoption by
both Houses in order for Gramm-Rudman-Hollings to become law.

In terms of the same kind of binding constraints that we imposed
on the Senate rules, we could not get the House to accept those
constraints.

Senator STzvms. But those restraints only apply to the appro-
priations process. Ther-is no congressional restraint on the recon-
ciliation process, and I was informed last year that it was due to an
error in the final engrossing of the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
amendment. If there was a point of order prior to the adoption of
that amendment, there was no longer a point of order in the act. It
was knocked out by an error, they tell me. Are we going to have
support that Gramm-Rudman-Hollings will restore that point of
order for the Reconciliation Act procedure?

Senator Hout=ws. If we can get it in and hold it in, fine busi-
ness. It is going to be difficult, Ican tell you that, on the House
side.

Senator STzvmEs. If it is difficult, then it wasn't an error.
Senator HoLLmGs. I don't think it was an error, oh, no.
Senator STzvzNs. We were told last year it was an error strictly

in the way it was engrossed. If you look at your amendment, you
didn't touch that.

Senator HowwGs. We intentionally didn't touch that. There is
another amendment in there that you can't go on the July 4 holi-
day until -you pass certain bills.

Senator StmveNs. That was the one when they engrossed it and
knocked out the whole section before.

Senator HoLLNGS. Every one of those killer provisions, Senator,
in all respects, and many things in here-you know, the majority
of the U.S. Senate would have sequestered Social Security. But we
had to be realists and so we just set that aside. There were a lot of
things that we had to give and take in order to get this far down
the road.

Senator SrvzzNs. Mr. Chairman, I don't want to belabor it, but I
think that the problem right now is that we are working hard in
the appropriations process to try and avoid sequestration. There is
no mechanism left in this act to avoid sequestration through the
reconciliation process. Unless that is put back in there, we are just
tilting at windmills. There is no way that this act can work with-
out some meaningful sanction against the Congress going home
and leaving the reconciliation bill on the table.

Senator HoLuNos. Can I give just one comment, please, Mr.
Chairman? In response to the distinguished Senator from Alaska's
misgiving about that failure of the bill, and also the matter on the
discretion of OMB, we all are operating within the arena of an at-
tentive public. We said at the time, and Phil adopted this descri?-
tion, that we weren't Dale Carnegies; in other words, we didn t
pass this because we were super salesmen.
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This bill was got together not by politicians around the confer-
ence table, but by the American families around the kitchen table.
Now, with respect to that-description,- if I were in the -democratic
arena giving a political answer-but it would be a pretty good one,
and a true one-I'd say, "That is what you rascals have been
trying to do since the beginning of RonaldReagan, is fix the re-
sponsibility for that deficit on him."

You take a poll in South Carolina or in Alaska and ask, "Who is
responsibile for the deficit," and they will say, "The Congress."
They don't say President Reagan. I'll have to oppose Reaganomics
and Gramm later. I am his buddy now.

Senator GRAMM. Your signing.
Senator HOLUNGS. When I said we were going to have a $200 bil-

lion deficit, I hated to put up a fight and make the hard votes and
then go around being blamed for he -result--Mr. Chairman, under
the discretion to be given OMB, let's say, if you are talking in ex-
tremes and the Director of the Office of Management and Budget
comes in and says, "There is going to be 6 percent real growth next
year," and CBO and the GAO says it is going to be 1 percent and
all the economists, Kaufman and the others, Solomon Brothers, say
it is going to be 1 percent. Then coming to the final judgment,
when it is passed on to the President, the OMB still says, "It is
going to be 6 percent. I am going back to my original figure," he is
going to have to assume the responsibility for it, and then all the
Democrats are going to be happy anyway, because they didn't want
to cut anything. [Laughter.]

So what is everybody complaining about? [Laughter.]
Senator STEVENS. I am basically complaining that you have an

unworkable procedure, and you are trying to deal with who en-
forces the procedure after it fails.

Senator HOLUNGS. It worked in the House just this past week.
Senator GRAMM. Our problem was that this was not a marriage

of love with the House.
Senator HOLLINGS. Yes.
Senator GRAMM. This was a marriage of necessity, and they

weren't at all happy about being at the alter. [Laughter.]
We were just lucky to get the vows made. You are right.
Senator STEVENS. We don't want to continue that much further,

because I am not going to get in bed with the House. [Laughter.]
Senator GRAMM. I want to be in control of the rules, if I do.
Chairman ROTH. Senator Nunn?

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR NUNN
Senator NUNN. Well, I just want to make a brief observation and

invite comments from Senators or Hollings or Senator Rudman or
Chiles, either one, any of you. The little elves on the Armed Serv-
ices Committee are having a real problem. We have got a problem
because Gramm-Rudman-Hollings has shifted the whole focus of
defense to an outlay measurement; how much we spend in 1 year.

Now, that is the way you measure the deficit, so I am not saying
you had another alternative, and I am not complaining, but the
problem is the executive branch, the President's budget, OMB, are
not taking outlays seriously regarding defense. They sent up a
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budget that was $15 billion over what they projected in outlays.
That has thrown the whole thing off kilter. The American people
don't recognize that the President's budget does not even come
close to meeting the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings targets, because the
outlay number on defense was grossly underestimated,

Whether that was a political game or a mathematical game or
simply an economic error, I don't know. Now, we have got another
problem. The Budget Committees and the conference, particularly,
played games with the outlay budget authority ratio in defense,
and that makti an enormous amount of difference. I know what
happens in conference. I have been part of the Budget Committee.
What happens in there is the way you get a deal on the defense
number, you satisfy the Hawks by giving them a high budget eu-
thority; you satisfy the Doves by giving them a low outlay number.
Senator Goldwater and myself and others are the little elves, as we
might call ourselves. We are having to struggle with that.

Now what we face is that there is no way we can come up to the
ceiling, $292 on budget authority, and still meet the target outlay.
Senator Stevens is in the same situation, and he may have to mop
up after we get through giving it our best effort, but we can't come
up with the $292 in spending authority for the budget authority on
defense and still meet the $279 on outlays. It is impossible. Those
two numbers don't go together.

The President hasn't taken it seriously on outlays, and the
Budget Committee conference didn't take it seriously on outlays,
and now we are having to figure out how to do it. So the result of it
is unless we play smoke and mirrors, unless we get into the aim-
mick game, which I don't want to do; I think that is really basical-
ly fraud on the American people. We are going to have to cut that
budget authority number, and we are going to have to cut defense
much more than people have anticipated in order to meet that
outlay number.

I throw that up both as a question and also an observation that
when we get down to the sequester process, whoever does, and your
OMB would have that, if they play the same kind of games with
sequester that they have played with the submission of the budget,
then what we are going to have is a, sequester that still doesn't
meet the goals, because they can easily play a game of saying, "We
anticipate if you cut budget authority one dollar, you will cut out-
lays one dollar," and that isn't going to happen.

So we can have this whole thing thrown into complete chaos by
simply fenagling with the numbers over at OMB.

There is a way that we can address that problem, as one who
supported your overall effort as an unpleasant but best alternative.
I say I am looking for an answer.

Senator HOLUNGs. Your question, and/or observation is right on
target. I observed the same in the markup of the budget confer-
ence. I was a member of it and voted against the budget, both in
the budget conference report and on the floor of the Senate, point-
ing this out. Your colleague, Senator Glenn, pointed it out that
same evening that we were on the floor, opposing and voting
against the adoption of the budget conference report.

We've got a real problem. You know, Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
just didn't correct all the ills, and we didn't discipline Cap Wein-
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berger and the way he spends out. As a result, there is no confi-
dence, and the only answer that could be given by our budget col-
leagues is, well, if they are really in a jam, then, we have fenced
the money over there. They can get $6 billion more by putting up
the revenues for it. That was the alternative way the budget was
reported and adopted by both Houses.

But I would plead with you: Let's not try to fix that problem
here. If you can, I would vote for it; don't misunderstand me. But
let's just try to fix our tire again and not go back into the uphol-
stery, because I don't see how you are going to correct it.

We've just got a difference between budget authority and out-
lays. It has never been straightened out, and I know of no one in
Congress who has confidence in the numbers or who can tell you
exactly how much money is over there. If you can tell me, I would
be happy to talk with you. I can't figure that out.

Senator NUNN. Cap hasn't let me in on it.
Senator HOLLINGS. He hasn't let me in on it, or anything else of

that kind. It is hard on all of us interested in a strong defense, be-
cause he has eroded our confidence in dealing with our colleagues
and everybody else. Money is backed up over there and nobody
knows how much there is.

Senator STmvms. Would the Senator yield?
I don't disagree with the Senator from Georgia, but I think that

is an unfair characterization of what is going on at the Department
of Defense. I spent the last recess traveling around the West look-
ing at production facilities. What is happening is that defense pro-duction units of our industry are producing faster now than they
did before. They are actually delivering these units of production to
the Department of Defense for payment far ahead of what we esti-
mated 18 months ago could happen. And as a consequence, the bills
are becoming due and the Department of Defense is paying for
equipment and production that was ordered. It was authored, butit is just being delivered sooner. What is happening is that the in-
dustry wants to get in on getting paid now because they think the
defense budget is going down.

Senator NUNN. Would the Senator yield on that? I agree with
that. I am not suggesting that there has been, necessarily been a
monkeying with the figures. What I am suggesting is that we are
now in the business of measuring defense outlays, and that is
where we are judging the deficit, and that is what is driving
Gramm-Rudman Hollings, and that is the key point.

But as the Senator observed, nobody can measure those outlays
accurately, and the record on being able to measure defense out-
lays is very, very bad.

Senator HOLLINGS. And that preceded Gramm-Rudman-Hollings;
you and I both know that.

Senator NUNN. Absolutely, but before Gramm-Rudman-Hollings,
again as a supporter, we didn't measure that; we didn't pay that
much attention to outlays. We let those flow as they might flow.
We measured budget authority.

Senator RUDMAN. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if the Senator would
yield. I will give him a 30-second answer. I am trying to get
through the bill here; I asked a staff member to get to the right
page. I wanted to remind everybody that in Gramm-Rudman-
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Hollings, as passed and signed by the President and present law,
on the sequester order as it regards defense, you wilr find in the
bill, and I will have the language in a moment, in the existing bill,
that historical outlay and budget authority ratios and proportions
must be used by the Director of 0MB in calculating the sequestra-
tion. That is part of the law that we passed..

Now, that doesn't fully answer the question and the problem
posed by the Senator from Georgia, but I did want to point out that
to the extent we could do that, we have already done It. That does
not solve the whole problem, but that is in the present law, some-
thing that many people are unaware of.

Senator NUNN. I agree you tried to address it, but the problem is
that the historical patterns are not accurate to what is happening
now.

Senator RUDMAN. That well may be.
Senator NUNN. We deviated from that historical pattern very

substantially, because we had a very large change of budget au-
thority over the last several years.

Senator GRAMM. If I might respond, Senator Nunn, when I first
came to the House, I was always amazed that every time we talked
about the budget, we talked about outlays for everything else,
where there is also some uncertainty with regard to spendout
rates--some areas of spendout rates are slower-but we always
talked about B.A. in relation to defense.

I would submit that there are no stronger group of defense advo-
cates in the Congress or the country than we have in this room.
But ultimately, we had to come down to dealing with outlays, and I
think we are going to have a tough year of transition, but we have
basically played fast and loose with the figures between outlay and
B.A., and this year, it finally caught up with us, and it had to do it.
We keep committing to these huge systems for the future, but we
know we are not going to be able to pay for them.

Senator NUNN. You are right.
Chairman ROTH. Thank you, gentlemen. I don't want to inter-

rupt, but we do have a number of additional witnesses. We appreci-
ate your time. \

Before I call forward the next witnesses, I would like to include
two statements in the record, one from Senator Glenn and one
from Senator Durenberger.

[The opening statements of Senators Glenn and Durenberger
follow:]

OPENING STATEMENT Or SENATOR GLENN
Mr. Chairman, I commend you for providing this opportunity to take another

close look at the Gramm-Rudman law.
The Supreme Court decision made parts of that law unconstitutional, and we

should re-examine Gramm-Rudman for that reason alone. But we should be thank-
fuil to the Supreme Court for having made this hearing necessary, for this reason:

With all due respect for the sincerity of itA authors, in my view, Gramm-Rudman
was, and is, terrible legislation. By passing Gramm-Rudman, Congress added insult
to injury in its feeble attempts to balance the budget. What we did was to say, "We
can't balance the budget ourselves, and so we'll hand the job over to a fw economic
forecasters and a computer." We also placed fiscal policy on hold for five years, and
let a formula-rather than human judgment-decide how big or small the deficit
should be regardless of other economic conditions.
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Mr. Chairman, I frankly worry about what this does to our system of government.
We were sent to Washington to make the very choices that Gramm-Rudman takes
away from us. Is this really the way to run the country? To me, at least, this makes
a mockery of representative government? It says that we have reached the point
where we simply do not know how to allocate our national resources, and will not
do the job we were elected to do.

Nor do I accept the argument that Gramm-Rudman was necessary. During the
debate on Gramm-Rudman I offered an amendment that provides an alternative. It
placed the responsibility for budget discipline where it belongs: with the President.
The amendment said that the President must either offer a balanced budget or give
us the information on how to get there. Unlike Gramm-Rudman, my amendment
went beyond"1991. It imposed a permanent requirement ofi the President.

Why the President? The President is the person who initiates the budget process,
and it is here that the initial responsibility for exercising budget discipline lies. The
job of Congress is to work from the President's proposal and fashion a budget that
reflects congressional priorities.

Over the years, Congress has performed its job well. In fact, for the five completed
fiscal years of the Reagan Administration, Congress has actually appropriated three
billion dollars less than what the President asked fof. Mr. Chairman, I would like to
insert into the record at this point a I abig, prepared by then Joint Economic Com-
mittee, showing the Presidential requests under each of the 13 appropriations bills,
and the amounts appropriated by Congress, for fiscal years 1982 through 1986.

- Those who try to pin our budget deficits on Congress, therefore, are simply wrong.
They should look at the other end of Pennsylvania Avenue, where we have a Presi-
dent who has proposed the largest deficits in history, and who, In six brief years in
office, has more than doubled the national debt.

PRESIDENTIAL APPROPRIATIONS REQUESTS COMPARED WITH CONGRESSIONAL ACTION BY FISCAL
YEAR

nIkkf meb remaedm in wrotm bW l
P•rmti mqmt Conmsso

1986 .............................. ................................................................................. . $574.6 $568.6
1985 ............................................................................. 583.0 566.4
1984 ..................... ............ .................................................................................... 532.8 53 6.6-
1983 ............................. .................................................................................... 497.9 510.8
1982 ........ .......... .............................................................................................. 459.6 462.2

Total ................................................................................................................ 2,647.9 2,644.6

Sowce Jont [conom0c Commttee

Mr. Chairman, I intend to re-introduce my amendment when the debt ceiling le-
relation is brought to the floor. It will bring fiscal discipline to the right place.
the meantime, however, we are left with current law-Gramm-Rudman. Let me just
make a few remarks about proposals to amend this law.

I believe it would be a step backwards either to change the removal powers of the
Congress and the President regarding the Comptroller General, or to invest the
Office of Management and Budget with additional powers over Gramm-Rudman cut-
backs. The former course would damage the unique and objective relationship that
GAO maintains with its client organization, the U.S. Congress. Over the years, GAO
has performed numerous audits of executive branch agencies and at times has un-
covered facts, and wasteful expenditures, that are embarrassing at the least and
sometimes even have criminal implications. Any agency performing this delicate
and important task must have.absolute independence from the branch of govern-
ment that it examines.

With regard to investing the Office of Managemet and Budget with additional
sequestration authority, I again urge caution. The OMB is situated within the Exec-
utive Office of the President and has substantial leeway for imposing its judgment
on budget proposals. Whatever the Con. gress sends the President with regard to
Gramm-Rudman cutbacks must be explicit enough that OMB cannot substitute its
own view of how, and where, the cutbacks will be allocated. Otherwise, this arrange-
ment will deteriorate into giving the President an effective line-item veto.

Let us remember that Congress has a better record on fiscal responsibility over
the past 5 years than the President. Our differences with the President have cen-
tered more about spending priorities than spending amounts. I see no purpose,
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therefore, in giving the executive branch additional authority in deciding where
Gramm-Rudman cutbacks will fall.

There may be a valid need to re-examine the impacts the Court's decision could
have on certain functions that GAO and the Comptroller General currently per-
form. However, I caution this Committee that any "quick fix" legislation may have
far graver effects over the long haul. I don't want to see Gramm-Rudman revived at
the expense of GAO.

In conclusion, if it's broke and it ain't worth fixin', why bother.

OPI•NING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DURiNBDEOIR

Thank you Mr. Chairman. I am happy that the Committee members have taken
.-time out of their busy schedules to pause for a moment and critically consider the
Supreme Court's ruling in Boweher v. Synar. The issues raised by that ruling and
their implications both for the deficit reduction procedure and for the General Ac-
counting Office are very important and extremely complex. They deserve our close
examination today.

When Gramm-Rudman was originally drafted it contained a fallback procedure
which anticipated the possibility that the General Accounting Office's role in the
sequestration process might be unconstitutional. That fallback would have required
Congress to vote on the cuts needed to meet deficit reduction targets-to actually
take a stand on where the cuts were to bemade rather than rely on an automatic
mechanism which dilutes responsibility. '

I supported that fallback and hoped that we might one day have a chance to see it
in action. I believe it is our responsibility to make the necessary cuts. We should not
abdicate that responsibility.

As the same time, I understand the concern of my colleagues that the fallback
mechanism would create uncertainty and induce Congress and the President to
delay facing up to the deficit. An automatic process may allow Congress to transfer
some of its responsibility, but it also forces us to meet our goals.

And that's what Gramm-Rudman-Hollings was all about-meeting our goals. One
way or another, this Congress is going to reduce the deficit. If we cannot agree, then
a mechanism we created ourselves will do the job for us.

This hearing is .also about meeting our goals. The goal in this case is to figure out
a way to "fix' Gramm-Rudman-Hollings-to fix the automatic triggering mecha-
nism so that it will pass constitutional muster. There are many ways we can do it.
The combinations and permutations seem Pndless-let's give GAO to the President,
let's make GAO independent of everyone, let's eliminate GAO from the sequestra-
tion loop ... all of these are interesting options and all deserve our consideration.

I am particularly interested in the proposal being articulated by Senators Gramm,
Rudman and Hollings which leaves intact the initial sequence of reports from CBO
and OMB to GAO and then requires that OMB issue the final sequestration report
based on those GAO recommendations. Though this approach has sparked concern
that too much power is granted to OMB-an agency which has an unsavory a repu-
tation for "cooking the books"-

I think such criticism may exaggerate the ability of OMB to act unilaterally.
First, OMB is required to state its recommendations at the beginning of the proc-

ess. It must go on the record at the outset. The GAO is then given the opportunity
to critique the initial report and to recommend critica-changes in the sequestration
numbers. Such a mechanism clearly puts the burden on OMB to explain any diver-
gence from the GAO recommendations when it issues its sequestration report.

Second, the Comptroller General may challenge improper sequestration orders in
court. Again, there is pressure on OMB to use valid assumptions and keep a clean
set of books&

Finally, Gramm-Rudman-Hollings already inludes of number of controls which re-
strict the ability of the Director of OMB to operate unilaterally.

The end result of these provisions is to circumscribe the arena in which OMB may
act. Their effect is to ensure that OMB may not use its sequestration authority to
achieve policy ends not approved by Congress. I can only thank David Stockman for
providing us with an understanding of what needs to be done.

I look forward to the testimony on this option and on other possible mechanisms
for restructuring th triggering mechansm.

The Bowaher v. Swynar decision also raised another problem by calling into ques-
tion many of the other functions now assigned to GAO. While the Gramm-Rudman-
Hollings proposal would not deal with this problem, some of the other options
would.
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The proposals that have been put forth to address the problem with GAO must be
evaluated carefully. While I understand the need to preserve the right of GAO to
carry out functions Congress has assigned to it, I am very concerned that any move
we make will not undermine the role of GAO as a watchdog. We cannot afford to
solve one problem and create an even worse one in its stead. - -

Again, I look forward to the testimony and discussions with the witnesses on this
issue and I hope that the Senate will not act precipitously when it considers options
to remedy GAO.

Chairman ROTH. At this time, I call forward, Hon. Charles
Bowsher, the Comptroller General, and Milton Socolar, Special As-
sistant to the Comptroller General.

TESTIMONY OF HON. CHARLES A. BOWSHER, COMPTROLLER
GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, ACCOMPANIED BY MILTON
J. SOCOLAR, SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE COMPTROLLER GEN.
ERAL
Chairman RoTH. Gentlemen, we are very glad to have you here

today. Please proceed.
Mr. BoWSHER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I believe that many of

the issues that I have in my prepared statement I have been dis-
cussed this morning, and so what I would like to do is just give you
a very quick summary of some of the issues as we see them coming
out of the Supreme Court decision.

The first thing to say is that it did take GAO out of this automat-
ic trigger role that we had been put into in the original legislation.
The court provided for the fallback position, the position that we
would recommend for the Congress to consider, so that the Con-
gress would make the decision.

Under that backup role, GAO can certainly audit and review the
numbers in an advisory role to the Congress, as we do in so many
other areas.

If it is deemed advisable to have an automatic trigger mechanism
in the process, why, we think there are two or three alternatives
that could be considered.

One is the changing of the 1921 act, which was considered earli-
er. I am very pleased that all of the witnesses today, and you, Mr.
Chairman, have been a strong supporter of this act. Changing the
act would not be the right way to go. I think the role that GAO
plays historically in advising the Congress and auditing the execu-
tive branch, with a great deal of independence-which is what the
original framers of the 1921 act had in mind-is absolutely essen-
tial. That is where a very high percent of our work is and has been
for many, many years. So we would like to keep it that way, and
we would like to continue to serve the Congress as we have in this
audit and program evaluation.

A second idea might well be the independent board or commis-
sion, somewhat patterned after the Emergency Financial Control
Board in New York City or the Chrysler Loan Board. You have re-
duced that idea, I think today, down to one person, namely myself.

I want you to know, I am not volunteering for that added duty.
Chairman Roru. Will you serve if drafted?

See p. 87 for Mr. Bowsher's prepared statement.
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Mr. BoWs5EI. If drafted, that is right, but I think a commission
might well give it a broader base and give us all more expertise,
not only the 5,000 people at GAO; maybe the staff of the Federal
Reserve or some other group like that could back up one of the
other members, as it did the Chrysler Loan Board.

The third, of course, would be Gramm-Rudman II, which has
been put forth, and that satisfies the separation of powers situation
by moving the automatic trigger mechanism over to OMB in the
executive branch.

We would like to make one fairly technical suggestion on that
piece of legislation, and that is in the original legislation. When we
issued the order, we were asked, then, also to calculate, by all the
B.A. structure namely, 700 and something odd accounts, what that
would do to all the accounts.

We think that, if Gramm-Rudman II is adopted, as it is now pres-
ently drafted, the action should be moved over to OMB, because all
that calculation shouldn't really be done until the final order, as I
think the original intent was, and so we would recommend that
change.

We would certainly, in that Gramm-Rudman II, play the role of
reviewing the numbers and advising both the Congress and the ex-
ecutive branch as to our view of the CBO-OMB numbers and as-
sumptions and we think we can do that job well. We did it in Jan-
uary; we think we can do it again quite well.

Mr. Chairman, rather than continue with any more detailed
presentation, I think it would be better if I opened it up to you and
the members of the committee for questions.

Chairman RomH. Thank you, Mr. Bowsher, for your testimony.
You have heard the discussion earlier about the discretionary
power that was initially given to the Comptroller General; under
the revision that it be given to OMB. I wonder if you would care to
comment. Is this clerical, or is it a pretty extensive economic fore-
cast requirement?

Mr. BOWSHER. It is quite different than it was in January on eco-
nomic forecasts. In other words, you are actually forecasting what
the number is that has to be sequestered. Therefore, there is quite
a bit of discretion there, I think, that wasn't. But there is no ques-
tion that if we were reviewing it, if CBO was reviewing it, that that
would, I think, tend to hold, hopefully, OMB's ability to go beyond
what would be prudent.

Of course, that is the way we looked at it last January. In other
words, we did not want to do anything that was not properly justi-
flied, and we had a good working relationship with OMB and CBO
last January. We did the thing, and so if it could work as well this
time around as it did then, why, I don't think you would have too
much trouble. The issue, though, I think that Senator Chiles
brought up is a very good and important one, and that is, everyone
knew that GAO was going to look at those numbers, and when the
budget came over in January, some of the things that we had been
able to iron out-like the spendout rates in defense-turned out to
be much more contentious.

So I don't know how it will work, to be very honest with you. It
worked well in January. I would hope it would work well again
this time around.
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Chairman ROTH. I would like to turn for a few minutes to the
broader question, and that is what happens to General Accounting
Office under the Supreme Court ruling. Let me make sure that I
understand on your basic testimony. It is your recommendation,
your first recommendation, that we leave the Gramm-Rudman law
as is and depend on the backup provision?

Mr. BOWSHER. That would be our recommendation; yes, Mr.
Chairman.

Chairman ROTH. With respect to the more general problem, if
Congress does nothing, isn't there a danger that all of the nonin-
vestigatory, nonlegislative powers of GAO would be challenged?

Mr. BOWSHKR. There will be some challenges, I suspect, on some
of those issues, and there is no question, as Senator Rudman and, I
believe, Senator Chiles pointed out. We have submitted to the com-
mittee a fairly detailed list, a very detailed list, as a matter of fact,
of the other roles that have to be considered, you might say, as a
result of the Supreme Court decision.

I think they fall into two categories, and I would like to speak to
those two categories. One is the comptrollership functions, and
many of those go back to the 1921 act, when we- took away from
Treasury some of the functions that the Treasury and executive
branch did at that time.

Now, I believe, and I know, Mr. Chairman, you have heard me
many times, and other members of the committee have heard, too,
that the Federal Government today does not have the financial
management system that it should have to run a trillion-dollar
budget and operation here, and so I think that some of the things
that we have on that list have to be considered.

But I think also what we have got to consider here is how to
strengthen the overall budgeting and accounting system of the Fed-
eral Government, and I think that is going to take a few months
although we have given it a lot of thought.

I have met with OMB since the day I came into office, practical-
ly, and I could never get David Stockman to meet and see what we
could do to strengthen these functions, both in the executive
branch and in the role that we play.

I think there are some functions that we play and have played
that could be moved over to the executive branch. But I don't think
it makes any sense to move it over there unless the executive
branch is willing to build a modern budget and accounting system
and to know where the funds are. I think this debate that goes on
here about the spending rates of the Defense Department is so typi-
cal of the debates that go on in the Government today which use
up all the time.

In other words, instead of looking at the programs and what pro-
grams should be cut, most people are debating what the numbers
are.

I have testified this past year before the House and the Senate
on this inflation dividend at defense, and the defense witnesses
come over, time and time again, and say, "Mr. Chairman," which-
ever committee it is, "We can't change's or, "We don't think we
should change the accounting system at the Department of De-
fense. It is doing well as it is."

It is a joke. [Laughter.]
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In other words, we have had our standards out there since 1950.
We have never been able to approve the Department of Defense ac-
counting systems. My predecessor Elmer Staats who is going to be
one of your witnesses later on tried very hard, and he even had
agreements from some of the Secretaries of Defense. But here we
are, 35 years later, still looking at accounting systems that have
never been approved. So I would like to take these comptrollership
functions and I work with the Congress, the Treasury, and OMB.
Hopefully, we could come up, maybe next January or February
when the Congress comes back, and lay before you some plans as to
what we think should be done to not only correct some of the prob-
lems that have been highlighted by the Supreme Court decision,
but to give the U.S. Federal Government a budget and accounting
system that will help you get on top of these large budget deficits
and the large programs that are in the Federal budget.

The second area is the bid protest, which we have done, as Sena-
tor Cohen pointed out, since the 1920's. The Congress passed the
Competition in Contracting Act a couple of years ago and, in doing
so, gave us some features there that would tend to be somewhat
executive. They are not the major features. In other words, the
major features of our bid protest are still advisory. So as the cases
come through the courts, we have been held to be constitutional
each time.

Now, the Justice Department has asked for a rehearing in light
of the Gramm-Rudman decision. We suspect we will have a rehear-
ing, but we are not sure. That will be ruled on. I think one thing
should be kept in mind, that the lower court decision, the Scalia
decision, was already known to the lower court. The issue that Jus-
tice Burger decided and the majority opinion was very close to the
Scalia decision.

So we and our lawyers feel that we still have a good chance of
having all or a good part of the bid protest procedures being ruled
constitutional. What we propose is that we just wait to see how
that is ruled as it comes through the courts, because it is quite a
way down the line now.

Chairman Rom. Don't we run the risk though, of your authority
being challenged through the system itself?

Mr. BoWSHER. I think in that area, it definitely has been chal-
lenged, and we are in the courts now. In the other areas, on some
of the comptrollership functions, I would hope that the executive
branch would hold off and not do the challenging and see if we
can't work up what I think is needed and has been needed for
many years now, and that is a much more strengthened comptrol-
lership function in the executive branch.

Chairman ROTH. Have you and your attorneys given any thought
to the proposal that the power of Congress to remove the Comptrol-
ler General be eliminated? If so, what is that?

Mr. BoWSHER. Yes, we have given that a great deal of thought,
as you mention, Mr. Chairman, and we do not recommend it. Our
bottom line is we would like to see the 1921 act remain as it is. We
think it has worked well for 65 years. We feel when we were given
this additional duty by Gramm-Rudman, it brought into question-
ing whether that role was so substantial and that it violated the
separation of power, and that's the way the court came out on the
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removal feature. But we basically would like to keep the act as it
is.

As I point out, it has given us the independence to do the reviews
of the programs and the operations of the executive department.
We also think it has been a very key part of our ability as an orga-
nization to develop, to grow, to become more capable, to attract the
people that we do attract to the GAO, and to issue these reports on
very tough and very sensitive issues.

Many times, people have pointed out to me the Librarian of Con-
gress and other people do not have that kind of protection, but I
point out to them that their office and their staffs do not have to
go out and review the defense weapon systems, the welfare pro-
grams, the organizations and whether a Cabinet officer can spend
this kind of money or not. That is the kind of tough assignments
we get, one after the other, week after week, and we are working
on about 1,000 jobs or reports at any one time. We issue about 500
or 600 reports.

I think anybody who just reads the newspapers knows that that
list of reports is a pretty sensitive group of reports, year in and
year out.

Chairman RoTH. Senator Rudman?
Senator RUDMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. If there

was ever proof needed that the Comptroller and the chairman and
his counterpart in the House are probably right about not giving
the President removal power over the Comptroller, one need only
look at the transcript of the Comptroller's statement 5 minutes ago
about his opinion of the Defense Department budgeting process.(Laughter.]

I think had we changed the statute, we would probably have a
new Comptroller tomorrow, Mr. Chairman. I want to ask the
Comptroller, really, just two questions.

No. 1, since a majority of those who have read the decision that
we are talking about today are reasonably clear that the Comptrol-
ler's executive powers that may have existed no longer exist unless
they are agreed to by consent by the Executive, why should the
President have any power to appoint the Comptroller, and why
should the President have any rule whatsoever in removing themo troller?

a not have the Comptroller General appointed by the Con-
gress exclusively and have him removable by concurrent resolution
by the Congress? Why have the President involved at all if, in fact,
you have no Executive powers and you want independence?

Mr. BOWSHER. Senator Rudman, that has been raised from time
to time, and both my predecessor and myself have always answered
it the same way. We feel that, being an Office of the Government,
the procedures that have taken place over the years to name the
Comptroller General have worked very well, and from time to
time, why, we think that the Office should have the ability to con-
sider some of these independent roles. There is no question that
this decision brings more into question.

But let me point out that, when I came into office in 1981, I had
really only had four predecessors since 1921. In other words, the
way that the Comptroller General has been selected and every-
thing about the Oice has worked quite well. The GAO has evolved
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into a much stronger office, and I think that one of the things that
the strong men that wrote that original legislation were trying to
do, more than anything else, if you read the legislation, was to give
it independence, give the Office independence.

So they were trying to craft a way whereby both the Congress
and the President had a role in selecting the Comptroller General.
Something that is overlooked many times. It is a joint resolution. It
requires Presidential action to remove the Comptroller General,
and I think that when you look at the history of, now, 65 years, it
has worked quite well.

So I think we would be concerned about making that radical of a
change to the legislation.

Senator RUDMAN. Don't you really think, though, that although
that position I would have agreed with completely up to 4 week
ago, that since you no longer really probably can enforce much of
your Executive power and since the President does have some role
in removing you, that really, since you are pretty well established
by this case as an independent arm of the Congress, that the Con-
gress ought to decide who they hire and who they fire? Why in-
clude the President, is my question.

Mr. BOWSHER. I think you are aware, Senator, that in 1980, the
Congress did change the law somewhat by creating a temporary
Commission of five leaders of the House, five leaders of the Senate,
and sending three or more names; in 1981, they sent eight more
names; the President is not required to select off that list, but it is
a strong suggestion, needless to say, Milt, as my Deputy and Gener-
.•l Counsel, has looked at these issues, for 30-some years, so maybe
I should let him answer.

Senator RUDMAN. I would love to have his answer, but I would
like to have your answer for the last 4 weeks, not for the past 291/2
years.

Mr. SOCOLAR. I understand that, and I would certainly agree
with you with regard to the initial impression that comes out of
the Supreme Court's decision. I don't think it is at all clear,
though, with regard to all of these executive-type functions, that
the Supreme Court decision necessarily takes them all away. A
number of them, I think, are important to the role of the Comptrol-
ler General in rounding out his responsibility toward accountabil-
ity in government.

As you are well aware, of course, initially, the President was in-
volved because it was considered that those were perfectly all right
for the Comptroller General to execute. The situation is, by no
means as clear now, and I think our position simply is that it is
going to take us some time to go through these functions, to ana-
lyze exactly where each of them fits in, rather than come to some
hasty conclusion as to how this whole thing should be fixed with
regard to the roles of the Comptroller General, let's take our time.

Senator RUDMAN. Let me ask one last question, then, Mr. Chair-
man, and that would be this: I found your comments most interest-
ing in light of Ameron v. The Army Corps of Engineers, which is the
Third Circuit case, now remanded to the full circuit. I suppose con-
ceivably, if Ameron is decided in favor of the Comptroller, the case
again ends up before the U.S. Supreme Court. But let's just assume
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for a moment, as I am assuming, that the case is going to be re-
versed by the circuit.

Would you have a vastly different view, then, of what you ought
to be doing if that happens?

Mr. SocoKLA. That would certainly impact our thinking a great
deal. One more time, though, I would have to say that I don't think
what we are dealing with is something we want to rush to a con-
clusion on.

Senator RUDMAN [presiding]. I wanted to tailor that. My ques-
tions were more exploratory in nature than suggestive, but first, an
observation.

You may disagree with this, but I have read the Bowsher case
very carefully. I have also read Ameron fairly carefully. If the cir-
cuit and then the Supreme Court can distinguish Ameron from
Bouwher v. Synar, andtey can decide that you do have the au-
thority as the third circuit said-you had originally, which I, by the
way, agreed with, obviously-continuing to have a very high opin-
ion of Justices Blackmun and White-but if, in fact, the courts
could rule for you in that case and hold to their decision in
Bowsher v. Synar, then they are truly miracle workers.

I do not believe that it is possible, under the rationale of the ma-
jority in the Bowaher v. Synar case, to do anything but to overrule
the third circuit or more likely, the third circuit will reverse itself.
I am simply saying, if that happens, I think that really br
clearly into focus a whole number of things that really, the Con-
gress is going to have to deal with and you are going to have to
deal with. That is aside from what we are here about this morning,
but I think it is very important, and we don't have you here that
often.

Mr. Bowsmm. We are more than willing to look at that, needless
to say, as the court decisions come down, but I think as Milton
pointed out, we would very much not like to do it in haste before
we hear what the court does say in that case, and also, as I say, I
think some of these issues are not just a, listing of details or any-
thing.like that.

I think you have got some bigger problems here in the Federal
Government, and I would like to see those addressed in an ap-
proach other than just a quick rix to what might be viewed as con-
stitutional problems.

Senator RtmLAN. Thank you very much. Obviously, I leave it to
the leadership of this committee and its counterpart in the House
to wrestle with this problem. I believe that if the Ameron case is
decided as I expect it will be at some point, then quite frankly, we
really have to go back to the drawing board to decide what to do.

The Hobson's choice that we have here is that, it is clear in my
mind, if-that is the way the case is decided, the Executive powers
cannot be constituted in GAO without doing what nobody wants to
do-and I guess I am one of those who doesn't want to do it,
either-to give the President authority of removal of the Comptrol-
ler. In that case, I am not sure we can fix it. We.just may have to
live with the reality that those may be the less important powers
of the Comptroller and that may be the lesser of the power of elves.
But I thank you very much for your testimony, and I thank you
very much, Mr. Chairman.
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Chairman RoTm. Senator Eagleton?
Senator EAGLETON. Thank you. Let me state in brief, Mr. Chair-

man, that I am totally opposed to making the Comptroller General
a complete and total creature of the President of the United States.

I have now a few questions for Mr. Bowsher. What, if any, prep-
arations are you making for a sequestration order if needed in
fiscal 1987?

Mr. BOWSHER. We are making preparations and have been for a
number of weeks now to do a review of the CBO report, and if we
are in the process, why, we will be ready to carry that out. So we
have been looking at the economic assum options. We have been
asking our teams to look into what we think are the more signifi-
cant issues, and we will be ready.

Senator EAGLETON. Does that mean that you are in the process of
formulating a sequestration order, if needed, for fiscal 1987?

Mr. BOWSHER. We could do that; but, in all probability, our role
here is going to be more advisory this time around because if you
go to the fallback position, the sequester order would be voted by
Congress. If you go the Gramm-Rudman II process, the order itself
will be issued by OMB.

Senator EAGLETON. So you are going to have some advisory
input?NG.. BoWSHmE. Right, and it will be very similar to our review,

you might say, of the numbers in the January of fiscal year 1986
review.

Senator EAGLMETN. Step two, what will the joint committee,
under its fallback provision, use as a basis for deciding how big a
deficit reduction we need in fiscal year 1987, and how it should be
allocated? They will use you and what else?

Mr. BOWSHER. Well, they would have the joint report, you might
say, from the CBO and OMB; and those would be the main inputs,I thmik.

Senator EAGLETON. Let me suggest a version of a "fix" of
Gramm-Rudman for your comments. Everything has got to have a
label, you know, so I am going to call this one the "semi-automatic
cut." It would work as follows: I would appreciate if you would
follow it. I am going to have to go back to Foreign Relations. Is Mr.
Miller here? Is he going tod-behii-ext witness?

Chairman ROTH. Yes he will be the next witness.
Senator EAGLEXON. WoUld you, Mr. Chairman, ask, in my ab-

sence, if I am not back, Mr. Miller for Mr. Miller's comment on
this same question, and I will hand it to your staff. I would appreci-
ate it if you would.

Chairman Rom. I would be happy to.
Senator EAGLETON. All right. Here is how I envision this work-

ing. First, the Comptroller General would draft the sequestration
order in exactly the same manner now provided utider Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings, exactly the same as before the Supreme Court,
OK?

Mr. BoWsHER. Yes.
Senator EAGLETON. Second, rather than presenting the order di-

rectly to the President, as he did heretofore under that act, this
amendment would require, instead, that it would be submitted si-
multaneously to both Houses for ratification, as it were, an imple-
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menting vote, and then presented to the President for his signa-
ture.

The process will take place no later than 3 legislative days after
the draft order is received. There would be no amendments; it
would be a privileged matter; there would be 1 hour of debate. If
the President'should veto, a similar expedited schedule; it would
apply to the veto override.

Now, for giving my reasons, I will just rephrase it another way.
It would be old Gramm-Rudman, and with one other intervening
step: A vote of ratification by both Houses of Congress, the "Good
Housekeeping Seal of Approval"; yes or no; take it or leave it; no
amendments; there it is; and rush it off to the White House.

This procedure avoids giving extraordinary budget power to the
administration, which some say is only a small step short of a line-
item veto. Second, under this proposal, Congress would be acting
more or less like a notary public, putting a legal seal on the seques-
tration document, and in a sense, the President would have a some-
what similar vote, a no vote for a veto would put a heavy political
burden of explanation on those who voted no.

The only issue involved is whether or not to actually implement
the agreed upon Gramm-Rudman-Hollings budget cuts or whether
to adopt the Bowsher figures. Third, a vote to ratify an objectively
arrived at sequestration order from GAO is politically more palata-
ble than votes on a congressionally and, hence, politically initiated
joint resolution.

That is, the vote on the numbers would be a vote to make, to
ratify the numbers, the Bowsher numbers; shoot them off to the
White House for his veto. It would satisfy from the constitutional
point of view, because it would have the formal approval of the
Congress. It would satisfy the Supreme Court's decision.

So there is a, I will call it the semi-automatic fix. What do you
think of something like that?

Mr. BOWSHER. Well, I think that would work. In other words, I
think that if you could get the Congress to vote it, I think that it
would work, and the constitutional problems would be overcome,
no question about it.

And we could do it. We did it in January; we could do it again at
this point in time, I believe, and it is a straightforward system. So
it is very much like the backup position.

Senator EAGLEToN. It is somewhat like the.backup position.
Mr. BowasHa. Somewhat. It takes the joint committee out of the

picture, right?
Senator EAGLETN. Right, and insists a vote of ratification on

your numbers. It just stamps your numbers, very quickly, very rap-
idl it is settled.

it takes, quite frankly, some of the political onus and some of
the political sweat out of the current backup provision, and we are
all political creatures around here. If you can take out some politi-
cal sweat, some political grief and some political agony, if you can
strip out some of that, that makes it nicer for us politicians, and
that is what I am trying to do.

Mr. BOWsHE. I think it has one more advantage, too, and that is
that it allows the Congress to act after they have seen the num-
bers. In other words, I have often been asked the question, "What

J3
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is your opinion of the Gramm-Rudman process?" And I have often
answered this way, always answered this way, and that is that I
think it has the virtue of trying to get the budget deficit, which is
serious, and I think we need some kind of process to get at it; I
think it has the virtue of hitting everybody.

In other words, one of the problems with budget reduction sys-
tems in the past or budget reduction efforts is that you build up
one area of government and you reduce the other area. Gramm-
Rudman says everybody pretty much has to take an across-the-
board cut, and I think that is good.

A couple of areas that I worry a great deal about is whether it
leaves you with a very inefficient government. In other words, if
you had to take large sequesters and the process up front doesn't
enforce a more coherent budget reduction solution, then you start
to cut at your operations across the board; lots of times you
shouldn't be doing that in an organization.

I have an additional worry here and that is that, as our econo-
mists look at it-and we just had our economic panel of outside ex-
perts in on Monday of this week-why, the revenues might be dete-
riorating here just because the economy is not strong. We might be
looking at, in fiscal year 1987, a fairly large sequester, maybe
larger than most people are thinking about.

I think, also, if you think of fiscal year 1988, where you won't
have the one-time benefits that we have had this year of a big drop
in interest rates, a big drop in oil prices, and maybe a windfall in
the taxes that might eventually be used, you have got to get down
to $101 billion. So unless the President andthe leaders ofCongress
can come together and make a budget for the fiscal year that hits
within the targeted figure, you then are driving that truck over the
cliff with a big sequester.

I think your proposal and the backup proposal that is in the ex-
isting legislation has one big redeeming feature, and that is it
doesn't automatically put that sequester into being unless it is
looked at. I think that the numbers this year might be a little
larger than what people are considering, so it would be another
reason why I think that either of thlosTw-o prdotir-es ought-tob--
given quite a bit of consideration.

Senator EAGJEFoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman RoTH. Thank you, Senator Eagleton.
Let me just make two comments. One of my concerns with

Gramm-Rudman is that as it was ultimately reported out of confer-
ence, it did not treat all programs equally. I think that is--

Mr. BoWSHER. I should have said all organizations pretty much.
You are right. Some of the programs are exempt, no question about
it.

Chairman ROTH. I think that was a serious error.
Mr. BOWSHER. Yes.
Chairman ROTH. Second, as one who thinks Congress ought to

have the courage to vote, I am not persuaded that the second pro-
__posal or the proposal of Senator Eagleton will eliminate that much

political heat. I don't know. I mean, I think the whole thrust of
Gramm-Rudman is that to work, that it is a gun at the head of
Congress, and I fear that the modification will not take the heat
off, and consequently, will not be effective.

-4
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But if I understand what you are saying, in a vTo-wal .,-u, -w
that maybe it is overambitious if the economy is down, because we
may be cutting spending to a point where it is counterproductive in
a real sense; is that correct?

Mr. BOWSHER. That is very true, Mr. Chairman. In fact, what I
showed our outside economists was the page out of the CBO's testi-
mony of a few weeks ago where it showed the deficit, excess deficit
level going up $10, $20, $30 billion that would be over the $144 bil-
lion; it then shows the percentage cuts that would have to be effect-
ed against the defense programs and the nondefense programs.
Looking at their numbers, they got awfully concerned that the cuts
that would be required in the Federal Government budget, if a se-
quester had to be adopted, would do a great deal of damage to the
economy at this point in time, if the economy is slowing down.

So they expressed a great deal of concern on this issue.
Chairman WHrn. One final question. The Comptroller General

has been characterized as someone independent of both the Presi-
dent and the Congress. Yet the Supreme Court found he is an
agent of the Congress. Do you want to be an agent of the Congress,
or do you want to be independent of the Congress?

Mr. BOWSHER. Well, I think that what the framers of the 1921
act were trying to do was just that, to make it independent of the
executive branch and the Congress. But if you read the history,
and I think it was pointed out in the Court's decision, that the
main concern was making us independent of the executive branch
or of the President.

I think if you remember back when President Cleveland made
the famous statement, which isn't too much different than the one
that Senator Rudman made here just a minute ago President
Cleveland said, if the function was in Treasury and ihe couldn't
change a certain account over there, he could certainly change the
Comptroller. It was with that background that the Congress was
very, very concerned about setting this Office up with as much in-
dependence as possible, and primarily from the executive branch.

I think when we do our work with the Congress, we have to be
independent there, too. In other words, we take a fairly high r-
cent of our work from the committees at their suggestions, but
within plan. We have a ver elaborate planning process, and most
of the work that we do get from the Congress fits within our plans,
but we have got to be able to do our work in an independent fash-
ion and to issue the reports to the Congress as objectively as we
can do them.

We have a very vigorous review process that looks at the evi-
dence that our- teams have collected, the recommendations they
have come up with. They have to make sure that the recommenda-
tions are supported by the evidence, and so we have a very, very
elaborate process. Sometimes people worry that it hurts the timeli-
ness of our reports, but we don't want to issue any reports that are
not objective and are not based on independent work.

That is really how we operate, and 90 to 95 percent of our work
is doing those reports for the Congress.

"Milt, do you want to add anything to this?
Mr. SoOLAR. No, except to say, to emphasize, really, what you

have said, and that is that the important thing is that we be able
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to report on the things that we looked at objectively and without
any constraints on what it is we have to say after doing that work,
and in that sense, we really need to be independent of both the ex-
ecutive and the legislative branches.

Chairman Rom. If we do nothing will that ability continue?
Mr. BOWSHER. We believe it will, Mr. Chairman. I think in some

of these areas, as Milt says, it rounds off some of our power and
maybe some of the image of our organization. We are like disburs-
ing officers; throughout the thing will not be quite as finite as it
has been in the past, but we would hope that the bulk of our work
in the reports would be definitely just as independent in the past,
no question about it.

Chairman Romr. Gentlemen, I appreciate your being here. We
may have some additional questions, so the record will be held
open for 5 days. I would ask that if we do, if you could return them
as promptly as possible, because they may be important in this

Mr. BoWSHsR. We will, Mr. Chairman. I would just like to point
out one other thing to you and to the committee here, and that is
that my distinguished predecessor, Elmer Staats, is here today.

He will be a witness before you. We have often talked about
these issues since the Gramm-Rudman process has come up. He, I,
and Milt-who held the Office for 6 months after Elmer went out
and when I came in-think the very best thing is to keep the 1921
act as it is and to do our work for the Congress as we have histori-
cally done it.

I am happy to hear today that most people have discarded the
idea of moving us over to the executive branch: all three of us
would advise against it. That is 20 years of sitting in this chair, you
mig ht say.

Chairman ROTH. I would strongly fight any effort to revise your
charter as far as executive branch, and I think, I gather that seems
to be the sense of the committee.

Mr. BOWSHER. We appreciate that. Thank you.
Chairman Rom. Thank you very much, gentlemen. At this time,

I am very pleased to call forward the former Comptroller General,
Elmer Staats, who served with such distinction as Comptroller
General, as well as in other capacities.

Mr. Staats, I think you are uniquely qualified to comment on
some of the matters before the committee today, and it is always a
pleasure to have you here.

TESTIMONY OF ELMER B. STAATS,2 FORMER COMPTROLLER
GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

Mr. STAATS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate your invita-
tion. I assume that your reason for inviting me here is because I
have experience both in OMB and GAO. I served for more than 20
years in the OMB, 11 of those years as the Deputy Director under
four different Presidents. Under Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy,
and Johnson. Since I have left the GAO, I have continued my inter-
est in this subject. I am a member of the board of directors of the

I See p. 95 for Mr. Staats' prepared statement.
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Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget, which, as you know,
is cochaired by former Congressmen Robert Giaimo and John
Rhodes.

I think what I could perhaps contribute to this dialogue is a little
perspective going back over the years, commenting on Supreme
Court ruling, which I have read several times with care. I have a
few comments to make with respect to some of the points that I
didn't feel were adequately emphasized or pointed up inthe ruling.

First, it is useful to point out that in 1921, the GAO was created
as an independent agency within the Government and it wasn't
until 1945 that GAO was identified with the legislative branch.
That was done as a matter of convenience for excluding the GAO
from the province of Presidential reorganization plans.

In the late 1930's, President Roosevelt submitted a reorganiza-
tion plan to strip away many of the GAO's functions and to place
those functions in the Treasury Department. The Congress rejected
that reorganization plan because they thought it would weaken the
independence of the GAO.

It is also useful to point out that until recently, the President
himself submitted the budget for the GAO as part of the independ-
ent office section of the budget, and the independent agency sub-
committees of the House and Senate Appropriations Committees
reviewed that budget. That has since been changed, but that pre-
vailed until very recently.I do not thinkthat the court ruling adequately reflected the in-
dependent role that the GAO has played over the 65 years. If you
read the legislative history of the creation of this Office, it was
quite clear that everything was done to try to emphasize the inde-
pendence of that Office in terms of his appointment, his tenure, the
removal authority, the retirement provisions and so on.

In general, the pattern was based on a Federal judgeship, so that
the- Office was designed to be as independent as you can create an
office within the Government. There are several statutes which call
on the GAO for assistance, to be sure, but the President likewise
has his authority.

I won't read this provision, but it is in section 312(a) of Public
Law 13, 67th Congress, which provides specifically that the Presi-
dent has the authority to call on the GAO for studies and audits, as
well as the Congress. I am simply mentioning this because it rein-
forces the idea that the GAO was created as an independent
agency.

Over the years, the executive agencies have made a number of
suggestions. The made a number of suggestions to me for areas
that they thought would be useful for the GAO to look at and
make audits and reviews. We obviously wanted to retain our inde-
pendence as to whether or not we believed they had high priority
and whether they would be appropriate.

But we did accept, in many cases, the suggestions made by the
executive branch. This gets a little bit at the point that was raised
awhile ago as to why the President should be involved in the ap-
pointment process at all.

_I think he should be, because the GAO must get its information
from the executive branch, and it must rely heavily on the execu-
tive branch to carry out its recommendations.
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I think itwould be a mistake to remove the President from this
role. I had, in my term, a major increase in the number of requests
that we accepted from the Congress. When I went to GAO in 1966,
about 8 percent of our work was responding to requests from Con-
gress. When I left, it was about 35 percent.

But we made clear, in all cases, where we accepted recommenda-
tions from the Congress to undertake an audit or a review, that the
results would have to be our own independent judgment; that is,
our findings, conclusions, and recommendations would be independ-
ently arrived at, even if we knew the leaning of the Members or
the committee that had made the request.

They weren't always happy with what we came up with, but I
think overall that the Congress has regarded the independence of
the GAO as important and vitally respected as essential to the
GAO's integrity and value as a governmental institution.

Any implication from the Supreme Court ruling that the GAO
statutory responsibilities to the Congress or the fact that Congress
could take the initiatives in his removal weakened the independ-
ence of the Comptroller General simply did not accord with the
facts as I experienced them. A full appreciation of the independent
role of GAO cannot be obtained by a simple reading of the many
statutory responsibilities of the GAO. Otherwise it is possible to
conclude, as the circuit court concluded, that the GAO is subser-
viant to the Congress.

I do not think that was an accurate understanding of the role of
the GAO, at least during the 15 years that I was there. I have been
distressed by the media commentary on that ruling that the GAO
is, the Comptroller General is an appointee of the Congress, and
other references as an employee of the Congress implying that the
GAO could not render an independent judgment.

I don't think there is any doubt that the GAO plays an impor-
tant role in assisting Congress in its oversight responsibilities of
the executive branch.

As the Government has become larger and more complex, it is
natural that the Congress would turn to GAO for expertise and for
detailed studies, but that has not changed the independence and
objectivity of the findings and conclusions and recommendations of
that Office.

With these comments in mind, I find it difficult to believe that
the question of who has the right to take the initiative in the re-
moval of the Comptroller General is really a very serious question.
I don't really think that was the issue.

No action of this type has been initiated in 65 years, or even dis-
cussed, as far as I am aware. If the President -had wanted td i6-thf-
Comptroller General removed, he could have sponsored a joint res-
olution to that effect. But he has not done so.

Let's go back to the early days of the GAO, during the Roosevelt
administration. The President might well have been successful, be-
cause the then Comptroller General was deeply opposed to many of
the things that the Roosevelt administration wanted and attempted
to find his actions illegal. The President had an overwhelming ma-
jority in the Congress. But if he considered the joint resolution ap-
proach, he never mentioned it in any public way. That might have
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been a case where it most likely could have been done, but never
undertaken.

The question of whether the Emergency Deficit Control Act of
1985 constituted an unconstitutional delegation of congressional
powers, I think, is quite another issue.

The authorization and appropriation of funds to carry out the ac-
tivities of the Federal Government is, of course, one of the most
fundamental responsibilities of the Congress under the Constitu-
tion. That issue goes to the very heart of the Gramm-Rudman-Hol-
lings legislation. In my view, this fundamental issue is involved, ir-
respective of whether the sequestration authority is given to any
agent or office, whether located in the legislative or the executive

The President's authority to withhold funds appropriated by the
Congress has been clearly spelled out by statutes and has been at-
tested in the court decisions over the past 50 years. There is no
precedent for the delegation of the sequestration or similar author-
ity such as that found provided for in the Gramm-Rudman-Hollingslegislation.. .

The single exception of which I am aware was authority given to
President Truman at the outset of the Korean war to reduce funds
for procurement and construction programs in the amount of $500
million to conserve material and manpower to support the war
effort. The clear purpose, however, was not f'ical policy, in this
case, but furtherance of our defense program. I am aware of no
other instance of this type.

My experience; Mr. Chairman, in the OMB-then called the
Bureau of the Budget-was that the Congress was extremely jeal-
ous of any discretion given to the Executive, other than the Anti-
Deficiency Act. The Ati-Deficiency Act of 1933 was designed to
prevent an agency from incurring a deficit in its appropriation
during the course of the year. But beyond that, this authority was
jealously guarded by the Congress, and there was no willingness to
give the Executive the kind of discretion that we are talking about
here today.

In summary, I am strongly opposed to the sequestration concept.
It is arbitrary and it damages highly essential programs which
Congress otherwise would not reduce or eliminate. These judg-
ments historically have been made on a- case-by-case, program-by-
program basis after careful review of the authorizing and appro-
priations committees.

I do not believe there is a substitute to this approach. Is Congress
willing to give up its constitutional responsibility for appropriating
Congress to carry out the statutes enacted by Congressi

Has it examined the far-reaching implications- of delegating this
responsibility to anyone outside of the Congress? Guidelines, even
though tightly drawn, do not solve this problem. G e

In listening to the discussion this morning, Mr. Chairman, the
point is being made that the guidelines are so tight that the OMB
would not have much discretion. I would say in response to that if
those guidelines are adequate for that purpose, then whl_ doesn't
Congress enact the appropriation. In other words, the Eecutive
either has the discretion, or it does not. I don't really quite see the
value of the guidelines as solving the basic problem.
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In summary, again, I am strongly opposed to the sequestration
concept. It is foreign to all that I have experienced in the many
years that I have been in the Government.

The Congress has a clear and important responsibility for over-
sight. I worked closely with the Congress in the 15 years I was
Comptroller General in strengthening its oversight role. The execu-
tive agencies are clearly accountable to the Congress in carrying
out their statutory responsibilities. Isn't there an incompatibility,
even an inconsistency, in delegiiiingl-g--eicisionmaking as to the
fiscal resources available to them for the execution of governmen-
tal programs and this oversight responsibility? I believe there is.

In conclusion, I strongly recommend against any change in the
statute governing how the Comptroller General is appointed, how
he is removed, or in his tenure and retirement. These provisions
have been carefully crafted to assure independence and credibility
in the Office. They have served the Nation well. If the GAO's
greatest asset, its credibility and objectivity, were to be lost or
greatly weakened, the Federal Government and the Nation would
be the loser.

This completes my statement, Mr. Chairman. I sound like a voice
in the wilderness here this morning.

Chairman ROT H. Thank you. I appreciate your decisiveness as to
where you stand on these issues. I think that is extremely helpful.
Let me say as one Senator, when I said I was looking for the best
fix, I don't know whether I am going to support-any change or not,
but if we do, I think we want to try to do it-in the best manner
possible so we don't go through this process of having to fix it
again sometime later.

I suppose the answer to part of your problem is that is by seques-
tration, what Congress is really trying to do is shield itself rom
having to put a specific vote of enforcement and, politically, I think
it is not desirable. But the fact is that we haven t been able to do
very much about the deficit under existing procedures, and that is
the reason for that kind of a process. I voted against it, as you
know.

Let me go to the more general question, because I am particular-
ly concerned about the Comptroller General. I think over a long
term, that is a more important problem, even though the attention
is more directed to Gramm-Rudman. One of the areas I would like
you to comment on concerns the GAO's performance of the so-
called comptrollership functions, settling claims, accounts, prescrib-
ing standard accounting procedures and so on. It has been said that
many of these functions are not only important in and of them-
selves, but they do carry clout, generally, during the audit process.

What is your view of the importance of these so-called comptrol-
lership functions?

Mr. STAATs. I think they are quite important, Mr. Chairman. I
have read the Supreme Court decision on that very carefully, and
as you have indicated earlier, they did not really take a position,
they specifically did not express an opinion with respect to those
activities.

They are somewhat -different in character, if you go down
through the list. Some of them, I think, are really ancillary to the
audit function. I call them the extension of the Congress' purse
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strings functions. They go along with the audit function, settlement
of accounts, for example, or the handling of claims.

You could argue, to be sure, that some of them are executive in
nature, but what is executive and what is not executive is certainly
not a ver clear line. It is highly judgmental, and whether the
court would rule with respect to any of these in the future as being
outside of the domain of the GAO I think you could only speculate
about. I think they have to be looked at pretty much case by case
as to whether or not they really are an extension of or related to
the audit function or whether they are of such a nature such as
they found in the case of the sequestration, such importance that
they did not think the Comptroller should exercise those activities,
those functions.

So I would hope that the outcome would be such that they would
not be lost to the GAO and to the Congress, but It is very difficult
for me to see them be"in all lumped in one basket and saying they
would all stand or fall simply because of the Gramm-Rudman deci-
sion.

Chairman Rom'. I have one further question. What if the Con-
gress deleted the congressional removal provision? I gather from
your testimony you don't favor that; that is, making the Comptrol-
ler removable only by impeachment.

Mr. ST&AATs. You indicated in your letter to me that this was one
of the various possibilities that was being explored. I have thought
about it some. I am not certain, airman, that that would
cure the constitutional issuo. In reading the Supreme Court ruling,
they kept citing the number of statutes where the GAO served the
Coe. It is conceivable to me that they might say, "Well, still,
GAO is a part of the legislative branch and therefore not capableOf prformin executive-type functionss"rdfon really know. As I said i my statement, i was disappoint-

ed in the Supreme Court hinging its whole decision, apparently, or
most of the decision, on the grounds of the joint resolution basis for
removal. I don't personally see that as an issue. It hasn't been an
issue in 65 years. I can't perceive of it becoming an issue.

The real issue here is whether the Congress is willing and finds
it constitutional to delegate the appropriations function to any offi-
cer outside of the Congress. As I see it, that is the issue. Now, I am
not sure that even the proposal of Gramm-Rudman II, if chal-
lenged, would be found to be constitutional.

I am not a constitutional lawyer, but I have lived with this issue
for a long, long time.

Senator CHins. You are saying that on the basis of delegation of
power? ,

Mr. BSrAl. On the delegation of power.
Chairman RoHm. I think we would all agree that that remains a

constitutional issue.
Mr_ STAiTs. Is the delegation realy' a delegation of legislative

powers? I personally would perceive it that way.
Chairman Ror. Let me go back to my earlier question and just

make two comments. I agree with you; it is not clear cut whether
or not it would solve that one aspect of the constitutional problem.
Certainly, there were two Justices that indicated that it would not.

51-722 - 93 - 26
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As to the others, I guess we would not know until further litiga-
tion.

On the other hand, if the removal power has not been used and
you have no real consequence, why not remove that possible prob-
em?

Mr. SrAATS. I think there is some possibility of that. I certainly
would not be against examination of the proposal that you suggest.
I reach the conclusion in my statement to leave it alone and not
change it. But if it came to the question of whether the Comptrol-
ler General should continue to exercise functions of the type which
have been exercised and delegated 4o-it by the Congress over the
years, I would not be adverse to having that approach considered.

I was a member of the Chrysler Loan Guarantee Board. I was a
member of the Loan Guarantee Board to supervise the loan to New
York City; many other activities going down through the list that I
am sure Mr. Bowsher has given you could be called into question
whether they are executive or legislative.

I looked at the Chrysler Loan Guarantee Board as a quasi-judi-
cial activity. We were trying to reach a judgment as to whether the
Chrysler Corp. had done everything it could to preserve itself
before the Federal Government could extend it a guarantee. I did
not see that as an executive function. The other two members were
the Secretary of the Treasury and the Chairman of the Federal Re-
serve Board. I think it would be unfortunate if the situation were
to arise where the Congress could not have turned to the Comptrol-
ler General to serve in the capacity at that time.

I think there is nothing so clear cut or precise about the division
between what is legislative and what is a quasi-judicial function in
this Government as you can easily characterize all these functions
as executive. This is where I, again, have some trouble with the Su-
preme Court.

The regulatory bodies have executive functions and they have
legislative functions, and they have judicial functions. I have
always felt our Constitution ought to be flexible enough so that you
did not have to clearly demark what every activity was when Con-
gress decides to create an authority of this type.

I guess some constitutional authorities will now say that a seri-
ous question has been raised with inspect to these se-called inde-
pendent agencies.

Chairman RoTH. I appreciate your being here today. We may
have some additional questions in the next several days, and we
shAll look forward in the future to your advice and guidance.

Mr. SiTATs. Mr. Chairman, you have questioned other witnesses
on this. I would go for the fallback provision, possibly modified
along the lines suggested by Senator Stevens or Senator Eagleton. I
think if Congress goes down this road of delegating this function to
the executive, I have serious doubts about its workability, but more

rtantly, I think it is a terribly bad precedent..~rprecedent.
Chairman Romh. I think the committee will agree with you, Mr.

Staats. Thank you very much. It is always a pleasure to have you
here.

At this time, we are ve happy to call forward Jim Miller of the
Office of Management and aBudget. I regret that he had to cancel
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some other engagements, and I also regret that a number of the
Senators are no longer here. We have some questions for him for
comments from other Senators.

Jim, why don't you put your statement in the record, if you
would, and just proceed to comment as you will.

TESTIMONY OF HON. JAMES C. MILLER i11,. DIRECTOR, OFFICEN OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
Mr. MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to be here.

Let me just summarize a couple of points here and then get right
to the meat of what I think is on the minds of the committee at
this point, or what I understand to be on your minds.

The first point I want to make is that the 1986 Gramm-Rudman-
Hollings sequester seems to have gone pretty well. The agencies
have adjusted pretty well; there are no significant adverse effects
on personnel or on the services. However, I think that a sequester
for fiscal year 1987 would cause considerable disruption and consid-
erable pain. Along with many in Congress, we in the administra-
tion are very hopeful that we can avoid that, that the Congress and
the President will work together, and that we will have an appro-
priations process that will result in our being able to estimate the
deficit to be less than the trigge amount, certainly below $154 bil-
lion, and hopefully, hit the $144 billion mark.

Second, I would like to make the point that we are going to be
issuing the so-called Mid-Session review the first week of August.

The reason for our delay past July 15 is that we were unable to
incorporate changes made in the urgent supplemental, and we
needed to do that before v--e make the report. Second, we needed to
incorporate the effects of the release of the data of yesterday, the
data on the GNP, the revised first quarter, and so forth.

So we do now expect that to be out in the week of August 4.
However, that report will be based on some modified Presidential
policy or modifications in the President's budget reflecting actions
yCongress over the year, maybe a few policy changes at this

point, and we will estimate the deficit there. We will also indicate
how we would anticipate, as is required by law, how we would an-
ticipate making up the deficit in order to hit the $144 billion
target.

A couple ofwe later,-on- August 20, we wil-bw issuing another
report pursuant to Gramm-Rudman-Hollings, but the baseline for
that report will be very different from-the baseline of the August 4
report. That baseline will be the so-called Gradison baseline, for
Bill Gradison in the House. Basically, it says for any appropriated
amounts for which there is no appropriation for fiscal 1987, for the
full year fiscal 1987, you have to count the amount of the 1986 ap.
propriations.

So as you can see, overall, appropriations for 1986 are less than
for 1987, and so just for that reason alone, we would anticipate the
number being different.

I just want to alert everybody that you are going to have reports
coming out 2 weeks apart and the deficit numbers are going to be

* See p. 103 for Mr. Miller's prepared statement.
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different, but they are going to be different primarily because of
different baselines and the baselines are written into law, which re-
quires these to be different baselines.

Those are the two points that I wanted to make, and then let me
just address one final issue. As you know, Senators Gramm,
Rudman, and Hollings have proposed to amend Gramm-Rudman-
Hollings by placing ultimate responsibility for the estimates with
the Director of the Office of Management and Budget. Specifically,
their proposal would continue to have OMB and CBO report to
GAO, but rather than having GAO issue the final report to the
President, the GAO would now report to OMB, and OMB would
then report to the President and Congress. So the Presidential
order of sequester would be based on that report.

We support efforts to improve Gramm-Rudman-Hollings in light
of the Synar decision by the Supreme Court. The promise this law
makes to the American people, we feel, should be fulfilled. As we
understand the proposed amendment, it would correct the constitu-
tional problem the Supreme Court found.

The final report would be issued by an official serving at the
pleasure of the President, namely, the Director of the OMB. More-
over, the Director would not be legally required to use the legisla-
tive branch numbers in its final report, either by averaging or oth-
erwise. However, he or she would be subject to the same restraints
as the Comptroller General was under the original version of
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings.

* That really completes my statement, Mr. Chairman, and I will be
glad to address any questions that you or your colleagues might
have.

Chairman Roma. Earlier, there was a great deal of discussion on
the procedures proposed under Gramm-Rudman II, if enacted, with
respect to the discretion that is imposed on OMB.

Let me ask you, to what extent would you feel bound by the advi-
sory opinion from GAO? Under the legislative proposal, ONB is SU
posed to give due regard to the recommendations of the GAO. At
the same time, you are required under the legislation to make your
projections of the budget at the first step. There are, sometimes,
very broad differences between the executive branch and the Con-
gress or between the Comptroller General as to where the economy

!)oes it give you any problems if you make one projection at the
first stage and then the GAO makes its advisory opinion somewhat
differently? Where does that putyou as the ultimate arbiter?

Mr. MIuza. Let me say, Mr. Chairman, first of all, I would view
my job as a very narrow, technical one of answering the questions:
What is the deficit likely to be? That will be based on what the as-
sumptions are about economic growth.

Chairman Romn. Who makes the assumptions on economic
growth?

Mr. MiLuz. Under this, I would have to make, draft those as-
sumptions.

Chairman RwHo. Is that a clerical or a very narrow or technical
matter?

Mr. MILLmR. Well, it is a technical matter, as you indicated, sub-
ject to a great deal of differences among experts. I mean, I dare
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say, if you got 10 economists in a room, you would get different an.
sewers.

Chairman Rom. Exactly.
Mr. Miuza. You see that easily in a publication called Blue Chip

Economic Indicators. You have all of these various forecasting
groups indicating what their estimates are, and they tend to differ.

t me say with respect to the several things: First, we believe,
---- and our Justice Department, White House lawyers, OMB lawyers,

believe that whoever has that role to play, whether it is the Direc-
tor of OMB or some other person, must be serving at the pleasure
of the President, and second, must have discretion to choose those
numbers. That is, they would not be completely bound by the GAO
report.

Let me say second, as you pointed out, the law requires the Di-
rector of OMB to give due regard to the GAO report and also to
justify, to explain any differences that the OMB would conclude or
would have with the General Accounting Office.

Third, it is going to be, assuming this legislation is approved, it
will be a very public, if a sequester were required-and as we
agree, I think, we want to avoid a sequester-but it would be a
very public process. That is, OMB and CBO would make their rec-
ommendations to GAO, and by the time it got down to the OMB to
make its final decision, these issues would be aired very openly.

Let me say that although the timeframe is fairly short, it may
well be that I or any other OMB Director would be persuaded on
the basis of discussions with CBO and the discussions with GAO
that the original assumptions and the original figures were incor-
rect. And I would be very open to reviewing those, and I would an-
ticipate having good reason to justify any differences between my
final report and that of GAO. But I think it is clear that to be con-
stitutional, the person, namely, the Director of OMB, would have to
have some latitude to make those final choices, or else one simply
would be back in the woods.

Chairman Roru. I understand you, and I agree with much of
what you are saying, but at the first level, let's assume you are
more optimistic, for a good reason. There are broad differences by
economists, and it has been known in the past for there to be great
differences in projections between the Congress and administra-
tions, whether Democrat or Republican.

So let's assume that the administration is more bullish than the
Congress and it comes up to you, and you still feel your original
projections are correct. Would you feel compelled to adhere to the
GAO advisory committee or--

Mr. MI=LE. No, no, I would not, and if I would say so, I think I
would be saying that my reading of the law would be unconstitu-
tional. I would feel, as I think I indicated, compelled to have good
reason to deviate from the GAO report, but I feel that I would have
the discretion to deviate accordingly.

I think it would be very surprising to me that if, for example, I,
we went through this process and there were differences and that I
simply said, "I have looked at this other material, and I think that
I was right the first time," and just simply adopted that. The proc-
ess of discussion with colleagues often reveals, suggests differences.

IIII I III I II i alla I I
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But, I think to be constitutional, I would have to say that I would
have to have some discretion in terms of choosing those final num-
bers. Again, it is a very public process. Some people have suggest-
ed, you know, it would be open for abuse. I just think, as I was
quoted accurately in the paper this morning, I think someone
would be crazy to try and abuse the system as the provision is
here. But you are right, Mr. Chairman. Experts do differ.

One other thing, let me emphasize, going back to what I said ear-
lier. Projections made are fairly well circumscribed in that I would
anticipate, frankl, that we will not have appropriations in all
areas, so we will have it folded into the continuing resolution and
we will be look at 1986 levels of spending for most things, ex-
trapolating on the entitlement programs.

As you may recall, in January 1986, OMB and CBO estimated
the deficit for fiscal 1986, and It was more coincidence than any-
thing else, but we came inwithin $1 billion of each other. I am not
suggesting that we would be that close when we make our report
on October 5, whether we make it to GAO or directly to the Con-
gress, but I wouldn't be surprised if it was reasonably close.

Chairman Ron. The administration, in its brief before the Su-
preme Court argued that it is not unconstitutional for a subordi-
nate officer to issue a command to the President. I think two of our
constitutional scholars will testify on this matter later.

While it may not be a major constitutional issue, might it not be
preferable to impose a duty making the final excess deficit esti-
mates on the President rather than OMB?

Mr. mLL. Would have no objection to having the President
make those final determinations, rather than the OMB Director,
then reporting it and then transmitting those to the President.

I think the Solicitor's argument before the Supreme Court went
to the question posed by Mr. Cutler-the remedy proposed by him
that would make the Comptroller General no longer removable by
the Congress for cause. That would leave, frankly, the Comptroller
General in a limbo situation, very much like a judicial officer or,
with respect to reporting and accountability, just as a judge, remov-
able essentially only by impeachment, and we do not believe that
would be appropriate.

Our rea is that if a subordinate serves at the pleasure of the
President, then this language is constitutional; it is acceptable.

Chairman Rom. Senator Eagleton requested that I ask a ques-
tion on his behalf. It is sort of a modified version of the fallback
provision, what he called "semiautomatic cuts," which would work
as follows&---

The Comptroller General would draft a sequestration order in ex-
actly the manner now provided for under Gramm-Rudman-Hol-lings. But, rather than presenting the order directly to the Presi-
dent, as the act prescribes, the amendment would require, instead
that it be submitted simultaneously to both Houses for ratification
and presented to the President for signature or veto.

The process would takeKplace no later than 8 legislative days
after the draft order is received; there would be no amendments. It
would be a privileged matter; 1 hour of debate. If the President
should veto, a similar expedited schedule would apply to the veto
override vote.
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He would like to hear your comments on that.
Mr. Mi=u. My response to that, based on what you have said, if

I understand you correctly, is that that would be constitutional.
That is really not very much different from the fallback position
we have now, whereby CBO and OMB would report to the Con-
gress. This would have, I guess, the additional step of CBO and
OMB reporting to the Comptroller General and the Comptroller
General would report to the President and to the Congress, and
then you have an expedited procedure for the presentation of the
joint resolution to the President.

That seems to me constitutional, but just a variant on the
present fallback position.

Chairman Ram. I think it is his feeling that in a way, this is a
political matter, and that by using this procedure of getting the
GAO's recommendations provides a certain amount of shield or
protection to Congress, an for that reason, might be more accepta-
ble and more realistic than the current backup.

Jim, you said that the "impeachment only" proposal would not
be appropriate. Does the administration believe it to be unconstitu-
tional, and if so, why?

Mr. MIuZ. Well, it believes it to be unconstitutional. The near-
est analogy I can think of is if someone is removed--the only
people that are removed only by impeachment are Federal judges,
and in a sense, this would make the person analagous to being a
member of the Judiciary. That separation of powers-it's the same
argument as before, except the person-

Chairman Remr. We have the President, of course, and Vice
President.

Mr. Mnizu. Surely, but they are elected officials, and they are,,
listed in the Constitution of the United States, and they are the ex-
ecutive branch of Government. The are the leaders of the execu-
tive branch of Government. But if the person is not accountable to
the President, directly accountable to the President of the United
States, I don't see how they could be part of the executive branch
of Government, and in Synar, the determination in Synar, I be-
lieve, clearly indicated that the person who made these kinds of de-
cisions, we believe, would be serving at the pleasure and certainly
would be a part of the executive branch of Government.

Chairman Rom. Senator Levin?
Senator Lzvixw4 Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Miller, relative to

the economic assumptions that you make and the CBO makes, do
you use the same guidelines and criteria in arriving at those as-
sumptions or making those assumptions as the CBO does?

Mr. MiuTiR. I don't think-it probably would not be correct to
say they are guidelines. Basically, they are economic data out
there. We all read the same kind of data. We receive Commerce
Department reports and other official statistics, and we plot our re-
gressions. But then essentially, it all goes into a black box, where
we discuss it and come up with some answers. Rudy's technique is
not dissimilar to ours. We simply look at all the data, what the
pundits were saying, the Blue Chip was saying, and we run our
models, and we forecast the different component determinants of
revenues and of expenses and then draw our conclusions.

I
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Senator Lzvm. You say that his criteria and methodologies are
not dissimilar from yours.

Mr. NMiu. Right.
Senator Lxmv. Would you be able to identify for this committee

working with the CBO, what criteria, what methodologies are use
in making these assumptions and where you and the CBO differ in
those criteria and methodologies?

Mr. MNu.vm Yes. One place that we do differ is that we have
what is called the T-1 process. It is named after the Secretary of
the Treasury, but basically, the Secretary of the Treasy, the Di.
rector of the OMB and the Chairman of the Council of Economic
Advisers meet together an4.make the determination about the as-
sumptions, for example, that go into the President's budget:
Growth assumptions, inflation assumptions, unemployment as-
sumptions, interest rate assumptions, and whenever there is an
update, we meet to make any modifications. We met yesterday
afternoon in the wake of the figures that we received in order to
settle on assumptions for the Mid-Session Review, and I understand
Rudy does not have that kind of process.

Senator Lzvm. You don't pul these assumptions out of your gut?
Mr. Miju. No, we do not.
Senator Lzvm. So that you can identify the criteria and the

methodology which you use?
Mr. Maimx. I coud ygve you them.
Senator Lxvm. In making the assumptions relative to outlays,

loan levels, unemployment figures, real GNP, inflation, T-bill ratec,
and so forth?

Mr. mum. Sure.
Senator Lzvm. And you believe that CBO can also identify.--
Mr. Mu.ux. Yes.
Senator Lxviii [continuing]. The methodologies and the criteria?
Mr. MlLfU. I remember hearing Rudy give a speech on how they

went about compiling their figures.
Senator Lzvii. Mr. Chairman, I would like the committee to re-

quest Mr. Miller and the CBO to provide us, for the record, those
methodologies and criteria which each of them uses in making the
critical assumptions that we are talking about, with the possibility
that we actually put into legislative form the criteria and the
methodologies that we prefer, where there is a difference, so that
we can have some guidelines for the exercise of whatever discretion
Mr. Miller has to have in order to make sure that this is constitu-
tional.4 At least that is a possibilit.

I don't know that we want to follow that course, but it is a criti-
cal decision for us to make as to whether to legislate in that area
or not, and it would be very helpful if the committee could request
Mr. Miller and the CBO to provide us that information.

Chairman Rom. I would be happy to make that request of Jim
Miller now, and the same of the CBO, the same one. I would say
this: That time is of the essence, and that it would be important
that we receive these.

4 8g p. 6&

I n I ... . i WNll WAR~iluuM"N"
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Mr. MLmi. Fine, we will do the best we can in the short amount
of time.

[The material referred to follows:]
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EXECUTIVE oPICE OF THE PMSMINT
-OnM O& MAIAOENT AND BMW

AUS 11WB

Honorable Carl Levin
United States Senate
Washington,-OC 0610

Dear Carl:

1w-answer to your question, the Administration's economic
assumptions represent a consensus of the three senior economic
policy officials In the exe;utive branch. Behind the forecast Is
-the analysis of an Interagency group known as the Otroika.0

The troika" structure consists of three levels. At the top
level, T-19 are the Director of ONB the Secretary of the
Treasury* and the Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers;
they ultimately decide on the broad economic assumptions. The
second level, T-16 consists of the Associate Director for
Economic PolIcy at ON$, treasury's Assistant Secretary for
Economic Policy, the member of the CEA who specializes in
macroeconomics, and Commerce's Under Secretary for Economic
Affairs. The third level, T-3. Is composed of members of the
career staffs of the several agencies. The forecast -is reviewed
and updated In late fall for the January budget and In early
summer for the Nid-Session Review of the Budget.

The following steps are taken in preparing the economic
assumptions. After discussions with the T-3 staff, T-2 meets and
agrees upon a path for the major macroeconomic variables -- real
economic growth, Inflation, unemployment and Interest rates --
which reflects their view of where the economy iS headed at that
point In time. The recommended path Is based on an In-depth look
at the domestic and world economies with an eye toward updating
and extending the Administration's forecast. The recent perform-
ante of the economy Is assessed in relation to what was assumed
In the previous forecast, taking Into account monetary policy and
ending legislation which would affect budget receipts and out-

lays. This recommended path is forwarded from T-Z to T-.1 the
ultimate decision-makers.

Over the first 12 to I8 months of the forecast, the aIm Is to
come up with a forecast that will mirror as closely as possible
the actual path of the economy. The projections for the outyears
are based on the economy's underlying trends In the context of
the President's overall policies. For example, It Is the
President's policy to take various measures in regard to taxes,
regulatlonsr and other matters aimed at making the economy per-
form more efficiently. To the extent that these steps are
successful, then the rate of growth In real SUP tn the future
will be higher than that which historically has occurred. Hence,
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the Administration's forecasts In the outyears represent both an
economic projection and a policy goal. They assume that the
budget's recommendations for fiscal policy will be followed -- In
our case to achieve the highest sustainable rate of noninflation-
ary economic growth.

After T-I has agreed on the key economic assumptions, the T-3
staff prepares a more detailed breakdown of the components of GNP
and the shares-of national income. This detail Is needed In
order* to estimate budget outlays for specific programs and to
calculate budget receipts. The forecast detail also provides a
useful check on the consistency of T-1's broader economic
assumptions.

By custom, 10 order to focus attention on policy changes, the
forecast done in the context of Presidential policy Is a1so used
for current services and now for the Bradison baseline,

Please let mae know if I can be of further assistance.

Sincerely yours,

Jim
James C. Miller III
Director
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0
CONGRESSIONAL Isuowrr OFFICE Rudooph G.Pe
U.S. CoNGRESS DlmherWASHINGTON. D.C. 205111

August 21, 1986

Honorable William V. Roth, Jr.
Chairman
Committee on Governmental Affairs
United States Senate
washlton, D.C. 2010

Dea Mr. Chairman:

Tha* you for your letter of 3uly 28th requesting Information on how
CR0 forecasts the budget deficit under provisions of the Gramm-Rudman-
Hohikngs law. Developing budget projection Is a lengthy and complicated
process absorbing a very large portion of CJW% resources. The work
proceeds in two phaes: (I) the development of economic assumptions, and
(2) the preparation of detailed projections of revenues and outlays consistent
with the economic assumptions and with specified budget policies. Given
the complexity of the projection process, the following description is only
the briefest outline of the activity required to make budgt estimates.

Th preparation of economic forecasts Is an ongoing process the
economy is being monitored constantly, errors in the previous forecasts are
continually analyzed, and economic re atlanhips are reestimated f-equently
as the economy structure changes. A wide variety of advanced indicators
of future economic activity are examined broad indicators such as credit
conditions, unemployment rates and the growth of personal and business
incomes provide insights into the general economic environment; specialized
Indicator such as the Commerce survey of business plans ofr capital
spending and housing starts provide Information about futuJ levels of
Activity in specific sectors of the economy. knights are also
derived from the forecasts of respected private forecasters as well as
forecasts genwated by econometric models representing alternative eco-
nomic theories. The examination of other forecasts also provides an
indication of the range of likely outcomes-a crude measure of
uncertainty. 1/

1. This description of the preparation of economic assumptions applies
pImari• y to the 'ort.-run forecast reported In the Sequestration
Report. CB longer run economic projections are generally based on
historical trends. See, for example, CBOh The Economic mand Budzet
Outlooks An Update (August 19,6), pp. -4.
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Honorable William V, Roth, Jr.
Page Two

There Is an Important difference between CB0. eoenomic proJoetions
and those of private forecaster. Unlike private forecastB amdoe not
project possible changes In federal budget polcy. Introd.60 i required
to adopt specific aumwptons about budget polloy-in the present case the
deficit targets specified In the Balanced Budget Act. The difference
between C0*5 Nmnditionslw forecast end other forecasts am sometimes be
trod to Upse policy ammptlons

Using all of the above Information, Including the budget policy,
assumptions, CO0 gnerates an economic projection based on judgment
rather than a specific macroeoonometrlc model. However, econometric
techmiques are used to develop projections of various sectors of the
economy, and because a large number of economic variables are needed to
make budget estimates, CBO has developed a computer program to help
enmsre Internal consistency of components of the projection.

In preparing the economic projection CO0 also calls upon the advice of
recoogpsed experts from outside CBO. Well before the projection Is final
the economic outlook Is reviewed at a meeting of the CBO Panel of
Economic Advisers. 2/ Generally special guests, who have expertise on
particular current isgiss, re also n'vited to present their views. These
deliberations often have a significant Impact on CB(YR final economic
projection.

The projection of budget estimates requires even more staff hours
than the preparation of economic assumptions. The CRO projections of the
level of economic activity, of personal and corporate inoome prices, and
investment are used by the CBO staff to generate detailed revenue
projeotions, measured on both Unified Budget and National Income and
Product Account buaes. The revenue projections are generated using highly
detailed historical tax data, recent tJ.8. Treasury Department financial
statement data, and econometric models. The revenue projections, along
with the CBO outlay projections, are then fed back into the CBO economic
data forecasting process in an attempt to emure consistency of economic
and budget projections.

In addition to the input from the economic projection-including detail
on interest rates, prices, wages, unemployment and economic growth-the
outlay projections involve an in-depth examination of the behavior of all
major spending programs. CBO has developed a number of independent
models for estimating outlays for programs that are sensitive to assumptions
about the economy, demographic factors, and program utilization rates.

2. A membership list is enclosed.

M sib
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HoMMa•e William V. Roth, Jr.

This includes most of the Income assistance programs such as Social
Security, unemployment compenmtion, federal employee retirement, and
veterans compensation and benefits. CDO also has Its own estimating
models for Medfcar, Medicaid, and other programs providing services and
benefits to indlviduals. For these programs, CBEOs outlay projections
assume that existing laws will continue unchaiged, and that future spending
will respond to assumed economic and population changes In the same way
that It has reMonded to such changes In the past.

For spendi ms that are dependent upon the levels of new
budget authority that are approprfated each year, CBO estimates annual
outlays by using historical patterns of how budget authority spends out over
time. The use of spendout rates Is particularly important for defense
programs and for most nondefense discretionary prorams.

Federal spending for net interest is projected consistently with the
projections of revenues and other outlays and with CBO's assumed Interest
rates. In estimating Interest on the public debt,% each type of marketable
and nonmarketable debt security Is projected separately. Existing debt is
assumed to be refinced at the applicable market rate at Its time of
maturity. The debt is increased by the amount of new borrowing, which Is
distributed among the months of the year and among different types of
securities based on CBO's assumptions about season borrowing needs.
(Further details on CB(Ys revenue and spending projections are contained in
Appendix A of our annual report to the Budget Committees, The Economic
an Budget Outloolo Fiscal Years 1987-1991 (February 1986).)

The Balanced Budget Act requires spending estimates to be done at
the Individual budget account level. It also requires a distinction to be ihade
between outlays from new budgetary authority that are sequestrable and
outlays from obligated balances that ae not. A number of other caloula-
tions also must be made for administrative expenses, cost-of-living adjust-
menti, and various special rules that apply to certain programs. In effect,
the Balanced Budget Act stipulates a complicated set of formulas that must
be applied to over one thousand budget accounts.

I hope that this information Is useful to the Committee. We would be
happy to pro idse more Information on our economic and budget projection
methodoli should you so desire.

With best wishes,

Sincerely,

etý4C, 4Ad

Rudolph G. PennerI Director
Enclosure
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Senator Lzvm. Thank you. Mr. Miller, right now, the OMB and
the CBO get together to help formulate the sequester order. There
is a meeting in an attempt to formulate a common position on this.
Would we have your assurance, assuming we adopted this now ap-
proach, where you have a final look-see at it, would we have your
assurance that the OMB would not change assumptions and crite-
ria from your initial discussions with the CBO if, in fact, under
Gramm-Rudman I we give the OMB a second solo role in the for-
mulation of the sequester order?

Mr. muz Let me answer, because it is more complicated or it
is somewhat complicated. One, there are areas where CBO and
OMB do agree, end up agreeing. There are a lot of very specific in-
terpretations of the Gramm-Rudman-HoUings law and how they
apply to functional accounts. I remember seeing that there was a
sheet of about 60 issues last December and January that were
going around that we had to resolve. These involved very minor,
very esoteric things, but decisions had to be made in order to
decide how to deal with an issue.

There was only one left unresolved, and it had to do with the
Washington Metroolitan Area Transit Authority. GAO came
down on the side of CBO for fiscal 1986, but the reasoning would
suggest, and from preliminary discussions with them, they would
come down on the 0MB version for 1987 and beyond. I would just
say that inmterms of agreeing on those technical questions, I would
have to anticipate no change in the final solo role.

I would not make any changes in those assumptions those deter-
minations. But on the question of the assumptions of growth and
employment and inflation, interest rates, and so forth, as you
know, CBO makes a forecast of the,deficit, but also to derive the
deficit, they have to have growth, inflation and so on, and they
make assumptions about the economic growth of the economy, and
they give their estimate of what this would be.

Likewise, OMB makes the same kind of calculation separately.
Our rates, our assumptions for growth rates and inflation and un-
employment and interest rates may not be the same. Then we have
these two senate sets of figures, and under Gramm-Rudman-Hol-
lingo, those figures are averaged. If OMB projects that gross nation-
al product will be $4.2 trillion and CBO projects it will be $4.38tril-
lion, then the average is $4.25 trillion, and so the report that goes
to the General Accounting Office reflects those averages. Also, the
OMB-CBO report on the accouit-by-account sequestration is based
on those average numbers.

Now, on the other hand, I cannot assure you, Senator, that in
the final solo role of 0MB, that OMB would adopt a set of assump-
tions that would give you projections of exactly the average num-
bers. In fact-

Senator Lvim. That wasn't my question.
Mr. Mi•m.. In fact, if I could point out, it may be that it would

be an inconsistent set of assumptions that would give you those av-
erage numbers as a technical matter. I am sorry I misunderstood
you.

Senator Lvin. The question is whether or not, when you take a
second look, you are go4ng to stick with the same numbers that you

I I
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used in your joint meeting with the CBO in your first look, the
same assumptions, same criteria?

Mr. MILUXR. No.
Senator Lzv1N. Same estimate?
Mr. MILuLR. As I indicated to Chairman Roth, I think first, to be

constitutional, I would have to have, it would have to be clearly un-
derstood that anybody, whether it is directly for OMB or anybody
else, that this kind of mechanism would have to lease some kind of
discretion to make the final choice.

Second, as I indicated, I might change some of those from the
original input that we had because I was persuaded by CBO or by
GAO that their view was superior. So I simply, I cannot promise
you that I would make, that I would have the same assumptions in
the final solo version that I had earlier or that I would adopt
CBO's assumptions, or, implicitly, GAO's assumptions.

Senator LEvIN. Now looking at the GAO recommendation to you
for that solo look, assuming that is placed in the law, do you be-
lieve that GAO advice or recommendations should carry some pre-
sumptive weight, some validity?-

Mr. MiuLR. Yes, I think it is appropriate to say that, inasmuch
as the law requires that I give due regard to that, and that obvious-
ly establishes that report as something that is almost a prima facie
case.

And second, the language that I have read would require me to
justify, to explain any differences in my outcome from that recom-
mended by the Comptroller General. But again, it would be consti-
tutional; I would have to have that freedom to make that.

Senator LzviN. When you look at that word "explain," and that
is exactly what I wanted to get to, you think because of the prima
facie validity of the GAO recommendation that there would be
some requirement or a requirement upon you to do more than ex-
plain, but there would be a requirement to justify?

Mr. MILLER. Yes. Yes, sir. I have used the term justify, and I
would look at it that way.

Senator LEvIN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Roam. Just a couple more questions. Insofar as the

Comptroller performs the executive functions, does the President
have the constitutional power to remove him, either for cause?

Mr. MILuR. Oh, that is a very interesting question. No, my read-
ing is, (A), the President does not have the authority to remove the
Comptroller General at will; but second-

Chairman Rem. For cause?
Mr. MILXLR. I am not sure that it would be correct to character-

ize the Comptroller General's activities at the present moment as
being executive in nature, although that surely would be an issue, I
think, inescapably, before the courts; that some of the activities en-
gaged in by the Comptroller General will be found to be executive
branch functions and therefore, unconstitutional with the law pres-
ently as written.

Chairman Ram. To what extent will the deficit exceed the target
for 1987 when you take ybur-snapshot?

Mr. MILULE. Mr. Chairman, I don't know for sure. Again, the def-
icit is the difference between two very, very large numbers, and
then the question of how far it exceeds $144 is even a smaller
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number and is subject to a good deal of error of estimate, and it
depends very much on assumptions. It depends very much, from
our standpoint, on what we get back from the Treasury Depart-
ment as a final cut on revenue estimates for fiscal 1987.

We, from our prelimimary look, we are looking at something in
excess of that, not only the $144, but $154, probably $10 billion in
excess of that, of the $154 billion, and if, in the event Congress does
not do anything, and that, again, is assuming the Gradison base-
line, and very little in the way of appropriations being signed into
law by the beginning, by the date of August 20.

But of course, you know there is the August 20 report and then
there is the October 5 report, and of course, since October 5 falls on
a Sunday, it would be.October 6. We would have every hope and
intention of working with the Congress to get that number down so
that the October 6 report would show a lower number.

Chairman Rom. Thank you for being here today.
Senator LEVN. Mr. Chairman, just a few more questions of Mr.

Miller. One has to do with the executive functions being exercised,
the so-called executive functions being exercised by the GAO now.
We have their long list that has been given to us. Are you going to
challenge the exercise of all of those functions the way you chal-
lenged the GAO in the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings situation?

Mr. Miumu. I do not anticipate our doing that in the near future.
Senator LEvIN. Why is that?
Mr. Mimsu. Well, let me say, in the Gramm-Rudman issue, the

case was not brought by the Attorney General. The Attorney Gen-
eral joined in an amicus brief before the Supreme Court, before the
special three-judge panel as well as before the SupeCourt._....

Senator Lzvm. But as a matter of principle, the President op-
posed in the Supreme Court the exercise of executive functions by
the GAO.

Mr. MIuznR. Yes.
Senator LzvIN. He is not going to do it in all of these other

areas?
Mr. Miuu. Not only that, but the President demurred when he

signed Gramm-Rudman-Hollings, and indicated in the signing
statement that he questioned the constitutionality of that provi-
sion.

Senator Lzvm. I don't understand the inconsistency.
Mr. MiuLL. Then you are looking at additional executive branch

functions, so-called executive branch functions. Recall now that the
view of the Justice Department about the role of the GAO, the
Comptroller General, I think a view that has been shared by the
Justice Department hierarchy going back many, many years for
different administrations, is that some of these activities are not
constitutional, are executive branch functions. In fact, as you
know, there is a case involving the Competition in Contracting Act.
To my knowledge, that is the only specific challenge the adminis-
tration has made to that.

However, with the Supreme Court's decision in Synar, it seems
rather apparent that other provisions, if challenged, would fall. No
decision, to my knowledge, has been made by the Attorney General
or by the administration generally at this point to challenge those.

A
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Obviously, the question of the Comptroller is one very much on
our minds, and as I have indicated before, I look forward to sitting
down with Members of Congress and discussing, in the light of
Chadha and its prodigy, including S'nar, how best to reform that
act with respect to deferrals and rescissions.

Senator Lzvii. Another question has to do with the removal for
cause. You have indicated that you believe that impeachment
alone of the Comptroller General would not satisfy Synar. Would a
proviion which provides for removal for cause by the President,
for cause as being specified, meet the constitutional standard, in
your view?

Mr. Miuam. The answer, simply, Senator, is no. I used to be in
such a protected position at the Federal Trade Com on. Having
concluded that it would not be constitutional, it at best would put
it right back in court.

Could I mention one other thing, Mr. Chairman?
Chairman Rom. Surely.
Mr. AMuiz. We would welcome not only some fix to Gramm-

Rudman-Hollings, some fix to the automatic sequester mchanism,
but we would welcome consideration of line-item veto, consider-
ation of the rescission authority and, in addition, moving forward
on the President's proposal for a constitutional amendment for a
balanced budget.

Chairman Romr. Do you think you were in a constitutional office
when you were at the FITC?

Mr. M• m. I have my doubts. "Humphrey's Executor" is the
law of the land and we abide by that, but as you know, the issue
was raised in tle Synar opinion by Judge Scalia. There was some
discussion of it, I believe, by members of the Supreme Court indi-
cating that they would imply, or a reading of their decisions would
imply that they would uphold "Humphrey's Executor." The others
didnot speak to that position, saying it was not presented to them.
I think there is a question.

Chairman Romn. As you recall, under the Budget Act of 1974, it
dealt with the question of impoundment. Of course, in part, that
process has been litigated. Do you think the 1974 law with respect
to rescissions and deferrals is constitutional?

Mr. Miuzm. I think there is some question. I do not anticipate
challenging that provision in any way. I look forward to discussing
that with Members of Congres_. As you know, post-Chadha, the
one-House veto is no longer there. We have got, I think the admin-
istration and Congress have to revisit that issue at some time.

Chairman Rom. Yes, I would' agree with that. I would like to ex-
plore that further. Thank you very much, Jim, for being here
tuday. I apologize for interrupting your schedule.

Mr. Mtui. Thank you, sir.
Chairman Rom. Next we have a panel. We are very pleased to

have with us two distinguished experts in the field of constitutional
law. Ernest Gellhorn is managing partner in the law firm of Jones,
Day, Reavis &P ogue in Was n, DC, and is a former dean of
Case Western Reserve Law School in Cleveland, OH.

We are also pleased to have here Professor Sunstein, who is pro-
fessor of law at the University of Chicago. In addition to many arti-
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cles dealing with separation of power problems, Professor Sunstein
is coauthor of a major treatise on constitutional law.

Gentlemen, I am very pleased to have you both here. We will in-
clude your full statements as if read. I would appreciate it if you
would summarize. Who wants to proceed? Mr. Gellhorn?

TESTIMONY OF ERNEST GELLHORN,5 MANAGING PARTNER,
JONES, DAY, REAVIS & POGUE, WASHINGTON, DC, AND
FORMER DEAN, CASE WESTERN RESERVE LAW SCHOOL,
CLEVELAND, OH; AND PROF. CASS R. SUNSTEIN,s UNIVERSITY
OF CHICAGO LAW SCHOOL, CHICAGO, IL
Mr. Gzmomq. Tlank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appreci-

ate the opportunity of appearing today and submitting my state-
ment for the record. In light of the lateness of the hour and the
length of your deliberations, I will focus on two or three major
points.

The first point I wish to make is that in light of the series of de-
cisions by the Supreme Court, beginning with Buckley v. Valeo,
going through Chadha and the Synar decisioii'of just a few weeks
ago, it is cliar that the Court has taken consistent action to pre-
serve and protect the Presidential authority against innovative ef-
forts to invade it. Each time Congress has sought to be innovative
in this area and move outside of the realm of the tripartite division
of powers, the Court has acted with a surprising degree of unanimi-
Sty to strike down those efforts. The Court has protected the Presi-
dnt against invasions of his appointments power in Buckley v.

Valeo; the legsative veto in the Chadha," and most recently, in the
attempt to give th3 Comptroller General executive authority in the
budget process.

None of these cases, however, goes so far as to challenge the ex-
istence of the independent agency in the effort to utilize additional
mechanisms to accomplish a serious legislative design. There are,
of course, lurking questions. One is whether the independent
agency is, itself, constitutional. As I read the Court's deliberate
effort not to address that question in Synar, there is at this point
no cleatrmajority to overturn that approach.

But, more importantly, I would urge that the Congress not utilize
independent agency approach by establishing an additional admin-
istrative body to accomplish its ends here.

I would also suggest that there was a lurking issue before the
Court which it did not address but which obviously bothered jus-
tices. It involved the authority given the Comptroller General to, in
essence, make a final decision which the President had to follow.
That is if the Comptroller General is exercising executive func-
tions, as the court decided under the current law, would it be ap-
propriate for a subordinate official in a position to tell the Presi-
ent what to do? I believe the answer must be in the negative, but

the Supreme Court did not specifically say -that.
I mention these points because I think they provide direction for

where the Congress might wish to go in correcting the constitution-
al infirmity of the Gramm-Rudman law. It seems to me there are

A* .e p. 107 for Mr. Glihorn's prepared tatement.
* See p. 132 for Mr. SuDstin's prepared statements.
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several options available. One is simply to eliminate the congres-
sional removal authority, raising, however, the question as to
whether or not relying solely on impeachment is constitutional or
desirable.

I would ultimately come to the conclusion that an executive offi-
cial removable only by the impeachment provision would be consti-
tutional, but I admit it is a close question, and I can see several
arguments made in opposition. It likewise seems to me clear that
there would be two appropriate ways to solve the current dilemma.
Congress could rely either on the fall-back position in the statute-
of a joint resolution approved by the President-or the truncated
version that Senator Eagleton has proposed before the committee
today.

The question here, I would suggest, is something different. It is
whether either of these resolutions would accomplish the legisla-
tive design that is the underpinning of the Gramm-Rudman-Hol-
lings law. The law was designed to modify the legislative process in
a way that pressure would be brought on both Congress and the
President to address the recurring issue of continuing deficits. Con-
gress had concluded in our modern day, modified political structure
relying heavily on television and special interest groups, that there
is inordinate pressure on it and the President to opt for programs
and not to face responsibl the deficit lhsue.

That brings me to the IZ al alternative that I discuss in my state-
ment. It is to leave the current statute alone and make one addi-
tion; namely, to make the President responsible for the decision of
whether or not to accept the recommendations of the Comptroller
General, and to make the determination of whether or not they are
consistent with the recommendations also made by the Director of
the Office of Management and Budget and the Congressional
Budget Office. In addition, if Congress wishes to confine the Presi-
dent in his decision, it would be appropriate to ask or to direct that
the President's decision shall be supported by findings that explain
and justify any deviation from -the recommendations of the Comp-
troller General.

This approach, I suggest, has many advantages. It makes no
changes to the basic statute. It confirms the political agreement al-
ready reached. It adds additional weight to the pressure to reduce
deficits. It raises the political visibility and, therefore, the account-
ability of the various political actors in seeking to control our defi-
cits.And it would add the legislative control of asking and directing
that the President make findings to justify any deviation from the
Comptroller General's recommendations. I would question the al-
ternative, albeit a close one, of having the Office of Management
and Budget be the final determinant. It is a bit, it seems to me
like having the batter determine whether or not the pitch is a ball
or a strike, because OMB has already participated in the decisional
process earlier along the way.

Finally, I would urge that Congress not address and seek to re-
solve the independent agency issue. That is an issue for another
day and another time. It ought not to be confused with the effort to
reduce the deficit. Thank you.

Chairman Rom. Mr. Sunstein?
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Mr. SuNawNr. Mr. Chairman, I have a few brief remarks on the
two questions before you, first, the question of how to fix the stat-
ute and second, the question about the status of the Comptroller
General.

On fixing the statute, I think the recommendations of Senators
GrammandHollings are the bestwar to First, that would, in
my view, solve the constitutional question. authority is conferred
on OMB subject to Presidential supervision, the objection of the Su-
preme Court s Bouwher opinion has been met.

The only objection that remains is, as has been discussed earlier,
the nondolegation objection, but that one, I think, was adequately
answered in the opinion of the district court, participated in by
Judge Scalia- Indeed, it answered in part by the characterization-
by a majority of the Justices in the Bouwher case-of the functions
under the act as executive in character. If the functions can be
characterized as executive, they are not legislative, and the delega-
tion is constitutionally permissible.

Thus, first and most unportant, this fix would, in my view, re-
solve the constitutional question. It would, at the same time, confer
on politically accountable actorsA the authority to make the deci-
sion,. .nd-wile there are costs in doing that--of partisan politics
affecting the process-there are advantages, as well. If OMB, sub-ject to Presidential review, is making the decisions, those decisions
will be politically highly visible, and there will be opportunities for
congressional oversight.

Tfhrd, and most important, there are, in my view, sufficient safe-
as built into the act as it stands so that OMB would not have

road discretionary authority. The statute as it stands does not
confer on the Comptroller General broad discretion. If those au-
thorities were transferred to MB, there would not be broad discre-
tion in OMB.

Having said that, let me Sue a few points for limiting the
possible risks and dangers associa with thie granting of author-
ity to OMB. First, the Congressional Budget Office and the Comp-
troller General should have a role in the decisionmakin# process.
That is suggested by Senators Gramm and Hollings, and it is abso-
lutely correct.

Indeed it seems to me appropriate not only to require the head
of OMB to give due regard to the Comptroller s determinations, but
also to make him come up with find to explain any deviation
from the conclusions by the Comptroller.

Those findings should, in my view, be subject to judicial review.
The current provision in the statute eliminating judicial review
should be deleted.

Finally, there should be a contain gressional role in thefor.n of an opportunity for congressional overde of 0MB deteni-
nations with respect to the aggregate level of the cuts, as well as
OMB determinations with respect to how much each particular
program should be cut.

I think, then, that the best remedy for the constitutional defect
is to have 0MB making the determination subject to Presidential
supervision. Let me add a few very brief words on the defects in
the alternatives. El tion of congressional removal power might
well not solve the constitutional problem. It would, moreover, be a
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crude approach to the question before you, because it would alter
the entire status of the Comptroller General, and as you, Mr.
Chairman, and others have suggested, this is not a good occasion
for doing that.

Moreover, that proposal is not clearly a good idea. Independence
from Congress or the President in these determinations is hardly
unambiguously desirable. I agree with Dean Gellhorn; the genera-
tion of an entirely new bureaucracy to administer the act wouldn't
be a good idea, either. Such a bureaucracy would have all the costs
associated with the creation of a new bureaucracy, and in any
event, under the Bowsher decision, that bureaucracy would have to
be accountable to the President or at least could not be accountable
to Congress. Under the arrangement that would have to be de-
signed to give constitutional approval, it is not clear that the new
office would be any different from OMB.

Having said all this, let me make some very brief and general
remarks about the current status of the Comptroller General. This
is a very different issue, of course, from the more particular issue
of how the statute should be fixed.

There is no reason to believe that independent agencies will be
held unconstitutional in the next year or even the next 5 years.
But there is some reason to believe that their precise status is in
constitutional doubt, and in any event, they are a constitutional
Oddit. There is no constitutional provision for an independent

afou branch of Government. This is a position set out In the opin-
ion enjoined by Judge Scalia, by the lower court, in the Synar case.

One of the problems with independent agencies is that they were
born in the period of enthusiasm for neutral expertise as the driv-
ing force of regulatory decisions. No one quite believes that any
more. There is no such thing as neutral expertise. Another problem
is the independent agencies are said to be uniquely accountable to
Congress as the executive agencies are not. But there is no reason
that should be so. Congress has the ultimate power to control both
the executive agencies and the so-called independent agencies
through making law. This was a point emphasized by Senator
Rudman about an hour ago, and it is absolutely correct.

In my view the Synar case casts great doubt on the currentstatus of the ;omptroller General. The reasoning of the third cir-
cuit in the recent case involving a contracting statute can no
longer be the law after the Supreme Court decision.

This would suggest that one of two things has to be done. First,
the removal power has to be changed, perhaps deleted- and second,
some of the functions engaged in- by te Comptroller General have
to be shifted. One or the other of those things has to be done, possi-bly both.Now, having said that, let-me suggest that in deciding exactly

what to, do about the Comptroller General, one has to distnguih
among his various functions. To the extent that the Comptroller
General's functions are what they were originally intended to be,
that is, quasi-legislative, investZigatory, auditng-type functions,
there is no problem with the current arrangement. The current
law is perfectly constitutional.

Insofar as his functions are adjudicatory, insofar as he is func-
tioning like a court, the current system may well be constitutional
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because of the special need recognized by the Supreme Court in
several cases to insulate adjudicatory functions from Presidential
control. Insofar as his functions are Executive, and my understand-
ing is that there are several of them, those functions are in serious
constitutional jeopardy now.

I guess I will conclude with the suggestion that one can retain
the Comptroller General in his current form insofar as his func-
tions are genuinely Comptroller functions, and that anyr effort to
amend the current statute would not need to compromise the es-
sential features of the 1921 statute.

Thank you.
Chairman Boro. I thought, Mr. Gellhorn, you might want to

comment on Mr. Sunstein's comments. As I recall, in your opening
remarks, you talked about the three branches of the Government.
Are we permitted to have a fourth, fifth, sixth?

Mr. Gzumoam. There obviously i no clear answer to that,
though I would come to the conclusion that the constitutional posi-
tion of the independent agencies is perhaps more secure.than Pro-
fessor Sunstein suggests. Going back to the Constitution, one might
note, of course, that if the Congress tomorrow wished to eliminate
the various departments of the executive branch-State, Treasury,
Defense-and reduce the President essentialy ,to a secretary and a
fine house, there is no constitutional prohibition. In other words,
the various departments of the executive branch are not them-
selves mentioned in the Constitution.

In addition, the Congress has previously, by statute, identified
such agencies as the Environmenta Protection Agency as an inde-
pendent agency, even though it Is located in the executive branch.

There are in other words, really relatively few constitutional
guideines. The critical point, though, I would make is that, and
here I would agree with Professor Sunstein, insofar as an officer of
the Government performs executive functions, the President must
be in a position to exercise some supervision and control.

So when an independent agency official such as a member of the
National Labor Relations Board or the Federal Trade Commission
were to engage in executive-type functions, it is appropriate for the
President to intervene and participate in the rulemaking function
and to exercise responsible supervisory authority.

Likewisd, it seems to me that when those officials perform adju-
dicatory functions, the President can be prohibited from those deci-
sions, both by statutes and I would also suggest by constitutional
provision of .te due procel.

The Constitution, in other words, does not prescribe that the
agency must either be within the executive branch or prohibit
them from being outside of the executive branch. One needs to look
to the functions being performed and the controls, if any, being
placed over the President in supervising such functions.

Chairman ROTn. Let me go back to an earlier comment of yours.
We were proposing not a new, independent agency, but of course, a
new executive.agency to handle Gramm-Rudman. Will there be
anything constitutionaly wrong with, say, creating either an office
or a commission, and then for the President to designate the Comp
troller General as the director of deficit reduction; i other words,
wear two hats? Does that create any constitutional problem?
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Mr. Gnu-HORN. While I believe the answer is yes, there is of
course, no guidance in terms of prior constitutional decisions. Thus
I can conceive of arment that could be made on either side.
What is not answered by your question is whether or not the Presi-
dent could remove the Comptroller General from exercising the
leadership of that new independent office

Chairman Rem. The answer i yes.
Mr. GzuaoRN. If that is true, then it seems to me in light of the

Bowsher v. Synar decision, it would be upheld. I think it has serious
practical problems and that we don't really need to create one new
bureaucracy to support the Comptroller General in making this de-
cision. Indeed, it is sort of contrary to the Itheme and thesis of
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings.

Chairman Roa. That is another matter. Let me ask you this re-
garding the Comptroller General. In view of the executive func-
tions of the Comptroller General, can the President remove the
Comptroller General at will or for cause?.

Mr. SUNSTMN. I think the answer is no, because the statute says
he can't. The question is, is the statute unconstitutional insofar as
it says that he can't? I think the Court couldn't engraft on the stat-
ute the power to discharge at will, but it could say that the currentut te oertod the
functions exercised byt Comptroller General are impermissible
insofar as the President can discharge him.

Mr. GumaoRN. I agree. The result would be that the Comptroller
General could not perform the executive functions as long as the
President was so inhibited. There is, of course, a possible argument
one can make that just as the courts have implied under the Con-
stitution private rights of action, you might want to take the same
kind of analysis here and suggest so conf'ming the President is un-
constitutional, and that in order to complete the constitutional
design, the President would have the authority to remove the
Comptroller General.

I think, however, that the Court generally backs away from that
kind of confrontation and instead, leaves it for another day.

Chairman RoTm. If law enforcement functions are executive in
nature, may such functions be exercised by nonexecutive agencies?
May the FTC, for example, enforce the antitrust laws?

Mr. GWLHORN. The precedent is clear that the answer is yes, and
that function is being performed today. I would argue that it is per-
missible, that the location of the enforcement function outside of
the executive branch does not itself make it unconstitutional. The
chairman of the Federal Trade Commission and the other commis-
sioners are subject to removal by the President under certain statu-
tory constraints. These are sufficient, it seems to me, as the cur-
rent constitutional design has been interpreted.

There is, of course, an argument to the contrary that is being
made with increasing frequency within the courts and the legisla-
tive halls today.

Chairman Rm. Mr. Sunstein? .,
Mr. SUNSTMN. The answer is yes, Humphrey's Executor so holds.

The theory is that the Federal Trade Commission exercises not
only executive functions, but also what the Court calls quasi-legis-
lative and quasi-adjucative functions, and because it does all three,
it can be insulated from Presidential supervisory power.
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A note on that, though: One of the passages in the Bowsher case
that may turn out to be important says that the words inefficiency,
neglect of duty, those sorts of terms, that condition the Congress'
removal power over the Comptroller General are very broad. The
Court says that those provisions don't really mean independence.
They mean the Co, = can remove the Comptroller General if it
thinks he is doing a a ob.

Now, that suggests that the President can remove the Federal
Trade Commissioners for the same reason, because it is precisely
the same language in the FTC Act as is in the current Comptroller
General statute. If the Court's interpretation of the Comptroller
General language is going to track its interpretation of the FTC
language, then it turns out that the independent agencies aren't so
independent, even under current law. I am not sure if the Court
will say that, but it is a conclusion that is not easily avoided after
the Court's interpretation of those in Bowsher.

Chairman Romr. Would you care to comment on that?
Mr. GzswoN. I would note that Humphrey's Executor has an

additional limitation, and that is that the focus of the Court at that
time was on the quasi-judicial and quasi-legislative functions of the
Federal Trade Commission.

The Federal Trade Commission at that point had not exercised
rulemaking or quasi-executive functions, and the Court didn't focus
on that. That has changed since 1935, and this is a theme which is
spelled out very carefully in a lecture b, Judge Scalia before the
Supreme Court Historical Society in 1985 and published in their
1985 yearbook. There is a remarkable similarity between that lec-
ture and some of the language in the district court's Synar deci-
sion.

Chairman Romr. Gentlemen, I appreciate your being here todjy.
I apologize for the lateness of the hour, but we have found yortes-
timony most helpful. Undoubtedly, we will want to call upon you
again.

Mr. G•muHO.w Thank you.
Chairman Roru. Thank you very muci.
The committee is in recess.
[Whereupon, at 1:35 p.m., the committee was recessed, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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Mr. Chairmen and Members of the Committee:

I an pleased to appear before the Committee to discuss the

Supreme Court's recent decision in the case of Bowsher v. Snar.

As I shall describe, the immediate consequence of that ruling is

clear: because the Comptroller General is removable by Joint

resolution of the Congress, the General Accounting Office may

not carry out the budget reduction responsibilities assigned to

it under Gramn-Rudmen-Vollings. The longer-terh consequences

for efforts to reduce the federal deficit and for the General

Accounting Office depend to a large degree oniiow the Congress

chooses to respond to the decision.

(8?)
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This Committee is fully aware of the many functions carried

out by GAO. Among these ore the responsibilities assigned to

the agency at its creation. The budget and Accounting Act of

1921 established GAO, with the Comptroller General as its head,

to provide the Congress with an objective assurance that public

funds are spent properly. Under the 1921 Act, GAO was given the

authority to Investigate and report on the use of public funds

by the executive departments. In addition, GAO was provided a

number of administrative powers previously held by the

Comptroller of the Treasury. These include the power to settle

all accounts of the government, to supervise the collection of

debts owed to the government, and to render binding decisions on

questions of payment submitted by disbursing officers and de-

partment heads. The 1921 Act also gave the Comptroller General

the responsibility of prescribing accounting principles and

standards for the federal government.

The drafters of the 1921 Act conferred these powers-on GAO

because of their desire to ensure that such functions would be;

carried out by an officer of the government whose impartiality

both the Congress and the President could rely upon. For 65

years, GAO has filled that role as the objective overseer of the

expenditure of public funds. The success of the original scheme

is reflected in the reliance that both the Congresto and the

agencies place on the thousands of legal decision, financial

audits, and program evaluations conducted by GAO each year. It

is also reflected in the expansion of GAO's functions over the

2
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years. As Chief Justice Burger noted in the majority opinion in

Dowsher v. Sinar, the Comptroller General has been assigned a

variety of now functions since 1921, Including the respon-

sibility of bringing suits to require the release of impounded

budget authority, membership on the Chrysler Corporation Loan

Guarantee Board and the U.S. Railway Association Board of

Directors, and the power to :onsider bid protests under the

Competition in Contracting Act.

The drafters of Gramm-Rudman-Iollings also recognized the

value of GAO as an impartial decisionmasker, and chose the

Comptroller General to hold the all-important trigger mechanism

for automatic budget reductions. Although GAO had not sought

this new power, years of experience in audit and evaluation made

its staff well-equipped to carry out its responsibilities under

the act. On January 21, as required by the statute, GAO re-

ported the reductions necessary to meet the fiscal year 1986

deficit target.

The Supreme Court's opinion addressed two principal

questions concerning GA00o role under the statute: first,

whether it is permissible under the Constitution for an officer

of the United States removable by a joint resolution of the

CDngress to execute the law; and second, whether the role of the

Comptroller General under Greamm-Rudman-Hollings constitutes

"execution of the law in constitutional terms." The majority

opinion, written by Chief Justice Burger, .held that the

congressional removal power results in control by the Congress

3
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that is incompatible with the "execution of the law." The Court

also determined that the powers exercised by the Comptroller

General under Oream-Rudman-Rollingn were in fact "executive" in

the constitutional sense of that term. The Court therefore

struck down the role of the Comptroller General under the

statute. Justice Stevens, in a concurring opinion in which

Justice Narshall Joined, concluded that the Comptroller General

acts as an agent of the Congress. and as such could not be

delegated the important powers assigned to him under the act. •

two Justices, White and Ileckwun, issued separate dissenting

opinions.

The Supreme Court's decision had the immediate effect of

invalidating the ftIcal year 1986 budget reductions ordered by

the President on the basis of GAO's January 21st report. The

Court stayed its judgment for a period not to exceed 60 days, in

order to permit the Congress to act under the so-called fallback

procedures of the statute. Under those procedures, the Congress

anmsrnvad-thae eJ.pasr 1986 reductions on July 17th.

The decision also has the immediate effect of precluding

GAO's participation in the fiscal year 1987 Gramm-Rudman-

Hollings budget reduction process next month. It has been

suggested bk some that the Supreme Court's 60-day stay

effectively retains all statutory provisions of Gramm-Rudman-

Hollings in effect until September Sth, and that the Comptroller

General *is therefore still required to issue a sequestration

report for fiscal year 1987 on August 25th. It Is clear to us,

4
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however, that the stay was intended to give the Congress a

sufficient amount of time to deal with the fiscal year 1986

reductions through the legislative process, and was not other-

wise intended to extend a statutory scheme considered to be

unconstitutional. Consequently, we have no present plans to

issue a report on August 25th.

The longer-term effects of the Supreme Court's ruling

depend to a large degree on what action the Congress now takes

in response. A number of alternatives have been suggested to

replace the automatic sequestration mechanism invalidated by the

Supreme Court. Several of these would again assign a role to

GAO. We are willing to contribute in any way that the C6ngress

sees fit towards the important goal of deficit reduction, al-

though we would not. favor any alternative which would interfere

with GAO's ability to advise and assist the Congress.

The first alternative available to the Congress, and the

one that we prefer, is to retain the procedures currently in

effect under the fallback provision of the statute. The

existing procedures ensure that the ultimate authority to

determine how budgetary resources ore reduced is to be exercised

by the Congress itself.

Another alternative would be to create an independent board

or commission in the Executive Branch to carry out the functions

originally assigned to the Comptroller General under the

statute. This alternative would clearly avoid the consti-

tutional problems of the original scheme, and could provide some

5
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degree of assurance of impartiality.

Other alternatives have been suggested which would keep the

Comptroller General in the automatic sequestration process, but

would essentially make his report advisory to an existing

officer of the Executive Brench. If the Congress determines it

desireable for GAO to be involved in the process, such proposals

are acceptable to us. One of these proposals, however, would

also include a provision authorising the Comptroller General to

bring suit to ensure that the President's order complies with

the law. After the decision in lowaher v. Synar, the

Comptroller General's authority to bring this type of action is

open to constitutional question. The provision also appears to

be inconsistent with a statutory scheme designed to place final

authority for making budget reductions in the Executive Branch.

For these reasons, we would oppose such a provision.

Finally, one alternative would reinstate GAO as the central

decisionaaker in Graox-Uudman-Eollings, by amending the removal

provision considered by the Supreme Court to bar his parti-

cipation in the automatic sequestration process. This approach

would amend the 1921 Budget and Accounting Act by providing that

the Comptroller General may be removed by the President. The

holder of the office would thus no longer be answerable only to

the Congress. ?he Comptroller General would hold the same

status as the head of every agency of the Executive Branch, each

of whom is removable by the President. either at will or for

cause.

6
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Naking the Comptroller General removable by the President

would result in a fundamental change in an arrangement that has

existed for some 65 years. As I have already indicated, both

the Congress and the various agencies have viewed GAO since its

establishment under the 1921 Act as an impartial and valuable

source of advice and information. The Congress especially has

come to rely on GAO as an indispensable aid to its oversight

requirements. The great amount of resources that the agency

devotes to audit work on behalf of congressional committees,

including this committee, testifies to the Importance of OAO to

the work of the Congress. We would oppose any proposal that

might result in a chbege in that status.

With respect to any proposal to amend the 1921 Act, we are

concerned that the Congress. in the rush to find a quick "fix"

for Gream--Rudan-Eollings, may bhooso an alternative that

achieves the unintended result of diminishing GAO's effective-

ness. We rocognise that the Supreme Court's decision in Bowahtr

y. Synnr may also affect some of the other functions carried out

by GAO. In our view, however, legislation addressing the

broader implications of the decision for GAO should be con-

sidered only after careful study of the Court's opinion. Such

legislation should not be included in current efforts to cure

the constitutional problems of Orass-Rudman-Eollinga, or be

appended to emergency legislation such as that currently

required to increase the limit on the public debt. In sum, we

believe that any change in GAO's relationship to the Congress

7
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and to the President should only be undertaken with groet

caution and full understanding of the consequences, in order to

*nenre that the result is consistent with the traditional role

that the agency has successfully filled since its creation.

?hat concludes my prepared remarks Mr. Chairman and

Members of the Committee. I would be Slad to answer your

questions.

I
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Thank you for inviting me to present my views with respect to

legislative proposals which have been made to implement certain

provisions of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act

of 1985 (P.L. 177).

I have been concerned with the Federal Budget for most of my

service in the Federal Government. I entered the Bureau of the

Budget (now OMB) in June 1939 and served for 11 years as the Deputy

Director of the Budget under Presidents Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy,

and Johnson. I was appointed Comptroller General by President Johnson

in 1966. In addition to this experience, President Eisenhower

appointed me Executive Officer of the Operations Coordinating Board

of the National Security Council where I served from 1953 to 1958

before my reappointment as Deputy Budget Director in 1958.

I received your letter only on Saturday, having been out of the

city. My statement, therefore, will be quite brief but I shall be

happy to respond to questions.



The Supreme Court ruling is now history and whether I agree or not
has little relevance at this time. I have a few moments, however,
with regard to the statements included in the ruling which I believe

may be relevant to this hearing--mtters which[I felt were not

adequately dealt with or emphasized in that ruling.

o The GAO was created In 1921 as an independent agency, not as

a part of the legislative branch. It was not until 1945 when
Congress was considering authorizing the President to submit
reorganization plans to Congress that a provision was included

to exempt the legislative branch from any Presidential reorgani-

zation plan. Congress defined the GAO at that time as being
part of the legislative branch to exclude it from Presidential

reorganization authority. The background for this action was

a reorganization proposal submitted by President Roosevelt in
the late 1930s to strip away many of GAO's responsibilities

and transfer them to the Treasury Department. This proposal

was rejected by Congress on grounds that it would weaken the

independence of the GAO.

0 Appropriation requests for the General Accounting Offic3, until

recent years, were included in the Independent Offices Section
of the Budget submitted by the President and was reviewed by the

Independent Agencies Subcommittee of the Appropriation Committees
rather than the Legislative BrAnch Subcommittee which reviews the

GAO's budget today.

-2-
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0 In my view, the Court ruling did not adequately reflect the inde-

pendent role which the GAO has played over the 65 years since it

was created. The legislative history of the 1921 Act is replete

with statements supporting this objective and I believe that you

will agree that the provisions of the statute which relate to the

appointment, tenure, removal, and retirement of the Comptroller

General support the concept of independence. The Congress has

underscored time and again since 1921 its desire that the GAO be

independent of both the executive and legislative branches in

much the same way that audits are made of corporations whose stock

is held by the public.

o While there are several statutes which call on the GAO for 3ssis-

tance to Congress, the President likewise in the 1921 Statute was

given authority to call on the GAO for similar studies. Section

312 (a) of Public Law 13, 67th Congress, provides that

"The Comptroller General shall investigate, at the seat of

government or elsewhere,_all matters relating to the receipt,

disbursement, and application of public funds, and shall make

to the President when requested by him, and to Congress at the

beginning of each regular session, a report in writing of the

work of the General Accounting Office, containing recommenda-

tions concerning the legislation he may deem necessary to

facilitate the prompt and accurate rendition and settlement

of accounts and concerning such-other matters relating to the

-3-
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receipt, disbursement and application of public funds as he

may think advisable. In such regular report, or in special

reports at any time when Congress is in session, he shall

mke recommendations looking to greater economy or efficiency

in public expenditures."

o In nl tenure as Comptroller General, we received many suggestions

from the executive branch for audits and reviews and we did, in

fact, accept many of these suggestions, reserving our independent

right to make the Judgment as to the need and priority for such

reviews. Moreover, the vast majority of recommendations made by

GAO that were implemented by the executive branch were made on

their merits without regard to any action by the Congress.

o During my term, I reserved the right to independently determine

the scope and priority of requests for specific Congressional

studies and audits unless mandated in a statute, a practice

incidentally which I discouraged. We made it clear-in all circum-

stances that GAO's conclusions and recommendations would be

independently arrived at. The Congressional requestor did not

always agree with our conclusions and recommendations but GAO's

independence was widely respected as essential to its 3ver3ll

integrity and value as a governmental institution.

o Any implication in the Supreme Court ruling that the GAO's statutory

responsibilities, as well as the provision for Congressional initia-

tive to remove the Comptroller General, weakens its independence,
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simply did not accord with the facts as I experienced them. during

my term of 'Office. I have no reason to believe it played i part

before or since. Any perception within government or outside

that the ruling lessened the independent role of the Comptroller

General would, in qy opinion, be both misleading and detrimental

to the effectiveness of the GAO as an institution. I have been

distressed in media commentary on the ruling that the Court's

ruling was based on the Comptroller General as "an appointee of

the Congress" or "an employee of the Congress," implying a

subservient role to the congresss and thus not be able to exercise

an independent judgment.

0 There is no doubt that the GAO plays an important role in assist-

ing the Congress in carrying out its oversight responsibilities

of the executive which has responsibility for the administration

of laws enacted by the Congress. As government has become larger

and increasingly complex, it has naturally turned to the GAO for

expertise and detailed studies. But that has not changed the

independence and objectivity of its findings, conclusions and

recommendations.

o With the above comments in mind, I find difficulty in Jelieving

that the question of who has the right to take the initiative in

the removal of a Comptroller General is a serious point. No

action of this type has been initiated in 60 years nor even dt•s

cussed insofar as I am aware. Moreover, should any President wish

-s -
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to sponsor a joint resolution to remove the Comptroller General,"

he could have sponsored such a resolution. No President to date

has done so. This course of action could have possibly been

successful during President Roosevelt's administration when his

relationship to the Comptroller General was certainly a very

strained one and during a period when the President's political

party in Congress had an overwhelming majority. If such action

was considered, it was never proposed openly.

* The question of whether the Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985

constitutes an unconstitutional delegation of Congressional powers

is quite another issue. The authorization and appropriation of

funds to carry out the activities of the Federal Government is, of

course, one of the most fundamental responsibilities of the Congress

under the Constitution. That issue goes to the very heart of the

Gram-Rudman-HOllings legislation.. Inm" vivew, this fundamental

issue is involved irrespective of whether the sequestration authority

is given to any agency or officer whether located in either the

legislative or executive branch.

The President's authority to withhold funds appropriated by the Congress

has been clearly spelled out by statutes which have been tested in court

decisions over the past 5O years. There is no precedent for the delegation

of the sequestration or similar authority such as that contemplated in the

Grami-Rudman-Hollings legislation outside of the Congress. The single

-6-
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exception of which I am aware was authority granted to President Truman

at the outset of the Korean War to reduce funds for procurement and

construction programs in the amount of SSOO million to conserve material

and manpower to support the war effort. The clear purpose, however, was

not fiscal policy in this case but furtherance of our defense program.

I am aware of no other instance of this type.

In summary, I am strongly opposed to the sequestration concept. It

is arbitrary and damages highly essential programs which Congress other-

wise would not reduce or eliminate. These Judgments historically have

been made on a case-by-case, program-by-program, basis after careful

review by the authorizing and appropriations committees. I do not believe

there is a substitute for this approach. Is the Congress willing to give

up its Constitutional responsibility for appropriating funds to carry out

the statutes enacted by it? Has it examined the far-reaching implica-

tions of delegating this responsibility to anyone outside the Congress?

Guidelines, even though tightly drawn, do not solve this basic problem.

The Congress has a clear and important responsibility for oversight

as to the implementation of laws enacted by it. The executive agencies

ate accountable to the Congress in carrying out their statutory responsi-

bilities. Is there not an incompatibility, an inconsistency, in

delegating the decisionmaking as to fiscal resources available for the

execution of governmental programs and this oversight responsibility?

I believe there is.

-7-
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In conclusion, I strongly recommend against any change in the statute

governing how the Comptroller General is appointed, how he is removed, or

in his tenure and retirement. These provisions have been carefully crafted

to assure independence and credibility in the Office. They have served the

Nation well. If the GAO's greatest asset--its credibility and objectivity-

were to be lost or greatly weakened, the Federal Government and the Nation

would be the loser.

-8-
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: I am
pleased to appear before you to discuss the Balanced Budget
and Emergency Deficit Cortrol Act of 1985. the Grams-
Rudnan-Hollings (G-R-H) Act. My testimony today deals with
the impact of G-R-H to date and the outlook for the future
in light of the recent Supreme Court decision.

in holding that the Comptroller General's role in the
Act's equester process vas unconstitutional, the Supreme
Court left unaffected the Act's deficit reduction targets.
The Administration remains committed to meeting these goals.
The Court also stayed its order through September Sth to
erait Congress to Implement the fallback provisions of the
law and to decide whether to affirm the sequestration then

in effect for FY 1986. I an very pleased Congress acted
promptly in the affirmative, and I anticipate the
President's signing the joint resolution as soon as it
reaches his desk.

As you know, G-R-H limited the size of the outlay
sequester in FY 1986 to $11.7 billion. Under the
President's order of last February, non-defense programs
subject to sequestration were reduced by 4.3 percent. The
across-the-board cut for defense programs was 4.9 percent.
In furtherance of the Act's provisions, we issued guidance
to the agencies urging then to minimise the Impact of the
sequester on the civilian workforce and to absorb the cuts
in a manner generally consistent with good management
practices. Most agencies were able to achieve these goals
with little difficulty.
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A number of agencies# including the Department of
Defense and the Library of Congress, had difficulty -- Inmajor part because theywere cut more brthe regular
appropriations bills than by the sequel. Butsuch cases
Were fairly isolated. For example, last Nay, #06 informally
surveyed major agencies to ascertain thee likely effects of
sequestration on the Federal civilian workforce (including
the civilianportion of the Deoartment of Defense); Out of
about 2,120,0 0 in total F12 cvilian employment, excluding
the Postal Service, 0-Jt-- and other factors were expected to
lead to about S,000 fewer FiIs for the year, with almost
all reductions accommodated through attrtitions hardly any
(less than 100) FIE reductions were expected to be the
result of compulsory reductions-in-force (sity).

Zarlier this month, we undertook another informal
survey and found that, with rare exception, the total
deductions are now estimated to be considerably lower -- in
large measure because of additional funding for key
initiatives contained in the recently-enacted Urgent
Supplemental. Although the number of RIFe remained the
same, the total number of planned furloughs due to G-3-3 has
declined by 80 percent.

While it now seems clear that agencies were able to
absorb the rY 1986 sequester without major disruptions --
not only to personnel but in terms of the services and other
benefits provided -- It should be noted that a further
sequester for FT 1907 of any magnitude would have muchemore
serious Gonsequences. Thus, the Administration believes it
is essential for Congress to enact spending legislation that
achieves the $144 billion deficit target for FT 1967 through
targeted cuts and reforms without sacrificing our national
defense or raising taxes.

Currently we are in the process of updating the
Administration's budget and plan to issue a revised deficit
estimate early next month. However, # should tell you that
it is becoming increasingly clear that recent economic
developments and other factors have made it more difficult
to meet the rY 1987 deficit target than either the
Administration or Congress anticipated just a few months
ago. On the other hand, we do believe that it is possible
to hold the line on the deficit without Jeopardising our
national defense capability or raising taxes. The revised
deficit estimate based on modifications in the President's
budget that we will issue next month will be in accord with
the 0-3-N target of $144 billion for FT 1987.

Of course, the report just mentioned is the Mid-Session
Review, Which Was due to be released on July 15th.
Unfortunately# as in recent years, we were not able to meet
the July 15th date. This year there were two major reasons o

-2-
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for delay. First, we needed to incorporate the effects of
the recently-enacted Urgent Supplemental, and it simply
wasn't possible to accomplish this in this time provided.
Second, as you know, we are experiencing considerable
uncertainty right now over the pace and direction of
economic activity, so it seemed highly propitious for the
Kid-Session Review to reflect the government's second
(calendar-year) quarter 1986 preliminary growth figures, due
out on July 22nd. Thus, we expect to publish the
Kid-Session Bevies the first of next month.

Now, let se turn my attention to the G-R-H report due
on August 20th, and I want to stress at the outset that, *y
law, it will reflect different assumptions than the
NTM-4ession Review. Thus, there is every reason to
anticipate that its projection of the Fy 1987 deficit will
be different than the one contained in the Rid-Session
Review. X wish to stress this point because I an very
sensitive to the confusion that may well be generated when
we release two different deficit estimates so close
together.

The major assumptions required by the G-R-H report of
August 20th are as follows

-- For receipts, we must assume continuation of
current laws excise taxes dedicated to trust funds
are assumed extended at current levels.

For appropriated programs, we must assume enacted
Fy 1987 levels. For those accounts where Congress
has not enacted full-year appropriations for FT
1987, we must assume a continuation of levels
appropriated for FT 1966.

-- For programs that are not appropriated, such as
social security and offsetting receipts, we must
assume continuation of current law.

These rules, then, are used to develop whit is known as the
'Gradison-baseline," after Congressman Bill Gradison, who
sponsored this solution to problems attendant with
forecasting likely Congressional action on receipts and
appropriat one.

As you know, under G-R-I our report of August 20th is
submitted along with a similar report by the Congressional
Budget Office (CRO). Not surprisingly, I cause so many
conceptional issues have to be resolved in applying the
Oradison baseline, there may well be slight differences
between the two agencies. In principle, we tend to read the
Act as written whereas CO0 tends more towards gleaning the
Act's intent. Nevertheless, it is my hope that we can
resolve all the conceptual differences before the joint
report Is published on August 20th.

-3-
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In all likelihood, both 05 and CBO will conclude in
their reports of August 20th that the FY 1987 deficit will
exceed U154 billion, thus indicating that a sequester will
be necessary unless Congress acts. Then, of course, 091 and
Coo viii submit another joint report on October 6th,
reflecting the same baseline rules but also reflecting any
Interim Congressional action that affects the deficit.

Let so address one final issue. Senators Gramn, Rudman
and Holling* have proposed to amend G-R-H by placing
ultimate responsibility for the estimates with the Director
of the Office of Management and Budget. Specifically, their
proposal would continue to have OS and CBO report to GAO.
but rather than have GAO issue the final report to the
President, GAO would now report to OS. OB would then
report to the President and to Congress, and the
Presidential order would be based on the final 05 report.

We support efforts to improve G-R-R. The promise this
law sade to the American people must be fulfilled.

As we understand the proposed amendment, it would
correct the constitutional problem the Supreme Court found.
The final report would be issued by an official serving at
the pleasure of the President, the Director of OB.
Moreover, the Director would not be legally required to use
legislative branch numbers in his final report, either by
averaging or otherwise. However, he or she would be subject
to the same constraints the Comptroller General was under in
the original version of G-R-U.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: that
completes my statement. Now I shall be happy to address
your questions.

-4-
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I appreciate the Committee's invitation to share my views

on possible alternatives to the automatic deficit reduction

provisions of the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings lawj/ that were

recently declared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court.;/ As

noted in your invitation, the various alternatives offered to

"fix" Gramm-Rudman-Hollings would each have constitutional and

legal consequences. My purpose today is to sketch out some of

the possible courses of action that are available to Congress

within the constitutional parameters of the Court's decision.

In deciding on a course of action, however, this Committee

and, indeed. Congress as a whole, must weigh these

constitutional considerations against other factors. While I

will touch only briefly on such factors, I believe it is

important to consider the practicality of the proposed solution

as well as its likely constitutionality. Thus, for example, it

is important to ask what is the likelihood that the proposed

alternative sufficiently reflects a majority view and will, in

fact, become-enacted into law without undue delay. Second, one

I/ Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985,
P.L. No. 99-177, 99 Stat. 1037.

2/ Bowsher v. Synar, No. 85-1377, 54 U.S.L.W. 5065 (U.S.
July 7. 1986).
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should ask whether the profferred mechanism will actually

achieve the critical national goal of deficit reduction in an

expeditious and effective manner. Finally, it is appropriate

to consider the effect of the proposed remedy on the larger

political question of the overall relationship between the

legislative and executive branches. Does it place primary

responsibility on politically accountable officers?

I am not suggesting that these considerations should be

paramount. Indeed, in case of any conflict between these

concerns and constitutional requirements, there is no doubt as

to which must yield. As the Supreme Court stated in INS v.

Chadha, 462 U.S. 919 (1983):

(Tihe fact that a given law or procedure is
efficient, convenient, and useful in
facilitating functions of government,
standing alone, will not save it if it is
contrary to the Constitution. Convenience
and efficiency are not the primary
objectives -- or the hallmarks -- of
democratic government.

Id. at 944. Yet such considerations are appropriately

reviewed by policy-makers, for the perfect constitutional

solution will be of little benefit if it fails in attaining

its intended goal.

As has been recognized in arranging this hearing, however,

the initial question for this body is what are the

constitutional limitations on its choice of action. The

logical starting point for this analysis is what the courts

have told us in their review of the previous legislation.
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I. Constitutional Limitations

By now the key provisions and judicial history of the

Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act are well known, so I will only

summarize them briefly. In order to control the growing budget

deficit, the Act set maximum deficit spending limitations for

each fiscal year, 1986 through 1991, progressively reducing the

deficit to zero by 1991. If, however, in any year the

estimated budget deficit exceeded the prescribed maximum by

more than a specified amount, the Act required across-the-board

budget cuts in federal spending to achieve the targeted deficit

level.

These actions were to be accomplished through the automatic

deficit reduction provisions established by section 251 of the

Act. Under these provisions, the directors of the Office of

Management and Budget ('ONO*) and the Congressional Budget

Office (OCBOO) would submit deficit estimates and

program-by-program budget reduction calculations to the

Comptroller General who, after reviewing their reports, would

submit his own report to the President.3/ The President in

3/ Thus, for example, under section 251(b), the Comptroller
General must specify levels of anticipated revenue and
expenditure that determine the gross amount to be
sequestered and the particular budget items that are
required to be reduced by the various provisions of the
Act.
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turn would be required under section 252 to issue a

sequestration order mandating the spending reductions specified

by the Comptroller General.i/ -This order would become

effective unless Congress acted within a specified time to pass

legislation eliminating the need for sequestration.

Because of the constitutional concerns coised by this

mechanism, the Act also contained a "fallback" deficit

reduction provision. Under this approach, the report prepared

by the OHB and CDO Directors would be submitted directly to a

specially-created Temporary Joint Committee on Deficit

Reduction. Within five days, the committee would be required

to submit a joint resolution to both Houses, setting forth a

deficit reduction proposal based on the Directors' report. If

the joint resolution were passed and signed by the President,

it would form the basis of the presidential sequestration order

under section 252.

Under the Act's provision for expedited judicial review05/

4/ The lack of presidential discretion in this regard is
illustrated by the fact that the Comptroller General is
explicitly directed in section 253 to report to the
Congress on the extent to which the President follows his
instructions.

5/ Subsection 274(a)(1) of the Act provided for expedited
judicial review and authorized any Member of Congress to
bring an action in the U.S. District Court for the District
of Columbia *for declaratory and injunctive relief on the
ground that any (Presidential] order that might be issued
pursuant to section 252 violates the Constitution.* This
section further facilitated judicial review by broadly
designating those who may bring suit to challenge the Act.
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a suit challenging the constitutionality of the statute was

filed in the United States District Court for the District of

Columbia by Congressman Synar and others. In a 23. curiam

opinion, a three-judge court found that the Act

unconstitutionally vested executive branch powers in an agency

under legislative control and thus invalidated the reporting

procedures. Synar v. United States, 626 F. Supp. 1374 (D.D.C.

1986).

How did the court reach this conclusion? It found that the

actions of the Comptroller General in preparing the report on

sequestration were of a type properly exercised only by the

Executive Branch. 626 F. Supp. at 1400. Under the 1921 Budget

Act, however, the Comptroller General, while appointed by the

President with the advice and consent of the Senate, is

removable not only by impeachment but also by joint resolution

of Congress for specified causes including inefficiency and

neglect of duty. See 31 U.S.C. S 703(e)(1) (1982). This

"relative technicality of authority over the Comptroller

General's removal'J/ became the key to the court's invalidation

of the reporting mechanism. The court found:

[Siince the powers conferred upon the
Comptroller General as part of the
automatic deficit reduction process are
executive powers, which cannot be
constitutionally exercised by an officer

1/ 626 F. Supp. at 1403.
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removable by Congress, those powers cannot
be exercised and therefore the automatic
deficit reduction process to which they are
central cannot be implemented.

id. at 1403.

On expedited direct appeals, the Supreme Court affirmed the

lower court's decision. Dowsher v. Svnar, No. 85-1377# 54

U.S.L.W. 5064 (U.S. July 7. 1986). A majority of the Court

found that, under the constitutional principle of separation

of powers# Congress cannot reserve for itself the power to

remove an officer charged with the execution of the laws

except by impeachment. Similarly, because Congress possessed

removal authority over the Comptroller General, he may not be

entrusted with executive powers: By placing responsibility

for the execution of the Act in an official who is subject to

removal only by Congress# Congress in effect retained for

itself control over the Act's execution and thus

unconstitutionally intruded into the executive function. 54

U.S.L.N. at 5069-70.

In voiding the reporting procedures, the Court refused to

consider whether the appropriate remedy was to nullify the

1921 statutory provision authorizing Congress to remove the

Comptroller General rather than to invalidate section 251 of

the Act. Because Congress had explicitly provided "fallbacke

provisions to take effect if any of the reporting procedures

described in section 251 were Invalidated, the Court concluded

that congressional intent appeared to have been for these
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failback provisions to be given effect as written. 14. at

5070.

The general agreement of the three-judge court panel and

the Supreme Court majority on the separation of powers issue

was not shared by the four Justices who wrote separately.

Justicies Stevens and Marshall concurred in the Court's

judgment that the statute was constitutionally infirm, but

found this infirmity in an impermissable delegation of

legislative powers to the Comptroller General. Id. at 5070.

Justices White and Blackman dissented in separate

opinions. Justice White found that the congressional removal

power over the Comptroller General "presents no substantial

threat to the basic scheme of separation of powers' (id. at

5077), and concluded that reliancene on such an unyielding

principle (of separation of powers) to strike down a statute

posing no real danger of aggrandizement of congressional power

is extremely misguided and insensitive to our constitutional

role." Id. at 5081. Justice Blackman would not reach the

separation of powers question because of his view that any

incompatibility between the Comptroller General's functions

and the congressional removal power *should be cured by

refusing to allow congressional removal -- if it is ever

attempted -- and not by striking down the central provisions

of the Deficit Control Act." Id. at 5081.
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II. Possible Alternatives

The scholarly and well-crafted judicial opinions analyzing

the original Gramm-Rudman-Hollings legislation provide a

relatively clear roadmap with respect to the constitutional

issues associated with the separation of powers questions

posed by the Act. They give their imprimatur to two

approaches representing obvious solutions for resolving the

constitutional questions: nullification of the 1921 Budget

Act to eliminate the congressional removal power, or

elimination of the Comptroller General's reporting function

and reliance on the "fallback" deficit reduction proposal.

Bach of these proposals merits further consideration.

In light of the Court's opinion, one approach to *fix"

Gram-Rudman-Hollings would be to correct the constitutional

infirmity associated with the congressional removal

provision. Legislation to nullify the 1921 statute

authorizing Congress to remove the Comptroller General would

cure the separation of powers problem created by congressional

retention of the power to remove an officer charged with

execution of the laws. However, it would also necessarily

affect a wide array of functions of the Comptroller General in

addition to those under Gramm-Rudman-Hollings. In addition,

to the extent that the removal provision was seen as a

necessary protection against perceived executive branch biases

in the deficit reduction process, elimination of the provision

- I
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would clearly affect the extent of congressional influence and

oversight.

This is where the precise mechanism chosen as a substitute

for the invalidated removal provision becomes significant. To

have the Comptroller General removable only by impeachment

would presumably create the maximum independence from both

branches.!/ Whether this is desirable given the highly

political and controversial nature of the choices to be made

in the deficit reduction process is another question.

The removal standard suggested in proposed legislation

accompanying your invitation -- removal by the President for

"inefficiency, neglect of duty, or malfeasance in office" --

would certainly accord with the executive branch functions

identified by the Court.8/ But this standard would probably

7/ The impeachment clause contained in Article II, S 4
provides that "civil officers of the United States shall be
removed from Office on Impeachment for, and conviction of,
Treason, Bribery, or other high Crimes and Misdemeanors."

8/ This is the standard reviewed by the Supreme Court in
Humphrey's Executor v. United States, 295 U.S. 602 (1935),
a suit for back pay by a commissioner of the Federal Trade
Commission ("FTC") who was removed without cause by
President Roosevelt. In one of the key separation of
powers opinions, the Court concluded that this statutory
language barred removal for other causes and that such a
limitation was constitutional because an officer of an
independent agency like the FTC "occupies no place in the
executive department" and acts only "in the discharge and
effectuation of . . . quasi-legislative or quasi-judicial
powers, or as an [officer of an) agency of the legislative
or Judicial departments of the government." 295 U.S. at

(Footnote continued on next page)
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be least satisfactory in terms of congressional involvement.

Similarly, to make the Comptroller General removable by the

President only in the case of "extraordinary improprieties --

the standard established for the special prosecutor and

analyzed in Nader v. Bork 9/ -- would also reflect the

office's executive ties. The choice among these standards

thus becomes one not so much dictated by constitutional

necessity as governed by an attempt to shape the perception

and functions of the office and the willingness of the

legislative branch to confront the hard political choices

required by the deficit reduction price.

Moreover, it should be recognized that the elimination of

the congressional removal provision does not necessarily

resolve all of the constitutional concerns created by the

Comptroller General's involvement in the deficit reduction

process. First, it does nothing to address the various

delegation of powers issues raised by this mechanism. The

three-judge court, in a lengthy analysis frankly acknowledged

as dictajO/ concluded that the procedure established in

8/ (Footnote continued from previous page]

628. The Court found that, for such officers, Congress may
fix the term of office and forbid their removal except for
cause.- Id. at 629.

9/ 366 F. Supp. 104 (D.D.C. 1973); see 38 Fed. Reg. 30738
(November 9, 1973).

10/ 626 F. Supp. at 1382-83.
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section 251 did not involve an unconstitutional delegation of

power.ll/ The Supreme Courts however, did not find it

necessary to consider this issue (54 U.S.L.W. at 5070 n.10),

which is thus presumably open to further judicial scrutiny.

The delegation doctrine (or nondelegation doctrine as it

is perhaps more accurately termed) is an ancient principle

that is captured in the statement by John Locke that "The

Legislative cannot transfer the Power of Making Laws to any

other hands.012/ The doctrine thus theoretically constrains

congressional transfers of authority/ althn,,h 'k-e n,.mber-

of actions actually invalidated under this principle suggests

the unwillingness of the courts to in fact limit such

transfers.14/ As framed by the Supreme Court, the delegation

doctrine essentially involves two inquiries: (1) can the

particular power be delegated at all, and (2) is the manner of

11/ Id. at 1391.

12/ J. Locke, Two Treatises of Government 380-81 (2d Treatise)
(Cambridge University Press, 1960).

13/ See Aranson, Gellhorn, & Robinson, "A Theory of Legislative
Delegation.' 64 Cornell L. Rev. 1 (1982).

14/ Indeed, in the half century since a trio of decisions
invalidating aspects of the New Deal (Panama Refining Co.
v. Ryan, 293 U.S. 388 (1935); A.L.A. Schechter Poultry
Corp. v. United States, 295 U.S. 495 (1935); and Carter v.
Carter Coal Co., 298 U.S. 236 (1936)), no Court majority
has applied the delegation doctrine to invalidate
legislation. Aranson, Gellhorn, & Robinson, supra note 13,
at 10.

wommi! om o m ow -... ...
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delegation accompanied by sufficient standards to withstand

constitutional scrutiny.

While one could argue that the power over the budgetary

and fiscal issues here strikes so close to core legislative

functions that it cannot be delegated under any

circumstances/ I do not find this position persuasive. An

noted by the three-judge court, there is nothing in the

Constitution to distinguish Ocore" legislative functions from

all others. 626 F. Supp. at 1391. In addition, past

delegations to the executive in related areas such as

establishing the amount of customs duties on imported goods

appear to refute the theory. FM# soul# i. N. Hampton. Jr. &

Co. v. United States, 276 U.S. 266 (1928).

A separate legislative delegation issue was identified in

Justice Stevens' concurring opinion. Stevens disagreed with

the majority's characterization of the functions of the

Comptroller General under the automatic deficit reduction law

and concluded that the functions are legislative in nature.

Thus, under constitutional principles most recently expressed

in INS v. Chadho, 426 U.S. 919 (1983) (invalidating the

legislative veto), Congress may not exercise its fundamental

power to formulate national policy by delegating that power to

15/ See, *.g., Brooks, GOramm-Rudman: Can Congress and the
President Pass This Buck?*, 64 Tax. L. Rev. 131 (1985).
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one of the two Houses, to &_jgisltiMeczomuittee-or to an

individual agent such as the Comptroller General. 54 U.S.L.M.

at 5070.

The premise underlying this theory -- that decisions

regarding the deficit reduction process are legislative in

nature -- was rejected by both the majority and the dissenting

Justices, and there appear to be seven votes supporting the

conclusion that the Comptroller General's functions under the

Act are executive functions. While this conclusion has strong

support, despite the amount of discretion conferred on the

Comptroller General under Gramm-Rudman-Hollings I, it reflects

a further delegation issue posed by the present statutory

scheme.

The basic constitutional impediment created by

Gramm-Rudman-Hollings in my view was not so much the power

given the Comptroller General as its invasion of the

President's prerogatives. There is, it seems to me, an

anomaly created by having the President irreversibly bound by

the decision of the Comptroller General, a subordinate

official. Under the original statute, the President was

allowed no dis retion to alter or modify the report made by

the Comptroller General but was required simply to implement

--- thisa.eport in a sequestrattOirorder. Thus, in a real sense,

the President was carrying out a ministerial function and

-- Implementing a policy decision made by the Comptroller General.
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The, allocation of.-discretion Ain. this sequence of events _

seems fundamentally misplaced. A preferable approach might be

to reverse the exercise of discretion by having the

Comptroller General's report to the President be in the nature

of recommendations rather thpn a mandatory course of action.

The President thereafter would have the discretion to adopt*

modify, or otherwise change these recoimendstions.

This course would allow the tough policy choices required

by the deficit reduction process to be made in a highly

visible manner and by a politically accountable actor. The

possible alternative of allowing the President only to accept

or to veto the Comptroller General's report would likely prove

less satisfactory, since it would permit the President to
"duck* these tough choices. In addition, a presidential veto

would most likely start the whole process running again, a

most undesirable outcome given the need for timely action.

The obvious congressional concerns with placing this

amount of control over the deficit reduction process in the

hands of the executive branch could be addressed in two ways.

First, the legislative enactment establishkng this procedure

should contain whatever specifically enumerated standards

Congress determines are necessary to circumscribe the choices

available to the Comptroller general and subsequently to the

President. In addition, the legislation should also require

th&t specific factual findings be made by the President to
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support the deficit reduction choices.16/ These findings

would provide the basis for judicial review of the deficit

reduction decision.17/ Second. as provided by the current

statute. Congress could retain the laI-t word through the

-possibility of subsequent legislative action (eliminating the

need for the sequestration order) that would prevent the order

from taking effect.

A second option clearly identified by the court opinions

would be to rely on the current Ofallback* alternative,

namely, reliance on a joint congressional committee to

reconcile the ON3 and CBO reports and passage of a joint

IS/ One example of such a fact-finding requirement on the
President is contained in the Connally Hot Oil Act of 1935,
49 Stat. 31 (1935), 15 U.S.C. S 715c, curing the
constitutional defects in Panama Refining, suprD note 14.

17/ S" vo Cgtton Nills. Inc. v. Administrator, 312 U.S. 126,
144 (1941) (Owhere . . . the standards set up for the
guidance of the administrative agency . . . are such that
Congress, the courts and the public can ascertain whether
the agency has conformed to the standards which Congress
has prescribed, there is no failure of performance of the
legislative function*).

Section 274(h) of the Act currently contains a limited
preclusion of judicial review by providing that *the
economic data, assumptions, and methodologies used by the
Comptroller General in computing the base levels of total
revenues and total budget outlays . . . shall not be
subject to review in any judicial or administrative
proceeding." This preclusion was found acceptable by the
three-judge court (696 S 'g. at 1389-90) and would not
be inconsistent with the suggested requirement for
presidential fact-finding.
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resolution as the basis for the sequestration order. In

addition to its constitutional soundness. the-fallback,..

proposal has the further advantage of prior legislative

consensus (or compromise), which was responsible for its

enactment in Gramm-Rudman-Hollings I. Indeed, just last week

-- this procedure was relied on to ratify-$11.7 billion in fiscal

1986 spending reductions ordered last March and voided by the

Court in Bowsher.18/

Yet despite this apparent initial success, some of the

practical considerations referred to above may limit the

future effectiveness of this procedure. For example, by

requiring a joint resolution as the basis for the Presidential

sequestration order, the fallback proposal raises a serious

potential for legislative gridlock. Despite the special rules

as&n facilitating procedures (eL.g, amendments are out of

order) contained in the Act, the leolfIIHAW torum may simply

prove to be inadequate for resolving these issues in a timely

fashion. Moreover, the need for repeated action by the

legislative branch required by this approach would likely

delay not onlyugetary but also other legislative functions.

Beyond these fairly obvious solutions to the

constitutional problems posed by Graain-Rudman-Hollings, there

1i/ unrlerbringer, "Con gjeUyYqtes Cuts-Court Voided," N..
es July 17, 1986, Al.

(I
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are other options that I will touch on briefly. One, of

course, would be to give up the search for innovative

solutions and to rely on the traditional budgetary process,

with its well-defined roles for the executive and legislative

branches, to achieve debt reduction. The obvious criticism of

this alternative is that such a course has not been singularly

successful in the past and there is little reason to suspect

that this result would change in the future. While this

approach would clearly be faithful to original concept of how

budgetary questions were to be resolved, such procedures were

unquestionably shaped by a simpler age.

An alternative perhaps arising from the other end of the

spectrum would be to pursue the concept of a presidential

line-item veto. In addition to the obvious questions

associated with the limitations on congressional power that

would result from this approach, the immediate delsy that

would inevitably be required by the process of constitutional

amendment is, in itself, probably sufficient to reject this

option.

More promising alternatives might be to eliminate the

Comptrollgr General's involvement in the sequestration process

altogether by giving his functions to an executive branch

entity (such as the Office of Management and Budget) or to an

independent agency or official (the Chairman of the Federal

Reserve Board has been suggested). In addition to providing a

51-722 - 93 - 28
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constitutionally acceptable alternative, this approach has

several attractive features. It would permit the development
of specialized expertise about fiscal matters; it would not

affect other existing functions of the Comptroller General;

and it would eliminate the need for frequent legislative

action (and, ,at the same time, the necessity for elected

officials to take a stand on controversial issues).

On the minus side, the establishment of any new entity
would add to the bureaucratic superstructure, almost certainly

in contravention of the deficit reduction efforts the entity

was seeking to implement. The alternative of grafting on the

deficit reduction functions onto an existing executive

official or iidibndent agency would probably add
significantly to existing workloads. This approach would also
likely require a fairly elaborate statutory scheme

incorporating necessary standards and safeguards to avoid a
challenge on delegation issues. And it has the potentially

undesirable effect of shifting the primary responsibility for
deficit reduction to less accountable and less visible

government officials.

- 3. Summary and Conclusions.

Within the constitutional limitations identified by the

Court's opinion in Bowsher v. Synar. a fairly broad range of

choices are available to implement the automatic deficit
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reduction goals of the original Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act.

(Indeed, in my view, of the options that have been advanced,

-- perhaps the only one that would prove unconstitutional would

be reliance on a subordinate legislative entity in

contravention of the Court's ruling in Chadha.)

Of the options I have discussed, my preference would be

to modify the grior statutory scheme and to_pla~e the ultimate

decision for the automatic deficit reduction process in the

hands of the President, who would be given discretion to

modify the Comptroller General's recommendation by making

specific findings of his own. While correcting the

constitutional defect identified by the Court, this approach

hews closest to the prior statute. As such, it reflects both

a congressional and presidential commitment to the deficit

reduction process. It relies on the specialized expertise of

both OND and CDO in the evaluation and recommendation stages,

and permits the Comptroller General to perform a

reconciliation function. What it adds is final review and

approval by the President, constrained by a fact-f ihdiig

requirement. This ensures that the ultimate decision is

visible and subject to political accountability.
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Prepared statement of Cass R. Sunstein, Professor of Law*

University of Chicago

Mr. Chairman and Memtqrs of the Committees

I am pleased to have the opportunity to appear before you

today to discuss the Implications of the Supreme Court's decision

in Dovsher v. Synar, 54 U.S.L.W. 5064 (July 7, 1986), for the

1985 Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act (Act)

and for the separation of powers more generally. My statement

will come In three sections. The first section briefly discusses

some general points that might be kept In mind in considering the

Buvsher case and contemporary separation of powers issues. The

second section deals .with possible amendments to the Act and the

legal questions raised by each. The third and final section

ventures some general remarks on the question of "independent*

agencies and the independence of the Comptroller General, raised

in Dowsher and several other recent cases.

in brief* my conclusion is that the best response to the

Bovnher decision would be for Congress to transfer the authority

currently vested in the Comptrjller General into the hands of the

President or his subordinates--preferably, the Office of

Management and Budget (OM). A useful supplement to such a step

would be to narrow the discretion of those who implement the

Act--by, among other things, ensuring consultation by GAO and CDO

and allowing judicial review of all executive branch decisions

under the Act under the traditional standards of the

2
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Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. 551 *t seq. Other possible

routes have some advantages, but the risks seem to outweigh the

benefits. I also set out some ways to deal with the legal

uncertainty surrounding the Comptroller General.

I. Introduction

It will be useful to begin with four preliminary points.

1. The Dowsher case is decided on the narrowest possible

ground. The Court ruled that the Act was unconstitutional insofar

as it conferred executive powers on an official subject to

removal by Congress. Justice Stevens, Joined by Justice Marshall,

concurred on the somewhat broader ground that Congress could not

allow a legislative agent to act without complying with the

constitutionally-specified procedures for legislative action.

The Bowsher decision thus leaves a number of issues open,

including the legality of other functions of the Comptroller

General, the precise status of "independent" agencies, and the

validity of various mechanisms for Insulating from presidential

control those officials who engage in fiscal and regulatory

policynaking.

2. There is reason for uncertainty about the current legal

status of some or all of the "independent" agencies. The decision

in Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1 (1976)--invalidating the Federal

Election Coinission on separation of powers grounds--is in some

tension with Humphrey's Executor v. United States, 295 U.S. 602

3
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(193S), the most important decision upholding "independent"

agencies. See Strauss, The Place of Agencies In Governments

Separation of Powers and the Fourth Branch, 84 Colum. L. Rev. 573

(1984). Several recent Supreme Court decisions show a return to

the text and history at the Constitution in the interpretation of

the doctrine at separation of powers. Such decisions, which

include Buckley, INS v. Chadha, 462 U.S. 919 (1983), and the

Bovsher decision itself, cast some doubt on the existence of

"independent" agencies. Finally, the decision of the lower court

in the Bowsher case--written by a panel including Justice-

designate Antonin Scalia--includes several passages that question

the constitutionality oa "independent" agencies. See Synar v.

United States, 626 F. Supp. 1374 (D.D.C. 1986). In these

circumstances the rationale of Humphrey's Executor is In some

question, and perhaps the holding as well.

3. From Congress' point of view, delegation of authority to

the President or his subordinates will often have considerable

advantages over delegation to an "independent" authority. The

President is politically accountable and highly visible. His

decisions--it they are understood as his--will receive continuing

public scrutiny. if his decisions, including budgetary

projections, turn out to be wrong, there should be a political

response from Congress and the public at large. The grant of

power to the President also has the advantage of minimizing the

likelihood of a constitutional infirmity--an important advantage

in this context, for the legality of the Act has been uncertain

since its enactment in 1985.

4
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most important, all *executive" agencies--and the President

himself--are subject to the lawmaking authority of Congress.

Under Article Z! of the Constitution, the President must "take

Care that the Lavs be faithfully executed.0 This provision

imposes a duty it is not a license. When Congress grants

authority to an "executive" agency, the agency is ultimately

subject not only to the President, but also--and above all--to

the standards laid down in the statute.

4. Judicial review of executive action is an important ally

of Congress in its efforts to control presidential power. By

subjecting the President and his subordinates to judicial review,

Congress increases the likelihood that the rules it lays down

will actually be obeyed. The mere prospect of judicial review is

a deterrent to executive action that flouts congressional will.

And if the prospect of review is an insufficient safeguard, the

courts are available to compel the executive to adhere to the law

as laid down by Congress.

II. Possible Amendments of the Act

With these basic points in mind# I turn to an evaluation of

several possible amendments to the Act. All of these possible

amendments are designed to ensure that the Act will be consistent

with Bowsher and that it will otherwise comport with

constitutional requirements.

A. Delegate the authority now vested in the Comptroller

General to the President or an executive branch official. The

5
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most natural response to the Bowsher decision would be to vest

the powers now granted to the Comptroller General in the

President or a subordinate official in the executive branch. This

route would eliminate the most significant constitutional

objections to the Act. If the authority currently vested in the

Comptroller General were placed in the president, there would be

little reason to fear a constitutional challenge. If a

subordinate is to be given this authority, the most likely

candidate is the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)--subject

to supervision by the President himself. Perhaps the best

approach would be to allow OMB to do the basic work, but to

permit the President to exercise his usual supervisory authority.

This solution would take advantage of the specialization of ONB

without raising constitutional issues associated with requiring

the President to follow the orders of a subordinate.

This route would also have the fortunate consequence of

minimizing and perhaps eliminating any constitutional obstacle.

The three-judge district court in the Bowsher case upheld the Act

as against an attack on nondelegation grounds. in my view, its

decision in this regard was correct, and it would probably be

upheld by the Supreme Court. The Court has not invalidated a

statute on nondelegation doctrine grounds in many years, and the

discretionary authority conferred by the Act is less su'-stantial

than that conferred by many other statutes. It is a large mistake

to read the Bowsher decision as if it held that the Act was

unconstitutional because it insulated Congress from "making the

hard choices." The Court held no such thing, and it is unlikely

6
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to do so in the future.

In addition to minimizing the likelihood of a successful

constitutional challenge, a decision to confer authority on the

President rather than the Comptroller General would have

important advantage.. Such a decision would make the President

accountable for mistakes or improprieties introduced during the

calculation process. If "presidential politics" distorted that

process, the President would ultimately be held responsible.

Moreover, current law allows executive branch officials to

perform analogous tasks, and it has not created significant

risks. Consider the calculation of the poverty, inflation, and

unemployment rates. All of these areas are politically

explosive--in some ways more so than the calculations under the

Act--but all of them have been handled by the executive branch in

a largely professional manner.

There are some counterarguments against this proposal. It

might be thought that such a system would limit congressional

power over the implementation of the Act. The advantage of the

original approach, in this view, is that it permitted an officer

subject to congressional control to make some of the important

determinations. To confer the relevant authority on executive

branch officials, it might be thought, would introduce an

undesirable degree of partisan politics into the process and at

the same time unduly increase the power of the President. Some

might think that the result would be to introduce some of the

problems associated with the "line-item" veto.

In my view, there are persuasive responses to all of these

7
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objections. Most important* the Act contains significant

limitations on the authority of the implementing officials.

Regardless of who makes the calculations, Congress has made the

basic decisions in the Act. Indeed, Congress itself argued in

the Bowhser case that the Comptroller General's authority was

"ministerial." Whether or not this characterization is accurate,

the principal decisions have been made in the Act itself: the

executive branch must adhere to them: and many of them are

judicially enforceable. The Act sets out the assumptions to be

used in calculating the budget base, in section 251(a)(6); it

defines its principal terms, including "deficit," "budget

outlays;" and "real economic growth": the various cuts are of an

across-the-board nature and have been set out in the Act itself.

In its current form, the Act would not empower the President to

cut or eliminate those programs of which he disapproved. All of

these provisions diminish the authority of the President, and

some suggestions are set- out below for supplementing these

safeguards.

Congress also has at its disposal a number of weapons for

policing the determinations of the executive branch. Most

important, it retains the ultimate power to override any

executive branch calculations to which it objects, and indeed it

1 Sometimes the Act is criticized because of the across-the-board
nature of the various reductions: Congress does not make
particularized decisions about which programs to cut. See Kahn,
Gramm-Rudman and the Capacity of Congress to Control the Future,
13 Hastings Const. L. Q. 185 (1986). I do not mean to take a
I sition on that question. The point is that under the Act the
implementing authorities have no power to designate which cuts

will be made.

a
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might incorporate special procedures for expedited congressional

review of any executive determinations. These procedures could

include a joint resolution to invalidate calculations to which

Congress objects or to alter the set of reductions in the Act.

Formal and informal mechanisms of control are available.

If Congress does decide to give the President or his

subordinates authority to implement the Act, it might be useful

to adopt various strategies to minimize the risk of mistaken or

improperly motivated decisions by the executive branch. I set out

some possibilities here.

First, Congress should repeal section 274(h) of the Act.

That provision states that the "economic data, assumptions, and

methodologies used by the Comptroller General in computing the

base levels of total revenues and total budget outlays . . .

shall not be subject to review in any judicial or administrative

proceeding." The decisions of the executive branch are usually

reviewable under the standards set out in the Administrative

Procedure Act, which requires courts to ensure that agency action

is consistent with law and is not "arbitrary, cpricious, or an

abuse of discretion." There is no sufficient reason to make a

special exception here. The standards of judicial review are

deferential, and reasonable ORB determinations will be upheld;

and the existence of review is a useful safeguard. Perhaps the

problem appeared a bit different when the calculations were to be

made by the Comptroller General, an arm of Congress. But if the

President or OB is to make the decision, there should be

judicial review under the ordinary standards.

9
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Second, Congress might require consultation between the

relevant OHS officials and officials at the General Accounting

-Office and the Congressional Budget Office. A report from the GAO

and the CBO might be made a necessary part of executive branch

deliberations. Indeed, 098 might be required to explain any

deviations between its decisions and those of its various

advisers. This route would not raise any legal problem, but it

might at the same time discipline the processes of decision by

the executive branch, and expose it to public and congressional

scrutiny--especially if ORB should prove to have baen wrong.

All in all, the best option seems to be (a) to vest the

powers now placed in the Comptroller General in the President or

his subordinates and (b) to amend the Act so as to limit

executive discretion. The alternative routes, most of which

involve changing the legal status of the Comptroller General,

might have some advantages, but the disadvantages are

substantial.

B. Eliminate Congress' power to remove the Comptroller

General. This alternative is quite simple, and it would be a

straightforward response to the Bowsher decision. And this option

would be approved by those who seek political independence in the

determinations made under the Act. But it suffers from several

problems.

First, it is unclear what the effect of such a decision

would be. Ordinarily congressional silence on the subject of

removal is understood to mean that the President has plenary

power to remove. If the section granting removal power to

10
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Congress were deleted, the Comptroller General might become an

"Oat-will* employee of the President--and that is presumably not

what Congress intends.

Second, it might not be desirable to immunize the

Comnptroller General from removal by Congress. It Is generally

appropriate to ensure that public officials are controlled by the

legislative or executive branches. An official who is not subject

to dismissal by either is not consistent with constitutional

traditions. Moreover, Congress has traditionally sought to make

the Comptroller General its agent, and eliminatici of the removal

authority would undermine that goal.

Finally, and perhaps most important, this strategy would not

necessarily resolve the constitutional problem. The Department of

Justice argued in the Bowsher case that Congress could not confer

the authority in the Act on an official not subject to

presidential control. This argument has considerable force. To be

sure, the Court's decision in Humphrey's Executor, supra,

recognizes congressional power to create administrative agencies

whose heads are not subject to "at will" dismissal by the

President. But in at least two respects, the case under

consideration would be different from Humphrey's Executor.

Pirat, the functions to be performed by the Federal Trade

Commission included "quasi-legislative" and "quasi-adjudicative"

duties. The responsibilities to be carried out under the Act

are--the Supreme Court said in the Bowsher case--executive in

nature. 2 Second, the officials in Humphrey's Executor were at

least subject to presidential removal "for inefficiency, neglect

11
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of duty, or ma feasance ot office." In Bowsher--in thus far

ignored but potentially crucial language--the Court interpreted

these terms to be "very broad" and said that they "could sustain

removal otfa Comptroller General for any number ot actual or

perceived transgressions of the legislative will." Under this

interpretation, the statute in Humphrey's Executor allowed the

President to retain considerable control over the officers of

"independent" agencies. Thus it is unclear whether the strategy-

under discussion, allowing no presidential control, would be

acceptable.

Even if these difficulties could be surmounted, there is a

possibility that the Court will doubt the continuing validity of

the reasoning or even the result in Humphrey's Executor. There

remain in addition the concerns expressed by the Department of

Justice and Justices Stevens and Marshall in Bowsher. The

Department of Justice argued that the President could not be

subject to enforceable commands from subordinate officials. And

Justice Stevens suggested that because the Comptroller General is

an agent of the legislature, his conduct must be in accordance

with the constitutionally specified procedures for congressional

action. It is not clear if the strategy under discussion would

answer this objection.

C. Allow presidential removaA of the Comptroller Generale

but only for "extraordinary improprieties." This course of action

21t would be possible to respond, however, that one should look
at the totality of the Comptroller General's duties, and some of
those are "quasi-legislative" and "quasi-adjudicative" as those
terms were used in Humphrey's Executor.

12
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would be modelled on the standard set out to govern discharge of

Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox during the Watergate crisis. To

make the comptroller general removable by the President only for

"extraordinary improprieties" would have what some might see as

several advantages. First, It would immunize the Comptroller

General from close presidential control. This standard for

dismissal is quite stringent, and the President would not have

much authority over the activities of the Comptroller General.

Such a standard would be more likely to be upheld against

constitutional attack than the immediately preceding option, for

it would allow some presidential control.

But there are problems here as well. Such a decision might

not avoid the constitutional problem in light of the executive

functions performed by the Comptroller General under the Act. The

objections of the Department of Justice remain. Moreover, it is,

for reasons set out above, unclear that the functions at issue

should be performed by an official independent of the president.

D. Allow presidential removal of the Comptroller General

under ordinary "independent agency" standards. Another

alternative would be to allow the President to remove the

comptroller general under the ordinary standards applied to

independent agencies: "inefficiency, neglect of duty, and

malfeasance." This approach would allow more presidential control

than either of the two immediately preceding options, and to that

extent would increase the changes of constitutionality and might

well be more desirable on policy grounds. On the other hand, it

would not definitively resolve the constitutional question. The

13
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objection raised by the Department of Justice would remains the

functions performed under the Act may be such as to require

plenary presidential removal power. Moreover, it Is not clear

that Congress does and should want to place the Comptroller

General under the general control of the President. This approach

would apply quite generally to all of the functions of the

comptroller generals and such a result would be inconsistent with

traditional conceptions about the Comptroller General's role.

D. Place the Comptroller General in the executive branch.

Perhaps the most dramatic response to Bowsher would be to place

the Comptroller-General in the executive branch, as an employee

subject to "at will" dismissal by the President. The advantages

of this approach are that it would simultaneously (1) resolve the

constitutional problems raised by the Act, subject to the

nondelegaticn concerns discussed above, (2) lay to rest the

constitutional questions about the various activities of the

comptroller general, questions that, as discussed below, may be

answered unfavorably to the current law, and (3) place authority

that is at least in part executive in the hands of the President.

The problem raised by this approach is that it is a blunderbuss

answer to a fairly narrow problem--that raised by the Act. It may

be a mistake to institute dramatic changes in the nature of the

Comptroller General when there is no immediate need to do so in

order to rescue the Act from constitutional attack. Moreover,

there are some good reasons that Congress has sought to make the

Comptroller-General independent from the executive branch. In

these circumstances, such a dramatic change should probably be

14
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"avoided.

111. *Independent Aqencies.' the Comptroller General, and

Bowsher: Some General Thoughts

The Bowsher decision provides a useful occasion for

rethinking the question of *independent" agencies and the

respective roles of the President and Congress in the process of

regulation and appropriations. That issue is of special current

importance. The problem of "independent" agencies is raised in a

number of pending cases, involving the prosecutorial functions of

the Federal Trade Commission, the open market committee of the

Federal Reserve Board, and other powers of the Comptroller

General. This is a large and difficult subject, and it will be

possible only to touch the surface in this statement.

Nonetheless, it may be useful to set out some brief and general

remarks.

The opinion of the district court in Bowsher rightly points

out that "independent" agencies were created in a time of belief

in neutral experts, who would decide public policy in an

impartial fashion. But the belief in the impartial use of

expertise has declined in the past two decades. Regulatory

questions involve value judgments, not science. In these

cLcumstances "independence" carries significant risks. 3

31n particular, the risks are two-fold. NIndependentO agencies
may in practice be subject to the influence of well-organized
private groups. Moreover, their members may have agendas of their
own, and the lack of political accountability makes it especially
(note cont. next pg.)

is
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"Independent" agencies are also sometimes approved on the

alternative ground that they are agencies of Congress in a

distinctive sense, matching agencies of the President and

ensuring a measure of equality between the two branches. But this

view ignores the fact all agencies are in an important sense "of

Congress." They are created by Congress: they are subject to the

legal requirements laid down by Congress; they are controlled by

the appropriations process: they must face all kinds of informal

legislative checks. The central point is this: To immunize an

agency from presidential control is neither necessary nor

sufficient to make it subject to legislative supervision.

These considerations do not necessarily suqgest that

Humphrey's Executor will or should be overruled. Where Congress

has deliberately decided to immunize an official from

presidential power, there is some reason to respect its decision,

especially in light of the necessary and proper clause. Moreover,

the rise of the administrative state has made courts unwilling

always to adhere to original understandings about the separation

of powers--notwithstanding the recent decisions. Finally, stare

decisis has a powerful claim, especially in a context in which

institutional arrangements and expectations have been developed

around the decision in Humphrey's Executor.

These considerations furnish plausible arguments in favor of

accepting the holding if not the reasoning in RM Wrev's

Executor. But it is nonetheless true that "independent" agencies

are something of an anomaly in the constitutional structure, that

likely that they will attempt to implement those agendas.

16
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clear lawmaking is the ordinary method by which Congress makes

its will known, and that in the exercise of their constitutional

responsibilities, members of Congress as well as courts should

have at least a presumption of skepticism toward the idea of

"independent" execution of the laws.

I now turn to a more specific issue: the status of the

Comptroller General in the wake of Bowsher. In Ameron, Inc. v.

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 787 F.2d 875 (3d Cir. 1986), the

court was confronted with a challenge to the exercise of

authority by the Comptroller General under the Competition in

Contracting Act (CICA). The CICA grants the Comptroller General a

wide range of powers, including some best characterized as

executive and adjudicative. The court upheld the CICA, reasoning

that the Comptroller General is part of a "fourth branch" and

exercises both executive and legislative responsibilities. But

the reasoning in Ameron is in severe tension with that in

Bowsher. Bowsher does not rely on notion of a "fourth branch"; it

requires an examination of the functions performed by the

Comptroller General. If those functions are executive, the

current arrangement is to that degree unconstitutional There

can be no doubt that many of the current duties of the

Comptroller General are executive--quite apart from the questions

involved in the administration of the balanced budget and deficit

measures.

These considerations suggest that Congress should consider

4The legal status of the Comptroller General is unclear insofar
as he performs adjudicative responsibilities.

17
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alterations in current law in order to avoid invalidation. 5 At

least two alternative routes are possible. The first would be to

adopt some strategy, akin to those discussed above, to remove

congressional power over the Comptroller General and/or to

increase presidential control. Some such strategy would resolve

the constitutional problem, or at least make it less likely to be

resolved unfavorably. In this regard, it is important to keep in

mind the fact that the likelihood of validation will increase as

congressional removal power is limited and presidential power

increased.

A second strategy, in some ways more appealing, would be to

split up the functions now performed by the Comptroller General

into various entities. This strategy could be adopted in

conjunction with the first. The "quasi-legislative" functions

might be retained in an entity like the current Comptroller

General. The executive functions might then be placed in an

agency that is currently within the executive branch, or in a new

agency that would be subject to some or plenary presidential

control. The adjudicative functions might be placed in a third

entity or perhaps retained. This strategy would have the

advantage of retaining a large part of the current role of the

Comptroller General, as an agent of the Congress--and that role

is of special importance insofar as his functions are genuinely

those of a legislative assistant.

5 But see note 2 supra, suggesting a possible means of upholding
an "independent" Comptroller General.
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IV. Conclusion

If Congress wants to retain the essentials of the current

framework in the Act, the best response to the Bowsher case would

be to transfer the authority now vested in the Comptroller

General and to place it in the hands of the President or his

subordinates--probably OS. This strategy would reduce the

likelihood of a successful constitutional attack; it would also

put the implementation of the Act in accountable officials. At

the same time, Congress might take various measures to confine

executive discretion and to ensure executive adherence to the

law. Some possible measures include provision for judicial

review, partLcipation--albeit advisory--by the Comptroller

General In the process, and opportunities for legislative

override of ORB0determinations.

Bowsher does not by any means spell the end of "independent"

agencies or even of the current status of the Comptroller

General. But it does suggest that Congress might reconsider the

modern responsibilities of the Comptroller General, at least

insofar as they are executive in character. After Bowsher,

executive functions should probably be placed in some other

institution. In my view, there are no serious dangers in such a

course. All agencies, whether "independent" or not* are

ultimately required to enforce the law as set out by Congress.

Agencies subject to presidential supervision are not, by virtue

of the fact, free to ignore the statutory limits that Congress

has imposed on their authority.

19
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GRAM-RUDAN II OPTION

2c"Hob Ai("A6$w~ate
WAMH4N4ON. D. *NO*

July 22, 1986

Dear Colleague,

Congress made a commitment to fiscal responsibility and to reduce the
federal deficit last December when it enacted the Balanced Budget and
Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 (Graum-Rudman-Bollings). Two weeks
ego the Supreme Court praised ConSress's efforts to solve the problem of
mounting deficits and upheld the basic structure of the Act, while finding
the selection of the Comptroller General to perform certain reporting
functions in the sequester process to be unconstitutional. In response to
the supreme Court decielon, we will reconstitute Gramm-budman-olligo in
an amendment to th4 Debt Limit Extension bill.

Under the original Act, OHS and CBO issue a joint report to the
Comptroller General which estimates the sie of the deficit. The
Comptroller General reviews this report and issues a report to the
Presidents who then issues the sequester order based upon the Cm-ptroller
General's certification. This last step was held to be unconstitutional
because the report requiring the Presidential order should come from a
member of the executive branch, and the Supreme Court &w determined that
the Comptroller General is an agent of Congress. Our proposal will remedy
this objection by simply including one additional steps the Comptroller
General will submit his report to the Director of OKB, an officer of the
executive branch, who will then issue the report for the President's
sequester order. The same stringent restraints and criteria previously
applicable to the Comptroller General would now apply to the Director of
on1.

This minor change--alloving the President's order to be based on 00B's
"green eyeshade" report-will keep the teeth in Graam-Rudman-Hollingi and
keep Congress's feet to the fire. Congress has already demonstrated its
willingness to comply with Gramm-Rudman-Hollings by affirming the 1986
sequester order issued on March 1. By supportirtg this measure, we
demonstrate our continued commitment to reduce the deficit and eliminate
any uncertainty about the fact that we mean business in reducing the
deficit.

Attached is a copy of the sequester process timetable under the proposed
revision. We plan to offer "The Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit
Control Reaffirmation Act" (Gramr-Rudman-Hollings I1) as an amendment to
the Debt Limit Extension bill later this week and would be honored to have
you join us as an original co-sponsor. If you have any questions, please
have your staff call Margaret Davis (x44535), Tom Folgar (x41602), or Bob
Need (x49351).

Yours respectfully,

NEIL GRAMMUQOWIt= Z
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RVISED SEQUESTER PROCESS TDMTABUL

as proposed by Senators Gram, Rudman and Rollings

Action

The "snapshot" of the deficit Is taken.

4WD and CBO report to GAO.

GAO audits findings and reports to the
Director ofs R4B.

September 3

Month of September

October -I

October 5

October 10

October 15

October 17

November 15

The Director of ONB Issues the report to the
President and Congress, based on GAO
findings, and fully explains any differences
between the two reports.

The Presidential Order Is Issued based on
the 014B report.

Congress has an opportunity to act to
eliminate the excess deficit.

The order takes effect unless Congress has
acted to eliminate the excess deficit.

OMB and CBO issue a revised report to
reflect final Congressional action.

GAO issues a revised report to the Director
of 01B.

The Director of OHS1 Issues a revised report
to the President and Congress.

The final order, based on the revised
report, is effective unless deficit overage
has been eliminated.

GAO compliance report Is Issued.

Under this revised timetable, the month of September would still be set
aside for a Congressional response to the sequestration order. All
actions and dates above are the same as in the original timetable, except
that the GAO nov issues Its report to the Director of 039 , OB issues a
report to the President on September 1 and October 15, and the
Presidential Order Is nov based on the Director of 01B3's report. The
dates of the Presidential Orders are also delayed by tvo days (to
September 3 and October 17).
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159920.*17 S.L.C.

99th CONGRESS
2d Session S.

IN THE SENATE OF THM UNITED STATES

Ir. Gramm (for himself# Nr. Rudman# and Ir. Hollings) introduced
the following bills which was read twice and referred to the
Committee on

A BILL

To modify the procedures set forth In part C of the Balanced

Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985.

1 Jft " gctes k i Se ntg ad House gj fepresentatives

2 g2 la Unhited ltate .Lt America In Mares assemaIS That
3 this Act may be cited as the "Balanced Budget and Emergency

4 Deficit Control Reaffirmation Act of 19S6"0.

5 SEC. 2. REVISION OF PROCEDURES.

6 (a) Reference.--Except as otherwise specifically

7 Provided, whenever In this section an amendment is expressed

8 In terms of an amendment to a section or other provision, the

9 reference shall be considered to be a reference to a section

10 or other provision oi the Balanced Budget and Emergency

11 Deficit Control Act of 198S.
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15992t.417 S.L.C.
2

1 (b) Revision of Reporting Responsibilitiese.--C) Sectlcn

2 251(b) Is amended--

3 (A) by striking out "President" In paragraph (1)

4 and Inserting In lieu thereof "*Director of the Office of

5 Nanagement and Sudget°s

6 CM) by redesignating subparagraphs (A) and (8) of

7 paragraph (2) as clauses (1) and (II), respectively;

a (C) by redesignating paragraphs (1) and (2) as

9 subparagraphs (A) and (M), respectively;

11 (D) by striking out "this subsection" in

11 subparagraph (8) (as redesignated by subparagraph (C) cf

12 this paragraph) and Inserting In lieu thereof "this

13 paragraph's

10 ME) by by striking out the subsection heading and

Is Inserting In lieu thereof the following

16 "0(b) Reports by the Comptroller General and Director of

17 ONB0--

Is "C1) Report to the Director of ONB and the Congress

'9 by the Comptroller General.--°°s and

19 (F) by adding at the end thereof the following:

!1 "0(2) Report to President and Congress by the

!2 Director of ORB.--

'3 "(A) Report to be based on GAO report.--The

4 Director of the Office of Nanagement and Sudjet shall

5 review and consider the report Issued by the
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1S9929.o17 S.L.C.
3

I Comptroller General under paragraph (1) of this

2 subsection for the fiscal year and, with due regard

3 for the data, assumptions, and methodologies used in

4 reaching the conclusions set forth therein, shall

S lsue a report to the President and the Congress on

6 September 1 of the calendar year in which such fiscal

7 year begins, estimating the budget base levels of

a total revenues and total budget outlays for such

9 fiscal Year, Identifying the amount of any deficit

I excess for such fiscal year, stating whether such

I deficit excess will be greater than $10,i9,S0004,00

2 (zero in the case of fiscal year 1991), specifying

3" the estimated rate of real economic growth for such

fiscal year, for each quarter of such fiscal year,

S and for each of the last two quarters of the

S preceding fiscal year, Indicating whether the

1 estimate Includes two or more consecutive quarters of

negative economic growth, and specifying (if the

excess Is greater than $10,006,I90,0e0, or zero In

the case of fiscal year 1991), by account, for non-

defense programs, and by account and programs,

projects, and activities within each account, for

defense programs, the base from which reductions are

* taken and the amounts and percentages by which such

accounts must be reduced during such fiscal year in
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order to eliminate such deficit excess. Such report

snail be based on the estimates, determinations, and

3 specifications of the Comptroller General under

4 paragraph (1) and shall utilize the budget base*

criteria, and guidelines set forth in subsection

$ (a)(6) and in sections 255, 256, and 257.

1 '"(8) Contents of report.--The report of the

3 Director of the Office of Ranagement and Budget under

3 this paragraph shall--

3• "(i) provide for the determination of

1 reductions In the manner specified in subsection

1 (a)(3)1 and

3 1'(11) contain estimates, determinations, and

4 specifications for all of the items contained In

5 tne report submitted by the Comptroller General

S under paragraph (1).

I rhe report of the Director of the Office of

3 Nanagement and Budget under this paragraph shall

? explain fully any differences between the contents of

a such report and the report of the Comptroller General

I under paragraph (1).".

2 (2) Section 251(c) Is amended--

3 (A) by striking out "President" In subparagraph (A)

4 c! paragraph (2) and inserting in lieu thereof "Director

5 of the Office of Kanagement and Budget";

51-722 - 93 - 29
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1 (3) by striking out "-subsection (b)" each place It

2 appears In such paragraph and inserting in lieu thereof

3 "*subsection (b)(1)"S

4 (C) by striking out "*subsection (b)(2)(B)" In

5 subparagraph (B) of such paragraph and Inserting in lieu

6 thereof "subsection (b)(1)(B)(Li)'' and

7 (D) by addLng at the end thereof the following new

8 paragraph:

9 "(3) Report by the Director of OBe.--

S"M(A) On October 15 of the fiscal year, the

I1 Director of the Office of Ranagement and Budget shall

12 submit to the President and the Congress a report

13 revising the report submitted by the Director ot the

11 Office of Nanagement and budget under subsection

IS (b)(2), adjusting the estimates, determinations, and

16 specifications contained In that report to the extent

17 necessary In the light of the revised report

Is submittid to the Director of the Office of Nanagement

19 and Budget by the Comptroller general under paragraph

23 (2) of this subsection.

21 "1(B) The revised report of the Director of the

22 Office of Hanagement and Budget under this paragraph

23 shall provide for the determination of reductions as

24 specified in subsection (a)(3) and shall contain all

25 of the estimates, determinations, and specifications
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1 required (in the case of the report submitted under

2 subsection (b)(2)) pursuant to subsection

3 / (b)(2)(3)(ii).".

4. (3)(A) Section 251(e) is amended by striking out

5 5 "Directors or the Comptroller General"° and inserting in

6 lieu thereof "'Directors, the Comptroller General, or the

7 Director of the Office of management and Budget".

* (B) Section 251(f) is amended by striKing out

9 "subsections (b) and (c)(2)" and Inserting In lieu thereof

10 "subsections (b)(1) and (c)(2)# and the reports of the

11 Director of the Office of Management and Budget subritted tc

12 the Congress under subsections (b)(2) and (c)(3),".

13 (c) Presidential Orders.--(1) Section 252(a) is amended--

14 (A) by striking out "Comptroller Ceneral" the first

Is place it appears In paragraph (1) and Inserting In lieu

16 thereof "Director of the Office of Management and

17 Budget";

10 (B) by striking out "section 251(b)" each place it

19 appears in paragraphs (1) ano (3) and Inserting in lieu

2J thereof "section 251(b)(2)";

21 (C) by striking out "September 1°0 In paragraph (1)

22 and inserting in lieu thereof "'September 3"0s and

23 (D) by striking out "Comptroller General's" In the

24 nearing for paragraph (3) and inserting In lieu thereof

2S '*Director's1.
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1 (2) Section 2S2(b) Is amended-o

2 (A) by striking out "Comptroller General" each

3 place it appears and Inserting In lieu thereof "Director

4 of the Office of Management and Sudget*I

S (B) by striking out "section 251(b). each place It

6 appears and Inserting in lieu thereof "section

7 251(b)(2)00\

a (C) by striking out "section 251(c)(2)" each place

9 it appears and Inserting in lieu thereof ''section

16 251(c)(3)'°S and

11 (D) by striking out "October 15" In paragraph (1)

12 and Inserting in lieu thereof "October 17".

13 (d) Termination or modification Procedures.--CI) Section

14 251(d) Is amended by striking out paragraph (3).

15 (2) The last sentence of section 251(c)(1) Is amended by

16 striking out "'and authorized under subsection

17 (d)(3)(0)(1)''

18 (3) Section 256(i)(2) is amended by striking out "', In

19 accordance with section 251(d)(3),#'.

20 (e) Technical Amendments.--(1) Section 254(b)(1)(A) is

21 amended by striking out "'Comptrollec General under section

22 251(c)(2)00 and inserting In lieu thereof ''Director of the

23 Office of Management and Budget under section 251(c)(3)".

24 (2) Sectlin 274(f)(5) Is amended by striking out

25 "section 251(b) or (c)(2)" and Inserting In lieu thereof
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"section 2S1(b)(2) or (c)(3)".

(3) Section 274(h) 18 amended--

(A) by striking out "Comptroller General" the first

place It appears and Inserting In lieu thereof "Director

of the Office of Kan3gement and 3udget*s and

(M) by striking out "Comptroller General under

section 251(b) or (c)(2)" and Inserting in lieu thereof

"Director of the Office of management and Budget under

section 251(7)(2) or (c)(3)".

(f) Applicabillty.-o-tT amendments nale by this section

shall apply with respect'to any report required to be

submitted@ and any order issuedA after the date of enactment

of this hct under part C of the Balanced Budget and Emergency

Deficit Control act of 1955.

S*, Aw _ A3 I ,

3

6

7

3

9

12

13

'I'

I
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

REPRESENTATIVE MIKE SYNAR, at _L.

Plaintiffs,

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Defendant,

UNITED) STATES SENATE,
WEAKER AND BIPARTISAN LEADERSHIP GROUP OF

THE UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES,

Intervenoms.

NATIONAL TREASURY EMPLOYEES UNION,

Plaintiff,

V.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Defendant,

UNITED STATES SENATE,
SPEAKER AND BIPARTISAN LEADERSHIP GROUP OF

THE UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES,

Intrvenors.

I
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

I)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil Action No. 85-3945

FILED
FES "A C16

JAMES L- DAVEY, 00ai

Civil Action No. 85-4106

ORDER

Upon conskb4'ation of the pending dispositive motions filed by the parties in the

above aotiQns, the memoranda of points and authorities in support thereof and In

i ii i i i ii i
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opposltion thereto, and the entire record herein, and all parties having been h" in open

court thereon, and for the reasons stated in the accompanying opinion, it Is by the court

this rL day of Fabruary, 1986,

ORDERED that the automatic deficit reduction process established by the

Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1986, under which the President

is required to issue a sequestration order implementing the budget reduction

specifications of a report prapareK by the Comptroller General, be, and hereby is,

declared unconstitutional on the ground that it vests executive power in the Comptroller

General, an officer removable by Congress; and it is further

ORDERED that the presidential sequestration order issued on February 1, 1986

pursuant to the unconstitutional automatic deficit reduction prdoess be, and hereby is,

declared without legal force and effect; and it Is further

ORDERED that such action is without prejudice to Implementation of the

alternate deficit reduction process specifically set forth in section 274(f) of the Act to

cover the eventuality of the invalidation declared above;

ORDERED, pursuant to subsection 274(e) of the Act, that the effect of this

judgment be, and hereby is, stayed during the pendency of any appeal taken under

"subsection 274(b) of the Act.

the United States Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia
Circuit

of the Unitewd District
Court for the District ft Columbia

of the United States District Court
for the District of Columbia
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

REPRESENTATIVE MIKE SYNAR, et &L

Plaintiffs,

V.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Defendant,

UNITED STATES SENATE,
SPEAKER AND BIPARTISAN LEADERSHIP GROUP OF

THE UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES,

Intervenors.

I)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil Action No. 85-3945

FILED
('8 7 M6

JMES LF DAVEY, Clark

NATIONAL TREASURY EMPLOYEES UNION,

Plaintiff,

V.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Defendant,

UNITED STATES SENATE,
SPEAKER AND BIPARTISAN LEADERSHIP GROUP OF

THE UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES,

Intervenors.

I)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil Action No. 85-4106

Alan B. Morrison, with whom Katherine A. Meyer was on the brief, for plaintiffs

in No. 85-3945.

-Lois G. Williams, with whom Gregory O'Duden and Richard S. Edelman were on
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the brief, for plaintiff in No. 85-4100.

Richard K. Willar" Assistant Attorney General, with whom Joseph E. diGenova

United States Attorney, David J. Andereoni Brench Director, United States Department

of Justice, Neil H. Koslowe. Special Litigation Counsel, United States Department of

Justice, and Douglas Letter Harold J. Krent. Robert &. Kop. Leonard Schaitman' Judith

Ledbotter L Sarah Liberman Lori Fields and Richard Orsnbe. Attorneys, United

States Department of Justice, were on the brief, for defendant United States of

America.

Michael Davidsng Counsel, United States Seate, with whom Ken U. Benjamin

Deputy Counsel, United States Senate, and Morgan J. Frankel and John C Orobow,

Assistant Counsel, United States Senate, were on the brief, for Intervenor-defendant

United States Senate.

Steven R. Roes. General Counsel to the Clerk of the United States House of

Representatives, with whom Charles Tiefer, Deputy General Counsel to the Clerk of the

United States House of Representatives, and Michael L. Murray Assistant Counsel to the

Clerk of the United States House of Representatives, were on the brief, for intervenor-

defendant Speaker and Bipartisan Leadership Group of the United States House of

Representatives.

Lloyd N. Cutler with whom Harry f. Van Clevq. General Counsel, United States

General Accounting Office, James F. Hinchmar, Deputy General Counsel, United States

General Accounting Office, Robert P. Murphy Attorney-Advisor, United States Gene. al

Aseountiq Office, Joim H. Pickerinw William T. Lak•e. Michael S. Helfer. Daniel 1.

D and Richard K. Lahne were on the brief, for Intervenor-defendent Comptroller

General of the United Statm.
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Before SCALIA, Circuit Judge of the United States Court of Appeals for the

District of Columbia Circuit, JOHNSON, District Judge of the United States District

Court for the Distriot of Columbia, and OASCH, Senior District Ju!&. of the United

States District Court for the District of Columbia.

PER CURIAMI

Plaintiffs in these consolidated ashes challenge the constitutionality of certain

features of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985, Pub. L. No.

"-1779 " Stat. 103?, popularly known as the Oramm-Rudman-Hollngu Act, signed Into

law by President Reen on December 12, 10IM. The principal imes presented are

whether the plaintlff Members of Congress and the National Treasury Employees Union,

have standing to Utigate the points they raise; whether the Act unconstitutionally

delegates legislative powers that may be exercised only by Congres; and, If not, whether

It eonfers upon the Comptroller General executive powers that may not constitutionally

be given to an officer removable by Congress. We find that plaintiffs In both cases have

standing, and that the powers in question may lawfully be delegated, but that the

delegation to the Comptroller General violates the constitutionally requisite separation

of powers.

I

In the Act, Congress has set a "maximum deficit amount" for each of the fiscal

years 191 through MoI, Its else progressively reducing to zero in fiscal year MIl.

Section 251 provides that each year the Directors of the Office of Manegement and

Budget ('053) and the Congeesional Budget Office ("CBOO) shall estimate the amount

of the deficit for the Upcoming fiscal year, and, If It exceeds the maximum deficit

amount for that flmal yewr by more than a speclfled amount, shall calculate, program by

program purmant to rules epecifled in the Act, the budget reductions necessary to ensure
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that the deficit does not exceed the maximum deficit amount for that year. The

Directors must Jointly report their deficit estimates and budget reduction calculations to

the Comptroller General. After reviewing the Director' report, the ComptroUer

Generad must Issue his own report, oontaining his deficit estimates and budget reduction

ealaulatlonst to the President and Congre. Section 252 of the Act requires the

President to issue a "sequestration" order containing the budget reductions specified by

the Comptroller General. After a prescrbed time, the sequestration order becomes

effective and the spending reductions included In that order are automatically made.

The automatic deficit reduction proess for fiscal year 1$6 has progressed to the point

of Issnance, on February I, 18S, of the presidential sequestration order, which will take

effect on March 1, 1986. See Order. Emergency Deficit Control Measures for Fiscal

Year It$$ (Feb. It 196)
The Act also provides what might be called a "falback" deficit reduction process,

to take effect if any of the reporting procedures of the above-described 'automatlei

deficit reduction process are found unconstitutionaL Under the fallback process, the

report prepared by the Directors of the OMB and the CDO is mbmitted, instead of to the

Comptroller General, to a special Joint committee of Congres, which must In five days

report to both Houses a Joint resolution setting forth the contents of the Directors'

report. The Joint resolution is then considered under special rules, and, If passed and

signed by the President, serves as the basis for the presidential sequestration order under

SetIM 252.

Civil Action No. 85-3945, seeking declaratory relief against the United States,

was commenced on December 12, 1985 by Mice Synar, a Member of the House of

Representatives who voted against the Act. An amended complaint, filed on December

11, 135, added as plaintiffs eleven other Representatives who voted spinst the Act.

Jurisdiction Is averred to exist pursuant to sutection 2?4((Xl) of the Act, which

authorines any Member of Congress to bring an action in this court *for declaratory and
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injunctive relief on the ground that any [presidential order that might be issued pursuant

to section 252 violates the Constitution.m"

The complaint alleges that the automatic deficit reduction process, under which

the President is required by section 252 to issue a sequestration order implementing the

report issued by the Comptroller General pursuant to section 251, is unconstitutional in

two respects. Plaintiffs' first contention, briefly and essentially, Is that the delegation

of power by Co,gress to the President and other government officials is an

unconstitutional delegation of legislative power. Their second contention is that the

powers assigned to the Comptroller General and the Director of the CBO, both deemed

legislative branch officials by plaintiffs, constitutionally must be assigned to executive

branch officials. The Representatives a&Hleg that these unconstitutional provisions injure

them by (1) interfering with their constitutional duties to enaet laws regarding federal

spending; (2) causing automatic reductions in their salaries, staff salaries, and office

expenses and (3) causing automatic reductions In a variety of programs benefiting their

constituents. They seek a judgment declaring that the automatic deficit reduction

process is unconstitutional and that the President is without power, therefore, to order

spending reductions pursuant to that process.

In response to the Synar complaint, the United States filed a motion to dismiss on

the ground that the congressional plaintiffs lack standing to bring the action. The United

States Senate and the Comptroller General moved for leave to intervene as defendants

and also filed motions to dismiss on the ground that the Act is constitutionaL The

unopposed motions to Intervene were granted on December 31, 1985.

Civil Action No. 85-4106, challenging the constitutionality of the automatic

deficit reduction process on legal theories identical to those presented in the Synar

I Subsection 274(a)(S) provides that any such action "shall be heard and determined by a
three-judge court in accordance with r26 U.S.C. S 2284]." A designation of Judges to
serve as the three-judge district court in this case was made by the Chief Judge for the
District of Columbia Circuit on December 16, 1985.
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ction, was flWed on December 31, INS by the Nationl Treamury lNeploees ViSON

(" U'). IrrU, an unincorporated association repreentig the Interests of both active

end retired federal employees s1ages thet its retired members have been inJWed as a

remit of the Aet's outomatticepending reduction provislons which have operated to

append cost-of-iving adjustment (COLA!') otherwise due federal retirees on Jammry

, 1006, and which will operate to OW4eel thore COLAs and other COLAs due In the

future. NTMU invokes the mvrts Jurisdietion pursuant to 8 U.S.C. 1 1331 end to

susection 2?4(aX2) of the Act, which provides, In pertinent pert, that Ou& other persew

adversely ffooted by an action taken under this title, may bring on to" In this ~ciri

for declaratory Judsment OWd Injunctive relief coneerning the coastltutinal•ty of this

title, By Order dated January 2, lUg, the NTMU suit was comlidated with the earlier

action.

Subsequent to consolidetion, the congressonal plaintiffs end NTBU filed their

reepeetive motions for summary JuA ment on Jaumary 6e, lN. The ongi

planUtffs also filed an opposition to the motion of the U11ited states to dismiss their

complaint for lack of standin. Thereafter, on January S, INS, the Speaker and

Bipartisn Leadership Group of the United States House of Representatives, granted

leave to intervene as a defendant In the consolidated cases, filed a memorandum of law

In support of the constitutionality of the Aot.

The United States filed a cross-motion for summary Jmgment, again contendi

that the complaint of the congesional plaintiffs must be dismised far lack of standin

but concedin that NTBU appears to have standing. On the merits, the position of the

United States is that the Act does not unwnstitutionally delegate legislative authority

but that the role of the Comptroller General in the automatic deficit reduction procem

violates the principle of separation of powers

2 The United States has also requested us to declare that the ftaleok deficit reduction
Troces contained In S 274 of the Act is constitutional. Although we see no reason to
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The motions of plaintiffs for summary Judgment, as well as the cross-motion of

the United States for summery Jiuiment on the merits, are opposed by the Senate, the

Comptroller General, and the Speaker and Bipartisan Leadership Group of the United

States House of Representatives. Argument on these dispositive motions was heard on

January 10, 1986, and the cases taken under advisement. By Order dated January 23,

1966, the Senate and the Comptroller General were granted leave to Intervene in the

NTEU action.

U

In view of the established rule that "consolidation... does not merge the suits

Into a single cause, or change the rights of the parties, or make those who are parties in

one suit parties in another," Johnson v. Manhattan Railway. 286 U.S. 479, 496-97 (1933);

see also McKenzie v. United States. 67T F.2d 571, $74 (5th Cir. 1982), we find it

necessary to make separate standing determinations with respect to the plaintiffs In each

case under consideration. Moreover, even though the standing of NTRU has not been

directly challenged, we must satisfy ourselves that NTEU has standing before we can

proceed to consider its claims. Article M! circumscribes the power of federal courts, and

"O[Ohose who do not possess Art. MI standing may not litigate as suitors in the courts of

the United States." Valley Forte Christian College v. Americans United for Separation

of Church & State. Inc., 454 U.S. 464, 475-76 (1982). Before turning to a particularized

analysis of whether NTEU and the congressional plaintiffs have made the necessary

showing for standing in their respective eases, a brief general discussion of the applicable

principles Is appropriate.

While the plaintiffs invoke this court's Jurisdiction under the judicial review

provisions contained in section 274 of the Act, they concede, as they must, that Congress

doubt that proposition, the issue simply is not before this court. The plaintiffs have
conceded the constitutionality of the faltack process, and the United States - the
nominal defendant - has not set forth any claim for relief in Its own behalf.
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may not abrogate the constitutional limitations imposed by Article M upon the power of

the federal courts. See Gladstone, Realtors v. VilLfe of Bellw" 441 U.S. 91 (1979)h
Muskrat v. United States 219 U.S. 346 (1911). Article M limits the Jurisdiction of

federal courts to "cases or controversies," and "whether the plaintiff has made out a

'case or controversy' between himself and the defendant within the meaning of Art. M

.... is the threshold question in every federal case." Warth v. Seldin' 422 U.S. 490, 498

(1975). Principles of standing ensure that one who invokes the power of a federal court

satisfies this "ease or controversy" requirement.

Although the Supreme Court has noted that "the concept of 'Art. Ill standing' has

not been defined with complete consistency in all of the various oases decided by this

Court which have discussed it," Valley Forge Christian Collezb 454 U.S. at 476, the

Court has repeatedly recognized that the concept entails certain basic requirements.

The first and most fundamental of these is that a party must allege a "distinct and

palpable injury to himself." Warth v. Seldli' 422 U.S. at 501. This injury must be a

"particular concrete injury," United States v. Richardson 418 U.S. 166, 177 (1974), which

must amount to "a claim of specific present objective harm or a threat of specific future

harm." Laird v. Tatum, 408 U.S. I, 14 (1972). A plaintiff need not await the

consummation of a threatened injury in order to have standing; it is sufficient that the

injury is imminent. Babbitt v. United Farm Workers National Union, 442 U.S. 289, 298

(1979). The further requirements of Article Ill standing are set forth in the Supreme

Court's recent formulation that "at an irreduclile minimum, Art. Mt requires the party

who invokes the court's authority to (show) ... that the injury 'fairly can be traced to the

challenged action' and 'is likely to be redressed by a favorable decision.'" Valley Forge

Christian Collee, 454 U.S. at 472 (quoting Simon v. Eastern Kentucky Welfare Rights

Organization, 426 U.S. 26, 38, 41 (1976)); see also Allen v. Wrigh' 104 S. Ct. 3315 (1984).

Thus, at a minimum, Article MI requires NTEU and the congressional plaintiffs to

show (1) actual or threatened injury, (2) traceable to the defendant, and (3) amenable to
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judicial remedy. 3 In analyzing whother they have done so, we must accept as true all

material allegations of the complaints and construe them In favor of the complaining

parties. Warth v. 8e4d. 422 U.S at 501. We therefore assume, for the limited purpose

of the following standing analysis, that the automatic deficit reduction process

challenged by plaintiffs Is imoonstitutionaL

A

NTEU contends that It has standing to bring this action because subsection

252((X)XCXI) of the Act, as part of the automatic deficit reduction process, has

operated to suspend payment of annual COLA benefits otherwise due those of Its

members who are federal retirees. NTEU also complains that, effective March 1, 1986,

the presidential sequestration order issued on February 1, 1986 will permanently cancel

retirees' COLA benefits for this fiscad year.4 It claims that these actual and threatened

injuries have been und will be caused by the automatic deficit reduction process and

would be redressed if that process were declared unconstitutionaL

In the ordinary case, other limitations on standing exist - so-called "prudential"
limitatiorns not strictly required by Article IIL One of these that might normally have
some effect in the present case is the requirement that the plaintiff be arguably within
the %zone of interests" intended to be protected by the statutory or constitutional
provision on which he reies. F41 e Christian Co 454 U.S. at 475.
Wfe disregard these prudential ta--ons benau we think It ear that Congress has, by
enacting the judicial review provisions contained in S 274, expanded standing to challenge
the constitutionality of the Act to the full extent permitted by Article ill. Cf.
Gladstone, Realtors v. Village of Be~woodL 441 U.S. at 100.

4 Subsection 252(aX6XCXI) prdvids4, in pertinent part:

Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any automatic spending
increase that would (but for this clause) be . . . paid (between the
enactment of the Act and the effective date of a sequestration order for
fiscal year 19866 shall be suspended until such order becomes effective, and
the amounts that would otherwise be expended during such period with
respect to such Increases *hall be withheld. If such order provides that
automatic spending Increases shall be reduced to zero during (fiscal year
19861, the increases suspended pursuant to the preceding sentence and any
legal rights thereto shall be permanently cancelled.
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It Is well established that an association such as NTEU has standing to sue solely

as the representative of Its members, provided that they individually would have

standing. Werth v. Seldin. 422 U.S. at $11. There Is no question that NTIBU' federal

retiree members have suffered actual Injury by the suspension of their COLA benefits

pursuant to the Act, and that they will suffer further injury by the permanent

cnellation of those benefits on March 1, 1986, under the terms of the President's
February I sequestration order. _%j Order. Emereencv Deficit Control Measures for

Fiscal Year 1986 I, 4 (Feb. 1, 1986). We conclude that NTSU has made a sufficient

showing of injury to satisfy Article M's threshold requirement of injury-in-fact.

We must also consider the question of redressability, 1j whether It is likely that

the relief requested will redress the injury complained of# before a finding of standing

can be made. As to at least the second of the injuries of which NTSU complains - the

imminent permanent cancellation of Its members' COLA benefits by the operation of the

presidential sequestration order - it is unquestionable that a judicial remedy exists. If

we declare the automatic deficit reduction process Invalid, no cancellation of the COLA

benefits will occur as a result of that process.5 Rather, the fallback deficit reduction

process established by subsection 274(f) will come into play, 6 and any cancellation of

COLAs under that process will require the passage of legislation. The mere possibility

that subsequent legislation might produce the same harm for which a Judicial remedy is

sought is not sufficient to eliminate redressability and hence standing. Cf. Orr Y. Orr.

440 U.. 268, 272 (1079).

S Although the provision for COLA suspensions would survive invalidation of the portions
of the Act under challenge hare, It cannot be argued that Indefinite suspension I
suspension unless and until a joint resolution is enacted) would render our invalidatio-f
automatic camn'eJatioh Illusory. It is clear from the language and structure of
S 252(aX6XCXI)-(X) that any COLA suspension would extend no longer than one fiscal
year.

6 In light of the existence of the fallback process and the fact that the remainder of the
Act, as supplemented by that process, functions as a coherent piece of legislation, there
is no doubt that the automatic deficit reduction process Is severable from the remainder
of the Act.

I
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B3eam the threatened injury of permanent cancellation of the COLA benefits

pursuant to an unconstitutional procees may be redreued, we conclud, that NTSU h~s

standing to bring Its action.

B

Of the three types of injury that the congressional plaintiffs rely upon for

standing, briefly outlined ahove, we need consider only their claim that the automatic

deficit reduction process interferes with their constitutional duties to emnet laws

regarding federal spending and infringes upon their lawmaking powers under tRe

Constitution, in that spending reductions made pursuant to the challenged process will, In

effect, override earler, duly enacted appropriations laws in a manner other than that

prescribed by Article I, section ?. In reponse, the United States contends that this

injury Is nothing more than a generalized grievance shared by all other citizens and thus

Insufficient to support stan4lng.

Under the law of this Circult, which recognises a personal Interest by Members of

Congrm in the exercise of their governmental powers, limited by an equitable discretion

In the courts to withhold specific relief,? we conclude that standing exists. Although It

is somewhat difficult to reconcile the various cases on congressional standing in this

Circuit, and in particular to tail which denials of relief in earler oases, seemingly for

leck of standing, are now to be explained In light of later cases, as resting upon an

examse of equitable disretion, the came clearly recognize that specific Injury to a

legislator in his official capacity may constitute cognisble harm sufficient to confer

standing upon him. ft &U. Moore v. United States House of Representatliv ?33 F.2d

7 Two Ju)se of the Court of Appeals, including a member of the present panel, have
expre-ed diegreement with this analysas, K 75 F.2d 21, 41 (D.C. Cir.
1165) (Bork, J., dissenting), eti for cer . 3346 (U.8. Nov. S, 1035)
(No. 8S-181)h oore v. Un3 3es ous v f$ F.2d 146, 156 (D.C.Cir. 98,) -, (1985) It has, however,
been adopted by several panels of I Cout Ofppeal and Is the law of this CircuiL
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90t, 952 (D.C. Cir. 1984), cert. denied, 105 S. Ct. 779 (1905); Vander Jost v. O'NelU 699

F.2d I If-$ (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied 464 U.S. 823 (1963); Riegle v. Federal Open Market

Committee 654 F.2d 873 (D.C. Cir.), cart, denied. 454 U.S. 1082 (1981). More

specifically, our Court of Appeals has held that "unconstitutional deprivations of a

legislator's constitutional duties or rights ... may give rise to standing if the injuries are

specific and discernible." Moore v. United States House of Representativ- 733 F.2d at

052 (citing Kennedy v. Sampson. 511 F.2d 430 (D.C. Cir. 1974); Harrington v. Buh, 553

F.2d 100 (D.C. Cir. 1977); and American Federation of Government Emflotees v. Pierceb

097 F.2d 303 (D.C. Cit. 1982) (per curlam)). Put another way, a Member of Congress may

have standing where he\plleges a " 'specific and cognizable' [injury) arising out of an

interest 'positively identified by the Constitution.' " United Presbyterian Church in the

U.S.A. v. Reg"n, 738 F.2d 1375, 1381 (D.C. Cir. 1984) (quoting Moore v. United States

House of Representatives. 733 F.2d at 5 1).

Applying these standards to the Instant cae, we conclude that plaintiffs have

alleged specific and cognizable injury sufficient to establish standing in their official

capacities. The congressional plaintiffs claim that they are and will continue to be

injured by the operation of the automatic deficit reduction process because it Interferes

with their "constitutional duties to enact laws regarding federal spending" and infringes

upon their lawmaking powers under Article 1, section 7. Accepting as true plaintiffs

allegations, as we must for purposes of determining their standing, the Act

unconstitutionally gives to the Comptroller General and the President formal power to

amend or repeal appropriations legislation that was lawfully passed, and thus effectively

to nullity plaintiffs' votes on that earler legislation. This claim of injury is *specific"

and "discernible"; and It arises out of an interest "Identified by the Constitution," that is,

a congressional interest in having all laws made in the manner prescribed under the

general lawmaking provision contained in Article i, section 7. This Interest differs

significantly from the more abstract and generalized interest unsuccessfully asserted by

0
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lawnmakers in United Preftterian Churec In the U.A. v. Iom, N Vi.Sd at 1315, ama

O jrriojj v6 US Hd at IN, kvii the Interest In preventing ulawful executive

enforcement of a statute fbrom d•Id • i the OffestiveMeeI of, or all•fye. Past

votes on that statute. Pemittin lawmakers to assert the latter Interest would be

tantamosmt to gbvn them standing to shallag the lawfuless of all oe autlver ation

taken under a statutl entertakng the parent suit would not.

PhaI*. we find no occasion to consider wereling the oqultable discretion held by

t CweuAs eas to justify denial of iesifle or decsaratory relief to Members of

Cmngres. Section 24 of the Act spelfloaly provides for tmsh relief to sodh plaintiffs

thIns elimnatqn whatever equitable discretion might euist and leavn only the

limitations of Artolel OL

III

Plaintiffs contend that the Aset delegation to adm•nistrative offlicls of the

power to make lbs economic calculations that determine the estimated federal deficit

and henee the reo*"e bucket outs violates. the constitutional provision vesting %H

legislative power In the Congress. ft Art. % S I. It is strictly for

reach this point, sine. we hold in Part IV of this opinion that the ehallaeu d provisions of

the Alt are constitutionally on other gpomads. We thiln It appropriates however, In light

of the injunction of sunetioum 274(c) of the Act that we 'expedite to the greatest

possible extent the disposition" of these coass, and In light of the direst appeal to the

Supreme Court provided by ameeotion 2I4(b)% that we depart from normal prudential

practise and provide our views obfter dicta. We thereby avoid the neesesity that the

Supreme CourI If in Its Ju~mont the point must be reached, must either proceed

without the maual benefit of a lower-court opinion or eb delay fa d• isitlon by

romanding for that purpose.
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A

The delegation doctrine Is rooted In the principle of separation of powers that

underlies the throe-branch system of government established by the Constitution. As the

Supreme Court stated in Field v. Clark 143 U.S. 649, 692 (1692)s 'That Congress cannot

delegate legislative power to the President is a principle universally recognized as vital

to the integrity end maintenance of the system of government ordained by the

Constitution.*

In the first century and a half of the nation's history, however, the Court

uniformly held that challenged statutes did not unconstitutionally delegate legislative

power. ft o4. Federal Radio Commission v. Nelson Brothers Bond & Mortisae' 289

U.S. 266 (1933); J. W. Hampton. Jr. & Co. v. United States- 276 U.S. 394 (1928); United

States v. Orimaue 220 U.S. 506 (101 M). As Chief Justice Taft explained in a passage that

has become the classic exposition of the governing test, the separation-of-powers

principle does not prevent the legislative branch from seeking the "assistance" of

coordinate branckss 'tl\ extent and character of that assistance must be fixed

according to common sense and the Inherent necessities of the governmental co-

ordination"; and so 1o as Congress "layld down by legislative act an intelligible

principle to which the person or body authorized to (exercise delegated authority) is

directed to conform, such legislative action is not a forbidden delegation of legislative

power.' J. W. Hampton 276 U.S. at 406, 409.

In 1935, however, the Court used the delegation doctrine to strike down portions

of the National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933. See A.L.A. Schechter Poultry C v,

United State. 295 U.S. 495 (1935); Panama Refinini[ Co. v. Rya 293 U.S. 388 (1935). In

these cases, the Court concluded that Congress had failed to articulate a policy or set of

standards which would serve to confine the discretion of the individuals exercising the

delegated authority. See Schechter. 295 U.S. at 541-42; Panama Refitnig. 293 U.S. at

430. These two cases are the only case In which the Court has declared a statute
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unconstitutional by reason of undue delegation.$

In the fifty years since Schechter was decided, the Court has consistently rejected

delegation ciallenges.9 Nominally, It has continued to apply the same teat (as Schechter

and Panama Refining themselves nominally applied the same test as J. W. Hamptn),

scrutinizing the challenged statutes for Intellgible standards and statements of purpoee

which could provide gukiance to the officials to whom authority was delegated. JS

N Yakus v. United State% 321 U.S. 414, 424-25 (1044)0 Pittsbursh Plate Glass Co. v.

NLR, 313 U.S. 146, 16546 (1041)1 Opp Cotton Mills, Inc. v. Administrator 312 U.S. 126,

144 (1941)h United States v. Rodc Royal Co-operative 307 U.S. 533, 574 (1039).

Pragmatically, however, the Court's decisions display a much greater deference to

Congress' power to delegate, motivated in part by concerns that, "(In an increasingly

complex moiety Congrmes obviously could not perform Its functions If it were obliged to

find all the facts subsidiary to the basic conclusions which support the defined legislative

poli•t. Ow Cotton Mill" 312 U.S. at 145. In Yk'" 321 U.S. at 425-26, the Court

noted

I The delegation doctrine was also discussed by the Court in Carter v. Carter Coal Co,
298 U.. 238 (1936). There the Court ruled that a provision In the Bituminous Coa
Conservation Act of 1935 which authorized various majorities of coal producers and mine
workers to set maximum hours and minimum wages for all miners was uncnstitutiona.
1d. at 311. The Court denounced that provision as legislative delegation in its most
T~miouw form, but the Court's holding appears to reat primarily upon denial of
nbsttive due process rights. id.

S S M M 11IC&A &&MbE M Uarn.im Ali If* R" KRA-KOP 1f* 1tZV I 1 mitIOfA 0* m
'III0 1,• q I ll• UlII~I I
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It is no objection that the determination of facts and the Inferences to be
drawn from them in the light of the statutory standards and declaration of
policy call for the exercise of judgment, and for the formulation of
mssidiary administrative policy within the prescribed statutory
framework....

Only if we could say that there is an absence of standards for the
guidance of the Administrator's action, so that it would be impossible in a
proper proceeding to ascertain whether the will of Congress has been
obeyed, would we be justified in overriding its choice of means for
effecting its declared purpose....

The Supreme Court has endeavored to narrow the application of Schechter and

Panama Refining by noting that those cases involved "delegation of a power to make

federal crimes of acts that never had been such before and to devise novel rules of law in

a field in which there had been no settled law or custom," Fahey v. Mallone 332 U.S.

245, 249 (1947), and that Schechter concerned a statute which delegated regulatory

power to private individuals, see Yaku 321 U.S. at 424. Thus attempts at narrowing

the cases, and the Supreme Court's failure to use the delegation doctrine to strike down a

statute in fifty years, have led some to conclude that the delegation doctrine is dead, or

at least "moribund." See National Cable Television Association v. United States, 415

U.S. 334, 353 (1974) (Marshal, J., dissenting). The Court has continued to use the

doctrine, however, in sr. interpretive mode, finding that stat rtory texts conferring

powers on the Executive should be construed narrowly where broader construction might

represent an unconstitutional delegation. jej eg&. Industrial Union Deartment v.

American Petroleum Institut 448 U.S. 607, 646 (1980) (opinion of Stevens, J.); National

Cable Television Association. 415 U.S. at 342; Zemel v. Rusk, 381 U.S. 1, il-18 (1965);

Kent v. Dulls- 3ST U.S. 116, 129 (1958). Such cases Indicate that while the delegation

doctrine may be moribund, it has not yet been officially interred by the Court.

Our analysis of the delegation challenged in the instant cases thus proceeds on the

assumption that the delegation doctrine remains valid law, but that its scope must be

determined on the basis of the deferential post-Schechter cases decided by the Supreme
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Court. We note, moreover, that the mode of analysis applied by the Supreme Court in

this field relies substantially upon factual comparison of the delegation under challenge

with delegations previously adjudicated. S 1 Woods v. Cloyd W. Miller Co., 333

U.S. 138, 144-46 (1948); American Power & Light Co. v. SEC. 329 U.S. 90, 104-05 (1946);

OMo Cotton Mills, 312 U.S. at 146; Sunshine Anthracite Coal Co. v. Adkins. 310 U.S. 381,

398 (1940). With that teaching firmly in mind, we turn to the arguments raised by

plaintiffs.

B

Plaintiffs advance a number of arguments that attempt to establish what might be

termed per se nondelegability of the powers at issue here - as opposed to arguments,

which we will discuss in the following section,, going to deficiency in the standards

governing the delegation. Plaintiffs begin by arguing that the type of authority

delegated by the Act is "so central to the legislative function" that it may not be

delegated. They cite the dictum of Chief Justice Marshall in support of the notion that

there exist certain nondelegable "core functions" of Congres

The line has not been exactly drawn which separates those Important
a*bJecto, which must be entirely regulated by the legislature Itself, from
those of Iaw Interest, in which a general provision may be made, amd power
given to those who ae to act under such general provision, to fll up the
details.

Wymen v. Mout 23 U.S. (10 Wheat.) 1, 43 (1825). The legislative power over

variations conferred by Artilde I, section 6, clause I and Article 1, section 9, chliaus

Is mid to constitute msch a nondelegable %core function," particularly where the

delepted authority could affect the functioning of a broad range of federal programs

a4, planUtffs alleg, would allow "unoleoted burenoats to Oovwrrde' portions of dul

meted appopriations laws.

We reject this sore mfuntionse argument for several reasons. First, plintiffs clte

no eae in which the Supreme Court has held M legislative power, much Ime that over
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appropriations, to be nondelegable due to its "core function" status. Indeed, in Lichter v.

United Stata, 334 U.S. 742, 771-79 (1948), the Court stated flatly that "(*I constitutional

power implies a power of delegation of authority under it sufficient to effect its

purposes." Second, judicial adoption of a "core functions" analysis would be effectively

standardless. No constitutional provision distinguishes between "core" and "non-core"

legislative functions, so that the line would necessarily have to be drawn on the basis of

the court's own perceptions of the relative importance of various legislative functions.

Finally, if there were any nondelegable "core functions," there Is no reason to believe

that appropriations functions would be among them. The appropriations power-is not

functionally distinguishable from other powers successfully delegated by Congress, 10 and

is particularly akin to the taxing power, which is similarly derived from Article i, section

8, clause I of the Constitution. In upholding a statute which delegated the latter power

by permitting the President to determine whether to Increase duties on certain articles

in foreign commerce, the Supreme Court said:

It is conceded by counsel that Congress may use executive officers in
the application and enforcement of a policy declared In law by Congress,
and authorize such officers in the application of the Congressional
declaration to enforce it by regulation equivalent to law. But it is said that
this never has been permitted to be done where Congress has exercised the
power to levy taxes and fix customs duties. The authorities make no such
distinction. The same principle that permits Congress to exercise its rate
making power in interstate commerce, by declaring the rule which shall
prevail in the legislative fixing of rates, and enables it to remit to a rate-
making body crested in accordance with its provisions the fixing of such
rates, justifies a similar provision for the fixing of customs duties on
Imported merchandise.

10 The Supreme Court has, of course, frequently upheld delegation of regulatory
authority under the commerce clause power. Delegations of authority conferred by many
other constitutional provisions also have been sustained, however. It has been held, for
example, that Congress properly delegated power over Immigration, see INS v. Chadha
462 U.S. 919, 953-54 n.16 (1983); United States ex reL Knauff v. Sha8 "i-'neis•,338U.&
537, 542-44 (1950); the power to determine what constitutes a federal crime, see United
States v. Sharpnack. 355 U.S. 286 (1958)1 United States v. Grimaud, 220 U.S. M5(lIT11);
and the power to legislate for the District of Columba, even though the Constitution
describes that power as "exclusive" in Congress. See District of Columbia v. John R.
Thompson 12., 346 U.S. 100 (1953). Moreover, in LTeter 334 U.S. at 778-79, the Court
stated that Congress' power to delegate "is espeially significant in connection with
constitutional war powers."

I W I 1 0 1
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J. W. Hamotonp 276 U.S. at 409; see also Field v. Clarko 143 U.S. at 680-44.

The second contention that may be viewed as going to per se nondelegability of

the authority conferred by the Act (though it Is related to the issue of inadequate

standards) concerns the breadth of the power allocated to administrative officials which

plaintiffs &ssert is constitutionally excessive. There is no doubt that the Act delegates

broad authority, but delegation of similarly broad authority has been upheld in past

cases. In Yak for example, the Court upheld a statute which delegated to an

unelected Price Administrator the power "to promulgate regulations fixing prices of

commodities." 321 U.S. at 420. In Bowles v. Willingham. 321 U.S. 503 512g, 514-15

(1944), it upheld the delegation of power to institute rent controls on real property

anywhere in the nation under specified circumstances. Finally, in Amalgamated Meat

Cutters v. Connally, 337 F. Supp. 737, 745, 763 (D.D.C. 1971), a three-Judge district

court upheld a delegation of authority to the President "to Issue such orders and

regulations as he deems appropriate to stabilize prices, rents, wages and slaries." The

authority conferred by the present Act, which permitss administrators to affect spending

levels for a specified range of federal programs, and only to a certain degree, seems to

us no broader than these delegations that have been upheld. We think, in any event, that

the ultimate Judgment regarding the constitutionality of a delegation must be made not

on the basis of the scope of the power alone, but on the basis of its scope plus the

specificity of the standards governing its exercise. When the scope increases to immense

proportions (as in Sohechter) the standards must be correspondingly more precise. As we

hall see, the standards governing the power here are much more specific than In the

eases Just described.

Nor is it the law, as plaintiffs assert, that a broad delegation such as this must be

supported by some rigorous "principle of necessity" which is allegedly not met here

because Congress has exercised sole power over appropriations in the past and

presumably could continue to do so. To be sure, in delegation cases the Supreme Court

ý 0 ý
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has occasionally recognized the "necessity" for a delegation. § 9 Buttfield v.

Stranaha' 192 U.&. 470, 496 (1904). It is doubtful, however, that the word "necessity" In

that context, any more than the word "necessary" in the "necessary and proper" clause of

the Constitutior, refers to sn "absolute physical necessity." See MeCulloch v. Maja

17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316, 413-15 (1819). Rather, necessity refers to a strong utility and

convenience, which can certainly be considered to exist here. In any case, while

"necessity" has been noted by the Court in upholding a delegation, "lack of necessity" has

never been invoked to strike one down. The same response may be made to plaintiffs'

argument based upon what they consider the long (six-year) duration of the present broad

delegation: while extremely limited duration has been invoked as one of the elements

sustaining a delegation, lengthy duration has never been held to render one void. The

delegations upheld in J.W. Hampton, 276 U.S. at 394, and Field v. Clark, 143 U.S. at 649,

for example, were for indefinite terms.

Finally, plaintiffs argue that the present delegation is per se invalid because it

allows administrators to "nullify" or "override" laws. Again we disagree. The Supreme

Court previously has upheld delegations which permit officials to determine when, if

ever, a law should take effect. & 1g& Rock Royal Co-operative, 307 U.S. at 577-78;

Currin v. Wallace, 306 U.S. 1, 15-16 (1939); Field v. Clark 143 U.S. at 693; The Cargo of

the Bria Aurora v. United States, 11 U.S. (7 Cranch) 382, 388 (1812). In such cases, the

Court classifies Congress' action as legislating in contingency. The instant Act is no

more than a form of such contingent legislation. Throughout the Act, Congress has

stipulated that the full effectiveness of all appropriations legislation enacted for fiscal

years 1986 to 1991 will be contngent upon the administrative determination whether all

appropriated funds, when measured against revenues, result in a budget deficit in excess

of required target figures. Viewed in this context, the authority delegated by the Act

does not differ in kind from that approved In prior cases.

I0 1•MMsMý 6"u --
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C

We come, then, to what Is the plaintiffs' principal argument on the exceesive

deletion points that because of the lack of standards and the Inherent Imprecision of

the duties conferred upon the admInistratoM the Act falls adequately to confine tho

exercise of administrative discretion. The search for adequate standards to restrict

administrative discretion lo at the heart of every delegation challenge. Th essential

inquiry is whether the specified guidance 'mffloiently marks the field within which the

Administrator is to act so that It may be known whether he has kept within It In

compliance with the legislative will." Yakuo6 321 U.S. at 425.

Our consideration of this objection requires a careful review of the statute. The

Act begins by establishing a *maximum deficit amount" for each fiscal year between

1186 and 1911. Act I 201(Xl). It then requires the Directors of the OND and the C8O

to estimate the anticipated 'buet base levels of total revenues and budget outblys' for

a given fiscal year, to determine whether the projected deficit for that year will exceed

the maximum deficit amount for that yer by more than a specified amoemt, and to

estimate the rate of real economic growth that will occur during that fiscal year, as a

whole and by quarter and the rate of rel economic growth that occurred during each of

the last two quarters of the preceding fi(a yer. Id. 1251(aXlI). The Directors are then

jointly to report their conclusions to the Comptroller General. Id. S 25](0)20 11

The Comptroller General is instructed to 'review and consider the report"

*with due regard for the data, assumptions, and methodologies used In reaching the

conclusions set forth therein.' Issue his own report making the same type of estimates

and determinations contained In the Direetor report. Act I 251(bXI)-(, The

11 These conclusions all contrbute to the calculation of whether the estimated deficit
for a given fiscal year exceeds the maximum deficit amount by more than the amount
specified In S 251(aX)(IX) of the Act. Only If It done so will the Directors recommend
spending reductions. See Act S 21(aX2ý). Plaintiffs do not challenge the procedure by
which the administrato-are to allocate the spending reductions necessary to reduce the
deficit exces.
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Comptroller Generals report is to %be based on the estimates, determinations, and

specifications of the Directors and shall utilize the budget base, criteria, and guidelines

set forth" In specified sections of the Act. Kd I 251(bXl). The report must "fully

explain" any differences between its determinations and those Included in the report of

the Director&. K. 125 (bX2).1l

In considering whether this scheme contains constitutionally adequate legislated

standards, we first observe that it does set forth specific assumptions that are to be used

in calculating the budget base. f Act 5 2 l(aX6). The administrative officials are

directed to assume, with some specified exceptions, "the continuation of current law in

the cas of revenues and spending authority," id. 25 l(aX6XA), (C)1 3 and, In all areas to

which the preceding assumption is inapplicable, "appropriations equal to the prior year's

appropriations except to the extent that annual appropriations or continuing

appropriations for the entire fiscal year have been enacted." id. S 251(8X604). They

must assume that "expiring provisions of law providing revenues and spending authority

... do expire, except that excise taxes dedicated to a trust fund and agricultural price

support programs administered through the Commodity Credit Corporation are extended

at current rates." * . S 251(aX6XC). Additionally, they must assume that "Federal pay

adjustments for statutory pay systems" will be as recommended by the President and will

not result in pay reductions and that Medicare spending levels for inpatient hospital

12 In fiscal years 1987-1991, the Directors and the Comptroller General are required to
submit revised reports under S 251(c) of the Act. We disregard that refinement for
present purposes, since the types of determinations to be made in those revised reports
do not differ from those required to e made in the initial reports.

13 "Spending authority" is defined by reference to the Congressional Bu"k tt Act of 1974,
Pub. L. No. 93-344, 61 Stat. 297 (codified in relevant part as amended at 2 U.S.C. 55 631-
661 (1182)). The relevant provision states that "spending authority" means temporary or
permanent authority related to government contractual obligations. the Incurring of
indebtedness, end the making of certain payments, such as for loans and grants, If such
buwpt authority is not provided for in advance by appropriations Acts." 2 U.S.C.

-1 6S l(cX2). "Spending authority" does not include authority to insue or guarantoe the
repayment of ndabtedness Incurred by another person or government " 14 166 I(e)0
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services will be based qM specified regulation. & I 261(aX6)(D). Fimaly, certain

spending deferrals proposed by the President are not to be included in the calculation.

14 All of these directions relate to the required calculation of 'budget ban levels of

total revenues and total budget outlays" for a fiscal yesr.

The Act provides further guidance and limitation by way of definition. The "real

economic growth' to be calculated is defined as "the growth in the ipon national product

during such fiscal year, adjusted for inflation, consistent with Department of Commerce

definitions.' Act S 257(6). "Budet outlays and "budget authority' are defined by

reference to provisions of the Congressional Budet and Impoundment Control Act of

1974.14 "Deficit" is defined as "the amount by which total budget outlays for such fiscal

year exceed total revenues for such fiscal year.' Id. 1 5257(4), 201(aXl). Moreover, the

latter definition provides certain criteria for calculation of the deficit. Seh Id.

I 201(X)M is

These required assumptions and definitions ar given additional menwing by

reference to years of administrative and congressional experience in making similar

economic projections and calculations under the Congressional Budget Act of 1974.16

The present Act's references to the 1974 Act and to Department of Commerce

14 Pub. L. No. 93-344, 86 Stat. 297 (codified in relevant part as amended at 2 U.&C.
U 621-698 (1982)) "Budget outlays" means, "with respect to any fiscal year,
expenditures and net lending of funds under budget authority during such yer.' 2 U.S.C.
1 622(1). "Budget authority" means 'authority provided by law to enter Into obligations
which will rsult in immediate or future outlays Involving Government funds, except that
such term does not include authority to Insure or guarantee the repayment of
indebtedness incurred by another person or government.' &I,5 622(t).
15 These criteria relate, inter els. to treatment of Social Security funds and the
*receipts, revenues, disbursements, budget authority, and outlays of each off-budget
Federal entity." Act S 201(a)().
16 Under the 1974 Act, the CR0 is required to perform a number of economic
calculations. For example near the beginning of each fisal year, it must issu a report
projecting for five fiscal years the total new budget authority and total budet outlys
for each fiscal yew In that period, revenues to be received In each fisca yew, the
anticipated surplus or deficit, and the amount of 'tax expeInditure. 2 U.S.C S 631*)
(loss).
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regulations manifest Congress intent that past practice should inform the administrators'

calculations. The standards set by this Act thus "derive much meaningful content from

the purpose of the Act, its factual background and the statutory context in which they

appear.* American Power & Licht Co. 320 UJ.. at 104; se also Lichter 334 U.S. at 785

('Standards prescribed by Congress are to be reed in the light of the conditions to which

they are to be applied."); Amakemated Meat Cutters, 33? F. Supp. at 748 (standards set

by statute are defined in part by consideration of experience under previous wage and

price stabilization statutes). Additionally, we note that the economic calculation

standards, which might seem vague and confusing to laymen, wil have more precise

meaning to officials accustomed to making such determinations. Here, as in Sunshine

Anthracite Coal Co. 310 U.S at 398, win the hands of experts the criteria which

Congress has supplied are wholly adequate for carrying out the general policy and

purpose of the Act."

We are of the clear view that the totality of the Act's standard., definitions,

context, and reference to past administrative practice provides an adequate *intelligble

principle" to guide and confine administrative decislonmaking. It Is unquestionably true,

as plaintiffs point out, that in making the assessments of current facts and the

predictions of future facts that the statute requires, a good deal of Judgment is involved,

and different Individuals faithfully seeking to follow Congress' instructions may reach

different results. Nevertheless, the discretion involved in messing current facts and

predicting future ones is insseaable from administration of the law, and It is one of the

reasons we consider it important to elect our Chief Executive. If the facts and

predictions here are difficult to asertain, they are no more so than many others

committed to the charge of administrative officials, such as the complex economic

calculations required of the agencies that determine the discount rate, the consumer

price index, and the gross national product. What is significant about this Case, and what

distinguishes It from many other cases In which delegation has been upheld, is that the
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o discretion conferred is in the ascertainment of feats and the prediction of facts. 17

The Compitroller General is not made responsible for a single g judgment as to, for

example, what is a "fair price,' see Yaku' 321 U.S. at 414, or when It would be

apopriatew to franc wages and prices, see Amalgamated Meat Cutter' 3S7 F. Supp.

at 73?, or wherein lies the publicc Interest," see National Broadcasting Co. v. United

Sta 319 U.&. 190 (1943). Compared with the cases upholding administrative resolution

of mach issues, the present delegation is remote from legislative abdication. Congress "is

not confined to that method of executing its policy which Involves the least possible

delegation of discretion to administrative officials." Y 321 U.&. at 425-26.

D

Finally, we consider plaintiffs' argument that the delegation Is unlawful because

of the preclusion of judicial review. Section 274(h) of the Act provides that 01tihe

economic data, assumptions anJ methodologies used by the Comptroller General in

computing the base levels of total revenues and total budget outlays... shall not be

subject to review in any judicial or administrative proceeding.' This is of course not a

total preclusion of judicial review with respect to all action taken under the Act. It does

not restrict the bringing of constitutional challenges indeed In subsection 274(a•, the

Act endeavors to facilitate this type of judicial review by broadly designating those who

may bring such wits. In addition, section 274(g) preserves the rights guaranteed by

other lawsa thui, there Is nothing to prevent a court from determining whether the

operation of the Act Improperly Infringes upon such rights. Moreover, by its terms,

mtsection 274(h) would not prevent a court from determining whether the Comptroller

I, Of couen the Comptroller Genral must interpret the law in applying the provisions
of the Aet, a point that will be relevant to the asparstio-of-powers disuio In Part IV
of this oplnio Whether or not that power cn appropriately be eonidered a
Nberetiom0, it is necessarily possessed by all officers ehuged with administration of the
Jaw sad therefore cannot possibly cause problems of wmootitutional delegation.
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General failed to make one of the assumptions required by subsection 25l(aX)(

Additionally, since the judicial review preclusion extends only to determination of "base

levels of total revenues and total budget outlays," a court presumably could determine

whether the Comptroller General had complied with the deficit calculation criteria

contained in subsection 201(a(l). Nor are courts precluded from considering whether any

allocation of spending reductions is made pursuant to statutory standards. Finally, the

Act expressly provides for review of the presidential sequestration orders to determine

their compliance with statutory requirements. See Act S 274(d).

The Act does Insulate, however, those exercises of Judgment by the Comptroller

General that the plaintiffs challenge and that we have approved above. Plaintiffs argue

that a condition of the validity of, if not all delegations, at least a delegation as broad as

that here at Issue, is the availability of judicial review of its exercise. We do not agree.

To be sure, the Supreme Court has sometimes alluded to the availability of judicial

review in its catalogue of factors such as "necessity" and "limited duration," discussed

above, validating the delegation. In Opp Cotton Mills, for example, it said that

where ... the standards set up for the guidance of the administrative
agency, the procedure which it is directed to follow and the record of its
action which Is required by statute to be kept or which is in fact preserved,
are such that Congress, the courts and the public can ascertain whether the
agency has conformed to the standards which Congress has prescribed,
there Is no failure of performance of the legislative function.

312 U.S. at 144 (emphasis added)-- And- more recently, in INS v. Chadhat it noted in

dictum that the exercise of delegated authority "is always subject to check by the terms

of the legislation that authorized it; and if that authority is exceeded it is open to

judicial review as well as the power of Congress to modify or revoke the authority

entirely." 462 U.S. at 953-54 n.16.

These allusions cannot be thought to establish the principle that judicial review is

essential to sustain a delegation, since the exercise of many validly delegated authorities

is statutorily insulated from judicial review. § _eee. Southern Railway v. Seaboard

Allied Milling Corp., 442 U.S. 440. 454-64 (1979) (construing provision of Interstate

51-722 - 93 - 30
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Commerce Act); Thomtmon v. C" 741 F. 2d 401, 404-05 (D.C. Cit. 1984) (Construing

provision of Regulatory Flexibility Act). Even the more limited principle that Judicial

review can "save" a delegation that would otherwise be invalid is questionable, since If

the requisite minimum standards have in fact not been established by Congress,

permitting them to be Invented by the courts rather than by the administrator Is no less a

delegation of political power, and arguably a worse one, sines It is to a noqpolitical

branch, end a branch even less subject to congressional controls. In any event, since we

do not regard the present delegation as close to the line of invalidity, and since Judicial

review of almost all of the administrative determinations remains available, we find that

insulating from Judicial review the "economic data, assumptions, and methodologies used

... in computing the base levels of total revenues and total budget outlays provides no

basis for finding the delegation invalid.

e.eeo

In sum, our review of the aggregate effect of the factors Identified by the

plaintiffs leads us to conclude that the delegation made by the Act passes constitutional

muster. Apart from the technicalities of the matter, the realities produce the same

conclusion. It seems to us not true, as plaintiffs have asserted, that Congress has

declined to make the "bard political choices." To the contrary, It has decided to Impose

the severe constriction of federal spending necessary to produce a balanced budget by

fiscal year 1991, It has established an intricate administrative mechalunism to address that

goal, and It has specified In meticulous detail which program budgets will be reduced in

order to achieve that result, and by how much. See generally Act 11S 261(a), 255g, 266.

AUt that has been left to administrative discretion is the estimation of the aggregate

amount of reductions that will be necessary, in light of predicted revenues end

expenditures, and we believe that the Act contains standerd8 adequately confining

administrative discretion, in making that estimation. While this is assuredly an
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estimation that requires some Judgment, and on which various individuals may disagree,

we hardly think It is a distinctively political judgment, much lees a political judgment of

such scope that it must be made by Congress itself. Through specification of maximum

deficit amounts, establishment of a detailed administrative mechanism, and

determination of the standards governing administrative decisionmaking, Congress has

made the policy decisions which constitute the easence of the legislative function. It

"has defined the circumstances when Its announced policy is to be declared operative and

the method by which it is to be effectuated. Those steps constitute the performance of

the legislative function In the constitutional sense." Bowles v. Willinham, 321 U.S. at

514. Accordingly, plaintiffs' delegation challenge is rejected.

TV

We turn to the next major objection to the Act's automatic deficit reduction

process, pressed in particular by the• United States: that the role of the Comptroller

General in that process is invalid because he does not possess the constitutional

qualifications to perform it. 18 The objection takes various forms, but the only one we

find it necessary to address is the contention that the Act confers upon the Comptroller

General powers which are executive In nature, and which therefore cannot be conferred

upon an officer who lacks the degree of independence from Congress that their exercise

constitutionally requires. Specifically, the government objects to the fact that the

Comptroller General, while appointed by the President with the advice and consent of

is It Is argued by some of the plaintiffs that the Act In reality confers power not upon
the Comptroller General but rather upon the Directors of the OMB and the CBO, whose
joint report the Comptroller Generl almertedly will rubber-stamp." We find that
assertion unconvincing, and thus direct our attention to the separation-of-powers
concerns raised by the Comptroller Generals formal powers under the Act. Of course, It
it were true and relevant that the exercise of those powers would effectively be dictated
by the Directors, our conclusion that the Aqt unconstitutionally vests executive powers
in an official removable in a manner inconsistent with the exercise of such powers would
be a fortiori correct, because the Director of the COO is removable by resolution of
either House. See 2 U.S.C. S 601(a)(4) (1082).
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the Senate, is removable not only by impeachment (a are all officers of the United

States) but also by joint resolution of Congress for specified causes, including

inefficiency and neglect of duty. 19

A

"Three threshold objections are raised to our consideration of this issue as a basis

for invalidating the automatic deficit reduction process. First, intervenors argue that,

until removal is attempted, the issue of the effect of the Comptroller General's

removability upon his powers is not ripe for adjudication. This argument is flatly

contradicted by the decision in Northern Pipeline Construction Co. v. Marathon Pipe Line

Co. 458 U.S. 50 (1982). There the Supreme Court adjudicated (and in fact found

meritorious) the claim that bankruptcy Judges who were appointed to fixed fourteen-ywr

terms, subject to removal for cause by the judicial council of the circuit in which they

served, and whose salaries were not immune from possible diminution, could not

constitutionally exercise certain of the powers granted them by the Bankruptcy Act of

1978 - notwithstanding the fact that no removal or salary diminution had been

attempted. 458 U.S. at 60-61, 87 (plurality opinion).

Intervenors seek to distinguish Northgr Pipeline on the asserted ground that the

Court focused its attention on what they describe as the constitutionally defective

19 The provision of law governing the Comptroller General's removal reads as follows:

A Comptroller General or Deputy Comptroller General retires on
begomig TO years of age. Either may be removed at any time by -

(A) Impeachment; or
(B) joint resolution of Congress, after notice and an opportunity for
a hearing, only for -

(I) permanent disability;
(Hi) ineffleiency;
(11) neglect of duty;
(iv) malteasance or
(v) a felony or conduct involving moral turpitude.

31 U.S.C. S ?03(eXl) (1982).
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tenure provision that had already been exercised (I., under their analysis the provision

appointing bankruptcy Judges to a fixed term), rather than the ones that had not yet been

exercised (vis., the provisions permitting removal during the fixed term and reduction of

salary). As a factual matter, the assertion is not true. The. Northern Pipeline Court

focused no more of Its attention on the fixed-term provision than on the removal-for-

cause provision or the absence of statutory protection against diminution In salary; it

simply noted all three problems, drawing no distinction among them on "ripeness" or any

other grounds. Northern Pipelin- 458 U.S. at 6041. Moreover, the very notion that the

constitutional vice in Northern Pilelne had been "exercOised," while in the present ease

the asserted constitutional vice has not been, strikes us as little more than semantic

legerdemain. In the same sense in which the bankruptcy Judges had already been

appointed to positions with a fixed term, the Comptroller General has already been

appointed to a position subject to congressional removal; and in the same sense that the

congressional removal provision has not yet been applied in this case, neither had the

provision requiring judges to step down after fourteen years in Northern Pipeline. It is

true, of ourse, that the expiration of fourteen years was certain to occur while in the

present case congressional removal is not. But that is quite irrelevant to whether the

two provisions differ in their Immediate Impact, so that one is more "ripe" for review

than the other. The immediate Impact in Northern Pipeline came not from the certainty

of expiration of fourteen years, but from the bankruptcy Judge's awareness of the

poesbility of'non-reappointment. It is his presumed desire to avoid that poessbility by

pleasing the appointing power, Just as in the present oase It is the Comptroller General's

presumed desire to avoid removal by pleasing Congress, which creates the here-and-now

subservience to another branch that raises separation-of-powers problems.20

20 Intervenors also seek to find support for their ripeness argument In Clark v. Vale%
i59 P.2d 642 (D.C. Cir.) (en bane) (per curiam), aff'd mem. 431 U.S. O•Wl(l), and

Muller Otical Co. v. OCp 743 F.2d 380 (6th Cir. 1984). Itis not there. Clark to be
sure, reJected a challengie o a legislative veto provision as unripe because te--provision
(oont'd)
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The seernd threshold argument, made by the Senate, is that, since the manner of

removal that the Comptroller General's tenure statute embodies21 is functionally the

same as new legislation, there is no more reason for us to consider whether the existence

of that tenure statute invalidates the present Act than there would be to consider, in the

absence of such a statute, whether the possibility of Congress' passing a law removing

the Comptroller General would invalidate the Act. We disagree. Insofar as Justiciability

and ripeness are concerned, the mere possibility that Congress might seek to remove an

officer is no more comparable to its formal assertion (by legislation) of the power to do

so, than is the mere possibility of an agency's punishing certain conduct comparable to its

formal assertion (by rule) of the power to do so. Cf. Abbott Laboratories v. Gardner, 387

U.S. 136 (1967). It is the prior assertion of authority to remove embodied in the tenure

statute that has the immediate effect, and presumably the immediate purpose, of causing

the Comptroller General to look to the legislative branch rather than the President for

guidance. And it is this, in turn, that constitutes the asserted evil of which the plaintiffs

complain. The logic of the Comptroller General's argument leads to the conclusion that

a tenure statute providing for removal of a Judge exercising Article II powers by joint

had not been exercised. But Clark involved a naked attack upon the provision Itself and
not, like the present case, a 1 nge to present use of the statutory powers to which
the provision was attached. And Muller which did address a challenge comparable to the
present case, implicitly rejects rather than -ports intervenors' ripeness argument,
deciding on the merits a claim that the existence of an unexercised legislative veto
provision in a statute -rendered actions taken under that statute unconstitutional Muller
743 F.2d at 388. See also Alaska Airlines, Inc. v. DonovaSn 766 F.2d 1550 (DC Cir.
1985) (holding on the merits that the existence of an unexercised legislative veto
provision in a statute would render invalid actions taken under the statute unless the
legitive veto provision were severable from the portion of the statute pursuant to
which the challenged actions were taken), petition for cert. filed, 54 U.S.L.W. 3394 (U.S.
Nov. 27, 19865) (No. 85-920).

21 The statute provides for removal by joint resolution, which requires either
presidential approval or passage by a two-thirds vote of both Houses of Congress over a
presidential veto. In assessing the compatibility of such a provision with the
constitutional doctrine of separation of powers, we think it most appropriate to focus our
attention on the latter possibility - that Congress could remove the Comptroller General
despite presidential opposition - and we therefore refer to the provision as authorizing
congressional removal
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resolution could similarly not be challenged, a prospect we are not prepared to entertain.

Intervenors' last threshold argument is that, even if the powers granted to the

Comptroller General under the Act cannot be conferred upon an officer removable by

Congress, that conclusion does not necessarily invalidate the Act, but rather requires us

to choose which of the two incompatible provisions (the powers in the Act or the removal

authority) should be set aside. That decision, they assert, should turn primarily upon our

estimation of which of the two provisions Congress would have wished to survive - which

they maintain is the Act.

Intervenors do not refer us to, nor are we aware of, any case in which a court

confronted with separate statutes, constitutionally incompatible in combination, has even

considered choosing which of the two to invalidate, much less resolved that choice as

intervenors suggest. To the contrary, as the cases specifically involving incompatible

authorization and tenure (or appointment) statutes amply demonstrate, the courts set

aside that statute which either allegedly prohibits or allegedly authorizes the injury-in-

fact that confers standing upon the plaintiff. See Springer v. Government of the

Philippine Islands 277 U.S. 189 (1928) (removing from office, in quo warranto proceeding

brought by Philippine Governor-General, officials exercising executive power but

appointed by officers of Philippine legislature); Myers v. United States, 272 U.S. 52

(1926) (setting aside tenure-of-office statute that was the basis of postmaster's claim of

unlawful presidential removal). Indeed, the Supreme Court has taken that approach even

when the incompatible authorization and removal (or appointment) provisions are

contained within the same enactment. See Northern Pipeline- 458 U.S. at 50 (setting

aside exercise of adjudicatory authority over plaintiff by bankruptcy judge who lacked

Article lII life tenure); Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1 (1976) (per curiam) (setting aside

Federal Election Campaign Act provisions granting authority over plaintiffs to officials

appointed in a manner incompatible with the exercise of such authority).

Even if we were to agree, however, that when confronted with two separate
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provisions that cannot both be constitutionally sustained, we are free to choose between

them, and are to make our choice on the basis of presumed congressional intent, we

would conclude that in the present case it is the grant of powers under the Act that

would have to fall. As the brief of Intervenor Speaker and Bipartisan Leadership Group

of the House meticulously details, the grant of authority to the Comptroller General was

a carefully considered protection against what the House conceived to be the pro-

executive bias of the OMB. It is doubtful that the automatic deficit reduction process

would have passed without such protection, and doubtful that the protection would have

been considered present if the Comptroller General were not removable by Congress

itself - much less if he were removable (as validation of his functions under this

legislation might constitutionally require, a point we do not reach) at the discretion of

the President, like the Director of the OMB himself.

A congressional intent that it is the Comptroller General's powers under this Aet,

rather than his manner of removal, that should yield if both cannot coexist is also

strongly suggested by the fallback deficit reduction process specifically established by

the Act to take effect if the automatic deficit reduction process is declared

constitutionally infirm - especially since it is clear that one of the grounds of possible

infirmity specifically brought to Congress' attention by the executive branch was the

participation of the Comptroller General. 22 By reason of that fallback process, we

might add, setting aside the grant of powers to the Comptroller General would result in a

state of affairs that Congress unquestionably was willing to accept, whereas

congressional acceptance of an automatic deficit reduction process administered by a

Comptroller General unremovable by Congress (and perhaps removable at will by the

22 ee Statement on Signing H.J. Res. 372 Into Law, 21 Weekly Comp. Press. Doe. 1490-
91 (Dea.2 1985) ('[Mxecutive functions may only be performed by officers in the
executive branch. The... Comptroller General [is an] agent[ I of Congress, not [an]
officer[ I in the executive branch... My administration alerted Congress to [this ...
problem[ I throughout the legislative process in an effort to achieve a bill free of
constitutionally suspect provisions... [WJ e were unsuccessful in this goal ... ")

0 W
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President) is purely speculative. Indeed, even apart from the fallback process a decision

setting aside the grant of powers under this Act rather than the separate statutory

provision for the Comptroller General's removal would run much less risk of frustrating

congressional intent. We have no idea how many powers of the Comptroller General,

conferred upon him by other statutes, would not have been conferred if he were not

subject to congressional removal

We conclude, therefore, that the question whether the powers conferred upon the

Comptroller General by the Act are constitutionally Incompatible with his removability

from office by Congress is ripe for our consideration; and that an affirmative answer

requires Invalidation of those powers. We turn to the merits of this issue.

B

The only portions of the Constitution explicitly addressing the power to remove

officers of the United States23 are the Impeachment clauses, which provide that "The

President, Vice President and all civil Officers of the United States, shall be removed

23 "Officers" are to be distinguished from "employees," see Buokley v. Val 424 U.S. at
126 & n.162, as to whom the congressional power to restrict or impose removal may be
quite different. The distinction is not relevant to the present case, however, since it is
conceded that the Comptroller General is an officer. There may also be a difference, at
least insofar as Congress' ability to restrict the President's removal power is concerned,
between those officers included within the meaning of the phrase "Inferior Officers" In
the appointments clause of the Constitution, whose manner of appointment that clause
permits to he controlled to some degree by Congress (M., to be vested "in the President
alone, In the Courts of Law, or in the Heads of Dar--1mente," Art. 14 s 2, eL 2) and
other offlesM whom the appointments clause requires to be appointed by the President
with the advice and consent of the Senate, Id. Bes. exi_ My's 272 U.S. at 158-64;
United States v. Perkins 116 U.S. 483, 484-6r(l8J• (a' dm-7%ut distinction also is
not pertinent here, sine, no one contends, and it seems to us not seriously maintainable,
that the Comptroller General is an "inferior Officer." Finally, there may be a distinction
between "officers of the United States" and "officers of Congres," m Buekley v. Valeo.
424 U.S. at 127-28. Although It is not conceded that the ComptroUer General comes
within the former category (the government vigorous arts the contrary), we find it
unnecessary to decide the question, since if the Comptroller General is not an officer of
the United States he is a fortiori unable to exercise the executive powers we find him
unable to exercise on narrower grounds. Our analysis assumes, in other words, the more
validating characterization of the office.
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from Office on Impeachment for, and Conviction of, Treason, Bribery, or other high

Crimes and Misdemeanors," Art. 1, 5 4, and that the House of Representatives shall

bring, and the senate try, the impeachment, Art. I, S 2, eL 5; Art. i, S 39, L 6. The

appointments clause of the Constitution, which it is universally agreed has some bearing

upon removal power, reads as follows:

... fte Presideng shall nominate, and by and with the Advice and Consent
of tha Senate, shall appoint Ambassadors, other public Ministers and
Consis, Judges of the supreme Court, and all other Officers of the United
States, who" Appointments are not herein otherwise provided for, and
which shell be established by Law: but the Congress may by Law vest the
Appointment of such inferior Officers, as they think proper, in the
President alme, in the Courts of Law, or in the Heads of Departments.

Art. II, 5 2, oL 2.

Since the early days of the Republic it has not been doubted that the Constitution

implicitly confers upon the President power to remove civil officers whom he appoints,

at least those who exercise executive powers. In what has come to be known in the legal

literature as the "Decision of 1789," the First Congress, after heated debate, deleted

from a proposed bill creating the Department of Foreign Affairs language which provided

that the Secretary of Foreign Affairs was "to be removable from office by the

President." The reason urged by the proponents of the deletion was that the original text

implied the absence of a constitutionally conferred power of the President to effect the

removal. See My 272 U.S. at 111-36.

The extent to which the implicit presidential removal power extends beyond

officers exercising executive powers, however, the extent to which it can be restricted

by legislation, and the extent to which it can be conferred by legislation upon the

Congress Itself, have been the subject of Supreme Court pronouncements that are

conflicting in their reasoning, if not in their results. fee geneally Burkoff, Appintment

and Removal under the Federal Constitution. The Impact of Buckley v. Valeo 22 Wayne

L. Rev. 1335 (1976); Donovan & Irvine, The President' Power to Remove Members of

Administrative Azenelp 21 Cornell L.Q. 215 (1936). The cases are few enough that

,00 N
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their holdings and their principal rationales may be readily summarized.

In In re Hennen, 38 U.S. (13 Pet) 230 (1639), the Court held that a district court

clerk, who had been appointed by a district court Judge pursuant to that provision of the

Constitution authorizing Congress to vest the appointment of "inferior Officers... in

the Courts of Law," could also be removed by a district court judge. The Court said that

"i1n the absence of all constitutional provision or statutory regulation, it would seem to

be a sound and necessary rule, to consider the power of removal as Incident to the power

of appointment." Id. at 259.

In United States v. Perkins. 116 U.S. 483 (1886), the Court upheld an award of

back pay to a cadet-engineer in the Navy, who had been appointed by the Secretary of

the Navy and was dismissed by him in disregard of a statutory provision prohibiting

dismissal of any naval officer in peacetime except by court martial The Court quoted

and approved the opinion of the Court of Claims stating that, regardless of what the

situation might be with regard to officers appointed by the President by and with the

advice and consent of the Senate under the self-operative provision of the Constitution,

'when Congress, by law, vests the appointment of Inferior officers in the
heads of Departments it may limit and restrict the power of removal as it
deems best for the public interest. The constitutional authority in
Congress to thus vest the appointment implies authority to limit, restrict,
and regulate the removal by such laws as Congress may enact in relation to
the officers so appointed.'

Id. at 485.

In Shurtleff v. United States. 189 U.S. 311 (1903), the Court held that a statute

which provided that a particular Customs Department official "may be removed from

office at any time by the President for Inefficiency, neglect of duty, or malfeasance In

office" did not prevent presidential removal for other reasons, since such a limitation

would have to be stated In "very clear and explicit language," Id. at 315. The Court did

not confront, therefore, the issue of whether such a limitation would be constitutionaL

In Myers v. United States 272 U.S. 52 (1926), the Court finally dealt with the

constitutionality of a statutory provision giving Congress a role in the removal proem.

ý14 ftý M
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The plaintiff was a postmaster, appointed by the President with the advice and consent

of the Senate, for a four-year term; he was dismissed by the President despite a tenure-

of-office act requiring advice and consent of the Senate for his renovaL The Court

found the limitation unconstitutional In a 71-page opinion by Chief Justice Taft

exhaustively examining the historical record bearing upon the meaning of the applicable

constitutional texts. The nub of the analysis is that, as the Decision of 1789 in the

Court's view established, and as In re Hennen had held, "the power of removal [is)

incident to the power of appointment," 38 U.S. (13 Pet.) at 259. The Constitution gives

Congress no authority to limit that removal power, except, implicitly, in the provision

authorizing Congress to provide for the appointment of inferior officers by means other

than the constitutionally prescribed method of presidential appointment with Senate

consent. At least where It exercises that authority in such fashion as to vest

appointment in the head of a department, it "may prescribe Incidental regulations

controlling and restricting the [appointing officer] in the exercise of the power of

removaL" 272 U.S. at 161. Even in the latter situation, the Court added, for Congress to

"draw to itself, or to either branch of it, the power to remove or the right to participate

in the exercise of that power .... would be ... to infringe the constitutional principle

of the separation of governmental powers." d.. The opinion clearly regarded its holding

as applicable to officers whose functions include "duties of a quasi-judicial character,"

id. at 135, including specifically the commissioners of the Interstate Commerce

Commission, see Ad at 171-72.

The next case, decided nine years later, warrants more extended attention, since

it is the last major discussion by the Supreme Court of the constitutional authority of

Congress over power of removal. Humohrey's Executor v. United States, 295 U.S. 602

(1935), was a suit for back pay by a commissioner of the Federal Trade Commission

whom President Roosevelt had removed without cause. The Federal Trade Commission

Act provided that commissioners "may be removed by the President for inefficiency,
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neglect of duty, or malfeasance in office." The Court's opinion, by Justice Sutherland,

first found that this language, unlike the virtually identical language involved in

Shurtleff did bar removal for other causes, distinguishing the earlier case on the basis

that the office there involved had no term of appointment, whereas Federal Trade

Commissioners were limited to a term of seven years. Humphrey's Executor. 295 U.S. at

619-26. Then, in six pages addressing the constitutional issue - two of which were spent

discussing why the facts of Myers were distinguishable - the opinion swept away much of

the reasoning of Myers (precisely how much is one of the issues before us) and

simultaneously revolutionized separation-of-powers analysis. The Court said that the

holding of Myers extended only to "purely executive officers," and that the constitutional

prohibition it expressed did not apply to an officer like the Federal Trade Commissioner,

who "occupies no place in the executive department and who exercises no part of the

executive power vested by the Constitution in the President," but acts only "in the

discharge and effectuation of... quasi-legislative(24] or quasi-judicial powers, or as an

(officer of an] agency of the legislative or judicial departments of the government." 295

U.S. at 628.25 As to the latter, it said, "Illimitable power of removal is not possessed by

24 It Is noteworthy, though generally not noted, that the "quasi-legislative" powers
referred to in Hum hrey's Executor were not substantive rulemaking powers, which the
Federal Trade Commission itself did not assert It possessed until 1962, see National
Petroleum Refiners Ass'n v. FTC, 482 F.2d 672, 693 (D.C. Cir. 1973), erLt. denied 415
U.V. 951 (1974), but rather ithe responsibility to conduct investigations for le purpose of
recommending legislation to Congress.ee 295 U.S. at 621, 626. Though the holding of
Humphreys tor is necessarily Ulmlted to this sort of function it is generally
assumed (u without any Supreme Court holding to sustain the point) that rulemaking
is a "quasi-legislative activity" for purposes of the rule of Humohrev's Executor. Sem
1.:1u INS v. Chadha. 462 U.S. 919, 953 n.16 (1983).

25 The Court did note that the President was authorized to direct the Federal Trade
Commission to investigate and report alleged antitrust violations, but described that
activity to be an "executive function - as distinguished fom executive power in the
constitutional sense - exercise4 in the discharge and effectuation of [the Federal Trade
Commission'] quasi-legislative or quasi-judicial cowers, or as an Agency of the
legislative or Judicial departments of the government." HumM's Execum, 296 U.S.
at 628 & n.*. In this opinion, we are careful to direct our attention to the question
whether the power that the Comptroller General exercises under the Act is "executive
power in the constitutional sense."

- M * 0 0m N M MM U m m
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the President," and Congress may "fix the period during which [the officer] shall continue

in office, and ... forbid... removal except for cause in the meantime." Id. at 629.

This was said to be required by the doctrine of separation of powers, since "sound

application of a principle that makes one master in his own house precludes him from

imposing his control in the house of another who is master there," and since the "coercive

influence (of unlimited presidential power of remove threatens the Independence of a

commission, which is not only wholly disconnected from the executive department, but

which.., was crested by Congress as a means of carrying into operation legislative and

Judicial powers, and as an agency of the legislative and judicial departments." Id. at 630.

The last Supreme Court decision involving the removal power was handed down

almost three decades ago. Wiener v. United States 357 U.S. 349 (1958), was another

back-pay suit, by a commissioner of the War Claims Commission who had been removed

by President Eisenhower without cause. It was uncontested that the Commission

exercised only "quasi-Judicial" funcUons, and the point at issue was whether Congress had

prohibited presidential removal without cause. Despite the absence of any explicit

prohibition, the Court found that

[(lf, as one must take for granted, the War Claims Act precluded the
President from influencing the Commission in passing on a particular claim,
a fortiori must it be inferred that Congress did not wish to have hang over
the Commission the Damocles' sword of removal by the President for no
reason other than that he preferred to have on that Commission men of his
own choosing.

357 U.S. at 356.26 Accordingly, Humphrey's Executor was held to render the removal

unlawful.

26 In other language, the Wiener Court suggested its view that, at least with respect to
officers exercising "quasl"I)l Q" powers, the Constitution simply did not vest the
President with a power of removal, even one that might be expressly or implicitly limited
in appropriate circumstances by Congress. 357 U.S. at 352-53, 356. This language seems
squarely at odds with a long line of authority, beginning with In re Hennem 38 U.S. (13
Pet.) 230 (1839), and unchallenged even by Humphrey's Executor which was careful to
limit its decision to the question whether the Constitution vested in the President an
"illimitable" power of removal. Humphrey% Executor 295 U.S. at 629. We are unwilling
to saupose that that line of aut ity has been overruled by the language in Wiener.
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These cases reflect considerable shifts over the course of time, not only in the

Supreme Court's resolutions of particular issues relating to the removal power, but more

importantly in the constitutional premises underlying those resolutions. It is not clear,

moreover, that these shifts are at an end. Justice Sutherland's decision in Humphrey's

Executor handed down the same day as A.L.A. Schechter Poultry Corp. v. United State_

295 U.S. 495 (1935), is stamped with some of the political science preconceptions

characteristic of its era and not of the present day - if not stamped as well, as President

Roosevelt thought, with hostility towards the architect of the New Deal 27 It is not as

obvious today as It seemed in the 1930s that there can be such things as genuinely

"independent" regulatory agencies, bodies of impartial experts whose independence from

the President does not entail correspondingly greater dependence upon the committees of

Congress to which they are then immediately accountable; or, Indeed, that the decisions

of such agencies so clearly involve scientific judgment rather than political choice that it

is even theoretically desirable to insulate them from the democratic process. Moreover,

"quasi-legislative" and "quasi-judicial" functions can no longer be regarded as

extraordinary or even unusual activities of executive agencies. Finally, the expansion of

due process protections, see, e.I. Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254 (1970), statutorily

prescribed procedures for both rulemaking and adjudication, see 5 U.S.C. SS 553-559

(1982), and an elaborate system of judicial review, see 5 U.S.C. SS 701-706 (1982), have

provided in more targeted fashion some of the protection against political Intervention,

when it is inappropriate, which Humphrey's Executor sought to provide wholesale. It has

27 Justice Jackson, who had been Roosevelt's attorney general, remarked:

I really think the decision that made Roosevelt madder at the Court than
any other decision was that damn little case of Humphrey's Executor v.
United States. The President thought they went out of their way to spite
him personally and they were giving him a different kind of deal than they
were giving Taft.

E. Gerhart, America's Advocate: Robert H. Jackson 99 (1958).
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in any event always beat difficult to reconcile Humphreyo' Executor's "headless fourth

branch" with a constitutional text and tradition establishing three branches of

government - assuming, as the rationale though not the narrow holding of HumDhrey's

Executor requires, that the presidential removal for cause permitted under the statute

upheld there did not include removal because of the appointees failure to accept

presidential instructions regarding matters of policy or statutory application delegated to

him by Congress.
Some knowledgeable observers, t • Straus, The Place of Azencies in

Government: Separation of Powers and the Fourth Bran 84 Colum. L Rev. 573, 633-40

(1984), think that abandonment of the Humohreyv Executor analysis has been presaged by

the Supreme Court's 1983 decision in INS v. Chadlh 462 U.S. at 919, which declared

invalid the legislative veto of agency action characterized in the majority and one of the

dissenting opinions as *quasi-lIeislative," see id. at 953 n.16 (majority); Ld. at 989 (White,

J., dissenting), and in the concurrence as "Judicial in natur," see kl. at 966 n.10 (Powell

J., concurring). See also Process Gas Consumers Group v. Consumer Energv Council of

America. 463 U.S 1216 (1983), iffW mem. Consumers Union of United States. Inc. v.

FTC, 691 F.2d 575 (D.C. Cfr. 1982) (en bane) (per curlam) (applying the holding of Chadhaa

to legislative veto of rulemaking by an "Independent" regulatory agency). Assuredly

some of the language of the majority opinion in Chadha does not He comfortably beside
the central revelation of Humphrev's Executor that an officer such as a Federal Trade

Commissioner "occupies no place in the executive department," and that an agency which

exercises only "quasi-legislative or quasi-judicial powersP is "an agency of the legislative

or Judicial departments of the government," 295 U.S.jlt 628.28

28 &b &&the following:

To be sure some administrative agency action - rulemaking, for example
- may resemble "lawmaking.* . ".. This Court has referred to agency
activity as being "quasi-legislative' in character. Humphrey's eetor v.
United Statet 295 U.& 602, 628 (1935). Clearly, however, "[0n the

(contd)
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The Supreme Court's signals are not sufficiently clear, however, to Justify our

disregarding the rationale of Humphrey's Executor, and we view our present task as one

of placing the facts before us into the framework established by Humphrey's Executor

and by the holdings of earlier cases (including Mys which Humphrey's Executor did not

purport to overrule. In approaching that task, it becomes apparent at the outset that the

present case falls neatly between the two stools of Myers and Humphrey's Executor. The

Comptroller General is neither a *purely executive officer[ I" whom Myers (as

reinterpreted by Humphrey's Executor, see 295 U.S. at 627-28) requires to be subject to

discretionary presidential removal; nor an officer such as that said 'to be Involved in

Humphrey's Executor, who 'occupies no place in the executive department and who

exercises no part of the executive power vested by the Constitution in the President," id.

at 628. Rather, his status, insofar as the removal powers of the President are concerned,

falls precisely within the no-man's lXnd described in the last substantive paragraph of the

Humphrey's Executor opinion:

To the extent that, between the decision in the M case, which
sustains the unrestrictable power of the President 7o remove purely
executive officers, and our present decision that such power does not
extend to an office such as that here Involved, there shall remain a field of
doubt, we leave such cases as may fall within it for future consideration
and determination as they may arise.

Id. at 632.

framework of our Constitution, the President's power to see that the laws
are faithfully executed refutes the idea that he is to be a lawmaker."
Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 587 (1952). See
u !U. 9, 424 U.S., at 123. When the Attorney General performs

hm duues pursuant to S 244, he does not exercise "legislative' power... It
is clear.., that the Attorney General acts In his presumptively Art. H
capacity when he administers the Immigration and Nationality Act.
Executive action under legislatively delegated authority that might
resemble 'legislative' action In some respects Is not subject to the approval
of both Houses of Congress and the President for the reason that the
Constitution does not so require. ... Congress' authority to delegate
portions of its power to administrative agencies provides no support for the
argument that Congress can constitutionally control administration of the
laws by way of a congressional veto.

462 U.S. at 963-54 n.16.

I'
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it is unquestionable that some of the Comptroller General's powers - indeed, we

will posit for purposes of the present decision, all except those at issue here - consist of

(in the words of Humphrey's Executor) "specified dutis-as a legislative... aid," in the

performance of which he "cannot in any proper sense be characterized as an arm or an

eye of the executive." Id. at 628.29 The Comptroller General's powers under the

automatic deficit reduction process, however, do not come within that category. Under

subsection 25l(bXl), the Comptroller General must specify levels of anticipated revenue

and expenditure that determine the gross amount which must be sequestered; and he

must specify which particular budget items are required to be reduced by the various

provisions of the Act (which are not in all respects clear), and in what particular

amounts. The first of these specifications requires the exercise of substantial judgment

29 Se~e~_.. 2 U.S.C. S 686 (1982) (Comptroller General shall report unlawful
impoundment-of funds to both Houses of Congre=);-2 U.8. S 687 (1S92)-(Gomptroller--
General may sue the United States to force obligation of unlawfully impounded funds); 31
U.S.C. S 712(2) (1982) (Comptroller General shall estimate cost of compliance with
expenditure restrictions in appropriations bills, report to Congress and make
recommendations); 31 U.S.C. S 712(3) (1982) (Comptroller General shall analyze the
efficiency of executive-agency expenditures of interest to Congress); 31 U.S.C. S 712(4)
(1982) (Comptroller General shall make investigations at the request of either House or
an appropriate committee thereof); 31 U.S.C. 6712(5) (1982) (Comptroller General shall
give assistance and information to appropriate congressional committees); 31 U.S.C.
S716 (1982) (Comptroller General may sue heads of agencies to obtain audit
information); 31 U.S.C. S 7 17(b) (1982) (Comptroller General shall evaluate the results of
government activities at the request of either House of Congress or appropriate
committees thereof); 31 U.S.C. S 717(c)-(d) (1982) (Comptroller General shall assist
Congress and congressional committees in developing methods for the assessment of the
results of governmental activities); 31 U.S.C. S 719 (1982) (Comptroller General shall
make various reports to Congress and congressional committees).

The special relationship between the Comptroller General and Congress that is
expressed in these statutes makes natural the frequent description of the Comptroller
General and the General Accounting Office as "part of" or "an agency of" the legislative
branch. So , . Bowsher v. Merck & Co. 460 U.S. 824, 844 (1983); McDonnell DoufLas

.v. MUni Stat-- 754 F.2d 365, 368 (Fed. Cir. 1985); United States v. McDonnel
Dulas Co. v. United States. 751 F.2d 220P 224 (8th Cir. 1984); Delt Data $as CorN

v. W!ebser 744 F.2d 197, 201 n.lI (D.C. Cir. 1984); but ofte. S ge, n*v
"LehMM& No. CV 85-1125-KN (C.D. Cal. Nov. 21, 1985); Am n. v.UnitedStates
M~~_'o~ 6fjft 07 F. Sip 962 (D.N.J. 1985) 1Q5jj~ Nvo. 8545226 (3d Cirjh
UntdS~~ xrl Brookfield Constr. Co. v. Stewart 234 F ap.94, 99-100 (D.D.C.),
___ 39F2753 (D.. CMr. 1964) (per curiam). We need not and do not decide,
however, whether such characterizations are accurate.
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concerning present and future facts that affect the application of the law - the sort of

power normally conferred upon the executive officer charged with Implementing a

statute, The second specification requires an interpretion of the law enacted by

Congress, similarly a power normally committed initially to the Executive under the

Constitution's prescription that he "take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed."

Art. 1, 5 3. And both of these specifications by the Comptroller General are, by the

present law, made bindinS upon the President in the latter's application of the law. Act

S 252(aS)(. Indeed, the Comptrollr' General is explicitly directed to report to Congress

on the extent to which the President follows his instructions. Act S 253. In our view,

these cannot be regarded as anything but executive powers in the constitutional sense.

We are, therefore, in the no-man's land described by Humphrey's Executor,

confronting an officer whose powers are neither exclusively executive nor exclusively

nonexecutive. The Comptroller General argues, in essence, that this territory should be

awarded to the "exclusively nonexecutive" side - that so long as the officer in question

exercises some, or at least a substantial number of, nonexecutive powers, the

constitutional restrictions upon the manner of his removal are the same as those

applicable in Humphrey's Executor. We cannot accept that view.

What has been at Issue in the congressional-executive dispute over the power of

removal that began in the First Congress is not control over the officer but, ultimately,

control over the governmental functions that he performs. And the object of all the

Supreme Court's opinions on the subject has been to assure, in the words of Justice Story

quoted in Humphrey!s Executor, "that neither of the departments In reference to each

other '[shall possess, directly or indirectly, an overruling influence in the administration

of their respective powers.'" 295 U.S. at 630 (quoting J. Story, Commentaries on the

Constitution of the United States S 530 (4th ed. 1873)). The pursuit of that principle

becomes a foolish game If all- that is necessary for Congress to acquire an "overruling

influence" over the administration of a constitutional executive power, no matter how
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significant It may be, is to confer that power upon an official who exercises one or more

nonexecutive powers as well. Nor are we disposed to resolve this matter on the basis of

whether there is an "adequate" admixture of nonexecutive powers, or whether

nonexecutive powers "predominate"; those are neither judicially manageable nor

congressionally knowable standards. Thus, under the Comptroller General's theory the

heads of most major executive agencies, since they exercise some quasi-legislative or

quasi-judicial powers, would currently qualify for Humohrels Executor treatment - and

It is Impossible to Imagine any executive officer who could not be made to qualify by

sagacious congressional conferral of nonexecutive powers in the future. On the

Comptroller General's theory, not only he but also the Director of the OMB could be

subjected to congressional removaL

Having concluded that we are in the middle ground, and that the middle ground

cannot uniformly be accorded Humphrey's Executor treatment, we must decide precisely

what treatment the present facts demand. At this point another distinction between

Humphrey's Executor and the present case becomes relevant: the former upheld a statute

that imposed no more than a partial restriction upon the presidential power of removal -

removal without cause was prohibited, but presidential removal for "inefficiency, neglect

of duty, or malfeasance in office" was allowed. The statute governing removal of the

Comptroller General, by contrast, eliminates all presidential power of removal, and -

much beyond that - confers the power of removal upon Congress. The enormous

difference between the two, insofar as Impact upon the balance of powers is concerned,

is apparent. As was observed by the Court in Nye which, unlike Humphrev's Executor.

did involve the assertion of removal power by the Congre.:

The Court... has recognized in the Prki case that Congress, in
committing the appointment of such Inflict officers to the heads of
departments, may prescribe incidental regulations controlling and
restricting the latter In the exercise of the power of removal. But the
Court never has held, nor reasonably could hold..., that the excepting
clause enables Congress to draw to itself, or to either branch of it, the
power to remove or the right to participate in the exercise of that power.
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272 U.S. at 161. It remains true that the Supreme Court has never sanctioned

congressional assertion of such a power. We think it at least questionable whether the

power would be approved even with respect to officers of the United States who exercise

only "quasi-legislative" powers In the fHumphrey's Executor sense - since It would

dramatleally reduce the value of the right to appoint such officers which the

Constitution has assured to the Executive or to the Courts of Law, a right that the

Supreme Court has regarded as an Important element of the balance of powers, prompted

by the founders' often expressed fear "that the Legislative Branch of the National

Government will aggrandise itself at the expense of the other two branches." Buckley v.

Vleo. 424 U.S. at 129. We are confident, however, that congressional removal power

cannot be approved with regard to an officer who actually participates in the execution

of the laws. Once an officer Is appointed, it is only the authority that can remove him,

and not the authority that appointed him, that he must fear andq In the performance of

his functions, obey. Giving such power over executive functions to Congress violates the

fundamental principle expressed by Montesquleu upon which the theory of o'w -ted

powers rests: "When the legislative and executive powers are united in the sahi. person,

or in the same body of magistrates, there can be no liberty; because apprehension may

arise, lest the same monarch or senate should enact tyrannical laws, to execute them in a

tyrannical manner." Montesquieu, The Spirit of Laws voL I, bk. XI, oh. 6, at 152 (London

1823). See also The Federalist No. 48p at 327 (J. Madison) (P. Ford ed. 1898) ("[Nione of

[the branched ought to possess, directly or indirectly, an overruling influence over the

others, in the administration of their respective powers."%

The Comptroller General argues, however, that a congremional removal power

limited to cause (which is what we have here) no more enables Congress to control

executive powers than did the presidential removal power for cause, which was retained

by the statute at Issue in Humphrey's Executor enable the President to control the

exclusively "quasi-legislative and Nquasi-Judicial" powers of the Federal Trade
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Commission. It is not clear, to begin with, that a "quasi-legislative" power is the same as

a legislative power in the constitutional sense, so that the intrusion upon the Executive

here is parallel to the intrusion upon the Congress there. 30 Assuming, however, that it

Is, there are several answers to the Comptroller General's objection. Humphrey's

Executor neither faced nor considered the question whether the limitations imposed by

the doctrine of separation of powers on the scope of executive authority over the

removal of nonexecutive officers are precisely equal to the analogous limitations on the

sco"p of congressional authority over the removal of executive officers. Parity is no

more to be expected there than it is with respect to the scope of the power to appoint, as

to which the Constitution grants only a subordinate role to the Congress. It is the

starting point of all judicial analysis in this area, M Se , In re Hennen. 38 U.S. (13 Pet.)

230 (1839), that the President's power to remove, however much it may be restricted,

derives from the constitutional grant of his power to appoint; and we think the

permissible Impact of that power to remove upon an officer's Independence, in

comparison to the permissible impact of any such congressional power, may properly

reflect the greater strength of that pedigree. 3 1  Moreover, insofar as effect upon

30 Justice Jackson aptly characterized the ambiguity of the "quasi-legislative" and
"quasi-judicial" categories enshrined In constitutional jurisprudence by Humohrev's
Executor as follows:

Administrative agencies have been called quasi-legislative, quasi-executive
or quasi-judicial, as the occasion required, in order to validate their
functions within the separation-of-powers scheme of the Constitution. The
mere retreat to the qualifying "quasi" is implicit with confession that all
recognized classifications have broken down, and "quasi" is a smooth cover
which we draw over our confusion as we might use a counterpane to
conceal a disordered bed.

FTC v. Ruberoid Co. 343 U.S. 470, 487-88 (1952) (Jackson, J., dissenting).

31 Of course, the Constitution vests Congress with the power to bring and try
impeachments of all officers of the United States. We think it apparent, however, that
this very limited power of removal, which may be exercised only through the trial and
conviction of an officer for "Treason, Bribery, or other high Crimes and Misdemeanors,"
Art. 1, S 4, simply cannot be compared to the congressional removal power at issue in
this case in its effect upon the independence of executive officers. Moreover, the
(cont'd)
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balance of powers is concerned, congressional power to remove Is much more potent,

since the Executive has no means of retaliation that nay dissuade Congress from

exercising it - other than leaving the office vacant, thereby impairing the Executive's

own functions. Congress, on the other hand, has many ways to make the President think

long and hard before he makes a "for cause" removal that Congress disapproves, ranging

from budget constriction to refusal to confirm a successor.

It seems to us entirely clear under the recent landmark decision In INS v. Chadha

462 U.&. 919 (1983), that if the present statute had not inserted the Comptroller General

between the President and the report of the Directors of the CBO and the OMB, and if

the determinations to be made under the Act by the Comptroller General had been

assigned instead to the President himself, Congress could not constitutionally provide for

legislative veto of those determinations. It is also unthinkable that Congress could

constitutionally provide for veto of those determinations by an officer removable by

Congress - the Comptroller General, for example. It seems to us no more

constitutionally permissible to achieve the same result ex ante instead of ex Do

prescribing in advance the exercise of executive power, instead of invalidating Its

exercise.

We hold, therefore, that since the powers conferred upon the Comptroller General

as part of the automatic deficit reduction process are executive powers, which cannot

constitutionally be exercised by an officer removable by Congress, those powers cannot

be exercised and therefore the automatic deficit reduction process to which they are

central cannot be implemented. As earlier noted, we need not deliberate concerning the

effect of this invalidation upon other portions of the Act, since the Act itself provides

the answer: replacement of the automatic deficit reduction process with the fallback

deficit reduction process, and preservation of the remainder of the Act intact. The Act

existence of such a carefully limited conip.a ional removal power undermines rather
than supports the proposition that Congress may attempt to assert an additional power of
removaL
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also requires, S 274(e), that we stay the order implementing our Judgment pending the

outcome of any appeal.

We do not minimize the effect of our Invalidation of one small section of the Act

upon the entire statutory scheme. Our holding today eliminates the automatic deficit

reduction process, and gives effect to the prescriptions of the Directors of the OMB and

CBO only to the extent that they are adopted by Joint resolution, I legislation, under

the fallback deficit reduction process. It may seem odd that this curtailment of such an

important and hard-fought legislative program should hinge upon the relative technicality

of authority over the Comptroller General's removal - particularly when we have

rejected the more intuitive "excessive delegation" arguments that were the focus of the

attacks upon the legislation by its opponents on the floor of Congress and by the

plaintiffs here. But the balance of separated powers established by the Constitution

consists precisely of a series of technical provisions that are more important to liberty -

than superficially appears, and whose observance cannot be approved or rejected by the

courts as the times seem to require. Both of these points have been eloquently expressed

by a respected scholar in course of discussing application of the Constitution's guarantee

against removal of judges to officials appointed under Article I but in fact exercising

Article M Judicial powers;

Mid-twentieth century Americans have become accustomed to assuming
that the central constitutional method of protecting individual freedoms
from being overridden by government ukase is to prevent governmental
intrusions into certain defined zones of Individual conduct. Thus, we quite
rightly applaud actions enshrining constitutional rights to freedom of
speech, religion, privacy, and equal protection.

Those who wrote the Constitution, however, did not employ this
technique. Rather, they emphasized the virtues of limiting governmental
power and then dividing the' remaining power among autonomous
government compartments. Hence, most of our constitutional rights of
individual liberty or autonomy are stated in constitutional amendments.
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The body of the Constitution as originally written is principally an exercise
in applying the concepts of federalism and separation of powers to the new
American nation. The framers were not disciples of John Stuart Mill, who
had not yet been born, but of Monteequieu, whom they had read carefully.

... [Mnart of the value of a clearly expressed, constitutional
separation-of-powers principle often inheres in its apparent rigidity or
inability to adapt easily to different solutkon. As a nation, one question
we must face every day is how far Judges and legislators should be
separated. Many rational answers to that question are possible. The
United States has chosen, by the device of a written oonstitution, and on
the basis of specific historical experience, to resolve that question at one
time and In one way for almost all cases. To respect that judgment
promotes stability, predictability and consistency, and avoids constant re-
examination of troublesome policy issues underlying the question.

Krattenmaker, Article M and Judicial Indenendenge: Why the New BankrMntcv Courts are

Unconstituton. 70 TOeo. L.J. 297, 301-02, 311 (1981).

We observe, moreover, that although we have rejected the argument based upon

the doctrine of unconstitutional delegation, the more technical separation-of-powers

requirements we have relied upon may serve to further the policy of that doctrine more

effectively than the doctrine itself. Unconstitutional delegation has been invoked by the

federal courts to invalidate legislation only twice in almost 200 years, and the possibility

of such Invalidation, at least in modem times, is not a credible deterrent against the

human propensity to leave difficult questions to somebody else. The instances are

-probably innumerable, however# in which Congress has chosen to decide a difficult issue

itself because of its reluctance to leave the decision - as our holding today reaffirms It

must - to an officer within the control of the executive branch.
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SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

Syllabus

BOWSHER, COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE
UNITED STATES v. SYNAR, MEMBER OF

CONGRESS, ET AL.
APPEAL FROM THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

No. 85-1377. Argued April 23, 1986--Decided July 7, 1986"

In order to eliminate the federal budget deficit, Congress enacted the Bal-
anced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1986 (Act), popu-
larly known as the "Grammn-Rudman-Hollings Act," which sets a maxi-
mum deficit amount for federal spending for each of the fiscal years 1986
through 1991 (progressively reducing the deficit amount to zero in 1991).
If in any fiscal year the budget deficit exceeds the prescribed maximum
by more than a specified sum, the Act requires basically across-the-
board cuts in federal spending to reach the targeted deficit level. These
reductions are accomplished under the "reporting provisions" spelled out
in § 251 of the Act, which requires the Directors of the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget (OMB) and the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) to
submit their deficit estimates and program-by-program budget reduc-
tion calculations to the Comptroller General who, after reviewing the
Directors' joint report, then reports his conclusions to the President.
The President in turn must issue a "sequestration" order mandating the
spending reductions specified by the Comptroller General, and the
sequestration order becomes effective unless, within a specified time,
Congress legislates reductions to obviate the need for the sequestration
order. The Act also contains in I 274(f) a "fallback" deficit reduction
process (eliminating the Comptroller General's participation) to take
effect if §251's reporting provisions are invalidated. In consolidated

*Together with No. 85-1378, United States Senate v. Synar, Member
of Congress, etat., and No. 86-1379, O'Neill, Speaker of the United States
House of Representatives, et at. v. Spnar, Member of Congss, et at., also
on appeal from the same court.
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actions in the Federal District Court, individual Congressmen and the
National Treasury Employees Union (Union) (who, along with one of the
Union's members, are appellees here) challenged the Act's constitution-
ality. The court held, inter alia, that the Comptroller General's role in
exercising executive futnctions under the Act's deficit reduction process
violated the constitutionally imposed doctrine of separation of powers
because the Comptroller General is removable only by a congressional
Joint Resolution or by impeachment, and Congress may not retain the-
power of removal over an-officer performing executive powers.

Held:
1. The fact that members of the Union, one of whom is an appellee

here, will sustain injury because the Act suspends certain scheduled
cost-of-living benefit increases to the members, is sufficient to create
standing-under a provision of the Act and Article III to challenge the
Act's constitutionality. Therefore, the standing issue as to the Union
itself or Members of Congress need not be considered. Pp, 5-6.

2. The powers vested in the Comptroller General under 0251 violate
the Constitution's command that Congress play no direct role in the exe-
cution of the laws. Pp. 6-18.

(a) Under the constitutional principle of separation of powers, Con-
gress cannot reserve for itself the power of removal of an officer charged
with the execution of the laws except.by impeachment. To permit the
execution of the laws to be vested in an officer answerable only to
Congress would, in practical terms, reserve in Congress control of the
execution of the laws. The structure of the Constitution does not per-
mit Congress to execute the laws; it follows that Congress cannot grant
to an officer under its control what it does not possess. Cf. INS v.
Chad/a, 46? U. S. 919. Pp. 6-11.

(b) There is no merit to the contention that the Comptroller General
performs his duties independently and is not subservient to Congress.
Although nominated by the President and confirmed by the Senate, the
Comptroller General is removable only at the initiative of Congress.
Under controlling statutes, he may be removed not only by impeachment
but also by Joint Resolution of Congress "at any time" for specified
causes, including "inefficiency," "neglect of duty," and "madfeasance."
The quoted terms, as interpreted by Congress, could sustain removal of
a Comptroller General for any number of actual or perceived transgres-
sions of the legislative wilL Moreover, the political realities do not
reveal that the Comptroller General is free from Congress' influence.
He heads the General Acco'mting Office, which under pertinent statutes
is "an instumentality of the United States Government independent of
the executive departments," and Congress has consistently viewed the
Comptroller General as an officer of the Legislative Branch. Over the------
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years, the Comptrollers General have also viewed themselves as part of
the Legislative Branch. Thus, because Congress has retained removal
authority over the Comptroller General, he may not be entrusted with
executive powers. 'Pp. 11-16.

(c) Under § 251 of the Act, the Comptroller General has been im-
properly assigned executive powers. Although he is to have "due
regard" for the estimates! and reductions contained in the joint report of
the Directors of the CBO and the 0MB, the Act clearly contemplates
that in preparing his report the Comptroller General will exercise his
independent judgment and evaluation with respect to those estimates
and will make decisions of the kind that are made by officers charged
with executing a statute. The Act's provisions give him, not the Presi-
dent, the ultimate authority in determining what budget cuts are to be
made. By placing the responsibility for execution of the Act in the
hansof an officer who is subject to removal only by itself, Congtess in
effect has retained control over the Act's execution and has unconstitu-
tionally intruded into the executive flznction. Pp. 16-18.

3. It is not necessary to consider whether the appropriate remedy is
to nullify the 1921 statutory provisions that authorize Congress to re-
move the Comptroller General, rather than to invalidate 1251 of the Act.
In 1274(f), Congress hp explicitly provided _"fallback" provisions that
t.me effect -if any of the 'reporting procedures described in .*251 are
invalidated. Assuming that the question of the appropriate remedy
must be resolved on the basis of congressional intent, the intent appears
to have been for § 274(f) to be given effect as written. Pp. 18-19.

626 F. Supp. 1374, affirmed.

BURGER, C. J., delivered the opinion of the Court, in which BRENNAN,
PowELL, REHNQuiST, and O'CONNOR, JJ., joined. STEVENS, J., filed an
opinion concurring in the judgment, in which MARSHALL, J., joined.
wji• and BLALCKMUN. JJ.. filed dissenting opinions.
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trine of separation of powers.
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I

A
On December 12, 1985, the President signed into law the

Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985,
Pub. L. 99-177, 99 Stat. 1038, 2 U. S. C. A. § 901 dt seq.
(Supp. 1986), popularly known as the "Gramm-Rudman-Hol-
lings Act." The purpose of the Act is to eliminate the federal
budget deficit.' To that end, the Act sets a "maximum deficit
amount" for federal spending for each of fiscal years 1986
through 1991. The size of that maximum deficit amount pro-
gressively reduces to zero in fiscal year 1991. If in any fiscal
year the federal budget deficit exceeds the maximum deficit
amount by more than a specified sum, the Act requires
across-the-board cuts in federal spending to reach the tar-
geted deficit level, with half of the cuts made to defense pro-
grams and the other half made to non-defense programs.
The Act exempts certain priority programs from these cuts.
§255.

These "automatic" reductions are accomplished through a
rather complicated procedure, spelled out in § 251, the so-
called "reporting provisions" of the Act. Each year, the
Directors of the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
and the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) independently.
estimate the amount of the federal budget deficit for the
upcoming fiscal year. If that deficit exceeds the maximum
targeted deficit amount for that fiscal year by more than a
specified amount, the Directors of OMB and CBO independ-
ently calculate, on a program-by-program basis, the budget
reductions necessary to ensure that the deficit does not ex-
ceed the maximum deficit amount. The Act then requires
the Directors to report jointly their deficit estimates and
budget reduction calculations to the Comptroller General.

The Comptroller General, after reviewing the Directors'
reports, then reports his conclusions to the President.
§251(b). The President in turn must issue a "sequestration"
order mandating the spending reductions specified by the
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Comptroller General. 1252. There follows a period during
which Congress may by legislation reduce spending to obvi-
ate, in whole or in part, the need for the sequestration order.
If such reductions are not enacted, the sequestration order
becomes effective and the spending reductions included in
that order are made.

Anticipating constitutional challenge to these procedures,
the Act also contains a "fallback" deficit reduction process to
take effect "[i]n the event that any of the reporting proce-
dures described in section 251 are invalidated." §274(f).
Under these provisions, the reportprepared by-the-Directors
of OMB and the CBO is submitted directly to a specially-
created Temporary Joint Committee on Deficit IReduction,
which must report in five days to both Houses a joint resolu-
tion setting forth the content of the Directors' report. Con-
gress then must vote .on the resolution under special rules,
which render amendments out of order. If the resolution is
passed and signed by the President, it then serves as the

----basis for a Presidential sequestration order.

B
Within hours of the President's signing of the Act,'

Congressman Synar, who had voted against the Act, filed a
complaint seeking declaratory relief that the Act was uncon-
stitutional. Eleven other Members later joined Congress-
man Synar's suit. .A virtually identical lawsuit was also filed
by the National Treasury Employees Union. The Union al-
leged that its members had been injured as a result of the
Act's automatic spending reduction provisions, which-have
suspended certain cost-of-living benefit increases to the
Union's members.'

' In his signing statement, the President expressed his view that the Act
was constitutionally defective because of the Comptroller General's ability
to exercise supervisory authority over the President. Statement on Sign-
ing H. J. Res. 372 Into Law, 21 Weekly Comp. of Pres. Doe. 1491 (1965).

' An individual member of the Union was later added as a plaintiff. See
475 U. S. - (1986).
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A three-judge District Court, appointed pursuant to 2
U. S. C. A. § 922(aX5) (Supp. 1986), invalidated the report-
.ing provisions. Synar v. United States, 626 F. Supp. 1374
(DC 1986) (Scalia, Johnson, Gasch, JJ.). The District Courtconcluded that the Unionhad standing t0 challenge- the Act
since the members of the Union had suffered actual injury by
suspension of certain benefit increases. The District Court
also concluded that Congressman Synar and his fellow Mem-
bers had standing under the so-called "Congressional stand-
ing" doctrine. See Barnes v. Kline, 245 U. S. App. D. C. 1,
21, 759 F. 2d 21, 41 (1985), cert. granted sub nom. Burke v.
Barnes, 475 U. S. - (1986).

The District Court next rejected appellees' challenge that
the Act violated- the delegation doctrine. The court ex-
presed mnodoubt that -the Act deoleged broad authort but
delegation of similarly broad authority has been upheld in
past cases. The District Court observed that in Yakus v.
United States, 321 U. S. 414, 420 (1944), this Court upheld a

,statute that delegated to an unelected "Price Administrator"
the power "to promulgate regulations fixing prices of com-
modities." Moreover, in the District Court's view, the Act
adequately confined the exercise of administrative discretion.
The District Court concluded that "the totality of the Act's
standards, definitions, context, and reference to past admin-
istrative practice provides an adequate intelligible principle'
to guide and confine administrative decisionmaking." 626 F.
Supp., at 1389.

Although-the District Court concluded that the Act sur-
vived a delegation doctrine challenge, it held that the role
of the Comptroller General in the deficit reduction proem
violated the constitutionally imposed separation of powers.
The court first explained that the Comptroller General ex-
ercises executive functions under the Act. However, the
Comptroller General, while appointed by the President with
the advice and consent of the Senate, is removable not by the
President but only by a joint resolution of Congress or by
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impeachment. The District Court reasoned that this ar-
rangement could not be sustained under this Court's deci-
sions in Myers v. United States, 272 U. S. 52 (1926), and
Humphre's Executor v. United States, 295 U. S. 602 (1935).
Under the separation of powers established by the Framers
of the Constitution, the court concluded, Congress may not
retain the power of removal over an officer performing exec-
utive functions. The congressional removal power created a
"here-and-now subservience" of the Comptroller General to
Congress. 626 F. Supp., at 1392. The District Court there-
fore held that

"since the powers conferred upon the Comptroller Gen-
eral as part of the automatic deficit reduction process are
executive powers, which cannot constitutionally be exer-
cised by-an officerremthvable.byCongresatose powers
cannot be exercised and therefore the automatic deficit
"reduction process to which they are are central cannot be
implemented." Id., at 1403.

Appeals were taken directly to this Court pursuant to
§ 274(b) of the Act. We noted probable jurisdiction and ex-
pedited consideration of the appeals. 475 U. S. - (1986).
We affirm.

II

A threshold issue is whether the Members of Congress,
members of the National Treasury Employees Union, or the
Union itself have standing to challenge the constitutionality
of the Act in question. It is clear that members of the
Union, one of whom is an appellee here, will sustain injury
by not receiving a scheduled increase in benefits. See
§252(a)(6)(C)(i); 626 F. Supp., at 1381. This is sufficient
to confer standing under §274(a)(2) and Article III. We
therefore need not consider the standing issue as to the
Union or Members of Congress. See Secretary of Interior v.
California, 464 U. S. 312, 319, n. 3 (1984). Cf. Automobile

51-722 - 93 - 31
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Workers V. Brock, 477 U. S. - (1986); Barnes v. Kline,
supra. Accordingly, we turn to the merits of the case.

III
We noted recently that "(t]he Constitution sought to divide

the delegated powers of ths. new Federal Government into
three defined categories, Legislative, Executive, and Judi-
ial." INS v. Clwdha, 462 U. S. 919, 961 (1983). The

declared purpose of separating and dividing the powers of
government, of course, was to diffuse(] power the better to
secure liberty." Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer,
343 U- S. 579, 635 (1952) (Jackson, J.;-concurring)_ Justice
Jackson's words echo the famous warning of Montesquieu,
quoted by James Madison in The Federalist No. 47, that
"there can be no liberty where the legislative and executive

-.. powers-areimitedu'rthesame person, orbody-of magistrates'
.... " The Federalist No. 47, p. 325 (J. Cooke ed. 1961).

Even a cursory examination of the Constitution reveals the
influence of Montesquieu's thesis that checks and balances
were the foundation of a structure of government that would
protect liberty. The Framers provided a vigorous legisla-
tive branch and a separate and wholly independent executive
branch, with each branch responsible ultimately to the peo-
ple. The Framers also provided for a judicial branch equally
independent with "[t]he judicial Power... exteaud(ing] to all
Cases, in Law and Equity, arising under this Constitution,
and the Laws of the United States." Art. III, § 2.

Other, more subtle, examples-of separated powers are evi-
dent as well. Unlike parliamentary systems such as that of
Great Britain, no person who is an officer of the United
States may serve as a Member of the Congress. Art. I, § 6.
Moreover, unlike parliamentary systems, the President,
under Article II, is responsible not to the Congress but to the
people, subject only toilmpeachment proceedings which are
exercised by theotw6 Houses as representatives of the peo-
ple. Art,•i 4. And even in the impeachment of a Presi-

ON Ns W
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dent the presiding officer of the ultimate tribunal is not a
member of the legislative branch, but the Chief Justice of the
United States. Art I, § 3.

That this system of division and separation of powers pro-
duces conflicts, confusion, and discordance at times is inher-
ent, but it was deliberately so structured to assure full, vig-
orous and open debate on the great issues affecting the
people and to provide avenues for the operation of checks on
the exercise gf governmental power.

The Constitution does not contemplate an active role for
Congress in the supervision of officers charged with the exe-
cution-of-the laws it enacts. The President appoints- "Offl-
cers of the United States" with the "Advice and Consent of
the Senate . . . ." Article II, § 2. Once the appointment
has been made and confirmed, however, the Constitution ex-

Splicitly-provides-for removal of-Officers of the United States
by Congress only upon impeachment by the House of Repre-
sentatives and conviction by the Senate. An impeachment
by the House and trial by the Senate can rest only on "Trea-
son, Bribery or other high Crimes and Misdemeanors." Ar-
ticle I, § 4. A-direct congressional role in the removal of of-... f.cers charged with the execution of the laws -beyond this
limited one is inconsistent with separation of powers.

This was made clear in debate in the First Congress in
1789. When Congress considered an amendment to a bill
establishing the Department of Foreign Affairs, the debate
centered around whether the Congress "should recognize and
declare the power of the President under the Constitution to
remove the Secretary of Foreign Affairs without the advice
and consent of the Senate." Myers, supra, at 114.--James
Madison urged rejection of a congressional role in the re-
moval of Executive Branch officers, other than by impeach-
ment, saying in debate:

"Perhaps there was no argument urged with more suc-
cess, or more plausibly grounded against the Constita-
tion, under which we are now deliberating, than that
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founded on the mingling of the Executive and Legisla-
tive branches of the Government in one body. It has
been objected, that the Senate have too much of the Ex-
ecutive power even, by having a control over the Presi-
dent in the appointment to office. Now, shall we extend
this connexion between the Legislative and Executive
departments, which will strengthen the objection, and
diminish the responsibility we have in the head of the
Executive?" 1 Annals of Cong. 380.

Madison's position ultimately prevailed, and a congressional
role in the removal process was rejected. This "Decision of
_1789" provides 2'eontemporaneous and weighty evidence"- of
the Constitution's meaning since many of the Members of the
first Congress "had taken part in frmning that instrument."
Marsh v. Chambers, 463 U. S. 783, 790 (1983).'

SThis Court first directly- addressed- this issue .in Myers -v.
United States, 272 U. S. 52 (1925). At issue in Myers was a
statute providing that certain postmasters could be removed
only "by and with the advice and consent of the Senate."
The President removed ond-suWl- postmaster without Senate
approval, and a lawsuit ensued. Chief Justice Taft, writing
for the Court, declared the statute unconstitutional on the

'The First Congress included 20 members who had been delegates to
the Philadelphia Convention:

IN THE SENATE
Richard Bassett (Delaware) Rufus King (New York)
Pierce Butler (South Carolina) John Langdon (New Hampshire)
Oliver Ellsworth (Connecticut) Robert Morris (Pennsylvania)
William Few (Georgia) William Paterson (New Jersey)
William Samuel Johnson George Read (Delaware)

(Connecticut) Caleb Strong (Massachusetts)
IN THE HOUSE

Abraham Baldwin (Georgia) Nicholas Gilman (New Hampshire)
Daniel Carroll (Maryland) James Madison (Virginia)
George Clymer (Pennsylvania) Roger Sherman (Connecticut)
Thomas FltzSimons (Pennsylvania) Hugh Williamson (North Carolina)
Elbridge Gerry (Massachusetts)
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ground that for Congress to "draw to itself, or to either
branch of it, the power to remove or the right to participate
in the exercise of that power... would be... to infringe the
constitutional principle of the separation of governmental
powers." Id., at 161.

A decade later, in Humphrey's Executor v. United States,
295 U. S. 602 (1935), relied upon heavily by appellants, a
Federal Trade Commissioner who had been removed by the
President sought back pay. Humphrey's Executor involved
an issue not presented either in the Myers case or in this
case-i. e., the power of Congress to limit the President's
powers of removal of a Federal Trade Commissioner. 295
U. S., at 630.' The relevant statute permitted removal "by
the President," but only "for inefficiency, neglect of duty, or
malfeasance in office." Justice Sutherland, speaking for the
Court, upheld the statute, holding that "illimitable power of
removal is not possessed by the President [with- respect to
Federal Trade Commissioners]." 295 U. S., at 628-629.
The Court distinguished Myers, reaffirming its holding that
congressional participation in the removal of executive offi-
cers, is unconstitutional.- -Justice Sutherland's opinion for the
Court also underscored the crucial role of separated powers
in our system:

'Appellants therefore are wide of the mark in arguing that an affirm-
ance in this case requires casting doubt on the status of "independent"
agencies because no issues involving such agencies are presented here.
The statutes establishing independent agencies typically specify either that
the agency members are removable by the President for specified causes,
see, e. g., 16 U. S. C. *41 (members of the Federal Trade Commission
may be removed by the President "for inefficiency, neglect of duty, or
malfeasance in office"), or else do not specify a removal procedure, see,
e. g., 2 U. S. C. 1 437c (Federal Election Commission). This case involves
nothing like these statutes, but rather a statute that provides for direct
Congressional involvement over the decision to remove the Comptroller
General. Appellants have referred us to no independent agency whose
members are removable by the Congress for certain causes short of im-
peachable offenses, as is the Comptroller General, see Part IV, i, frrz.
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"The fundamental necessity of maintaining each of the
three general departments of government entirely free
from the control or coercive influence, direct or indirect,
of either of the others, has often been stressed and is
hardly open to serious question. So much is implied in
the very fact of the separation of the powers of these
departments by the Constitution; and in the rule which
recognizes their essential co-equality." 295 U. S., at
629-630.

The Court reached a similar result in Weiner v. United
States, 357 U. S. 349 (1958), concluding that, under
Humphrey's Executor, the President did not have unre-
strained removal authority over a member of the War Crimes
Commission.

In light of these precedents, we conclude that Congress
cannot reserve for itself the power of removal of an officer
charged With the executi6o of the laiws except by impeach-
ment. To permit the execution of the laws to be vested in an
officer answerable only to Congress would, in practical
terms, reserve in Congress control over the execution of the
laws.--- As the District Court observed,,"Once anomcer is ap-
pointed, it is only the authority that can remove him, and not
the authority that appointed him, that he must fear and, in
the performance of his functions, obey." 626 F. Supp., at
1401. The structure of the Constitution does not permit
Congress to execute the laws; it follows that Congress cannot
grant to an officer under its control what it does not possess.

Our decision in INS v. Chadha, 462 U. S. 919 (1983), sup-
ports this conclusion. In Chadha, we struck down a one
house "legislative veto" provision by which each House of
Congress retained the power to reverse a decision Congress
had expressly authorized the Attorney General to make:

"Disagreement with the Attorney General's decision on
Chadha's deportation-that is, Congress' decision to de-
port Chadha-no less than Congress' original choice to
delegate to the Attorney General the authority to make
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that decision, involves determinations of policy that Con-
gress-can implement- in-only one wayt bicameral passage
followed by presentment to the President. Congress
must abide by its delegation of authority until that dele-
gation is legislatively altered or revoked." Id., at
954-955.

To permit an officer controlled by Congress to execute the
laws would be, in essence, to permit a congressional veto.
Congress could simply remove, or threaten to remove, an of-
ficer for executing the laws in any fashion found to be unsatis-
factory to Congress. This kind of congressional control over
the execution of the laws, Chadha makes clear, is constitu-
tionally impermissible.

The dangers of congk-essional usurpation of Executive
Branch functions have long been recognized. "'T]he debates

S.... of the Constitutional Convention, and the Federalist Papers,
are replete with expressions of fear that the Legislative
Branch of the National Government will aggrandize itself at
the expense of the other two .branches." Buckley v. Valeo,
424 U. S. 1, 129 (1976). Indeed, we also have observed only
recently that "[tihe hydraulic pressure inherent within each
of the separate Branches to exceed the outer limits of its
power, even to accomplish desirable objectives, must be re-
sisted." Chadha, 462 U. S., at 951. With these principles
in mind, we turn to consideration of whether the Comptroller
General is controlled by Congress.

IV
Appellants urge that the Comptroller General performs his

duties independently and is not subservient to Congress.
We agree with the District Court that this contention does
not bear close scrutiny.

The critical factor lies in the provisions of the statute de-
fining the Comptroller General's office relating to remov-
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ability.' Although the Comptroller General is nominated by
the President from a list of three individuals recommended
by the Speaker of the House of Representatives and the
President pro tempore of the Senate, see 31 U. S. C.
§ 703(a)(2),1 and confirmed by the Senate, he is removable
only at the initiative of Congress. He may be removed not
Only by impeachment but also by Joint Resolution of Con-
gress "at any time" resting on any one of the following bases:

"(i) permanent disability;
"(ii) inefficiency;
"(iii) neglect of duty;
"(iv) malfeasance; or
"(v) a felony or conduct involving moral turpitude."
31 U. S, C. § 703(e)(1).?

This provision was included, as one Congressman explained
in urging passage of the Act, because Congress "felt that (the

---- '-'-'Comptroller General] should be brought under the sole con-
trol of Congress, so that Congress at the moment when it
found he was inefficient and was not carrying on the duties of
his office as he should and as the Congress expected, could

'We reject appellants' argument that /consideration of the effect of a
removal provision is not "ripe" until that provision is actually used. As
the District Court concluded, "it is the Comptroller General's presumed
desire to avoid removal by pleasing Congress, which creates the here-and-
now subservience to another branch that raises separation-of-powers prob-
lems." Synar v. United States, 626 F. Supp. 1374, 1392 (DC 19@6).- -The-
Impeachment Clause of the Constitution can hardly be thought to be un-
dermined because of non-use.

'Congress adopted this provision in 1980 because of "the special inter-
est of both Houses in the choice of an individual whose primary function is
to provide assistance to Congress.". S. Rep. 96-570, 96th Cong., 2d Sess.,
10 (1980).

IAlthough the President could veto such a joint resolution, the veto
could be overridden by a two-thirds vote of both Houses of Congress.
Thus, the Comptroller General could be removed in the face of Presidential
opposition. Like the District Court, 626 F. Supp., at 1393 n. 21, we there-
fore read the removal provision 3s authorizing removal by Congress alone.

M N M MMMMM
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remove him without the long, tedious process of a trial by im-
peachment." 61 Cong. Rec. 1081 (1921).

The removal proviskmnwas an-important part of the legisla-
tive scheme, as a number of Congressmen recognized. Rep-
resentative Hawley commented: "(H]e is our officer, in a
measure, getting information for us .... If he does not do
his work properly, we, as practically his employers, ought to
be able to discharge him from office." 58 Cong. Rec. 7136
(1919). Representative Sisson observed that the- removal
provisions would give "(tihe Congress of the United States.
... absolute control of the man's destiny in office." 61
Cong. Rec. 987 (1921). The ultimate design was to "give the
legislative branch of the Government control of the audit, not
through the power of appointment, but through the power of
removal." 58 Cong. Rec. 7211 (1919) (Rep. Taylor).

JUSTICE WHIrrE contends that "[t]he statute does not per-
mit anyone to remove the Comptroller at will; removal is per-
mitted only for specified cause, with the existence ofcause to
be determined by Congress following a hearing. Any re-
moval under the statute would presumably be subject to
post-termination judicial review to ensure that a hearing had
in fact been held and the finding of cause for removal was not
arbitrary." Post, at 12. That observa.t by. the dissenter
rests on at least two arguable premises: (a) that the enumera-
tion of certain specified causes of removal excludes the pos-
sibility of removal for other causI,-cf. Shurtleff v. United
States, 189 U. S. 311, 315-316 (1903); and (b) that any re-
moval would be subject to judicial review, a position that ap-
pellants were unwilling to endorse.'

Glossing over these difficulties, the dissent's assessment of
the statute fails to recognize the breadth of the grounds for

IThe dissent relies on Humphrey's Executor as its only Court authority
for this point, but the President did not assert that he had removed the
Federal Trade Commissioner in compliance with one of the enumerated
statutory causes for removal. See 295 U. S., at 612 (argument of Solicitor
General Reed); see also 626 F. Supp., at 1398.
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removal. The statute permits removal for "inefficiency,"
"neglect of duty," or "malfeasance." These terms are very
broad and, as interpreted by Congress, could sustain removal

of a Comptroller General for any number of actual or per-
ceived transgressions of the legislative will. The Constitu-
tional Convention chose to permit impeachment of executive
officers only for "Treason, Bribery, or other high Crimes and
Misdemeanors." It rejected language that would have per-
mitted impeachment for maladministrationn," with Madison
arguing that "[slo vague a term will be equivalent to a tenure
during pleasure of the Senate." 2 Farrand 550.

We need hot decide whether that "inefficiency" or "malfea-
sance" are terms as broad as "maladministration" in order to
reject the dissent's position that removing the Comptroller
general requires "a feat of bipartisanship more difficult than
that required to impeach and convict." Post, at 14 (WroTE,
J., dissenting). Surely no one would seriously suggest that
judicial independence would be strengthened by allowing re-
moval of federal judges only by a joint resolution.finding "in-
efficiency," "neglect of duty," or "malfeasance." "

JUSTICE WHITE, however, assures us that realistictc
consideration" of the "practical result of the removal
provision," post, at 17, 15, reveaiLs thatthe Comptroller Gen-
eral is unlikely to be removed by Congress. The separated
powers of our government can not be permitted to turn on
judicial assessment of whether an officer exercising executive
power is on good terms with Congress. The Framers recog-
nized that, in the long term, structural protections against
abuse of power were critical to preserving liberty. In con-
stitutional terms, the removal powers over the Comptroller
General's office dictate that he will be subservient to
Congress.

This much said, we must also add that the dissent is simply
in error to suggest that the political realities reveal that the
Comptroller General is free from influence by Congress.
The Comptroller General heads the General Accounting Of-
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fice, "an instrumentality of the United States Government in-
dependent of the. executive departments," 31 U. S. C.
§ 702(a), which was created by Congress in 1921 as part of the
Budget and Accounting Act of 1921, 42 Stat. 23. Congress
created the office because it believed that it "needed an offi-
cer, responsible to it alone, to check upon the application of.
public funds in accordance with appropriations." H. Mans-
field, The Comptroller General: A Study in the Law and
Practice of Financial Administration 65 (1939).

It is clear that Congress has consistently viewed the
Comptroller General as an officer of the Legislative Branch.
The Reorganization Acts of 1945 and 1949, for example, both
stated that the Comptroller General and the GAO are "a part
of the legislative branch of the Government." 59 Stat. 616;
63 Stat. 205. Similarly, in the Accounting and Auditing Act
of 1950, Congress required the Comptroller General to con-
duct audits "as an agent of the Congress." 64 Stat. 835.

Over the years, the Comptrollers General have also viewed
themselves as -part of the Legislative Branch. In one of the
early Annual Reports of Comptroller General, the official seal
of his office was described as reflecting:

"the independence of judgment to be exercised by the
General Accounting Office, subject to the control of the
legislative branch.... The combination represents an
agency of-the Congress independent of other authority
auditing and checking the expenditures of the Govern-
ment as required by law and subjecting any questions
arising in that connection to quasi-judicial determina-
tion." GAO Ann. Rep. 5-6 (1924).

Later, Comptroller General Warren, who had been a member
of Congress for 15 years before being appointed Comptroller
General, testified that: "During most of my public life,... I
have been a member of the legislative branch. Even now,
although heading a great agency, it is an agency-of the Con-
gress, and I am an agent of the Congress." To Provide for
Reorganizing of Agencies of the Government: Hearings on
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H. R. 3325 before the House Committee on Expenditures,
79th Cong., 1st Sess., 69 (1945) (emphasis added). And, in
one conflict during Comptroller General McCarl's tenure, he
asserted his independence of the Executive Branch, stating:

"Congress... is... the only authority to which there
lies an appeal from the decision of this office....

". .. I may not accept the opinion of any official, inclu-
sive of the Attorney General, as controlling my duty
under the law." 2 Comp. Gen. 784, 786-787 (1923) (dis-
regarding conclusion of the Attorney General, 33 Op.
Atty. Gen. 476 (1923) with respect to interpretation of
compensation statute).

Against this background, we see no escape from the con-
clusion that, because Congress had retained removal author-
ity over the Comptroller General, he may not be entrusted
with executive powers. The remaining question is whether
the Comptroller General has been assigned such powers in
the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of
1985.

V

The primary responsibility of the Comptroller General
under the instant Act is the preparation of a "report." This
report must contain detailed estimates of projected federal
revenues and expenditures. The report must also specify
the reductions, if any, necessary to reduce the deficit to the
target for the appropriate fiscal year. The reductions must
be set forth on a program-by-progiam basis.

In preparing the report, the Comptroller General is to
have "due regard" for the estimates and reductions set forth
in a joint report submitted to him by the Director of CBO and
the Director of OMB, the President's fiscal and budgetary
advisor. However, the Act plainly contemplates that the
Comptroller General will exercise his independent judgment
and evaluation with respect to those estimates. The Act
also provides that the Comptroller General's report "shall
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explain fully any differences between the contents of such
report and the report of the Directors." § 251(b)(2).

Appellants suggest that the duties assigned to the Comp-
troller General in the Act are essentially ministerial and
mechanical so that their performance does not constitute
"execution of the law" in a meaningful sense. On the con-
trary, we view these functions as plainly entailing execution
of the law in constitutional terms. Interpreting a law en-
acted by Congress to implement the legislative mandate is
the very essence of "execution" of the law. Under § 251, the
Comptroller General must exercise judgment concerning
facts that affect the application of the Act. He must also
interpret the provisions of the Act to determine precisely
what budgetary calculations are required. Decisions of that
kind are typically made by officers charged with executing a
statute.

The executive nature of tfie Comptroller General's func-
tions ivinder the Act is revealed in § 252(a)(3) which gives the
Comptroller General the ultimate authority to determine the
budget cuts to be made. Indeed, the Comptroller General
commands the President himself tG carry out, without the
slightest variation (with exceptions not relevant to the con-
stitutional issues presented), the directive of the Comptroller
General as to the budget reductions:

"The (Presidential] order must provide for reductions in
the manner specified in section 251(a)(3), must incorpo-
rate the provisions of the [Comptroller General's] report
submitted under section 251(b), and must be consistent
with such report in all respects. The President may not
modify or recalculate any of the estimates, determina-
tions, specifications, bases, amounts, or percentages set
forth in the report submitted under section 251(b) in
determining the reductions to be specified in the order
with respect to programs, projects, and activities, or
with respect to budget activities, within an account
... ." § 252(a)(3) (emphasis added).
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See also § 251(d)(3)(A).
Congress of course initially determined the content of the

Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act; and
undoubtedly the content of the Act determines the nature of
the executive duty. However, as Chadha makes clear, once
Congress makes its choice in enacting legislation, its partici-
pation ends. Congress can thereafter control the execution
of its enactment only indirectly-by passing new legislation.
Chadha, 462 U. S., at 958. By placing the responsibility for
execution of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit
Control Act in the hands of an officer who is subject to re-
moval only by itself, Congress in effect has retained control
over the execution of the Act and has intruded into the
executive function. The Constitution does not permit such
intrusion.

VI
We now turn to the final issue of remedy. Appellants

urge that rather than striking down § 251 and invalidating the
significant power Congress vested in the Comptroller Gen-
eral to meet a national fiscal emergency, we should take the
lesser course of nullifying the statutory provisions of the 1921
Act that authorizes Congress to remove the Comptroller.
General. At oral argument, counsel for the Comptroller
General suggested that this might make the Comptroller
General removable by the President. All appellants urge
that Congress would prefer invalidation of the removal provi-
sions rather than invalidation of § 251 of the Balanced Budget
and Emergency Deficit Control Act.

Severance at this late date of the removal provisions en-
acted 65 years ago would significantly alter the Comptroller
General's office, possibly by making him subservient to the
Executive Branch. Recasting the Comptroller General as
an officer of the Executive Branch would accordingly alter
the balance that Congress had in mind in drafting the Budget
and Accounting Act of 1921 and the Balanced Budget and
Emergency Deficit Control Act, to say nothing of the wide

- I I - 0 I -
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array of other tasks and duties Congress has assigned the
Comptroller General in other statutes.' Thus appellant's
argument would require this Court'to undertake a weighing
of the importance Congress attached to the removal pro-
visions in the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921 as well as
in other subsequent enactments against the importance it
placed on the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Con-
trol Act of 1985.

Fortunately this is a thicket we need not enter. The lan-
guage of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Con-
trol Act itself settles the issue. In § 274(f), Congress has ex-
plicitly provided "fallback" provisions in the Act that take
effect "[i]n the event ... any of the reporting procedures de-
scribed in section 251 are invalidated." § 274(f)(1) (emphasis
added). The fallback provisions are "'fully operative as a
law,"' Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U. S., at 108 (quoting Champlin
Refining Co. v. Corporation Comm'n of Oklahoma, 286
U. S. 210, 234 (1932)). Assuming that appellants are correct
in urging that this matter must be resolved on the basis of
congressional intent, the intent appears to have been for
§ 274(f) to be given effect in this situation. Indeed, striking
the removal provisions would lead to a statute that Congress
would probably have refused to adopt. As the District
Court concluded,

"the grant of authority to the Comptroller General was a
carefully considered protection against what the House
conceived to be the pro-executive bias of the OMB. It is
doubtful that the automatic deficit reduction process

'Since 1921, the Comptroller General has been assigned a variety of
functions. See, e. g., 2 U. S. C. A. § 687 (1982 ed., Supp. II) (duty to
bring suit to require release of impounded budget authority); 42 U. S. C.
§ 6384(a) (duty to impose civil penalties under the Energy Policy and Con-
servation Act of 1975); 15 U. S. C. § 1862 (member of Chrysler Corporation
Loan Guarantee Board); 45 U. S. C. § 711(d)(1)(C) (member of Board of Di-
rectors of United States Railway Association); 31 U. S. C. A. §§ 3551-3556
(West. Supp. 1986) (authority to consider bid protests under Competition
in Contracting Act of 1984).
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would have passed without such protection, and doubtful
that the protection would have been considered present
if the Comptroller General were not removable by Con-
gress itself .... ." 626 F. Supp., at 1394.

Accordingly, rather than perform the type of creative and
imaginative statutory surgery urged by appellants, our hold-
ing simply permits the fallback provisions to come into play.'0

VII
No one can doubt that Congress and the President are con-

fronted with fiscal and economic problems of unprecedented
magnitude, but "the fact that a given law or procedure is effi-
cient, convenient, and useful in facilitating functions of gov-
ernment, standing alone, will not save it if it is contrary to
the Constitution. Convenience and efficiency are not the
primary objectives-or the hallmarks--of democratic govern-
ment... ." Chadha, supra, at 944.

We conclude the District Court correctly held that the
powers vested in the Comptroller General under § 251 violate*
the command of the Constitution that the Congress play no
direct role in the execution of the laws. Accordingly, the
judgment and order of the District Court are affirmed.

Our judgment is stayed for a period not to exceed 60 days
to permit Congress to implement the fallback provisions.

"Because we conclude that the Comptroller General, as an officer re-
movable by Congress, may not exercise the powers conferred upon him by
the Act, we have no occasion for considering appellees' other challenges to
the Act, including their argument that the assignment of powers to the
Comptroller General in 1251 violates the delegation doctrine, see, e. g.,
A. L. Ak Schechter Poultry Corp. v. United States, 296 U. S. 496 (1935);
Yakus v. United States, 321 U. S. 414 (1944).
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MIKE SYNAR, MEMBER OF
CONGRESS, ET AL.

ON APPEALS FROM THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

(July 7, 19861

JUSTICE STEVENS, with whom JUSTICE MARSHALL joins,
concurring in the judgment.

When this Court is asked to invalidate a statutory provi-
sion that has been approved by both Houses of the Congress
and signed by the President, particularly an Act of Congress
that confronts a deeply vexing national problem, it should
only do so for the most compelling constitutional reasons. I
agree with the Court that the "Gramm-Rudman-Hollings"
Act contains a constitutional infirmity so severe that the
flawed provision may not stand. I disagree with the Court,
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however, on the reasons why the Constitution prohibits the
Comptroller General from exercising the powers assigned to
him by § 251(b) and § 251(c)(2) of the Act. It is not the dor-
mant, carefully circumscribed congressional removal power
that represents the primary constitutional evil. Nor do I
agree with the conclusion of both the majority and the dissent
that the analysis depends on a labeling of the functions as-
signed to the Comptroller General as "executive powers."
Ante, at 16-18; post, at 7-8. Rather, I am convinced that
the Comptroller General must be characterized as an agent of
Congress because of his longstanding statutory responsibil-
ities; that the powers assigned to him under the Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings Act require him to make policy that will
bind the Nation; and that, when Congress, or a component or
an agent of Congress, seeks to make policy that will bind the
Nation, it must follow the procedures mandated by Article I
ot the Constitution-through passage by both Houses and
presentment to the President. In short, Congress may not
exercise its fundamental power to formulate national policy
by delegating that power to one of its two Houses, to a legis-
lative committee, or to an individual agent of the Congress
such as the Speaker of the House of Representatives, the
Sergealqt at Arms of the Senate, or the Director of the Con-
gressional Budget Office. INS v. Chadha, 462 U. S. 919
(1983). That principle, I believe, is applicable to the Comp-
troller General.

I

The fact that Congress retained for itself the power to re-
move the Comptroller General is important evidence sup-
porting the conclusion that he is a member of the Legislative
Branch of the Government. Unlike the Court, however, I
am not persuaded that the congressional removal power is
either a necessary, or a sufficient, basis for concluding that
his statutory assignment is invalid.-

As JUSTICE WHiTE explains, post, at 12-13, Congress does
not have the power to remove the Comptroller General at
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will, or because of disagreement with any policy determina-
tion ihat he may be required to make in the administration of
this, or afty other, Act. The statute provides a term of 15
years for the Comptroller General; it further provides that he
must retire upon becoming 70 years of age, and that he may
be removed at any time by impeachment or by 'joint resolu-
tion of Congress, after notice and an opportunity for a hear-
ing, only for-(i) permanent disability; (ii) inefficiency; (iii)
neglect of duty; (iv) malfeasance; or (v) a felony or conduct
involving moral turpitude." 31 U. S. C. § 703(e)(1)(B). Far
from assuming that this provision creates a "'here-and-now
subservience"' respecting all of the Comptroller General's ac-
tions, ante, at 12, n. 5 (quoting District Court), we should
presume that Congress will adhere to the law-that it would
only exercise its removal powers if the Comptroller General
were found to be permanently disabled, inefficient, neglect-
ful, or culpable of malfeasance, a felony, or conduct involving
moral turpitude.'

The notion that the removal power at issue here automati-
cally creates some kind of "here-and-now subservience" of

'Just as it is "always appropriate to assume that our elected represent-
atives, like other citizens, know the law," Cannon v. University of Chi.
cago, 441 U. S. 677, 696-697 (1979), so too is it appropriate to assume that
our elected representatives, like other citizens, will respect the law. As
the proceedings in the United States Senate resulting from the impeach-
ment of Justice Chase demonstrate, moreover, if that body were willing to
give only lip service to the governing standard, political considerations
rather than "good behavior" would determine the tenure of federal judges.
See M. Elsmere, The Impeachment Trial of Justice Samuel Chase 205
(1962); 3 A. Beveridge, The Life of John Marshall 157-223 (1919). See also
W. Widson, Congressional Government: A Study in American Politics
186-187 (Meridian Books ed., 1965) (quoted in Levi, Some Aspects of Sepa-
ration of Powers, 76 Colum. ,L. Rev. 369, 380 (1976)):
"'If there be one principle clearer than another, it is this: that in any busi-
ness, whether of government or of mere merchandising, somebody must be
trusted, in order that when things go wrong it may be quite plain who
should be punished.... Power and strict accountability of its use are the
essential constituents of good government.'" (Emphasis in original).
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the Comptroller General to Congress is belied by history.
There is no evidence that Congress has ever removed, or
threatened to remove, the Comptroller General for reasons of
policy. Moreover, the President has long possessed a com-
parable power to remove members of the Federal Trade
Commission, yet it is universally accepted that they are inde-
pendent of, rather than subservient to, the President in per-
forming their official duties. Thus, the statute that the
Court construed in Humphreey's Executor v. United States,
295 U. S. 602 (1935), provided:

"Any commissioner may be removed by the President
for inefficiency, neglect of duty, or malfeasance in of-
fice." 38 Stat. 718.

In upholding the congressional limitations on the President's
power of removal, the Court stressed the independence of
the Commission from the President.* There was no sugges-
tion that the retained Presidential removal powers-similar
to those at issue here-created a subservience to the
President.'

tIS Humphrey's Executor, 295 U. S., at 625-626 (describing congres-
sional intention to create "a body which shall be independent of executive
authority, except in its selection, and free to exercise its judgment without
the leave or hindrance of any other official or any department of the gov-
ernment") (emphasis in original).

IThe manner in which President Roosevelt exercised his removal power
fArther underscores the propriety of presuming that Congress, and the
President, will not use statutorily prescribed removal causes as pretexts
for other removal reasons. President Roosevelt never claimed that his re-
moval of Humphrey was for one of the statutorily prescribed reasons--in-
efficiency, neglect of duty, or malfeasance in office. The President's re-
moval letter merely stated:

"'Effective as of this date you are hereby removed from the office of
Commissioner of the Federal Trade Commission.'" See, id., at 619.
Previously, the President had written to Commissioner Humphrey stating:

"'You will, I know, realize that I do not feel that your mind and my mind
go along together on either the policies or the administering of the Federal
Trade Commission, and, franld', I think it is best for the people of this
country that I should have a full confidence.'" Ibid.
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To be sure, there may be a significant separation of powers
difference between the President's exercise of carefully cir-
cumscribed removal authority and Congress' exercise of iden-
tically circumscribed removal authority. But the Hum-
phrey's Executor analysis at least demonstrates that it is
entirely proper for Congress to specify the qualifications for
an office that it has created, and that the prescription of what
might be termed "dereliction-of-duty" removal standards
does not itself impair the independence of the official subject
to such standards.-

The fact that Congress retained for-itself the power to
remove the Comptroller General thus is not necessarily an
adequate reason for concluding that his role in the Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings budget reduction process is unconstitu-
tional. It is, however, a fact that lends support to my ulti-
mate conclusion that, in exercising his functions under this
Act, he serves as an agent of the Congress.

'Indeed, even in Myers v. United States, 272 U. S. 52 (1926), in its chal-
lenge to the provision requiring Senate approval of the removal of a post-
master, the Federal Government assumed that Congress had power to
limit the terms of removal to reasons that relate to the office. Solicitor
General Beck recognized "that the power of removal may be subject to
such general laws as do not destroy the exercise by the President of his
power of removal, and which leaves to him the exercise of the power sub-
ject to such general laws as may fairly measure the standard of public serv-
ice." Substitute Brief for United States on Reargument in No. 2, 0. T.
1926, p. 9. At oral argument, the Solicitor General explained his position:

"Mr. BECK... Suppose the Congress creates an office and says that it
shall only be filled by a man learned in the law; and suppose it further pro-
vides that, if a man ceases to be member of the bar, he shall be removed.
I am not prepared to say that such a law can not be reconciled with the
Constitution. What I do say is that, when the condition imposed upon the
creation of the office has no reasonable relation to the office; when it is not
a legislative standard to be applied by the President, and is not the declara-
tion of qualifications, but is the creation of an appointing power other than
the President, then Congress has crossed the dead line, for it has usurped
the prerogative of the President." 272 U. S. at 96-97.
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"SII

In assessing the role of the Comptroller General, it is ap-
propriate to consider his already existing statutory respon-
sibilities. Those responsibilities leave little doubt that one of
the identifying characteristics of the Comptroller General is
his statutorily required relationship to the Legislative
Branch.

In the statutory section that identifies the Comptroller
General's responsibilities for investigating the use of public
money, four of the five enumerated duties specifically de-
scribe an obligation owed to Congress. The first is the only
one that does not expressly refer to Congress: The Comptrol-
ler General shall "investigate all matters related to the re-
ceipt, disbursement, and use of public money." 31 U. S. C.
§712(1). The other four clearly require the Comptroller
General to work with Congress' specific needs as his legal
duty. Thus, the Comptroller General must "estimate the
cost to the United States Government of complying with each
restriction on expenditures of a specific appropriation in a
general appropriation law and report each estimate to Con-
gress with recommendations the Comptroller General consid-
ers desirable." § 712(2) (emphasis added). He must "ana-
lyze expenditures of each executive agency the Comptroller
General believes will help Congress decide whether public
money has been used and expended economically and effi-
ciently." § 712(3) (emphasis added). He must "make an in-
vestigation and report ordered by either House of Congress
or a committee of Congress having jurisdiction over revenue,
appropriations, or expenditures." § 712(4). Finally, he
must "give a committee of Congress having jurisdiction over
revenue, appropriations, or expenditures the help and in-
formation the committee requests." § 712(5) (emphasis
added).

The statutory provision detailing the Comptroller Gener-
al's role in evaluating programs and activities of the United
States Government similarly leaves no doubt regarding the
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beneficiary of the Comptroller General's labors. The Comp-
troller General may undertake such an evaluation for one of
three specified reasons: (1) on his own initiative; (2) "when
either House of Congress orders an evaluation"; or (3) "when
a committee of Congress with jurisdiction over the program
or activity requests the evaluation." 31 U. S. C. § 717(b).
In assessing a. program or activity, moreover, the Comptrol-
ler General's responsibility is to "develop and recommend to
congresss ways to evaluate a program or activity the Govern-

ment carries out under existing law." § 717(c) (emphasis
added).

The Comptroller General's responsibilities are repeatedly
framed in terms of his specific obligations to Congress.
Thus, one provision specifies in some detail the obligations of
the Comptroller General with respect to an individual com-
mittee's request for a program evaluation:

"On request of a committee of Congress, the Comp-
troller General shall help the committee to-

"(A) develop a statement of legislative goals and ways.
to assess and report-program performance related to the
goals, including recommended ways to assess perform-
ance, information to be reported, responsibility for re-
p6rting, frequency of reports, and feasibility of pilot
testing; and

"(B) assess program evaluations prepared by and for
an agency." 31 U. S. C. § 717(d)(1).

Similarly, another provision requires that, on "request of a
member of Congress, the Comptroller General shall give the
member a copy of the material the Comptroller General com-
piles in carrying out this subsection that has been released by
the committee for which the material was compiled."
§ 717(d)(2).

Numerous other provisions strongly support the conclusion
that one of the Comptroller General's primary responsibil-
ities is to work specifically on behalf of Congress. The
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Comptroller General must make annual reports 9n specified
subjects to Congress, to the Senate Committee on Finance,
to the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, to the
House Committee on Ways and Means, to the House Com-
mittee on Government Operations, and to the Joint Commit-
tee on Taxation. 31 U. S. C. §§ 719(a),(d). On request of a
committee, the Comptroller General "shall explain to and dis-
cuss with the committee or committee staff a report the
Comptroller General makes that would help the committee-
(1) evaluate a program or activity of an agency within the ju-
risdiction of the committee; or (2) in its consideration of pro-
posed legislation." § 719(i). Indeed, the relationship be-
tween the Comptroller General and Congress is so close that
the "Comptroller General may assign or detail an officer or
employee of the General Accounting Office to full-time con-
tinuous duty with a committee of Congress for not more than
one year." 31 U. S. C. § 734(a).

The Comptroller General's current statutory responsibil-
ities on behalf of Congress are fully consistent with the his-
toric conception of the Comptroller General's office. The
statute that created the Comptroller General's office-the
Budget and Accounting Act of 1921-provided that four of
the five statutory responsibilities given to the Comptroller
General be exercised on behalf of Congress, three of them ex-
clusively so.' On at least three occasions since 1921, more-

' In pertinent part, the 1921 Act provided:
"SEC. 312(a) The Comptroller General shall investigate, at the seat of

government or elsewhere, all matters relating to the receipt, disburse-
ment, and application of public funds, and shall make to the President when
requested by him, and to Congreaa at the beginning of each regular ses-
sion, a report in writing of the work of the General Accounting Office, con-
taining recommendations concerning the legislation he may deem neces-
sary to facilitate the prompt and accurate rendition and settlement of
accounts and concerning such other matters relating to the receipt, dis-
bursement, and application of public fands as he may think advisable. In
such regular report, or in special reports at any time when Congress is in
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over, in considering the structure of government, Congress
has defined the Comptroller General as being a part of the
Legislative Branch. In the Reorganization Act of 1945, Con-
gress specified that the Comptroller General and the General
Accounting Office "are a part of the legislative branch of the
Government." 59 Stat. 616.1 In the Reorganization Act of
1949, Congress again confirmed that the Comptroller General
and the General Accounting Office "are a part of the legisla-
tive branch of the Government." 63 Stat. 205.' Finally, in
the Budget and Accounting Procedures Act of 1950, Con-
gress required the "auditing for the Government, conducted
by the Comptroller General of the United States as an agent

session, he shall make recommendations looking to greater economy or effi-
ciency in public expenditures.

"(b) He shall make such investigations and reports as shall be ordered
by either House of Congress of by any committee of either House having
jurisdiction over revenue, appropriations, or expenditures. The Comp-
troller General shall also, at the request of any such committee, direct as-
sistants from his office to furnish the committee such aid and information as
it may request.

"(c) The Comptroller General shall specifically report to Congress every
expenditure or contract made by any department or establishment in any
year in violation of law.

"(d) He shall submit to Congress reports upon the adequacy and effec-
tiveness of the administrative examination of accounts and claims in the re-
spective departments and establishments and upon the adequacy and effec-
tiveness of departmental inspection of the offices and accounts of fiscal
oAcers.

"(e) He shall furnish such information relating to expenditures and ac-
counting to the Bureau of the Budget as it may request from time to time."
42 Stat. 25-26 (emphases added).

ISee also H. R. Rep. No. 971 (1945), 79th Cong., 1 Sess., 12 ("Mhe
Comptroller General of the United States" and "the General Accounting
Office... are declared by the bill to be a part of the legislative branch of
the Government").

'See also H. R. Rep. No. 23 (1949), 81st Cong., 1 Sess., 11 ("[Tlhe
Comptroller General of the United States" and "the General Accounting
Office... (as in the Reorganization Act of 1945) are declared by the bill to
be a part of the legislative branch of the Government").

AkS 9 AIA f COP A'
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of the Congress." 64 Stat. 835. Like the already existing
statutory responsibilities, then, the history of the Comptrol-
ler General statute confirms that the Comptroller General
should be viewed as an agent of the Congress.

This is not to say, of course, that the Comptroller General
has no obligations to the Executive Branch, or that he is an
agent of the Congress in quite so clear a manner as the Door-
keeper of the House. For the current statutory responsibil-
ities also envision a role for the Comptroller General with re-
spect to the Executive Branch. The Comptroller General
must "give the President information on expenditures and ac-
counting the President requests." 31 U. S. C. § 719(f). Al-
though the Comptroller General is required to provide Con-
gress with an annual report, he is also required to provide the
President with the report if the President so requests.
§ 719(a). The Comptroller General is statutorily required to
audit the Internal Revenue Service and the Bureau of Alco-
hol, Tobacco,. and Firearms (and provide congressional com-
mittees with information respecting the audits). § 713. In
at least one respect, moreover, the Comptroller General is
treated like an executive agency: "To the extent applicable,
all laws generally related to administering an agency apply to
the Comptroller General." § 704(a). Historically, as well,
the Comptroller General has had some relationship to the Ex-
ecutive Branch. As noted, n. 5, supra, in the 1921 Act, one
of the Comptroller General's specific responsibilities was to
provide information to the Bureau of the Budget. \ In fact,
when the Comptroller General's office was created, its func-
tions, personnel, records, and even furniture derived from a
previous Executive office.'

'See 42 Stat. 23 ("The offices of Comptroller of the Treasury and As-
sistant Comptroller of the Treasury are abolished, to take effect July 21,
1921.... (A]II books, records, documents, papers, furniture, office equip-
ment and other property of the office of the Comptroller of the Treasury
shall become the property of the General Accounting Office").

II - -M I I I m *
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Thus, the Comptroller General retains certain obligations
with respect to the Executive Branch.' Obligations to two
Branches are not, however, impermissible and the presence
of such dual obligations does not prevent the characterization
of the official with the dual obligations as part of one branch.'*
It is at least clear that, in most, if not all, of his statutory
responsibilities, the Comptroller General is properly charac-
terized as an agent of the Corigress."

'The Comptroller General, of course, is also appointed by the Presi-
dent. 31 U. S. C. § 703 (a01). So too, however, are the Librarian of
Congress, 2 U. S. C. § 136, the Architect of the Capitol, 40 U. S. C. § 162,
and the Public Printer, 44 U. S. C. § 301.

"See Pensylvania Bureau of Correction v. United States Marsh/als
Service, 474 U. S. -, - (1986) (slip op. 2-4, and n. 1) (reviewing the
Marshals' statutory obligations to the Judiciary and the Executive Branch,
but noting that the "Marshals are within the Executive Branch of the Fed-
eral Government"). Cf. Report by the Comptroller General, U. S. Mar-
shals' Dilemma: Serving Two Branches of Government 14 (1982) ("It is ex-
tremely difficult for one person to effectively serve two masters"). Surely
no one would suggest that the fact that THE CmEF JUSTICE performs exec-
utive functions for the Smithsonian Institution, 20 U. S. C. § 42, affects his
characterization as a member of the Judicial Branch of the Government.
Nor does the performance of similar functions by three Members of the
Senate and three Members of the House, ibid., affect their characterization
as members of the Legislative Branch of the Government.

"Despite the suggestions of the dissents, post, at 16, n. 12 (WHITE, J.,
dissenting); podt, at 3, n. I (BLAcEMuN, J., dissenting), it is quite obvious
that the Comptroller General,* and the General Accounting Office, have a
fundamentally different relationship with Congress than do independent
agencies like the Federal Trade Commission. Rather than an independent
agency, the Comptroller General and the GAO are functionally equivalent
to congressional agents such as the Congressional Budget Office, the Office
of Technology Assessment, and the Library of Congress' Congressional
Research Service. As the statutory responsibilities make clear, like those
congressional agents, the Comptroller General and the General Accounting
Office fumction virtually as a permanent staff for Congress. Indeed, in
creating the Congressional Budget Office, Congress explicitly required
that the GAO provide extensive services for the CBO-a fact with some
significance for this case. The CBO statute enumerates the three "con-
gressional agencies" that must provide assistance to the CBO-"the Gen-
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III

Everyone agrees that the powers assigned to the Comp-
troller General by §251(b) and §251(c)(2) of the Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings Act are extremely important.. They re-
quire him to exercise sophisticated economic judgment
concerning anticipated trends in the Nation's economy, pro-

era! Accounting Office, the Library of Congress, and the Office of Technol-
ogy Assessment." 2 U. S. C. 1601(e). These "congressional agencies"
are authorized to provide the CBO with "services, facilities, and personnel
wit* or without reimbursement," ibid., as well as "information, data, esti-
mates, and statistics." Ibid. See also Congressional Quarterly's Guide to
Congress 656 (3d ed. 1982) ("Mi addition to their staffs, committees, facili-
ties and privileges, members of Congress are backed by a number of other
supporting organizations and activities that keep Capitol HUI running.
Among the largest of these in terms of staff are the General Accounting
Office (GAO), with about 5,200 employees; the Library of Congress' Con-
gressional Research Service (CRS), with 866: the Congressional. Budget
Office (CBO), with 218; and the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA),
with 130 .... To an extent, each of the four legislative agencies has its own
specialized functions .... Although each of the four has been given its own
task, their jobs overlap to some extent. This has led in some cases to
duplication and waste and even to competition among the different groups.
... The General Accounting Office is an arm of the legislative branch that
was created to oversee the expenditures of the executive branch").

Thus, to contend that the Comptroller General's numerous statutory
responsibilities to serve Congress directly are somehow like an independ-
ent agency's obligations to report to Congress and to implement legisla-
tively mandated standards simply misconceives the actual duties of the
Comptroller General and the General Accounting Office. It also ignores
the clear import of the legislative history of these entities. See, e. g.,
Amevan, Inc. v. United States Army Corp of Engineers, 787 F. 2d 875,
892-893 (CA3 1986) (Becker, J., concurring in part) ("Because the office of
the Comptroller General is created by statute, the Comptroller General's
status within the government is a matter of statutory interpretation which,
like all statutory interpretation, is controlled by legislative intent ....
There is copious evidence in the legislative history that the GAO (and
therefore- the Comptroller General) was intended to be in the legislative
branch .... Because there is no legislative intent to the contrary, I believe
that it is incumbent upon us to hold that the Comptroller General-is within
the legislative branch of the government, despite the inconveniences that
may attend such a holding").
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jected levels of unemployment, interest rates, and the special
problems that may be confronted by the many components of
a vast federal bureaucracy. His duties are anything but
ministerial-he is-not merely a clerk wearing a "green eye
shade" as he undertakes these tasks. Rather, he is vested
with the kind of responsibilities that Congress has elected to
discharge itself under the fallback provision that will become
effective if and when § 251(b) and § 251(c)(2) are held invalid.
Unless we make the taive assumption that the economic des-
tiny of the Nation could be safely entrusted to a mindless
bank of computers, the powers that this Act vests in the
Comptroller General must be recognized as having transcen-
dent importance.'It

The Court concludes that the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
Act impermissibly assigns the Comptroller General "execu-
tive powers." Ante, at 16. The dissent agrees that "the
powers exercised by the Comptroller under the Act may be
characterized as 'executive' in that they involve the interpre-
tation and carrying out of the Act's mandate." Post, at 7.
This conclusion is not only far from obvious but also rests on
the unstated and unsound premise that there is a definite line
that distinguishes executive power from legislative power.

"The great ordinances of the Constitution do not establish
and divide fields of black and white." Springer v. Philippine
Islands, 277 U. S. 189, 209 (1928) (Holmes, J., dissenting).
"The men who met in Philadelphia in the summer of 1787
were practical statesmen, experienced in politics, who
viewed the principle of separation of powers as a vital check
against tyranny. But they likewise saw that a hermetic
sealing off of the three branches of Government from one an-
other would preclude the establishment of a Nation capable

"2The element of judgment that the Comptroller General must exercise
is evident by the congressional recognition that there may be "differences
between the contents of (his) report and the report of the Directors" of the
Congressional Budget Office and the Office of Management and Budget.
§ 251(bX2).
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of governing itself effectively." Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U. S.
1, 121 (1976). As Justice Brandeis explained in his dissent in
the Miers case: "The separation of the powers of government
did not make each branch completely autonomous. It left
each, in some measure, dependent upon the others, as it left
to each power to exercise, in some respects, functions in their
nature executive, legislative and judicial." Myers v. United
States, 272 U. S. 52, 291 (1926).

One reason that the exercise of legislative, executive, and
judicial powers cannot be categorically distributed among
three mutually exclusive branches of government is that gov-
ernmental power cannot always be readily characterized with
only one of those three labels. On the contrary, as our cases
demonstrate, a particular function, like a chameleon, will
often take on the aspect of the office to which it is assigned.
For this reason, whenhn any Branch acts, it is presumptively
exercising the power the Constitution has delegated to it."
INS v. Chadha, 462 U. S., at 951.13

The Chadha case itself illustrates this basic point. The
governmental decision that was being made was whether a
resident alien who had overstayed his student visa should be
deported. From the point of view of the administrative law

W"Perhaps as a matter of political science we could say that Congress
should only concern itself with broad principles of policy and leave their

- application in particular-cases to the executive branch. But no such rule
can be found in the Constitution itself or in legislative practice. It is fruit-
less, therefore, to try to draw any sharp and logical line between legislative
and executive functions. Characteristically, the draftsmen of 1787 did not
even attempt doctrinaire definitions, but placed their reliance in the me-
chanics of the Constitution. One of their principal devices was to vest the -
legislative powers in the two Houses of Congress and to make the Presi-
dent a part of the legislative process by requiring that all bills passed by
the two Houses be submitted to him for his approval or disapproval, his
disapproval or veto to be overridden only by a two-thirds vote. of each
House. It is in such checks upon powers, rather than in the classifications
of powers, that our governmental system finds equilibrium." Ginnane,
The Control of Federal Administration by Congressional Resolutions and
Committees, 66 Harv. L. Rev. 569, 571 (1963) (footnote omitted).
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judge who conducted a hearing on the issue-or as JUSTICE
POWELL saw the issue in his concurrence '--the decision took
on a judicial coloring. From the point of view of the Attor-
ney General of the United States to whom Congress had dele-
gated the authority to suspend deportation of certain aliens,
the decision appeared to have an executive character. ' But,
as the Court held, when the House of Representatives finally
decided that Chadha must-be deported, its action "was essen-
tially legislative in purpose and effect." Id., at 962.

The powers delegated to the Comptroller General by § 251
of the Act before us today have a similar chameleon-like qual-
ity. The District Court persuasively explained why they
may be appropriately characterized as executive powers."
But, when that.delegation is held invalid, the "fallback provi-
sion" provides that the report that would otherwise be issued
by the.Comptroller General shall be issued by Congress it-
self. In the event that the resolution is enacted, the con-

"1 For JUS iCE POWELL the critical question in the Chadha case was
"whether Congress impermissibly assumed a judicial function." 462
U. S., at 963.

"1"It is clear, therefore, that the Attorney General acts in his presump-
tively Art. II capacity when he administers the Immigration and National-
ity Act." Id., at 953, n. 16.

"1"Under subsection 251(bXI), the Comptroller General must specify
levels of anticipated revenue and expenditure that determine the gross
amount which must be sequestered; and he must specify which particular
budget items are required to be reduced by the various provisions of the
Act (wbich are not-in all respects clear), and in what particular amounts.
The first of these specifications requires the exercise of substantial judg-
ment concerning present and future facts that affect the application of the
law--the sort of power normally conferred upon the executive officer
charge with implementing a statute. The second specification requires an
interpretation of the law enacted by Congress, similarly a power normally
committed initially to the Executive under the Constitution's prescription
that he 'take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed.' Art. 1I, 13."
Synar v. United StaMs, 626 F. Supp. 1374, 1400 (1969).

"Section 274(f) of the Act provides, in part:
"Alternative procedures for the joint reports of the Directors.-
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gressional report will have the same legal consequences as if
it had been issued by the Comptroller General. In that
event, moreover, surely no one would suggest that Congress
had acted in any capacity other than "legislative." Since the
District Court expressly recognized the validity of whatkit de-
scribed as the fallbackck' deficit reduction process," Synar v.
United States, 626 F. Supp. 1374, 1377 (1986), it obviously
did not doubt the constitutionality of the performance by
Congress of the functions delegated to the Comptroller
General.

Under the District Court's analysis, and the analysis
adopted by the majority today, it would therefore appear
that the function at issue is "executive" if performed by the
Comptroller General but "legislative" if performed by the
Congress. In my view, however, the function may appropri-
ately be labeled "legislative" even if performed by the Comp-
troller General or by an executive agency.

Despite the statement in Article I of the Constitution that
"All legislative Powers herein granted shall be vested in a

"(1) In the event that any of the reporting procedures described in sec-
tion 251 are invalidated, then any report of the Directors referred to in see-
tion 251(a) or (cX1)... shall be transmitted to the joint committee estab-
lished under this subsection.

"(2) Upon the invalidation of any such procedure there is established a
Temporary Joint Committee on Deficit Reduction, composed of the entire
membership of the Budget Committees of the House of Representatives
and the Senate.... The purposes of the Joint Committee are to receive
the reports of the Directors as described in paragraph (1), and to report
(with respect to each such report of the Directors) a joint resolution as de-
scribed in paragraph (3).

"(3) No later than 5 days after the receipt of a report of the Directors in
accordance with paragraph (1), the Joint Committee shall report to the
House of Representatives and the Senate a joint resolution setting forth
the contents of the report of the Directors.

"(5) Upon its enactment, the joint resolution shall be deemed to be the
report received by th President under section 251(b) or (c)(2) (whichever
is applicable)." (Emphasis added).
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Congress of the United States," it is far from novel to ac-
knowledge that independent agencies do indeed exercise leg-
islative powers. As JUSTICE WHITE explained in his
Chadha dissent, after reviewing our cases upholding broad
delegations of legislative power:

"(T]hese cases establish that by virtue of congressional
delegation, legislative power can be exercised by inde-
pendent agencies and Executive departments without
the passage of new legislation. For some tijne, the
sheer amount of law-the substantive rules that regulate
private conduct and direct the operation of govern-
ment-made by the agencies has far outnumbered the
lawmaking engaged in by Congress through the tradi-
tional process. There is no question but that agency
rulemaking is lawmaking in any functional or realistic
sense of the term. The Administrative Procedure Act,
5 U. S. C. § 551(4), provides that a 'rule'" is an agency
statement 'designed to implement, interpret, or pre-
scribe law or policy.' When agencies are authorized to
prescribe law through substantive rulemaking, the ad-
ministrator's regulation is not only due deference, but is
accorded 'legislative effect.' See, e. g., Schweiker v.
Gray Panthers, 453 U. S. 34, 43-44 (1981); Batterton v.
Francis, 432 U. S. 416 (1977). These regulations bind
courts and officers of the Federal Government, may pre-
empt state law, see, e. g., Fidelity Federal Savings &
Loan Assn. v. De la Cuesta, 458 U. S. 141 (1982), and
grant rights to and impose obligations on the public. In
sum, they have the force of law." 462 U. S., at 985-986
(footnote omitted).

Thus, I do not agree that the Comptroller General's
responsibilities under the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act
must be termed "executive powers," or even that our inquiry
is much advanced by using that term. For, whatever the la-
bel given the functions to be performed by the Comptroller
General under § 251--or by the Congress under § 274-the

51-722 - 93 - 32
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District Court had no difficulty in concluding that Congress
could delegate the performance of those functions to another
branch of the Government.I If the delegation to a stranger
is permissible, why may not Congress delegate the same
responsibilities to one of its own agents? That is the central
question before us today.

IV
Congress regularly delegates responsibility to a number of

agents who provide important support for its legislative ac-
tivities. Many perform functions that could be characterized
as "executive" in most contexts-the Capitol Police can ar-
rest and press charges against law breakers, the Sergeant at
Arms manages the congressional payroll, the Capitol Archi-
tect maintains the buildings and grounds, and its Librarian
has custody of a vast number of books and records. More-
over, the Members themselves necessarily engage in many
activities that are merely ancillary to their primary lawmak-
ing responsibilities-they manage their "separate offices, they
communicate with their constituents, they conduct hearings,
they inform themselves about the problems confronting the
Nation, and they make rules for the governance of their own

"I"All that has been left to administrative discretion is the estimation of
the aggregate amount of reductions that will be necessary, in light of pre-
dicted revenues and expenditures, and we believe that the Act contains
standards adequately confining administrative discretion in making that
estimation. While this is assuredly an estimation that requires some judg-
ment, and on which various individuals may disagree, we hardly think it is
a distinctively political judgment, much less a political judgment of such
scope that it must be made by Congress itself. Through specification of
maximuni deficit amounts, establishment of a detailed administrative
mechanism, and determination of the standards governing administrative
decisionmaking, Congress has made the policy decisions which constitute
the essence of the legislative flmction." 626 F. Supp., at 1391.
The District Court's holding that the exercise of discretion was not the kind
of political judgment that "must be made by Congress itself" is, of course,
consistent with the view that it is a judgment that "may be made by Con-
goss itself" pursuant to *1274.
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business. The responsibilities assigned to the Comptroller
General in the case before us are, of course, quite different
from these delegations and ancillary activities.

The Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act assigns to the Comp-
troller General the duty to make policy decisions that have
the force of law. The Comptroller General's report is, in the
current statutue, the engine that gives life to the ambitious
budget reduction process. It is the Comptroller General's
report that provides(] for the determination of reductions"
and that contains(] estimates, determinations, and specifica-
tions for all of the items contained in the report" submitted
by the Office of Management and Budget and the Congres.
sional Budget Office. § 251(b). It is the Comptroller Gener-
al's Report that the President must follow and that will have
conclusive effect. §252. It is, in short, the Comptroller
General's report that will have a profound, dramatic, and
immediate impact on the government and on the Nation at
large.

Article I of the Constitution specifies the procedures .that
Congress. must follow when it makes policy that binds the
Nation: its legislation must be approved by both Houses of
Congress and presented to the President. In holding that an
attempt to legislate by means of a "one House veto" violated
the procedural mandate in Article I, we explained:

"We see therefore that the Framers were acutely con-
scious that the bicameral requirement and the Present-
ment Clauses would serve essential constitutional func-
tions. The President's participation in the legislative
process was to protect the Executive Branch from Con-
gress and to protect the whole people from improvident
laws. The division of the Congress into two distinctive
bodies assures that the legislative power would be exer-
cised only after opportunity for full study and debate in
separate settings. The President's unilateral veto
power, in turn, was limited by the power of two-thirds of
both Houses of Congress to overrule a veto thereby pre-
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eluding final arbitrary action of one person ... It
emerges clearly that the prescription for legislative ac-
tion in Art. I, ff 1, 7, represents the Framers' decision
that the legislative power of the Federal Government be
exercised in accord with a single, finely wrought and ex-
haustively considered, procedure." INS v. Chadha, 462
U. S., at 951.

If Congress were free to delegate its policymaldng authority
to one of its components, or to one of its agents, it would be
able to evade "the carefully crafted restraints spelled out in
the Constitution." id., at 959."' That danger-congres-
sional action that evades constitutional restraints-is not
present when Congress delegates lawmaking power to the
executive or to an independent agency.*

The distinction between the kinds of action that Congress
may delegate to its own components and agents and those
that require either compliance with Article I procedures or
delegation to another Branch pursuant to defined standards
is reflected in the practices that have developed over the
years regarding congressional resolutions. The joint resolu-
tion, which is used for "special purposes and... incidental
matters," 7 Deschler's Precedents of the House of Represent-

"1 Even scholars who would have sustained the one House veto appear to
agree with this ultimate conclusion. See Nathanson, Separation of Pow-
ers and Administrative Law: Delegation, The Legislative Veto. and the
"Independent" Agencies, 75 Nw. U. L. Rev. 1064, 1090 (1981) ("It is not a
case where the Congress has delegated authority to one of its components
to take affirmative steps to impose regulations upon private interests--an
action which would, I assume, be unconstitutional"). Cf. Buckley v.
Valso, 424 U. S. i, 286 (1976) (Wmvrz, J., dissenting) (expressing the opin-
ion that a one House veto of agency regulations would be unobjectionable,
but adding that it "would be considerably different if Congress itself pur-
ported to adopt and propound regulations by the action of both Houses").

"As I have emphasized, in this case, the Comptroller General is as-
signed functions that require him to make policy determinations that bind
the Nation. I note only that this analysis need not call into question the
Comptroller General's performance of numerous existing fimctions that
may not rise to this level. See ante, at 11, n. 7.
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atives, 334 (1977), makes binding policy and "requires an
ai tive vote by both Houses and submission to the Presi-
dent for approval" id., at 333-the full Article I require-
ments." A concurrent resolution, in contrast, makes no bind-
ing policy; it is "a means of expressing fact, principles,
opinions, and purposes of the two Houses," Jefferson's Man-
ual and Rules of the House of Representatives 176 (1983),
and thus does not need to be presented to the President. It
is settled, however, that if a resolution is intended to make
policy that will bind the Nation and thus is "legislative in its
character and effect," S. Rep. No. 1335, 54th Cong., 2d
Sess., 8 (1897)-then the full Article I requirements must be
observed. For "the nature or substance of the resolution,
and not its form, controls the question of its disposition."
Ibid.

In my opinion, Congress itself could not exercise the
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings functions through a concurrent
resolution. The fact that the fallback provision in § 274 re-
quires a joint resolution rather than a concurrent resolution
indicates that Congress endorsed this view." I think it
equally clear that Congress may not simply delegate those
functions to an agent such as the Congressional Budget Of-
fice. Since I am persuaded that the Comptroller General is
also fairly deemed to be an agent of Congress, he too cannot
exercise such functions.n

"1 The fact that Congress specified a joint resolution as the fallback pro-
vision has another significance as well. For it reveals the congressional
intent that, if the Comptroller General could not exercise the prescribed
functions, Congress wished to perform them itself, rather than delegating
them, for instance, to an independent agency or to an Executive Branch
official. This choice shows that Congress intended that the important
functions of the Act be no further from itself than the Comptroller General.

= In considering analogous problems, our state courts have consistently
recognized the importance of strict adherence to constitutionally mandated
procedures in the legislative process. See, e. g., State v. A. L. I. V. E.
Volntamv, 606 P. 2d 769, 773, 777 (Alaska 1980) ("Of course, when the leg-
islature wishes to act in an advisory capacity it may act by resolution.
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As a result, to decide this case there is no need to consider
the Decision of 1789, the President's removal power, or the
abstract nature of "executive powers." Once it is clear that
the Comptroller General, whose statutory duties define him
as an agent of Congress, has been assigned the task of mak-
ing policy determinations that will bind the Nation, the ques-
tion is simply one of congressional process. There can be no
doubt that the Comptroller General's statutory duties under
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings do not follow the constitutionally
prescribed procedures for congressional lawmaking.n

In short, even though it is well settled that Congress may
delegate legislative power to independent agencies or to the
Executive, and thereby divest itself of a portion of its law-
making power, when it elects to exercise such power itself, it
may not authorize a lesser representative of the Legislative
Branch to act on its behalf." It is for this reason that I be-

However, when it means to take action having a binding effect on those
outside the legislature it may do so only by following the enactment proce-
dures. Other state courts have so held with virtual unanimity.... .The
fact that it can delegate legislative power to others who are not bound by
article II does not mean that it can delegate the same power to-itself and, in
the process, escape from the constraints under which it must operate");
People v. Tremaine, 252 N. Y. 27, 44 168 N. E. 817, 822 (1929) ("If the-.
power to approve the segregation of lump sum appropriations may be dele-
gated to any one, even to one or two members of the Legislature, it neces-
sarily follows that the power to segregate such appropriations may also be
conferred upon such delegates .... To visualize an extreme case, one lump
sum appropriation might be made to be segregated by the committee chair-
men. Such a delegation of legislative power would be abho(rrJent to all
our notions of legislation on the matter of appropriations").

0I have previously noted my concern about the need for a "due process
of lawmaking" even when Congress has acted with bicameralism and pre-
sentment. See Fullilot v. Klutznick, 448 U. S. 448, 549, and n. 24 (1980)
(STEvENs, J., dissenting); Delaware Tribal Busimes Committee v. Weeks,
430 U. S. 73, 96, and n. 11(197) (STEVENS, J., dissenting). When a leg-
islature's agent is given powers to act without even the formalities of the
legislative process, these concerns are especially prominent.

"MSee also Watson, Congress Steps Out: A Look at Congressional Con-
trol of the Executive, 63 Cal. L. Rev. 983, 1067, n. 430 (1975) ("A delega-

I
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lieve § 251(b) and § 251(c)(2) of the Act are unconstitutional. 5

Thus, the critical inquiry in this case concerns not the man-
ner in which Executive officials or agencies may act, but the
manner in which Congress and its agents may act. As we
emphasized in Chadha, when Congress legislates, when it
makes binding policy, it must follow the procedures pre-
scribed in Article I. Neither the unquestioned urgency of
the national budget crisis nor the Comptroller General's
proud record of professionalism and dedication provides a
justification for allowing a congressional agent to set policy
that binds the Nation. Rather than turning the task over to
its agent, if the Legislative Branch decides to act with conclu-

tion which disperses power is not ..ecessarily constitutionally equivalent to
one which concentrates power in the hands of the delegating agency");
Ginnane, 66 Harv. L. Rev., at 595 ("It is a non sequitur to say that, since a
statute can delegate a power to someone not bound by the procedure pre-
scribed in the Constitution for Congress' exercise of the power, it can
therefore 'delegate' the power to Congress free of constitutional restric-
tions on the manner of its exercise").

'JUSTICE BLACKMUN suggests that Congress may delegate legislative
power to one of its own agents as long as it does not retain "tight control"
over that agent. Post, at 4, n. 1. His suggestion is not faithful to the
rationale of Chaddha because no component of Congress, not even one of its
Houses, is subject to the "tight control" of the entire Congress. For in-
stance, the Congressional Research Service, whose primary function is to
respond to congressional research requests, 2 U. S. C. § 166, apparently
would not fall within JUSTICE BLACkmm's 'tight control" test because
Congress has guaranteed the Service "complete research independence
and the maximum practicable administrative independence consistent with
these objectives." § 166(b)(2). I take it, however, that few would doubt
the unconstitutionality of assigning the functions at issue in this case to the
Congressional Research Service. Moreover, Chadha surely forecloses the
suggestion that because delegation of legislative power to an independent
agency is acceptable, such power may also be delegated to a component or
an agent of Congress. Finally, with respect to JUSTICE BLACKMUN's em-
phasis on Presidential appointment of the Comptroller General, post, at 3,
n. 1, as I have previously pointed out, other obvious congressional agents,
such as the Librarian of Congress, the Architect of the Capitol, and the
Public Printer are also appointed by the President. See n. 9, supra.
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sive effect, it must do so through a process akin to that speci-
fied in the fallback provision-through enactment by both
Houses and presentment to the President.

I concur in the judgment.
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JUSTICE WHrrE, dissenting.
The Court, acting in the name of separation of powers,

takes upon itself to strike down the Gramm-Rudman-Hol-
lings Act, one of the most novel and far-reaching legislative
responses to a national crisis since the New Deal. The basis
of the Court's action is a solitary provision of another statute
that was passed over sixty years ago and has lain dormant
since that time. I cannot concur in the Court's action. Like
the Court, I will not purport to speak to the wisdom of the
policies incorporated in the legislation the Court invalidates;
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that is a matter for the Congress and the Executive, both of
which expressed their assent to the statute barely half a year
ago. I will, however, address the wisdom of the Court's
willingness to interpose its distressingly formalistic view of
separation of powers as a bar to the attainment of govern-
mental objectives through the means chosen by the Congress
and the President in the legislative process established by
the Constitution. Twice in the past four years I have ex-
pressed my view that the Court's recent efforts to police the
separation of powers have rested on untenable constitutional
propositions leading to regrettable results. See Northern
Pipeline Contruction Co. v. Marathon Pipe Line Co., 458
U. S. 50, 92-118 (1989) (WHITE, J., dissenting); INS v.
Chadha, 462 U. S. 919, 967-1003 (WHITE, J., dissenting).
Today's result is even more misguided. As I will explain,
the Court's decision rests on a feature of the legislative
scheme that is of minimal practical significance and that
presents no substantial threat to the basic scheme of separa-
tion of powers. In attaching .dispositive significance to what
should be regarded as a triviality, the Court neglects what
has in the past been recognized as a fundamental principles
governing consideration of disputes over separation of
powers:

"The actual art of governing under our Constitution does
not and cannot conform to judicial definitions of the
power of any of its branches based on isolated clauses or
even single Articles torn from context. While the Con-
stitution diffuses power the better to secure liberty, it
also contemplates that practice will integrate the dis-
persed powers into a workable government." Youngs.
town Sheet &tTbe Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U. S. 579, 635
(1952) (Jackson, J. concurring).

I
The Court's argument is straightforward: the Act vests the

Comptroller General with "executive" powers, that is, pow-

FOR & A Aý1 1 1 o
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ers to "'[i]nterpre(t] a law enacted by Congress (in order] to
implement the legislative mandate," ante, at 17; such powers
may. not be vested by Congress in itself or its agents, see
Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U. S. 1, 120-141 (1976), for the system
of government established by the Constitution for the most
part limits Congress to a legislative rather than an executive
or judicial role, see INS v. Cladha, supra; the Comptroller
General is an agent of Congress by virtue of a provision in the
Budget and Accounting Act of 1921, 43 Stat. 23, 31 U. S. C.
§ 703(e)(1), granting Congress the power to remove the
Comptroller for cause through joint resolution; therefore the
Comptroller General may not constitutionally exercise the
executive powers granted him in the Gramm-Rudman Act,
and the Act's automatic budget-reduction mechanism, which
is premised on the Coinptroller's exercise of those powers,
must be struck down.

Before examining the merits of the Court's argument, I
wish to emphasize what it is that the Court quite pointedly
and corretly d6es not hold: namely, that "executive" powers
of the sort granted the Comptroller by the Act may only be
exercised by officers removable at will by the President.
The Court's apparent unwillingness to accept this argu-
ment,' which has been tendered in this Court by the Solicitor
General,' is fully consistent with the Court's longstanding
recognition that it is within the power of Congress under the
"Necessary and Proper" Clause, Art. I, § 8, to vest authority
that falls within the Court's definition of executive power in
officers who are not subject to removal at will by the Presi-
dent and are therefore not under the President's direct con-
trol. See, e. g., Humphrey's Executor v. United States, 295
U. S. 602 (1935); Wiener v. United States, 357 U. S. 349

'See ant, at 9-10, and n. 4.
'The Solicitor General appeared on behalf of the "United States," or,

more properly, the Executive departments, which intervened to attack the
constitutionality of the statute that the Chief Executive had earlier en-
dorsed and signed into law.
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(1958).3 In an earlier day, in which simpler notions of the
role of government in society prevailed, it was perhaps plau-
sible to insist that all "executive" officers be subject to an
unqualified presidential removal power, see Myers v. United
States, 272 U. S. 52 (1926); but with the advent and triumph
of the administrative state and the accompanying multiplica-
tion of the tasks undertaken by the Federal Government, the
Court has been virtually compelled to recognize that Con-
gress may reasonably deem it "necessary and proper" to vest
some among the broad new array of governmental functions
in officers who are free from the partisanship that may be
expected of agents wholly dependent upon the President.

The Court's recognition of the legitimacy of legislation
vesting "executive" authority in officers independent of the
President does not imply derogation of the President's own
constitutional authority-indeed, duty-to "take Care that
the Laws be faithfully executed," Art. II, § 3, for any such
duty is necessarily limited to a great extent by the content of
the laws enacted by the Congress. As Justice Holmes put it,
"The duty of the President to see that the laws be executed is
a duty that does not go beyond the laws or require him to

' Although the Court in Humphreys' Executor characterized the powers
of the Federal Trade Commissioner whose tenure was at issue as "quasi-
legislative" and "quasi-judicial," it is clear that the FTC's power to enforce
and give content to the Federal Trade Commission Act's proscription of
"unfair" acts and practices and methods of competition is in fact "execu-
tive" in the same sense as is the Comptroller's authority under Gramm-
Rudman-that is, it involves the implementation, (or the interpretation
and application) of an act of Congress. Thus, although the Court in Hum.
phrey's Executor found the use of the labels "quasi-legislative" and "quasi-
judicial" helpful in "distinguishing" its then-recent decision in Myers v.
United States, 272 U. S. 52 (1926), these terms are hardly of any use in
limiting the holding of the case; as Justice Jackson pointed out, ¶Etjhe mere
retreat to the qualifying 'quasi' is implicit with confession that all recog-
nized classification have broken down, and 'quasi' is a smooth cover which
we draw over our confusion as we might use a counterpane to conceal a
disordered bed." FTC v. Rubwri Co., 343 U. S. 470, 487-488 (Jackson,
J., dissenting).
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achieve more than Congress sees fit to leave withiin his
power." Myers v. United States, 272 U. S., at 177 (Holmes,
J., dissenting).' Justice Holmes perhaps overstated his.
case, for there are undoubtedly executive functions that, re-
gardless of the enactments of Congress, must be performed
by officers subject to removal at will by the President.
Whether a particular function falls within this class or within
the far larger class that may be relegated to independent offi-
cers "will depend upon the character of the office." Hum-
phrey's Executor, 295 U.S., at. 631. In determining
whether a limitation on the President's power to remove an
officer performing executive functions constitutes a violation
of the constitutional scheme of separation of powers, a court
must focus(] on the extent to which [such a limitation] pre-
vents the Executive Branch from accomplishing its constitu-
tionally assigned functions." Nixon v. Administrator of
General Services, 433 U. S. 425, 443 (1977). "Only where
the potential for disruption is' present must we then deter-
mine whether that impact is satisfied by an overriding need
to promote objectives within the constitutional authority of
Congress." Ibid. This inquiry is, to be sure, not one that
will beget easy answers; it provides nothing approaching a
bright-line rule or set of rules. Such an inquiry, however, is
necessitated by the recognition that "formalistic and-unbend-
ing rules" in the area of separation of powers may "unduly
constrict Congress' ability to take needed and innovative ac-
tion pursuant to its Article I powers." Commodity Futures
Trading Commission v. Schor, - U. S. - p - (1986).

It is evident (and nothing in the Court's opinion is to the
contrary) that the powers exercised by the Comptroller Gen-
eral under the Gramm-Rudman Act are not such that vesting
them in an officer not subject to removal at will by the Presi-
dent would in itself improperly interfere with Presidential
powers. Determining the level of spending by the Federal

Cf. ant, at 18 ("undoubtedly the content of the Act determines the
nature of the executive duty'..
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Government is not by nature a function central either to the
exercise of the President's enumerated powers or to his gen-
eral duty to ensure execution of the laws; rather, appropriat-
ing funds is a peculiarly legislative function, and one ex-
pressly committed to Congress by Art. I, § 9, which provides
that "[n]o Money shall be drawn from the Treasury, but in
Consequence of Appropriations made by Law." In enacting
Gramm-Rudman, Congress has chosen to exercise this legis-
lative power to establish the level of federal spending by pro-
viding a detailed set of criteria for reducing expenditures
below the level of appropriations in the event that certain
conditions are met. Delegating the execution of this legisla-
tion-that'is, the power to apply the Act's criteria and make
the required calculations-to an officer independent of the
President's will does not deprive the President of any power
that he would otherwise have or that is essential to the per-
formance of the duties of his office. Rather, the result of
such a-delegation, from the standpoint of the President, is no
different from the result of more traditional forms of appro-
priation: under either system, the level of funds available to
the Executive branch to carry out its duties is not-within the
President's discretionary control. To be sure, if the budget-
cutting mechanism required the responsible officer to exer-
cise a great deal of policymaking discretion, one might argue
that having created such broad discretion Congress had some
obligation based upon Art. II to vest it in the Chief Executive
or his agents. In Gramm-Rudman, however, Congress has
done no such thing; instead, it has created a precise and artic-
ulated set of criteria designed to minimize the degree of pol-
icy choice exercised by the officer executing the statute and
to ensure that the relative spending priorities established by
Congress in the appropriations it passes into law remain un-
altered.5 Given that the exercise of policy choice by the offi-

'That the statute provides, to the greatest extent possible, precise
guidelines for the officer assigned to carry out the required budget cuts not
only indicates that vesting budget-cutting authority in an officer independ-
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cer executing the statute would be inimical to Congress' goal
in enacting "automatic" budget-cutting measures, it is emi-
nently reasonable and proper for Congress to vest the
budget-cutting authority in an officer who is to the greatest
degree possible nonpartisan and independent of the Presi-
dent and his political agenda and who therefore may be relied
upon not to allow his calculations to be colored by political
considerations. Such a delegation deprives the President of
no authority that is rightfully his.

II
If, as the Court seems to agree, the assignment of "execu-

tive" powers under Gramm-Rudman to an officer-not remov-
able at will by the President would not in itself represent a
violation of the constitutional scheme of separated powers,
the question 'remains whether, as the Court concludes, the
fact that the officer to whom Congress has delegated the au-
thority to implement the Act is removable by a joint resolu-
tion of Congress should require invalidation of the Act. The
Court's decision, as I have stated above, is based on a syllo-
gism: the Act vests the Comptroller with "executive power";
such power may not be exercised by Congress or its agents;
the Comptroller is an agent of Congress because he is remov-
able by Congress; therefore the Act.is invalid. I have no
quarrel with the proposition that the powers exercised by the
Comptroller under the Act may be characterized as "execu-
tive" in that they involve the interpretation and carrying out
of the Act's mandate. I can also accept the general proposi-
tion that although Congress has considerable authority in

ent of the President does not in any sense deprive the President of a signifi-
cant amount of discretionary authority that should rightfully be vested in
him or an officer accountable to him, but also answers the claim that the
Act represents an excessive and hence unlawful delegation of legislative
authority. Because the majority does not address the delegation argu-
ment, I shall not discuss it at any length, other than to refer the reader to
the District Court's persuasive demonstration that the statute is not void
under the nondelegation doctrine.
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designating the officers who are to execute legislation, see
supra, at 3-7, the constitutional scheme of separated powers
does prevent Congress from reserving an executive role for
itself or for its "agents." Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U. S., at
120-141; id., at 267-282 (WmTE, J., concurring in part and
dissenting in part). I cannot accept, however, that the exer-
cise of authority by an officer removable for cause by a joint
resolution of Congress is analogous to the impermissible exe-
cution of the law by Congress itself, nor would I hold that the
congressional role in the removal process renders the Comp-
troller an "agent" of the Congress, incapable of receiving "ex-
ecutive" power.

In Buckley v. Valeo, supra, the Court held that Congress
could not reserve to itself the power to appoint members of
the Federal Election Commission, a body exercising "execu-
tive" power. Buckley, however, was grounded on a textu-
ally based separation of powers argument whose central
premise was that the Constitution requires that all "Officers
of the United States" (defined as "all persons who can be said
to hold an office under the government," 424 U. S., at 126)
whose appointment is not otherwise specifically provided for
elsewhere in its text be appointed through the means speci-
fied by the Appointments Clause, Art. II, §2, cl.2-that is,
either by the President with the advice and consent of the
Senate or, if Congress so specifies, by the President alone, by
the courts, or by the head of a department. The Buckley
Court treated the Appointments Clause as reflecting the
principle that "the Legislative Branch may not exercise exec-
utive authority," 424 U. S., at 119 (citing Springer v. Philip-
pine Islands, 277 U. S. 189 (1928)), but the Court's holding
was merely that Congress may not direct that its laws be im-
plemented through persons who are its agents in the sense
that it chose them; the Court did not pass on the legitimacy of
other means by which Congress might exercise authority
over those who execute its laws. Because the Comptroller is
not an appointee of Congress but an officer of the United
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States appointed by the President with the advice and con-
sent of the Senate, Buckley neither requires that he be char-
acterized as an agent of the Congress nor in any other way
calls into question his capacity to exercise "executive" au-.
thority. See 424 U. S., at 128, n. 165.

As the majority points out, however, the Court's decision
in INS v. Chadha, 462 U. S. 919 (1983), recognizes additional
limits on the ability of Congress to participate in or influence
the execution of the laws. As interpreted in Chadha, the
Constitution prevents Congress from interfering with the ac-
tions of officers of the United States through means short of
legislation satisfying the demands of bicameral passage and
presentment to the President for approval or disapproval.
Id., at 954-956. Today's majority concludes that the same
concerns that underlay Chadha indicate the invalidity of a
statutory provision allowing the removal by joint resolution
for specified cause of any officer performing executive func-
tMons. Such removal power, the Court contends, constitutes
a "congressional veto" analogous to that struck down in
Chadha, for it permits Congress to "remove, or threaten to
remove, an officer for executing the laws in any fashion found
to be unsatisfactory." Ante, at 11. The Court concludes
that it is thishs kind of congressional control over the execu-
tion of the laws"- that-Chadha condemns. Ibid.

The deficiencies in the Court's reasoning are apparent.
First, the Court baldly mischaracterizes the removal provi-
sion when it suggests that it allows Congress to remove the
Comptoller for "executing the laws in any fashion found to be
unsatisfactory"; in fact, Congress may remove the Comptrol-
ler only for one or more of five specified reasons, which "al-
though not so narrow as to deny Congress any leeway, cir-
cumscribe Congress' power to some extent by providing a
basis for judicial review of congressional removal."
Amern, Inc. v. United States Army Corps of Engineers,
787 F. 2d 875, 895 (CA3 1986) (Becker, J., concurring in
part). Second, and more to the point, the Court overlooks or
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deliberately ignores the decisive difference between the con-
gressional removal provision and the legislative veto struck
down in Chadha: under the Budget and Accounting Act,
Congress may remove the Comptroller only through a joint
resolution, which by definition must be passed by both
Houses andosigned by the President. See United States v.
Califotrnia, 332 U. S. 19, 28 (1947). In other words, a
removal of the Comptroller under the statute satisfies the
requirements of bicameralism and presentment laid doum in
Ciadha. The majority'3 citation of Chadha for the proposi-
tion that Congress may only control the acts of officers of the
United States "by passing new legislation," ante, at 18, in no
sense casts doubt on the legitimacy of the removal provision,
for that provision allows Congress to effect removal only
through action that constitutes legislation as defined in
Chadha.

To the extent that it has any bearing on the problem now
before us, Chadha would seem to suggest the legitimacy of
the statutory provision making the Comptroller removable
through joint resolution, for the Court's opinion in Chadha
reflects the view that the bicameralism and presentment re-
quirements of Art. I represent the principal assurances that
Congress will remain within its legislative role in the con-
stitutionally prescribed scheme of separated powers. Action
taken in accordance with the "single, finely wrought, and
exhaustively considered, procedure" established by Art. I,

"The legislative history indicates that the inclusion of the President in
the removal process was a deliberate choice on the part of the Congress
that enacted the Budget and Accounting Act. The previous year, legisla-
tion establishing the position of Comptroller General and providing for re-
moval by conwurrent resolution-that is, by a resolution not presented to
the President-had been vetoed by President Wilson on the ground that
granting the sole power of removal to the Congress would be unconstitu-
tional. See 59 Cong. Rec. 8609-8610 (1920). That Congress responded
by providing for removal through joint resolution clearly evinces congres-
sional intent that removal take place only through the legislative process,
with Presidential participation.
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Chadha, 462 U. S., at 951, should be presumptively viewed
as a legitimate exercise of legislative power. That such
action may represent a more or less successful attempt by
Congress to "control" the actions of an officer of the United
States surely does not in itself indicate that it is unconstitu-
tional, for no one would dispute that Congress has the power
to "control" administration through legislation imposing du-
ties or substantive restraints on executive officers, through
legislation increasing or decreasing the funds made available
to such officers, or through legislation actually abolishing a
particular office. Indeed, Chadha expressly recognizes that
while congressional meddling with administration of the laws
outside of the legislative process is impermissible, congres-
sional control over executive officers exercised through the
legislative process is valid. 462 U. S., at 955, n. 19. Thus,
if the existence of a statute permitting removal of the Comp-
troller through joint resolution (that is, through the legisla-
tive process) renders his exercise of executive powers uncon-
stitutional, it is for reasons having virtually nothing to do
with Chadha.'

'Because a joint resolution passed by both Houses of Congress and
signed by the President (or repassed over the President's veto) is legisla-
tion having the same force as any other Act of Congress, it is somewhat
mysterious why the Court focuses on the Budget and Accounting Act's au-
thorization of removal of the Comptroller through such a resolution as an
indicator that the Comptroller may not be vested with executive powers.
After all, even without such prior statutory authorization, Congress could
pass, and the President sign, a joint resolution purporting to remove the
Comptroller, and the validity of such legislation would seem in no way

-dependent on previous legislation contemplating it. Surely the fact that
Cungress might at any time pass and the President sign legislation pur-
porting to remove some officer of the United States does not make the ex-
ercise of executive power by all such officers unconstitutional. Since the
effect of the Budget and Accounting Act is merely to recognize the possibil-
ity of legislation that Congress might at any time attempt to enact with
respect to any executive officer, it should not make the exercise of "execu-
tive" power by the Comptroller any more problematic than the exercise of
such power, by any other officer. A joint resolution purporting to remove
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That a joint resolution removing the Comptroller General
would satisfy the requirements for legitimate legislative ac-
tion laid down in Chadha does not fully answer the.separation
of powers argument, for it is apparent that even the results
of the constitutional legislat':. process may be unconstitu-
tional if those results are in fact destructive .of the scheme of
separation of powers. Nixon v.. Administrator of General
Services, 433 U. S. 425 (1977). The question to be answered
is whether the threat of removal of the Comptroller General
for cause through joint resolution as authorized by the
Budget and Accounting Act renders the Comptroller suffi-
ciently subservient to Congress that investing him with "ex-
ecutive" power can be realistically equated with the unlawful
retention of such power by Congress itself; more generally,
the question is whether there is a genuine threat of "en-
croachment or aggrandizement of one branch at the expense
of the other," Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U. S., at 122. Common
sense indicates that the existence of the removal provision
poses no such threat to the principle of separation of powers.

the Comptroller, or any other executive officer, might be constitutionally
infirm, but Congress' advance assertion of the power to enact such legisla-
tion seems irrelevant to the question whether exercise of authority by an
officer who might in the future be subject to such a possibly valid and possi-
bly invalid resolution is permissible, since the provision contemplating a
resolution of removal obviously cannot in any way add to Congress' power
to enact such a resolution.

Of course, the foregoing analysis does not imply that the removal provi-
sion of the Budget and Accounting Act is meaningless; for although that
provision cannot add to any power Congress might have to pass legislation
(that is, a joint resolution) removing the Comptroller, it can limit its power
to do so to the circumstances specified. The reason for this is that any
joint resolution purporting to remove the Comptroller in the absence of a
hearing or one of the specified grounds for removal would not be deemed
an implied repeal of the limits on removal in the 1921 Act (for such implied
repeals are disfavored), and thus the joint resolution would only be given
effect to the extent consistent with the preexisting law (that is, to the
extent that there was actually cause for removal).
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The statute does not permit anyone to remove the Comp-
troller at will; removal is permitted only for specified cause,
with the existence of cause to be determined by Congress fol-
lowing a hearing. Any removal under the statute would pre-
sumably be subject to post-termination judicial review to en-
sure that a hearing had in fact been held and that the finding
of cause for removal was not arbitrary. See Ameron, Inc. v.
United States Army Corps of Engineers, 787 F. 2d, at 895
(Becker, J., concurring in part). These procedural and sub-
stantive limitations on the removal power militate strongly
against the characterization of the Comptroller as a mere
agent of Congress by virtue of the removal authority. In-
deed, similarly qualified grants of removal power are gener-
ally deemed to protect the officers to-whom they apply and to
establish their independence from the domination of the pos-
sessor of the removal power. See Humphrey's Executor v.
United States, 295 U. S., at 625-626, 629-630. Removal
authority limited in such a manner is more properly viewed.
as motivating adherence to a substantive standard estab-
lished by law than as inducing subservience to the particular
institution that enforces that standard. That the agent en-
forcing the standard is Congress may be of some significance
to the Comptroller, but Congress' substantively limited re-
moval power will undoubtedly be less of a spur to subservi-
ence than Congress' unquestionable and unqualified pvvver to
enact legislation reducing the Comptroller's salary, cutting
the funds available to his department, reducing his person-
nel, limiting or expanding his duties, or even abolishing his
position altogether.

More importantly, the substantial role played by the Presi-
dent in the process-of removal through joint resolution re-
duces to utter insignificance the possibility that the threat of
removal will induce subservience to the Congress. As I

C!. Humphrey's Executor v. United States, 295 U. S. 602 (1935), in
which the Court entertained a challenge to Presidential removal under a
statute that similarly limited removals to specified cause.
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have pointed out above, a joint resolution must be presented
to the President and is ineffective if it is vetoed by him, un-
less the veto is overridden by the constitutionally prescribed
two-thirds majority of both Houses of Congress. The re-
quirement of presidential approval obviates the possibility
that the Comptroller will perceive himself as so completely at
the mercy of Congress that he will function as its tool.' If
the Comptroller's conduct in office is not so unsatisfactory to
the President as to convince the latter that removal is re-
quired under the statutory standard, Congress will have no
independent power to coerce the Comptroller unless it can
muster a two-thirds majority in both Houses-a feat-of bi-
partisanship more difficult than that required to impeach and
convict. The incremental in terrorema effect of the possi-
bility of congressional removal in the face of a presidential
veto is therefore exceedingly unlikely to have any discernible
impact on the extent of congressional influence over the
Comptroller. °

'The Court cites statements made by supporters of the Budget and Ac-
counting Act indicating their belief that the Act's removal provisions would
render the Comptroller subservient to Congress by giving Congress "abso-
lute control of the man's destiny in office." Ante, at 13. The Court's
scholarship, however, is faulty: at the time all of these statements were
made-including Representative Sisson's statement of May 3, 1921-the
proposed legislation provided for removal by concurrent resolution, with
no Presidential role. See 61 Cong. Rec. 983, 989-992, 1079-1085 (1921).

w Concededly, the substantive grounds for removal under the statute
are broader than the grounds for impeachment specified by the Constitu-
tion, see ante, at 13-14, although given that it is unclear whether the limits
on the impeachment power may be policed by any body other than Con-
gress itself, the practical significance of the difference is hard to gauge. It
seems to me most likely that the difficulty of obtaining a two-thirds vote
for removal in both Houses would more than offset any increased likelihood
of removal that might result from the greater liberality of the substantive
ground for removal under the statute. And even if removal by Congress
alone through joint resolution passed over presidential veto is marginally
more likely than impeachment, whatever additional influence over the
Comptroller Congress may thereby possess seems likely to be minimal in
relation to that which Congress already possesses by virtue of its general
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The practical result o? the removal provision is not to
render the Comptroller unduly dependent upon or subser-
vient to Congress, but to render him one of the most inde-
pendent officers in the entire federal establishment. Those
who have studied the office agree that the procedural and
substantive limits on the power of Congress and the Presi-
dent to remove the Comptroller make dislodging him against
his will practically impossible. As one scholar put it nearly
fifty years ago, "Under the statute the Comptroller General,
once confirmed, is safe so long as he avoids a public exhibition
of personal immorality, dishonesty, or failing mentality." H.

legislative powers and its power to impeach. Of course, if it were de-
monstrable that the Constitution specifically limited Congress' role in re-
moval to the impeachment process, the insignificance of the marginal in-
crease in congressional influence resulting from the provision authorizing
removal through joint resolution would be no answer to a claim of uncon-
stitutionality. But no such limit appears in the Constitution: the Constitu-
tion merely provides that all officers of the United States may be im-
peached for high crimes and misdemeanors, and nowhere suggests that
impeachment is the sole means of removing such officers.

As for the Court's observation that "no one would seriously suggest that
judicial independence would be strengthened by alowing removal of fed-
eral judges only by a joint resolution finding inefficiency,' neglect of duty,'
or 'malfeasance,"' ante, at 14, it can only be described as A non sequitur.
The issue is not whether the removal provision makes the Comptroller
more independent than he would be if he were removable only through im-
peachunent, but whether the provision so weakens the Comptroller that he
may not exercise executive authority. Moreover, the Court's reference to
standards applicable to removal of Art. [II judges is a red herring, for Art.
III judges-unlike other officers of the United States-are specifically pro-
tected against removal for other than constitutionally specified cause.
Thus, the infimity of a statute purporting to allow removal of judges for
some other reason would be that it violated the specific command of Art.
1II. In the absence of a similar textual limit on the removal of nonjudicial
officers, the test for a violation of separation of powers should be whether
an asserted congressional power to remove would constitute a real and sub-
stantial aggrandizement of congressional authority at the expense of execu-
tive power, not whether a similar removal provision would appear prob-
lematic if applied to federal judges.
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Mansfield, The Comptroller General 75-76 (1939)." The pas-
sage of time has done little to cast doubt on this view: of the
six Comptrollers who have served since 1921, none has been
threatened with, much less subjected to, removal. Recent
students of the office concur that barringig resignation,
death, physical or mental incapacity, or extremely bad be-
havior, the Comptroller General is assured his tenure if he
wants it, and not a day more." F. Mosher, The GAO 242
(1979)." The threat of "here-and-now subservience," ante,
at 5, is obviously remote indeed."

"IThe author of this statement was no apologist for the Comptroller,
rather, his study of the office is premised on the desirability of presidential
control over many of the Comptroller's functions. Nonetheless, he appar.
ently found no reason to accuse the Comptroller of subservience to Con-
gress, and he conceded that "(tihe political independence of the office has in
fact been one of its outstanding characteristics." H. Mansfield, The
Comptroller General 75 (1939).

"Is Professor Mosher's reference to the fact that the Comptroller is lim-
ited to a single term highlights an additional source of independence: unlike
an officer with a fixed term who may be reappointed to office, the Comp-
troller need not concern himself with currying favor with the Senate in
order #o secure its consent to his reappointment.

131..e majority responds to the facts indicating the practical independ-
ence of the Comptroller from congressional control by cataloguing a series
of statements and materials categorizuig the Comptroller as a part of the
"Legislative Branch." Ante, at 14-16. Such meaningless labels are quite
obviously irrelevant to the question whether in actuality the Comptroller is
so subject to congressional domination that he may not participate in the
execution of the laws.

JUSTICE-STEVENS, for his part, finds that the Comptroller is an "ageilt"
of Congress, and thus incapable of wielding the authority granted him by
the Act, because his responsibilities under a variety of statutes include
maldng reports to the Congress. JUSTICE STEVENS' position is puzzling,
to say the least. It seems to rest on the view that an officer required to
perform certain duties for the benefit of Congress somehow becomes a part
of Congress for all purposes. But it is by no means true that an officer
who must perform specified duties for some other body is under that body's
control or acts as its agent when carrying out other, unrelated duties. As
JUSTICE BLACicUN points out, see post, at 4, n. 1, duties toward Con-
gress are imposed on a variety of agencies, including the Federal Trade
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Realistic consideration of the nature of the Comptroller
General's relation to Congress thus reveals that the threat to
separation of powers conjured up by the majority is wholly
chimerical. The power over removal retained by the Con-
gress is not a power that is exercised outside the legislative
process as established by the Constitution, nor does it appear
likely that it is a power that adds significantly to the influence
Congress may exert over executive officers through other,
undoubtedly constitutional exercises of legislative power and
through the constitutionally guaranteed impeachment power.
Indeed, the removal power is so constrained by its own sub-
stantive limits and by the requirement of presidential ap-
proval "that, as a practical matter, Congress has not exer-
cised, and probably will never exercise, such control over the
Comptroller General that his non-legislative powers will
threaten the goal of dispersion of power, and hence the goal
of individual liberty, that separation of powers serves."
Ameron, Inc. v. United States Army Corps of Engineers,
787 F. 2d, at 895 (Becker, J., concurring in part).'4

Commission; and certainly it cannot credibly be maintained that by virtue
of those duties the agencies become branches of Congress, incapable of
wielding governmental power except through the legislative process. In-
deed, the President himself is under numerous obligations, both statutory
and constitutional, to provide information to Congress, see, e. g., Art. II,
§ 3, cl. 1; surely the President is not thereby transformed into an arm or
agency of the Congress. If, therefore, as JUSTICE STEVENS' concedes,
see ante, at 2-5, the provision authorizing removal of the Comptroller by
joint resolution does not suffice to establish that he may not exercise the
authority granted him under Gramm-Rudman, I see no substantial basis
for concluding that his various duties toward Congress render him incapa-
ble of receiving such power.

"11 Even if I were to concede that the exercise of executive authority by
the Comptroller is inconsistent with the removal provision, I would agree
with JUSTICE BLACXmUN that striking down the provisions of the Gramm-
Rudman Act vesting the Comptroller with such duties is a grossly inappro-
priate remedy for the supposed constitutional infirmity, and that if one of
the features of the statutory scheme must go, it should be the removal pro-
vision. As JusTxcz BLAciCmut points out, the mere fact that the parties
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The majority's contrary conclusion rests on the rigid
dogma that, outside of the impeachment process, any "direct
congressional role in the removal of officers charged with the
execution of the laws ... is inconsistent with separation of
powers." Ante, at 7. Reliance on such an unyielding princi-
ple to strike down a statute posing no real danger of aggran-
dizement of congressional power is extremely misguided and
insensitive to our constitutional role. The wisdom of vesting
"executive" powers in an officer removable by joint resolu-
tion may indeed be debatable-as may be the wisdom of the
entire scheme of permitting an unelected official to revise the
budget enacted by Congress-but such matters are for the
most part to be worked out between the Congress and the

before the Court have standing only to seek invalidation of the Gramm-
Rudman spending limits cannot dictate that the Court resolve any constitu-
tional incompatibility by striking down Gramm-Rudman. Nor does the
existence of the fallback provisions in Gramm-Rudman indicate the appro-
priateness of the Court's choice, for those provisions, by their terms, go
into effect only if the Court finds that the primary budget-cutting mecha-
nism established by the Act must be invalidated; they by no means answer
the antecedent question whether the Court should take that step.

Given the majority's constitutional premises, it is clear to me that the
decision whether to strike down Gramm-Rudman must depend on whether
such a choice would be more or less disruptive of congressional objectives
than declaring the removal provision invalid (with the result that the
Comptroller would still be protected against removal at will by the Presi-
dent, but could also not be removed through joint resolution). When the
choice is put in these terms, it is evident that it is the never-used removal
provision that is far less central to the overall statutory scheme. That this
is so is underscored by the fact that under the majority's theory, the re-
moval provision was never constitutional, as the Comptroller's primary du-
ties under the 1921 Act were clearly executive under the Court's definition:
the Comptroller's most important tasks under that legislation were to dic-
tate accounting techniques for all executive agencies, to audit all federal
expenditures, and to approve or disapprove disbursement of funds. See
F. Mosher, The GAO (1979). Surely the Congress in 1921 would have sac-
rificed its own role in removal rather than allow such duties to go unful-
filled by a Comptroller independent of the President. See 59 Cong. Rec.
8611 (1920).
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President through the legislative process, which affords each
branch ample opportunity to defend its interests. The Act
vesting budget-cutting authority in the Comptroller General
represents Congress' judgment that the delegation of such
authority to counteract ever-mounting deficits is "necessary
and proper" to the exercise of the powers granted the Fed-
eral Government by the Constitution; and the President's ap-

* proval of the statute signifies his unwillingness to reject the
choice made by Congress. Cf. Nixon v. Administrator of
General Servrices, 433 U. S., at 441. Under such circum-
stances, the role of this Court should be limited to determin-
ing whether the Act so alters the balance of authority among
the branches of government as to pose a genuine threat to the
basic division between the lawmaking power and the power
to execute the law. Because I see no such threat, I cannot
join the Court in striking down the Act.

I dissent.
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JuSTIcE BLACKMUN, dissenting.
The Court may be correct when it says that Congress can-

not constitutionally exercise removal authority over an offi-
cial vested with the budget-reduction powers that § 251 of the
Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985
gives to the Comptroller General. This, however, is not be-
cause "[tWhe removal powers over the Comptroller General's
office dictate that he will be subservient to Congress," ante,
at 14; I agree with JUSTICE WHITE that any such claim is un-
realistic. Furthermore, I think it is clear under Huzmphrey's
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Executor v. United States, 295 U. S. 602 (1935), that "execu-
tive" powers of the kind delegated to the Comptroller Gen-
eral under the Deficit Control Act need not be exercised by
an officer who serves at the President's pleasure; Congress
certainly could prescribe the standards and procedures for
removing the Comptroller General. But it seems to me that
an attempt by Congress to participate directly in the removal
of an executive officer-other than through the constitution-
ally prescribed procedure of impeachment-rmight well vio-
late the principle of separation of powers by assuming for
Congress part of the President's constitutional responsibility
to carry out the laws.

In my view, however, that important and difficult question
need not be decided in this case, because no matter how it is
resolved the plaintiffs, now appellees, are not entitled to the
relief they have requested. Appellees have not sought
invalidation of the 1921 provision that authorizes Congress to
remove the Comptroller General by joint resolution; indeed,
it is far from clear they would have standing to request such a
judgment. The only relief sought in this case is nullification
of the automatic budget-reduction provisions of the Deficit
Control Act, and that relief should not be awarded even if the
Court is correct that those provisions are constitutionally in-
compatible with Congress' authority to remove the Comp-
troller General by joint resolution. Any incompatibility, I
feel, should be cured by refusing to allow congressional re-
moval-if it ever is attempted-and not by striking down the
central provisions of the Deficit Control Act. However wise
or foolish it may be, that statute unquestionably ranks among
the most important federal enactments of the past several
decades. I cannot see the sense of invalidating legislation of
this magnitude in order to preserve a cumbersome, 65-year-
old removal power that has never been exercised and appears
to have been all but forgotten until this litigation.'

'For the reasons identified by the District Court, I agree that the Defi-
cit Control Act does not violate the nondelegation doctrine. See 626 F.
Supp. 1374, 1382-1391 (DC 1986).
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I

The District Court believed it had no choice in this matter.
Once it concluded that the Comptroller General's functions

JUSTICE STEVENS concludes that the delegation effected under *251
contravenes the holding of INS v. Chadha, 462 U. S. 919 (1983), that Con-
gress may make law only "in conformity with the express procedures of the
Constitution's prescription for legislative action: passage by a majority. of
both Houses and presentment to the President." Id., at 968. 1 do not
agree. We made clear in Chadha that the bicameralism and presentation
requirements prevented Congress from itself exercising legislative power
through some kind of procedural shortcut, such as the one-House veto chal-
lenged in that case. But we also made clear that our holding in no way
questioned "Congress' authority to delegate portions of its power to admin-
istrative agencies." Id., at 963-964, n. 16. We explained: "Executive ac-
tion under legislatively delegated authority that might resemble 'legisla-
tive' action in some respects is not subject to the approval of both Houses
of Congress and the President for the reason that the Constitution does not
so require. That kind of Executive action is always subject to check by
the terms of the legislation that authorized it; and if that authority is ex-
ceeded it is open to judicial review as weU as the power of Congress to
modify or revoke the authority entirely." Ibid.

Although JUSTICE STEVENS seems to agree that the duties delegated to
the Comptroller Generah-nder § 251 could be assigned constitutionally to
an independent administrative agency, he argues that Congress may not
give these duties "to one of its own agents." Ante, at 17-18. He explains
that the Comptroller General fits this description because "most" of his
statutory responsibilities require him to provide services to Congress, and
because Congress has repeatedly referred to the Comptroller General as
part of the Legislative Branch. See ante, at 6-11. "If Congress were
free to delegate its policymaking authority" to such an officer, JUSTICE
STEVENS contends that "it would be able to evade 'the carefully crafted
restraints spelled out in the Constitution.'" Ante. at 20, quoting Chadha,
462 U. S., at 959. In his view, thatht danger--congressional action that
evades constitutional restraints--is not present when Congress delegates
lawmaking power to the executive or to an independent agency." Ante, at
20.

I do not think that danger is present here, either. The Comptroller
General is not Congress,* norris he a part of Congress; "irrespective of Con-
gress' designation," he is an officer of the United States, appointed by the
President. Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U. S. 1, 128, n. 165 (1976). In this re-
spect the Comptroller General differs critically from, for example, the Di-
rector of the Congressional Budget Office, who is appointed by Congress,
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under the Deficit Control Act were constitutionally incompat-
ible with the 1921 removal provision, the District Court con-
sidered itself bound as a matter of orderly judicial procedure
to set aside the statute challenged by the plaintiffs. See 626
F. Supp. 1374, 1393 (DC 1986). The majority today does not
take this view, and I believe it is untenable.

Under the District Court's approach, everything depends
on who first files suit. Because Representative Synar and
the plaintiffs who later joined him in this case objected to
budget cuts made pursuant to the Deficit Control Act, the
District Court struck down that statute, while retaining the
1921 removal provision. But if the Comptroller General had
filed suit 15 minutes before the Congressman did, seeking a
declaratory judgment that the 1921 removal power could not
constitutionally be exercised in light of the duties delegated

see 2 U. S. C. 1 601(aX2), and hence may not exercise(] significant author-
ity pursuant to the laws of the United States," Buckley v.* Vleo, supra, at
126; see U. S. Const., Art. 11, § 2, cl. 2. The exercise of rulemaking au-
thority by an independent agency such as the Federal Trade Commission
does not offend Chadla, even though the Commission could be described
as an "agent" of Congress because it carriese] into effect legielakive poli-
cies embodied in the statute in accordance with the legislative staiidard
therein prescribed." Humphrey's Executor v. United States, 295 U. S.
602, 628 (1935). 1 do not see why the danger of "congressional action that
evades constitutional restraints" becomes any more pronounced when a
statute delegates power to a presidentially appointed agent whose primary
duties require him to provide services to Congress. The impermissibility
of such a delegation surely is not rendered "obvious" by the fact that some
officers who perform services for Congress have titles such as "librarian,"
"architect," or "printer." See ante, at 23, n. 25 (STEvENs, J., concurring
in judgment). Furthermore, in sustaining the constitutionality of the Fed-
eral Trade Commission's independent status, this Court noted specifically
that the Commission "acts as a legislative agency" in "maldng investiga-
tions and reports thereon for the information of Congress... in aid of the
legislative power." Ibid. JusTicz STEVENS' approach might make some
sense if Congress had delegated legislative responsibility to an officer over
whom Congress could hope to exercise tight control, but even JUSTICE
STEVENS does not claim that tne Comptroller General is such an officer.
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to the Comptroller General in 1985, the removal provision
presumably would have been invalidated, and the Deficit
Control Act would have survived intact. Momentous issues
of public law should not be decided in so arbitrary a fashion.
In my view, the only sensible way to choose between two
conjunctively unconstitutional statutory provisions is to de-
termine which provision can be invalidated with the least dis-
ruption of congressional objectives.

The District Court apparently thought differently in large
_,part--because it believed this Court had never undertaken

such analysis in the past; instead, according to the District
Court, this Court "has set aside that statute which either al-
legedly prohibits or allegedly authorizes the injury-in-fact
that confers standing upon the plaintiffs." 626 F. Supp., at
1393. But none of the four cases the District Court cited for
this proposition discussed the problem of choice of remedy,
and in none of them could a strong argument have been made
that invalidating the other of the inconsistent statutory pro-
"visions would have interfered less substantially with legisla-
tive goals or have been less disruptive of governmental
operations.'

I In Myers v. United States, 272 U. S. 52 (1926), the Court refused to
enforce a statute requiring congressional approval for removal of post-
masters. The Court's analysis suggested that there was no practical way
the duties of the office could have been reformulated to render congres-
sional participation in the removal process permissible. In Springer v.
Philippine Islands, 277 U. S. 189 (1928), the Court removed from office
several Philippine officials exercising executive powers but appointed by
officers of the Philippine Legislature. As in Myers, the Court concluded
that the offices by their very nature were executive, so the appointments
could not have been rendered legal simply by trimming the delegated du-
ties. In Buckley v. Vaieo, 424 U. S. 1 (1976), the Court set aside Federal
Election Campaign Act provisions granting certain powers to officials ap-
pointed by Congress, but it structured its remedy so as to interefere as
little as possible with the orderly conduct of business by the Federal Elec-
tion Commission. -Past acts of the improperly constituted Commission
were deemed valid, and the Court's mandate was stayed for 30 days to
allow time for the Commission to be reconstituted through presidential ap-
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More importantly, the District Court ignored what appears
to be the only separation-of-powers case in which this Court
did expressly consider the question as to which of two incom-
patible statutes to invalidate: Glidden Co. v. Zdanok, 370
U. S. 530 (1962). The petitioners in that case had received
unfavorable rulings from judges assigned to temporary duty
in the District Court or Court of Appeals from the Court of
Claims or the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals; ,hey ar-
gued that those rulings should be set aside because the
judges from the specialized courts did not enjoy the tenure
and compensation guaranteed by Article III of the Constitu-
tion. -Before the assignments, Congress had pronounced the
Court of Claims and the Court of Customs and Patent Ap-
peals to be Article III courts, implying that judges on those
courts were entitled to Article III benefits. Older statutes,
however, gave both courts authority to issue advisory opin-
ions, an authority incompatible with Article III status.
Glidden held that the Court of Claims and the Court of Cus-
toms and Patent Appeals were indeed Article III tribunals.
With respect to the advisory opinion jurisdiction, Justice
Harlan's opinion for the plurality noted: "The overwhelming
majority of the Court of Claims' business is composed of cases
and controversies." 370 U. S., at 583. Since "it would be
... perverse to make the status of these courts turn upon so
minuscule a portion of their purported functions," Justice
Harlan reasoned that, "if necessary, the particular offensive
jurisdiction, and not the courts, would fall." Ibid. Justice
Clark's concurring opinion for himself and the Chief Justice
similarly concluded that the "minuscule" advisory-opinion ju-
risdiction of the courts in question would have to bow to the

pointment. See id., at 142-143. Finally, in Northern Pipeline Construe-
tion Co. v. Marathon Pipe Lime Co., 458 U. S. 50 (1982), the Court set
aside an exercise of judicial power by a bankruptcy judge, because his ten-
ure was not protected in the manner required by Article III of the Con-
stitution. To give Article III protections to bankruptcy judges, the fed-
eral bankruptcy statute would have had to be rewritten completely.

51-722 - 93 - 33
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Article III status clearly proclaimed by Congress, and not
vice versa. Id., at 587-589.

The Court thus recognized in Glidden that it makes no
sense to resolve the constitutional incompatibility between
two statutory provisions simply by striking down whichever
provision happens to be challenged first. A similar recogni-
tion has underlain the Court's approach in equal protection
cases concerning statutes that create unconstitutionally cir-
cumscribed groups of beneficiaries. The Court has noted re-
peatedly that such a defect may be remedied in either of two
ways: the statute may be nullified, or its benefits may be
extended to the excluded class. See, e. g., Heckler v.
Mathews, 465 U. S. 728, 738 (1984); Califano v. Westcott, 443
U. S. 76, 89 (1979). Although extension is generally the pre-
ferred alternative, we have instructed lower courts choosing
between the two remedies to "'measure the intensity of (leg-
islative] commitment to the residual policy and consider the
degree -9f potential disruption of the statutory scheme that
would occur by extension as opposed to abrogation."' Heck-
ler v. Mathews, supra, at 739, n. 5, quoting Welsh v. United
States, 398 U. S. 333, 365 (1970) (Harlan, J.,.concurring in re-
sult). Calculations of this kind are obviously more compli-
cated when a court is faced with two different statutes, en-
acted decades apart, but Glidden indicates that even then the
task is judicially manageable. No matter how difficult it is
to determine which remedy would less obstruct congressional
objectives, surely we should make that determination as best
we can instead of leaving the selection to the litigants.

II

Assuming that the Comptroller General's functions under
§ 251 of the Deficit Control Act cannot be exercised by an offi-
cial removable by joint resolution of Congress, we must de-
termine whether legislative goals would be frustrated more
by striking down § 251 or by invalidating the 1921 removal
provision. That question is not answered by the "fallback"
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provisions of the 1985 Act, ,,rhich take effect "(i]n the event
that any of the reporting procedures described in section 251
(of the Act] are invalidated." § 274(f)(1), 99 Stat. 1100. The
question is whether the reporting procedures shoilld be in-
validated in the first place. The fallback provisions simply
make clear that Congress would prefer a watered-down ver-
sion of the Deficit Control Act to none at all; they provide no
evidence that Congress would rather settle for the watered-
down version than surrender its statutory authority to re-
move the Comptroller General. The legislative history of-
the Deficit Control Act contains no mention of the 1921 stat-
ute, and both Houses of Congress have argued in this Court
that, if necessary, the removal provision should be invali-
dated rather than § 251. See Brief for Appellant United
State Senate 31-43; Brief for Appellants Speaker and Bi-
partisan Leadership Group of the United States House of
Representatives 49; accord, Brief for Appellant Comptroller
General 33-47. To the extent that the absence of express
fallback provisions in the 1921 statute signifies anything, it
appear to signify only that, if the removal provision were in-
validated, Congress preferred simply that the remainder of
the statute Should remain in effect without alteration.3

In the absence of express statutory direction, I think it is
plain that, as both Houses urge, invalidating the Comptroller
General's functions under the Deficit Control Act would &rus-

'Although the legislative history on this point is sparse, it seems
reasonably clear that Congress intended the removal provision to be sever-
able from the remainder of the 1921 statute. An earlier bill, providing for
removal of the Comptroller General only by impeachment or concurrent
resolution of Congress, was vetoed by President Wilson on the grounds
that Congress could not constitutionally limit the President's removal
power or exercise such power on its own. See 59 Cong. Rec. 8609-8610
(1920). In the course of an unsuccessful attempt to override the veto,
Representative Peil inquized: "If we pass this over the President's veto
and then the Supreme Court should uphold the contention of the President,
this bill would not fail, would it? The bill would continue." Represent-
ative Blanton answered, "Certainly." Id., at 8611.
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trate congressional objectives far more seriously than would
refusing to allow Congress to exercise its removal authority
under the 1921 law. The majority suggests that the removal
authority plays an important role in furthering Congress' de-
sire to keep the Comptroller General under its control. But
as JUSTICE WHITE demonstrates, see ante, at 13-16, the re-
moval provision serves feebly for such purposes, especially i,
comparison to other, more effective means of supervision at
Congress' djposal. Unless Congress institutes, impeach-
ment proceedings-a course all agree the Constitution would
permit-the 1921 law authorizes Congress to remove the-
Comptroller General only for specified cause, only after a
hearing, and only by passing the j)rocedural equivalent of a
new public law. Congress has never attempted to use this
cumbersome procedure, and the Comptroller General has
shown few signs of subservience.4 If Congress in 1921
wished to make the Comptroller General its lackey, it did a
remarkably poor job.

Indeed, there is little evidence that Congress as a whole
was very concerned in 1921-much less in 1985 or during the
intervening decades-with its owfi ability to control the
Comptroller General. The committee reports on the 1921
Act and its predecessor bills strongly suggest that what was
critical to the legislators was not the Comptroller General's

"'All of the comptrollers general have treasured and defended the inde-
pendence of their office, not alone from the president but also from the
Congress itself.... Like the other institutions in the government, GAO
depends upon Congress for its powers, its resources, and its general over-
sight. But it also possesses continuing legal powers, of both long and re-
cent standing, that Congress has granted it and that it can exercise in a
quite independent fashion. And the comptroller general, realistically
speaking, is immune from removal during his fifteen-year term for any-
thing short of a capital crime, a crippling illness, or insanity." F. Mother,
A Tale of Two Agencies 158 (1984). See also, e. g., Amnmn, Inc. v. U. S.
Army Corps of •n•it•ers, 787 F. 2d 875, 886-887 (CA3 1986); F. Mosher,
The GAO 2, 240-244 (1979); H. Mansfield, The Comptroller General 75-76
(1939).
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subservience to Congress, but rather his independence from
the President. See, e. g., H. R. Rep. No. 14, 67th Cong.,
Ist Sess., 7-8 (1921); H. R. Rep. No. 1044, 66th Cong., 2d
Seas., 13 (1920); S. Rep: No. 524, 66th Cong., 2d Sess., 6-7
(1920); H. R. Rep. No. 362, 66th Cong., Ist Sess., 8-9 (1919).
The debates over the Deficit Control Act contain no sugges-
tion that the Comptroller General was chosen for the tasks
*utlined in § 251 because Congress thought it could count on
him to do its will; instead, the Comptroller General appears
to have been selected precisely because of his independence
from both the Legislature and the Executive. By assigning
the reporting functions to the Comptroller General, rather
than to the Congressional Budget Office or to the Office of
Management and Budget, Congress sought to create "a wall
... that takes these decisions out of the hands of the Presi-
dent and the Congress." 131 Cong. Rec. H9846 (Nov. 6,
1985) (remarks of Rep. Gephardt) (emphasis added); see also,
e. g., id., at H11894 (Dec. 1.1, 1985) (remarks of Rep. Weiss);
id., at E5622 (Dec. 12, 1985) (remarks of Rep. Bedell).

Of course, the Deficit "Control Act was hardly the first stat-
ute to assign new functions to the Comptroller General; a
good number of other duties have been delegated to the
Comptroller General over the years. But there is no reason
to believe that, in effecting these earlier delegations, Con-
gress relied any more heavily on the availability of the re-
moval provision than it did in passing the Deficit Control Act.
In the past, as in 1985, it is far more likely that Congress was
concerned mainly with the Comptroller General's demon-
strated political independence, and perhaps to a lesser extent
with his long tradition of service to the Legislative- Branch;
neither of these characteristics depends to any significant ex-
tent on the ability of Congress to remove the Comptroller
General without instituting impeachment proceedings.
Striking down the congressional-removal provision might
marginally frustrate the legislative expectations underlying
some grants of authority to the Comptroller General, but

STA VA I,, A. i CO
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surely to a lesser extent than would invalidation of § 251 of
"Gramm-Rudman-along with all other "executive" powers
delegated to the Comptroller General over the years.'

I do not claim that the 1921 removal provision is a piece of
statutory deadwood utterly without contemporary signifi-
cance. But it comes close. Rarely if ever invoked even for
symbolic purposes, the removal provision certainly pales in
importance beside the legislative scheme the Court strikes
down today-an extraordinarily far-reaching response to a
deficit problem of unprecedented proportions. Because I be-
lieve'that the constitutional defect found by the Court cannot
justify the remedy it has imposed, I respectfully dissent. -

'Many of the Comptroller General's other duties, including those listed
by the majority, see ante, at 19, n. 9, appear to meet the majority's test for
plainly "executive" functions-i. e., they require the Comptroller General
to "(ijnterpre(t] a law enacted by Congress to implement the legislative
mandate," and to "exercise judgment concerning facts that affect the appli-
cation of the (law]." Ante, at 17. Indeed, the majority's approach would
appear to classify as "executive" some of the most traditional duties of the
Comptroller General, such as approving expenditure warrants, rendering
conclusive decisions on the legality of proposed agency disbursements, and
settling financial claims by and against the Government. See 31 U. S. C.
If 3323, 3526-3529, 3702; F. Mosher, A Tale of Two Agencies 159-160
(1984). All three of these functions were given to the Comptroller General
when the position was created in 1921. See 42 Stat. 20, 24-25.

I do not understand the majority's assertion that invalidating the 1921
removal provision might make the Comptroller General "subservient to the
Executive Branch." Ante, at 18. The majority does not suggest that an
official who exercises the functions that the Deficit Control Act vests in the
Comptroller General must be removable by the President at will. Per-
haps the President possesses inherent constitutional authority to remove
"executive" officials for such politically neutral grounds as inefficiency or
neglect of duty, but if so--and I am not convinced of it-I do not see how
that power would be enhanced by nullification of a statutory provision giv-
ing similar authority to Congress. In any event, I agree with JUSTICE
WHITE and Jusmicz STEVENS that the power to remove an officer for rea-
sons of this kind cannot realistically be expected to make an officer "sub-
servient" in any meaningful sense to the removing authority. Cf. Hum-
pAhr's Executor v. United Stas, 295 U. S. 602, 629 (1935).
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Congressional Research Service
The Library of Congress

Was~knums, D•.C. 2040

June 3, 1986

To: s

From American Law Division

Subject: Impact of Supreme Court Decision in Devsher v. Snar on Functions of
General Accounting Office

The District Court in Synar v. United States, 626 F.Supp. 1374 (D.D.C.

1986), prob. Jurns. noted sub me.., Bowvher v. Synar, Mos. 85-1377, 85-1378,

85-1379, 54 USLW 3561 (1986), held that the powers vested in the Comptroller

General by the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985

(Grams-Pudman-Hollings Act) could not be given to an officer, such as the

Comptroller General, who Is removable by Congress. 626 F.Supp. at 1399-1403.

This memorandum will analyze the possible Impact of a Supreme Court decision

affirming the lover court on the major responsibilities of the Comptroller

General and the General Accounting Office.

Initially, it is hazardous to venture a guess as to how the Supreme Court

might rule in Bowsher. For instance, It could hold that the delegation of

authority in the Act is unconstitutional either because it is too broad and

unaccompanied by sufficient standards to guide the administering officers or

because Congress may not delegate such core powers. The presence of the

Comptroller General as the recipient of the delegated pwers would sake no

difference If the Court decided the case on those grounds. The District Court

rejected the" various delegation arguments. 626 F.Supp. at 1382-1391.
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If the Court affirms both the holding and reasoning of the lower court and

views the removal provision as disabling the Comptroller General from perform-

ing the type of functions delegatod In the Graee-Rudman-HollinSs Act a number

of the current functions of the Comptroller General would arguably be subject

to stellar constitutional challenge. 1 The District Court held that the calcu-

lation of the expected deficit and the specification of budget items to be

reduced and the fact that such determinations are mnde binding on the President

rendered those functions "executive powers in the constitutional easee" and

therefore not exercisable by an officer removable by Congress. 626 F.Supp. at

1400. The Comptroller General currently performs many functions in the

area of audit and expenditure of government funds that involve making determ-

inations that are binding on the executive branch. Among the major such

responsibilities are:

- settles and adjusts the government's accounts and say disallow

payments and hold officers liable for Improper expenditures. 31 U.S.C. 3526.

- settles and adjusts claims by or against the United States. 31

U.S.C. 3702.

- countersign. warrants that officially initiate recording of

appropriations on the Treasury's books. 31 U.S.C. 3324.

- may waive certain claims and relieve accountable officers from

liability for losses. 31 U.S.C. 3527; 5 U.S.C. 5584.

1 The Court could also take a more functional approach to the office and
conclude that the Comptroller General was intended to be and In fact is an
operative of the Congress. It could also hold that his Legislative duties
predominate over his executive functions thereby placing him in the legislative
branch and disabling him from performing the Grain-Rudman-Hollings functions.
Either holding would not require a focus on the validity of the removal
provision but would similarly place in jeopardy the various executive powers of
the Comptroller.
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- renders advance decisions on the legality of expenditures at the

behest of executive officers. 31 U.S.C. 3529.

- prescribes principles and standards for agency accounting. 31

U.S.C. 3511-2.

- issues regulations on agency collection of claims by the United

States. 31 U.S.C. 3711.

- audits the financial transactions of executive agencies. 31

U.S.C. 3523.

- reports on impoundments not reported by the President or mts-

characterized by him. 2 U.S.C. 686.

- consideration of protests from unsuccessful bidders on govermnent

contracts may stay the awarding of contract by agency. 31 U.S.C. 3553

(Supp. II 1984).2

The Comptroller General's functions under the Impoundment Control Act have

previously been challenged by the Department of Justice. Specifically, the

2 The court in Aiseron v. United States Army Corps of Engineers,
Noe. 85-5226, 85-5377 (3rd Cir. March 27, 1986) upheld the authority of the
Comptroller General to perform these bid protest duties in the face of chal-
lenges similar to those advanced in Syr. The court viewed the powers as
executive but held that they could be vested in an independent officer such as
the Comptroller General. The Comptroller General was held by the majority to
be an "independent official with duties involving both the legislative and
executive branches of the United States Government." Slip Op. at 4. The
General Accounting Office was held to be a hybrid agency and the majority in
Ameron did not view the power of removal as rendering the Comptroller General
an agent of Congress. Slip Op. at 19-25.

The concurring judge in Amerou was not comfortable with tbo characteriza-
tion of the Comptroller General as part of a "fourth branch" of government but
nevertheless upheld the vesting of the bid protest functions in an entity that
he viewed as being within the legislative branch. He pointed to the fact that
the executive can override the Comptroller General's stay of a contract under
certain circumstances, that Congress has no voice in the daily operations of
the office, and that the President appoints the Comptroller General as factors
mitigating the severity of legislative infringement on executive powers. Slip
Op. at 44.
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Department views the authority of the Comptroller General to bring suit to

force the obligation of funds improperly Impounded as the vesting of an

executive function it a legislative officer. The case in which the challenge

was mounted - Staats v. Lynn. C.A. No. 75-0551 (D.D.C. 1975) - was settled

prior to court decision. It was the first - and thus faro the only - lawsuit

brought by the Comptroller General under the Impoundment Control Act. Should

the Court hold in S£ar that the Comptroller eCoeral is a legislative officer

questions similar to these raised bj the Department in Sta.ts are likely to

reemerge if the Comptroller General attempts to bring suit to force obliga-

tion of impounded funds under the Act. 3 Similar questions might also be raised

about the authority of' the Comptroller General to change the characterization

of presidential impoundment actions thereby influencing their legal effect and

the nature of the congressional response to such actions. 2 U.S.C. 686.

Thus, if the Court strikes down the vesting of powers like those in the

Graem-tudomn-Nollings Act in the Comptroller General questions could he raised

regarding may other powers currently exercised by the Comptroller General.

Actions and determinations that are made binding on the executive branch or

effect the rights and duties of third parties may be vulnerable to challenge

should the Court characterize the General Accounting Office as purely a

congressional entity and the Comptroller General as an agent of Congress

3 The Comptroller General viewedaself in Stests as operating not as an
agent of Congress but instead as an officer independent of both the executive
and legislative branch. Alternatively, it was argued that even if the Comp-
troller General was a legislative officer, vesting the power to bring a civil
action against the executive did not violate separation of powers, likening
such a situation to committees or individual members suing to challenge
executive actions. See, briefs filed fn Sutats v. Lynn, reprinted in Nearing
on GAO Legislation Before the Subcom. on Reports, Accounting, and Kanagement
of the Senate Comr. on Government Operations,-4th Cong., lot Seas. 163-256
(1975).
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subject to its supervision and removal.

The Comptroller General also performs numerous investigatory, auditing and

reporting functions, functions that have been characterized as in aid of the

Congress. He is empowered to investigate the use of public money, analyze

agency expenditures and evaluate agency programs and activities. 31 U.S.C.

712-717. Pursuant to his various investigatory functions, the Comptroller

General may subpoena records and bring a civil action to enforce access. 31

U.S.C. 716; see also, 41 U.S.C. 53 (inspection of plants and records of defense

contractors to enforce anti-kickback lavs). The Comptroller General has been

vested with numerous other specific auditing and investigatory functions. See,

General Accounting Office, Office of the General Counsel, Legislation Relating

to the General Accounting Office (January 1975); Synar v. United States, 626

F.Supp. at 1399 n. 29; United States ex rel.Brookfield Construction Co. v.

Stevart, 234 F.Supp. 94, 99 (D.D.C.), aff'd, 339 F.2d 753 (D.C. Cir. 1964).

Purely investigatory and fact-finding functions of the Comptroller General

vould seem to survive any court holding that the office is a legislative entity

since these are the type of functions that Congress or its committees could

perform themselvese- See, Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 137 (1976). However,

should the Court reverse the lover court and hold that the Comptroller General

is an executive officer, questions could be raised regarding parts of some of

the-,* provisions authorizing investigations and evaluations by the Comptroller

General. Congress may, of course, authorize or direct by statute that an

executive agency investigate and report to Congress on particular matters. The

lay contains hundreds of such reporting requirements. However, the Comptroller

General is directed to investigate or conduct studies and evaluations not only

on his ovn initiative but also at the request of either House of Congress or a
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coimttese. See, 31 U.S.C. 712, 717. INS v. Chadha, 462 U.S. 919 (1983),

striking dow the legislative veto, teaches that in order to effect' the righte,

duties and obligations of parties outside the legislative sphere, including

executive officers, Congress sust act by statute and not by the action of one

Rouse or both Houses alone or a committee. Whether empovering one House or

co-ittee to direct an executive official to take certain investigatory actions

rises to the level of an unconstitutional legislative veto is a question that

could be posed if the Supreme Court characterizes the Comptroller General as an

executive officer. 4

Thus, the Supreme Court's decision in Syr may have an Impact on the

current functions of the Comptroller General regardless of the Court's ultimate

characterization of the office as either executive or legislative. The Court's

decision may force a reevaluation of the role of the Comptroller General and

the nature and scope of his duties.

If/I . • '.,,•

Richard Ehlke
Specialist in American
Public Law
June 3, 1986

4 The Department of Justice apparently views laws that enable one House
or committee, on an ad hoc basis, to direct an agency to Investigate a particu-
lar matter as legislative vetoes. See, Office of Legal Counsel, Compilation of
Currently Effective Statutes that Contain Legislative Veto Provisions (July 15,
1983), reprinted in Hearings on the Supreme Court Decision in INS v. Chadha and
its Implications for Congressional Oversight and Agency Rulemaking Before the
Subcome. on Administrative Lay and Governmental Relations of the House Judici-
ary Come., 98th Cong., lot Sees. 23, 54 (1983)(notinS 16 U.S.C. 1009).
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NEW DEFICIT ESTIMATES AND REVISING THE
GRAMM-RUDMAN-HOLLINGS TARGETS

TUESDAY, JULY 14, 1987

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON THE Bunorr,

Washington, DC.
The committee convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:30 a.m., in

room SD-608, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Lawton Chiles
(chairman of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Chiles, Exon, Lautenberg, Conrad, Domenici,
Symms, Grassley, Nickles, and Gramm.

Staff present: Richard N. Brandon, staff director; and Jeff Cole-
man, junior analyst for budget priorities.

For the minority: .,, William Hoagland, staff director; and Gail
Fosler, deputy start direcfr- aid chief economist.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN CHILES
Chairman CHLzs. Good morning. The purpose of today's hearing

is to shmapen the teeth of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings. We have to
make it strong enough to work, and we have to make it compelling
enough to make us work.

FIRST YEARS OF GRAMM-RUDMAN-HOLLINGS HAVE PROBLEMS

Gramm-Rudman-Hollings has been applied to 2 fiscal years so
far. The total deficit reduction has been roughly half the intended
annual target of $36 billion. So we have found a number of prob-
lems in these first years under the deficit reduction plan.

First, the original baseline deficit from which all of the reduc-
tions were to flow has been inaccurate. The deficit was some $50
billion higher than the law assumed. That helped make each of the
annual deficit targets unrealistic and unreachable. So in effect, the
flag was raised higher than we could climb the pole.

Secondly, when the Supreme Court struck down the automatic
sequester provision, it took the guards out of the watchtowers, and
where automatic sequester had made escape impossible, its remov-
al changed the whole mood in Washington. We suddenly had a
sense that there was a way out. Now there is an even more compel-
ling reason for putting the force back in the law.

The Congressional Budget Office has produced new estimates for
the deficit over the next 5 years, and in each of those years, they
show us now that the baseline deficit is acutally higher than origi-
nally was assumed. In fact, in 1989, when the original Gramm-

(1)
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Rudman-Hollings Act says the deficit is supposed to be down to $72
billion, the baseline deficit is expected to be some $198 billion.

SPENDING CUT AND TAX INCREASE NEEDED SIMULTANEOUSLY

That would mean the deficit would have to be cut approximately
$122 billion in just 1 year, or nearly four times what we saved in
this year's budget. It would mean we would not only have to have a
massive spending cut, and not just a massive tax increase, but we
would probably have both at the same time.

Think what these spending cuts would mean to key domestic pro-
grams for the young, the poor, the sick and the old, and then thiuk
what they would mean for our national defense. Think what mas-
sive tax increases would mean for all of us.

I understand the Congressional Budget Office will tell us today
that the policies proposed in the President's budget will not meet
the $108 billion target that the law prescribes. The deficit will not
even meet the $135 billion included in the budget resolution. It will
be roughly $152 billion. That would mean the same thing would
happen with our targets as well.

The fiscal year 1988 deficit has already climbed by $18 billion.
And if we were to point to the lower deficits in fiscal year 1987, we
would not get much comfort, since those were achieved with one-
shot savings. As a matter of fact, I expect the Congressional Budget
Office to tell us without the one-year, one-shot savings, the fiscal
1988 budget deficit would be about $194 billion.

GRAMM-RUDMAN-HOLLINGS MUST WORK

So we have got to make Gramm-Rudman-Hollings work. To make
the law work, we have got to fix a piece that is broken and replace
a piece that is missing. In short, the deficit targets have to be re-
vised, and automatic sequester must be restored.

We need to make sure that the deficit is reduced at least $36 bil-
lion a year every year until the deficit is gone. We need to make
sure that it gets done. That means we either come up with a rea-
sonable mix of spending cuts and revenues, or the automatic se-
quester kicks Ln and it does it all on the spending side.To be blunt, without automatic sequester, Gramm-Rudman-Hol-
lings has been used to frame the political debate rather than to cut
the deficit. It threatens to become a lot more talk and a lot less
action.

Since the deficit targets were unrealistic, we always ended up
with a political "lose-lose" situation. No matter what we did, it was
never enough.

Sometimes you have to take the heat in order to make something
work, and I think that is where we are; this is one of those times. If
somebody wants to play politics and jump on the revised targets,
that is headline stuff. But when you pled yourself to $36 billion a
ear in policy deficit reductions, without gimmicks, to me that is
ttom line stuff, and either Congress and the President agree, or

we default and get hit with a sequester.
If we make these changes-and I certainly hope we will; I intend

to participate in offering them as an amendment to the debt limit
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extension-Congress and the President will gain a new incentive to
sit down and work things out.

Congress has taken a lot of criticism from an administration that
has never sent a budget to Congress with an actual deficit that
turned out to be lower than $134 billion. That does not get us any-
where.

I invite the President, again, to work with us. He sent us a
budget in January. We gave it every chance. It was rejected by a
bipartisan majority. Sixty percent of Senate Republicans voted
against it. Congress has passed a budget, and the President has
spurned.

TIME TO FIND COMBINATION

This is the time for cooperation. This is the time to find the com-
bination of things that will eliminate the deficit once and for all,
and there are two combinations that count. The first is the combi-
nation of defense and domestic spending and reductions there, and
the other mix is with some revenues to reduce the deficit. The
second combination is the President and Congress sitting down to-
gether. These two I think will unlock the vice of debt that is grip-
ping the country.

We have seen that the deficit numbers are high, and the prob-
lems are large. But there is one thing I know for sure: Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings gives us an opportunity to cut through politics. It
opens the way for some needed structural change. I believe that,
and I know the President believes it, because he is the one who
said it on March 10, 1986.

The automatic sequester provision is the nuclear deterrent in the
budget process. It is our job to make sure the bomb does not go off.
It is there as a force, but we need to come to the negotiating table
and find a way to make sure it is not used.

If we put aside the politics of accusation, stop talking about each
other and start talking to each other, then I think we can get the
job done.

I look forward to the testimony of Dr. Miller, Office of Manage-
ment and Budget, and the testimony of Dr. Gramlich of the Con-
gressional Budget Office.

Senator Domenici?

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DOMENICI
Senator DoMENici. Mr. Chairman, I think if the U.S. Congress, or

at least the U.S. Senate, is serious about reinstating the automatic
sequester and wishes to do it in a constitutional manner, it is im-
perative that we set goals for ourselves that are realistic and
achievable. That is what I perceive as the purpose of this meeting.
We must see what the current best estimates for the 1987 budget
are.

FEBRUARY AND JULY ESTIMATES DIFFER

We are always reestimating the deficit, and the only time we got
a good break in reestimating was in 1987. In February, the deficit
estimate was $176 billion; in July 1987,the reestimate was $161 bil-
lion. Something happened between February and July-either rev-
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enues increased, or we did indeed reduce spending or we did sell
assets. In any case, it appears to me that it is imminently impor-
tant that if we are going to start down a new path with a new
starting point, that we have the best possible estimates of the 1987
policy baseline from which we began a new path of 4 or 5 years of
deficit reduction.

I understand that the estimate that the Congress was using and
the estimate which the President was using are now subject to
reestimating for various reasons. The purpose of this meeting, as I
understand it, is to find out why the February and July estimates
are different. I understand that they are different to the tune of
between $10 and $11 billion, maybe as much as $13 billion. That is
a lot of money. It means that the fiscal year 1988 budget that we
have before the U.S. Congress, if implemented in its totality-
which many of us obviously do not think should be done, at least in
the manner that Congress recommended-would not reach even
the $134 billion deficit recommended in the budget document.

The President's budget, whether we like it or not, estimated
using CBO economics, would not reach the $134 billion deficit; it
would also be off.

I assume we would reach a consensus here that both the Presi-
dent's and Congress' budgets are off by about the same amount,
since both assume to reach about the same deficit, depending on
which economics you use.

Therefore, I think it is extremely important that we know to the
best of our ability where we are as we start down a new deficit re-
duction path.

OUT-YEAR DEFICITS CONTINUE ON A TREND DOWN

The most dramatic news that I already have is not that this
year's deficit went up somewhere between $10 and $13 billion, but
that the out-year deficits do not continue on a trend line down.

We started with an actual deficit of $221 billion in &iscal year
1986, and this year we are at $161 billion or thereabouts. In Febru-
ary, we thought we were at $171 billion for fiscal year 1988 and
then going down-$164, $137, $110 billion in the out-years. As a
matter of fact, the reestimating will show that instead of $171 bil-
lion, we are at somewhere between $179 and $182 billion. Then we
have a very big increase the next year fiscal year 1989, assuming
current policy. CBO now estimates we are at $198 billion for fiscal
year 1989. That is a very, very important issue for the Congress,
because we are trying to fashion a realistic fix.

I am interested in finding out why the numbers changed, not by
way of criticism, but because I want to uncover the principal rea-
sons for the changes in 1987 and 1988.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I look forward to trying in
the next week or so to see if we can come up with a Gramm-
Rudman fix that will work and that is realistic in terms of being
achievable. We will find ways to get out of anything that is so far
out that it is not achievable.

Thank you very much.
Chairman CHris. Thank you.

I,
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This is a hearing of the Budget Committee to which we have also
invited both Democratic and Republican members of the Budget
Task Force. We are delighted to see some attendees here.

Any other opening remarks? If not, we will call on Dr. Miller.
Senator DoMmvCi. Mr. Chairman, before we yield to Senate

Gramm, might I sa. to the Senators, that the numbers in the chart
have not been finalized by CBO. The chart is my staff's extrapola-
tions. I am assuming that both CBO and OMB are going to come
close to it. But those were the numbers I was reading from, in case
anybody is interested.

Thank you.
Chairman CrmLs.Thank you Senator Domenici.

Current Law Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
Targets vs. Baseline Estimates

($ billions)
Fiscal Current Baseline Deficit Estimates
Year G-R-H CBO CBO

Targets Feb. '87 July'87

1986 172 221W

1987 144 176 161

1988 108 171 179

1989 72 164 198

1990 36 137 184,

1991 0 110 173

1992 0 85 160
WAMFY 196l)•6Dh PreparWd by _qxd~ia staff.

Senate ha~lget Coittee.

Chairman CHims. Senator Gramm?

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR GRAMM
Senator GRAMM. Mr. Chairman, first let me thank you for asking

those of us who are interested in this problem, who are serving on
the task force on the Republican side of the aisle in the Senate, to
participate in the hearings.

GRAMM-RUDMAN-HOLLINGS LAW HAS HAD IMPACT

I think we have made progress under the Gramm-Rudman-Hol-
lings law. People ask me if Gramm-Rudman is a success, and I saj.,
well, it depends on your definition. If you define the success of reli-
gion by the number of saints in the world, religion is a pretty
dismal failure. On the other hand, if you define religion as to
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whether the world is better off with it than without it, then it is a
resounding success. And I think that by the latter definition, the
Gramm-Rudman-Holings law has had an impact. It is not clear
what last year's deficit reduction is going to turn out to be, but I
think we still have a chance of salvaging almost a $40 billion re-
duction 'in the deficit in fiscal year 1987. That would be the largest
single-year deficit reduction in American history. We still have a
fighting chance of achieving the lowest rate of growth in Federal
spending of any year since 1955 when Eisenhower was President.

So Think it is clear that even with the problems created by the
Supreme Court decision striking down the involvement of the
Comptroller General, thereby removing the automatic mechanism
as a disciplining device, Gramm-Rudman-Hollings has had an
impact.

TARGETS NEED ADJUSTING

It is obvious, however, especially this year, that spending is on
the rise, and that we need to go back and adjust the Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings targets.

I would like to remind people that when we originally passed the
law, it was our intention to have it start in 1987. We found our-
selves in conference with people who said, "If this is a good idea in
1987, it is a better idea in 1986." Since we had passed a budget that
called for a deficit of $172 billion, even though virtually everybody
knew that the deficit was over $200 billion, we were forced to begin
with that fiction. As a result, I think it is a fair statement to say
that we have been about $30 billion behind the "power curve" from
the very beginning.

If we can put the teeth back into Gramm-Rudman-Hollings_ if we
can have a binding process and automatic triggers, I am willing to
make a one-time adjustment in the targets. However, I think we
need to look very closely at what we are doing. I expect to have
some targets that can assure that there is pressure to lower the
deficit. And while I am willing to look at any and all proposals, I
like specified targets where we know what we are committing to
and where the public has some ability to judge our success.

Chairman Ciius. Senator Exon?

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENAT03 EXON
Senator ExoN. Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that one of the key

weaknesses of the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings plan is that it is a
useful tool to reduce deficit estimates, but it has been a meager
tool in reducing deficits.

If you look at the first 2 years of operation produced by this bill,
it has created the largest record deficit in history in 1986 and a
high, considerabl reduced deficit in 1987 through 1-year asset
sales, spending shifts, and accounting gimmicks. By focusing on
future estimated of the deficit target 1 year at a time with no
follow-on maintenance, you actually encourage the use of account-
ing gimmicks rather than serious deficit reduction. Under the
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings law, there is no penalty for increasing
the national debt.
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DEBT CEILING REFORM ADVOCATED

I advocate a debt ceiling reform which would incorporate debt
ceiling legislation into reconciliation if Congress or the administra-
tion exceeds their planned borrowings. A three-fifth vote would be
needed.

This would discourse the use of optimistic economics and tem-
porary debt ceiling reuctlion and would encourage a monitoring of
the Nation's economic policies. And I would appreciate when his
time comes for the distinguished chairman, who I am pleased to
welcome here today, to hear what he feels about this issue.

I see that we are coming down once again to the debt ceiling
crisis, and once again we are going to use what we did originally,
and that was to raise the debt ceiling and, using Gramm-Rudman-
Hollings program, workable 6r not, as a crutch. And I think that it
is time that we call a halt to all that. It seems to me if we are look-
ing for a trigger, the place to have that trigger is when the Con-
gress, as it is going to have to from here on out, every time we
want to raise the debt ceiling, that should be the trigger. That is
the time when the Congress, and not some nonelected bureaucrat,
is charged with the responsibility of making the cut. It is up to us
to make the cuts, or i is up to us to raise-the revenues to cover
what I think is becoming a rather staggering shortcoming of the
Whole process. I

Certainly, Gramm-Rudman-Hollings is well-intended. I think
that we are continuing to seek for an enforcement mechanism, and
I think it is right there, staring us in the face, if we would look at
forcing us to make the decisions every time we raise the debt ceil-
imwhen we are obviously out of whack with projection.

Tank you.
Chairman Canz. Senator Lautenberg?

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR LAUTENBERG
Senator LAuTENBER. Mr. Chairman, briefly, I am pleased to see

our colleague invited here this morning, a prime author of the
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings budget program.

BAR TO mGH

I would have to challenge, however, his perspective on what
caused the lower deficit. When the bar is so high that no one can
jump over it, the tendency is to disregard it as being insignificant
in terms of an objective.

I would urge the Senator from Texas, who commands a great
deal of respect and a great deal of influence within his party on
budget matters, to encourage us to get into truth-in-budgeting and
to et the President and the Republican Members of the Senate
~anrdthe House to sit down in earnest to try and do something

about this and not hold the Damocles sword over everybody's head
with veto threats or "make myday" or what-have-you.

This is a problem that we all face. It is deeper than many realize
out there in the count ryside.

I think we risk a major economic reversal if we do not solve this
problem. And it will not get solved by contraptions or process
reform or what-have-you. It will get solved when everybody partici-
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pates, stands up and takes the political consequences of acting, of
raising revenues and trimming programs. That is when it is going
to happen, and we are not going to have a magic wand that is
going to solve it, with all due respect to the Senator from Texas
who worked so hard on this.

I think what we have seen now is a year in live mode in which it
does not work, and that is the realization that we are coming to. It
may have helped keep a pebble in the shoe; I will not deny it. But
again, to use my analogy of the high bar, the bar was so high that
neither the President nor the Congress could reach it.

No one is going to achieve it the way it is proposed. To sequester
would put this country, in my view, in to a deep recession, and no
one believes otherwise. So, what we are doing is holding this thing
out as a fictional guillotine that is supposed to bring it all into
place through the threat of punishment. It is not going to happen,
and I suggest, Mr. Chairman, that the sooner that we get on under-
standing that this has to be a cooperative process, the better off
we'll be.

Chairman CmLns. On that note, I would like to see if I could get
to Mr. Miller's testimony. He has a time deadline. I do not want to
cut anybody off. But if we could save our discussion, maybe.

Mr. Miller, we are delighted to have you before us as the Direc-
tor of the Office of Management and Budget.

Senator DoMmica. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Cmnus. Yes, sir.
Senator Doimcim. I just want to say from the standpoint of this

Republican, I do not need any lecturing from the other side, wheth-
er it be from the man at the end or anybody else, about how to put
-- bu get together, and standing together and working together-I
do not need any of that. I have chaired this committee myself, and
sometimes you all have not helped, and sometimes you have. We
put a budget together with one Senator from your side that was a
real budget. Our own President let us down, I will agree on that.
But we just happened to disagree this year on how to put a budget
together. Hopefiuly, we can put together a deficit reduction fix that
has a realistic chance of working.

In deference to Mr. Miller's time, I will keep my remarks that
brief..Thank you very much.

Chairman C=mnz. A strong letter follows.
Mr. Miller?

STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES C. MILLER III, DIRECTOR, OFFICE
OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

Dr. Mnuza. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate your inviting me here today and I also appreciate

your accommodating my schedule. I noted with interest your invi-
tation to get together to discuss a budget process reform, the
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings fix. I want to tell you that my schedule
is open completely from noon to 4 o'clock, and I would be. more
than willing, anxious, to meet with you at any time within that
time frame; I will even go without lunch if we can sit down and
work on the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings fix.
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Chairman CtiuLs. Could we broaden that discussion a little bit
and talk about a lot of other things at that time? If you have got
some time, we would like to have a broader discussion.

Dr. MiLuz. Well, I think it would be im rtant to talk about
budget process reform and this fix; that is the first order of busi-
ness, and I would like to talk about that.

The issues that you have before you, I think, are vitally impor-
tant. I would like to make several points from my notes and then
respond to your questions.

CHARACTER OF DEFICIT PATH

The first topic I want to address is the character of the deficit
path. Shortly after I took the job at OMB back in late 1985, both
OMB and CBO were reporting that the current services deficit was
falling, primarily because of substantial downward revisions in de-
fense spending estimates and lower interest rates.

OMB, for example, had the deficit going from $206 billion in
fiscal 1986 to $104 billion in fical year 1991. That was the current
services deficit.

CBO's calculations were $208 billion down to $104 billion.
Senator DOMExICI. By which year?
Dr. MILLER. By 1991.
CBO's current services deficit numbers are up there. CBO esti-

mates, and now as a preliminary matter, we agree, that the cur-
rent services deficit will no longer be falling over the next 3 years.

LEVEL OF DEFICITS

The second point I would make is in terms of the level of deficits.
In August 1985, the fiscal year 1986 deficit was projected to be $175
billion according to CBO, assuming the implementation of the Con-
gressional Budget Resolution. According to 0MB, it was $178 bil-
lion assuming the enactment of the President's budget.

As we all know, the fiscal year 1986 deficit turned out to be $221
billion, even after a $12 billion sequester. Thus we are now faced
with a situation somewhat different than many presumed to exist
when Gramm-Rudman-Hollings was enacted into law in December
1985.

Now, how did this happen?
LEVE OF CURRENT SERVICES DEFICIT

Let us take the level of the current services deficit first. As just
noted, the fiscal year 1986 deficit turned out to be much higher
than expected. Current services deficits for the outyears were also
increased. The major reasons for the increases were: the budget en-
acted in fiscal year 1986 was neither the President's budget nor
was it consistent with the Congressional Budget Resolution; techni-
cal reestimates of agency programs elevated projected spending;
economic performance did not measure up to assumptions.

Now, as regards the character-of the current services deficits, tax
reform decreased the 1987 deficit, but is predicted to have little
effect in 1988.

Last year's reconciliation provided substantial offsetting receipts
which in effect were one-time increases in revenues.
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And last year's reconciliation also contained several program ex-
pansions, particularlyT inthe medicare area

Now, given these changes, where do we go from here?
ADJUST TARGETS

First, I think we should recognize that many want to adjust the
targets, as has been discussed this morning, to reflect the higher
starting point for the fiscal year 1986 deficit. And if you add back
in the $12 billion sequester, you come up with a figure of $232 bil-
lion or $233 billion, not the $220.5 or $221 billion figure that was
recorded including the sequester.

Although the administration has not advocated this, I should
note that adjusting the targets upward would certainly make meet-
ing the targets easier.

INCREASE REVENUE, NOT TAXES

Second, we should be prepared to get serious about increasing
revenue and/or reducing outlays. Now, I did not say increase taxes,
let the record show.

The President's budget for fiscal year 1988 raises revenue by
some $22 billion. A little less than half of that is one-time revenue;
the rest is recurr revenue.

Now, we can work with you to identify alternative sources of rev-
enue on this scale, but please do not ask us to increase taxes.

Also I must express my keen disappointment that Congress has
adopted so few of the President's revenue proposals. For example,
the sale of the National Petroleum Reserve is estimated to bring in
$3.3 billion. And why is the Federal Government in the oil busi-
ness?

Application of meat and poultry inspection would bring in some-
thing like $400 million in-user fees from meat and poultry inspec-
tion. This is an ordinary business expense in other industries. Why
should taxpayers subsidize the meat and poultry industry and their
customers?

Now, the first item I just gave, on NPR, is a one-time revenue;
the second one would be a recurring revenue.

Of course, I have heard it said that no more cuts can be made. I
think this is preposterous. Do we need to spend $332 million to
fund programs in a time of budget stringency like "urban garden-
ing" and "pest management"?

Do we need to subsidize Amtrak to the tune of half a billion dol-
lars a year, or a $27 subsidy every time somebody steps onto a com-
mercial intercity train in this country?

Do we need to spend $4 million on something called "salmon en-
hancement"?

Finally, do we need to spend $8 million on a national center to
study weeds?

Now, I am keenly aware that the major issue before you today is
about the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings fix, so let me turn to that.

INSTITUTIONAL CHANGES NECESSARY

First, I think that we all recognize that some institutional
changes will be necessary to assure real progress in reducing the
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deficit. But I want to come back to something that was said earlier.
We have made a lot of progress. If you go from $221 billion even
after a $12 billion sequester, down to an estimated $175 billion or
less, that is terrific progress, and you have to give Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings, I think, a majority of credit for that.

You know, when the President sent up the budget last January,
we estimated on a policy basis, a $173 billion deficit for fiscal year
1987. That included savings of about $2 billion from rescissions and
deferrals, most of which Congress did not approve. So the relevant
number is $175 billion.

Mr. Chairman, we will make that $175 billion figure or beat it
this year.

Chairman CHILES. Mr. Miller, you are taking great advantage of
the tax reform which added $18 billion and one-time savings of $16
billion. I think what the figures are showing us is that the whole
baseline is turning the other way.

You are claiming credit for some things that are not going to
recur, one-shot operations.

Dr. MILLER. Well, Mr. Chairman, I remember an old television
jingle that went, "They said it could not be done; they said nobody
could do it, but we did it." And I think we can do it again next
year if we just muster the strength to address the deficit question.

We need some kind of institutional change, but the question is
what kind. It seems to me that three goals ought to be pursued.
First, the sequester should not even enter the picture. That is, Con-
gress on its own, with the President, should do the job of bringing
the budget into balance, reducing the deficit incrementally over a
period of several years to bring it down to zero.

Also, I realize there is strong support for some adjustment in the
targets that will make a sequester less needed, less relevant.

ENTER SEQUESTER WITH GREATER RELUCTANCE

Secondly, we need to enter a sequester only with the greatest re-
luctance and where responsibility is clearly understood. Both Con-
gress and the President should be seen as responsible, not just the
President. For this reason, the approach of having a sequester ma-
terialize out of nowhere, for the President to approve or disap-
prove, is simply unacceptable. On this score, I am also troubled by
some of the other automatic trigger mechanisms being discussed.

More should be put in the sequester base-all except prior year
obligations, interest on the debt, and social security.

The responsible thing would be to hit defense and non-defense,
not 50-50, but in relation to their respective increases during the
past several years-that number is more like 40-60 percent of total
outlay growth since 1984. The defense budget has gone up, but
what people do not generally understand is that non-defense spend-
ing has gone up even more.

MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY SHOULD BE AFFORDED

Third, in case there is a sequester, the Executive should be af-
forded maximum flexibility to carry out as best he can the laws of
the land with minimum disruption.
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Then we need to reinstate defense flexibility a3 it was in fiscal
year 1986 for that sequester. We need to give the President unlim-
ited enhanced recision authority in case there is a sequester. As
you know, Mr. Chairman, this is merely giving the President the
option of sending up a proposed set of outlay reductions and forcing
Congress to vote either up or down, 50-50, up or down. All you
have got to do is have 50 percent in either House, and it is dead.
But at least give the President that kind of flexibility.

NEED FOR BUDGET PROCESS REFORM

I must tell you, Mr. Chairman and other members of the commit-
tee, there is something transcending all of this, and that is the
need for budget process reform.

Budget process reform would reduce the cost to all of us of or-
chestrating a budget. Indeed, budget process reform would enable
us to negotiate a budget. Specifically, we need a vote on a balanced
budget amendment and a line item veto. We need enhanced resci-
sion authority. We need conversion of the Congressional Budget
Resolution from a mere concurrent resolution which is what it is
today-only an agreement between the two Houses of Congress-to
a joint resolution that officially brings the President into the proc-
ess. Why ask the President to come into the process when he has
no stake, he has no voting power, he 'has none of the usual proce-
dures we have on making these kinds of agreements?

We heed enforceable 302(b) allocations, defense versus non-de-
fense.

We need scoring of outlays as well as budget authority by the
House of Representatives as you have in the Senate.

We need biennial budgeting, especially for defense.
We need strengthened reconciliation, an issue Majority Leader

Byrd has talked about.
We need requirement for separate appropriations bills, instead of

sending down the President one humongous appropriations bill
that says "Take it or leave it, Mr. President; shut down every facet
of the government or sign this bill", we ought to at least have the
13 separate appropriations bills sent down to the President so he
can deal with them separately.

Finally, we need the adoption of the President's proposed pro-
grain of credit reform.

In fact, we are so keen about the desirability of budget process
reform and think it is such an integral part of our collective ap-
proach to reducing the deficit that we believe that a simple fix of
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings without budget process reform is unwise.

Let me say that a.gain. We believe that a simple fix to Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings without budget process reform is unwise.

AVOID DEFAULT

The final thing, Mr. Chairman, is the importance of avoiding a
default. The higher debt limit, as you know, expires on July 17,
and unless that is extended, the U.S. Treasury will default during
the last week of July. The consequences of such a default would be
devastating on the U.S. position around the world and on the long-
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term cost of debt servicing. Moreover, there is no good reason to
run the risk.

Thus, while we have been and continue to be willing to negotiate
an acceptable Gramm-Rudman-Hollings fix and budget process
reform, we urge Congress to separate the two issues and promptly
pass a clean debt ceiling, and I would urge it be a long-term ceiling
rather than a short-term ceiling.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee and
guests. I will be happy now to respond to your questions. I do have
a meeting with the Vice President that just started.

Chairman CHLEs. Dr. Miller, I understand that OMB is current-
ly working on its midyear budget estimates and that your numbers
are not yet final. I would like you, however, to give us some of your
preliminary estimates with the understanding that they may
change in the coming weeks.

OMB AND CBO NUMBERS NOT FAR OUT OF LINE

Assuming current law policies, what is actually referred to often
as "current services," could you tell us whether your estimates of
the 1988 and 1989 deficits are in the same ball park as CBO's esti-
mates?

Dr. MILLER. Well, Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your recognition
that I cannot give specific numbers. And I have found from experi-
ence that giving specific numbers is a big mistake, because even if
they are very tenuous and tentative, people forget the caveats put
on the numbers, and they tend to be thought of as firm. Then,
when they are changed later, somebody presumes that they were
changed for some reason other than the real reason.

I would say that I do not think there is any question but the
baseline deficit for fiscal 1988 and for fiscal 1989 has risen since we
issued the reports, since the President submitted the budget last
January.

-4- do not-see, at least for 1988, the Congressional Budget Office
numbers being terribly out of line. Ido have a feeling that the 1989
number is just a bit high, but I just simply will not be able to give
you numbers until we have finished our mid-session review. As you
know, we go out to the agencies and ask for detailed estimates of
each of their programs, how much their programs are going to cost
based on economic assumptions that are still not yet final, and we
put the whole package together. Then, we will indicate what addi-
tional savings would be necessary, the released estimates will come
back in, and we will publish the mid-session review around the
middle of August.

We need to incorporate the effects of reconciliation. The bill that
the President just signed on Saturday, we need to incorporate the
rebasing of-

Senator DOMENICI. You mean the supplemental.
Dr. MILLER [continuing]. Excuse me, supplemental. We need to

incorporate the rebasing of certain of the GNP figures that will be
out next week.

We need to incorporate the knowledge of what the preliminary
estimate is going to be on the second quarter, and that will not be
out for a while yet.
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We need to pull all this together before we can publish our num-
bers, and I simply cannot tell you without having that information.

Chairman Cmaz. Well, the former top official at OMB, Kathy
Eickhoff, recently left OMB, and claimed the administration's pro-
posed budget for 1988 would fall more than $25 billion short of the
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings deficit target of $108 billion.

Since the submission of your budget in January, the administra-
tion has repeatedly urged Congress to enact the proposed budget,
claiming the budget reached the target. At the same time, we saw
highly respected forecasters such as the Congressional Budget
Office estimating your budget would save some $27 billion, less
than you claimed.

DOES ADMINISTRATION BUDGET HIT TARGET

Do you still think the administration's budget hits the $108 bil-
lion target, and would $10 to $15 billion in additional cuts th.qt
some in the White House have suggested even make up for the
Eickhoff memo's shortfall let alone this revised projected shortfall
we are now discussing?

Dr. MbLE. Well, Mr. Chairman; Kathryn Eickhoff is a splendid
economist. The leak-the unauthorized use of her memorandum-
is simply case study in why it is unwise to ask the kinds of ques-
tions that that memo was addressing. That memo was saying if you
made certain assumptions, different assumptions about growth and
employment et cetera, what the effect on the deficit would be. She
ran through the exercise and came out with the number. That was
not a forecast; that was an exercise. Someone took this piece of
paper and mischaracterized it terribly in that vein.

But on the other hand, let me address the specifics. And that is,
as I indicated earlier, I do believe there has been a drifting upward
of the current services deficit-

Chairman Cmuu. I thought that was a memo she left on her
desk as she left to go back into the private sector to sort of cleanse
herself when she walked back through the looking glass to the real
world and started saying what the real facts were.

Dr. MiLuz. Ms. Eickhoff is a very loyal person, and I do not
think for a minute that she left it on her desk purposely, to have it
leaked. It was mischaracterized. But I have to tell you, Mr. Chair-
man, that we have memos such as this prepared relentlessly, just
to give us some idea of the sensitivity to various changes in as-
sumptions, et cetera. These are prepared at OMB daily, and some-
times, inadvertently, something like this gets out.

But as I have indicated, the baseline deficit has risen somewhat.
As you know, our estimate of the President's deficit reduction
package goes from $175 billion down to $108 billion, and it does
that by about a $25 billion growth dividend; that is, under our as-
sumptions, revenues will increase by a little over, $68 billion in
fiscal year 1988, outlays will increase by a little less than $44 bil-
lion. So you have got about $25 billion there, that brings it down to
a baseline of $150 billion, a current services baseline of $150 bil-
lion. And from there, you have got $22 billion of revenue, and then
you have got $20 billion of reductions, $1.3 billion of which is re-
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duction in the cost of carrying the debt; because of lower debt, you
have lower interest expense.

Now, if you have got that kind of package, that $42 billion pack.
age, and the baseline rises, then that means that the deficit
number is a little over $108 billion. But it could have gone the
other way. If growth had been higher, the baseline deficit had come
down, we would be coming in under $108 billion. But what we did
in this package is follow the law. We produced a budget. The Presi-
dent submitted a budget. in January-that met the- $108 billion
"target. That was what was required by the law. In the mid-session
review, there will be a requirement that we meet the law, and that
is what we will do.

The President has a Cabinet meeting scheduled for this Thurs-
day to discuss this very issue.

Chairman CHILES. Well, I guess the answer is that you do not
think now that you will hit the $108 billion target.

BUDGET WILL MEET TARGEr IN MID-SESSION REVIEW

Dr. Mijum. What I am saying, Mr. Chairman, and I want to be
very careful about this, is that it appears now because of variances
in economic performance from assumptions and some technical
reestimates, the President's budget as submitted last January falls
short of meeting the $108 billion target. But in. the mid-session
review, which we will release in August, pursuant to law, we will
produce a budget that meets whatever target does exist.

Chairman CiLms. Presidential spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said
last week that the administration believes the Gramm-Rudman-
Hollings deficit targets ought to remain where they are. Assuming
your new baseline estimates are in the same neighborhood of
CBO's, we would have to reduce the deficit by more than $70 bil-
lion in 1988. How does the administration propose to achieve this
monumental task?

Dr. MtLLm. Well, Mr. Chairman, you ask a great leap of faith.
You ask me a hypothetical. I do not necessarily assume that the
CBO baseline numbers are correct. We do not know what those-
numbers will be. We will make-the estimates later and make a de-
termination.

But if I could just point out-this is not the kind of exercise that
I would like to go through. It is not something that I pray for. It is
not something that I dream about, because cutting substantial
sums from a budget is not an easy process, as we all know. But if
you look at the numbers, like $233 billion, and if you come down to
somewhere close to what CBO is estimating as the deficit for fiscal
year 1987, i.e., something like $161 billion, you will have cut more
than $70 billion.

Let me just say that again. If you talk about the deficit for fiscal
year 1986 before the $12 billion sequester, and you take that
number and subtract the $161 billion, you have got a little over $70
billion. I am not saying that is an appropriate comparison. ,I am
not saying it would be easy. But I am saying that at least it is in
the realm of some possibility.

I do not want to go through that kind of cut, but again, that is
assuming that the numbers that CBO has come up with in terms of
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baseline deficit are correct, and that assumes that you make nochange in the underlying targets, both of which I think are hypo-
theticals.

Chairman Cmms. Well, of course, I was talking about Fitzwater.
I yield to Senator Domenici.Senator Doimmci. I understand you are on a short time frame,Mr. Director. Are you already behind schedule?
Dr. MiAum. Yes, sir, I am.

STAND-ALONE PIECE OF LEGISLATION
Senator Doimci. Well, let me just do this, if I might, with you.We are try very hard to work with the administration, withSenator Chiles, and the leadership on his side to put together somekind of package here on Gramm-Rudman-Hollings, and so I under-stand your position. If I understand you correctly, the Presidentprefers that we accomplish this "reform," on another bill, not onthe debt limit; is that correct?Dr. MI.LL. Well, I have no problem at all with the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings package being a stand-alone piece of legislation. Iam just saying that it is dangerous to put something like this, con-troversial, on a debt ceiling not only because of the trouble it couldcause in terms of the possibility of defaulting, but also the scarethat it would create.

Senator DOlmii. I think we all understand that. The problemis that a number of people on our side of the aisle-I am not sure"about the other side of the aisle-voted for a clean debt limit lasttime on the basis that the next limit through would be used forsome kind of Gramm-Rudman overhaul and for some kind ofS budget reform;-So I-hope you understand the problem we have.
Dr. MUiu. Yes, sir.
Senator DoMmuC. I understand that you are saying the Presi-dent would prefer some additional reforms in the process alongwith a Gramm-Rudman fix, so as to make the whole package moreenforceable and-more-mrdible; -is that -correct?

-. - --DrrMnaiLW-That-i-rct .. .Senator Domrcr. And that you would like some defense flexi-bility; is that correct?
Dr. MInzLa. That is correct.
Senator DoMmc. I understand all of that. However, in the U.S.Senate, we do not have a special rule for the debt limit. We are not

- going to pass a debt limit bill, it appears to this &,nator, that isfree of amendments. Rather than watch our country go into de-fault, we might pass something short-term. But absent that, we aregoing to have some amendments on this bill.
TARGETS ARE FEASIBLE

Now, having said that, I do not understand your reluctance, Mr.Miller, and with all deference, to just plain forthrightly tell us that.the current ,targets really are unachievable and must be changed. Ijust do not believe that you sit there and say "maybe," and thatyou need a mid-session review before you can decide.Frankly, you can not really believe that we can get to a numberthat is in the ctwrent Gramm-Rudman-Hollings schedule, having
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started as far behind as we started. I don't understand why you do
not at least say that any workable Gramm-Rudman-Hollings has to
have the deficit targets modified.

You are not suggesting that the President is going to be opposed
to a Gramm-Rudman-Hollings fix on the basis of target changes,
are you?

Dr. MILLER. Let me just try to amplify and explain my comment,
Senator Domenici.

I think that getting down to the original Gramm-Rudman-Hol-
lings targets is possible, is feasible, because if you let the President
put together the budget, it is eminently feasible.

But I would say this. Given the way that the baseline deficits are
being estimated by CBO, which are reflective of underlying causes
that OMB recognizes and others in the administration recognize as
well, I think it is politically unlikely--

Senator DOMENICI. And that you recognize.
Dr. MILLER [continuing]. And that I recognize, that OMB and I

recognize-I think it is politically unlikely that we will be able to
reach those targets without a sequester.

BASELINE DEFICIT CREEPING UP

Senator DOMENICI. Could I ask you, even though you are terribly
reluctant to give numbers, does it sound somewhere right to you
that the mid-session review deficit for. the 1988 budget is swne-
where in the neighborhood of $179 to $181 or $182 billion?

Dr. MILLER. Well, let me say, we have a different estimating
methodology. For example, there are certain things that we count
that the CBO does not count, et cte r. A& I recollect, their-base•_-

...... linedeficitlast January was $176 billion or something of that
nature, and they have essentially added $10 billion to that.

Our starting point was $150 billion. So if you added a similar
amount, you would see that we are talking about something in the
nature of $160 billion, but that is a back-of-theenvelope kin of ,a-
culation that has nothing to do with the process that we are going
through right now, and it is only after we go through that process
that we would come out. . . ..

But I would say that, as I indicated, there has been some creep-
ing up in what we call the current services and what CBO calls
baseline deficit.

Senator DOMENICI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman CHILES. Senator Exon?

PASS CLEAN DEBT LIMIT BILL

Senator EXON. Mr. Miller, I take it from your c-.nments that you
think that in passing the.debt ceiling bill this year, we should not
incorporate a triggering mechanism because it would be too compli-
cated, as I suggested in my opening remarks?

Dr. MILLER. Senator Exon, what I would propose we do is to sepa-
rate out the debt limit legislation and pass a clean debt limit, but
also work feverishly to pull together budget process reform and a
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings fix. As I indicated, an institutional
change is needed to provide, I think, the kind of incentive to do
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something real and dramatic about our continuing progress in defi-
cit reduction.

I am concerned that the automatic trigger mechanism be one in
which it is clearly understood that the responsibility is at Congress'
door as well as the President's door if we end up having a seques-
ter. But I think some kind of fix is appropriate. We have agreed to
that. We are not walking away from that one iota.

Senator ExoN. I only say, following up on what Senator Domen-
ici was trying to get across to you, it is pretty obvious that the debt
ceiling bill would not have passed last year had the Republicans
not rounded up the votes to hide behind the skirts of Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings.

Are you suggesting that the Congress muster the courage this
year to just extend the debt ceiling to a higher amount, as request-
ed by the President and address that and that issue only?

Dr. MILIER. No, sir. I think we ought to do all three. We ought to
have a Gramm-Rudman-Hollings fix; we ought to have budget proc-
ess reform, and we ought to extend the debt ceiling. The question is
how to accomplish that.

I think we ought to extend the debt ceiling separately, because
there is a concern that we get close to a default. You see, we are 2
days away, or 3 days away, from the debt ceiling ending, the debt
ceiling falling from a higher level to a lower level. Now, we will
not run out of money, we will not technically default until the end
of July, at least according to current estimates. But that is a big
issue, and I think we probably ought to treat that separately, but
we ought to work to budget process reform and Gramm-Rudman-
Hollings fix.

QUIT USING POLITICAL GIMMICKRY

Senator ExoN. Well, we have got to be realistic, and I do not
know how realistic you are being, Mr. Miller. I think politics is
playing a key role in all of this. You remember the President came
into o ice and said he was going to balance the budget by 1983,
and yet we have had seven consecutive budgets from this Presi-
dent, some of them that you helped put together, that does not
begin to balance the budget.

Now, I am for, as you know, a line item veto. I am for a constitu-
tional amendment to balance the budget-all of these things that
you want and the President is running around today, trying to
make a lot of hoopla over, I think to cover up the dire straits that
we face.

Add up for me the recommended cuts that you testified to in
your opening remarks this morning with regard to Amtrak and

-salmon assistance and all those things. Add those up for me, or
have your staff add them up for me. I would like to know what the
totals of those were.

Dr. MILLER. Well, it is a little over half a-bi'liondollars. ..........
Senator EXON. Half a billion dollars.
Dr. MIULR. Half a billion dollars-but those are only examples.
Senator EXON. Wait, now, just a minute. It is over half a billion

dollars, and we are facing somewhere between $50 and $60 billion
that we have got to cut.

51-722 - 93 - 34
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What I am saying to you, Mr. Miller, is that you are using the
political out of coming up with a few small, possible-and I use the
word "possible" advisedly-wishful programs, and you are saying,
see, if you do that, you can balance this budget.

There is no way we are going to balance this budget, no way we
are going to get to the Gramm-umanfigures; there is no way we
are going to make a significant downward trend in this unless we
get realistic and quit using the political gimmickry that is used not
only by you but by others, and quit trying to fool ourselves that
this job is going to be easy.

I wanted to bring up that point of totalling up the cuts that you
have made to show how insignificantly small they are with regard
to the problem that faces us. We have got to get realistic, and I
wish we could all join together and put politics aside and call the
President off his ramblings around the country that are not doing
anything to reduce the deficit, but it may be good politics-but I
doubt that.

Dr. MILLER. Mr. Chairman, your characterization of "ramblings,"
I would characterize it as words of wisdom. Every journey begins
with a few steps, and the argument is we cannot go any distance
down that road, we cannot cut any more. Well, I have just given
some examples of things that we can cut.

Senator EXON. How much? How much?
Dr. MILLER. Three examples, and that is a little over half a bil-

lion dollars. It was $4 million and $8 million plus half a billion. But
there are lots of other things in the budget.

Senator' EXON. In other words, we have only got about $40 or $50
billion more to go.

Dr. M.LrE That.s right. [Laughter.] ......
That is right. If you will look at--
Senator EXON. Well, that is a very tiny step indeed, I suggest.

i

PRESIDENT'S PROPOSAL WOULD LOWER DEFICIT

Dr. MILLE. Well, I tell you, we can take some giant leaps, if you
will look at the President's budget and things that he has proposed
to cut, reforms that he has proposed in entitlement programs and
additional revenue that he has proposed, all of which have been re-
jected by Congress; there are some giant leaps that will bring that
deficit down.

I hop that we can work together in the mid4-ession revew and
.. take to- -thatt-he Presi nt-h and that Congress will

enact them. That is a giant leap forward.
Chairman Cmius. Senator Nickles?
Senator NicKLcS. Mr. Chairman, thank you. Mr. Miller, thank

you as well.
I am very concerned about the projection figures that we are

looking at Senator Domenici touched on them, but I think we des-
perately need reforms.

KEEP DET LIMIT EXTENSION AS VEHICLE

I heard you mention that you would like to see a clean debt limit
and not see the reform package included. But many of us are
afraid if we do not have it attached to tUie debt limit extension, we
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will not get a final reform package. I personally think that if we do
not get a reform package, we have missed a serious opportunity.
We need those reforms.

I also heard you say the Gramm-Rudman fix without reforms
was unsatisfactory. I think we definitely need both. ,And I am
working with Senator Chiles, Senator Domenici and others in
trying to put together at least some elements that we think can
pass this session. I really do not know that we can afford to give up
the debt limit as a vehicle for a budget reform package. It happens
to be one vehicle that we need. If we had not used the debt limit
before, we would not have gotten the original Gramm-Rudman.
You are well aware of that. I wish it were not the case that we
need a crisis-type atmosphere in order to make some significant
changes, but I think we are going to.

You mentioned one of your proposals for budget process reform
which I think is only one of many necessary reforms. Mr. Chair-
man we have discussed this briefly, that would allow the President
basically, to be able to sign or veto each appropriation bill in a CR.
I think we need this as a bare minimum reform, in addition to the
Gramm-Rudman fix, this year. I would like to see others iasweFL.1

I think both the chairman and Senator Domenici have a lot of
good ideas for budget process reform that we need to implement,
but I cannot see giving up the debt limit extension as the vehicle.
As a matter of fact, if my memory serves me correctly, the last
time we had the temporary debt limit extension, it was on the
premise that it would give us time to work out some of these re-
forms, and the dcbt limit extension was going to be the vehicle. So
I personally do not want to see us give it up. I am afraid If we do,
we will never have any reforms.

Dr. MILLER. I understand your views, Senator.

CONTINUE ON PRESENT GROWTH PATH

Senator NICKLES. I look forward to your reestimations, too. You
made a couple points and Senator Domenici made a couple points
concerning where we were going. You said we had growth revenues
anticipated of about $68 billion.

Dr. MILER. Yes, that is right.
Senator NICKLES. Growth revenues of $68 billion, and you

thought spending increases were going to be $25 or $30 billion.
Dr. MILR. $44 billion.
Senator NICKLES. $44 billion.
Dr. MILLu. So it is $25 billion difference.
Senator NIcKLES. Well, the real reason why you. saw the reduc-

tion-and correct me if I am wrong-but from the $221 billion now
to the $170 billion or something in that neighborhood, from last
year to this year, was because total spending grew at about $25 bil-
lion, and revenues grew at about $80 billion. Is that close?

Dr. MILE. For 1986. I do not have the numbers, but you are
right; there was a dividend.

Senator NIcKus. Growth revenues exceeded growth spending for
the first time in years.

Dr. Mnm. Yes, right.
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Senator NiCiuzs. We need to continue that path, and whether
you are talking about cutting half a billion or a few million, really,
what we need to do to get us on track is to have spending growth
less than, say, $30 or $40 billion and have revenues grow as they
are anticipated, and as they have for the last several years, around
$75 or $80 billion.

Dr. MILER. Senator, could I just point out, you are absolutely on
target on this, because let me tell you how important growth of the
economy is to all of this, because if we had zero growth, those num-
bers, that character of that current services deficit would zip up
ve ry fast.

We are now in the 55th month of an economic expansion. We are
very close to setting a peacetime record for growth of the economy.
But we have threats to the economy. I believe if we were to raise

-_ taxes, open the-tax-code so soon after having gone through all of
the tax reform, if we were to be seen as giving up on deficit reduc-
tion, if we got truly protectionist trade legislation, and we did not
manage our macro affairs correctly, we could threaten that eco-
nomic expansion, then we would be in very big trouble.

Senator NicKus, Thank you, Mr. Miller. -
Chairman CmiLzs. The one thing you do not bring out, Mr.

Miller, in this 54 months of tremendous expansion that we have
had, we have also had this tremendous expansion in the deficit, be-
cause we have continued to borrow more money.

Senator Conrad?
TIME FOR FUNDAMENTAL CHANGE IN DIRECTION

Senator. CONRAD. Let me just follow up. I think we are in big
trouble now. I am just amazed that you are coming in here and
talking about us maybe being in big trouble. We are in big trouble.
We are in staggering trouble. The national debt has doubled in 6
years. The most incredible set of miscalculations perhaps in the
history of civilized government-and now we get a continuation of
it here today.

We have got a trade deficit that is out of control. I think we all
know that percentt ot it is because this national deficit is out of
control. And I, for the life of me, do not understand why you come
with these new numbers, which show us again nowhere close to re-
ality, aridiiht- reiognize that it is time to make some fundamental
change in direction.

I think we have dug such_• .depholp fQorthis- country, it will
take a very big chunk of our lifetimes digging out. And, when you
guys come in here, we get the S~iii~ ld son#.

When are we going to be honest with each other and honest with
-th-AhiericAn peop-le-about what has to be done? We have got to

cut spending, we have got to say to our allies it is time for them to
start paying their fair share of their defense.

There was an interesting quote yesterday in the Post from the
Secretary of the French Parliament's National Defense Committee.
He said, "Do you think 320 million Europeans can continue forever
to ask 240 million Americans to defend us against 280 million Sovi-
ets?"
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They have figured out the answer to that in Europe. I do not
know how long it will be before we figure it out here. But it is
going to have to be soon, because what we are doing is not working,
and it is clear that it is not working.

We have got to do the same thing on the revenue side. There is a
new study out that shows if we had the 1977 audit rates effective
in 1985, we would have collected $47 billion more in revenue-$47
billion more in revenue if we had the 1977 audit rates effective in
1986.

Now, I do not know what it is going to take to get the adminis-
tration to admit that we are going to have to do a whole lot more
than budget reform. We need result, no t-ust reform. When are we
going to have the administration come in and say it is going to
take a whole lot more than what we have done?

Dr. MiLum. Senator Conrad, could I respond to you? You must
have been out of the room, and I apologize Idid not repeat it, but I
did not bring any numbers up here. These are CBO numbers. So do
not direct that at me, please. Secondly, I have not backed away
from-

Senator CONRAD. Well, do you not accept them? Do you question
them? Do you say these numbers are fundamentally flawed? Are
they wrong?

Dr. MILLzR. I have said that we do not have our numbers yet. We
do not know whether those numbers are the correct numbers.

EXACT NUMBER NOT AVAILABU BY OMB YET

Senator CONRAD. Well, do you think that they are in the ball
park, or do you think that they are totally off-base?

Dr. MIUZR. Well, as I indicated, I think certain of those numbers
appear to be in the ball park, and I have question marks about the
others. It is no criticism. It is just that we do not have our numbers
yet. And that was the understanding that I had with the commit-
tee before I came up, that I simply do not have numbers, and I
apologize, but we go through a very long and involved process to
come up with those numbers. -

I have not, on behalf of the administration, backed away one iota
from deficit reduction, and surely you do not believe with the
President's going out and making the speeches that he has and
giving the emphasis to the issue, that he has backed away from
deficit reduction.

Senator CONRAD. Well, I do not think he ever put forth _icrdibfe
plan for deficit reduction. We have had 6 years of speeches and no
results. Now, that is enough speeches. How about some results?

When you say you do not have numbers, I read in the paper this
weekend that within the administration it is believed that the defi-
cit in fiscal 1988 is going to be $150 billion with what is on the
table now. Is that not true?

Dr. MILLER. Well, I do not know what you are referring to. I
mean, it could have been any piece of paper-

Senator CONRAD. Didn't the President ask for $12 or $15 billion
of additional spending cuts? Didn't he send out communications to
executive branch agencies saying we need to cut an additional $12
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to $15 billion because the deficit has gone beyond what we antici-
pated?

Dr. Mumz Well, at his direction I sent out a memorandum
which asked for agencies to come up with additional-and we did

-not ask a specific number, but I think it was a ball park number
that Marlin Fitzwater-

Senator Com m. On what basis did you send out that communi-
cation?

Dr. Miuz•. Well, again you were not here, perhaps, but I dis-
cussed the fact that there has been some deterioration in economic
performance as opposed to what we had assumed, and there has
ben some drifting up in the baseline deficit for fiscal year 1988.

Senator CoNn). So you must have numbers that tell you that.
Dr. MIuza. Well, look, we have lots of numbers. You ask me for

a number, and I can give you a lot of numbers. But I do not want
to suggest that those numbers are official forecasts, or that they
have been scrubbed, or that they are reflective of the Admistra-
tion's final forecasts. As I indicated, I have come up to Congress,
although not necessarily before this committee. But I have on a
number of occasions been as responsive as I could to Members of
Congress asking ball park figures, and I have given them esti-
mates. But some of the people who report those numbers, not Mem-
bers of the Congress, have attached to them a significance that was
unintended. They have not-put the caveat down that It was a back-
of-the-envelope initial forecast-hardly more than a guess. And for
that reason, I do not want to come up and suggest that we have
numbers, because we do not.

We go through a long, involved process with the agencies of find-
Ing out what the current services numbers will be, and that process
is under way. As I indicated, we need to incorporate the effects of
the supplemental bill that the President just signed. Reluctantly,
we need to incorporate the rebasing of the gross national product.
We need to incorporate the second quarter numbers on economic
growth. There are a lot of things that we need to do, and we just do
--nbth --thowe numbers-yet.-And-again---

Senator CONRAD. I find that very hard to believe, that you have
sent out a communication saying make cuts, based on no numbers.

Dr. Mjuzx. We know that the number is higher, that the deficit
number is higher than $108 billion, as I indicated earlier. But we
do not know precisely what the number is.

Chairman CPul. Senator Gramm?
RECONSTITUTr GRAMM-RUDMAN-HOLLINGO LAW

Senator-G an-w-Mr•.-Ohairmani-firs-et-nesay-tha- think this
whole debate is living proof of why we need to reconstitute the
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings law. It is clear that there are a lot of pro-
grams that could be cut that have not been cut. It is clear that
there are people up here talking about taxes when we know the
President is not going to sign a tax bill. The distinguished Director
of OMB has outlined a few wasteful programs, two of which are in
a bill the President just signed into law.

Dr. Miuza. He had to.
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Senator GRAMM. I submit that, had Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
automatic triggers been in effect, the President would have found
that he did not have to sign the supplemental appropriations bill.
He would have found that he could sa to Congress, "Either you fix
CCC, and do not include all this add-on spending, or else I am
going to veto it," and miraculously, we would have complied.

The problem is that we do not.. have. binding fiscal constraints;
therefore both parties can shout at each other that they have thesolution-while neither one-of-them is forced to actually materialize
it..When you get to the bottom line with revenues having grown in
this miraculous recovery we have had, the reason the deficit is
growing is that spending has grown faster than revenues.

Revenues exploded in 1983 and 1984 and 1985, but so did spend-
ing. And every one of those spending bills was passed by Congress,
and every one was signed by the President.

Without binding constraints, the job is just not going to get done.

OMB CRMCAL OF DEFICIT TARGET APPROACH

I would like to ask one question, Mr. Miller, and that question is
this: What do you think of a deficit target which would simply take
the CBO baseline, or an average of OMB/CBO baselines, or what-
ever baseline you want to put out front; you set out that baseline
at the beginning of the process, and then you say your target is to
reduce that baseline's deficit by $36 billion, rather than having the
kind of fixed deficit targets we have had in the past?

What do you think of that approach? Do you like it; do you dis-
like it; what are the pitfalls we ought to loo at in terms of trying
to assess the viability of that approach?

Dr. MILLER. Let me say first of all, I am critical of it for at least
three reasons. One is I think it is not nearly so easy -to-understand,
or for the American public to hold Congressmen and Senators ac-
countable.

Secondly, it increases by several magnitudes the opportunities
for any estimator to engage in gamesmanship-and I am sure the
Acting Director of CBO _woul shsre my erns-ahut. what
w.o-ld e inordinate pressures and suggestions made to change the
baseline or the current services number to accommodate.

- ........ Thirdly, dependingor- W-It'rworked, it would not assure that we
would have a steady, monotonic decline in that deficit figure; it
would not assure that we would reach zero deficit by 1991, 1992, or
whatever.

Finally, fourthly let me say that depending on the circumstance,
it could arguably work against what we all want to accomplish,
and that is to reduce the deficit with minimum total pain over the
period of 5 years-where we get the deficit down to zero. You might,
for example, have in 1 year a baseline-deficit that under one esti-
mate is much higher than for the preceding year, and what do you
do then? Do you base it on the baseline estimate for the current- •
year? Do you base it on the baseline estimate for the previous-
year? Do you base it on the estimate of the real deficit for the pre-
vious year?

It depends on how it is written. Chairman Rostenkowski has a
proposal, I understand, and Mr. Chairman, you are looking at a
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similar proposal. I would just have to look at the details. But I
think it would be easier to look at this downward slope.

OFFSET SAVINGS FOR 1989

Could I make one observation, and this is just a personal obser-
vation here that you might want to consider doing something
about, and that is in terms of those targets, you might want to
figure out a way that you might be able to save 1 year for the next,
the reason being that it looks like, for example, it is going to be
reasonably easy to accomplish deficit reduction this year, but not
quite so easy as last year, that is, from 1986 to 1987. We an accom-
plish from 1987 to 1988 some deficit reduction; if we all work hard
and hold tight, I think we can do it.

But if you look at the numbers there-and again, our prelimi-
nary assessment is that it is in accord with that-it is going to be
much, much more difficult for fiscal year 1989 if you have a con-
tinuing downward slope. You might want to be able to think about,
at least, offsetting some savings from 1988 to 1989-that is, if the
targets, say, were $150 billion, just to pick out the number-I know
that there are different numbers being discussed-and you came to
it at $140 billion, that would be $10 billion that could be applied to
the deficit target for fiscal year 1989.

So you might want to consider something like that, because if I
look at these things, and I look at the character of that line, I
think the crunch is coming in 1989, not in 1988.

Chairman CHriS. Senator Grassley? __
ZTIMATING REFORM NEEDED

Senator GiuAswzv. First of all, let me say that I am looking for-
ward to helping to support some budget process reform; I have my
name on several such proposals; I think the point you just made,
Mr. Miller, about the bias of estimators to be maybe more irrespon-
sible under the proposal just suggested, would lead me to a crucial
point-it is almost so bad that there is hardly a budget reform pro-

... 1 do' not like the sense of helping move the process along-- ---- -------
but is it really budget process reform that is really the problem
here, or isn't it a little more specific, that what we need is estimat-
ing reform? It seems to me like---[Laughter.]

Yes, I said this during the hearings we had last winter. I had an
amendment to this effect that passed and then was taken out
during budget mark-up that would have us estimate after the fact
so that the estimating process would compensate for bias and rosy
scenarios in the budget process by having after-the-fact estimating.

So, I do not know what the laughter was for, but I want to sug-
gest to you-

Senator DOMsNICL I was saying it is a great idea if we could
figure out how to do it; that was my reason for laughing.

Senator GRASsizy. Okay. But anyway, you have been underesti-
mating, Mr. Miller, just like CBO has been, for a long period of
time. What are you doing to see that we get more accurate estimat-
ing-or can you say that it is an impossibility; that you just cannot
do anything about it? If you told me that, I guess I would say
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thank God for somebody who is candid, but everybody says we can
do more about it, Mr. Miller. So, from your perspective-- w

Dr. MILLER. Senator Grassley, I am not going to answer that
there is nothing to be done about it, but I am also going to be
candid with you.

It is very difficult to make these estimates and to be accurate
every time. That is what a projection or estimate is. It is a best ap-
proximation of something that is going to happen in the future,
and we do not know what is going to happen in the future.

OMB AND CBO ESTIMATES CLOSE TO INDEPENDENT FORECASTERS

If you will look at the studies that have been made, you will find
that OMB, in fact, and CBO have both been in the ball park of in-
dependent forecasters. I direct your attention to the lead letter to
the editor in today's Wall Street Journal on that point.

What we find, of course, is that different estimators at different
points in time are very, very accurate. If-you look at who has made
the best forecast from one year to the next, one person will be up
at the top one year and be down toward the bottom the next year.
We have been reasonably close. Both CBO and OMB have been
within a range of reasonableness with the private forecasters.

Sometimes we underestimate growth. We did that in 1984, for ex-
ample. The last couple of years, we have overestimated growth, but
not outside the bounds of reasonableness.

Keep in mind that what is characterized as the rosy scenario
comes mainly from the assumptions about economic growth. But
what drives the revenue figures is nominal GNP, and that is a
product of both growth and inflation. And if you look at those two
figures together, our estimates of nominal GNP have been very
much in accord with the estimates of, say, blue chip.

Senator GRASsLEY. Well, you suggested I year, and I will give you
that. But there has been consistent underestimating of the budget.
Now, I can understand how difficult it is-

)Anr ir Sonator tht-just wron~g. We estmte-i -a, dX~h
deficit for fiscal year 1987 at $173 billion, including rescissions and
deferrals which we did not get; that made it $175 billion. And the
deficit this year, Senator Grassley-put the money in your
pocket-will come in lower than that figure-lower.

Senator GRASSLEY. Yes, well, remember, though, that that was
due to changes in the tax bill, and everybody--

Dr. MILLER. Our estimate of the budget deficit assumed the
changes in the tax bill.

Senator GASsSLEY. Well, it is a one-time deal. You are well aware
of the county fairs and greased pig contests. A pig is difficult
enough to catch without greasing him. And it just seems to me like
we are pouring more grease on this process all the time, just
making these budget deficit estimates more elusive all the time.

Dr. MILLER. We threw a tub of detergent in there. We are going
to clean that pig off and make him easier to catch. I think if you
will look at the assumptions that we have for last January and also
the revisions that we have for the mid-session review, I do not
think they can be really criticized very inuch.
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EXCLUDING ASSET SALES WOULD BE A MISTAKE

Chairman CHsILS. One of the things we are talking about is pro-
viding, in addition to a glide path that needs to be changed, that
we must make at least $36 billion in policy deficit reduction per
year. Given the fact that in the last 2 years combined, that we
have not achieved $36 billion in policy reductions off the deficit,
what do you think about a proposal like that?

Dr. MILLER. Mr. Chairman, could I have a qualification. Do you
mean by policy changes, you would exclude asset sales?

Chairman CHILES. Yes.
Dr. MiLLa. Would you exclude also user charges?
Chairman CHLE.S. No-nonrecurring provision.
Dr. MILLER. I see. I would argue against that. Let me say first of

all, I think credit reform, which involves among other things sale
of monetary assets--

Chairman CmuLr. Well, that depends on whose credit reform you
are talking about.

Dr. MILE. Well, the President's credit reform-but also privat-
ization-both of those things stand on their own feet. They are
good public interest proposals that if we had a balanced budget, I
would still be advocating, and I think many other people would be,
too. It is better government to do that.

But I think probably during this transition period, from the time
we have high deficits-less than in 1986-until we get a balanced
budget, I think it would be a mistake to exclude asset sales from
those calculations. And one reason is I think we can get there and
maintain economic growth and get out there and balance the
budget without as great a difficulty as would be the case if you did
not allow those asset sales.

And- leti me just say one other point, and a related point, and
that is I am suspicious that without asset sales, without the oppor-
tunity for asset sales, there would be much, much greater pressure
to increase taxes. And this is something I know this President does
not want andcisomething I believe the American people would not
want.

Chairman CHILES. Thank you very much, Mr. Miller.
Dr. MiuxR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I hope we can get togeth-

er. I am at your disposal. I will keep my 4-hour slot open. I hope
that I can meet with you and Senator Domenici and anyone else
that you would like and that we can work on budget process
reform and Gramm-Rudman-Hollings fix.

Chairman CHILEs. We like that. We wish you would extend that
table a little bit further and put everything on it.

Dr. MILLE. I shall be there in your office any time you like.
Thank you.

Chairman CHiLzs. Now, we will hear from the Congressional
Budget Office. Before we begin, I want to take a minute to extend a
special welcome to Dr. Gramlich, the Acting Director of the Con-
ressional Budget Office. This is your first appearance before the

Snate Budget Committee. You are widely known as a distin-
guished economist from the University of Michigan. You have
moved into a difficult job during difficult times, and thus far I can
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say your performance is right in line with the caliber of top profes-
sionals that have come before you.

The Budget Act has a provision that says if the Director steps
down, his chief deputy moves up to his job. It is fitting that since
one of our topics today will be automatic sequester, Dr. Gramlich is
the first automatic Director.

So welcome, Doctor. We are glad to have you with us.
Senator DOMENICI. Doctor, I ffote-thatCyou arei so "acting" that

you had to bring your own name plate. If we leave you "acting"
long enough, maybe we will make one for you.

STATEMENT OF DR. EDWARD M. GRAMLICH, ACTING DIRECTOR,
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE

Dr. GRAMLICH. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and Sena-
tor.

I appreciate the opportunity to testify on our preliminary esti-
mates. I should stress that these are very early numbers. The CBO
would not normally be making estimates public at this time, but
we are doing so this year at the request of the chairman and the
ranking member of the committee. The figures are very prelimi-
nary and may change somewhat before we complete our summer
update report and our sequestration report in mid-August.

Moreover, the estimates were prepared without the benefit of the
Department of Agriculture's first crop survey for the growing
season, and they also do not reflect the data on the GNP for the
second quarter of the year, which will be released on July 24th.

Let me move right into my statement. It's about five pages; I am
going to try to read it quickly, and you can follow with the tables
that I will refer to. I am going to read most of it, because I think it
is all important.

Table I shows our preliminary summer estimates of baseline out-
lays, revenues, and the deficit and compares them With CBO's
winter baseline.
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TABLE 1. PRELIMINARY REESTIMATES OF CBO BASELINE (By fiscal
year, In billions of dollars)

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Outlays
Winterbaseline 1,010 1,071 1,126 1,188 1,248 1,306
Preliminary reesti-

mates 3 7 25 30 38 46
Preliminary baseline 1,013 1,078 1,152 1,218 1,286 1,352

Revenues
Winter baseline 834 900 962 1,051 1,139 1,222
Preliminary reesti-

mates 18 -4 -8 -17 -26 -30
Preliminary baseline 852 897 954 1,034 1,113 1,192

Deficit
Winter baseline 176 171 164 137 109 84
Preliminary reesti-

mates -15 11 33 47 64 76
Preliminary baseline 161 181 198 183 173 160

BASELINE BUDGET PROJECTIONS

While our winter baseline deficit protection declined steadily
from $176 billion to $84 billion by 1992, the new estimates show a
different pattern. Because of unexpectedly strong revenue growth,
the 1987 deficit is now estimated to be $161 billion. The deficit then
rises to $181 billion in 1988 and $198 billion in 1989, as has been
noted previously.

This puzzling pattern of deficits is caused largely by the phase-in
of the Tax Reform Act and by various one-time outlay reductions,
as shown in Table 2.
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TABLE 2. EFFECT OF TAX REFORM AND
SAVINGS ON DEFICIT (By fiscal year)

ONE-TIME OUTLAY

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

In Billions of Dollars

Preliminary Baseline
Deficit 161 181 198 183 173 160

Adjustment fon

Tax reform 18 -13 -17 -4 2 -1

One-time outlay
savings/ __ 3 -2 -- -1 -1
Total adjustments 34 -10 -19 -5 1 -2

Adjusted Deficit 194 171 179 178 174 157

As a Percent of ONP

Preliminary Baseline
Deficit 3.7 3.9 4.0 3.4 3.0 2.6

Adjusted Deficit 4.4 3.7 3.6 3.3 3.0 2.6

a. Includes asset sales, loan prepayments, OCS escrow releases, military
pay delay, Medicare payment delay, and advance of final revenue
sharing payment.

Tax reform, if you look at that row, has added about $18 billion
to revenues in 1987, and then it reduces revenues $13 billion and
$17 billion in the next 2 years. Asset sales, loan prepayments, the
1-day delay of the military pay date, and other one-time outlay re-
ductions total $16 billion in 1987 and $3 billion in 1988. Removing
these two items yields an adjusted deficit that averages about $175
billion over the next 4 fiscal years.

These adjusted deficits do decline relative to GNP-shown in the
bottom row of the table-from 4.4 percent of GNP in 1987 down to2.6 percent in 1992. But this is a much slower decline than we have
had previously.

Table 3 reports the changes to the baseline budget projections
since our last report. The most significant changes stem from revi-
sions to our economic projections. The supplemental appropriations
bill, which allows prepayment of additional REA loans without
penalty lowers 1988 outlays. Technical reestimates resulting pri-
marily from new data on taxable incomes, raise revenues a bit in
all years. I should add-and this is liable to get some discussion-
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that our preliminary estimates also follow the recent GAO opinion
W--assuming that the thrift savings fund is not included in the
budget totals. As a result, the thrift fund's receipt of voluntary em-
ployee contributions would no lbnger be treated as reducing the
deficit, and agency contributions would add to the deficit by the
amounts that you see in the table.
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DETAIL OF PRELIMINARY BASELINE
"fiscal yeariliIn5llons of dollars)

REESTIMATES (By

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Enacted Legislation

Economic Reestimates
Interest rates
Cost-of-living adjustments
Discretionary Inflation

adjustments
Other

Subtotal

Technical Reestimates

Debt Service

Thrift Fund Accounting

Total

Outlays

2

1
0

-1

0

0

0

1

3

-7 1 1 0 0

11
1

0
-1

11

1

-1

3

7

13
4
1

0

18

2

1

25

13
6
1
0

21

1

3

3
30

15
9
1

0

25

2

7

38

17
10I0
1

0

28

3

11

3

46

Economic Reestimates

Technical Reestimates

Total

Enacted Legislation

Economic Reestimates

Technical Reestimates

Debt Service

Thrift Fund Accounting

Total

Revenues

-8 -13

26 9

18 -4

Deficit

2 -7

8 24

-26 -9

0 -1

1 3

-15 11 33 47 64 78

TABLE 3.

-17

9

-8

1

35

-6

1

-25

8
-17

1

46

-7

3

3

-32

6

-26

0

57

-4

7

3

-38

-30

0

66

-5

11

3
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ECONOMIC PROJECTIONS

Let me turn to the economic projections. The major differences
between our revised economic projections and those in our January
report are higher inflation and interest rates for 1987 and 1988 and
lower real economic growth in all years. Table 4 summarizes these
preliminary economic assumptions and compares them with what
we had in January.

TABLE 4. COMPARISON OF CBO WINTER ECONOMIC PROJECTIONS
AND PRELIMINARY SUMMER PROJECTIONS (By calendar
year)

AS "u Forecast Prolected
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

GNP (billions of
current dollars)

Summer 4,208 4,447 4,753 5,075 5,425 5,800 6,200
Winter 4,216 4,469 4,779 5,124 5,503 5,888 6,288

Real GNP Growth
(percent change)

Summer 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.6 2.6 2.6
Winter 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.0 3.1 2.7 2.5

CPI-W (percent
change)

Summer 1.6 3.8 5.6 5.0 4.5 4.5 4.6
Winter 1.6 3.5 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3

Three-month Treasury
Bill Rate (percent)

Summer 6.0 6.1 6.6 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9
Winter 6.0 5.6 5.7 5.6 5.5 5.3 5.2

Ten-Year Government
Bond Rate (percent)

Summer 7.7 8.4 8.7 7.6 7.2 6.8 6.4
Winter 7.7 7.2 7.2 6.6 6.2 5.9 5.6

Consumer price inflation is higher than before for two reasons.
One is that oil prices have risen much more this spring than we
expected, and the second is that the dollar has fallen much more
than we expected.

The oil price increase has already shown up at the gasoline
pump and elsewhere, but the lower dollar will continue to raise the
cost of imported goods and other consumer purchases through the
end of 1988. Because of the current amount of slack in the econo-
my, however, we do not expect these price increases to touch off a
wage-price explosion such as happened in the 1970s. We assume,
therefore, that the increase in inflation will be temporary.
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Interest rates in our preliminary forecast are also higher than
we assumed in January. In large part, this rise is a reflection of
increases in interest rates that have already taken place. We
expect that higher interest rates will persist through the end of
1988, both because of higher inflation and because of the Federal
Reserve's announced intention to lean against further declines in
the dollar. --

The reduction in the real GNP growth forecast for 1987 and 1988
results from the higher interest rates and the adverse effect of
higher inflation on household real incomes. The change in the
growth assumptions after 1988 arises from a reappraisal of the
long-run growth prospects of the economy which CBO initiated late
last year. Our analysis has also benefited from new long-run labor
force projections recently released by the BLS.

The revised long-run growth path assumes that, after adjusting
for cyclical changes, growth of gross domestic product will exceed
growth of the labor force by about 1 percentage point-the same
amount as in the 1981-87 period. Nonfarm productivity, as conven-
tionally measured, grows by close to 1.5 percent per year. In addi-
tion, CBO assumes that by 1992 the economy will reach an average
operating rate-that is, a leve! somewhat below its full capacity
and averaged over a historical period.

The level of real GDP that we project as a result of all of these
assumptions is still very slightly above the average of five private
forecasts, which we also show in figure 1.
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NOTE: The private forecasts are Chase Econometrics, Data Resources, Townsend-Greenspan.Wharton Econometric Forecasting Associates, and Washington University (St. Louis).

We have not seen any new information that would call for signif-
icant changes in this preliminary economic forecast, which we de-veloped in mid-June. We are, however, particularly concernedabout movements in prices, the exchange rate, and interest rates,which have already changed a little bit. Many private forecastersexpect lower consumer price inflation for 1987 and 1988 than is inour preliminary forecast, apparently because they expect smaller
increases in import prices.

Interest rates have also fallen a little since mid-June, and thisdrop will probably lower our short-term interest rate projections bya few tenths of a percentage point in August if it is maintained.But I should emphasize that interest rates are bouncing around a
lot lately.

I should also emphasize that small changes in these assumptionsmay have a large effect on the budget. In particular, as the Federaldebt has grown rapidly during the 1980s, outlays have become in-creasingly sensitive to both the level and the term structure of in-terest rates. We show in table 5, that a change of 1 percentagepoint in all government interest rates would affect net interest out-lays by amounts growing from $5 billion in 1988 to $25 billion in1992. And even if short-term interest rates could be projected ex-actly, which is obviously a Herculean assumption, a 1-percentage-point change in medium- and long-term rates would still change
outlays substantially.
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TABLE 5. EFFECTS ON CBO BASELINE BUDGET PROJECTIONS OF
SELECTED CHANGES IN ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS (By
fiscal year, in billions of dollars)

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Interest Rates

Effect on Net Interest Outlays
of a One-Percentage-Point Change
in All Interest Rates
Beginning October 1987 5 11 16 20 25

Effect on Net Interest Outlays
of a One-Percentage-Point Change
in Medium- and Long-Term Rates
Beginning October 1987 2 6 10 14 17

Consumer Priesg

Effect of a 0.5 Percentage-
Point Change in Cost-
of-Living Adjustments
In January 1989 and 1990 0 1 3 4 4

EFFEaI'5 OF REESTIMATES

Finally, let me make one more point. I will just report the effects
of our reestimates on the recently adopted Congressional Budget
Resolution for fiscal 1988. Under CBO's winter assumptions, the
policies of the budget resolution would have resulted in deficits of
$184 billion in 1988, $115 billion in 1989, and $72 billion in 1990.
Under the new economic and technical assumptions, the deficit flg .
ures would be $151 billion in 1988, $147 billion in 1989, and $117
billion in 1990. These figures are all in table 6.
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TABLE 6. PRELIMINARY REESTIMATES OF CONGRESSIONAL
BUDGET RESOLUTION (By fiscal year, In billions of dollars)

1988 1989 1990

Budget Resolution Deficit

under CBO Winter Assumptions 134 115 72

Preliminary CBO Reestimates

Economic reestimates 24 34 45

Technical reestlmates -9 -6 -7

Debt service -1 1 4

Thrift fund accounting 3 3 3

Total reestimates 17 32 45

Preliminary Reestimate of
Budget Resolution Deficit 151 147 117

The reestimates reflect mainly the revised economic assumptions
discussed previously. I should also say that recently enacted legisla-
tion does not affect the budget resolution estimates because most of
the items included in the supplemental appropriation, including
the REA prepayments, were already assumed in the resolution. An
additional $30 billion in deficit reduction measures called for by
the budget resolution, however, do remain to be enacted.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and now I am open for
questions.

Chairman Cmium. Thank you.
What you are saying, it seems to me, is that if we do nothing, the

deficit in 1988 is going to jump to $187 billion, whereas in March
you estimated that deficit would be $171 billion.
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Dr. GRAMLICH. In 1988, I think it is $181 billion.
Chairman CmLES. Well, $181 billion is taking out the REA refi-

nancing that went into the Budget Act. So without that, it would
be $187tbillion, would it not?

Dr. GRAMUCH. Yes, right.
Chairman CHUmES. And you have said that is primarily because of

interest rate increases and inflation increases. Is that m de-

clining.revenues?
Dr. GRAMuCH. Yes; if you look at table 3, you can see the list of

things there. The economic reestimates are $24 billion, which is ob-
viously the major part. Much of that is on the revenue side, be-
cause of the less optimistic economic forecast.

Chairman CiLES. Less optimistic economic forecast. All right.
COST OF DEBT RISES WITH INTEREST RATES

Well you have also said-and we know CBO has recently in-
creased its estimates of what the interest rates are going to be-
with our national debt so huge, doesn't the cost of carrying that
debt really go up when interest rates rise? Can you give us an idea
of what the sensitivity of the deficit is to an increase in interest
rates?

Dr. GRAMUCH. You are onto a very important point, which is
that we can attack the estimators all we want here, but one of the
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problems that we are stuck with as a result of the rapid growth in
debt is that the deficit estimates become very susceptible to things
that nobody can predict very well.

Bond traders who are making a lot more than any of us have
trouble getting these estimates correct. But in any case, the num-
bers are in table 5, and they give some impression of what happens
if you miss the overall level of interest rates-that is in the first
row. The second row is simply the effect of medium- and long-term
interest rates, where expectations play a much bigger role, and
which are pretty hard to nail down. So even if you get short-term
rates right, you still are open to lots of estimating discrepancies.

Chairman CGmns. So you are showing that the effect of a 1-per-
centage-point change in interest rates is $5 billion in 1988, $11 bil-
lion in 1989, and $16 billion in 1990, and $20 billion in 1991.

Dr. GRAMLICH. Right; it builds up.
Chairman CHILES. And $25 billion in 1992. And that is the short-

term rate. The other is the medium- and long-term rates would be
from $2 billion in 1988, to $6 billion in 1989, $10 billion in 1990, $14
billion in 1991, and $17 billion in 1992.

Dr. GRAMLICH. Right. And all of those numbers are much higher
than they used to be a few years ago.

Chairman CmiLEs. Well, that might be one reason that we want
to look at whether or not to bind ourselves to fixed targets, because
those rates can change on us any time and leave us trapped by
those fixed targets.

THE DEFICIT WITHOUT SOCIAL SECURITY SURPLUSES

Your baseline deficit of $187 billion in 1988 includes both social
security revenues and outlays. The official on-budget deficit figures
must exclude social security, which is now legally off-budget, but
social security is running even larger surpluses each year; by 1992,
the surplus will be about $75 billion, and it keeps growing from
there.

What would the 1988 deficit be without the social security sur-
plus? Isn't it true that according to your estimates, the on-budget
deficit would be over $200 billion a year through 1990 if we did not
have these surpluses?

Dr. GRAMLICH. Yes, I think the presumption in your question is
about right. We simply have not had a chance to do that split, and
we would prefer to supply those numbers later.

[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by VBO:]

CBO BASBUN2 PROJgoTIONs

The following table shows CBO baseline projections for on-budget and off-budget
revenues, outlays, and the deficit (by fiscal year, in billions of dollars).

1987 198 1989 1990 191 2

TOtWf (*idun Mna sacmuty):
Revenues .......................................................................... 852 897 954 1,034 1,113 1,192
Outlays .............................................................................. 1,013 1,078 1,152 1,218 1,286 1,352
Deficit ........................... 161 181 198 183 173 160

QtubtW (axduing cmW um):
Raevnes .......................... 639 658 695 752 807 866
Outlays ............................................................................. 819 874 934 986 1.040 1,089
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1981 1988 198 1990 19931 M92

Dfcit ................................................................................ 180 216 240 234 233 223
Of.budg (so O sw t):

sMn ...uI.......................................................................... 214 239 259 283 306 326
O tays ............................................................................... 194 204 217 232 241 263
Su ................................................................................ 19 35 42 51 59 63

Chairman CiLzs. Just months ago, we were told that deficit re-
duction in the out-years would be easier than previously thought.
CBO told us in the absence of any Congressional action, if we did
nothing to enact policies to reduce the Federal deficit, the deficit
would start declining anyway. CBO's forecast showed that as we
moved further into the out-years, the deficit picture would improve
even more, whether or not we enacted deficit reduction policies.

PROJECTED DECLINE HAS TAKEN TURN UPWARD

Many of us were skeptical at that time that this projected de-
cline would ever pan out, and now your own data bears this out.
Your new forecast shows the baseline deficit increasing from $187
billion in 1988-or $181 billion, if you take the REA money out-to
$198 billion in 1989, making deficit reduction efforts even harder.
In other words, the tables have turned. If Congress does nothing,
the deficit will climb.

What is the cause of this reversal from the previous downward
trend?

Dr. GiAmi&cH. There are several causes. The rise in interest
rates has certainly been a very strong factor, as we just discussed.
We have lowered the short-run economic forecast almost continual-
ly since that happened. Those optimistic numbers you are referring
to were generated in the winter of 1986. While we have been very
fortunate since then in avoiding recession, the expansion has not
really grown to the level that we assumed at that time.

Also, we have since that time gotten a lot of disconcerting evi-
dence on productivity growth, and in the long run productivity
growth becomes a very important factor, perhaps the most impor-
tant factor, in the long-run deficit path.

We now are less optimistic on the long-run productivity of the
economy and the implicit growth in revenues. But one thing I
would point out just in the interest of full disclosure is that we put
tale 2 in the testimony for a reason. We figured there would be a
lot of attention to the deficit growing from $161 billion to $198 bil-
lion, and we wanted to show that that increase is largely a result
of the tax bill and of the one-time outlay savings. Perhaps a better
measure of what is really going on is this adjusted deficit, which
seems to be stuck in the mid-1970s for the 4 years from 1988 to
1991. Now, that is not great news, because previously we would
have thought that even the adjusted deficit would be declining. But
it is perhaps not quite as bad as it seems, because a lot of the im-
mediate increases result from other factors, which are, in your
words, nonrecurring.
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CBO'8 NEW ESTIMATE OF PRESIDEN•I'BUDGET

Chairman CHILES. Last February, CBO reestimated the Presi-
dent's budget and found that in 1988 the deficit would be about
$134 billion, not the $108 billion as the President had projected.
Based on your revised baseline which you have been discussing
with us today, could you tell us what CBO's new estimate of the
President's budget deficit is, assuming the policies included in his
January budget request? I will ask you not to count the $5 billion
you estimate as savings from REA loan repayments since they
were not in the President's call for these savings in his original
budget.

Dr. GpAMUCH. That is the proper-way to ask the question, and
here I will refer you to table 3. If you look down at the bottom of
the table, you will see that we had an $11 billion increase. If you do
not count that REA change, that number goes to $16 billion, so the
$134 billion number that we had- in January goes to $150 billion.

Chairman CHILES. To $150 billion. And have you priced the--
Dr. GRAMLICH. To say that another way-since this is likely to

become a matter of some discussion-in the bottom panel of table
3, the economic reestimates stay, the technical reestimates stay,
with one exception which I will mention in a second; the debt serv-
ice stays, and the thrift fund accounting stays.

For technical reestimates, the figure is a little confusing because
it includes a reestimate of the impact of the REA refinancing. If
you take that out, the enacted legislation should really be a minus-
five. All of the other things count to raise the $134 billion, and that
now goes to $150 billion. In other words, we upgrade it by the eco-
nomic reestimates, the technical reestimates, et cetera, and you get
to about $150 billion.

TARGETS EXCEEDED BY SUBSTANTIAL AMOUNT

Chairman CHILES. All right. One of the major difficulties we have
had this year in restoring the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings glide path
towards a balanced budget is the fact that the actual deficits in
1986 and 1987 have exceeded the targets by a substantial amount.
Can you tell me how much the targets were missed and why the
targets were missed by such a large amount?

Dr. GRAMLICH. Well, I can, if you want to-I have two options
here. I can leaf through this big book here and find it, or I could
supply it later. We have those numbers. I just do not remember
them.

Senator DOMENICI. Which years are you asking about, Mr. Chair-
man?

Chairman CHILES. 1986 and 1987.
Dr. GRAMLUCH. Why don't I supply that later? I could find it, but

it would take a few minutes.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by CBO:]

TARGET DleFIFrENCBS

The deficit in 1986 reached $220.7 billion-$48.8 billion above the budget resolu-
tion and Balanced Budget Act target of $171.9 billion. The current estimate of the
1987 deficit is $161 billion-$18 billion over the. budget resolution figure of $143 bil-
lion and $17 billion over the Balanced Budget Ad target. The following table shows
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the sources of difference between the actual deficit totals (for 1987, the current esti-
mate) and the budget resolution estimates (in billions of dollars).

lm W7

Poh y w xmp iors ........................................................................................ ..... ......... ......... ........................... 15.7 - 13

[aME i W Os M ...........-......................................................................................................................... M 9 18
Tedv"ahi• tO M .................................................................................................................................... 22.2 13

ToW €lif ................................................................................................................................. 48.8 18

Chairman CHILES. All right. I yield at this point.
Senator DOMENICi. Can you look up there at that chart, which

has been put together by my staff after consulting with your people
at CBO.

Current Law Gramm-Rudman-Holllngs
Targets vs. Baseline Estimates

($ billions)
Fiscal Current Baseline DefiQit Estimates
Year G-R-H CBO' CBO

Targets Feb. '87 July '87

1986 172 221 a/

1987 144 176 161

1988 108 171 179

1989 72 164 198

1990 36 137 184

1991 0 110 173

1992 0 85 160
WActue FY 1966• t t P by kpkblicm Scaff.

Seate RMust OWML .

Dr. GRAMLJCH. Right.
Senator DOMENiCX. The 1987 target was $144 billion; we had a

$10 billion leeway to $154 billion. The CBO baseline estimate in
February was $176 billion. Is it fair to say that your estimate now,
the July estimate, is $161 billion, as I have it there on the chart?

Dr. GRAMLICH. Yes. --

Senator DOMENici. So in that year, regardless of whether one
likes the mix or dislikes the mix, we missed the $154 target by $7
billion.

Dr. GRAMLICH. Right.
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TAX BILL AND ECONOMY CAUSE TARGET CHANGES

Senator DOMENICI. Now, looking at that next line, 1988, your
baseline deficit in February 1987 was $171 billion. Now, some of
the Senators here, when we start talking about new targets, imme-
diately ask the question why did the deficit rise to $171 billion
when it was $161 billion the year before. That is my first question.
And now you are saying that as a matter of fact, your July reesti-
mate will be not $171 billion for fiscal year 1988, which is where
Congress started its work to get to a $134 billion deficit, but rather,
$179 or $181 billion. Is that correct? But what happened between
1987 and 1988, and why does $171 billion rise to $179 billion? With-
out going through your book, what are the principal reasons for
the change?

Dr. GRAMLICH. Well, let us talk about the increase from $161 bil-
lion to $171 billion first.

Senator DOMENICL. Please.
Dr. GRAMLICH. The way you said it, it sounds like one step, but I

like to think of it in two steps. Actually, the earlier estimates were
to go from $176 billion in 1987 to $171 billion in 1988. There was
always kind of a plateau in the deficit because of the tax bill, but
the impact of the tax bill seems to have gotten more dramatic since
we looked at it last. Because of that and other technical reesti-
mates on the revenue side, the deficit estimate for 1987 goes down
to $161 billion.

That is one thing that has happened. The other is that the econo-
my has not been as strong this year as we thought it would be even
in January. Interest rates are higher, with all that implies, so we
had to up the $171 billion figure for 1988 to $181 billion mainly be-
cause of economics.

Thus, the tax bill and the economic changes explain most of the
change in the deficits.

Senator DOMENICL Now, if we were to implement the current
budget passed by the Congress-I am not suggesting that it will be;
I am merely asking the question if we were we will not reach the
deficit that that budget assumed because of the change in the base-
line deficit estimate; is that correct?

Dr. GRAMLICH. Well, let us see--
S3enator DOMENiCi. How far off will the budget resolution be?

Maybe that is a better way to ask it.
Dr. GRAMLICH. Well, I think it is more off than that.
Senator DOMENICL It is; it is $13 billion off.
Dr. GRAMLICH. We estimate the current budget resolution now at

$151 billion for 1988. That is in table 6.
Senator DOMENiCi. And using the CBO February estimates, it

was supposed to be what?
Dr. GRAMLICH. $134 billion-I read from table 6-It was what we

projected back in the winter. It has now gone up to $151 billion,
but I think you are comparing it with $108 billion. We got from
$108 billion to $134 billion, by replacing the President's economic
assumptions, something that was talked a lot about at the time;
and the difference between $134 billion and $151 billion results
from all of these new things that are explained in table 6.
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Senator DOMENCi. How much of this is due to economic reesti-
mates? Is it the largest piece?

Dr. GwMucm. That is right.
Senator DOMENICI. Technical reestimates are negative.
Dr. GRAMUCH. Right.
Senator DoMENIcI. Debt service is up slightly.
Dr. GRAMUCH. Right.
Senator DoMNici. And then there is the thrift fund accounting,

which we still have to decide how to treat.
Dr. GRAMLICH. That is right.

"APPROPRATIONS EFWFEC ON THR RUESTMATE

Senator DOMENICi. Are there any other things that affected the
reestimate? I mean, we hear so much about appropriations. How
much did it affect the reestimate; do you know?

Dr. GRAMUCH. Well, we are talking about 1988. I believe we have
not had any appropriations y'et.

Senator DOMNICi. Well, is the FY 1987 supplemental in there?
Dr. GR•MuCH. Yes.
Senator DoumIci. Well, there is an effect of 1987 supplemental

on 1988, which obviously-
Dr. GRwucHI. The supplemental is in there, yes.
Senator DOMENICI. The supplemental is in there.
Do you have anything that would show us in the 1987 year how

much of the excess over the $144 billion target was attributable to
committees appropriating more than their targets in outlays?

Dr. GRAMUCH. We have that. I would prefer to supply that to
you later. [Conferring with staff.] I understand that we do not have
that yet. We will have that.

[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by CBO:J
RXCOSES IN APPROPRIATING

According to current estimates, defense outlays in fical year 1987 exceed the
budget resolution target by $0.8 billion on account of higher appropriations. Nonde-
fense discretionary appropriations are $1.8 billion higher. These figures may be re-
vised in CBO's August report.

Senator DOMmNICL Based on your experience, can you give us
some kind of a ball park figure? Think it is very important that as
we move to these new targets that we have some understanding of
why the final estimate turns out to be substantially of'f mprevi-
ous estimate. We are currently engaged in a discussion which Sena-
tor Gramm has just raised with Director Miller about fixed deficit
targets versus something like $36 billion off a fixed estimate. And
we need to know, if the estimates are going to be substantially off,
who is to blame, or were they unavoidable errors, or was it due to
estimating errors.

Can you give us some help on that?
Dr. ( Mm.U CH. I can give you some help on that. In our August

report which is currently in vaiuous drafts, we are planning to
through a fairly extensive analysis of why the actual budget deficit,
as Senator Grassley said earlier, was higher than it was in the Con-
gressional Budget Resolution. We are looking at the whole period
of-1980 through 1987. We will focus a lot on 1987, but we are also
looking at the earlier years.
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The total error, if you average it across the 8 years, is in the $40
billions. It is a very large error. Now, $10 billion to $15 billion of
that is due to subsequent policy changes, and we will detail what
they are. Part of it obviously lies in the economic assumptions-
that is, the major part of it-and we will discuss that in detail.

I think you know that economic assumptions, since they include
interest rates, are very hard for the estimators to get right. Also,
there has been a special problem in the 1980s. When you consider
the whole decade, economic growth has been a little disappointing,
because of low productivity growth. And so all forecasters, and
indeed all mechanical methods of forecasting, have proved to be op-
timistic on balance, even though at the time they were making
their forecasts it did not look that way. But we will be working on
that, too.

Senator DOMENICI. How long before you have that ready?
Dr. GRAMLICH. It will be about 3 weeks to a month. The material

will be in our August update.
Senator DOMmNIcI. I think that is a very exciting document, Mr.

Chairman, and I look forward to seeing it. -And you will break it
down as much as you can into things that we understand.

Dr. GRAMLICH. We will break it down, and we will also explain
the technical reestimates. We have some good material there.

Senator DOMmICi. Mr. Chairman, do you mind if I go on just a
couple more minutes?

Chairman CHILEs. Go ahead.
DEFINITION OF TECHNICAL REESTIMATE

Senator DOMENICI. Give us your definition of technical reesti-
mates so we will have it out here on the table.

Dr. GRAMLICH. You could say it is "everything else." In other
words, you know what the deficit estimate was w en the Congres-
sional Budget Resolution was passed. You know what the final out-
come is. You know how much of the difference is accounted for by
subsequent legislation. You know what is attributable to inaccura-
cies in the economic assumptions. Everything else is called the
technical reestimates.

Senator DOMENICL. For instance, there is an estimate of medicare
outlays to be expected for a year. The estimate may be impacted by
economics, but it also may be impacted by some things that the
model does not take into consideration, such as participation rates.

Dr. GRAMLICH. Exactly.
Senator DOMENICI. And that means that something changed in

terms of payments and eligibility.
Dr. GRAMuCH. Exactly.
Senator DOMENIcI. Or was different than you assumed.
Dr. GRAMLICH. That is right.
Senator DoMENICI. CBO has to estimate those kinds of things,

and you had to make some educated guesses, and some turn out
right and some are wrong. Those are the kinds of things you aretalking about.

Dr. GRAMLICH. That is right.
Senator DOMmiCI. Are they essentially things you cannot do

anything about?. Dr. GRAMLICH. I would not say that. It is a mixed bag. There are
some technical reestimates on the revenue side, some on the outlay
side. One reason for doing this, in addition to showing people what
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kind of accuracy you can expect in these projections, is to help our-
selves. If we find that we have been making .persistent errors in es-
timating certain items, we want to try and improve our methods.

Senator DOMENICi. I have just three more quick questions. First
of all, historically, CBO has made their own economic estimates;
correct?

Dr. GRAMmuCH. Right.
Senator DOMENiCI. You have available to you the whole scenario

of economic assumptions made out there in the marketplace. Some
estimators do it as professionals for a living; others do it profession-
ally for their own business reasons, and somehow out of that comes
something that you as experts call a consensus forecast.

Dr. GRAMLICH. Right.

CONSENSUS NEVER GIVES COMPLETE FORECAST

Senator DOMENIci. Do you contemplate changing your forecast-
ing method to some kind of consensus economic projection?

Dr. GRAMUCH. I would not say that we would go exactly to the
consensus, but I would say that we are uncomfortable deviating a
lot from the consensus. The approach that we have followed this
time is that, on the critical real growth assumptions, both short-
run and long-run, we do not deviate very much from the consensus.
We cannot be exactly on it, because the consensus changes every 2
weeks, but we do not deviate very much from it. In filling in the
rest of the forecast, the whole structure of interest rates and infla-
tion and so forth, we try to be logically consistent within the fore-
cast. In some cases, we use econometric methods and so forth.

So I would say that our forecast is roughly what the consensus is,
but with a whole lot of blanks filled in by us because the consensus
will never give you a complete forecast.

ESTIMATING OF OUTLAYS PRETTY GOOD

Senator DOMENIcI. Could I ask you just two questions? How
much progress do you think we, as a U.S. Government institution,
are making in the art of estimating outlays? Are we doing better?
Is it still a very precarious art? There are still some who contend
we ought to forget about it; there are many of us who think it is
absolutely impossible to forget about it, that it must be done.

Dr. GRtAMuCH. I agree with the last point. I think it must be
done. I am going to have trouble telling you how much progress we
are making in the art of estimating outlays. But you will find when
you see our numbers that, with a few exceptions, we are pretty
good at estimating outlays. We still have some trouble spots, how-
ever. One is a long word beginning with "a"-agricul ture; that has
been a big thorn in our side. But other than that, w@ haven't done
too badly.

Senator DOMmIcI. My last question is this, even though it is
going to take you another month to do this full-blown report. If the
chairman agrees, I wonder if you could do the following for us.
Would you go back 5, 6, 7 years, whichever you want, and take
your February baseline and plot the actual deficits. Include your
most current estimate for 1988, assume that is a reality. Then tell
us where we would be if we would have made $36 billion in outlay
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reductions by policy changes in each of those years off the Febru-
ary CBO estimate. Put that on one chart, and put where we ended
up on another. Can you do that?

Dr. GRAMuCH. I think so.
Senator DOMENICI. How long do you think that will take?
Dr. GRAMUCH. I do not know, but we will do our best. There may

be some snag, but I see what your drift is.
Senator DOMENICI. I hope you do.
Dr. GRAMLICH. There may be some snag in the calculation, but I

can have somebody get to work on it.
Chairman CHILES. See what you can do for us.
Senator DOMENICI. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by CBO:]

COMPARISON OF DEFICIT

The first line of the following table shows actual deficits for fiscal years 1983-1986
and the current estimates for 1987 and 1988 (in billions of dollars). The second line
shows what the deficit estimates would have been if $36 billion in deficit reduction
had been made through policy changes each year, including fiscal year 1988.

1W M im 1986 198 1 97 9

D0 ict• wd th a ltu pocy clang ......................................... 208 185 212 221 161 181
d a with =sued alterntv e polchanges ......................... 190 155 150 166 142 162

Depending upon the particular policies adopted, policy changes with first-year
savings of $36 billion may result in either greater or lesser savings in later years.
The calculation shown in the second line of the table assumes that each year's
policy savings remain constant in succeeding years, except for additional reductions
in debt-service costs.

Chairman CHiLEs. Senator Conrad?
Senator CONRAD. Let me just follow up on something that Mr.

Miller said. Mr. Miller said that this is a year that we ought to be
seeking perhaps more deficit reduction than next year because of
the underlying numbers. Let me-follow that thought through.

Dr. GRAMLICH. By "this" do you mean 1988?

BIGGER BITE OF APPLE NOT LOGICAL

Senator CONRAD. Yes; 1989 is going to be more troublesome. As I
heard him, he was suggesting that you take a bigger bite at the
apple in this particular year if there is a way of doing it. And I
would like to know if you agree with that, that it could be easier to
achieve deficit reduction in fiscal 1988 than fiscal 1989.

Dr. GRAMUCH. That is a hard question to answer. I think what
was being referred to was the tendency of deficits to rise between
the 2 years.

It does not really follow that because the deficit goes up, it is
easier to take a big bite of the apple now. I think it is possible to
make whatever deficit reduction you choose to make in any year,
and the fact that the deficit goes from $181 billion to $198 billion
or, in adjusted terms, from $171 billion to $179 billion, is not of in-
ordinate importance. I mean, I think most of us agree that the defi-
cit is too high-
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Senator ComNm. Yes; I assume that Mr. Miller was taking into
account the political factors. I mean, obviously, there is more pain
to be distributed when you have a bigger margin.

Dr. GRAmucH. OK.
Senator CONRAD. Following that logic, if you start in fiscal 1986,

the deficit was $221 billion; in fiscal 1987, it was $161 billion, your
number. Now, in fiscal 1988, you are talking about a deficit of $151
billion based on the budget resolution that is passed. Is that cor-
rect?

[Dr. Gramlich nods.]
Senator CoNRD. So-we would be only making $10 billion of re-

ductions in the deficit from fiscal 1987 to 1988 if we hold to the
budget resolution that is now passed.

Dr. GRiMucH. If you want to look at it that way. I think that is
a little bit misleading, however because it ignores the variations
due to the tax bill. But obviously your math is right.

Senator CONRAD. And so if we were going tobe taking a bigger
bite of the apple this year, a deficit level of $151 billion, a $10 bil-
lion reduction year to year, would not be sufficient.

Dr. GRAMucH. You would not get many hosannas for that, but
since the baseline deficit rises in that year, in fact you would be
making some progress.

$150 BILLION DEFICIT WOULD BE PLEASANT SURPRISE

Senator CONRAD. And what in your judgment would it take to
send a signal to the marketplace that we were being serious about
deficit reduction?

Dr. GRiucu. Speaking for CBO, I cannot really get into that.
Speaking as a citizen, the casual impression one has is that if you
could get the deficit down to $150 billion in 1988 a whole lot of
people would be pleasantly surprised.

Senator CoNW). If we could get it to what?
Dr. GRAmLuCH. $150 billion.
Senator CONRAD. $150 billion.
Dr. GRAmucH. In 1988, yes.
Senator CONRAD. Now, again, that is only $11 billion-
Dr. GRAmLcH. I know it is only $10 billion from 1987, but I think

a whole lot of people would be pleasantly surprised.
Chairman Cmuc. But what you would be really talking about if

you look at your table 2, and if you take out tax reform and take
out the one-time savings, you would really be moving that number
of $194 billion down to $151 billion, which would be a $43 billion
move. So that would be-

Dr. GRAM cH. Could you go through that again?
Chairman Caun. Well, I am looking at the 1987 table. As I say,

if you take out the $18 billion tax reform and the one-time savings
of the $16 billion, you are really talking about an adjusted deficit
of $194 billion. And so if you have got that down to $151 billion,
you would have made a major move.

Dr. GRAMucH. Yes.
Senator GRAMM. But you have the $18 billion tax reform reve-

nues.

1083
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Chairman Cmtzs. But you are making up for a $31 billion shift,
because the next year you lose $13 billion.

Senator GRAMM. The only point I am making is you have re-
duced the deficit to $150 billion; if you want to take out the tax
reform revenues, then you have actually lowered it to $168 billion.

Senator CONRAD. Right. Exactly. That is my point as well. I
mean, the structural reduction is pretty modest in a year in which
Mr. Miller makes the assertion is the year we ought to be taking a
bigger bite of the apple.. The fact is, we have got an economy that
has got some strength right now. We have had expansion going on
these 54 months; at some point we are probably going to run into a
recession-and then what is going to happen?

What concerns me greatly is that if we only go to $151 billion off
of a deficit in fiscal 1987 of $161 billion, it is going to take time to
get to a balanced budget.

Dr. GRAMLICH. OK. I do not want to say anything to dissuade you
from taking as big a bite from the apple as you can possibly take.

Senator CONRAD. My time has expired.
Chairman CHIHS. Senator Gramm?
Senator GRAMM. Mr. Chairman, let me try to be brief. First of

all, we are talking here as if these increases in interest rates came
because God rained them down on us, and despite the fact that we
have been good, it just happened. Why do you think interest rates
are up?

Dr. GRAMLICH. I think what you are going to try to lead me to
say is that it's partly due to worrying about whether Congress and
the President are attacking the deficit with full fervor.

Senator GRAMM. If you are going to guess ahead of me, let me go
ahead and ask. [Laughter.]

THESIS HAS VALIDITY

I want to ask your response to the following thesis. When we
adopted this Gramm-Rudman-Hollings balanced budget law, the
market responded-I want to give you a thesis and then ask wheth-
er you agree that it can have any validity, a lot of validity, a whole
lot of validity-interest rates declined. Now, it may or may not
have had anything to do with the law, but one thesis might be that
the adoption of binding constraints, the setting of deficit targets
and the setting of an automatic mechanism as a disciplining device,
convinced the marketplace, going back to Mr. Conrad's question
about sending messages to the market, that Congress was actually
serious about deficit reduction. Therefore, expectations in the mar-
ketplace were adjusted. We have made progress with the deficit,
some last year, a lot this year, with indications that we are no
longer so serious about deficit reduction. People working in finan-
cial markets expect the President is going to veto reconciliation
and know there are not any spending cuts, and know there is not
going to be any tax increases, thus there is not going to be any def-
icit reduction.

So what we are seeing and have seen in the last 6 months is a
reevaluation of expectations and that,-In fact, much of our change
in the baseline is due to our own failure.

How do you react to that?
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Dr. GRAMuCH. The thesis hangs together, Senator.
Senator GRAMw. Nicely, I think.
What do you think of it?
Dr. GRAMucH. I think that is something I would not want to be

quoted on, but the thesis hangs together.
Our intended rate forecasts do reflect what the market is saying

about short-term interest rates, about the pattern of interest rates,
and so forth. And we all know that interest rates depend heavily
on the market's valuing various things, such as what the deficit
will be in the future. There is a lot of evidence for that. So in that
sense, the two building blocks on which you are building this thesis
are sensible. I cannot assert that they are correct, but they are cer-
tainly sensible. The thesis hangs together.

MEETING TARGEM WOULD HAVE PRODUCED LOWER INTEREST RATZ0
Senator GRAMM. Senator Domenici asked you to redo this table

with this $86 billion worth of savings that never happened, and the
permanent reoccurring savings.

Dr. GRAMUCH. Right, right.
Senator GRAMM. If those savings had happened, do you think in-

terest rates would be higher or lower, other things being the same?
Dr. GRAMuCH. Lower.
Senator GRAMM. If we had met the first two or three Gramm-

Rudman-Hollings targets, however we would have met them, other
things being the same, would interest rates today be higher or
lower?

Dr. GRAMLICH. Lower.
Senator GRAmm. You are getting an "A" in economics. [Laugh-

ter.]
BUY BACK WITHOUT PENALTY

I want to ask you a irmal question. Several times here, we have
talked about the asset sale where we are in essence allowing people
to buy back without a penalty REA loans.

Dr. GRAMICH. Right.
Senator GRAMM. And of course, we went out and borrowed the

money, and we did not have the right to buy those bonds back. We
put in this penalty to protect the taxpayers against borrowers
coming in and asking to pay it back now that interest rates are
down.

As an economist, do you think that it is sound policy to waive
the prepayment penalty and absorb the $2 billion present value
loss on allowing these loans to be paid early?

Dr. GwAMucm. Well, Senator, I would like to absent myself from
the policy guidelines. Unlike OMB, we do not make policy recom-
mendations, and I would like to stay out of that.

What I will say is that the CBO has long argued that it is essen-
tially an asset sale; you are selling the asset to the initial borrower.
CBO feels this really should not count as deficit reduction in any
true sense, which is precisely why we did that table I described ear-
lier, putting all those things in a separate category.

51-722 - 93 - 35
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So we have taken a strong position on the deficit accounting of
those types of things, but I would prefer not to comment on the
wisdom of the policy.

Senator GRAmm. You might envision an analogy where a busi-
ness might want to sell Conrail. But can you envision a business
allowing loan prepayment without penalty and absorbing the loss?

Dr. GamucH. I suppose you can envision it. I assume it happens
sometimes on mortgages, for example. I do not know that it is un-
precedented in modern life.

Senator GOtMm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairms' Cuiuzs. Senator Exon?

INTERT RATE PROJETONS

Senator ExoN. Dr. Gramlich, we keep getting different projec-
tions and different charts, and we become preoccupied around here
about the deficit and what it is doing to interest rates.

Right now, we have certainly the highest national debt in our
history. Right now, we have one of the highest budget deficits in
our history, and interest rates by and large are down considerably.

Who would have imagined 6 years ago, or 8 years ago, that we
would have doubled the national debt from under $1 trillion to
nearly $2.5 trillion, and the interest rate would be less than half of
what it was then? Let me ask you this question. What do you
really think we know about the effect of the deficit-as bad as I
think it is-what do you think we really know about *hat direct
effect that has on interest rates?

Or, putting it another w .in 1980 or thereabouts when we had
a national debt under $1 trMlon, approaching $2.5 trillion now, we
had interest rates at that time at 20 percent, and we have interest
rates today at less than half that. What does that say about our
ability to make projections?

It seems to me that it knocks all of our traditional economic
values into a cocked hat. Can you explain that?

Dr. GAMuCH. I would be the first to stress the uncertainties in
what we know about interest rates. We 'kmow" very little about
interest rates. But I think there are some areas where we have
more knowledge than you give us credit for in your question.

Onen rueis that nominal interest rates depend a on e fore-
casted rate of inflation. What has happened between the 1970s and
the 1980s-and with all -this concern about deficits, it is nice to
remind ourselves that in some ways the world has improved-is
that the I rate has gone down. I think that most people
who study interest rates, would attribute a lot of the decline to
that. The inflation premium built into interest rates is not so large
now as it was then. When you subtract the inflation premium you
get what economists call real interest rates. It is still a little hard
to figure out what real interest rates are at present, because as has
been pointed out here, so much depends on your forecast of infla-
tion.

Now, in the manner of Senator Gramm, one could go through
the 1980's and say that when the first scare stories began to appear
about deficits, real interest rates rose a lot, and when it looked like
we were getting things more under control, real interest rates fell;
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now they may be going up, or whatever. But to a great extent those
movements are based on expectations. One cannot say, the deficit
was this amount in this year, and interest rates were that, and
then the deficit was this in this year, and therefore interest rates
were that. But this doesn't mean that we do not know anything at
all-I would not be so agnostic as that. I think you can tell a story
about both nominal interest and real interest rates in the 1980s,
but you are not going to tell this story from week to week or month
to month. Moreover, our interest rate projections may change in a
few weeks. I hope not, but we may have to. There is an awful lot of
uncertainty about it. But I think we understand the process a little
bit.

NATIONAL DEBT SHOULD BN CORRECTfD

Senator ExoN. That was a lead up to my second question, then.
May be you can explain this for me. I am not criticizing;, I am just
seeking some information, because sometimes I hope we rely on in-
foation as we project the answers to some of the problems that
we see, real or imagined.

Right now we are looking at an inflation rate of 4 to 5 percent a
year now and into the future; is that correct?

Dr. GRAmucH. Yes.
Senator ExoN. And right now we are looking at a national debt

in the area of $8 trillion in the not too distantfuture; is that right?
Dr. GRAMUCH. Yes.
Senator ExoN. And despite that, despite those figures, one which

seems fairly reasonable, 4to 5 percent inflation, is a lot more rea-
sonable than 15 to 20 percent, but for the rest of the world it is a
fairly reasonable figure. Yet we do have, even with that, a very
high projected national debt where we have to go out and borrow
the money to pay for that.

The stock market during the last few years has more than dou-
bled. It seems to me that things are just going splendidly these
days. We have a low inflation rate. We have declining interest
rates. And yet we have a skyrocketing national debt, and every-
body says, But we are in a t dy."

Explain that to me. If everything would remain the same as it is
right now, with the constant growth that we heard from Mr. Miller
about this mo rinmg, is it your view that we are overly concerned
about this national debt problem, and that we should just leave
well enough alone, or do you think we should try to correct it?

I happen to think we should correct it, but I am giving some ex-
amples here this morning that might say well, things are working
so well right now-why rock the boat.

Dr. GRAmucH. I agree with you that we ought to correct it, and I
do not think that in all regards, things are working well right now.

One problem with the deficit has always been that it may make
things better in the short run. It used to be argued that the deficit
would lead to higher inflation and higher interest rates, but in
what economists call an "open economyV'-that is, where you have
international capital movements and so forth-that is not necessar-
ily true anymore. It used to be argued that deficits would crowd
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out capital investment. Again, in this open economy, that may not
be true-

Senator ExoN. But that was when the United States of America
was a creditor nation, rather than debtor nation. Isn't that a key?

NATIONAL SAVINGS RATE LOW

Dr. GRAMuCH. That is right. That is a key. And I would like to
commend to your attention a statistic that I think is the right one
to look at in this day and age-the share of total output that the
United States is devoting to saving of all sorts. You can get that
amount either by adding up domestic private saving and deducting
the deficit from it, or by taking net investment and deducting from
it the import surplus, which is really negative net investment.
When you do that, you find that the situation is not very good, that
national saving rates are roughly one-third of what they had been
up until the start of the 1980s.

Senator EXON. Isn't our savings rate the lowest of the industrial-
ized world?

Dr. GRAMuCH. It is, *yes..
Senator ExON. My time is up. I thank you for your openness and

candor. One last question. I would like to refer to table 2, Mr.
Gramlich, "Effect of Tax Reform and One-Time Outlay Savings on
Deficit by Fiscal Year". Under tax reform, you come down there in
1987 to $18 billion, then minus $18 billion, minus $17 billion, minus
$4 billion, plus $2 billion, and then minus $1 billion in 1992.
Doesn't that indicate that the tax reform bill indeed was not tax-
neutral,, but was something else?

Dr. GRAMLICH. The average over those years is a negative
number, yes. That was not the estimate at the time.

Senator EXON. That was not the estimate of the director of your
agency nor was it the estimate of the President's budget-makers,
was it?

TAX BILL HAS ENORMOUS UNCERTAINTIES

Dr. GRAMLICH. Yes; CBO's estimates have not changed an awful
lot-by an annual average of $3 billion to $4 billion, or something
like that. Most of these changes are due to our new economic as-
sumptions which, if we had had them at the time, would have en-
abled us to make even closer estimates-

Chairman CHLES. And we do not have any idea how these are
going to turn out.

Dr. GRAmICH. Oh, exactly. People are overwithholding a lot
now, perhaps because nobody knows what the W-4 forms mean.
And you have got the capital gains cash-in; nobody knows if that
will be offset in revenue losses in the future. There is just enor-
mous uncertainty. But we have downgraded the estimates of the
tax bill.

Senator EXON. Dr. Gramlich, thank you very much. I just want
-to compliment your agency. I think you and your group have done

a good job in the past. We rely very heavily on you, and so we have
a lot of confidence in the fact that you are not going to be right,
but probably closer to right than any of the other forecasters.

Thank you.
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Dr. GRAMLICH. Thank you, Senator.
Chairman CHmLES. Dr. Gramlich, I want to ask you one more

question. We thank you for your patience, and we were late getting
you on.

PERMANENT DEFICIT REDUCTIONS MADE

In the past few years, true deficit savings enacted by the Con-
gress and approved by the President were relatively meager. How
do the actual savings in this year's budget resolution compare to
actual policy changes-policy changes, now-which reduce the
structural deficit made by the Congress in 1985, 1986, and 1987?

Dr. GRAMLICH. We have those numbers, and again I give you the
option of having me flip through and find them, or supply them
later.

Chairman CHILES. If you could find them quickly for me, I would
like to have them.

Dr. GRAMuCH. We have prepared something that is entitled,
"Policy Changes Since Early 1985." Do you want me to talk about
the 1987 deficit?

Chairman CiLms. How would they compare with this year's
budget resolution, with 1985, 1986, and 1987?

Dr. GRAMUCH. OK. I will give you the numbers for policy
changes. It goes plus $2 billion for 1985, minus $15 billion for 1986,
minus $91 billion for 1987, and minus $84 billion for 1988.

Now, if we take out the one-time reductions-the nonrecurrent
changes-you have a new set of numbers that are $2 billion, minus
$13 billion, minus $57 billion, and so on. And we have tables that
tell you what they all are, that break it up into the various particu-
lar actions. I think that is what you want, isn't it, Senator?

Chairman CiLms. So the actual policy changes that were made
by the Congress in 1984 were plus $2 billion, did you say--

Dr. GRAMUCH. Made since 1985, in 1985. But if we are talking
about the impact on the 1987 budget, actually, there have been per-
manent deficit reductions on the order of $57 billion in fiscal year
1987, for example. That is, apart from these nonrecurrent things.

So the answer is yes, there have been permanent deficit reduc-
tions.

Chairman CHiLS. Right. But the first-year number for 1985 was
plus $2 billion, you say?

Dr. GRAMLICH. Yes.
Chairman CiLmS. What was the first-year number for 1986?
Dr. GRAMUCH. Well, I do not have a first-year number, but

rather the cumulative effect of all of the changes made since 1985.
Chairman CHmZs. So you do not have those numbers, just to try

to find out what policy changes Congress actually made in 1986,
what those first-year policy changes would be.

Dr. GRAMLICH. I had better supply those to you later. It is pretty
tricky.

[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by CBO:]
Fi'wr Y&AR PoucY CHANCES

First-year policy changes increased the deficit by $2 billion in rfical year 1985 and
reduced the deficit by $17 billion in 1986 and $45 billion in 1987. Excluding one-time
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savings and tax reform, enacted first-year deficit reductions totalled $11 billion in

fiscal year 1985, $17 billion in 1986, and $16 billion in 1987.

Chairman CmLsu. All right. Thank you. I have some other ques-
tions for the record.

We thank you very much, and we will recess this hearing at the
call of the Chair.

[Whereupon, at 1 o'clock p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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ERRATA

On page 4, section 3, (7)(B), change
"$114,000,000,000" to "$144,000,000,000".

On page 53, section 2 of the resolution was
modified on April 11, 1986 (S 4157 of the Record) to
read as follows:
2. That bills, resolutions, and joint resolutions
introduced with respect to rescissions and deferrals
shall be referred to the Appropriations Committee, the
Budget Comittee, anpendi implementation of section
410 of the Congressional Budget and Impoundment
Control Act and subject to sec. 401(d), to any other
committee exercising jurisdiction over contract and
borrowing authority programs as defined by sec.
401(c)(2) (A) and (B). The Budget Committee and such
other committees shall report their views, if any, to
the Appropriations Committee within 20 days following
referral of such messages, bills, resolutions, or joint
resolutions. The Budget Committee's consideration
shall extend only to macroeconomic implications, impact
on priorities and aggregate spending levels, and the
legality of the President's use of the deferral and
rescission mechanism under title X. The Appropriations
and authorizing committees shall exercise their normal
responsibilities over programs and priorities.

1 Should be 401.
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This committee print was prepared by the staff of the Committee
on the Budget to display changes in the Congressional Budget and
Impoundment Control Act of 1974 made by the Balanced Budget
and Emergency Deficit Control Reaffirmation Act of 1987. It is not
an official reprinting vof the public law. Changes to the Act are dis-
played as follows:

(a) Original language is printed in roman type;
(b) Langae repealed by the Reaffirmation Act is printed in

linetype;
(c) New language added by the Reaffirmation Act is printed

in italics.
Nothing in this volume is intended to represent the views of the

Budget Committee or any of its members.
(m)
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Sec. 304. Permissible revisions of concurrent resolutions on the budget.
Sec. 305. Procedures relating to consideration of concurrent resolutions on the
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Sec. 307. House committee action on all appropriation bills to be completed by June
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(1)
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TITLE V--CHANGE OF FISCAL YEAR
Sec. 601. Fiscal year to begin October 1.
Sec. 502. Tuition to new fiscal year.
Sec. 603. Accounting procedures.
Sec. 504. Conversion of authorizations of appropriations.
Sec. 505. Repeals.
Sec. 506. Technical amendment.
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Sec. 607. Year-ahead requests for authorization of new budget authority.

TITLE VII-PROGRAM REVIEW AND EVALUATION
Sec. 701. Review and evaluation by standing committees.
Sec. 702. Review and evaluation bY Comptroller General.
Sec. 703. Continuing study of additional budget reform proposals.

TITLE VIII-FISCAL AND BUDGETARY INFORMATION AND CONTROLS
Sec. 801. Amendment to Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970.
Sec. 802. Changes in functional categories.

TITLE IX-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS; EFFECTIVE DATES
Sec. 901. Amendments to rules of the House.
Sec. 902. Conforming amendments to standing rules of the Senate.
Sec. 903. Amendments to Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946.
Sec. 904. Exercise of rulemaking powers.
Sec. 905. Effective dates.
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TITLE X-IMPOUNDMENT CONTROL
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DECLARATION OF PURPOSES

SEC. 2. The Congress declares that it is essential-
(1) to assure effective congressional control over the budget-

ary process;
(2) to provide for the congressional determination each year

of the appropriate level of Federal revenues and expenditures;
(3) to provide a system of impoundment control;
(4) to establish national budget priorities; and
(5) to provide for the furnishing of information by the execu-

tive branch in a manner that will assist the Congress in dis-
charging its duties.
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DEMFITIONS

Sic. 3. IN Gzmmw.--For purposes of this Act-
(1) The terms "budget outlays" and "outlays" mean, with re-

spect to any fiscal year, expenditures and net lending of funds
under budget authority during such year.

(2) The term "budget authority" means authority provided
by law to enter into obligations which will result in immediate
or future outlays involving Government funds or to collect off-
setting receipts except that such term does not include author-
ity to insure or guarantee the repayment of indebtedness in-
curred by another person or government.

(8) The term "tax expenditures" means those revenue losses
attributable to provisions of the Federal tax laws which allow
a special exclusion, exemption, or deduction from gross income
or which provide a special credit, a preferential rate of tax, or
a deferral of tax liability; and the term "tax expenditures
budget" means an enumeration of such tax expenditures.

(4) The term "concurrent rsolution on the budget" means-
(A) a concurrent resolution setting forth the congression-

al budget for the United States Government for a fiscal
year as provided in section 801; and

(B) any other concurrent resolution revising the congres-
sional budget for the United States Government for a
fiscal year as described in section 804.

(5) The term "appropriation Act" means an Act referred to
in section 105 of title 1, United States Code.

(6) The term "deficit' means, with respect to ,y fiscal year,
the amount by which total budget outlays for such fiscal year
exceed total revenues for such fiscal year. In calculating the
deficit for purposes of comparison with the maximum deficit
amount under the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit
Control Act of 1985 and in calculating the excess deficit for
purposes of sections 251 and 252 of such Act (notwithstanding
section 710(a) of the Social Security Act), for any fiscal year,
the receipts of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance-
Trust Fund and the Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund
for such fiscal year and the taxes payable under sections
1401(a), 3101(a), and 8111(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 during such fiscal year shall be included in total revenues
for such fiscal year, and the disbursements of each such Trust
Fund for such fiscal year shall be included in total budget out-
lays for such fiscal year. Notwithstanding any other provision
of law except to the extent provided by section 710(a) of the
Social Security Act, the receipts, revenues, disbursements,
budget authority, and outlays of each off-budget Federal entity
for a fiscal year shall be included in total budget authority,
total budget outlays, and total revenues and the amounts of
budget authority and outlays set forth for each major function-
al category, for such fiscal year. Amounts paid by the Federal
Financing Bank for the purchase of lowns made or guaranteed
by a department, agency, or instrumentality of the Govern-
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ment of the United States shall be treated as outlays of such
department, agency, or instrumentality.'

[Section $(7) expires on September SO, 199N; P.L 99-177, sec-
tion 275(bX2XA) as amended by P.L 100-110.]

(7) The term "maximum deficit amount" means-
(A) with respect to the fiscal year beginning October 1,

1985, $171,900,000,000;
(B) with respect to the fiuscl year beginning October 1,

1986 $114,000,000,000;
(0) WM we"! to a* flewi Yebgimin Oebec 47 9

(R) w"t veepeet 40 the fieel Yee hegeftieg Oetebe, 4 9880

M4~ wit reepee! 4o the fiees y~e beginning 0elobe~ 4T 1089,

t, e*in einnOne October 1ee
(C) with respect to the October 1,

1987, $144,o01 000; 000,.
(D) with Fespect to the fiscal year beginning October 1,

1988, $16, 000,X0000
(E) with respect to the fiscal year beginning October 1,

189 $100OtO0,00(,O
(F) with respect to the fiscal year beginning October 1,

1990, $84,000,00000
(G) with respect to the fiscal year beginning October 1,

1991, $28,000,6001.000; and
(H) with respect to the fiscal year beginning October 1,

1992, zero.
(8) The term "off-budget Federal entity" means any entity

(other than a privately owned Government-sponsored entity)-
(A) which is established by Federal law, and
(B) the receipts and disbursements of which are required

by law to be-excluded from the totals of-
(i) the budget of the United States Government sub-

mitted by the President pursuant to section 1105 of
title, 31, United States Code, or

(ii) the budget adopted by the Congress pursuant to
title MI of this Act.

(9) The term "entitlement authority" means spending au-
thority described by section 401(cX2XC).

(10) The term "credit authority" means authority to incur
direct loan obligations or to incur primary loan guarantee com-
mitments.

[Public Law 95-110, 91 Stat. 884, September 20, 1977, An Act to
Abolish the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, repealed section
S(b).]

' The second sentence of section 3(6) expires of September 80, 1993; P.L 99-177, section
275(bX2XA) as amended by P.L 100-119.
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TITLE I-ESTABLISHMENT OF HOUSE AND SENATE
BUDGET COMMITEES

BuDErT COMMrE OF THE HOUSZ OF •WRESENTATMV

Sw. 101. (a) Clause 1 of Rule X of the Rules of the House of Rep-
resentatives Is amended by redesignating paragraphs (e) through
(u) as paragraphs (f) through (v), respectively, and by inserting
after paragraph (d) the followng new paragraph:

"(e) Committee on the Budget, to consist of twenty-three Mem-
bers as follows:

"(1) five Members who are members of the Committee on
Appropriations;

"(2) five Members who are members of the Committee on
Ways and Means;

"(3) eleven Members who are members of other standing
committees-

"(4) one Member from the leadership of the majority party;
and

"(5) one Member from the leadership of the minority party.
No Member shall serve as a member of the Committee on the
Budget during more than two Congresses in any period of five suc-
cessive Co s beginning after 1974 (disregarding for this pur-
pose any service performed as a member of such committee for less
than a full session in any Congress). All selections of Members to
serve on the committee shall be made without regard to seniority."

(b) Rule X of the Rules of the House of Representatives is amend-
ed by adding at the end thereof the following new clause:

"6. For carrying out the purposes set forth in clause 5 of Rule XI,
the Committee on the Budget or any subcommittee thereof is au-
thorized tosit and act at such times and places within the United
States, whether the House is in session, has recessed, or has ad-
journed, to hold such hearings to require the attendance of such
witnesses and the production of such books or papers or documents
or vouchers by subpoena or otherwise, and to take such testimony
and records, as it deems necessary. Subpoenas may be issued over
the signature of the chairman of the committee or of any member
of the committee designated by him; and may be served by any
person designated by such chairman or member. The chairman of
the committee, or any member thereof, may administer oaths to
witnesses."

(c) Rule XI of the Rules of the House of Representatives is
amended by redesignating clauses 5 through 33 as clauses 6
through 34, respectively, and by inserting after clause 4 the follow-
inf new clause:5. Committee on the Budget

"(a) All concurrent resolutions on the budget (as defined in sec-
tion 3(aX4) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974) and other mat-
ters required to be referred to the committee under titles M and
IV of the Act.

' For the current membership rules for the House Budget Committee, consult the current
rules of the House of Respresentatives.
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"(b) The committee shall have the duty-

"(1) to report the matters required to be reported by it under
titles M and IV of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974;

"(2) to make continuing studies of the effect on budget out-
lays or relevant existing and proposed legislation and to report
the results of such studies to the House on a recurring basis;

"(8) to request and evaluate continuig. studies of tax ex-
penditures, to devise methods of coordinating tax expenditures,
policies, and programs with direct budget outlays, and to
report the results of such studies to the House on a recurringbasis and

"(4 to review, on a continuing basis, the conduct by the Con.
gressional Budget Office of its functions and duties."

BUDOWI COMMITTEE OF THE SENATE

Szc. 102. (a) Paragraph I of rule XXV of the Standing Rules of
the Senate is amended by adding at the end thereof the following
new subparagraph:

"(rX1) Committee on the Budget, to which committee shall be re-
ferred all concurrent resolutions on the budget (as defined in sec-
tion 3(aX4) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974) and all other
matters required to be referred to that committee under titles MI
and IV of the Act, and messages, petitions, memorials, and other
matters relating thereto.

"(2) Such committee shall, have the duty-
"(A) to report the matters requie to be reported byit

under titles M and IV of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974;
"(B) to make continuing studies of the effect on budget out-

lays of relevant existing and proposed legislation and to report
the results of such studies to the Senate on a recurring basis;

"(C) to request and evaluate continuing studies of tax ex-
penditures, to devise methods of coordinating tax expenditures,
policies, and programs with direct budget outlays, and to
report the results of such studies to the Senate on a recurring
basis; and

"(D) to review, on a continuing basis, the conduct by the Con-
-,remsionrl Rudrgt Oftice of its functions and duties."

(b) The table contained in paragraph 2 of rule XXV of the Stand-
ing Rules of the Senate is amended by inserting after-
"Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs ...................................................................... 16"

the following:
"B budget ..... .... .... .... .............................................. .. 16" 1

'Purmant to change in Senate nrls the Committee's membership was increased from 15 to
20 members in the 9 urs, to members in the 97th Con0re.6 and to 24 members in
the 100th Cogrs.

(c) Paragraph 6 of rule XXV of the Standing Rules of the Senate
is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sub-pararah:

"h. Nor purposes of the first sentence of subparagraph (a), mem-
bership on the Committee on the Budget shall .not be taken into
account until that date occurring during the first session of the
Ninety-fifth Congress, upon which the appointment of the majority
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and minority party members of the standing committees of the
Senate is initially completed."

(d) Each meeting of the Committee on the Budget of the Senate,
or any subcommittee thereof, including meetings to conduct hear-
ings, shall be open to the public, except that a portion or portions
of any such meeting may be closed to the public if the committee
or subcommittee, as the case may be, determines by record vote of
a majority of the members of the committee or subcommittee
present that the matters to be discussed or the testimony to be
taken at such portion or portions-

(1) will disclose matters necessary to be kept secret in the in-
terests of national defense or the confidential conduct of the
foreign relations of the United States;

(2) will relate solely to matters of committee staff personnel
or internal staff management or procedure;

(3) will tend to charge an individual with crime or miscon-
duct, to disagree or injure the professional standing of an indi-
vidual, or otherwise to expose an individual to public contempt
or obloquy,. or will represent a clearly unwarranted invasion of
the priv.,, 4' an individual;

(4) w• I isclose the identity of any informer or law enforce-
ment agent or will disclose any information relating to the in-
vestigation or prosecution of a criminal offense that is required
to be kept secret in the interests of effective law enforcement;
or

(5) will disclose information relating to the trade secrets or
financial or commercial information pertaining specifically to
a given person if-

(A) an Act of Congress requires the information to be
kept confidential by Government officers and employees;
or

(B) the information has been obtained by the Govern-
ment on a confidential basis, other than through an appli-
cation by such person for a specific Government financial
or other benefit, and is required to be kept secret in order
to prevent undue injury to the competitive position of such
person.

(e) Paragraph 7(b) of rule XXV of the Standing Rules of the
Senate and section 133A(b) of the Legislative Reorganization Act of
1946 shall not apply to the Committee on the Budget of the Senate.

TITLE IT-CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE

ESTABLISHMENT OF OFFICE

SEc. 201. (a) IN GNSEAL.-
(1) There is established an office of the Congress to be known

as the Congressional Budget Office (hereinafter in this title re-
ferred to as the "Office"). The Office shall be headed by a Di-
rector; and there shall be a Deputy Director who shall perform
such duties as may be assigned to him by the Director and,
during the absence or incapacity of the Director or during a
vacancy in that office, shall act as Director.
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(2) The Director shall be appointed by the Speaker of the
House of Representatives and the President pro tempore of the
Senate after considering recommendations received from the
Committees on the Budget of the House and the Senate, with.
out regard to political affiliation and solely on the basis of his
fitness to perform his duties. The Deputy Director shall be ap-
pointed by the Director.

(8) The term of office of the Director first appointed shall
expire at noon on January 8, 1979, and the terms of office of
Directors subsequently appointed shall expire at noon on Janu-
ary 8 of each fourth year thereafter. Any individual a appointed
as Director to fill a vacancy prior to the expiration of a term
shall serve only for the unexpired portion of that term. An in-
dividual serving as Director at the expiration of a term may
continue to serve until his successor is appointed. Any Deputy
Director shall serve until the expiration of the term of office of
the Director who appointed him (and until his successor is ap-
pointed), unless sooner removed by the Director.

(4) The Director may be removed by either House by resolu-
tion.

(5) The Director shall receive compensation at a per annum
gross rate equal to the rate of basic pay, as in effect from time
to time,'for level Ift of the Executive Schedule in section 5814
of title 5, United States Code. The Deputy Director shall re-
ceive compensation at a per annum gross rate equal to the rate
of basic pay, as so in effect, for levelIV of the Executive Sched-
ule in section 5815 of such title.

(b) PusONNxI--The Director shall appoint and fix the compen-
sation of such personnel as may be necessary to carry out the
duties and functions of the Office. All personnel of the Office shall
be appointed without regard to political affiliation and solely on
the basis of their fitness to perform their duties. The Director may
prescribe the duties and responsibilities of the personnel of the
Office, and delegate to them authority to perform any of the duties,
powers, and functions imposed on the Office or on the Director. For
purposes of pay (other than pay of the Director and Deputy Direc-
tor) and employment benefits, rights, and privileges, all personnel
of the Office shall be treated as if they were employees of the
House of Rej -ctientatives.

(c) ExpERTS AND CONSULTATrs.-In carrying out the duties and
functions of the Office, the Director may procure the temporary
(not to exceed one year) or intermittent services of experts or con-
sultants or organizations thereof by contract as independent con-
tractors, or, in the case of individual experts or consultants, by em-
ployment at rates of pay not in excess of the daily equivalent of thehighest rate of basic pay payable under the General Schedule of
section 5332 of title 5, United States Code.

(d) RLATIoNsHP To ExzcuTivz BwNcH.-The Director is author-
ized to secure information, data, estimates, and statistics directly
from the various departments, agencies and establishments of theexecutive branch of-Government and the regulatory agencies and
commissions of the Government. All such departments, agencies,
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establishments, and regulatory agencies and commissions shall fur-
nish the Director any available material which he determines to be
necessary in the performance of his duties and functions (other
than material the disclosure of which would be a violation of law).
The Director is also authorized, upon agreement with the head of
any such department agency, establishment, or regulatory agency
or commission, to utliszeltuservices, facilities, and personnel with
or without reimbursement; and the head of each such department,
agency, establishment, or regulatory agency or commission is au-
thorize to provide the Office such services, facilities, and person-
nel.

(e) RzEATIONSHIP TO OTHER AGEcIES oP CoNoREss.-In carrying
out the duties and functions of the Office, and for the purpose oft
coordinating the operations of the Office with those of other con-
gressional agencies with a view to utilize most effectively the in-
formation, services, and capabilities of all such agencies in carrying
out the various responsibilities assigned to each, the Director is au-
thorized to obtain information, data, estimates and statistics devel-
oped by the General Accounting Office, the Library of Congress,
and the Office of Technology Assesment, and (upon agreement
with them) to utilize their services, facilities, and personnel with or
without reimbursement. The Comptroller General, the Librarian of
Congress and the Technology Assessment Board are authorized to
provide the Office with the information, data, estimates, and statis-
tics, and the services, facilities, and personnel, referred to in the
preceding sentence.

(f) APPROPRIATIONS.-There are authorized to be appropriated to
the Office for each fiscal year such sums as may be necessary to
enable it to carry out its duties and functions. Until sums are first
appropriated pursuant to the preceding sentence, but for a period
not exceeding 12 months following the effective date of this subsec-
tion the expenses of the Office shall be paid from the contingent
fund of the Senate, in accordance with the paragraph relating to
the contingent fund of the Senate under the heading "UNDER
LEGISLATIVE" in the Act of October 1, 1888 (28 Stat. 546; 2 U.S.C.
68), and upon vouchers approved by the Director.

DUTIES AND FUNCTIONS

SEC. 202. (a) ASSISTANCE TO BuDGrr COMMrIrES.-It shall be the
duty and function of the Office to provide to the Committees on the
Budget of both Houses information which will assist such commit-
tees in the discharge of all matters within their jurisdictions, in-
cluding (1) information with respect to the budget, appropriation
bills, and other bills authorizing or providing budget authority or
tax expenditures, (2) information with respect to revenues, receipts,
estimated future revenues and receipts, and changing revenue con-
ditions, and (3) such related information as such Committees may
request.

(b) ASSISTANCE TO COMMiS ON APPROPRIATIONS, WAYS AND
MEANS, AND FINANCE.-At the request of the Committee on Appro-
priations of either House, the Committee on Ways and Means of
the House of Representatives, or the Committee on Finance of the
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Senate, the Office shall provide to such Committee any information
which will assist it in the discharge of matters within its jurisdic-
tion, including information described in clauses (1) and (2) of sub-
section (a) and such related information as the Committee may re-
quest.

(c) AssISTANCE TO OTHER CoMMITES AND MEMBERS.-
(1) At the request of any other committee of the House of

Representatives or the Senate or any joint committee of the
Congress, the Office shall provide to such committee or joint
committee any information compiled in carrying out clauses (1)
and (2) of subsection (a), and, to the extent practicable, such ad-
ditional information related to the foregoing as may be re-
quested.

(2) At the request of any Member of the House or Senate, the
Office shall provide to such Member any information compiled
in carrying out clauses (1) and (2) of subsection (a), and, to the
extent available, such additional information related to the
foregoing as may be requested.

(d) ASSIGNMENT OF Omcz PERSONNEL TO COMMITTrEES AND JOINT
CoMMIT'rE.-At the request of the Committee on the Budget of
either House, personnel of the Office shall be assigned, on a tempo-
rary basis, to assist such committee. At the request of any other
committee of either House or any joint committee of the Congress,
personnel of the Office may be assigned, on a temporary basis, to
assist such committee or joint committee with respect to matters
directly related to the applicable provisions of subsection (b) or (c).

(e) TRANS•FIR OF FUNCTIONS OF JOINT COMMITTEE ON REDUCTION
OF FEDERAL EXPENDITURES.-

(1) The duties, functions, and personnel of the Joint Commit-
tee on Reduction of Federal Expenditures are transferred to
the Office, and the Joint Committee is abolished.

(2) Section 601 of the Revenue Act of 1941 (55 Stat. 726) is
repealed.

(f) REPORTS TO BuDGrT CoMMrrIcmS.-
(1) On or before February 15 of each year, the Director shall

submit to the Committees on the Budget of the House of Rep-
resentatives and the Senate a report, for the fiscal year com-
mencing on October 1 of that year, with respect to fiscal policy,
including (A) alternative levels of total revenues, total new
budget authority, and total outlays (including related surpluses
and deficits), and (B) the levels of tax expenditures under exist-
ing law, taking into account projected economic factors and
any changes in such levels based on proposals in the budget
submitted by the President for such fiscal year. Such report
shall also include a discussion of national budget priorities, in-
cluding alternative ways of allocating budget authority and
budget outlays for such .fical year among major programs or
functional categories, taking into account how such alternative
allocations will meet major national needs and affect balanced
growth and development of the United States.
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(2) The Director shall from time to time submit to the Com-
mittee on the Budget of the House of Representatives and the
Senate such further reports (including reports revising the
report required by paragraph (1)) as may be necessary or ap-
propriate to provide such Committees with information, data,
and analyses for the performance of their duties and functions..

(3) On or before January 15 of each year, the Director, after
consultation with the appropriate committees of the House of
Representatives and Senate, shall submit to the Congress a
report listing (A) all programs and activities funded during the
fiscal year ending September 30 of that calendar year for
which authorizations for appropriations have not been enacted
for that fiscal year, and (B) all programs and activities for
which authorizations for appropriations have been enacted for
the fiscal year ending September 30 of that calendar year, but
for which no authorizations for appropriations have been en-
acted for the fiscal year beginning October 1 of that calendar
year.

(g) USX OF COMPUTERS AND OTHER TECHNIQUES.-The Director
may equip the Office with up-to-date computer capability (upon ap-
proval of the Committee on House Administration of the House of
Representatives and the Committee on Rules and Administration
of the Senate), obtain the services of experts and consultants in
computer technology, and develop techniques for the evaluation of
budgetary requirements.

(h) SrUDIES.-The Director shall conduct continuing studies to en-
hance comparisons of budget outlays, credit authority, and tax ex-
penditures.

PUBLIC ACCESS TO BUDGET DATA
SEc. 203. (a) RIGHT TO Copy.-Except as provided in subsections

(c) and (d), the Director shall make all information, data, estimates,
and statistics obtained under sections 201(d) and 201(e) available
for public copying during normal business hours, subject to reason-
able rules and regulations, and shall to the extent practicable, at
the request of any person, furnish a copy of any such information,
data, estimates, or statistics upon payment by such person of the
cost of making and furnishing such copy.

(b) INDEX.-The Director shall develop and maintain filing,
coding, and indexing systems that identify the information, data,
estimates, and statistics to which subsection (a) applies and shall
make such systems available for public use during normal business
hours.

(c) ExcEPrIoNs.-Subsection (a) shall not apply to information,
data, estimates, and statistics-

(1) which are specifically exempted from disclosure by law;
or

(2) which the Director determines will disclose-
(A) matters necessary to be kept secret in the interest of

national defense or the confidential conduct of the foreign
relations of the United States;
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(B) information relating to trade secrets or financial or
commercial information pertaining specifically to a given
person If the information has been obtained by the Gov-
ernment on a confidential basis, other than through an ap-
plication by such person for a specific financing or other

nefit, and is required to be kept secret in order to pre-
vent undue injury to the competitive position of such
person; or

(C) personnel or medical data or similar data the disclo-
sure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted in-
vasion of personal privacy;

unless the portions containing such matters, information, or
data have been excised.

(d) INFORMATION OBTAINED FOR COMMITTEES AND MEmBER.-Sub-
section (a) shall apply to any information, data, estimates, and sta-
tistics obtained at the request of any committee, joint committee,
or Member unless such committee, joint committee, or Member has
instructed the Director not to make such information, data, esti-
mates, or statistics available for public copying.,

TITLE MI--CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET PROCESS
". TIMETABLE

Sac. 800. The timetable with respect to the congressional budget
process for any fiscal year is as follows:
On or before: Action to be completed:

First Monday after Juu7 3 ............ Preddent-iUbhffts his budget.
February 15 ............................................... Congressional Budget Office submits

report to Budget Committees.
February 25 ............................................... Committees submit views and esti-

mates to Budget Committees.
April 1 ........................................................ Senate Budget Committee reports con-

current resolution on the budget.
April 15 ...................................................... Congress completes action on concur-

rent resolution on the budget.
May 15 ........................................................ Annual appropriation bills may be con-

sidered in the House.
June 10 ....................................................... House Appropriations Committee re-

ports last annual appropriation bill.
June 15 ..................................................... Con ress completes acton on reconcili-

ation legislation.
June 30 .................................................... House completes action on annual ap-

propriation bills.
October 1 .................................................... Fiscal year begins.

ANNUAL ADOPTION OF CONCURRENT RESOLUTION ON THE BUDGET

Sac. 301. (a) CONTENT OF CONCURRENT RESOLUTION ON THE
BUDGr.--On or before April 15 of each year, the Congress shall
complete action on a concurrent resolution on the budget for the
fiscal year e on October 1 of such year. The concurrent
resolution shall set forth appropriate levels for the fiscal year be-
ginning on October 1 of such year, and planning levels for each of
the two ensuing fiscal years, for the following-- %

(1) totals of new budget authority, budget outlays, direct loan
obligations, and primary loan guarantee commitments;
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(2) total Federal revenues and the amount, if any, by which
the aggregate level of Federal revenues should be increased or
decreased by bills and resolutions to be reported by the appro-
priate committees;

(3) the surplus or deficit in the budget;
(4) new ,budget authority, budget outlays, direct loan obliga-

tions, primary loan guarantee commitments for each
major functional category, based on allocations of the total
levels set forth pursuant to paragraph (1); and

(5) the public debt.I
(b) ADDITIONAL MATTERS IN CONCURRENT RESOLUTION.-The con-

current resolution on the budget may-
(1) set forth, if required by subsection (, the calendar year

in which, in the opinion of the Congress, the goals for reducing
unemployment set forth in section 4(b) of the Employment Act
of 1946 should be achieved;

(2) include reconciliation directives described in section 310;
(3) require a procedure under which all or certain bills or

resolutions providing new budget authority or new entitlement
authority for such fiscal year shall not be enrolled until the
Congress has completed action on any reconciliation bill or rec-
onciliation resolution or both required by such concurrent reso-
lution to be reported in accordance with section 310(b); and

(4) set forth such other matters, and require such other pro-
cedures, relating to the budget, as may be appropriate to carry
out the purposes of this Act.

(c) CONSIDERATION OF PROCEDURES OR MArrm WHIcH HAVE THE
Erwr OF CHANGING Amy RuLz OF THE HOUSE OF REPRSENTA-
Twv.-If the Committee on the Budget of the House of Represent-
atives reports any concurrent resolution on the budget which in-
cludes any procedure or matter which has the effect of changing
any rule of the House of Representatives, such concurrent resolu-
tion shall then be referred to the Committee on Rules with instruc-
tions to report it within five calendar days (not counting any day
on which the House is not in session). The Committee on Rules
shall have jurisdiction to report any concurrent resolution referred
to it under this paragraph with an amendment or amendments
changing or striking out any such procedure or matter.

(d) VIzws AND ESTMATaS OF OTHER COMM-rEs.--On or before
February 25 of each year, each committee of the House of Repre-
sentatives having legislative jurisdiction shall submit to the Com-
mittee on the Budget of the House and each committee of the
Senate having legislative jurisdiction shall submit to the Commit-
tee on the Budget of the Senate its reviews and estimates (as deter-
mined by the committee making such submission) with respect to
all matters set forth in subsections (a) and (bW which relate to mat-
ters within the jurisdiction or functions of such committee. The
Joint Economic Committee shall submit to the Committees on the
Budget of both Houses its recommendations as to the fiscal policy

' See Rule XLIX of the Rules of the House of Representatives as it pertains to the statutory
limit on the public debt in the House of Representatives, p. 52 renumber.
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appropriate to the goals of the Employment Act of 1946. Any' other
committee of the House of Representatives or the Senate may
submit to the Committee on the Budget of its House, and any joint
committee of the Congress may submit to the Committees on the
Budget of both Houses, its views and estimates with respect to all
matters set forth in subsections (a) and (b) which relate to matters
within its jurisdiction or functions.

(e) HEARmNGS AND RzPORT.-In developing the concurrent resolu-
tion on the budget referred to in subsection (a) for each fiscal year,
the Committee on the Budget of each House shall hold hearings
and shall receive testimony from Members of Congress and such
appropriate representatives of Federal departments and agencies,
the general public, and national organizations as the committee
deems desirable. Each of the recommendations as to short-term and
medium-term goals set forth in the report submitted by the mem-
bers of the Joint Economic Committee under subsection (d) may be
considered by the Committee on the Budget of each House as part
of its consideration of such concurrent resolution, and its report
may reflect its views thereon, including its views on how the esti-
mates of revenues and levels of budget authority and outlays set
forth in such concurrent resolution are designed to achieve any
goals it is recommending. The report accompanying such concur-
rent resolution shall include, but not be limited to-

(1) a comparison of revenues estimated by the committee
with those estimated in the budget submitted by the President;

(2) a comparison of the appropriate levels of total budget out-
lays and total new budget authority, total direct loan obliga-
tions, total primary loan guarantee commitments, as set forth
in such concurrent resolution, with those estimated or request-
ed in the budget submitted by the President;

(3) with respect to each major functional category, an esti-
mate of budget outlays and an appropriate level of new budget
authority for all proposed programs and for all existing pro-
grams (including renewals thereof) with the estimate and level
for existing programs being divided between permanent au-
thority and funds provided in appropriation Acts, and with
each such division being subdivided between controllable
amounts and all other amounts;

(4) an allocation of the level of Federal revenues recommend-
ed in the concurrent resolution among the major sources of
such revenues;

(5) the economic assumptions and objectives which underlie
each of the matters set forth in such concurrent resolution and
any alternative economic assumptions and objectives which the
committee considered:

(6) projections (not limited to the following), for the period of
five fiscal years begining with such fiscal year, of the estimat-
ed levels of total budget outlays and total new budget author-
ity, the estimated revenues to be received, and the estimated
surplus or deficit, if any, for each fisal year in such period,
and the estimated levels of tax expenditures* (the tax expendi-
tures budget) by major functional categories;
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(7) a statement of any significant changes in the proposed
levels of Federal assistance to State and local governments;

(8) information, data, and comparisons indicating the
manner in which, and the basis on which, the committee deter-
mined each of the matters set forth in the concurrent resolu-
tion; and

(9) allocations described in section 302(a).
(f) ACHIEVEMENT OF GOALS FOR REDUCING UNEMPLOYMENT.-

(1) If, pursuant to section 4(c) of the Employment Act of
1946, the President recommends in the Economic Report that
the goals for reducing unemployment set forth in section 4(b)
of such Act be achieved in a year after the close of the five
year period prescribed by such subsection, the concurrent reso-
ution on the budget for the fiscal year beginning after the

date on which such Economic Report is received by the Con-
gress may set forth the year in which, in the opinion of the
Congress, such goals can be achieved.

(2) After the Congress has expressed its opinion pursuant to
paragraph (1) as to the year in which the goals for reducing
unemployment set forth in section 4(b) of the Employment Act
of 1946 can be achieved, if, pursuant to section 4(e) of such Act,
the President recommends in the Economic Report that such
goals be achieved in a year which is different from the year in
which the Congress has expressed its opinion that such goals
should be achieved, either in its action pursuant to paragraph
(1) or in its most recent action pursuant to this paragraph, the
concurrent resolution on the budget for the fiscal year begin-
ning after the date on which such Economic Report is received
by the Congress may set forth the year in which, in the opin-
ion of the Congress, such goals can be achieved.

(3) It shall be in order to amend the provision of such resolu-
tion setting forth such year only if the amendment thereto also
proposes to alter the estimates, amounts, and levels (as de-
scribed in subsection (a)) set forth in such resolution in ger-
mane fashion in order to be consistent with the economic goals
(as described in sections 3(aX2) and 4(b) of the Employment Act
of 1946) which such amendment proposes can be achieved by
the year specified in such amendment.

(g) OOmmot ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS.-
(1) It shall not be in order in the Senate to consider any con-

current resolution on the budget for a fiscal year, or any amend-
ment thereto, or any conference report thereon, that sets forth
amounts and levels that are determined on the basis of more
than one set of economic and technical assumptions.

(2) The joint explanatory statement accompanying a confer-
ence report on a concurrent resolution on the budget shall set
forth the common economic assumptions upon which such joint
statement and conference report are based, or upon which any
amendment contained in the joint explanatory statement to be
proposed by the conferees in the case of technical disagreement
is based.
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(6) Subject to periodic reestimation based on changed econom.
ic conditions or technical estimates, determinations under titles
III and IV of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 shall be
based upon such common economic and technical assumptions.

(h) BuDorr COMMITTS CONSULTATION WITH COMMI'I'rEES.-The
Committee on the Budget of the House of Representatives shall
consult with the committees of its House having legislative jurisdic-
tion during the preparation, consideration, and enforcement of the
concurrent resolution on the budget with respect to all matters
which relate to the jurisdiction or functions of such committees.

[Section S01(i) expires on Sptember 70, 199L ; P.L. 99-177, section
275(bX2XB) as amended by PL 100-119.]

(i) MAXIMUM DEFICIT AMouNT MAY NoT BE Exc=x .-
(1XA) Except as provided in paragraph (2), it shall not be in

order in either the House of Representatives or the Senate to
consider any concurrent resolution on the budget for a fiscal
year under this section, or to consider any amendment to such
a concurrent resolution or to consider a conference report on
such a concurrent resolution, if the level of total budget out-
lays for such fiscal year that is set forth in such concurrent
resolution or conference report exceeds the recommended level
of Federal revenues set forth for that year by an amount that
is greater than the maximum deficit amount for such fiscal
year as determined under section 3(7), or if the adoption of
such amendment would result in a level of total budget outlays
for that fiscal year which exceeds the recommended level of
Federal revenues for that ic~al year, by an amount that is
greater than the maximum deficit amount for such fiscal year
as determined under section 3(7).

(B) In the House of Representatives the point of order estab-
lished under subparagraph (A) with respect to the consider-
ation of a conference report or with respect to the consider-
ation of a motion to concur, with or without an amendment or
amendments, in a Senate amendment, the stage of disagree-
ment having been reached, may be waived only by a vote of
three-fifths of the Members present and voting, a quorum
being present.

(2)(A) Paragraph (1) of this subsection shall not apply if a
declaration of war by the Congress is in effect.

(B) Paragraph (1) shall not apply to the consideration of any
concurrent resolution on the budget for fiscal year 1988 or fisal
year 1989, or amendment thereto or conference report thereon, if
such concurrent resolution or conference report provides, or in
the case of an amendment if the concurrent resolution as
changed by the adoption of such amendment would provide for
deficit reduction from a budget baseline estimate as specified in
section 251(aX)) of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Defwit
Control Act of 1985 for such fiscal year (based on laws in effect
on January I of the calendar year during which the fiscal year
beans) equal to or greater than the maximum amount of una-
chieved deficit reduction for such fiscal year as specified in sec-
tion 251(aX17A) of such Act.
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(C) For purposes of the application of subparagraph (B), the
amount of defwit reduction for a fiscal year provided for in a
concurrent resolution, or amendment thereto or conference

thereon, shall be determined on the basis of estimates
by the Committee on the Budget of the House of Repre.

sentatives or of the Senate, as the case may be.
COMMITI! ALWCATIONS

Sic. 302. (a) ALLOCATION OF ToTALS.-
(1) For the House of Representatives, the joint explanatory

statement accompanying a conference report on a concurrent
resolution on the budget shall include an estimated allocation,
based upon such concurrent resolution as recommended in
such conference report, of the appropriate levels of total
budget outlays, total new budget authority, total entitlement
authority, and total credit authority among each committee of
the House of Representatives which has jurisdiction over laws,
bills and resolutions providing such new budget authority, such
entitlement authority, or such credit authority. The allocation
shall, for each committee, divide new budget authority, entitle-
ment authority, and credit authority between amounts provid-
ed or required by law on the date of such conference report
(mandatory or uncontrollable amounts), and amounts not so
provided or required (discretionary or controllable amounts),
and shall make the same division for estimated outlays that
would result from such new budget authority.

(2) For the Senate, the joint explanatory statement accompa-
nying a conference report on a concurrent resolution on the
budget shall include an estimated allocation, based upon such
concurrent resolution as recommended in such conference
report, of the appropriate levels of total budget outlays, total
new budget authority and new credit authority among each
committee of the House of Representatives and the Senate
which has jurisdiction over bills and resolutions providing such
new budget authority.

(b) RzomRTs iB CoMmrrrus.-As soon as practicable after a con-
current resolution on the budget is agreed to-

(1) the Committee on Appropriations of each House shall,
after consulting with the Committee on Appropriations of the
other House, (A) subdivide among its subcommittees the alloca-
tion of budget outlays, new budget authority, and new credit
authority allocated to it in the joint explanatory statement ac-
companying the conference report on such concurrent resolu-
tion, and(B) further subdivide the amount with respect to each
such subcommittee between controllable amounts and all other
amounts; and

(2) every other committee of the House and Senate to which
an allocation was made in such joint explanatory statement
shall, after consulting with the committee or committees of the
other House to which all or part of its allocation was made, (A)
subdivide such allocation among its subcommittees or among
programs over which it has jurisdiction, and (b) further subdi-
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vide the amount with respect to each subcommittee or pro-
gram between controllable amounts and all other amounts.

Each such committee shall promptly report to its Hoiwe the subdi-
visions made by it pursuant to this subsection.

(c) Powrr or Oiwu.-It shall not be in order in the House of Rep-
resentatives or the Senate to consider any bill or resolution, or
amendment thereto, providing-

(1) new budget authority for a fiscal year;
(2) new spending authority as described in section 401(cX2)

for a fiscal year; or
(8) new credit authority for a fiscal year;

within the jurisdiction of any committee which has received an ap-
propriate allocation of such authority pursuant to subsection (a) for
such fiscal year, unless and until such committee makes the alloca-
tion or subdivisions required by subsection (b), in connection with
the most recently agreed to concurrent resolution on the budget for
such fiscal year.

(d) SuasuQuzr CONCURRENT RESoLuTONs.--In the case of a con-
current resolution on the budget referred to in section 304, the allo-
cations under subsection (a) and the subdivisions under subsection
(b) shall be required only to the extent necessary to take into ac-
count revisions made in the -most recently agreed to concurrent res-
olution on the budget.

(e) ALT•RATON OF ALLocATiONS.-At any time after a committee
reports the allocations required to be made under subsection (b),
such committee may report to its House an alteration of such allo-
cations. Any alteration of such allocations must be consistent with
any actions already taken by its House on legislation within the
committee's jurisdiction.

(0) LwsILATN SUBJECT To PomiT OF ORO E.-
(1) IN TH HOUSE oF REzESENTATVEs.-After the Congress

has completed action on a concurrent resolution on the budget
for a fiscal year, it shall not be in order in the House of Repre-
sentatives to consider any bill, resolution, or amendment pro-
viding new budget authority for such fiscal year, new entitle-
ment authority effective during such fiscal year, or new credit
authority for such fiscal year, or any conference report on any
such bill or resolution, if-"

(A) the enactment of such bill or resolution as reported;
(B) the adoption and enactment of such amendment; or
(C) the enactment of such bill or resolution in the form

recommended in such conference report,
would cause the appropriate allocation made pursuant to sub-
section (b) for such fiscal year of new discretionary budget au-
thority, new entitlement authority, or new credit authority to
be exceeded.

(2) IN THE SNATz.-At any time after the Congress has com-
pleted action on the concurrent resolution on the budget re-
quired to be reported under section 301(a) for a fiscal year, it
sal not be in order in the Senate to consider any bill or reso-
lution (including a conference report thereon), or any amend-
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ment to a bill or resolution, that provides for budget outlays or
new budget authority in excess of the appropriate, allocation of
such outlays or authority reported under subsection (b) in con-
nection with the most recently agreed to concurrent resolution
on the budget for such fiscal year.

(g) DETERMINATIONS BY BUDGET Commrrus.-For purposes of
this section, the levels of new budget authority, spending authority
as described in section 401(cX2), outlays and new credit authority
for fiscal year shall be determined on the basis of estimates made
by the Committee on the Budget of the House of Representatives or
the Senate, as the case may be.
CONCURRENT RESOLUTION ON THE BUDGET MUST BE ADOPTED BEFORE

LEGISLATION PROVIDING NEW BUDGET AUTHORITY, NEW SPENDING
AUTHORITY, NEW CREDIT AUTHORITY, OR CHANGES IN REVENUES OR
THE PUBLIC DEBT LIMIT IS CONSIDERED

SEc. 808. (a) IN GNzERAL.-It shall not be in order in either the
House of Representatives or the Senate to consider any bill or reso-
lution (or amendment thereto) as reported to the House or Senate
which provides-

(1) new budget authority for a fiscal year;
(2) an increase or decrease in revenues to become effective

during a fiscal year;
(8) an increase or decrease in the public debt limit to become

effective during a fiscal year;
(4) new entitlement authority to become effective during a

fiscal year; or
(5) new credit authority for a fiscal year,

until the concurrent resolution on the budget for such fiscal year
has been agreed to pursuant to section 301.

(b) ExcimoNs.-Subsection (a) does not apply to any bill or reso-
lution-

(1) providing new budget authority which first becomes avail-
able in a fiscal year following the fca year to which the con-
current resolution applies; or

(2) increasing or decreasing revenues which first become ef-
fective in a fiscal year following the fiscal year to which the
concurrent resolution applies.

After May 15 of any calendar year, subsection (a) does not appl, in
the House of Representatives to any general appropriation bill, or
amendment thereto, which provides new budget authority for the
fiscal year beginning in such calendar year.

(c) WA•vE IN TH SENATE.-
(1) The committee of the Senate which reports any bill or

resolution (or amendment thereto) to which subsection (a) ap-
plies may at or after the time it reports such bill or resolution
(or amendment), report a resolution to the Senate (A) providing
for the waiver of subsection (a) with respect to such bil or res-
olution (or amendment), and (B) stating the reasons why the
waiver is necessary. The resolution shall then be referred to
the Committee on the Budget of the Senate. That committee
shall report the resolution to the Senate within 10 days after
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the resolution is referred to it (not counting any day on which
the Senate is not in session) beginning with the day following
the day on which It is so referred, accompanied by that com-
mittee s recommendations and reasons for such recommenda-
tions with respect to the resolution. If the committee does not
report the resolution within such 10-day poerod, it shall auto-
matically be discharged from further consideration of the reso-
lution and the resolution shall be placed on the' calendar.

(2) During the consideration of any such resolution, debate
shall be limited to one hour, to be equally divided between, and
controlled by, the majority leader and minority leader or their
designees, and the time on any debatable motion or appeal
shall be limited to twenty minutes, to be equally divided be-
tween, and controlled by, the mover and the manager of the
resolution. In the event the manager of the resolution is in
favor of any such motion or appeal, the time in opposition
thereto shall be controlled by the minority leader or his desig-
nee. Such leaders, or either of them, may, from the time under
their control on the passage of such resolution, allot additional
time to any Senator during the consideration of any debatable
motion or appeal. No amendment to the resolution is in order.

(3) If, after the Committee on the Budget has reported (or
been discharged from further consideration of) the resolution,
the Senate agrees to the resolution, then subsection (a) shall
not apply with respect to the bill or resolution (or amendment
thereto) to which the resolution so agreed to applies.

R•VISION8 OF CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS ON THE BUDG• T

Szc. 804. (a) IN GzmaNz.-At any time after the concurrent reso-
lution on the budget for a fiscal year has been agreed to pursuant
to section 801, and before the end of such fiscal year, the two
Houses may adopt a concurrent resolution on the budget which re-
vises or reaffirms the concurrent resolution on the budget for such
fiscal year most recently agreed to.

[Section 804(b) expires on September S0, 1SS,; P.L SS-177, section
275(bXSX) as amended by P.L 100-110.]

(b) MAW MUM DEmIT AMoUNT MAY Nor Bz ExcEIna.-The pro-
visions of section 801(1) shall apply with respect to concurrent reso-
lutions on the budget under this section (and amendments thereto
and conference reports thereon) in the same way the apply to con-
current resolutions on the budget under such section 301(0) (and
amendments thereto and conference reports thereon).

(c) ECoNoMIC Assumpmoi--The provisions of section ?01(g)
shall apply with respect to concurrent resolutions on the budget
under this section (and amendments thereto and conference reports
thereon) in the same way they apply to concurrent resolutions on the
budget under such section $01(g) (and amendments thereto and con.
ference reports thereon).
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PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE CONSIDERATION OF CONCURRENT
RESOLUTIONS ON THE BUDGET

Szc. 805. (a) PRoCEDURE IN Housz OF REPRESENTATIVES AYrER
REPORT OF COMMITTEE; DEBATE.-

(1) When the Committee on the Budget of the House of Rep-
resentatives has reported any concurrent resolution on the
budget, it is in order at any time after the fifth day (excluding
Saturday, Sundays, and legal holidays) following the day on
which the report upon such resolution by the Committee on
the Budget has been available to Members of the House and, if
applicable, after the first day (excluding Saturdays, Sundays,
and legal holidays) following the day on which a report upon
such resolution by the Committee on Rules pursuant to section
301(c) has lieen available to Members of the House (even
though : previous motion to the same effect has been dis-
agreed to) to move to proceed to the consideration of the con-
current resolution. The motion is highly privileged and is not
debatable. An amendment to the motion is not in order, and it
is not in order to move to reconsider the vote by which the
motion is agreed to or disagreed to.

(2) General debate on any concurrent resolution on the
budget in the House of Representatives shall be limited to not
more than 10 hours, which shall be divided equally between
majority and minority parties, plus such additional hours of
debate as are consumed pursuant to paragraph (3). A motion
further to limit debate is not debatable. A motion to recommit
the concurrent resolution is not in order, and it is not in order
to move to reconsider the vote by which the concurrent resolu-
tion is agreed to or disagreed to.

(3) Following the presentation of opening statements on the
concurrent resolution on the budget for a fiscal year by the
chairman and ranking minority member of the Committee on
the Budget of the House, there shall be a period of up to four
hours for debate on economic goals and policies.

(4) Only if a concurrent resolution on the budget reported by
the Committee on the Budget of the House sets forth the eco-
nomic goals (as described in sections 3(aX2) and 4(b) of the Full
Employment Act of 1946) which the estimates, amounts, and
levels (as described in section 301(a)) set forth in such resolu-
tion are designed to achieve, shall it be in order to offer to
such resolution an amendment relating to such goals, and such
amendment shall be in order only if it also proposes to alter
such estimates, amounts, and levels in germane fashion in
order to be consistent with the goals proposed in such amend-
ment.

(5) Consideration of any concurrent resolution on the budget
by the House of Representatives shall be in the Committee of
the Whole, and the resolution shall be considered for amend-
ment under the five-minute rule in accordance with the appli-
cable provisions of rule XXIII of the Rules of the House of Rep-
resentatives. After the Committee rises and reports the resolu-
tion back to the House, the previous question shall be consid-
ered as ordered on the resolution and any amendments thereto
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to final passage without intervening motion; except that it
shall be in order at any time prior to final passage (notwith.
standing any other rule or provision of law) to adopt an
amendment (or a series of amendments) changing any figure or
figures in the resolution as so reported to the extent necessary
to achieve mathematical consistency.

(6) Debate in the House of Representatives on the conference
report on any concurrent resolution on the budget shall be lim-
ited to not more than 5 hours, which shall be divided equally
between the majority and minority parties. A motion further
to limit debate is not debatable. A motion to recommit the con-
ference report is not in order, and it is not in order to move to
reconsider the vote by which the conference report is agreed to
or disagreed to.

(7) Appeals from decisions of the Chair relating to the appli-
cation of the Rules of the House of Representatives to the pro-
cedure relating to any concurrent resolution on the budget
shall be decided without debate.

(b) PROCEDURE IN SENATE AFTER REPORT OF COMMITTEE; DEBATE;
AMENDMENTS.-

(1) Debate in the Senate on any concurrent resolution on the
budget, and all amendments thereto and debatable motions
and appeals in connection therewith, shall be limited to not
more than 50 hours, except that with respect to any concur-
rent resolution referred to in section 304(a) all such debate
shall be limited to not more than 15 hours. The time shall be
equally divided between, and controlled by, the majority leader
and the minority leader or their designees.

(2) Debate in the Senate on any amendment to a concurrent
resolution on the budget shall be limited to 2 hours, to be
equally divided between, and controlled by, the mover and the
manager of the concurrent resolution, and debate on any
amendment to an amendment, debatable motion, or appeal
shall be limited to 1 hou;', to be equally divided between, and
controlled by, the mover and-the manager of the concurrent
resolution, except that in the event the manager of the concur-
rent resolution is- in favor of any such amendment, motion, or
appeal, the time in opposition thereto shall be controlled by
the minority leader or his designee. No amendment that is not
germane to the provisions of such concurrent resolution shall

received. Such leaders, or either of them, may, from the
time under their control on the passage of the concurrent reso-
lution, allot additional time to any Senator during the consid-
eration of any amendment, debatable motion, or appeal.

(3) Following the presentation of opening statements on the
concurrent resolution on the budget for a fiscal year by the
chairman and ranking minority member of the Committee on
the Budget of the Senate, there shall be a period of up to four
hours for debate on economic goals and policies.

(4) Subject to the other limitations of this Act, only if a con-
current resolution on the budget reported by the Committee on
the Budget of the Senate sets forth the economic goals (as de-
scribed in sections 3(aX2) and 4(b) of the Employment Act of

f 51-722 - 93 - 36
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1946) which the estimates, amounts, and levels (as described in
section 301(a)) set forth in such resolution are designed to
achieve, shall it be in order to offer to such resolution an
amendment relating to such goals, and such amendment shall
be in order only if it also proposes to alter such estimates,
amounts, and levels in germane fashion in order to be consist-
ent with the goals proposed in such amendment.

(5) A motion to further limit debate is not debatable. A
motion to recommit (except a motion to recommit with instruc-
tions to report back within a specified number of days, not to
exceed 3, not counting any day on which the Senate is not in
session) is not in order. Debate on any such motion to recom-
mit shall be limited to 1 hour, to be equally divided between,
and controlled by, the mover and the manager of the concur-
rent resolution.

(6) Notwithstanding any other rule, an amendment or series
of amendments to a concurrent resolution on the budget pro-
posed in the Senate shall always be in order if such amend-
ment or series of amendments proposes to change any figure or
figures then contained in such concurrent resolution so as to
make such concurrent resolution mathematically consistent or
so as to maintain such consistency.

(c) ACTION ON CooNFREc RzPORTS IN TR SENATS.-
(1) The conference report on any concurrent resolution on

the budget shall be in order in the Senate at any time after
the third day (excluding Saturday, Sunday, and legal holidays)
following the day on which such conference report is reported
and is available to Members of the Senate. A motion to pro-
ceed to the consideration of the conference report may be made
even though a previous motion to the same effect has been dis-
agreed to.

(2) During the consideration in the Senate of the conference
report on any concurrent resolution on the budget, and all
amendments in disagreement and all amendments thereto, and
debatable motions and appeals in connection therewith, debate
shall be limited to 10 hours, to be equally divided between, and
controlled by, the majority leader and minority leader or their
designees. Debate on any debatable motion or appeal related to
the conference report shall be limited to 1 hour, to be equally
divided between, and controlled by, the mover and the manag-
er of the conference report.

(3) Should the conference report be defeated, debate on any
request for a new conference and the appointment of conferees
shall be limited to 1 hour, to be equally divided between, and
controlled by, the manager of the conference report and the
minority leader or his designee, and should any motion be
made to instruct the conferees before the conferees are named,
debate on such motion shall be limited to one-half, to be equal-
ly divided between, and controlled by, the mover and the man-
ager of the conference report. Debate on any amendment to
any such instructions shall be limited to 20 minutes, to be
equally divided between and controlled by the mover and the
manager of the conference report. In all cases when the man-
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ager of the conference report is in favor of any motion, appeal,
or amendment, the time in opposition shall be under the con-
trol of the minority leader or his designee.

(4) In any case in which there are amendments in disagree-
ment, time on each amendment shall be limited to 30 minutes,
to be equally divided between, and controlled by, the manager
of the conference report and the minority leader or his desig-
nee. No amendment that is not germane to the provisions of
such amendments shall be received.

(d) REQUIRED ACTION BY CONFERENCE COMMITEE.-If at the end
of 7 days (excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays) after
the conferees of both Houses have been appointed to a committee
of conference on a concurrent resolution on the budget, the confer-
ees are unable to reach agreement with respect to all matters in
disagreement between the two Houses, then the conferees shall
submit to their respective Houses, on the first day thereafter on
which their House is in session-

(1) a conference report recommending those matters on
which they have agreed and reporting in disagreement those
matters on which they have not agreed; or

(2) a conference report in disagreement, if the matter in dis-
agreement is an amendment which strikes out the entire text
of the concurrent resolution and inserts a substitute text.

(e) CONCURRENT RESOLUTION MUST BE CONSISTENT IN THE
SENATE.-It shall not be in order in the Senate to vote on the ques-
tion of agreeing to-

(1) a concurrent resolution on the budget unless the figures
then contained in such resolution are mathematically consist-
ent; or

(2) a conference report on a concurrent resolution on the
budget unless the figures contained in such resolution, as rec-
ommended in such conference report, are mathematically con-
sistent.
LEGISLATION DEALING WITH CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET MUST BE

HANDLED BY BUDGET COMMITTEES

SEC. 306. No bill or resolution, and no amendment to any bill or
resolution, dealing with any matter which is within the jurisdiction
of the Committee on the Budget of either House shall be considered
in that House unless it is a bill or resolution which has been re-
ported by the Committee on the Budget of that House (or from the
consideration of which such committee has been discharged) or
unless it is an amendment to such a bill or resolution.

HOUSE COMMITTEE ACTION ON ALL APPROPRIATION BILLS TO BE
COMPLETED BY JUNE 10

SEc. 307. On or before June 10 of each year, the Committee on
Appropriations of the House of Representatives shall report annual
appropriation bills providing new budget authority under the juris-
diction of all of its subcommittees for the fiscal year which begins
on October 1 of that year.
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REPORTS, SUMMARIES, AND PROJECTIONS OF CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
ACTIONS

Swc. 308. (a) RzPORTs ON LEGISLATION PROVIDING Nzw BUDGzT
AuTHORITY, Nzw SPENDING AUTHORITY, OR NEW CREDrr AUTHORITY
OR PROVIDING AN INCREASE OR DECRFASE IN RzVENUES OR TAX EX-
PENDITURES.-

(1) Whenever a committee of either House reports to its
House a bill or resolution, or committee amendment thereto,
providing new budget authority (other than continuing appro-
priations), new spending authority described in section
401(cX2), or new credit authority, or providing an increase or
decrease in revenues or tax expenditures for a fiscal year, the
report accompanying that bill or resolution shall contain a
statement, or the committee shall make available such a state-
ment in the case of an approved committee amendment which
is not reported to its House, prepared after consultation with
the Director of the Congressional Budget Office-

(A) comparing the levels in such measure to the appro-
priate allocations in the reports submitted under section
302(b) for the most recently agreed to concurrent resolu-
tion on the budget for such fiscal year;

(B) including an identification of any new spending au-
thority described in section 401(cX2) which is contained in
such measure and a justification for the use of such financ-
ing method instead of annual appropriations;

(C) containing a projection by the Congressional Budget
Office of how such measure will affect the levels of such
bidgetf authority, budget outlays, spending authority, reve-
hues, tax expenditures, direct loan obligations, or primary

4oan guarantee commitments under existing law for such
fiscal year and each of the four ensuing fiscal years, if
timely submitted before such report is filed; and

(D) containing an estimate by the Congressional Budget
Office of the level of new-budget authority for assistance to
State and local governments provided by such measure, if
timely submitted before such report is filed.

(2) Whenever a conference report is filed in either House and
such conference report or any amendment reported in dis-
agreement or any amendment contained in the joint statement
of managers to be proposed by the conferees in the case of
technical disagreement on such bill or resolution provides new
budget authority (other than continuing appropriations), new
spending authority described in section 401(cX2), or new credit
authority, or provides an increase or decrease in revenues for a
fisal year, the statement of managers accompanying such con-
ference report shall contain the information described in para-
graph (1), if available on a timely basis. If such information is
not available when the conference report is filed, the commit-
tee shall make such information available to Members as soon
as practicable prior to the consideration of such conference
report.
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(b) UP-TO-DATm TABULATIONS OF CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
ACTION.-

(1) The Director of the Congressional Budget Office shall
issue to the committees of the House of Representatives and
the Senate reports on at least a monthly basis detailing and
tabulating the progress of congressional action on bills and res-
olutions providing new budget authority, new spending author-
ity described in section 401(cX2), or new credit authority, or
providing an increase or decrease in revenues or tax expendi-
tures for a fiscal year. Such reports shall include but are not
limited to an up-to-date tabulation comparing the appropriate
aggregate and functional levels (including outlays) included in

the most recently adopted concurrent resolution on the budget
with the levels provided in bills and resolutions reported by
committees or adopted by either House or by the Congress, and
with the levels provided by law for the fiscal year preceding
such fiscal year.

(2) The Committee on the Budget of each House shall make
available to Members of its House summary budget scorekeep-
ing reports. Such reports-

(A) shall be made available on at least a monthly basis,
but in any case frequently enough to provide Members of
each House an accurate representation of the current
status of congressional consideration of the budget;

(B) shall include, but are not limited to, summaries of
tabulations provided under subsection (b(l); and

(C) shall be based on information provided under subsec-
tion (bXW) without substantive revision.

The chairman of the Committee on the Budget of the House of
Representatives shall submit such reports to the Speaker.

(c) FIVE-YEAR PROJECTION OF CONGRESSIONAL BuDGsr ACTION.-
As soon as practicable after the beginning of each fiscal year, the
Director of the Congressional Budget Office shall issue a report
projecting for the period of 5 fiscal years beginning with such fiscal
year-S(1) totaJ new budget authority and total budget outlays for

each fiscal year in such period;
(2) revenues to be received and the major sources thereof,

and the surplus or deficit, if any, for each fiscal year in such
period;

(3) tax expenditures for each fiscal year in such period;
(4) entitlement authority for each fiscal year in such period;

and
(5) credit authority for each fiscal year in such period.

HOUSE APPROVAL OF REGULAR APPROPRIATION BILLS

SEc. 309. It shall not be in order in the House of Representatives
to consider any resolutionproviding for an adjournment period of
more than three calendar days during the month of July until the
House of Representatives has approved annual appropriation bills
providing new budget authority under the jurisdiction of all the
subcommittees of the Committee on Appropriations for the fiscal
year beginning on October 1 of such year. For purposes of this sec-
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tion, the chairman of the Committee on Appropriations of the
House of Representatives shall periodically advise the Speaker as
to changes in jurisdiction among its various subcommittees.

RECONCILIATION

Szc. 310. (a) INCLUSION OF RECONCILIATION DIRCTI IN CON-
CURRENT RmLUTIONS ON THE BuDoEr.-A concurrent resolution on
the budget for an fiscal year, to the extent necessary to effectuate
the provisions and requirements of such resolution, shall-

(1) specify the total amount by which-
(A) new budget authority for such fiscal year;
(B) budget authority initially provided for prior fiscal

years;
(C) new entitlement authority which is to become effec-

tive during such fiscal year; and
(D) credit authority for such fiscal year, contained in

laws, bills, and resolutions within the jurisdiction of a com-
mittee, is to be changed and direct that committee to de-
termine and recommend changes to accomplish a change
of such total amount;

(2) specify the total amount by which revenues are to be
changed and direct that the committees having jurisdiction to
determine and recommend changes in the revenue laws, bills,
and resolutions to accomplish a change of such total amount;

(3) specify the amounts by which the statutory limit on the
public debt is to be changed and direct the committee having
jurisdiction to recommend such change; or

(4) specify and direct any combination of the matters de-
scribed in paragraphs (1), (2), and (3).

(b) LzGIsLATV PtocEDmmu.-If a concurrent resolution contain-
ing directives to one or more committees to determine and recom-
mend changes in laws, bills, or resolutions is agreed to in accord-
ance with subsection (a), and-

(1) only one committee of the House or the Senate is directed
to determine and recommend changes, that committee shall
promptly make such determination and recommendations and
report to its House reconciliation legislation containing such
recommendations; or

(2) more than one committee of the House or the Senate is
directed to determine and recommend changes, each such com-
mittee so directed shall promptly make such determination
and recommendations and submit such recommendations to
the Committee on .the Budget of its House, which, upon receiv-
ing all such recommendations, shall report to its House recon-
ciliation legislation carrying out all such recommendations
without an substantive revision.

For purposes of this subsection, a reconciliation resolution is a con-
current resolution directing the Clerk of the House of Representa-
tives or the Secretary of the Senate, as the case may be, to make
specified changes in bills and resolutions which have not been en-
rolled.
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(c) COMPLIANCE WITH RECONCILIATION DIRECTIONS.-Any commit-
tee of the House of Representatives or the Senate that is directed,
pursuant to a concurrent resolution on the budget, to determine
and recommend changes of the type described in paragraphs (1)
and (2) of subsection (a) with respect to laws within its jurisdiction,
shall be deemed to have complied with such directions-

(1) if-
(A) the amount of the changes of the type described in

paragraph (1) of such subsection recommended by such
committee do not exceed or fall below the amount of the
changes such committee was directed by such concurrent
resolution to recommend under such paragraph by more
than 20 percent of the total of the amounts of the changes
such committee was directed to make under paragraphs (1)
and (2) of such subsection, and

(B) the amount of the changes of the type described in
paragraph (2) of such subsection recommended by such
committee do not exceed or fall below the amount of the
changes such committee was directed by such concurrent
resolution to recommend under that paragraph by more
than 20 percent of the total of the amounts of the changes
such committee was directed to make under paragraphs (1)
and (2) of such subsection; and

(2) if the total amount of the changes recommended by such
committee is not less than the total of the amounts of the
changes such committee was directed to make under para-
graphs (1) and (2) of such subsection.

(d) LIMITATION ON AMENDMENTS TO RECONCILIATION BiLa AND
RESOLUTIONS.-

(1) It shall not be in order in the House of Representatives to
consider any amendment to a reconciliation bill or reconcilia-
tion resolution if such amendment would have the effect of in-
creasing any specific budget outlays above the level of such
outlays provided in the bill or resolution (for the fiscal years
covered by the reconciliation instructions set forth in the most
recently agreed to concurrent resolution on the budget), or
would have the effect of reducing any specific Federal revenues
below the level of such revenues provided in the bill or resolu-
tion (for such fiscal years), unless such amendment makes at
least an equivalent reduction in other specific budget outlays,
"an equivalent increase in other specific Federal revenues, or
an equivalent combination thereof (for such fiscal years),
except that a motion to strike a provision providing new
budget authority or new entitlement authority may be in
order.

(2) It shall not be in order in the Senate to consider any
amendment to a reconciliation bill or reconciliation resolution
if such amendment would have the effect of decreasing any
specific budget outlay reductions below the level of such outlay
reductions provided (for the fiscal years covered) in the recon-
ciliation instructions which relate to such bill or resolution set
forth in a resolution providing for reconciliation, or would
have the effect of reducing Federal revenue increases below
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the level of such revenue increases provided (for such fiscal
years) in such instructions relating to such bill or resolution,
unless such amendment makes a reduction in other specific
budget outlays, an increase in other specific Federal revenues,
or a combination thereof (for such fiscal years) at least equiva-
lent to any increase in outlays or decrease in revenues provid-
ed by such amendment, except that a motion to strike a provi-
sion shall always be in order.

(3) Paragraphs (1) and (2) shall not apply if a declaration of
war by the Congress is in effect.

(4) For purposes of this section, the levels of budget outlays
and Federal revenues for a fiscal year shall be determined on
the basis of estimates made by the Committee on the Budget of
the House of Representatives or of the Senate, as the case may
be.

(5) The Committee on Rules of the House of Representatives
may make in order amendments to achieve changes specified
by reconciliation directives contained in a concurrent resolu-
tion on the budget if a committee or committees of the House
fail to submit recommended changes to its Committee on the
Budget pursuant to its instruction.

(e) PROCEDURE IN THE SENATE.-
(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), the provisions of sec-

tion 305 for the consideration in the Senate of concurrent reso-
lutions on the budget and conference reports thereon shall also
apply to the contideration in the Senate of reconciliation bills
reported under subsection (b) and conference reports thereon.

(2) Debate in the Senate on any reconciliation bill reported
under subsection (b), and all amendments thereto and debata-
ble motions and appeals in connection therewith, shall be lim-
ited to not more than 20 hours.

(f) COMPLETION OF RECONCILIATION PROCESS.-
(1) IN GENERAL.---Congress shall complete action on any rec-

onciliation bill or reconciliation resolution reported under sub-
section (b) not later than June 15 of each year.

(2) PoINT OF ORDER IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.-It
shall not be in order in the House of Representatives to consid-
er any resolution providing for an adjournment period of more
than three calendar days during the month of July until the
House of Representatives has completed action on the reconcil-
iation legislation for the fiscal year beginning on October 1 of
the calendar year to which the adjournment resolution per-
tains, if reconciliation legislation is required to be reported by
the concurrent resolution on the budget for such fiscal year.

(g) LImrrIATO ON CHANGES To THE SOCIAL Sucrr Acr.-Not-
withstanding any other provision of law, it shall not be in order in
the Senate or the House of Representatives to consider any recon-
ciliation bill or reconciliation resolution reported pursuant to a
concurrent resolution on the budget agreed to under section 301 or
304, or a resolution pursuant to section 254(b) of the Balanced
Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985, or any amend-
ment thereto or conference report thereon, that contains recom-
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mendations with respect to the old-age, survivors, and disability in-
surance program established under title II of the Social Security
Act.

NEW BUDGET AUTHORITY, NEW SPENDING AUTHORITY, AND REVENUE
LEGISLATION MUST BE WITHIN APPROPRIATE LEVELS

SEC. 311. (a) LEGISLATION SUBJETa TO POINT OF ORDECR.-Except as
provided by subsection (b), after the Congress has completed action
on a concurrent resolution on the budget for a fiscal year, it shall
not be in order in either the House of Representatives or the
Senate to consider any bill, resolution, or amendment providing
new budget authority for such fiscal year, providing new entitle-
ment authority effective during such fiscal year, or reducing reve-
nues for such fiscal year, or any conference report on any such bill
or resolution, if

(1) the enactment of such bill or resolution as reported;
(2) the adoption and enactment of such amendment; or
(3) the enactment of such bill or resolution in the form rec-

ommended in such conference report,
would cause the appropriate level of total new budget authority or
total budget outlays set forth in the most recently agreed to con-
current resolution on the budget for such fiscal year to be exceed-
ed, or would cause revenues to be less than the appropriate level of
total revenues set forth in such concurrent resolution or, in the
Senate, would otherwise result in a deficit for such fiscal year
that-

(A) for fiscal year 1989 or any subsequent fiscal year, exceeds
the maximum deficit amount specified for such fiscal year in
section 3(7), and

(B) for fiscal year 1988 or 1989, exceeds the amount of the es-
timated defwit for such fiscal year based on laws and regula-
tions in effect on January 1 of the calendar year in which such
fiscal year begins as measured using the budget baseline speci-
fied in section 251(aX6) of the Balanced Budget and Emergency
Deficit Control Act of 1985 minus $2Y,000,000,000 for fiscal year
1988 or $86,000,000,000 for fiscal year 1989;

except to the extent that paragraph (1) of section 301(i) or section
304(h), !q the case .,ay be, does not apply by reason of paragraph
(2) of such subsection.'

(b) EXCEPTION IN THE HOUSE OF REPRSESNrATIVEs.-Subsection (a)
shall not apply in the House of Representatives to any bill, resolu-
tion, or amendment which provides new budget authority or new
entitlement authority effective during such fiscal year, or to any
conference report on any such bill or resolution, if-

(1) the enactment of such bill or resolution as reported;
(2) the adoption and enactment of such amendment; or
(3) the enactment of such bill or resolution in the form rec-

ommended in such conference report,

'The portion of section 311(a) that begins with "or, in the Senate" and ends with "paragraph
(2) of such subsection)" expires on September 30, 1993, P.L. 99-177, section 275(bX2XB) as amend-
ed by P.L. 100-119.
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would not cause the appropriate allocation of new discretionary
budget authority or new entitlement authority made pursuant to
section 302(a) for such fiscal year, for the committee within whose
jurisdiction such bill, resolution, or amendment falls, to be exceed-
ed.

(c) DETERMINATION OF BuDGet LEVELS.-For purposes of this sec-
tion, the levels of new budget authority, budget outlays, new enti-
tlement authority, and revenues for a fiscal year shall be deter-
mined on the basis of estimates made by the Committee on the
Budget of the House of Representatives or of the Senate, as the
case may be.

TITLE IV-ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS TO IMPROVE FISCAL
PROCEDURES

BILLS PROVIDING NEW SPENDING AUTHORITY

Ssc. 401. (a) CoNTRoLS ON LEGISLATION PROVIDING SPENDING Au-
THORrry.-It shall not be in order in either the House of Represent-
atives or the Senate to consider any bill, resolution, or conference
report, as reported to its House which provides new spending au-
thority described in subsection (c02) (A) or (B) (or any amendment
which provides such new spending authority), unless that bill, reso-
lution, conference report, or amendment also provides that such
new spending authority as described in subsection (c02) (A) or (B) is
to be effective for any fiscal year only to such extent or in such
amounts as are provided in appropriation Acts.

(b) LEGISLATION PROVIDING ENTITLEMENT AuTHORTY.-
(1) It shall not be in order in either the House of Representa-

tives or the Senate to consider any bill or resolution which pro-
vides new spending authority described in subsection (cX2XC)
(or any amendment which provides such new spending author-
ity) which is to become effective before the first day. of the
fiscal year which begins during the calendar year in which
such bill or resolution is reported.

(2) If any committee of the House of Representatives or the
Senate reports any bill or resolution which provided new
spending authority described in subsection (cX2XC) which is to
become effective during a fiscal year and the amount of new
budget authority which will be required for such fiscal year if
such bill or resolution is enacted as so reported exceeds the ap-
propriate allocation of new budget authority reported under
section 302(b) in connection with the most recently agreed to
concurrent resolution on the budget for such fIscal year, such
bill or resolution shall then be referred to the Committee on
Appropriations of that House with instructions to report it,
with the committee's recommendations, within 15 calendar
days (not counting any day in which that House is not in ses-
sion) beginning with the day following the day on which it is so
referred. If the Committee on Appropriations of either House
fails to report a bill or resolution referred to it under ttds para-
graph within such 15-day period, the committee iliall auto-
matically be discharged from further consideration of such bill
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or resolution and such bill or resolution shall be placed on the
appropriate calendar.

(3) The Committee on Appropriations of each House shall
have jurisdiction to report any bill or resolution referred to it
under paragraph (2) with an amendment which limits the total
amount of new spending authority provided in such bill or res-
olution.

(c) DEI•NmONS.-
(1) For purposes of this section, the term "new spending au-

thority" means spending authority not provided by law on the
effective date of this Act, including any increase in or addition
to spending authority provided by law on such date.

(2) For purposes of paragraph (1), the term "spending author-
ity" means authority (whether temporary or permanent)-

(A) to enter into contracts under which the United
States is obligated to make outlays, the budget authority
for which is not provided in advance by appropriation
Acts;

(B) to incur indebtedness (other than indebtedness in-
curred under chapter 31 of title 31 of the United States
Code) for the repayment of which the United States is
liable, the budget authority for which is not provided in
advance by appropriation Acts;

(C) to make payments (including loans and grants), the
budget authority for which is not provided for in advance
by appropriation Acts, to any person or government if,
under the provisions of the law containing such authority,
the United States is obligated to make such payments to
persons or governments who meet the requirements estab-
ished by such law;

(D) to forgo the collection by the United States of propri-
etary offsetting receipts, the budget authority for which is
not provided in advance by appropriation Acts to offset
such forgone receipts; and

(E) to make payments by the United States (including
loans, grants, and payments from revolving funds) other
than those covered by subparagraph (A), (B), (C), or (D), the
budget authority for which is not provided in advance by
appropriation Acts.

Such term does not include authority to insure or guarantee
the repayment of indebtedness incurred by another person or
government.

(d) ExCEPTIONS.-
(1) Subsections (a) and (b) shall not apply to new spending

authority if the budget authority for outlays which will result
from such new spending authority is derived-(A) from a trust fund established by the Social Security

Act (as in effect on the date of the enactment of this Act);
or

(B) from any other trust fund, 90 percent or more of the
receitsre of which consist or will consist of amounts (trans-
ferred from the general fund of the Treasury) equivalent
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/ to amounts of taxes (related to the purposes for which such
"outlays are or will be made) received in the Treasury
under specified provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954.

(2) Subsections (a) and (b) shall not apply to new spending
authority which is an amendment to or extension of the State
and Local Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972, or a continuation of
the program of fiscal assistance to State and local governments
provided by that Act, to the extent so provided in-the bill or
resolution providing such authority.

(3) Subsections (a) and (b) shall not apply to new spending
authority to the extent that-

(A) the outlays resulting therefrom are made by an orga-
nization which is (i) a mixed-ownership Government corpo-
ration (as defined in section 201 of the Government Corpo-
ration Control Act), or (ii) a wholly owned Government
corporation (as defined in section 101 of such Act) which is
specifically exempted by law from compliance-with any or
all of the provisions of that Act, as of the date of enact-
ment of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Con-
trol Act of 1985; or

(B) the outlays resulting therefrom consist exclusively of
the proceeds of gifts or bequests made to the United States
for a specific purpose.

LEGISLATION PROVIDING NEW CREDIT AUTHORITY

SEc. 402. (a) CONTROLS ON LEGISLATION PROVIDING NEW CREDIT
AuTmomr.-It shall not be in order in either the House of Repre-
sentatives or the Senate to consider any bill, resolution, or confer-
ence report, as reported to its House, or any amendment which
provides new credit authority described in subsecion (bXM), unless
that bill, resolution, conference report, or amendment also provides
that such new credit authority is to be effective for any fiscal year
only to such extent or in such amounts as are provided in appro-
priation Acts.

(b) DEFnNrON.-For purposes of this Act, the term "new credit
authority" means credit authority (as defined in section 3(10) of
this Act)not provided by law on the effective date of this section,
including any increase in or addition to credit authority provided
by law on such date. -

ANALYSIS BY CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE

SEC. 403. (a) The Director of the Congressional Budget Office
shall, to the extent practicable, prepare for each bill or resolution
of a public character reported by any committee of the House of
Representatives or the Senate (except the Committee on Appropria-
tions of each House), and submit to such committee-

(1) an estimate of the costs which would be incurred in carry-
ing out such bill or resolution in the fiscal year in which it is
to become effective and in each of the 4 fiscal years following
such fiscal year, together with the basis for each such estimate;

(2) an estimate of the cost which would be incurred by State
and local governments in carrying out or complying with any
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significant bill or resolution in the fiscal year in which it is to
become effective and in each of the four fiscal years following
such fiscal year, together with the basis for each such estimate;

(3) a comparison of the estimates of costs described in para-
graphs (1) and (2), with any available estimates of costs made

such committee or by any Federal agency; and
(4) a description of each method for establishing a Federal fi-

nancial commitment contained in such bill or resolution.
The estimates, comparison, and description so submitted shall be
included in the report accompanying such bill or resolution if
timely submitted to such committee before such report is filed.

(b) For purposes of subsection (aX2), the term "local government"
has the same meaning as in section 103 of the Intergovernmental
Cooperation Act of 1968.

(c) For purposes of subsection (a02), the term "significant bill or
resolution' is defined as any bill or resolution which in the judg-
ment of the Director of the Congressional Budget Office is likely to
result in an annual cost to State and local governments of
$200,000,000 or more, or is likely to have exceptional fiscal conse-
quences for a geographic region or a particular level of govern-
ment.

JURISDICTION OF APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEES

Sic. 404. (a) AMENDMENT OF Housz RuLus.-Clause 2 of rule XI
of the Rules of the House of Representatives is amended by redesig-
nating paragraph (b) as paragraph (e) and by inserting after para-
graph (a) the following new paragraphs:

"(b) Rescission of appropriations contained in appropriation Acts
(referred to in section 105 of title 1, United States Code).

"(c) The amount of new spending authority described in section
401(cX2) (A) and (B) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 which
is to be effective for a fiscal year.

"(d) New spending authority described in section 401(cX2XC) of
the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 provided in bills and resolu-
tions referred to the committee under section 401(bX2) of that Act
(but subject to the provisions of section 401(bX3) of that Act)."

(b) AMENDMENT OF SENATE Ruas.-Subparagraph (c) of para-
graph 1 of rule XXV of the Standing Rules of the Senate is amend-
ed to read as follows:

"(c) Committee on Appropriations, to which committee shall be
referred all proposed legislation, messages, petitions, memorials,
and other matters relating to the following subjects:

"1. Except as provided in subparagraph (r), appropriation of the
revenue for the support of the Government.

"2. Rescission of appropriations contained in appropriation Acts
(referred to in section 105 of title 1, United States Code).

"8. The amount of new spending authority described in section
401(cX2) (A) and (B) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 provid-
ed in bills and resolutions referred to the committee under section
401(bX2) of that Act (but subject to the provisions of section
401(bX3) of that Act).

.6
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"4. New advance spending authority described in section
401(cX2XC) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 provided in
bills and resolutions referred to the committee under sectionr
401(bX2) of that Act (but subject to the provisions of section
401(bX3) of that Act)."

STUDY BY THE GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE OF FORMS OF FEDERAL FI-
NANCIAL COMMITMENT THAT ARE NOT REVIEWED ANNUALLY BY
CONGRESS

SEC. 405. The General Accounting Office shall study those provi-
sions of law which provide spending authority as described by sec-
tion 401(cX2) and which provide permanent appropriations, and
report to the Congress its recommendations for the appropriate
form of financing for activities or programs financed by such provi-
sions not later than eighteen months after the effective date of this
section. Such report shall be revised from time to time.

OFF-BUDGET AGENCIES, PROGRAMS, AND ACTIVITIES

SEc. 406. (a) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, budget
authority, credit authority, and estimates of outlays and receipts
for activities of-the Federal budget which are off-budget immediate-
ly prior to the date of enactment of this section, not including ac-
tivities of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance and Feder-
al Disability Insurance Trust Funds, shall be included in a budget
submitted pursuant to section 1105 of title 31, United States Code,
and in a concurrent resolution on the budget reported pursuant to
section 301 or section 304 of this Act and shall be considered, for
purposes of this Act, budget authority, outlays, and spending au-
thority in accordance with definitions set forth in this Act.

(b) AR receipts and disbursements of the Federal Financing Bank
with respect to any obligations which are issues, sold, or guaran-
teed by a Federal agency shall be treated as a means of financing
such agency for purposes of section 1105 of title 31, United States
Code, and for purposes of this Act.

MEMBER USER GROUP

SEc. 407. The Speaker of the House of Representatives, after con-
sulting with the Minority Leader of the House, may appoint a
Member User Group for the purpose of reviewing budget score-
keeping rules and practices of the House and advising the Speaker
from time to time on the effect and impact of such rules and prac-
tices.

TITLE V--CHANGE OF FISCAL YEAR
[Public Law 07-258, 96 Stat. 877 1082; Sept. 1, 1982; An Act to

Revis4 Codify, and Enact Without Substantive Change Certain
General and Permanent Laws, Related to Money and AVnance as
title A1, United States Codc "Money and Rinance'" repealed sec-
tions 501-504 Section 501 was codified in title S1, United States
Code, in section 1102. Section 509 was recodified in title A1, United
States Cxd in section 1552.]
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REPEALS

SEc. 505. The following provisions of law are repealed:
(1) the ninth paragraph under the headings "Legislative Es-

tablishment", "Senate", of the Deficiency Appropriation Act,
fiscal year 1934 (48 Stat. 1022; 2 U.S.C. 66); and

(2) the proviso to the second paragraph under the headings
"House of Representatives", "Salaries, Mileage, and Expenses
of Members", of the Legislative-Judiciary Appropriation Act,
1955 (68 Stat. 490; 2 U.S.C. 81).

TECHNICAL AMENDMENT

SEC. 506. (a) Section 105 of title 1, United States Code, is amend-
ed by striking out "June 30" and inserting in lieu thereof "Septem-
ber 30".

(b) The provisions of subsection (a) of this section shall be effec-
tive with respect to Acts making appropriations for the support of
the Government for any fiscal year commencing on or after Octo-
ber 1, 1976.

TITLE VI--AMENDMENTS TO BUDGET AND ACCOUNTING
ACT, 1921

[Public Law 97-258; 96 Stat. 877, 1082; Sept. 18, 1982; an Act to
Revise, Codify, and Enact Without Substantive Change Certain
General and Permanent Laws, Related to Money and Finance, as
title 81, United States Code, "Money and Finance'" repealed sec-
tions 601-605 and 607. Those sections were recodified in title 81,
United States Code, in sections 1105, 1106, and 1108-1110. Public
Law 99-177, the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control
Act of 1985, repealed section 606 (relating to the study of off-budget
agencies).]

TITLE VII-PROGRAM REVIEW AND EVALUATION

REVIEW AND EVALUATION BY STANDING CQMMIrTEES

SEC. 701. Section 136(a) of the Legislative Reorganization Act of
1946 (2 U.S.C. 190d) is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new sentences: "Such committees may carry out the re-
quired analysis, appraisal, and evaluation themselves, or by con-
tract, or may require.a Government agency to do so and furnish a
report thereon to the Congress. Such committees may rely on such
techniques as pilot testing, analysis of costs in comparison with
benefits, or provision for evaluation after a defined period of time."

[Public Law 97-258; 96 Stat. 877, 1082; Sept. 18, 1982; An Act to
Revise, Codify, and Enact Without Substantive Change Certain
General and Permanent Laws, Related to Money and Finance, as
title 81, United States Code, "Money and Finance'" repealed section
702. This section was recodified in title 31, United States Code, in
sections 702, 717, 719, and 781.]
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CONTINUING STUDY OF ADDITIONAL BUDGET REFORM PROPOSALS

SEC. 703. (a) The Committee on the Budget of the House of Repre-
sentatives and the Senate shall study on a continuing basis propos-
als designated to improve and facilitate methods of congressional
budgetmaking. The proposals to be studied shall include, but are
not limited to, proposals for-

(1) improving the information base required for determining
the effectiveness of new programs by such means as pilot test-
ing, survey research, and other experimental and analytical
techniques;

(2) improving analytical systematic evaluation of the effec-
tiveness of existing programs;

(3) establishing maximum and minimum time limitations for
program authorization; and

(4) developing techniques of human resource accounting and
other means of providing noneconomic as well as economic
evaluation measures.

(b) The Committee on the Budget of each House shall, from time
to time, report to its House the results of the study carried on by it
under subsection (a), together with its recommendations.

(c) Nothing in this section shall preclude studies to improve the
budgetary process by any other committee of the House of Repre-
sentatives or the Senate or any joint committee of the Congress.

TITLE VIII-FISCAL AND BUDGETARY INFORMATION AND
CONTROLS

[Public Law 07-258; 96 Stat. 877, 1082; Sept. 18, 1982; An Act to
Revise, Codify, and Enact Without Substantive Change Certain
General and Permanent Laws, Related to Money and 9nance, as
title A1, United States Code, "Money and Finance'• repealed sec-
tions 801 and 802. These sections were recodified in title 81, United
States Code, in sections 1104, 1112, and 1118.]

TITLE TX-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS; EFFECTIVE
DATES

AMENDMENTS TO RULES OF THE HOUSE

SEC. 901. (a) Rule XI of the Rules of the House of Representatives
(as amended by section 101(c) of this Act) is amended by inserting
immediately after clause 22 the following new clause:

"22A. The respective areas of legislative jurisdiction under this
rule are modified by title I of the Congressional Budget Act of
1974."

(b) Paragraph (c) of clause 29 of Rule XI of the Rules of the
House of Representatives (as redesignated by section 101(c) of this
Act) is amended by inserting "the Committee on the Budget," im-
mediately after "the Committee on Appropriations,".

(c) Subparagraph (5) of paragraph (a) of clause 30 of Rule XI of
the Rules of the House of Representatives (as so redesignated) is

4f

! [
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amended by inserting "and the Committee on the Budget" immedi-
ately before the period at the end thereof.

(d) Subparagraph (4) of paragraph (b) of clause 30 of Rule XI of
the Rules of the House of Representatives (as so redesignated) is
amended by inserting "and the Committee on the Budget" immedi-
ately before the period at the end thereof.

(e) Paragraph (d) of clause 30 of Rule XI of the Rules of the
House of Representatives (as so redesignated) is amended by strik-
ing out "the Committee on Appropriations may appoint" and in-
serting in lieu thereof "the Committee on Appropriations and the
Committee on the Budget may each appoint".

(f) Clause 32 of Rule XI of the Rules of the House of Representa-
tives (as so redesignated) is amended by inserting "the Committee
on the Budget," immediately after "the Committee on Appropria-
tions,".

(g) Paragraph (a) of clause 33 of Rule XI of the Rules of the
House of Representatives (as so redesignated) is amended by insert-
ing "and the Committee on the Budget" immediately after "the
Committee on Appropriations".

CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO STANDING RULES OF THE SENATE

SEC. 902. Paragraph 1 of rule XXV of the Standing Rules of the
Senate is amended-

(1) by striking out "Revenue" in subparagraph (hM)D and in-
serting in lieu thereof "Except a provided in the Congression-
al Budget Act of 1974, revenue";

(2) by striking out "The" in subparagraph (hX2) and insert-
ing in lieu thereof "Except as provided in the Congressional
Budget Act of 1974, the"; and

(3) by striking out "Budget" in subparagraph (jX(XA) and in-
serting in lieu thereof "Except as provided in the Congression-
al Budget Act of 1974, budget".
AMENDMENTS TO LEGISLATIVE REORGANIZATION ACT OF 1946

SEC. 903. (a) Section 134(c) of the Legislative Reorganization Act
of 1946 (2 U.S.C. 190b(b)) is amended by inserting "or the Commit-
tee on the Budget" after "Appropriations".

(b) Section 136(c) of such Act (2 U.S.C. 190d(c)) is amended by
striking out "Committee on Appropriations of the Senate and the
Committees on Appropriations," and inserting in lieu thereof
"Committees on Appropriations and the Budget of the Senate and
the Committees on Appropriations, the Budget,".

EXERCISE OF RULEMAKING POWERS

SEC. 904. (a) The provisions of this title (except section 905) and
of titles I, III, and IV and the provisions of sections 606, 701, 703,
and 1017 are enacted by the Congress-

(1) as an exercise of the rulemaking power of the House of
Representatives and the Senate, respectively, and as such they
shall be considered as part of the rules of each House, respec-
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tively, or of that House to which they specifically apply, and
such rules shall supersede other rules only to the extent that
they are inconsistent therewith; and

U)with full recognition of the constitutional right of either
House to change such rules (so far as relating to such House)
at any time, in the same manner, and to the same extent as in
the case of any other rule of such House.

(b) Any provision of title III or IV may be waived or suspended in
the Senate by a majority vote of the Members voting, a quorum
being present, or by the unanimous consent of the Senate.

[The Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985
provides the following qualification to section 904(b): "Section
301(i), 302(c), 302(f), 304(b), 310(d), 910(g), and 311(a) of the Congres-
sional Budget Act of 1974 may be waived or suspended in the
Senate only by the affirmative vote of three-fifths of the Members,
duly chosen and sworn. This subsection shall not apply to any joint
resolution reported or discharged pursuant to section 354(a) of this
joint resolution (relating to special procedures in the event of a re-
cession)." P.L. 99-177, section 271(b). This qualification expires on
September 80, 1993, P.L. 99-177, section 275(bX2XD) as amended by
P. 10-119.]

(c) Sections 305(bX2) and 306 of this Act may be waived or sus-
pended in the Senate only by the affirmative vote of three-fifths of
the Members, duly chosen and sworn.

(d) Appeals in the Senate from the decisions of the Chair relating
to any provision of title III or IV or section 1017 shall, except as
otherwise provided therein, be limited to 1 hour, to be equally di-
vided between, and controlled by, the mover and the manager of
the resolution, concurrent resolution, reconciliation bill, or rescis-
sion bill, as the case may be.

EFFECTIVE DATES

SEC. 905. (a) Except as provided in this section, the provisions of
this Act shall take effect on the date of its enactment.

(b) Title II (except section 201(a)), section 403, and section 502(c)
shall take effect on the day on which the first Director of the Con-
gressional Budget Office is appointed under section 201(a).

(c) Except as provided in section 906, title III and section 402
shall apply with respect to the fiscal year beginning on October 1,
1976, and succeeding fiscal years, and section 401 shall take effect
on the first day of the second regular session of the Ninety-fourth
Congress.

(d) The amendments to the Budget and Accounting Act, 1921,
made by sections 601, 603, and 604 shall apply with respect to the
fiscal year beginning on July 1, 1975, and succeeding fiscal years,
except that section 201(g) of such Act (as added by section 601)
shall apply with respect to the fiscal year beginning on October 1,
1976, and succeeding fiscal years and section 201(i) of such Act (as
added by section 601) shall apply with respect to the fiscal year be-
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ginning on October 1, 1978, and succeeding fiscal years. The
amendment to such Act made by section 602 shall apply with re-
spect to the fiscal year beginning on October 1, 1976, and succeed-
ing fiscal years.
APPLICATION OF CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET PROCESS TO FISCAL YEAR 1976

SEC. 906. If the Committees on the Budget of the House of Repre-
sentatives and the Senate both agree that it is feasible to report
and act on a concurrent resolution on the budget referred to in sec-
tion 301(a), or to apply any provision of title III or section 401 or
402, for the fiscal year beginning on July 1, 1975, and submit re-
ports of such agreement to their respective Houses, then to the
extent and in the manner specified in such reports, the provisions
so specified and section 202(0 shall apply with respect to such fiscal
year. If any provision so specified contains a date, sucn reports
shall also specify a substitute date.

TITLE X-IMPOUNDMENT CONTROL

PART A-GENERAL PROVISIONS

DISCLAIMER

SEC. 1001. Nothing contained in this Act, or in any amendments
made by this Act, shall be construed as-

(1) asserting or conceding the constitutional powers or limita-
tions of either the Congress or the President;

(2) ratifying or approving any impoundment heretofore or
hereafter executed or approved by the President or any other
Federal officer or employee, except insofar as pursuant to stat-
utory authorization then in effect;

(3) affecting in any way the claims or defenses of any party
to litigation concerning any impoundment; or

(4) superseding any provision of law which requires the obli-
gation of budget authority or the making of outlays thereun-
der.

[Public Law 97-258; 96 Stat. 877, 1082; Sept. 1S, 1982; an act to
revise, codify, and enact without substantive change certain general
and permanent laws, related to money and finance, as title 31,
United States CodeA "Money and Finance'" repealed sections 1002
and 100S. Section 1002 was recodified in title 81, United States
Code, in section 1512.]
PART B--CONGRESSIONAL CONSIDERATION OF PROPOSED RESCISSIONS,

RESERVATIONS, AN.D DEFERRALS OF BUDGET AUTHORITY

DEFINITIONS

SEC. 1011. For purposes of this part-
(1) "deferral of bud get authority" includes-

(A) withholding or delaying the obligation or expendi-
ture of budget authority (whether by establishing reserves
or otherwise) provided for projects or activities; or

(B) any other type of Executive action or inaction which
effectively precludes the obligation or expenditure of
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budget authority, including authority to obligate by con-
tract in advance of appropriations as specifically author-
ized by law;

(2) "Comptroller General" means the Comptroller General of
the United States;

(3) "rescission bill" means a bill or joint resolution which
only rescinds, in whole or in part, budget authority proposed to
be rescinded in a special message transmitted by the President
under section 1012, and upon which the Congress completes
action before the end of the first period of 45 calendar days of
continuous session of the Congress after the date on which the
President's message is received by the Congress;

(4) "impoundment resolution' means a resolution of the
House of Representatives or the Senate which only expresses
its disapproval of a proposed deferral of budget authority set
forth in a special message transmitted by the President under
section 1013; and

(5) continuity of a session of the Congress shall be considered
as broken only by an adjournment of the Congress sine die,
and the days on which either House is not in session because
of an adjournment of more than 3 days to a day certain shall
be excluded in the computation of the 45-day period referred to
in paragraph (3) of this section and in section 1012, and the 25-
day periods referred to in sections 1016 and 1017(bXl). If a spe-
cial message is transmitted under section 1012 during any Con-
gress and the last session of such Congress adjourns sine die
before the expiration of 45 calendar days of continuous session
(or a special message is so transmitted after the last session of
the Congress adjourns sine die), the message shall be deemed
to have been retransmitted on the first day of the succeeding
Congress and the 45-day period referred to in paragraph (3) of
this section and in section 1012 (with respect to such message)
shall commence on the day after such first day.

RESCISSION OF BUDGET AUTHORITY

SEC. 1012. (a) TRANSMITTAL OF SPECIAL MESSAGE.-Whenever the
President determines that all or part of any budget authority will
not be required to carry out the full objectives or scope of programs
for which it is provided or that such budget authority should be re-
scinded for fiscal policy or other reasons (including the termination
of authorized projects or activities for which budget authority has
been provided), or whenever all or part of budget authority provid-
ed for only one fiscal year is to be reserved from obligation for such
fiscal year, the President shall transmit to both Houses of Congress
a special message specifying-

(1) the amount of budget authority which he proposes to be
rescinded or which is to be so reserved;

(2) any account, department, or-establishment of the Govern-
ment to which such budget authority is available for obliga-
tion, and the specific project or governmental functions in-
volved;

(3) the reasons why the budget authority should be rescinded
or is to be so reserved;
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(4) to the maximum extent practicable, the estimated fiscal,
economic, and budgetary effect of the proposed rescission or of
the reservation; and

(5) all facts, circumstances, and considerations relating to or
bearing upon the proposed rescission or the reservation and
the decision to effect the proposed rescission or the reservation,
and to the maximum extent practicable, the estimated effect of
the proposed rescission or the reservation upon the objects,
purposes, and programs for which the budget authority is pro-
vided.

(b) REQUIREMENT To MAKE AVAILABLE FOR OBLIGATION.-Any
amount of budget authority proposed to be rescinded or that is to
be reserved as set forth in such special message shall be made
available for obligation unless, within the prescribed 45-day period,
the Congress has completed action on a rescission bill rescinding
all or part of the amount proposed to be rescinded or that is to be
reserved. Funds made available for obligation under this procedure
may not be proposed for rescission again.

DI&AIP'PROVAL O PROPOSED DEFERRALS OF BUDGET AUTHORITY

SEC. 1013. (a) TRANSMITTAL OF SPECIAL MEssAGE.-Whenever the
President, the Director of the Office of Management and Budget,
the head of any department or agency of the United States, or any
officer or employee of the United States proposes to defer any
budget authority provided for a specific purpose or project, the
President shall transmit to the House of Representatives and the
Senate a special message specifying-

(1) the amount of the budget authority proposed to be de-
ferred;

(2) any account, department, or establishment of the Govern-
ment to which such budget authority is available for obliga-
tion, and the specific projects or governmental functions in-
volved;

(3) the period of time during which the budget authority is
proposed to be deferred;

(4) the reasons for the proposed deferral, including any legal
authority invoked hy him to justify the proposed deferral;

(5) to the maximum extent practicable, the estimated fiscal,
economic, and budgetary effect of the proposed deferral; and

(6) all facts, circumstances, and considerations relating to or
bearing upon the proposed deferral and the decision to effect
the proposed deferral, including an analysis of such facts, cir-
cumstances, and considerations in terms of their application to
any legal authority, including %nd specific elements of legal au-
thority, invoked by him to justify such proposed deferral, and to
the maximum extent practicable, the estimated effect of the
proposed deferral upon the objects, purposes, and programs for
which the budget authority is provided.

A special message may include one or more propd deferrals of
budget authority. A deferral may not be proposed for any-period of
time extending beyond the end of the fiscal year in which the spe-
cial message proposing the deferral is transmitted to the House
and the Senate.
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(b iQuIimimimWp To M**a Avmf*so i'e O*ibampoN. Any amont~
of budget auithority proposed to he deferred, so set fo.'th in a speeial message
tr.ansmitted unde s•,seeliein (W. ;bal be made aailale fkow oligation if either
Romee of Gongireas pasees a* monmnsltmdsprv~ uhpe-oe deferral.

(b) CONSISTENCY WITH LEGIsLATIVE PoLIcY. -Deferrals shall be
permissible only-

(1) to provide for contingencies;
(2) to achieve savings made possible by or through changes in

requirements or greater efficiency of operations; or
(8) as specifically provided by law.

No offer or employee of the United States may defer any budget
authority for any other purpose.

(c) EXCEPTION.-The provisions of this section do not apply to any
budget authority proposed to be rescinded or that is to be reserved
as set forth in a special message required to be transmitted under
section 1012.

TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES; PUBLICATION

SEC. 1014. (a) DELIVERY TO HOUSE AND SENATE.-Each special
message transmitted under section 1012 or 1013 shall be transmit-
ted to the House of Representatives and the Senate on the same
day, and shall be delivered to the Clerk of the House of Represent-
atives if the House is not in session, and to the Secretary of the
Senate if the Senate is not in session. Each special message so
transmitted shall be referred to the appropriate committee of the
House of Representatives and the Senate. Each such message shall
be printed as a document of each House.

(b) DELIVERY TO COMPTROLLUER GENERAL.-A copy of each special
message transmitted under section 1012 or 1013 shall be transmit-
ted to the Comptroller General on the same day it is transmitted to
the House of Representatives and the Senate. In order to assist the
Congress in the exercise of its functions under sections 1012 and
1013, the Comptroller General shall review each such message and
inform the House of Representatives and the Senate as promptly as
practicable with respect to-

(1) in the case of a special message transmitted under section
1012, the facts surrounding the proposed rescission or the res-
ervation of budget authority (including the probable effects
thereof); and

(2) in the case of a special message transmitted under section
1013, (A) the facts surrounding each proposed deferral of
budget authority (including the probable effects thereof) and
(B) whether or not (or to what extent), in his judgment, such
proposed deferral is in accordance with existing statutory au-
thority.

(c) TRANSMISSION OF SUPPLEMENTARY MESSAGES.-If any informa-
tion contained in a special message transmitted under section 1012
or 1013 is subsequently revised, the President shall transmit to
both Houses of Congress and the Comptroller General a supple-
mentary message stating and explaining such revision. Any such
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supplementary message shall be delivered, referred, and printed as
provided in subsection (a). The Comptroller General shall promptly
notify the House of Representatives and the Senate of any changes
in the information submitted by him under subsection (b) which
may be necessitated by such revision.

(d) PRINTING IN FEDERAL REGIsrER.-Any special message trans-
mitted under section 1012 or 1013, and any supplementary message
transmitted under subsection (c), shall be printed in the first issue
of the Federal Register published after such transmittal.

(e) CUMULATIVE REPORTS OF PROPOSED RESCISSIONS, RESERVATIONS,
AND D MRAL OF BuDlxr AUThORITY.-

(1) The President shall submit a report to the House of Rep-
resentatives and the Senate, not later than the 10th day of
each month during a fiscal year, listing all budget authority
for the fiscal year with respect to which, as of the first day of
such month-

(A) he has transmitted a special message under section
1012 with respect to a proposed rescission or a reservation;
and

(B) he has transmitted a special message under section
1013 proposing a deferral.

Such report shall also contain, with respect to each such pro-
posed rescission or deferral, or each such reservation, the infor-
mation required to be submitted in the special message with
respect thereto under section 1012 or 1013.

(2) Each report submitted under paragraph (1) shall be print-
ed in the first issue of the Federal Register published after its
submission.

REPORTS BY COMPTROLLER GENERAL

SEc. 1015. (a) FAILURE To TRANSMIT SPECIAL MESSAGE.-If the
Comptroller General finds that the President, the Director of the
Office of Management and Budget, the head of any department or
agency of the United States, or any other officer or employee of the
United States-

(1) is to establish a reserve or proposes to defer budget au-
thority with respect to which the President is required to
transmit a sial message under section 1012 or 1013; or

(2) has ordered, permitted, or approved the establishment of
such a reserve or a deferral of budget authority;

and that the President has failed to transmit a special message
with respect to such reserve or deferral, the Comptroller General
shall make a report on such reserve or deferral and any available
information concerning it to both Houses of Congress. The provi-
sions of this part shall apply with respect to such reserve or defer-
ral in the same manner and with the same effect as if such report
of the Comptroller General were a special message transmitted by
the President under section 1012 or 1013, and, for purposes of this
part, such report shall be considered a special message transmitted
under section 1012 or 1013.

(b) INCORRECt CLASSIFICATION OF SPECIAL MEsSAGE.-If the Presi-
dent has transmitted a special message to both Houses of Congress
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in accordance with section 1012 or 1013, and the Comptroller Gen-
eral believes that the President so transmitted the special message
in accordance with one of those sections when the special message
should have been transmitted in accordance with the other of those
sections, the Comptroller General shall make a report to both
Houses of the Congress setting forth his reasons.

SUITS BY COMPTROLLER GENERAL

SEC. 1016. If, under eeetieo 1012(h) or 1018(h) under this titl, budget
authority is required to be made available for obligation and such
budget authority is not made available for obligation, the Comp-
troller General is hereby expressly empowered, through attorneys
of his own selection, to bring a civil action in the United States
District Court for the District of Columbia to require such budget
authority to be made available for obligation, and such court is
hereby expressly empowered to enter in such civil action, against
any department, agency, officer, or employee of the United States,
any decree, judgment, or order which may be necessary or appro-
priate to make such budget authority available for obligation. The
courts shall give precedence to civil actions brought under this sec-
tion, and to appeals and writs from decisions in such actions, over
all other civil actions, appeals, and writs. No civil action shall be
brought by the Comptroller General under this section until the ex-
piration of 25 calendar days of continuous session of the Congress
following the date on which an explanatory statement by the
Comptroller General of the circumstances giving rise to the action
contemplated has been filed with the Speaker of the House of Rep-
resentatives and the President of the Senate.

PROCEDURE IN HOUSE AND SENATE

SEC. 1017. (a) REFERRAL.-Any rescission bill introduced with re-
spect to a special message or impoundment resolution introduced
with respect to a proposed deferral of budget authority shall be re-
ferred to the appropriate committee of the House of Representa-
tives or the Senate, as the case may be.

(b) DISCHARGE OF CoMMITFEE.-
(1) If the committee to which a rescission bill or impound-

ment resolution has been referred has not reported it at the
end of 25 calendar days of continuous session of the Congress
after its introduction, it is in order to move either to discharge
the committee from further consideration of the bill or resolu-
tion or to discharge the committee from further consideration
of any other rescission bill with respect to the special message
or impoundment resolution with respect to the same proposed
deferral, as the case may be, which has been referred to the
committee.

(2) A motion to discharge may be made only by an individual
favoring the bill or resolution, may be made only if supported
by one-fifth of the Members of the House involved (a quorum
being present), and is highly privileged in the House and privi-
leged in the Senate (except that it may not be made after the
committee has reported a bill or resolution with respect to the
same special message or the same proposed deferral, as the
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case may be); and debate thereon shall be limited to not more
than 1 hour, the time to be divided in the House equally be-
tween those favoring and those opposing the bill or resolution,
and to be divided in the Senate equally between, and con-
trolled by, the majority leader and the minority leader or their
designees. An amendment to the motion is not in order, and it
is not in order to move to reconsider the vote by which the
motion is agreed to or disagreed to.

(c) FLOOR CONSIDERATION IN THE HoUSE.-
(1) When the committee of the House of Representatives has

reported, or has been discharged from further consideration of,
a rescission bill or impoundment resolution, it shall at any
time thereafter be in order (even though a previous motion to
the same effect has been disagreed to) to move to proceed to
the consideration of the bill or resolution. The motion shall be
highly privileged and not debatable. An amendment to the
motion shall not be in order, nor shall it be in order to move to
reconsider the vote by which the motion is agreed to or dis-
agreed to.

(2) Debate on a rescission bill or impoundment resolution
shall be limited to not more than 2 hours, which shall be divid-
ed equally between those favoring and those opposing the bill
or resolution. A motion further to limit debate shall not be de-
batable. In the case of an impoundment resolution, no amend-
ment to, or motion to recommit, the resolution shall be in
order. It shall not be in order to move to reconsider the vote by
which a rescission bill or impoundment resolution is agreed to
or disagreed to.

(3) Motions to postpone, made with respect to the consider-
ation of a rescission bill or impoundment resolution, and mo-
tions to proceed to the consideration of other business, shall be
decided without debate. --

(4) All appeals from the decisions of the Chair relating to the
application of the Rules of the House of Representatives to the
procedure relating to any rescission bill or impoundment reso-
ution shall be decided without debate.

(5) Except to the extent specifically provided in the preceding
provisions of this subsection, consideration of any rescission
ill or impoundment resolution and amendments thereto (or

any conference report thereon) shall be governed by the Rules
of the House of Representatives applicable to other bills and
resolutions, amendments, and conference reports in similar cir-
cumstances.

(d) FLOOR CONSIDMRATION IN THE SENATE.-
(1) Debate in the Senate on any rescission bill or impound-

ment resolution, and all amendments thereto (in the case of a
rescission bill) and debatable motions and appeals in connec-
tion therewith, shall be limited to not more than 10-hours. The
time shall be equally divided between, and controlled by, the
majority leader and the minority leader or their designees.

(2) Debate in the Senate on any amendment to a rescission
bill shall be limited to 2 hours, to be equally divided between,
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and controlled by, the mover and the manager of the bill.
Debate on any amendment to an amendment, to such a bill,
and debate on any debatable motion or appeal in connections
with such a bill or an impoundment resolution shall be limited
to 1 hour, to be equally divided between, and controlled by, the
mover and the manager of the bill or resolution, except that in
the event the manager of the bill or resolution is in favor of
any such amendment, motion, or appeal, the time in opposition
thereto, shall be controlled by the minority leader or his desig-
nee. No amendment that is not germane to the provisions of a
rescission bill shall be received. Such leaders, or either of
them, may, from the time under their control on the passage of
a rescission bill or impoundment resolution, allot additional
time to any Senator during the consideration of any amend-
ment, debatable motion, or appeal.

(3) A motion to further limit debate is not debatable. In the
case of a rescission bill, a motion to recommit (except a motion
to recommit with instructions to report back within a specified
number of days, not to exceed 3, not counting any day on
which the Senate is not in session) is not in order. Debate on
any such motion to recommit shall be limited to one hour, to
be equally divided between, and controlled by, the mover and
the manager of the concurrent resolution. In the case of an im-
poundment resolution, no amendment or motion to recommit
is in order.

(4) The conference report on any rescission bill shall be in
order in the Senate at any time after the third day (excluding
Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays) following the day on
which such a conference report is reported and is available to
Members of the Senate. A motion to proceed to the consider-
ation of the conference report may be made even though a pre-
vious motion to the same effect has been disagreed to.

(5) During the consideration of the Senate of the conference
report on any rescission bill, debate shall be limited to 2 hours,
to be equally divided between, and controlled by, the majority
leader and minority leader or their designees. Debate on any
debatable motion or appeal related to the conference report
shall be limited to 30 minutes, to be equally divided between,
and controlled by, the mover and the manager of the confer-
ence report.

(6) Should the conference report be defeated, debate on any
request for a new conference and the appointment of conferees
shall be limited to one hour, to be equally divided between, and
controlled by, the manager of the conference report and the
minority leader or his designee, and should any motion be
made to instruct the conferees before the conferees are named,
debate on such motion shall be limited to 30 minutes, to be
equally divided between, and controlled by, the mover and the
manager of the conference report. Debate on any amendment
to any such instructions shall be limited to 20 minutes, to be
equally divided between and controlled by, the mover and the
manager of the conference report. In all cases when the man-
ager of the conference report is in favor of any motion, appeal,
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or amendment, the time in opposition shall be under the con-
trol of the minority leader or his designee.

(7) In any case in which there are amendments in disagree-
ment, time on each amendment shall be limited to 30 minutes,
to be equally divided between, and controlled by, the manager
of the conference report and the minority leader or his desig-
nee. No amendment that is not germane to the provisions of
such amendments shall be received.
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APPENDIX A

THE BYRD RULE ON EXTRANEOUS MATTER IN
RECONCILIATION LEGISLATION

[Section 20001 of the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconcilia-
tion Act of 1985, as amended by section 7006 of the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1986 and section 205 of the Balanced Budget
and Emergency Deficit Control Reaffirmation Act of 1987]

Sec. 20001. Miscellaneous Provisions
(a) When the Senate is considering a reconciliation bill or a rec-

onciliation resolution pursuant to section 310 of the Congressional
Budget Act of 1974, upon a point of order being made by any Sena-
tor against material extraneous to the instructions to a committee
which is contained in any title or provision of the bill or resolution
or offered as an amendment to the bill or resolution, and the point
of order is sustained by the Chair, any part of said title or provi-
sion that contains material extraneous to the instructions to said
Committee as defined in subsection (d) shall be deemed stricken
from the bill and may not be offered as an amendment from the
floor. An affirmative vote of three-fifths of the Members, duly
chosen and sworn, shall be required to sustain an appeal of the
ruling of the Chair on a point of order raised under this section, as
well as to waive or suspend the provisions of this subsection.

(b) No motion to waive or suspend the requirement of section
305(bX2) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, as it relates to
germaneness with respect to a reconciliation bill or resolution,
shall be agreed to unless supported by an affirmative vote of three-
fifths of the Members, duly chosen and sworn, which super-majori-
ty shall be required to successfully appeal the ruling of the Chair
on a point of order raised under that section, as well as to waive or
suspend the provisions of this subsection.

(c) This section shall become effective on the date of enactment
of this title and shall remain in effect until September 30, 1992.

(dXl)-
(A) Except as provided in paragraph (2), a provision of a rec-

onciliation bill or reconciliation resolution considered pursuant
to section 310 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 shall be
considered extraneous if such provision does not produce a
change in outlays or revenues, including changes in outlays
and revenues brought about by changes in the terms and con-
ditions under which outlays are made or revenues are required
to be collected;

(49)
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(B) any provision producing an increase in outlays or de-
crease in revenues shall be considered extraneous if the net
effect of provisions reported by the Committee reporting the
title containing the provision is that the Committee fails to
achieve its reconciliation instructions;

(C) a provision that is not in the jurisdiction of the Commit-
tee with jurisdiction over said title or provision shall be consid-
ered extraneous;

(D) a provision shall be considered extraneous if it produces
changes in outlays or revenues which are merely incidental to
the non-budgetary components of the provision," and

(E) a provision shall be considered to be extraneous if it in-
creases, or would increase, net outlays, or if it decreases, or
would decrease, revenues during a fiscal year after the fiscal
years covered by such reconciliation bill or reconciliation resolu-
tion, and such increases or decreases are greater than outlay re-
ductions or revenue increases resulting from other provisions in
such title in such year.

(2) A provision shall not be considered extraneous under para-
graph (1XA) if the Chairman and Ranking Minority Member of the
Committee on the Budget and the Chairman and Ranking Minority
Member of the Committee which reported the provision certify
that:

(A) the provision mitigates direct effects clearly attributable
to a provision changing outlays or revenues and both provi-
sions together produce a net reduction in the deficit;

(B) the provision will result in a substantial reduction in out-
lays or a substantial increase in revenues during fiscal years
after the fiscal years covered by the reconciliation bill or rec-
onciliation resolution;

(C) a reduction of outlays or an increase in revenues is likely
to occur as a result of the provision, in the event of new regu-
lations authorized by the provision or likely to be proposed,
court rulings on pending litigation, or relationships between
economic indices and stipulated statutory triggers pertaining
to the provision, other than the regulations, court rulings or
relationships currently projected by the Congressional Budget
Office for scorekeeping purposes;

(D) such provision will be likely to produce a significant re-
duction in outlays or increase in revenues but, due to insuffi-
cient data, such reduction or increase cannot be reliably esti-
mated.

(3) A provision reported by a committee shall not be considered
extraneous under paragraph (1)(C) if-

(A) the provision is an integral part of a provision or title,
which if introduced as a bill or resolution would be referred to
such committee, and the provision sets forth the procedure to
carry out or implement the substantive provisions that were
reported and which fall within the jurisdiction of such commit-
tee; or

(B) the provision states an exception to, or a special applica-
tion of, the general provision or title of which it is a part and
such general provision or title if introduced as a bill or resolu-
tion would be referred to such committee.
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Application of the Byrd Rule to Conference Reports

[S. Res. 286 (99th Congress, 1st Session), as amended by S. Res.
509 (99th Congress, 2d Session), which appears at 182 Cong. Rec.
S 16416 (Oct. 16, 1986)]

The resolution (S. Res. 509) was agreed to, as follows:

S. RES. 509
That Senate Resolution 286 (99th Congress, 2d Session), adopted

December 19, 1985, is amended by striking out all after the resolv-
ing clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following:"That (a) when the Senate is considering a conference report on,
or an amendment between the Houses in relation to, a reconcilia-
tion bill or reconciliation resolution pursuant to section 310 of the
Congressional Budget Act of 1974, upon-

"(1) a point of order being made by any Senator against ex-
traneous material meeting the definition of subsections
(dX1XA) or (dX1)(D) of section 20001 of the Consolidated Omni-
bus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985, and

"(2) such point of order being sustained, such material con-
tained in such conference report or amendment shall be
deemed stricken, and the Senate shall proceed, without inter-
vening action or motion, to consider the question of whether
the Senate shall recede from its amendment and concur with a
further amendment, or concur in the House amendment with a
further amendment, as the case may be, which further amend-
ment shall consist of only that portion of the conference report
or House amendment, as the case may be, not so stricken. Any
such motion in the Senate shall be debatable for 2 hours. In
any case in which such point of order is sustained against a
conference report (or Senate amendment derived from such
conference report by operation of this resolution), no further
amendment shall be in order.

"(b) An affirmative vote of three-fhifths of the Members, duly
chosen and sworn, shall be required to sustain an appeal of the
ruling of the Chair on a point of order raised under this resolution,
as well as to waive or suspend-the provisions of this resolution.

"(c) The provisions of this resolution shall remain in effect until
the date of termination of section 20001 of the Consolidated Omni-
bus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985".
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APPENDIX B

RULE XLIX OF THE RULES OF THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES

Establishment of Statutory Limit on the Public Debt
1. Upon the adoption by the Congress (under section 301, 304, or

310 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974) of any concurrent res-
olution on the budget setting forth as the appropriate level of the
public debt for the period to which such concurrent resolution re-
lates an amount which is different from the amount of the statuto-
ry limit on the public debt that would otherwise be in effect for
such period, the enrolling clerk of the House of Representatives
shall prepare an engrossment of a joint resolution, in the form pre-
scribed in clause 2 increasing or decreasing the statutory limit on
the public debt. The vote by which the conference report on the
concurrent resolution on the budget was agreed to in the House (or
by which the concurrent resolution itself was adopted in the House,
if there is no conference report) shall be deemed to have been a
vote in favor of such joint resolution upon final passage in the
House of Representatives. Upon the engrossment of such joint reso-
lution it shall be deemed to have passed the House of Representa-
tives and been duly certified and examined; the engrossed copy
shall be signed by the Clerk and transmitted to the Senate for fur-
ther legislative action; and (upon final passage by both Houses) the
joint resolution shall be signed by the presiding officers of both
Houses and presented to the President for his signature (and other-
wise treated for all purposes) in the manner provided for bills and
joint resolutions general.

2. The matter after the resolving clause in any joint resolution
described in clause 1 shall be as follows: "That subsection (b) of sec.
tion 3101 of title 31, United States Code, is amended by striking out
the dollar limitation contained in such subsection and inserting in
lieu thereof '$ '.", with the blank being filled in with a limita-
tion equal to the appropriate level of the public debt as set forth,
pursuant to section 301(aX5) of the Congressional Budget Act of
1974, in the concurrent resolution on the budget (whether such res-
olution was adopted under section 301, 304, or 310 of such Act).
Only one joint resolution shall be prepared under clause 1 upon the
adoption of any concurrent resolution on the budget; and, if the
concurrent resolution set forth a different appropriate level of the

a Rules of the House of Representatives, 100th Congress.

(52)
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public debt (pursuant to such section 301(aX5)) for each of two sepa-
rate periods, the blank referred to in the preceding sentence shall
be filled in with both the limitation which is to apply for the later
of the two periods (specifying the date on which that limitation is
to take effect) and the limitation which is to apply for the earlier of
such periods.

3. The report of the Committee on the Budget of the House of
Representatives accompanying any concurrent resolution on the
budget under section 301(d) of the Congressional Budget Act of
1974, as well as the joint explanatory statement accompanying the
conference report on any concurrent resolution on the budget, shall
contain a clear statement of the effect under this rule that the
adoption by both the House and the Senate of such concurrent res-
olution in the form in which it is being reported (and the adoption
of the joint resolution thereupon prepared and enrolled under
clause 1) would have upon the statutory limit on the public debt. It
shall not be in order in the House of Representatives at any time
to consider or adopt any concurrent resolution on the budget (or
agree to any conference report thereon) if at that time the report
accompanying such concurrent resolution (or the joint statement
accompanying such conference report) does not comply with the re-
quirements of this clause.

4. Nothing in this rule shall be construed as limiting ok" other-
wise affecting the power of the House of Representatives or the
Senate to consider and pass a bill which (without regard to the pro-
cedures under clause 1) changes the statutory limit on the public
debt most recently established under this rule or otherwise; and
the rights of Members and committees of the House with respect to
the introduction, consideration, and reporting of any such bill shall
be determined as though this rule has not been adopted.

5. As used in this rule, the term "statutory limit on the public
debt" means the maximum face amount of obligations issued under
authority of chapter 31 of title 31, United States Code and obliga-
tions guaranteed as to principal and interest by the Unitad States
(except such guaranteed obligations as may be held by the Secre-
tary of the Treasury), determined under section 3101(b) of title 31
after the application of section 3101(a) of title 31 which may be out-
standing at any one time.
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APPENDIX C

SENATE REFERRAL OF BUDGET-RELATED
LEGISLATION

The Senate requires joint referral to the Budget and Governmen-
tal Affairs Committees of all legislation to change or modify the
budget and impoundment control process. The following order was
adopted at page S13553 of the Congressional Record of August 4,1977.

Legislation affecting the congressional budget process, as de-
scribed below, [must] be referred jointly to the Committees on the
Budget and on Governmental Affairs. If one committee acts to
report a jointly referred measure, the other must act within 30 cal-
endar days of continuous possession,' or be automatically dis-
charged.

Legislative proposals affecting the congressional budget process
to which this order applies are:

First. The functions, duties, and powers of the Budget Commit-
tee-as described in title I of t e act;

Second. The functions, duties, and powers of the Congressional
Budget Office-as described in titles II and IV of the act;

Third. The process by which Congress annually establishes the
appropriate levels of budget authority, outlays, revenues, deficits or
surpluses, and public debt-including subdivisions thereof. That
process includes the establishment of: mandatory ceilings on spend-
ing and appropriations; a floor on revenues; timetables for congres-
sional action on concurrent resolutions, on the reporting of authori-
zation bills, and on the enactment of appropriation bills; and en-
forcement mechanisms for the limits and timetables, all as de-
scribed in titles Ill and IV of the act;

Fourth. The limiting of backdoor spending devices-as described
in title IV of the act-

Fifth. The timetables for Presidential submission of appropria-
tions and authorization requests--:ap described in title VI of the
act;

Sixth. The definitions of whao constitutes impoundment-such as
"rescissions" and "deferrals," as provided in the Impoundment
Control Act, title X;

Seventh. The process and determination by which impoundments
must be reported to and considered by Congress-as provided in
the Impoundment Control Act, title X;

'So in original Probably should be "session"

(54)
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Eighth. The mechanisms to ensure Executive compliance with
the provisions of the Impoundment Control Act, title X-such as
GAO review and lawsuits; and

Ninth. The provisions which affect the content or determination
of amounts included in or excluded from the congressional budget
or the calculation of such amounts, including the definition of
terms provided by the Budget Act-as set forth in title I thereof.
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APPENDIX D

SENATE REFERRAL OF IMPOUNDMENT
LEGISLATION

The Senate requires joint referral to the Budget and Appropria-
tions Committees of all special messages from the President on rec-
ommended rescissions and deferrals and all bills and resolutions in-
troduced with respect to such messages. The following resolution
appears on page $1280 and was adopted by reference at page S1302
of the Congressional Record of January 30, 1975.

'S. RES. 45
Resolved,
1. That messages received pursuant to title X of the Congression-

al Budget and Impoundment Control Act be referred concurrently
to the Appropriations Committee, to the Budget Committee, and to
any other appropriate authorizing committee.

2. That bills and resolutions introduced with respect to such mes-
sages shall be referred to the Appropriations Committee, the
Budget Committee, and pending implementations of section 401 of
the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act and sub-
ject to sec. 401(d), to any other committee exercising jurisdiction
over contract and borrowing authority programs as defined by sec.
401(cX2) (A) and (B). The Budget Committee and such other com-
mittees shall report their views, if any, to the Appropriations Com-
mittee within 20 days following referral of such messages, bill, or
resolutions. The Budget Committee's consideration shall extend
only to macroeconomic implications, impact on priorities and ag-
gregate spending levels, and the legality of the esident's use of
the deferral and rescission mechanism under title X. The Appro-
priations and authorizing committees shall exercise their normal
responsibilities over programs and priorities.

3. If any committee to which a bill or resolution has been re-
ferred recommends its passage, the Appropriations Committee
shall report that bill or resolution together with its views and re-
ports of the Budget and any appropriate authorizing committees to
the Senate within:

A. the time remaining under the Act in the case of rescis-
sions, or

B. within 20 days in the case of deferrals.
4. The 20-day period referred to herein means 20 calendar days;

and for the purposes of computing the 20 days, recesses or adjourn-
ments of the Senate for more than 3 days to a day certain shall not
be counted; and for recesses and adjournments of more than 30 cal-

(56)
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endar days, continuous duration or the sine die adjournment of a
session, the 20-day period shall begin anew on the day following
the reconvening of the Senate.

A
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APPENDIX E

BUDGET ACT POINTS OF ORDER IN THE SENATE

Section Description Waiverrequirement Application

resolution, amendment thereto,
or conference report thereon,
which contains deficit in excess
of maximum deficit amount.
(Also applies to revised budget
resolutions via sec. 304(b)).

Prohibits consideration of a com-
mittee's legislation until that
committee has filed its sec.
302(b) report.

Prohibits consideration of legisla-
tion providing budget authority
or outlays in excess of commit.
tee's sec. 302(b) report.

Prohibits legislation providing new
budget authority, change in rev-
enues, change in public debt,
new entitlement authority, or
new credit authority for a fiscal
year until the budget resolution
for that year has been agreed to.

Three-fifths

Three-fifths

Majority

304(b) ........................ See section 301(i) ................................... Three-fifths

305(bX2) .................... Prohibits nongermane amend-
ments to budget resolution (and,
by reference, reconciliation bills).

306 ............................ Prohibits consideration of legisla-
tion within Budget Committee's
jurisdiction, unless the Budget
Committee reported it.

310(dX2) .................... Prohibits amendments to reconcili-
ation bills which are not deficit
neutral.

Three-fifths

Three-fifths

Three-fifths

310(g) ........................ Prohibits consideration of reconcil- Three-fifths
nation legislation which recom-
mends changes in social security.

301(i) ......................... Prohibits consideration of budget Three-fifths

(58)

Budget resolution.
Amendments.
Conference report.

Bill.
Resolution.
Amendments.

Bill.
Resolution.
Amendments.
Conference report.

Bill.
Resolution.
Amendments.
Conference report (by

precedent of Apr.
10, 1978).

Revised Budget
Resolution.

Amendments.
Conference report.

Amendments.

Bill.
Resolution.
Amendments.

Amendments.

Bill.
Resolution.
Amendments.
Conference report.

802(c) ........................

302(f) .........................

=03(a) ........................
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Section Description Waiverrequirement Application

311(a) ............ Prohibits consideration of legisla- Three-fifths Bill.
tion which would exceed outlay Resolution.
ceiling or revenue floor, or Amendments.
would cause deficit to exceed Conference report.
maximum deficit amount.

401(a) ............. Prohibits consideration of legisla- Majority Bill.
tion providing new contract au- Resolution.
thority or new borrowing au- Amendments.
thority which is not limited to Conference report.
appropriations.

401(bXl) ........ Prohibits consideration of legisla- Majority Bill.
tion providing new entitlement Resolution.
authority which becomes effec- Amendments.
tive during the fiscal year which
ends in the calendar year in
which the bill is reported.

402 ............................ Prohibits consideration of legisla- Majority Bill.
tion providing new credit au- Resolution.
thority which is not limited to Amendments.
appropriations. Conference report.
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APPENDIX F

AMENDMENTS TO THE BUDGET ACT

(1) Changes in Senate Rules, S. Res. 21 (96th Cong.), S. Res. 13
(97th Cong.), and S. Res. 14 (100th Cong.):
-amended section 102(b) by increasing the Budget Commit.

tee's membership from 1 to 20 members in the 96th Con-
gress, to 22 members in the 97th Congress, and to 24 mem-
bers in the 100th Congress.

(2) An Act To Abolish the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy,
P.L. 95-110, 91 Stat. 884, Sept. 20, 1977:
-repealed section 3(b) relating to the status of the Joint Com-

mittee on Atomic Energy for purposes of the Budget Act.
(3) The Full Employment and Balanced Growth Act of 1978, P.L.

95-623, 92 Stat. 1905, Oct. 27, 1978:
-added new section 301(aX6) [currently section 301(bXl)] deal-

ing with specification of a calendar year in which the goals
for reducing unemployment should be achieved;

-added language to section 301(d) [currently section 301(e)] re-
lating to consideration by the Budget Committees of recom-
mendations on unemployment by the Joint Economic
Committee;

-added new section 301(e) [currently section 301(0)] dealing
with achievement of goals for reducing unemployment;

-added language to section 305(aX2) relating to consideration
of economic goals and policies in the House;

-added new section 305(aX3) and (aX4) relating to consider-
ation of economic goals and policies in the House; and

-added new section 305(bX3) and (bX4) relating to consider-
ation of economic goals and policies in the Senate.

(4) The State and Local Government Cost Estimate Act of 1981,
P.L. 97-108, 95 Stat. 1510, Dec. 23, 1981:
-added new subsection 403(aX2) requiring CBO to include in

the cost estimates, estimates of costs which would be in-
curred by State and local governments;

-added conforming language to section 403(a); and
-added new subsections 403 (b) and (c) to define "local govern-

ment" and "significant bill or resolution".

(60)
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(5) An Act To Revise, Codify, and Enact Without Substantive
Change Certain General and Permanent Laws Related to
Money and Finance, P.L. 97-258; 96 Stat. 877, 1082, Sept. 13,
1982:
-repealed and recodified section 501 relating to the new fiscal

year;
-repealed section 502 relating to the transition quarter;
-repealed and recodified section 503 relating to adjusting the

time for the transfer of obligational balances and the lapsing
of unobligated balances after the close of the fiscal year;

-repealed section 504 relating to adjusting authorizations to
the new fiscal year;

-repealed and recodified section 601 relating to matters to be
included in the President's budget;

-repealed and recodified section 602 relating to the date for
the President's midyear review;

-repealed and recodified section 603 relating to 5-year budget
projections;

-repealed and recodifwd section 604 relating to allowances in
the President's budget for supplemental and uncontrollable
expenditures;

-repealed and recodified section 605 relating to the current
services budget;

-repealed and recodifwd section 607 relating to advance re-
quests for authorizations;

-repealed and recodified section 702 relating to program
review and evaluation by the Comptroller General;

-repealed and recodified section 801 relating to standardized
information systems and budget classifications, and furnish-
ing of information to Congress;

-repealed and reodified section 802 relating to consultation
with Budget and Appropriations Committees on changes in
functional categories;

-repealed and recodified section 1002 relating to the Antidefi-
ciency Act; and

-repealed section 1003 relating to repeal of an existing im-
poundment reporting provision.

(6) The Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of
1985, P.L. 99-177, Dec. 12, 1985:
-amended section 3 on definitions;
-amended section 202 relating to duties and functions of CBO;
-amended title m with a complete substitute;
-amended section 401 with a complete substitute;
-amended section 402 with a complete substitute;
-amended section 403;
-added new sections 405, 406, and 407;
-repealed section 606 relating to study of off-budget agencies;

and
-amended section 904 relating to Budget Act waivers in the

Senate.

ON 0 0 = W N ý N ý M "
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(7) The Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Reaffir-
mation Act of 1987, P.L. 100-119, Sept. 30, 1987:
-amended section 3(7) on definitions;
-added new sections 301(g)X1) and 301(gX3);
-added new sections 301(iX2X(B) and 301(iM2UC);
-added new section 304(c);
-amended section 305(c)(2) regarding the time f4
-amended section 311(a) regarding the ma

amount point of order in the Senate;
-amended section 1012(b) regarding repeatedI

scind;
-amended section 1013 regarding permissible de
-amended section 1016.

r debate;
ximum deficit

roposals to re-

;ferrals; and

(8) The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987, P.L. 100-203:
-amended the table of contents;
-amended section 3(7) on definitions; and
-amended section 305(c).
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FOREWORD

The Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974
(Public Law 93-344; the "Budget Act") and the Balanced Budget
and Emergency Defic-it Control Act of 1985 (Public Law 99-177;
"Gramm-Rudman-Hollings"), as amended by the Balanced Budget
and Emergency Deficit Control Reaffirmation Act of 1987 (Public
Law 100-119; the "1987 Reaffirmation Act"), have become two of
the most important laws affecting Congress' legislative agenda. Be-
cause of the increasing importance of the budget process, the
Budget Committee has received numerous inquiries for information
about the operation of the Budget Act and Gramm-Rudman-Hol-
lings.

This committee print provides a general explanation of the
budget process (including the effect of the revised Gramm-Rudman-
Hollings procedures), a historical table of action on budget resolu-
tions, examples of budget resolution language, and a glossary of
budget terms.

Nothing in this volume represents the views of the Budget Com-
mittee or any of its members.

(liII
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INTRODUCTION

The Constitution gives Congress the power to allocate the re-
sources of the Federal Government. In order to accomplish this
task, Congress has developed three fiscal processes. First, Congress
has an authorization process that establishes Federal tax laws and
creates Federal programs to respond to national needs. The Senate
has 16 authorizing committees and the House has' 19 authorsi-ing
committees that have jurisdiction over particular areas of natioa
concern.

The second process is known as the appropriations process. While
the authorizing committees establish Federal programs, the Appro-
priations Committee in each House of Congress fund those pro-
grams.

The third-and newest-fiscal process in Congress is the congres-
sional budget process. Under this process, Congress annually estab-
lishes an overall fiscal policy on how much total spending and reve-
nues ought to be and how total spending should be divided among
the major functions of government such as defense, agriculture,
health, and so forth. Gramm-Rudman-Hollings and the T987 Reaf-
firmation Act provide for expanded budget procedures. This publi-
cation provides a general explanation of why we have a congres-
sional budget process and how it functions.

WHY HAVE A CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
PROCESS?

The Budget Act established the congressional budget process.
Two developments provided the impetus for the enactment of this
legislation.

One development was an increasing realization in the Congress
that it had no means to develop an overall budget plan. Prior to
1974, Congress each year received the President s budget contain-
ing the President's many spending and revenue propals and then
proceeded to act on those proposals individually. There existed no
means for the Congress to establish its owhIMM spendt••f, and rev-
enue levels or broad spending priorities to serve as guidelines for
both Houses to follow as they worked on specific spending and rev-
enue bills during the spring and summer.

A more immediate cause for the Budget Act was a dispute in the
early 1970s over presidential authority to impound money appro-
priated by Congress. President Nixon asserted authority to with-

(1)
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hold from Federal agencies money appropriated by Congress. Many
in Congress disputed this authority.

These factors led Members of Congress to study the problem, and
in 1974 Congress enacted the Budget Act to establish procedures
for developing, an annual congressional budget plan and to achieve
a system of impoundment control.

NEW INSTITUTIONS CREATED IN 1974

In order to implement the congressional budget process, the
Budget Act created the Senate and House Budget Committees and
the Congressional Budget Office.

The Budget Committees of the Senate and House were given the
authority to draft Congress' annual budget plan for the Federal
Government for consideration by the full Senate and House.
Unlike the authorizing and appropriating committees, wbich focus
on individual Federal programs, the Budget Committees focus on
the Federal budget as a whole and how it affects the national econ-
omy. In this way, the Budget Act created congressional institutions
whose unique concern is Federal budgetary policy.

The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) supports the congression-
al budget process by providing economic and program analyses and
cost information on existing and proposed Federal programs. The
Budget Committees are major users of such information, along
with other committees and Members of Congress who are involved
in the budget process. The framers of the Budget Act saw a need to
provide the Congress with its own independent, nonpartisan budget
professionals similar to those who serve the President in his Office
of Management and Budget (OMB).

HOW THE PROCESS WORKS

The Fiscal Year
In order to keep track of its revenues and expenditures in an or-

derly way, the Federal Government has established a 12-month
period known as the "fiscal year." Prior to the Budget Act, the
Federal Government's fiscal year had been July 1 through June 30.
In 1976, however, the fiscal year was shifted forward to October 1
through September 30 in order to allow sufficient time for the new
congressional budget process. While reading about the various
steps of the congressional budget process, keep October 1 in mind
as a target for completion of each year's budget process.

The fiscal year is designated by the calendar year in which it
ends. Thus, the period from October 1, 1987, to September 30, 1988,
is fiscal year 1988.
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January: Receipt of the President's Budget Request
The first thing Congress needs to know in building a budget is

what the executive branch believes is appropriate to fund the oper-
ations of the Federal Government. The President is therefore re-
quired to submit to Congress in early January the Administration's
budget request for the upcoming fiscal year that begins the follow-
ing October 1. To meet this deadline, the Administration must
begin preparing its budget request the prior spring and summer.
For example, consider the budget process for fiscal year 1988. The
President's budget request for fiscal year 1988 (October 1, 1987-
Sep member 80, 1988) was transmitted to Congress in early 1987. The
Administration began working with Federal agencies to prepare its
budget request for fical year 1988 in the spring of 1986, roughly a
year-and-a-half prior to the start of fiscal year 1988.

The 1985 Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act required that the Presi-
dent's budget not exceed specific maximum deficit levels, beginning
in fiscal year 1986. The deficit was to be reduced over a period of 6
fiscal years and lead to a balanced budget in 1991. The 1987 Reaf-
firmation Act extended the zero target year to 1993 and modified
the deficit reduction timetable. The 1987 Act maintains a $10 bil-
lion cushion for fiscal year 1988 through fiscal year 1992 but not
for fiscal year 1993. It establishes fixed deficit targets for fiscal
year 1990 through fiscal year 1993 only. Although the Reaffirma-
tion Act set out a $144 billion target for fiscal year 1988, it is not
binding. Rather, deficit cuts totaling $23 billion must be made re-
gardless of the fixed target. In fiscal year 1989, the deficit either
must be cut to reach that fixed target or be reduced by $36 billion.

The following table compares the maximum deficit amounts in
the 1985 Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act and the 1987 Reaffirmation
Act:

[In billions of dollars]

Original Revised
target target

Fscal 1 6r ................................................................................................................... 7 .9 71.9

1987 ................................................................................................................. 144 144
1988 ................................................................................................................... 108 144
1989 .................................................................................................................. 72 136
1990 ................................................................................................................... 36 100
1991 ................................................................................................................... 0 64
1992 ........................................................................................................................................... 28
1993 ............................................................................................................................................ 0

February: Budget Committee Hearings, Committee Views, and CBO
Report

After receiving the President's budget request, the Senate and
House Budget Committees hold hearings at which they receive tes-
timony from Administration officials, experts from academic and
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business communities, representatives of national organizations,
Members of Congress, and the general public. During the same
period, the other committees of Congress review the President's
budget and transmit to the Budget Committees by February 25
their "views and estimates" on appropriate spending or revenue
levels for programs in their jurisdiction. In addition, during Febru-
ary, CBO sends to the Budget Committees its annual reports ana-
lyzing the President's request, budgetary options, and the economic
outlook.

March: Budget Committees Draft Budget Resolutions
The Senate and House Budget Committees-using the Presi-

dent's budget request, information from their hearings, views and
estimates from other committees, and CBO's reports-each draft a
congressional budget plan during March in a series of public com-
mittee meetings called "mark-ups." The budget plan is known as
the concurrent resolution on the budget or budget resolution.

Budget resolutions set forth budgetary levels for the upcoming
fiscal year and planning levels for the following 2 fiscal years.
Three basic parts make up a budget resolution: (1) budget totals, (2)
snding broken down by budget function, and (3) reconciliation.
Tebudet totals set forth what the Congress considers to be the
appropriate amounts for total spending, total revenues, and the re-
suiting deficit or surplus. In setting these budget totals, Congress
considers the impact of the Federal budget on the national econo-
my and establishes Federal fiscal policy for the coming fiscal year.

Federal spending broken down by function-the second basic
part of the budget resolution-gives the Congress a mechanism for
establishing Federal spending priorities. The budget resolution ac-
complishes this by dividing up Federal spending among 21 different
classifications such as national defense, agriculture, and health.
These classifications, known as "budget functions," provide the
Congress with a means of allocating Federal resources among
broad categories of spending.

In addition to budget totals and spending by function, budget res-
olutions include a procedure known as 'reconciliation" directing
committees to change existing law. Under this procedure, the Con-
gress directs its committees to report legislation by a certain date
that decreases spending or increases revenues by a specified
amount by making changes in laws within the committees' respec-
tive jurisdictions. (Congress could also use reconciliation to increAaE
spending or decrease revenues, but that occurs very infrequently.)
After the committees have reported their recommendations to the
Budget Committees, the Budget Committees package the commit-
tee-reported reconciliation legislation together and the Congress
considers it as a single reconciliation bill. Any Member of the
Senate or House may object to any amendment to a reconciliation
bill that would cause deficit levels to increase. If an amendment is
objected to, it cannot be considered absent a waiver of budgetary
rules.
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In recent years, reconciliation has become a major component of
several budget resolutions. For example, reconciliation provides
Congress with a mechanism to achieve reduced spending for enti-
tlement programs as part of its budget plan. This is difficult to do
simply by assuming lower entitlement spending levels in the
budget resolution because entitlement laws-require the Govern-
ment to pay specified benefits to qualifying individuals unless Con-
gress changes those entitlement laws. The number of people quali-
fyi.ng for benefits-not annual appropriations decisions--deter-
mines the amount of money needed to fund an entitlement for a
riven year. Reconciliation therefore helps the Congress to achieve
its budget plan savings from entitlement programs by instructing
committees to change existing entitlement laws. This is especially
useful because entitlements comprise about one-half of the Federal
budget.

April 15: Congress Adopts a Budget Resolution
When the Budget Committees complete action on formulating a

budget resolution, they report their respective resolutions to the
full Senate and full House. All Members of the Senate and House
then have an opportunity to alter the work of the Budget Commit-
tees by offering amendments to the budget resolution as it is debat-
ed on the Senate or the House floor.

Under the revised Gramm-Rudman-Hollings procedures, the
budget resolution must conform to the same maximum deficit
amounts for fiscal years 1988 through 1993 as the President's
budget. Any Member of the Senate or House may object to any
budget resolution, or amendment to a budget resolution, that
would cause the deficit to exceed those levels. If a budget resolution
or amendment to a budget resolution is objected to, it cannot be
considered absent a waiver of budgetary rules.

When the Senate and House have both passed their respective
versions of the budget resolution, they appoint several of their
Members to a conference committee to resolve the differences be-
tween the Senate- and House-passed resolutions. When differences
have been resolved, each chamber must then vote on the compro-
mise version of the budget resolution, which also must conform to
the maximum deficit amounts. The Budget Act sets April 15 as the
date for completion of this work, although no penalty exists for
completing the process later.

Because the budget resolution is designed solely to guide Con-
gress in its detailed deliberations on the budget, it is inmte form of
a concurrent resolution which is agreed tob•y both Houses but is
not a public law and is not signed by the President.

April-September. Spending and Revenue Bills and Reconciliation
After Congress has adopted a budget plan, it proceeds.to work on

specific spending and revepue measures, and any reconciliation leg-
islation mandated by the budget plan. Under the Budget Act time-
table, Con should complete action on reconciliation legislation
by June 15. Action on annual appropriation bills is to be completed
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in the House by June 30 and in the Senate by the start of the fiscal
year (October 1). In the past, action on appropriations bills has not
always been completed by October 1, necessitating the passage of a"$#continuing resolution" to provide ap operations on a temporary
basis until the regular appropriations bills are enacted. A continu.
ing resolution is a form of appropriation bill and should not be con-
fused with the budget resolution.

Because action on spending measures b in committees, the
budget process must have a way of translate the total spend
levels in the budget plan into guidelines for the committees. Thebudget process accomplishes this by allocating the spending in the
budget resolution among the committees. Each committee therefore
ends up with an overall level for the spending within its jurisdic-
tion that is consistent with the congressional budget plan. Commit-
tees then subdivide their allocations among their subcommittees or
programs within their jurisdiction. This procedure of allocating the
budget plan's sending levels among the spending committees is
known informally as "crosswalking." Committee crosswalks for
both the House and Senate are set out initially in the report ac-
companying the budget resolution of each House, and finally in the
report of the conference committee on the budget resolution.

The allocations under the budget resolution and sub-allocations
by the committees allow the full Senate and House, as they debate
and adopt individual spending bills, to determine whether or not
the bill they are debating fits within the budget plan. During con-
sideration of spending bIs, any Member of the Senate or House
may object to any bill or amendment thereto that would exceed the
relevant sub-allocations made by a committee. If a spending bill is
objected to, it cannot be considered absent a waiver of budgetary
rules.

In similar fashion, the revenue floor in the budget resolution
serves as agude to the Senate Finance Committee and the House
Ways and Means Committee (the congressional taxwriting commit-
tees) as they proceed with bills to raise or lower taxes.

During the spring and summer months, as Congress works on
spending .and revenue measures and reconciliation legislation for
the upcoming fiscal year, the levels set in-the budget resolution
stand as constraints on congressional action. In the Senate, any
Senator can object to legislation that would cause the spending
ceilings or revenue floor to be breached or that would cause the
maximum deficit amount for that year to be exceeded. The House
has similar prohibitions on exceeding the budget resolution totals,
with certain exceptions.

If changing economic circumstances or policy requirements dic-
tate, the Congress may revise its budget resolution dur=i the
fiscal year, thereby altering the spending and avenue ttals. While
this may be done at any tume during the fiscal ear, the Congress
generally has followed the practice of revising the budget plan for
the current fiscal year as part 'of the budt resolution for the up-
coming fiscal year. For example, the budget resolution for fiscal
year 1986 also revised the budget totals for fiscal year 1985.
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ENFORCEMENT OF MAXIMUM DEFICIT
AMOUNTS

Gramm-Rudman-Hollings (as amended by the 1987 Reaffirmation
Act) establishes special procedures to enforce the maximum deficit
amounts for fiscal years 1988 through 1993. k

Assessing the Deficit and Calculating Spending Reductions
On August 15, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and

the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) independently estimate the
deficit for the upcoming fiscal year. CBO reports its estimate to
OMB and Congress on August 20. If CBO's estimated deficit ex-
ceeds the maximum deficit amount for the upcoming fiscal year by
more than $10 billion (zero in the case of fiscal year 1993), the CBO
report will calculate spending reductions in non-exempt defense
and non-defense programs to eliminate the entire deficit excess
down to the maximum deficit amount.

OMB will issue a report to the President and Congress on August
25 providing its own deficit estimate and sequester calculations (if
necessary). This report will become the basis for the President's ini-
tial sequester order, which is issued the same day. OMB is required
to explain its differences with the CBO report.

Both CBO and OMB use the following formula in determining
the required spending reductions.

DEFICIT REDUCTION FORMULA

First, the amount by which the estimated deficit exceeds the
maximum deficit amount for the fiscal year is calculated. One-half
of the deficit excess must come from defense programs and one-half
from non-defense programs.

Second, the total amount of outlay savings from eliminating
automatic spending increases is calculated. Provided that the re-
sulting savings are not more than one-half of the total required re-
duction, the automatic increases are eliminated.

The 1985 Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act included as subject to se-
questration many indexed retirement and disability programs.
These programs were later exempted from sequestration by the
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986. Currently this proce-
durg only applies to the automatic spending increases in three spe-
cific programs-the National Wool Act, the special milk program,
and vocational rehabilitation.

Third, the amount of outlay savings to be obtained by applying
three special rules to certain programs is calculated. These special
rules are for guaranteed student loans, foster care and adoption as-
sistance, and are described in Appendix VIII of this report. (There
are a number of special rules for other programs, such as the Com-
modity Credit Corporation, but they do not enter into the calcula-
tions at this step. They are also described in Appendix VIII of this
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report.) The estimated savings from these.special rules are applied
toward the required spending reductions in non-defense programs.

Additional non-defense reductions are made by reducing uni-
formly other programs except that a large number of programs
(listed in Appendix VIII) are exempted from cuts under a seques-
ter.

The uniform reduction percentages are computed by dividing the
remaining required outlay savings in non-defense spending by the
estimated outlays associated with non-exempt budgetary resources
in each category. These uniform percentages are then applied to all
of the remaining non-exempt budgetary resources for non-defense
programs. Medicare and certain other health programs may not be
reduced by more than 2 percent.

The other half of the deficit excess must be sequestered from de-
fense programs. The uniform reduction percentages for defense
programs are computed similarly. The amount of required defense
outlay savings is divided by the estimated outlays associated with
defense budgetary resources (including new budget authority plus
unobligated budget authority from prior years). Appendix IX ex-
plains in greater detail how uniform percentage reductions are toapplied.

Gramm-Rudman-Hollings permits the President to exempt mili-
tary personnel accounts from sequestration. If the President-
chooses to exempt military personnel accounts, he must notify the
Congress by August 15. If the President chooses this option the
overall defense percentage reduction would be increased to meet
the overall defense outlay reduction totals.

The President may use expedited procedures to propose further
modifications to the percentage reduction in particular defense pro-
grams, projects, and activities specified in the final sequester order,
according to the following conditions: (1) the President may propose
that the amount sequestered from a program, project and activity
be reduced so long as the equivalent amount be added to the
amount sequestered from other defense programs, projects, and ac-
tivities; (2) the total defense outlay amount reduced due to seques-
tration cannot be altered; (3) the presidential request cannot have
the effect of increasing the amount of funds for a program, project,
and activity in excess of the limit set by an appropriations act; and
(4) no domestic military base can be closed. The President must
submit to Congress by October 20 of the fiscal year concerned a
report outlining his proposed changes. For these proposals to take
effect Congress must pass a joint resolution upholding or modify-
mg them.

The 1985 Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act required that OMB and
CBO, having estimated the deficit for the upcoming fiscal year and
having calculated any specified spending reductions, report their
results to the Comptroller General by August 20.

If OMB and CBO were unable to agree on any calculations, the
Act required that 0 WB and CBO jointly report the average to the
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Comptroller General. The Comptroller General could then alter
their estimates to the extent necessary to produce a single, consist-
ent set of data that achieved the required deficit reduction. In July
1986, the United States Supreme Court declared the automatic def-
icit reduction process established by Gramm-Rudman-Hollings un-
constitutional on the ground that it vested executive power in the
Comptroller General, an officer removable by Congress. See
Bowsher v. Synar, 106 S. Ct. 3181, 3192 (1986). Upon issuance of the
Supreme Court's decision, a fallback procedure set forth in section
274(0 of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings became effective.

Under the fallback procedure, all of the amendments to the
Budget Act as well as the special deficit reduction procedures es-
tablished by Gramm-Rudman-Hollings remained unchanged, with
one exception. Instead of OMB and CBO transmitting their August
and October reports to the Comptroller General, the fallback proce-
dure required that the joint report be transmitted to a Temporary
Joint Committee (of Congress) on Deficit Reduction (TJC), which
consists of the two Budget Committees. The Act required the TJC
to report a joint resolution confirming the OMB-CBO report.

All of the provisions of the 1985 Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act
pertaining to a presidential order remained unchanged by the fall-

ck procedure. The only change made was in how a presidential
order is triggered, that is, by a joint resolution rather than the
Comptroller General report.

The 1987 Reaffirmation Act addresses the ruling of the Supreme
Court and, by assigning OMB the role formerly assigned to the
Comptroller General, restores the automatic sequester for fiscal
years 1988 through 1993.

Presidential Order Implementing Spending Reductions
If the OMB Director's report to the President estimates that the

maximum deficit amount for the upcoming fiscal year will be ex-
ceeded by more than $10 billion (zero in the case of fiscal year
1993), the President is required to issue an order reducing spending
to eliminate the entire deficit excess down to the maximum deficit
amount. The reductions are based upon the reductions calculated
in the OMB Director's report. The reductions contained in the
President's order are applied at the program, project or activity
level, as defined in the appropriations process, for those budget ac-
counts that are subject to annual appropriations. For all other ac-
counts, the reductions are applied at the budget activity level as
contained in the President's budget.

The President issues an "initial order" on August 25 setting
forth any required reductions. The initial order becomes effective
on October 1, the start of the fiscal year. At this point any budget-
ary resources covered by the presidential order are withheld.

Revised Reports by OMB and CBO and the Final Presidential Order
On October 10, CBO issues a revised report to OMB and Congress

on the estimated deficit for the fiscal year and any spending reduc-
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tions-required to eliminate the deficit excess as then calculated.
This revised report is designed to reflect any congressional action
since August on spending and revenue measures for the fiscal year.
On October 15, the Director of OMB issues a revised report to the
President. These reports are prepared using the same economic
and technical assumptions as used for the initial reports.

On October 15, the President issues a final order making any
spending reductions required by the Director of OMB's revised
report. The final order takes effect immediately and cancels budg-
etary resources as required.

The President must issue an initial and final sequestration order
even if the triggering procedures indicate that no reductions are re-

uired. (The orders would so state.) The President must also issue a
etailed message, as a single document, to accompany both an ini-

tial and a final order. The President must submit to Congress the
message accompanying an initial or final order within 15 days
after issuing the order.

Compliance Report by the Comptroller General
On November 15, one month after the final presidential order is

issued, the Comptroller General issues a "compliance report" on
the extent to which the President's order complies with all the re-
quirements of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings. The Comptroller General
must certify that the order fully and accurately complies with such
requirements or indicate where it fails to comply.

Alternative Congressional Plan
The presidential order can be modified or cancelled by a joint

resolution of Congress if the Majority Leader of either House intro-
duces such a measure within 10 calendar days of session after OMB
has issued the revised report.

Gramm-Rudman-Hollings also sets forth procedures in the
Senate for formulating a congressional alternative to a presidential
reduction order. Procedures for the House of Representatives are
not specified in the law because the House Rules Committee would
stipulate appropriate procedures at the time it formulated an alter-
native. Development of a congressional alternative would normally
occur during the October period following issuance of a presidential
reduction order. The procedures established for the Senate are an
accelerated form of reconciliation, which is already a well-estab-
lished part of the congressional budget process.

Under this accelerated reconciliation procedure, Senate commit-
tees may submit to the Budget Committee their views on a congres-
sional alternative, and the Budget Committee may report a resolu-
tion to the Senate affirming the presidential order or changing it
in whole or in part. If any changes are recommended, the resolu-
tion must contain instructions to Senate committees to change laws
under their jurisdictions to reduce spending sufficiently to achieve
the required deficit reduction.
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If the Senate adopts such a resolution, Senate committees receiv-
ing reconciliation instructions report their deficit reduction legisla-
tion to the Budget Committee. The Budget Committee then pack-
ages the legislation into a single reconciliation bill for consider-
ation by the full Senate. Following passage of an alternative plan
by the Senate and the House, differences would be ironed out in a
Senate-House conference. Following passage of a conference agree-
ment by the Senate and House, the alternative plan would require
presidential signature to take effect, and supersede in whole or in
part a presidential sequester order.

Special Provisions for an Economic Recession or Declared War
If the economy enters a recession, the Senate and House would

automatically consider a resolution temporarily suspending for the
remainder of the current fiscal year or for the next fiscal year or
both: (1) the maximum deficit amounts; (2) budget resolution spend-
ing and revenue constraints; (3) the requirement for issuance of re-
ports by OMB and CBO on deficit reduction and related matters;
and (4) the requirement for issuance of a presidential reduction
order (except that if an order has already been issued, it is allowed
to stand). Any such suspension resolution passed by the Congress
would have to be signed into law by the President.

Recession is defined, for these purposes, as (1) a projection by
OMB or CBO that real economic growth will be less than zero with
respect to two consecutive quarters during the six-quarter period
beginning with the prior quarter; or (2) a report by the Department
of Commerce that actual real economic growth for each of the pre-
vious two quarters was less than I percent.

A declaration of war by Congress automatically suspends the re-
porting of excess deficits by OMB and CBO, the requirement that
udget resolutions comply with the maximum deficit amounts, and

the requirement that amendments to reconciliation bills be deficit
neutral.

IMPOUNDMENT CONTROL
As mentioned earlier in this publication, one cause for enact-

ment of the Budget Act was a dispute in the early 1970s over presi-
dential authority to impound money appropriated by the Congress.
Title X of the Budget Act (known as the Impoundment Control Act)
sets up legal procedures to prevent a recurrence of this dispute.

Under these procedures, the President may propose to defer
u an amount of budget authority until later in the fiscal year
or he may propose to rescind (cancel) an amount of budget author-
ity altogether, but in either case he must notify the Congress. A
deferral proposed by the President stands unless Congress passes a
law disapproving the postponement.' A rescission proposed by the
President does not occur unless Congress passes a law approving
the cancellation.

51-722 - 93 - 38
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The revised Gramm-Rudman-Hollings procedures for presidential
deficit reduction orders are a temporary exception to Title X of the
Budget Act, for fiscal years 1988 through 1993. As explained above,
instead of proposWig cancellation of budget authority to the Con.
gress, Gramm.Rudman-Hollings requires the President in certain
instance to cancel budgetary resources by presidential order.

IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET PROCESS

The PAeis Is Contras' Own
The Budget Act established a new process and new institutions

which enable the Congress to develop its own budget plan each
yr. The Congress is no longer limited to acting on the President's
buet request on a piecemeal basis. Congressional budget resolu-
tions allow the Congress to act on revenue or spending proposals
within the framework of its own budget plan.

The Process Sets Parameters.-Not Details
Budget resolutions set overall spending and revenue totals and

broad spending priorities. The other committees of Congress work
out the details of the spending and revenue bills, as they did prior
to adoption of the Budget Act.

T7e Proceas 1s Desioned Te Be Result Neutral
The Budget Act was not adopted to promote uny particular fiscal

licy or set of spending priorities. Rather, it is designed to give
Congress the means to examine .thw.e budget as a whole and to estab-
lish whatever policies and priorities it wishes. The budget process
is designed to work for any majority that develops.

The Precen s hPkblic
Unlike formulation of the President's budget, the congressional

budget rorocem is developed in full public view. This true of the
Budget Committees' hearings and mark-ups, the Senate and House
floor debates, and the conference meetings on budget resolutions
and reconciliation bills.

BUDGET CONCEPTS

Federal Revenues
Federal revenues consist of the money taken in by the Govern-

ment through exercise of its sovereign t power. This includes
individual and corporate income taxes, socialinsurance taxes (such
as social security payroll taxes), excise taxes, estate and gift taxes,
customs duties, and the like.

Revenues do not include receipts received by the Federal Govern-
ment for sale of products or services rendered (such as sale of
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timber from Federal lands or entrance fees for national parks).
Such receipts are netted against the Federal spending totals in the
budget and are thus called "offsetting receipts.'

Federal Spending
Spending levels in congressional budget resolutions consist of two

types of numbers: budget authority and outlay. Outlays are dis.
bursements by the Treasury. When the Treasury issues a check in
fiscal year 1988, that is a fiscal year 1988 outlay. Budget authority,
on the other hand, is legal authority for an agency to enter into
obligations that will result in outlays. When Congress appropriates
funds for a particular program, it is enacting budget authority-
not outlays.

To illustrate the relationship of budget authority to outlays,
assume that the Congress has decided to build a ship c $1 bil-
lion. The Congress would appropriate $1 billion of new budget au-
thority for a ship in the defense appropriation bill for the new
fiscal year. This means that the Department of Defense has legal
authority to enter into obligations totaling $1 billion during the
new fiscal year. However, this budget authority will only result in
outlays when the shipbuilders are issued checks by the Treasury. If
the contractors are paid only upon completion of each stage of the
construction, the $1 billion of budget authority could result in out-
lays over several years.

In other cases, new budget authority appropriated for a fiscal
year results in outlays during the same fiscal year. An example of
this is appropriations for salaries of Federal workers.

Figure 1 illustrates the overall relationship of budget authority
to outlays. In this diagram taken from the President's fiscal year
1989 budget, $1.2332 trillion in new budget authority is requested
for fiscal year 1989. It is estimated that this new authority to obli-
gate the Federal Government during fiscal year 1989 would result
in outlays of $745.5 billion in fiscal year 1989 and outlays of $487.7
billion in future years. The remaining $348.8 billion within the
$1.0942 trillion in total outlays estimated for fiscal year 1989 comes
from budget authority enacted in prior fiscal years.
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The Bmdoet Deficit and the Federal Debt
A budget deficit or surplus is calculated by figuring the differ-

ence between outlays and revenues for a given fiscal year. For ex-
ample, in fiscal year 1987 revenues were $854.1 billion and outlays
were $1,004.6 blin*, yielding a budget deficit of $150.4 billion.

The Federal debt is the accumulated debt of the Federal Govern-
ment. Whenever the Federal Government runs a budget deficit, the
additional borrowing to finance the deficit add to the Federal
debt. By contrast, whenever the Federal Government runs a budget
surplus, the Federal debt decreases because the Treasury can use
the surplus to redeem some of the outstanding debt.

Federal law contains a statutory limit on the Federal debt, com-
monly called the debt ceilin . (The Federal debt ceiling applies to
borrowing from the public plus Federal debt held by Federal Gov-
ernment accounts, particularly t funds.) If the activities of the
Government require a higher limit, Congress must enact a law to
raise the debt ce ling. In September 1987, Congress extended the
debt ceiling to $2.8 trillion.
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Baselne
In order to formulate a budget resolution, the Senate and House

Budget Committees must have a starting point. The starting point
they most often use is a set of projections showing the levels of
spending and revenues that would occur for the upcoming fiscal
year and beyond if existing pwro'ams and policies are continued
unchanged, with all prams adjusted so that existing levels of ac-
tivity are maintained. (For example, for entitlement programs, the
baseline adjusts for, among other things, the effects of inflation and
demographic changes that alter the expected number of benefici-
aries.) These projections are known as a "current policy" (or "cur-
rent services") baseline. An alternative baseline that has been used
by Congress from time to time adjusts program for inflation only
where required by law. This is usually called a "current law" base-
line. In considering proposed levels of spending and revenues,
Mmbers of the Senate and House usually describe their proposals
as being above, below, or equal to the baseline.

MaJor Tpems of Federal Spending
Members of the Senate and House sometimes propose budget

plans that divide Federal spending into four conceptual compo-
nents: entitlements, defense spending, non-defense discretionary
spending, and interest payments.

Entitlements are laws that require the Government to pay speci-
fied benefits to qualifying individuals. The fundamental character-
istic of an entitlement is the absence of annual decisions on fund-
ing levels. Instead, formulas included in laws establishing the enti-
tlements determine how much money the Government has obligat-
ed itself to spend. For example, the Social Security laws set formu-
las under which retired workers receive benefits based on the
length of time they have worked and their earnings. The cost of
Social Security for a given fical year is thus determined by the
number of qualifying retirees rather than by annual appropriations
decisions. In this way entitlement programs are sometimes thought
of as non-discretionary, since their funding requirements are deter-
mined by the legislation which set up the program and not by
annual funding decisions.

By contrast, non-defense discretionary spending refers to those
non-defense programs that are subject to annual funding decisions
in the appropriations process. If the Congress decides to lower
funding for a program of this type, it can simply reduce the annual
appropriation. Unlike entitlement programs, no formulas need to
be changed to alter funding levels.

Defense spending simply refers to Federal spending for the na-
tional defense. NXearly all defense spending is discretionary in
nature.

Interest payments are payments to individuals, corporations, or
other entities who hold notes that finance the Federal debt.

Offsetting receipts are income from the public that results from
sale of products or services rendered (such as sale of timber from
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Federal lands or entrance fees for national parks). Offsetting re-
ceipts are deducted from total budget authority and outlays rather
than added to Federal revenues even though they are deposited In
the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts.
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HISTORICAL TABLE: BUDGET RESOLUTIONS

Fiscal year First concurt resolution adopted Second concurrent resolution adopted

1976 ............ May 14, 1975 (H. Con. Res. 218) ..... December 12, 1975 (H. Con. Res.
466).

1977 ............ May 13, 1976 (S. Con. Res. 109)..... September 16, 1976 (S. Con. Res.
139).1

1978 ............ May 17, 1977 (S. Con. Res. 19) ....... September 15, 1977 (H. Con. Res.
341).

1979 ............ May 17, 1978 (S. Con. Res. 80) ....... September 23, 1978 (H. Con. Res.
683).

1980 ............ May 24, 1979 (H. Con. Res. 107) ..... November 28, 1979 (S. Con. Res. 53;
replaced S. Con. Res. 36).

1981 ............ June 12, 1980 (H. Con. Res. 307) .... November 20, 1980 (H. Con. Res.
448).

1982 ............ May 21, 1981 (H. Con. Res. 115) ..... December 10, 1981 (S. Con. Res. 50).
1983 ............ June 23, 1982 (S. Con. Res. 92) ....... (2)

1984 ............ June 23, 1983 (H. Con. Res. 91) ...... (2)

1985 ............ October 1, 1984 (H. Coo. Res. (2)
280).

1986 ............ August 1, 1985 (S. Con. Res. 32) ..... (2)
1987 ............ May 15, 1986 (H. Con. Res. 337) ..... (9)
1988 ............ June 25, 1987 (H. Con. Res. 93) ...... (3)

'Congress adopted a tM on rent resolution on the budget for FY 1977 on Mar. 3, 1977 (S. Con. Res.10).
As odIgnaly acted, the Budget Act requid a first and a second concurrent resotion on the budget for

each fiscal year. The first budget resolution spending and revenue totals serd only as targets for congressional
action on opening and revenue biWs. Spending and revenue totals were not to he binding (tat is, bjecting

beilton brac"n the toals to pixunts of ore)until aoto ofasecond budget resoution. Begnningwt
ficayer 1983,% W &Mes icotnued Urn formulation"b WVscndbde resdolutions ad made lirst=bde

resolution Woals bnding with the staut of the fiscal year on October 1.
s Beginning with fiscal year 1987, Gramm-Rudmna1o~lolings makes Uhe budget resolution totals Immediately

binding upon Waoption of the on budget resolution each sprig.

(17)
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HISTORICAL TABLE: RECONCILIATION BILLS

bmicbilo tib

Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1980 .........................
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 .............
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1982 .............
Tax•auand Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982

Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1983 .............
Consolidated Omnibus Budget Recpnciliation Act of

1985 (COBRA).
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986 .............
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987 .............

PrMs t0 weMg

December 3, 1980 (P.L 96-499).
July 31, 1981 (P.L 97-35).
August 18, 1982 (P.L 97-253).
August 19, 1982 (P.L 97-248).

April 5, 1984 (P.L 98-270).
April 7, 1986 (P.L 99-272).

October 21, 1986 (P.L 99-509).
December 22, 1987 (P.L 100-203).
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EXAMPLE OF BUDGET RESOLUTION TOTALS

That the Congress hereby determines and declares that the concurrent resolution
on the budget for fiscal year 1988 s etablshed and the appropriate budgetarylevels for fiscal years 1989 and 1990 are set forth.

MAMM DiZcrC AMOUNT

Swc. 2. The following levels and amounts In this section are set forth for purpose
of determining in accordance with section 801(0) of the Congressional Budget and
Impoundment Control Act of 1974, as amended by the Balanced Budget and Emer-
gency Deficit Control Act of 1985, whether the maximum deficit amount for a fiscal
year has been exceeded, and as set forth in this concurrent resolution, shall be con-
sidered to be mathematically consistent with the other amounts and levels set forth
in this concurrent resolution:

(1) The recommended levels of Federal revenues are as follows:
Fiscal year 1988. ,800,000,000.
Fiscal year 1989: 950,0000,000.
Fiscal year 1990.. $1, 7605000,000.

(2) The appropriate levels 0f total budget authority are as follows:
Fiscal year 198 p1,153200,000,000.
Fiscal year 199 127900,0000,000.
Fiscal year 1990:. $1,61 600,000,000.

(8) The appropriate leveIs of total budget outlays are, as follows.
Fiscal year 1988: $1,040,800,0 o00.
Fiscal year 199W. 1,117,050,000,000.

(4) The amounts of the deficits are as follows:
Fiscal year 1988: $108,000,000,000.
Fiscal year 1989: 900,000,000.
Fiscal year 1990: 1,80,00,000.

iOOMMNIDKDLKVMZ AND AMOUNTS

Swc. 3. (a) The following budgetary levels are appropriate for the fiscal years be-
ginning on October 1, 1987, October 1 1988, and October 1, 1989:

(1) The recommended levels of federal revenue are as follows:
Fisal year 1988:. $69Z3000,000.
Fiscal year 1989:. S300,000,000.
Fiscal year 1990:- 49,800,000,000.

and the amounts bywhic the aggregate levels of Federal revenues should be
increased are as follows

Ficlyear 1988: $1,0,000,000.
Fiscal year 1989: 24,0960,0000,000.
Fiscal year 1990:- 6100,000,000

and the amounts for Federal Insurance Contributions Act revenues for hospi-
tal insurance within the recommended levels of Federal revenues are as follows

Fia year 1 9,700,000,000.
year 1989: 9 ,850,000,000.

Ficlyear 1990: 1950,000 000.
(2) The appropriate levels Of total new budget authority are as follows

Fisca year 1988: $912,700,000,000.
Fiscal yer 1956,100,000,000.
Fuiscwal yer1990. &4,3000,0,000O.

(19)
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(3) The appropriate levels of total u outlays are as follows:IS year M& 4M00,000.FINCal year 1989:. ,38 00,000o000.

Fiscal year 199&: $888800,000,000.
(4) The amounts of the deficits are as follows:

FIa year 1968: $1449000,000,000.
Fiscal year 199. 185,800,000,000.
Fiscal year 1990. 110085M00,000,0.

(5) Th approprdate levels of the public debt are as follows
Fsl year 1989& $256,100,000,000.

F~clyear 1989.- 0-"100000
Fiscal year 199W:. 91 ,9000,000.(6) ThS ari ate levels of total Federal credit activity for the fiscal ya•r1, 1987, October 1, 198, and October 1, 1989, are fol-

FIscal ya 1988:
New direct loan cbltons $84,600,000,000.

(B) New primary loan guarantee commitment, $156,700,0ooo0.
(C) New seoda loan guarantee commitment. $100,600,000,ooo.

Fisc' eaur 198W.
direct loan obllatlon, $8,550,000,000.

(B) New primary loan guarantee commitment., $150,550,000,000.(C) Netwa commitment, ,600,000,000.
FIscal year 1990. U7lano ats O0:000

W )New direct loan obligtions, $3,450,000,000.(B) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $158,300,000,000.(C) New sMcMdary Iomn guarantee commitments, $94,60,000,000.
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Appendix III

BUDGET FUNCTIONS

050: National Defense

150: International Affairs

250: General Science, Spaee, and Technology

270. Energy

30. Natural Resources and Environment

86. Agiduture
870:. Commerce and Housing Credit

400:. Transportation

460:. Community and Regional Development

500: Education, Training, Employment, and Social Services

66:. Health

670: Medicare

600: Income Security

656. Social Security '

700: Veterans Benefits and Services

750:. Administration of Justice

800: General Government

870:. Central Federal Credit Activities

900 Net Interest

m: Allowances

960. Undistributed Offsetting Receipts

,Gramm-RudmanHo ,np exempts Social Security from budget reductions designed to
achieve the maximum deficit amounts in the law, but includes Social Security revenues and
spending in setting those maximum deficit amountsL

(21)
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Appendix IV

EXAMPLE OF SPENDING BY BUDGET FUNCTION

The Co7 herby determines and declares that the appropriate levels of
budget authority and budget outlays, and the appropriate levels of new direct loan
obligations, new primary loan guarantee commitments, and new secondary loan
guarantee commitments for fiscal years 1988 through 1990 for each major functional
category are:

(1) National Defense (050):
Fiscal year 1988:

(A)New budget authority, $296,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $289,500,000,000.
(C) Nw direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
(M) New secondary loan guarantee commitments, $0.

Fiscal year 1989:(A)New budget authority $303,700,000,000.
(B) Outlays !292,&00,000,600.
(C) Now direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
(M) New secondary loan guarantee commitments, $0.

Fisc year 199.
(A) New budget authority, $811,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $299,200,000,000.
(C) Now direct loan obligations, m$0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
(E) New secondary loan guarantee commitments, $0.

(2) International Affairs (150):.
Fiscal year 1988:A Newbuetauthorit 16t,200,0,0.

(B) Out 16,100,000,
(C) New rect loan obligations, $6,700,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $9,100,000,000.
(E) New secondary loan guarantee commitments, 400,000,000.

Fiscal year 1989:
(A)Now budget authority21,700,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $15,0,000,0.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $7,000,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $9,450,000,000.
(E) New secondary loan guarantee commitments, $800,000,000.

Fiscal year 1990.-
(A) New budget authority, $18,450,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $15,200,000,0.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $7,200,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $9,900,000,000.
(H) New secondary loan guarantee commitments, $300,000,000.

(3) General Science, Space, and Technolog (250).
Fiscal year 1988:

(A)ew budget authority, $11,800,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $11,100,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
(E) New secondary loan guarantee commitments, $0.

Fiscal Tear1989:
N budget authority, $18,500,000,000.

(22)
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(B) Outlay, $iS,000,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
(M) New secondary loan guarantee commitments, $0.

Fiscal year 199 .
(A) New bud authority, $15,000,000,000.
(B) Outlas, $14,6W0,0000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
(H) New secondary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
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Appendix V

EXAMPLE OF RECONCILIATION INSTRUCTIONS

RUO0NCU"lATION
S.c. 4. (a) Not later than July 28, 1987, the committees na•red in subsections (b)through (s) of this section shall submit their recommendations to the Committee onthe Budget of their respective Houses. After receiving those recommendations, theCommittees on the Budget shall report to the House and Senate a reconciliation billor resolution or both carrying out all such recommendations without any substan-tive revision.

53gNATEt COOMIt

b The Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry shall report (1)changes inlaws within Its Jurisdiction which provide spending authority as definedin section 40l(cX2X) of the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of1974, (2) changes in laws within Its jurisdiction which provide spending authorityother than as defined in section 401(cX2XC of the Act, or (8) any combination, there-of sufficient to increm contributions and reduce budget authority and outlays asoows $7,218,000,000 in contributions, $1,830,000,000 in budget authority and$1,30,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1988, $788,000,000 in contributions,P730 000 in budget authority and 1,7•0,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1989and ;088,000,000 in contributions, $2,778,000,000 in budget authority and
$PZ778,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1990.

(c) The Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs shall report (1)changes in laws within its Jurisdiction which provide spending authority as definedin section 401(cX2XC) of the Congrsional Budet and Impoundment Control Act of1974, sufficient to reduce budge t authority and outhai (2) changes in laws withinits Jurisdiction which provide spend authority other than as defined in section401(cX2XC) of the Act, sufficient to reduce budget authority and outlays, or (3) anycombination thereof, as follows: $200,000 000 in budget authority and $200,000,000 inou Avg in fiscal year 1988, $200,000,00O in budget authority and $200,000,000 in out-
ly fiscal year 1989 and $200,000,000 in bude authority and J200000,000 inoutlays in fiscal year 5W~.

(d) The Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation shall report(1) changes in laws within Its jurisdiction which provide spending authority as de-fined in section 401(cX2XC) of the Congressional Budget and Impundment ControlAct of 1974, sufficient to reduce budget authority and outlays,(2) changes in lawswithin its Jurisdiction which provide spend authority other than as defined insection 401(cX2X) of the AC sufficient to reduce budget authority and outlays, or() an combination thereo, as follows: $394,000,000 in budget authority and16,000,000 in outlays In fiscal year 1988, $ 94,000,000 in budget authority and1,000,000 in outlays In fiscal year 1989, and $94,000,000 in budget authority and
, 000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1990.
(e) The Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources shall report (1)changes in laws within Its jurisdiction which provide spending authority as definedin section 401(cX2XC) of thei Co Tzona Bu~ and Im ethConroty As t defie• u9 • . l~i ,,? .m • m m t on ~ m on . u get and Im poundm ent C ontrol A ct of

1974, sufficient to reduce budet authority and outl (2) changes in laws withinits Jurisdiction which provide spending authority other than as defined in section
-4O1c2XC) of the Act sufficient to reduce budget authority and outlaw or (3) any
combination thereof, as follows: $170 000 000 in budget authority and $170 00 000 inoutays m f year 1988, $280,000 in budt authority and $280,000600 in out-layu s 1al 9 and 6,000,000 in budget authority and 00000
outlays In fiscal year 1W

(24)
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Appendix VI

EXAMPLE OF SENATE COMMr7TEE CROSSWALKS

REVISED BUDGET AUTHORITY AND OUTLAY ALLOCATIONS PURSUANT TO SECTION
BUDGET ACT FOR 1988

302 OF THE CONGRESS

[In millions of dollars]

Direct spengin8 juisdictio Entitlements funded in- -
annual appropriations

commtteeBudgt Oulays Budget

Appopriations ........................................ 586.140 593,475 0 0
Agriculture, Nutrition, and Frestry. ........... 26,285 28,919 (18,723) 4,425

44,256 30,359 161 161
Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs ....................... 6,567 3,639 0 0
Commerce, Science, and Transportation ................... 1,933 150 393 393
Energy and Natural Resources .................................. 1,302 875 28 28
Environment and Public Works ................................. 14,839 777 6 6
Finance ..................................................................... 602,543 547,088 57,614 57,650
Foreign Relations ...................................................... 7,304 7,247 0 0
Governmental Affairs .................................... 63,684 40,136 0 0
Judiciary ................................................................... 1,701 786 98 98

abor and Human Resources .................................... 3,184 2,546 4,038 4,611
Rules and Administration ......................................... 82 262 0 0
Sma Business ......................................................... 43 0 0 0
Veterans' Affairs ....................................................... 1,558 1,234 15,235 15,244
Select Indian Affairs ................................................. 531 413 0 0
Not allocated to committees ..................................... (208,750) (217,106) 0 0

Total ........................................................... 1,153,202 1,040,800 58,850 82,616

(25)
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Appendix VII

BUDGET PROCESS TIMETABLE: FISCAL YEARS 1989-1993

January ................................................ Date from wh defi Mrductn is measured.
First Monday after January 3 ................... PResident submits budget to Congress.
February 15 ............................................. C80 issues annual report to Budget Committees,
February 25 ............................................. Committees submit views and estimates to Budget Committees.
"April ...................................................... Senate Budget Committee rpots budget resolution.

r115 .................................................... Congress -opl budget resolution.
May 15 .................................................... Apoiations Wil may be considered in the Huse.
June 10 ............... House ,10propiations Committee reports last annual aprpiation W.
June 15 .................................................... Congress completes reconciation.
June 30 .................................................... House completes action on annual ap ration bis.
Jul 15 ..................................................... Preset submits mid.session bdget report.
August 15 ................................................ OMB and C80 estimate deficit for umvn calj Wft t nofttio readng ~i• p t• .

August 20 ................................................ COO low Its initial Wtto OM and Con( s
August 25 ...............................0OMB issues Its initial report to President and C)ongress.

President issues Initial sequester ord*.
September 6 ............................................. Deadline for Prsident's eqlanatomy message on Initia order.
Octo r ................................................. Rscal y a beiS .
October 10 ............................................... COO submits revised report to oMB and Coem.
October 15 ............................................... OMB issues Its revised report to Presdt and Congres.k

President issues fina sequeste order, ef w nfeciv medlhtely.
Octow .................................................... C rsIsn altnatiew to presidential order, If any, deve and

October 30 ............................................... Deadline for Pesidt's epantoy message on final order.
November 15 ........................................ Compbofe Ger copiance q t isud

(26)
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Appendix VIII

SPECIAL RULES FOR TREATMENT OF PROGRAMS

(For additional explanation of special ruZes, see the conference
report on Gramm-Rudman-Hollings, House Report 09-43?, pp. 48-
59, 85-95 and the conference report on the 1987 Reaffirmation
Act House Report 1(t-)1.)

Special Rules by Program

Scial Security and Railrod Rtrseent Ter I
-Social security and railroad retirement tier I benefits and coast-of-living adjust-

ments are exempt from reduction under Gramm.Rudman-Hollinp.
-- Social security revenues and outlays are excluded from the President's and Con-

Fre"' budget totals. However social security revenues and outlays are figured
nothe total budget figures for fiscal y a1986 through 1991 for purposes of

calculating the deficit. under Oramm-Rudan-Hollings.

Medicare
-Reductions in the medicare program are achieved through reductions in pay-

ment. for covered services. No changes in co-insurance or deductibles are
made, and covered services are unaffected under a presidential reduction
order.

-Under a presidential reduction order, each payment made under the medicare
program would be reduced by a maximum-of 2 percent. If the excess deficit is
small enough so that the uniform reduction In les than 2 percent, all non-
exempt non-defense programs are reduced by that uniform percentage.

Comrmnity Health Centr_ rMnt Health Center,. Indian Health cWtka. IndianHealt Servivew Vokrras Nedival Care

Reductions in these health programs are limited to 2 percent below the levels
they would otherwise receive in any fiscal year.

Commodlty Credit Crpersjtln
-Payments and loan eligibility under any contract entered into after a presiden-

tial reduction order has been issued for a fical year are subject to a percent-
age reduction.

--Outlay reductions in the following year that are the result of contract adjust-
ment. in the reduction year are counted toward overall outlay reduction re-
quired in the reduction year.

-Appropriations for 0CC net realized loom are not subject to reduction.

Guaranteed Stulent Lean
Two changes to the guaranteed student loan program are to occur automatically

under a presidential reduction order. First, the special statutory allowance factor
(27)
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for lenders is to be reduced by 0.40 percent, but not below 3.00 percent, in the first
year of the loan. Second, a student's origination fee is to increase by 0.50 percent. In
both cases, the reduction is to affect only loans made during the applicable fisal
year after the order is issued.

Child Support Enforcement

Outlays for the child support enforcement program are available for reduction
only by reducing the Federal matching rate for State administrative expenses.

Foster Care and Adoption Assistance Programs

The amounts available for reduction in the foster care and adoption assistance
programs are limited to increases in foster care maintenance payment rates or
adoption assistance payment rates and only to the extent that the reduction can be
made by reducing Federal matching payments by a uniform percentage.

Unemployment Programs

Regular State unemployment benefits, the State share of extended unemployment
benefits, benefits paid for former Federal employees and former members of the
armed services, and loans and advances to the State and Federal unemployment ac-
counts are not available for reduction. However, the Federal share of extended bene.
fits and federally paid benefits and administrative expenses are fully available for
reduction.

Mine Worker Disabilit
Increases in black lung benefits and special benefits for disabled coal miners are

treated in the same manner as automatic spending increases.

Federal Pay

-Rates of pay for civilian employees (and rates of basic pay, basic subsistence al-
lowances and basic quarters allowances for members of the uniformed serv-
ices) may not be reduced by a presidential reduction order.

-A scheduled pay increase may not be reduced by a presidential reduction order.

Federal Administrative Expenses
-Administrative or operating expenses of all the departments and agencies, in-

cluding self-financed programs, are subject to reduction, unless specifically ex-
empted.

-Payments made to reimburse administrative costs incurred by State or local
governments (such as for AFDC and Medicaid) are not considered Federal ad-
ministrative expenses; however, State administrative costs for a program may
be reduced to the extent the program is reduced.

Deferrals

Deferrals proposed between October 1 of a fiscal year and October 15 of such
fiscal year are not to be taken into account in determining the budget base.

Automatic Spending Increases Subject to Reduction

Any automatic spending increases that would be first paid between October 1 and
October 15 of an applicable fiscal year are suspended until October 15 of such fiscal
year. If the October 15 presidential order provides for elimination of the increases,
the suspended increases will be canceled. If the increases are only partially reduced,
the suspended increases will be restored to the allowed amount and lump-sum reim-
bursements will be made, to the extent necessary.

Prior Legal Obligations Exempt From Sequestration

Gramm-Rudman-Hollings provides that obligated balances are not subject to re-
duction under a presidential reduction order.

I ,
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Exempt Programs
(Except for administrative or operating expense., the following programs are

exempt from reduction under Gramm-Rudman.Hollings. Programs are identified by
thMeigae budgtccount identification code numbers set forth in the Budget of

the United Ite 196Appendix):

Social security benefits and tier I railroad retirement benefits.

Veterans' compensation (36-0158-0-1-701).

Veterans' pensions (36-0154-0-1-701).

National Service Life Insurance Fund (86-8182-0-7-701).

Service-Disabled Veterans Insurance Fund (36-4012-0-3-701).

Veterans Special Life Insurance Fund (36-8455-0-8-701).
Veterans Reopened Insurance Fund (36-4010-0-3-701).

United States Government Life Insurance Fund (36-8160-0-7-701).
Veterans Insurance and Indemnity (36-0120-0-1-701).

Special Therapeutic and Rehabilitation Activities Fund (86-4048-0-3-703).
Veterans' Canteen Service Revolving Fund (36-4014-0-3-705).
Benefits under chapter 21 of title 38, United States Code, relating to specially

adapted housing and mo i nvtetion life insurance for certain veterans with
service-connected dIsabilities (36-0137-0-1-702).

Benefits under section 907 of title 38, United States Code, relating to burial bene-
fits for veterans who die as a result of service-connected disability (36-0155-0-1-
701).

Benefits under chapter 39 of title 38, United States Code, relating to automobiles
and adaptive equipment for certain disabled veterans and members of the Armed
Forces (36-0137-0-1-702).

Net interest.

Earned income tax credit.

Offsetting receipts and collections.
Aid to families with dependent children (75-0412-0-1-609).

Child i. tritonn (12-3539--605).
Commodity Supplemental Food Program (12-8512-0-1-605).
Food stamps (12-3505-0-1-605 and 12-3550-0-1-605).

Grants to States for medicaid (75-0512-0-1-561).

Supplemental security income (76-0406-0-1-609).

Women, infant., and children program (12-3510-0-1-605).
Activities resulting from private donations, bequests, or voluntary contributions

to the Government.
Administration of Territories, Northern Mariana Islands Covenant grants (14-

0412-0-1-806).

Thrift Savings Fund (26-8141-0-7-602).
Alaska Power Administrfaton, operations and maintenance (89-0304-0-1-271).
Appropriations for the District of Columbia (to the extent they are appropriations

of locally raised funds).

1 4
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Bonneville Power Administration fund and borrowing authority established pur-

suant to section 13 of Public Law 93-454 (1974), as amended-(89-4046-0-3-271).

Bureau of Indian Affairs, miscellaneous payments to Indians (14-2303-0-1-452).

Bureau of Indian Affairs miscellaneous trust funds, tribal trust funds (14-9973-0-
7-999).

Claims, defense (97-0102-0-1-051).

Claims, judgments, and relief acts (20-1895-0-1-806).

Coinage profit fund (20-5811-0-2-803).

Compensation of the President (11-0001-0-1-802).

Comptroller of the Currency.

Customs Service, miscellaneous permanent appropriations (20-9922-0-2-852).

Dual benefits payments account (60-0111-0-1-601).

Eastern Indian land claims settlement fund (14-2202-0-1-806).

Exchange stabilization fund (20-4444-0-3-156).

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

Federal Home Loan Bank Board.

Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation.

Federal payment to the railroad retirement account (60-0113-0-1-601).

Foreign military sales trust fund (11-8242-0-7-155).

Health professions graduate student loan insurance fund (health education assist-
ance loan program) (75-4305-0-3-563).

Higher education facilities loans and insurance (91-0240-0-1-502).

Internal Revenue Collections for Puerto Rico (20-5737-0-2-852).

Intragovernmental funds, including those from which the outlays are derived pri-
marly from resources paid in from other government accounts, except to the extent
such funds are augmented by direct appropriations for the fiscal year during which
an order is in effect,

Medical facilities guarantee and loan fund, Federal interest subsidies for medical
facilities (75-4430-0-3-551).

National Credit Union Administration, its central liquidity facility, and its credit
union share insurance fund.

Panama Canal Commission, operating expenses (95-5190-0-2-403), and Panama
Canal Commission, capital outlay (95-6190-0-2-403).

Payment of Vietnam and USS Pueblo prisoner-of-war claims (15-0104-0-1-153).

Payment to civil service retirement and disability fund (24-0200-0-1-805).

Payments to copyright owners (03-5175-0-2-376).

Payments to health care trust funds (75-0680-0-1-572).

Payments to military retirement fund (97-00404-1-054).

Compact of Free Association, economic assistance pursuant to Public Law 99-658
(14-0416-0-1-806).

Payments to social security trust funds (75-0404-0-1-571).

Payments to State and local government fiscal assistance trust fund (20-2111-0-1-
851).

I
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P~mnst h oeg service, retirement and disability fund (113---51-19-= !*58).P

Payments to trust funds from eise taxes or other receipts properly creditable tosuch trust funds.

Payments to the United States territories, fiscal assistance (14-0418-0-1-852).

Payments to widows and heirs of deceased Members of Congress (00-0215-0-1-
801).

Postal service fund (18-4020-0-3-3M2).

Salaries of Article H judges.
Soldiers and Airmen's Home, payment of claims (84-8930-0-7-705).

Southeastern Power Administration, operations and maintenance (89-0302-0-1-
271).

Southwestern Power Adminisrtion, operations and maintenance (89-0303-0-1-
271).

Tennessee Valley Authority fund, except non-power programs and activities (64-
4110-0-3-999).

Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority, interest payments (40-0300-0-
1-401).

Western Area Power Administration, construction, rehabilitation, operations, and
maintenance (89-068-0-2-271).

Western Area Power Administration, Colorado River basins power marketing
fund (89-4452-0-8-271).

Black lung benefits (20-8144-0-7-601).

Central Intelligence Agency retirement and disability system fund (56-3400-0-1-
01i4).

Civil service retirement and disability fund (24-8135-0-7-602).

Comptrollers general rtiment system (05-0107-0-1-801).

Foreign service retirement and disability fund (19-8186-0-7-602).

Judicial survivors' annuities fund (10-8110-0-7-002).

Longshoremen's and harborworker' compensation benefits (16-9971-0-7-001).

Military retirement fund (97-8W .:..7_.02).

National Oceanic and At-mopheric Administration retirement (18-1450-0-1-306).

Pensions for former Presidents (47-0105-0-1-802).

Railroad retirement tier It(60-8011-0-7-601).

Retired pay, Coast Guard (69-241-0-1-403).

Retirement pay and medical benefits for commissioned officers, Public Health
Service (75-0379-0-1-551)

Special benefits, Federal Emplcyees' Compensation Act (16-1521-0-1-600).

Special benefits for disabled coal miners (75-0409-0-1-601).

Tax Court judges survivors annuity fund (23-8115-0-7-602).
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Appendix IX

CALCULATING UNIFORM PERCENTAGE REDUCTIONS

Gramm-Rudman-Hollins requires--under certain circumstances-uniform per.
centage reductions to defense and non-defense programs, projects, and activities.
Following is an explanation of how such uniform percentage reductions would be
calculated.

The first step in calculating a required uniform percentage reduction is to deter-
mine the total amount of outlays available for reduction. In the case of both defense
and non-defense programs, outlays from obligations incurred in prior years are not
available for sequestration. In the case of defense programs, outlays that result from
new budget authority and unobligated balances of prior-year budget authority are
available for sequestration. In the case of non-defense programs, outlays that result
from new budget authority, new loan guarantee commitments, new direct loan obli-
gations, obligation limitations, and entitlement and other spending authority are
available for sequestration (unless specifically exempted). Notice that for non-de-
fense programs, outlays resulting from unobligated balances are not available for
sequestration.

The second step is to calculate the required uniform percentage reductions by di-
viding the amount of outlays required to be sequestered (see "Deficit Reduction For-
mula on page 7) by the amount of outlays available for sequestration. This calcula-
tion is done separately for defense programs and non-defense programs. Because of
the application of special rules and because the base for sequestration will not be
the same in both cases, the uniform reduction percentages for defense and non-de-
fense programs are likely to be different.

The final step in calculating uniform percentage reductions is to apply the per-
centages to the programs. In the case of defense programs, new budget authority
and unobligated balances (if any) would be reduced by the uniform percentage re-
duction calculated for defense programs. In the case of non-defense programs, new
budget authority, new loan guarantee commitments, new direct loan obligations, ob-
ligation limitations, and entitlement and other spending authority would be reduced
by the uniform percentage reduction for non-defense programs. For both defense
and non-defense programs that receive annual appropriations, the uniform reduc-
tions would be applied below the account level to programs, projects, and activities
where such detail is specified in appropriation acts or Appropriations Committee re-
ports. Where such detail is not provided, the uniform percentage reductions would

applied to budget accounts. In the case of programs not annually appropriated,
the uniform percentage reductions would be applied to budget account activities as
specified in the President's budget for that fiscal year.

If a short-term continuing resolution is in effect when a sequester order is issued,
then for each account, the sequester amount, as determined by the sequester order,
is pro-rated for the period covered by the continuing resolution. These funds are
withheld, but not permanently cancelled. Subsequent short-term continuing resolu-
tions during the year, if enacted, are subject to the same pro-rated sequestration
procedure. The total amount withheld under short-term continuing resolutions shall
apply toward the total amount sequestered once a full-year appropriations measure
is enacted. If the flll-year appropriations measure appropriates at a level lower
than the budget baseline for an individual account, then the amount sequestered for
that account is reduced by the amount by which that a propriation is below the
budget baseline. This means that the final amount of funds available for an individ-
ual account, following enactment of a fall-year appropriation (including a fall-year

-continuing resolution) and implementation of the sequester, shall not be, as a result
of the sequester, less than the budget baseline amount minus the sequester amount
for that account as specified in the final order.

(82)
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Appendix X

BUDGET ACT POINTS OF ORDER IN THE SENATE
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Appendix XI

TERMS USED IN THE CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET PROCESS

Note: This is intended to be a glossary of only the most common terms
used In the congressional budget process. For a complete glossary, see "A
Glossary of Terms Used in the Federal Budget Process" published by the
U.S. General Accounting Office.

Aggregate Required Outlay Reductions
The total amount of outlays to be sequestered in a given fiscal year.

Appropriation Act
A statute, under the jurisdiction of the House and Senate Appropriations Commit-

tees, that generally provides authority for Federal agencies to incur obligations and
to make payments out of the Treasury for specified purps. An appropriation act
is the most common means of providing budget authority. Currently there are 13
regular appropriation acts for each fiscal year. From time to time, Congress also
enacts supplemental appropriation acts. (See "Appropriations" under Budget Au-
thority; Continuing Resolution; Supplemental Appropriation.)

Authorizing Committee
A committee of the House or Senate with legislative jurisdiction over laws that

set up or continue the operations of Federal programs and provide the legal basis
for making appropriations for those programs. Authorizing committees also have
direct control over spending for entitlement program since the Government's obli-
gation to make payments for such programs i contained in the authorizing legisla-
tion. (See Entitlements.)

Authorizing Legislation
Legislation enacted by Conless that sets up or continues the operation of a Fed-

eral program or agency indefinitely or for a specific period of time. Authorizing leg-
islation may place a cap on the amount of budget authorityv which can be appropri-
ated for a program or may authorize the appropriation of 'such sums as are neces-
sary." (See Budget Authority; Entitlements.)

Budget Authority
The authority Congress gives to Government agencies, permitting-them to enter

into obligations which will result in immediate or future outlays, except that budget
authority does not include authority to insure the repayment of loans held by an-
other person or government.

Budget authority may be classified in several ways. It may be classified by the
form it takes: appropriations, borrowing authority, or contract authority. Budget au-
thority may also be classified by the determination of amount: defimite authority 6r
indefinite authority. Finally, budget authority may be classified by the period of
availability: 1-year authority, multi-year authority, or no-year authority (available
until used).

(85)
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Form of Budget Authority
APPROPRIATIONS.-An act of Congress that permits Federal agencies to incur obli-

gations and to make payments out of the Treasur•, for specified purposes. An appro-
priations act is the most common means of providing budget authority.

BORROWINo AuTnoarrY.-Statutory authority that permits a Federal agency to
incur obligations and to make payments for specified purposes out of money bor-
rowed from the Treasury, the Federal Financing Bank, or the public. The Budget
Act in most cases requires that new authority to borrow must be approved in ad-
vance in an appropriation act.

CowNRACr Autmorrv.-Statutory authority that permits a Federal agency to
enter into contracts in advance of appropriations. Under the Budget Act, most new
authority to contract must be approved in advance in an appropriation act.

Determination of Amount
DhnNrrz AuTioarrv.-The dollar amount of budget authority is contained in the

law.

INDEFINITE AUtmoRrrY.-The dollar amount of budget authority is not contained
in the law; instead the law would provide "such sums as may be necessary."

Period of AvailabilIty
ONX-YZAR Aurnosrrm.-Budget authority that is available for obligation only

during a specified fiscal year.

MULTI-YEAR AuTuoarrv.-Budget authority that is available for a specified period
of time in excess of 1 fiscal year.

No-YEAR AUTnolrrv.-Budget authority that remains available for obligations for
an indefinite period of time (until the objectives for which the authority was made
available are attained).

Budget Baseline
Projected Federal spending, revenue and deficit levels based on the assum tion

that current policies will continue unchanged for the upcoming fiscal year. In deter-
mining the budget baseline under Gramm-Rudman-Hollings, the Directors of OMB
and CBO shall estimate revenue levels and spending levels for entitlement pro-
grams based on continuation of current laws. For estimating disretionary spending
amounts (both defense and non-defense), the Directors shall assume an adjustment
for inflation (GNP deflator) added to the previous year's discretionary spending
levels. The baseline should include sufficient appropriations to cover a Federal pay
raise (without absorption). These estimates are used to determine whether required
annual deficit reduction has been achieved and, if it has not been achieved, the
amount and percentage by which defense and non-defense outlays must be cut to
meet the annual deficit reduction level.

Budget Deficit
The amount by which the Government's outlays exceed its revenues for a given

fiscal year. (See Outlays; Revenues.)

Budget Resolution

A resolution passed by both chambers of Congress setting forth, reaffirming, or
revising the congressional budget for the U.S. Government for a fiscal year. A
budget resolution is a concurrent resolution of Congress. Concurrent resolutions do
not require a p residential signature because they are not laws. Budget resolutions
do not need to be laws because they are a legislative device for the Congress to regu-
late itself as it works on spending and revenue bills.

The budget resolution for the upcoming fiscal year is to be adopted.by the Con-
gress by April 15. Additional concurrent resolutions revising the previously estab-
lished budget levels may be adopted by Congress at an, time before the end of the
fiscal year. It is the usual practice for Congress to revise budget levels for the cur-
rent riscal year as part of the budget resolution for the upcoming fiscal year.
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Budget Surplus
The amount by which the Government's revenues exceed its outlays for a given

fiscal year. (S Outlays; Revenues.)

Congressional Budget

(See Budget Resolution.)

Continuing Resolution
Appropriations legislation enacted by Congress to provide temporary budget au-

thority or Federal agencies to keep them in operation when their regular appro-
priation bill has not been enacted by the start of the fiscal year. A continuing reso-
Iution Is a joint resolution, which has the same legal status as a bill.

A continuing resolution frequently specifies a maximum rate at which obligations
may be incurred, based on the rate of the prior year, the President's budget request,
or an appropriation bill passed by either or both chambers of the Congress.

A continuing resolution is a form of appropriation act and should not be confused
with the budget resolution.

Credit Authority

Authority to incur direct loan obligations or to incur primary loan guarantee com-
mitments. Under the Budget Act, new credit authority must be approved in advance
in an appropriation act.

Crosswalk
Also know as "committee allocation" or "section 302 allocation." The means by

which budget resolution spending totals are translated into guidelines for committee
action on spending bills The Budget Committees allocate the budget resolution
totals among the committees by Jurisdiction. Those committees in turn, subdivide
their allocations among their subcommittees or programs. Crosswalk allocations to
the committees appear initially in Budget Committee reports on the budget resolu-
tion and finally the Joint explanatory statement accompanying a conferencereport on the budget resolution.

Current Services Budget
A section of the President's budget, required by the Budget Act, that sets forth

the level of spending or taxes that would occur if existing programs and policies
were continued unchanged through the fiscal year and beyond, with all programs
adjusted for inflation so that existing levels of activity are maintained. (Ne Base-
line.)

Deferral of Budget Authority
An action by the executive branch that delays the obligation of budt authority

beyond the point it would normally occur. Pursuant to the Con onal Budget
and Impoundment Control Act of 1974, the President must provide advanced notice
to the Congres of any proposed deferrals. A deferral may not extend beyond the
end of the fiscal year in which the President's message proposing the defernlii--
made. Congress may overturn a deferral by passing a law disapproving the deferral.
(See Impoundment Resolution.)

I Entitlements
Programs that are set up in a way that obligates the U.S. Government to make

specific payments to qualified recipients.

Excess Deficit
The amount by which the projected baseline deficit for a fiscal year exceeds the

maximum deficit amount (deficit target) for that fiscal year. The amount of excess
deficit, as estimated by OMB, will be the outlay amount eliminated through the
President's sequeter order, with some exceptions. (For fiscal years 1988 and 1989,
see Unachieved Deficit Reduction.)

I ý I
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Expenditures

(See Outlays.)

Federal Debt
Consists of all Treasury and agency debt issues outstanding.

Fiscal Policy
Federal Government policies with respect to taxes, spending, and debt manage-

ment intended to promote the nation's macroeconomic goal, particularly with re-
set to employment, gross national product, price level stability and equilibrium in
balance of payments. The budget process is a major vehicle for detarmining and im-
plementing Federal fiscal policy. The other major component of Federal macroeco-
nomic policy is monetary policy. (See Monetary Policy.)

Fiscal Year
A fiscal year is a 12-month accounting period. The fiscal year for the Federal Gov-

ernment begins on October I and ends on September 30. The fiscal year is designat-
ed by the calendar year in which It ends; for example, fiscal year 1986 is the year
beginning October 1, 1985, and ending September 30, 1986.

Functional Classification

A system of classifying bu~et resources by mar purpose so that budget author-
ity, outlays, and credit activities can be related in terms of the national needs being
ad (for example, national defense, health) regardless of the agency adminis-
terim the program. A function may be divided into two or more sub functions de-
pending upon the complexity of the national need addressed by that function. (See
Budget Authority; Outlays).

Impoundment
A generic term referring to any action or inaction by an officer or employee of the

U.S. Government that precludes the obligation or expenditure of budget authority
in the manner intended by Congress. (See Deferral of Budget Authority, Rescission
of Budget Authority.)

Impoundment Resolution
Section 1013(b) of the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974

previously permitted either chamber of Congress to adopt an Impoundment resolu-
tion to veto a deferral of budget authority proposed by the administration. In 1988,
however, the Supreme Court held that a one-House legislative veto is unconstitu-

-tional because it constitutes a legislative action without having been passed by both
chambers of Congress and sned into law by the President. (See INS v. Chodha, 462
U.S. 919 (1983).) As a result, Congress now disapproves deferrals in appropriations
laws.

Mark-Up
Meetings where congressional committees work on the language of bills or resolu-

tions. AtBudget Committee mark-ups, the House and Senate Budget Committees
work on the lanuage and numbers contained in budget resolutions.

Maximum Deficit Amount
The fixed deficit target for a fiscal year that may not be exceeded by the projected

budget deficit for that fiscal year (FY 1990-FY 1998 only). In FY 1988, $23 bilhon in
deficit reduction must be achieved regardless of the fixed target. In FY 1989 the
deficit must be reduced to the fixed target or by $36 billion below the budget base-
line, whichever is easier. A $10 billion cushion is allowed in FY 1988 through FY
1992, but not in FY 1993.

Monetary Policy
Management of the money supply, under the direction of the Board of Governors

of the Federal Reserve System, with the aim of achieving price stability and full
employment. Government actions in guiding monetary policy, include currency re-
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valuation, credit contraction or expansion, rediscount policy, regulation of bank re-
serves and the purchase and sale of Government securities. (We. Fiscal Policy.)

Net Deficit Reduction
Savings below the defined budget baseline achieved for the upcoming fiscal year

because of laws enacted or final regulations promulgated since January 1. CBO and
OMB independently estimate these savings In their initial and final sequester re-
ports,

Offsetting Receipts
Income from the public that results from sale of products or services rendered

(such as sale of timber from Federal lands or entrance fees for national parks). Off.
setting receipts are deducted from total budget authority and outlays rather than
added to Federal revenues even though they are deposited in the Treasury as mis.
cellaneous receipts.

Outlays
Outlays are disbursements by the Federal Treasury in the form of checks or cash.

Outlays flow in part from budget authority. wrmtod, in prior years and in part from
budget authority provided for the year in which the disbursements occur.

The term "expenditures" is frequently used interchangeably with the term out-
lays. (See Budget Authority.)

Outlay Rates
The ratio of outlays (actual government disbursements) in a fiscal year relative to

new budgetary resources in that fiscal year. In estimating the budget baseline and
baseline deficit for their sequestration reports, CBO and OMB use outlay rates for

projetint levels of spending resulting from available budget authority. Under
Oramm-Rudman-Holing OMB is required, for fiscal years 1989 to 1993, to use ag-

gregate outlay rates for defense and non-defense programs that do not deviate by
more than 0.5 percent from the aggregate outlay rates used in the previous year s
sequestration report.

President's Budget
The document sent to Congres by the President in January-or February of each

year, requesting new budget authority for Federal programs and estimating Federal
revenues and outlays for the upcoming fiscal year.

Revenues
Collections from the public arising from the Government's sovereign power to tax.

Revenues include individual and corporate income taxes, social insurance taxes
(such as social security payroll taxes), excise taxes, estate and gift taxes, customs
duties, and the like.

Reconciliation Process
A process in which Congress includes in a budget resolution "reconciliation in-

structions" to specific committees, directing them to report legislation which
changes existing laws, usually for the purpose of decreasing spending or increasing
revenues by a specified amount by a certain date. The reported legislation is then
considered as a single "eniation bill."

Gramm-Rudman-Hollins provides for an accelerated form of reconciliation in the
Senate as a method for developing a congressional alternative to a presidential re-
duction order.

Rescission of Budget Authority
Cancellation of budget authority before the time when the authority would other-

wise cease to be available for obligation. The rescission process begins when the
President proposes a rescission to the Congress for fiscal or policy reasons. Unlike -

the deferral of budget authority which occurs unles Congress acts to disapprove the
deferral, rescission of budget authority occurs only if Congrea acts within 45 days
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of continuous session to enact the rescission. (See Deferral of Budget Authority; Im-
poundment.)

Scorekeeping
Procedures for tracking the status of congressional budgetary actions. Scorekeep.

ing data published by the Congressional Budget Office include status reports on the
effects of congressional actions and comparisons of these actions to targets and ceil.
ings set by Congress in budget resolutions.

Sequester
That element of a presidential spending reduction order that occurs by reducing

defense and non-defense spending by uniform percentages.

Sequestrable Resource
Federal funding authority (budgetary resources) subject to reductions under a

presidential sequester order for achieving required outlay reductions (in non-exempt
programs).

Supplemental Appropriation
An act appropriating funds in addition to those in the 13 regular annual appro-

priation acts. Supplemental appropriations provide additional budget authority
beyond the original estimates for programs or activities (including new programs
authorized after the date of the original appropriation act) in cases where the need
for funds is too urgent to be postponed until enactment of the next regular appro-
priation bill. (See Appropriation Act.)

Tax Expenditures
Revenue losses attributable to a special exclusion, exemption, or deduction from

t•os income or to a special credit, preferential rate of tax, or deferral of tax liabil.

Unachleved Deficit Reduction
The amount of additional savings needed to reduce the deficit by a total of $23

billion in fiscal year 1988 and $36 billion in fiscal year 1989 below the defined
budget baseline for that fiscal year. The amount of unachieved deficit reduction, as
estimated by OMB, will be the outlay amount sequestered in the President's final
order in fiscal year 1988 and fiscal year 1989. In fiscal year 1989, the amount of
unachieved deficit reduction will not be sequestered if the deficit is reduced to
within $10 billion of the fixed target of $136 billion. (For fiscal years 1990"through
1993, see Excess Deficit.)

Unified Budget
Describes the way the Federal budget is currently displayed. This display includes

revenues and spending for all regular Federal programs and trust funds except
social security, which was removed from budget totals beginning with fiscal year
1987. Prior to the creation of the unified budget in 1969, all trust funds were ex-
cluded from budget totals.
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